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HOME MOVIES & HOME TALKIES

THE EDITOR/
S RE

IN WHICH
WE INTRODUCE
OURSELVES TO YOU

Amateur Cinematography Has
Grown Up

IN an amazingly short time amateur
movie-making has groT\ni np.
A few—a very few—years ago it

was an expensive pastime, possible

only to a comparatively few lucky and
scientiiically-minded jieople with
plenty of time and money to spare.

To-day it is the chief hobby of many
thousands of men and women, boys
and girls, in every walli of life who
have discovered that the making of

really good moving pictures now costs

no more—-and in many cases less

—

than the making of snapshots.
* * * *

Photographs That Live

!

^ It was bound to be so. Progress is
^^ inevitable ; that which was good
enough for our fathers—nowadays,
even oui' older brothers !—-is quite
definitely not good enough for us.

On the day that it became possible

to endow photographs with life by
making them move—on that day Home
Cinematography was born, though
very few people reahsed it at the time.

A^'ell, it has grown up now ; the
photograph not only walks—it talks !

Home Movies have walked and talked
their way into every country in the
world. Home Movies, in the British

Empire alone, have brought a new joy
and a fresh interest into the Kves of

hundreds of thousands of people.
And Home Movies have created a
great and growing industry, which is

providing a vast army of men and
wom.en with well paid and regular
work.

It is time that Amatem: Cinemato-
graphjr possessed a fully illustrated

and helpful magazme of its own.
Here is the magazine.

* * * :!e

How We Can Help You

!

^TT Each month we shall endeavour
^^ to give you help and guidance in
takmg, editing and showing your pic-

tures—in selecting the right back-
grounds and "props"—m finding good
subjects for " family films," in choosing
the right apparatus at the right price ;

in fact, in doing all those things you
want to do

—

better. Wa are here to

answer yoiu- queries either by post or

in the magazine, so do not delay in

sendmg them.

^ t One of the satisfactory features of
^^ Home Mo^des to-day is the steady
diminution in cost, together with
improvement both in quality and
ease of handling. Many people are

TO READERS!
This is YOUR Magazine

to guide and help you

in every way.

Your suggestions and

criticisms will be

welcomed.

What are your views

on Home Movies ?

Write and tell us !

still under the impression that making
and showing Home Movies, delightful

and instructive as it may be, is quite

beyond their means. Actually it can
be, and frequently is, much cheaper
than still photography with anything
other than the smallest film camera.
HoMi; MovrES this month presents

for the first time the real facts on cost

and maintenance, and we think that
the actual figures given -will come as a
pleasant surprise to many would-be
movie makers.

Progress in Home Talkies

£^ Similarly the true movie enthusiast
^^ will be surprised to find just how
far "home talkies " have progressed.

Apart from the systems described this

month, we know of several more to be
placed on the market in the near
future, and while the actual making
of home talkies has not progressed
to the same extent as showing them
it should not be long before a neat and
compact outfit for home taking is also

available. Meanwhile movie fans
should avail themselves of the several

facilities afforded them on the projec-

tion side, some of which—such as the
addition of a suitable musical accom-
paniment to their silent films—can be
accomplished for a very small siun.

Xext month we shall pabUsh an article

dealing with how to add at low cost

"talkie efl'ects " to your silent films

bv utilising the loud speaker of your
present wireless set and, if you have
it, yoiu- radiogramophone. In '

' pre-

talkie " days, when silent films were
the rule and not the exception in pro-

fessional theatres, the value of a

musical accompaniment m creating

the necessary " atmosphere "was fully

appreciated, and no exhibitor dreamt
of showing his film without at least a

piano accompaniment. No'w that we
have the electric gramophone and the

loud speaker available, why should
we not show our home-made silent

films in the same manner ?

* * * *

The Cine and the Schools

^ We are glad to find that some
^^ progi'ess is being made in the utiU-

sation of 16-mm. films for educational

work—particularly since an inquiry

into the value of such instruction

conducted by educational authorities

has sho'wn the immense value of such
an addition to the curriculum. The
fact that the 16-mm. film is non-
inflammable and that projectox's are

available in so many varieties at
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reasonable prices has removed the

chief ol)stacle in the utilisation of

this form of instruction. We already
have several film libraries in this

country containing an excellent selec-

tion of instructional films, whOe the

rapid developnaent of the 16-mm.
sound-on-diso talkie equipment has
added greatly to these educational
facilities. The Western Electric Com-
panj', whose apjiaratus is illustrated

on another page, is specialising in

educational ' work with the sub-

standard film, while we know of at

least three other outfits already on
the njarket inmrediately available for

schools.

Movies in Colour

^ Natural colour cinematograjjhy for
^^ the home movie enthusiast made
possible by the " Koda color " process
has not yet made a great deal of

progress in this countiy owing to the
fact that such pictures can only be
taken in bi'ight sunlight. A further

step forwarfl has now been made by
the production of a super-sensitive
" Kodacolor " film havini^ at least

twice the sensitivity of the previous

stock and used in exactlv the same

way with the same filters. With the
new^fihn we are no longer obliged to
wait for full sunlight before a
colour photograph can be taken and
with it good results can be obtained in

diffused sunlight, which is about all

we can I'ely upon for most ofour
week-ends. While not available in

this country at the moment of writing,

the new film should shortly be avail-

able and possibly it will be on sale by
the time this issue appears. W'hat we
do need, however, is a reduction in the
cost of the necessary lenses, filters and
condensers for taking and projection.

These accessories cost a very consider-

able sum at the present time, and we
trust that the ow^ners of the patents
will not be long in reducing the price

so as to popularise what is un-
doubtedly one of the most fascinating

branches of the art.

Slow Motion and Sport

^ We hope this year will see a con-
^^ siderable increase in the numbei
of slow-motion films taken in sport.

Now that a British-made camera
capable of taking first class slow-
motion pictures is available for a
'^)rice under £2(1, aiul as such films

cost no more to project than the
ordinary kind, there is no longer any
excuse for the omission of such a
camera from the professional's equip-
ment in every golf club. So much
can be learnt from only one slow-
motion fihn that thousands of golfers

would willingly pay a small fee for
such pictures to be taken. If the fee

is based on the cost of a film plus a
small additional charge, the camera
can be made to pay for itself in much
less than a season. Homk Movtes
will be very pleased to give any advice
and assistance necessary to golf club
secretaries who are contemplating the
purchase of an equipment.

A Final Word
^11" This the first number of Kome
^^ Movies and Home Talkies is

now in your hands, and we ask you, as
an amateur Cinematographer, to regard
it, from to-day onwards, as your
magazine, always at your service. We
hope that this occasion may mark the
beginning of a long and unruffled

friendship between every Home Movie-
maker and ourselves.

The Editor.

Light—lots of it— is the secret of much professional brilliance. A scene from "Ella Cinders," a Clara Bow film In the Kodascope
Library list, which well illustrates this point.
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THEY'RE YOURS
FOR KEEPS!

Pictures that Never
Grow Up

By S. U. LLOYD

" T DO Tv-ish they would stop at their present
•• age !

"—" What a pity they grow up !

"

—how many tunes has this been said about
children ? Look at the photographs on this

page and think how wonderful they would be

as mo\'Tiig pictures !

Only the cine camera can preserve these

fleeting moments adeciuately. The most
treasured films of many home cine lisers are

those depicting little everyday incidents in the

lives of their children. Now that cine cameras
are even easier to use than the conventional

snapshot camera, it is not surprising that the

ranks of amateur oinematographers are being

added to more rapidly than those of any other

hobby.

The secret of filming children is to let them
do what they \vish, in their o^ti way, with only
the slightest suggestion rather than an order.

There is no reason for them to keep still—on
the contrary, the whole interest of the film is

in their movements and constant changes of

expression. There is also no need to focus, save
on the closest of " close-ups," for with a cine

camera everything is in focus after the first

few feet.

Take care of your background, seeing that
there is nothing irritating or obtrusive in it, and
let the acting take care of itself. You can
follow the cliildren around in the \'iew finder,

and even if some of the shots are not successful
they can be cut out very easily from the
finished film.

Photo. Li/ne]

WATCHING THE HUNT.—A subject which always fascinates children.

Photo. Bey]

Photo. G. W. JUawl

Who can resist a picture like this ?

You will never tire of showing it.

Best of all, catch them tmawares !

The picture at the bottom of this page
is much more expressive than any
carefully posed study could be, even
if all of the kiddies would simulta-

neously do what you want—which I

doubt!

We are now approaching the holiday
season. After looking at these pictures

are you happy to go away without a

cine camera ? Think it over !

On the left :

This would be a splendid opening shot for

a home movie film. There are dozens more
available for the movie enthusiast with a

seeing eye !
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/OCIETy

An event to remember. Miss Patience,

daughter of Commanding Officer Col.

Hewlett, of Colchester Garrison, filming

scenes in the Mall. {Photopress)

FOLLOWING the lead given by" the
Royal Famil}', Society has taken
up cinematography. Keep j'our eyes

open while you are at any fasluonable

event, and you will see men and women
famous in the social, artistic or sport-

ing life of this country using their 'cine

cameras with keenness and efficiency.

Really first-rate pictures, fit to be
shown by the side of professional

films, have been made, for example, at

Ascot and Goodwood, at Cowes and
Henlej', at the Oxford and Cambridge and
Eton and Harrow cricket matches at

Lord's by those whose names are known
wherever the English language is

spoken. It would, indeed, be surpris-

ii'ig if this were not so, for a moving
picture is, after all, the way of record-
ing and remembering the performance
of your husband or son, your horse,

your yacht, your dog, your car, or
whatever it may be. It is completely
true to say that once you have naade a
mo\de of any event you have it in your
power literally to "see it all over again "

at any time.

IiuagLne yourself—if you can !—to be the
lord of a great estate in the heart of tliis

green and ancient country of ours and that
you are a lover and breeder of racehorses.
Would jou not want to make li\'ing, moving
pictures of your lovelj beasts ? Would you
not be out and amongst them in your
paddocks whenever you had the chance ?

Of course you would !

Or picture yourself— it is a pleasant
occupation!— as the owner of a sea-go>rrg

yacht or as a big-game hunter
or an explorer or any other
person whom you regard as
being among tliose who have
drawn a winning ticket in

the lottery of life—is it not
obvious that your cine camera
would accompany jou wherever
you went and that you
would make the most of your
many opportunities for recording
the wonderful and interesting

sights which you most wished to
remember '! Of course.

Taken Everywhere

And so it is with those, or
at any rate a great and rapidly

growing number of those, to

Weddings offer unique op-
portunities for the amateur

cinematographer.

Lord Cowdray (left) filming

scenes, with his Cine
Kodak, at the wedding of
his daughter, the Hon.
Angela Pearson, and Mr.
George Anthony Murray.

No "still" picture can
compare with a movie film

memento. {Photopress)

Leslie Henson (below), an enthusiastic movie-maker, with

his Bell & Howell " F i I m o .
" {Sport and General)
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MOVIE
whom these opportunities liave been
given. Their number has increased
very rapidly of late as it has now
come to be realised by everyone that
movie-making really is as simple a

matter as is tlie naakins of snapshots
n-ith an ordinaiy, or "still," camera.
And how much more satisfactory !

A cine camera can be tucked away
in a corner of the car or "shoved ''

into a suit-case without causing any
incon\-enience ; the fihn is so compact
that a plentiful sujDply may be included
in one's kit with the greatest ease. It

is not, however, necessary as a rule

to worry ovemiuch about taking
supphes of film, owing to the fact that
it can be obtained in almost every
village in the British Isles and in

everj^ part of the world.

You Press The Button !

Another feature of modern movie-
malcing that is at last generally
realised and greatly appreciated is

the liighly efficient service offered

by the manufacturers and the best

of the photographic dealers ; this

has probably done more than
anji:hing else to make amateur
cinematography the great hobby it

is to-da_^-. All the worry is taken off

one's own shoulders and smoothed
away by someone else. Although the
necessary teclinieal knowledge, as far

as picture-making is concerned, is in

the camera small difficulties will arise

from time to time, such as the
right exposure to give for a particular

subject or the most effective view-
point and so on. All such questions
are willingly answered by photographic
dealers or a note to the manu-
facturer of your camera will bring
a simply written reply.

Eliminating Bother

\Vhen a fihn has been exposed it

is only necessary to hand it over to
a cin6 dealer, together with your
address, and in a couple of days or
so it will be returned to you all

ready for the projector. In short,

all the bother has been eliminated,

so that it is no matter for surprise

that there are now enthusiastic

movie-makers among the highest as
among the more humble people
in the land ; that in hoi.ises great and
small the purring of the projector may
be heard.
There are few experiences so entii'ely

satisfactory as the showing of a good
mo\'ing picture which j-ou yourself
have taken, nor is there anything
to compare with cinematography as a
means of sharing your happiest or

most interesting moments with others.

On these pages you see the photo-
graphs of a few of the famous people
who are enthusiastic cinematographers

II

MAKER/

Sir Malcolm Campbe
taking some shots on
the sands at Daytona.
Thousands of American
enthusiasts used their

cine cameras during the
record-breaking run.

{Ph:)tcpress)

lusing their cameras to obtain pictures

that will increase in value to their

owners as the years go by.

As Miss Gladys Cooper. I^arly Pearson
is loved by thousands of theatre-goers

who owe many of their happiest
monients to her brilliant acting. Both
Lady Pearson and her husband, [Sir

Neville Pearson, are keen movia
makers.
Among theatrical folk, tlie movie

camera is rapidly increasing in favour.

Leslie Henson, shown on page 10 with
his cine camera, has long been an
ardent cinematographer, his personal
successes in " professional " films

ser\'ing to stimulate still further his

interest in the smaller pictiires. Jack
Hulbert, another devotee, is keenly

alive to cine camera
possibilities, and has
many dehghtful films

of his wife. Cicely

Courtneidge.who her-
self is a home mo\'ie

"fan." Tom Walls
and Ralph Lj-nn, if

they could be
persuaded to

exhibit their

JI own home
films, would
add still fur-

ther to the
world's mer-
riment. And
so we might
continue.

Lord Robert
Baden Powell
and friend at a

meet of the

Hampshire
Hunt. The ani-

m a t i o n of
hunting makes
it a very pop-
u I a r cine
subject.

{Photopress)
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HOW TO BEGIN HOME-MOVIE
MAKING

SIMPLE OUTFITS FOR EVERY POCKET
By PERCY ^V. HARRIS

Home Movies, now the hobby for everyone, can be started at the cost of a medium-
priced still camera. In this article many facts and figures are presented for the first

time, and show just what your new hobby will cost you.

HOME movie making as a popular
pastime is less than ten years

old, j-et those of us who started at the

beginning have already accumulated
many priceless records. As I write I

have before me the circular tins con-

taining family scenes which seemed of

no particular consequence when taken,

but to-day are among the most
treasured shots of all. Children, now
grown up, gambolling as youngsters ;

loved ones no longer with us—inci-

dents trivial at the time but now
known to be important-—scenes wliich

have so changed by the march of

time, the emitting of new roads and
the so-called " town improvements,"
that they are impossible of replace-

ment. Here, too, are the tiny reels

of the first hand-driven Baby Pathe
camera, as clear and sharp as if thej'

were taken yesterday.

Grave or gay, the memories we can

obtain with our cin6 cameras are
unique. Think'of those scenes ofhohdaj'
timesyouwould give anj^thing to recall.

Think how every member of the family
can share in the pleasure of the hobby.

"But," you will say, "a cine

camera is a costly toy, and look how
much one has to spend on films "

!

It is surely time this fallacy was
exploded, for it has kept far too many
from the most fascinating hobby of

Above: thePathe£66s.
cine camera. On the
left the Pathe " Kid

"

projector selling for

£2 15s. Thus a

complete outfit can be
purchased for £9 1s. I

modern days. It

assumes that cine-

matography is far

more expensive than
ordinary snapshot-
ting and that only
the most expensive
outfits are of use.

How wrong is this

idea we shall soon
find on examining
the facts and figures.

What Cost includes

The cost of a photographic hobby
must includes both the cost of the
camera and the " running cost " of all

the material and processing. The still

camera user may spend anything
from half a guinea up to twenty or
tMrty pouirds for his camera, after

which he must buy the film, pay for

the develofiment (I am assuming that
he follows the great majority in having
his films developed for him), buy
prints, momits, albums, maybe
enlargements, and a lot of copies at
liis own expense for his friends and
relations ! If he does Iris own develop-
ing and printing there are the tanks,
dishes, printing frames, chemicals and
the like to buy, so that his total

expenditure may be, and often is,

quite considerable. Now compare this

with amateur cinematography.

A Comparison with " Stills
"

The homo movie enthusiast must,
of course, buy a camera like his friend

who specialises in "still" films. A
good and practical mo\'ie camera can
now be purchased for £6 6s. In addi-

tion he must have a projector. A per-

fectly practical small projector to

show thei films taken with a six-

guinea camera can be obtained for

£2 15s., so his apparatus cost in the

cheapest form^ is just o\'er nine
pounds, while his "running cost" is

merely that of the film and its develop-

ment. A daylight loading contamer
with thirty feet of film will cost him,
after he has paid for development,
ruider five shillings. The film is re-

turned to him from the processing

station on a Httle reel which fits

straight into the projector, and after

this all he has to do is to plug in the

wire from the projector into the

nearest electric-light socket, thread the

film into the projector and turn the

handle,
i
Such a fihn can be made to

contain eight or ten perfect little

scenes of animation. Baby running
about the garden ; Father walking up
the path on his way home from busi-

ness ; Mother saying good-bye to a
friend at the gate ; Uncle driving

away in his car, and so forth. Re-
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member there are no prints to pay
for, no mounts, no enlargements, no
albvuns—-just the fihn alone.

How Far Five Shillings Will Go
If yon are a "still" photographer

just calculate how far five shillings

will go in films, development, prints,

and so forth, to give anything
approaching such a ^dvid and delight-

ful impression of life. Saj' j^ou have
a postcard film camera. Your film

will cost you 2s. 6d. for a reel of six

exposures, while postcard size prints

are sixpence each. So allowing six-

pence per spool for development, five

shillings will give you a developed
film and only four finished photo-
graphs, which in any case can only be
looked at by one jjerson at a time,
whereas your five shillings' worth of

cin6 film can entertain your family
and friends all at once and for as many
shows as you like to give them.

In many cameras,
too, you will have to

set the shutter for

each exposui'e, while

the focusing scale

has frequently to be
used—and used ac-

ciu-ately !

Contrast this with
the use of a small

cin6 camera. Being
clockwork driven it

operates continu-

ously so long as the

release button is

held down, and so

far from it being a
drawback for the

subject to move it is an advantage.

The instnmient is sighted like a gun ;

the lens pro^dded is of such short

focus that either you have a fitxed

foc\^s camera or else, if the lens is fitted

with a focusing mount, this is only

A very popular outfit. The Kodak
Model BB, selling for £13 13s.,

and the Kodascope C, which
costs £18 18s. This outfit thus

costs £32 Is. It is British made
and gives plenty of light with its

100-watt lamp.

Loading a Baby cl

drops in pi

Easier Work
Another deUghtful feature

about home cinematography
is that it is actually easier to

take such motion pictures

than to use a still camera !

Here again I would invite

comparison with the still

camera. For each exposure
on a still camera you have to

wind the film to the correct

position, persuade your sub-
ject to stop still (and if you
have ever tried photographing
animals you know what that
means !), press the release at

the right moment and simul-

taneously make sure that your picture^

is correctly framed in the view-finder.

Cine cameras using 16 mm. film are just as easily

loaded In daylight. Everything has been done to
simplify handling.

used for veij' close jjictures. So long
as the subject is appearing in the view-

finder and you are holding the
release down so it will be
fiLmed. At the begmning of

your "scene " you will have
to set the lens aperture for

the hght available, but the
film, particularly the most
modern films, has a wide
latitude and if you use a
simple expo.sure meter you
will waste practically no film

at all.

Wastage Cut Out
With a still camera you are

fortunate if you can get seven
out of eight good pictures by
reason of such defects as
vibration, out -of-focus effects.

ne Is child's play. The daylight-loading charger
ace as easily as a spool of " still " film.

double pictures through forgetting to

turn the film up, fuzziness through a
wrong setting of the focusing scale, and
so forth. With a modern cin6 camera
and only reasonable care, a very
large proportion of your film footage

will be perfect. You cannot forget to

turn the film up for it turns itself up
automatically ! If you should forget

to wind up the clockwork you can't

spoil any film, for it won't be exposed.
What faults do occur—-and we all

make mistakes at times—can be cut

out of the film after it is received

back from the processing station. In
most cases the absence of a faulty bit

will not be noticed.

Sizes Compared
So much, then, for preliminaries and

to give you an idea of how cheaply
you can start. Of coiu'se a little more
money spent will give you better

results, and in particular

bigger and brighter pic-

tures. There are two
standard sizes popularly
used for home cinemato-
graphy : a 9J-mm. film

popularised by the Pathe
Company and used in their

cameras as well as in one
or two other makes, and
the 16-mm. film first

brought out by the Kodak
Company and now made
and sold by a number of

firms for many different

makes and types of camera.
The choice of film size will

depend largely upon what you desire to

spend on your hobby, but do not r\m
away with the idea which is held by
many people that the 16-mm. film is

much more expensive than the Bj^-mm.
Accurate comparison of the two films

is rarely made, so it is just as well that
it is done at once.

A Footage Comparison
The 9i-nrmi. film (and the measure-

ment refers to the vjidth of the film)

is arranged with single perforations
bitween the successive pictures.

Practically the whole width of the film

is used, but there is a gap between
pictures to allow for the perforation.

The 16-mm. film utilLses the full height,

but owing to the perforations beina on
both si les of the film the full width is

not \itilis«d. Both films give forty
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pictures to the foot and both fihns are

rirn at the same speed, namely, six-

teen pictures a second for ordinary
work. And thus it follows that a
direct comparison of cost can be
made on a length basis.

While the 9^-mra. film is sold in

nominal thirty-foot lengths in day-
liffht loading containers, it is not

possible to use the full thirty feet

owing to short lengths being necessary

as a blank "leader" and "trailer"
for the beginning and the end respec-

tively. The 16-mm. film is sold in

either fifty- or a hundred-foot lengths,

and all is utilised.

Cost of Development and
Printing

The 9i-mm. film is sold at 2s. 7d.

for a thirty-foot reel and the (.levelop-

ment and printing (the same film is

used for projection as for taking)

costs another 2s. Thus your thirty-

foot reel ready for projection costs

4s. 7d. The )6-mm. film costs 26s.

for a hundred-foot leel (or slightly

more proportionally for a fifty-foot

reel), ' but this cost includes free

development and printing. Thus
roughly speaking the 16-mm. film

processed and ready for projection

costs half as much again, and a com-
parLson of the picture area available

(which is a much fairer way to com-

On the right the " Ensign Auto Kinecam," an

ill-British 16-mm. camera of high grade,

selling for £18 18s.

pare than by merely comparing the
width of the film) shows that it is

practically half as big again.

9| min. Advantages

An advantage of the 9|-mm. film

is that it is less buUtj' and can be
purchased in small and convenient
lengths at a lower cost than the

16 mm., and the disadvantage is that
more frequent camera loadings are

required, and at the time of writing

only orthochromatic and not pan-
chromatic film is avaUable. The

This Ensign motor-driven projector, fitted with a 100-watt lamp,

gives a big and brilliant picture, and costs £15 15s. This, with the

camera above, provides a first class outfit capable of all kinds of

work, including slow motion, for under £35.

16-nim. film

costs more but
for the same
available light

will give a big-

ger picture and
is available in

]ianchrotnatic,

double - speed
lianchromatic
iind kodacolor
or natiual col-

OLu- film. It is

more bulky to

carry and costs

more than the

91 mm., but a
much wider
range of
cameras and
projectors is

available for

use with it.

More
Light with
" Sixteen "

A.S a user of

both film sizes

I can confirm
t hat excellent

jiictures are

obtainable with
either, but a
very important

] oint to consi-

d e r w h e n
choosing one's

outfit is the size

of picture you

The standard Baby Pathe pro-

jector, which costs £6 15s.,

and has done so much to

popularise home movies.

will want to show on your
screen and the brilliance you
flesire. The linninosity of the

less expensive 9i-mm. projec-

tors is low, for thej' have only
14-watt lamps, although they
use these very etficiently. In
order to obtain a large and bril-

liant picture with a 9i-mm. film

one must pay over twenty
pounds for a projector, and as

excellent 1 6-mm. projectors can
be obtained for less than this

figure this point should beborne
in mind. In order to ha^-e very bright

pictures sufficient to fill a screen suit-

able for lecture purposes a projector
using at least a 100-watt lam]! is

essential. In 16-mm. projectors one can
get up to 400-watt lamps giving almost
" theatre " brilliance when requii-ed.

High-grade Outfits

Returning once more to cameras,
while the cheape.st 9i-mm. camera
sells for six guineas and a very much
better one for ten guineas, the cheapest
reliable 16-mm. camera costs thirteen

guineas. This is designed to take
fifty-foot reels only. Round about the
£18 mark several excellent 16-mm.
cameras to take hiuidred-foot reels

are available, ami for less than twenty
pounds one can get all kinds of refine-

ments, such as slow motion, inter-

changeable lenses, half speed, and the
like. The real enthusiast can easily

spend well o\'er a hundred pounds on
his camera, the numerous refinements
fitted on the most expensive cameras
giving not so much better pictures as

the ability to take pictures in what
would otherwise be very- difficult

circumstances. I have seen many
fihns taken on a thirteen-guinea
16-nim. camera which could not be
beaten on the most exjaensive instru-

ment, and 1 have seen horrible fihns

taken with a camera costing over a
hundred pounds. In cinematography,
as in still photography, one can pay
almost any price for one's camera,
and often the skilful man with the
cheap camera gets the best results.
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An Interesting Toj'

111 16-nini. projectors we liave a

very wide range, both motor and liand

driven, with the advantage of plenty

of light in ahnost eveiy case. The
cheapest lli-mm. projector is the
Kodatoy, the performance of wliicli

is much better than the price would
suggest, for it costs only three guineas
with its little silver screen, or

£.5 17s. 6d. for a motor-driven model.
Although normally it will take a

hundred-foot reel. ext<;nsion arms to

enable it to take four-hiuadred-foot

reels can be obtained for another
8s. 6d. From six or seven pomids up-
wards there is a wonderful variety of

projectors of British, German. S^viss

and American niake to suit every
pocket.

driven projec-

tors available

between £13
and £20, with
again a couple
of pounds or
so for a screen.

Only for
specialised
work is a
stand required,

a nd a simple
splicing outfit

is supplied
with the pro-
jector so that
the user may
join up his

films into a
longer length
or end at

A leader in the " de luxe " field. The Bell-Howell

57 JL projector which, among numerous refinements,

includes a iOO-watt lamp giving sufficient light for

a large hall.

For Lecturing

The man who wants a clear, sharp,

and brilliant picture of high quality,

suitable even for lecttiring, and who is

prepared to pay a little more than the

lowest price, can have a splendid

9J-mm. outfit comprising a ten-guinea

camera and a £23 projector, with

another couple of poimds spent for a

good ser^^ceable silver screen. In
the 16-mni. class, again not choosing

the cheapest, a good high gi'ade out-

fit is available in one of the cameras
roimd about the £18 mark to take

hundred-foot reel and one of the

several excellent 100-watt motor-

~"'«8iJ>

The Kodatoy, an ingenious and practical 16-mm. projector, selling

for £3 3s. It will show any 16-mm. films, and a silver screen is

provided free !

the point required. "With such
9i- or 16-mm. outfits results

are obtainable whiah are
realh first class so far as
brilliance, clarity and sharp
definition are concerned.
The size of picture ob-

tainable in both such outfits

is fully as large as can be
conveniently shown in the
home with quite as much
light as is needed for good
showing. For those who are
not prepared to spend so

much as the figure indicated

and are prepared to put up with a
smaller and less bright picttu'e, an
inexpensive 9i-mm. outfit gives ad-
mirable ser\'ice, as is proved bj- the
widespread popularity of this size.

For the reader who begins with 9i
mm. and contemplates changing over
later to the 10 mm., while still doing
some 9| mm. work, there is available

an excellent projector—the Bolex—

-

fitted with a 250 watt lamp and many
refinements and designed to show both
9 J- and 16 mm. films with great

brUlianoe.

Screens are now made to pack away into the smallest compass, and.
can be erected taut in a moment.
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For Ensign Title malcer. DallmeyeriTitler, Bell-Howell, Kodak, or the larger 'letter-boards.
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HOME MOVIE
TITLE-MAKING
NEUr SERVICE FOR READERS

MAJCY titles can be used by all

readers equally conveniently.

Por example, we all need "The
End," and to inaugui-ate the new
title service to be given its readers

by Home !!\Iovies we are publishing

this month a speciall3'-lettered and
original title "The End" in several
different sizes to suit various title

devices available. All you need to do
is to cut out the particular title

"which fits j^our own outfit, and drop
it into place. Better still, keep this

copy for filing and buy an additional

copy for cut-out work.
Probably, too, you nmke your owai

titles. Once the camera has been set

up for tithng the point arises : How
long shall we expose the filni for each
title ? The answ-er is, simply, for just

so long as we wish the title to appear
upon the screen. A simple way is to

start to read the title aloud, slowly
and deliberately, immediately one
presses the camera release and to

stop filming as soon as we have read
through the title in this way. A
iminimum of five seconds should be
taken for each title, and it is not a
bad plan in a lengthy title to allow
half a second for each word. The
reading method, however, is jDrobably

the best in most cases, for if one
allows a little longer than normal
one can cut the titles in editing if

they appear too long on the screen,

whereas if you make them too short

you can do nothing to correct the fault

except photograph the titles ane%v.

A point to re-

member is that
two short titles

are much moi'e

interesting
than one long
one. They also

photo graph
better.

This will fit the Kodak Title frame and can be used for Baby Pathe.

Useful and Convenient Outfits

The 9i-mm. film user can obtain

from Messrs. Pathe several excellent

titling outfits which are made to hold
the camera in the correct position, to

focus a lens correctly, and to hold the
card exactly m the right position for

photography. The 16-nuii. user is

even better provided for by several

makers. The Ensign Autokinecam
Title Maker, for example, is provided
not only with a holder for the camera
(adaptors are made for all the different

makes) but also with a series of care-

fully placed lamps which give a uni-

form light for evening work. The
outfit, which stands vertically, holds
the camera at the top, the lamps are
supported in a special frame between
the camera and the title in such a way
as to prevent direct light from the
lamp reaching the lens while at the
bottom the title card is placed fiat.

One of the advantages of this scheme
is that w'e can set up a title in the

Cut this out and slip it in the Bell-Howell or Ensign Title Writer frame.

neat cardboard letters provided in
such a way as to produce a biosiness-

like title without having known any-
thing about lettering.

For the Artistically Inclined

The artistically incUned can, of
course, prepare their own lettering or
arrange the letters upon any suitable
artistic background. Photographic
enlargements of our own still pictures
or such large photographic illustra-

tions as those which appear regularly
in Tfie Times can also be adapted for
this purpose.
Another splendid outfit also pro-

vided with means to take titles by
artificial light is the Dalknej^er, this

being arranged to hold the title Ijoard
vertically. This also has an Uluminat-
ing frame between the camera and
the title board. The camera can be
slid backwards and forwards so as to
adapt it to different sizes of pictures
and very cleverly designed csntring

arrangements are provided.

A rmique feature of the Dall-
meyer title outfit is the method of
providing white letters on a black
background. The title board pro-
vided is covered with a black felt

paper (the material being similar to
that used to line cameras), and is

provided with a set of artistically

designed letters cut out of white
felt, an ample number being pro-
vided for even a lengthy title. In
order to set up the title the black
title board is removed from the
frame and the letters laid on it in

the order deshed with the help of
a pair of tweezers. The letters are
then piessed fiat and, being of

felt, adhere at once to the surface
of the board so that they can be
held vertically and even shaken
without falling off. Messrs. Bell
and Howell supply what is known
as a "Character Title Writer" frame,
and Ensign have just produced a
small writer frame which is re-

viewed on another page. The three
photographic reproductions on this

and the preceding page will be found
to fit practically every available
device.
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Ql^^Aerry

/ ^ "pVoJuced by
nu\f\QK^

IILWE it," cried our vicar, tlie

Rev. Percival Slopleigh, turninff

upon the committee meeting his most
flashing smile.

" AjmI what is your idea, dear
vicar? ' inquired Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle (pronounced Moon-Wiffle).

"Yes, yes, do let's hear it,"

choruseil the rest of the assembly.
I should explain that I was un-

willingly takmg part at a meeting
of the Sploshbury 33ntertainments

Committee, specially convened to

discover a way of raising funds to

help to p^o^•ide the Patagonians with
braces or something of that kind. I

happened to be pajong a duty visit to

a maiden aunt. Miss La\dnia Winkles-
worth, and under pretence of taking

me for a walk she had shot me into the

village haU before I realisetl where I

was.
"We have amongst us," said the

vicar, "a nephew of Miss La\'inia

Winklesworth, who is one of the most
distinguished amateur cinemato-
gi-aphers in the eoimtrj". I am sure

that Mr. Reeler (that's me), appreciat-

C^^-.^l

' The horses stopped right enough

ing the excellence of our cause, will

undertake the making here in Splosh-

bur\' of a film. This we will exhiljit in

our \'illage hall, and the receipts that

w obtain shall go to our dear Pata-
gonians."
"Look here," I cried, starting to

my feet, " I'm only a beginner at

movie-work. Why, I haven't had my
camera a week yet."

!Mrs. ^lotherspoon-Waterbiffle (still

pronounced Moon-Wiffle) remarked
that modesty was charming in the

young. The vicar said that there was
nothing so beautiful as the enthusiasm
of those fresh in a new field. Then
everybody began to talk at once and
before I knew where I was they had
decided that I was for it. It was
agreed luianimously that the vicar

should be producer, and he started

right away collecting volunteers for tlie

cast.
" I," cried Mrs. Motherspoon-

Waterbiffle, "will be charmed to play

the lieroine." Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle is the richest lady in the
parish. She is also fat and possibly
fair and certainly she will never see

foity again. No one in the parish has
the temerity to saj nay to her yea.

The scenario was written by the
Rev. Septimus Poflfle, the curate.

Sploshbury is, of course, one of the
places in which Queen Ehzabeth

" The poor youth was smitten well and

truly !

"

slept. So far as I can make out

Queen Elizabeth simply went sleeping

about aU over the cotmtry. You
can't go anj-where nowadays without
being shown a bed which she once
patronised. This naturally gave the

theme for the film, and the scenario

ran briefly thuswise.

The Great Queen (^Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle) arrives at Sploshbury to

stay at the Hall, where she is greeted

by Milord de Sploshburj' (General

Gore-Battlebj-, otu- squire). Lord de
Sploshbury 's daughter, Aiaminta, is

loved (and returneth itte with knobbes
onne, gadzooks ! ) by penniless young
Montmorency de Mortimer, whom her

proud father has threatened to out at

sight on ye spotte with his trusty

crossbow. During the Queen's ^'isit

young Montmorency, not knowing
that she is there, serenades Araminta,
who has, of course, moved out of the

Better'n Charlie Chaplin

best bedroom in favovu' of the Queen.

The Queen, roused from her sleep, and
tliinking that ye tomcattes are atte

itte againe, flings up her window and

empties a jugge of water upon liis

head. In her wrath she lets fall the
jugge as well as its contents, and the
poor young man is brought uncon-
scious into the castle. The Queen then
befriends him, hears from Araminta
the tale of his suit, and commands
Milord de Sploshbury to accept him as
a son-in-law. In the grand final scene
Araminta and Montmorency are em-
bracing at the foot of the great flight

of steps before the Hall. The Queen
walks majestically down the steps and
spreads wide her hands, crj"ing r

"Bless you, my children."

The rehearsals went off exceedingly
well, though we had some trouble with
Queen Elizabeth and her retinue when
thej road on horseback into the first

scene. Tlie idea was that they should
come in at full gallop and suddenh'
draw rein. On the first occasion the
horses stopped right enough, but
eleven out of the eighteen riders faUed
to do so. I was trying out a film at the
time and got an excellent shot. I

suggested that no further rehearsals or

" We had some trouble with Queen
Elizabeth."

shots of this scene would be required,
but was overruled.

Then there was the episode when
Milord de Sploshbury was seen
tlireatening Montmorency with his

crossbow. As luck would have it

his finger touched the trigger, and
the poor youth was smitten well and
truly in ye briskette.

The ^^car acted as our producer,
and jolly good he was. To obtain
atmosphere, he explained, he got
liimself up in riding breeches, leggings,

a shirt of ^^olent checks, a pair of
horn-rimtmed spectacles, and one of

those Helen W^Us eyeshades. In one
liand was the scenario, in the other a
gigantic megaphone ; in his mouth
an unlighted cigar, whose end he
chewed \-igorouslv.

" Shoot !
" he would yell.

"How can I shoot" (from me)
" when you are standing right in front

of the camera ?
"

{Continued on page 38)
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MAKING YOUR OWN SCREEN
By R. W. HALLOWS

THERE are heaps of useful things

that, the home-mo'sae or home-
talkie enthusiast can make for himself

even though his outfit of tools is of

Fig. 1. An easily-made folding screen.

the simplest and his workshop bench
is nothing more ambitious than the

kitchen table. The only tools, in fact,

actually needed for most of the jobs

that I shall describe in these notes are

.a hammer, a screwdriver, a bradawl
:and a pair of scissors. If you want
to cut out wood for yourself you wOl
need also a satsquare, a stiff-backed

•or tenon saw and a handsaw. Any
•carpenter, though, if you buj=- your
wood from liim, will plane it, square

it and cut it for you for a very small

charge. You can thus manage cjuite

well without the setsquare and the

saw if you do not happen to possess

them already.

Toolbox Hints

•Just one or two hints on the selection

of those essential tools—the screw-

driver, the hammer, and the bradawl.

The most useful all-roi.md screw 'river

lor doing small jobs in the home is one
with a blade a quarter of an inch in

-width. The handle should be round,

;and I strongly recommend you to

•purchase a long screwdriver, for this is

much easier to use than a short one
once you have got used to it. About
11 inches over all is a good length.

JBuy a good Sheffield made screw-

driver and it will last indefinitely.

'The screws that you will make most
use of are the sizes between No. 4 and
INo. 6. WTien buying your bradawl
•ask for one suitable for these screws.

And now for the hammer.- I recom-

mend quite a light one—not more than
irom 4 to 6 ounces. A most con-

veixient pattern is that kno^wn as the

cross-pane, which you can obtain from
any ironmonger.

Making a Screen

An essential part of the outfit of

:any home-ino"vie entihusiast is a screen.

One that is very easily made is illus-

trated in Fig. 1. The actual size will

depend upon the apparatus that you
use and the "throw" obtainable

between projector and screen. The
dimensions therefore can be adapted
to suit any case. The actual screen is

stretched over a light wooden frame
supported by means of a hinged
wooden prop at either end. To keep
the props steady when the screen is

in use a piece of flat perforated

meccano strip is used as sho-wia in the
dra^wing. One end of this is attached
to the frame by means of a No. 4

screw passed through one of the holes.

In the edge of the prop there is a No. 2

screw, over whose head the holes can
be slipped In this way the prop is

adjustable and can be made to tilt the

screen as required.

The Frame

The frame is made from soft wood
(which should be as free as possible

from knots), l-J- inches in width by
1 inch in thickness. Figs. 2 and 3

Screw Moles
/

Fig. 2. Tlie " halved-in " joint at the
corners of the frame.

show an easy and very effective way of

making the joints at the corners.

This is known as the '

' halving-in
'

'

method. If you are unable to cut the
joints yourself the carpenter will do
the work for you. From both ends of

the uprights and horizontals cut away
a piece \\ inches iii length by \ inch
in depth, as sho-wn in Fig. 2. The
countersunk screw holes are made in

the horizontals only and they should

be at what is going to be the back of

the frame. Fix your joints tightly

together -with No. 6 f inch or | inch

screws. They will be still stronger if

you glue them before screwing down.
The props may be made of wood of

the same width and thicknesj as that
used for the frame. Each is attached
to the back of the frame by means of a
small brass hinge. The "foot" of each
prop should be sloped away so that it

lies evenly on the table.

Screen Material

The next business is to cover the
frame ^Tith the material that is going
to be used for the .screen. There are
several choices here. Personally I am
rather in favour of three-ply wood, the
outer surface of which should be rubbed
down -with sandpaper. The surface
may then be treated -with a thin glue
known as size, which forms the founda-
tion for the final covering -with paint.
Sizing is not absolutelj' necessary if

the wood has been well rubbed do'wn,
but it makes for a better surface and
means that you need less paint. You
can, if you like, finish off with ordinary
white lead paint (the " undercoat " for

enamel is good), but you will obtain
far better illumination if instead you
use akiminium paint. This is quite
cheap and you can obtain it from any
iromnonger. "Wliite distemper, or one
of the ceiling preparations, is also
useful but, of course, is not so bright
as aluminium paint.

Other Screen Materials

Another material which serves well
for screens is stout white linen which
is fixed to the edges of the frame by
means of tintacks, the greatest care
being taken to stret.h it tightly. A
third alternative for the screen is

thinnish American cloth, whose surface
takes aluminiiun paint admirably.
The kind of American cloth I mean is

that which is often used for co\-ering

the tops of kitchen tables or for

protecting walls from splashes.

A Loud Speaker and Screen Tip

"\ATiether you show talkies or silent

films j^ou will want to make use of the
radiogramophone at your entertain-

ments. It adds greatly to the reaUsm
of silent films if incidental music is

supplied, and the best effects are
obtained when this appears to come
from the screen itself. This is quite
easily accomplished by making the
combined baffteboard and screen
illustrated in Fig. 3. One great
advantage of the scheme is that the
baffieboard is equally useful whether
you are showing films or using the
ivireless set or radiogramophone, since

the screen when not required rolls up
out of the way. The baffleboartl it.self

Angle B/i'\CH£T

Fig. 3. Combined baffle-board and screen.

{Continued on page 35)
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ROYAL
AN INTIMATE STORY

Part One:

The Prince of Wales

H.R.H. The Prince of Wales
with his cine-camera mal<ing
a film record of the scenes
shown on page 23 during his

visit to the Inca Indians

at the ancient fortress of

Sachsahuaman

GHOSTS of the Victorian era float

out of the pages of the family
album. Prim ladies in stiff black silk

dresses with flounces and bustles, nien
in tight-fitting trovisers, one arm
resting uneasily on a pedestal, a silk

hat, insignia of rank and wealth,
upturned on a table, unwavering eyes
looking out at you from the pasteboard
—these were the makers of history and
industry.

Driven into odd corners by the
Snapshot Age, their places were
us\u-ped by men and giils caught in

the act of doing things, plunging into

a sea which they never reach, making
you wonder if they came a cropper or
made a perfect dive ; jumping a
hurdle which they never quite get
over ; striding along a country road
or by the sea with one foot destined
never to touch the ground—-pictures

of suspended animation !

Treasures for Posterity

That athlete with the pole just
clearing the dizzy height remains with
legs and body half over the bar,

vaulting from the new age into the
newer, leapmg from yesterday into
to-day when the movie camera can
store up for his son and son's son every
motion of that leap, from the time his

feet took off and his lithe arms raised

his body over the bar to the moment
his hands pushed the jumping pole
away and he landed on his feet to
break the record—all of it, every
moment and movement, can be
treasured for posterity, and the record

broken again to show the athletes of

to-morrow how cleanly the athletes of

to-day can leap !

This is the wonder wliich is capturing
the pubhc imagination. The moving
pictures of Elstree and Hollywooi
which cost fortunes to make have
developed into the moving pictures

which everybody can make for them-
selves and show in their own homes.
From time to time in various news

films the observant cinemagoers have
caught fascinating glimpses of a Royal
personage raising a cin6-camera to

take a shot at some function at which
he himself is being filmed. These
fleetmg glances have been sufficient to
indicate the interest taken in moving
pictures in Royal Circles in England
and abroad, and their abrupt termina-
tion merely serves to arouse the
curiosity.

It is my privilege to lift a corner of

the veil and reveal some of the film

activities of members of the Royal
Family as well as the members of

Royal circles in other parts of the
world.

The Prince's Early Interest

The interest of the Prince of Wales
in the cine-camera dates back to about
1923, if not earher, and few men are
more intrigued by this new hobby, and
fewer still recognize the endless possi-

bilities of its development. Realising
that the events of to-day are the
history of to-morrow, he has taken
with him on all his journeys his own
cine-cameras with which he has filmed

those scenes and happenings which he
is most anxious to preserve.

He has now a fine record of liis

travels, and those who have been
fortunate enough to witness them have
been able to see through the eye of the
Prince those things which most
appealed to him. Without doubt his

favourite film is that of his African
holiday, and it is as full and complete
a record as one could desire. Setting

his lens to work on board the " Kenil-
worth Castle," he filmed all that was
worth filming of the joys of a merry
party on a modern liner. Here they
are playing deck quoits or tennis,

there you may watch two laughing
opponents facing each other astride a
greasy pole, with pillows in their

hands, balancing precariously and
seeking an opening to bowl the other
over, while the onlookers encourage
them and laugh at them heartily.

Pillows are swung wildly, frantic

efforts are made to remain in a per-

pendicular position, and the face of

the one who finds himself topph'ng

and swinging upside down before
dropping to the deck is a study in

hiunour and perplexity.

Crossing the Line

Crossing the line brought the chance
to fikn the whole ceremony, and the
Prince caught Father Neptune coining

aboard with his retinue and the
shaving and ducking with which those

who cross the equator for the first

time are initiated into the court of
Neptune. He got many happy shots.

I
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FILM MAKERS
OF THE CINE HOBBY OF THE PRINCE OF WALES, THE
DUKE OF YORK AND DUKE OF GLOUCESTER

Told for the First Time by DAVID MASTERS
(ft'ORLD COPVlilGHT EESEKVED)

and while making them no doubt
remembered his own experience when
he crossed the line in the

'

' Renown '

'

on his Aiistralian trip. On that
occasion the grotesque barber was a
joy to watch, the waj' liis factotum
lathered the faces of the initiates, the

blood-curdling manner in which he
wielded the mock, eighteen inch
razor, and the dexterous way in which
the attendants tipped the chair back-
ward and shot its occupant into the

swimming bath to be ducked lander

by the satelhtes, were among the most
humorous incidents to be recorded by
the film. And the Prince in bathing
costume fully entered into the fun and
was lathered and ducked like the rest.

It is this spirit of sportsmansliip which
makes him so popular every-where.

The native boats and the shipping

at Zanzibar were the right note on
which to open liis African adventures.

From the time he landed his film

camera was busy at work, preserving

everything that was worth while and
enabling him to Hve over again many
an exciting moment. His safari

scenes are packed with an interest that

can be recaptured at will, because he
shot his quarry not with the gun, but
with the camera. He prefers the cine-

camera to the gun every thne, and

frankly avers that it is far more
exciting and satisfjang to shoot with
the camera than ^vith the gun. Behind
the preference hes a fine humanity that

sees something ignoble in destroying

the creatures of the wild just for

sport.

To come home from Central Africa

with a cartload of trophies shot from
the safety of a motor car is too like

muider to commend itself to any real

sportsman, and it is much more
thrilling and certainly far more dangei -

ous to hold one's ground wliile filming

a charging rhinoceros than it is to

shoot him.
The so-called white rhinoceros,

which is not white at all, but a slaty

grey, is a docile creature as harmless
as a cow. It never charges and is an
easy prey to anyone with the gun.
The consequence is that the animal is

now fully preserved to save it from
extinction, and hiuiters are forbidden

to shoot it—except with a camera,
which enabled the Prince to secure

one or two good films of these ugly
monsters.
Make no mistake about the ordinary

rhinoceros. He is quite a different

creature, and his little piggy eyes are

danger signals to be heeded. So
aggressive is he that he will charge

Courtesy Illustrated London A'cics.]

The Prince showing his own films on board the " Arlanza

'

South America
while returning from

Photopress.']

The Prince of Wales during his Panama
visit

anything at sight, with that deadly-
horn on liis snout ready to deal the
slashing stroke that will disembowel
and kill. The Prince himself was-
stalking a rliinoceros one day in order
to get into a good position for filming,,

when it suddenly tiu-ned round in the-

scrub and charged straight down on
him. Standing his groimd, the Prince
got a magnificent shot of the charging
rhino galloping full into the foreground
of the picture. Fortiuiately the brute
was scared off in time by a shot or two-
fiied in the air by members of th&
royal party, and the animal may be
seen in the film swinging round again
and galloping away. The thrill of
such a scene would be entirely lost

with an ordinary camera, but the
cine-camera has caught the action of
the beast and stored up the thrUl for
all time.

Among the scenes are several shots,

of hippopotami swimming and sunning
themselves on the White Nile, and in
getting them he was more fortunate-
than most. The big game move-
whither they list, with no regard at all

for the plans of human beings, and
when the Prince was on safari he had
to rrni his quarry to earth like everyone-
else. If there were occasional blank
days, there were also days when the-

shooting—with the cin^-camera^—was;
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exceptioiiaUy good, and among them
must be reckoned tlie day he went out
after crocodile on the river Aswa.
He eventually found a few reptiles

sunning themselves on the banks. For
all their apparent unwieldiness, the

horrible brutes can slitle into the water
with incredible speed, and to catch
them in the act-—a scene which the
Prince was determineil to film—is bj'

no means easy. By exercising his

patience and waiting for an hour he
managed to secure some very nice

shots of the monsters plunging in and
lashing the water with their armoured
tails. A swing of their loathsome jaws
brings their cruel fangs right into the
picture, a thrust with their stubby legs,

and rudder action with their tails to

•enable them to turn, and they are

taking the plunge, the water splashes

and subsides and they have vanished,

leaving the river flowing as though it

were the safest bathing place in the

world.

Flying Over the Sudan
Flj-ing in an aeroplane in the Upper

8utlan, His Royal Highness scoured

the country in searcli of elephant and
managed to obtain several good
pictures of herds on the inove, one
herd being about fifty strong. It was
not so ea.sy to come across elephant on
foot, but the Prince on several occa-

sions managed to film two or three, in

one case a cow and a bidl with magnifi-

cent tusks. It was while after elephant
that he managed to secure what is

probably his most treasiu'ed shot^

—

that of a great bull elephant charging
straight down on him. If ever his

nerve was tested, it was tested then,

for the fikn tiisplays to the full tlie

rage antl lapid movement of the

mammoth tusker.

Interspersetl with the scenes of the

big game^—and he took some excellent

pictures of the animals coming down
to their drinking pools to quench theix

thirst—are some remarkable scenes of

the native dances which were held in

his honour. The spirit and movement
and rhythm of the dancers have been
finely filmerl and these native per-

formances, interposed judiciously

through the film, make a welcome
variation and maintain the interest.

One of the gems, however, which
would win the applause of the whole
world, is as human a story as one
could ever hope to film. It is that of

a mother giraffe who lost her young
one. With infinite patience and skill

the Prince has captuied every point in

the stor,\ . In the first scene the

gigantic mother is looking round in

.search of her youngster, or " toto," as
the natives term it, and the apprehen-
sive look in her eyes may be clearly

seen. The youngster, of course, has
wandered off, as youngsters will, and
is kicking up his heels in the scrub
some distance away, out of sight of his

mother. Here again the Prince has
had the gcJod fortune to obtain a fine

shot of the httle one leaping and
kicking about and enjoying itself

immensely, a shot difficult to obtain
without scaring it right away. In the
finale, the mother may be seen catch-

ing sight of her ^-oungster and movinir
toward him while the offspring which
has caused her so much perturbation

trots delightedly up to her and is

nuzzled while he seeks a little refresh-

ment ! It was one of those lucky
incidents which are selilom met with,

and it makes one of the happiest antl

most natural films imaginable.

A Busy Trip

As in Africa, .so thning his trip to

South America in 1931 the Prince's

cine-camera was busy all the time, and
some outstanding films of the gauchos
giving their astounding exliibitions of

riding fell to his lens. In some films

it seems incredible that the man can
keep his seat at all, so wildly does the

horse buck and rear, yet somehow he

manages it. Another lemarkable feat

fihne<l by the Prince is throwing the
bole—a ball on the end of a lariat

which the cowpunchers skilfully sling

to curl roimd the legs of the animal
they are chasing in order to entangle
it and bring it down. The whole
performance has been lecorded by his

cine-camera—the flying animal with
the man galloping after it, the lariat

shooting out and ciuling rounil its

legs, the beast, checked in its stride.

roUing over, and the man coming up,
slitling oft his horse and tying the less

of the prostrate steer before it can rise

again. Another flue shot shows the
ga^ichos rounding up a herd on the

l^ampas, with the herd ti'ying to

^m^^Sffi^ySill/^-^J -..,:: -i-ZiMXitsst^!

nutvpress] His Royal Highness at BAR U RANCH. Canada

Photopress]

The Prince of Wales and Prince George
meet the President of Peru

stampede and being kept in check by

the uncanny skill an<l hard riding of

the cowpinichers, who just get to the

danger points in time to stop the ugly

rushes.

His visit to (allao in Peru

brought the Prince of Wales to one of

the miracle railways of the world, a

line that simply staggers the imagina-

tion, scaUng the dizzy heights of the

Andes, rising up anil ever up until it

crosses the range at a height of 15,805

feet, over thiee miles high. The
conception ofHenry .Meiggs, he planned

to lift his line from Callao on the

Pacific seaboard right over the range

to Oroya and thence to the Amazon,

a feat considered so impossible in

those far-off days of 1870 when it was

started that it was regarded as the

idea of a madman, whereas it pro\-ed

to be that of a railway- genius. In the

first year his line stretched out for

twenty miles and his gangs were

blasting and building embanlonents a

dozen miles in advance of the railheafl,

prepaiing the way for the rails to

creep forward, following the river,

which had cut a passage during untold

ages, until he could follow it no longer.

The moiurtains towering up for

thousanfls of feet seemed impassable,

l)ut his line stole along narrow ledges,

blasted out by tons of dynamite, leapt

across rocky gorges, halting here and
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Wide World Phntos]

The Prince of Wales visiting the new studios of Associated Radio Pictures at

Ealing. His Royal Highness is seen operating one of the elaborate electrical

controls used during production

there in the face of greater difScuhies,

but always creeping onward again.

Bridge-Building Problems
In one gorge it seemed that the

whole enterprise miist crash, for a
deadly fever struck down the labourers
and killed them in a few daj's, when
they were striving to build the
Verrugas Bridge, after they had lifted

their line to a height of jtist over a
mile. Toiling on the mighty pier to

carry the bridge, the masons fell sick

and died. Nothing could save them.
Some succumbed in an hour or two
and the toll soon mounted to hundreds.
The river bed was a valley of death,
and Meiggs displayed his courage by
remaining there for weeks in order to
encourage his labourers. He escaped
the disease, but he had the greatest
difficulty in getting men to work at all.

In the end, after paying fabulous
wages, he carried his bridge over the
river and away from the danger zone,

only to find at a later date that a
mighty fall of rock had swept it away.
Undaunted, he rebuilt the bridge, and
when his Une could seemingly go no
further, found a ledge a little higher
up to which he lifted his trams by a

stroke of sheer genius, pushing his

coaches into a V shaped switch and
turning his engine on a turn-table to

pull them out on the upper level.

N'ecessit3' compelled him to invent
this new form of switch. In six years
he carried his line to 12,000 feet, by
wliich time it was 90 miles long, but
the hardships and anxiety were too
much for him. Seven years after

starting his line, and when the worst
was nearly over, he died.

A Wonderful Railway
There his railway remained, sus-

pended in the air, leading practically

to nowhere for over a dozen years.

when another engineer took up the

task and by driving a tunnel 3,855 feet

long right through the heart of the
last gigantic peak—a tunnel at a
height of about three miles—was able

to carry the line down to Oroya.
Owing to the rarefied air the labourers
tunnelling the last stretch used to

bleed from nose and mouth, blood
oozed through their hands, they
gasped and panted at the least Kttle

task, continually they were falling ill

and having to be carried down to a
lower altitude to get well again. It

seemed that no human being could
surmount the difficulties, but Man
conquered and the Andes were crossed.

Now other hnes in other places make
that dizzy climb over the mighty
range, whose giant volcanoes recently

spread terror and destruction, and the

ir'rince of Wales and Prince Ueorge
spent a good deal of time in filming

the scenes from the train, bringing
back with them to England a moving
record of the appal ing obstacles the
railwajr builders coped with in carrying
their lines over the peaks.
There are films of Lima, the capital

of Peru, others of Cuzco, the ancient

capital of the Peruvians, situaterl over
two miles high, where the Piince
obtained some exceptional films of the
native ceremonial dances. And during
his vi it to Brazil, after bidding
farewell to the Argentine, the Prince
embarked in an aeroplane to enjoy the
beauties and wonders of the harboru-

of Rio de Janeiro, with the verdant
Sugar Loaf Hill, which always appears
to be about to fall on the city and
overwhelm it, forming a lovely back-
ground to the scene.

On the way home on the " Arlanza,"
the Prince exhibited some of his

African films to privileged guests, and
a sketch made on that occasion serves

to illustrate this text.

The Prmce usually brings home-
from his travels some 3,000 or 4,000

feet of film, the equivalent of 6,000

or 8,000 of full size film, and there is

very httle waste, not more than 5 per
cent. He has a real eye for making
I^ictures, and moreover has grasped
the fact, -which so many amateurs
have yet to grasp, that the movie
camera is made to record moving-

pictures, sometliing in actual motion,
and not still scenes and images which
can be recorded equally well by the
ordinary camera. The result is that

his films are real movies, and no film,

sent out from Elstree could be edited
with more care than the Prince
devotes to his own.

A Royal Film Editor

When ready to work on a film he-

sends to Wallace Heaton, Ltd., for

their manager, Mi\ H. S. Newcombe,

(Continued on page 38)

Central Press]

The Prince of Wales (on the right) with Prince George fraternising with Inca Indians.
The Princes were entertained by a display of dances by the descendants of one of

the most ancient and nnost remarkable of the South American races
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FROM THE

FILM
IBRARIE/

MANY users of both 9.5 and
16 mm. film projectors are

unaware of the excellent professional

films that can be hired for the even-

ing or longer from the Film Libraries

in London. Others, who hired some
of the earlier Librarj- films a few years

ago, are unaware of the great improve-
ment in quality and the big reduction

in price which have simultaneously

occurred in this direction. Films to

suit all tastes—dramatic, comedy,
educational and sport—are available

in large numbers, the great majority-

being 9.5 or 16 mm. reductions of well

IcnoTiTi professional films, while others

From " The Lost World," by Conan Doyle.

(Kodak.)

have been specially taken for the

Libraries.

For example, it is not generalh'

known that the admirable film of

" The Lost '\\'orld," based on Conan
Doyle's famous book, which had a

long run at the London Pavilion a

few years ago, is available for hire

in the Kodak Library. This story,

as many readers will remember, deals

with an exploring expedition which
discovered a plateau inliabited by
prehistoric animals thought to be

extmct. Tliere are some marvellous

pictures of fights between these pre-

Adolphe Menjou in " The King on Main
Street." (Kodak.)

historic monsters and many thrilluig

escapes. The whole film, whicli is on
five reels, takes an hour and a quarter

to show.
Another famous film, " Metropolis,"

is available to 9.5 mm. users in the

Pathe Library, which includes a
wonderful selection of comedy, drama,
natural liistory and general interest

fihiis. Those readers whose Pathe-

soopes are not arranged to take
" Super " reels (which rim for about
twenty minutes each) can purchase a
" Super " reel attaclunent quite

cheaply, so as to l^e in a position to

Children are particularly well

catered for in all the Film Libraries.

Charlie Chaplin films are available iir

Kodak, Pathe, Ensign, and the very
complete Library conducted by
A^'allace Heaton. Ltd., of New Bond
Street. This Library, by the waj',

includes among other interesting

features the famous Lon Chaney film,
" The Himchbackof Xotre Dame." All

these Libraries also inclu;ie '" Felix the

Cat," "Out of the Inkwell," and, in the
easeoftheE!isign,"Oswaldthe Rabbit."

For those wlio owai home talkie

equipment, using 16 mm. film and
disc, British Talkatome, Ltd.. have a

Ensign also include " Widdicombe Fair
'

In their Library list.

" The Farmer's Wife." (Ensign.)

show the longer Library films or, if

they care to, they can hire a large

assortment of tlie shorter films at

very reasonable rates.

The Ensign-Show-At-Homo Film
Library has also an excellent cata-

logue and is distinguished by the

large number of good British films in

its list, including such well known
pictures as " The Farmer's Wife,"

' Alf's Carpet" and " Widdicombe
Fair." Particularly interesting, too,

is the " Ensign Screen IMagazine
"

series—single reel entertairunents, in-

cluding three subjects, which are

usually general interest features, sport

and an animated cartoon.

The sensational success, " Metropolis," is

available to 9^-mm. users in the Pathe

Library.

Library of sound films, including many
excellent travel films and such features

as the Co-Optimists, Sej-mour Hicks,
Gwen Farrar and Billy Mayerl.
Rates of hire \'ary naturally accord-

ing to the length of the film and its

type. The Kodascope Library has
several different rates, depending on
the classification of the film and the
length of time it is desired. London
readers who care to call for their

films at Kingsway and are prepared

(Continued on page 30)

A thrilling scene from " White Cargo.'

(Kodak.)
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youR
CIHE QUERIE/
AN/WERED
Free Service for Readers

Islthere a cini problem bothering you P Have you soins difficulty in which

you would like expert help ? Do you w.mt to know where to obtain

certain apparatus and what it will cost ? HOME MOVIES is at your

service in this and mmy other ways.

Address your query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES, Messrs.

George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2, enclosing

the free Query Coupon printed in this issue. Queries and answers of

general interest will be printed each month on this page. All others will

be replied to by post.

Special Note.—Criticisms of amateur films, opinions of amateur scenarios

and test of apparatus can be undertaken by special arrangement. In
such cases a preliminary letter to the Editor is essential.

This month we print a selection of queries received by the Editor and his

technical staff up to the time of going to press.

F. 1. fAs:ot) writes : " M7 cine projector

gives exoellent results so far as lislit,definition

and st3idia2S3 are concerned, but I find that

when I fo3iis on a still picture the apparatus

seems to ?o out o£ Jocus as soon as the motor
is stirtei. Everything comes right again if

I slightly re-focus on the moving film.

Wiiat mast I do to put this right ?
"

Answer.—This difference bet\veen the

focus of a still and moving film is character-

istic of all projectors, although it is

slightly more pronounced in some than in

•others.

How Makes Differ

The different makes of projector vary
slightly in construction but the general

rule is to hold the film in the " gate " by
some form of spring plate. Pressure on
this plate is carefully adjusted, but it

must not be too great otherwise excessive

force will be required to draw the film

through the projector with consequent
damage to the film and mechanism.
When the film is stationary it is held flat

in the gate, as soon as it starts to move
the spring plate is held back slightly and
during the run the film takes an average
position just slightly away from the
surface against which it is held when
still. Although this difference is extremely
small it is sufficient to alter the focus and
the lens must be readjusted accordingly.

An Interesting Variation

In one of the best makes of projector

the gate mechanism is made with such
precision that no back pressure plate is

required, spring pressure being applied
only on the side but even in these the
focus of the stiU picture is sUghtly different

from that of the film in motion.

F. C. (Clapham) asks : " How can I tell

whether my cine camera is loaded or not

vpithout opening it and thus ruining the
film, if any is there ? "

Answev.—Unscrew the lens and tap the
release a few times. If there is any film

in the camera the creamy emulsion wUl
show in the lens aperture while the
mechanism is running. A few taps on the
release will be quite sufficient to show
this. If you see nothing but black you
can be sure either that the camera is

Do not unscrew your lens out of

curiosity, only if you know it needs clean-

ing inside. When you do, look through the
diaphragm, which should be perfectly

clear of fluff or dust of any kind.

empty or that the black " leader " paper
has not run through. In any case, if you
should open the cine camera in daylight

you will not waste all the film, only33 or

4 feet will be fogged. I.ess tlian this will

be fogged if you open the camera in a
very dim artificial light.

J.R. (Mill Hill) :
" When examining one

of my films just returned from processing,

I find that in some cases where a scene in

bright light is followed by one taken in the
sliade and vice versa a frame or two at the
end of one scene and the beginning of the
next seems either over- or under-exposed. I

thought at first it was due to the shutter

being a little slow in starting up, but I cannot
understand why any change of shutter speed
should happen the end of a run. The film

projects quite well on the screen and one
cannot see any fault this way, but it is

quite obvious when examining it by hand
under a magnifying glass. Is there some-
thing wrong with my shutter? "

Development by Macliinery

Anstver.—Such variations in the film
are due to the use of the verj' ingenious
automatic and electrically controlled
processing machines by the big companies.
By using special light-operated cells of the
photo-electric type, wide variations in
exposure can be compensated for in
processing, but any sudden transmission
from one type of lighting to another may
i^hovi for a frame or two in the processed
film and is no indication of a fault in the
r.amera. The one or two slight dis-

advantages in this automatic processing
are much more than counterbalanced by
the numerous advantages as is evidenced
by the very high level of excellence in the
modern finished product.

A Tip for " Fade-Outs'

As you say, the slight variations rarely
show on the screen, and the only notice-
able case of trouble Avith this "form of
processing is where the camera user tries
to produce a " fade-out " bv slowly
closing his diaphragm and thus' causes a
progressive, under-exposure till all hght
is shut off. Unfortunately the automatic
processing machine manfully (or machine-
fully !) endeavours to compensate for this
gradual under-exposure and while it

succeeds in doing so for the first part of
the space it has to give up in the end ! If
much fading in and out is done it is
better to use one of the positive-negative
films rather than the re\-ersal t)-pe.

One-Sided Focus
The Rev. A. R. M. (Nottingham) vrates :

" When projecting my Palestine film in the
parish hall recently I found it to be badly

[Continued on page'iS))
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HOME
TALKIES
ARE /
HERE /
The first of a Series of

important articles by
HARRY P. "IVOOTTOK

A combined Loud Speaker and Amplifier, made by the
Western Electric Co.

Above—A strip of professional sound film showing the sound track on the

left. Courtesy of Tanar Corporation, Ltd.

"T"ALKIES for the home are now an
* accomplished fact. Simply con-

structed and easily operated apparatus
is available by means of which drama,
comedy and adventure, travel and
instructional films can be thrown on
the screen in your dining or drawing
room with a full accompaniment of

sound strictly comparable with that
given in tlie professional theatre.

The films so available are profession-

ally made, many being reduced copies

of films which have already appeared
in the " big " picture theatres, just as
have the pictures in the '

' silent
'

'

libraries. Some progress has also

been made in the actual making of

home talkies, but this has not yet
developed to the same extent as the
projection of the library film. In this

article we shall explain the present
state of the art both in projecting and
taking.

A professional tallde film is produced
by simultaneously recording the visual

image of the subject and the necessary
accompanying sound. The visual

image is recorded on a celluloid film

in exactly the same way as the silent

picture but the sound can be recorded
in several different ways. One of the
first practical methods to be adopted
was simultaneously to make a long
playing gramophone record designed
to run as long as the largest reel of

film which could conveniently be put
in a projector. In practice it has been
found that 1,000 feet of standard film

represents the convenient maximum
length in such circumstances, and as
the standard rate of takmg talkie

films is twenty-four frames per second
and as, furthermore, there are sixteen

frames or pictures to the foot of the

The British Talkatome complete home
talkie outfit working with a standard
16-mm. Bell-Howell Projector. Notice
the separate Amplifier and combined

Speaker-screen.

standard 35-min. ^fi1m,

simple arithmetic [tells

us that 1,000 feet should
occupy eleven minutes
in the showing. £Now
the ordinary gramo-
phone record which
plays at 78 revolutions

a minute runs for some-
thing under four min-
utes even in the 12-inch

size. It is obvious, then,

that we cannot use
these and some 'mod-
ification must be made.
^Vhat shall we do ? It

has been found that by
running the record at

33J revolutions a min-
ute and by making
them 16 inches in
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diameter they can be made to play
for as long as a 1,000 foot reel can
show on the screen. AVith such films

antl records it is easy to arrange two
complete machines each combining a
gramophone turntable and the pro-

jector and so arranged that at the
entl of a reel a rapid change can be
made from one to the other. Tliis

gives the operator an opportunity of

re-\\'inding the film and replacing the
disc on machine No. 1 while machine
No. 2 is j'unning. In this way con-

tinuity of projection and sound is

obtauied

.

The next problem we have to face

is synclu-onisation or the keeping of

picture and sound in perfect step.

Obviously if the sound follows oi

precedes the movements of the lips

of a sfjeaker by even the fraction of a
second the effect will be unnatural.
Synchronisation is achieved both in

recording and reproducing by arrang-
ing that the camera, in the first case,

and the projector in the second, are
geared up together either mechanically
or electrically, so that if picture and

sound for talkie films is actually tn

inscribe it on the film itself—not in a

part which shows on the screen but
down a small strip on one side masked
off from the screen picture. The
electric currents controlled by the

sound in the microphone are made to

operate a tiny lamp behind a slit^—or

rather to control the light from this

lamj] by varj-ing either the width or

thickness of the slit so that a photo-

graphic track is produced in tlie form
of a striated or else a wavy line on the

film. How such a film

appears is clearly illus-

trated on page 26, on
which we reproduce an
enlarged pictru-e ofwhat
is called a " sound-
track." The striated

strip shows quite clearly

in this picture.

After the film has
been developed and
printed and when it is

run through the pro-

jector the masked off

sound-track riuis in

The British Tallotome Synchronised Turn-

table for attachment to any standard

16-mm. Projector.

front of another slit and lamp in

such a way that the striations

will vary the light going from the
lamp to what is known as a " photo-
electric cell." It is not necessary to

explam this cell in detail but merely
sufficient to mention that it has the
jDecuhar property of varying its re-

sistance to electric current according
to the quantity of light which falls

upon it. Thus, as the light from the
Limp is varied in intensity by the
sound-track passing in front of it so

the Ught falling on the photo-electric

cell is also varied in intensity and this

causes variations of electric current in

the photo-electric cell circuit. This
current is taken to an amplifier which
magnifies it and thence to a loud
speaker which is substantially iden-

tical with that used in wireless.

The Western Electric complete outfit for the projection of 16-mm. sound
pictures. This is supplied only to schools and similar educational institutions,

and for industrial purposes.

gramophone record are started at the
same time and at the correct place
they are bound to remain in step all

the way through the reel.

In recording, microphones identical

'with those used in broadcasting studios
are arranged to pick up the sounds
and similar amplifiers magnify it up
to the point where it is caused to
inscribe itself on the wax. Indeed,
the technique of a talkie film studio
and of a broadcasting studio are sub-
stantially identical so far as sound is

concerned, but whereas in the talkie

studio after the signals are magnified
to the coriect degree they are made
to record on wax, in a broadcasting
studio they operate the transmitting
gear.

The second method of recording
A centre "close-up" of the Western Electric combination Turntable and Synchronised 16-mm.

Projector. This works in conjunction with the Speaker and Screen shown above.
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It follows that with the sound-track
actually inscribed on the film there is

no difficulty in keeping the picture and
the sound in step. But whether we
use what is called a sound-on-disc or
a soiuid-on-film method perfect syn-
chronisation is equally possible. The
method of reproducing sound-on-disc
is by means of a gramophone pick-up
exactly in the same way as we use a
radio gramophone. This pick-up,
which takes the place of the sound box
of the old-fashioned gramophone,
generates minute and varj-ing electric

currents according to the movements
of the needle in the groove of the
record. Tliese minute currents are
now magnified and taken to the loud
speaker, which is placed either behind
or close to the projection screen.

Valve Amplifiers Used
It will be observefl that in both

sound-on-disc and sound-on-fihn we
obtain from the projector minute
electric cvurents whicli have to be
magnified and sent to the loud
speaker, so the amplifiers can be the
same for both systems. As a m.itter

of fact all the early talkie films were
made with sound-on-disc and all the
present professional films are made
sound-on-film. There are certain
reasons for this change over, which
cannot be gone into here, but in view
of the fact that both sound-on-disc
and soimd-on-film pictures are still

circulating all the leading theatres
have projectors which will take both.
Thus it does not matter whether the
film which comes along for pi ejection

has a record with it or whether tlie

sound-track is on the film, the opera-
tor simply puts it into the standard
double machine and runs it off.

A number of the smaller theatres
still have only sound-on-disc equip-
ment, and as all modem films are
made soimd-on-fibn it might be
thought that such films could not be
shown at the disc-equipped theatres.

To overcome this difficulty many of

the important film manufacturers,
after having produced their films as
" sound-on-fllm " also make gramo-
phone records electrically from the
sound-on-film so that both versions
can be sent out when required.

A Stroke of Luck
"This is all very interesting," you

may say, " but how does it affect me
and home apparatus ? " The answer
is that by a stroke of luck the home
movie enthusiast is particularly for-

tunate. It is a verj"- simple matter in

the case of a sound-on-disc talkie film

to reduce the picture from the 35-mm.
to the 16-mm., and this has been
done in the silent libraries for years.

So far as somid is concerned there is

no reason whatever why the actual

theatre disc of 16 inches diameter
should not be used for home taUcies,

for which reason a nximber of home
talkie sets are available to-day. Si

Again, by a further stroke of luck
we most of us have wireless sets and
loud speakers in the home. Many
wireless sets are fitted with what is

known as a "gramophone pick-up
jack," or terminals, so that the ampli-
fier in the wireless set can be used to

magnify the signals from the gramo-
phone pick-up and reproduce the
sounfl through the loud speaker. It

is a very simple matter to arrange our
loud speaker adjacent to or actually

behind our own home movie screen.

An interesting comparison. Enlarged
pictures of strips of 9i and 16-mm. films

to same scale. Notice ttiat, contrary to
common opinion, for the same number of

pictures or time on the screen, the
9J-mm. film is just as long as the 16-mm.

(See article on page 12.)

and it is equally simple to connect the
leads from the pick-up on the home
talkie apparatus to the wireless set.

Thus, if we have the means of tirrning

the special theatre record at 33^ revo-
lutions per minute and of keeping it

in step ^ith the film we are fully

equipped.
On page 26 will be seen the com-

plete eqiiipment sold by British Talka-
tome, Ltd., who not only have all the
necessary apparatus for showing home
talkies but also a sound film library.

The British Talkatome apparatus con-

sists of a special sjTichronised turn-
table which is connected by means of
a little attachment suppUed to any of
the standard 16-mm. projectors. In
the illustration it is shown connected
to a standard Bell-Howell 57 pro-
jector by means of a fiexible drive.
The sound films in the hbrary have
marked at the beginning on a single

frame the word "start" and after

the film is threaded into the projector
it is tvuned till the word "start"
appears on the screen when the film

is stationary. The necessary accom-
panying disc is then placed on the
turntable and the needle of the pick-

up placed on the start mark of the
record.

Using Your Radio Set

Leads are then taken from the
SjTichronised turntable either to a
plug which goes into the gramophone
pick-up attacliment of your wireless

set, thus using a loud speaker by the
screen, or, if you want a complete
equipment for the purpose, the com-
pany will supply an amplifier and
combined speaker and screen. A syn-
chronising turntable which is fitted

with a volume control, tone control
and a special lamp to ilKiminate the
starting point so that adjustment can
be made in the dark, sell for twenty-
five guineas, including, of course, the
special adaptor required for your
particular machine. In one or two
cases a small additional charge is

made when the adaptor is more
complicated than usual. If you have
a radio gramophone or a wireless set

with gramophone pick-up terminals or

jack, then no further expenditirre is

required. The films in the library can
be hired out for the night or longer
periods at reasonable rates.

A Perfect Illusion

^i The Western Electiic Company,
while not catering at the moment for

the liome talkie enthusiast, has a
10-mm. so\.md-on-disc equipment
specially designed for schools and edu-
cational establishments. This is shown
on page where will be seen the
combined projector and sjnichronised

tiu-ntable together with a pick-up and
the necessary controls. Leads go
from this to a combined amplifier and
speaker shown on page 20 and the
complete "set-up" is illustiated on
page 27, where the speaker is placed

quite close to the screen.

Although it might be thought
that the speaker must be placed

exactly centrally in the talkie screen,

it has been fomid that a perfect

illusion is obtained even when the

speaker is well away from the screen

itself; the eye and the ear seem to

adapt themselves immediately to the

illusion and it is quite satisfactory if

the speaker is stood either imme-
diately below or immediately to one
side of the talkie screen. &
Another 16-mm. sound-on-disc

equipment operated on similar prin-

ciples is the Bolex sold by the Cinex,

Ltd., of London. In all these cases
{Continued on page 38)
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CLUBS-AND CLUBS
By HARRY ^VALDEN

PEOPLE wibh an int^est in common
will always foregather together.

The photographers have done so from
earliest days and the cin6 societies

came with the popularising of the

small cinematograph. The cin6

societies have, however, developed on
different Hnes from the older fashioned

societies for still photographers.

Let's Make a Film!

The moving picture is essentially

narrative in form and lends itself to
draniatic presentation. It can tell a
story through the most vivid of our
senses — eyesight. It is natural,

therefore, that the earlier fihn societies

should merely aim at the making of

film stories. Moreover, the public was
familiar with the film only as a means
of entertainment. There is a glamour
in the make-believe of the ordinarj'

stage, but when the characters are not
even real men and women, but just

moving shadows on a wall, there is an
added veil of mystery : which has
made film stars what they are. Small
wonder that when Bob acquired a
mo^de camera Mabel suggested :

"Let's make a film." With Bob as
cameraman and all the rest as actors

and directors they thoroughly enjoyed
themselves.

One degree removed from the
pioneering efforts of Bob and Mabel
and we come to one tj'pe of cine club.

They will bless the man who can give

thera a story and praise Heaven for an
efficient cameraman. At the other
end of the scale are the reaUy serious

clubs, with studio accommodation and
artificial light and technicians who
know their jobs—and stick to them.
They attempt, as far as possible, to
foUow the lines of the professional

producers and turn out some good
stuff. It is a rather expensive game ;

but they enjoy themselves.

The Joy of Striving
^ Perhaps these clubs merely make one
story film after another. Is it worth
whUe, when the professionals can
usually do the same job so much
better ? Is it worth while doing any
photography at aU when the pro-
fessionals can usually do it so much
better ? Is the striving after doing a
job well, and then doing it better,

worth while ? Much better, I think,
to make a story film into which the
wUls and strivings and hearts of a
team have been spent than to pass
idle hours watching for tit bits in the
professional fiilms of other people.

It is not everyone, however, who
wishes to make story films or who can
afford the time or hard cash necessary.
Large numbers of people acquire cin6
cameras to provide personal records
in movement in place of the usual

"snaps." Baby kickmg her legs in
the air : the little girl skipping or on
a swing : the boy bowling at cricket,

the big girl ser^dng at tennis, in slow
motion so that she may see her
faults : these are the films that will

be taken. And so long as the pictures

are "clear " they will satisfy. There
are, however, many other owners of

mo\'ie cameras who definitely desire

to better their work, who would join a
club if they thought that their films

would be improved by so doing. The
naturalists are a case in point.

Photo\ [Wide World

Prince Nicholas of Roumania and liis bride

on their honeynnoon in Switzerland. The
cine camera is recording an exciting ice

hockey match.

Domestic films also can be made well

or badly and the same applies to

travel films. Yet I know of no clubs

for such people. The story film

remains paramount, and the prestige

of the club as a team takes precedence
over showing individi^als how to make
theu own films better.

The tj'pe of society J have in mind
is one not dissimilar from the ordinary
photographic society, in which the
unit of film making is from 30 to 100
feet, rather than from 400 feet to

1,000 feet. Members would meet for

the purpose of mutual assistance and
the slogan would be : "Make better
films." A syllabus would be drawn up
and discussions opened by members
wovdd be sui^plemented at other times
by assistance from visitors. It is

surprismg how willingly help is given
when it is found that j^eople are keen.
The lai-ger manufacturers are also, as
a rule, glad to provide a demonstration
of theiT- own particular hne. Members
worldng alone, or in twos or threes,
would vie with other members or
groups in the making of the club's best
films. A lot of time may be involved
in making 100 feet of film, if it is to be
made weU.

The Still Photographer
Some clubs of still photographers

have a cine section. There is wisdom
in this, for the still photographer of
to-day is often the movie man of
to-morrow, particularly among the
younger people, and members will

thus remain in the fold. This may be
satisfactory if the cine people retain
an interest in stiU photography. Many
movie makers are, however, not
primarily interested in photography.
Their films are processed for them and
such tilings as Oleobrom and retouch-
ing leave them cold. Moreover, the
art of the still photographers is

pictorialism, which has only a limited

application to moving pictures.

It seems likely that this may be a
movie summer. The time has come,
I think, when the type of club suggested
should prove a success.

BOOK REVIEWS
"FILM PLAY PRODUCTION

FOR AMATEURS"
By G. H. SEWELL

(Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. 5s. net)

ALTHOUGH a number of books,
mostly American, have at»

tempted to tell amateurs how to

produce film plays, they have been
written in the main either by pro-
fessionals whose viewpoint is entirely

different from that of the amateur, or
else by writers whose sole equipment
for the subject seems to have been a
tjrpewriter and a bunch of makers'
catalogues. This being so, it is re-

freshing to find that Mr. Sewell not
only knows his subject well but can
also express himself clearly. Every
aspect of film play production is dealt

with, with numerous hints and tips

drawn from a lengthy practical experi-

ence. A word of praise, too, must
be given to the excellent illxistrations

which are aU very much to the point,

whether it be examples of make-up,
arrangement of scenery and pro-

perties or methods of lighting, etc.

We can recommend this book not
only to Amateur Societies and those
directly interested in film play pro-
duction, but to all who wish to make
an intelligent use of their cine cameras.
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^ S-Tooy w/iTM A MoqaT
'

I 'HF. amateur producer has a lot of
* difficulties to contend with, es-

peciallj- when he is shooting his

outdoor scenes. He may have a most
excellent cast made up of an adequate
number of people, but should his

location be in a busy town or city the
chances are that his cast will be
suddenly and without warning in-

creased by a greater niunber of

"supers" than appeared in "Ben
Hur " or " Cimarron."
To meet this contingency it is

absolutely imperative that he should
make friends with the police authori-

ties and obtain the necessary peimis-
sion. The following story proves the
wisdom of this course.

Oar Society were engaged on the
production of a film in which a smash
and grab raid was featured. As the
cast numbered several business people
who were only free on Sunday this

daj- was chosen to do the outdoor stuff.

It was toward.s the end of Julv, and

" Without warning, Mrs. Emma Huggin-
bottom arrived."

as the holiday season was approaching,
as many shots as possible were
arranged for in order to ensure the
presence of the full cast.

A professional producer can demand
the presence of his players whenever
he requires their services. Many
amateurs are loth to interfere with
their vacation to appear in an odd
shot or two.
We had done a successful morning's

work. Scenes on the dock side

—

chases over barges, etc., had been
taken—followed bj' an excursion mto
the country to shoot the " getawaj',"
and the abandoning of the stolen car.

We had repaired to the village inn to
partake of an alfresco lunch, and then
the party returned to the town to do
the smash and grab raid. An obliging
jeweller had kindly arranged to take
down his shutters and allow the
" raid " to be made on his shop. We
foolishly assumed that a quiet Sunda\-
afternoon would be the ideal time for
the job. When our fleet of cars arrived
there was only an occasional passer-bj".

Oui- President had taken the pre-
caution of visiting the Central Police

Station, and the chief had graciousK
granted the necessary permission, and
had also promised to send a constable
to see fail play. Everything promised
to work according to plan. Although
the jeweller's shop was near a main
road, it was also adjacent to a slum
area.

The camera operators were ready
and the car containing the crooks was
preparing to "do their stuff." The
rest of the company were standinsr at

the opposite side of the road. Without
warning, Mrs. Emma Hugginbottom
came on the scene ! It should be
mentioned at this point that about a
month previously an actual smash
and grab raid had been successfully

carried out at this very jeweller's.

Suddenly Emma started to take a
livelv interest in the proceedings.
"Liza Ann!" she shrieked to an
acquaintance up the street, " the
devils have been at it again !

" Liza
Ann hastened to witness the drama.
Then, as if by magic, the crowd
increased until within a few minutes a
dense multitude thronged the scene.

Unfortunately the promised " poUce
escort " had failed to turn up. Instead,
two other constables who were unaware
of the arrangement pushed their way
officiously through the mob.
The amateur film-makers, as well

as the crowd, were ordered to " move
on." It looked as if all our carefully

planned arrangements were to end in

failure. A 'phone call to the Central
Police Station, however, saved the
situation. Assurances were given to

the policemen that the chief had
" O.K'd " the job, and after great
difficulty the crowd were marshalled
out of the range of the cameras and
the shots were taken.

Fortunately this made a "good
story" for the local press, and
the consequent publicity brought the
Amateur Cine Societv right into the
Umelight !

'

E. S.

NEXT MONTH!
How to provide a
continuous musical
accompaniment to
your silent films, with
expert advice from a
cinema organist.

DO NOT MISS THIS FEATURE !

FROM THE FILM LIBRARIES
{ContinuedJrom page 24)

to return them next day can obtain
very many excellent films at the rate

of 2s. 9d. per reel a night, wliile if the
films are obtainable through the post
the rates start at 3s. 3d. per reel,

which allows the film to be in the
hands of the user for one day, not
including of course the time in transit.

Week-end hire is calculated as for two
daw, the film reaching the subscriber

in time for week-end showing and
requiring to be retiuned on Monday
or to be posted back not later than
twelve noon on that day. There are
also special terms for mid-week hire

(h)etween Tuesday and Friday), these

rates being cheapest of all.

Pathe, Ensign and Wallace Heaton
have a coupon system, by which the

subscriber purchases a book of

coupons, each of which entitles him
to a certain numljer of films to be
retained for a definite time. The
rates work out very rea.sonably in all

cases, this probably being the most
economical waj' of hiring films.

Full particulars of the various

Library services are obtainable as

follows :

—

KODASCOPE LiBR.VRY.

KODAK, LTD.. Kodak House.
Kingsway, W.C.2.

Pathescope Library.
PATHESCOPE. LTD., ."i. Lisle

Street, W.C.I.
Ensign Stay-At-Home Libr.\ry.

EXSIOX, LTD.. 88-89, High Hol-

born, W.C.I.
Wallace Heaton Libr.\ry.

WALLACE HEATOX. LTD..
119. Xew Bond Street. AV.l.

British Tai.k.\tone Library.
BRITISH TALKATOME, LTD..
Well Street. .Jerm^^^ Street, W.l.

TWO HINTS
If you are thinkmg of havmg a

copy made of a reversal film, have it

made as soon as possible after it comes
back from the processing station and
do not forget to edit it before sending
it back for a copy. Remember that

you have to pay on a footage basis

for all of the film that is copied

whether you cut it out again or not.
* * *

\A'hen your film is returned from
the processing station it will have
both the leader strip and a trailer

strip (short lengths of film joined on
to the beguining and the end of the

reel), the piece at the beginning being

sufficient to thread through the pro-

jector and connect to the take-up reel

before the first frame is reached.

When you are assembling a number
of hundred -foot reels (or thirty-foot

reels in the 9i-mm. size) keep these

leader and trailer pieces, spUcing

them up into one continuous length

for storage on a reel kept for the

purpose. You will find them very

useful for the beginning and the end
of the bigger reels and for machine
testing purposes.
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Tke PIONEERS in CINEMATOGRAPHY
STANDARD anJ SUB-STANDARD

ADVISE YOU

OVER 30 years' experience have proved that only with the highest

class lenses and apparatus can good—consistently good—results

be obtained. All Path^scope Motocameras and Projectors

are constructed with the same care and precision of scientific

instruments, ensuring years of faithful performance.

THE MOTOCAMERAS—simplest to use—are fitted with the best

grade scientifically corrected f3.5 anastigmat lenses (famous Zeiss

lenses and others up to f2.5 are also available), providing at once

for critical definition, and good, clear, detail all over the picture.

Motocameras use the most economical of all films, 9.5 m/m., and you

will now understand why a full range of Path^scope apparatus is

stocked by all HIGH-CLASS PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS.

They will be pleased to show you all models, so why not see the

best? Remember, Pathescope Home Movies are the Lest in the

LONG run.

fj<^
3'id

"LUXE "MOTOCAMERA
fitted with a high-class fS-5
anastigmat lens £10 : 10 :

5 lisle street

lo:ndo:n, w.c. 2 MOTOCAMERA ''B
"

fitted with a high-class/3 .5

anastigmat lens £6:6:0

t
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies " will be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cin^ Societies and their future

plans. We must apologise to a number of societies for the omission of their

reports, which arrived too late for publication. For inclusion in our next

issue reports should reach the Service Manager not later than 15th June.

"Stills" suitable for publication are welcomed.

BEADFORD AMATEUR CINE-
MAICGEAPH SOCIETY. President,

John D. England, Esq. ; Hon. Trea-
surer, J. Pointon. Esq. ; Hon. Secre-

tarj% H. B. Popplestone, Esq.,

2, Lynton Drive, Hemton, Bradford.
Studio, Room 18, Top Floor, 18, Barry
Street, Bradford.
At the moment we are rehearsing

for a film called " Rosalita " (a

lomance of Coruna). The scenario of

this has been WTitten by one of our
memters (J. Speck, Esq.), who is also

producing it for the society. This
film will be about seven reels, and will

probably be made on 9.5 mm. non-
inflammable film. We have obtained
the lean of scenery for this produc-
tion, and we already possessed the
ccstv.mes, etc., and are now only
awaiting the ccmpletion of rehearsals

and scm.e fine weather to start pro-

ducticn. Most of the filming will be
done cutside, and we hope to have it

ccmplete for this autumiU.

We also have more scenarios to

film (written by our members, of

course), E. Noimingtcn, Esc;., con-
tributing two of these to cur number,
entitled " The WHiite Lie " and " The
Recluse " (a thriller whicli has been
favourably reviewed by the local

press). Prcducticn will ccrrmence as
seen as possible.

Our projection department is

equipped with both 9.5 mm. and
16 rr,m. projectors by Pathe and
Kodak.

FINCHLEY AMATEUR CINE
SOCIETY. President. Dr. M. Cobuin

;

Chaiiman, Leslie Maish ; Hon. Trea-
surer, Xoiman A. Little ; Hen. Secre-
tary, Miss Pat .:\iistey, 2, Tregaron
Avenue. Crouch End, N.8. This
society, formed in 1930, primarily
owes its inception to the enthu.siasm
of two men— Mr. C. E. Bristow and
Mr. G. Henson Littlewood.
In September, 1930, the society

rented a club-rocm in North Finchley
and embarked on an ambitious pro-
grarrm.e of production in both 9.5 mm.
and 16 n m. films.

They were exceedingly fortunate in

having at their disposal two films,

made by Mr. G. Hensen Littlewood,
before the society was foimed. One
was a propaganda film showing how
the amateur film is made, even to the
final stages of cutting and editing.

and the other was a comedy entitled
" Tit for Tat." These pictures were
of immense value to a society in its

earliest infancy, a sure proof that we
really had a fascinating hobby to

offer our prospective members.
Although the society did some very

good work at North Finchley, it was
speedily recognised that space and

f^'V:

F. Thorniley as tlie Butler in a scene from
" The Last Gift," a Stockport Amateur Cine

Players' Club production.

lighting facilities were far too re-

stricted, and we looked arotuid for a
new studio.

Wc left our first homo in June,
1931, and December, 1931, found us
cemfoitably installed in a loft over the
local slaughter house in Church End
Finchley (a most appropriate place for

the making and cutting of amateur
film.s).

Since taking possession of our new
studio, we have been able to make
great strides in production, and the
society has forged ahead. The F.A.C.S.
can now claim to have one of the best

equipped amateur studios in London.
Club nights are held at 8 p.m. every

Monday evening, and in addition to

projection of films, the society are
arranging for a series of technical

lectures to be gi\en by experts.

Hospital Shows. During the last

two months film shows have been

given in the wards of the Finchley
Memorial Hospital, and the Homsej^
Central Hospital. A film show has-

also been given to the children at th&
Wright Kingsford Home, North
Finchley, N.
Holiday Competition. Arrange-

ments are now being made to hold a
competition for 9.5 mm. and 16 mm.
films of a holiday nature, taken,

during 1932. This competition is only
open to active members of the F.A.C.S.

Judges are Mr. Sinclair Hill, Miss-

M. H. Lovell-Burgess (The Era), Mr.
Val Randell (The Screen), Mr. C. H.
Blatch (Finchley Press), and Mr.
Terence Greonidge.

SuBSCKiPTiON TO F.A.C.S. Activ&
members, £1 15s. ; honorary members,
10s. 6d.

One of the most interesting produc-
tions of the F.A.C.S. is the " F\A.C.S.

Cine Magazine." This is compiled by
Mr. F. G. S. Wise, and is composed
of " shots " of every interesting event

which occurs at the studio or is in

any way connected with the society

—

i.e., shots of studio dances, sets being
erected, visitors arriving at the studio

on gala nights, etc., etc.

HULL AND DISTRICT AMATEUR
CINE SOCIETY. President, Haim-
chen M. Drasdo ; Hon. Treasurer,

G. G. Lunn ; Hon. Secretary, L. B.

Nicholson, " Anlaf." Anlaby Common.
This society has been in existence

two years and has at the end of each

year put on a week's show of its own
films.

Vt'e still lack a studio of our own,
but have found friends, the public and
even the police being very kind in

lending us locations for oiu' numerous
and varied shoots. We had the in-

terior of a real " pub.," a real police

station, a railway carriage, railway

sidings, a drawing office, a steamer
complete with foreign sailors, and se^e-

ral barges lent for our nefarious work.

We ha\e found not a little of the

fim of film producing in the frequent

showing to our own members only, of

50 and 100 foot lengths of film fresh

from processing imedited and un-

titled, when a free criticism of each

other's appearance and performance is

sure antidote to the swollen head.

This society has produced three

films during the past year. There was
one three-reeler, " Fugitive," a roman-
tic story of a young Russian engineer

who, fiaving been commissioned by
the authorities to effect tlie dis-

appearance of a colleasue who has

been falsely accused of disloyalty to

Russia, takes compassion on his victim

and so has to flee the country in fear

of his o-wn life. He arrives in Hull by
a Swedish boat, where he is tracked

down by a girl emissary who, in tru-n,

is watched by a male spy. With the

fatal resignation characteristic of their

race, the Russian characters are storm
tossed in the life of the Engli.sh city

till eventually the fugitive and his
'" gentle " pursuer become attached

and make a chamatio flight together.

The earlier part of this film takes

place in Russia and it has been our
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aim to create an impression of tlie

requisite environment using simple
suggestion in tlio matter of interior

sets and by a choice of carefully

studied angles in exterior shots.
" Cargoes " is a two-reeler telling

the storj' of a yonng seaman who
smuggles dope into Hull from Antwerp.
The dope is transhipped to a barge
and the greater part of the film

centres round a study of liarge life

in the river Hull, including police-

court scenes. Tlie element of humour
is provided by the very low company
in the riverside " jsub.," whilst scenes

of real beauty with appropriate
" Seven Seas " titles are shov.-n in the
introductory reel shot in the IJCorth

Sea and the Hmulier.
" Exchange," a one-reel comedy,

shows a rLsing young broker in the
city who engages in gambling trans-

actions and has to face the house com-
mittee, who give him the chance of

redemption by serving twelve months'
sentence at a voliuitary penal settle-

ment. We see his reactions to very
simple Hfe conditions and his eventual
conversion to a new way of life. More
than this, his former colleagues are

seen to have trodden the primrose
path, too, and also suffer the change
into beings less rich though more
strange. A feature that attracted
some interest in this film was the
initiation of the culprit into handling
bees and the subsequent processes of
honey production.

This society has recently received a
request from the local Safety First

Committee to make a film for pro-
paganda purposes.

MANCHESTER FILM SOCIETY.
Secretary, Peter A. Le Neve Foster,

1, Ra'S'nham Avenue, Didsbury, Man-
chester. (Didsbury 2104.) This
Society was founded in April, 1927,
and for the first four years of its

existence worked almost exclusively
on 35-rmn. stock, using Pathe Studio
and De Brie cameras. Several of its

35-mm. productions were shown
publicly at local cinemas.
More recently, however, a change-

over to Ifi-mm. stock has been made,
and work is at the moment in progress
on a film wlaich deals with a motor
racing theme looked at from a new
angle.

A new system of hghting -wiU be
used on this film, a full description of

which will be published in Home
Monies in due course.

SHEFFIELD AMATEUR FILM
CLUB. President, Dr. J. Pringle

;

Treasurer, H. G. Toothill : Hon.
Secretary, A. D. Hobson, 65, Pins;le

Road, Millhouses, Sheffield.

The society was formed in December,
1927, and we had an inaugLU'al meet-
ing early in January of 1928. It was
originally the Sheffield Branch of the
A.C.A., and we started with a small
membership of enthusiasts. There
have been numerous changes since

then, however, and you will see that
we have no longer any connection
with the A.C.A. We work quite as an

independent society in the interests of

the sub-standard cinema, and since

our inception have completed quite a
niunber of films on both 9 mm. and
16 mm. Our last production was a
tliree-reel drama entitled " Resur-
rection," and took us nearly a year to

complete. There is quite a lot of

interesting camera work in this, double
exposure work and so on. We are at

present at work on a three-reel

comedy entitled " City Shghts." This
is quite a humorous thing, and has
plenty of local colour. The story

commences in the Universitj' Rag,
and quite 8- niunber of the public
buildings and places have been used
for location purposes. We hope to

complete this very soon.

Last week we officially opened our
new studio and private theatre. We
had a very good night, and the follow-

ing films were put through the pro-

jector :

—

" Happy Days," 9 mm. production,
by Mr. W. Crookes. " Whipsnado,"
a 16 mm. pictiu'e of the animals at
Whipsnade, produced by Peter A. le

SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR
MOVIE MAKERS. It is not
generally known that amateur
oinematographers may obtain
permits to make films of the
express trains of the London &
North Eastern Railway Company.
Interesting shots of trains run-
ning through beautiful country
can be secured with the help of

these permits. The Manager, Ser-

vice Department, Home Movtes,
will be glad to make all the
necessary arrangements for you
if you wiU drop him a line.

Neve Foster, Esq., A.R.P.S., of the
Manchester Film Society. " The
Romance of Pearl," a fine 16 mm.
picture produced by one of our
members, 1\L-. J. W. Gillott, who has
made the film in several of our Sheffield

works. The reel deals with the manu-
factiu'e of pearl handles, buttons and
fancy novelties. Also there was a
three-reel feature travel film entitled
" The Land of the Midnight Sun."
This was one of the Hon. Secretary's
own i^roductions, and deals with a
trip up to the Polar Sea, through the
great cod fisheries to I'inland. The
film contains some fine scenic studies,

also numerous telephoto pictures of
sea fowl and eider duck.

Altogether we had a most interest-

ing evening. Music was provided
from a special sound booth with two
turntables and amplifier. The screen
was an invention of one of oirr

members, Mr. W. Crookes, and was a
most ingenious de\ace taking a seven-
foot screen, had electrically controlled
curtains, and also a coloured lighting

scheme controlled by resistance
switches.

The studio is wired for 80 to 100
amperes, and we use chiefly Lnoan-
descent lighting. We have a small

dark room, an office and lounge, and
are at present busy making a projec-

tion booth, etc., etc. We shall shortly

be able to offer a book-lending library

in addition to our film-lending library.

The illumination of tho place is the
indirect system. Wo are proud of our
new studio, the more so because we
have done practically all the altera-

tions, wiring, and decoration ourselves.

The alterations include a shaped
false roof, which we have put in,

chiefly for tho acoustic system.
Our subscription is £1 Is. per

annum for gentlemen, and 10s. 6d.

for ladies, but we only encourage
members who are interested in tho
photographic and technical side of

film production. Our programmes
consist of production activities, Iec«

tures, projection, and research work.
We make oiu" own sets, and r\in the
whole studio on professional lines.

We feel by doing this we are able to

produce better pictures, and our
members are able to help in their own
ways ever so much better.

STOCKPORT AMATEUR CINE
PLAYERS' CLUB. President, A. L.

Sinclair, Esq. ; Chairman, P. C.

Peirce, Esq. ; Hon. Treasurer, Miss
A. Brooks ; Hon. Secretary, H. W.
Greenwood, " Penrhos," Beaufort
Road, Ashton-under-Lyne.

This club is one of the oldest organ-
isations devoted to amateur cinemato-
graphy, as a group of the founder
members commenced operations dur-

ing the autumn of 1927, although,

the club proper was not formed until

the summer of 1928.

The club was established as a self-

contained luiit, not connected in any
way with any other organisation. It

has succeeded in making a place for

itself in the public life of Stockport,

the town in which its headquarters
are situated, although its members
are drawn from various parts of the

surrounding districts. The member-
ship of the club is open to all who are

interested in any branch of cinemato-
graphy, whether it be actual camera
work, acting, or any one of the many
sides of the hobby.
The membership is divided into two

classes, i.e., full members and
associate members. The full member
is entitled to every privilege the club
has to offer, e.g., use of all equipment,
studio, etc. An associate member is

at Hberty to attend the meetings and.

discussions which take place through-
out the winter session.

The membership subscriptions are-

as follows : Full member, £1 Is. per
annum ; Associate members, 7s. 6d.

per annum.
During the winter months projec-

tion meetings are held monthly. Film s,

loaned by other clubs and societies-

are screened at these meetings,

together -with films made by individual

members of the club. These meet-
ings are concluded with discussions ort

the films which have been projected.

Work is commencing in June on
the next production, " The Nine
Ladies of Stanton Moor." This film
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when completed will iim to a con-
siderable length and will be a complete
departure from the usual type of
aniateiu- fibn.

The club is in the fortiuiate posi-

tion of having the use for its projec-

tion meetings of one of the most
completely fitted amateur cinema
theatres in the co\ult^J^ This theatre
is the property of Mr. J. Hidderley,
whose camera work has received very
high praise in the Press from time to
time.

WARRINGTON FILM SOCIETY.
President, Thomas S. Steel, Esq. ;

Hon. Secretary and Treasvner, Edward
Steel. Esq., Mill Street Chambers,
Wairington.

WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA—THE GLEN-
DALE AMATEUR FILM SOCIETY has
now been in exi.stenee for eighteen
months, and during this time the
months haA'e all been well occupied.
The first film made was one taken with
interior settings, a big imdertaking
for a newly formed Club. This proved
a great success, and so we turned our
energies to that of indoor photography.
Two fine films were thus obtained,
whilst a third is now in the course of
production. Some splendid films have
also been obtained of notable outdoor
events, and at the present moment we
are engaged in filming Westclifi' and
District from the air.

Ariangements are also being made
for the joining of our Film Society and

A superb taker of

" STILLS *•

For those who delight in the handling of " de luxt
*

apparatus, here i; the very earners for
*'

still
" photography.

Measures only 5 X 2^ ^ \h in. Weighs only 18 oz. Ready
for instant action by pressure on a button. Focusses
rapidly (rom 5 ft. to "infinity." Magnifier gives ultra-
sharp focusing. Exposures, I to 1,300th of a second.

Pilot
The World's Smallest

Roll-Film Reflex Camera

REVISED PRICES: 2875/2

WITH F/3.5 ZEISS TESSAR LENS
£18 IS

WITH F,'2.8 ZEISS TESS.^R LENS,
£21

Complete Illustrated Specification and Piices Pet Fiee.

SANDS HUNTER & CO., LTD.

37.BEDF0R0 STREET. STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

a local Stage Society, which we hope
will prove successful.

Applications for membership should
be addressed to the Secretary, 64,

Genesta Road, Westcliff - on - Sea,
Essex.

THE WEST MIDDLESEX
AMATEUR CINE CLUB. There is no
doubt that the enthusiasm for Amateur
Cinematography seems to be steadily
increasing. Although the W.M.A.C.C.
has not yet attained its third " birth-
da5'," the wide field covered by the
members is very creditable.

At least 25 films have been made by
members since the Club's inception,
and progress is still maintained. These
films ha\e varied from travel films to
drama and comedy. Apart from
modern scenes. Oriental, Gipsy, and
Continental stories have also been
imdertaken. Our President, with a
few members, have fitted up a small
studio for their own use and this was
kindly offered to those who wished to
do interior work, and has proved a
great advantage.
The Club has already made one film

this year and is now commencing on a
further production which will combine
interior and exterior .shots. The latter

film is under the control of a Produc-
tion Manager who is responsible for

all arrangements.
Meetings are held once a week and

those who are interested in any
branch of Amateur Cinematography
and would hke further particulars of

the above Club should communicate
with the Hon. Sec, E. Morant, S7,

St. Kilda Road, West Ealing, W.13.

WIMBLEDON AMATEUR CINE
CLUB. Headquarters. 90, High Street

Pa.ssage, Belvedere Grove, Wimbledon;
Hon. Secretary, H. C. Bealby, 34,

Murray Road, Wimbledon.

ADVANTAGES, RULES AND
OBJECTS OF THE CLUB

To THE CiNEMATOGRAPHER. One of

the objects is to bring together all

interested in 9.5 and 16 mm. cinemato-
graphy with a view to an improve-
ment in work.
To THE Director. AH interested in

directing are asked to join, and liave

the co-operation of the other members.
To THE Artistes. Many are want-

ing to take up film acting as a hobby
in a small way, and this is a great
chance for all tho.se who have bad
little or no experience in amateur
theatricals.

To Others. There is, in any film

studio, plenty of scope for the elec-

trician, scenario writer, film editor and
carpenter ; all will be welcome at the
club and will be of great assistance.

MEETiNf!.s. Meetings, at present,
are held every alternate Friday at
8.0 p.m., when lectures, shows, demon-
str.ations and debates take place,

together with any rehearsing necessary
for the current production.

FrLMS. ^Members are urged to
exchange films between themselves ; a
book is provided for this purpo.se at
the club.

Cost op ?"ii.m. The cost of any fihn
is not included in the subscription,
any e.^pense being shared between
the meinbers by arrangement.

OUTINOS. Visits to places of in-

terest to the cinematographer are
arranged throughovit the year.
Attendance ox Location. It is

the iluty of the cast of any film to be
present when filming ; regular attend-
ance will be appreciated by the club.

Should any member be unable to
attend, previous notice must be given.

Ter.ms of Membership. The aimual
.subscriptifin is lOs. 6d., with an
entrance fee of thi-ee shillings. Holders
of menibership cards are entitled to
be present at all meetings organised
fi>- the club.

AnviCE. Advice on any subject
will Ije given willingly by letter or at
the meetings.

ODDMENTS
A N\ exposure meter is better than
•** none, but for preference choose
the tyjje which requires the minimum of

estimating on your own part. There
are a munber of tj'pes now available

which cut down the personal factor

to a minimum, and with one of these

there is no need to waste a foot of

film through wrong exposure.

it. .K 4c

If you are in the habit of splicing

your hundred-foot 16-mm. lengths on
to four htindred foot reels do not
throw away the small tin spools on
which the film is returned from the
processing station. They come in

very handy when editing and assemb-
ling the various scenes for a completed
fihn.

* * *

If your projector is too noisy for

comfort it can be silenced in several

ways. Much of the projector noise in

an ordinary living room comes from
a kind of tlriunming effect for which
the table or sideboard acts as a
sounding board. A spongy rubber
kneeling mat which can be obtained
from any draper's quite cheaply makes
an excellent damping device for pro-

jectors and cuts down the noise con-

siderably. Too large a loop causing

flapping of the film against the pro-

jector casing, film which is too dry,

and lack of lubrication are three causes

of unnecessary noise. Finally, a
sound-proof case can be obtained to

enclose the projector, the picture

being shown through a small plate

glass window in front of the sound-
proof cabinet. These cases are pro-

fessionally known as "blimps." They
have to be specially constructed as

provision must be made for ventila-

tion of the projector without too

much noise coming through the ventil-

ating hole.

When writing to Advertisers

please mention

"HOME MOVIES"
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{Continued from page 19)

is made from a piece of five-ply \vitli a
veneer of oak, maliogany or some otlier

ornamental wood, rubbed do\ra and
finished with oil varnish or French
polish. The baffle is fixed bj- means of

angle brackets to a horizontal base-

board made from inch-thick wood 8 or

9 inches in width. A row of screws
driven through the baffle into the
forward edge of the baseboard gives

additional solidity.

A Roller Blind Screen

From the ironmonger obtain a blind

roller, whose length is the same as the
width of the baffle, and a pair of

supporting brackets. A spring roller

is the most convenient, but there is no
reason why the old-fasliioned pulley

blind should not be used if desired.

Attach the blind roller by means of

its brackets to the top of the baffle-

board. Ci.it out j"Our screen from

Baf^fle -Board Mo v/a/g-Co/l
t//v/7-

3as£-
BoARO Table

Fig. li. A moving coil loud-speaker unit

behind the combined screen and baffle.

American cloth or stout wliite linen
and fix one edge to the roller by
means of tacks. The bottom edge
should be hemmed just Mke that of an
ordinary blind and into tliis hem a
blmd slat is inserted.. Fix a screw-eye
into the middle of the lower edge of

the slat and a screw hook into the
baffleboard as close as possible to the
bottom. To bring the screen into
action all that you have to do is to pull

it down and to shp the eye over the
hook.

The Loud Speaker

Most loud speaker units of the
balanced-armature type and many of

the moving-coil pattern are made to

screw directly on to the back of

baffleboard. See that the hole in your
baffleboard is of the same diameter as

the metal ring which supports the
cone and fix the unit in position,

preferably with a felt ring between the
ring and the wood. Personally I have
a preference for moving-coil tmits not
designed to be attached to the baffle-

board. If the unit is so attached there
is always the risk that the board itself

will vibrate and this may lead to rather
ttnpleasant resonance effects. Fig. 4
shows a very good way of mounting
one of the heavier moving-coil units

not intended for attachment to the
baffleboard. A small table of just

the right height is made from inch-

thick white wood. The top may
conveniently measure about 7 inches
in width by 5 from front to rear.

The height of the sujiporting battens
will of course depend upon the
dimensions of the baffleboard and
those of the particular loudspeaker
unit. You can very easOy ascertain
the height required by placing the
loudspeaker unit on what is to be
the top of the table and then making
a pile of books beneath it until just

the right height is reached. Measure
the distance between the underside of

the table and the top of the baseboard
and you know the requu-ed height of

the battens. Fix the battens to the
table top by means of angle brackets
and screws.

To American Visitors

HOME MOVIES extends a hearty
welcome to aU United States

movie enthusiasts who are ^nbiting

Great Britain this season. We trust

they will take home a fine haul of

first-class " shots," and will become
frequent visitors to our shores.

Service and repairs to cameras
popular in America can be obtained
as follows :

—

" FiLMO "—.4LL Models.

BELL & HOWELL, LTD., Morley
House, Upper Regent Street,

W.l. (Quite close to Oxford
Circus and opposite the Poly-
technic.)

CnsTE Kodaks axd Kodascopes.

KODAK LTD., Kingsway, W.C.2.
(Holborn, British Museum or
Strand tube stations.)

Victor Camekas and Peojectoes.

DALLMEYER, LTD., 31. Mortimer
Street, W.I. (Near Oxford
Circtis.)

Pathex Cameeas and Peojectoes.

PATHESCOPE, LTD., 5, Lisle

Street, W.C.2. (Leicester Sriuare

tube station.)

American photographic publications

can be obtained at Westminstee
Photogeaphic Exchange, 62, Picca-

dilly, 111, Oxford Street, and 119, Vic-

toria Street, AA^estminster ; Wallace
Heaton, Ltd., New Bond Street and
Berkeley Street ; Sands Hunter,
Ltd., Bedford Street, Strand.

9J-mm. Pathex film is obtainable at

most large drug stores and photo-
graphic dealers and is processed by
Pathesoope, Ltd., at above address.

16-mm. film can be obtained in. the
following brands :—

•

Cine KorjAK : Processing Station,

Kodak, Ltd., Ivingsway, W.C.2.
Selo : Processing Station, Warlej',

Essex.
Agfa (Novopan, etc.) : Processing

Station, Agfa, Ltd., Vintry House,
Queen Street Place, E.C.4.

Selo film is a negative-positive film,

the processing station returning the

original negati\'e with one free posi-

tive. Cine Kodak and Agfa are
reversal films.

AMien exposing in London, re-

member that the London atmosphere
is always slightly hazj', milike that of

New York. To get best results use a
good exposure meter and avoid under
exposure.
The teclmical staff of Hojie Mo\ies

is well acquainted with cine condi-

tions on both sides of the Atlantic,

and will bo pleased to give advice on
request.

On Cleaning Film
Do not forget to clean your film

oocasionaUj'. Special cleaning

fluids are sold and one firm of manufac-
tui-ers sell a special attachment for

their projector which cleans the film

as it passes through. Normallj., how-
ever, a film can be very easily cleaneil

by pulhng it through the folded pad
of soft material impregnated with one
of the special cleaning fluids. You
will be surprised at the amount of

dirt which comes off on the first try.

A cleaner and better picture with
much less chance of dirt clogging the

"gate" and giving a fuzzy edge to

the pictures will result from a little

trouble in this connection. Kodacolor
fihn in particular is very sensitive to

dirt and oil and for proper projection of

this film the tiny grooves must be kept
ver5f clean. Film cleaning fluid is sold by
all the leading manufacturers and can
be obtained through your dealer.

Second'Hand
^

CINE CAMERAS
|

You C5i.n save pounds on your cine |
outfit by visiting Sands Hunter's Show- \
rooms—just off the Strand. Here is an \
assortment of second-hand cine cam- ^
eras at prices you can easily afford, ^
every one is guaranteed in first-class

condition.

9.5-nini. PathB Motocamera, F,'.3.5, Stellor
Anastit^nat lens, -set of magnifiers, leather
case, in excellent condition, list price
£12 : 10 : .. .. for £8 : 7 :

6

9.5-nini. Pathe Motocamera, F/3.5 Stellor
Anastigmat lens, in excellent condition,
list price £10 : 10 : . . tor £6:17:6
IG-mm. Model B Cine Kodak, F/3.5 Kodak
Anastigmat lens, camera talces 50 ft. or

100 ft. spools of daylight loading roll film,

leather case, original price £25 for
£12 : 10 :

16-niin. Ensign Au<a Kinecam, F/2.6,
Anastigmat lens, normal and fast speeds,
for 50 ft. or 100 ft. spools of daylight film,

in new condition. . . Cost £18 : IS : for
£13 : 10 :

16-mm. Model B Cine Kodak, F/6.5 Kodak
Anastigmat lens, for 50 ft. or 100 ft.

spools of daylight loading film, leather
case, original price £18 : 18 : for

£7:12:6
16-mm. Zeiss Ikon Kinamo, S.IO, Carl
Zeiss Tessar lens, r/2.7, camera takes
33 ft. lengths of daylight loading film, in

brand new condition, present list price
£24 for £16 : 12 : 6

16-mm. Victor, Dallraeyer F/3.5 Anastig-
mat lens, three speeds, leather carrying
case, present list price £43:10:0. in

brand new condition, for . . £33 : ID :

16-mm. Bell & Howell Filmo, 75, F;3.5
Cooke Anastigmat lens, leather case, in

first class condition . . for £25 : :

If you cannot call, write Jor full lists

SANDS HUNTER & CO., LTD.
37 Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

This section will be devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and film

-submitted to " Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purchase
of equipment.

Kodascope Projector—Model K
THIS, the latest projector to be

marketed by the Kodak Com-
pany, stands in the very front rank
of 16-mm. projectors for home and
•educational use. As will be seen from
the accompemying photograph, it is

neat and compact in appearance,
while its operation is a sheer delight

to any cin6 enthusiast. Threading has
been reduced to the utmost simpUcity,
both in passing the fihn round the
feed and take-up sprockets and in the
gate itself. This latter, by the way.

The new Kodascope K Projector.

can be removed for cleaning when
desired. Guide lines are provided to
show the correct size of loop.

The controls for operating the
machine are placed conveniently to
hand on the right of the machine as
«een by the operator from the back.
Three switches control raspectively
the forward, reverse and still pictiure

movements, the projection lamp and
motor, and an accessory lamp for

threading and selecting spools. This
last, which can take any form de.sired

by the user and can conveniently be
a shaded table lamp, plugs into the
apparatus in such a way that when
the machine is running the pilot

lamp is switched oS and vice-versa.

High Power Lamp
A special 26fl-watt lamp is provided

and the illuminating system is such
that a particularly brilliant picture
(even for this wattage) is projected on
the screen. In operation tlie Koda-
scope K is remarkably silent and com-
pletely free from the irritating clatter

which is characteristic of some types
of projector, the residual noise being
more in the nature of a low hiun.

This is particularly important in view
of the growing popularity of home
talkies and musical accompam'ments
for silent pictures.

Oiling, which is often neglected by
the home cin6 user unless made very
simple, has been carefully thought
out. the majority of the working
parts being kept oiled from a central

oiling point, the remaining points

being very easily lubricated without
taking apart any portion of the
machine.

Rewinding

Once the fikn has been run through
the projector it is only necessary to

attach the end to the upper reel and
to touch a lever for the film to be re-

woimd automatically in a few seconds.

Cool working over long periods, which
may be necessary in educational work,
is assured by fan cooling for the lamp.

Naturally a macliine of this class is

not cheap, just as one cannot expect
a Rolls-Royce for the price of a Ford ;

but in \-iew of the admirable workman-
ship and the perfection of projection
and operation, the price of £79 10s.

(with an additional £5 10s. for the
resistance necessary when running the
projector from 200-250 mains) is by

no means high. It can be strongly

recommended to all who require a
really high-grade instrument.

Agfa Movex 16-mm. Camera

THE new Agfa Movex camera is a
very welcome addition to the

line of excellent 16-mm. cine cameras
now available. As will be seen from
the accompanying photograpli, it is

-The new Agfa Movex 16-mm. Camera.

The Ensign Kinecam Title Writer.

neat and compact in form and dis-

plays throughout a very high standard
of workmanship. Taking the full

100-foot reels with the standard 16

pictures a second as well as half speed,

the Movex operates ndth great smooth-
ness and precision, the interior mechan-
ism being more than usually quiet.

The control of the motor is obtained
liy the sliding button in the recess

mounting shown immediately to the

left of the lens. The button slides

backwards and forwards, rmining the

motor when it is in the rear position

and remaining at the " on " imtil

slid back by the user. This arrange-

ment is very useful when the camera
is operated on a stand and the opera-

tor wishes to include liimself in the

scene, for it is only necessary to start

the camera going, walk round it into

the scene and return and stop the

motor when desired. The entry into

and return from the scene, which will

only occupy a short length of film,

can be cut out during editing.

The View Finder

The view finder is of the direct type
and by holding the cameraj^firmly
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against the forehead it can be sighted

very' conveniently in a well-balanced

position. The lens is instantly inter-

changeable for one of diSerent focal

length bj" means of a bayonet catch

instead of a tedious unscrewing. Pro-

vision is made in the neat carrying

case for this second lens when required.

The view finder, too, has a magnifier

which can be slid into place in a

second when changing from the 20 mm.
lens (which is the standard fitting) to

cither a 50 or 80 mm. focus, as required.

An admirable compromise between
the simplicity of the fixed focus lens

which gives poor results on close-ups

and the trouble of an accurate focus-

ing mount, is made by pro\adiQg a

two -position mount marked F and
N ; at the F setting everything
except a close-up is in focus, while

at the N position close-ups are in

good focus.

Di.u-ing the testing of two hundred
feet of various makes of film in this

camera use was made of tliis adjust-

ment on several occasions with excel-

lent efiect, and it sliould do much to

simphfy liigh-grade home cinemato-
graphy.
The interior of the camera is as well

finished as the exterior and threading
is particularly simple, guiding lines

being provided to show the path of

the film and the accurate size of loop.

The winding handle is sufficiently

large to enable the powerful motor to

be wound with ease and after wind-
ing folds back flat against the case,

as shown. A very clear footage indi-

cator can be observed on the left of

the starting handle, and further indi-

cation of the carefiil thought given to

this design is the provision of two
tripod screw holes, so that either the
English or the Continental screw
thread can be used.

We understand the camera is being
marketed at £37, complete with carrj--

ing case, a price which we consider
very reasonable in view of the high
grade performance and workmanship.

The Ensign Kinecam Title

Writer

THE tremendous improvement
which can be introduced into

amateur films by the judicious choice
of explanatory titles has already been
emphasised in this magaziae. One of

the most useful devices to facilitate

title-makmg by amateurs is the Ensign
Kinecam Title Writer, submitted to us
by Messrs. Ensign, Limited, of London.

This consists, as will be seen from
the photograph, of a substantially

made metal structure, carrying at one
end a metal frame with spring cUps
into which title cards can be slipped,

and at the other a means of attaching
the Ensign Autokinecam (either the
single lens or super model) and for

centring the lens.

To set up the device it is only
necessary to grip the end of the
titler between the special circular

metal baseplate supplied with the
outfit itself, while centring the lens

is effected by unscrewing it from the
camera itself and replacing it in such

a way as to pass through the lens-

centring device. The lens is now set

for a two -foot focus, after which any
title card inserted in the frame can be
filmed for any convenient length of

time, the size of the frame being such
that the title card will fill the pictui'e

when projected.

In our illustration the special Home
Mo%Ti;s title, " The End," is shown
in position ; but the manufacturers
also supply a number of diSerent
cards, together wth lettering nibs

and both black and white ink, so that
any titles required can be prepared.
For filming by dayhght, outdoors

or near a window, half-speed is used,

with a stop suitable for the light, in-

structions on the choice of stop being
given with the outfit. In filming by
artificial light, the makers recommend
a 100-watt or two 60-watt lamps
8 or 10 inches from the title card, with
an aperture /2. 6 at half-speed.

This device shoLrld be found very
useful by all owners of the Ensign
Kinecam, to whom we can recommend
it as being thoroughly well made and
rec|uiring no special skill to operate.

Selo Panchromatic Safety Film

CINE fihn for amateurs is sold in

two sizes—9J mm. and 16 mm.
In other size it is possible to obtain
either " reversal " film, with which
the actual film you take is returned
to yoii as a positive, or " positive-

The Victor Cine Camera reviewed on
this page.

nega.tive " film, with which the film

you take is developed as a negative

and a positive printed from it.

Messrs. Selo, Ltd., the w-eU known
British film manufacturers, who were
c[uite early in the field -with " positive-

negative " orthochromatic fiJm wlaich

has become deservedly popular, have
now produced a panchromatic '" posi-

tive-negative " film, which we have
recently had the opportunity of testing.

The film is conveniently packed in a

square carton with a leading strip of

opac^ue black film, the edge of the spool

being protected by a metal spring

band, from wliich protrudes sufficient

length of fUm for threading the

camera. After loading the spring clip

is reinoved and three feet run off after

the camera is closed, whereupon the

beginning of the film istelf reaches

the "" gate."

The test fihn taken in various

lighting conditions using a 2X filter

showed good coloiu' rendering and
latitude in exposure.

While we noticed a certain amount
of granularity compared with the best
reversal film, there is, of course, the
very distinct advantage in the nega-
tive-positive process that one always
retains the undamaged original nega-
tive from which new positives can bo
made when desired, all equally as
good as the original. Amateur cin6

enthusiasts will find this panchro-
matic stock particularly u.seful when
experiments in cutting and editing
have to bo made, for the cost of

further positive prints is considerably
less than the cost of copies made from
reversal film. We should like to see a
reduction of grain in this fiJm in view
of its other excellent qualities, and
we understand that improvements are

rapidly being made in this direction.

So far as the speed of the film is

concerned, this appears to be about
the same as that of the orthochro-
matic negative -positive film marketed
by Messrs. Selo, Ltd., for some time,

and which has been deservedly
popular.

The positive print is very clear and
brUliant—an important point when
using a projector with limited illu-

mination. A word of praise must also

be given to the very prompt pro-

cessing for which this company is well

known.

The Victor Cine Camera

VERY popular in the United States,

but not so well known as it

deserves to be over here, is the Victor

Cine Camera, one of the pioneers in

the 16-mm. field. In the model
submitted to us by Messrs. J. H.
Dahmeyer, Ltd., the Ivondon agents,

there are many weU-thought-out
features of particular appeal to the
more advanced worker, but which at

the same time are of ociual use to the
beginner. Direct visual focusing, for

example, is obtained by rotating the
tiu-ret head so that the lens to be used
comes in front of a tiny focusing

screen viewed through a special eye-

piece. Accmrate focusing can thus be
obtained and the lens c[uicklj' returned

to the taking position.

Accurate viewfinding on close-ups

is provided for by an adjustable

finder. Slow-motion for the analysis

of sports shots and similar subjects

can be obtained by a simple adjust-

ment, while for bad lighting conditions

haK-speed, or eight pictures per second,

is also obtainable, as weU as normal
and two other intermediate speeds for

special work.

A three-Ions tturet in which various

combinations can be utilised, a long-

running motor, simpKcity of threading

and a good positive control of the

motor are all points of appeal.

The workmanship throughout is of

a high order and experience in the use

of this camera prior to receipt of the

model under review, as well as of the

instrument described, enabled us to

place it in the recommended list of

high-gi'ade cine caineras for the most
exacting user.
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[Continued from page 18)

"I'm 80 sorry, mj' deah boy."

And he would skip out of the way,
only to come back again right in front

of the lens in a few seconds' time owing
to his excitement.

However, we got the film made at

last and sent it off to be developed.

At the private view we were all very
satisfied with it, though we had to

cut one or two pieces, such as tlie

regrettable episode when the Virgin

Queen dismounted from her palfrey on
to a banana skin. As a comic relief,

though, we left in the bit where
General Gore-Battleby got his finger

jammed in the spring when winding
liis crossbow. His facial expressions

were quite wonderful, but, as the

vicar said, it luckih' wasn't a talkie.

It was quite clear that we were
going to show to a full house. The
box-office takings were marvellous,

and a couple of hours before the
show began, when I went down to

try out the projector, there was a
queue stantling from the door of

the hall to that of the "Dog and
Duck." At least it seemed like that,

though possibly, of course, the queue
extended just the other way.

"Put tliis plug into, that socket

and switch on," I said to young Joe
Gumbleby, my volunteer assistant.

He pushed, he switched. There was
a blindmg flash and every light in

the village went out. An urgent
inquiry sent round to the village

power station (we make our own
juice in Sploshbury) disclosed that
not only every fuse in the place, but
also the father of all fuses in the

power station itself had gone up in

blue flames. I couldn't make out
why until I founil that .Joe Giunbleby
—to whom I had entrusted the con-

necting up of the leails to the plug

—

had attached one wire to both plugs
and left the other doing nothing in

particular. Eventually we got things

sorted out, and a quarter of an hour
before the performance was due to

begin I was able to run the film

over. I dashed off to change whilst

the hall filled with a large and expec-
tant audience.

"... No further words are needed
from me," said the vicar. A faint

cheer from the choir boys was quickly
repressed by the organist. " I will

now ask Mr. Reeler, the famous
amateur film photographei', to gi\'e

us forthwith the silver screen treat

which we have been awaiting with
so much expectation."

The lights went out. I switched
on. The projector began to purr its

little song. Next instant the words
"THE END" appeared upon the
screen. I could not find the switcli

in the dark. And before I could
stop that wretched machine the
loving pair at the foot of the stairs

came slowly unstuck fiom what
should have been the final kiss, whilst

the Virgin Queen floated backwards
up the steps of the Hall. As she did
so roses flew from the steps into the
hands of courtiers whilst a herald
galloped backwards off the scene.

" Better'n Charlie Chaplin, danged
if it aren't," roared old Granfer
Moggs above the shrieks of mirth
that filled the hall. Of course I put
matters right very quickly, but if

you w^ll believe me there was a
jjetition next day signed by the whole
village asking for the film to be shown
as it began at first and not as it was
finally given.

Truly Art is a hard mistress.

THE REELER.

ROYAL FILM MAKERS
(Continued from page 23.)

to a.ssist him and immerses himself in

the work. Anxious to do as much as
possible in the time available, the
Prince sees that not a moment is

wasted. The films are run througli

and the redundant and dnll parts cut
out. The order of the scenes is care-

fully selected ; sometimes they occur
in the same sequence as that in which
they were taken, but if it gives variety-

to transpose a scene, this is done to

improve the fibn.

Considerable time is spent by the
Prince on writing the titles. Often the
first thoughts are rejected, and a title

may be revised five or six times before
the right one is hit upon and adopter!.

He is keenness itself to see the result

of one of his fihns and makes no
attempt to disguise his interest.

Directly a film is developed, it is

returned to the Prince, perhaps at St.

.Taniess Palace or else at his house
near Windsor. No special room is

used for showing the film, but the
[lining room or any other room in

which he happens to be is utilized for

the piupose. A table is put into

jiosition and the projector placed upon
it, a pearl bead or silver collapsible

screen is put up on another table at

the otlier end of the room, then the
Prince orders the blinds to be drawn
and the film is run through. Sometimes
the Prince himself will connect up the
film in the projector and run it

through, at others he stands by
watching the film with an expert eye,

looking for the good shots where he
has caught just what he wanted, and
noting the dull patches which need
cutting out. Once engrossed in the
etliting of the fihn, he may spentl hours
ujjon it.

At least 75 per cent, of his fihns are
usable, but he tlcals with them
ruthlessly and cuts with an inisparing
hantl any ]jart which does not please
liim. For instance, he cut down his

African film from something over
3,000 feet to 1,500 feet and the result

is a film that need fear no comparison
with any travel fihn made in the Dark
Continent, a film of high quality and
sustained interest throughout.

HOME TALKIES ARE HERE!
(Continued from page 28.)

16-mm. films designed to run with
sound and the 16-inch theatre discs
are used so that any 16-mm. sound-
on-disc film can be used on any of
these machines.

'WTiile the number of films in sound
libraries is comparatively small at
the moment, it is growing, and there
is no reason whatever when the
public demand justifies it why any
of the films you see in the picture
theatre should not be available for

the home user.

So far we have dealt only with
sound-on-disc for the home equip-
ment as this is comparatively mex-
pensive and already available. The
British Thomson-Houston Company,
however, known generally as the B-T-H
people, are already arranging to market
a 16-mm. sound-on-fibn equipment
for the home bvit this, from all we can
gather, will be more expensive than
the sound-on-disc equipment now
available. In the United States a
great deal more progress has been
made and there are dozens of firms

marketing sjTichronised turntables and
projector, and a very large number of
librarj- films of an amusing and in-

structional nature are available. The
Radio Corporation of America's sub-
sidiary, the R.C.A. Photophone Com-
pany, who are well known in this

country for their professional films, is

marketing a 16-mm. sound-on-fibn
equipment, and in this case the sound -

track runs downi one side of the film

in the space ordinarily occupied by one
set of perforations, the film in this

case having perforations on one side

only and not on both as is usually
the case.

OJ-mm. home talkie equipment is

also available, for obviously it does
not matter whether the synchronised
turntable is run in conjunction with
a 16-mm. or a 9j-mm. projector.

(7'o be continued.)

AMERICAN EQUIPME,NT.
Readers who are desirous of purclias-

ing American equipment not generally

obtainable in this coiuitry should com-
municate with the ROTHERMEL
CORPORATION LTD.. 1 Willesden
Lane, N.W.6, who have special facili-

ties for obtaining sucli apparatus
owing to their extensive American
connection. This company is also

specialising in Home Talkie equip-
ment and the Kemco camera antl

projector.

{To be continued.)

YOUR HOLIDAYS. It you wish
for information concerning any part
of file British Isles or Eiuope, the
Manager, Service Department, Homk
M0VIE.S, will be happy to supply jou
with it. When writing please state

your requirements clearly but shortly,

together with any other particulars

which ma\- be helpful—e.g., how much
you wish to spend, how long you
propose to be awaj'. kind of scenery
roquived. and so on.
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ENTERTAINING THE INVALID
By W. KINGSTON

QUITE apart from the ordinary
invalid, who is at least as

delighted as anyone else to see your
movies, there are hosts of people who
are compelled by permanent or tem-
porary illness to lie flat on their

backs, and the whole day through
have nothing more interesting to

gaze upon than a jilain, unornamented

,

white ceiling.

Who, so situated, would not be
overjoyed at the chance of seeing,

even once in a terribly long whi'e,

something actually happening ? The

Fig. 1. The owner of a reflex camera can
use it for vertical projection.

,7 'jj 'T^T^S'^ -.i:?.K*" :#7.w

Fig. 2. The parts are readily available and
cost practically nothing.

gratitude, and the jjleasure, would be
immeasurably greater than in the

case of those who can, if they .so

please, go to the " pictures " any day
of their lives.

It is quite a simple matter, too, to

project films on to the ceiling, and
even as straight upward as the photo-

graph suggests, which would be neces-

sary for a patient who could not
move at aU. All that is necessary is

some Idnd of mirror, fixed at an angle,

and fairly near to, the lens of your
projector. If you are possessed of a

reflex camera, it is easy to use its

slanting mirror in the way shown in

Fig. 1. Remove the lens, and also the

foctLssing screen on top of the camera.

The camera itself can be supported
upon a book or any convenient object

to bring it to the correct height

opposite the lens. By looking down at

the mirror, as shown in the illustra-

tion, one can very quickly decide

when the lens, as seen reflected in the

mirror, is sufficiently centred.

An equally simple, btit more per-

manent, arrangement can be set up
Ijy means of the few objects .shown in

Figs. 2 and 3. A piece of wood is

cut to about the height of the pro-

jector lens above the table. One end
is rounded, and bored to take the

long iif-inch screw showir. Two of

the small brackets will be secured by
the screw and nut to this wooden
upright, so as to hold the mirror-

board at any desired angle, whicli,

for a direct upward throw, would be

45 deg. to the base. The remaining

brackets are for securing the upright

to the baseboard, which they should

do in a Une with the lens. The mirror

may be any small piece of ordinary

thin mirror glass, though more perfect

The ingen'ous mirror device

described in this article will

enable the Invalid to enjoy all

your best films and library

features, with the aid of a

bed table.

definition will be obtained by the use
of " surface-silvered " mirror. This
has the silver surface exposed except
for possibly a coat of clear laquer to

prevent tarnish, and is therefore easily

scratched. It can be obtained from
any large plate-glass merchant.

Placed on an invalid's bedtable,
as shown in the illustration, there will

be no need to tilt the projector. The
mirror may need slight adjustment to

get the picture in just the most com-
fortable spot to meet the patient's

gaze, and of course a little focussiag

will be required. If your projector
has more than one lens, it will be the
shorter one for this rjurpose. A more
capable patient might often find sol8,ce

for the weary evenings in working the
projector for himself.

It should be noted that titles, and
in fact all flkns, will be reversed by
using the mirror, as regards left and
right. In the great majority of action

films this will matter not a jot, but
in cases where the presence of material

wording, or other circumstance makes
desirable to shov/ the pictures the

right way round, the film can be
re-wound on the reel before starting,

so as to reverse the surfaces.

Fig. 3. The finished device is neat and
business-like.
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ONLY
£6

COMPLETE

HOME TALKIE
EQUIPMENT

If you wish to make your own
Talkies, write to us for details of

oursets, which for £6 enable you
to make your own " Sound
Films." Have you read our
booklet — " Modern Sound
Recording" ? Price 2s., post

free. Send for your copy now.

CAIRNS & MORRISON
Limited

33 PERCY ST., LONDON, W.I

PITMAN'S

FILM-PLAY
PRODUCTION FOR

AMATEURS
By G. H. SEWELL

This book will help every owner of a cin^

camera and delight all who have already
exploited the possibilities of amateur film-

play. It is written in a bright and
amusing vein, but every page contains
really practical advice on points upon
which the producer, actor and camera-
man need expert assistance. It means the
difference between success and failure.

176 pp. Illustrated.

5/- n et

SIR ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, LTD.

PARKER STREET, KINGSWAY, W.G.2.

• «>Home Movies

JUNE 1932

QUERY
COUPON

This Coupon, available through-

out the month of JUNE 1932,

should accompany your question.

{C'mitliiiiriJ fnim page 25.)

out oi focus on the right-hand side, although
sharp enough on the left. On re-focusing

to get it sharp on the right-hand side the

left portion was out of focus. I have not
noticed this defect when showing the film at

home on a smaller screen. Do you think

that the use of a larger screen had anything
to do with it?"

Answer.—-The fault you mention is

undoubtedly due to dirt in the gate of
\our projector—probably an accumulation
of a waxy substance on one or other of

the film guides. Open the projector gate
and examine it and you will probably
lind that there is dirt in the guides
sufficient to hold one side of the film per-
manently out of focus. Remove this

gently with either a bone scraper or a
wooden match. Do not use any hard or
sharp instrument, such as a knife, as it

will injure the smooth surface of the
gate and scratch films in subsequent
projections. The gate of the projector
should be examined from time to time for

dirt (see your instruction book provided
with the projector).

Editor's Note.—A further letter from
this correspondent shows that the fault

has been correctly diagnosed.

Keep your Film Moist !

L. R. T. (Hyde Park) :
" A four hundred

foot reel of film taken the year before last

was recently projected and did not seem so

good as when originally shown. The picture

was steady enough but it seemed difficult to

keep it sharp and appeared to jump in and
out of focus erratically. The film seems
rather stiff and sUghtly curled. Has it

deteriorated and is there any remedy, as I

rather value this film ?
"

Answer.—Too many cine users ignore
the recommendation to keep their films

in a container with a moLstened pad. The
non-inflammable film universally used for

home cines in these days needs a certain

amount of moisture to keep it pliable.

If you are not using one of the circular

cans containing a pad of absorbent paper
which is moistened periodically soak a
sheet of newspaper in water, blot off the
superfluous moisture, and wrap your reel

in this, afterwards enclosing the wrapped
reel in a moisture-proof box or in a water-
proof case or, indeed, anything else

which will prevent the paper drying
quickly. If the film is left like this for a
day or two it will absorb the moisture
from the newspaper and will become
pliable again and will project as well as

new with much less risk of breaking. If

you liave a number of reels and do not
want to go to the expense of a number of

special cans, get a metal biscuit box from
your grocer, pack the reels in this and
keep a folded sheet of moistened blotting

paper in the box,

F. W. (Hendon) writes : "How can I get

moonlight effects vrith my Cin§ Kodak ?
'

'

Answer.—Professional moonlight effects

are often obtained with panchromatic
film and a red filter, which gives a violently

contrasting effect, particularly darkening
the sky. The film is then stained nine.

.\mateur cine users can get a similar eftect

by under-exposing, facing the sun, when
this is behind a cloud or obscured by a

tree or simUar object. Use two stops

smaller than the correct stop for the light

available if full exposure were required.

Instead of staining the film drop a piece

of blue gelatine or celluloid in front of the
projection lens when showing. Attach-
ments for giving colour effects in this wa\
can be purchased from your cin6 dealer.
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E EDITOR'/
NEW/ RE

" / go to visit the

Movie Man, for whom

Vve Writ a play."

Ben Jonson

THE leception given to the first

number of Home Movies has
far exceeded owe most sanguine ex-

pectations. Letters of congratulation
have poured in from all parts of the
country and as these notes are being
-written similar appreciations are begin-

ning to arrive from abroad. A selection

from oiu- mail bag is published on
another page from which it will be
seen that our poKcy has received
general approval. May vre take tliis

opportvmity of sincerely thanking all

those who have written to lis expressing

appreciation of Home Movies, and
to say that it has been quite impossible

to reply to them all individually

Some New Features

Tills month we are able to present
to you a fm-ther wide selection of

articles of special interest including

the story of how Their Royal High-
nesses The Duke of York and The
Duke of Gloucester make their own
films. The account we gave last

month of The Prince of ^Vales' film

acti\'ities has aroused widespread
attention and the Royal interest in

the hobby has given a valuable stimu-
lus to the industry as a whole.

In every " popularity contest " you
will find that Mjckey Slouse, The SUly
Sj-mphonies and similar film cartoons
rank very high. Many readers have
written asking us just how such
pictures are produced and we are glad
to be able to publish this month a fully

illustrated explanatory article on the
subject. In a fm-ther issue we .shall

give details of the camera work
required, but meanwhile oiu- present
article will answer most of the questions
which have been put to us.

Home Talkies

Rapid progress is being made in

the perfection of home talkies and in
• the second of Mr. Harry P. Woptton's
articles many new facts are published

for the first time. It is likely that
both sound-on-disc and soimd-on-film
will flourish side by side, both having
important advantages. jMuch more
progress has been made in the projec-

tion of home talldes than in their

production at home, nevertheless,

progress is being made and we have
recently had the opportunity of

inspecting some verypromising appara-
tus by the aid of wliich it should be
possible, before long, for amateur cine

societies to produce sound films of a
very high standard without the cost

of the apparatus being excessive. We
shall be very pleased indeed to hear

TO READERS!
This is YOUR Magazine

to guide and help you

in every way.

Your suggestions and

criticisms will be

welcomed.

What are your views

on Home Movies ?

Write and tell us !

from amateiu' workers in this field and
to publish where possible a description

of their experiments.

Professional Aid

Perhaps the most important news
so far as the amateur cine societies are

concerned is our announcement thLs

month that we have been able to

persuade Mr. Adrian Brunei, the well-

known film producer, to write a special

series of articles for Home Mo\tes
eiving professional advice in tlie ,

amateur production of amateur films.

Mr. Brunei tells us that he is con-
\Tnced that the British Amatem- Cine
Society holds much latent talent and
that he looks to these societies to

produce splendid material for the
advancement of the art. The first of

his articles will appear next month.

Our Query Service

Readers of Home Movies have
responded in large numbers to our
recjuest that they should send sugges-

tions and criticisms, and the free

query service has proved one of oior

most popular featm'es. From these

letters and cjueries it is e\'ident that
there is a widespread interest in the
details of professional film making,
particularly in so far as these can give

suggestion and inspu'ation to the

amateur worker. This interest has
prompted us to in\'ite Mr. James Dale,

the well-known British stage and fibn

actor, to describe a tj^ical day in a
Hollywood studio, and in " Shot at

Dawn " we feel sure all of our readers

will find much to interest them. It is

a veiy human story and there is at

least one valuable lesson in it—pay
the strictest attention to detail !

Music and the Silent Film

^Vhy have home movie makers paid
so little attention to the provision of

musical accompaniment for their silent

films ? In " pre-talkie " days a musical
accompaniment to professional films

was invariabljr given, and this added
much to the pleasure of the entertain-

ment. It is a comparatively simple

matter to provide a continuous

musical " background " to the pro-

jection of a silent film now that

electrical reproduction of gramophone
records has reached such a high
standard. This month we are gi\Tng

details of the methods which can. be
adopted, together with an important
article on the selection of records to

accompany different types of picture.
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Don't Forget the Close-Up !

AMien \ie'nTng a large number of

amateur films recently we noticed that
certain amateurs always seem to pro-

duce " human interest " pictures while

others make fUms which, just as good
technicanj', seem to lack that " some-
thing " which makes one desire to see

the film again.

Anal\sis and comparison show that
the human interest films make frequent

use of close-ups and use these close-ups

to tell a great deal of the story. vSuch

close-ups need not necessarily be of

faces, for the twitching of a hand or
the restless tapping of a shoe on the
floor may be made to speak volumes.
Think this over ! It may help you in

planning your next film.

Scenarios

In response to the large nmnber of

requests for amateur scenarios and
ad\'ice in their preparation may we say
that we shall have an important
statement on this subject to make in

our next issue ? Scenarios are now
being prepared by experts to meet a
variety of requirements, both for

simple " home " films and the naore
elaborate cine society productions.
This aspect of filming is also being
dealt with in Mr. Brunei's articles.

In the same issue, too, we shall publish
an important article on film make-up
from the pen of an expert.

That Word "Movie"
One reader (only one !) has taken u.s

to task for using in our title what he
calls "that horrible American word
' movie.' " We are quite unrepentant,
but all the same are delighted to fintl

in conversation with Mr. Will T)a.y,

a pioneer of Cinematography, that
" movie " is a good old English word.
Ben .lonson in his play "Bartholomew
Fair." written in 1640, makes one of

his characters say: "Won't come
witli me to the Fair the day ? I go to
\isit the movie man for whom I've
writ a l^laj' !

"

The movie man in this case was
apparently a manipulator of puppets.

And Mickey Mouse Too
While on this subject we were

equally interested to find in a letter to

The Times of May 26th the following
rough translation from a docimient
dated 1650 :—

"This is the final agreement made
in the Court of Common Bench at
Westminster in the Quindene of
Trinity 1650 before Oliver St. John
and other justices then being present
there between John Prentise Richard
Andrew the elder Oliver Newman and
Thomas Martin plaintiffs and Elizabeth
Ewer widow Michael Mouse Nathaniel
Mouse Richard Andrew the younger
and Sarah his wife John Bucknam
alias Buckingham and Ann his wife
Nicholas Tompkins and Michael
Messenger alias Tobie and Joan his
wife deforcients of one messuage etc.

in SejTvell, Houghton Regis and
Totrenhoe."

And Felix?

Thus we have the Movie and
Mickey Mouse within ten years of one
another ! So far we have been unable
to trace am? early historical reference
to Felix the Cat. No doubt some of
our readers can oblige.

The Editoe.

MOVIE MAKE-BELIEVE/

Photo L.y.A.

Shooting a scene in the film "Men Like These" at Elstree. On the seeps is Chief Petty Officer Willis, hero of the " Poseidon
"

submarine disaster giving expert advice. The portion of the interior of a submarine is so sl<ilfuliy reconstructed that the finished film

Lseems to shov/ the " real thing."
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MOMENTS THAT MATTER!
By S. U. LLOYD

ONE safe rule in Home Movie-
making is always to have your

camera readj- ! Large aperture lenses

and supersensitive film make indoor

cinematography near a window not

only practicable but easj". Look at

this happy little " snap " wliich,

pretty as it is, would be infinitely

prettier as a moving film. Are you
sure that you have not missed soirie-

thing such as this yourself ?

If your french windows open on
to a garden, try tempting the birds

in with bread-crumbs. They will soon
become tame enough to be filmed and
the children will enjoy it even more
than you do !

Of course the photograph at the

bottom of this page was easy to

take. Superior people will say it is

"conventional" and has been done
before, but the same superior people
will not disguise their enjoj-ment if

you make a movie of it. Kittens and
puppies and birds—all are ideal sub-

jects for "close-ups."
Let us say that you are taking

a holiday fUtn. There is no need to

give you ad^ace on the obvious tilings :

the children paddling and digging in

the sand ; LTncle snoozing in the sun,

and all those things everybody takes.

But are you forgetting the faithful

hoimd ? He vrill come with you on
j"our holiday, so why not take a
close-up of liim trotting along the
Parade ? A few feet of this spliced in

amongst your conventional holiday
"shots" give a verj- amusing and
welcome relief.

Remember it is not always the con-
ventional that makes the appeal. Try
an unconventional day taking all

those things which are generally
missed

.

Good Morning, Dickie !

[Photo: MaUinson

* --

BR Miss Diana Rshwick and friends at

Saunton, North Devon.

A Future
Rin-Tin-Tin

Photo: Mn. Turnill]

[Photo: Central Press

Look at the photograph of Miss
Diana Fishwick. It would not be

half so interesting without the anxious
spectators. Instead of taking the
famous professionals making conven-
tional shots, try filming the public who
are watching ; or the look of disgust

on the caddie's face when somebody
muffs a shot.

In fact, aim to make films of which
your friends will say, " I like so-and-

so's pictures—they are always so

different !
'

' Just pass by the con-

ventional and try to get the moments
that matter !
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THANK YOU I

A feiv of the many appreciations of "Home Movies

from our readers

received

From THE BISHOP OF LONDON :

" The Bishop of London bids me
thank you for sending him a copy of
Home Movxes. He sends you his

good wishes for its success.—^Yours
faithfuUy,

" R. E. Catton, Secretarj'."

Fulham Palace, S.W.6.

From LORD BADEN-POWELL,
G.CM.G., K.C.V.O., etc.:

" Thank you for sencUng me the
copy of HosiE IMo\iES. I hope it will

help a large number of amateurs to
make tlieir own movies, and wish it

every success."

From SIR JOHN REITH. Director-
General of the British Broad-
casting Corporation :

" I am glad of the opportunity of
welcoming yoiu- statement of policy,

particularly in the aspect of your
annoiuiced endeavour to raise the
standard of film entertainment. May
your new enterprise enjoy the success
which it deserves !

"

From MISS GLADYS COOPER
(Lady Pearson) :

"Good luck and a long run to
Home Movies. In these times when
people are turning more and more
towartls home delights for recreation
and amusement, the home cinema is

ceasing to be a luxurj' and has almost
become a necessity. The albiun of
family snapshots is a never failing

souice of interest and delight, but hon
much better is the family news reel,

bringing to light again the joys of

other days, and filUng in for us in

movement those little details which
memory has allowed to fade. Time
may dim the record imprinted on our
mind, but the silver screen can always
give it back to us again."

Photo] [Elliott <fc Fry

The Bishop of London

From SINCLAIR HILL, the well-

knowii Film Producer :

" I must not fail to tell you how
much I appreciated receiving the
first copy of Home Movies.

" An individual magazine for real

enthusiastic hmnans. That is why I

want to be one of the many to con-

gratulate you.
' Not content with your other rami-

fications, you have now produced a

magazine that simply will not let the
amateur go ^vrong."

P^i-olo] iUughts

Sir -John Reith, Director-General of the
British Broadcasting Corporation

Our Policy Approved
' ^lay I add my congratulations to

the many others you m\ist have re-

ceived on the publication of Home
Mo\iES ? The first issue suggests the
\-iriUty of the editorial policy, which
should be an asset of immense value,

and ere long prove a vital force in the
amateur erne world. May you have
wHsdom to carry this great responsi-

bility for the highest good of the
British Amateiu- Movement."

—

Wiixi.^M E. Chadvvick, F.I.P.A.

(Member of the Council of the British

Association of Amateur Cinemato-
graphers.)

From THE WESTERN ELECTRIC
COMPANY :

" Very many thanks for your letter

enclosing a copy of the first issue of

Home Mo\tes and Home Tat.ktes,

wliich I, indeed, find very interesting.

I think that your new magazine fills

a distinct need and should certainly

succeed."—E. P. L. Pelly (Director,

Western Electric Co., Ltd.).

For Mutual Help
" I would like to congratulate you

on the Home Movies and Home
Talkies first number. I do think it

is a nice thing, and I just wish to

offer you not only congratulations,

but good wishes for the future success

of this magazine. I hope that perhaps
I may be able to learn herein how
to do some of the editing, etc., which
makes films so much more interesting.

With every best wish for the success

of tliis new ventvire."—J. M. G. Rees.

Will Bring Prices Down
" I feel I must write and congratu-

late you on yoirr wonderful paper and
for the courage in taking tliis bold
step.

' So far the needs of the amateur
cine fan in this countrj- have been
sadly overlooked, and except for one
or two amateiu" papers no effort has
been made to cater for their require-

ments.
" In j'oxu" hands the matter. is safe,

and if you can do a fraction for this

movement of what you have achieved
in the wireless movement, things will

go straight ahead.

PJioto II altir Scott

Lord Baden-Powell
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" I have been an enthusiastic

amateur worker for two years, after

20 years of still photogi'aphy, and
anytliing which can be done to

popularise this fascinating hobby must
result in a reduction in prices which,
to the mind of most of my fellow

enthusiasts, is the great drawback to

this class of work.
" Wishing you eve^^' success with

your new ventiu-e.—Yoiu's, etc.,

" James VV. Akthttr.'"

Piu-Iey.

An Invitation

" Congratulations ! We home movie
specialists ha^'e long wanted a maga-
zine, and at last it has arri\-ed. iNIay

it live for ever !

" As you will see by my address,

I live in Devonshire, one of the most
beautiful, if not the most beautiful

county, in England. Such scenery as

we have here in North Devon is not

duplicated in any other part of

England. Lynton and Lynmouth,
Clovelly, Lee, Saunton, Woolacombe
and old Combe itself are now waking

Plioto] [Kay Taughan

Gordon Harker, the famous film and stage

star

up from their long winterjsleep and
djnng—yes, literally dying—to be
cinegraphed.

" No doubt many of your readers will

make their way here—not forgetting

their cameras—this summer, and it

behoves every one cinematograpliically

inclined to take back many specimens
of their beauties.

" I have lived here several years and
know most of the North Devon
beautJ' spots. To any of your readers
who request it, I shall he delighted
to let them know the exact localities

of any spots they desire to cinema.
" If they will send me a statnped

addressed envelope of their require-

ments, type of location they require,

etc., I will do my best to give them
any particulars they might require.

In fact, there are days when I per-

sonally may be able to take them to

these spots if they require it.

Miss Gladys Cooper (Lady Pearson) faces Sir Neville Pearson's cine camera

" I do all tills merely in the interest

of a hobby that I consider to be the
premier of its kind. I trust some of

your readers may avail themselves of

this opportunity.—Yoiu's faithfully.
" William H. P.\eker, Junr."

" Mont Fleuri,"

12, Chambercombe Park Terrace,
Hfracombe, N. Devon.

" Making one's own movies is, to
my way of thinking, the most dehght-
ful of hobbies and deserves a magazine
of its own. I have only one regret

in connection with Home Movies,
which is that it did not appaar a year
ago, as it would have saved me from
ill-treating a lot of innocent film

which had never done me any harm."

-the

From GORDON HARKER :

"Good luck to HoiME MoviES-
right paper at last

!

" Knowing something of the diffi-

culties as well as the dehghts of movie-
makmg, I found the first number
extraordinarily helpful and interesting

and, no doubt like thousands of

others, am looking forward to the
appearance of Number Two.

From STEWART ROME :

" I. have just been interested in the

copy of HoiiE Movies j^ou were kind
enough to send me. I think it a most
useful journal, especially for amateur
cinematographers, and it should be a
great boon to them. I heartily wish
the jom-nal every success."

Stewart Rome, the popular British star, In " Other People's Sins
"
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Thousands of sepsrDtely
drawn pictures fp to
make up an animated

cartoon

A COMPETITION was recently held, the object of which was
to discover the six most popular comedy film stars (or

pairs). Laurel and Hardy, Charlie ChapUn, Buster Keaton and
several others were favourably placed in the polling, but the

honour by a large majority went to Mickey Mouse.

Anyone who has seen the hilarious antics of the famous rodent
(and who hasn't ?) will not be surprised at the result. The
inventiveness and ingenuitj' of Mr. Walt Disney, its creator, is a
constant source of wonder and admiration. There are probably

more laughs to the minute in a gool movie cartoon than in any
of the " human " comedies.

The essential features of this type of film are quick action, really

funny situations and the element of surprise. The advent of
" sound " puts new life into cartoon films. Popular as were the

old silent cartoons—-perhaps most famous of which was Felix the

Cat—-the introduction of talking and comic sound effects presented

immense possibilities, and whenever a "'Silly SjTaphony " or

similar cartoon film is being shown, one can see patrons of all ages

holding their sides with laughter. Such is their universal appeal.

After the audience has wiped the tears away, the usual comment
is :

" Marvellous ! However is it done ?
"

The Secret Revealed !

In this article I propose to reveal a few of the secrets. It is, of

course, obvious that in the space available it is impossible to

cover the subject completely. As it is also intended that the
information given shall be of practical value, the cartooning side

only will be dealt with, and the sound element ignored. At
present, it is beyond the amateur to combine the two.

The professional cartoon comedies which you see at the picture

theatre involve a great amount of work, especially as the best of

them include incidents in which crowds of funny animals appear.
A cartoon film is similar to the ordinary kind in that it consists

of a great number of pictures depicting action which is registered

by a series of gradually developed movements.

There are sixteen small pictures on a foot of film, and the
average length is about 500 feet. This suggests a staggering
amount of work, but fortunately there are two points which must
be borne in mind : First, individual pictiu-es may have to be
photographed two or more times, according to the speed of the
action. Secondlj-, if, for instance, only the features of the
character are mo\nng, only this portion of the picture need be
sketched more than once. The method adopted is explained more
fully later. Anyone possessing a movie camera, even if he or .she

cannot draw, can make amusing pictures with the aid of a few
children's toys such as a teddy bear, or a similar toy with jointed

limbs.

A simple example showing the technique of registering action is

depicted in Fig. 1. The swing of the pendulum from left to right

requires six stages : From drawing No. 1, with the pendulum in

the first position up to No. 6 at the opposite side.
. i

Now the process is reversed. Thus the exposiu'es would be
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 6, and so on. 'When
reproduced on the screen, the effect would be a smooth swing from

^^

Every different position,

no matter how slight,

requires a separate

picture
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side to side. The speed of the move-
ment covild be regulated by the
number of exposures each position

was given. One exposure each would
be fast, two wouUl be slower and
three, the leisurely pace of the grand-
father's clock would be indicated.

An extra one should be allowed to

Nos. 1 and 6, as the penduliun would
make a momentary pause at the end
of the swing in either direction.

It would be as well at this stage to

describe the apparatus used in the
making of animated caitooning. There
are several methods adopted, but
certain general principles govern them
all. First of all, I will describe one
generally used. See Fig. 2.

A desk of convenient size (say 2 feet

6 inches wide by 2 feet) is fitted with
a sheet of plate glass about a foot

which the drawings are to be made.
In a position about half an inch above
the glass, centrally placed 4 inches
apart, are fixed two steel pegs 3-16 inch
in diameter. These can be made b^'

filing off the heads of two 3-16 inch

screws, being careful to rounfl the

tops and making them perfectly

smooth (C).

The drawing paper should be a

stout thin cartridge 9 inches by 11

inches and all the sheets should be
mechanically punched with two holes
3-16 inch diameter exactly 4 inches

apart at the centres. It is absolutely
important that these holes should
sjTichronise perfectly with the pegs on
which they are to fit. A number of

sheets of celluloid (the same size and
punched like the paper) are also

required

.

square, which is let in flush with the
surface of the board {A). The slope

of the board is optional, but it would
be of sufficient depth to allow an
electric lamp being fitted underneath
(B). This is to show a light through
several sheets of transparent paper on

The Field Line.—This is a rectangle

9^ inches wide by 7v inches deep, and
aU drawings and action should come
within its bounds. Anything extend-
ing outside will not appear on the
screen when reproduced. Tliis Field

line may be drawn with waterproof

SIMPLE BACKGROUNDS.

This isfor an outdoor scene, and is drawn toUh pen
ajid ink on the celluloid. The shaded portions are
carefully painted in on the rei-erse side with grey

in " body a lour." For this, mix process ivhite

and lamp black water colour to the correct shade.

Fig. 3.

This represents a sea on which a boat may be

tossing up and down. The waves, of course, would

be animated, but the clouds would remain still.

This is a moving background, so that it is

advisable to keep the lines as simple as possible.

black drawing ink on to a sheet of

greaseproof paper and pasted on the

glass, but the better method is to

draw the lines on the underside of the

glass with black lacquer and a fine

brush.
It may be assumed that you are

proposmg to make an animated cartoon
of a himiorous subject. First you need
a scenario. Simplicity should be
regarded as the golden rule. The
characters should be as few as possible,

in order to tell the story intelligibly.

They should be drawn with the

fewest lines and details (the reason
for this will be explained later) and
the humour should be on broad Unes,

carefully avoiding any suggestion of

coarseness or vTolgarity. You can be
extremely funny without offending
good taste.

Backgrounds

The story should be divided up into

a number of scenes and these will form
the backgrounds to the pictures. We
will deal with these now.

If you study a professional movie
cartoon, you will notice that figures

seldom cross the Unes of the back-
ground. This is arranged intention-

ally, the reason being that the latter,

appearing as it does in every separate
unit, need not be drawn more than
once (unless it be moving water).

For this drawing celluloid is employed,
and, being transparent, it can be

An indoor scene. As the celluloid on lohich it is

drawn is " overlaid " on the figure when being
photographed, tlie lines may cross the latter and
appear to show through. In this case, you Tnay place
a piece of white paper over the portions showing.
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placed over the drawings containing

the action when the film is being
photograp}ied.

It is obvious, therefore, that if a line

of the backaronnd crosses the figure,

it would show through. This point is

made clear in Fig. 3 C. It is advisable

to introduce solid blacks into the

make-up of youi' characters. Great
eare should be taken to ensure that

the background contributes its share

to the effectiveness of the picture.

Firstly it must be SIMPLE. Don't
introduce a single line or object that

you can reasonably dispense with.

The background shows the time of the

action : day or night ; location : a
room, farm-yard, street, coimtrj',

ocean, etc., and the conditions, which
may be raining, snowing or sunshiny
weather.
The comed3' element may be intro-

duced with good effect ; for even
trees and houses can be funnv. (See

Fig 3 A.)

When preparing the scenario, state

clearly the nature of the scene of the

action or location. A "still" back-

ground remains vmaltered and in the

same position until the particular

episode ends.

Panoramic Backgrounds
Whilst on the subject of back-

grounds, I would like to say a few
words about " panoramas " or " pans "

as they are professionally referred to.

You will have noticed in a Mickey
Mouse or similar film that a chase
often forms an episode in the storj'.

This may be characterised by a
number of comic incidents, such as a
bump into a rock or a slide up a
sapling, the character stripping all the

leaves from it as he shoots off the
drooping tree.

Obviously, if the characters appeared
on the screen at one side and
quickly disappeared off at the other,

there would be no opportunity of

introducing such comic events. The
expedient adopted is to keep the
character or characters in view and
move the background !

Panoramas are drawn on long strips

of paper two or three feet long and
8* inches deep. (See Fig. 2 D.) This
shows you a "pan" laid over the
drawing board. The ends o^erlap the
board but the depth is about the same

Fig. 4.

as the ordinarj' drawing sheets. You
will notice however, that the "pan "

is not punched Uke the former.
Instead, the top edge is pushed up
against the pegs. AVhen the light is

on, you will be able to see the " field

lines" referred to above and the
action will take place witliin this area.

The method adopted for photo-
graphing the '

' pans '

' is as follows :

The top of the strip should be marked
off into sixteenths of an inch like the
edge of a rule, slightly longer lines

indicating eighths and quarters.

the figures appear, in the case of a
'

' panorama '

' the regular motion
starts immediately.

How to Bring Characters to Life

You remember the song :

'

' Felix

Keeps on Walking '

' ? Well, this

action forms one of the elementary
movements in Anknated Cartooning.
Even in

'

' caricatures
'

' of animals or
human beings, one cannot ignore the
necessity of making the movements
natural. Certam fundamental princi-

ples govern the act of walking, running.

ri§.6A.

According to the speed at which the
background is required to move, the
strip is adjusted a little to the left or
right as the case may be, and photo-
graphetl with the characters in position

at each stage. The greater the
distance at each shot, the quicker the
movement, which, of course, is in the

opposite direction to the one being
taken by the figures.

WTiereas a " still " background may
be given a number of exposures before

Fi4.6B

turning, etc. Observe carefully the

stages of a walk shown in Fig. 4.

In sketch No. 1, the figure is definite-

ly sup]iort«d on the right foot. The
left is slightly suspended in the

process of a forward swing. In No. 2,

the body is a trifle inclined and the

left foot is passing the right ; No 3,

the position is slightly varied-—the

heel is raised further and the left foot

is inclined slightly upward with the

knee partly bent.

i^

Fig. 5.
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Note the position of the arms in this

stage and the next. No. 4 shows the
left foot preparing to take the weight
of the body. No. 5 indicates both
arms and legs in the extreme positions.

No. 6, the weight has been transferretl

to the left heel, and the right foot has
left the ground. Nos. 7 and 8 continue
the process and in No. 9 the first

position is practically duplicated

except that it is reversed and the left

foot is flat and supporting the bodj-,

and the right one is beginning the
forward movement.
A continuance of these sequences

will bring the figure definitely back to

No. 1. Now observe what happens.
Instead of the artist, or "animator "

as he is called, ha\'ing to duplicate all

his drawings, the camera operator
simply replaces the first sketch, photo-
graplis it, then repeats the process on
No. 2, and so on.

Time-Saving Hints

Another point may be mentioned
here. As the head is exactly the same
in all the pictures, this need only be
sketched once—on celluloid—and laid

over the rest of the moving portions,

which are drawn on paper. If each
drawing is photographed once, the
action would be very fast. Twice
would secure a slower motion, and
three times would make the figure

appear to be strolling ! The medium
rate is the ideal one.

One extremely important fact must
not be overlooked. Assuming that I

had made these drawings on the
proper sheets, which were held in

position by the pegs on my board, I

would have been most careful to see

that the right foot had occupied the
exact position of space on the sheet

dtu-Lng positions 1 to 5. Obviouslj"-,

if this had varied in the slightest

degree, when the pictures were
reproduced on the screen at the rate
of 16 per second the foot would
"shiver."
To make this clear, take two or

three steps yourself and you will

realise that your own foot covers the
same area of ground (although the
toe and heel are raised in varying
degrees during the process) as it

Fi^.8.

The method oh indidtinia. revolvia^ -wkeel.
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undertakes the job of supporting the
weight of the body.
The reason that I have dwelt at

length on this action is that, as

stated above, it embodies a funda-
mental principle which should be
borne in mind when planning any kind
of action. Fig. 5 shows a figure per-

forming a somersault. In practice, at

least, two more graduations would be
required between each drawing.

Reference has been made to the

need for simplicity of treatment. It

will be apparent to the reader that if

the characters were drawn in a sketchy
technique (see Fig. 6 ^4 ) it would be
almost impossible to duphcate them a

number of times correctly. The safe

style is shown in Fig. 6 B. Even so,

absolute accm'acy must be maintained
when tracing, in order to avoid
" shivering."

In the process of making a " movie "

cartoon it may be necessary to

animate even inanimate objects ! For
instance, a splash of water, the

turnmg of a wheel, an ejaculation or

question mark, or the letters forming
a title.

Fig. 7 shows three of these examples.
By placing the shadings at consecutive

positions around the circle of the

wheel (7 ^4), a rhythmic action is

secured.
In the case of the

firing of the gvm
(7 B), I would point
out that the illus-

trations only show
some of the stages

required. Much
humour can be got
out of an incident

of this kind. The
smoke rings can be
made t o twirl
around and be made
to do all sorts of

funny things.

How a Splash
Grows

The Splash. (Fig.

8 C) As this increases

in size it will be
noticed that the

colvunn under the drops gradually
disappears, and then the former
scatter and slowly dissolve. There
are a number of similar things which
present quite interesting problems in
their development.
You may have noticed a character

who is evidently in doubt. This fact
can be amplified by making a note 'of

interrogation appear from the top of

his head, and gradually increase in

size, break up and disappear. Fig. 8 A
shows how this is done.

"Trick Titles" are always useful,

and can be embodied in almost any
kind of film with effect. Fig. 8 B
illustrates a title appearing one letter

at a time. "Trailers" advertising
big films often feature thiskind of stunt.
The complete title is prepared and

each Hne of lettering is covered by
strips of white paper. One letter is

revealed, then photographed, followed
by another, and the process is repeated
until the whole announcement is

shown.
Fig. 8 C illustrates a slightly different

method, and is certainly more suitable
for a movie cartoon, as it can be made
humorous. A jumble of letters leap
out of a receptacle and dance about,
eventually forming themselves, like a
squad of soldiers, into their correct
positions.

This trick is performed by having
the requisite letters cut out. The box
is drawn on celluloid. The first letters

make their appearance in disorderly
array, and they are photographed
after each shghtly progressive move
with the celluloid sheet replaced in
position. The rest of the letters foUow
until the action is complete.
Wlien this sequence of shots is

passed through the projector the
letters seem to be having a lively

scramble to form the title. The
introduction of a comic figure register-

ing surprise greatly adds to the
novelty.

One of the earliest forms of movie
cartoons showed a drawing appearing
on the screen as if by magic. The
artist's hand was not shown, but the
lines rapidly trickled over the sheet

;

(Continued on page 75)
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BY THE WAY
Some Hints for the Beginner

by S. HAMPTON
Keep It Upright!

WHEN "shooting" a film, always see that your
picture in the finder is upright. You can take

all kinds of liberties with your view point, such as

looking stiaight down upon a subject, or tilting the
camera vertically so as to include the top of a
building, even if it distorts the veitical lines of- your
picture. Pictuies^of this kind almost invariably look
natural on the screen. On the other hand, avoid
at all costs tilting of your camera sideways, even
ever so slightly, for such variations from the perpen-
dicular look very bad and amateurish on the screen.

* * * *

Black Borders

^ When projecting, try to arrange your picture

so that the projected image just overlaps a black
border. If this is done the picture will appear
mvich steadier on the screen and you will get a real

"professional effect." Many modern screens are
already provided with this black border, but in most
cases it is found that the projector cannot be set

far enough away to fill the space within the border.

When this is the case strips of black cloth can be
astened temporarily to your screen so as to afford

the necessary border, the position of the strips

being easily found by projecting a " still " frame
from your usual projector position. An alternative

method is to mark on the screen the limits of your
picture and afterwards paint a border with black
paint, preferably of the " matt " variety, but natur-
ally this will limit the use of the screen to this

particular size of picture.

Not a Luxury

^ Don't look upon an exposure meter as a luxury.

Even the most expensive will practically pay for

itself in a season's filming, as, intelligently used, it

will out your film waste practically to zero. Exposure

This will fit the Kodak Title frame and can be used for Pathe & Victor.

meters are used by some of the finest and most expert camera
men in the professional world, so don't think it is the sign of
an amateur to use one.

* * * *

Reversal Copies

^ It does not seem to be sufficiently widely known that
excellent copies of films taken on reversal stock can be obtained
from the manufacturers of this stock for no more than the cost
of the raw film. True, the copies are not always quite so good
as those obtainable when using positive -negative stock, but
often it takes a direct comparison to show the difference. If;

then, you have a treasured picture, get a copy made while it is

new and use the copy for your regular projection, keeping the
original for special occasions.

* * * *

Clean The Condenser

^ The lens is not the only. part of a projector which must be
kept clean in order to get clear and briUiant pictures. In those
instruments which have a separate and detachable condensing
lens, this should also be kept clean. Often, through over-oiling
the shutter, such a lens gets covered with a fine film of oil quite
sufficient to cut down the light to a third or even a quarter of
normal.

CLit this out and slip it in the Bell-Howell or Ensign Title Writer frame.

A Focussing Point

^ Do not try to do your final

projector focussing on a "still"
picture. The focal plane of a film
when running through the projec-
tor at normal speed is practically
always slightly different from that
when it is stationary, and for

this reason final focussing should
be done while the projector is

running.

Screen Size

^ The size of the picture on your
screen is dependent upon two
factors—-the distance of the pro-
jector from the .-screen and the
focal length of the lens. Most
16-mm. projectors are fitted with
a 2-inch focus lens, but if you want
a bigger picture for a given distance
the manufacturers of the projector
will supply on request a shorter
focus lens which will give a larger

picture.
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3UDCING

EXPOSURE
By PERCY IV. HARRIS

Together with some examples of what NOT to do by

DAVID CHARLES

A good example of lighting and exposure,
giving excellent modelling and a pleasant

picture

LAST niontli we discvissed the
problems which face us when we

come to choose a cine outfit. This
month let us see how to get the best

results from the camera when we have
purcliased it.

Cine cameras are, fortunately, fairly

well standardised, so that with the
few exceptions noted, the advice given
applies to all cameras whether they be
for 9^-mm. or 16-mm. films, and
whether yon have paid six guineas or
sixty for them. Cine cameras are
available at all kinds of prices but
every-one performs the same function,

namely, to make a regular succession

of pictures equally spaced from one
another on a strip of perforated film.

The speed at which the pictures

follow one another is .standardised,

the 9i-mm. camera generally taking
fourteen pictures per second and the

16-mm. camera sixteen pictures per
second. A number of the 16-mm.
cameras are adjustable so as to give

different speeds from this ; for example,
half speed enables you to get a better

exposure in bad light and considerable
increa.ses of speed above sixteen

Top Bright light, correct exposure
Top : Bright light, over exposure

Bottom : Dull light, correct exposure
Bottom : Dull light, under exposure

This flat effect can be caused by sun m the
lens, or a finger mark on the lens surface

enable you to take slow motion
pictures. Mainly, however, we take
all of our pictures round about sixteen

per second.
Now the qualitjf of our image

produced in the camera and therefore
the quality of our projected picture
after it is developed, printed, and
shown on the screen, depends on
several factors. First of all we have
the film itself, secondly, the definition

or focus, and, thirdly, the exposure.
Dealing with these in their order we
mvist first consider the film which is

available in a number of makes and in

different qualities. There are two
kinds of films known respectively as

orthochromatic and panchromatic. It

must be remembered that no matter
now brilMantly coloured our image
naay be it has to be reproduced on our
film in black and white, and the
naturalness of the effect of a black and
white picture is largely dependent
upon how the coloui's are translated

into varjang tones of black or grey.

Pictirre to yourself a meadow in

springtime, surrounded by green trees

with above it a blue sky and roUing
white clouds. How should this repro-

duce in black and white so as to look
really natural ? If the sky appears a

uniform dead white, the green gi-ass

almost black, and with no difference

in tint between new and old foliage on
the trees, the effect would obviously
be false, yet this is the kind of picture

that was invariably obtained when
photography was young. On the
other liand, if the sky appears as a
pale grey with the clouds white and
the green grass grey and not black,

while the leaves on the trees look

fresh, then we shall have a satisfactory

rendering. If, in a street scene where
the letter box is a bright red with
black case we take two photographs,
one of which shows the letter box all

black and the other grey in the red

part and black at the base, there will
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be no doubt in our minds as to wliich

is the better and more faithful repro-

duction.

If the photographic emulsion were
perfect it would respond to the effect

of hght of any colour according to the
intensity of the light thro%vn upon it,

but unfortunately even the best

photographic emulsions are not perfect.

The first emulsions used were sensitive

to the visible blue rays and to many
beyond the visible blueof the spectrvun,

these invisible rays being known as

the ultra-violet. Such films and
plates were completely insensitive to

the greens, yellows, oranges and reds.

The next step forward was to increase

the sensitivity so as to include not only
the blues but some of the greens and
yellows. Such emulsions were called

orthochromatic, but still these could
not give a really faithful rendering as

there was always an excess of sensitiv-e-

ness to blues and particularly to the
invisible rays. Even ^vith an ortho-

chromatic emulsion blue skies with
white clouds came out blank white all

over vmless we took some step to

repress the over-sensitivity to the blue.

This was done by filters or pieces of

coloured gelatine or glass designed to

absorb the excess of blue and to pass
to the film or plate rays more in pro-
portion to those we see with our eyes.

In a general article such as this I

have not the space to deal fully with
various photographic emulsions, nor is

it necessary that I should do so, but I

want to emphasise that in amateur
cinematography we have the two
kinds of film, orthochromatic and

panchromatic, the orthochromatic
being sensitive to only a part of the
^•isible spectrum and the panchro-
matic to all of it. Both orthochro-
matic and panchromatic emulsions,
however, are over-sensitive to the blue
enfl, and if we want to get a true
rendering we must repress this ovei'-

sensitivity by means of filters which
absorb the excess of the blue sensi-

tivity. Filters are known as two times,

four times, etc. (or 2 X, 4: X, and so

on) accordmg to the increase of

exposure they make necessary. In a
future article I shall deal with filters

in detail as they are a very interesting

series of devices most helpful for good
work. Panchromatic film is sensitive

to all colours, including red, and
in the latest panchromatic films certain
dyes have been included in the
emulsion itself so as to repress to a
large degree the over-sensitivity to

blue. For the very best results you
must use panchromatic film and
preferably with filters, but with the
modem orthochromatic emulsions very
excellent results are obtainable.

Film Speeds

The next question we must discuss
is film speed. Although different

makes vary somewhat between one
another films can be generally put
under two headings, ordinary and
super-sensitive, the super-sensitive
being twice the speed of the ordinary.
Super-sensitive is also dearer than
ordinary. At the present time there
are two super-sensitive films on the
market, both panchromatic, namely,

the Kodak Super-sensitive and the
Agfa Xovopan. Unfortunately the
9i-mm. user has neither a panchro-
matic nor a super-sensitive fihn avail-

able for his use at the present time.

The next division of our film supply
is into reversible and non-reversible.

Reversible film is exposed in the
camera and instead of being developed
and finished as a negative is reversed

during this process and becomes a
positive ready for projection. You
thus have returned from the processing
station your original film. If you
want further copies of it you can
always return it to the processing

station and have further copies made,
also by the reversing jirocess, but the
cost of such copies will be exactly the

same as that of the original film. In
the non-reversal or "positive-

negative " process the film is developed
as a negative and a separate positive

is printed from it, the processing

station returning to you both your
original negative and one positive

print. There is nothing to choose
between the cost of the two processes

so far as the 16-mm. stock is con-

cerned, for in both kinds of film it is

the general rule to include the cost of

producing a film ready for projection

in the first cost. The advantages of

the non-reversal process are that

fLttther copies can be obtained at a
much lower rate than the new fihn and
that you always retain your unspoilt

original negative from which further

perfect prints can be made at a later

date.
(Tn be '•nnfinued^

This fuzziness due to out-of-focus effects must not be
confused with

—

Foreground in focus and baclcground out of focus. You forgot

to return the lens setting to infinity !

This effect, which is due to shaking the camera. The best

way to avoid this is to hold the camera firmly against the

forehead while exposing and to avoid jerking when pressing

the release

Background in focus and foreground out of focus. An effect

obtained with a very large aperture lens focussed on infinity.

Used at 3.5 or less the ordinary cine camera would show
both in reasonable focus
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ROYAL
AN INTIMATE STORY

Part Two

:

The Duke of York and

The Duke of Gloucester

The Duke and Duchess of York
with Princess Elizabeth at Glamis

Photo: Central Press\

{Continued from page 38 of our
June issue]

"TTtBE Prince of Wales has taken a
* niunber of films while fijTng in

England, recording some of the
beauties and noteworthy features of

the land from the air ; and he has
captured the animated scenes of

more than one meet, the hoiuids
and the huntsmen forming some fine

pictures of rural England. Those
point-to-point races in which he loves

to ride have also come in for a good
deal of attention, while he has filmed

most of the members of the Royal
Family at Windsor, including the
favourite of favourites, little Princess
Elizabeth.

Where he has foimd his cine-camera
useful is in correcting his mistakes in

golf. Getting a friend to film him
while he is practising his strokes, he is

then able to study his actions and see

how to improve his game. In this

respect he has found his camera, which
can be adjusted to work at 64 pictures

per second at will, thus " slow-motion-
ing " the shots, of exceptional value in

analysing his strokes.

A Special Stand
To avoid that flickering of the

horizon which is so manifest when a
telephoto lens is used to take distant
shots with a hand camera. His Royal
Highness has had a stick made with a
thread at the top which screws into
the camera. The stick, unlike the
heav-y tripod which is generally as
much as one man can manage, is

easily carried about, and the Prince
can steady his camera on it and
produce a film with the horizon as
still as though it were taken with the
normal full-sized camera mounted on
a tripod.

I believe the Duke of York was the

first member of the Royal Family to

use a cine-camera. That was certainly

in 1923, but more probably in 1922,

when the home movie-camera was in

its infancy and only tiie pioneers were
experimenting with the new hobby.
In those days he made his initial shots

with a camera using the 9.^ mm. fikn,

but later he changed to the 16 mm.,
which he now uses.

Where the Prince of Wales may be
said to specialise on travel films, the

Duke of York devotes most of his

attention to the making of family

records, and, as will be imagined.

Princess Elizabeth occupies the first

place in his films as well as his thoughts.

The earliest film of the little Princess

dates back to the time when she was
a diminutive bundle of pink and white

humanity in long clothes. She is

resting in the arms of her nurse,

whose pride in her charge is e\'ident,

and the eyes of the baby gaze with

curiosity on the strange world.

Filming Princess Elizabeth

Ever since then the Duke of York
has from time to time taken a film of

his daughter, not at regular intervals,

but just as occasion served. Some of

them have been taken at Windsor
—there was a delightful film of her

taken last year at Windsor, but I am
uncertain whether it was the Prince

of Wales, otherwise "Uncle Da^dd,"
who took it, or the Duke of York.
She is shown riding her new pony and
is patently as happy and imaffected

as any little girl in the realm.

Quite a number of the films have
been taken in the garden of the London
house of the Duke and Duchess, which
overlooks the Quadriga at Hyde Park
Corner and the grounds of Buckingham

Palace. In some of them Princess
Elizabeth is plajdng with a little bey
companion, who, I fancy, is her cousin,
the son of Princess Mary ; in others she
is wheeling a perambulator with her
doUs, in which she takes a maternal
interest as she stoops to pat them and
then walks proudly with them along
the gravel path, while the all-seeing

eye of the cin6-camera of the Duke
records her every movement and
change of expression.

Occasionally the Duke of York has
been at Glamis Castle, when he has
felt constrained to tiurn his cine-

camera upon his daughter in order to
chronicle her activities, and there is

one film, especially delightful, which
shows her on her recently acquired

Central Press]

The Round Tower at Windsor with the
Royal Standard flying in the breeze—a final

shot in one of the Prince of Wales's most
interesting films

I
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FILM MAKERS
OF THE CINE HOBBY OF THE PRINCE OF WALES. THE
DUKE OF YORK AND THE DUKE OF GLOUCESTER

Told for the First Time by DAVID MASTERS
(World C'opyrioht Eeserved)

tricycle, pedalling round the lawn of

the castle as hard as she can go and
quite enjoj-ing the fun.

Often the Duchess of York conies
into these family pictures, and now
and again the Duchess uses the cine-

camera wliile the Duke appears in the
film with his little daughter. All

those who use movie-cameras know it

is easier to make poor films than good
ones, and that something more than a
steady hand and straight eye are
necessarj' if the results are to be
wholly successful. Although she
exercises her skill so seldom, the
Duchess seems to possess a special

aptitude, for in the films she has
taken the happiest expressions chase
each other over Princess Elizabeth's

face, and the Princess herself takes her
right place in the picture.

The Princess is such a happy
youngster that she does not need
coaxing in order to "look pleasant "

—she does it naturally. Sometimes
she is naughtj% of coiu'se, and she finds

the natural outlet in a flood of tears
when she is checked, but usually a
smile is on her face and the troubles
of the world pass her bJ^

A Wonderful Film

By the time she is grown up the
Duke of York will possess a very

unusual personal record of her, and
Princess Elizabeth will be able to see
herself moving on the screen as she
moved through all the years of her
life, from the first film taken of her in
long clothes, where her likeness to
the Queen can even then be detected,
through all those films showing her
playing with her little companions
and toys and pet dog, riding on her
pony and tricycle. To watch herself

developing from babyhood, through
childhood and girlhood into woman-
hood, will be an adventure in itself.

This is where the movie-camera has
the advantage over the ordinary
camera. The photographs that look
out of an albiun give us a glimpse of

what we were, but they cannot show
whether we moved gracefully or
awkwardly. WTiere the ordinary
camera may show us with a frozen
smile, which we manage to conjure up
at the behest of the photographer
—and probably a nervous look in the
eyes as we wonder whether we shall

. be able to maintain the smile long
enough without moving and so spoiling

the picture—the movie-camera will

show the smUe dawning on the face

and hold it for ever. That is a
wonderful thing to do, and it is not
the least of the miracles which men
have wrought in our time.

" Wide World Photos"]

The Prince of Wales at the A. R. P. EalingiStudios

Photopress]

The Duke of York was the first member
of the Royal Family to use a cine-camera,
beginning with 9J mm. and later changing

to 16 mm.

Move with the Times

!

Perhaps the finest slogan the home-
movie-makers could adopt would be
Move With The Times ! We need
not now sit in the family album Ulie-

dummies, but we can move out of our
film library and show our paces on the-

home screen. No longer need the
youth of to-morrow be bored with the-

tales of what we did to-day. Instead,
we can ibi the fikn, switch out the-

light and switch on the current and
show our prowess on the screen. If
we are inclined to exaggerate a bit

with age, then the film will curb our
imaginations and hold us firmly to the-

path of rectitude and truth. If the
pike or the salmon which the ardent
angler caught after such a terrific fight

is apt to grow in length verbally it wiO-

retain its size photographically and
help to prevent the angler from,
perjuring his soul.

The film? of the members of the-

Royal Family which the Duke of York.
has taken on informal occasions at
Windsor are historic records intended
for the Royal eyes alone, and they"

meet with warm approval when shown.

A Master of Movie -miaking
If the Royal members of the audience-

were inclined to be hypercritical, they
would still find little to complain about
in the Duke of York's films. He makes.
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Central Press]

The Duke of York has taken several films of Princess Elizabeth at Glamis Castle

so few unlucky shots that they are
ahnost negligible, and he has from the
first been so keen on the home movie
that he has thoroughly mastered the
technique of the art or hobby, which-
ever you prefer to call it. He is

blessed in the first place with a real

flair for exposure ; where others
under-expose or over-expose he has
an intuition which tells him the right

exposure to give. When the exposure
is right, it is more than half the battle

of making the film right ; but if the
exposure is wrong, the cleverest pro-

fessional aids, all the tricks known to

the photographers in the way of

intensifying or over -developing, are of

httle use. The wrongly-exposed film

is generally a spoiled film, and it is

better to throw it away and forget all

about it.

The Duke of York certainly thinks
before he shoots, and the consequence
is that he does not often waste film.

A study of his films makes it perfectly

plain that he has considered every shot

before making it, that he composes his

pictures like an artist, choosing the
backgrounds carefully and allowing his

subject to move into the correct

position before he sets the cine-

CBjnera working. He has a real

knowledge of light values and knows
just how various colours will translate

into black and white pictures on the
screen. In his pictures there is nothing
unwanted. He may be said to cut his

films before he takes them.

No Wasted Shots!

His methodical care is in direct

contrast to some of the happy-go-lucky
slapdash work of other amateurs, for

he seems to have the patience to wait
for the right moment, instead of being
too soon or too late.

Of course his cin6-camera went with
him on his trip to the Antipodes, and
he took with him a good stock of film,

but instead of shooting right and left

indiscriminately and using up great
quantities of film, he made his selec-

tions with such judgment that he
brought back a considerable quantity
of unused film. With the Duke of

York it is not a question of using up a
tremendous quantity of film and then
losing interest. On the contrary, His
Royal Highness is a consistent movie-
maker. He takes a film, sends it for

development and usually within
twenty-four hoxirs the positive is in
his hands.
He rarely calls in professional help,

perhaps three or four times a year,
and then it will be in order to have
something new demonstrated to him.
From the very beginning he has pre-
ferred to do everything himself, and
if anything is demonstrated he goes
into the matter thoroughly until he
grasped it in every detail and has a
complete understanding of how it

works. Having mastered it, he never
reqmres any profe.ssional help on that
point in the future.

Once a film is returned to him, lie

does his own editing, cutting out what
he does not want, writing his own
titles, doing the joining up and
anything else that may be necessary.
And when the film is completed to his

satisfaction he fixes it into the pro-
jector and shows it himself upon a
silver screen that has served him for

some years. Of Royal film-makers,
the Duke of York is among the few
who are practically independent of

outside help, and I believe that it was
his keen interest in the hobby which
set the Prince of Wales shooting films

for himself.

The Duke of Gloucester

The Duke of Gloucester is also a
maker of movies, but I fancy his taste

is inclined to follow that of the Prince
of Wales and not that of the Duke of

York. AnjTvay, when the Duke of

Gloucester went to Abyssinia to repre-

sent His Majesty the King at the
coronation of King Ras Tafari, he
took with him his own ein^-camera
and was as anxious to obtain a record
of the proceedings as any of the
professional cinematographers who
accompanied the Royal party. [^As

Central Pi ess]

The Duke of Gloucester at Hamble
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occasion served, he managed to secui'e

some good pictures of the review of

the native troops and the march past,

as well as of the dances antl other

ceremonies, getting one or two fine

shots of the native hunters going after

big game.

An Unique Ceremony
Owing to the official part he played

in the actual coronation, it was
natvirally impossible for him to take

a film of the ceremony. In the

cucumstances he handed liis cme-
camera to one of his staff who managed
to take some very unusual pictures of

the coronation itself. These scenes,

taken in that far-distant temple, must
be quite unique, and although they
were interiors they come out remark-
ably well.

The Duke of Gloucester possesses an
all-round interest in photography and
does not confine himself solely to the
movie-camera ; he is always willing to

try any tj-pe of camera, particularly

the small ones which are becoming
increasingly popular. He is extremely
critical of his fihns and is quick to

detect where a slightlj^ different angle

of Ughting might add a sUght improve-
ment to a film that is already good.

Like everyone else, he sends his films

to be developed professionally, but
when the positive is returned to

Buckingham Palace he manages the

rest himself. He ponders over the

titles to find those that are just right,

exercises a sound judgment in Icnowing

where to cut a scene that threatens to

be a Httle too long, and he does all the
arranging of the various scenes and
the splicing- and editing himself.

A Royal Cine Entertainment

At intervals when the King and
Queen are in residence at Sandringham

and the Royal Family gathers there,
the Prince of Wales and the Duke of

Gloucester both take down their

portable projectors so that they may
show their films in the ballroom, which
is generally used for these priv-ate

cinema entertainments. For these

film displajrs the Prince has had quite

a large pearl bead screen made that

will give an image about eight feet

wide and six feet deep. On these

occasions the Prince of Wales and the
Duke of Gloucester mount their

projectors side -by side, in quite the
professional manner, and as soon as
the film in one macliine is finished, the
other macliine is switched on to take
up the running without a break, while

the film is being rewound on theTfirst

machine and another film refitted and
threaded.
The Dulie of York sometimes runs

through a niunber of hbrary films,

from which he makes a very careful

selection for showing to his own
family. Aware of the great infiuence

that the film can exercise on the

childish mind. His Royal Higluiess no
doubt wishes to assure himself that

anjrthing likely to be seen by Princess

Elizabeth is clean and wholesome
entertainment

.

Once during the showing of a full

size professional film at a house party
given by the Prince of Wales, there

was an unfortunate hitch and the film

came to a sudden stop.

"I'm sorry," apologised Mr.
jSTewcombe, who was operating the

projector, " but the machine has let me
down. I will only keep you a minute
or two wliile I put matters right."

"Wait a moment," called out the

Prince of Wales. "I want to see

what's gone wrong." He vaulted over

the backs of the chairs in order to get

to the projector as quickly as possible.

" It is the sort of thing that may
happen at any time when you're not
here," he explained. "And I would
like to see how to put matters right

mj-self."

^^^lere lesser men would have been
annoyed at the interruption, the
Prince not only took it in good part,

but at once saw an opportunity of

Phol&press]

Princess Elizabeth enjoys watcliing the camera men, especially if they are cinematographers

Central Press]

Sir Harry Lauder is a firm friend of

Princess Elizabeth

learning something that might prove-

useful on some futiu-e occasion, so he
literally jumped to take it. In the

inve.stigation that followed he found
that the film in running through the-

machine had leaped a sprocket, with
the result that it tied itseK up into

countless knots inside.

Informal Parties

At liis informal parties the Prince

often arranges for a film to be shown,
the one essential being that it is thet

very latest or that it is very topical.

Dining the last Grand National he
was attending a house party in

Leicestershire at which many members

'

of the local hrmt were present, and the
film of the Grand National was sent

down specially to be shown to the-

guests. It was so much appreciated that

it had to be shown aU over again, the

slow-motion shots of the horses taking

some of the fences and coming over

Becher's Brook being particularly Uked.
Both the Prince of AVales and the

Duke of Gloucester have had copies

made of their favourite films, especially

their African films, so that the dupli-

cates may be used and the originals

stored safely away.
Ever since his tour in South America

the Prince has been trying to edit the-

(Continued on page 75)
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WHY, Mr. Beeler ! How splen-

did ! !
" cried Mi-s. Mother-

spoon-Waterbiffle (pionomiced Moon-
Wiffle), rushing up to me as I was
taking my morning stroll down the
promenade at Shrimpsea. "Fancy
meeting you here," she went on.

I explained that my aunt. Miss
Lavinia Winklesworth, had felt in

need of a change of air and had borne
me off with her to Shrimpsea.
"How too delightful," cooed the

•Queen of Sploshbury. "Why, we're
.quite a family party. Only just now
I met General Gore-Battleby and he
tells me that the dear vicar is also

Ihere. Now I'm sure that you will be
.a perfectly sweet man and take some
ibeautiful holiday films of us."

Of course I couldn't say so, but to
ttake a beautiful film of Mrs. Mother-
:spoon-Waterbififie would tax the genius
of Hollywood's most expert camera
anan. In looks she is no Greta Garbo,
and her figure is not planned on
imodern skin-and-bone lines by any
manner of means. In fact, I shall

never forget the time when she

thought of buying a baby car. Despite

" She managed to cram herself into it."

all protests she managed to cram
"herself into it to see what it felt like,

Jaut they had to take the roof off to
get her out again. I promised, how-
ever, to do my best in the way of
jnaking a beautiful film and then the
dear lady was struck with another
Jsrain wave.

"I know," she said, "you shall

iilm my little angels for me, dearest
Ferdiiiand and darling Angelina."
Ferdinand and Angelina are Mrs.

3Iotherspoon - Waterbiffle's offspring.

It is her habit to describe them as
little angels, though other people
generally use precisely the opposite
term.
"I'm not a bit of good at taking

cliildren," I protested.

"Dear Mr. Reeler, why of course
3'ou are. It will be quite easj', any-
.how. All you've got to do is to turn

the handle-thing and just let the
little sweets be natural. You are
staying at the Pompostic, I suppose ?

So are we. I will send them to find

you directly after lunch and you can
take them out on the sands and make
a darling wee film."

This was a bit thick if you like, but
there is simply no contradicting Mrs.
Motherspoon-WaterbifHe (still, by the
way, pronounced Moon-Wiffle) once
she gets gohig. She talks like a river

in spate and if you do manage to get

" Fancy meeting you

a word in edgeways she doesn't listen

to it. The only thing seemed to be
to make the best of a bad job. I did
not look forward to a very jolly

afternoon.

After an excellent lunch at the
Pompostic I selected the most comfort-
able chair that I could find in the
loiuige and I suppose that I must
somehow have dozed off. I dreamt
that I had been kidnapped by Chinese
opium smugglers and that I was being
slowly tortiu-ed to death by having
my back rubbed with emery paper. I

awoke with a start and felt some-
tliiiig trickling down the back of my
neck. Turning round I found that
darling Ferdinand had been pouring
sand from his little bucket between
my collar and me. I leapt to my feet

prepared to catch the little brute and
chastise him, took one step forward
and sat down very hard on the marble
floor. The other little angel had tied

my shoe laces together. I was just

beginning to tell them what I thought
of them when the Rev. Percival Slop-

nh^^l(. ,(".;

^ JV

leigh floated into the lounge and told

me in no unmeasm-ed terms that I
ought to be ashamed of myself for

speaking to the sweet little kiddies
like that.

They rushed up to him and begged
him to protect them. After trying in
vain to explain, I told the Rev.
Percival Slopleigh that I had been
commanded to make a film of them
and begged him to come and help me.
He was perfectly willing, so off we
went to the sands.

* * *

"Now, darling children," said the
Rev. Percival Slopleigh, "we are
going to make such a duckie film of

you. Don't try to act. Just be quate,
quate natural. Begin by taking hands
and walking towards the camera."

Angelina immediately broke out
into the film star's fixed and toothy
smile, whilst Ferdinand assvimed a
horrible smirk. I hadn't turned more
than a couple of feet of film when the
vicar rushed in and told them that
that wotildn't do at all. AngeMna
immediately burst into tears whilst
Ferdinand proceeded to sulk.

' —grabbed her by the hair."

awoke with a start."

"Can't I be taken Ln a bathing
dress?" sobbed Angelina. "I want
to hold up one hand and have my
mouth wide open. All bathing belles

do that."
" And I'd like to wear an old bowler

and some baggy trousers and a little

moustache," pouted Ferdinand, " and,
anyhow, I don't want to be taken with
her. Do me alone."

" Yes," screamed Angelina, recover-
ing from her weeping fit, " let's be
done one by one. I'll go first."

"No, I'm going first. It was my
idea."

" Ladies always go first."

"Well, you aren't a lady," roared
Ferdinand.
Next instant Angelina had hacked

him smartly on the shins and he, in

retaliation, had grabbed her by the
hair. As they seemed now to be

(Continued on page 78)
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CHOOSINC MUSIC FOR
YOUR SILENT FILMS

By THOMAS L. HOIVARD

THOSE of us who are old-fashioned

enough to admit that we used to
enjoy silent fikns in "the good old

days '

' will often carry the matter
further, and admit that not the least

enjoyable feature of the programme
was the musical accompaniment. The
cinema orchestra, in those days, had
more serious business on hand than
the playing of short interludes or the
accompaniment of stage turns ; and
the cinema organist found that the
most difficult part of his work was the
debasing of a suitable programme of

music to go with each new film.

It is no exaggeration to say that a
silent film may be doubled in appeal
and effect by a good musical accom-
paniment, just as it miay be spoilt by a
bad one.

Let us examine the broad, general
principles of the matter first of all.

I will assume that we all agree that

some kind of music is desirable as an
accompaniment. This accompaniment
may take one of two forms : the
"close-fitting" type, or the "general
background." The former used to be
the more popular in cinemas, and is

undoubtedly the more effective, but
it is, unfortunately, somewhat beyond
the reach of the home cinema man.
A cinema organist or conductor will

tell you that a " close-fitting " accom-
paniment may involve portions of

eighty or a hundred different musical
•compositions in the course of a normal
length silent film ; and that the most
difficult part of all is the business of

linking them up in an artistic and
musicianly way. The audience should
not be able to

'

' see the holes
'

' when
the complete programme has been
devised.

Clearly an accompaniment of this

type is only available in the home
when one has an expert pianist

available, unless one is prepared to
luse two turntables, an enormous
variety of records, and a considerable

amount of trouble in preparing '

' cue
sheets."

From my personal point of view I

should say most emphatically that no
one except an accomplished musician
and a connoisseru' of films and music
would find it worth his while to go to

this trouble. Particularly is this the
case when we accept the general
principle that the music, being of

secondary importance to the film,

should never obtrude itself on the
watcher's ear. It should help him—
perhaps subconsciously—to enjoy the
picture ; yet it may do this in such an
unobtrusive ^svay . that he may not
remember, afterwards, a single tune
that has been played.

Here, then, are some fairly obvious

points to watch in preparing a "loosely-

fitting " background of music. Fast-

moving parts of the story should be
illustrated by fast music ; as the action

slows down, so the music should

become of a quieter character ; when
a climax in the story is reached, the

music should also work up to a

climax. In this respect skilful use of

a volums control becomes an excellent

supplement to the actual character of

Wide World]

The Queen of Denmark with her movie
camera filming a military parade

the recorded music. And here is an
important point that is too often

neglected : at a tremendous climax in

a picture, far more effective than any
series of crashing chords is—dramatic
silence. This applies alike to " close

"

and " loose " accompaniments.
Bearing in mind the litnitations that

are naturalljf imposed by the use of a
gramophone only for providing the

home accompaniment, I have prepared
a short list that will probably serve

as a guide to those who are keen

enough on doing things well to take
some measure of trouVjle.

The various heatlings are necessarily

somewhat vague, but the reader will

be able to use his ingenuity, once he
knows his stock of records, in selecting

the most suitable for any particular

film that he shows.

Romantic and Sentimental

Ketelbey's "In a Monastery
Garden " {although somewhat hack-

neyed !) ; Easthope Martin's "Even-
song "

;
" Traumerei " (Schumann

—

Columbia DB 810, with " Solveig's

Song" on the reverse); The "Blue
Danube " ; and innumerable slow
movements of a " pastoral " character

from the classics. The last mentioned
are probably, as would be expected,

the most effective of all.

Cpmedy and Fast-Moving
Sequences

Almost any modern "hot" dance
records ; Humoresques and Burlesques

of all kinds ; records of the type of

"Song. Hits, 1932" (Columbia DB
762), or " Ragtime Review " (Columbia
DX 127). As a matter of fact, any
record with a touch of humour, or of

a constant fast-moving character, will

prove effective.

Scenic, Pastoral, Nature, &c.

Almost any light, graceful move-
ment from the Classics, and such
excerpts as the Ballet Music from
"Sylvia"; Overture to " Mignon "

;

and certain modern waltzes, providing
that the voluma is kept low and that

the general effect is one of delicacy

rather than solid rhythm. Good
classical examples (though unfor-

tunately rather hackneyed) are Men-
delssohn's " Spring Song," Schubert's

Serenade, and " Morning " from the

Peer Gynt Suite (Greig). A large

variety of records is available.

National and Characteristic

Woodforde-Finden's "Indian Love
Lyrics "

; Rimskj'-Korsakov's " Chan-
son Indoue '

' and '

' Hymn to the

Sun "
; Bralmas' Hungarian Dances ;

Liszt's Hungarian Rhapsodies ; Fan-
tasia on American Airs ; and innumer-
able obvious examples, such as "In a
Persian Market" (Ketelbey), "The
Song of the Volga Boatmen," "In
the Hall of the Mountain King '

'

(Peer Gynt Suite), and so on.

Sinister and Mysterious

Ravel's " Daphnis and Chloe " Suite

(Columbia LX 105-6) ; Rimsky-
Korsakov's "Scheherazade" (Colum-

bia DX 1-6) ; Till Eulenspiegel

(Strauss)—Parlophone E 10925/6

;

Ride of the Valkyries (Parlophone

E 11077).

Pathetic

Sibelius' s " Valse Triste "
; the

Londonderrjr Air ;

'

' The Death of

Ase " (Peer Gynt Suite) ; Prelude and
Liebestod from "Tristan" (Parlo-

phone E 10508/9).

These broad, general headings are
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of necessity ratlier vague and unsatis-

factory, but if they succeed in sug-

gesting to the reader the tj^pe of

music to look for, they will have
served their purpose.

A clever showman will always be
on the lookout for contrasts to give

effect to his production of a picture.

There is nothing ludicrous about a

change from the classics to a modern
dance tiuie, provided that something
has happened in the film to justify it.

One must, of course, be constantly on
the watch for opportunities of this

nature ; nothing could be more dis-

tracting as a musical accompaniment
than the constant use of one tj-pe of

record.

I have heard a continuous back-
ground of the Unfinished Symphony
given to a silent film of quite a dramatic
nature, and the after-effect is calcu-

lated to ttu-n one against Schubert for

evermore—most unjustly, for it was
not his fault !

The reader who intends to take his

home movies seriously should keep a

watch on the "New Issues" lists of

the various concerns, with the idea of

grouping the more interesting new-
comers under the above, and other,

headings. Probably it will be possible

to give a few hints in these colimins

for his guidance month by month.

Avoid Abrupt Changes
In conclusion, there are a few

points that should be watched if an
effective presentation is thought at all

important. First of all, avoid dance
records with vocal choru.ses, which
are as ineffective as the orchestral

parts are effective. If you are equipped
with two turntables and a "fader,"
always have your next record ready
and avoid blank spaces, except where
they are made intentionally to give

point to the action.

Avoid all abrupt changes ; switch
from the Funeral March to "Hot
Coffee " by all means, when the
action warrants it, but do even that

with due care of the volume control

—

not with a jerk !

Remember that your audience's
attention is on the film, not thfr

music ; and for this reason keep the
volume well down. Think of the best
accompaniments you have heard on
cinema organs, and j'ou will probaljly
agree that the vague, "misty " effect

is one of the best. I do not mean
that the music itself should be misty
—far from it! But it should, at
times, sink to so low a level that a
real climax may be produced without
ascending to more than a fraction of
the full volume available.

Always keep a Uttle voliune in

reserve for the few occasions when it

may be brought out really effectively ;

and then 7iei-er use it for more than a
few moments.

Finally, try some of these sugges-
tions out for yourself, and see whether
a little pains taken on your musical
accompaniment is not well worth
while.

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
W^ell'know^n Director to W^rite for

"Home Movies**

READERS of Home Movies will be
interested to learn that we have

been fortunate in securing the ser\'ices

of Mr. Adrian Brunei, the well-known
fikn director and scenarist, to write a
series of articles on " The Technique of

Film Production." Mr. Brunei has
hot only directed a number of famous
pictures, such as "Blighty," "The
Constant Nymph," " A Light Woman"
and " The Man Without Desire," but
he has made several short experi-

mental films with no more than the
average amateur's facilities. Many of

these fikns, such as " Crossing the

Great Sagrada," "The Pathetic
Gazette," " A Typical Budget " and
" Sheer Trickery " are stiU showing
to-day, seven and eight years after

they were made—an encovwaging
thought for ambitious amateurs. Mi\
Brunei's varied experience in aU
departments of production in several

countries since the days when films

really were in their infancy, especially

fits him for advising amateirrs and
dealing with their difficulties.

In his first article Mr. Brimel will

deal with the " Pre-Scenario Stage,"
including the choice of subject

;

sequences, continuity devices, titles,

and a host of other interesting, yet very
important, details. In order that
readers of Home Movies may be
able to study Mr. Brunei's work we
are endeavouring to arrange for some
of his professional films to be made
available in 16-inm. size for hire

through the I'ilm Libraries. Cine
Societies in particular will find these

MR. ADRIAN BRUNEL
whose Articles Begin Next Month

films most helpful m conjunction with
this new series of articles. Further
important particulars will be published

next month. Never before has
such valuable information been made
available to the amatemr. Be sure to

order your copy in good time, or you
may be disappointed.

Adrian Brunei and Ellaline Terriss

Some directors claim that their

artists are mere puppets, but

Mr. Brunei believes they produce
their best work when co-operating

with the director. Miss Terriss

is seen discussing the script

of " Blighty," her first film

with Mr. Brunei.
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HOME MOVIE OPPORTUNITIES for JULY, 1932.
July July Julv

1 Dominion D a y 8-9 Eton V. Harrow 20 Scots - Canmlian
(Canada) cele- (Cricket) Lord's. Athletic M'ting. Glasgow.
l)rations General. 8-9 Royal Ulster Re- 20-21 Race meetings . . Curragh.

1-2 Amateur Athletic S t a m ford gatta (Yachtmg) Bangor. 20-22 Agricultural Sliow Llandrin-

Association Bridge, 9 Summer Race dod Wells.

Cliampionships London. Meeting Edinburgh. 21-22 Horse and Fox-

1-2 Royal Harwich
Yachting Re-
gatta .

.

9 Famous " Border '

Games .

.

Jedburgh. 22-27
hound SViow . . Clonmel.

Militarj' Tattoo . . Leeds.

Felixstowe. 9 Ancient S t . 25-30 Motor Boat Week S'ampton.
Peter's Fair . . Holsw'thy. Water.

2 Motor racing,

special meeting Brooklands
12 Worshipful Com-

pany of Vinters'

25-29 Goodwood Week,
racing . . . . Goodwood.

2-16 Pageant of Battle Association pro- 28-29 Royal Albert
Abbey . . Hastings. cession . . London. Yachting

4 Croquet Open 12 Royal Thames Regatta . . Southsea.
Championships Roe'pton. Yachting Re- 28 Tidworth Tattoo

4-6 Oxford V. Cam- gatta .

.

Sovithend. Rehearsal . . Tidworth.

4-9

bridge (Cricket)

Lawn Tennis
Lord's.

Southsea &
12-14 Yorkshire Agri-

cultural Show,
29-

Aug. 6
Yachting week . . Cowes.

Championships F e 1 i X- and visit of July 30 Ancient custom of

stowe. • Duke and Rush bearing . . Amb'side.
4-16 Irnperial Rifle Duchess o f 31 Pilgrimage t o

shooting meet- York .

.

Leeds. Croagh Patrick Co. Mayo.
ing Bisley. 12-16 Military Tattoo ... York. THBOUGHOUT THE MONTH (dates nOt

5 Ancient Tynwald 13-14 Race meeting Bath. yet fixed).

Custom (world's 13-15 English Bowling Historical Pageant Kent.
oldest open-air Association's In- The British Atlantic Fleet

parliament) .

.

Isle of Man. ternational visits the principal holiday
5 Donkey Derby (all meeting Glasgow. resorts.

famous jockeys) S'ampton. 15-16 ' Eclipse " race Ancient custom of
5-9 Royal Agricultural meeting Sandown marking the

Show . . S'ampton. Park. Royal and
6 British Empire 18-23 Open Bowls Vintners' and

Garden Party .

.

Roe'pton. Tournament . . Brighton. Dyers' Com-
8 Royal Cinque 19 Highland Gather- panies' Swans. . Thames.

Ports Yachting ing Isle of Man. Royal Garden Bucldng'ra
Regatta Dover. 19 Yachting Regatta B'mouth. Party Palace.

ry -^ ^ IS ALL YOU NEED PAY
^^ I y/[ for a really first - class

C^^ I ^"fr i6-mm. cine camera made
^-^^ -*- * by people who have
specialised in the manufacture of precision-

made apparatus for over a century.

THE PAILLARD-BOLEX
16-IVIIVI. CINE CAMERA

for 50 ft. or 100 ft. spools. Sweet, silent-

nmning clockwork, Hermagis f/3.5 lens.

and

Your Dealer can supply, but ifyou

experience the slightest difficulty,

write direct to .•

CINEX LIMITED
70 High Holborn, London^

W.C.I

{Booklets free)

2(y . (Including

Processing)

is the price per 100 ft. of

BOLEX
"SUPER-ORTHO"
i6-mm. reversible film

(also supplied in 50 ft.

spools at 11/6). Packed in
daylight loading spools
made to fit any i6-nim.

camera.
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The R.C.A. Pho^ophone 16—Sound-on-Film Outfit

LAST month I made a passing
reference in my article on Home

Talkies to the Bolex sound -on -disc

system. This differs from tliose

described in several ways, notably in

having a separate motor drive for

both projector and turntable and in

having provision for playing both 33^
and 78 revolution discs. The separate
drive enables the gramophone portion

to be run at either speed with or with-

out the projector and similarly the
projector can be run alone for silent

pictures. The ability to play the
ordinary record running at 78 to 80
revolutions is, of course, a distinct

advantage in giving sound accompani-
ment, from ordinary records for one's

silent films.

The Bolex Unit

The Bolex outfit is primarily de-
signed for the man who wants a
complete home talkie outfit as one
unit. As will be seen from the photo-
graph the projector (which is a
.standard Bolex Model D) the turn-

table and the amplifier are all fixed to

one baseboartl, a single mains plug
providing the necessary current to

operate all three units, the only
separate unit being the loud-speaker
which is naturally placed by the
screen. Perfect synchronisation is

obtamed by a special interlocking

de\'ice between the two motors which
has the additional advantage that

slight errors of sjTichronisation which
may have crept in due to a broken
film being joined up minus a few
frames can be corrected while running.

As the projector is fitted with a 250
watt lamp and a really powerful
ampUfier, both light and sound are

fully siiffioient for all home require- -

ments.
Sound-on-film for amateurs has

also arrived. This nioiith I am able

to describe to you three different

systems all of which I have had the

opportunity of trying. There is, of

The R.C.A. Speaker Unit.

SOUND-ON-
FILM FOR
AMATEURS!

The latest Hoine'Talkie
news and tests hy

HARRY P. IVOOTTON.
16 mm. sound-on-film for home projection is now commercially

available. In this article Mr. VVootton tells of a promised sound-

on-film camera

course, an enormovis field for the smaller
size talkie outfit, not only for the home
but also for schools and industrial

establishments. Both the Western
Electric Company and the R.C.A.
Photophone Company—the leaders in

the full size field—fully realise the
potentialities and it is interesting to
find that whereas the Western Electric

Company have gone in for sound-on-
disc for such outfits (I described their

apparatus last month) the R.C.A.
Photophone have prodviced an ex-

tremely ingenious 16-mni. sound-on-
fllm apparatus.

The R.C.A. Photophone

The R.C.A. Photophone Home
Talkie is illustrated on this page, and

Projector, Sound Head and Amplifier complete fit into a very compact case. The Speaker

occupies a similar case and the v^hole outfit runs from one wall plug.
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The Bolex sound-on-disc outfit is very compact, projector,

turnable and amplifier occupying one baseboard
A side view of the Bolex home talkie showing the projector

threaded and the disc in position. Either 33J or 78 r.p.m.

discs can be played

the first thing one notices is the
remarkably compact nature of the
whole outfit. There are only two cases,

one contaning the speaker which is

placed by the screen as usual, and the
other the projector and amplifier

complete. So far as the projector is

concerned this does not dii?er materi-

ally from those used for silent pictures,

but the film , after passing through
the gate, instead of going straight to

the take-up reel is passed through the
"sound gate " fhst, after which it is

fed on to the take-up reel in the
normal way. The sound gate consists

of a very narrow sht in front of which
the photographic sound track passes.

On one side of the slit is a special

lamp and lens system to concentrate
the light on the slit, and on the other
side a photo electric cell which is so

designed that the variations of light

reaching it cause variations of current
through it, these slight variations
being magnified in the amplifier and
passed on through long leads to the
loud speaker.

One Set of Perforations

In the R.C.A. 16-mm. sound fiLm

only one set of perforations is used, the
space on the other side of the film

where the second set usually falls being
occupied by the sound track. It

follows that as this sound track passes

steadily past the slit so the amount
of light passing through the slit from
the lamp to the photo electric cell will

vary and it is this variation which
enables us to get our sound.
One of the essentials of a sound-on-

Mr. Will Day's 16-mm. sound film enlarged

to show diagonal sound track

film projector is absolute uniformity
of the light from the exciter lamp.
As this outfit is designed to run
straight from the alternating current
mains an ordinary lamp running from
alternating current would fluctuate in

light with the alterations and thus
produce a hum. To overcome this

difficulty a special lamp arrangement
is used. I listened with my ear in

the loud-speaker during a test of this

system and I could not distinguish

the slightest hum.
A small library of sound-on-film

pictures is already available and the
price for the whole outfit is £200.

The British Thomson-Houston
Company who are aheady well-known
in the professional sound-on-fihn pro-

jector market have also produced an
excellent 16-mm. sound-on-fihn system
which I recently had the opportunity
of inspecting. The general principle is

the same as the R.C.A. Photophone,
but there are a number of important
differences in detail. For example,
whereas in the R.C.A. Photophone
system only one set of perforations is

used, the sound track taking the
space occupied normally by the second
set, in the B.T.H. system the normal
perforations are used and a small

portion of the picture is masked off

to provide space for the sound track.

The B.T.H. Film

An enlarged reproduction of a piece

of B.T.H. sound film is given on page
00, so that you can make comparison
between it and the R.C.A. style.

1
ife

Em |^^^^HV|}VB|^^H^^B3hkS^|^^^^H

^1
The Will Day experimental sound-on-film projector showing
attachmentof sound gate to standard Kodascope C projector

A close-up of the Will Day sound gats

exciter lamp
and
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The B.T.H. sound-on-film outfit showing
amplifier

Both systems use the variable area
method of recording sound. You
should compare this with the variable
density method illustrated on page 00
of the last issue. Tlie photograph on
page 26 shows the apparatus in

detail, the visual projector occupying
most of the case. As with the pre-
viously described system, the film
passes first of all through the visual or
" mute " gate, after which it passes
through the sound gate which, as
usual> is fitted on one side with an
exciter lamp and on the other a photo
electric cell, the current from the
photo electric cell being magnified by
the amplifier which is also built into
the same case. The output from this
amplifier is 3i to 4 watts of undis-
torted energy which is more than
ample for any home use and shouM
be thoroughly satisfactory in all save
the largest of schools installations.

The exciter lamp in this case rims
straight from the alternating current
inains, but the design of the lamp is

such that once the filament is heated
it loses its heat comparatively slowly
when the ciu-rent is reduced. In this
way the 50 cycle fluctuations of
ciurent do not produce any variations
of light and therefore there is no
possibility of hum which would occui-
if the ordinary tj^e of filament were
used. A 250 watt lamp is provided
in the projector and ample light is

available. The price, we understand,
is approximately £200 for the whole
outfit.

What about the amateur who
wishes to 7nake his own sound-on -film
records ? A fascinating possibility in
this direction is opened up by a new
system invented by Mr. Will L)ay, the
cinematograph pioneer whose gift

collection of early cinematograph
apparatus is one of the features of the
South Kensington Science Museum.
In Mr. Day's system, which I recently
had an opportunity of inspecting,
standard 16-mm. stock is used as in
the case of the B.T.H. system but the
sound track is formed with a diagonally
placed slit. You will understand how
this is done by examining an enlarged

portion of the film on this page. Mr.
Day tells me that he hopes before long
to be able to market a sound-on-fibn
camera for amateurs so that they can
take their own sound film and have it

processed in exactly the same way as
an ordinary 16-mm. fihn is processed.
So far as projection is concernetl, Mr.
Day has devised an attacliment which
can be fastened to any existing
projector so that the film after passing
through the ordinary pictizre gate goes
through the sound gate and then on
to the take-up reel.

On page 69 you will see photo-
graphs of Mr. Will Day's experimental
apparatus which, while not yet per-
fected, gives great promise. I had the
opportunity of listening to a sound
film of a talk given by Mr. Day on the
possibilities of the system. Both taking
and projection were done on the new

UJ

A strip of the B.T.H. film showing sound
track

The B.T.H. outfit closed for transport

apparatus. While there were certain

defects in reproduction inseparable
from such experimental gear, one
coukl follow every word spoken and I

have heard worse reproduction in

professional theatres. The experi-
mental apparatus having proved so
promising Mi'. Day is now^ arranging
to have it made up in a perfected form,
and I have no doubt that in this the
reproduction will be appreciably
better. It is particularly interesting

to note that the sound gate will form
an attachment for existing projectors.

This is what the amateur needs, for

most of us have good projectors

already and do not wish to duplicate
apparatus we already have. The
camera I did not see, but I am told it

will be marketed at a price comparable
with that of a high grade " silent

"

cine camera.

(To he continued.)

IT CAN BE DONE !

We have often been asked whether it is possible to make enlirgements from single
frames of 16-mm. cine film. This is an unretouched enlargement from a single frame
of Selo-Panchromatic 16-mm. film, from which it will be seen that resujts are quite

satisfactory. Selo, by the way, ask us to say theyTdo not make 9-mm. film
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MUSIC IMPROVES
YOUR PICTURES!
SIMPLE METHODS OF ADDING SOUND
livery silent film is made better and more enjoyable by the addition of suitable music.

This article tells you how to arrange the apparatus, while Mr. Thomas Howard's article

on page 65 gives a selection of suitable records

IT is now possible for the amateur
to produce and project cine

pictures wliich, from the photographic

point of view at least, are fully equal

to the best professional prodvictions.

Frequently, too, the travel pictures are

much more mtelhgently treated than
in the professional theatre, while by
the choice of a few good pictures from
•one of the several excellent libraries

a first-class programme of all-round

interest can be pro^dded for one's

family and friends.

Using the Gramophone
Yet there is still one thing lacking,

"that is a suitable musical accompani-
ment or backgi-oiuid. An orchestra is

naturally out of the c[uestion, and an
attempt to provide a suitable running
'pianoforte accompaniment generally

fails. This leads us to fall back upon
-the gramophone, but here, too, diffi-

culty is met with from the fact that

individual records run for such a short

time and it is not convenient to change
them in the dark, quite apart from the

awkward break which such changing
brings about.

Fortunately, we have a complete
solution of our music problem in a

simple machine which any handy man
•can rig up for himself. It consists

merely of two gramophone motors and
turntables, two electrical pick-ups and
a small device known as a "fader."
Leads from this combined instrument

are then taken to the pick-up terminals

of your wireless set, the loud speaker
of which should now be placed as close

as possible to the screen.

Electric Motors Convenient

Preferably the motors of the twin
turntables should be electric so as to

save the trouble of winding, but
there's nothing whatever to prevent
j'our using clockwork motors. It is

also very convenient to mount a small
electric lamp in the centre of the
instriunent so that enough light can
be made available to change the
needles and records without spoiling

the picture on the screen. A simple
solution of the lamp problem is to buy
from such firms as Boots or your local

cycle shop one of those tiny bedside
lamps designed to run from a dry cell.

These cost only a shilling or two and
as they have a little shade on them
they give just enough light for the
purpose.

The " Fader "

The " fader " which is a device used
in all picture theatres is really a
combination of two volume controls in

one. Terminals are provided for both
of the pick-ups and two more go from
it to the pick-up terminals of the
wireless set. Good examples are the
"Centralab" and the "Magnum."
The operation is simplicity itself and
to understand it you must imagine

that the two turntables are running
simultaneously, with both pick-ups in

position on the records. When the
" fader " is turned to the full extent in

one direction you will hear one record

playing at full strength on your loud

speaker. As you rotate the fader the

strength goes down till at the central

point there is silence. On passing this

central point you will begin to hear the

other record which increases in strength

up to the maximtmi at the full extent

of the fader travel.

Continuous Running
Now the great advantage of this

arrangement is that just before one
record finishes you can place a second
on the other turntable and start, it

running. At the right moment you
can fade out the first and fade in the

second so that there is no appreciable

break in the music. This is particu-

larly valuable when playing a long
sjonphony which runs on to several

records and indeed many people use a
double gramophone for their ordinary

playing. On page 65 you will

find an article dealing with certain

kinds of records suitable for particular

types of films. It is advisable to

prepare a "cue sheet" by running
your film through previously so that

when the action changes you can
change from one kind of music to

another.

An Inexpensive Scheme
If you do not want to go to the

trouble of building a special instrument
it is quite easy to purchase a couple of

cheap clockwork gramophones and
mount the pick-up arms on them,
placing the "fader " on whichever of

the two instrimaents is convenient. In
an early issue we shall publish a full

constructional article for a suitable

twin table for this kind of work, but
meanwhile we are sure many readers

will like to try out the scheme with
their existing equipment.

P. W. H.

USE ONE FOR YOUR HOME
TALKIESYou would choose the Varley Pick-Up and Tone-Arm

on its merits—but it is recommer.dation enough that

British Talkatome use it.

Compensated bass output. Self-adjusting needle

clutch. Ball-bearing frictionless tone-arm. Plays

records of all sizes, up to the 16" theatre type.

It was VaHey, spec-
ialists in all forms
of sounti repro-
duction, who matte
the FIRST bass-compensated
gramophone pick-up.

COMBINED
PICK-UP
AND

TONE ARM
42/-

LIST No. CP 138.

ALMOST
PERFECT
TRACKING

• • • •

MINIMUM
RECORD
WEAR.

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control,, Lid., Kingsimy House, 103 Kingsway, London, W.C.2. Telephone : Holhorn 5303
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" will be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future

plans. We must apologise to a number of societies for the omission of their

reports, which arrived too late for publication. For inclusion in our next
Issue reports should reach the Service Manager not later than 15th July.

"Stills" suitable for publication are welcomed.

BECKENHAM CINE SCaEXY. Hen.
Secretaiv. J. W. JIantle. 5G, Croydon Road,
Beckenham, Kent. The society has fceen in

existence since February, 1932, and has
about thirty members. There is an annual
subscription of 5s. (pro tem.) and 18s.

production expenses. Apparatus used is

Ensign, Bolex and Pathe.

On April 3rd we made a short film as a

test for members. This was entitled " Oh
Hikey," and ran to about 120 feet of 9-mm.
stock ; a 50 feet reel of 16-mm. stock was
also taken showing "how it is done."

This film was quite a success and has teen
of great educational value to us. We have
now started our second production, a
comedy in two parts on 9-mm. stock ; as

before a 10-mm. record film will be taken
of this. Most of the film is being shot on
an outdoor set erected by Mr. Mantle and
his satellites ; scenes will also be shot at

Waterloo Station and in Fleet Stieet. Tl e

Secretary will be glad to answer any
enquiries.

BOLTON AMATEUR CINE ASSOCIA-
TION. Hon. Secretary, G. N. Bootli,

Knowsley Grange, Heaton, Bolton. The
association was formed in 1930 and has

had two very successful years. In 1930

we produced a five-reel melodrama entitled
" High Test," the story being based on the

activities of a gang of car thieves. This

was shown on a screen 10 feet by 8 feet to

900 people. In 1931 we protluced two
films, a comedy and a '" thriUer." The
comedy was called " Sporting Times," and
was really a first-class production of about

1.600 feet. The "thriller," entitled "Trio-

murder," was not quite so successful owing
to its being rather too short.

This year we are producing one film only,

entitled " Redemption," and putting the

whole resources of the society behind it.

Mr. A. V. Booth is the producer, and the

camera is in the hands of Messrs. S. Steele

and W. Warburton. The association invites

membership, the subscription being 10s. 6d.,

which entitles the member to four tickets

for the annual show. This year we shall

show in a cinema.

BURNLEY CINE SOCIETY. Hon. Secre-

tary, F. G. Sboesmith, 08, Coal Clough
Lane, Burnley. This society was formed
at the end of last year and is now starting

production on a scenario, working with

16-mm. film. The subscription is 10s. 6d.

per annum and membership is open to all.

CRYSTAL PRODUCTIONS (THE
BOURNEMOUTH FILM CLUB). Hon.
Treasurer, Vera Maskey : Hon. Secretary.

R. G. Torrens, B.A., B.D.Sc, 85, Wimborne
Road, Bournemouth. This club was formed
by a few enthusiastic amateurs on
6th February, 1931. It almost immediately
undertook the writing and production of

its first scenario, entitled " Retribution,"

which was completed in September, 1931.

In November the club filmed an evening
dance at the Royal Bath Hotel and in-

stalled a special lighting cf 20,C(0 candle

power for this purpose. An excellent film

was obtained, which was shown twice daily

for a week, together with " Retribution."

A new film is now being produced entitled

"The Broken Swastika," which was written

and is being photographed by R. G. Tonens.
Regular meetings are held monthly,

and during the past 15 mcntbs a number
of interesting addresses have been given.

In addition to the one club meeting a

month the unit proelucing the films arranges

its own meetings at its own convenience.

The club is collecting a library cf subjects

of interest for the benefit of its members.
The Secretary will be pleased to hear from
anyone interested.

DERBY AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
President, G. F. Palmer; Hon. Treasurer,

H. Dakin ; Hon. Secretary, A. J. Holland,

165, Gerard Street, Derby.
This society, which is starting its first

film, "These Things Do Happen," meets
every three weeks at the Unity Hall, Derby.
Subscription : 10s. 6d. per annum, 15s. 9d.

for married couples.

EDINBURGH FILM GUILD. President,

A. E. Haswell Miller; Vice-President,

Forsyth Hardy ; Hon. Secretary, Norman

Wilson, 8, Orchard Place, Craigleith Road,
Edinburgh, W.C.
Founded in 1930 by Norman Wilson, this

club has for its objects the study and
advancement of film art. Unusual and
worth-while films are exhibited at private

Sunday performances and in co-operation

with the Education Committee of the Town
Council special performances of films suit-

able for childien are being arranged. Pro-

duction is undertaken on standard and sub-

standard stock and is confined to films of a

documentary nature. Work is at present in

progress on a film of Eelinburgh, the scenario

for which recently won a competition. In
co-operation with the Scottish Travel

Bureau the society is also at work on a

film of the city on 16-mm. stock and is

plaiming a short abstract film on standard

stock.

Membership is open to anyone on pay-

ment of an annual subscription of one

guinea, which includes admission to private

performances and lectures and use cf club-

room and library.

The former Amateur Cine Section cf the

Edinburgh Film Guild, which engaged in

the production of dramatic films on 16-D.m.

and 9.5-mm. stock, is now functioning as

an independent society known as Pinnacle

Productions, the Hon.'Secretary cf which is

Mr. J. S. Madrel, 27, Douglas Cretoent,

Edinburgh.

ELECTROTONE AMATEUR FllM
SOCIETY. President, '\\'. F. BusheU, M.A.

;

Vice-President. Robin H. Jones ; Hon.
Secretary, J. R. F. Stewart, 13, Francis

Avenue, Hoylake Road, Moreton, Wirrall.

The studio and headquarters are at 157, Vic-

toria Road, New Brighton, where an out-

door stage has been constructed to facilitate

the filming of indoor " shots." Another

room has been fitted as a projecting theatre,

with a seating capacity of about thirty-five.

For the benefit of new members, the member-
ship subscription is 5s. entrance fee and
£1 Is. per year. There is a selection com-

mittee of five, and new members have a

short test to pass in whatever branch they

are interested.

The society is now at work on their fourth

production, ""The Flash Trap," made on

9.5-mm. stock. They have previously

Thritling moments In the " Electrotone " A.F. Society film " The Flash Trap." This

film is being made on 9.5-mm. stock
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Beckenham Cine Society. Production No. 2. Left to right—

Gwen Edwards, Harold Hawley, Una Ogg, and Alan Andrews
A scene from " Fugitive," with C. Dean and J. Neill

(Southgate Cine Society.)

produced "Discord in the Desert," "The
Last Laugh " and " Objects of Interest in

Birkenhead and Wallasey," sound on disc

having been successfully synchronised to all

three. The next production will be a
comedy ; it is intended in future to con-

centrate on sound films and later on standard
stock.

HEADINGLEY AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
Hon. Secretary. R. S. Neill, " Woodlands,"
off Westwood Avenue, Headinglej% Leeds.
Studio, Parade Chambers, North Lane,
Leeds. This club was started in February,
1932, and has progressed exceedingly well,

possessing a very modern studio and an
abundance of projectors, cameras and light-

ing equipment, etc.

We have nearly finished our first produc-
tion, " Private Wives," a comedy produced
at The Golden Acre Park, near Leeds.

The thrills of the speed-boat, yachting and
Hover-planeing are included in this film,

which was written and adapted to the
screen by Mr. R. S. NeiU and is also directed

by him. The next production, an exciting

drama, " Hunted," is being rehearsed and
"shooting" will commence in the near
future.

The club publishes a quarterly magazine
and also holds a cinematograph entertain-

ment every month, at which such out-

standing productions as " Metropolis,"
" Vaudeville," " The Hungarian Rhapsody,"
"The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari " and "The
Wrecker" have already been shown. Any-
body in Leeds or the surrounding districts

who is interested in amateur cinematography
and would like to join the club will be made
welcome. Full information can be obtained
from the Secretary or at the Studio. The
entrance fee is 2s., and there is a weekly
subscription of 9d.

HORNBY -BRITISH FILM COR-
PORATION. Chairman, R. Hornby; Hon.
Secretary, John Montgomery ; Studio,

Timber Lodge, Ashtead, Surrey.

The above producing imit went into pro-

duction last April, when the filming of
" Convict 17," a crook drama on Kodak
film, was accomplished in local surroundings.

The Hon. Secretary of this unit will be
pleased to hear froin anyone interested or

anxious to understand further the art of

amateur cinematograph producing. He will

also be glad to hear from residents in the
vicinity of the studio who would care to
lend grounds, barns and suitable places for

filming. Suitable subjects, scenarios, etc.,

are welcomed from interested readers.

MAYROSS MOTION PICTURE PRO-
DUCTIONS (HAMMERSMITH). Chairman,
S. G. Finch, 27, Shaftesbury Road, Ravens-
court Park, W.6 ; Hon. Secretary, W. G.
Wright, 44, Burr Road, Southfields, S.W.IS.

The club, which has only been in existence

since the end ofJApril, 1932, has been formed
to promote interest in amateur sub-standard
cine films, and is open to all whether they
own apparatus or not.

Meetings are held at the Oddfellows' Hall,

186, Hammersmith Road. Subscription is

6s., payable on election. Applications for

membership should be addressed to the Hon.
Secretary or to the Chairman. The club is

at present at work on its first film, " The
Country Calm," written by Mr. Finch.

NEWCASTLE AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION. Chairman,
W. M. Diericx ; Vice-Chairman, A. Logan ;

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer, H. Wood,
Bolbec Hall, Westgate Road, Newcastle-on-
Tyne.

Since this association was formed, in

1927, eight photoplays and several topical

films of local interest have been produced,
and production units are now busy com-
pleting the preliminary work for four short
iHms, of which the following two are being
put into immediate production :

" Double
or Quits," on 16-mm. stock, and " Revenge
is Sweet," on 9-mm. stock.

During the 'n'inter sessions (October to
April) general meetings are held fortm'ghtlj',

at which films produced by other associa-

tions and clubs are projected in addition to

members' private films. Developments in
amateur sound films have been followed with
interest, demonstraticns having been given

Sentiment at the Southgate Society. Left

to right—H. Aspden (Camera), R.Williams
(continuity), R. Green ("Smith"), Miss

D. Rothschild (Vamp), S. Neill (Direction)

bj' Mr. A. Logan, one of the members, who
has produced several sound on disc films.

Competitions for best individual films,

titling, scenario ivriting, etc., have been
held, also public shows benefiting charities ;

and on the social side dances and summer
outings in connection with outdoor filming

are attractive features of our activities.

Membership is open to any person residing

within the Newcastle and District area.

The subscription is £1 Is. per aimum

;

10s. 6d. for any second member of the same
family ; and 5s. for any third member.
Young persons under 18 years of age will

be admitted at an annual subscription of

5s. Knowledge of, or participation in,

photography is not essential for member-
ship. Anyone at all interested in the art

will be made welcome.

RHOS AMATEUR FILM PRODUC-
TIONS. Hon. Secretary, Gtcige E. Melkr.
Bradda, Allanson Road, Rhcs-cn-Sea, North
Wales.
The Bhos Amateur Movie Club was

formed in 1930 and its first film, " The
Naturalist," was made earh' in 1931. This
was a short comedy running to 150 feet

of 9.5-mm. stock and was moderately
successful. An interest film of " The
Tourist Trophy Races" in the Isle of Man
was also made, which, having been edited

and titled at the begiiming of this year,

was released to the motor cycle clubs

throughout the country and has had a verj'

successful run. Hire charges for this film

are 2s. 6d. per night ; 5s. per week. It has
been shot on 9.5-mm. stock, has notched
titles, and runs approximately 15 minutes.

The club was re-formed at the end of

1931, under the title of " Rhos Amatemr
Film Productions," and is now at work on
a new production, "The White Slaver,"

directed by George E. Mellor, with Don
Johnson at the camera and Miss Laura
Hughes and Messrs. M. Forbes, R. Boase
and D. G. Roberts in the cast. The story

of "The White Slaver" lends itself to the
cinema and settings are being kept as simple
as possible.

On April 1st the first issue of " The
Camera Angle" was published and had a
ready sale. This magazine should he of real

interest to all cinematographers, with a

special appeal to R.A.F.P. members.

SOUTHGATE CINE CLUB. Hon. Secre-

tary, S. F. Neill, 4. Selborne Road, South-
gate, N.14. The elub has for its objects

mutual assistance in the art of amateur
cinematograph}', the production of amateur
photoplays, and the formation of its own
library.

Studio. The club meets (for the present)

at Messrs. Camera Craft, Ltd., Studio,

Palmer's Green, but the club has in view a
studio of its own for the near future.
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Equipment. The club works on both
9-mm. and 16-mm. film.

Meetings. The club meets at the studio

on alternate Fridays at 8 p.m. regularly,

but extra meetings are called during pro-

duction. Meetings are not held during
August and early part of September.
Production. Scenarios for production

are submitted either at a club meeting or a

committee meeting. It is usual for the
author of any scenario accepted by the

club to be given the option of directing

the film (in conjunction with the com-
mittee), provided that he or she is a member
of the club. The cost of the film used in

any production is shared by the members
existing at the time of production.

>< Locations. Outside shots are always
taken on Sunda}- mornings, provided that the
weather and light are suitable. The loca-

tion is always pre-arranged and all concerned

in the particular production are notified

beforehand. Where possible members with
cars see to the transport.

t^MEMEERSiup. Candidates for member-
ship must be subject to election by the
committee and where application is not
accompanied by the signature of a proposer

and seconder, a jiersnnal interview should
be obtained with the Secretary.

Subscription. The yearly subscription

for membership is one guinea, payable half-

yearly.

Library. The club has its own library

of films (made by the club since its inaugura-

tion) and has the use of Messrs. Camera
Craft's large professional library.

SWAN MOTION PICTURES. Hon.
Secretary, E. J. M. Jones, 25, Kew Gardens
Road, Kew, Surrey. This society, which
was formed nine months ago, has completed
one^film on 16-mm. stock, a short comedy

For More Ambitious
« STILLS "

You can bring your " stills " up to pro-
fessional standard with so superbly made
a camera as the Pilot—the miniature reflex

that takes roll film and gives ultra sharp
focus from 3 ft. to " infinity." Size only

5 X 2j X I J in. Weight 18 oz. Exposuresj
I to i/300th of a second. 16 pictures from
a standard V.P. film. Ready instantly by
pressure on a button.

REVISED PRICES :—
WITH F/3.5 ZEISS TESSAR LENS, £18 15
WITH F/2.8 ZEISS TESSAR LENS, £21

Illustrated Literature and Prices Post Free.

SANDS, HUNTER & Co., Ltd.
37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

Pilot
THE WORLD'S SMALLEST ROLL-FILM REFLEX

entitled " She Loves Me—She Loves Me
Not."
We have now cast and are about to go

into production on a somewhat more
ambitious film, the name of which is " A3."
It is a crook melodrama in which there are
fourteen characters besides many extras.

For the interior lighting we shall use incan-

descent lighting of only 6,000 watts in con-

junction with the new Super Sensitive film.

At the above address we have a room
fitted up as a cinema. A separate operating
box, which is fully lighted during projec-

tion, contains three turntables, projector,

etc. We have meetings here every Wednes-
day evening at 8.30 p.m. and most of the
shooting is done on Sundays. For tech-

nicians the entrance fee is one guinea,

and the subscription one guinea per annum.
For the acting members the entrance fee is

one guinea and the subscription according
to the part taken in each production.

TEDDINGTON AMATEUR FILM PRO-
DUCTIONS. President, Marcus C. Hunter

;

Vice-President, Harold H. Hastings; Hon.
Secretary, V. Insani ; headquarters, 79, Ted-
dington Park Road, Teddington, Middlesex.

This society was inaugurated in February,

1932, and has at present thirty members.
The entrance fee is os., with an annual sub-

scription of 10s., payable quarterly, and a
levy of Is. at the start of each production.

Jlembers must be proposed and seconded

by existing members. We close our member-
ship at forty.

For the first production a scenario written

by Marcus C. Hunter has been chosen.

Tentatively named " The Lost Scarab," it

is based on the novel " Something Fresh,"

by P. G. Wodehouse, who has kindly given

us permission to use his story. To be
directed by Marcus C. Hunter, this film is

expected to run to 300 feet of 9.5-mm. film.

The scenario calls for scenes that will be

shot at Harley Street, Shepherd's Bush,

Rotten Row, Twickenham Railway Station

and Epsom Race Course, also various local

exteriors. The interior scenes will be shot

on settings built in the open at the society's

headquarters. These sets, designed by Mr.

V. Insani and built by Mr. S. Aland, will

consist of interchangeable panels 9 feet high

by 4 feet wide, so that an}' length of Hats

may be assembled.

As to our future programme, one or two
short scenarios are being prepared. We are

also experimenting with talkies and hope

shortly to produce a short synchronised

film (sound on disc).

We hold a club night on the first Tuesday
of each month at 8.0 p.m. at the Teddington

and Hampton Wick Constitutional Club

Stanley Road, Teddington. All are

welcomed.

THE SUB-STANDARD FILM SOCIETY.
President, S. Moir ; Manager and Secretary-,

B. Braun, 27, The Ridgeway, Wimbledon,
,S.W.19. Owing to a change in the policy

of Avant Garde Productions, it is now re-

named The Sub-Standard Film Society.

The main object of the society is to show
abstract, avant garde, artistic, "imusual"
and experimental films that have either

been made or reduced to sub-standard size.

The society urgently desire to get in touch
with anybody who has made films of this

classification ; the loan of such fUms will be

paid for if necessary-. Would anybody
making (at the moment) get in touch with
the S.S.F.S. ?

Although the projection of films is the

main object of the society, production is by
no means discouraged. J. Trotman is going

ahead with a new film entitled " Beyond"
—a fantastic representation of the thoughts
of a man just released from a long term of

imprisonment. Most of this is being done

by nature shots and suggestion. Another
member, Mr. Sigurd Moir, is just doing the
finishing touches to the shooting script of

his next film (on 16-mm.), an abstract
entitled " The Pool." Other films by other
members are sure to be started soon.

Membership is strictly limited to people
who believe in films as an art, and the
subscription is I2s. per year. All communi-
cations to be sent to the Secretary.

j

Ruth Le Neve Foster, A.R.P.S., with a De
Brie Camera. (Manchester Film Society.)

WIMBLEDON AMATEUR CDJE
CLUB. During the summer months, many
interesting evenings have been arranged to

take place, and, of course, the clubwill be

passing through one of the busiest seasons,

as many fine scenarios have been submitted

by members who are anxious that their work
may be transformed into celluloid. The
present production is a one-reel detective

story, written by Mr. G. Burnett, and this

production is expected to occupy fully

three months. Those not engaged in this

film will most likely do a series of " shorts."

One of the most recent outings was to

Box Hill, where members spent an enjoy-

able day. Similar outings are to be con-

ducted in the future.

There are still a few vacancies in the

club, and those requiring particulars should

write to the Hon. Secretary-. H. C. Bealby,

34, Murray Road, Wimbledon, S.W.

YORK AMATEUR FILM SOCIETY.
President. Henry Foster: ^'K•e-Presidents,

Lady Thompson, Lady Grant-Lawson, the

Lady Mayoress of York (Mrs. .J. B. Morrell),

and'Roger Lumley, M.P. : Hon. .Secretary,

William Holden, " 3, Acomb Road, York.

This society is a comparative newcomer into

the amateur film world, but has already

made considerable headway. Our President

is a photographer of great experience and

our Hon. Secretary has a sound knowledge

of every branch of cinematography.

We have already produced a film which

was publicly shown at the Albany Hall,

on the occasion of the society's dance on

April loth, and was very well received. We
are at work now on a new film. " The Saltley

Treasure" which, we believe, will be a real

good picture. Terms of membership are

2%. 6d. entrance fee, with a subscription of

one shilling per week. Applications should

be made to the Hon. Secretary.
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ROYAL FILM MAKERS
(Continued Jrom page 63)

film? hj shot while he was away. But
his public engagements are so many
that he gets little time to himself, with
the result that the titling and catting

and general editing of the film can
onh" be undertaken at odd intervals

and it is consequently still fa.r from
beuig complete. When it is ready,
however, it promises to vie in interest

with his African film.

In big game countries it is becoming
the fashion to go out with a cine-

camera instead of with a gun, and if

Kipling realised the interest that is

being taken in the cin6-oamera in the
East, he might be inclined to revise

his well-known lines :
" For East is

East and West is West, and never the
twain shall meet."
On the contrary the cine-camera

may prove a strong link between
East and West and the home screen a

meeting ground that will lead to

mutual understanding. In Europe
and America we are rather inclined to

regard Siam as a country so far

remote that it belongs to another age.

Yet in this land of pagodas the King
of Siam is so keen a follower of western
ideas that he takes a cine-camera with
him on all his journeys. He has any
number of ordinary cameras and a
very good knowledge of photography
in general. During his big game
expeditions his cine-camera, which
uses the 16 mm. film, always accom-
panies liim and he has obtained some
remarkable big game films with it.

His interest in the cine-camera is

indeed so great that directly anything
new is invented in connection with it,

no matter what it may be, it is sent
out to him at once. Thus it is quite

likely that some of the newest inven-
tions in connection with the home
mo\'ie may be familiar to the King of

Siam long before they are familiar to
the people of the West.
Nor is the cine-camera less well-

Ivnown in Afghanistan, for King
Amanullah, when he was visiting

England in the days before he was
deposed, proved to the amazement of

the professional photographers that he
had very much more than an amateur
knowledge of photography. Many
ordinary cameras indicated the interest

he took, and to them he added a
cine-camera with which he later went
shooting big game pictures, getting
some that would be hard to beat.

The Maharajah of Patiala is in-

terested in photography from every
conceivable angle. He can take a
picture with an ordinary camera as
skilfully as a professional photographer
and has a good sense of light values.

With his cin6-camera he has con-
centrated on the big game of the
country he rules in India, and is one
of the few Royal users of the cine-

camera who has succeeded in obtaining
some thrilling shots of that striped
terror of the jungle, the tiger.

As for the Maharajah of Rajpipla,
during his periodical visits to London
he takes his cin6-camera practically

wherever he goes. Anything of general
interest is quietly recorded by his lens,

\'iews of Westminster Abbey and the
Houses of Parliament, shots of White-
hall and Trafalgar Square, street

scenes and river scenes, the pageantry
of changing the gviard and other
ceremonies and functions, all are
stored up by the ever-watchful lens

upon those strips of celluloid and
taken back with him to the East. He
must now possess as fine a record of

London life and scenes as one could
wish for. Sitting in liis palace in
India, he can at a touch call up the
heart of London to compare it with
the heart of the city over which he
himself rules.

Durmg their visit to England to
attend the Round Table Conference
last year the Indian Princes often
made inquiries for cin6-apparatus. It
was sent round to their hotels and
laid on a table for inspection, where it

would be left after brief explanations
of how it was used. Two or three days
later they would be waited upon again.
'

' I will take that—-and that—and
that," they would say. No other
words would pass. The rejected
apparatus would be gathered and
taken away and the transaction was
at an end.
One of the most noteworthy shots

of the Prince of Wales, one which
lingers in the memory and makes a
perfect ending to his African film, is a
scene of the Round Tower at Windsor
with the Royal Standard flying nobly
in the breeze. It symbolized his

return to England, home and beauty.
To me it symbolizes much more : it

shows how the little cine-camera which
is creeping into our homes may help
to keep the fiag flying and the flame
of patriotism glowing by taking to
friends in distant places the living

pictures of people and scenes they love

so well.

DAVID MASTERS.

ANIMATED CARTOONING
(Continued from page 55)

variotis shaded portions were com-
pleted and the finished cartoon was
produced apparently without human
aid.

Of course, the work was the result of

a painfully slow and laborious method.
A principle, similar to that employed
in the making of the films already
described, was used. The cartoonist

drew a small portion ; this was
photographed ; then he added another
tiny line ; again this was photographed
and the process went on, probably
taking more hours to complete than
it took seconds to show on the
screen !

A few years ago a rather novel
feature was introduced into the Picture

Theatre programmes. I beheve it was
called Plastic Sculpture. An irregular

mass of clay suddenly seemed to melt
and change its form. Gradually
order evolved out of chaos, and a head
and bust of a notabihty appeared.
Need I now describe how it was done ?

"Little by Httle— !

"

In conclusion, I would like to repeat
that I do not claim that this short
article fully covers the subject of
animated cartooning. There are
scores of " tricks of the trade " which
would take pages to describe. The
apparatus incoi'porating the camera,
and the method of taking inter-

mittent exposures, is really a subject
calling for separate treatment.
In this connection, an elaborate

sj-stem of indexing and tabulating is

involved. This includes an " exposure
chart" that tells the photographer
which backgrouiid to use, how many
times each drawing is to be exposed,
when to repeat, and so on.

I think, however, I have told you
sufficient to lift at least a corner of
the veil which conceals the mystery
of the production of a movie cartoon.

EXHIBITION OF CINE APPARA-
TUS AT SELFRIDGE'S.—This Exhi-
bition will commence on Monday,
July 4th, and will continue until the
end of the week. It will contain a
comprehensive display of cin6 appara-
tus, much of which will be demon-
strated for the first time.

There will also be given demon-
strations of varions Home Talkie out-

fits. Many films will be shown, all of

which have been produced entirely by
amateurs in Great Britain, America
and the Continent.
Make a note of the date and place

—July 4th, Selfridge & Co., Ltd.,

Oxford Street, London, W.l

SANDS, HUNTER & CO.. LTD.
Specialists in A)}utleur Cine Cameras and Projectors

37 Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2
A selection of shop-soiled and second-

hand Cine Cameras now in Stock.

16 M/M. CINE CAMERAS.
Bell & Howell Filmo, thin Model, Taylor-
Hobson r/3.5 Cooke lens, shop soiled onlv,
list, price £30 . . . . for £22 : 10 :

Bolex Auto-Cine, Hermagis F/3.5 Anastig-
mat lens, camera takes 50 ft. of film, direct
vision and Keflex finder, automatic footage
indicator, shop soiled only, list price
£14:14:0 . . . . for £8:17:6
Victor, Dallmej'er F/3.5 lens, shop soiled
only, list price £40 .. for £32 : 10 :

Cine-Kodak Model B, Kodak F/1.9 Anas-
tigmat lens, takes 100 feet film, list price
£31 : 10 : second-hand for £15:15:0
Cine-Kodak Model B, Kodak F/3.5 Anas-
tigmatlens, takes 100 feet film, shop-soiled
only, list price £25 .. for £12:10:0
Cine-Kodak Model B, Kodak F/6.5 Anas-
tigniat lens, takes 100 feet film, list price
£18 : 18 : 0, second-hand for £6:6:0
Ensign AutoKinecam, Cinar F/2.6 Anas-
tigmat lens, list price £18 : 18 : 0, second-
hand for £12 : 12 :

Zeiss Ikon Kinamo, r/2.7 Zeiss Tessarlens,
the smallest 16 m/m. camera on the mar-
ket, shop soiled only, list price £24

for £14 : :

Agfa Movex, Agfa F/3.5 Anastigmat lens,

shop soiled only, list price £18 : 1 8 :

for £12 : 12 :

Ensign Super Kinecam, turret-head Model,
Cinar F/2.6 .\nastigmat lens, second-hand,
list price £45 . . ..for £27:10:0

9 M/M. CINE CAMERAS.
CIne-Nizo, Meyer F/3 Trioplan lens, two
speeds, shop soiled only, list price
£15 : 15 : ..for £10 : 10 :

Pathe Motocamera, Krauss F/3.5 lens, list

price £10 : 10 : 0, second-hand
for £7:12:6

Pathe Motocamera, Krauss F/3.5 lens,

Cinophot Exposure Meter, leather case,
list price £12 : 10 : 0, second-hand

for £8:12:9
Pathe Motocamera, Stellor F/3.5 lens,
focussing magnifiers, leather case, list price
£1 2, second-hand . . . . for £8 : 8 :
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

This section will be devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and film

submitted to " Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purchase
of equipment.

The Bolex 16-mm. Camera

HOME MOVIES welcomes tlie Bolex
cine auto-camera as one moie step

forward in the popularisation of sub-

standard cinematography. As will be
seen from the accompanying photo-
graph, the camera is of neat and
businesslike appearance externally,

while internally it rivals many much
more expensive instruments. Two
view finders are fitted, one of the
direct vision tyyte so that tluring use
the camera can be held finrily against

the forehead, anfl the other of what is

sometimes called in still cameras the

The Bolex 16-mm. Camera

" brilliant " t;yTe when the instrument
is used at waist level. Combined with
the direct vision finder is a built-in

exposure meter of the extinction type
by the use of which an approximation
of the correct stop to be used in

certain circumstances can be obtained.
The lens has a maximum aperture

of 3.5, being of the well-known " Her-
magis " make, with an iris diaphragm
variable down to F. 20. A careful

examination of our test film showed
that this anastigmat is of high grade,
giving excellent definition over the
whole field. The finger release for

operating the camera presses into the
front of the instrument in such a way
that the camera is not shaken during
operation. Continuous running so

that the user can himself get into the
picture is obtained by depressing tliis

release whereupon it will stay in posi-

tion until an upward push releases it

again. We were particularly im-
pressed with the working of this

release which makes a very smooth
operation.

The key for winding the motor is

permanently fixed and folds flat

against the camera when out of use

;

about twenty feet of film can be
exjiosed at one winding, and a clear

window indicator shows how much
film has been used, the figures in this

camera being in metres and not in

feet as is more general. An audible
indication of the use of each foot is

given by a " click."

Once the spring has run dowia it is

possible to operate the camera with a
hand crank in one of two apertures.

In the first of these eight pictures per
turn are taken, in the second two
pictures per turn, this latter adjust-

ment being very useful for trick work,
animated cartoons, etc. Incidentally,

there are very few cameras even at a
high price which are so fitted.

For use on a stand a threaded bush
is fitted but in order to adapt this to

most of the stands used in this country
an adaptor will be required threaded
on the "Continental" pattern. Such
adaptors are obtainable for a few
pence at any cine dealers.

Threading is particularly easy, clear

indications of the size of the loop

being marked. We can recommend
it as a soundly designed instrument
of excellent performance, and we con-
gratulate the makers on being able to

market it in this coiuitry at the low
jirice of fourteen pounds. The makers
are the Bolex Company, of Geneva,
Switzerland, this being a subsidiary-

of the famous Paillard Gramophone
Motor Company, whose products are

very well known to gramophone
users. The London agents are Cinex,
Ltd.

An Ingenious Exposure Meter
The general principle of exposure

meters is dealt with in detail on
another page of this is.sue, so that in

this test report of the Electrophot

Exposure Meter submitted to us by
Messrs. Bell Howell, Ltd., it is not
necessary to emphasise the value of

such meters generally. The Electro-

phot is something entirely new in

exposure meters being for the first

time completely automatic—that is

to say that the human element in

judging the exposure is completely
eliminated. The Electrophot, as will

be seen from the photograph, is of

square construction its size being
identical with that of the ordinary
100-feet 16-mm. film container, so

that it can easily .slip into the pocket
of the average cine camera case.

[The "Electrophot" in use

Iheinterlor of the Bolex Camera ready
for loading

Holding the instrument in our hand
we look down upon a dial and pointer,

the scale being marked in F numbers
from F.l downwards. On the left of

the dial is a press button, while on the

front edge is a cap wliich has to be
removed before using the instnunent.

The instrument is also provided with
a small view finder (such as one finds

on an ordinary " still " camera) and in

this we observe the picture to be taken.

As soon as we have satisfied ourselves

that the picture we wish to take is

properly centred in the view finder it

is only necessarj* to press the button,

whereupon the needle of the meter
will move to the correct stop to be
used for the standard speed of sixteen

pictures per second.

This -nill sound like magic to

readers unacquainted with the latest

developments in electrical science,

nevertheless the principle of the

instrument is comparatively simple to

understand. In the aperture which
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faces towards the picture to be taken
(just as does the lens of our camera) is

situated a plioto electric cell the

resistance of which varies with the

amount of light falline upon it. Con-
tained witliin the instriunent is a

small dry cell, while the instrument
nath the pointer which shows us the

stop we use is really a very delicate

electric current meter. This meter is

arrangedwith the dry cell and the photo
electric cell in such a way that it

measures the current flowing through
the cell when light falls upon it. As we
have already indicated that the

resistance of the cell (and therefore

the current it vd]\ pass) varies with
the amount of light it is easy to

understand that the more light that
falls upon the cell the greater will be
the current shown. In photography
we follow the rule that the brighter

the light the smaller the stop, so the
meter is graduated not in current
divisions but in photographic apertures.

We tested the Electrophot side by
side with our standard meter and a
number of different (and in some cases

awkward) lighting positions and found
it surprisingly accurate. As graduated
the readings are for such films as the
Kodak ordinary panchromatic, Selo

pan, Bolex reversible and Agfa normal.
For the faster films such'as the Kodak
super-sensitive or the Agfa novopan,
one stop smaller than the indication
must be used. Useful little tables
affixed to the instrument show what
variations are necessary with different

speeds of exposure and, in fact,

everything has been done to make the
judgment of correct exposure simple.

An instrument of this kind is

naturally expensive as it h^s to be
made svith the precision of a laboratory
instrument. The cost in England is

£11, but with those who are prepared
to pay a high price for such an
accurate and high grade instrument
it can be thoroughh' recommended.
Serious students of cinematography,
and, in particular, workers who have
to take a large number of natural
history films in all kinds of peculiar
lighting positions might easily find that
the instrument would pay for itself in
the saving of film in a season. The
sole cost of maintenance is the occa-
sional renewal of the dry cell which

can be obtained from any chemist, as
it is a standard renewal cell for what
may be called the "fountain pen
type " of flash lamp.

The Bolex Model D Projector

The Bolex Model D, submitted for

test by Cinex, Ltd., is unique in that
both 9i-mm. and 16-mm. films can be
projected with it. It is, in fact, the
highest powered of projectors available
for 9|-mm., having a 250 watt lamp.
The change from 94-mm. to 16-mm.
projection can be made
in a few minutes with-

out the aid of tools,

merely by interchang-
ing the gate mechanism
and socket, so that
many 9^-mm. users who
have been dissatisfied

with the light obtain-
able with their 9|-mm.
projectors, and who
contemplate going over
at a later date to the
16-mm. size can pur-
chase this type of

machine with the know-
ledge that it will suit

both requirements. Our
tests show that the
apparatus functions

equally satisfactorily on
both 9^-mm. and 16-

mm . film, the pictures being sharp and
brUUant, the action smooth and more
than usually silent. The quiet working
is undoubtedly due in a large measure
to the excellent mechanical design and
sound workmanship. This point is of

particular importance in the growing
use of home talkie equipment where
a noisy projector is a distinct draw-
back.
The machine is particularly compact

in design and fits into a comparatively
small case that can be carried about
conveniently. Speed of the motor is

regulated by a variable resistance in

the base and threading is very simple.

The price of the machine to run on
100/125 volt mains, D.C. or A.C., is

£35 with an additional 35/- for

resistance if used on mains of a
higher voltage. The Bolex Model D
would appear to be particularly well

suited for use at Cine Club meetings,
where both sizes of film are used.

New Drem

product, the Cincmeter, marks a con-
siderable advance both in accuracy
and simplicity of operation. The new
meter, the size and general appearance
of which can be gauged readily from
the accompanying photograph, needs
only the simplest adjustment to give
an accurate reading. First of all, on
holding the meter to the eye two
illuminated discs are seen, one a white
and the other green against a black
background. By rotating the end of

the meter both of these discs become

The Bolex Model D Projector for showing either 9|-mm.
or 16-mm. films

Exposure Meter

The name of Drem is

well-known to amateur
cine matographers
throughout the world,
chiefly as the makers of

the Cinophot and Justo-
phot Exposure Meters,
the former being
specially designed for

cine work and the latter

Jfor "still" camera
(work. While both of

' these meters (the only
difference between them
is in the scale) are
excellent of their type,
the latest Drem

The new Drem Meter in use

progressively darker, although the
green disappears some time before the
white. As soon as the point is reached
when the green disc can just not be
seen (the point is estimated very
readily) the meter is taken from the
eye and the correct stop to be used
read on the scale. If other exposures
than the normal sixteen are given a
second scale will show the correct stop
while a scale is also provided for

different speeds of film. As most
cinematographers stick to one particu-

lar make of fUm for a considerable
period and do most of their work at
sixteen frames per second, there is

only one adjustment to be made for all

normal readings, and comparison with
out standard, together with a number
of tests made in all kinds of Ughting
conditions, demonstrated to us that the
meter can be recommended as a sound
reliable instrument for all cine work.
The price is 30/- including leather case,

which represents very good value.

The Pilot Camera
Messrs. Sands, Hunter & Co., Ltd.,

have sent us for review the Pilot
Reflex Camera. Many cinemato-
graphers are also "still" photo-
graphers and in any case it is

useful to have a still camera available
to make pictures of likely scenes
for future movie pictures ; typical
views which can be enlarged as
photographic background for titles,

and for general record purposes. The
Pilot is not only so small that one can
sUp it into a side pocket without
inconvenience, but it also possesses
many features often lacking in much
bigger instruments. Primarily it

consists of a folding camera using
V.P.K. film, fitted with a high grade
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aiiastigniat lens and a first-class

shutter, together with a duplicate
lens which gives a full-size image in a
hooded view finder. Both lenses are

interlocked so that one can focus with
great accuracy wp to the last minute,
at the same time composing the
picture full-size and the right way up
in the viewing screen. In order that
the highest possible precision in focus-

ing may be obtained a focusing

magnifier is also fitted, and this pre-
'

cision of focus together with the
perfection of the image produced by
the anastigmat lens enables the result-

ing film to be enlarged up to half-plate

or more without loss of quality.

This in itself would make of the
camera a very attractive proposition,

as the cost of an 8-exposure V.P.K.
film is only 1/— ; yet still further
economy is effected by a little device

which gives twelve instead of eight

pictures on the V.P.K. film, an
ingenious mechanism being provided
to feed the film forward just the
required distance after each exposuie.

Our test showed that when enlarged
to the popular post-card size the
pictures obtainable with this camera
are indistinguishable from dii-ect

prints. Used in conjmiction with one
of the several self-focusing enlargers

now available the Pilot makes still

photograjihy delightfully easy while
reducing running costs to an
exceedingly low figure. A very fine

camera which can be thoroughly
recommend for still work.

Saving Current and Heat
Cine projectors require electric cur-

rent from the mains both for operating
the motor and lighting the lamp. The
current taken by the lamp is always
very much more than that used by
the motor and the total current taken
by a high power 16-mm. projector is

often as high as 6 amperes .

Practically all of the projectors sold

are designed to rim from 100 to 110
volt mains, either D.C. or A.C., due
to the fact that a very large number
of these machines originated in

America where this voltage is standard

.

In England, however, the majority of

users of cine apparatus find themselves
in houses where the mains are from 200
to 250 volts and therefore some means
must be found of reducing the voltage.

In the case of D.C. users there is only
one way—by means of a resistance,

but alternating cm-rent users can
reduce their voltage either by a
resistance or a transformer. In view
of the fact that the same resistance

can be used for either D.C. or A.C., it

has been the custom for projector
manufacturers to supply such resistors

as standard fittings, but anyone
acquainted with electrical engineering
knows that they are very wasteful, for,

of the power taken from the mains
when using a 110 volt machine from
220 volt mains, exactly half is wasted
as heat in the resistor. Thus, if you
are using such an instrument as a
Fikno .57, a Kodascope A, B, or K,
orthelargeEnsign machine, something
in the neighbourhood of half a kilowatt

is being dissipated as heat from yonr
resistor ! This heat is unwelcome in

summertime and unnecessary in winter.

With alternating current mains,
however, if a transformer is used the
voltage can be stepped down from
whatever it happens to be (say from
200 to 250) to 110 without any dissipa-

tion of heat and with losses which are
negligible. Thus, the use of a good
transformer on alternating currents
for running your projector will just

halve your current consumption and
therefore your cost of running. Messrs.
Radio Instruments, Ltd., of Croydon,
recently submitted to us a transformer
which they have specially designed for

Home Movie Work to take the place

of wasteful resistance. The device is

simplicity itself for on the input side

you plug into the mains while the
output side goes to the projector in the
usual way. There are no moving
parts or adjustments to make, the
transformer can be placed anj-where
within reach of the projector cord.

Prolonged tests on the largest type of

projector show that the transformer is

thoroughly efficient and reliable, and
it can be recommended to all who
desire to use projectors from alternat-

ing current mains. Remember it

cannot be used with D.C. mains.
Two sizes are made for different

tjq^es of projectors, the smaller selling

for £2 10s. and the larger for £4 10s.

Both give excellent results and the
larger can be used for the most power-
ful machines.

THE MERRY REEL
{Continued from page 64)

thoroughly natural, I cranked away
like anytliing during the dog-fight

that followed. The vicar rushed in

to try to separate them, but retired

hurt when he had been butted on the
tliird waistcoat button by Ferdinand's
head and soundly scratched by
Angelina.
By this time the two were really

warming up to their work and I could
see that the film was going to be
excellent. The pair had resolved

themselves into a whirling mass of

arms and legs and hair and nails and
teeth.

From behind me I heard a simul-

taneous he-man roar and a high-

pitched female scream as Mrs. Mother-
spoon-Waterbiffle and General Gore-
Battleby dashed in to stop the war.
They paused for a moment or two

looking for an opening and I had just

time to put in a new reel. Then both
at the same instant made a grab at a

foot which emerged for a moment from
the flying scriun. The General skidded
on a jelly fish, caught at Mrs. Mother-
spoon-Waterbiffle's hand in an endea-
vour to save himself, tripped over the

projecting foot, turned a remarkably
neat somersault and I" tided on his

back with the lady Hjfettiij on his

lower chest.

Over their prostrate forms the

battle raged, and judging by their

smothered cries they seemed to be
stopping quite a few of the punches

and the kicks. Luckily the light

continued to be excellent and I was
sure that I was making a splendid film.

The finale covild not have been
better staged had it been produced
by a whole galaxy of those gentlemen
whose queer names sail across the
screen as a prelude to a professional
film. The two grown-ups succeeded
eventually in securing a little angel
apiece. Both the General and Mrs.
Motherspoon-Waterbiffle had lost their
hats and each searched round for the
missing headgear with the one hand
that was disengaged. The General's
fingers closed upon a hat ; at the
same moment Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle's questing hand also found
one. Upon his bald pate the General
placed Mrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle's
natty confection, whilst the lady, all

unwittingly, crowned herself with the
General's grey Homburg.

" Tliank you, thank you," I said
with a cheery smile. It couldn't have
gone better, and I've been able to
flhn every bit of it."

For the first time since I have known
her Mi's. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle was
speechless. The General was not

—

until the vicar begged him to re-

member who and where he was.
Both she and the General now posi-

tively feed out of my hand, for if

either of them show signs of uppish-
ness I have merelj' to threaten to

show the fihn in the village hall of

Sploshbury.
THE REELER.

HERE AND THERE
By "PROJECTA"

LOOK out for unusual lighting

angles in your holiday film.

Always carry a map with you. A scene
wliioh may be fiat and uninteresting

in the middle of the morning may have
brilliant high lights and beautiful

modelling in the afternoon sun. Pocket
compass antl map will enable you to

estimate the right time of day to

return and thus save much wasted
film. * * *

When joining up a number of scenes

in the correct order for a finished film,

do not si:)lice too early. There is no
need to run the fihn through the

projector in the early stages of

assembling particularly if you have a
pair of "re-wind arms." The various

scenes can be joined together tem-
porarily with slip-over wire paper
fasteners obtainable in sizes sufficiently

small to suit. You will know the

individual scenes quite weU before

assembling and after you have put
them together in the order you tliink

will be right a run through between
the two re-winds will show you the

sequence and give you a general idea

if everything is correct. Only splice

when you are sure of the order you
want to use, for in this way you will

save a number of wasted frames.

Remember that every time j'ou cut a

film you waste at least one frame and
sometimes two, depending on the

type of splicer.
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youR
CINE QUERIE/
AH/WERED
Free Service for Readers

7s there a cinS problem hothering yon ? Have you some difficulty in which

von would like expert help ? Do you want to know where to obtain

certain apparatus and what it ivill cost ? HOME MOVIES is at your

service in this and many other ways.

Address your query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES, Messrs,

George Newnes, Ltd.. 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2, enclosing

the free Querv Coupon printed in this issue. Queries and ansxeJers of

general interest will be printed each month on this page. A II others will

be replied to by post.

Special Note.—Criticisms of amateur films, opinions of amateur scenarios

and test of apparatus can be undertaken by special arrangement. In
such cases a preliminary letter to the Editor is essential.

A Stop Query
J. E. W., Rugby, writes : With my cine

camera I have been advised not to set the

diaphragm except actually at the figured

stops. If, for instance, my exposure meter
indicates an aperture of 4, is there any
reason why I should not set my diaphragm
at a point approximately midway between
the figures 3.5 and 5 on the lens scale ?

Answer.—If your camera is fitted mth au
Iris diaphragm (the kind of diaphragm
which comes gradually smaller as you move
the scale) there is no reason whatever whj'
j-ou should not do as you suggest ; in fact,

this would be the correct procedm-e. If,

however, the camera is fitted with the type
of diaphragm which has a series of holes

which are mored round so tliat one takes

the place of the other, then you 'inust stop

on the exact marks, othenvise the dia-

phragm hole will not be central.

Sound Proof Boxes
E. 0. C, Chepstow, asks for information

on the subject of sound proof boxes for cine

projectors, as mentioned on page 34 of our
June issue.

Answer.—Any suitable felt-lined box
with a door which can be opened for con-

venient threading of the film and fitted

with a piece of plate glass sufficiently large

to allow for the projection of the image
will give adequate silencing for cine pro-

jectors ; and the chief problem is the pro-

vision of means for removing the great heat
generated by the lamp and resistance.

In the case of such projectors as the Filmo,
where a powerful draught of air is blown
past the lamp and out through the top of

the machine, a C3dindrical chimney should
be made to come immediately above the
top of the lamp. In the case of the Filmo
projector this chimney should be made
about -1-5- inches in diameter and about 7

inches high and should contain an inner
c3'linder of perforated metal such as is used
for the walls of meat safes. This should be
made about 3 inches in diameter and the
space between it and the outer cylinder
should be lightly fiUed with steel wool (you

can get this from Woolworths). A number
of holes should be drilled on each side of the
box, so as to allow for entry of the air

which is drawn out by the fan and it will

then be found that there will be fuUy
adequate ventilation through the chimney,
which will, however, absorb aU the noise.

The problem is not so simple in the ease
of projectors which have not fan-cooling,

and in this case it is advisable to have more
holes at the bottom of the case than in the
previous example and to make the roof of

the silencing box a pyramid shape with the
chimney at the top of the pyramid, so as

to facilitate the circulation of air.

British Talkatome, Ltd., are marketing
an excellent sound-proof box for Filmo
projectors on the lines indicated, and we
understand can supply similar boxes for

other projectors.

Hyperfocal Distance
R. W. N., Merton Park, asks for informa-

tion on focussing on the hyperfocal distance

and refers to a book on Cinematography
which, he says, gives double the figures of

other tables.

Answer.—The hyperfocal distance for a
given lens is that distance after which the
image is quite sharp up to infinity with the
lens at infinity. Thus a 1 inch lens at

F.3.5 has a hyperfocal distance of Hi feet

and the same lens at F.6.3 has a hyperfocal
distance of 6 feet. If, now, the lens is

fitted with a focussing mount and then
focussed on the hyperfocal distance, every-

thing will be sharp from half the hyperfocal
distance to infinity. Of course sharpness is

a relative term and in calculating these

distances a degree of definition has been
taken which satisfies all ordinary require-

ments. In the case of a 1 inch lens used at

F.3.5, for example, and focussed on an
object Hi fee'" way, the focus would not
be quite : at 6 feet as at Hi feet

;

an object distance would similarly

lose very sh^ This slight loss of defini-

tion, however, is . t noticeable in practice ;

and in the case of fixed focus lens it is cus-

tomary to set the focus at the hyperfocal
distance for the largest aperture.

Possibly the fact that objects are in focus

at half the hyperfocal distance when the
lens is focussed in this way has led you to

think that the table in the book referred to

is wrong, but actually we have checked it

and found it to be correct. The trouble

with the book in question is that tlie author
has not given a clear definition of what
hyperfocal distance is, and on first reading
one gathers a wrong impression.

Readers' Help Wanted
H. Noakes, 117, Herries Street, Queen's

Park, W.IO, owns a cine camera of American
make known as the Sinemat Duplex, using

17.5-mm. film with standard pitch holes on
one side ; and he would like to get in touch
with any other reader who happens to
possess this make of camera or the agent,

if there is one in this country.

Pathe Titles
M. P., Sherborne, Dorset, asks whether

it is possible to make titles vpith a Pathe-
scope B camera using a 20 inch supplemen-
tary lens, and using white felt letters on black

felt, and if so what diaphragm size should

be given in subdued sunlight. His idea is

to centre the titles on a 30 inch board and
have a central line marked with the camera
fitting in a slot between two pieces of wood
go inches away. He also wants to know
what size of nictnie he will get.

Answer.—The method suggested is quite

practicable, but care must be taken to see

that the camera does not shift on the focus-

sing screw, so as to get the picture out of

alignment. If the title board is \iewed
through the finder, allowance must be made
for the distance between the centre of the

lens and the centre of the finder.

At 20 inches the lettering should come
within a space of 9 inches by 7 inches, so

that the felt letters would have to be small.

It would probably be better to do your
lettering with white ink on black paper.

In subdued sunlight about F.4..5 should
give a satisfactory image. The card or felt

should naturally be made larger than
9 inches by 7 inches so as to allow for slight

inaccuracies in centring ; but an area

9 inches by 7 inches on the card or felt wiU
e-'cactly fill the picture.

L. D. Atkinson, Falmouth, asks almost
identical questions, except that in his case

he proposes to use white lettering on black
matt paper, and the answer will be the
same in his case. Direct sunhght should
be avoided in exposing such pictures, other-

wise you may get a certain amount of

halation or spreading of the white light

round the letters.

91 -mm. Talkies
P. D. 0., Belfast, asks whether he can

obtain a synchronised turntable only foi
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Permanent Records ofyour
Work :

THE HOME CINEMA
FILM LIBRARY, LTD.
Specialists in Sub Standard Films.

Can make you copies of

your 35 m.m. originals to

16 m.m. and 9i m.m. size

Film.

Also copies of your 16 m.m.
original to 9i m.m. size.

Developing, Printing, etc.,

of 16 m.m. and 9J m.m.
Films.

Hocin Negative Film for

9J m.m. Cameras.

Prices on Application. All Film Guaranteed
Non-Burnable.

49, GREEK ST., SOHO, W.I
Tel. Gerrard 6616. Established 10 years.

DO YOU WANT
TO EXCHANGE

your present cine camera or projector !

For higher allowances try

THE

CINEMATIC SUPPLIES CO.

WHY?
Why can we give a definitely

HIGHER quotation for your appa-

ratus in exchange for new or

secondhand goods '.

BECAUSE we specialise solely in

sub-standard cine apparatus and

have an enviable reputation for

our GUARANTEED secondhand

apparatus.

IVrite for lists of camera and projector

bargains. Any item sent on approval.

Approved FILMO dealers. Pro-

ducts of the CRAIG Movie Supply

Co., THALHAMMER and De Vry
Corporation in stock.

CINEMATIC SUPPLIES CO.

PERRANPORTH.
LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW AND
SECONDHAND CINE APPARATUS

OUTSIDE LONDON.

" Home Movies
"

JULY 1932

QUERY COUPON
This Coupon, available through-
out the month of JULY 1932,

should accompany your question.

Pathe projector, also the name of anyone
supplying Talkie films oi 9.5-mm. width ?

AJiswer.—Messrs. Cairns & Morrison,
Ltd., of 33. Percy Street, London, W.l.
can supply such a turntable.

Unfortunately at the present time there
is no available supply of professionally

made 9.5-mm. Talkie films in this country,
although a large number are obtainable in

the States from Pathegrams, 35, West
45th Street, New York City. VCe hojje

that the British Pathe Company will not
be long in following their e.xample,

Sound Libraries

H. R., Bristol, asks questions regarding

home talkies with 9.5 and 16-mm. film.

Ati.nwer.—Most of your queries will be
found answered in Mr. Harry P. Wootton's
article on Home Talkies this month and the
remainder in the answer to P. D. C, Belfast,

above. Regarding silent film libraries, all

the companies have recently included a
number of more modern films, and we would
suggest that you write to them for their

latest catalogues, which will show you
what has been done in this regard. Par-
ticulars of the B.T.H. sound on film system
and also the R.C.A. Photophone are given
in Mr. Wootton's article. There is no
system giving sound on film with 9.5 mm.

A Colour Query
A. H., South Ealing, writes :

" Is it

possible to produce a natural colour with
my cine films ii I stain the pictures different

colours so that when they are projected

they give a natural effect ?
"

Anstcer.—There is no practical way of

natural colour films by this method. It is,

however, possible to stain lengths of film

so that, for example, a moonlight scene (on
one taken in sunlight to resemble moon-
light) will appear blue and a sunny scene in

yeUow. For true natural colour cinemato-
graphy it is necessary to use Kodacolor
film and special lenses and filters on both
camera and projector. Full particulars of

the Kodacolor process can be obtained on
application to Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., Kings-
way, W.C.2, or through your local dealer.

General colour effects are easily obtain-
able by dropping various discs of coloured
celluloid or gelatine in front of the lens

while projecting. Numbers of devices to clip

on to the front of j'our projector can be
obtained from the Westminster Photo-
graphic E.xchange, of 62, Piccadilly, W.l.

Portable Amplifiers

D. W. G. B., Weybridge, writes :
" For

some time myself and friends have been
experimenting with the making of talking

films, using home recording apparatus and
an electric radio set. However, I find the

latter too cumbersome for transporting, so

perhaps you can advise me as to the con-

struction and circuit of a portable (battery)

amplifier to be used both for recording and
playing. Above all the cost must be as low
as possible.

Amwer.—A design for such an amplifier

as you require, will be published in an early

issue of Home Movies.

BARGAINS
PATHESCOPE FILM LIBRARY. Over 1,000
Films. Sun-mer Hire It ' > Supers, l/6d.,
60 fts. 4d., 30 fts. 3d.—Be'
BARGAINS. Pathescope I ,5/-; Motor,
40/-; Dual Resistance, 17 .-attachment,
32/-; Ensign Autoldnec .m, il2 15s. Od. ;

Talkatome Tallde, £17 Od. ; Kodascope
Model-C with Resistance, io 10s. Od. Everytliing
(iuaranteed Perfect.—Amateur Cine Service.
hi) Widmore Road, Bromley.

THE FINEST

BRITISH -MADE
SCALE MODELS

IN THE WORLD
Just the Models for your Film

When in London or Manchester call at

EASSETT-LOWKE, LTD., and see the
wonderful display of Models of every
description. If you are passing through
Northampton call and see them being
made—in any case send for our New
Model Raiiway Catalogue. Over 100
pages fuliy illustrated. Ask for Catalogue

No. A/10 and send 6d.

Booklet :
" Run your ov/n train service,"

post free on receipt of card.

For Sailing Yachts, Power Boats,

Ships' Fittings,

and everything for the model shipbuilder,

send for Section S/10, post free 6d.

BASSETT-LOWKE, LTD.
NORTHAMPTON

London Branch : 112 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I

Manchester Branch : 28 CORPORATION ST.

ELECTRADIX

SOUND ON FILM PHOTO CELLS
UX367, R.C.'i. Tilkie a-sillus. Sensitive light-

losound 25/-. Condenser Lens 5/-; Beck
prisms 5/-; Lamps
lo V. 5a focus
Mazda 6/6. Mains
Transformers ,for

projectors on -oo

toi25o volt A.C.
mains, output
no volts 6 amps.
£4 15s. liov. ::

amps. 35;-. Pro-

jector and Gramo. Motors with regulator for

any voltage 30/-. 12' Electric Turntables Uni-

versal .\.C. or D.C. £3 10s. Regulating Resist-

ances for any Projector from 12/6.

AMPLIFIERS.—W.E. 2-stage

with valves £2, 3 -stage portable

typeMIII£3, MICROPHONES
lor Home Talkies of maximum
efficiency and minimun price. No.

n Sensitive pendant, soUd brass

case 6/6; Marconi Hand Mike
15/-. No. 12 Ring Pedestal 18 '6.

Announcers" Mikes as used by
Scotland Yard 65/-; Deaf Aid
Sets 18/6. FULTOGRAPH PIC-

TURE RECORDS — Brand new
£22 Kits for 32,6. RESISTANCES

V—4*-:i and RHEOSTATS for Projectors
^*«=:^ for 200 to 250 volt mains.

Chargers for A.C. & D.C. Field Regulators

and Switchboards.

LAMPS — Focus Projector Lamps from 50

watts 6/6 to 100 amps. 25/-.

METERS—Voltmeters, .\mmeters, Galvos.Test

Sets and Insulation Metersatrockbottom prices.

Ask for our new Electrical Sale List.

LESLIE DIXON & CO.
218 Upper Thames

Street. E.C.
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E EDITOR'/

" I go to visit the

Movie Man, for whom

I've Writ a play."

Ben Jonson

A.D. 1640

LA8T month we spoke of the many
appreciative letter;? we had re-

ceived from readers of Home Movies,
and we shoul.i be unarateful if we did

not express oiir further thanJvS to the
numerous correspondents from home
and abroad who have written in appre-
ciation of our efforts. We are particu-

larly fflad that our Free Query Service
has been so well patronised. A .selec-

tion of answers of general interest is

published each month and the pres-

sure on our space prevents us giving

more. As e\ ery query is treated and
answered individuallj- and as many of

the answers involve considerable re-

search, may we ask the indulgence of

those readers who do not receive their

replies by return of post ?

This Month's Features

We have great pleasiu-e in presenting
this month the first of our new series of
articles written by Mr. Adrian Brunei,
the well-known director and author.
These articles will be found of immense
help not only to members of cine
societies, but also to the individual
worker in showing him how to make
the very best of the marvellous medivun
of expression pro\'ided by the cine
film. Mr. Brunei is taking a very
active interest in the amateur move-
ment, and we are sure his articles will

be widely- appreciated.
Two other features of particular

^'alue to the societies and film-
producing groups are the expert
instructions on film make-up illus-

trated bj' photographs specially- taken
for HojEE Movies, and Mr.' James
Dale's article, ' Shot at Dawn,"'
being a description of a day in a
Hollywood studio. The inrlividual
worker exijerimenting in the produc-
tion of Home Talkies will find a wealth
of practical information in the descrip-
tion of one of oiu- reader's experiments
in this regard, while those who reahse
the advantages of good presentation

will, we are sure, admire the remark-
ably ingenious stage and lighting

system which another reader has
fitted up for himself for the showing of

9..5-mni. pictures. For the beginner
we have a further self-contained

article in our series on Expo.sure, some
notes on filming children and many
articles of general interest.

New Film Material

In the Xew Apparatus section we
are able to present our test reports

on the new Pathe super-sensitive pan-
chromatic film, the arrival of which

HALF'GUINEAS
FOR READERS!

THREE HALF GUINEAS
WILL BE AWARDED
EACH MONTH FOR
THE MOVIE HINTS
AND TIPS SENT IN

FULL PARTICULARS
ON THIS PAGE

was foreshadowed in a previous issue
;

the new Kodacolor super-sensitive

film ; a high-grade orthochromatic
film for 16-mm. users much cheaper
than any heretofore available ; two
new positive-negative 16-mm. films

and a new 9.5-mm. film. With so

many manufacturers bringing out new
products, with the reduction in price

of cameras and projectors and the
widening facilities for cine work every-

where, our hobby is truly forging
ahead.

" Home Movies " Prize Scheme
Wherever amateur movie-makers

gather together there is usually an
active interchange of ideas , one man
has found a way of making " fades

"

withoiit special apparatus ; another
has discovered some special way of
improving projection ; a third has
evolved some trick method of taking
special shots. Tou. perhaps, have
some little discovery or hint you
would like to pass on to other movie-
makers and as this is your paper we
want you to do so. Starting with
the nes.t issue, Home Movtes will

award three monthly prizes of half-a-

guinea each for the best hints and tips

(preferably of a constructional nature)
sent in. The descriptions need only
be brief, provided they are clear,

and the practical usefulness of the
hints and tips will largely influence

our decision. If there is something
you wish to illustrate with a diagram,
a simple pencil drawing will do, as

our own artists will prepare the
necessary- finished drawing for repro-
duction. Remember, a brief descrip-

tion, even %vithout illustrations, of a
really useful gadget, trick or method
is more likely to win a prize than a
long-drawn-out description of some-
tliing which is difficult to make.

Entries should reach oiu- office before
the 15th of the month, and the
Editor's decision will be final.

Holiday Hints

This being the holiday month, many
readers will be using their cine cameras
at the seaside, some of them for the first

time. A word of warning is necessary in

this regard. Remember that not only is

the light much more intense at the
seaside than inland but the type of

picture you will be taking will be
very brightly illuminated with com-
paratively little shadow. Over-
exposure Ls perhaps the commonest
fault in seaside cinematography, and
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if you do not possess an exposure
meter you can very easily err. Beacli

scenes (unless you have a very lieavy

foreground such as a boat in the
shadow) are usually fully exposed at

f 8 or f/ll in bright siuilight, and with
the new super-sensiti\'e films even f 16

may be enough. The use of filters is

strongly recommended for all seaside
" shot.s," particularly now such excel-

lent panchromatic film is available.

Panoraming
Another common fault in seaside

cinematography is too rapid panoram-
ing. With a long and crowded beach
and a variety of happenings, one is

often tempted to make a long sweeping
panoiam from one end of the beach to

the other, but the results are usually

disappointing. Panoraming to be truly

effective must be carried out V(=r^' slow-

ly, so .slowly, in fact, as to be tedious in

most cases. It is much better to

take a series of shots from different

viewpoints, each one lasting not
moie than six or seven seconds. The
result on the screen will be much
moie interesting and far steadier.

The Children's Month
August being the children's inonth,

you will have an excellent oppor-
timity of trying your hand at beach
" close-iips." Many cine users are
unawaie of the fact that the smaller

the stop the closer the subject can
come and still be in focus. Thus excel-

lent close-ups arc obtainable in a
bright light, such as we find on the
aveiage beach, with the simplest

fixed focus cameras, while if you are
the fortunate possessor of a lens with
a focusing moLuit you will have no
limitations in this regard e\'en in the
dullest light.

Before taking cine jjortraits on the
beach it will well repay you to study
the lighting used in professional films ;

and almost every pictiu'e theati-e

Iirogramme will contain some scenes
which will serve as guides. The
beautiful soft lighting, and the avoid-

ance of deep shadows, which charac-

terise the professional pictures, are

usually obtained with iliffusing screens

which allow plenty of light to reach
the subjects without the direct rays
striking them, while the heavy shadows

are avoided by the use of reflectors.

Fortunately a sandy beach itself

acts as a leflector and a yard or two-
of muslin stretched over a child's hoop
wll give you all the diffusing effects

you need. A sheet of newspaper as a
reflector is always helpful (you will, of
course, keep both diffuser and reflector

out of the field of view !) while if your
lens has a fairly long hood, as many
have, some delightful " back-lighting

"'

effects are obtainable by giving full

exposure with the subject against tlie

light and with reflectors in the fore-

groLind.

Holiday Scenarios

When you take your cine camera
away for the holidaj's plan your shots
beforehand as much as you possibly can
and do not wait until you reach the sea-

side before taking your first pictures.

Do Not Forget The Dog
Finally, do not forget the dog. if you

have one. It is his holiday as much as
yours, so why not shoot a few feet

at a low angle showing how he is

enjoying it ? The Editor.

THE CHANCELLOR MAKES A TALKIE

»',./,! Wi/rld Ih.AoS.

Making a talkie film of Mr. Neville Chamberlain. The cannera is motor driven by current from the nearest light socket, while ''the

microphone can just be seen suspended above the table in front of the top row of books. Large portable lights are used to give

additional illumination
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BORN ACTORS!
Filming Children and Pets

By S. U. LLOYD

at the liead of this article. Can
you not imagine to yourself the
fun both photographer and baby
are having ? Probably baby is

being persuaded to look liis best

and then suddenly, without any
warning, he decides to try a new
expression !

In picture number two we get
one more example of that s;ympathy
and understanding which seems to
exist between all j-oung children and
domestic animals. Many a dog
»which seems to dislike even a pat
from a "grown-up" will allow
itself to be mauled about in the

'• Hide quickly, Mummie !

'

Photo : T. Edmoiitlson

" Well, how's that ?"

SOMEONE has said that nine home-
cine cameras out of ten are bought

to film the baby on the la^vn, and it is

true that the most treasured possessions

of most movie-makers are family films

in hapjDy home surroundings. Fortunately,
too, young cliildren are almost comjDletely

devoid of camera consciousness. One has
only to watch a cliild at play to learn very'
quickly that every emotion of joy or
sorrow is mimediately reflected in its

exj^ression, which is only one of the
reasons why they make such splendid
cine subjects.

In cine portraiture it is the constant
change of expression which gives charm.
Take,] for example, the delightful i^icture

" Danny."
Five weeks old

—

nearly a St. Bernard

Photo: IV. A. Polls

Pholo : L. P. V. Veale

most extraordinary fashion by a young
child, without showuig the slightest resent-

ment.

It is extremely difficult to pose a
pleasing still pictiu'e of children and
animals, for if one assumes the right

expression the other will be sure to look

the wrong way ' The movie camera scores

everj' time in tliis as in most other domestic

scenes.

Our little friend at the foot of this

page suggests the fun that can be had
in pr^aring an "all-dog" film, such
as "A Day in the Life of Blackie,"

or whatever your dog's name happens to

be. If you work out j-our plans care-

fully you will find many opportunities for

hiunorous and trick work without the aid

of any apparatus other than that you
already possess. If, for example, you stand
the camera on the ground, set it going and
persiiade your dog to run towards it

and jump over it, the effect on the
screen will be most startling, as the dog
will be seen to rush towards the screen,

becoming larger and larger, until at the

last and critical moment it will jump right

into the air out of sight.
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JUDCINC
EXPOSURE

By PERCY W. HARRIS

II.^EXPOSURE METERS AND THEIR USE
{Contimied from j^age 59 of our July issue)

WITH these pieliminaries settled we
come to the important question

of exposure. Tliis is nearly the whole
secret of successful cinematography,
and you cannot ])ay too much atten-
tion to the study of it. Don't, for

heaven's sake, allow yourself to be
persuaded into the attitude of " I

shall pick it up as time goes on and
learn by experience "

! Whenever
you come across an amateur cine-

matographer who is always blaming
his camera, his film, the processing
station and the weather, you can be
sure he is trying to learn that way
and paying a great ileal of money for

his experience !

Simple Principles

The sim))lest way to understand
the exposure problems of a cine
camera is to consider it for a moment
as a still camera, for after all it is just
a still camera taking a succession of

pictures rapidly. We have, first of
all, the lens, which forms the image

It is not where you

stand, but the light

that falls on the sub-

ject that determines

the exposure.

on the film, and then the shutter which
opens and closes the lens. In a cine

camera this shutter alwaj-s operates
at the same speed which is, roughly
speaking, about a thirty-second of a

Interesting places often have empty foregrounds. More than half this picture is fore-
ground, but note how it is improved by use of the tree trunk and the shadow

second. In a still camera we can vary
the shutter speed over a wide range

but in the cine camera our speed is

generally fixed. The only control,

then, of the amount of light falling

on our film is variation of the stop.
' The maximum aperture of our lens

gives the most light, and there is

usually a ring and pointer which can
be rotated so as to set the aperture to

any desired figure.

The Light Available

The light available for exposure
depends upon how much is reflected

from the subject. Dark subjects

obviously reflect le.ss light than light

ones, and as most of our images
contain a number of different degrees

of light and shade we must get enough
light to give an image in the darkest
portion. Light which is reflected

from the image comes, in the case of

<layliglit, of course, from the sky ;

and here again this depends on the

tiine of day. latitude, whether or not
the sky is overcast, and .so on.

After a great deal of experience .^•ou

can learn to estimate the lens opening
re(|uired with your cine camera for

practically any subject in practically

an^ light, but if ,^'ou experiment for

\ouise!f you will waste a great deal of

film. I strongly advise you, therefore,

to adopt one of the man^- aids avail-

.able in the way of exposure tables
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Under exposure makes this dull and dense

and exposiire meters. Witli a good
exposure meter ^"ou can start off at

the very beginning with properly
exposed frbri and your wastage can be
cut to a neghgible ((uantity. Don't
imagine that it is a sign of the beginner
to use an exposure meter. I have met
some of the most expert cinemato-
graphers in the world, including men
who are world fsmous in the pro-
fession, and j'ou can take it they are
not ashamed to use an exposure
meter. So why should you be ?

Ortho film in evening light. Notice mist
effect

Let us now consider exposure tables'^

and meters in detail. Cheapest of all

are the tables. In using these you
first of all judge for yourself whether
the sky can be considered as clear,

overcast, cloudy, etc., and then you
consult the table for the time of day
and time of year. Next you look up
in the table the classifications of .sub-

ject and estimate under which heading
your subject comes. Either by using

A " pan " picture taken a few minutes later

than the film immediately above. Notice
the far better rendering of distance

sli('es which bring one set of figure.-i

aga'nst another or by multiplying
certain factors together you can arrive

at a fair estimstion of the correct

expo.sure. But there are many chances
of error in such tables, and some little

experience is necessary before they
can be used with any accuracy. They
are, however, very much better than
ordinary guesswork, and if you liave

had previous experience in still photo-
graphy such tables and calculators

may be all you need.
The rext type of meter is known as

the " extinction meter." With these

you look thiough an opening at the

subject and revolve a scale which is

connected to a graduated light filter

which makes the image darker ami
darker as you rotate the scale. When
the high lights begin to disappear you
remove the meter from the eye and a

reading on the scale gives you the
correct stop. This kind of meter auto-

matically takes care of the time of year,

time of day, light, etc., and to some
extent the subject, but is dependent
upon j'our eye response to intensity

of light, and this varies from time to

time and with individuals. There is

also a large element of personal

judgment.

A Popular Type
A further type of exposure meter

which is very popular and accurate

looks something like a small tele-

scope. One end is fitted with an eye
cup which you press against the eye
so as to exclude external light. Look-
ing down the tube towards the subject

you do not see the subject itself,

but on rotating the end of the tube
certain markings, figures or sjTnbols,

become progressively lighter or darker
according to the direction in which
you tirtn. These meters vary in

detail among themselves though not
greatly in principle, and generally the

idea is that when a certain marking
just fades out you remove the device

from the eye and the rotating scale

will show you by means of an arrow
the correct stop to use. I have ex-

posed very many hundreds of feet

with such meters and found them
particularly reliable.

A further type of meter when held

to the eye shows the picture to be
photographed through a clear window,
and on pressing a button a bright line

of light coming from the filament of

a small electric lamp appears in the

middle of a field of view. On rotatinu;

the end of the meter the brightness is

dulled down until the intensity of it

exactly matches the light reflected

from that portion of the picture

observed and in which j-ou wish to

have correctly exposed detail. Such
meters are rather expensive but aie

extremely reliable and give you an
accuracy of reading impossible with
the tjrpe previously described, even in

most difficult eircumstaiices. In using
one of these meters in peculiar confli-

tions I have frequently doubted the
accuracy of the reading, but when the

film has been developed the meter
has never been wroiiL'.

Over exposure is clearly indicated here

Finally, we have the most remark-
able tjqie of all «hich is completely
automatic. Here we have a square
flat box affair with a dial on the top,

the dial being graduated in stop

numbers. It is only necessary to

centre the image in a small view finder

(such as is found on the old-fashioned

box cameras) and to press a button
whereupon the needle will point to the

correct stop to be used.

These meters are very accurate as

they depend for their working upon a

Good exposure

photo electric cell, a device operated
by light itself, the resistance of the

cell to the flow of electric current

being a direct function of the light

falling upon it. Thus, if we connect
(as is done inside the box) a small

dry battery to the photo electric

cell and put in series with it a current

meter, then the aimount of electric

current flowing through the meter will

depend upon thelightfallingon the cell.

{To be continued)

Flatness due to over exposure. In the small

pictUJ-D this does not show so clearly as on
the screen
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SUMMER-TIME
PROJECTION

By SIGURD MOIR
ALL home cinematogiaphers with

cameras of their ovni welcome
these long days of summer briglitness.

They can get out far afield and
secure records of the family with
smaller risk of vmder-exposure and with
every prospect of deriving the utmost
enjojTnent from their activities.

But long hours of daylight are not
without their disadvantages. Home
projection, for example, is made a
matter of much greater diilficulty

;

and unless the enthusiast is content
to block up all windows and other
lights his shows are likely to fall flat.

Even then ventilation must always
present a serious problem during the
warmer months, so that attempts to

establish an artificial darkness had
better be ruled out before they are put
into effect.

Fortunately, it is possible to project
films during the hours of daylight
without interfering at all with venti-

lators and windows and without the
need for making complicated arrange-
ments.

Avoiding direct Sunlight

For the method to be successful it

is necessary to prevent the powerful
rays of direct siudight from falling

upon the screen itself. Hence projec-

tion should, for preference, be carrietl

out in a room where the window or
windows face the north.

Of course, there can be no serious

objections to the use of bhnds—where
these are fitted, nor should the
ordinary draught screen be despised
as an improvised form of light-shade.

The Illuminant

In certain forms of daylight projec-
tion it is not infrequently desirable to
use a light of greater intensity than
that ordinarily employed. Here the
worker may, within reasonable limits,

jnish more than the rated value of
current through liis lamp. Persistent
followers of this practice must, how-
ever, expect to pay for the greater
brilliancy of theii' illumination—-and
they do so in the sense that the term of
life of each lamp is appreciably
reduced.

Portvmately, more satisfactory
methods for improving the intensity
of the beam are a\ailable. One of
these is to substitute a more powerful
lamp for that normally in use. This
cannot always be done without some
fear of blistering the films, but this
risk can be obviated simply by i:)rovid-

ing a larger lamp-house.
Another convenient alternative con-

sists of fitting a lens of larger aperture
than that possessed by the existing
lens. Apertures now extend to f.1.6

or thereabouts, whilst the lenses

themselves are frequently made inter-

changeable with the older tj-pes.

How the Screen Helps
These difficulties of screen illumina-

tion have always been associated with
daylight projection, and where any
change in existing equipment is out of

the question a great measure of

success may be achieved by using a
smaller screen.

Working in a room with dimensions
of 16 feet by 14 feet, it is possible with
the normal lens equipment to obtain
a satisfactorily brilliant picture in

dayhght upon a. screen measuring
only 20 inches by 15 inches. Actually,

suitable method for exhibiting films by
daylight. It must not be forgotten,

however, that in addition to the space

necessary to accommodate the

"throw," the spectators must occupy
further space on the other side of the

screen. And this means that the

pictures must be kept down to small
dimensions.

Another point not greatly in favour
of the method is tliat there are two

surfaces of the screen to be protected
from extraneous or stray light (instead

of the familiar one side). However, by
means of arranging the spectators

closely together before the viewing
side of the screen, it is no difficult

matter to keep one of these surfaces

fairly well screened from such
interference.

Certain devices have at times been
employed to overcome the need for

greater space— -a need that is peculiar

to this form of screening. Prisms and
angle mirrors are amongst those

devices, for by their aid the need for

arranging projector, screen and specta-

tors all in a straight Hne is obviated ;

I-,'hI,,iI /Vv.sx.

Outboard motor-boat sports make admirable cine films. Use a 2" lens if you can—the
"close-up" effect thus obtained is very thrilling

the smaller picture is no great dis-

advantage, for one is able to retain a

"scale" impression by means of

figures, etc., in the pictures themselves.

Moreover, at the dimensions referred

to, it is not difficult to arrange both
screen and projector in one corner of

the room or in a part not annoyingly
bathed in sunlight.

When making this arrangement,
however, care should be taken to place

the screen itself some little distance

from the wall—particularly if distract-

ing influences play behind it.

" Show-through " Projection

Show-through or translucent projec-

tion is sometimes suggested as a

the projector can lie turned sideways
away from the screen, and thus smaller

rooms utilised for displays.

This introduces a new argument, for

not only can space be conserved

but the problem of shielding both
surfaces of the screen may become
simplified.

Those who care to adopt the method
must remember that the pictures are

viewed from the reverse side of the

screen and that this makes it necessary

to reverse the fiim in the cinemato-

graph. With some spools, this is not

a difficult matter, but with others it

may be necessary to wind the films

upon spare sjjools and then to rewind

them in the reverse fasliion.
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THEATRE PRESENTATION AT
HOME

Ho^v^ an Amateur has Solved the Problem

'TTHE professional exliibitor, no matter
•»• llo^v Ecood his film may be, is in

the liabit of paj-ing ^•ery great attention

to wliat may be termed the " atmos-
pliere " in whicli the film is presented

to the iJiiblic. Contrast the modem
palatial picture theatre, fitted ndth the

most comfortable of chairs, a stage

better than that in many opera
houses, the richest of velvet curtains

and the most seductive lighting

schemes, vrith the bare and often

stuffy ha 11 in which the first professional

pictures M-ere sho^^'n.

Music, too, plays a great part, even
as it did in the " silent " daj^s. In
Home Movies we have already
shown how musical accompaniments
can be arranged so as to add greatly

to the pleasure of presentation, and
now we are pri\aleged to illustrate a
very ingenious amateur theatre,

designed and built by a Home
Movies reader, Mr. J. H. Robinson
of Blacklieath.

The Right Atmosphere
Not content with providing a good

screen for projection, Mr. Robinson
reproduces in miniature the atmos-
phere of a modern picture theatre
almost to perfection. Tlie stage is

4 feet 9 inches long, 3 feet 9 inches
high, and 1 2 inches wide ; there is

also an apron stage 8 inches wide in

the middle. The proscenium is 3 feet

6 inches by 2 feet 3 inches, and behind
this, 9 inches back, is a second structui'e

3 feet by 2 feet, directly behind which
is the screen. The two structures are

supported by brackets joined by
strips of wood at the top, the whole
being raised 4 inches by means of

wooden blocks. Round the front of

the apron stage is placed a piece of

3-ply wood extending 1 inch above the

level of the stage. This is backed
with tin to reflect the footlights and
is screwed to a ledge which protrudes
from underneath the stage on whicli

are the lights themselves.

Roimd the front structure are
placed strips of wood 3 inches vnde and
3 inches from the opening and to these

embossed ceiling paper is fixed by
means of drawing pins so as to form
a convex frame. Tlie whole is painted
with gold enamel, which gives a very
good effect from the footlights. The
main curtains are of red velvet

heav-ily weighted and running on
pulley curtain rails. Tlie back
structure is covered with black cur-

tains which can be drawn over the

front of the silver screen.

Footlight Fittings

Thirty footlights are fitted, coloured
alternately red, wliite, and blue ; a
further thirty lights are fitted on top
between the two structures and
coloured as before. The lamps them-
selves are each of the 2^ volts type,

fixed into small screw bulb holders

and worked from an accumulator.
The two sets of lights are each
separated into tliree sections, making
a total of six sections, each controlled

by a switch and dimmer, while a main
switch and dimmer control the whole
outfit.

Dimmer Controls

All switches and dimmers are

grouped on a switchboard placed on
one side of the stage and, of course,

concealed from the view of the
audience. With the aid of dimmers
any combination of lights may be used
and the colours gradually changed.
To complete the illusion a miniature

organ console has been fitted, the
organist being in full evening dress

complete with white waistcoat and
tail coat. The keyboard has four
manuals and stops fitted in the best
professional manner and the organ is

made to rise on a lift constructed from
Meccano, so as to . come to the stage

level through a hole ia tho table. The
table, incidentally, was specially made
for the stage, which was very heavy

Lighting and curtain controls at side

of stage

and an awkward shape and could not be
conveniently used on an ordinary table.

On the side of this table are fixed

switches which control the light of

the room, the projector and a spotlight

on the ceiling which is focused on the
organ. Music is provided from a
concealed loud-speaker fitted under
the table and connected in the manner
described in our last issue to a
gramophone pick-up. Organ records
are played diu-ing intervals, and a
continuous musical programme is pro-
vided during the show, with the
inclusion of sound effect records
whenever possible.

Two Projectors

A Pathescope projector with motor
and super-attacliment is used, a second
projector being borrowed for " state
occasions " in order to provide an
unbroken programme.

Mr. Robinson tells us that he has
plenty of room for extension and hopes
eventually to fix a revolving stage and
other appliances for shows between
films. The scale used in this model is'

roughly 1 inch to 1 foot.

The stage ready for a presentation The organist, who has his own spotlight illumination!
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SHOT AT DAWN
A DAY IN A HOLLYWOOD

STUDIO

By JAMES DALE

EDITOR'S NOTE.—Mr. Dale, who recent'y gave such brilliant

performances of " The Old Bachelor" at the Lyric Theatre, Hammer-
smith, and •' Brutui " at His Majesty's, has acted in every town of

importance in the United States, and has an intimate knowledge of

Hollywood. He has written this arcic'e specially for • Home Movie'i,"

so that readers may apprecia:e the film-acior's point of view !

F1L:M folk .st.wt work early, and
while honest and harcl-boiled

business-men are snoring off the

rancour of the previous day's struggle

for existence, the great Hollv"\vood

studios begin to stir behind their

imitation Spanish walls. Here and
theie, along the palm-bordered streets

of Los Angeles a great and shining

automobile is beaiing some delicate

little blonde, whose salary per week
would pay the rent of the London
Colisevim, to her daily round and
uncommon task of manufacturing
sobs and heart-beats for the million.

I walk. This is to be my first talking
picture and I have not yet made
good enough for the Corporation who
are cmplosdng me to place an Hisjiano
Suiza at my disposal. So I walk along
the flower-bedecked pavements,
fragrant with the scent of the eucal-

yptus trees. The traflSc lights twinkle
green and red with hardly anyone to

heed them sa^-e a few street-cleaners

—or " whitewings," as they are callefl

—one or two actors, and policemen.
At la.st I arrive at the lot. I tin-n into

the driveway with a sinking heart.

This looks sub
To see how thi

trying hard to remsm-
ber the lines of my
part.

The plaj', a com3d>
of English social life,

liad been rehearsed for a

week or two jireviously

in the rehearsal room-*

of the Cor|)oration.

Just as one is given
one's stage business,

positions, etc., in a

stage play so we had
been <lirecte(l in oiu'

picture rehearsals, with
the main difference of

having to modulate our voices down to

the volume required by tlie microphone
instead of modulating them up to

throw them over a row of footlights.

In the Studio

The studio is a hideous place of

stucco, glass and corrugated iron,

adorned with a belfry over the gate
like the entrance to a monastery.
Altogether i' covers a square quaiter
of a mile of ground made as barren
as man can make it, and with a

fholu] [Pacific and Atlantic

Chief Iron Rock enjoys a box lunch during the filming of " Stampede," for Paramount

stantial enough, but is only make-believe !

s shot was made, turn to page -iS of last

month's issue

pecidiar jrm-crack look about it as if

it all expected to be pulled down
to-morrovi-. I report at the entrance
to an exceedingly sleejiy portei' who
tells me jojfoUy that lie came from
Ed.gbaston. I am given a slip of jiajjer

to take to the pay office and stroll

off to find the dressing loonis.

As I walk along the corridors I meet
hardly a soul ; I am alone in the
world : there is no film ; it's all a
mistake ; I've come to the wrong
stulio ; I've dreamed it—for no one
stirs. Have I come too earh' ? I was
told to be dressetl and made up by
eight o'clock—surely someone ought
to bo about 1

Talkie Types
But 1 am soon reassured : in the

dressins-room, so austere, oh, so

efficient, fia-nished with a creaky
wicker sofa, two \^icker chairs and a
large mirror, I find other actors who
are in the play. One has already
dressed, and with his collar in liis

hand, is on his wa\' to thread the maze
of ]iassages in seaich of the make-up
man. The other, whom in the next
six hours I am to learn to love and
rlread, is <lrinking a bottle of beer and
making no attempt to meet the burtlen
and heat of the day. He is young and
hrilliaiit, and very jwpular, but what
is known as a hol.\' terioi' to producers
who want steady-going artists. A
smiling head is ])oked in: "When
you're reatly get along to stage four."

I am soon dressed and find the make-
up man. Here I also find a prettj'

girl whose face is being creamed. She
has a towel rountl her head to keep the
powder from her hair, her face is

greasy and out of it two dark eyes

beam over a snub nose at me. The
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niake-up man is one of the people it

is well to keep in with ; he can make
or mar your whole career. Luckily a

friend had told me to slip him five

dollars beforehand which I did. The
result of this pr(XMiition is that I

S})end three quaiters of an hour in his

hands, anil emerge looking ten yeais
;\'ounger. Sureh' this cannot be me !

How large and melting the eye, liow

smooth and lineless my skin ! It is

a pleasant room . . . warm and full

of liglits around mirrors, and seductive

odours of sweet pomades and powders.
On the walls are photographs of the
make-up man's masterpieces long ago
rubbetl away into oblivion with
'"cremine" and towel. People drop
in one by one, holding their collais

and ties in their hands. It is like a
mad barber's shop. But it is a jolh-

spot and tongues begin to wag there,

and fi-ienilshi]5s to be made which will

ripen during the day to intimacy and
then fade out like a very film.

" This Is Your Audience "

NoVjotly seems to hurry, and it is

ten o'clock before any actual shooting
begins. On stage four I find the set

on which we aie to work that day. It

is surrounded by huge standard lights,

coils of electric cable, and brooding
over it two enormous cameras on
runnel's and on whose petliments is

written "This is Youk Audience."
One or two of the conipany are there

sitting about on the settees . . . an
English butler conaplete with whiskers,
an English dowager as imagined by
Hollj^vood brains, coveretl with jewels,

tiaras, coronets, and everrthing but
medals, and my beer-flrinking friend

who has miraculoiisly got made up
before the others. There is no sign of

the producer. This stage four is a

gloomy big glass-roofed edifice and in

the shadows I can see an imitation

garden with a sundial. Babylonian
pillars, a garret in Paris, and odds and
ends of rooms belonging to the other
scenes in the play to be shot hereafter.

About these amiable young men in

overalls creep and tinker in the dark.

The Producer Arrives

At last the jiroducer arrives, spec-

tacles and all. AVith him are his staff,

his sound engineers, camera men,
assistant camera men, a pretty script

clerk with the precious script, who
keeps track of what the actors wear,
and one or two vague men who appear
to be onlookers but who turn out to be
rather big shots—with whom it behoves
one to walk delicately. They have
come to look one over. More suits of

overalls appear irora the distant gloom,

and these mount the gallery which runs
around the top of the set and where
the sound apparatus is hidden in a

small conning tower. Over the set are

run wires svipjjorting the microphones,

of which there are three, to cover and
pick up the voices of the actors in the

various parts of the lOom. These
assistant sound mechanics move the
" mikes " from spot to spot with poles,

like men fishing in a pond.
Suddenly all bursts into ' light . . .

Photo] [Wiile World

Miss Pamela Carme faces the lights. Seated : Mr. Sinclair Hill, the well-known producer

twenty powerful lamps hiss like critics

from the overhead gallery and the
standartls round the set. Everyone's
face looks bluish purple. While the
lights are being fixed we rehearse the

first sequence . . . for a page of

dialogue is split up into sequences
which are shot separately a few
speeches at a time. The heat now the

lights are on is awful : waiting outside

the door to make my entry my back
and legs are roasted : someone slaps

my face ... it is the ma,ke-up man
who has found that I am shining in the

heat. He does this all day on and off :

wherever we go he is watching with
his powder and blotting-paper for any
sign of perspiration. The sound
engineer pokes his head out of his

conning tower like a figure in a cuckoo
clock and says a magic word. Hurray !

We are going to shoot.

The silence is awful. Never was
there such a stillness ! A whistle
blows, a distant hooter toots to stop
road traffic in the adjacent alley

;

there is a humming in the distance.

{C'ontinusd on page 111)

Photo] [Pacific and Atlantic

Sir John Martin Harvey consults with the director, Mr. Arthur Maude, during the filming
of " The Lyons Mail

"
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TITLE -A$ -YOU -CO
FILMING

By NORMAN HUNTER

FILMS of liolidays and tours can
v^ery often be sliot and titled in

proper sequence as yovi go. so tliat it

is only necessary to join up the reels

and cut out any dud sections to liave

a long film all ready to show.
All you have to do is to carry a

packet of chalk, some white and some
black. If you are going by car and
can include a blackboard about two
feet across, that will come in useful

;

but it is not essential.

To start off with, the names of

places you xisit are easily titled on
your film by just shooting a brief

length of a signpost or station name.
Descriptive titles are made by chalk-

ing the words on any convenient place

when the title is required, filming

them, and then carefully erasing them
again, because it is neither courteous
nor wise to leave your comments
scattered about the country.

Sea-Shore Titles

In a town you can always find a

convenient pavement or wall on which
to chalk yoiu- title. Xobodj- will

mind if you rub it out afterwards.

In the country titles can be scratched

in the earth -svath a stick. At the sea

words can soon be built from pebbles

laid on the sand, or traced in the sand

itself. A convenient breakwater can

be pressed into service as a blackboard.

If all else fails, a title printed with

pencil on the page of a notebook and
the page held against a tree stiunp

with stones will get you out of the

difficulty ; while, of course, if you can
carry the small blackboard aheady

mentioned you
can always put
your titles on
that and either

get a member
of the party to

hold it or stand
it against a
fence or tree.

It doesn't mat-
ter in the least

if some of the
-p^is vvill fit the Kodak Ti

background or
the person holding the board comes
into the pictm-e. In fact a better

effect will probably be obtained if this

is pui^posely done. Tlie titles are not
intended to be formally lettered titles

but simply comments by the way,
impiomptu remarks to accompany the

film and explaiii where explanation
is needed.

Appropriate Objects
Sometimes interest can be added

to the title by the inclusion of some
appropriate objects. For example,
supposing your title is for a hiking

toiu", and says " We rested after

six miles in Blank Woods." The
inclusion of a pair of shoes worn by
one of the party, or e\- m tlieir feet as

they lay on the ground, sticking into

the picture, will get a laugh when the

film is shown.

Tea Time
A .shot of a '" Teas "' sign, followed

by close-ups of teapot and cups and
saucers, would take the place of a

more conventional title ; while mile-

stones, names over local cinemas.

Cut this out and slip it oell -Howell or Ensign

tie frame and can be used for Pathe & Victor

shops or municipal buildings or at the
entrances of parks will frequently
convey all the needed information and
save the trouble of making a title at all.

Follow on shots from the title to
carry it right into the picture, as
described for the hiking toiu-, can
often be arranged. Letters scratched
in the sand annoimcing arrival at

some seaside place can be followed by
a pan up to the sea and roimd to the
promenade, or to a picnic party on
the beach.

Using Postcards
Famous buildings, ruins and other

spots of interest can usually be titled

in by filming the envelope containing
the inevitable picture postcards always
on sale at these places, and a novel
idea to follow would be a '"

still

"

shot of one of the picture postcards
followed on by a moving shot of the
.same scene taken as nearly as possible

from the same angle. Or you might
show a hand opening the envelope
that bears the name of the place and
taking out a card. A " still " taken of

the castle or cathedral or what not
following that would be taken by
those watcliing the picture after-

wards, as one of the cards from the
envelope, and much astonishment
would be caused when the picture

suddenly broke into hfe and move-
ment.

A "Newsy " Title

ilemorial tablets form a convenient
means of introducing information re-

lating to famous people connected
with the neighbourhood, while place

names can always be indicated by
pvu-chasing a copj- of the local news-
paper, folding it with only the title

visible and filming a "still" of it

with somebody's hand covering the
word " ^ews " or 'Mercury" or
whatever it is, and pointing to the
name of the town.
When j-ou are making a picture of

a holiday do not omit to include an
occasional short scene of your com-
panion or companions walking past
the camera or tlu'ough some trees, or
entering some place of interest. It is

only in this way that j'ou can make
a travel filai jiersonal.
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THE ART OF
FILM MAKE-UP

By WALTER PLINGE

Illustrated by photographs speciall)' posed

for " Home Movies " by Henry Caine.

MAKING up for tiie screen differs

from sta^e make-up in several
important ways w}iich it is necessary
for the amateur to Imow. Whereas
the actor in the theatre can spread a
coat of many colours on his face,

makina; a Hberal use of reds, the fihn

actor must stick to monochrome. Then
again : the stage actor uses stick

grease paint, of wliich there are several

brands, and which range in tint from
munbor one to number twenty. But
although grease paint can be, and has
been, used by film actors of the past,

it has been abandoned by tli'?m nowa-
days owing to its propensity to shine

in the inten.se heat of the studio.

Special Make-up
But now, when one is mafle up for

films in any of the important studios
in England or America—and very few
actors make themselves up—pigments
made by the Max Factor Company
specially for film work are generally
used. Those are sold in small round
tins or in tubes like those in an
artist's paint box.

It niuet always be remembered tliat

make-up for the screen must he in

monochrome or semi-monochrome.
Blue or yellow photograph white, rer!

or crimson black. Then a too-clean
white is blinding on the screen, reflect-

ing the light too brishtiy ; it is no un-
conmion thing for actors appearing in

evening dress lo employ yellow shirts,

ties, and collars. Irving, in his famous
production? at the Lj'ceum, would, so

I have been told, prefer white draperies

to be slightly tinted a tone verging
towards yellow or coftee colour.

The Outfit '• '

What the amateur will require for

his make-up will be grease paint in

tubes most suitevl to his colour, face

powder, liquid bodyvvash cans (for

arms, etc.), a powder puff, lipstick,

face powder brush, linmg pencils,

make-up remover, eye mask with
mirror and brush, ilry rouge, lip rouse,

crepe hair, spirit gum, and perhaps
rose paste. Very few tubes of grease
paint are necessary when once tlie

artist has found out by experiment
what coloiu'S suit him or her best.

Colours for Blondes
It lias been foiuid that people who

are lilond require a darker groiuid

work for their make-up than those
who are dark or Ijrunette. The colour
most used jxist now foi' blond men is

2t), or 2.5, and for women 24, which
is a very pale siuiburn. For bnuiette
men number 2.5 or, better still,

number 23 is most useful ; for

bnuiette women number 23 ; for dark
men 26, and for women 25 or 20.

When lining the lips women will find

lining pencil, ninnber 1<), most suitable.

A typical mal<e-up outfit, as used by Mr. Henry Caine for
the accompnnyi 7 p ctures. The grease-paints are Leichner's

Mr. Henry Caine, who has appeared in

so many well known British pictures

—

"The Ghost Train," "Dreyfus" and
others—as well as in numerous UFA

productions

There are several favourite ways of
making-up the eyes anri lips. Tho
eyes are generally made-up a reddish
bro\vn or lake. Lake has gone out of
fashion of late, though I don't know
why, unless the element of V>lue that
is in it tends to neutralise it. The
proper tint can be made out of I.,eichner

caimine, number 2, and Vjrown grease

paint, or Leicliner pencil 4ti, which
is also employed for darkening the lips.

When tlarkening the eyelashes a colour-

called Nigger Ijrown is popular, and
has superseded black, which is too
hard. No hard and fast rule about
coloiu'S can be laid do^^^1, as each,

expert has his own pet theories, light-

ing systems vary, and the movie-
world is in a perpetual state of experi-

ment and change. But if no make-up-
at all is used faces will look patchy
and blotchj', and your handsome hero,

who is so much and justly ad.niired in

pri\ ate life for his " golf-link Ijronze,"

w ill appe.ar on the screen like one who-
is (juaUfying for the whisky stakes.

Don't Forget Your Neck
AVhen you are .spreading the ground

work over yoiu- face don't forget your
neck. If you leave off at the ears and
jaw line it will look as if you hadn't
washed. Soften the make-uj) gradually
oK Ijehind the ears and towards the
throat. And keep your neck ban- short.

The eye is the seat of expression.

If the eyes are not well made uj3 they
will prove inexpressive. The lids

should be shaded a redflish brown
Ijefoi-e the make-up is powdert-d, for

if the shadow is applied afterwards it

will catch the light too n-iuch. As 1

have said, the lashes should bo-

darkened with Nigger bro«-n, then,

with a sharp-pointed, dark, lining

pencil a fine line may be drawn
delicately along the rim of the lower
lid close ruider the lashes. A dark
brown lining pencil is best for this

operation which must he performed.
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aft«r the mako-up has been powdered.
I'nless you want to loolj eaten up by
some horrible stase disease. ne\'er

carry the shadow of the upper lid

down on to the lower.

Some film actresses use false eye-

lashes which, attaclied to a thin piece

of wiof silk, aie then gummed on to

the upper lid. But this partakes

rather of the natin-e of a stimt, besides

which the\' are hard to disguise, and
exceedingly luicoinfortalile to wear,

and remo%^e.

These tricks are more e.Kcusable in

fantastic character parts, but you
have to be ever so clever with them to

get by the eagle eye of the camera,
which appears to take a pleasure in

in findinir out all the little blemishes

that Nature niaj' ha\-e sprinkled over
your countenance. Indeed, make-up
of all kinds looks like make-up wlien
•carried too far, and it is best, if yon
<;an, to cast people for character parts

"v\"ho are naturally like the characters

to look at. Painted shadows al\\a-\-s

" Well, I am surprised !

"

look like paint, and although they may
seem natural in one light, or when the

face is in repose, the moment the actor

smiles they remain rigid, and look like

smudges of dirt. But if you must
paint them on look that they follow

the natural lioUows of the face. The
same applies to high lights. A good
look at a skull will help to teach the

student where the prominences and
recesses of the head are to be found.

There are all sorts of make-up
stunts. For example, if you have bags
imder yoiu- eyes, or dewlaps, these

can be drawn back and secured with
adhesive jslaster in the short hair by
the ears, or under the ears, and then

painted over with great care. But this

is to be only recommended to ex-

tremely experienced practitioners in

make-up and, like aU stunts, to be
eschewed by novices. Or again : you
may sink into obscurity that terrible

double chin by painting your throat

brown or pink (but not too darkly), or

, by putting a liigh Hghc along the jaw

line, or by doing both. But if you
decide to do this soften off the light so
that it merges into the rest of the
make-up.

l''alse noses are fun to make, l^ut the
trouljli^ with them is to get them
always the same. You may l)e called

upon to pass out through a door on
Monday, and Jjc taken entering the
next room on Tuesday, and as on Tues-
day you will have made a new nose,
you may Ije in danger of liaving left

the room a Oreek, and entering the
next one a Hebrew, ruiless you arc

careful. Versatility, to bo encouraged
most times, ?nust be denied to the
features. .Aiter all it is not the nose
that makes the Shylock. The same
applies to false cliins. But practice

will make perfect in maniprlating
nose paste. Use plenty of grease-

remover to laiead the nose paste luitil

it is soft and manageable, kneading it

up in the palm of the hand, and then
apply it to the feature to be im-
proved, after the ground work of

grease paint has been riibbed away in

the spot where it is to be stuck on.

It is not necessary to employ spirit giun
to do tliis—the nose paste is adhesive
without it, and uiodelling tlie nose,

when on, helps it to stick. Then, when
it is the right shape, paint it with
grease paint the same as the rest of

the face, and powder.

Avoid False Hair If Possible !

P"alse hair is to be discouraged in

make-up. But if it cannot be avoided,
comb out the crepe hair well before
you cut off what you require. For
small moustaches the combings left

Ln the comb, when criunpled up in

the palm of the hand and then
threaded out and gummed to the lip,

will be sulficient. But with great
beards a lot of hair is wanted—and
stinginess is fatal—to get the desired
effect. Crepe hair gets lumpy when
combed luiless you are careful, and
wants threading out even more when
there is a lot of it. If the beard is to
be a silky one wet the hair first, after

it has been combed and cut, before
it is gummed on. But don't put it

on wet. A beard had better be put on
in parts : first the middle under the
chin, then the two sides, then the
middle on the chin, then the mous-
tache if there is to be one. Then clip

it with scissors to the right lengtli and
shape, and see that there is no liard

line where it joins the cheeks. To
avoid this a pencil can be used to
draw the thin hairs which grow into
the face, or very flne strands of crepe
hair can be applied carefully which
answers the same purpose. INIaking

beards and moustaches is a long and
patient job, and some make-up men
gradually build up a beard 133^ small
strands, gummed on one after .another,

often of mixed colours, until the whole
is completed. Spirit gum dries very
swiftly, and so it is necessary to put
on only a little at a time just where you
want it. Before the gum is to be
administered wipe the make-up otf in

the required spot with a towel. Spirit

gum is sold in cans, complete with

"
I doubt It !

"

brush, but I liave known many actors
who use white heart varnish for this

purpose. It is cheaper.

I cannot impress on the amateur
sutTiciently that making false beards
and noses requires a great deal of

practice. It is much better to grow a
real board if there is time, or find an
actor who has one. There are in

Hollywood actors who make a living

out of selling their whiskers in this

way. However, there is no great living

for bearded ladies—yet !

To remove make-up theatrical cold
cream is very good, or linseed oil or
cremine or vaseline. It is a matter of

taste. Most actors rub plenty on and
then wipe it off with a towel, but it

saves laundry in these hard times to

use cotton waste or cheese cloth.

Laimdries burst into tears o^'er towels
that are covered with make-up. If you
like to wash your face with soap and
water after you ha\e removed the
traces of the day's work no one will

(Continued on page 111.)

A clever use of crepe hair effects a

remarkable transformation
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THE FIRST ARTICLE OF
AN IMPORTANT NEW
SERIES WRITTEN EX-
CLUSIVELY FOR "HOME

MOVIES."

By

ADRIAN
BRUNEL

{the well-known Film Director}

The author observing camera angles

with the aid of a set model and scale

HOW TO PRODUCE A FILM
I. THE PRE'SCENARIO STAGE

You have decided to produce a film.

What is it to be ? Or rather,
what sort of film shall you make ? I

don't know where you live, but the
locality will obviously affect your
choice of subject—^whether it is a
natural history film, a "travel"
picture or a story. For instance, it

might be any of the following :

—

A Day in the Life of a Market Town
Summertime hi Shropshire
Queer Trades in the Five Towns
Life on a Farm
A Drama of the Canals
A Comedy of Suburbia
A Fairy Story
A Fantasy
A Tragedy

Each of these is of equal importance
from the vie\\'point of the artist-

technician, for artistry, technique,
psychology, craftsmanship and all the
things that go to the making of a
successful drama are just as much
needed in the non-dramatic subject.

It is just as essential to know when to

take a close-up and where to insert

it in a film of cows as it is in a film of
crooks. While much of this may arise

in the very important process of
editing yoiu' film, the proper time to

consider it is in the first stage, when
you are planning your scenario.

Unless you have already had some
experience of film making, I would
stress the desirability of tackling the
simpler subjects first. Walter Rutt-
mann's "Berlin" and Flahertv's
"Moana " are just as important con-
tributions to the cinema as the finest

work of the most up-to-date studios.

These men are as great or even
greater artists than the greatest direc-

tor of the conventional dramatic sub-
jects. So never make excuses to

yourselves or youi friends for tackling

the less pretentious subjects.

Suppose you decide to embark on a
production of the town in which you
live, you will find ample material of

interest if you have anything of the
creative cinematic artist in you.
Don't dismiss your home-town as a
dull place unworthy of being im-
mortalised in your film. It isn't a
dull place. If you are a bit of a cynic
and find the people around you a dull

lot—then make a cynical picture of a
dull lot of people. If you find them

inexpressibly comic, let's have your
angle on them. Be individual.

As for your method of tackling such
a subject—apart from the spirit in

which you tackle it—you would do
well to consider your manner of pre-

senting and arranging the film. Rutt-
mann dealt with "Berlin" collec-

tively but chronologically—he began
with the dawn, the early workers
going off to their labours down
deserted streets, the milk being taken
in, the postman delivering the fii st-

post, children going off to school, and

E. A. Dupont testing a camera angle during the shooting of " Cape Forlorn," a British.

International Picture, which he directed
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so on through the day till we saw the

night revellers returning in the early

hours. In "World Melody," Rutt-

mann's treatment of his world tour
was similar but original in so far as

he disregarded geography entirely, his

intention being to demonstrate the

similarity of mankind all over the

world. Instead of taking us right

through Italy and then on to Albania
and thus round the world, with all his

film taken in each country assembled
together, he mixed it all up ! But
with what effect !—for he divided his

mass of material into chapters, such
as Sport, Work, Religion, Dancing
and Washing. Never have I in any
film, play or book had such an im-
pressive and conclusive demonstration
of the Brotherhood of Man.

Perhaps the most perfect fihn of a
town ever made was Ivens' and
Franken's " Rain." This little picture

was made for the Film Liga of Holland
in 1929 ; it was photographed entirely

with a portable hand camera and
represents a wet day in Amsterdam.
It was first shown in England last

year by the Film Society and, as it

has been seen by so few audiences, I

make a present of the suggestion to

the sub-standard Hbraries.

A Study Suggestion

One more suggestion for your study of
this type of film—Douglas Fairbanks'
"Round the World in Eighty Minutes."
This is not a silent film, I know, but
it contains many stimulating ideas.

If you decide that you would
prefer to make a story filrn, there are
two ways of finding your subject.

You will not, of course, consider
published stories, for this may involve
you in trouble over the copyiight

;

you will have to deal only with stories

Using reflectors to soften the lighting In a film produced by Mr. Brunei in Italy

and featuring Ivor Novello

sj)ecially written for the screen by
your own members, and even then I

should advise you to acquire an
assignment of the copyright in case

of difficulties arising from possible

public showings. Although there are

many fine stories to be found amongst
novels, plays and short stories, you are
actually better off in having to relj on
stories specially written for the screen.

Your first source of supply of

stories will come from your own col-

leagues, for most film enthusiasts

have tried their hand at story writing.

Send round a whip for stories or

" Lining up " for a shot. Reading from left to right—Cameraman, James Wilson,
Assistant-Director Chandos Balcon, "Continuity Girl" (Hon. Mrs. Ivor Montagu), Mr.

Adrian Brunei, Miss Julie Suedo

organise a story competition, and
you'll soon have some material to

choose from. If the response is satis-

factory, choose whatever is most
attractive or most suitable to your
needs and cast it as best you can from
the artists you have available. The
other source of supply arises from
your necessity-—-you write a story
specially. You may have a setting or
locale you wish to exploit, or a
comedian or some other promising
artist you wish to feature—in which
case you will yourself write something
specially or else invite j-our merubers
to do so.

Before I go any further on the
subject of the choice of your story, let

me insert a large and einj)hatic

DON'T—don't be too ambitious, don't
embark on anything you are not sure
you can do adequately. Avoid spec-
tacular subjects—they only show up
your deficiencies. The simpler your
subject the more opportunities you
will have for exercising and displaying
your art, craft and ingenuity.

On Choosing Length

If you have decided what is to be the
approximate length of your film
before you choose your story, that will

necessarily affect your choice and
your treatment of the story. Not
being bound by the ridiculous con-
ventions of the professional film world,
you can make a subject whatever
length you like, though you should,
for financial reasons, decide approxi-
mately what length you are to aim
at with your selected subject. If the
length of your final film is immaterial
and money is no object, then you are
in the unique and delightful position
of filming whatever you like and
making it just the length you think
it should be ; but again, if not for

financial reasons, you should make
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up your mind as to tlie length you are

aiming at, even if ^ou have to change
your mind afterwaifls—for it is court-

ing disaster to be vague and in-

definite in film production.

In all your jiroductions you should

strive to think out everj'tliing before-

hand, so that once j'ou start shooting

you will have t;oiu- comjjlete film on
paper and in your mind's eye. Half
the failures of the film world are

attributable to insufficient prepara-

tion—and perhaps nearly all the other

half are caused by insufficient time
and thought in the editing.

Of the three processes of creation in

film.s—scenario, shooting and editing

—

I am almost tempted to label the

shooting as the least imjiortant. How
man\' times have I seen producers and
directors misled by fine pei'formances

on the floor of the studio or on loca-

tion ; and then when they receive the

sections of film back from the printers

and view on the screen what we call

the "rushes," again they are misled

by the appeal of individual perform-

ances. It is only when they begin to

join up the film that they realise how
flat and ineffective it all is. But
remember this—often ^-ou can retrieve

the situation in your editing, but for

goodness sake don't count on this.

Let the Boy Scout's motto be that of

tlie film producer—"Be Prepared !

"

Choose Your Own Subjects

Unless you definitely ask my athice
about choosing subjects, I woukl
rather not influence \'0u further than
the warnings and general advice I have
already- set forth. You have such a

free hand that it seems a pit\" to

submit yourselves to the influences of

a poor professional fllm director wliose

taste mav have become vitiated

\

Doi'glas Fairbanks, during tlie mailing of "Round the World in Eighty Minutes"

through supposed commercial con-
siderations. All you have to consider
is " Do / like this and do I know why
I like it ? " and then set about it in

^•ou^ own way. It ma^ sound jjriggish,

but I do beg of \ou to be sincere and
not to compromise— -but by this I

don't mean that you should be
obstinate !

Let us suppose you have chosen
your story ; the director and scenarist

can then get together for the purpose
of preparing what is called the
" treatment."
The final draft of your treatment

will be a comparatively bulky work,

.Antony Asquith (seated, centre) conferring with technicians at Welwyn Studios of

British Instructional Films, Ltd. (L. E. A.)

running into some 60 pages of double-
spaced t\^3e-script for a six or seven

-

reel subject, though your first and
second drafts will be considerably

shorter, for they aie a mere skeleton

upon which you build.

The treatment is an exposition of

your film in more or less non-technical
language. It is not till you come to

writing your scenario, or shooting
script, that all the technical details

need be included.

In writing your treatment you
should try and visualise your film in

chapters—or sequences, as we call

them. Generally speaking, you fade
in to a sequence and, as if you were
finishing yoiu' chapter with a full-

stop, you fade out at the end. The
se<|uence will then be a compact
section of your film, showing only
what takes place within a certain

period of time in your stor\-.

How many sequences should there

be in, say, a six-reel film ? It is

difficult to give any safe generalisation

other than that tlie fewer sequences
you have the better. A dozen is

enough ; a score need not be too

many ; but should you go beyond
that number j-our film is likely to be
jumpy. It is possible to ha\-e a com-
plete six-reel film with only one
seciuence, though I should say that

ten was the most usual number. (To

apply my comments regartling six-

reel films to, say, a three-reeler, a

simple division sum is necessary.)

The Russian Method

The Russian scenarists favour a

plan all their own in laying out the

arrangement of their scripts. They
deV'ise their treatments, and conse-

quently their scenarios, so that the

end of each reel closes a sequence.

That is to say. they follow tlie tradi-

tion of the .stage, with its curtain at

the end of each act. In view of the
(Continued on page 102)
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THERE slioukl, I think, be a rule

against talking to a he-man
when lie is getting outside his tea

after a strenuous afternoon in the

gi'eat open spaces. Mrs. Motherspoon-
"WaterbiiBe (pronomiced as ever Moon-
AViffle) lias her good points, dear soul.

Slie knows that when I come to tea

little sandwiches about the size of

postage stamps are as useless as the

polite kind of cup that holds a mere
thimbleful or so. She therefore always
provides real juicy sandwiches and a

cup like a young bucket. So far, so

good, but was it cjuite fair of her

.suddenly to tui'n from her conversation

with General Gore-Battleby and fling

an lu-gent cjuestion at me ? I had just

taken the father and mother of all

bites when she s'svung round and
cooed :

" Now tell me, Mr. Reeler, do you
believe in the educational value of the

fiims ?
"

" Glug," I said, going hot and
bothered all over. " Gloop, glug."

Glug—honk, honk, honk "

" ^^^lat I mean is, don't you think
that the films should have a lesson

for us ?
"

" Glug—honk, honk, honk."
The Rev. Percival Slopleigh and his

curate, the Rev. Septimus Poflfle, both
scoutmasters, knew exactly what to

do ; General C!ore-Battlcby's military

training made equally swift action

automatic. Being slightly more active,

the sky-pilots were the first to reach

me and began instanter to play a kind
of kettledrum duet upon my back.

Under this assault the remainder of

my sandwich simply leapt from my
hand and landed upon the polished

parc{uet floor just in front of the

ad\"ancing feet of the warrior.

Possibly you may have skidded

upon a piece of orange peel or again

upon a banana skin. These things are

cjuite good in their way, but believe

me they are as nought when compared
with a well -buttered sandwich on a

parquet floor. Like a skating cham-
pion finishing a race, the General shot

across the room, tried to steady him-
self by seizing my wrist and shot the
contents of the cup high in the air.

They descended in a glorious shower
upon the astonished gi'oup.

When we had attended to each
other's wounds Mrs. Mother.spoon-
Waterbiffle returned undaunted to the
fray : did I or did I not believe that
films should educate ?

Well, this was rather a poser.

Myself, I have learnt a great deal

" The Rev. Percival Slopleigh as a

batsn^an
"

from the films. Thanks to them, for

instance, I can now read American
quite fluently without the aid of a
dictionary. I have chscovered, too,

that all lich men spend their lives in

offices or studies about the size of
swimming baths and that their chief

hobby is hatching dastardly plots.

Poor young girls, on the other hand,
invariably go about in exceedingly
cliic rags, are kind to dumb animals,
and eventually marry handsome
fellows who are rich, but just not rieh

enough to indulge in swimming-bath
studies or dastardly plots.

I resolved to play for time and
safety. " That," I said, " is an
exceedingly interesting ciuestion and
one, I may say, to which I have given
a great deal of thought. Any educa-
tional process must be slow, and that
reminds me—have you got your new
slow-motion camera yet. General ?

"

Saved !

" She then sailed into the air
"

Once started on tliis theme there
was no stopping the ex-member of the
bloodthirsty and licentious soldierj'.

We gathered that the new camera had

arrived anrl that it had duly been
brouffht into action. The General, it

appeared, had spent almost the ivhole

of the previoas week in the jjroduction

of a slow-motion film showing the
mother-love of the lesser-spotted

guffin. I think it was guffin. Anyhow,
birds are not my long suit, thoucrh they
certainly seem to be the General's.

There was no doubt left in our minds
that he had become a slow-motion
enthusiast. Could we, he asked, think
of fresh subjects for his lens ?

I suggested the Rev. Percival
Slopleigh as a batsman, but as he had
never within the memory of man
withstood more than one ball when
playing for the Slo.shbury cricket

team it was felt that this, even with
the slowest of slow-motion, would
hardly make a film. Various other
ideas were put forward by the assembled
company, but none of them found
favour. luitil Mrs. Mothersjjoon-
Waterbifflemade herusual snappy click.

'" Vicar, dear," she said, "" I have

•' Kind to dumb animals
"

been positively praying that someone
would acqiure a slow-motion cine-

camera. I wonder if you can guess
why ?

"

Thinking that it was safer not to
hazard a guess, we all assumed intelli-

gent but baffled expressions and matle
the kind of gestures that signify a
burning desire to learn.

" When I was at Shrimpsea last

month," cooed Mrs. Motlierspoon-
Waterbilfle, "" I perfected my golf by
talving lessons from the local pro-
fessional. Such a dear man ! I always
gave him double his fee, and do you
know what he said to me at the end of
my last lesson ?

"

Expressions and gestures as before.
"" He told me that my drive dis-

played the perfect golf swing. Now
^''icar, dear, don't you think that a
slow-motion film of me driving might
be of a teeny-weeny help to other
golfers at Sloslibiu-y ? It might help
them, don't you laiow, to correct jiLst

those little faults
"

(Continued on page 102)
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THE MERRY REEL
(Continued from page 101)

Politeness forbade us to mention
that ^Irs. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle"s
handicap still remained at the limit

despite the alleged perfection of her
drive.

" A splendid idea, dear lady." cried

the vicar. " Shall we make the great
film to-morrow morning ? Would
eleven o'clock suit you ?

"

Our hostess smilingly agreed, and it

was arranged that we should all

assemble upon the picturesque fif-

teenth tee for the great occasion.

Piuactual to the moment the General,
the two padres, Mrs. Mothenspoon-
Waterbiflfle' and I converged from
different points of the compass upon
the fifteenth tee at zero hour next
day. The General set up his camera,
made the necessary adjustments and
announced that he was all set. The
curate teed up the ball.

" Ready—shoot !
" I cried, feeling

that someone must act as producer.
Mrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle's club
swung up with text-book precision,

came down and descended with a
delightful " whup " upon the ball,

which soared away, straight and true,

into the far distance.
" Not so bad, I think," miumured

Mrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle with
becoming modesty. " Now if you'll

just keep on turning I'll move back-
wards out of the picture with a little

bow and a smile."

The General turned. Mrs. Mother-
spoon-Waterbiffle receded with a
display of teeth. It was most grace-

fully done until the moment when the
sandbox caught her just below the
left knee. She then sailed into the air

and landed upon the back of her neck.
The General gave a private view of

the golfing film two or three days
later to a small and select audience,
which did not include the star per-

former. It is, I can assure you, a
magnificent film from start to finish.

We have tried to impress upon Mrs.
Motherspoon-Waterbiffle that, entitled
" Pride Goeth Before a Fall," it would
have enormous educational value, but
she seemed somehow to have decided
that films should not be educational.

THE REELER.

MOVIES ON
THE TRAIN SOON !

EARLY in Julj' Messrs. Path&cope,
Ltd., were invited by the London

and NorthEastem Railway to give a
series of movie shows on board a
special train running between King's
Cross and Yarmouth. An ordinary
brake wagon was converted into a
theatre, complete with seats, in which
several audiences of about 30 people
wers shown moving pictui-es.

A " Lux " Projector was u.sed, the
motor having been specially re-wound
so that the battery of the wagon could
be iised as a soiu-co of electricity supply.
In this way the outfit was kept as
compact as possible, such things as

accumulators being unnecessary.

HOW TO PRODUCE A FILM
(Continued from page 100)

fact that most amateur shows are
given ^vith only one projector, witli a
wait between the reels while the last is

being taken off and the next is being
threaded up, it seems a specially inter-

esting method for amateurs to consider.

If you decide to try this Russian
method of ending each reel with a
dramatic "curtain," that does not
mean that each of your reels shall

only contain one sequence. That
would impose an unnatural and un-
reasonable handicap. You can have
two or three sequences in a reel, so

long as the end of the last one in the
reel ends the reel of film.

Having'completed the first draft of

^•our treatment, you will find just the
bare bones of your story arranged in

chronological sequences. This will

give you your first real glimpse of the
film you are to make—-the broad out-

line before you put in the shading or

adjust the perspective.

In your next draft you should see

that you have a smooth and easy-
flowing continuity of action and story -

telling. You may realise, for instance,

that a certain part of your story is

somewhat choppy, that you have too
many little sequences.

Another thing you should check at
this stage is the oontinuity link between
each sequence. You should not
jump from one sequence to another,
but slide—there should be a gentle
transition. This can be accomplished
in a number of ways. Your first

sequence may so prepare your audience
for the second sequence that you have
foreshadowed it without forestalling

it ; the second sequence has been
led up to so naturally that there is not
a jolt when we come to it.

Continuity Titles

But it may so be that your story is

such that this just does not happen
and cannot be made to happen. In
short, you have to bridge a gap some-
how. How is this to be done ? First

of all there is the old, old trick of

inserting a "continuity title" or
" bridging title," as it is also called.

There is no need for me to tell you
that you should avoid titles as much
as possible, but don't fall into the
common trap of padding your film

with yards and yards of pictorial

matter of little or no interest, just

for the purpose of demonstrating a
point which a brief title would have
done much better and much quicker.

(I said a brief title, mark you. In
regard to titles, not only "the fewer
the better " but also " the briefer the
better.")

I will have more to say about titles

when I come to deal with editing ;

your treatment need only have the
sketchiest outline of the idea of the
title required, and even the more
polished version of it which you in-

clude in your detailed scenario can be
still further improved when you come
to edit the pictuie.

A Simple Example

Another way of effecting a bridge

between two sequences is by intro-

ducing what we call a "continuity

device." Two simple examples:

(a) Sequence 1 closes by showing
your Cinderella heroine sitting down
to her frugal supper. Sequence 2

begins by showing Cinderella's ugly
sister enjoying herself at a night
club. Very well, then—as you are

finishing your Sequence 1 we see

Cinderella pouring herself out a
glass of aqua pura, so you insert

as your final shot a close-up of the

glass filling with water. Then fade
out or dissolve through to a close-up

of a champagne glass being filled

with " champagne " (i.e., ginger ale)

and follow this with a longer shot of

Cinderella's ugly sister seated at a
table in a night club, while a waiter

fills her champagne glass and her

villainous dancing companion gloats

with beady eyes. Elementary !

(6) Sequence 3 closes with Cinder-

ella going to bed in her barren little

attic. Sequence 4 begins with
Cinderella's ugly sister coming home
in the early hom-s. What shall we
do ? End up Sequence 3 with a

close-up of a candle by the side of

Cinderella's bed ; her hand comes
into the picture and dabs it out
with a box of British matches.

Fade out. Then fade in on a close-

up of a cock crowing ; cut to a

shot of Cinderella's sister and the

wicked Coimt, both in evening

clothes, mimicking the crowing cock.

They then turn and open the front

door.

These examples of continuity

devices are rather obvious and some-
what crude, but they are better

than a title—and besides I want you

to think of the better ideas.

We will assume that you have

checked these points and filled in yom'

story ; so much for the second draft

of your treatment. Now comes the

nervous ordeal of consultation with

your colleagues—what is grandly

termed a Script Conference. Call in

your cameraman, your art-dii-ector,

your prodiiction-manager (if you have

one) and your leading artists (if you
dare court so much criticism all at

once).

If you have the time to type out

copies of your second draft treatment

for them to read before the conference,

well and good. If not, you must be

content with just reading it to them.

In any case you should read it at the

conference, for it is surprising how
things which have escaped you come
and stare at you when you're reading

to a little audience.

Collect all the criticism and sug-

gestions you can—and then after-

wards include just so many as you

decide are worth while. That will

bring you to the tliird draft of your

treatment, and I do not suggest that

you should do any more drafts. You
are now ready to write your detailed

scenario or shooting script, and that I

will deal with in my next article.
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HOME MOVIE OPPORTUNITIES for AUGUST, 1932.
August

1 Bank Holiday.

Race meetings Chepstow
and San-

dowTi Pk.

Brookl'ds.

1-G

Motor races

Ancient custom of
" Wilfred Time " Ripon.

Keswick Sports
meeting . .

Horse and Himter
Show

Welsh National
Eisteddfod

Keswick.

Cricklade.

Pt. Talbot.

1-6 Open Lawn Tennis Bournem'h
Tournaments & I. of JNI.

1-6 Scottish Interna-

tional Golf Week Turnberry.

1-20 Dramatic Festival

and British Film
Festival. . . . Malvern.

2-4 Race meeting . . Brighton.

2-5 Royal Dublin
Society's Horse
Show . . . . Dublin.

5 Ancient St. Oswaki- Guiseley,

tide Pageant Yorks.

6 Ancient custom of

Rush Bearing . . Grasmere.

August

a Hialiland games Bridge of

Allan.

8-9 Yacht racing . . Ryde.

8-9 Race meeting . . Folkestone.

8-10 Motor boat race Hythe, nr.

meeting S'th'mpton

8-13 Lawn tennis tour-

nament . . Buxton.

9 Ancient Lammas
' Fair^ .

.

. . S. Andrews

10 Higliland gathering Banfi".

10 Sheep-dog trials . . Aberyst'th.

10-11 Race meeting .. K'mpt'nPk.

11 "Puck" Fair and
Pattern Day . . Killorglin.

1

2

Grouse shooting
commences.

12-13 Yacht racing . . Weymouth

12-13 Race meeting .. Windsor.

12-14 Ancient Miteham
Fair . . . . Miteham.

17-18 Race meeting . . Bath.

20 Regatta and car-

nival .

.

. . Felixstowe.

20 R.A.C. Tourist
Trophy Races

20 Yacht racing

Belfast.

Torquay.

DO NOT BE MISLED!
Looks alone cannot produce good pictures.

A cine camera is a scientific instrument. The PAILLARD-Bolex
is made by people who have specialised in the manufacture of
precision made apparatus for over a century. Absolutely

reliable clockwork.
Perfect double claw

mechanism. Beautiful

definition. Very light

(weight 3J lbs.) yet

solidly made.

PROVE IT AT
OUR EXPENSE.

Write for particulars ' of

our free trial offer.

PRICES :

With Hermagis f 3'5 anastigmat - £14
With Kern f/2-5 fixed focus lens

(Bool<lets Free.)

August

24 Race meeting . . York.

24-25 Agricultural Show Limerick.

25 Flower carnival . . Newport.

27 Motor boat regatta Dunoon.

31-

Sep. 3 Annual cricket
festival . . . . Scarb oro*.

Note.—Dates of Navj- Weeks in

various naval ports liave not been
included here as cameras are pro-

hibited in these centres.

Throughout the month (dates not
yet fixed).

Sir Walter Scott
Centenary Ex'bn. Edinburgh.

Open Lawn Tennis S'th'mptou
Tournaments . . & Hast'gs

Agricultural Shows Harrogate
it Buxton.

Sheep dog trials . . Throughout
the Lake
District.

Graismere Sports . . Grasmere.

Ancient Marymass Irvine,

Fair Scotland.

Lochbar Gathering Fort Wil'm.

Race meeting . . Dublin.

HAVE YOU YET TRIED

''BOLEX" SUPER-ORTHO
i6mm. REVERSIBLE?

Almost as cheap per 100 ft. as 9-5 mm.

SPEED - GOOD LATITUDE - FINE GRAIN

A trial will convince you.

PRICES : 30 ft. 100 ft.

Including processing - - 11/6 20/-

(wlll fit any 16 mm. camera).£16 16s.

Obtainable from any photographic dealers or direct from :

CINEX LIMITED, 70 High Holborn, London, W.C1
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MAKING
TALKIES
AT HOME
SOME EXPERIMENTS

AND RESULTS

By IAN S. ROSS
^A*»

The Ensign Camera Synchi onised with the Recorder

THE standrtnl ratio of projector

speed to turntable speed that has

been adopted and developed for home-
talkie soiind-on-disc machines is 24

frames per second for the film to

33J levoiiitions per minute for the

tumtfblo. The film, therefore, rtins

50 per cent, faster—and is 50 per cent,

more costly—than in the case of silent

films, and the turntable has to be a

solid, accurately-m.ade job to ensure

even running at slow speed.

In the experimental \tork here

described, the ratio of film speed to

disc speed adopted was 16 frames per

second, that is, normal silent filni

speed, to 78 revs, per minute

—

ordinary gramophone speed. In this

way, it was possible to experiment
with an ordinary camera and pro-

jector, and an oi'dinary gramophone
motor : this meant that costs were
kept much lower than would other-

wise have been possible. It has
proved quite possible to produce a
four-minute talkie, with such an
outfit.

Many trials were made with the
purchased " Hoirie Recorder " before

satisfactory recording was achieved.

Aluminium discs were used for the

records, with a diamond needle for

cutting. Tracking was affected by

means of a threaded spindle, which
carried the cutter, and .vhich was
driven by a belt drive and bevel wheels
from the t.umtaV)le spindle. The
following alterations had to be made
to this device :

( 1 ) The tnicking drive was reversed,

so as to make cutting of the groove
commence at the centre of the disc,

the needle travelling outwards towards
the edge, instead of working from the
edge in towards the centre. This was
done so that the fibre reproducing
needle, wliich has to be u.sed with
aluminium records, and which wears

A READER'S

PRACTICAL TALKIE
EXPERIMENTS
DESCRIBED

I'apidly, should be at its sharpest
where the sound grooves are most
congested, i.e., n^ar the disc centre.

If the tracking is done from the out-

side inwards, the needle may become
too worn by the time the centre
grooves are reached to remain in the
proper one, and, of course, faulty

A Close-up of the Aluminium Disc Recorder

tracking during reproduction is fatal
for talkie purposes.

(2) A weight of several otmces, on
top of the cutter, was foiind necessary
to make the necfUe cut a deep enougli
groove.

(3) The cutter, carrying the needle,
had so much side play that grooves
frequently rem into each other. A
spring-loading attachment was fixed
to the cutter in such a way that all

slackness in the drive was taken tip

in the direction in which the needle
was travelling. This gave regular
even tracking.

It was found that an ordinary
gramophone motor was not nearly
powerful enough to drive the recorder.
Accordingly an alteration was made to
the motor in use, a new train of -srheels

being fitted : tliese allowed the spring
to unwind more quickly, without
interfering with the 7S r.p.m. speed
of the tm-ntable. Once these altera-
tions were completed, reliable record-
ing cotild ]» obtained. A cheap micro-
phone costing 30s., has proved satis-

factory for recording voices. An
ordinary four-valve careless set was
used as amplifier, the microphone
being coupled to it through a trans-
former, and energised by a 4-volt
dry battery.

Soft Aluminium the Best

A soft aluminium is best for the
discs. The liardei- kinrls cause needle
scratch ; 26 gauge sheet aluminium is

tliick enough, and is usually of the
right degree of softne.=s. Tiiicker
gatiges are harder, and are not so
suitable. Discs can be had reflA-ly

made, or the sheet aluminium can be
purchased, and cut to size and centre-
punched at home.

.A. flexible shaft drive was arranged
between recorder am! camera, for syn-
chronisation. One end of this shaft
clipped on to the projecting end of the
camera sprocket spindle (the camera.
^^as an Knsign Autokinekam), while
the other end was connected bs- a worm
gear to the turntable spmdle, under
the turntalile itself. For the ratio

mentioned, 16 frames per second to
7S r.p.m., 20 teeth were required on the
pinion on the turntable spindle, with
13 teeth on the \rheel on the shaft.

The otitfit was now ready to shoot a
talkie, the camera and recorder being
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Reproducing the Disc and Film in Synchronism

linked for sj-iichronism, each running

unHer its own clockwork power, an
arranscenient vi-hich worked quite well

witljin its limitations. It was found
that a non-stop run of about 45 seconds

could be got at one winding of the

motors, without appreciable slacking

down. This meant that a .'iO feet reel

of 16-nira. film could be used in two
shots, with a halt for re-winding in

the middle.

Recording Procedure

In shooting a talkie, the procedure

followed was this : The camera was
loaded and mounted in a specially-

made cradle which held it firmly in

position. Tills cradle was fixed on
the table alongside the recorder. The
linking shaft was permanently attaclied

to the recorder, but could be detached

from the camera as required. It was
necessary to detach it when the camera
was being re-wound. A blank disc

was placed on the recorder, and
smeared with oil to make cutting

easier. The pulley for the belt driving

the tracking gear also acted as a

locking screw to hold the disc firmly

on the turntable. With the turntable

brake on, the linking shaft was
attaclied to the camera, and the

camera starting button locked open.

The camera mechanism thus was free,

yet was prevented from running as

long as the turntable itself was held,

so that the whole outfit could be
started and stopped by the turntable

brake. The microphone was sus-

pended near the person to be " talked "

and its control, consLstiiig of on-and-off

switch and fader was placed on the

table along with camera and recorder.

Using the Fader

With the microphone switch " on,"

the cuttmg needle was placed in the

startiijg position, and the turntable

brake released. Simultaneously the

microphone fader \i'as moved from
rainimum to maximum. With camera
and recorder now rimning under their

own power, the subject was thus simul-

taneously filmed and recorded. After

a 45 second run, the machines were

stopped by applying the turntable
brake, the microphone being faded out
at the same time. To re-wind the
camera, it was necessary to detach the
shaft and lift the camera up. replacing

it and the connecting shaft aftersvards.

The recorder could be re-wound in situ.

The second half of a 50 feet reel was
then run off w the same way.

It may be mentioned that some
rehearsal is absolutely necessarj' if

wasted film is to be a^-oided. Other-
wise if you are filming two or more
persons at once, you may have them
all talking at once, or perhaps long

pauses whUe each one waits for the
others to speak. A few rehearsals will

avoid tliat. Even when taking only

one person, make sure that he or she
has the matter off by heart before

camera and recorder are started. You
cannot shoot this kind of talkie hap-
hazard, because the subjects must
keep near the microphone. And they
must keep within camera range, as
you cannot " pan '' after anyone who
strays beyond camera range.

In projection, a turntable was linked
by moans of a similar flexible shaft to

the projector, a Kodaacope " C,"
using a duplicate worm gear. By
moving rhe " Clarostat " control away
from its normal position near the belt

pulley on the sprocket spindle, it was
found comparatively simple to con-
nect the shaft at this point. An
electric pick-up, of the typo that can
use a fibre needle, was used for repro-

duction, the same wireless set serving
as amplifier, with a loud speaker
behind the screen. Some trials are
needed, with each new film and disc,

to locate synchronisation, after which
it is easy to mark the frame that must
be in the gate when the needle is at

the beginning of the groove. It

makes the locating of synchronisation
easier if, at the commencement of the
" take," the subject claps his hands
smartly in view of the camera.

Adjusting the Startpoint

Sharpness of sound and the dis-

tinctness of the movement make it

easy to adjust the relati\-e positions of

film and disc during initial tryouts.

Once synclir.inisation has been
achieved, the part of the film carrying
the handicap can be cut off, and the
title substituted, taking care to re-

place the exact length of film removed.
True, the sound of the handclap will

still remain on the record, but this can
bo faded out during projection if

desired.

It is not suggested that the produc-
tion of such talkie shorts form an end
in themselves. The point about them
is that much useful experience can bo
gained at a minimum of cost, and
once the interested amateur has
examined the possibilities of the
system, he can decide whether he
wants to go in seriously for producing
sound-on-disc home talkies, for which
he will, of course, adopt the more

(Continued on page 111)

A Standard Kodascope '• C " Projector is used
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YOUR CINE LEN$
AND HOW IT WORKS

By OPTICUS

I.—Some Simple Experiments

THERE are many things about
lenses -which are apt to puzzle

the man in the street. Wiat, for

instance, is meant by an f/3.5 lens ?

AMiat is a rapid lens ? "Why are the

stops marked f/4, f5.6, antl so on ?

What is a corrected lens ? What is

meant by an astiemat ? It is posers

such as these that I want to make
clear to the reader, and I am going

to treat the subject in the simplest

possible waj-. Perhaps the best way
of beginning is for us to discover

first of all what a lens is and what it

does.

If you care to do so you can make
a particularly interesting experiment
so long as you have either a room or

a shed that can be completely darkened
in the da\-time. Make a pin-hole in

the window covering and place your
cin^ screen behind it. A window
which faces some moderately distant

but well defined object such as a

house, a factory chimney or a tree

should be chosen. You will find that

on the screen there appears, faint and
rather blurred, the image of this

object, upside down. The illumina-

tion is obviously very poor. The pin-

hole was often used for actually taking

photographs in early cameras and it

is still employed to a small extent. It

would, though, be useless for cine

purposes since rapidity of exposure is

all important. No filrn picture has an
exposure of more than one-twenty-
fourth of a second and one-thirty-

second of a second is the usual time.

To be able to make a quick exposure
we must have a well illuminated

image thrown upon the sensitised

screen. We want, in a word, more

focMt. LE^jGy-n

Now suppose that we pierce two pin
holes and allow light from one of them
to pass direct to the screen ; we could
with a prism of just the right shape
bend the ra;^-s of light from the other
in such a way that the two images
fell piecisely on top of one another.
AVe should then have a single image
exactly twice as bright as the first.

We could go a .step further and with
three pin holes, two prisms and a
rectangtilar piece of glass make the
arrangement shown in Fig. 1. This
would give us three times the illu-

mination obtainable from a single

pin hole. The prisms, as you will see,

are arranged so that each of them

^

focus
I

Fig. 2. A ccnvcx lers may be regarded as

a " battery " of prisms

fight than the pin-hole can give. It

is no use enlarging the pin hole, for

if you try to do so it will cease to be
able to throw an image.
But if you possess a prisna you may

make another fascinating experiment.

Place it over the pin-hole and you
will see that the image is thrown on
quite a different part of the screen.

Fig. 1. Showing how three times as much
illumination is obtained if two prisms sre

used with a piece of plain glass

bends rays of light to meet at the

same point as those which come
through the piece of plain glass. This
point we may call the focus.

It will probablj- occur to you that

the outUne of the combination of

pieces of glass shown in Fig. 2 is very
similar to that of a convex lens seen

sideways. Such a lens is actually

nothing more or less than a " battery "

of prisms. Its purpose is to collect

a large amovmt of light from the

object and to make the light rays
converge at the focus. A lens half an
inch in diameter would throw an
image iUmninated several htmdred
times as well as that produced by a

pin hole, if the screen was equally

distant from either.

The ilUunination that any lens can
give depends upon two things. The
first is the diameter of the lens. The
greater the diameter the larger is the

amount of light that the lens can
collect and bring to a focus. The
second is what is known as the focal

length. This is the distance between
the optical centre of the lens and the

focus point. The shorter this distance

is the greater is the illumination.

You can measure the focal length of

any convex lens by means of a third

simple experiment and check it by a
fourth. The third experiment'consists

simply in holding the lens in the sun-

light over a piece of paper. Move it

to and fro until an intensely bright
spot appears on the paper. Hold it

there and in a second or two the
paper will smoulder and burst into
flames. What you have actually done,
if the lens has a diameter of one inch,
is to make it collect the heat received
from the sun by a circle one inch in
diameter and to concentrate this to a
point. The temperature at this point
is sufficient to burn the paper. Measiu-e
the distance from the edge of the lens
to the paper and that is approxi-
mately the focal length.

Check this by the experiment illus-

trated in Fig. 3. Fix the lens vertically
to the end of a ruler either by means
of a little wire frame oi- by using a
dab " of seahng wax. Point the ruler

towards some distant object such as
those previously mentioned and prop
it up so that it is quite steady. Now
place on the ruler either a white
cardboard box, or if you have not such
a thing any cardboard box with a
piece of white paper pasted on to one
end. Start at the end farthest from
the lens antl move the box slowly
nearer and nearer. Presently the
image will begin to show itself. It
will become sharper and sharper until
the best point is reached, after which
it will grow blurred again. The
position of the box wliich gives the
sharpest image is the focus and the
focal length can be read off from the
ruler.

Don't use your cine lens for this

experiment, or it may be rather mis-
leading. The true focal length of
nearly all cine cameras is one inch,
but if you try to measure it in this
somewhat rough and ready way you
will not get an exact reading.
You will probably find if you use an

ordinary lens, such as a reading or
magnifying glass, that the focal length
is several inches by either test. The
greater the focal length the fainter will

be the image produced on the end of
the box. But there is a very good

Fig. 3. Measuring focal length

reason why ordinary lenses not
intended for cin6 work should have
a length considerably in excess of one
inch. The reason is that the more
convex a lens is the shorter is its focal

length. But here a big difficulty

arises. You will notice, if you examine
carefully the image on the end of the
box, that the best definition is towards
the centre and that near the edges it

is probably very blurred. Were the
lens more convex the blur would be
still more pronounced—unless it was

{Continued on page 111)
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A IVedding Service
NOWADAYS whenever wedding

arrangements are being discussed

-one or other of the guests is invariahly

asked, " Please bring your cine

camera !

"" Often, too. the bride and
bridegroom liave their owii cameras,
hut the most enthusiastic cinemato-
grapher can scarcely be expected to

film his own wedding. For this reason
Messrs. Wallace Heaton. tlie well-

known home cine specialists, were
recently requested to undertake the
cine airangements at an important
Society wedding at St. Margaret's,

Westminster.

Three Cameras
Three experienced operators were

pro\-ided and stationed themselves at

vantage points so as to obtain good
pictiu-es right from the church door
to the carriages. A great deal of

organisation work had to be done

—

for example, police permits were
necessary — wliile the teclinical

problems were of more than ordinarj-

interest seeing that many of the
" shots " had to be taken under
awnings, which made the use of a

l.S apertiu-e necessary.

Immediately the last of the party
had entered the carriages a fast motor
car was chartered and the operators
sped away to the house where the re-

ception was to take place, in order
tliat the arrival of the party could eb
fihned there. Xumerous shots at all

kinds of interesting angles were taken,
including a number of indoor scenes.

A Treasured Possession

Finally the film was carefullj- edited
and titled and is now a treasured
possession of the young pair, who, inci-

dentallj-, received from the bride's

parents a complete cine outfit, in-

eluding the latest camera and projector.

We gathered in conversation with
Mr. Wallace Heaton that a munher of

similar events have been filmed bv his

company on 9.5-mm. stock, the lo%r

cost of which enables copies to be
distributed to relatives and friends,

so many of whom possess this popular
t_\-pe of projector.

Another gTO^Wng service rendered is

the instruction of cine users both in

the to\m and eomitry on how to make
the best of cine apparatus which has
been presented to them, experienced
men being sent to any part of the

[PhotoL.E.A

A happy snap of Princess Elizabeth on
her tricycle. The Duke of York has

taken many reels of 16mm film showing
Princess Elizabeth at play

country for tliis purpose at low rates.

It often happens that on their retiu'n

from abroad travellers have many
reels of film requiring editing and
titling. Special titling ser\'iee is

available, not only to make the titles

in the conventional way but also for

the production of animated maps for

tour descriptions and suitable titles

superimposed on moving backgrounds.

To American Visitors
HOME MOVIES extends a hearty

welcome to all United States
mo\'ie enthusiasts who are \'i3iting

Great Britain this season. We trust

they will take liome a fine haul of

first-class " shots," and will become
frequent \-isitors to our shores.

American photographic publications

can be obtained at Westmixster
Photoor.\phic Exch.\xoe, 02, Picca-

chlly, HI, Oxford Street, and 119, Vic-

toria Street, Westminster : Wallace
HE.A.TOX, Ltd., Xew Bond Street and
Berkeley Street ; Sands Hunter,
Ltd., Bedford Street, Strand.

9 1 -mm. Pathex and Gtevaert film is

obtainable at most large drug stores

and photographic dealers. 16-mm.
film can be obtained in the following

brands :—
Cine Kodak : Processing Station,

Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway, W.C.2.

Selo : Processing Station, Warley.
Essex.

Agfa (Jfovopan, etc.) : Processing
Station, Agfa, Ltd., Vintr%- House,
Queen Street Place, E.C.4.

Gevaert : Gevaert, Ltd. Processing
Station, 115, WalmerRoad, W.IO.

BoLEX : Cinex, Ltd : Processing
Station, 70, High Holborn, W.C.I.

Selo film is a negative-positive film,

the processing station returning the
original negative with one free posi-

tive. Cine Kodak, Agfa and Bolex are
reversal films.

Gevaert positive-negative film is

sold without right of free development
or positive.

^^Tien exposing in London, re-

member that the London atmosphere
is alwaj-s slightly hazj-, unlike that of

Xew York. To get best results use a
good exposure meter and avoid under
exposure.
The technical staff of Home Movtes

is well acquainted T\ith cine condi-
tions on both sides of the Atlantic, and
will be pleased to give advice on rei^uest.

USE ONE FOR YOUR HOME
TALKIESYou would choose the Varley Pick-Up and Tone-Arm

on its merits—but it Is recommendation enough that

British Talkatome use it.

Compensated bass output, "^f Self-adjusting needle

clutch. Ball-bjaring frictionless tone-arm. Plays

records of all sizes, up to the 16" theatre type.

WRITE FOR

It was Varley, spec-
ialists in all forms
of sounti repro-
duction, who made
the FIRST bass-compensated
gramophone pick-up.

ALMOST
PERFECT
TRACKING
MINIMUM
RECORD
WEAR.

COMBINED
PICK-UP
AND

TONE-ARM
42/-

LIST Xo. CP 133.

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control, Ltd., Kingsway House, 103 Kingsway, London, W.C.2. Telephone : Holborn 5303
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" will be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future

plans. We must apologise to a number of societies for the omission of their

reports, which arrived too late for publication. For inclusion in our next
issue reports should reach the Service Manager not later than 15th August.

" Stills " suitable for publication are welcomed.

APEX MOTION PICTURES. Hon. Secre-

tary, Miss Louise .Jolinston. 50, Harrington
Street, N.W.I. This amateur society, the
oldest in London, made and publicly ex-

hibited the first amateur talkie in England
(and, it is beliereil, in the world). That was
in January. 193(', when, before an audience
which included Mabel Poulton. John Stuart.

and other famous British stars, " Sliadows
of Limehouse," a three-reel, part -talking

film, was screened at a Charing Cross Road
cinema. " Shadows of Limehouse," a film

of thrills introducing the Flying Squad, has
since been cut for silent showing by other
groups and is still being e.-diibited. When it

was shown recently in aid of Tunbridge
Wells Hospital, a local cinema proprietor

asked the organisers to take it out of the
programme in order to give his show a

chance of doing some business !

"Poor -Jenny is A-weeping," our present

film, is silent, as it does not lend itself to

dialogue treatment, but it may have sound
(as apart from speech) welded to it later.

This unit works on an open-air stage at

Honor Oak. Work is carried on during the
week-ends, and recently a mission, a bed-

room, a farmhouse kitchen and a railway
carriage have been built on the " lot

"

behind a suburban villa. Work starts at

6.30 a.m., when the set is erected. (All the
scenery is made by members and comprises
units of three-ply 4 feet wide and 10 feet

high, which are laced together). Set building

takes four hours, including furnishing the set.

Shooting starts about 11.30 and continues
right through to 6.30 p.m. without a break,
when the unit stops for a meal. The set is

then dismantled and the " lot " cleared by
about 10 p.m. In this way the imit recently

shot 58 takes in one working day ! One
member of the unit grew so huntrry that,
during the taking of a breakfast table scene.

the man in charge of the properties found
that practically the whole of the props had
been consumed—bread, butter, eggs, mar-
malade, etc.—between "takes" !

BECKENHAM CINE SOdETY. Work on
" Up the Garden," produced by Mr. Jim
Butterfield, is slowly progressing. When we
have completed this film we shall make
another on 16-mm. stock, for which stories

are being considered. It is very probable
we shall make a thriller (apolcpgies to George
Sewell). but mth no Chinamen in it by
special recpiest. There are also plans afoot
for making a film of the History of Cinemato-
graphy, showing working models of old

apparatus, etc.

At our last meeting Mr. Kenneth F. Miller
gave a talk on playing appropriate music to
different scenes, with e-xamples on a portable
gramophone.

BOLTON AMATEUR CINE ASSOCIA-
TION. Patron, Anthony Asquith ; Presi-
dent, Thomas Booth, Mus.Bac. ; Treasurer,
S. Steele ; Secretary, G. N. Booth, Plodder
Lane, Bolton.

The club is now at work on its latest

production, "Redemption." Having no
studio, all the settings are to be taken from
real life ; the indoor sets will be lighted by
means of the club's own lighting set, which
includes a generator drawn by Fordson
tractor. Particular attention will be paid

to photography, both as regards technicjue

and artistry.

BRADFORD AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPH SOCIETY. We have been for-

tunate in obtaining the use of one of the
local theatre foyers for part of the scenery

and acting of the film play " Rosalita."
" shooting " on which has now commenced.
During the month three cine shows have
been held, at one of which was shown a

16-mm. film of all the important sporting

events of the Isle of Man during 1932. kindly

lent by the Cunningham Camp. Douglas.
Isle of Man. At the beginning of June a

supper was given to the members of the
.Society, who were each asked to bring one
friend interested in cinemato'jraphy. The
object was to increase our membership, and
it proved a great success, as 12 new members
were obtained. The subscription rates for

members are 25s. per annum for gentlemen,
I2s. 6d. for ladies, and 10s. for associates.

CRYSTAL PRODUCTIONS (THE
BOURNEMOUTH FPM CLUB). At the

monthly meeting in June, Mr. Lloyd Smith,
the local theatrical costumier and make-up

expert, gave a eeture on " Makeup for the

Films and Stage," illustrating his talk by
representing various characters with the aid

of a few wigs and other accessories.

This lecture proved of great assistance to

members of the cast of the new production,

"The Broken Swastika." both for the in-

door and outdoor shots. The indoor shots

were taken with the aid of three 1,0110 candle-

power Neron V'ita-Lu.xc lamps, which gave
excellent results on film 230 H. & D. with

a 2.8 lens. Tlie shooting of the beach scenes

has caused considerable excitement and
interest amongst spectators, and has been

very successful. Scenes have been taken at

Alum Chine and Broadstone, where, too, a

shot of the Graf Zeppelin was taken for the

club records. The film so far shows every

prospect of having a higher standard of

technique than those previously produced,

which liave had much favourable comment
from the local press and amateur societies

in various parts of the country.

The committee of the club paid a special

visit to London in July, in order to be

present at the Amateur Cine E.xhibition

held at Selfridge's. where the club's film,

" Retribution," was beinrr shown. On their

wav home, the committee came upon the

scene of the midnight activities of the

Basingstoke Fire Brigade ; a lorry of tiles

was in flames, while another lorry partly

burnt out was beside it. The committee

were quick into action with their cine

camera and attempted a film of the event.

Unfortunately the camera man was a little

doubtful about the actinic value of burning

tiles, but in spite of this handicap it is

hoped that a few shots were obtained to

place in the club's library.

The club has already' made definite pre-

liminary negotiations for the holding of an
Amateur Cine Week in Bournemouth in co-

operation with one of the big local stores.

This Week will probably be held during

September and will, if possible, coincide

with the monthly meeting of the club on

the 8th. Daily programmes chosen from

British Amateur productions will be shown.

Full particulars of this will be published in

this magazine at a later date : and the

Secretary will be glad to receive at 85, Wim-
borne Road, Bournemouth, offer for the

loan of films and for trade demonstra.tions.

Apex Motion Pictures, filnmig ., icene from " Poor Jenny is A-weeping" on an open-

air stage. Left to right : Kurt Cameron, Olga Desney, Louise Johnston (as Jenny),

Leslie Wood. Note use of reflectors for close-up
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FELIXSTOWE AMATEXIE PRODUC-
TIONS. Hon. .Secretary. Eilnmnd F. Pipe,
" Kuliiii;." Foxgrovc Lane, Felixstowe.

This Society, now about two years old, has

recently produced two film dramas. One,

entitled ' Queer Mixture," was filmed at

Felixstowe, and the other, '" Enter Horlick

.Soames," in the Stalham district of Norfolk.

Both films have ])roved very successful and
the former received favourable comment in

the local press. It is hoped to produce

further films in the near future, both in

Norfolk and at Felixstowe. Further par-

ticulars can be obtained from the Secretar\-,

or from Jlr. N. H. C. Thompson, 76. Jlundes-

ley Road, North \A'alsham, Norfolk.

FINCHLEY AMATEUR CINE
SOCIETY. Through an error in our last

issue the active subscription to this club

was given as £1 15s. It should have read

£1 Is. The club are at present at work on
their 16-mm. production, '" Monty's Mis-

fortune," while three other scenarios are in

preparation.

FOOTLIGHT MOTION PICTURES. Hon.
Secretary, Raymond Southey, 9. Beer J.iane,

Great Tower Street, E.G. 3, Headquarters,
Highgate. This is probably one of the
smallest units in the country, as it consists

of but si.x members. They are hard at work
upon their first serious attempt at film play
making, a production entitled " Nemesis,"
which is the dramatic story of a dreadful

revenge that recoils unexpectedly upon its

perpetrator. Miss Hermonie Wade plays
the heroine and Mr. Raymond Southey the

villain. A trip has been made up the

Thames just below Boulter's Lock, where a

large number of shots were taken ; and
given good weather the film should be com-
pleted by the end of August. As soon as it

is completed, work will be started on a more
ambitious production, a comedy entitled
" Madam Fantasky." The cast will include

Miss Hermonie Wade. Mr. Raymond
Southey, Mr. Reginald Ke^-s, brother of the
famous film and stage star, Mr. Theodore
Southey and Miss K. Porter. The club have
made arrangements locally for the use of a

studio for the interiors, while all the exteriors

will be made on Hampstead Heath.

GLENDALE AMATEUR FILM
SOCIETY. We should like to draw the
attention of all those interested to the fact

that as from the first of this month, the
above society will cease to operate under
the name of the Glendale Amateur Film
Society. We are verj' anxious that as many
as possible will apply for membership to
the new society, to be called the " Southend-
OH-Sea Amateur Film Society." This
society will specialise in " Talkie " produc-
tions, as we have already in our hands a
really first-class apparatus. Those specially
interested in acting are requested to join,

but anyone who is at all interested in a film

club is asked to apply. Terms of member-
ship, 7s. 6d. per annum inclusive. Apply
to the Secretary, 64, Genesta Road, West-
cliff-on-Sea, Essex.

K I L B U R N AND BRONDESBURY
AMATEUR MOVIE SOCIETY. Secretary,

C. F. W. Dickins, 1, Harvist Road, Kilburii,

N.W.6. This Society has just been formed
and the Secretary will be glad to hear from
anyone interested, whether the owner of

apparatus or not. The use of a large hall

for showing films and scenery and gounds
suitable for taking pictures have been
obtained.

LEICESTER AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
President, F. J. Smith ; Treasurer, A. Topt ;

Secretary, P. T. Trasler, S.5, Skipworth
Street, Leicester. We have just completed
our first 16-mm. production, with incan-

descent lights, entitled " Jane." Work has

been commenced on our next film, " The
Doubtful Quality," and a public show of

these two films will be given in October.

The cast of this film, which is directed by
Mr. R. Wild, includes Mr. B. Francis and
Miss D. Buntini.'. while the camera work is

by Mr. J. U'illiams. Members are still

wanted for snuill parts ; anyone in the
neighbourhood wishing to join should get

in touch with the secretary.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR FILM SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary, G. E. Fisher, 132, Bold
Street, Liverpool. Members are wanted in

all branches of Amateur Cinematography.
Previous experience not essential. The
subscription is £1 Is. per annum, entrance
fee 5s. For married couples £1 10s. per

annum, entrance fee 5s. Persons under 18

years, 10s. 6d. per annum without entrance
fee. Associate members 7s. 6d. per annum,
entrance fee 2s. 6d. The Secretary will be

glad to answer any enquiries.

Footlight Motion Pictures. Mr. Raymond
Southey as he appears in the title role of

" Madame Fantasky
"

MAYROSS MOTION PICTURE PRO-
DUCTIONS (HAMMERSMITH). Our first

film is in the process of development.
After projecting it without alteration we
shall proceed to cut and title it. Interesting

evenings have been spent with camera-
craft, make-up and expression tests, while

our filming rambles have proved a great

success and will be continued as long as the

weather permits.

We are considering introducing sound
into our films in the near future, thereby
providing further scope for our active

members.

SHEFFIELD AMATEUR FILM CLUB,
The photography of our new jjroduction.

"City Slights," is now completed, but the

editing and titling has stUl to be done. We
are arranging for a public screening of
" City Slights " and " Resurrection " in

our new studio in October. A new departure
was an outing on the first Sunday in June
to Chatsworth Park, where a treasure hunt
was held, the clues being given by a set

of eight photographs. Somewhere in the

area covered by the print were hidden two
tickets, one for the ladies and one for the

gentlemen. The member who discovered

most of the tickets was awarded the prize,

the winning lady being given a box of

chocolates and the gentleman a tie. The
fifteen members present voted the experi-

ment a huge success and it is intended to

hold another later on in the summer.

LIMITED SUPPLY OF THE

New ELECTROPHOT
EXPOSURE METERS

THE

CINEMATIC SUPPLIES GO.
Recommend this meter with the utmost

confidence. Deliveries are difficult.

BOOK YOURS NOW
V'/e will take your old meter in part

payment.

If you are considering a new Camf^ra or

Projector . . . Let us quote you.

You will receive a definite offer for

your used apparatus by return post.

Complete Outfits from £5 to £250

In Stock :

KODAK, FILMO, VICTOR, ENSIGN,

PATHE and BOLEX.

List of used apparatus ou application

CINEMATIC SUPPLIES CO.

PERRANPORTH.
LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW AND
SECONDHAND CINE APPARATUS

OUTSIDE LONDON.

To Country Readers.

Can We Help You?

BUYING SECOND-HAND
APPARATUS.

If you have no dealer in used

photographic goods in your neigh-

bourhood and wish to buy second-

hand apparatus, we shall be glad

to make any enquiries for you
which you feel would be helpful.

We cannot undertake to conduct

the transaction, but are quite pre-

pared to look for and inspect

apparatus and tell you candidly

where we consider the best value

is to be obtained.

SELLING OR
EXCHANGING
APPARATUS.

If you wish to sell or exchange
apparatus, and will send us full

and accurate particulars, we will

endeavour to ascertain the highest

approximate price or allowance
obtainable.

Write, enclosing stamped envelope for

reply, to :

—

SERVICE DEPARTMENT (S.H.),

" Home Movies,"

8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,

London, W.C.2.
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TEDDINGTON AMATEUR FILM PRO-
DUCTIONS. "The Lost Scarab ' is now
Bearing completion and has so far come up
to expectations. Shots include e.xteriors at
the Clarence Hotel, Teddington, and an
exterior interior, the latter being a very fine

set representing a room in a cheap Blooms-
bury boarding house and consisting of two
flats 18 feet by 9 feet and 21 feet by 9 feet

respectively.

A "short" entitled •Calling His Bluff"
went into production at the becinning of

July, under the direction of I). Gordon
Bowe. There are no interior scenes, the
whole of the action taking place in Tedding-
ton and locally. The story ends at Ted-
dington Open Air Baths, where the young
man on holiday is called to book for bluffing

the entire female population of Teddington
into thinking that he is a great swimming
champion. Camera work is in the hands of

Jim Beard, his position as assistant to

Edward Hunter on " The Lost Scarab

"

being taken b3' Dennis Vickers.

S. Aland, cne of the club's most energetic

members and now a member of the com-
mittee, has everything set for his first real

talkie. There will be more of this interest-

ing subject next month.
Edward Hunter, the club"s chief camera

man, has now started on an independent
picture entitled ' Hustle." Dedicated to

"the business girls of the world who daily
make the journey from Suburbia to the
Metropolis," it is a pictorial representation

of a business girl's daily rush from " getting-

up time" until she is seated at her o£Bee

desk. The producer is employing a novel
technique and will use 9.5-mm. stock. In
all probability it will be entered for the
Eia competition.

It is now possible for anyone interested

in the societv, but not wishing to take anv

A 30"x20" Silver Screen for 2 -/

KONDUCTITE
Metallic Paper for Home
Made Movie Screen

"Konductite" Jletallic paper consists

of specially prepared thin Aluminium
Foil with a backing of stout paper.
It can be readily applied to any flat

surface, such as ph-wood, with any
ordinar\- adhesive and forms a brilli-

ant silver screen for Home Projection

Price per sheet (so'xso") 2/-

Postage and packing 6d. extra^^
.4ny length 20" wide, supplied at 2 6 per yd.

The City Accumulator Coy.

7 Angel Court, Strand, W.C.2

An ambitious outdoor ;et made by Teddington Amateur Film Productions for
" The l.ost Scarab

"

active part, to become an honorarj' member.
Subscription 10s. per annum, with no
entrance fee.

A Ubrarj- of books relating to the cinema
has been formed and will be of much use to

members.

WIMBLEEON AMAIEI'R CINE CLUB.
At present this club has three productions
in hand. " The Great Dope Mystery," a
detective story from the scenario by G.
Burnett, is being directed by R. Harrington-
Moore, and the cast includes Miss D. Btumett,

Mrs. A. Vize and Jlr. E. Harrington-Moore.
The second production, '" The Sentimental
Tragedy," is directed by J. Xunn, and the
cast includes Jliss J. Nunn, Mr. G. H. B.
Marks, etc.

" Murder," from the scenario by Mr. F.
Eawson, is being taken on both 16-mm. and
9..5-mm., as a competition between the two
sizes. The first part of this film has been
completed, the location being at the S'lent

Pool—a well-known beautj- spot in Surrey,

Arrangements for the winter programme
are well advanced and many, well known
to amateur cinematographers. have been
booked. Those wishing to take advantage
of a good winter season should make their

application for membership to the Hon.
Secretarv, H. C. Bealby, ^i, Murray Road,
Wimbledon, S.W.I 9.

When writing to Advertisers

please mention

"HOME MOVIES"

A PROJECTION THEATRE
AVAILABLE. We have been infoi-med

by several readers tliat they have
searched iinsiicces.'sfully for a small
Projection Theatre in the West End of

London -n-liifh they could hire for a
little while lor the purpose of nuining
through and examining a few reels of

film. We have, therefore, made arrange-
ments with Britisli Talkatome. Ltd.,

who are prepared to allow readers of

Home Movies to use their theatre

on the following terms :—

•

s. d.

Silent Films . . 4 U for i-hour.

Silent Films . . 7 C for 1 hour.

Sound-on-Disc 8 for J-hour.

Sound-on-Disc 15 for 1 hour.

Keaders wishing to take advantage
of this offer should apply direct of

British Talkatome, Ltd., Wells Street,

Jermvii Street, W.l (WhitehaU 5330),

mentioning Home Movies.

FREE SERVICE FOR READERS.
Home !Movie¥ readers who live in

the London area can have their

cameras or projectors checked over

for possible faults by mentioning tliia

magazine at Messrs. WaUace Heaton,
Ltd.. of 119, M'ew Bond Street, or

il, Berkeley Street, AV.l. Xo charge

will he made for this ser^-iee imless

work is needed.

'Phone TE-MPLE B.\R 8620

SouthgateXine Society.

Cast of

" Popular Family."

Left to right :

T. Wittich.

J. Douglas.

R. Farrow.

R. Green.

D. Rothschild

H. f'Spden.

R. Williams.

S. Neill.
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THE ART OF FILM MAKE-UP
{Contimted from page 97)

stop you, but if the weather is cold
neglect this, and you will find it a
good way to keep tliat school-girl

complexion.
If your t«eth are discolourec' go to

a dentist. Bad teeth are found out at
once by t)io camera. An amalgam
filling makes a tooth look cjuito black.
Many excellent actors are debarred
from a high position on the screen
because of bad teeth. Clean them well
twice a daj'' (as of course you do) and
go to a dentist twice a year. If you
have a crooked tooth pluck it o\it and
cast it from thee, replacing it with a
new one. or get an experienced film
dentist to make you a dear little cap
to cover the blemish. And skins : if

you have a bad sldn any amount of
make-up will barely hide it. Grease
paint can do much, but an apple a day
will do more.

Last of all, never make up more
than you need, or against the natural
bias of your face—that is to say, make
the most of the one you have got and
don't trj"- to alter ib too much. Re-
member Hamlet's rebuke to Ophelia :

' God hath gi\-en you one face and
you make yourselves another." Study
your o-wn face and practise all kinds of
make-ups until you have found the
right one for you, which you wiU do
by being photographed in make-up.
But best of all would be to leave

make-up alone and get one of your
niunber to specialise in it. His hands
will be full !

YOUR CINE LENS
{Continued from page 106)

a lens of a very expensive kind. For
ordinary purposes we use quite cheap
lenses, and to avoid undue blmring of
the fringes of the image these are made
with comparatively small convexity
and therefore with considerable focal
length. As we shall see, something of
a compromise must be made in all

lenses and for those of the non-cine
tj'pe, which have to be cheaply
produced, a longish focal length (which
of course means only moderate illu-

mination) is chosen so as to give the
minimum amount of poor definition at
the edges of the image.

(To be continued)
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AUG. 1932

QUERY COUPON
This Coupon, available through-
out the month of AUG. 1932,

should accompany your question.

SHOT AT DAWN
{Continued from page 93)

The producer gives the signal and,
clear and sharp, I hear the butler say :

" What name, sir ? " I enter and put
my hat down on the table, and the
producer at once cries " CUT !

" I

have gone wrong. My sin appears to
be that I made a loud bang by putting
my hat down gently on the wooden
table. I am so remorseful that I
could crj'' . . . but the producer is

jolly about it . . . telling me that it's

never worth while to get rattled . . .

indeed the youthfulness and geniality

of everyone is the most striking thing
about the whole outfit. So the scene
is done again, this time right, and the
lights sputter out into cool and utter
darkness that is blinding after the
glare. We have done •' sequence one "

which ran in the script only into this :

" ^^Hiat name, sir ? . . . Mr. Darfield
. . . thank you, sir."

After this we go into the projecting
room, and there, in the dark, we hear
the sound of our own voices boom
back at us the words we have just

uttered. It is terrible and most
hunuHating. The butler is splendid,

but I sound cocknej', effeminate, and
nervous. However, it seems to please
the vague men who look on, and we
break for lunch . . . for it is twelve
o'clock. On the set, dressed and made
up by eight, and by twelve all I have
done is give my name to the butler !

The lunch room is a hubbub of

voices. People have come in from
other stages and it is hard to find a
seat. I sit with the producer and a
charming boj^ from Yale who turns
out to be the assistant camera man on
camera A. He congratulates me. I

look up and see the make-uji man
eyeing me askance and with poised
powder-puff. Even at board you
cannot escape him.
The long day wears on in the same

way. As I watch the others I notice
how easy they are, how quiet, how
smooth in movement. My beer-
drinking friend does not know his

lines, and the dread word '"CUT"
often comes owing to this defect.

Even the equable producer grows
angry. Bvit I notice that when he is

acting his ease and self-command are
superb. Because he does not care he
is never betrayed into stiffness by
nervousness which the camera will

surely discover. However much he
may "go up in his lines

'

' he never
makes a false move, every gesture is

just enough, and liis face indicates

every mood with accuracy and sur-

prising change ! But he is very trjTng
to act with, for he will merrily forget

his part whenever he is with me,
which terrifies me more than ever.

Altogether we do a good day's work
... a record day for out of a scene
which was three pages long we have
shot two. And so it goes on. One of

these sequences where the dowager
spreads a scandalous story about the
heroine was retaken five times. But
the day has passed extraordinarily
quickly and I am surprised to find

when I emerge at the end of it into

the twinkling street that it is dark,

and half-past eight. I am lucky not
to be working at night, for the others

have to return and be shot from dusk
to dawn.

I walk home along Sunset Boulevard
in the cool evening, weary, with all my
bones aching after the nervous strain,

and go to bed with a vision of the

make-up man descending upon me to

powder me to sleep.

MAKING TALKIES AT HOME
{Continued from page 105)

f^xpensi\e standard ratio apparatus.
The \iltimate, as far as can he said at

present, in home talkies will be
sound-on-fihn, both for taking and
showing, and once we ha^"o that the
problems of so;uid-on-diso will no
longer worry us. But meantime the
latter method does offer a '"•ay of
maldng talkies at. home, and that is

what the up-to-date experimenter
wants.

* * *

It is essential to re-sharpen the
fibre needle after each timo it is used.

A small mechanical sharpener is very
satisfactory.

A 9-inch disc will ^ul^ for about two
minutes, and a 14 inch one for fovir

niinutes. The exact time of running
depends on the fineness of the tracking.

You can afford a better Camera
if you buy at SALE Price.

Choose your holiday Camera
from among the selection of
Sale Bargains wo are offering.

BARGAINS in CINE CAMERAS
AND PROJECTORS
Whatever the make or model
on which you have set your
heart we can almost certainly
save you money. Make a point
of calling at our Bedford Street
Showroom, "Just off the
Strand," or write without
delay for Sale List F, post free.

SANDS, HUNTER
& CO., LTD.

37 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

3236/11

I
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

This section will be devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and film

submitted to " Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purchase
of equipment.

The Kemco Homovie System
The Kemco Homovie outfit, con-

sisting of a camera, projector and
complete set of accessories, marks a
radical departure from cinematograpli
convention. We have all become so
accustomed to the standard method
of taking and projecting pictures,

i.e., one above another of a loiag strip

•of film, that any departure from this

jjtandard comes rather as a shock.
In the Kemco system, instead of

each frame occupying pi'actically the
whole width of the film, two frames
are taken side by side, after which the
film moves foiward a distance ec{ual

to the depth of a fi-ame, whereupon
two more pictures are taken side be-

side below the first pair. Both in the

on the screen, but oiu- test film showed
that, taking this into consideration,
remarkably good effects are obtain-

able. Tlie camera is quite conven-
tional in appearance, as will be seen
from our illustration, while the pro-

jector (which hy the way by simple
change of a lever can show either the
special Kemco pictures or the ordinary
10-mm. films) is provided with fan-

cooling, a still picture device, a
250-watt lamp, a special threading
lamp, and other conveniences.

Care has to be taken when shooting

a picture to hold the camera more
steadily than usual owing to the

oscillating motion of the .special feed.

This motion, which, of cour.se, is addi-

tional to that of the forward feed,

The Kemco camera

is conventional in

appearance and is

easily loaded

camera and the projector the film

zigzags behind the lens. The first

pictiu-e is taken, say, on the left of

the film, the next on the right, the
third on the right below this, and the
fourth on the left below the fiist.

The film is moved forward again,

the fifth picture registering imme-
diately below the foiuth, and the .sixth

below the third : and so on.

In this way four pictures are taken
in the space occupied normally by
one frame, the economy so effected

making this the cheapest of all systems
to operate. losing our standard com-
parison method of time on screen for a
given expenditure and basing our
figiu'es on the cost, includina develop-
ment, of orthochromatic stock, four
minutes on the scieen of 16-mm. film

costs 26s. with most makes of film,

four minutes of Oi-mm. costs approxi-
mately 1.5s., and four minutes of

16-mni. film used the Kemco way
costs 6s. 6d. Naturall.^• there is some
sacrifice in quality of the picture to

obtain this result, as a much greater
magnification has to he used in order
to bring the small frames of the
Kemco system up to the projjer size

takes place four times a second (once

for each four frames), and tends to

give a transverse shake to the camera
unless the latter is held quite firmly.

After a little practice this can be
achieved, and, of course, if the camera
is supported on any of the usual stands
the movement will not be noticed.

The feed forward takes place at only
eight steps a second instead of the

usual sixteen, as two pictures are taken
foi' each forward step.

.A.lt hough the camera is made to

take 100-foot as well as 50-feet reels,

most people will use only a .50 -foot

reel at a time, as this takes no less

than eight minutes to riui off ! The
lens is of a fixed focus anastigmat
type with a maximum aperture of

F/3.5 and gives good definition, par-

ticvilarly when stopped down a little,

as happens in practically all cases.

In both camera and jirojector the

film is threaded through the gate

with the usual loop each end, the

whole gate mechanism moving later-

ally to give the necessary lateral

picture displacement. A 1-inch lens

is used for projection of the small

pictures and a 2-inch for the ordinar3'

16-mm. pictures, both lenses being
provided with the outfit. The short-

focus 1-inch lens gives approximately
the same size ])icture on the .screen

using the small frame as the 2-inch
does with the norn^al. Pictures in

both sizes are quite bright enough
for all noimal home rec[uirements,

and of course the film is processed and
spliced in a normal fashion.

The set of accessories provided
with this instrument is exceptionally
complete, including as it does a very
good splicing outfit, additional lens,

lens cleaning outfit and so forth. The
complete outfit, including both camera
and Jirojector and acces.sories men-
tioned, costs £60, and where the
maximum of economy in the use of

film is the chief consideration, this

outfit can be reconnnended. The
agents are the Rothermel Corporation

The Coronet Cine Camera
One of the most interesting features

in present-day amateur cinemato-
graphy is the steady fall in prices. A
few years ago cinematography could
truly he said to be a hobby of the
rich, but with the advent of the
9.5-mm. cameras and projectors, thou-
sands foiuid the\' were able to afford

the neat and handy apparatus thus
made available.

A newcomer in the low-price field

is the Coronet cine camera, about

Enlargement fro

with the Kemco
pictures in the

m a strip of our test film

camera. Notice the four

space usually taken by one
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The Coronet camera ready for use

n ' ich we ]iave received many in-

qU'ries and w}iich has now been
svi!;mitted to us for test by the
makers. Sold at the remarkably
low price of 55s., the Coronet cine
camera has a good appearance and
finish and is fitted with a lens for a
maximum aperture of 3.9. A simple
form of iris diaphragm is provided
for stop atljustment, the smallest
marked aperture being F/11. The
camera is designed to take the standard
9.o-mm. chargers, the motor drive
being powerful enough to expose a
complete charger without re-winding
—a useful featiu'e which gives con-

fidence in exposing. The view-finder
is of the direct vision type built into

the camera and a " footage "' indi-

cator is pro\ide(l, marked, however,
not in feet liut in yards. By an in-

genious arrangement this indicator re-

sets itseh' at on removing the
cliarger and opei'ates again as soon as
the camera is re-loaded.

AVJiei'eas most 0.5-mm. cameras
operate at 14 or 1(5 frames a second,
the Coronet cine camera—to judge by
the instrument submitted to us

—

operates at slightly over 20 frames a
second

.

There are two criticisms we woulil

make : ( 1 ) the speed of taking is

rather higher than necessary for

economy in the use of film
; (2) some

provision should he made to prevent
the operating l:>,utton being accident-

ally operated, which is rather easy at

present owing to its projecting posi-

tion on the front of the camera. Wr
imderstand this latter point is being
I'emedied.

We tested the camera with
standard Pathe film and a very satis-

factory film was produced, having
regard to the very low price of the
instrument. The " Coronet " cer-

tainly represents excellent value and
is a tlioroughly practical camera.

Bolex Reversible Cine Film
Any reduction in the cost of 16-mm.

films is bound to be welcomed by a
very wide circle of cine users. Tests
we have made on the Bolex Reversible
Film submitted to us by Messrs.
Cinex, of Holborn, show that this

ortho film is of high grade with

The Dal I meyer
Optical Bench Titling

Outfit takes any cine

camera

good latitude, speed, and fi'eedimi

from objectionable giain. It is of the
reversible type, that is to say, the
actual film exposed in the camera is

developed as a ])ositive and retmned
for the use of projection, although we
imderstanfl that if desired it can be
develojipd and I'etiuued to the user as
a negative.

Processing is carried out in London
and on projection our test film showed

Interior of the Coronet cine camera. Load-
ing is very simple and quick

us a good clean picture with nice

gradation. The price is £1 for 100-foot

reel, including processing, a sub-

stantial reduction on the customary
26s., and the film can be recommended
as thoroughly satisfactory in use.

While writing of the Bolex products
we wovild like to take this opportunity
of correcting the impression we gave
in our last issue that the Bol Company
of Geneva, Switzerland, is a subsidiary
company of the well-known company
of Paillard. We now learn that the
Bolex cameras, projectors and talkie

ecjuipment are all made at Messrs.
Paillard's own factory in Switzerland,
and that the Bol Company is not in any
way connected with their manvifacture.

The Bol Company is a separate organ-
isation which exists for the supply of
35-mm. apparatus.

{Continued on page 114)

rr THE BRITISH AUTOMATIC CINE SCREEN

FOR EVERY HOME MOVIE MAKER
(Patent No. 345,925.)

The "Celfix" is

% AUTOMATIC

% PORTABLE

% BRILLIANT

LIGHT WEIGHT

• IN 4 SIZES

In niodern Cinematography, the Ciik; Screen is the most important
part of the outfit, for the eyes of the spectators are centred on the
Screen during tlie whole time, and not on the Projector. The strain
on the eyes in watching motion pictures projected on an inferior Screen
cannot he over estimated, it can easily mar the whole pleasure or
instruction of the show.

This vital point has always been foremost in the minds of the Manu-
fact\irers cf the " f:ELriX " CINE SCEEEX, the very latest, and
most improved Cine Screen yet produced, for it supersedes all others
by its clever construction, in addition to the r|ualit\' and brilliance of
the SILVER and CKYS'IAL IILASS BEADEl) Surfaces fitted to it.
The CELFIX Screen is portable, and self-erecting, opening and

closmg by a single pressure on a button. Built in a beautifully finished
art-leather covered Box, it takes up practicallv no room, and can be
transferred from place to place at a moment's notice.
The Surfaces fitted are of super brilliance, made on scientific formulas

to bring out the maximum colour values in the Film, and .at the same
time to give briffht, soft pictures, which cause no strain to the eves.REMEMBER, it's the SCREEN that makes the PICTURE

Write for Free Sample Screen Surfaces and fully descriptive leaflet
dealing with the " Celfbc " and numerous other Screens.

Celfix in

op^n position

R. F. HUNTER, LTD.
Sole Celfix CELFIX HOUSE,

flanupi7e'rs 51, GRAY'S INN RD.^
Telephones: HOLBORN 7311-2 (2 lines)

LONDON.W.C.I
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(Contimbed from page 113)

9*5 mm. Super- Sensitive Pan-
chromatic Film

The long-awaited super-sensitive
panchromatic 9.5-mm. filnn has now
made its appearance, and we con-
gratulate iMessrs. Pathescope, Ltd.,
the manufacturers, on this big advance.
Tested in a Pathe Luxe Motocamera
the film proved very fast indeed, and
some over-exposure resulted in parts
of the fihii on our first attemjjt. This
additional sjieed must always be borne
in mind and a suitable adjustment of
the stop made, clear advice on this

matter being given on a leaflet supplied
with each carton.
In our experience a very high-speed

film of this type has not quite so
much latitude as the slower, and wide
extremes of lighting should not be
included in the same picture where
this can be avoided.
The new film will, however, probably

attain its greatest popularity for indoor
work, particularly with artificial light.

While the new film is much faster than
normal for daylight, it is still faster in

proportion to artificial, the makers
claiming foiu- times the speed of the
ordinary film in daylight and ten times
in artificial light. So far as artificial

light is concerned, this means that
with a large aperture lens satisfactory
pictures can be taken with no more
artificial light than is available in
most homes fitted with electric light.

Messrs. Pathe have made a departure
in the ease of this film by including the
price of processing in the initial price,

the charge being 6s. Od. for a 30-ft.

charger, which must be returned to
Messrs. Pathe for processing by the
reversal method.

A Good Titling Bench
The Dalhneyer titling outfit, an

illustration of which accompanies these
notes, is unique in design and par-
ticularly flexible in its application. It
consists primarily of a form of optical

bench made up of a triangular sec-

tioned base on which slide three
"bridges." The fir.st is designed to
carry the camera anil is so arranged
that it will take any camera on the
market (provided it is fitted with a
tiipod bush) either 9J- or 16-mm.
The second bridge carries a lamp
frame containing eight 60-watt pearl
lamps, while the third bridge carries
the title frame itself. This latter is

particularly interesting, consisting as
it does of a wooden board faced with
black felt paper. With the outfit is

provided a fount of white felt letters,

and in order to set up a title all that is

necessary is to lay the felt-covered
board on the table and arrange the
white letters in any order desired.
These felt letters adhere to the felt

paper and "stay put" in any posi-

tion so that no special Ineans of attach-
ment is required.
The lamp bridge and camera bridge

can be slid backwards and forwards
and locked in any position so that
varying sizes of title designs can be
used as desired. For example, the
"Home Movie" free title presented

e\'ery month in this magazine can be
pinned to the board and the camera
slid forward until the picture exactly
fills the frame.

It so happens that we had one of
these titling devices in use for some
months before it was officially sub-
mitted to this magazine, and after
extended use can strongly recommend
it for all serious work. Working at 16
frames a second F/S.6 is sufficient

aperture with panchromatic film, or
F/8 with super-sensitive. The price is

£8 8s., which includes an adequate
supply of felt letters (over 400) but
does not include the lamps, which are
of a standard pattern and can be
obtained from any electrician.

Lens Cleaning Outfit
Good clear pictures cannot be

obtained with dirty lenses, and a lens

cleaning outfit is a very good invest-

ment. The Dallmeyer lens cleaning
outfit illustrated herewith is designed
to enable the camera and projector
user not only to clean his lenses easily

but to clean them in such a way that
the delicate glass surfaces are not
injured. It cannot be too widely
known that the optical glass used in

the best lenses is very easily damaged.
Every lens and camera maker empha-
sises this in his literature, but we find

that the ad\'ice is far too often ignored,
resulting after a new months in a
noticeable loss in the quality of

pictures. Messrs. Dallmeyer, being lens

manufacturers themselves, are fullj^

aware of all the requirements of a good
lens cleaning outfit, and the few shil-

lings charged for their outfit is money
very well spent. It includes a bottle

of special cleaning fluid, a camel hair

brush, chamois leather and a piece of
linen, while full instructions are of

course included, the price being
3s. 6d. complete.

A New 9|-mm. Reversible Film
Messrs. Gevaert, Ltd., who have a

high i-eputation in the photographic
trafle for the quality of their products,
and whose 16-mm. positive-negative

film is reviewed elsewhere in these

pages, have submitted to us their

new 9i-mm. reversible film for test.

It is not supplied in chargers, but can
be loaded into standard chargers in a
dark room either by the cine-photo-
grapher himself or by his dealer. As
we were led to expect from tests con-
ducted with the Gevaert 16-mm. film,

the 9i-mm. stock is of very high
standard, good gradation, freedom
from hallation and fine grain being as

before distinguishing features. The
makers' figures for this film are
H. & D. 425, and exposed on this

basis excellent results were obtained.
Messrs. Gevaert do not themselves
undertake the processing of this film

and suggest that purchasers arrange
for processing in the ordina^^' way
through their photographic dealers or
through one of the many hou.ses

specialising in this work. It can also

be processed at home with the usual
formulae by those who undertake this

work themselves. The price is 8s. 6d.

per carton of three spools.

Super- Sensitive Kodacolor Film
Those readers who are interested

in the Kodacolor process of natural
colour photography will be pleased to
learn that the Kodak Company have
now produced a super-sensitive Koda-
color film of double the speed of that
previously sold, the price being the
same and the new film replacing the
old in all cases. The sample .50-foot

reel submitted to us by Messrs. Kodak,
Ltd., was exposed in a Filmo TOD.
camera fitted for Kodacolor on a
garden scene with Inunan subjects,

the dresses worn and the background
being chosen to give the widest
possible and most difficult colour
rendering. The resultant film has
turned out admirably, everj' colour
being faithfully rendered in true
value.

The price of the Kodacolor film is

21s. for the 50-foot reel and 40s. fo;'" a
lOO-foot reel. It should be pointed
as a disadvantage that Kodacolor
pictures can only be taken and shown
in certain cameras and j^rojectors,

special additional fitments for both
being required. Those interested can
obtain full particulars by applying
to the Kodak Company, mentioning
this magazine.

Gevaert 16-mm. Films
The positive-negative tj-pe of film,

as distinct from the reversible, has
achieved a wide popularity, due to

the fact that the original film exposed
in the camera is developed as a nega-
tive and from this as many positives

as desired can be printed, tlie original

negative being retained uninjured.
As most of our readers know, in the
reversible process the film exposed in

the camera is converted into a posi-

tive direct. Both types of films have
their advantages. In view of the
increasing interest in good positive-

negative fihns we were pleased to

receive from Messrs. Gevaert, Ltd.,

for test and report, samples of both
their orthochromatic and panchro-
matic positive-negative fihns, and our
tests show that both are excellent

quality. Speeds claimed by the
makers of these fihns are 425 H. & D.
for the ortho. and 650 for the pan.
With exposures based on these figures

excellent negatives and prints were
obtained, good gradation, latitude

and fine grain being noticeable features

on projection.

The Gevaert 16-mm. positive-

negative films are not sold on the
inclusive price basis, the charge being
for the film alone and additional charge
for the ilevelopment and printing.

This feature will appeal to those more
advanced amateurs who like to experi-

ment with their own processing, but
do not care to do so when they have
alreadj' paid in the first cost for

complete development and printing.

The prices of the films are : ortho-

chromatic, 13s. 6d. ; panchromatic,
I7s. per 100 feet, 50 foot reels being

7s. 6d. and 9s. 6d. respeotiv-ely, pro-

cessing and printing chargetl extra.

Both types can be fully recom-
mended.
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CINE QUERIE/
AN/WERED
Free Service for Readers

Is there a cini problem bothering you ? Have you some difficulty in which

you would like expert help ? Do you want to know where to obtain

certain apparatus and what it will cost ? HOME MOVIES is at your

service in this and many other ways.

Address your query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES, Messrs.

George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strattd, W.C.2, enclosing

the free Query Coupon printed in this issue. A selection from queries

and answers of general interest will he printed each month on this page.

All others will be replied to by post.

Special Note.—Criticisms of amateur films, opinions of amateur scenarios

and test of apparatus can be undertaken by special arrangement. In
such cases a preliminary letter to the Editor is essential.

N. H. (Leominster) says : "I am con-

templating getting an R.I. Mains Trans-

former for my Pathescope Baby Projector.

There are two models, viz., up to 300 watts

and up to 600 watts. Can you tell me
which one I should need, something about

the performance of these instruments, and

if they are rehable?"

Answer.—The smaller of the two E.I.

Mains Transformers is ampty big enough

for the Pathescope Projector. We have

thoroughly tested out these transformers

and find them of first-class workmanship
and complete reliability. Their efficiency is

rerj' near to 100 per cent., i.e., the losses

in the transformer are negligible. When a

resistance is used in similar circumstances

to reduce 250 volts to 110 for the Pathe,
more than half of the energy taken from the

mains is wasted in the resistance as heat.

A. M. (Paisley) wants to know if he can

get a clear, sharp picture of 2 feet on a
white screen with a Pathe Kid.

Answer.—Provided you make the room
completely dark, you should get a satis-

factory clear ancl sharp picture 2 feet wide

with the Pathe Kid projector. This, how-
ever, is about the limit one can expect in

such machines in view of the small light

available. It will be strongly advisable to

use a silver screen for such a picture, owing

to the greater luminosity of the picture on

such a surface.

J. F. G. (Aberdeen) writes :
" I intend

spending a couple of weeks at Madeira,

and write to ask if there are any Customs
formalities regarding the taking in of movie
cameras and films, and whether film can

be bought on the island ? I expect light con-

ditions would be very bright and necessitate

the use of filters. Can you give me any
details of the type and factor nimibers of

these, which I should provide myself with f

My camera is an Ensign Autokinecam."

Answer.—There is no diffieultj- in taking

a movie camera into Madeira, particu-

larly if the assurance is given that the
camera is for your personal use only. A
useful tip in all cases when going to a foreign

country with a movie camera is to have it

marked in some way with your own initials,

this also applying to the case. In manj'
countries such a marking is considered
sufficient evidence that it is not to be
re-sold.

There may sometimes be difficulty in

taking film into Madeira, but here again a
few cartons are usually passed free of duty
if a similar assurance is given. You should,

however, have no difficulty in obtaining
Agfa 16-mm. film on the island, as this

company has a service station for processing

there.

We always recommend the use of pan-
chromatic film and you should certainly

use a 2 or 4 times filter, not so much because
the light is very bright (this can easily be
compensated for in the lens aperture) but
because of the very much better rendering

of sea and sky as well as landscapes which
such filters give. A set of sky and colour

filters for correct rendering of tone values

is obtainable from the makers of your
camera, price £2 5s. for the set of three
with holder in case. Multiplying factors are

2, i- and 6 times respectively with ortho-

chromatic film and about IJ, 2 and 4 with
pan film.

With regard to Customs, there is one
point which is often overlooked by travellers

—i.e., the re-entr3f into England. In such
circuuLstances the Customs want some kind
of proof that the camera is not coming into

the country for the first time, and therefore

it is strongly advisable always to carry with
you the receipted bill from the firm from
whom you purchased the camera. This bill

should be clearly marked with the actual

number of the camera for checking purposes.

Alternatively, if you have not this bUl

handy, you should obtain from the Customs
Authorities on leaving this country a certi-

ficate for handing to the Authorities on your
return. Such certificates are niUingly given

b_v the Customs people, whom we have

always found very reasonable when deal-

ing with amateur cinematographers.

G. J. W. 0. (Oundle) inquires where he
can obtain a tone arm long enough to accom-
modate one of the theatre 16-inch talkie

discs, as he has a radio gramophone capable

of playing 33-J^ revolutions per minute.

Answer.—A good tone arm of this kind is

obtainable from the Rothermel Corporation,

Ltd., Willesden Lane, N.W.6.

J. F. W. (Tooting) and many others. A
test report on the Coronet camera will be

found on page 112 of this issue.

A. S. H. (Aberdeen) virites : '-I intend

proceeding to France for my vacation. I

am taking vsdth me a Path6 Motocamera
and a quantity of unexposed film in chargers.

Can you let me have any particulars as to

how to proceed as regards duty, passing

Customs, etc ? The Motocamera is not new.
Also if I purchase any films abroad and
expose them any particulars as to procedure

in returning to this country."

Aiiswer.—We have been in touch with
Messrs. Pathescope, who tell us that you
need anticipate no trouble whatever with
the Customs provided you only take a reason-

able amount of film and that you declare it

when you get there. They suggest that you
might effect a small saving by buying yoiir

film in France. See answer to J. F. G.,

Aberdeen, and note on Castoms in this

issue.

J. A. J. (Preston) says : "I have an
Ensign projector 250 watt illumination. Can
the same be increased by using a carbon
arc (new lamp-house, of course). Could you
give the name of firm who supplies the

same? "

Answer.—We cannot recommend the use

of carbon arc with the Ensign projector

without a complete re-design of the lamp-
house and other modifications which would
probably cost a great deal of money. We
do not know of any firm marketing carbor

arc illuminating outfits for 16-mm. films.

The highest power illuminant for 16-nim.

film so far available in this country is the
400 watt lamp used in the latest Bell &
HoweU Filmo projector type JL, although
in the United States the Stewart-Warner
Co. are now marketing a projector with a
600 watt lamp. This is not yet available

in this countr3'.

H. E. D. (Luton) says : " I am given to

understand that for tithng, positive film

will give better results. Can you tell me the

relative H. & D. speeds of this stock as com-
pared with (a) Kodak panchromatic ; (b)

Selo orthochromatic ? "

Answer.—It is true that positive film

stock will give slightly better results for
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The DREM
CINEMETER
gives exact exposure for all

CINE CAMERAS
Correct measure-
ment of light value
is absolutely essen-
tial to ensure perfect
pictures with a cine

camera. You can-
not go wrong if you
use a " Cinemeter "

—the new Drem
automatic exposure
meter designed for

use with any cine

camera.

Price 30/-
Including leather case.

Drem Products Ltd.
37 Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2

Permanent Records ofyour
Work :

THE HOME CINEMA
FILM LIBRARY, LTD.
Specialists in Sub Standard Films.

Can make you copies of

your 35 mm. originals to
16 mm. and 9i mm. size

Film.

Also copies of your 16 mm.
original to 9^ mm. size.

Developing, Printing, etc.,

and 9i mm.of 16 mm.
Films.

Developing
Speciality.

Pan. Film a

Prices on Application. All Film Guaranteed
Non-Burnable.

49, GREEK ST., SOHO, W.I
Tel. Gerrard 6616. Established 10 years.

JUS
Only
£6

COMPLETE

HOME TALKIE
EQUIPMENT

If you wish to make your own
Talkies, write to us for details of
oursets, which for £6 enable you
to make your own " Sound
Films." Have you read our
booklet — " Modern Sound
Recording" ? Price 2s., post
free. Send for your copy now.

CAIRNS & MORRISON
LlMfTED

33 PERCY ST., LONDON, W.I

titles, but in practice we have found tliat

titles made with the ordinary stock are
fully satisfactory. There is a tremendous
difference in speed between the two kinds
of film, the H. & D. speed of positive film

varying between 30 and 60. The H, & D.
figures for Kodak panchromatic are 750
and Selo about 300, so you see that a very
different exposure must be given.

C. E. H. (Darlington) writes :
" (1) Can

you tell me how to make film cement Jor

saJety film ? (2) Does any other firm sell

negative 16-mm. cine film without right to

development and print besides Selo ?
"

Ansicers.—(1) Film cement for .safety

film is best purchased ready-made from
such firms as Kodak, Ensign, etc. However,
if you care to make it yourself the best way
is to take some old film, scrape off the
gelatine surface (you can do this best by
wetting the film first) and when it is quite
clean and dry cut it up into small pieces

and dissolve it in acetone or amyl acetate.

The solution should not be made too treacly.

A consistency of thin cream is about right.

(2) Negative 16-mm. film without right
to free development and print is obtained
from Messrs. Gevaert, Ltd., of 11,5, Walmer
Road, W.IO. We have tested this film and
have found it quite satisfactory, (See this

month's test reports.)

J. D. L. (Devon) writes : " In your article

on " Home Talkies " in your new magazine,
it is mentioned at the end that apparatus is

also available for 9.5-mm. machines

—

running the professional 16 inch discs.

Could you please give me the address of any
firms from which this apparatus is avail-

able ?
"

Answer.—At the present time the only
home talkie machines available in this

country for use with 9.5-mm. projectors are
those utilising the ordinary record speed of

7S or 80 revolutions per minute. In the
United States, however, the Pathe Company
have marketed for some time 9.5-mm.
talkie apparatus and films (also available for

hire) using the standard 16 inch discs.

BARGAINS
PATHESCOPE BARGAINS. Home-Movie Pro-
jector, £3 l.'is.; Resistance wltli Ammeter, 12s. 6d.;
Motor, £2 ; Dual .Resistance, 17s. 6d. ; Super-
attachment, 32s. ; Automatic Eewincl, lis. 6d.

;

Krauss Lens, 16s. ; Anti-thermal Condenser,
12s. 6d. ; Model-B Motocamera, £4 10s. ; F2.7
Zeiss-Tessar Motocamera, cost £21, £14 10s.

;

C'inopliot, 2r.s. Below.
PATHESCOPE 9.5 FILM LIBRARY. Complete
Range. Special Summer Two-Day Hire Rate

—

Supers, Is. 6d. ; 00-fts.,4d.; 30-tts., 2d. ; Films
Exchanged and For fSale. Try the New Super-
Panctoomatic Film, 6s., including processing.
S.A.E. for literatiu-e.—The Amateur Cine Ser\'ice,

50, Widmore Road, Bromlev. (Ravensboiu-ne
1926).
CINEART NEGATIVE S.Smm FILM. Wonderful
results. 30-ft., 2s. ; Processing, 2s. only. Special
featurette films, sample 3s.—Atkinson, 24B,
Albert Bridge Road, S.W.ll.
CINE-KODAK Model B, f/3.5, £15; Kodascope,
with resistance and carrying-case, £12; or to-
gether, £25.—Cox, Tan-Bry, Methuen Road,
Bexley Heath.
BELL & HOWELL 16mm. Model "D" Camera.
Lens turret fitted with 20mm. 1 in. and 3 in.
T. T. H. Lenses; Special 18 T.T.H. Lens fitted
with Kodacolor attachment ; Mayfair leather
case ; Exposure Meter, and

—

BELL & HOWELL Model 57G 250-watt Projector,
with spare 1 in. lens, and lens tor Kodacolor
Projection. Owner purchased completed sound
equipment. No reasonable offer refused.—Bell,
66, Wardour Street, W.

EDITING
AMATEUR ~ COMMERCIAL — EDUCA-
TIONAL (16-mm. and 9'5-mm.) r>o you
realize how much proper editing and titling
means to the success of a fllm ? For a
complete editing service conducted by
professionals who have handled important
tilms for many leading companies, write
to:— Sovereign Products, 13, Buckingham
Street, ^V.C.2.

ELECTRADIX

SOUND ON FILM PHOTO CELLS
UX867, R.C.A. Talkie as illus. Sensitive light-
to sound 25/-. Condenser Lens 5/-; Beck

prisms 5/-; Lamps
lo V. 5a focus
Mazda6/6. Trans-
formers for
projectors on 200
to 250 volt A.C.
mains, output
no volts 6 amps.
£4 15s. no V. I

amp. 35/-. Pro-
jector and Gramo. Motors with regulator for
any voltage 30/-. 12" Electric Turntables Uni-
versal A.C. or D.C. £3 10s. Regulating Resist-
ances for any Projector from 12/6.

AMPLIFIERS.—W.E. 2-5tage
with valves £2, 3-stage portable
type Mill £3. MICROPHONES
for Home Talkies of maximum
efficiency and minimum price. Xo.
II Sensitive pendant, solid brass
case 6/6 ; Marconi Hand Jlike
15/-. No. 12 Ring Pedestal 18'6.

d
Announcers' Mikes as used bv
Scotland Yard 65/-; Deaf Aid

L Sets 18/6. FULTOGRAPH PIC-
TURE RECORDS— Brand new
£22 Kits for 32/6. RESISTANCES
and RHEOSTATS for Projectors
for 200 to 250 volt mains.

Chargers for A. C. & D. C. Field Regulators
and S%vitcliboards.

LAMPS — Focus Projector Lamps from 50
watts 6/6. ICO amps. 25/-.

METERS—Voltmeters, Ammeters, Galvos,Te5t
Sets and InsulationMeters at rockbottom prices.

Ask for our new Electrical Sale List.

218 Upper Thames
StreeVE.C.LESLIE DIXON & CO.

THE FINEST

BRITISH -MADE
SCALE MODELS

IN THE WORLD
Just the Models for your Film

When in London or Manchester call at

EASSETT-LOWKE, LTD., and see the
wonderful display of Models of every
description. If you are passing through
Northampton call and see them being
made—in any case send for our New
Model Railway Catalogue. Over 100
pages fully illustrated. Ask for Catalogue

No. A/10 and send 6d.

Booklet :
" Run your own train service,"

post free on receipt of card.

For Sailing Yachts, Power Boats,

Ships' Fittings,

and everything for the model shipbuilder,

send for Section S/10, post free 6d.

BASSETT-LOWKE, LTD.
NORTHAMPTON

London Branch : 112 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I

Manchester Branch : 28 CORPORATION ST.
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M^

EDITOg'/j^
TT
/„ REELS

" / go to visit the

Movie Man, for whom

I've writ a play."

Ben Jonson

A.D. 1640.

\T7E commend to the attention of
»' onr readers the letter I'rom

" Pathkin " in tliis issne, as we feel

he puts his finger on a weak spot in

the Amateur Cine movement to-day.

Our view, in which we are supported
by a large number of letters from
readers, is that the Amateur Cine
movement can and sliould do much
to release Cinematography from the
restrictions of commercialism, and
raise the standard of what is un-
doubtedly a wonderful means of

artistic expression. So far as pro-

fessional films are concerned it can
generally be said that the technique
is as good as the stories and treat-

ment are poor, with, of course, certain

honourable exceptions. Amateurs,
on the other hand, both as individual

workers and collectively as Societies,

are free to work out their own artistic

ideas untrammelled by box-office con-
siderations or the need for pleasing

exhibitors, who assume little intelli-

gence on the part of their audiences.

Let Us Have Originality

ITiat amateurs can produce first-

class films when working within strict

limitations has been proved time and
again. Films which are original in

outlook and expression, and of lugh
technical excellence, have been shown
to us on a number of occasions

recently. It should not be imagined
that we are writing in the main of

instructional or educational films,

although many of these can be pro-
duced far better by the amateur who
knows the subject intimately than by
the professional who has only a passing
acquaintance with it. Many of the
best films we have seen have reached
a high level of dramatic exjiression

and liave broken away entirely from
the Hollywood tradition. The subject
is certainly one for discussion.

More Light
A very considerable percentage of

our queries from readers ask how to

obtain more light from Oi-mm. pro-
jectors. At the present time there
is little that can be done to give them
a noticeable increase in light without
considerable expenditure, and it is

high time that some technical pro-
gress was made in this direction.

On the camera side the 9J-mni.
enthusiast is particularly well catered
for. A variety of cameras, lenses

and telephoto attachments can be
obtained and really first-class results

produced, but when he comes to

HALF-GUINEAS
FOR READERS!

THREE HALF GUINEAS
WILL BE AWARDED
EACH MONTH FOR
THE BEST HINTS
AND TIPS SENT IN

P R I Z E-W INNING
NAMES ON PAGE 132

jaroject the excellent films so taken,
he finds that he is limited to a 6 or 7

watt lamp luiless he is prepared to

.spend at least £20, while a 9i-mm.
projector using a 250 watt lamp will

cost him £35. Contrast this with
the 16-mm. user, who can obtain a
motor-driven 100 watt projector for

twelve guineas and a hand -driven
40 watt projector for very considerably
less. We are aware that notched
titles cannot be used with the higher
power lamps, but this convenient
means of sa\Tng film for titles can
certainly be used with a 40 watt
lamp, while many 9^-mm. users are

Cjuite prepared to forgo the advantage
of the notched titles in order to obtain
increased illumination. If someone
can produce a good 100 watt 9i-nim.
projector for round about the ten
gviinea mark, it will receive a ver3'

wide welcom.e.

Our Monthly Competition
Judging by the large number of

entries we have received, our new
competition has been a great success.

This month's awards are announced
on another page. We are repeating
this competition, and each month
three half-guineas will be awarded for

the best Hints and Tips. Full par-

ticulars together with prize-winning

awards will be fovuid on page 132.

An Amateur Scoop
Home Movies offers its hearty

congratulations to Mr. Alan J. Harper,
of Pinnacle Productions, for his scoop
in persuading the famous comedians,
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy, to

perform one of their inimitable acts

in front of his Cine camera. Par-
ticulars of how Mr. Harper achieved
this will be found on another page.
Both of the famous comedians are
themselves keen amateur cameramen,
as are many other Hollywood stars

in their spare time. It has been
found that the understanding of the
cameraman's viewpoint so obtained is

a great help to them in their pro-

fession.

More About Animated Cartoons

The widespread interest aroused by
Mr. Ern Shaw's article on Animated
Cartooning has led us to arrange for

further articles from his pen ex-

plaining the camera technique in

making Animated Cartoons at home.
Meanwhile we have great pleasure in

presenting on page 130 the means of

making the Home Movies Animated
Title:'

The Editor.
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WHAT DO YOU THINK?
The Editor, "Home Movies."
Deak Sir,—^Many are the dLs-

appointments I have had in mv
fiknic life, but none so great as when I

first read yoiu- notes from the Film
Societies.

Being a newcomer to Fibn Club life,

I had not, imtil then, realised how
much the movement in this country"

was under the heel of Hollj'wood. To
read in your columns of the numbers
of thrillers, gangster and robbery
films, murder and sex dramas pro-
duced tluoughout this country by
amateurs was truly heartrending.
There appears to be lacking in the
movement any idea of originality of

subject—directors and production
committees seem miable to screen
anything except stuff which is done
far more efficiently by Hollj-wood or
Elstree.

The latter have a reasonably valid
excuse for their productions when they
say that their public, who pay the
piper, also call the tune ; amateurs
cannot console themselves with that
excu.se. So why cannot we have a
few more educational (in a broad
sense) or cultural films from them ?

Yours faithfully,
' Pathkln."

Kugbv.
August 10, 1932.

To THE Editor.

Dear Sir,—^The following experi-
ence may be of interest to your
readers. On a hot morning several
days ago, I took my Filmo camera in
its case to the bathing beach. I had
carefully overlooked it the previous
evening and attached the Kodacoloiu-
assembly as I intended to take colour
pictures. I left the camera in its
case on a table in the sun for about
half an hour whilst I had my bathe.
On opening the ease I foimd much to
my astonislmient that the camera was
almost completely covered with a film
of water. It was some time before the
explanation da-«-ned upon me, as of
coiu-se at no time had the camera ever
had a chance to set wet. The air
aiside the case had been wanned up
by the sun and the cold metal of the
camera had condensed on its surface,
and also on the len.ses, tliis film of
moisture. I now take care to
leave the camera case in the shade
or take the camera out of its

case.

I am very glad that a journal
for amateur einematographers has
been at last started in Great
Britain. Hitherto I have had to
depend on the U.S.A. for my
literature. I congratulate you most
heartily on the two numbers which
have appeared.

With best wishes.

Yoiirs, etc.,

C. M. G.

Above, a special truck, complete with

lights and camera, locked to the car and

used for filming a running scene in " Rich

and Strange" at Elstree.

On the right : Thomas Bentley, the

director of the B. & P. film "After Office

Hours," tries to induce Heather Ange
as the typist heroine to weep. Notice

how the flickering firelight is produced

A 9-mni. Hint

yVTHEN trimming the guide-leader
»» ends of your 9 mm. fihns, make

sure that you are not cutting through
one of the wider perforation slots.

Neglect of this precaution is always
apt to res ult in the formation of a pair
of forked "prongs" at the freshly

-

trimmed end of the leader.

The danger is that these forked
projections, when located in the take-

up box during actual disjjlays, will

engage within the smaller or true
perforations and thus form a loop of
film which is impossible of engagement
between the rubber washer and the
retaining "jockey."
The result is that the film begins to

coil itself about a circle of large dia-

meter. Sub.sequent pressure on the
sides of the box soon causes the film

to cockle, and further signs of jamming

manifest themselves at the same time.

There is only one remedy for

jamming, anil that is obvious. But to
prevent the trouble on future occasions

it is necessary merely to remember to
trim well away from the guide perfora-

tions and to avoid any awkward
"claws" that might create similar

trouble by catching up in the same
way with the smaller slots.

" ACTINOGRAPHI<?T."
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DOCS-AND CHILDREN
By S. U. LLOYD

Photographs by Mrs. C. Lyne.

THERE are many people to -whom
life would seem empty and

"all -n-Tong " if they had not a dos
to keep them company ; certainh-

there are man>' thousands of children

to -whom some patient old sheep dog,

Irish terrier or mongrel is as much a

member of the family—as loving and
as deeply loved—as any himian could

possibly be.
All cliildren

and dogs—^who

JjllU^^M^^ have been pro-

perly brought

up! — take
naturally to

each other ;

there exists

Do play ball with us !

enthusiast to make pictures that -will delight not only members of his

own family but all who see them ! And the older the children grow the
more will they value such pictures, which ^vill bring back to them
memories of old friends long since, perhaps, gone to that happy hunting
groimd which is specially reserved for all good dogs whose work is done.
But when you see your youngster playing happily with Rab in the

garden, do not make the fatal mistake of sallying forth with j^our camera
obviously determined to make a picture. If you do, you will only
distract their interest from their owti concerns to yourself ; their game
will cease and your chance of some really lovely " shots " will vanish.

Left to themiselves children and dogs are the finest actors in the world
because they are easily absorbed in

_^
- their own pui'suits and are, therefore,

entirely without self-consciousness ;

but their interest is easily diverted.

So leave them to themselves. Just
stroll out into the garden, taking no
notice of them whatever, and potter

about amongst the flowers, gradually

working your way to a favourable

position. If you do this they will, in

,, a few seconds, resume their game
•* > when you may '

' shoot
'

' away to

your heart's content.

Never tell a child or a dog that you
are going to take his picture ! He will

forget everjiihing else but his interest

in your movements and when that

happens you may
whistle for vour ^

iiri

between them a mutual understand-
ing which is complete and very
beautiful ; a dog will allow a child

to pull him about in a way that
he would not tolerate for a moment
from a grown-up, simjjly because of

tliis understanding and because
nearly all domestic animals are
tender towards young things.

They will play together marvel-
lous games, of their own invention,

obUvious to everything and every-

one but themselves. 'NA'hat chances
are here for the home rQO\'ie Now what about it ?
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The Charterhouse. Much of the effectiveness of this picture is due
to the adequate exposure of the gate in^the foreground

EXPOSURE, as we liave seen from previous articles is

dependent upon the iiglit reflected from the subject we
wish to film, and as with a Cine camera the speed of the shutter
is constant, the only way we have of varj'ing our exposure is

either to change t)ie stop of the lens aperture or else to change
file sensitive material.

Dealing first of all with the lens apertme. the more we open
the lens the more light will fall on the film and therefore tlie

fuller the exposure we shall obtain. Most Cine cameras
nowadays have what is knowai as an
iri.s diaphragm with a little lever

moving over certain figures. This
lever controls the size of the opening,
and the largest aperture is always
the sinallest figure. Most cameras
have 3.5 as the biggest opening.*
At the other end of the scale the

smallest aperture marked is rarely

more than //16, smaller stops than
this having no practical value save in

e.xceptional circumstances.
In recent years the skill of the

lens maker has progressed to such
an extent that we are now able to
obtain lenses of as large an apertuie
as 1.5. The tremendous amount of
light that this aperture will admit is

not generally realised, but is easily-

grasped when I tell you that a 1.5

lens admits approximately 5^ times
as much light as an / 3.5, an //3.5
lens twice as much as an //4.5, and an
//4.5 twice as much as an/, 6.3. Only
a few years ago an / 6.3 was con-
sidered quite a fast lens.thoughactuall\-
it will only admit ] 24th of the light

of the //1. 5. Another popular lens

3UDCINC
EXPOSURE

By
PERCY W. HARRIS

Photographs by Humphrey and Vera Joel

IIL^SOME DIFFICULT
SUBJECTS AND THEIR

TREATMENT

used in the more expensive Cine cameras is 1.9 ;

still photographers who are accustomed to using a
stop of //8 will be interested to learn that the //1.

9

is 24 times as fast as //8.
A\'itli such wide limits of exposure possible by a

varying lens aperture and with such wonderful
lenses at our service, we must naturally be
careful which stop we nse. An exposuie meter
is useful in still photography and in cine-

matography I consider it essential. The leading
points about these meters were explained la.st

month, and this month I want to talk about
some subjects which are frequently filmed and
which I find are generally tmder-exposed, some-
times even when a meter has been tised, as we shall see.

In a still photograph, particularly when it is of
small size, blank white areas, due to over-exposure,
or fairly large black patcfies, arising from under-
exposure, are found not particularly irritating to

the eye. In a Cine film, however, which is projected
as a transjjarency so as to form a large picture on a
white or silver screen, the ej'e is much more critical

and expects to find good texture and detail in even
the darkest portions of the picture. The processing
stations try manfully to get the best out of the films

sent to them, but ine\'itably an under-exposed film

*Lens aperture and their meaning are being dealt
with in our series on Cine Lenses (see page 142).

Interior of the Market Hall, Chipping Campden. Glos. A deceiving subject for a visual

exposure meter. Point your meter at the wall and roof above the arch, not through it
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will look huish upon tlic sc-rooii and most ii-ritatinsr

to the eyp.

Now consider llio first of our pictures, takcu in

the Charterhouse—just the kind of viewpoint you
might choose with a suitabli- figure walking about.

There seems a fair aniount of light, as indeed there is

over a good portion of the subject, ))nt you will

notice that the beaut\- of our picture depends largely

upon the detail and texture of the brick gateway in

the foreground. It is at this tliat a visual exposure
meter should be aimed, and not straight through
the gateway at the comparatively light building in

the centre. You will be surprised at the amount of

latitude in development with a Cine film, and if you
are correctly exposed on the brickwork then the rest

of the picture will take care of itself, particulaily as

in this case there are no vci'y briglit high liglits.

A Misleading Subject

The second picture, showing the interior of the
Market Hall at Chipping Campden, is a mo.st de-

ceiving kinil of subject and has misled many cinema-
tographers. First of all it forms a vrr}- tempting
background, the patterns of light falling on a moving
subject being extremely attractive, but the intense
variations of light in this picture are liable to cause all

kinds of trouble. If you under-expose, the picture will

be hard and chalk\- and without beauty, save in

a few of the high lights. If you over-expose, you will

get large patches of white and halation (spreading of

bright light into dark surroundings), which will be
just as irritating on the screen. On the whole a
subject of this kind isbetterslightly over-exposed than
sUghtly under.
And now for the biggest " snag " when using a

visual exposure meter (by this I mean the kind of

meter where you turn a ring and a number or sign

gradually disappears). If your viewpoint is that shown
and you point the extinction type of meter towards
the doorway, the exposure registered will be suitable

for the street scene outside, but will be cjuite wrong for

the interior. Remember that in this case the exposure for

the street outside in the distance will have to take care of

itself. You are after a good result inside, and you .should

aim your meter at the brickwork above the arch or well to

the right of it.

The third subject (Fairlight Glen, near Hastings) is one
which is rarely successful as a Cine film, particularly if the
high lights on the right are included. There is. after all,

Staple Inn,

The
Holborn. Hemmed in by buildings, this type of subject can be very deceiving,

texture " of the brickwork will be lost in an under-exposed flim

Fairlight Glen nr r Hastings. This type of subject can scarcely be
over-exposed !

a limit to the exposure range possible on a given flhn, and in

this case if your expo.sure is good enough for deep shadows
your high lights on the right will be badly over-exposed. In
a picture like this try to keep the sky—even a little of it

—

out of the picture and expose for the shadow, which, in the

great majoiity of cases will mean that you will open your
lens to the full. This particularly is the kind of subject which
comes out very poorly when at all under-exposed, but for-

tunately with the coming of such films as the Agfa Novopan,
Kodak super-sensitive and, lately,

Pathe super-sensitive, all of which
have an enhanced sensitivity in the
green, such pictures are becoming
more and more practical and beautiful

on the screen.

Pan Film
ilentioning the subject of panchro-

matic films reminds me that the
advantages of this kind of film cannot
be too fully emphasised. Even without
filters the results are definitely

superior, while the super-sensitive
panchromatic films above mentioned
gi\-e as good a colour rendering
without a filter as do the ordinary
jjanchi'omatic with a light filter. Any
subject in whieli there is a large ex-

jjanse of grass or green foliage is

definitely better on pan film, as the
older orthochromatic film makes the
grass look too dark.

Our final pictui'e, of Staple Inn,
Holborn, is chosen as an example of
another misleading subject, on which
widely different results can be ob-
tained with different exposure and
different film. Remember that
ordinary orthochromatic film is com-

(Continued on page 147)
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MUSICAL ACCOiMPANIMENT
FOR SILENT FILMS

"EFFECTS" RECORDS

THOMASBy
AND OTHER MATTERS

L. HOIVARD
IN my last article on this subject I

dealt somewhat broadly with the

general principles of arranging an
effective inusical background to the

home silent fihn. This month I propose

to go mto more <letail, but before I do
so i must mention one item of impor-

tance.
I must admit that it was news to me

that Cokmibia have actually published

a " Catalogue of Film Accompaniment
Records," in which some hundreds of

their standard records are hsted under

the headings of " Characteristic and
Mood Music."

Still more interesting, however, is

this : the same concern has

actually made special re-

cordings of musical numbers,
played in such a nranner
that the "mood" does not

change throughout. These
are marked with an asterisk

in the catalogue and are

given special numbers.

Cine Favourites

Among these mmabers are

special series by Zamecnik
(well known to musical

directors of cinemas !). The
titles alone will show their

suit ability for the home
movie enthusiast ; in the first

set are "Evil Plotter,"

"Violence" (Fights),
"Furieuse Emotion,"
"Agitato" (Storms, etc.),

" Comedy Excitement," etc.

Records of this tjpe cer-

tainly go along way towards
.smoothing out the path of the
"musical director" in the

home.
The headings under which

lecords are grouped in this

catalogue are the following :

( 1 )
" Stage Effects " (of which

more later) ; (2) Agitatos ;

(3) Bright Movements
(Cabaret, Carnival, etc.);

(4) CharacterLstic (Barbaric,

Futuristic, Grotesque,
Humorous, Hunting) ; (5)

Dance Movements; (C)

Dramatic; (7) Flowing
Movements

; (8) National ; (9) Light
Movements; (10) Marches; (11)

Misterioso; (12) Pastoral
; (1.3)

Pathetic; (14) "Period"; (15)
Religioso ; 16) Slow Movements ;

(17) Accordeon Records; (18)
" Marches ovit."

Useful Grouping
I have quoted these headings in full,

sine 3 they strike me as being admirable
for the purpose of grouping any
ordinary records that readers may
already be using for their home mu.'ic.

They certainly seem to embrace all the
ordinary requirements of the home
movie enthusiast.

Many of the special records are

renderings of famous classics, played in
" single-mood " style instead of follow-

ing the composers' original intentions.

A strict musician would hardly agree
with the taking of liberties in this way,
but it seems qxiite legitimate for

the purpose for which it is in-

tendetl.

Now to deal with " Effects " records
and their use. His Master's Voice
publish a very comj^rehensive set of

twelve, and Columbia issue two com-

Scenes," and "Weather Effects" are

also included in the list.

The Columbias inckule Telephone
Bells, Printing Press Noiises, Birds,

Dogs, Tramp of Marching Feet,

Thunderstorm and Bugle Calls.

The reader will doubtless have
realised by now that anything he wants
in the way of accompaniment is

a\-ailable to him. Wiat we are con-

cerned with is the method of making
the best use of this excellent material.

It is fairly obvious that the scope
of "Effects" records is very limited,

or even non-existent, imless a double
turn-table and failer tlevice is used.

A small acoustic gramophone is capable

of doing all that is wanted in the way
of "straight music," but it would
rejluce " Noises Off " to a farce, if one
had to stop the music abruptlj%

change the record, let off a revolver

shot and put the music back again !

The Double Turntable

AVe will assLune, therefore, that a
double turn-table is being
used. Now the first point,

,, ^, obviously,

the records

a series of

upon them
separating
uroups ;

difficultv in

H.R.H. The Duke of York, whose cine activities were
described in our July number is here, seen filming at

the annual boys' camp at Southwold Common. He uses

16mm. apparatus

is to "learn"
All those with

different effects

have "blanks"
the different

thus there is no
finding the right

one. Many a cinema organist,

early in his career, has got

into trouble by pressing the

"bird whistle" button when
a shija's sjTen was needed,

and even worse slips can
occur !

Learn your records, there-

fore, and give yourself some
practice in timing. The next
]ioint is this : do not " fade

out
'

' the music completely if

you have merely some short

effect to be inserted. A
levolver shot may be super-

imposed on tlie music with

much better effect than one
would obtaiia by cutting the

music right out, even for a
second or so.

Such "effects" as crowd
noises, trains or cars starting,

and sirens are generally' best

dealt with in this way. Reduce
the music a little, by all

means, so that the other

sounds may be sufficiently

obvious, but leave the music
running.

jilete sets of ten each. Complete lists

are available from either firm, and
from these it will be evident that

practically every "noise off" that is

likely to be wanted is available.

Arnong the H.M.V. series, for

example, are "Motor Car Noises

—

Engine Running, Starting and Reced-
ing, Sounds heard from Moving Car in

Traffic, etc." There is also a record

with "English Train Noises" on one
side and "Underground Noises" on
th^ reverse.

"Aeroplane Effects," "Crowd

"One Mood" Records

In dealing with the special "one-

mood" records, the needle may be

lowered at any point. That, of course,

is the chief advantage of such record-

ings. If orcHnaiy general recordings

are used, this naturalh- does not apply,

and one has to know one's record very

well ; sufficiently well, in fact, to be able

to gauge, in the dark, the appropriate

section on which to lower the needle.

Incidentally a small shaded light

above the turntables is a desirableacces-

sory for which one often looks in vain.

(Coritihiied on page 147)
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ii n
STOP ACTION
PHOTOGRAPHY
MADE EASY

By J. H. O. RIDLEY
An interesting account of a reader's
successful experiments in filming the

growth of plants

MANY readers must by now be

familiar with that deservedh'

popiilai- series of interest films that

are known to cinema-goers as "The
Secrets of Nature." A number of

these films are designed to show, in

the course of a few minutes, plant

growths which normally take anything
from a few days to several weeks to

mature. Seeds are shown with the

root slowly forcing its way out of the

protective skin and wriggling snake

-

wise into the soil towards moisture

and food ; or flowers may be seen

bursting forth like noiniature bombs
from the confinement of their shells.

Not Slow Motion
Although tliis t;^-pe of photography

is often labelled
'

' slow motion,
'

'

actuaUj' it is very much the leverse,

for the correct name is "accelerated
motion" or "stop action" photo-
graphy. Here let it be said that the

object of this article is not to discuss

the apparatus that is used in making
the .series of films mentioned above,

but rather to suggest a field of explora-

tion that has apparently been neglected

by amateiu- cinematographers, and to

describe, in a practical vt'ay, a method
of producing such films which was
developed by the writer two years
ago, and which is still working satis-

factorOy.

In order that the observation of,

let us say, the germination of a seed

may be speeded up, it is necessary to

condense the growth of several days
or weeks into a few seconds, or

minutes at the outside. If, therefore,

we set up a mo\'ie camera and care-

fully focus it upon a seed, or plant,

and through the medium of certain

simple apparatus expose one frame.

,,3^!*^

The complete outfit set up for photographing the growth of seeds. Notice the disc on the
clock face with release cams and controlling relays

or picture, evei'y half hour or so, at

the end of a week or more there will

be a photographic record of a week's
development of the plant condensed
on a few feet of film, and when pro-

jected on the screen the " snapshots "

will become endowed with motion and

The stop anc" start relay

the growth will become easUy visible,

and at the same time extremely
interesting.

In developing the system it is

necessary that only one frame, or
picture, be exposed at a time, other-

wise the motion will appear to be
jerky on the screen.

The adapted Cine-
Kodak. The pro-

jection on the
driving-wheel and
the L-shaped catch

can be seen in en-
gagement in the
bottom left-hand

corner of the
camera

The apparatus used by the writer
is controlled electro-magnetically by
means of relays and magnets through
a modified alarm clock. Some form
of time control is definitely necessary
so that variations of subjects may be
controlled photographically, or, in other
words, so that the growth of a mustard
seed, which normally takes three or
four days, may occupy the screen no
longer than a broad bean which takes
many times longer to germinate.
Here, then, we have the heart of the
apparatus—a time control and a
shutter control.

Adapting a Kodak
Most amateur cameras, if not all,

are equipped with spring motor drives,
but not all are suitable for this class

of work. The writer has adapted a
camera, bought specially for the
purpose, namely, a Cine Kodak Model
BB with 1.9 lens. Tliis camera lends
itself admirably and is very easily

altered. (Incidentally, the alteration,

as will be seen, is so small that the
nonnal uses of the camera are tm-
affected.)

Throughout the description which
follows it is assvtmed that the motor
is fully womid and the release in the
" run " position.

In order that only one exposiu'e
at a time be made it is ob\'ious that
the point of attack in the camera must
be in the neighbourhood of the claw
mechanism, and it is at this point
that the Cine Kodak adapts itself so
well. The claw which draws the film
downwards is driven by means of a
modified crank, actually a pin off-

centred on a rotating wheel. By
arresting this crank it is possible to
control the speed of the claw within
almost any limits. In order to stoji

the claw at the moment when the
shutter is closed it is necessary to fit
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a small projection to the driving wheel

for some tj^ie of ratchet to engage

upon. Tile actual fitting of tliis

projection offers very little difficulty

and can be done by anyone who is

moderately handy with a drill brace

and a tap. It should stand off the

wheel by not more than i in., other-

wise it is necessary to cut away too

much of the claw in order to allow it

to cleai' when rotating.

The ratchet, or catch, to hold the

claw in position is composed of a

small electro-magnet which, when
energised, pulls an L-shaped piece

of iron away from the projection on
the wheel and so allows the claw to

pull one frame through the gate.

The iron armature (or L piece) is

returned by means of a light spring.

(See illustration.)

The Release Problem
One of the most ditficult tasks in

the designing of the system proved to

be the perfecting of a suitable in-

stantaneous release for the annature,
for it will be readily seen tliat when
the magnet is energised the armature
will be attracted and held in position

just so long as the current is flowing

through the winding, and as it is

almost an impossibility to design a

clock that can make and break a

contact regularly for 1 'yOth part of a
second, some other release had to be
evolved.

It was, therefore, decided that the

camera magnet should be operated
via a relay which carried a pair of

contacts in the magnet circuit, and
so arranged that it would be energised

simultaneously «ith the camera
magnet, and thus would immediately
open the contacts, ciit oft the magnet
which would allow the catch to fall

back and be in position to hold the

crank before it has completed a

revolution. The whole cycle of

operations is faster than the eye can
follow, but it nevertheless works
witliout a hitch. Tlie extra relay

remains energised tkiring the period
that the clock takes to pass the
contacts (about 30 seconds) when it

is released by the current being cut
off and falls back in readiness for the

next picture. The diagram reproduced
here will explain the action of the
entire system, but ^\ill be described
later in the article.

Artificial Light
A further problem was encomitered

when it was realisetl that for prac-
tically all subjects artificial light was
necessary, due to the fact that when
a prolonged '

' sitting
"

" is being photo -

graphed it is essential that exposures
be made regularly throughout the
day and night, and theiefore normal
daylight caimot be counted upon.
In order to obviate the necessity of

providing a continuous source of

light the clock was made to close a
circuit for two spotlights before it

closed the camera -operating circuit,

and to switch them off after the
picture had been taken. Actually
this operation was solved very simply,
by providing the clock with three

contacts and connecting the bottom
one to the batter\% the second to the

lights relay, and the third to the

camera relay, so that before the

circuit covdd pass to Contact 3 it

was bound to flow through No. 2.

Here, perhaps, it is as well to refer

to the diagram.
The various parts of the circuit as

outlinefl are plainly named, and the

contacts numbered. It will be seen

that when the clock contacts 1 and 2

are brought together, current from
the battery will flow through them,
through the light relay, and so close

Contacts 4 and o. This switches on
the spotlights. A iew seconds later

Contacts 1 and 2 are further depressefl

by the clock and touch Contact 3,

which allows current to flow through
the camera relay via Contacts 6 and 7

and also through relay A. \Maen A is

energised 6 and 7 are opened and so

cut off the supply to the camera,
which allows the catch to fall back
and ajrest the crank.

Tlie clock was modified from an old

that the object may appear of a
size convenient for observation upon
the screen. The writer uses a S inch
f/1.9 lens manufactured and adaptefl
to the Kodak by Messrs. Dallmeyer,
Ltd. Even with a lens of this focal

length it is often necessary to imscrew
the micrometer adjustment to focus
upon small objects within about
3 inches of the lens. Under these
conditions, and using full aperture,
focusing presents no .small difficulty,

for the tlepth of focus is aroimd
3/16ths inches, so that the slightest

mo\emcnt of the camera or associated
equipment is liable to throw the
l^icture entirely out of focus. As the
normal focusing scale is useless under
these conditioiis, and the finder off

centre, a spare gate \vith tlie back
cut away to the size of a frame is

utilised. A strip of matted leader
fihn is inserted and focusing carried
out ilirectly upon the film.

The standard gate is then replaced
and the camera loaded. On work
of this desciiption exposine is apt to

This circuit diagram

shows how the elec-

trical connections ire

made. The arrange-

ments are easihy

followed with the

aid of the text

alarm clock. The hands were removetl
and an aluminium disc substituted

for the minute hand. This disc was
divided into twelve segments (repre-

.senting .5 miiuites each), and holes

drilled and tapped close to the outside

edge. Twelve specially shaped studs
were made to screw into these holes,

and by suitably placing them in

position the interval between the
exposures covild be varied from 5

minutes to half an hour or one hour.
The three contacts previously referred

to were cai-efully fixed on the frame-
work of the clock so that their ex-

tremities projected over the studs,

and by fixing a suitable cam on the
base of Contact 1 the arc descriVied by
the pegs was sufficient to close all

tliree contacts slowly but firmly, and
to release all three rapidly by a

suitable cut-away portion of the peg.

All that has to be done, once the
camera and its associated equipment
have been set ujj, is to wind up the
clock every 12 hours and to keep the

camera fully wound.
For many subjects the standard

1 inch, f/1.9 lens is .sufficient, but when
photographing such small objects as

seeds, etc., it is necessary to use a

lens of much longer focus, in order

vary from one subject to another,
but very good results have been
obtained with an exposiue meter of
the extinction t^-pe by usuig a piece
of white paper in the position of the
seed and adjustuig the meter in the
usual way. Using two 60-watt spot-
lights with single adjustable con-
densers, at a distance of 12 inches
from a barley seed, the exposure for

Ko.iak Super-Sensitive film worked
out at f'8 with the camera at half
speed

.

When adjusting the lights it is well
to err on the generous side in order
that the lens may be stopped down
as far as possible to give the greatest
tlepth of focus, because all plants
and seeds move slightly- wlien growing,
and often grow right out of focus.

To ensure that the seeds are main-
tained at a coirstant temperature
(68 to 70' F.) a special incubator is

used « ith heat supplied by means of a
small electric heater. The camera
lens projects through a hole in the
side of the cabinet, whilst the spot-
lights may be placed either inside or
out, as the top and sides are made of
glass.

This branch of cinematography is

{fiontinued on page 147)

i
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W1IATE\^R else you may think
of us at Sloshb\u-y you cannot

say that we let the grass grow under
our feet. Our little movie society

can, I think, claim to have been one
of the first to produce a mediieval
pageant filni, whilst the educational
reels depicting the ^lother-love of the
Freshwater Shrimp and the Mating
Dance of the Blue-bottle produced by
Mrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiflfle (still.

I may remind you, pronounced Moon-
Wiffle) are of course classics in their

own line. Speaking of the last film

the Editor of Hojie Mo-^^ES wrote :

" So realistic that my hand itched foi-

a swatter." *

And now I feel that by our last

achievement we can justify the claim
to have maintained our proud place

in the front rank of progress. The
honour of originating the Big Idea is

claimed by Blinxworth, but really I

think that it should go to General
Gore-Battleby, for he after all was

"A weird creature named Grubleigh who
tinkered with wireless gadgets

"

the person who inspired it. It all

happened in this way.
Like certain other retii-ed warriors

and statesmen, the General takes

great pride in his prowess as a wood-
cutter. Having one morning a hefty

tree to fell, he begged the Vicar to

film him at work. Always eager for

a good picture, the Rev. Percival

Slopleigh was only too willing to

oblige. Mrs. Motherspoon-A^ate^bififle

consented to act as producer, and an
excellent job she ought to have made
of it. The General was seen first of

all sharpening his axe at the grind-

stone ; then, rolling up his sleeves,

he set about the doomed tree. He
had already begtm his .swing for the
father and mother of a swipe when
INIrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiifle yelled :

" Cut !
" through the megaphone.

His style thus cramped, the warrior
tried too late to stay his stroke. He
missed the tree and caught the grind

-

btone a welt that shattered it to

smithereens and jarred his hands and
arms to their very foundations.
* I did'nt ! Ed. You did ; ! Contrib. Now,
now ! ! ! Printer.

"".-V good thing it was not a talkie,"

sighed the Vicar some minutes later

when the General had been led away
after receiving first-aid.

"My hat !
" cried Blinxworth, who

was standmg among the crowd of

lookers on, "what a gorgeous idea.

Let's make a talkie."

" He missed the tree and caught

the grindstone
"

Everyone cottoned at once on to

the suggestion, and on the following

afternoon we all met at Mrs. Mother-

spoon -Waterbiffie's to see how it

could be worked out. Nobody had
any proper talkie apparatus, but we
were quite stue that little difficulty

could easily be surmoiuited. Was
there not amongst the inhabitants of

Sloshbury a weird creature named
Grubleigh, who devoted the whole of

his time to tinkering with wireless

gadgets ? Such a man of course

would know all about microphones
and amplifiers and thmgs. The rest

would clearly be easy.

When we approached Grubleigh he

at once professed himself most willing

to help, and declared that he would
immediately make up a gramophone-
recording outfit.

It was decided that the scene of

the talkie should be upon the village

green and that for om- first effort a

simple, ru.stic playlet should be chosen

.

" Small boys were appointed
"

Here is the synopsis of the scenario as

finally written by the Editor of the
Sloshbury Gazette, the only literary

man who resides in the neighbourhood.
Clara Hogsbody, as sweet a country

maid as ever walked, is wooed by
young Tom Wurzletop, the farmer's

son, a fine example of young British

manhooti. But ('larence Maultravers,
the sood-for-nothing son of the good-
for-the-dickens-of-a-lot old squire also

has his eye on Clara and means to keep
it there. Clara's gentle heart is given
to Tom AA'urzletop. but she cannot
afford to tell Clarence where he gets

off, for he has threatened to expose
her aged father whom, long years ago,

he caught in the act of stealing a
pail of swill.

The play is full of tense moments,
particularly the scene where the olrl

man Hogsbody hurls the swill into

Clarence's teeth (metaphorically of

course) and cries " Expose me if you
will ; my sweet chee-ild's honour is

dearer to me than my own." Every-
tliing comes right in the end, and the
film winds up with the sound of

wedding bells.

IMrs. Motherspoon - Waterbiffle

snaffled the part of Clara, and I

heard rude people remark that if

she wasn't the ideal "Clara" there

" Plenty of ' Bow ' about her
"

was at any rate plenty of " Bow "

about her. Tom Wurzletop was played
by the curate, the Rev. Septimus
Poffle, and Blinxworth was given the
part of Clarence because we all thought
he looked it.

We were fortimate in the day of

oirr choice, for it was as fine as fine

could be. Grubleigh set up his

formidable-looking apparatus upon the
village green. The Vicar and I took
reel and reel about with the photo-
graphy and General Gore-Battleby
produced. He was chosen for this

task largely because of his fine words
of command, though, as you have no
doubt realised, he possesses also a
fine command of words.

AVe had some difficulty at first with
onlookers, for the whole village seemed
to have nothing else to do on that
particular morning. Strong men had
to be told off as ring keepers, whilst
small boys were appointed to remove,
when they approached too close, the
cows, donkejs, geese, dogs and other
humble, if loud-voiced, inhabitants of
the green, who would keep coming to

(Continued on page 138)
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MAKE YOUR OWN
ANIMATED TITLE!

By ERN SHAW^

HERE is a novel cut-out character,

which can be adapted by the
amateur for making a moving title.

These cut-outs are employed exten-

sively by '

' animators '

' when making
cartoon films. They sa\-e an enormous
amount of drawing, and can be
operated with ease to obtain smooth
action.

It is intended that the page boy be
used to add interest to a shot announc-
ing either the beginning or end of a

picture.

The proportion of the screen he is

to occupy is optional. If yoix use a
frame llf inches by 8^ inches, an
ei^ective result will be obtained. His
head, eyes, arms and body can be
made to move, and we will first of all

describe how the cut-out can be made.

Take Care of the Joints

Apparently, the assembling of the

different sections of the cut-out should
be a simple matter. Unfortmiately,
the jointing must be done so that it

will not show when reproduced on the

screen. Shght defects have a habit of

becoming magnified.

Your jointing, therefore, will be
done on the blank portions a, b, c, d,

e and /, and later the sections A to F
will be pasted over them.
Now carry out the following instruc-

tions very carefully.

You will need some fine copper wire.

Cut oS a piece an inch long and bend
it over a knitting needle (or something
similar). Fig. H. Give a few twists

with the finger and the result is seen
in Fig. I. Now press the ring flat (Fig.

J) and your clip is ready. You will

require six of these clips.

How To Assemble
We will demonstrate the next move

on the boy's right shoulder. Note
THAT CAPITAL LETTERS INDICATE THE
MAIN SECTIONS AND SMALL LETTERS
THE BLANK SHAPES. Leave the main
section A to G intact for the time
being.

Carefully cut out the shapes b and c.

Pierce a hole with the point of a
needle through b I and c 1 and pass
the two ends of the cUp through
them. (Fig. K.)
Then splay the two ends, press fiat,

and paste a small piece of paper over
them to keep them down. (See Fig. L.

)

You should then be able to move the
arm c up and down. (Fig. M.)
Repeat the process on the other
shoulder (6 3), jointing on to it section
d 1. Bsfore adding the next section,

cut out D of the miin figure and
paste it on to the blank section d.

Now attach e 1 to d 2. Now

note cai-efully. Leave this a moment
and complete the hand by pasting F
to/. Now join e2 to / 1 (the latter

underneath) with a wire clip. Now
complete the forearm by pasting E to e.

Having got the portions of the upper
part of the boy jointed, you can
continue to assemble the cut-out.

Note that only the shaded portions

of the blank shapes are to be gummed
or pasted, but first cut out the rest of

the main portions of the figure, A, B,

C and G. Be very careful to cut exactly

round the outlines.

You can make the bo,%-'s eyes move
by carefiiUj' cutting out the eye-shapes

and sliding in the sli]) N (with the

pupils on). This operation may be

rather tricl^y and is optional.

You are now ready to prepare the

model for action.

On a piece of white card, about
14 inchesby 10 inches, draw a rectangle

11^ inches wide by 8i inches deep.

This is in proportion to the frame of

your film and the size of the screen.

The only portion of the cut-out to be

securely fixed to the card is the legs G.

These do not move.
Having secured the model thus, you

should be able to move the body
from side to side. The head and also

the arms may be adjusted to various

positions.

^V^len the shot opens, the boy
appears at attention. See Fig O.
The card may also have printed upon
it, the name of your Society, the

word "Presents," and the title of the

DON'T MISS YOUR OPPORTUNITY !

A 9i-mm. enthusiast makes a permanent record of the Shakespearean festival at Stratford-

on-Avon. These pageants should all be recorded by amateurs

First paste the section C on the top
of c. This completes the boy's right

arm. (You have previously covered
his upper left arm.) We are now going
to join the blank section b to the
top of the legs G. Push your eUp
through G 1 and b 4, and fix the wire
at the back firmly as beiore. (See
Fig. L.)

Next, paste the shaded portion of

the blank section 6 and carefully fix

on to it the main body B.
Pierce through B 1 and a 1 which

is the blank head, and fix with a clip.

Finally, paste the shaded portion of
a and attach the boy's head A. It
might be advisable to press the por-
tions stuck together, to ensure them
sticking properly.

film. This matter, however, may be

masked out with slips of white paper.

Give this about 16 exposures and
then start the action. The speed of

the latter depends upon the nmnber
of exposures you give to each of the

subsequent stages of the movements.
Move the shoulders slightly to the left,

the arms away from the body, and ex-

pose twice. Move them a httle further,

keeping the head erect and slightly

bending the elbow of the boy's left arm.
A\Tien you have reached the stage

shown by the dotted outUne O 4,

remove the white slip covering the

name of your Society and " Presents."

Now continue the graduated ex-

X^osures, and when you reach O 7 hold

[Continued on page 143)
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OUR MONTHLY COMPETITION
FIRST PRIZE'lVINNING A^VARDS

THE Hist Home Movies Prize

Competition has proved a big

success, a very large nimiber of most
ingenious and interesting entries

having been received. The task of

judging the entries has been made
difticult by the high standard of entries

and we have, therefore, awarde^l the
three prizes vuider headings of O^-mm.
apjiaratus ; general usefulness for

both sizes ; and apparatus particularly

suitable for societies. In tin- 9J-mm.
class the prize goes to Mr. L. A.
Fountain, of 53, Cecil Road, Enfield,

Middlesex, for liis description rif a

Home Constructed Titling Apparatus
for use with the Pathescopt' Model B
cameia (for which tlie Pathexgraph
titling outfit is unsuitable), the total

cost of the apparatus being about 8s.

Our artist has re-dra'i\'n Mr. Fountain's
.sketch for reproduction and we think
all 9|-mm. users will find it most
interesting. A second prize (it shoulrl

be i-emembered that our three prizes

are equal and there is no question of

placing them in the order of merit)

goes to Mr. H. p. Dun, of 291, Sprows-
ton Road, Norwich, for his usiful Hint
on Preparing a Good Screen Surface.

There is a wide demantl foi- infoimation
on making screens, and the low cost

and simplicity of Mr. Dun's scheme
will make a wide appeal. The third

award goes to Mr. N. Reid, of 369,

Lonsdale Road, Barnes, S.W.13, for his

" Dolly " for Tracking Shots.

Among the nmnerous entries are a
number which we have picked out for

reproduction in latpr issues. Payment
will be made for these as contributions.

Meanwhile we are repeating our offer

to leaders and next month three half

guineas will again be awarded for the

best hints and tips (preferably of a
contructional nature) sent in. The
descriptions need only be brief, pro-

vided they are clear, and the practical

usefulness of the hints and tips will

largely influence our decision. If there

is something you wish to illustrate

with a diagram, a simple pencil

drawing will do, as our own artists will

prepare the necessary finished drawing
for reproduction. Remember, a brief

description, even without illustrations,

of a really useful gadget, trick or

method is more likely to win a prize.

Entries for Competition No. 2 should
reach our office before the 1.5th of

September. The Editor's decision

will be final.

A Pathe Titling Apparatus
Eor Eight Shillings

1HAVE a Pathescope Model B '

Camera, and ascertaining from
Messrs. Pathescope, Ltd., that their

Pathexgraph " Titling Outfit was
unsuitable for this camera I decidetl

to construct one for myself. (See

sketch.) The ba.seboard is ap-
proximately 27 inches long by 3 inches

wide of J inch hardwood. .\t one end
a. block of 1 inch wood, 4 inches long,

is glued, which is the exact width of

the camera. Pieces of .3-ply nailed

on three sides of this and projecting

about J inch at the top enable the

camera to be wedged in position on
this without interfering with the

winding or starting mechanism. A
20 inch supplementary lens was pur-

Mr. Fountain's Pathescope Titling Outfit

chased from Pathescope, Ltd. (7s.),

and with this attached the camera
was placed in position and a board,

size 12 inches by 10 inches by | inch,

attached to the baseboard by means
of a metal bracket at exactly 20 inches

from the front of the lens.

A piece of white drawing paper was
then pinned on the board and divided

bv fairly thick lines into inch squares

Mr. Raid's •• Dolly
"

anfl in each square a number was
wi'itten. By taking a few frames of

this on ordinary film I was able to

.see exactly how much of the paper
was covered by the lens, and thus

save waste due to too large or non-
centred titles. This -space was ruled

off, and all my titles made on paper
of that size, leaving at least an inch

margin all round. I use black ink

on white paper, and take a whole
batch of titles at once on the same
fihn using Po-sitive Stock. This is

then developetl and left as a negative
which gives white letters on a black
ground. I find that with Pathe
Positive Film, on a sunny day in the
open but keeping the direct rays of
the Sim from the paper, an aperture
of //.3.5 at normal camera speed gives
a correctly exposed film. With this

simple apparatus and a stencilling

outfit, which I iiappened to have, I

have made dozens of titles which
compare well with professional ones.
I may say that I find it possible to
take about 90 different titles on
30 feet of film, so that the cost of
each title works out at less than Id.,

inclufling cost of paper, film and
processing. — L. A. Fountain, 53,

Cecil Road, Enfield, Middlesex.

A Cheap and Brilliant
Screen

IV/IUCH has been said and written
•IVl on the ideal screen surface,
both beaded and flat silver. I have
experimented with every i)Ossible

medium—silver-faced papers, bronze
powders and aluminiiun powders, but
nothing in my estimation touches what
I use now for brilliance. (I am a
commercial artist professionally, so
can claim some knowledge of pigments
and paints.)

My screen first had two coats of
flat white, then was aerograph sprayed
with cellulose silver—that is the
powder mixed with cellulose medium.
Any signwriter or ticket writer pos-
sessing an aerograph is usually an
expert operator and will gladly spray
a screen surface for a small charge if

you provide the materials, which cost
about 2s. After the first spraying I

rubbed it down with fine glass paper,
then sprayed it again which gave me
a perfect unblemished surface.—H. P.
Dun, 291, Sprowston Road, Norwich.

A " Dolly ** for Tracking
Shots

THE professional film companies
have all kinds of elaborate

trollies anfl cranes for tracking shots,
the cost of which run into thousands
of pounds. The amateur can con-
struct one which gives the.se attractive
shots and is cheap to make. It is

constructed, as the illustration shows,
with 2-inch by 2-inch planed deal or
pine, tenoned at corners for strength,
and has three dinner wagon (rubber
covered) castors at each corner, which
can be procured at Woolworth's for

6d. each. The centre of gravity is

thus kept low and it can be moved
about in any direction. Three holes
are drilled in the corners to take
the tripod legs, which should be made
a push fit. A rod fits into a socket at
the rear to enable the assistant to
push it along. The tracking shot is a
device which gives movement to a
sequence where sometimes none
actually exists and is therefore good
cinema.— N. Reid, 369, Lonsdale
Road, Barnes, S.W. 13.
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HOW TO START
A CINE CLUB
By ORLTON W^EST

STARTING a cine club is not so

cliHicult, for the moment of

ffiowth in tlie amateur film movement
has arrived, and anybody pushing
along the right lines in a clubless

district should find ready support.

What, then, are the '" right lines " ?

Assuming that you intend drawing
your members from an area large

enough, or thickly pojaulated enough
to support a society, a good way ot

starting is to organise a nucleus of real

enthusiasts with enough faith in the

]")roject to share the spade work, and
keep on with it till the club is properly
launched.

If you cannot pick sucli enthusiasts

from your own circle of friends, get

into touch with those likely to know
them.

Directing Aids

The directory or telephone book will

name local photographers who prob-
ably know, among their customers,
people interested in cine camera.work.
Local dramatic societies should provide
.\ou with actors and actrtsses ; and
from the literary societies, etc., you
may draw your writers and scenarists

(perhaps).

At a preliminary meeting, fully

explain your project to these founda-
tion members ; exchange and adopt
suggestions ; appoint officers and a

committee to frame rules and jilan the

constitution of the club.

The Rules of Membership should
cover such jioints as name and objects

of the society, subscriptions for both
Active and Honorary membei'ship,
management, applications for member-
ship, Aruiual General Meeting, nraking
or rescinding rules, and nominations of

officers, etc.

Ratify these rules and the appoint-
ment of officers at a second meeting ;

welcome any new foundation members
—valuable folk—and further expand
the general constitution.

Your First Public Meeting
Time should now be ripe for your

first public meeting.
Entrust a member of the comniii.tee

with its arrangement. He or she may
publish an annoiuicement in the local

press, and, if finances allow, get some
circulars printed and distributed to

tradespeople and club secretaries who
are likely to know possible members.
Your Si'st public gathering is vital.

It may mean all the difference between
a dull and brilliant future for your
plans.

Suggestions for making it a success
will be given in a future issue of Home
Movies and Home T.4iK;iKs, but it

must be stated at once that if: is wisest
to be bold and hire a reasonably large

MICKEY AT HOME

Walt. Disney, creator of Mickey Mouse, is here seen kneeling in the centre of the
group. Around him are a few of his large staff of artists. Mickey Mouse films are soon

to be made available in England in 16mm. versions

room or small liall cupabic of hoklint!

all j)o.ssible visitors. A cramped
meeting will create an unfavourable
impression.

It is also wise to interest ^-our

audience with something definite, to

plan the evening carefully, and leave

a.s little as possible to chance.

An organising member of the

Finchley -A.CS. loanetl two films for

screening at the club's initial meeting.
These served the double purpose of

advertising the pleasing, instructive

hobby the society was offering, anfl

focusing the people's atteiilion.

The foLinclation members might
make a little fihn to bo used in this

wa^-. It woulil be well worth while.

Should your fii'st public meeting
]5rove successful, cash from annual
subscriptions, collections, etc., should
begin to come in—sufficiently fast,

perhaps, to pay the rent of a club-

room, or, better still, a clubroom,
studio, and projection theatre com-
bined.

Announce a series of regular weekly
oi' monthly meetings as soon as

possible, for members will be more
likely to succeed in enticing new
people along if they can tell them to

reserve a particular evening and visit

a particular address.

It should not be difficult to find

suitable club ijremises. I have visited

those in a cellar, a loft over a slaughter

house, a school music room, and a

restaurant. So you may find a room
at low rent in an unexpected spot.

You may even find an existing club

willing to accommodate you as its

cine section.

Headquarters

Once rooted in headquarters, the
society can plan asd launch produc-
tion. Since the initial cost of equip-

ment is rather high, a first film is best

"shot" out of doors as much as

possible, to minimise electric power
and 'property" bills, and made
short, to cut the cost of film stock, and
allow of early completion and screening

of the picture.

If studio shooting be attempted you
will arrange with the Electricity

Company for a supply of power, and
ensure that their existing cable will

carry it.

Instal the necessary equipment

—

plug points, lamps, etc., on an easy
removal basis, that they may be
lemoved en bloc to larger premises
when you can afford them.

Equipment Needed
An api^eal for equipment should be

made, and, when collected, put in

charge of someone who understands
electricity , otherwise you are asking
for trouble, and perhaps electric

shocks

!

By this time a growing membership
should be ready for organisation and
closer co-operation. A cameraman,
author, director, and '"props" man
are indispensable people, while a
separate scenario writer, assistant

cameraman, and director will greatly

facilitate production.
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The Close-Up" This is the usual full close-up as distinct from the "Big Close-Up'
on the opposite page. (Germana Paolieri and Carlo Ninchi)

BEFORE I pass on to tlie scenario
or shooting script, there are

still one or two points to consider in

reference to the treatment.
There is an old dramatic axiom of

one of the Dumas, "Your play
should have a beginning, a middle
and an end." This is the sort of
statement that is considered either

profoundly trite or tritely profound.
I don't think it is either ; it is just a
sound statement needing a certain
amount of elaboration—a text to

embroider rather than a .self-ex-

planatory maxim.
By a beginning I suppose Dumas

meant an exposition of your situation

and your theme. Yes, but he does
not tell us if it should be leisurely or
sudden. Should you jump right into
your subject, should you slap your
audience in the face with a dramatio
climax, or .should you lead it gently,
subtly and skilfully towards youi-

situation ? You can do either. I

wain you, however, that opening with
a big dramatic scene inevitably results

in your having to slacken your tempo
immediately afterwards and then to

adopt the gentler method. Oscai'

Wilde once described a pseudo-brilliant

acquaintance as being so clever that
he began every conversation with a

repartee—but he could never keep the
pace up.
In warning you against the sudden

dramatic opening, I am not advocating
a leisiuely opening so much as a
deliberate opening. Make up your
mind what information regarding the
characters and their respective posi-

tions in the story you have to convpA-,

and then convey it interestinglj',

amusingly, intriguingly and boldly

—

but don't shirk explaining sufficienth'

at the beginning because you won't
get much chance later on.

As for your middle—well, as the
Maori cannibal said, "That's where
your enemy is." You've got to

watch that middle closely, for it's

during the middle of your film you
have to fight hardest to keep your
audience in their seats. Even if

your opening is not too brilliant,

they'll probably wait to .see what it's

all going to be about. So put most of

your eggs in the middle basket.

And finally, the end. See that it is

the end. Don't leave your situation

or your characters suspended in mid-
air. There must be finality and
satisfaction in your end—exceptions
only prove this jule. Compare the

final scene in " The Guardsman "—we
are left in doubt as to whether Lynn
Fontanne recognised her Russian lover

as her husband. It was an amusing

HOW TO
PRODUCE
A FILM

II. THE
SHOOTING
SCRIPT

(jj'/VZ' technical terms explained)

^^ ^ ^f 4^

twist, and since the whole subject

was unreal, it really doesn't matter
one way or the other, but yet it

aggravated the prosaic general public.

However, I don't want to stress the
attitude of the unimaginative man in

the street, for I am hoping my readers

are gomg to allow themselves a greater

freedom.
One more thing about the end.

'When once your end is in view, let

your story gather momentum and go
boldly for j-our objective. And with
this, I will conclude my broad outline

of the principles of tlie pre -scenario

stage and return to it when I have
completed my outline of the Scenario,

the Shooting and the Editing.

The " Mediunn Close-Up
'

(Charles Ruggles & Maurice Chevalier in

Lieutenant ")

" The Smiling
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THE SECOND ARTICLE
OF AN IMPORTANT
NEW SERIES WRITTEN
EXCLUSIVELY FOR

"HOME MOVIES."

By

ADRIAN
BRUNEL

{the well-knonm Film Director)

^^ ^^ ^ ^4,
t^S* rf^ ^/^ ^^

The Scenario

What is exactly the Scenario or

Shooting-Seript ? It is, or should be
as nearly as jjossible, a description

in detail and in teelmical language of

the film you shoot, ^^'hen I say as

nearly as possible, I am making
allowance for the possibility of changes
or elaboration arising from inspiration

on the set or on location ; but beware
of letting your inspiration riui away
with you. If you have some brain-

wave inspired by, say, some tmexpected
and accidental happenuag on location

or by some unforeseen pecularity of

the location itself, try and confine

your brain-waves to what the critics

call " clever directorial touches." I

have known unwary directors' have
these sudden inspii'ations and let

The " Big Close-Up " must be used carefully. (From tlie new Italian film La Wally ")

themselves go to such an extent that
they have cursed their enthusiasm
afterwards. Usually these departures
from the carefully considered script

have had to come out in the editing

because somehow or other they didn't
seem to fit ! So beware !

Your scenario is founded on your
treatment, which j'ou will have at

your side as you write your shooting-

script, but it will be more than a mere
technical transcription. In yo\u-

scenario you can emphasise points,

elaborate character revealing "busi-
ness " and adjust your tempo. One
of the more ob\'ious and most general

methods of emphasising points is by
the deliberate introduction of close-

ups ; the elaboration of character re-

vealing touches I must leave to your
own imagination, for this is a matter

The " Close Medium-Shot" (Wheeler and Woolsey in " The Cuckoos")

of inspiration rather than technical

trickery ; and adjusting your tempo
is achieved either by purposely slowing
down youi- action and building up
your situation with additional close

shots, or by speeding up your action

and splitting up your scene with quick
re-acting close shots. Although the
proper adjustment of your tempo
will not come till you reach the editing

stage of your production, you must
face it here and provide your editor

with the material to achieve your
intention. With an art or craft so
complex as film production it is

dangerous to generahse like this, but
without concrete examples one caimot
always partici.ilarise.

Scene Numbers
Every time you move your camera,

and consequently the angle of your
background and your camera distance,

your shot must have a new serial

nimiber. That is to say, every
section of film in your picture will

have a separate scene number. How-
many scenes should there be in a six-

reel fihn ? In spite of the danger in

generalising, I wiU risk teUing you
GOO approximately, i.e., one hundred
scenes per reel on an average. I
expect it seems a lot, and yet I have
known film s to have as many as

1,000. According to how you develop
your style and your technique, you
will have more or less than an average
of 100 sections of fihn or scene nimibers
in a reel.

Camera Distances

You have all heard of close-ups,

medium-shots or mid-shots, and long-

shots. These three camera distances

usually suffice for too many script

writers, but they are not enough.
They are not sufficiently exact and
they are lazy, shoddj' technique ;

they mean one thing to the scenarist,

another thing to the director and
possibly something entirely different-
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to the cameraman. On the principle

of thinking everything out before-

hand, I advise you to use my method,
wliich includes the following eight

camera distances.

1. Big Close-up (abbreviated B.C.U.
or Big C.U.).—When one refers to

a Big C.U. of a character's face,

this implies a very large close-up

filling the screen—the frame cutting

just on the head at the top and just

on the chin below.
2. Close-up (C.U.).—Of a face,, this

would include from the top of the
shoulders and chest up to three or

four inches above the head. This
is the usual full close-up, as distinct

from the Big C.U. which one would
only use for special effects. The
t«rm close-up when apphed to
inanimate things means a shot

that is close enough to establish

the object shown clearly and in-

Another " Close Medium-Shot." Tallulah

Bankhead and Clive Brook in " Tarnished
Lady

"

timately. Some script writers use
the term close-shot instead of close-

up when applying it to inanimate
objects ; there are some artists I

would apply it to also !

3. Medium (lose-up (M.C.U.).—Of a

face, this would include more than
the ordinary close-up—say from
about the level of the elbows up
to a few inches above the head.
^^^len one sees a double close-up—
that is, one including two persons

—

it is usually M.C.U. distance.

4. Close Medium-Shot (C.M.S.).—You
can easily get three people cjuite

naturallj' into a C'.M.S., cutting the
bottom of your picture somewhere
between the knees and waist. This
is a suitable camera distance for

longish scenes between two persons.

5. Medium-Shot (M.S.).—Cutting your
picture about the knees, you will

find that four can easily be grouped
in a M.S. This is a convenient
distance for scenes between three

persons.

A " Distant Shot
"

from • White Hell

of Pitz Palu
'

This film contains

many wonderful
examples of modern

cinematog ra p h y

and camera angles.

8.

Medium Long-Shot (M.L.S.).—This
includes the whole figure, with a
few inches of foreground and a few
inches above the head of your
character. .Seven or eight charac-
ters can be grouped m a M.L.S.
Long-Shot (L.S.).—This is how you
shoidd describe a camera distance
giving a clear view of a large group
of persons or a small crowd.
Distance-Shot (I have never seen
this abbrcN-iated, but there is

notliing against otu- startmg now,
.so let it be D.S.)—This is some-
times called a vista-shot, and is used
for describing really long shots
where a ^vide sweep of action has
to be shown—such as a clash be-
tween troops, galloping hor.semen or
moimtain climbers in the distance.

As I think you will agree, one could
have even more camera distances, so
that my claim for eight workaday
descriptions in place of the common
or garden three or four is by no means
exaggerated. These eight represent
a considered and practical division of

camera distances.

Other Technical Terminology

There are luider a dozen other
technical terms that a scenarist needs
bother about, ^^'hile I hate a script

that is plastered about with an un-
necessary' mass of technical jargon, I

equally dislike a script in which the
writer has been slack in using the
correct technical expressions. Let me
give you an examjile of this slackness
here and now.

A good " Medium-Shot " of Dorothy Mackail in " Flirting Widow "
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We will assume that you have com-
pleted a sequence in your script with
a. fade out, and that you liave forgotten
to insert the words "fade in " at the
beginning of your next sequence ; the
result may be tliat, following your
script as you sliould tlo when directing,

you omit to fad'j in. when photo-
graphing your next sequence. When
you come to edit the film, you discover
your omission, and curse. Of course,

you can "chemically fade" the be-

ginning section of film ; but this is a

nuisance, a delay and a slight expense,
which you could have saved ^-ourself if

you hadn't been slack over your script.

You will, most of you, be familiar

with the majority of technical terms
and have some idea as to their meaning
and application, but lest you should
accuse me of slackness, I will define

themi.

Fade in is the gradual appearance
of the scene from obscurity, which is

effected by slowly- opening the
aperture of yoiu' camera. The fade
in is used for beginning a sequence.
Fade out is the reverse process

—

that is, the gradual fading out or dis-

appearance of a picture which the
cameraman does by closing the
aperture. The fade out followed by
a fade in suggests a tune lapse.

Dissolve or JMix is the gradual
blending of one scene to another,

as for example (1) a long-sliot of

the covuitryside covered with snow,
dissolving or mixing to the same view
in summer or to an entirely different

scene. (2) A long-shot of two people

sitting on a stile dissolving to a

C.M.S. of the same two people. A
dissolve or tni.v is effected in this

manner : you fade out the first

picture, counting the munber of

turns of the camera handle from
the time you commence fading out

to the time the fade out is completed ;

then you cover your lens and turn
backwards the exact nmnber of

Britain's youngest camera man. Christopher Brunei, son cf the author, began work as an
assistant camera man at the age of four. Now at twelve he can operate three
kinds of cinematograph camera and has acted as second camera man on location in

Monte Carlo

turns you took to complete your
fade out ; place yoiu- camera in

position for your next scene, un-
cover the lens, get your focus and
then fade in on the next .scene and
continue turning on the scene imtil

it is finished. You will then dis-

cover that you have a strip of fikn

with the two scenes mixing from
one to the other. (You will probably
also find that you have one "

' black

pictiu'e " where j^ou re-focused.

Just cut that one picture out, re-

join the film and you should have a

perfect dissolve.)

Superim,pose or Double-Exposure

is much the same sort of thing as

A " Long-Shot" This is how you should d

of a large group. (From
escribe a camera distance giving a clear view

Other People's Sins ")

a dissolve. In a dissolve the two
pictures are superimposed for a few
feet only, while w^e are changing
from one to the other ; in the
superimposition the two pictures
remain on top of each other for as
long as you decide to leave them
together—^you can fade out one or
the other and continue wdth the
remaining picture, or you can fade
them both out simultaneously, or
just stop them simultaneously and
go on to the next scene. (If you
cannot do fades and dissolves on
your camera, you should still be
able to do simple superimpositions ;

and if you discover that you want
a superimposition after you have
shot and developed the negative of

a scene, you can .still effect a super-

imposition in the printing, a process
that is known as over-printing.

Iris in is similar to the fade in,

except that instead of effecting the
gradual appearance of the picture
by opening your aperture, you open
an iris or frame in front of your
camera lens. If you haven't this

gadget foi' attaching to your camera,
don't let it destroy your sleep at
night. The iris is not at all fashion -

able these days. But if your camera
has not an easily manipulated
fading device in cormection with.the
aperture, then the iris becomes more
desirable as an occasional substitute.

The practical effect of the iris in
is different from the fade in in that
the appearance of the picture is not
in the form of a gradual hghtening
from obscurity, but the gradual
opening and enlarging of a circle

of pictture until the whole is revealed.

Iris out is the reverse process.

The most effective use of the iris

is when you pause half way in its

gradual opening or closing. For
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instance : Charlie Chaplin shrugs his

shoulders and ambles off towards
the horizon along the bleak straight

road that faces the camera ; you
close your iris half way, to focus

attention on the lonely little figure,

and then close it slowly on him as he

becomes a mere speck in the

distance.

The Mask is similar to the iris

in that it is a frame placed before

the lens and is also photographed
on your film. A mask can be any
shape you choose, such as a keyhole

mask, a binocular mask or what
you will. Masks can be useful and
effective, but use them sparingly.

The Pan or Panorama is used
when you want to follow action

with your camera in a horizontal

movement. In films of horse-

racing you will notice that the

oamera has panned on the galloping

horses. Most camera stands or

tripods have a handle for panning.

Tracking is the movement of

approaching or receding from an
object. For this the camera has

to be mounted on a smooth-running
carriage. You can made one faii-ly

easily and cheaply, but see that it

has pneumatic tyres and that when
you use it you don't go bumping
over stones. Although the tracking

shot is most effective when used in

approaching and receding from an
object, you can also use it in a

horizontal movement like the

panning movement—the difference

being that with the pan you make
a circular movement, as your tripod

is stationary, while with the tracking

carriage you can go in a straight

line or in any direction you like.

Tracking shots are very effective,

particularly if you remember to

keep in focus as you track !

Tilting is what one might describe

as the opposite of panning—it is a

perpendicular movement. Let us

suppose that you have a close shot

of a pair of feet which you are

shooting down on to ; you want to

raise the camera gradually until

you are shooting on to the face

these feet belong to ; you will

therefore tilt your camera up from
the feet to the face. All the best

tripods have a head or mount that

can be tilted with one handle and
panned with another ; and some
really swell tripods have a gyro

head with a handle that enables

you to tilt and pan and even describe

circles with the movement of your
camera.
An Insert is a close-up of an

inscribed object, such as a letter, an
envelope, a cheque, a signpost, a

name-plate, a \'isiting card, and
so on.

That is about all—at any rate so

far as the major technical terms are

concerned. There are a few others

which will crop up later, but with the

above "vocabulary" you are per-

fectly well equipped for writing

scenarios of professional standard.

Now to apply this knowledge. I

want you to notice how certain

instructions and the technical words
are wTitten in capital letters. Let us
take a scene which is the opening of

a feature production we will call

"Even Worse Than Death." Tour
first page will contain nothing but
the introductory titles. The first

title of all will have the name of the

film, the name of the author, and the

name of the company or society

making the production ; this is called

the Main Title. The next title

contains the name of the cameraman,
scenarist, assistant director, art

director, and all concerned with the

exception of the artists and the
director ; this is called the Credit
Title. The next title has the name
of the genius who made the picture

and is called the Directob's Title.

And lastly we have the names of the
artists and the characters they imper-
sonate^—^this is called the Cast List.

A lot of palaver, you will say—but
it is not so foolish as it may be annoying
to some of those who have had nothing
to do with the production. My
advice to amateurs is not to try to

do without all these titles—•" tele-

scope " them if you will, but apart

from the psychological effect on those

concerned in making the picture, they
allow time for the audience to settle

down and focus their attention.

Further, I maintain that as students
of cinematography you will be inter-

ested in the names of those contribut-

ing to successful work, even if the

names are not your own.
It is possible that you may need

just one other title to introduce your
story ; this is called the Introductory
Title. But this can be contained on
your second page, the one tliat

actually begins your story.

{To be continued)

In Mr. BruneVs next instalment of

his series of articles on the Technique

of Film Production, he will include

specimen sequences in scenario form
and will analyse and explain the method

of scene-plotting.

FADING IVITHOUT
A FADER

YOLT can very often fade in or fade
out the scene you are filming by

simply opening or closing the dia-

phragm of your camera gradually

while the scene is being taken.

If you want to fade out at the end of

a scene, providing you are not using a

very small stop, all you have to do
when you want the scene to fade is to

grasp the lens mount between thumb
and forefinger, taking care not to let

your fingers project in front of the lens,

and gradually turn the diaphragm to

the smallest stop.

To fade in at the beginning of a
scene, simply start with the diapliragm

at the smallest stop and gradually

open it as you film. This, of course,

will be piactical only if you are going

to film the scene at your largest stop,

because otherwise you will have no
indication of when to cease turning the

mount.

THE MERRY REEL
{Continued from page 129)

the microphone. Everything seemed
to go off perfectly.

The films were sent off to be de-
veloped and Grubleigh annoimced that
he would put the finisliing touches to

his records. It was arranged that
the first rehearsal should be given to

a select audience in the \'illage hall

in a week's time.
" You're quite sure," I asked Grub-

leigh," that you can manage the
synchronization all right ?

"

He explained that that was no
trouble at all. He had an electric

turntable and all that he had to do
was to start or stop this at the right

moments or to regulate its speed as
he followed the pictures on the screen.

On the evening of the rehearsal
everybody who was anybody in Slosh-

bury turned up at the hall. The usual
titles and things having appeared on the
screen, the lovers were seen approaching
from the distance. It would be unkind
to say that the lovely Clara waddled,
but it would also be untrue to say that
she did anything else.

Then, speaking with awful slowness
and with a pitch like that of a thirty-

two foot organ pipe, Tom began to

tell her that lie loved her.

"Too slow," I hissed to Grubleigh,
" speed her up."
He turned the knob and Tom

passed from the deepest and the
slowest of bassos through tenor and
alto to a rapid piping shriek. Not
satisfied with this, Grubleigh began
to turn in the opposite direction

just as the lovely Clara opened her
mouth. She began to repfy rapidly
on the toppiest of top notes and her
voice then descended to her boots.

This seemed rather to have flustered

Grubleigh, who got badly out of step.

Long after Clara had left the scene
her voice was heard telling Tom how
much she loved him, thougli the only
person then on the screen was the
horrid Clarence, who appeared to be
makmg remarks of an entirely different

character.

Still, taking it by and large, the play
itself wasn't too bad. Some of the
remarks made by the bystanders got
a bit mixed up with the dialogue,

and there was one rather regrettable

interlude when the voice of the pro-

ducer came through telling old Gaffer

Mmnbleby to well . . . er . . . shall

we say, to go away ?

The climax came during the little

scene showing the intimate side of

studio life that we had staged to

follow the play. In it the producer
should liave been seen and heard
making a neat little speech of thanks
to members of the east who were
grouped round him.
On the silver screen appeared the

group of plaj-ers, and into the midst of

them advanced the smiling General.

Gazing upon them with his most
benign expression he opened liis mouth.
"Hee-haw, hee-haw, hee-haw"

bellowed the loudspeaker.

THE REELER
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HOME MOVIE OPPORTUNITIES for SEPTEMBER, 1932.
September Soj)tember Soptemljer

1 Partridge Shooting 8 Royal Highland 21 Open Dog Show S'ampton.
commences Gathering Braemar. 21 Sir Walter Scott

1 Agricultural Show Chester. 10 "Old Crocks" Centenary Ser-

2-3 September Race run round Kent Ramsgate. vices Edinburgh.

Meeting . . Folkestone. 10 Haldane G o 1 f 24 to

3 Interna tional

Ulster Grand

Cup Competi- N r t h end of

tion. Berwick. month Festival of Light Blackpool.

Prix for 12--13 Autunin Race 24 500 Miles IMotor Brook-
Motor cvcles . . Belfast. Meeting Warwick. Race lands.

3 Royal Cornwall 12-14 September 24-26 Annual Angling
Y a c h t Club Croquet Tourna- Festival Southend.
Regatta . . Fahnouth. ment .

.

Felixstowe.
26 Tennis Tourna-

5 Dance of the Deer
Men . . ..Abbots

13 Ancient Wide-
combe Fair

Widecombe-
i n - 1 h e -

ments (Open) . . Felixstowe.

27-30 Fh-st October Newmarket

5

Bromley.

Steeplechase Race
Meeting . . Folkestone.

13

l.T

-15

-Ifi

Racing and
Irish St. Leger

Northern High-

Curragh.

Race Meeting

28 Agricultural
Show .

.

BeKast.

5-7 Ancient Bar net

Horse Fair . . Barnet.
land Gathermg Inverness. Thkoughout the montfi (dates not

5-9 Irish Open 17 Race Meeting . . Bogside. yet fixed).

Amateur Golf 19 Ancient celebra- General opening of L n d o n
Championship Dolli,-mount. tions of Dr.

Johnson's
ice skating
season

and pro-
\'inees.

6 Highland Annual
Games . . . . Abovne.

Birthday Lichfield. Ancient St. Giles

6-8 Manx Grand Prix
19-20 Race Meeting . . Edinburgh. Fair .

.

Oxford.

for Motor Cycleslsle of Man. 19-24 Lawn Tennis Old Custom of C 1 o n -

7 St. Leger . . Doncaster.
'^1

Tournaments

Ancient country

Gleneagles.

Bridge-

"Patron Day"
St. MarJ' Revel

macnoise.

Week St.

7 Gala and ^^ ater
fairs

Week Marj-.
Carnival . . ShankJin. Woodbury Goose Fair N o 1 1 i ng-

7-8 Horse Show . . Bath. Hill. liam.

HAVE YOU SEEN
the PAILLARD-Bolex model "D" projector

for both Pathe 9-5mm. and Kodak
or other 16mm. films?

Powerful illumination by means of a high efficiency

250 watt air-cooled projection lamp.

Projecting " still " pictures for any length of time
without danger of blistering.

Automatic reverse projection.

Extremely light and very compact.

Very silent running (the quietest projector on
the market).

Perfect defmitlon, the well-known HUGO MEYER
lens f/1-6 1-J-" fitted as standard equipment.

PRICE : Wired for 100/110 volts

including all accessories

Rheostat for voltages

200 250

Your dealer can demonstrate, but if you

experience the slightest difficulty write us

and we will make the necessary arrangements.

£35

37/6

CINEX LIMITED
70, High Holborn, London, W.C.I

j.

Booklets free.
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WHERE ARE WE GOING?
By GEORGE H. SEWELL, F.I.A.C.

Mr. Sewell is one of the pioneers of the amateur cine movement in Great Britain and
his name is familiar to most workers in this country. He was part producer of " Gaiety
of Nations," a film which has won approbation from both amateur and professional ; part

founder of a number of amateur cine societies ; and author of " Film Play Production for

Amateurs," reviewed in our June issue. We agree with Mr. Sewell as to the need of

such a society as he mentions.—EDITOR

FOR nearly six year.s amateur
cinematogiapliy has been amongst

us. Starting with a few earnest

pioneers the movement has now
grown to large dimensions imtil to-

day there is no important function,

no outstanding occasion, at which
the small-sized cine camera cannot
be seen. In the early days facilities

were few and far between, and I can
remember how a friend and myself,

faced with tfie problem of providing

a weekly programme for a society,

actually produced a large proportion

colours and which was not of undue
sensitivity to artificial light. Nowa-
da^'S we have Panchromatic fibn which
renders all the colours of natiu-e in

nearly perfect tone relationship and
of a speed which enables hitherto
undreamed of effects to be obtained.

Then, when we wanted to make a film,

we sat for hours with towel-swathed
brows thinking of a plausible excuse
for the whole of the stoiy taking place

out of doois. Now there are many
amateiu- studios throughout the
country with most compreliensive

FROM A SCOUT FILM

Crash ! This scene from an amateur film, shot at Minehead, comes in a Wolf Cub's

dream while at camp. The film was produced and photographed by Mr. J. H. Martin Cross

of the fihns ourselves, in the form
of a news bulletin, in order to make
up that programme. Now the ordinary

man in the street can get any niunber

of programmes by applying to one

of the sub-standard libraries.

The development in apparatus has

been just as startling. Then we
worked with a little hand-turned

machine which sometimes went suc-

cessfully—and sometimes did not do

so. Now there is a wide range of

instruments with almost as many
gadgets and teclinical facilities as the

professional man's cameia.

In those days we had film known as

Orthochromatic, which only parth'

rendered the wide range of natural

lighting outfits which enable indoor

.scenes to be shot with ease.

In the early stages when we wanted
to make a play we wrote a stor^,

crude peihaps and full of errors, and
we got on with it and the result was
often virile and frequently laughable.

Nowadays—now that is where con-

ditions perhaps differ—the films are

often not even as good as they used to

be. The older adherents to the move-
ment, profiting by their individual

past experience, manage to get greater
perfection of technique, but the new-
comers are still tripping over the old

stumbling blocks, tlie newly formed
societies are still facing the old

problems, the films are still crude, and

the newcomer to the movement is stii],

after a few weeks, troubled with the
problem of " what shall I do next ?

"'

In other words the movement as a
whole has not stored up the results

of experiences of its pioneers, it has
not moved forward to the extent it

should, and amateiu- cinematography
has failed as a consequence to attain
the status which should belong to it

by right. In fact there is no " mo\'e-
ment," but merely a heterogeneous
collection of societies and individuals
all striving towards a goal, but with
differing, and at times, conflicting

methods of getting there.

I do not claim any originality in

suggesting that such a state of affairs

can be ciuetl by the existence of a
national organisation. Several other
persons liave thought of it before me,
and I have been connected with moie
than one of these efforts. But some-
how they have gone astray. Their
promoters have not quite sensed the
needs of the movement and their

ett'oits, excellent in intent, have faileil

accoidingly. Furthermore, the organ-
isations have lacked the dignity of

adequate status and full authority to
speak for the amateur, and to stand
up on an equal footing with other
national associations. Now, with the
Institute of Amateur Cinematogra-
jjheis, I feel that we are at last on
the right lines. The foundation
Avas well and truly laid in July,
when the Institute received its in-

corporation, with Mr. William E.
Chadwick, F.I.A.C, as its Hon. Genera!
Secretary.

A Truly Amateur Institute

The Institute of Incorporated
-Vmateur Cinematographers is an
organisation, evolved and sponsored
by amateur cinematographers for
amateui- cinematographers, its policy
and activities being governed by no
outside influence whatsoever. Its

leaders are persons who have first-

hand knowledge of the problems that

beset the amateur worker and the
amateur clul).

The aim of the I.A.C., is to flo

eN'erythina: that will promote inter-

change of knowledge, exchange of

films, the collection and dis.semination

of teclinical information, to place at

the disposal of the amateur at all

stages of development the advice of

some of the most prominent amatem-
experts. Information of new develop-
ments of the mov-ement, of technique
and of apparatus will be conveyed
to members of the Institute at the
earliest possible moment, while techni-

cal papers, which will be issued from
time to time, will deal exhaustively
^(•ith all subjects bearing upon the
making of amateur films.

Assistance will be available to

members on such widely varying
points as film direction and make-
up, scenario writing and the cutting

of the finished picture, processing
and the projection of the finished

positive.

Tlie Institute of Incorporated
Amateur Cinematographers have
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iionoiircd me by eloctiiig mc tlieir

(;liaimian. T invito Home Moviks
readers to join tlie I.A.C. with me.
Tliose of you ^^•llo are already ad\aneed
ill tlie pursuit of tliis fascinating hobb,\-

(.an have tho' rai'e pleasiu'e of assisting

in t)ie forward march of the amateur
iao\"ement wliile at the same time
deri\'ing pei'sonal benefit. Tlie tyro

araong.st you will find that member-
.ship of the Institute opens up to him
knowledge of undreamed of fields of

endeavour anil achievenienl.

I said earlier that the Institute of

Incorporated Amateur C'inemato-

graphers recognised the difficulties of

tiie movement, and this is evidenced
by the fact that the ainiual subscrip-

tion has been fixed at tlie modest
figure of half-a-guinea per annum.
This sum includes the provision of a

THE CINE-KODAK EIGHT
The Latest in Substandard Filming

DETAILS of the latest enterprise of

the Kodak organisation have
lecently been received in this country.
The- economic situation has had its

inevitable effect : an ingenious and
thoroughly well-thought-out scheme
has resulted in tlie production of

apparatus that renders possible the

making of home movies at less than
half the present (16-mm.) costs.

So far, neither camera nor projector

is available over here, but all amateurs
will be interested to hear of these new
economy machines, which ought to be
on the market heie in the course of

some few months.

A splendid subject for a telephoto lens.

handsome silver badge bearing the
initials of the Institute.

Further particulars of the I.A.C,
and an application form for member-
ship can be obtained from the General
Secretary, William E. Chadwiek,
F.I.A.C, 7 Red Lion Square, W.C.2.

You want the best goods—

our advertisers have them.

PhAo f futrul I'n^s.

Gull raiders being repulsed by hens

Briefly, the system utilises a special

film of standard 16-mm. width, on
which four exposirres of one-cjuarter

the usual size are made in the space
normally occupied by one frame.

Each film is run through the camera
twice, one half of the film width being
exposed on each occasion, and two
frames being accommodated inside the

normal frame depth. After being run
through the camera once, the fibn is

turned round and reloaded, \\lien

sent for pi ocessing, the fikn is split up
the middle, and the two strips joined

together. Thus the original 25 feet

l(j-nim. reel is returned to tlie user as
50 feet of 8-mm. film, and this 50 feet,

having twice the usual numbei' of

frames per foot, gives a screen duration
eciual to that of 100 feet of Hi mm.
film. In the States, 100 feet of

16-mm. film costs §6, and the new
25 feet "Eight" reel costs .S2.25.

Thus a four-minute pictuie, wliich

costs 26s. on standard 16-mm. film,

will only cost about 10s. or 12s. with
this new Cinc^-Kodak Eight outfit,

taldng the present rate of exchange as
a basis for comparison. So far, of
course, no prices have been fixed for

the new apparatus and film in the
United Kingdom.

A Neat Affair

The camera is a neat little affair,

with a fixed focus f/3 . 5 lens, eye-level

finders cleverly mounted, and a film

meter. It is motor driven, and holds
one 25 feet reel of the special film, and
thus a two-minute picture is obtainable
at one loading. It is priced at .529.50

in the U.S.A. (about £6 at par).

The projector is made in two models,
a simple type rather reminiscent of the
Kodatoy, and a de luxe one embodying
many refinements and costing a good
deal more in price. A single claw
provides the intermittent movement,
as the 8-mm. film has, of course,

perforations down one side ouly.
These machines are priced in the
LT.S.A. at S27 . 50 and .<!;85 respectively.

One More Gauge

!

While some of us may feel inclined

to deprecate a multiplicity of film

gauges, no one can fail to admire the
ingenuity that in this instance has
been brought to bear on the problem
of reducing the cost of home movie-
making, and there seems no reason to
doubt that the new-gauge apparatus
^all appeal to enthusiasts whose
purses are limited.

It should be mentioned that the
film is of especially fine grain, so that,

although the frames are so much
leduced in size, adequate screen

magnification is possible.

"Cestesmith."

Editor's Note :

—

Home Movies is

officially informed by the Kodak Com-
pany that the new apparatus and film

will not be placed on the British market
luitil next year, when both camera and
projector will be manufactured in this

country.

Bargain and Latest Lists post frea

aimwhere. Please state requirements.

/^ITCHISOn
EST. 1750.

'-^°-

WANTED
CINE

APPARATUS
BOUGHT FOR

CASH

LONDON: 28 Old Bond St., W.l.
281 Oxford St., W.l.

Stock Exchange Branch :

2 Angel Court, Throgmorton St., E.C.2.
CROYDON : 12 George St.
LIVERPOOL: 73 Lord St.
LEEDS : 37 Bond St.
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In these five little pictures you can com-
pare the relative fields of view of different

focus lenses. First, the 1" lens field

HOME MOVIES & HOME TALKIES

YOUR CINE

CAMERA LENS
By Opticus

II. The Effect of Stops
From the same viewpoint here is what

I

you get on 16mm film with a 2" focus lens.

A stand is not needed

IN the foregoiiie article I suggested

a little experiment to illustrate

the way in which the focal length of

an ordinary lens may be found. If

you remember, the lens was fixed in a

vertical position at one end of a ruler

and a box covered with wliite paper
was moved along the ruler tmtil the

image of a distant object .such as a

tree, a chimney or a house appeared
upon its face with the greatest degree

of sharpness that could be obtained.

If you care to do so you can make
another most instructive exfjeriment

with the same apparatus and a second

lens in addition.

Another Experiment

We have seen already- that with
ordinary lenses the image is apt to be
blurred at the edges and we shall

discover presently just why this

occurs. Meantime let us take it that
the focal length of the first lens is

foiuid to be appioximateh- 11 inches.

From a piece of black pajjer, such as
that used as a backing for the roll films

employed in " still " cameras, cut out
a few discs of the same diameter as the

lens under test and in the mitldle of

each dLsc make a round hole. Let these

apertures range in size from one nearly
as large as the lens itself to one onh' a

quarter of an inch or so in diameter.

How Stops Act

Now place the discs one by one over
the lens, beginning with that with the
largest aperture. What happens to

the image on the white suiface of the
box ? It becomes, you will notice,

sharper and sharper and the blurring
at the edges is reduced as the aperture
size is decreased ; but at the same time
it is less and less well ilkuninated. Let
us suppose that j-ou find that the
largest aperture which provides
reaonably good definition has a dia-

meter of one inch. This stage of the
experiment is illustrated in Fig. lA.
Now take the second lens which we

will suppose to have a focal length of

roughly oj inches. Making agam the
tests with the iliscs we find, let us say,

that the largest apertm'e which will now
give a good definition is half an inch.

The second experiment is illustrated

in Fig. IB.
How do these two lenses compare

with one another from a jjhotographic
point of view ?

The exposure neeessar\" with any
lens depends upon the illiunination of

the image that it throws on the
sensitised fihn. The better the illu-

mination the more rapid can the
exposure be. The amount of light

admitted by the lens depends upon the
size of the lens aperture. Double the
aperture and you get four times as
much hght ; treble it and a-ou have
nine times as much.

With the A" focus you can get wonderful

results in sport and nature study films.

You muit use a stand now, for every

little shake is highly magnified

The 3' foci'S begins to give a real

telephoto effect. This is about the longest
focus that can be held steadily in the hand.

A stand is now better

Now the aperture of the lens at A
in Fig. 1 is 1 inch whilst that at B is

i inch. The former leris therefore
admits four times as much light as the
latter. But the illumination of the
image on the sensitised film depends
also upon the focal length : the greater
the focal length the poorer the illiunina-

tion, double the focal length and j-ou
have only only one fourth the illumina-
tion, treble it and there is only one-
ninth. The focal length of lens A is

double that of lens B ; hence lens B
furnishes aperture for aperture, four
times the illumination.

Different Focus
We see, then, that in one way

—

owing to its larger aperture—lens A is

four times as good as lens B whilst in

another—owing to its greater focal

length—it is four times as bad. The
conclusion that we come to, then, is

that both lenses would take a photo-
graph with equal rapidity.
Can we find a simple way of express-

ing the speed of a lens so that we can
compare it instantly with an\- other ':

The method is to di\-ide the focal

length by the diameter of the largest
usable apertiu-e. In the case of lens

A this becomes II divided bv L We

write this in abbre\'iated form /ll
and that is the / value or speed of the
lens. For lens B we have .oi divided
by ^, which again comes to/ 11.

The smaller the / value the higher
is the speed of the lens. Thus an
//8 lens is faster than an//ll, an//o.6 is

faster than an f/8, and so on.
Remember that the speed of a lens is

measiued in relation to the greatest
usable aperture.
In the cine camera we must have

some means of compen.sating for the
big variations of light that occur not
only at different seasons of the year
but at different times of the day. If

the camera were arranged in exactly
the same way to take a picture of the
same scene at midday in high summer
and at three o'clock on a didl winter
afternoon we could not hope to obtain
good results iii both instances. Were
the exposure correct for smnmer
conditions the winter picture would be
under-exposed ; if the winter exposure
were correct the picture taken in
smnmer time would be over-exposed.

Cine Limitations

In a " still " camera there are three
possible ways of making the necessary
adjustments. The first is to set the
shutter so as to give a shorter exposure
in bright light than in dull ; the
second is to cut down the illumination
by using a lens of greater focal length ;

the third is to reduce it by the employ-
ment of apertiu'es of various diameter.
With a home cine camera the shutter
speed is not variable ; the exposure
time is from 1 24 to 1/32 of a second
according to the tj-pe of apparatus.
The majority of amateur cine cameras
have only one lens whose focal length
is fixed at 1 inch. Only the third
method of regulating the illmnination
thus remains a^•ailable.

The Iris Diaphragm
Most cine cameras are provided with

an iris diaphragm, so called because
its action is verv similar to that of the

The 6" lens is a favourite with
naturalists, as it enables " close-ups " to

be taken from a distance. Such lenses

are not easy to use
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iris of the eye. The eye is a niininture

camera and you will notice that in a

bi-isht light the aperture of the iris is

a mere pin point, whilst it becomes
quite large when the light is dull.

The iris diaphragm is actuated by a

knurled ring, on which is scribed an
indicating line. On the lens barrel are

figures such as 3.5, 4, 5.6. 6.3, 8, and
11. When you turn the indicator to 8

you are actually adjusting the lens to

a speed of //8. Since the focal length

of the cine lens is 1 inch this means
*hat the aperture is 1/8 inch. What-
•ever the make of lens or camera //8

will always have the same illumination

value or speed. The same is true of

all the other figiu'es marked on the

lens barrel.

You will see how convenient this is,

for it enables exposure meters to be

~ iip£^l>Tuf!£: /"O/y^M.

lu the drawing the positions of the

focal points are very much exaggei'-

ated for the sake of clearness. You
will see, though, that with a simple

lens there must be considerable blurr-

ing at the edges of the image, since

owing to the bending of the rays which
pass far from the centre of the lens

these parts of the picture are c^uite

appreciably out of focus. As we
"stop down" the lens by using

smaller and smaller ajiertiu-es there is

less bending of the raj's farthest from
the centre ; the actual focus becomes
more nearlj' a true point and the

image is .sharper.

This unequal bending by the

different areas of a lens of the light

rays which reach it is known as

spherical aberration. In a lens of

high quality its effects are practically

Figure 1.

An interesting

experiment in

definitions

made which show the correct ajjerture

for any light conditions.

In the next article I shall have
something to say about the most
desirable speeds for home cine lenses

«nd I am going to exjalain some of the
difficulties that confront the optical

expert when he desires to turn out a
perfect lens. I will conclude this

article by showing why it is that we
found in the experiment with the
iblack paper discs that the definition

improved as the aperture was reduced
in diameter.

If you look at Fig. 2 j'ou will see
that if a ray of light jsasses through
the centre of a lens it is not bent at all.

The exact focal point corresponding

Figure 2.

eliminated by correction. But this is

a somewhat expensive process if the

usable aperture is to be large. You
will now see why a very rapid lens

such as an //1. 8 is so much more
costly than a slower //5 or//'4 lens.

[To be Continued)

MAKE YOUR OWN
ANIMATED TITLE!
(Continued from page 131)

it for a few exposures and then uncover
the title of the film. The complete
shot can be held as long as you desire.

Although the foregoing instructions

suggest a lot of trouble for so short a

How the iigint

is bent

to the ray marked A is A*. But when
rays such as those marke:l D pass near
the edge of an ordinary convex lens

they are very considerably bent and
the focal point (D*) lies much nearer
the lens than does that of rays passing
through the centre. Rays like those
marked C are less bent and the focal

length C* is rather rearer to A*. In
the case of rays like those marked B
which pass quite near the centre, the
bending is comparatively small and
their exact focal point B* hes very
•close to A*

c" 3"^'

subject, the idea was to provide an
exiDeriment which amateur operators
might use as a basis for developing the
idea of making moving titles with the
use of cut-outs.

At any rate, we think that it will

stimulate a desire to acliieve something
a Uttle out of the ordinary.

NEXT MONTH :

How to Photograph Animated
Cartoons.

By ERN. SHAW.

For Your Home
Talkies

RECTATONE

With Rectatone any system

of sound production can be

balanced so as to give faith-

ful reproduction of bass
and treble.

When Bass and Treble are correctly

present, RECTATONE preserves them.
When the higher notes are missing,

RECTATONE restores them.
RECTATONE is the ideal LF.couplingfor
every L.F. amplifier, since the degree of

compensation is variable and may be
exactly suited to the particular tuned

circuits in use or employed to correct

deficiencies due to the loudspeaker or to

the acoustics of the room. Moreover,
Rectatone's high step-up ratioof 1 :7 makes
it possible to obtain the required tone

correction without using an extra stage

of L.F. amplification. Compensation is

controlled by a variable resistance con-

nected externally between two of the

transformer terminals. If this resistance

be omitted or put out of circuit

RECTATONE becomes a nornnal

straight-line transformer giving high

and even amplification.

Price 15/-
List No. D.P.33

FOR FREE BOOKLET
post the coupon below

To Messrs. Varley, Kingsway House, 103,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Please send me, free and post free, the

Book of the RECTATONE
Date..

Name
,

Address.

.W.r.l
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" will be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future

plans. We must apologise to a number of societies for the omission of their

reports, which arrived too late for publication. For inclusion in our next
issue reports should reach the Service Manager not later than 15th Sept.

" Stills " suitable for publication are welcomed

BOLTON AMATEUR CINE ASSOCIA-
TION. The society are making <;oo(l

headway with their new film " Redemp-
tion," and have recently been shooting

scenes at the Bungalow, Rivington, the
home of the late Lord Leverhulme. The
society have recently added a camera
trolley to their equipment.

BEDFORD CAMERA CLUB. President.

Thos. Mathison ; Hon. Trea.surer. Cijit. R.
Wilson ; Hon. Secretary, G. .J. White.
A.A.I. At the last annual meeting of the
club the suggestion to form a Cine Section

was discussed, and it was agreed that

Mr. Gough and Mr. Colson, who made
suggestions for the creation of this section,

should further consider the matter with a

view to developing the idea, and to pro-

mote such a section. An Ensign Silver

Screen was offered to the club by Mrs.
Willis, subject to the formation of the Cine

Section. At present there is a nucleus of

four members, and it is hoped by ne-xt

session to have sufficient for a section.

BECKENHAM CINE SOCIETY. We
have practically finished " Up The
Garden " now, and all the scenes to date
were shown in their proper order at our
last meeting and, although they were
untitled and uncut, they were received

very enthusiastically. As far as we can
see, this film will be of genuine entertain-

ment value even to those who know none
of the cast, as it is full of action and very
funny.
Our next picture will have started by

the time this is in print ; it is in the form
of a comedy-drama, and is by the same
author as " Up The Garden," namely.
Mr. Norman .Jefferies, one of our members.
This film will be on 16 mm. stock running
to approximately 400 feet.

During the coming winter we are arrang-
ing to produce a film by artificial lights

based on the popular game of " Murder "
;

although it has not yet been decided, this

will probably be on 16 mm.

CIVIL SERVICE CINE SOCIETY.
Chairman, .Sigurd Moir ; Treasurer, A. A.
Peachcy ; Hon. Secretary, Norman Reid.

369, Lonsdale Road, Barnes, S.W. 1.3.

The object of this society is to advance the
work of members and to screen any films

(whether taken by members or by other
amateurs) that show thoughtful treatment
or promising cinematic ideas, instructive

displays and lectures being a feature of the
winter programme. Copies of artistic or

advanced productions from other societies

will be welcomed, and the C.S.C.S. is

prepared to pay agreed charges for the
loan of such films.

Work is now proceeding on " Red
Handed," a light comedy ;

" Whitehall,"
believed to be the most ambitious abstract
film ever undertaken by any body of

amateurs ;
" The Riverside," a London

documentary, and a number of smaller

films in botii 9.5 mm. and 16 mm. gauges.

An interesting sidelight on the personal
activities of the society is disclosed by the
16-mm. 200 feet shot made at the
wedding of Mr. C. H. S. Holton, one of

the original members and now Treasurer
of an affiliated society. This film was
finished ready for presentation within two
days of the ceremony, and in both technical

and photographic senses is considered
excellent.

A few vacancies exist for enthusiastic

workers, applications for which should be
submitted to the Secretary, at the above
address. There is no entrance fee, and of

the annual subscription of one guinea,

only 10s. 6d. is this year being called for.

EASTERN AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary, 0. Packman, IS, Margery
Road, Forest Gate, E. 7 ; Headquarters.
277, Green Street, Upton Park. This
society has completed three productions

this season :
" Rosalita," a film based on

the song ;
" The Parson's Error," a comedy

of 200 feet ; and " 9 O'clock," a snappy
drama with a surprise ending. The club

consists of about 2.5 active members, and
meetings are held at .iead(iuarters every

Tuesday at S p.m. Full particulars can
be obtained from the Secretary.

EXEL MOTION PICTURES. President,
Conn. W. H. Bellis : Treasurer, H. Lee;
Publicity Manager. R. W. Bellis ; Secretary,

H. Merrall. 28, Orchard Road, St. Anne's-on-
Sea. The Club i.s at present engaged in

making a drnma entitled "Fate," for which
many exciting and interesting shots have
been taken, including a burying scene whicli

was very real and gruesome. The Club has
had a song specially written for it by a

famous composer for its next film, so I think
we can claim the honour of being the first

('lub to make a film with a theme song.

In the future the Club is deciding whether
to go "

3.5 mm. or not." Will anybody with
35 mm. cameras to hire please write to the
Publicity Manager, 25. Victoria Road, St.

Anne's-(m-Sea, giving the hire charges ?

FELIXSTOWE AMATEUR PRODUC-
TIONS. Hon. Secretary, Edmund F.

Pipe, " Ruling," Fo.xgrove Lane, Felix-

stowe. A programme of lilms produced
by the above society was given in Stalham,
Norfolk, on 10th .Inly, a notable member
of the audience being Cyril MacLaglan,
the well-known film actor. The two film

comedy dramas mentioned in the previous

issue of this paper were shown, in the chief

of which— " Enter Horlick Soames '"

—

Mr. E. Guy Whitby, as tlw famous detective

caused much amusement by his antics.

Others in this film who showed remarkable
promise as film actors were Miss Marjorie

Miles. Mr. N. Thompson and Mr. W. H.
Avery. Mr. Thompson also displayed his

capabilities as the " Hero " in "Queer
Mixture," an unusual comedy drama, in

which film the acting of Miss Brenda
Potter as the " Heroine," and Mr. Will

Tuddenham as the " Villain." also showed
great promise. These films, together with

a short film displaying the attractions of

Felixstowe, were photographed and pro-

jected by the Secretary. Another film

drama is" about to be produced in Felix-

stowe, details of which we hope to publish

in the next issue of Home Movies.

FOOTLIGHT MOTION PICTURES.
While the final shots ot " Nemesis " are

being made, a News Interest film is in the

process of editing. It is made up of shots

An interesting still from the Wimbledon Cine Society showing an office scene in a recent

production. The set was prepared by a member. Cover up the picture to the white line

and you will see what appears in the finished film
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taken at various times by members, and it

i- our !um to produce a series of these
under the title ut'

"" I'ootlight Pietorial,""

each one about 200 feet U> mm. stock.

Xumber one contains slow motion jumping,
-enes from the K.A.F. Pageant, a run
iiiund Waterlow Park, hiking pictures and
:. trip on the "" Engadine."
The scenario of our next production,

" Madam Fantasky," has been completed
and the film cast.

"
:\Ir. T. A. Southey will

not play in the film as previously an-
niiunced, as he will once more be in charge
of the camera. The film is founded on a
concert party sketch written by Mr.
Raymond Southey some years ago. Miss
Hermione Wade will play the part of a

middle-aged widow hovering between love
for Sir Everleigh. played by Mr. R. Keys,
and a promise to her late husband not to

marry again. The film shows the efforts

of Madam, played by Mr. Raymond
Southey, to obtain permission from the
(ieadman for his wife to re-marry. Black
Magic and a Spirit Seance are called

upon, and in the end the widow is con-
vinced that she is free to do as she pleases.

Horlick Soames, Detective in a Felixstowe
Amateur Production

The club earnestly hope that the film will

have the same success as the original stase
production, but time alone will tell whether
the replacing of dialogue by pictures will

mar or improve the humour. As soon as
all members return from their holidays
work will be started in earnest.

GLASGOW AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
President, Erik Chisholm : Hon. Secretary,

Miss Diana Brodic, 63, Berkeley Street.

CS. The society was formed in January,
1932, and has a membership of 30. The
first few months of its work were run in

the usual manner of amateur societies. i.e..

lectures on various technical subjects and
the screening of several amateur societies'

productions. A feature of our work was
tiie formation of the society into sections.

and definite class instruction was carried

out in (a) scenario writing, (b) direction,

(o) editing and cutting, it being our en-
deavour to build up the power of the
society through gaining an insight into

the technical methods of film production.
Concentrating on the scenario plan, we
worked various exercises on this. The
literary script was transcribed into a

««

ALL READERS OF

HOME MOVIES »

DESIROUS OF OBTAINING
BETTER EQUIPMENT SHOULD
GET OUR USED CAMERA,
PROJECTOR, AND ACCESSORY
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ID.

WELL SPENT!
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CINEMATIC SUPPLIES GO.
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scenario-shooting-script by each member,
criticised and corrected by our leader

:

and after having a set scene thus treated
we proceeded to shoot the scene (generally
we chose an existing book of a film, e.g.,

Clair's "A Nous La Liherte," served us
for numerous scenes). Thus at a very
small expenditure on actual film stock
and a goodly expenditure of our brain
power, we acquired an elementary know-
ledge of "This Film Business," which we
are extending more and more as the
months pass.

We have made several abstract films

dealing with special points in the technique
of films ; some topical films ; and one
jjroduction of the conventional story-

telling type besides the " Exercises"
already mentioned.
We are on the look-out for new members

who will be welcomed if they are seriously

interested in our work. We are the only
Cine Club in Glasgow, and it would be
strange if in so large a city there is not
room for a large and prosperous club.

We have no trade interests. The Secretary
will be glad to hear from any interested

readers.

HORNBY-BRITISH FILM CORPORA-
TION. President, Henry Caine : Vice-

President, The Baroness de Sercles ;

C'hairman, R. Hornby ; Manager, R.
Hornby, Junr. ; Secretary, John
Montgomery, Timber Lodge, Ashtead,
Surrey. Negotiations have been entered

into \vith the Daimler Car Co., with whose
permission it is planned to film a short
trade film with the Daimler Car as a
subject.

A few more shots are needed to complete
' Convict 17," the crook drama which
was made in the neighbourhood, and some
new inventions will be brought into the
story.

It is hoped that the Southern Railway
Co. will be able to offer facilities for film

workers in the future, and enquiries have
been sent in that direction ; readers are

advised to watch the activity column of

this unit to see if such facilities are avail-

able.

The Secretary will be glad of enquiries,

scenarios, interchange of suggestions with
other units, and correspondence from home
or abroad. American film magazines please

copy.

KILBURN AND BRONDESBURY
AMATEUR MOVIE SOCIETY. Hon-
Secretary, C. F. W. Dickins. 1, Harvist

Road. Kilburn, N.W. 6. Our first meeting
for all members will take place at St.

Annes Hall. Salisbury Road, Brondesbury
Park, on Tuesday, 13th September, at 8

p.m. ; there will also be a meeting for

active members at the same address on

Friday, 2nd September.
During the beginning of July about

250 feet. (9i-mm.) of film was taken of

Hemsby Holiday Camp (Norfolk), and as

yet has proved quite good ; it gives a

good idea of the life and fun that takes

place there. When titled, it will be shown
to members, campers and friends, at the

Hall, on Saturday, 22nd October. Other
films will also be shown and the camp
concert party have promised to give a

few turns. The Secretary will be very

pleased to hear from anyone interested.

LIVERPOOL AMATEUR FILM
SOCIETY. Hon. Secretary, G. E. Fisher,

1.32, Bold Street, Liverpool. This society

has been in existence for 18 months,
during which time we have made three

supers : "Arts and Hearts " (Liverpool),

"Some Bird's Eye Views," and "Three
Jlen and a Maid." The e.xteriors for
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Interlude," a heavy dramatic story-,
have been shot, and we are now rehearsing

• Tarnished,^' or "A Girl's Cross Roads."
a burlesque, directed by Mr. Denis Furlong.
Our most popular unit i.s the 9.5-.mm.
Patho.
The society is in two sections, seniors

and juniors, and we have vacancies in
every branch of amateur cinematography.
We are always requiring genuine new
members, who can contribute a definite
interest besides their subscriptions, and who
need not have had previous experience.
The Secretary will be glad to answer all
enquiries at the above address on any
Wednesday from 8.30 p.m.

BQNEHEAD CINE PLAYERS. Secretary.
J. H. Martin Cross, Hazeldene Photographic
Studios, Jlinehead. Work is now in pro-
gress on a film entitled "The Trail of
Youth," written, directed and photographed
by the Secretary. All the players are
Jlinehead folk, with the exception" of Lord
Baden-Powell, who features in seme Jam-
boree scenes at Bath. The theme of the
film is .Scouting and shows the adventures
of three brothers- two of them Scouts and
the third a non-Scout. Two of them work
in a Radio factory and the plot deals with
the scheming of "a foreign firm trying to
get the formula of a television invention.
The non-Scout brother gets involved in the
schemes of a spy employed in the works,
and the ending is a thrilling sea rescue
from a sinking steamer. The production is

on 16 mm. stock and will run to eight reels

NEO-FIIM AND SOCIAL CLUB
President, Leslie Haar ; Chairman, Chas.
Redstone : Viee-Chairman. Jay Diamond ;

Hon. .Secretary and Treasurer". Miss Ruth

A 30"x20" Silver Screen for 2/-/

KONDUCTITE
Metallic Paper for Home
Made Movie Screen

"Konductite" Metallic paper consists
of specially prepared thin Aluminium
Foil with a backing of stout paper.
It can be readily applied to any flat

surface, such as plj-yvood, %vith any
ordinar)' adhesive and forms a brilli-

ant silver screen for Home Projection

Price per sheet (3o"'X2o'} 2/-

Postage and packing 6d. extra
Any length 20" wide, supplied at 2/6 per yd.

The City Accumulator Coy.

7 Angel Court, Strand, W.C.2
'Phone . - - TEMPLE BAR 8620

-¥ • •

The cast of 9 o'clock.

with producer and
cameraman

Reading from left to
right : Mr. G. Bradley
(Bilby), Miss Watson
(Linda), Mr. C. Tol-

hurst (Mr. James), Mr.
F. Firniin (a friend), Mr.
S. Martin (producer),
Keith Slain (camera)

• • •

Waxman. 94. Downs Park Road, Clapton.
E..5 : Headc£uarters, 38, Pembury Road,
Clapton, E..5. This film and social club,

which has now been running successfully

for sis months, was founded by an en-

thusiastic worker, Mr. Leslie Haar, who
has charge of all film activities.

The club holds meetings every Wednes-
day at headquarters, and the attendance
has been growing steadily. The fact that
we have had an attendance of over 80
during the hot weather shows the en-

thusiasm prevailing at this club. At each
meeting, which commences at 8.30 p.m..

.one of the chief attractions is the cine-

matograph entertainment on 16-min. film,

and special attention is given to the choice
.of films projected, the aim beins to show
only outstanding productions, which are

accompanied by specially selected musical
settings by means of an expensive and
powerful electrical apparatus. The film

entertainment is followed by a social and
dance. Another attraction is the film

rambles held frequently—the whole day's
activities are filmed and then .shown at

the next meeting. In this way we very
often discover talent for our own film

plays.

We are now engaged on our first film

production. '" Fickle Women," a comedy
written and adapted to the screen by Jlr.

Leslie Haar, who is also directing it ; able

assistance is provided by an exceptionally

capable Committee. The film calls for

character acting, and all we can say at

present is that we are hoping for the best !

We are anxious to loan 16 mm. amateur
productions, and would be glad to hear from
other clubs who are willing to assist us
in this direction. We should also like to

get in touch with anyone who might be
interested in giving Talks on subjects

connected with film making. All com-
munications should be addressed to the
.Secretary.

PINNACLE PRODUCTIONS. Hon.
Secretary. .). S. Mardel. '21. Douglas Crescent.

Edinburgh. Although not yet a year old.

this society is a very active uni t and has
had some great results. J[r. Adam and a

friend took 800 feet of the Braw Lads"
Day Celebrations in Galashiels, and the
results were so good that a hall had to be
taken to show it. In four nichts we played
to 2,860 people, and the film, complete
with a running commentary and soun<l

effects, using three gramophones and a
'" mike." was a great success.

A great amateur scoop was obtained on
the 29th July by Mr. Alan J. Harper,
cameraman to Pinnacle Productions, during
the visit to Edinburgh of Jlessrs. Laurel
and Hardy. Along with another cameraman
he waited in the Castle for a long time to

• shoot " the comedians, but eventually

had to leave for a business appointment.

Jlr. Adam remained and got 40-60 feet of

10 mm. L. & H. and returned home quite

satisfied. Mr. Harper, however, determined
to get a shot somehow, went along to the
Playhouse, where the comedians were
appearing, saw the manager, and in a private
room rigged up his lishts and camera, and
when the mirthmakers appeared and saw
the imposing apparatus, arranged and
carried out an impromptu sketch with the
aid of Mrs. Hardy.
The result is a screamingly funny piece

of typical Laurel and Hardy fooling. Their
antics, being the same as portrayed to our
professional brethren, will remain a feather
in the cap of our "Ace " cameraman, who
has terrific enthusiasm and determination
to ' get his man."

Before lea\-ing. Laurel and Hardy asked
if they could get a copy sent out to them at
Hal Roach's Studios, Culver City, Calif.,

to which Mr. Harper readily agreed. It

appearsthat both the comedians are 16 mm.
enthusiasts ; and I am sure amateurs all

over our country will admire the kindness
of our famous visitors in giving an amateur
the chance to record their visit here in such
a way.

Production is going ahead rapidly in the
club. We have recently finished a comedy,
' Getting The Bird." written and produced
by Forbes W. Adam, and photographed by
Alan J. Harper. A drama from the pen of

Miss Heath is also slated for production,
and we are getting the cast arranged so

that we can start shooting as soon as the
holidays are over. This film will be pro-

Footlight Motion Pictures

Hermione Wade and Raymond Southey irk

' Nemesis
"
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(Uiced by Jliss Hi-atli, mid JFr. Harper will

act as ('hicf Cameraman and Siiper\Tsor.

Another drama, entitled "' Fear." by Mrs.
J). M. Hodson, is ready for putting into

scenario form, and will be produced in dvic

course by Mr. Harper, who is undoubtedly
the H. E. Hughes of the North.
We require more actors, however, and

pnrticularly elderly people who are willing

to appear before the camera. The mem-
bership is now about .SO, and when a certain
number is reached we intend to cease taking
new members. Will anyone in Edinburgh or

the Borders interested in our activities get

in touch with Alan J. Harper, 131, Leith
Walk, Leith, or with Forbes W. Adam, The
Elms, Galashiels. AA'e do not require
people with a knowledge of amateur cinema-
tography, and you do not need to have
any equipment ; but if you have plenty of

enthusiasm and a pound for your sub-
scription, let us hear from you.

PLYMOUTH. — MR. LESLIE R. ACK-
LAND, 42. "West Street. :Millbrool;,

Plymouth, is anxious to start an Amateur
Cine Club in Plymouth, and would like to

get in touch with anyone interested.

PREMIER AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPH ASSOCIATION. Hon. Secretary,
Herbert H. Dowsett, 37. Barrington Road,
Briston, S.W.9. This association was
formed in September, 1931, and two months
later commenced its first production, a
one-reel comedy entitled " Tea for Three,"
the story of w-hieh was Aviitten bj' two of

the members.
This film is at present undergoing the

process of editing, and the club is at work
on a second production, a two-reel drama,
the title of which has not yet been decided.
This i.s also an original story by one of the
members and promises to make a really

entertaining picture. Both films are on
16-mm. stock.

The association meets every Tuesday
evening and occasionallj' at week-ends.
Details of subscriptions are not given as
they are to be revised at the annual general
meeting due to take place on the 20th
September.

WATFORD.—MR. A. E. EKSTROMER,
238, High Street, AVatfurd, Herts, is

anxious to form an Amateur Cine Club
in Watford and would like to get in touch
with amateurs interested in both 9.5 and
16-mm. films. He has at his disposal
admirable grounds and buildings suitable
for the making of pictures.

WIMBLEDON AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
" The Sentimental Tragedy," bj- Mr. J.

Nunu, is now nearing completion, and will

be shown at the first meeting of the winter
session on the 14th October, together with
other films which the club have taken during
the summer. It is hoped that "The Great
Dope Mystery " will also be ready for

showing on that evening.
At a recent meeting a demonstration of

the " Talkatome " Home Talkies was given.
Now that this form of entertainment is

becoming so popular, this demonstration
did not fail to arouse enthusiasm among
members.
The elub have found it necessary to take

larger premises for the coming season and
have accjuired No. 18, The Ridgway,
Wimbledon ; the first meeting on these
premises will be on the 30th September.

JUDGING EXPOSURE
(Coiitiinied from page 125)

pletely insensitive to red as well as

to some tones of green. A scene
including red brick buildings will,

therefore, e\en when fully exposed,
sliow the bricks as black or at least

a very dark grey ; the same exposure
on a pan film without filters will show
tile bricks as tliey appear to the eye.

At the same time, if, in the picture
including a red brick building there is

a tree with light green foliage, the
orthochromatic film will not only fail

to give a proper rendering of the red
brickwork, but will also fail in the
light green of the leaves.

Orthochromatic film is really a
sur\-ival. In many cases it will give
admirable results, but in no case is it

better than panchromatic. In a year
or two orthocliromatic film will be
as dead in the amateur world as it

is in the professional, where panchro-
matic film reigns supreme.

\Vhen replying to our advertisers

please mention this paper — they like

to know where you saw their adver-

tisement—and we want them to know

Keep your eye on the
advertisements In HOME
MOVIES—they're news !

MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT
OF FILMS

{C'ontimiedfrom page 126)

Most of the technique of providing
an effective accompaniment is only
learnt by practice, but the practice is

extremely interesting and much
amusement may be derived from a
quiet "run-through" of a new film,

noting the appropriate points at which
"noises off" have to be introduced,
or changes made in the character of

the music.

I hope to go into the subject in still

greater detail in a future article, but
the reader will probably have, by now,
quite enough to occupy his attentions
for some little time.

Editor's Note :—Our readers will

be interested to learn that studio

facilities are now available for

amateurs who wish to produce their

own talking pictures or to convert
their silent films into talkies. For
example, a running commentary to a

dOO feet sub-standard silent film can
be recorded for £10, which price

includes two 16-inch discs which can
be played on any suitable talkie turn-
table. Further copies of the disc

can be supplied at 10s. each.

STOP ACTION
(Continued from page, 128)

extremely fascinating and interesting
to work in, whilst with average care
and patience the result is infinitely

more interesting and instructive than
the average amateur films.

It is hoped in the near future to
publish a further article giving greater
details of the apparatus employed and
a description of an automatic stop-
action device developed for hand-
cranked cameras.

Effects Inserted After
Filming

HERE are .some useful effects that
can be added to a film after it

has been taken and processed. You
have probably seen, in professional
films, a method of shutting off a scene
in which a black shadow slides across
the screen from one side to the other,

blackmg out the picture. To get this

effect, all you need do is to draw a
diagonal line across your film with
photographic dead black, ruiuiing the
line along about six inches of film.

Then carefully black in one side of the
diagonal hne. The paint should be ap-
plied on the emulsion side of the film.

By drawing two lines diagonally
from opposite sides of the film, meeting
a few inches fiu'ther along, in the
centre, forming a sort of V, and then
filling in the spaces at each side of the
arms of the V, you get the effect of two
black shadows approaching from either

side of the scene and shutting it off

:

a quite effective substitute for an iris

out. By filling in the opposite sides of
the lines you get the picture gradually
revealed as the black shadows slide

away.
An effective change from one scene

to another can be achieved in this way
by blacking in a diagonal band across
the film, the blackened band coming at
the junction of two scenes, so that
when the fikn is shown a shadow will

run diagonally across the screen and,
shutting off one picture, reveal the next.

A CAMERA
for LESS

than COST °f

the LENS
Sands Hunter's record-breaking low-

price Sale is an opportunity for you
which will not occur again. Seize it

NOW, if you want a Cine, or other

camera, for less than the value of the

lens at this amazing clearance

)SALE^
Here is a splendid selection of good-

as-new Cine cameras for you to

choose from. Also cameras for all

purposes, roll-film or plate, reflex or

focal-plane. You'll save at least 50%

,

whatever your needs, by coming to

Sands Hunter's.

WRITE FOR FREE SALE LIST

SANDS HUNTER & Co., Ltd.,
37, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.I.

3385
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

This section will be devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and film
submitted to " Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purchase

of equipment.

A Good Distance Meter

While tlie short focus of the average
cine lens makes it possible to filni the
great raajority of subjects with the
lens set at "infinity." there are many
cases where accurate focussing by
scale is essential, notably when using
large aperture lenses, such as the

f/1.5 or 1 . 9 or when a long focus or
telephoto lens is brought into action.

A few of the more expensive 16-inm.

cameras, such as the Bell A: Howell
70 D.A. and the Victor V.5, are
arranged so that the particular lens in

use can be focussetl on a miniature
ground glass screen ; but the great
majority of camera-users have to rely

on the focussing scale.

The "Dist" distance meter, which
we have received for test and report,

is illustrated in the accompanying
photograph. Shaped like a small
telescope it is held to the eye and
focussed, by rotating a ring, upon the
object to be photographed, whereupon
the marking on a scale shows at once
the exact distance of the object from
the observer.

In an instrument of this kind it is

essential that good illumination be
obtained in situations where the light

is none too good, for it is in such
places that large aperture lenses are

used. We were [>leased to find that
the front lens is an anastigmat with an
effective aperture of about f , 2 giving an
excellent definition as well as brilliant

illumination over the field of view.

The action is positive and definite

—one has no doubt that the image is

exactly in focus and a series of tests on
measured distances show the instru-

ment to be thoroughly reliable. The
price is £2 10s., in leather case, and it

carries our full recommendation.

The •• Dist " distance meter

Substantial Camera Stand

The Cine user who has attempted to

tlo serious work on one of the flimsy

telescopic metal stands sold for use

with light-weight cameras will be well

aware of the exasperation to which
the>- may give iLse. Many cine

cameias are comparatively heavy with
a high centre of gravity and unless the

stand is rigid the results will be much
worse than with a camera held in the

hand.
ilessrs. Sands Himter's new stand,

which we illustrate, has many desirable

features, the first and foremost being

rigidity combined with lightness, ^^'ith

Left.—The Celfix screen

being erected

Right.—The new Sands

Hunter tripod which

has many useful features

legs reasonabh- extended the over-all
height is approximately 52 inches,

bringing the view-finder of the average
camera to a reasonable eye level. The
legs are extended telescopically with
one draw, it being possible to lock
them in any intermediate position by
the turn of a knurled ring on each leg.

Each leg terminates in a sharp metal
point, over which fit for indoor work a
hemispherical rubber cap, which will

give firm support without scratching
on the most polished floor.

The head of the tripod is marked in
degrees to assist in accurate panora-
ming, a ^vinged lock nut being provided
for use when lequired. In addition to
this there is_ a fore and aft tUt, a
spring tending to return the camera to

the vertical as soon as the handle is

released, although with the heavier
cameras it is not strong enough
to do this unaided. Here again a
winged lock nut is provided. The
camera securing screw, being of a
standard jjattern. will fit all the
leading makes.
At the price of £6 6s. this stand

compares very favourably with several

more expensive varieties and will be
found fully adequate for all the work
which a stand is called upon to do.

Xot the least of its virtues is its

lightness, which has been obtained

without sacrifice of rigidity. Supplied

in a convenient leather carrying ca.se

with a shoulder shng. which will be

appreciated on long journeys, it is

altogether a very useful addition to

amateur cine ec[uipment and is fully

recommended

.
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Above.—The Pathe Motocamera fitted with a Meyer

telephoto lens. The normal lens is temporarily screwed

into the socket below while the telephoto lens is in use

and vice-verss. Notice the special finder.

Right.—The Celfix Screen in position ready for projection.

The Celfix Screen

Although mucli cine apparatus used
by the British Amateur originates

abroad, it is good to find that so far as

screens are concerned at least there is

nothing to fear from foreign competi-

tion. The Celfix Cine Screen, which is

made m four sizes and illustrated with
photographs on tins and the following

pages, is a particularly neat production,

being so made that on grasping the

handle and touching a button the

screen rolls out and supports itself

vertically and taut without further

attention. The screen is in effect

practically self-erecting, as the spring

action which serves to hold the screen

perfectly fiat when open assists in the

erecting action. To close it it is only
necessary to grasp the handle and
press downwards, wherevipon the

screen rolls into the box and the whole
outfit becomes of minimum size for

transport.

So far as the finish of the box and
screen fittings are concerned these

are excellent. Most important of all. the

surface of the screen is of high reflective

power and free from blemish both in

the silver and crystal bead types. We
are often asked which is the better of

these two surfaces, but much depends

upon the conditions in wliich they are

used. The crystal bead undoubtedly

gives a more brilliant picture and
slightly better colour than the silver

but its Imninosity falls off rapidly as

we move away from the line joining

the projector and the screen. This

means that if the screen is being used in

a wide room, spectators at the side will

lose a good deal of illummation. The
silver, on the other hand, is not so

bright in the direct light, but is much
more even in its distribution of light,

and if the audience must be spread

over a wide arc this is the better

surface.

In the case of the Celfix we can

recommend both tj'pes. Readers who .

wish to compare the two surfaces can

obtain free samples a few inches

square, which is quite sufficient to

give a good idea of the difference, by

mentioning this magazine when apjjly-

ing to Messrs. R. F. Hunter, Ltd., .51,

Gray's Inn Road, W.C.I, the manu-
facturers. The price of the screen

varies according to size ; the smallest

size, which measures when open 27

inches by 20 inches, being £3 10s. for

the silver surface and £4 IDs. for the
crystal bead, while the largest size,

6.3 inches by 47 inches is £10 for the

silver surface and £12 15s. for the
crystal bead.

Super Lenses on Pathe Cameras
One of the indications of the wide-

spread popularity of the 9i-mm. size

is the demand for what might be
termed '

' super
'

' equipment for these

cameras. Mr. A. O. Roth, the British

distributor for the Hugo Meyer
Optical Works, which produces the

well-known Meyer anastigmat, has
recently submitted to us a Pathe
Motocamera Model B fitted with a
Meyer f/1.5 anastigmat f-inch focus

and a Meyer f/3 anastigmat with 2-uieh

focal length. The camera, which is a

m% rr THE BRITISH AUTOMATIC CINE SCREEN

FOR EVERY HOME MOVIE MAKER
(Patent No. 345,925.)

The "Celfix" is

AUTOMATIC

% PORTABLE

% BRILLIANT

# LIGHT WEIGHT

• IN 4 SIZES

In modern Cinematography, the Cine Screen is the most import-ant
part of thp outfit, for the eyes of the spectators are centred on the
Screen during the whole time, and not on the Projector. The strain
on the eyes in w-it-ching motion pictures projected on an inferior Screen
cannot be over estimated, it can easily mar the whole pleasure or
instruction of the show.

This vital point has alwavs been foremost in the minds of the Manu-
facturers of the " CELFIX " CIXE SCREEN, the very latest, and
most improved Cine Screen yet produced, for it supersedes all others
bv its clever construction, in addition to the qualitv and brilliance of
the SILVER and CRYSTAL GLASS BEADED Surfaces fitted to it.

The CELFIX Screen is portable, and self-erecting, opening and
closing by a single pressure on a button. Built in a beautifully finished
art-leather covered Box, it takes up practically no room, and can be
transferred from place to place at a moment's notice.
The Surfaces fitted are of super brilliance, made on scientific formulas

to bring out the maximum colour values in the Film, and at the same
time to give brislit, soft pictures, which cause no strain lio the eves.
REMEMBER, it's the SCREEN that makes the PICTURE

Write for Free Sample Screen Surfaces and fully descriptive leaflet
dealing with the '* Celfix " and numerous other Screens.

Gemx in

open position

R. F. HUNTER, LTD.
Sole Celfix

Patentees and
Manufacturers

CELFIX HOUSE,
51, GRAY'S INN RD.. LONDON.W.CI

Telephones: HOLBORN 7311-2 2 lines)
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The new Siemens Camera ready for use

standard Pathe Luxe Motocamera
specially prepared b^- Air. Roth to

carry these lenses, is illustrated in our
photograjjh, which shows the same
camera fitted in this case with the

3J-Lnch lens as well as the f 1.5. In
our case, as we mentioned above, we
tested the 2-inch lens.

As it is often inconvenient to find a

suitable jjlace to keep the particular

lens not in use. the Roth version of

the Pathe Motocamera is fitted with a

socket in the lower part of the camera
into which the unused lens can be
temporarily screwed. In the case of

the 2-inch lens, the camera is fitted

with a matched view-finder, which
slides over the front of the original

finder lens, so as to show the user
exactly the field of view embraced.
In the case of the longer focused lens,

special finders are supplied attached
to the side of the camera, as shown in

our photograph.
Our test film showed up veiy clearly

the superb definition for which the
Meyer lenses are noted, and thisapplied
both to the 2inch and J-inch len.ses

supplied. The tremendous speed of
the f/1 . 5 will be realised when we
consider that it is approximately 5J
times as fast as the f/3..5 lens ! This,
combined with the new Pathe pan-

cluomatic super-sensitive film, should
enable cine films to be taken under
almost any conditions.

Speaking of panchromatic film

reminds us that Mr. Roth is in a

position to su]i]5ly filters for use with
these lenses and also to convert cus-

tomers' own cameras to take special

moimts and view-finders.

The cost of the 1 . 5 lens focusing
mount without the camera is £16 10s.

anil the f/3..5 telephoto in inter-

changeable focusing mounts is £16
without camera. This sounds a lot

of mone.\', but high grade lenses of this

kind are naturally expensive, and the
magnificent results obtainable enabling
films to be projected to almost any
size, provided you have the light,

witliout loss of definition, must be
paid for. We can reconvmend this

outfit to all keen 9i-mm. enthusiasts
who do not mind pajing to get the
best.

^P^< *^^H

1Wt^m5-^.A.^

.^ 3

The Siemens projector with sides open,
revealing resistance and lamp

The Siemens projector closed. The
upper reel arm folds back to form

a handle

Aluminium Surface Paper

We have tested the aluminiiun
surface paper sold as '" Konductite "

by the City Accumulator Co., of 7,

Ajigel Court, M'.C.2, and find it has a
number of uses in Amateur Cine-

matography. Actually it consists of a

ver\- thin film of aluminium on a stout

paper base and can be cut and attacherl

to wood and other surfaces as can any
ordinary tliick paper. The high
reflecting power makes it very useful

for reflectors in lightening shadows
during filming while it also makes an
excellent screen surface of high lumin-
osity, provided tlie view point is not
too faj- away fiom the line joining the
projector with the screen. The cost is

2s. a sheet measuring 30 inches bj- 20
inches.

Interesting New Camera
and Projector

Two of the most interesting pieces of

cine apparatus we have yet had an
opportunity of examining are the new

Loading a fifty-foot casette in the
Siemens 16-mm. camera

Siemens camera and projector. The
camera, two illustrations of which
appear on this page, takes 16-mm. in a
special charger containing 50 ft. ;

and arrangements have been made
with the Kodak and Agfa Companies
to supply these chargers ready loaded
for the same price as the ordinary
50 feet spools, free processing as usual
being given. Two particularly appeal-
ing features of the camera are its small
and compact sizeandtheeaseof loading,

it only being necessarj- to open the side

of the camera and drop in the charger,

without anj- threading whatever.
Three speeds are provided, namely
8. 16, anrl 64 frames a second, this last

for slow motion. A strilcing novelty is

that when the lens aperture has been
adjusted to give the correct exposure
on 16 frames a second, pusliing the
lever over to 64 frames simultaneously
and automatically opens the aperture
to the correct degree for the qviadrujile

speed !

A\'e have examined this camera
carefully and were very struck by the
admirable workmanship. However,
we ha\-e not jet tested it by taking a

film so that our final report on it mu.st

be delayed until we have had this

opportunity. It is not jet on the

market in this country but we under-
stand will be sold for £28.

The projector, which also has a

ntunber of i'ery ingenious features, we
have tested thoroughly. It is notable

for its cjuiet working (special pro^ision

having been made to prevent noise in

I^rojection) and high luminosity.

Although a 200 watt lamp is used, the

makers claim that they are able to

get twice as much light as is usually- the
case by a specially designed optical

.system. This seems borne out bj- the

re.sults given. It is also adjustable to

any voltage and we like the feature of

interchangeable resistors to enable it

to be used without any external

resistance on any mains voltage from
90 to 250. The pictures projected are

brilliant and clear and there are

numerous refinements^ in focussing

;

still pictures, safety catches, and so

forth. This also is not yet on the

market but we understand will be

sold for £56, at which price it compares
very favourablj- with any apparatus
of any price we have yet seen.
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CIHE QUERIE/
AH/WERED
Free Service for Readers

7s there a cinS problem boihering you ? Have you some difficulty in which
you wotild like expert help ? Do you want to know where to obtain

certain apparatus and what it will cost ? HOME MOVIES is at your
service in this and many other ways.

Address your query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES, Messrs.

George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2, enclosing

the free Query Coupon printed in this issue. A selection from queries

and answers of general interest will be printed each month on this page.

All others will be replied to by post.

Special 'Note.—Criticisms of atnateur films, opinions of amateur scenarios

and test of apparatus can be undertaken by special arrangement. In
such cases a preliminary letter to the Editor is essential.

Answer.—A special flexible shafting,

known as the Speedometer Drive and obtain-

able from any firm supplying motor acces-

sories, will be found excellent forthis purpose.

J. F. P., Glasgow ;

and others.

L. R. F., Devonport

;

A. B. P., Leicester, asks some questions

about taMng slow-motion pictures of flowers

opening, etc., with his Pathe camera.

Answer.—It is very easy to take two or

three frames at a time simply by pushing
the release on and off for a quarter or half a
second at a time. Remember the Pathe
camera exposes 14 frames per second, audit
is not difficult to switch the motor on and
off for one-third of a second, thus exposing
only three or four frames. The article by Mr.
Ridley explaining his procedure will give

you more valuable advice, even though you
do not desire to use quite such elaborate
apparatus.
As such pictures are always taken as

close-ups, you must either use a focussing
lens or else an additional lens for such close-

up work. These latter can be obtained from
the makers of the camera.

W. G., Aberdeen, has been offered a choice
of three cine cameras, one having a Meniscus
lens of f/14, another an Anastigmat of f/3.9,

and a third an Anastigmat of f/3/5. He asks
us to explain the meaning of the mmibers.

Answer.—The amount of light available
for exposm'e depends on the aperture of the
lens, and lenses are graded according to the
relation of the diameter of the lens to the
focal length. (See our articles on Cine
licnses which appear in the August and
current numbers.) The method of marking
is to take the proportionate opening ; thus
f/8 means that the proportion of opening to
focal length is 1 to 8 and similarly f/4 means
that the proportion is 1 to 4. The graduated
markings are usuaUy made so that each
successive stop admits twice as much light
as the preceding. Some notes on lens
apertures and relative exposures are also
given in oiu- article on exposure this month.
The meaning of the term anastigmat is

being explained in full in our Cine Lens
series. Briefly it means that the lens is

corrected for certain faults, giving sharp and
clear definition over the whole field. The
meniscus lens is one of the simplest types and
has very little correction of faults, the

definition being only good in the centre
unless it is considerably stopped down. In
any case, even with an anastigmat, a
maximum opening of f/14 is useless for cine

work. Of the other two, assuming the lenses

are equal in quality, the f/3.5 is roughly a
third as fast as the f/3.9. We have given
you some more information on this subject
in a written reply.

J. L. 0., Edinburgh, asks some questions on
the speed of fihn travel with talking pictures.

Answer.—Quality of reproduction in

talkie pictures depends largely upon the
band of frequencies reproduced. For satis-

factory reproduction and for voices to sound
clear and natural, frequencies up to .5,000 or

6,000 a second must be reproduced. Without
going more deeply into the subject than our
space allows, it can be said that, other things
being equal, the faster the film runs the
higher the frequencies that can be satisfac-

torily reproduced. In professional work
and on the advent of talkies, the film was
speeded up from 16 to 24 frames a second in

order to increase the frequency range that
could be reproduced. Twenty-four frames
is not an ideal figure, but it is a useful com-
promise between economy of film and
efficiency.

Twenty-four frames has also been adopted
as the standard talkie speed for 16-mm.
work, but as the actual travel speed with
16-mm. film is 2J times as slow, it foOows
that, other things being equal, it is not
possible yet with 16-mm. sound on film to

get as good a frequency range as on the
professional equipment. With 16-mm.
sound-on-dise talkies, however, as the disc

turns at the same rate in both the professional

3.5-mm. and the amateur 16-mm., the same
frequency range is obtainable for both.

S. E. P., Belfast, is referred to the articles

on exposure and lenses in the current number.

J. S., Sheffield, is experimenting with home
recording in conjunction with his 9i-mm.
outfit and wants to know where to obtain

suitable flexible connecting spindle.

The camera to which you refer is to all

intents and purposes useless and we have
refused to print the advertisement. No
satisfactory pictures can be taken with it

and it is a sheer waste of money. In any
case you should refuse to purchase any cine

camera which is not daylight loading, for

obviously no serious work can be done if

after exposing every 30 feet of 9|--mm. film

the camera is either to be taken to a dark
room or handed to a dealer for loading. We
have received numerous complaints from
readers who have purchased these instru-

ments and we are surprised to find they are

still being advertised.

The Coronet Camera has been tested by
this paper and has been found to work
satisfactorily (see our test report in our
August number). It represents very good
value at the price, but naturally one cannot
expect to get such good work with it as with
the more expensive instruments.

J. L. P., Edmonton, has some queries on
accurate exposure when using telephoto

lenses.

Answer.—It your exposure meter gives

you a reading of f/8 then this is the aperture
to use on whatever lens you have, irrespective

of its length of focus, for the actual exposure
given to the film with a given stop (as

distinct from the field of view) will be the
same whether you use a 4 inch focus lens or

one of 20-mm. focus. In actual practice

telephoto lenses are generally used in cases

where there is very little foreground ; when
they are used for distance shots you must
remember there is a certain amount of haze
in the air which is rich in blue rays, to which
most films are unduly senstive. We always
recommend the use of filters with telephoto
shots to repress this excessive sensitivity to

blue and to cut down the effect of the haze
which tends to make the picture appear flat.

When using long focus lenses for close-up

shots, remember that the actual field seen
in your view-finder is rarely that embraced
by the lens. Some of the more expensive
cameras have compensating view-finders to

allow for this, and if you are using a Bell &
Howell camera you will find it useful to
obtain their Focussing Alignment Gauge.
It is a very useful piece of apparatus, as
after the scene has been accurately centred
in the finder the camera can be slid along
a steel track until the lens occupies exactly
the same position as the finder, thus assuring

the view-point being the same in both cases.

It is only suitable for Filmo cameras.
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Why Not Make Your

Own
GRAMOPHONE RECORDS

with the " Cairmor " Electrical Home
Recording Attachment (price £4 12s.

complete with microphone) ? You
could without the slightest difficulty

or previous experience make your own
10" Double-sided Records of Radio

Broadcast programmes or your own
personal items. Put running com-
mentary of your silent films and
increase your entertainment value

100%.

Recording by the "Cairmor"
System is the embodiment of

simplicity and perfection.

Write for full details :

CAIRNS & MORRISON, LTD.
33, PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.I

Permanent Records ofyour
Work :

THE HOME CINEMA
FILM LIBRARY, LTD.
Specialists in Sub Standard Films.

Can make you copies of

your 35 mm. originals to

16 mm. and 9h mm. size

Film.

Also copies of your 16 mm.
original to 9^ mm. size.

Developing, Printing, etc.,

of 16 mm. and 9^ mm.
Films.

Developing Pan. Film a

Speciality.

Hocin Negative Film for

9^ m.m. Cameras.

Prices on Application. Alt Film Guaranteed
Non-Burnable,

49, GREEK ST., SOHO, W.I
Tel. Gerrard 6616. Eslalilished 10 years.

The DREM

Cinetneter
Correct exposure is essential to obtain

satisfactory results with any make of cine

camera. The Drem Cinemeter shows at a

glance the exact lens aperture to use under
' any lighting conditions.

The Cinemeter is

smaller than other ex-

posure meters—only 3

m. long. Elasy to mani-

pulate, no calculations

to make. Chromium-
plated barrel, unbreak-

able eye-cup, untarni-

shable scale rings.

.Automatic " stop
'*

when correct dia-

phragm IS indicated.

Price 30/-
Including leather case.

Obtaloable from all Cin6 dealers.

DREM PRODUCTS LTD.
37 Bedford St., Strand.lLondon, W.C.2

A. B., H.M.S. " Queen Elizabeth."—Most
cine exposure meters are graduated so that
they give an accurate exposure with the
normal speed Kodak film. If you are using
super speed film such as Agfa Novopan or

Kodak super-sensitive, then the exposure
should be half that indicated on your meter
or one stop smaller; thus if j'ou get a

reading of 5.6 the correct exposure on the
super-sensitive film will be f,'8.

Another point to remember when iising

the panchromatic film, after having become
accustomed to the orthochromatic, is that
good exposures can still be obtained late in

the day when the light is getting yellow. We
have seen some surprisingly good shots taken
quite late in the evening with super-pan
film.

Relatively, super-sensitive and panchro-
matic films generally are much more sensitive

in artificial light than in daylight. For
example, the two films above-mentioned,
while twice as fast in ordinary' daylight, are

at least four times as fast in artificial light,

such as that obtained from incandescent
lamps.

C. S. T., Clapham.—Briefly speaking, there
are three different types of surface available
for projection

;
plain white, matt aluminium

and crystal bead—sometimes called crystal

pearl. Of these three the first has the lowest

reflecting power and the last the highest, but

all three have their advantages and dis-

advantages. If you have plenty of light, a

pure white screen, or, better still, white with
a slight tinge of yellow, is generally con-
sidered best, as the picture appears uni-

formly bright over a wide angle. The
crystal bead type of screen gives a verv
pleasing picture of great brilliance but unless

you arc close to the line joining the projector

with the screen you do not see the picture

at its full briUianee. The aluminium surface

falls half-way between these two. This
matter is discu.ssed further in our "Apparatus
Tested" columns this month.

C. L. A., Middlesex.—There is no difficulty

whatever in obtaining cine apparatus, both
cameras and projectors, on the hire purchase
system if you apply to our advertisers.

Furthermore, you need not think you will

be " looked down upon " for asking for such
terms. In these hard times it is a vers-

convenient way of obtaining apparatus, and
we have been told by the biggest firms in the
trade that a large percentage of their

business is now done in this way, even with
cjuite wealthy folk and people of title. Full

particulars of hire purchase terms for any
apparatus can be obtained on application to

such firms as Messrs. Sands Hunter & Co.,

Ltd., Westminster Photographic Exchange,
Ltd.. Messrs. Wallace Heaton, Ltd., City

Sale and Exchange, Ltd., mentioning this

magazine.

BARGAINS
THIS MONTH'S SNIPS !—P.ithescope "lux"
Projector, complete, £16 10s. ; Home Movie
Projector. 75s.: Motor, 30s.; Super-attachment,
32s. :

'• Kid " Projector, 3.Ss. 6d. ;
" Coronet " Pro-

jector, 30s.; Midget Movie, 30s.; Kodascope
Model C with resistance, £8 10s. ; F2.6 Ensign
Autokinecam with ca.se, £12 15s. AH guaranteed
perfect. Below.

PATHESCOPE 9.5-min. FILM LIBRARY. Com-
plete range. Summer Hire Eate. Supers, Is. 6d.;
60-ft., 4d.; 30-(t., 2d. Also Exclianaes. For
Sale, Supers, 17s. 6d.; 60-ft., 4s.; 30-ft., 2s.—
Stamp for Pathescope Jlonthly and literature.

—

The .\mateur Cine Service, 50, Widmore Bead,
Bromley, Kent. Telephone—Kavensbourne 1926.

PANCHROMATIC 9.5-nim. CINEART SAFETY
FILM.—30-ft., 2s. ; Processing, 2s. ; Three Eeels,
OS. 6d.: Special Featurette films, 3s. Liststanip.

—

.Ukinson, 24B, Albert Bridge Eoad, S.W.ll.

ELECTRADIX

SOUND ON FILM PHOTO CELLS
UXS67, R.C..'^. Talkie a,< illus. Sensitive light-

to-sound 25/-. Condenser Lens 6,-; Beck
prisms 5/-; Lamps
lo V. 5a focus
Mazda6/6. Trins-
formers for
projectors on 200
to 250 volt A.C.
mains, output
110 volts 6 amps.
£4 15s. no V. I

amp. 35/-. Pro-
jector and Gramo. Motors with regulator for

any voltage 30;-. i;" Electric Turntables Uni-
versal A.C.orD.C. £3 10s. Regulatingj Resist-

ances for any Projector from 1
2

'
6.

AMPLIFIERS.—\V.E. :-3tage

with valves £2, ^ stage portable
type Mill £3. MICROPHONES
for Home Talkies of maximum
efficiency and minimum price. No.
II Sensitive pendant, solid brass
case 6/6 ; Marconi Hand Mike
15/-. Xo. 12 Ring Pedestal 18'6.

Announcers* Mikes as used by
Scotland Yard 65/-; Deaf Aid
Sets 18 6. FULTOGRAPH PIC-
TURE RECORDS — Brand new

^^--If £22 Kits for 32/6. RESISTANCES
/^g-w~j and RHEOSTATS for Projectors
C '^*=;*' for 200 to 250 volt mains.
Chargers for A.C. & D. C. Field Regulators
and Switchboards.

LAMPS — Focus Projector Lamps from 50
watts 6/6. ion amps. 25/-.

METERS—Voltmeters, .\mmeters, Galvos.Test
Sets and Insulation Meters at rockbottom prices.

Ask for our new Electrical Sale List.

LESLIE DIXON & CO. '"sHaTET"

HARRY WILKINSON'S

HOME TALKIE
RECORDER

as described by I.^x S. Ross in

the last issue of Home Movies

£3-17-0 Complete

Write for particulars :
—

NORTH REGIONAL FILM

CORPORATION LTD.

Bispham

BLACKPOOL

HOME MOVIES
SEPT. 1932

QUERY COUPON
This Coupon, available through-
out the month of SEPT. 1932,

should accompany your question.
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" I §0 to visit the

Movie Man, for whom
I've writ a play."

Ben Jonson

A.D. 1640

ONE of the niaii_\- advantages of

amatei-U' cinematography is that
it provides a pleasing and instructive
hobby for all seasons of the year. In
Spring, Summer and the early part of

the Autumn the Cine camera proves
an indispensable companion for making
vi\'id and lasting records of family life,

outdoor hobbies, sports, and holiday
scenes. With summer time at an end
the dark evenings aflord lis ample
oijportunity for the fascinating occupa-
tions of cutting, splicing and editing,

while in the winter months the lessened
camera opportimities are more than
balanced by the pleasures of pro-
jection.

Night Movies
Not long ago—at least so far as the

amatem- was concerned—the taking of
cine pictures was confined to daylight,
and only the best hours of dajlight at
that. Now with sxiper-sensitive pan-
chromatic fihn in both 9J-mm. and
16-mni. sizes, not only is oiu- daylight
range extended so that we can take
splendid pictures even in the rain but,
with no more electric hght than can be
easily provided in the average home,
first-class interior shots can be taken.
In our coming issues we shall publish
several articles dealing with this

fascinating branch of our hobby, thus
proving once more that movie-making
and showing are the ideal home
entertainments.

The Libraries

Many, if not most, devotees of the
hobby have begun with the purchase
of an inexpensive projector, and to
those of our readers who do not yet
possess apparatus of their own, we
would point out that now is the best
time to make a begimiing. With an
inexpensive projector and a supply of
library films, you can entertain your
family and your friends without leaving
the fireside, while with a cine camera, a
few lamps and the modern fast film,

the most intimate home scenes and

family reunions can be charmingly
recorded.
In pre-"' talkie " days everj' picture

theatre o-nner realised the importance
of a musical accompaniment to his
films, suitable incidental music playing
a large part in the entertainment.
Amateur cinematographers, for some
reason or other, have rather neglected
this aspect of presentation, but now
that motor-driven turntables and
electrical leproduction by means of
pick-ups an<l loud-speakers are avail-

HALF'GUINEAS
FOR IDEAS!

THREE HALF-GUINEAS
ARE AWARDED EACH
MONTH FOR THE
BEST HINTS AND TIPS

SENT IN

SEE PAGE 168

able to all, this omission is being
rapidly reniedied. Home talkies, too,

have passed the exjjerimental stage.

In order that our I'eaders may be
fully advised not only in the matter of

commercial apparatus but also in the
principles behind home talkie produc-
tion, we have arranged to publish a

series of articles, commencing in our
next issue, from the pen of Mr.
Bernard Brown, B.Sc, author of
"' Talking Pictures." We shall also

continue to pubHsh from time to time
descriptions of our readers' experi-

ments in the making of home talkies,

together with many informative
articles on sormd reproduction.

The New Institute

We are glad to find that the newly-
formed Institute of -Amateur Cine-
matographers, which was announced
in our last issue, is making rapid pro-
gress. With that keen amateur
cinematographer, the Duke of Suther-
land, as President and with the help
and co-operation of such experts and
enthusiasts as Mr. Adrian Brunei, the
well-known duector, whose articles in
our pages have been so much appreciat-
ed ; Mr. Paul Rotha, the founder of
the Film Group and well-known for
his contribution? to the literature of
the subject ; Sir Malcolm Campbell,
who numbers -amateur cinemato-
graphy among his many other intere.st-

ing hobbies ; Lady Pearson, who i.s so
much better kno^ii to us all as Miss
Gladys Cooper, and many other well-

linown peoj^le, its success is now
as.sured

.

" Home Movies " Cup
In order to encourage the new

Institute, particulars of which will be
published regularly in our pages.
Home Movies has arranged to present
a handsome Silver Cup to be competed
for by its Members in a competition,
particulars of which the Institute will

announce in due course. It is intended
that the Hojee Movies trophy shall be
an annual award for meritorious work
in amateur cinematography.
One final word : the circulation of

Hojns Movies is increasing so rapidly
that many would-be readers failed to

obtain their copies last month. The
whole issue went out of print on the
day of publication and, although there

will be a lai-ge increase in the number
printed of the ciurent issue, many
people who have not placed a standing
order vrith their newsagents may again
be disappointed. If you like Home
MovTES—and we are sure you do—
may we ask you to order your copy in

advance ? If you do not, we shall both
be disappointed 1 The Editor.
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From Egypt

The Editor "Home Movies."
Dbae Sir,—On page 8 of your

first issue, I notice witli interest

your article on slow motion pic-

tures, and I shall feel much obliged ifyou
will kindlj- put me in touch with the
manufacturers of the respective
camera with a view of purchasing one
if found suitable.

Sincere congratulations to your new
paper. I find it excellent indeed and
far-reaching to the benefit not only of

amateur cmematographers but pro-
fessional as well. A subscription order
has already been placed with our local

booksellers.

With anticipated thanks for your
kind attention to the above enquiry
and successful long life to "Home
Movies,"

Yours, etc.,

STUDIO ALVISE,
(Signed) Secretary.

2 Mahd. Pasha El Falaki Street,

ALEXANDRIA, Egypt.

WE'RE GETTING
AROUND

!

From New Zealand

The Editor, "Home Mo^•IEs."
Dear Mr. Editor,—I wish to con-

gratulate you on the Home Movie
Publication. It has filled a long-felt

want and its success is assured.
The " Home • Movies " will be a

source of information to all amateurs
—especially so to amateurs in New
Zealand—as we do not possess the
intensive film libraries, etc., of those in

England. Amateurs \vill realise they
now possess an exclusive publication,
and in my small experience I have
gathered some information with
regard to "stops," "light," and
"exposure," which you would be
welcome to use, if you care to have
same.

Yours, etc.,

(Signed) W. G. BURN
109, Hataitai Road

HaTAITAI, \^'ELLrNGTON, N.Z.

From Vancouver

"Home Movies."
Dear Sms,—Congratulations on

your new magazine, which I thoroughly
enjoyed reading, and which I am
looking forward to receiving in the
future. . . .

Yours, etc.,

E. SCHEEL.
301, Blenheim Court

1209, Jervis Street

Vancouver, B.C., Canada.

From Montreal

Editor, "Home Movies."
Dear Sir,-—A friend of mine handed

me a copy of your first issue of " Home
Movies " about a week ago. I have
since asked him to send you my
subscription for a year.

I write you now to congratulate
you on this your first issue of " Home
Movies." . . .

A FEW SELECTIONS
FROM OUR MAIL BAG

I note your final word on page eight,

and think you are off on a very good
start. My only surprise is that you
were not in the field years ago.

Lord Dunedin is a keen 9^-mm. user.

Here he is seen filming the Ahoyne Highland

games. Notice the camera support and

the Hugo Meyer telephoto lens

Might say in passing, that we have
noticed in Montreal that more films of

English production are shown in our
larger theatres, and I consider the

photography of the English produc-
tions—particularlj' of the interiors

—

far superior to those of Hollj^vood, and
the acting is not to be compared. As
an Enghshman, I wish them every
success. Yours, of course, is the

amateur field.

I am not a young man, being born in

1869, and have had my Movie

" Filmo " and Projector for only
four years, but I get a great deal
of pleasure out of it. I may say
that I have about thirty-six 4'oO-ft.

reels edited and titled, and with
the excej^tion of four or five reels

these are all my own photography.
I t'nnk you must have made

consideiable progress in England
within the last four years as I had great
difficulty in boriowing a projector to
show my friends wiiat Home Jlovies
really mean. I was there in the smnmer
of '28. For instance, in Hull I could
not rent a projector ; the same thing
in Bradford, tho nearest place being
INIanchester ; so few of tho homes were
equipped with electric light that in
Yorkshire I had to give up in despair
and did not show any pictui'es there

—

in fact, the only place I could was in
London.
You are probably wondering by

now what all this has to do with your
paper. I simply want to wish you
every kind of success, and will look for

your publication monthly.
Yours sincerely,

(Signed) DENT HARRISON.
Harrison Brothers, Ltd.,

Montreal.

" Pathkin " Answered.

The Editor,
"Home Movies and Home Talkies."
Dear Sm,—In reply to the superbly

original (?) letter of your disgruntled
correspondent "Pathkin," I, too, have
had many disappointments in the
course of my cinematic enthusiasm,
and most of them have originated
from znentahties of the same type as
that of your correspondent. His
letter shows him to be devoid of the
ordinary psychological susceptibilities

that are box office draws and, ipso

facto, must have a large appeal.
If he had seen any number of

amateur films he would have found
that a niunber of them are very
original and not in any way worthy of

his destructive criticisms.

Perhaps "Pathkin" would like to

start a new national organisation to

uphold his ideas, in a manner similar

to a number of other fustianed

amateurs (?) in their search for

publicity !

It is this unfortunate bickering that is

gnawing the vitals of the amateur cin6

movement throughout the country.

AVhy don't amateurs say sometliing

constructive mstead of merely pOing
up the destructive debris of their

minds on the garbage heap of bicker-

iHi"?"
Let " Pathkin " and others of liis

ilk bring forward the new idea whose
absence they moan and possibljr all

will be well.

Lest it should be thought I was
seeking some of the publicity I

condemn, I sign myself.

Crystal, Bournemouth.
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EDITING YOUR
SUMMER SHOTS
A Pleasant Autumn Pastime

By ORLTON W^EST

YOUR summer holiday films may
still be in separate reels—or

you may have joined them together.

In either case, judicious editing will

usually work wonders with them.

Your aim, as editor, is to arrange

the order of scenes so as to produce
the most telling effect upon your
a,udience.

And by building with pieces of film,

you may lead the spectator's mind in

any direction you may desire.

Scissor Work
It will be understood,

therefore, that the success

•of a film depends much
upon skilled scissor work.
Faced with a mass of

film shot on holiday,

without the guidance of a
story, or even of a scenario,

you will need to compose it

according to a plan.

The simplest plan, of

course, ife to make a
chronological narrative of

it. That is to say, to join

up the reels as they were
" shot "—the journey to
the seaside, miscellaneous
•events at the seaside,

and the journey home,
etc., etc.

But even this entails

more than mere splicing.

And if you wish your film
to be interesting as a whole, and do not
wish three-quarters of it to be a dull
•excuse for a remaining quarter of real

entertainment, it becomes necessary
to organise the material at your
disposal—to edit, not merely to join it.

Getting Familiar

After rejecting pieces which will be
obviously useless, such as very under
or over exposed lengths, tail ends of
reels, etc., join the remainder into a
single roll, and run it through the
projector several times, until you are
familiar with it.

Then make a list of scenes—noting
each one briefly on a separate line,

like blank verse—and niunber them.
The next stage of work should be

•done on paper.
Being already familiar with every

scene on the screen will simplify their
re-arrangement in a new pattern—any
pattern you wish, but one which

Photo : Mallinson

If you haven't bought your cine camera yet, here are two more
reasons for getting one ! Don't forget that films like this can now be

taken with artificial light indoors !

forms a narrative of organised drama-
tic form, instead of a wandering com-
mentary.

Sequences

For example, you may have secured
some "shots" of the family batiling
on the first day of their holiday, and
some other bathing scenes of a general
nature, on a different day, and reel.

Don't wake me, I'm dreaming !

Would it not be more effective if

these two groups of scenes were
welded together to form a single

"bathing sequence " ? The activity

of swimming and diving could then be
conveyed more vividly.

Similarly, you may have secured
traffic scenes on the way to the
seaside or country, and " shot

"

others of the Sunday evening car
parade on your way home.
The variety and interest of your

film would be enhanced by eliminating

such repetition, and joining all the

best traffic scenes together to portray,

say, the return home ; and using some
different indication of the departure

—packing activity, for example.

A Useful Scheme
Ha"\'ing thus decided upon the new

order of scenes, and written a scenario

according to it, the next thing to do
is to translate this scenario into

celluloid.

From practical experience I have
evolved the method of dividing a large

sheet of brown paper into squares
about 2 inches across, cutting each
scene length of film, rolling it up,

securing it with an elastic band, and
placing it upon its numbered square.

These numbers correspond with those

against the scenes on the preliminary
list.

Order Vital

The job now becomes
the simple one of picldng
out the rolls as the
scenario directs, and join-

ing them together.

You now have your
scenes in the desired order.

They must now be out
to correct length'', so as to

give them a correct time
value on the screen.

You may, for example,
have exposed 100 feet of

Tommy digging sand
castles, but find that only
a third of the length is

worth retaining, some of

the "shots" being badly
framed, too short, or

too jerk^'.

These are best removed,
together with any others
which merely repeat

action already shown. For it is better

to discard film than to prolong and
spoil a scene just for the sake of using
every foot of film you have taken.

Constructive Editing

It was common, in days of silent

British films, to .spoil the picture for

the sake of the scene. A producer
who had spent hundreds of pounds
upon a five minute cabaret sequence
would insist upon its inclusion in the

completed picture, although only a
minute of cabaret was needed.

Tommy's digging episode will be
most interesting if portrayed by a
variety of fairly brief scenes—

a

medium shot of him digging, a close

shot to pick out his smile, or the

growing height of the castle; then other
medium shots from different angles.

This constructive editing is made
possible only in the "shooting."

[Continued on page 179)

Plioto : Mallinson
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HOW irs
DONE/

OR
THE GENTLE ART
OF CINE FAKING

In "Jack's the Boy "—another British pro-

duction—a whole street of house and shop

fronts v/?.s built up at Elstrce. Both day-

light and artificial light were used for

exterior sets

On the fight we see the elaborate staging

and lighting used for a studio set depicting

Jack Hulbert leaving a restaurant
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TYPICAL
SHOTS

FROM
BRITISH AND

AMERICAN FILM
PRODUCTIONS

I6f

Above : Building London in ten weeks !

That was the job which the head of the

Fox miniature department and his several

hundred workmen took on in order that

the scenes in " The Sky Hawk," Fox screen

epic of British aviation in the world war,

might be absolutely authentic. Even the

mists hanging over the city are reproduced
so that the searchlight beams may show up

naturally

On left : Gene Gerrard, with Jane Carr,

enacts scenes for his B.P. film farce, " Let

Me Explain, Dear," before a sheet of

ground glass on which scenes of the river

already filmed will be projected from
behind, both actions being f:imed simul-

taneously

ii 0\ \
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<3-
*

AFTER the drawing has been com-
pleted for an animated cartoon,

the work is only half finished, for the
making of the film ; the developing,
printing and editing, all play their

part in the finished moving picture

one sees projected on to the screen.

Taking thmgs in their natural
sequence, we first come to the camera
and the gear attached, necessary for

photographing the various drawings
in the correct order to make the work
of the artist "live." The camera is

similar to the ordinary cinema-camera,
with one great difference, and that is

in the speed the film travels across the
lens field for exposure, in ratio to the
number of turns of the crank handle.
Wliilst the cinema-camera exposes
eight pictures to one turn of the
crank, our cartoon camera must only
expose one picture to each turn.

This is obvious when one remembers
that very often the drawings are
changed in the coiu-se of operating
for each exposure on the film.

The Canjera described

The camera. Fig. 1, is a light proof
box that contains two boxes or
magazines, one at the top (A) for

unexposed film, and one below (J)

for the exposed film. The film (B) is

threaded out of the top magazine
(A), via (C), over the sprocket wheels
(D), which register into each little

slot on the fikn edge, through the
film gate (E), behind the shutter (F)

into the operating claws (G), which
pull the film down three-cjuarters of

an inch each exposure, and then
over another sprocket (H) into the
exposed magazine (J). A focusing
tube (K) enables one to make sure of
a clear image before starting ; an eye-
piece cover (L) is placed over this at
the back when operating. The shutter
(F) is a disc that has a section cut
away. This rotates in gear with the
crank and flashes the light on and off

between each exposure. The shape of

the shutter is approximately as Fig. 2,

but the area of the opening can be
altered to suit the lighting conditions.

(Fig. 2a.)

The camera is built into a frame-
work overhead so that it will photo-
graph from above whatever is placed
on the copyboard below. One revolu-

tion of the camera mechanism photo-
graphing one picture, which means
one-sixteenth of a foot of film. For
simple work this can be operated by

hinged glass frame to press the draw-
ings flat. These hinges should be
outside the field so that all four sides

may be clear to work continuous
backgrounds from left to right and
top to bottom freely. (L) are the
lights which must be adequate^'i"^
covering power and evenly distributed

over the board. n
Four powerful lights at each corner

of about 500 candle power each
would be sufficient for the amateur.

A

/

oJ

^^ '&i^MsisimmmmmMmmmms.

Fi^l.

Shutter blade shapes

a handle wheel conveniently placed at

the operator's hand, but in more
complicated work and when a lot of

lettermg has to be done, a geared
motor is coupled to the camera and
operated by a switch, preferably a
foot switch," thereby giving more
freedom to the hands for manipulating
the drawings on the copyboard.

Reference to Fig. 3 will explain the

camera ajijjaratus. (e) is the camera
held in place at the correct distance
from the board (6), for the focal length
of the lens which will have a fixed

focus. The board (6) is "pegged"
exactly the same as is the drawing
desk so that all drawings readily fall

into register. (Fig. 4.) It has a

although a better method is by
mercury vapour tubes. Tlie great

advantage in using the mercury vapour
tubes is that great heat is eliminated,

for although the height of the camera
and the lights must be great enough
for the operator to work conveniently

over the copyboard, it will not be
sufficiently high to prevent great dis-

comfort from the heat generated by
the ordinary light bulbs. It is hardly
necessary to say that the operator

must use a green eye-shield to protect

his eyes from the downward glare.

If an electric motor is used for

turning the camera, a revolution

coimter should be fixed to register

the long exposures for titling, and also
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to ensure accuracy in the case of

repeats or reverses of any great
number.

So much for the camera gear. We
shall return to it later to exj^lain

various points that occur in the
actual animating of different types of

copy.
Having prepared a set of drawings

and a scenario we are ready to start

operating, but before commencing on
a full reel of film it is best to take a
trial length of a few feet only to test

the lights, focus, etc. If the artist is

also the operator, then he will know
just what he requires, for much of

the artist's work can be saved by
judicious operating. If the artist is

not operating his own film, then each
set will need to be numbered in

sequence also for repeats, to work
with a written instruction sheet as
to the exposure for each drawing and
when one or a set of drawings have to

be repeated or reversed.

A Simple Subject

To illustrate this, our subject is a
simple one. A chicken espies a worm
just looking around out of his hole.

The chicken pauses, after the worm
has had a look round. Then he dives
and snatches the worm, pulling back-
'wards and forwards in a tug of war
luitil the worm pulls the chicken's
beak into the ground, whilst the
worm's tail pops up a few inches away
and hits .the cock on the head and
" outs " him.
Drawings 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 would

be exposed for two frames each, then
6 would get two extra for a " steady "

before reversing the order and expos-
ing 6, 5, 4, 3, 2 and 1. This will give
the worm a movement, but the
chicken's head is stationary, except
for his eye rolling. This is done by
cutting a hole for the eye and moving
in a circular motion the pupil on a
loose strip. The complete movement
can be repeated several times before
the chicken's head moves towards the

Fig. 5. How the
blades of the
iris diaphragm

work

worm. This movement should only
have one frame or exposure for each
drawing as the movement is quicker.
The tussle then takes place, Nos. 15
to 21 being carried through and then
repeated backwards for several times
until the chicken's head gets stuck in

Fix hinges
clear of

Fi^.4.

Pe^s lo

drawings..

the ground. It is then held for ten
frames or longer whilst stars or sparks
appear above his head from the force

of the shock. This sort of thing can
be painted on the glass that presses

the copy down and wiped off each time
and another set drawn a little further

Hm^eci
T-, . , ^

Screw i* l^-O.

The Splicer

off. In this case, the drawing is not
moved as the action is stationary ;

only the
'

' effects "are moving.
AH this takes every attention of the

operator to keep each movement
going smoothly, and in sequence with
the rest of the action in the picture.

It will also be obvious that the opera-
tor can decide on the length of the
film himself if necessary, although
only a certain number of drawings
have been done. Repeats and stunt
effects absorb a lot of footage, and
with care makes a more interesting

piece of action than a number of

individual drawings.

Titles and scenes that remain before
the eye from the projector for several
seconds are not, as one may suppose,
a "still" kept on for the necessary
length of time, but the same title or
scene operated a sufficient number of

times to make up the required footage
of film to show for a certain period, so
that if a title is required to be shown
on the screen for ten seconds, it would
be necessary to take 160 exposures all

of the one title. This would obvi-
ously be a laborious task hand operat-
ing, and a motor-driven camera with a
revolution counter would be a very
great asset.

Fading out

Very often, it will be noticed that
the title does not jump straight on the
screen but fades in slowly. This is

done by using a vignetter (see Fig. 5).

This is fixed on the front of the lens

and the operation started from a pin
point aperture, gradually enlarging
until it is fully open. These vignet-

ting devices can be obtained all made
up, and consist of a number of crescent-

shaped segments which move in and
out in unison. This is often used for

a cross dissolve, that is, fading out one
picture and fading in another on the
top of the previous one. The principle

is, that as the hole in the vignette

gets smaller so the light entering
through the lens is diminished, and
consequently the whole of the sensi-

tive properties of the film are not used
up. The film is then re-exposed,
starting from a full stop-out and
getting gradually lighter with a new
drawing, the old drawing in the mean -

time will have got gradually weaker
as the new one gets stronger and the
second figure takes the place of the
first as if some mysterious transforma-
tion has taken place.

A simple method of opening up a
title gradually is to use strips to

cover the lettering and to pull them
along the lines of the lettermg, expos-
ing each letter in turn until ah. are
visible.

Much of the artist's time can be
saved by drawing on the glass over the
drawings any stunt effects, especially
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A rewind stand

smoke effects and explosions that blot
out the picture. These can be painted
on the glass in white or grey paint if

the background is dark, and a little

added or wiped off each exposure will

give an amazingly true effect on the
screen, the smoke area spreading or
diminishing as i-equired. Another
part of the operator's work is to move
separate letters and munerals that
have been cut out all over the field

according to the scenario, eventually
bringing them into line to read sense.
A cut-out of a brick that is to hit the
character can be sent on its way little

by little, whilst the ground scene is

unchanged. All this saves many un-
necessary drawings.

If the artist is doing his own photo-
graphing, he lorobably knows exactly
how many exposures he wishes to give
each picture and works accordingly,
but if this part of the process is handed
over to a photographer, the latter
should have his instructions clearly
defined. Therefore the artist prepares
what is known as an " exposure chart."

In the article on "Animated Car-
tooning " which appeared in the July
issue of Home Movies, I explained
that in order to save labour—in addi-
tion to a separate drawing of the back-
ground, drawings were made of those
parts of the figures which were not
actually moving. They could remain
stationary on the pegs, and only those
portions giving the graduated action
need be substituted each time an
exposure is made. Even these may
be required to have two exposures
each, otherwise, when projected on
the screen, the movement would be
too rapid.

Thus :" taking for example the
section of film shown (Fig. 9).

First of all, the background (which
in this case is extremely simple, con-
sisting onlj- of a line across and two
rocks) would be laid down first. This
sketch would be drawn on thin cart-

ridge paper and marked Scene No. 1.

The chicken's head could be drawn on
paper and cut out, to be slipped
through the side of the frame and

Fig. 8 (left)—

The chart

prepared for

the guidance

of the photo-

grapher

Fig. 9 (right)-

A specimen

series to

show how

action is

built up

Fi^8.

known as Drawing No. la. As later,

the bird moves forward towards the
worm, gradually opening his mouth,
each consecutive movement would
be indicated as lb, Ic, Id, le, and so

on. The drawings showing the worm's
actions would be defined as 2a, 2b,

2c, etc.

We will now simply illustrate this

by giving an exposure chart for the
guidance of the photographer. Fig. 8.

In studying this, refer to Fig. 9.

When all the operating has been
carried through successfully, the ex-

posed magazine has to be taken out
of the camera and placed into a regu-
lation can ready for development.
There are several firms who specialise

in this type of work, and it pays to
send all films to them, for 50(i feet of

film is tricky stuff to handle except by

an expert. Before despatching, seal

the edge of the lid with adhesive tape,
not only to keep the lid on, but as a
precaution against fogging. When
the film is developed, it is known as
the negative. This must then be
printed and a positive made from it

for use in the projector.

To make the positive, the negative
and a length of unexposed film are
rim close together through a gate

{Continued on page 178)
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Fig. 9a. A few hints on simplifying the work.
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THE HEART OF
A SCHOOLCIRL

SOME CINE FUN AND THE PROFITABLE SEQUEL

VERY many girls' scliools make a
yearly effort to collect money for

charities of varying kinds — local

hospitals, nursing associations, child

•n-elfare in all its branches, missions at

homo and abroad, and so on. And
siu'ely just now a feeling has arisen

that the tj-pe of Bazaar so familiar in

schooLs is just a little unfair on trades-

people -n-ho are struggling luider such
unfortimate effects of trade depres-

sion. Faced with this

problem the school in

which I work, a large

High School for Girls

in London, tried to
tliiuk of new ways
and means of raising

money without hard-
ship to others, and we
decided that the least

hai'mful method was
that of entertainment.
Dramatic costumes
and .scenery and the
necessary properties
for a play are apt to
rua away with rather
a large margin of the
profits, so it was de-
cided to try to make
a film of foui' hundred
feet length with addi-
tional length for cap-
tions if they "were

needed. The first main
work was the story,

modelled onthe foolish
typo of school storj'

that the children seem
to love and the staff

decry, but with every
intention of exagger-
atiag its foolishness

with a desire to ridi-

cule such books, the E.iglish mistress
wrote a perfect story, complete with
loves and passions, jealoiLsy and
hatred, prigs and cribs, successes and
disgrace, not to mention a first-rate fire

"with leaps into blankets and safety.

This done, we started to produce in

any odd moments, such as recesses and
dinner hours. The weather was be-
witched, glorious sun would tui-n to
rain the moment the motor of the
camera was set working, the camera
itself went wi'ong, entailing a journey
to Kodak's to get something adjusted
and then waiting several days for it

to be done, colds and such like took
away the principal characters on the
days that they were most required ;

but on the days when aU went well an
enormous amount of fun was got out
of filming and acting, and not a little

by those who watched. The fire

presented great difficulty ; smoke,
volumes of smoke, is essential if it is

.to come conviacingly out of doors
and windows. The science staff tried

all their arts to produce enough, but
without success ; firework makers
were approached, but in these days
e\-eryone seems to have mastered the
elimination of smoke. I believe in

the end we had to thank Gamages for

the suggestion of the type of .smoke

IN LONDON TOWN

Phvlu Toil,: til Presi

A charming study from the film "Cries of Old London," recently shot m
Clifford's Inn, off the Strand, These old-world backgrounds should not be

ignored by the amateur

bomb that is used to detect cracks in

drain pipes. Nothing could have been
better.

As the film reached its final stages

it had to be cut and joined and re-

cut and rejoined, and in one or two
places refilmed where the first attempt
was not up to our standard, and it

was a proud moment, and one of tense

excitement, when the final film was
shown to a small, very critical

audience. The captions had been
made by the simple, but effective

method of filming a blackboard. This,

roughly, was the story of the finished

product. Cynthia True adored the
classics mistress, so also did Arabella
Proud, her rival. Presentations of

flowers led to feuds on the play-

ground and finally culminated in the
placing of " Kelly's Keys to the

Classics " on the desk of virtuous.

cle\'er and athletic Cynthia. Sadly
the head mistress is told by the classics

mistress, who, although devoted to
Cynthia, has strong convictions about
fair play, and CjTithia is removed from
the middle of an important hockey
match (which is being umpired by the
games mistress) and sent to the ranks
of the watchers, her place (in goal)
being taken by Arabella, who very
shortly succumbs to a raised ball

which knocks her out.

Cynthia, seeing her
school in danger of
losing its honour,
rushes on to the field

again and is just in

time not only to save
a certain goal but to
run up the field and
shoot the winning
one. (Those who are
quick sighted, and
here we hope there
are not many, will

notice that .she starts

her triumphant dash
with a dark sweater
on. continues in a
white one, and finishes

in the dark one again.

It was too much to

cut
!
) The story might

have finished here,

but no ! " Tortured
by jealousJ', Arabella
plotted a sinister ven-
geance. . . . Came
the chemistry class."

Choosing a suitable

moment, Arabella
inserts some liquid

into Cynthia's httle

cooking crucible and
—whoof !—the school

burns. Fire drill signals are rung
like fury, fainting girls are gallantly

carried on the shoulders of others,

all are safely got out. But—
" where is Miss Blenkinsop ? " All
eyes turn to the upper windows,
where stands that poor lady hysterical
with fear. " I will fetch her, let me
go," says the brave Cynthia. With
tears of admiration and gratitude.
Miss Heroin allows her to go ; she
appears beside her head mistress,

urging those below to get a blanket.
Tills is spread, and with much coaxing
(and a little pre.=:3ure from bohiad)
she jiunps—no, faUs—into the safety
of the blanket. Next, Cynthia, not a
moment too soon, for the flames are
eagerly licking round the window sUl

and the smoke is suffocating, makes
the perilous descent. Follows con-

{Continued on page 179)
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DO YOU USE
THE LIBRARIES?

MAKING THE MOST
OF YOUR PROJECTOR

By S. U. LLOYD

An exciting moment in a " Co-optlmist " home-talkie film

Phyllis

I
WAS svu'prised to fiiirl tlie other
day that a friend of mine who

lias had a 16-nim. projector for some
years liad still to take out his first

Library film, though he has taken
many dozen reels of travel pictures,

family shots and not a few what may
be termed popular science

pictures : and it was only when
the question arose as to how
often he used his projector
that the secret came out.

" We do not often use it

now !
" he said. " Only when

we have friends in who have
not seen my travel films. I do
not take many films in the
winter, so there is noth ing
much to show !

"

"Why don't you hire a few
Library films ? " I asked.

' There are hundreds of good
pictures available in the
different Libraries, many of

them full-length features which
have previously appeared in

the professional theatres."
" It is all right for you," he

said, " you are in London and
can run round and get them
whenever you want ! Remember we are
thirtymiles from London and Ican't be
bothered to go to town every time
we want a couple of hours' evening
entertainment."

" There is no need," I repHed.
" You have only to order them by
letter and they will be sent down by
return. What is more, the hire is

only reckoned from the time they
reach you, the hiring firm, so to

speak, splittuig the postage time with
you, they paying for one-half and j-ou

the other."

"This sounds interesting," inter-

posed his wife (and I noticed that the
children were pricking up their ears).

"You didn't tell us about this, John.
It sounds a splendid way of entertain-

ing our friends on a cold wintry
evening !

"

And so we began talking about the
possibilities of the Libraries, their

contents and the ways and means.
Both silent and talkie films are now
available (the latter, of course, are
only of use to those who have the
suitable apparatus), and even the

9J-min. user has a very wide range.

Pathe, for example, run an excellent

Library, and if you have a super reel

attacliment for your machine, or, even
better, a " Lux " projector or the
Bolex Model D, which shows both
9i-mm. and 16-mm. films, you have
a -\-erv wide varietv. Such film

Monkman and companion^ in a " British Talkatome
Library film '

classics as "Metropolis," "The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," "Vaude-
ville," "Michael Strogoff," and many
others are available in super reels.

The cost of an evening's entertain-

ment can be very easily calculated.

A 300 feet reel, for instance, runs for

approximately a cjuarter of an hour.

Pathe Hire Service operates as follows

—a book of coupons is purchased
intact by the hirer, who is then
entitled to borrow one super reel for

each coupon for a period of one week
from the receipt of the film. A book
of 12 coupons, valid for six months,
costs two guineas or a book of 24
coupons costs £3 10s. Calculating on
the more economical £3 10s. rate, this

works out at less than 3s. a reel a
week, and, of course, you can show the

programme as many times as you
like during that week without further

charge. Four super reels may be

borrowed at a time and quite a large

catalogue is available.

The smaller reels can also be hired

and a comjilete illustrated film cata-

logue for both super reels and other

sizes can be obtained for 6d.

The 16-mm. user is still better
catered for. Messrs. Wallace Heaton,
for example, who also conduct their
Library on the coupon system, have
full-length Charlie Chaplin films, many
Felix the Cat cartoons, and that
excellent series of animated cartoons

known as " Out of the Ink-
well." Comedy, Farce and
Drama and such well-kno%vn
pictures as " The Hunchback
of Notre Dame "—full-length

features running for a couple of
hours—are included in this

Librarj- ; a catalogue of these
Library films is available free

on application by mentioning
this paper.
Those readers who are for-

tunate enough to own sound

-

on-disc Home Talkie apparatus
<lesignefl to run at 33J revolu-
tions (British Talkatome, Ltd.,

Bolex, Western Electric, etc.),

not only have the silent films

available but a series of higlily

interesting Talkies in the
Library operated by British

Talkatome, Ltd., who inciden-

tally have the largest Home
Talkie Library in the coiuitry at the pre-
sent time. Their films and records canbe

Ricardo Cortez in " Eagle of the Sea
"

{Kodak Library}
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used on any 33J revolution disc Home Talkie a]iparatus,

and among their "star " featvires are a series of highly

amusing films made by the Co-Optimists ; Story
Telling by Seymour Hicks and other British films. A
number of modern travel films with running commen-
taries of an instructive nature (spoken, be it said, in

English and not American !) are features of this Library.
The R.C'.A. Photophone, who recently introduced

their 16-mm. sound-on-filnr apparatus on the British

market, are just getting imder way with their sound
on-fUm Talkie Library. There has been a little delay
in getting it started, but we understand that good
progress is now being made.
The silent Libra lies run by the Kodak and Ensign

companies are also well known, the former charging
for each hiring without recourse to the coupon system,
the rate of liire being graded according to the class of

film. An abridged catalogue can be obtained free by
mentioning this magazine and for the full descriptive

catalogue a small fee is charged. The Ensign Show-at-
Home Library will also supply a catalogue free if

Home Movies is mentioned, the coupon system being
adopted here as in a number of other Libraries.

In addition to those already mentioned, there are a
nimiber of local Libraries in different parts of the
country, such as that conducted by the Amateur
Cine Service at Bromley, Kent, and several excellent

Libraries in the Man-
chester district. Readers
should make a point of

mcjuiring at their cine

dealers to see what
Library services are avail-

able—9J-mm. users are
particularly well catered
for in this respect.

In arranging an even-
ing's entertainment, it is

a very good plan to break
up one's own films with
an occasional Library film.

To do so is to make no
refiection whatever on the
home-made films, and the
variety so introduced
usually enhances the in-

terest of all.

Many cine enthusiasts
use Library films as much
for study as amusement.
A well produced profes-

sional Comedy film run through a niunber of times affords a
tremendous amount of instruction in the art of condensa-
tion, cutting, obtaining effects, and so on. If the film is

well made the "mechanism" is rarely noticeable on
the first showing,
and only after a
few runs, when the
novelty of the film

has worn off, will

the skill of the pro-

ducer be noticed.

A study of the
various Library
films available will

greatly assist the
reader of Mr.
Adrian Brunei's
articles, particu-

larly as some of his

own productions
will shortly be
available in the
leading Libraries.

To present a
good evening's
entertaimnent with
Library films it is

not merely neces-

sary to obtain the

Eavesdropping in " The Flag Lieutenant " (Ensign)

From " Pony Express " (Kodak)

From " Alf's Carpet" (Ensign)

films themselves and display them without system. Be
sure that your projector is set up and accurately focussed on
the screen, with everything to hand and the seating properly

arranged before a single

member of the audience is

allowed in the room.
Nothing is more irritating

than a last-minute scuffle

and rearrangement of

seats, arguments as to who
shall sit where, and a final

altercation when it is

found that auntie's head
cuts off half the picture.

There is no need for this

with a little care before-
hand, although far too
often it is looked upon as
an inevitable accompani-
ment of home cin6 pro-
jection.

In pre-Talkie days
every professional

theatre had either its

orchestra or, in the more
modest shows, a piano
accompaniment. To run

a silent film without a suitable musical accompaniment is

to miss half the pleasure. Nowadays, with gramophones,
electric pick-ups which can be plugged into the wireless

sets, and the various twin turntable schemes mentioned
in this magazine, by means of which one can "fade"
immediately from one record to another, there is no excuse
for the absence of a suitable musical accompaniment.
The only break in the continuity of home cin6 enter-

tainment which in most cases is unavoidable is the pause
for the changing of reels. As soon as the end of a reel

approaches, the operator should keep his hand near the
front of the projection lens, so as to avoid the irritating

flash of white light which comes on the screen as soon as
the film has run through the projector.

Of course if you are fortunate enough to have a second
projector available (sometimes this can be arranged with a
friend) the second reel can be kept ready threaded in the
projector and switched on immediately the first reel is

finished. Even when this method is adopted, care should
be taken to avoid the irritating white flash on the screen
or the excellent effect of continuous projection is lost.

It is interesting to note that when the Prince of Wales and
the Duke of York are shownng their own fllms before the
Royal Family the twin projector method is used. The many
new readers of Home Movies may be interested to know
that a full description of the cine acti^dties of the Prince of

Wales, Duke of York and Duke of Gloucester was published
in our June and July issues. The three Princes are aU keen
cinematographers who regularly patronise the Libraries.
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THE Home Movies :Monthly
Prize Competition continues

to be verj' popular, and many
excellent entries lia\e been sent
in again this month. From these
we have selected for the first prize
the very clever scheme sent in by
Mr. Stanley Cooke, of Newcastle-
on-Tyne, enabling any cine
camera viser to obtain the much
coveted sub-titles with animated
backgrounds. The second prize this

month goes to Mr. John ^A. Mantle,
of Beckenham, for an inexjiensive but
thoroughly practicable method of ob-
taining iris effects at a negligible cost

;

and the third prize to Mr. .To.seph

I'ogden, of Bolton, for a ver^- practical
outfit—costing only 5s. 3kl. !—for the
development of a complete 30 foot reel

of 9 2 -mm. film.

Wimiing competitors will receive
their awards within a fortnight of
publication of this issue. Meanwhile
we are repeating our offer to readers,
and next month three ha If-guineas
will again be awarded for the best
hints and tips (preferably of a con-
structional nature) .sent in. The
descriptions need only be brief, pro-
vided they are clear, and tlie practical

u.sefi)lness of the liints and tips will

largely influence our decision. If

there is something you wish to illus-

trate with a diagram, a simple pencil
drawing will do, as oiu" own artists

will prepare the necessary finished
drawing for reproduction. Remember,
a brief description, even without illus-

trations, of a really useful gadget,
trick or method is more likely to win
a prize than a long drawn-out descrip-
tion of something which is difficult to
make.

Entries for Competition No. 3
shovild reach our office before the
15th of October. Tlie editor's decision
will be final.

TITLES AS
ANIMATED BACKGROUNDS.
ALMOST every standard talkie film

now commences with sub-titles

super-imposed on a moving back-
ground having a bearing on t)ie

general matter of the film itself.

After months of experimenting with
every laiown method of sub-titling,

cut-out letters, patent gadgets galore,

and all the usual devices, I at last hit

upon a device that gives one the
effect mentioned above at a cost of

about two shillings and a very little

trouble.

Obtain two pieces of 26-ounce glass

about 7 inches by 9 inches ; a pot of

white poster paint ; a fine brush. On
a piece of white paper rule a rectangle

6J inches by 6 inches. Lay a sheet
of glass over this and secure with
drawing pins. Paint in the rectangle
in white with the aid of a ruler, the
line about i- inch wide. Measure the
exact centre of the space inside this

and mark with a white dot.

Now take your camera and look at

the \dewfinder. Measure the distance
of tlie centre of the finder vertically

and horizontally from the centre of

OUR MONTHLY
COMPETITION

2nd PRIZE.

THREE MORE WINNERS

the lens aperture. Remove the glass

from the paper and mark the distance

obtained above to the light and above
the centre point. Now replace the
glass and mark this point on the
glass ^^-ith a white dot.

Now write in white ink your title.

If you are a poor artist, get a magazine
with advertisements in it. Lay the
glass over the letter you require on
the book and trace it in white on the
glass. Use the poster paint quite

tacky but not too much of it. In a
very short space of time you will be
able to produce excellent titles.

Now get a piece of stick 20 inches
long and holding one end in your left

hand get a friend to hold the glass
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Mr. Fogden's ingenious developing frame
for 9i-mm. film

so that you get the second white dot
on the centre of the cross lines in the
viewfinder, with the stick keeping
the distance correct.

Now take j^oiu' lady friend smiling
behind the glass, or a train passing, or
anything else appropriate, using the
20-inch lens. The darker the back-
ground the better.

You will find that using ordinary
reversal stock of about 400 speed, a
normal exposure is exactly the same
as you would give the background if

you were not titling.

The result when processed will

astonish you. The real professional
backgrounds are there in all their

beauty with your title in brilHant
white letters in front. The extra-
ordinary finish this gives to an amateur
film can hardly be realised and quite
rough lettering, if straight, looks
excellent. There are no experiments
in centreing to be made as in the
method published in your competition
last month.

—

Stanley Cooke, 4, Vic-

toria Square, Newcastle-on-Tvne,

I
A\'ANTED to obtain iris effects

(not fades), using 16-mm. film,

and on making inquiries at dealers

was shown a very clever piece of

apparatus priced at about £3.

Alternatively, the dealer sug-

gested I should obtain a large

secondhand lens and remove the
iris and use that in front of my

cine camera. This was also going to
cost a good deal.

However, with the following piece
of gear I can obtain very effective iris

vignette effects, the apparatus costing
no naore than a few pence. I obtained
a piece of oak (it must be hard wood)
18 inches by 2 inches by J inch. At
2 inches from one end I drilled a

hole \ inch clearance. This takes a

\ inch AAliitworth screw and fastens

the camera to the boaril. At 4 inches
from the same end I drilled a slightly

smaller hole and forced a \ inch ^^'hit-

worth screw into it. Being oak, it

carries the thread and screws firmly

to the tripod. Then, from wood and
strip brass I built a light slider to
slide along the board ^vith clips to

carry a piece of card vertically.

This card has a hole cut in the centre
so that when it is clipped in the slitlei',

and the latter riui to the camera end
of the board, the liole just passes over
the lens mount. The card is covered
with black paper, care being taken
that no white " whiskers " show.
To iris in, the camera is started

with the card at the far end of the
board and the slider moved up to the
camera, taking about one second to

cover the foot or so of travel. To
iris out, ^ace-versa.

Two "snags" have cropped up in

practice, wliich are very easily reme-
died. One is that it is impossible to
black out completely. The answer is

to splice in a few frames of dead black.

The other trouble is that it is necessary
to keep the card in as deep a shadow as
possible. This can be done by getting

someone to hold a coat over the
camera and cameraman.

—

John W.
Mantle, 56, Croydon Road, Becken-
ham, Kent.

M
3rd PRIZE.

AY I describe a simple frame for

the development of 95-mm.
films ?

Materirils s. d.

2 strips of ebonite, each Hi
inches by f inch by 3/16th ,

" 8

2 ebonite lead-in tubes, 8J
inches long . . .

.

..14
2^ doz. bone curtain rings to

fit tightly on to the lead-in

tubes .

.

.

.

.

.

. . 6i
1 12-inch by 10-inch develop-

ing dish . . .

.

..29

Complete outfit for develop-

ment .

.

.

.

. . 5 34

Construction

About I inch from each end of the

ebonite strips drill a small hole

Ifiontimied on page 178)
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PRODUCING A FILM
III. A TYPICAL SCENARIO

A recent portrait of the author

AN enterprising amateur producer
has written me a very frank

letter. "While I appreciate all you
say in your informative articles," he
begins kindly, "isn't it a waste of

time to give so much care and thought
to your exposition of the technique of

silent film production ? What we want
to know is how to make talkies,

because talkies are the amateur films

of the future and it's no good Uving in

the past."
I quite agree. But so far as the

present is concerned, the vast majority
of amateurs are only equipped for

making silent films and will be for

some time to come. Also, the basis of

both silent and talkie technique is the
same. I would even go further and
say that you cannot make good,

cinematic talkies mitil you have
grasped silent fihn technique. In
short, learn to draw before j^ou trj' to

paint.

And now to continue where I left

off in my last article. Having made
all the preliminary announcements in

the form of titles on the first page of

your script, you can begin j'our story
on the next page.
Many script writers, in numbering

each of their scenes, also include in

the heading a mass of technical detail,

in this manner :

Scene 1.

M.C'.U. Rosie's Bedroom.
(Interior) Night.

Scene 2.

L.S. Rosie's Bedroom. (Interior)
Night.

Scene 3.

M.S. Rosie's Bedroom.
Night.

I have always found this repetition

annoying and unnecessary. I have
also found that it made me careless

—

I have been inclined to overlook that
first line of recurring abracadabra and
get on with what was underneath.
A better method is to put the name

of the set (or location) and whether it

takes place at night or in the day
time, on the top of each sheet of

paper. If the action in this set or

location occupies say three and a half

(Interior)

THE THIRD ARTICLE OF
AN IMPORTANT NEW
SERIES WRITTEN EX-

CLUSIVELY FOR "HOME
MOVIES."

By

ADRIAN
BRUNEL

(/he well-knoivn Film Director)

pages or even only half a page, each
page should have the name of the set
or location on top, plus whether it is

on a day or night scene ; and on the
next page continue with a fre.sh heading
of the next set and so on.

It may mean a little more expendi-
ture of paper, but a lot less expenditure
of time in writing. Also, this breaking
up has two additional advantages ;

first, it helps one to visualise the
changes of backgromid more easily
and second, it enables the director or
his assistant to break up one copy of
the script into groups of sheets, each
group dealing with one set or location.
Since one seldom is able to shoot a
script right through chronologically,
this arrangement of the script, so that
it can be easily dissected, is usually
appreciated by the assistant director
and the continuity girl, whose duty it

is to see their director doesn't forget a
scene !

On location with " Wedding Rehearsal." The camera Is rigidly supported
on the track ready to take an approaching train. (London Film Productions)
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Shooting exteriors with Adrian Brunei. Cameraman Crispin Hay prepares to line up

a distant shot. The filnn was " Moors and Minarets" and the scene on the Barbary

Coast

Therefore I will number each change
of background in the following little

sequence as if each were on a separate

sheet in the tj^pescript of a scenario.

Page One.

COTTAGE ON HILL (EXTERIOR)
DAY.

Fade in.

Title: OLD JELLACOTT'S COT-
TAGE ON THE HILL.

Fade out.

Scene 1.

Fade rN on a Distant Shot of a

cottage on a lull. Hold for a few feet,

then DissoL%'E to—
Scene 2.

L.S. of the cottage on the hill. A
dog, a cat, some geese, and a few

chickens are .in the foregroimd.

Dissolve to

—

Scene 3.

M.L.S. of the front door. \Mien the

dissolve is completed, the door opens

and an. elderly, forbidding and puri-

tanical inan of farrner type and of

middle age appears. He is Mr.

Jellacott.

Scene 4.

C.M.S. of Jellacott. He looks

arovuid, as if he were seeking someone
with his eyes. Suddenly he narrows
his eye-lids and lais face hardens as he

looks off to the left.

Page Two.

TREE ON HILL (EXTERIOR)
DAY.

Scene 5.

L.S. from Jellacott's viewpoint of a

handsome young farm-hand and a girl

in the early twenties. He is Alan
Sabey and she is Jill—the only
daughter of Jellacott. He is in his

shirt -sleeves and she wears a simple
print dress.

She is leaning with her back against
a tree, looking at the young man who
is car\ing her name on the tree. On
the ground by her side is an empty
basket and in her hand she has a stick,

with which she is apparently drawing
on the ground.

Scene 6.

C.M.S. of the two- of them. She is

looking at him as he chips into the
bark of the tree. He finishes and
looks to her for approval with a smile.

She looks at his carving.

Scene 7.

C.U. of her name carved on the tree

-^ill.

Scene 8.

M.C.U. of Jill and Alan. He draws
closer to her. She lowers her eyes to
the ground, indicating that he shall

look down. He follows her glance.

Scene 9.

C.LT. shooting down—from Jill's and
Alan's viewpoint. We see the tip of
her stick with which she has scrawled
his name on the dry earth at her feet—Alan.

Scene 10.

C.M.S. of Jill and Alan looking down.
Tliey look up at each other. Suddenly
she sees her father. He turns and
looks off to the right.

Page Three.

COTTAGE ON HILL (EXTERIOR)
DAY.

Scene 11.

M.L.S. of Jellacott, from the view-
point of Alan and Jill. He is looking
in their direction. He walks towards
them, out of the picture, to the left.

Page Four.

TREE ON HILL (EXTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 12.

M.L.S. of Jill and Alan, looking in

the direction of Jellacott. Quickly
theyturn to each other and immediately
decide to obliterate all signs of their
'

' guilt.
'

' Nonchalantly she stamps out
Alan's name from the ground as he

Mr. Brunei directing " In a Monastery Garden." Ketelbey conducting the orchestra
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quickly ami surreptitiously' hacks the

carved name from the tree.

Scene 13.

M.S. of Jill finishing the obliteration

of Alan's name and picking up her

basket.

Scene 14.

C.M.S. of Alan finishing the removal
of Jill's name. He quickly takes from
his pocket a small scrap of paper and
a stub of pencil, and resting the paper
on the tree he writes.

Scene 15.

Insert C.V. of paper on which Alan
finishes writing: "20 gaspers— 1 oz.

Brown's Mixture."

Scene 16.

M.S. of Alan and Jill. He hands her

the paper and puts his hand in his

pocket for money. They turn and see

Jellacott standing by—with a faint

assumption of surprise and non-
chalance.

Scene 17.

C.M.S. of Jellacott watching.

Scene 18.

M.L.S. of Alan, Jill and Jellacott.

She takes the money frona Alan—he is

grateful for her kindness, smiles and
nods and then rolls up his sleeves as

an indication that he can now get on
with his work. She smiles graciously,

and with a wave of the hand to her

father, goes off busily with her basket
out of the picture. With a nod to

Jellacott, Alan strides out of the

picture in the other direction.

Scene 19.

M.C.U. of .Tellacott^baffled. He
looks after Alan, as if he would call

him back, and then turns his head,
looking in the direction in which Jill

has gone.

Scene 20.

Distance Shot of Jill going down
the hill towards the village, shooting
from Jellacott's viewpoint. She turns
and waves.

Scene 21.

M.L.S. of Jellacott, looking towards
Jill. In the background we see Alan

also 1 o o k i n a;

towards Jill.
He s u r r e p -

titiously waves
back at her
from behind
Jellacott ; then
suddenly re-

smnes his work
as Jellacott
turns, looks to-

wards Alan and
then goes back
in the direction

of the cottage.

Fade out.

Analysis of

Sequence

I am not
claiming that
this is neces-

sarily the basis

of a brilliant

film, but 1

maintain that
it " gets over "

its facts picto-

rially — which
should be the
aim of picture

makers. In my
next example I
will introduce
some more of

the technical

phrases I have
defined, but in

the meantime I

will analyse this sequence briefij'.

What have we achieved ? We have
given the names and shown the
relationship of our three characters
—and with only the one introductory
title and no spoken titles. (This title

1 will discuss and may possibly tear to

bits when we come to deal with
Editing and Titling.)

The first two scenes are leisurely, and
this has been purposely accentuated
by the dissolves between Scenes 1 and
2 and Scenes 2 and 3. If you cannot
dissolve on the camera vou use, it is

On location in the Sierra Nevada.—Benita

Hume is seen on horseback.

—

From Adrian

Brunei's film " A Light Woman "

Director Brunei keeps order with a big gun in Morocco.
Benson and Miles Mander

Behind him are Annette

not a serious loss—you can get almost
the same effect by allowing a fair

amount of footage for scenes 1 and 2.

In Scene 3 I bring on Mr. .Jellacott.

It is clear to our audience from the
introductory title that this nrust be
Mr. Jellacott—there is no need to
plaster your film with titles.

In Scene 4 I bring the camera closer,

so that the audience may have a better
look at Jellacott. It is advisable to
allow a fairly liberal allowance of
close-up footage in introducing chrac-
ters. This helps your audience to
identify them quickly in subsequent
long-shots and in quick-cutting close-

shots which may occur later. I have
described Scene 4 as a C.M.S., for two
reasons ; first, I have attempted to
effect a sort of rhythm with the
sequence of Scenes 1 to 4, bringing
the camera closer each scene, and
second, it is dangerous to jump from a
long-shot—even a M.L.S.—to a close-

tip, for a jump is a jump and smooth-
running should be aimed at. But it

sFOuld not be bad technique to make
this scene 4 a M.C.U. if you so wish.
Note also that I have made Jellacott
look off to the left—which means the
left of the screen, or his right.

Scene 5 is a long-shot in order to
suggest that the two characters shown
are some little distance from Jellacott.

If you made this scene, say a C.M.S.,
it would suggest that the two lovers
were close to the girl's father. You
will notice I have split the scene into
two paragraphs. I will admit that
this is not necessary, but I maintain
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that fat paragraphs full of concen-
trated instructions and descriptions
are apt to be neglected in the heat of

production.
Scene 6 brings the camera closer to

introduce our two new characters more
clearlj'.

Scene 7 is just a flash, but important
for two reasons ; first, that it estab-
lishes the girl's name clearly if it is

not obvious in the previous, and
second, it is useful in cutting.

In Scene 15 I have used an ini5ert

instead of a spoken sub-title, because
we are trying to avoid sub-titles. In
any case it is a more convincing
excuse that Alan should be seen
writing against the tree (in Scene 14)

as Jellacott approaches.
The camera distance in Scene 16

can^be a C.M.S. or a M.S.—just so that
we get Alan and Jill naturally in the
picture and can see him putting his

hand into his pocket for money.
Note that only these two are seen in

this shot, and not Jellacott, who
appears by himself in the next scene.

You could walk Jellacott into Scene
16, but it is more effective to cut to

him and to show him by himself in a

larger shot.

In Scene IS the camera distance is

given as a M.L.S. You could go a little

closer if you wanted to, but I suggest

that a M.L.S. is the safest camera
distance and the one you are most
likely to use.

Scenes 19, 20 and 21 are fairly

plain -sailing—anyhow I hope they
will be after the analysis of the previous

scenes ; and since I am on the subject

^m\

An improvised dressing
room on location !

Scene 8 brings us
closer to Jill, so that

we can follow the
direction of her eyes.

Scene 9, which gives

us Alan's name, is
'

' shooting down '

' for

the obvious purpose
of showing that it is

viewed from the view-
point of JUl and Alan.

In Scene 10 Jill and
Alan look off to the
right of the screen

—

since Jellacott looked off previously
to the left. Watch this left and
right business carefully always.

Scene 11 is made a M.L.S. instead
of a L.S., so that we need not take so
long in walking Jellacott out of the
pict\u-e. Unless his progress from the
centre of the screen out of the picture
can be

'

' characterised
'

' in some
interesting way or be made interesting

somehow else, it is best to get him out
of the picture as soon as possible once
he has determined to go.

Scene 12 is made a M.L.S. in order
to show the full figures, so that we can
see Jill obliterating the writing on the
ground.

I have cut away to Jill in Scene 13
in order to give Alan time to remove
Jill's name from the tree. Actually
we do not give him time enough, but
we give the appearance of sufficient

time. This form of cutting away from
one character to another is a sort of

shorthand of visual images. Unless
j'ou split up the action like this you
would find yourself with an intermin-
able section of film of Alan hacking
away, and your editor would curse.

P

v%

'mf,^*^^

The author takes a ride in costume

of analysis, I sug-
gest you make a
habit of anatysing
yoiu- script scene by
scene—or, as we also

say, shot by shot.

Ask yourself a series

of questions at eacli

scene, such as

—

1. Is this the
right camera
distance ?

2. Should I cut
from this scene
to the next, or
should I pan or

track or tilt ? (If you do one of

these, thereby telescoping two
scenes, you will only need one
scene number, for it is only one
section of film.)

3. Is this see nenecessary, antl why ?

4. Does it help on the story, create
atmosphere, build up my theme
or serve any other valuable
purpose such as character reve-
lation ?

5. Is this scene essential to the
clarity of my story 1

Then I would suggest a series of
questions regarding the sequence
as a whole, questions similar to
the above, but to which I would
add the following :

—

(n) Is my sequence too long or too
short ?

(6) Is it plausible ?

(c) Is it entertaining or interesting ?

(d) Does it flow smoothly ?

(e) And if you don't want ordmary
smootlmess, has it rhythm or
dramatic significance in its

roughness ?

(/) Does it end at the right point
and on the right note ?

((/) Has it progressed your theme
or j-our story ?

{To be continued.)

To American Visitors
TTOME MOVIES extends a hearty
A 1 welcome to all United States
movie enthusiasts who are visiting
Great Britain this season. We trust
they will take home a fine haul of
first-class '" shots," and wiU become
frequent visitors to our shores.

American photographic publications
can be obtained at Westminster.
Photographic Exchange. 62, Picca-
dilly, 111, Oxford Street, and 119, Vic-
toria Street, Westminster ; Wallace:
Heaton, Ltd.. New Bond Street and
Berkeley Street ; Sands Hltnteb..
Ltd., Bedford Street, Strand.

9J-mm. Pathex and Gevaert film is.

obtainable at most large drug stores,
and photographic dealers. 16-mm.
film can be obtained in the following
brands :

—

Cine Kodak : Processing Station,
Kodak. Ltd.. Kingswav, W.C.2.

4*

E^

-

il
Josef von Sternberg

during

(seated left) and Marlene Dietrich (right),

the filming of " Blue Angel "

Selo : Processing Station, Warley,.
Essex.

Agfa (Novopan, etc.) : Processing
Station. Agfa, Ltd., Vintry House,
Queen Street Place, E.C.4.

Gevaert : Gevaert, Ltd. Processing
Station, 115, Walmer Road, W.IO.

BoLEX : Cinex, Ltd. : Processing
Station, 70, High Holborn, W.C.I.

Selo film is a negative-positive film, the
processing station returning the original
negative with one free positive. Cine-
Kodak, Agfa and Bolax are reversal films.
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

This section will be devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and film
submitted to " Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purchase

of equipment

British Radiophone Pick-up

A GOOD electrical pick-up is an
essential part of all Home talkie

apparatus, whether it be used with
;synchronised reconls or with the
•excellent " effects " and incidental

music records which are rapidly
growing in popularity for the accom-
paniment of silent filnis. The British

Radiophone Pick-up, illustrated here-
-with, has performed very well indeed
in our tests, giving excellent and
uniform responses over the whole band
of gramophone record frequencies and
ibeing particularly good in the upper
register, which is so imjDortant for the
proper reproduction of speech.

It is sometimes thought that a

The British Radiophone Pick-up

pick-up can be judged bj' examining
its over-all response curve alone, but
in our experience this is insufficient,

tfor measurements made on the output
of pick-ups with a steady note input
iaH to give a correct indication of the
response of the pick-up to transients,
'those brief sounds and sudden changes
which are so important in natural
reproduction.
The British Radiophone Pick-up

;seems particularly good in this regard
and at the price of 22s. 6d. represents
good value. A template for fitting is

provided with each pick-up and, once
fitted, the pick-up and arm, which are
attractively moulded in brown bake-
iite, present a pleasant appearance.
The over-all curve is such that in those
parts of the frequency range where
gramophone records are deficient in
raimpHtude (below 200 cycles) the

response rises, thus affording good bass
reprodviction. We can certainly recom-
mend this as a good reliable pick-up
for home talkie use.

A De Luxe Projection Lens

It is sometimes forgotten that no
matter how good may be our taking
lenses, the results on the screen ulti-

mately depend equally upon the lens
used for projection. Recently, when
viewing a number of excellent amateur
films by means of a cheap projector,
we had to point out to the owner
that he had not yet seen his films

as they should be shown. This
puzzled him, as he seemed c|;uite

happy with the screen results, and
he was agreeably surprised when we
were able to show him his same films

with no more light but through one
of the modern high-grade projection
lenses now available.

An excellent example of such a lens
is the Meyer Kinon Superior, Series 1,

recently sent to us for review bv Mr.
A. O. Roth, of 85, Ringstead Road,
Catford, S.E.6, the British agent for

the Hugo Meyer lenses. The speci-

men tested by us was fitted with a
" Fikno " projector mount, but we
understand that mounts to suit all

other makes of projection apparatus
are available at the same price.

Not only is the correction as near
perfect as possible, but the construc-
tion is such as to allow the passage
of appreciably more light than is

usually obtained. The definition, as
one might expect from such a lens, is

superb.
The price of this lens is £6 10s.,

and it is available in both 1§ inch and
2 inch focus. To those who like the
highest possible quality of projection
and do not mind paying a reasonable
price for it, we can strongly recommend
this admirable fitment.

An Inexpensive Silver Screen

An excellent little silver screen
measuring 30 inches by 21 inches,

fastened top and bottom to sturdy
1-inch wooden rollers, has been sent
to us for review by the Coronet
Camera Co. of Birmingham. The
screen, which has an excellent matt
surface and a neat black border
with rounded corners, is one of the
cheapest satisfactory screens we have
seen, giving a brilliant and uniform
picture quite big enough for most
home needs. The material of which
the screen is made is very soft and
flexible, so that on unrolling the
weight of the lower roller is sufficient

to keep the screen reasonably taut.

The upper roller can be himg from a
nail by means of a string loop or l>y

any other convenient method.
The price, 7s. 6d., represents very

good value, and we can confidently
recommend the screen to both 91 -mm.
and 16-mm. users.

Filming At Night

This winter will undoubtedly see a
big increase in the popularity of
cinematography by artificial light, for
now both 9J-mm. and 16-mm. users
have available super-sensitive pan-
chromatic stock.

The new Nitrophot reflector and stand

Contrary to the opinion generally
held, the lamps and reflectors required
are neither expensive nor difficult to
handle. For example, we have
received for test and report the latest

model reflector designed for the Nitro-
phot lamp, a 500 watt lamp gi\'ing a
beautifully diffused yet high intensity
light for home filming. As will be
seen from our photograjah, the lamp
and reflector make a very neat imit, a
switch being fitted to the back of the
reflector so that the light can be
turned on and ofi at its source when-
ever reqtiired. The interior of the
reflector is so shaped as to diffuse the
light from the Nitrophot lamp uni-
formly, while the lamp itself is of the
"pearl" variety, which also aids
uniform diffusion.

Using the ordinary panchi-omatio
film (not the super-sensitive) a fulh-

exposed film can be obtained with no
larger aperture than f/3.5, using two
lamps in their reflectors, as shown,
6 feet from the subject. Using the
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super-sensitive film, wliich is approxi-
mately four times as sensitive to

artificial light as the ordinary pan-
chromatic, the lamps can of course be
much farther away, say 10 feet, so

that it is quite possible to get a well

lit and fully exposed picture of a
group of cliildren playing, a quartet

at the card table or other group
subjects.

The lamps are fitted with both a
plug and bayonet adaptor, the price

of the reflector alone as shown being
30s., the Nitrophot bulbs being 23s. 6d.

each for any standard voltage. There
are holes in the metal base of the

reflector which enable it to be hung on
a wall antl pointed in any direction, or

if it is desired to use the.se lamps on a

support a telescopic stand is supplied

at 12s. 6d.

The equipment described was sub-

mitted to us bv Messrs. Sands Hunter
& Co., Ltd., 'of 37, Bedford Street,

Strand, "SV.C.2.

Twin Loud Speakers

Those of our reader.s—and we know
they are many—who are interested in

the better reproduction of sound will

be glad to know that twin loud

speakers for home talkie installations

are now available. The development
of the twin Loud Speaker idea is due
to the fact that it is impossible to

design for commercial production at a

reasonable cost a single Loud Speakei'

which is uniformly efficient over the

whole range of frequencies desired for

natural reproduction. Practically all

single Loud Speakers are a compromise
in tone, for if they are designed to have
good bass they are usually deficient in

"top," while speakers designed to

have good and crisp high note repro-

duction usually suffer badly in the

bass. By using two Loud Speakers,

one with good bass reproduction and
the other with good high note response,

and running them in parallel, an
excellent over-all response can be

obtained.
^^'e have recently had submitted to

us by the British Rola Co., Ltd., a

pair of Matched Loud Speakers, of the

moving coil variety, one having a 9 inch

cone and having an excellent bass

response, and the other a Gl inch cone

for reproduction of the higher fre-

quencies. The Speakers submitted

are of the excited field type and a
suitable field current of about 40 m.
amperes was supplied to the two
fields in series, the individual resis-

tances being 2,500 oluns. One of the

Speakers carries a transformer which is

tapped to suit different output valves

and the two speech coils are joined in

parallel to the output side of this

transformer.
Tested with several good pick-ups

on gramophone records, the reproduc-

tion of this combination was astonish-

ingly real, not so much due to the

extent of the scale of reproduction

(for there is nothing on any gramo-
]5hone record much above 5,000) but
owing to the remarkable imiformity

over the whole scale reproduced and

the freedom frona irritating peaks, the
defects in one Speaker apparently
balancing out those of the other.

The price of these matched pairs of

Speakers varies according to the
particular size of cones and whether
they are of the permanent magnet or

exciting field types. Quality of repro-
duction is of course unaffected by the
form of field excitation, and no doubt
most of our readers will find it more
convenient to use the permanent
magnet type. The prices of the two
kinds in the sizes of cones tested by us
are as follow : — Excited field,

£4 12s. 6d. the pair ; Permanent
magnet type, £5 2s. 6d. the pair.

Interesting Exposure Meter

The importance of the accurate
measurement of exposure has been
emphasised many times in this

journal, where it has been pointed out
that a good exposure meter soon pays

same iJrocedure is adopted except that^

in place of reading off a stop aperture
against 16 or any other nimiber of
frames per second, the exposure in
seconds or fraction of a second is read
off against the stop it is desired to use.

In aildition to the necessary scales
for judging exposure the Practos is

also provided with a tlepth of focus
table. This, however, is not calculated
for use with cine lenses but with lenses
of 3, 4J and 5^ inches respectively,
making it very suitable for scale
focussing with certain still cameras.
We have carried out a number of

exposure measuring tests against our
standard photometer anil find very
accurate and certain readings can be
obtained. As the sensitivity of the
eye is not a constant factor and
increases gradually in a darkened
chamber, the makers of the Practos
recommend that the measuring tune
.shall be 5-6 seconds in ordinary light

The Practos

Exposure Meter

complete with

case

its cost in film saving. The Practos
Meter, which we illustrate this month,
is of the extinction type (see article on
page 88 of our August issue). In using
the Practos Meter (which incidentally
has the advantage of being scaled both
for cine and still photography) one
first looks through the eye-piece at the
subject it is desired to film. Through
the eye-piece a window is seen in which
appear three figiues, which progres-
sively vary in brightness as an end
ring is turned. To measure the
exposure this ring is rotated until the
right-hand of the three figures can
just be read distinctly. When this is

so the first number on the left is barely
readable while the next cannot be read
at all, the appearance of these three
figures giving a check on the setting.

On remo\'ing the instrument from
the eye, one ring is set against the
pointer according to the H. and D.
number of the fibn used (310 H. and
D. for the regular and pan. films and
630 for the super-sensitive), whereupon
the correct stop aperture is read off

beside the figure 16, if 17 frames a
second are being taken or against any
other number of frames per second as

desired up to 128 and down to 1.

For use in still photography the

and in the sunshine 15-20 seconds. If

this rule is followed, accurate readings
well within the latitude of the film
should be obtainable in all cases.

The price of the Practos in a neat
leather case is 21s., and we can recom-
mend it as a thoroughly practical meter
for both cine and still photography.

Amateur Processing

With the increasing number of
amateurs—and particularly societies

—who are turning to positive-negative
film in Oj-mm. and 16-nun. there has
grown up a demand for production of
positive prints from negatives after
editing. We recently took an oppor-
tunity of testing the processing service
of the Home Cinema Film Library Ltd.,
49, Greek Street, Soho Square, W.L
and obtained from thenr positive copies
of some of our own negatives in the
two sizes and inspected a number of
16-mra. positives reduced by this

company from 35-mm. negatives.
Prompt service was obtained and the
resulthig prints were of luiiform high
c|uality. Amateurs can therefore send
their negatives to this comj^any, both
for processing and printing, with
confidence.
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HOME MOVIE OPPORTUNITIES for OCTOBER, 1932.
October

1 Pheasant shooting

commences.

2 End of Summer
Time.

3 Shoe and Leather

Trade Fair

3-S Open Lawn Tennis

Tournaments . .

4-S Horse and Agri-

cultural Show .

.

5-6 Annual Dog Show

5-6 Race meetings .

.

6-8 Ancient Custom

of Goose Fair .

.

8 Race meeting

London

Bourne-
mouth

10 Ancient Statute

Fair

12 Old "Mop "Fair

12 The " Cesare-

witch " Race
meeting. .

BalKnasloe

Crystal P.

Curragh,
Ireland

Nottingham

Kempton
Park

Tewkesbury

Stratford

-

on-Avon

Newmarket

October

12 The Judges' Pro-

cession . .

18-21 National Dairy

Show

19 Race meeting

Westminster
Abbey to

House of

Lords

21 Trafalgar Day
celebrations

21-22 Race meetings . .

22 Oyster Festival . .

26 Annual race meet-

ing, the Cam-

bridgeshire
Stakes .

.

31 Hallowe'en

London

Sandown
Park

London and
Portsmouth

Newbury

Colchester

Newmarket

Scotland
and Ireland

Theoughout the Month (dates not

yet fixed)

Prince George
declares open

new hospital

wing . . . . Boscombe

October

Ice Skating season

starts, steeple-

chase and fiat

race meetings

commence, and
Football and
Rugby matches

being played
everj^where.

London and
the Pro-
vinces

TRAVEL FILMS FREE
A GOOD travel film is always
*^ interesting and adds just that

touch of variety that lifts the ordinary
programme out of the rut. Many
societies will be giving movie shows to

their friends during the coming
autumn and winter and secretaries

may be glad to know that the Scottish

Travel Bureau, 37, George Street,

Edinburgh, has a library of Scottish

Travel Pictures {16-mm.) from which
they are prepared to lend, to bona fide

clubs and so on, 400-feet films. No
charge is made for the loan of these

films for any period up to one week,
but 6d. should be sent to cover the
cost of postage. The Scottish Travel
Bureau do not wish, however, to lend
these films to individuals.

If You are Critical
the PAILLARD-Bolex model " D " projector' is

alone capable of giving a show the like of which
you have never seen, no matter whether your
films are on 9.5mm. or 16mm. stock. But
prove it for yourself, take one of your films to

your usual dealer and ask him to put It through
this machine. The performance will astound you.

For SILENCE AND PORTABILITY no other
machine can compare with the PAILLARD-Eolex
Projector. No need to shut it In a cabinet nor to

drown Its noise with music. As expressed by an

authority on sub-standard cine projectors, the

silence of the PAILLARD is " almost uncanny."

SPECIFICATION:
EASY THREADING. PERFECTLY SILENT. LIGHT &;VERY!COMPACl'.
ROCK-STEADY & FLICKERLESS. AIR COOLED FOR " STILLS."
WONDERFUL ILLUMINATION (250-watt air cooled lamp). PERFECT
DEFINITION. AUTOMATIC REVERSE. CHROMIUM | PLATED.

PROJECTING TWO SIZES OF FILMS with equal efficiency;

PATHE 9.5.mm. and KODAK or OTHER 16.min. FILMS.

PRICE : Wired for 100/110 volts

including ail accessories

Rheostat for voltages

200/250

£35

37/6

Your dealer can demonstrate, but if you ex-

perience the slightest difficulty write us and we
will gladly make the necessary arrangements.

CINEX LIMITED
70, High Holborn, London, W.C.I

Booklets free.
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etry

C^2no»M^~

'TWERE is little doubt that Splosh-
* bury can claim to possess the

densest population of home -movie
makers in the country—somehow that
sentence does not look quite right.

Let me explain at once that I mean
that our home-movie population is

thick not in the head but on the
groiuid. One delightful result of this

is of course that you can hardly ineet

anybody in the street or drop into any
house without finding full opportuni-
ties for really intelligent conversation,
a chat, that is, about lenses and
projectors and exposure meters and
screens and titling and cuttmg and
what not. This is delightful so far as
it goes, but for a long time I have felt

that something was lacking.

Human natm-e being what it is

there is no greater joy to the expert
than to discover a tyro whom he can
instruct in the gentle art of home-
cinematography. You cannot really

let yourself go with other fellows who
know all about it, because as soon as
you start explaining anything they

" Not a sign of any cine outfit
"

isay : "Oh, yes, I understand that.

Now let me tell you why it is that

—

—'

'

Naturally, you know the kind of thing

I mean.
Explanations in the movie art are

very jolly, too, since they reallj'' are

explanations. In wireless, on the

other hand, whenever a Johnny is

getting a bit out of his depth he

simply says :
" This all dejaends upon

the well-known formula (and here

follows a mass of cosines and square

roots and thingmajigs) from which it

is perfectly clear that for efficiency the

length of an aerial must be in inverse

proportion to the square of its height
'

'

or something of that kind. Or if he

doesn't wallow in mathematics he can
always take refuge in long and
difficult words and so gain a reputation

for deep knowledge.
But except for the fellows who go

in for high flights of optics, we don't

bother at all about maths in home-
movie work and we are not greatly

troubled bj' high-sounding words.
Any enthusiast therefore can explain
so long as the gods send him someone
with little knowledge and a healthy
thirst for information. Sloshbury
misrht have been de.scribed aptly as a
tvro-less Eden. Evervthing in the

" A simple business to flick the ticket

unobserved
"

garden was lovely except that there

was no fresh soil to be tilled.

It was therefore with feelings of the
utmost joy that I observed that the
painters, decorators and other modern
inconveniences were at work upon
that desirable residence, Hollywood
Lodge, h. and c. (hot in siunmer and
cold in winter) which had for some
months been untenanted. The new-
comer, when he turned up, seemed to

be rather a shy little man. We dis-

covered that his name was Flippers-

field, but we couldn't get much
further. He was never at honae when
anybody called, and though we left

cards he did not return our visits.

Nobody seemed to be able to scrape
acquaintance with him.

Observing carefully his comings and
goings, I soon deduced that here was
the heaven-sent novice. As he was
moving in, IMrs. Motherspoon -Water

-

biffle (pronounced as ever Moon-
Wiffle) found all sorts of errands that
took her past Hollywood Lodge, and

" Flippersfield keeps good cigars
"

she reported that not a sign of any
bit or piece of cine outfit was to be

observed. It was clearly a duty to

oneself to get to know him at the

earliest possible moment, but how
could it be done ? We Reelers are a

resourceful breed, living up to our
mediaeval family motto : Pussche and
Goe.
About a fortnight after the arrival

of Flippersfield I happened to be
travelling down to Sloshbury by train,

and at Little Pottybury, the junction
where the porters cry "All cliange

""

(and they might add "All wait") I

spied my quarry. When the Sloshbury
train drew in I follower! him mto his

smoker and took the next seat.

It was a first-class carriage and I
had a third-class ticket, but what, I

reflected, is a mere one and ninepence
in excess fare if I can capture a
genuine honest-to-goodness beginner ?

Flippersfield soon showed that he was
one of those thoughtful men who
don't like to keep ticket collectors

waiting for some minutes. Before we
ran into the last stopping place before
Sloshbury he pulled out his ticket and
placed it upon the arm rest between
his seat and mine. Since he was
absorbed in his evening paper it was a
simple business to flick it unobserved

"The general . . . passed to the subject

of Flippersfield
"

under the opposite seat. When the

ticket collector paid hLs little visit

poor Flippersfield was all of a dither.

He was sure that he had had his

ticket. The collector had heard that
story before. Whilst he was searching

every pocket for the tenth time I

leaned forward, picked up the ticket

from beneath the .seat and handed it

to him with a smile.

The ice thus broken we got on
swimmingly. I walked up from the

station with him at Sloshbury and he
asked me into Hollywood Lodge.
"Are you interested at all," I

inquired, " in home-cine work ?
"

He told me that he had never done
anything in that way, though he was
sure that it must be an entrancing
hobby.

Could anything have been better ?

Almost with tears in my eyes I

begged him not to purchase an outfit

until he had consulted me on the point.
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and he promised faithfully that he
would do so.

" And once yon have acquired your
cine-camera," I went on, warming to

my work, " I'll be able to give you all

sorts of hints and tips."
'

' But I should simply hate to

trouble you."
' No trouble whatever. In fact it

will be the greatest pleasure in the

world. We have all of us been
beginners in our time and the old

hands know just what pitfalls are

waiting for the novice. Take the

question of lenses," I said.
" Lenses ?

"

" Yes, if you get planted with a dud
you are absolutely done from the very
start. Now do you know what the

speed of a lens means ?
"

Flippersfield intimated that he
seemed to have come across the

expression somewhere but that he
would be very glad if I would kindly
explain.

This was simply glorious and I

fairly let myself go. Flippersfield

keeps good cigars and I always find

Havana tobacco inspiring. There
wasn't much to be known about cine

lenses that I didn't tell him and then
I passed on to the question of the

simplicity or the reverse in loading.

That somehow led on to a httle talk

about the relative advantages of 9

millimetre and 16 millimetre films

and from that I passed in the most
natural way in the world to a review

of the whole question of filters.

Slow-motion cinematography follow-

ed in due course and I went on from
that to a lucid explanation of the

producer's art.

Flippersfield was magnificent. In
him I felt that I had indeed secured a
find. There are novices and novices.

One sort appears to have Httle

knowledge and is a dangerous thing.

Best of all is the tyro who seems to

know nothing at all about the subject

and positively hangs upon the lips

of his mentor. Such was FUppersfield

and the said lips of the said mentor
put in some good work.

Eventually I glanced at the place

where my wrist watch ought to have
been, remembered that I had left it

at my uncle's (Honi soit qui mal y
pense), looked at the clock on the

mantelpiece and discovered that I

ought to have been going long before.

Later that evening I strolled round
to see Greneral Gore-Battleby who was
a little worried over the fact that his

latest film had been returned from the
developing people completely blank.

Most of the others were there too and

we had a very interesting discussion.

It was a perplexing problem, but we
discovered in the end that the fikn

had been taken on August 31st and
there .seemed to be no question that

astronomers must have miscalculated

the path of totality of the eclipse of

the sun on that day. The General,

having decided that he would send the

fikn to the British Museum as irrefut-

able proof that the eclipse had affected

England, we passed on to the subject

of FlipDer=;field.

"A charming fellow," I said;
" We have had a most delightful

conversation this afternoon and I was
able to befriend him by giving him a

little introduction to the art of the

home cine."

At this point Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle began to giggle.

'"Did you start with the very ele-

ments ? " she chortled.

'Why, certainly."
"

' And you made everything quite

clear ?
"

" I flatter myself that I did."

By this time Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle (pronounced, don't forget,

Moon-Wiffle) was on the verge of

hysterics.

"Do you know," she quavered,

""'who Mr. Flippersfield is ?
"

"A very charming fellow who is

more than willing to learn."

"Tell Mr. Reeler," she gurgled,

working up to a perfect crescendo of

giggles.
" He's the chief camera-man of the

Vixen film people," shouted the

General. " I've just heard to-day

from my cousin at Hollywood he's

over here for a six months' hoKday."
"OH!"

THE REELER.

TWENTY-ONE YEARS OF
PHOTOGRAPHY

IN connection with their Birthday
Celebration, the Hampshire House

Photographic Society (Hog Lane,
Hammersmith, W.6) is holding an
Exhibition, exceptionally interesting

to all cameramen, of photographs
illiistrating the progress of photo-

graphy during the past twenty-one
years. This Exhibition, admission to

which is free, will continue until the

13th of October.
An announcement of the Cine

Group of the Hampshire House P.S.

will be found under "News of Cine

Societies
'

' in this issue.

EDUCATION BY
CINEMATOGRAPH

(Continued from page 186)

projection machine for 9J- or 16-mm,
film is certainly not more than edu-
cation authorities can afford, even for

Elementary schools.

It is difficult to see why the new
Central schools cannot be provided
with these machines at once. The esti-

mates can easily be made to include
them with the year's requisitions in

cases where the electric power is avail-

able. Secondary schools simply have
no excuse, for their estimates are much
larger than those allotted to th&
Elementary schools. Public Schools
and those privately o"mied are, of
course, experimenting with 16-mm-
machines already.

The provision of the films is a
problem. I beUeve that it "will be
solved by the amateur cine-worker,

the free-lance. Most professional

photographers are deep in the rut,

and will not tackle new lines of work ;

but thousands of amateurs are pro-
ducing, for the mere fun of the thing,

very much the kind of films that
teachers want in their work at school-

The perfection of the talking apparatus
will complete the outfit as an adjunct
to the school work, and it is within
the bounds of possibility that the
next ten years will see Central and
Secondary schools equipped with sub-
standard cine apparatus as a matter
of routine. But the pressure will

have to come from the teachers.

SIR WILLIAM MORRIS'S
TALKIE

VV/HAT is, we believe, one of the firstW commercial film production
units to be established in this country is

to be found in the factory of Sir WilHam
Morris, who has great faith in the
selling power of the talkie.

Talking films produced at the
Morris Works, Cowley, by men on
his own stafi were '

' presented '

'

recently by Sir William. The pictures

were shown in a London theatre to
a gathering of agents and buyers-
Three complete units, manned by
employees from Cowley, will shortly

tour the country.

Whatever you want you can
get it from one or other of
the firms advertising in this

number of HOME MOVIES.

Bargain a^d Latest iMls post free

anyivhere. PUase state requirements.

/3ITCHISC7M
EST. 1750. ^^°-

WANTED
CINE

APPARATUS
BOUGHT FOR

CASH

LONDON : 28 Old Bond St., W.l.
281 Oxford St., W.l.

Stock Exchange Branch :

2 Angel Court, Throgmorton St., E.C.2..
CROYDON : 12 George St.
LIVERPOOL: 73 Lord St.
LEEDS: 37 Bond St.
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OUR MONTHLY
COMPETITION

{Continued from pige 168)

sufficiently large to take the ends of

the lead-in tubes and assemble as
shown in sketch.

The end of the fihn is attached to

the frame where shown, by means of

a piece of elastic threaded through a
convenient sprocket-hole and tied

round the lead-in tube. The elastic is

stretched slightly and the remainder
of the film wovmd on to the frame, the
end being attached in a similar way.
The tension in the elastic is sufficient

to take up any elongation that may
occur in the film when it becomes wet.

I have used this apparatus re-

peatedly ; it is C(uite satisfactory,

easily cleaned and unaffected by
chemical action.

—

Joseph Foe den,
10, Bowgreave Avenue, Bolton, Lanes.

ANIMATED CARTOONS
{Continued from page 164)

that keeps them in contact. Light is

admitted through the negative and
the new fihn receives the positive
image—this when developed and
washed is ready for the editor.

This gentleman builds up the com-
plete fihn, cutting here and joining
there, putting the titles in their right
places and generally making sure that
everything is exactly as the scenario
demands. The joining up of film
is a simple and necessary task, for
breakages are bound to occur. A little

device as shown in P^ig. 6 is all that is

required. The ends of the film to be
joined must be trimmed at the proper
place for the pictures to run on in their
correct relationship and then the film
emulsion removed by moistenins and
scraping for a ciuarter of an inch at the
end of each strip. Place one end over
the little pins and add some of the film
cement. Then place the other end
on top of the first end and look down

tight. In a few seconds, a secvire

joint should be made.
One word more—be methodical in

the handhng of the negatives and
positives, keeping them in tabulated
cans and use a winding wheel (Fig. 7),

which is a fiat disc with a spigot

turned by a gear crank to re-wind
the positive the right way if the pro-
jector does not do this automatically,
and finally, if you are not using non-
flam. fihn, do not use a reel for an ash
tray !

A GENERAL
RELEASE TO STUDY
HELL'S HOUSE,"afihnwhichwas

generally released on Septem-
ber 19th is worth the amateur scenario
writer's study, for it contains examples
of dramatic punch.
Study the opening sequence :

Mother and son are romping in their

garden. The son runs away for a
moment, then returns. His eyes
widen with terror. A car stands in the
road. Beside it lies his mother—dead.
The .shot of the mother lying still

comes as a terrific shock to the lad (and
the audience). An msipid effect

would have been attained by showing
the car approach and run down the
mother.
Another example of dramatic punch

:

A woman, looking through her
window, sees men loading a car with
boxes— full of liquor. Scene 1

:

Woman lifts 'phone receiver. Scene 2 :

Men loading car m road below. Scene
3 : Woman speaking into 'phone,
" I've done my duty—I hope you will

do yours."
Those three "flashes " are effective

because they are brief. One knows
what the woman told the police. To
have made her repeat it to the audience
would have been superfluous.

Essentials only, then. A similar

sequence in an amateur siletit film

might be treated thus : Scene 1 :

Woman lifting 'phone receiver. Scene
2 : Men loading car. Scene 3 : Pohce
officer replacing receiver.

Such brevity of treatment can be
applied to incidents in any film.

Together with the element of
'

' shock '

'

it ensures dramatic punch.
F.O.W.

HOLIDAYS ABROAD
Concessions By Customs To Movie-

Makers

WE are receiving so many enquiries
from readers concerning the

possibility of having to pay duty on
films on their return from a holiday
abroad, that we reprint the following
letter written to and published in
The Star, on Slarch 30th of this year :—

" Sir,—In reply to your letter of
the 14th instant, I am dnected by
the Conmiissioners of CHjstoms and
Excise to inform you that, as a
concession, waiver of the duty on
small quantities of photograph films
for hand cameras (including cine-
matograph films of less than stan-
dard widths), is ordinarily allowed
in respect of fihns brought in by a
passenger which are his own pro-
perty and are not for sale, and
which he might reasonablj' be
expected to carry with him for his

own use.

This concession is conditional on

—

(1) The articles being duly declared
and produced to the officers of
Customs at the port of importa-
tion ; and

(2) A satisfactory declaration of
ownership, etc., being made, if

required.

{Signed) J. H. Higcinson.

Customs House, Lower Thames St.,

E.G. March 24th, 1932."

Holiday-makers need anticipate no
trouble whatever with the Customs
Authorities in Switzerland, France, or
Italy provided, naturally, that they
take in a reasonable amount of fihn.

Get REAL music from your records
Embodying many refinements which are the out-
come of careful research, the British Radiophone
Combined Pick-Up and Tone-Arm reproduces
voice and music with utmost fidelity.

The British Radiophone Pick-Up is cased in
moulded bakelite, finished in black or brown, and

objectionable resonances
are eliminated owing to its

robust construction and
careful design.
The output shows an ample
degree of sensitivity, is

crisp and free from colora-
tion and needle scratch.

Perhaps the most impor-

tant feamre of this remark-
ably efficient component is

the head,which, beingfixed,
eliminates lost motion and
rattle, which is unavoid-
able with Pick-TJps with
swivelled heads.

Because the head is fixed at

the correct angle, record
wear is minimised, and
light damping and good
tracking is ensured. Full
fitting instructions in-

cluded.

COMBINED PICK-UP QO/fiAND TONE-ARM ZZ "

•MH
' rest

'

for the British Radiophone Pick-Up can be
supplied. Price Is. 6d. each.

GANGED CONDENSERS

Write for catalogue giving full particulars of British Radiophone com-
ponents, including ganged condensers, volume controls, and the wonderfu I

RADIOPAK complete band pass unit.

iThe BRITISH RADIOPHONE LTD.,Aldwych House, Aldwych,W.C.2
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EDITING SUMMER SHOTS
(Continued from page 159)

Yoii cannot edit pieces yoii do not
possess, but a lack of proper maferial
with which to edit is tlie fault of he
or she who handles the camera.

I have found that, after rejecting

superfiuoLis footasre, it is necessary to

project the remainder several times,

making notes of further cuts each
time, before one gets the feel of the
whole thins.

But once the film begins to grip, tlie

screen value, or length of its every
scene becomes apparent, and may be
judged by a kind of sense—a kind of
" road " sense !

The moment to cut is the moment
when the scene has conveyed its

point, and before the attention of the
spectator begins to wander, to wait
about, as it were, for the next scene.

Close shots, especially, should be kept
as brief as possible. Nothing would
retard the flow of pictures more than
a close shot of a spade and bucket
retained upon the screen after the
audience have ascertained that it ?"5

a spade and bucket they see.

Distant scenes and panoramas,
which are often too numerous in
holiday fUms, should be cut to the
short side, for they convey little of

interest from a cinematic point of

view.
Final adjustments are also of vital

importance.
Perhaps only a few frames will

need to come off a scene of a wave
breaking, but their absence will make
all the difference between a snappy
and a dull scene.

Such final cutting is a C[uestion of

experience, and the amount of trouble
vou are prepared to spend uj^on 5rour

film.

As to titles : the fewer the better.
Their principal nse in a holiday film
is to link its various episodes into a
smooth narrative.

Too many titles indicate careless,

unplanned editing or "shooting."

We specialise in supplying,

designing, and building all

t3rpes of home talkie appa-
ratus to customers' special

requirements. Amplifiers,

speaker screens, and synchro-
nising gear specially made.
Write for details or quotation.

$OUND ON FILM
For 16 nun.

SOUND ON DISC
For 9.5 nun.

RADIOVOX CO.,

34, Baslnghall Street, LEEDS.

THE HEART OF A
SCHOOLGIRL

(Continued from page 165)

fession by Arabella, complete forgive-

ness, Cynthia carried shoulder higli by
Miss Heroin, and at last reconcilia-

tion of the rivals and sworn friendship

for life.

One or two little watchers were
quite sure that Miss Blenlvinsop's

head fell off as she came dowii into

tlie blanket. I wonder !

There is only one room in the
school that can be properlj' darkened
and the seating capacity is less than
fifty, but on the day of the Bazaar
it was filled and refilled at an entrance
fee of threepence, and, after the price

of the film had been deducted, the
magnificent sum of £18 was cleared.

Since then two or three showings have
brought in enough money to buy
our own screen, with a little capital

in hand towards the film for tliis

year's fete.

The staff helped in the producing
and acting, but the work of filming,

cutting and joining, editing and titling,

and, finally, showing, were aU done
entirely by the girls. Various parts
of the film were specially arranged
to include crowds and so use as many
girls as possible, besides those who
took the main characters, thus spread-

ing the interest widely through the
school so that pennies for admission
came from girls of all ages.

The indoor " shots " were very
carefully arranged against the windows
of a classroom with pictures hung to

cover up the brickwork, and the
interest of that particular part kept
well in the front of the film. Many
people were deceived, and commented
on the clever indoor photography.

Year by year om- film library wUl
grow, but I doubt if a year will ever
come when we are content to use up
an old film ; nine -tenths of the joy
is in the making.

A FREE BOOKLET NOW
READY

AVERY attractive and informative
booklet dealing with the full

range of their cine screens has just

been pubHshed by Messrs. R. F.

Hunter, Ltd., 51, Grays' inn Road,
London, W.C.I, and will be sent to

any reader of Home Movies who cares
to apply to them for a copy. In
addition to such well-known screens

as the Celfix, Self Recta, Silvette,

Silvette Junior and so on, this booklet
contains particixlars of a large series of

screens of Crystal Pearl Beaded
Surface, mounted on batten and
roller, with pulleys for automatic
opening and closing.

For Your

HOME
TALKIES

RECTATONE
With Rectatone any system
of sound production can be
balanced so as to give faith-

ful reproduction of bass
and treble. RECTATONE
1 Has a rising response' curve from

1,000 to 4,500 cycles.

2 Balances any form of sound repro-
duction, correcting deficiencies due
to tuned circuits, loud speaker, or
room acoustics.

3 Restores a weakened treble to its

correct value.

4 Gives a variable compensation and,

therefore, complete control of tone
correction.

5 Gives the required tone correction

without an extra L.F. stage.

£ Becomes at v/ill and instantly a

normal straight-line transformer.

y The ideal L.F. coupling for all selec-

tive sets.

g Particularly useful where the same
L.F. amplifier is used for radio and
gramophone reproduction.

Ratio 7:1 Pr JCC 15/- List No. D.P.33

Keep your eye on the
advertisements in HOME
MOVIES -they're news !

Profrs.: OlioerPeB Control, Ltd.

FREE BOOKLET

To .Messrs. Varley, Kingsway House, 103,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
Please send me, free and post free, the

Book of the RECTATONE
Date

Name

Address

H.M2
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" will be glad [to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future
plans. We must apologise to a number of societies for the omission of their
reports, which arrived too late for publication. For inclusion in our next
issue reports should reach the Service Manager not later than 15th Oct.

"Stills" suitable for publication are welcomed

ACE MOVIES. Business Manager, H. R.
Hughes ; Hon. Secretary, Miss Molly Wix.
la, Madeira Road, Streatham, S.W.16.
This society did extremely well in I93I,

winning a bronze medal at the Brussels
International Cin6 Contest with their film
" Delirium " and The Era Challenge Cup
with " The Kris." They are now Hear-

ing completion on " Resthaven Cottage,"
story and scenario by Geofirey Collyer, who
was responsible for the story and direction
of " The Kris," photography by Horace R.
Hughes ; direction by Ben Carleton. Ace
Movies claim that this film will set a new-

standard in amateur production which their

friendly rivals will find it difSeult to reach.
" Nightsong," a study in London night life,

has just been completed, and shooting has
been commenced on " Vox Populi," directed
by Messrs. Endersby and- West, who were
responsible for " Delirium."

Apart from their activities in film pro-
duction. Ace Movies are endeavouring to
foster the general good fellowship and
keenness throughout the movement by hold-
ing monthly " film evenings," which all

and sundry bona-fide amateur film club
workers from any part of the world are
cordially invited to attend. On 28th Sep-
tember they held the third of these meetings
at Howard's Restaurant, Brixton. As usual,

the meeting was packed, the chief speaker
of the evening being Mr. Terence Greenidge,
the amateur producer, who gave one of his

delightful addresses. Among the films

shown were " The Sack," T. J. Wilson
A.C.A. Production; "The Black Door,"
Greenbriar A.C.C. Production; " Night

-

song," Ace Movies latest. At previous
meetings Mr. S-nclair Hill and Mr. G. A.
Atkin.son were speakers. Admission, which
is free, is by ticket only, and applications
for admittance to future meetings should
be addressed to the Secretary at the above
address,

BECKENHAM CINE SOCIETY. " Up
the (.Jarden," our second production, is

now complete except for cutting and sub-
titles and we have already shot about
400 feet of production number three. The
latter production has included scenes in

Wallington and New Romney Street (near
Eynesford), to get the correct atmosphere
of the countryside, and also our own open-
air studio in Beckenham.
We shall be having a public show of these

two productions (amongst others) some
time in November and shall be very glad
to hear from anyone interested in the show
or the society. Full particulars will be
given by the Secretary, at .56, Croydon
Road. Beckenham.
BELFAST FILM SOCIETY. Mr. P. J.

Smith, of 4, Windmill Road, Bangor, Co.
Down, is desirous of forming an amateur
film society in Belfast and is anxious to get
in touch with anyone interested.

Mr. Smith has had considerable profes-
sional experience both in England and

abroad and possesses three professional
35-mm. cameras. Films will be produced
also on 16-mm. and 9^-mm. stock.

Anyone with ideas and enthusiasm will

be welcomed and is asked to communicate
with Mr. Smith at the above address.

BRADFORD AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPH SOCIETY. Hon. Secretary, H. B.
Popplestone, 2, Lynton Drive, Heaton.
Bradford. The production of our 2-reel

9i-mm. film ("Rosalita") is steadily pro-
gressing and we hope to have it finished in
about a month's time. We have built all

our own sets in the studio, where nearly all

the "shots" up to now have been taken,
using artificial light consisting of seven
600 watt lamps fitted into our own re-

flectors.

Numerous cine societies have written to

us lately wanting to borrow films to show
to their members, but as we are a new
society we unfortunately have nothing to
lend them until our

.

present production is

completed.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF AMATEUR
CINEMATOGRAPHERS. President, Sinclair

Hill. This association is a voluntary organ-
isation which seeks to further the interests

of everyone interested in making cine

pictures, whether they are working co
operatively as a club or individually. The
Council of the B.A.A.C. was formed some
months ago and is actively engaged in

developing schemes for assisting amateur
workers on a national scale. In establishing
these services, the B.A.A.C. will be greatly
assisted by suggestions sent in by amateurs,
particularly from those in the provinces.
The B.A.A.C. is controlled by amateurs
but by its organisation it has contacts with
the profession and the trade. Through the
kind offices of its president, professional
advice, which can be turned to good account
by amateurs, is available.

Hitherto, the cine workers in this coimtry
have not been sufficiently federated to be
recognised internationally. The aim of the
B.A.A.C. to provide a national representa-
tion has already borne fruit. The B.A.A.C.
has been invited to send four club films (one
story and one interest, each of 16-mm.
and Oi-mm.) to an international competi-
tion to be conducted in Holland during
the autumn. The B.A.A.C. therefore
in-vites entries for this competition. Clubs
should send in their films to the hon.
secretary before 22nd October. These films

will be critically examined by the Council,
and the selected four films entered for the
international competition. This examina-
tion will afford the Council an opportunity
of establishing some criteria by which the
merits of an amateur film, as contrasted
with a professional film, can be assessed.

The international competition will not
clash with the more extensive competition
conducted by The Era. To simplify pro-

cedure, it has been arranged that films sent

in for The Era competition are available

for viewing by the B.A.A.C. on the receipt

of instructions by the hon. secretary from
the club wishing their film to be examined
for the international competition. The
B.A.A.C. has no concern with The Era
competition, as such.

There are (with a few honourable excep-
tions) a number of so-called film training

academies in the country which profess to

train and introduce screen aspirants into

professional studios. To circumvent these

undesirable institutions, clubs would be
performing a social service by taking screen-

tests of such aspirants at nominal cost. If

these tests are forwarded to the B.A.A.C,
arrangements can be made to obtain reliable

professional opinion on an individual's

rapabilities, without further obligation.

On location with the Bolton Cine Associati

of the late Lord Leverhuln-ie). A, cabaret

on at the Bungalow, Rivington (residence

scene in the beautiful circular ballroom
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The B.A.A.C. are about to issue the first

number of their Quarterly Review. This
issue contains a long article on scenario
work, based on leading critical opinion.

Information of general interest to amateurs,
an article on the present position of the
amateur cine movement and further par-

ticulars of the above-mentioned competi-
tions are also given. Tlie Review and
further information regarding the B.A.A.C.
may be obtained, post free, by sending a
card to the Hon. Secretary, B.A.A.C,
11, Soho Square, London, W.l.
The B.A.A.C. is prepared to publish

articles of an extended character on film-

craft, which are not suited to existing

journals ; such articles should take the
form of a thesis or discourse, such as are
handled by learned societies. While the
B.A.A.C. possesses adequate technical re-

sources, complete papers on technical
topics would not be discouraged ; it is felt,

however, that the artistic and dramatic
sides of film-craft need developing and
articles on these aspects would be very
welcome.
The B.A.A.C. is arranging to hold a

meeting during a cine exhibition at Bourne-
mouth, which will be held from 17th to 22nd
October. Particulars of this meeting may
be obtained from the hon. secretarv.

By the courtesy of Messrs. 'YK Pro-
ducts, Ltd., the club have recently taken
over a large well-lighted room at their

factory for use as a club room and studio
which is available to members at all times.

The room is being decorated and furnished

by the Ladies' Committee, and it is hoped
that the first meeting which will be held

in the new club room on the lith October
will inaugurate many social and cinematic
evenings which the club is arranging for the
entertainment of its members. The room
is being equipped for use as a projection
theatre in addition to a studio and will be
fitted with a standard size Emcmann-Werke
projector and other size projectors. The
standard size will probably be used during
the winter months for the projection of

Russian and other notable standard size

productions.

FELIXSTOWE AMATEUR PRO-
DUCTIONS. Hon. Secretary, Edmund F.

Pipe, " Kuling," Foxgrove Lane, Felix-

stowe. The filming of " Shipwrecked " has
now been completed. This comedy-drama
is a skit on " Robinson Crusoe," and con-

tains scenes on board a liner and on a

desert island, while the caste includes a

black man and a band of pirates. The
" Liner " shots were taken on board the
" City of Rochester," by kind permission

The

excellent

bookstall

set used in

a recent

Beckenham

Cine Society

production

CRYSTAL PRODUCTION S^THE
BOURMEMOUTH FILM CLUB. Chair-

man. Alec. W. Buckmaster ; Hon. Seeretar}',

R. G. Torrens, 85, Wimborne Road, Winton,
Bournemouth. Work on " The Broken
Swastika " is proceeding apace, and it is

hoped to have the film completed for our
exhibition in October. Arrangements for

this exhibition, which is being held at

Brights, of Bournemouth, are past the
preliminary stages, the date having been
fixed for 17th to 22nd October. Crystal

Productions are arranging this in conjunc-
tion mth the B.A.A.C, and Mr. Weinfeld
is co-operating on their behalf. It is hoped
to arrange for a number of film personalities

to be present at the big meeting to be held
during the week, and arrangements are
being made to have two shows daily of the
leading amateur fUms. The programme of

these will be on view in the Store a few
days before the actual exhibition. Amateur
films are being loaned from Bristol, Hull,

Sheffield, Bolton and a number from
London. Lest it should be thought that
Bournemouth is behind the times in the
amateur cine world, a number of local

amateur films will also be shown, including,

of course, those made by the club, and a
travel film of four reels entirely in natural
colour with synchronised sound effects

entitled " Sunny Days," by Mr. J. P. .J.

Chapman—a picture record of a trip to

Jamaica and the West Indies.

of the New Medway Steam Packet Co.

when this steamer was lying off Felixstowe
The desert island scenes were shot at
Landguard Point, the scene of invasions in

past history, and the shipwreck caused by
fire on board was shot with a model boat
on the lake in Butlins Amusement Park.

The general direction was in the hands of

Norman H. C. Thompson, and the secretary

was responsible for the scenario, cinemato-
graphy and editing.

On 10th September a public cinema show
was given by the society in St. George's
Hall to a full house. The above film was
given its first performance and the re-

mainder of the programme consisted of films

previoushr made by the society, together

with a Pathe film, " Emerald of the East,"
made by British International Pictures.

The audience were very appreciative and
showed this in their response to an appeal
by Mr. N. Thompson for the society's

fund.s.

FOOTLIGHT MOTION PICTURES. Head-
quarters, Highgate ; Hon. Secretary, Ray-
mond Southey, 9. Beer Lane, Great Tower
Street, E.C3. The success of the club's

news interest film, " Footlight Pictorial,"

has led to each issue being 400 feet of

16-mm. stock instead of as originally in-

tended, 200 feet. No. 1 has been com-
pleted and contains a variety of subjects

linked together by suitable titles. Several

of the subjects have not been dealt with as

ELECTRADIX

SOUND ON FILM PHOTO CELLS
UX867, R.C.A. Talkie as illus. Sensitive light-

to sound 25/-. Condenser L,ens 5/-; Beck
prisms 5/-; I^amps
10 V. 5a focus
Mazda6/6. Trans-
lormers for
projectors on 200
to 250 volt A.C.
mains, output
110 volts 6 amps.
£4 15s. no V. I

amp. 35/-. Pro-
jector and Gramo. Motors with regulator for

any voltage 30/-. 12" Electric Turntables Uni-
versal A.C. or D.C. £3 10s. Regulatingj Resist-
ances for any Projector from. 12/6.

AMPLIFIERS.—W.E. 2-stage
with valves £2, 3-stage portable
type Mill £3. MICROPHONES
for Home Talkies of maximum
efi&ciency and minimum price. No.
II Sensitive pendant, solid brass
case 6/6 ; Marconi Hand Mike
15/-. No. 12 Ring Pedestal 18 '6.

d
Announcers' Mikes as used by
Scotland Yard 65/-; Deaf Aid

L- Sets 18/6. FULTOGRAPH PIC-
TURE RECORDS — Brand new

^^-^r £22 Kits for 32/6. RESISTANCES
/^g-rtit-i and RHEOSTATS for Projectors
L ^^«fc=;^ for 200 to 250 volt mains.
Chargers for A. C. & B. C. Field Regulators
and Switchboards.

LAMPS — Focus Projector I^amps from 50
watts 6/6, 100 amps. 26/-.

METERS—Voltmeters, Ammeters, Galvos,Test
Sets and Insulation Meters at rockbottom prices.

Ask for our new Electrical Sale List.

LESLIE DIXON & CO. '"V,g?t"Ex.'"""

'Konductite '

' Metallic paper consists

of specially prepared thin Aluminium
Foil with a backing of stout paper.

It can be readDy applied to any flat

surface, such as plywood, with any
ordinary adhesive and forms a brilli-

ant silver screen for Home Projection.

Price per sheet (3o"X2o'') 2/-

Postage and packing 6d. extra

Any length 20" wide, supplied at 2/6 per yd.

The City Accumulator Coy.

7 Angel Court, Strand, W.C.2
'Phone - - - TEMPLE BAR 8620

A 30"x20" Silver Screen for 2/-/

KONDUCTITE
Metallic Paper for Home
Made Movie Screen
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full^- as perhaps they should, but every
member of the club is determined that
No. 2 shall be better in every respect. It

is found that the making of a film of this

type does more to keep interest alive among
the members than anything else. Competi-
tion is keen to discover new subjects,

methods of treatment and titles.

"Nemesis" has reached the cutting
stage with the exception of one scene that
has to be re-shot owing to incorrect ex-

posure. The filming of " Madam Fantasky "

proceeds slowly but surely and every nerve
is being strained to improve upon its pre-

The DREM

Cinetneter
The new DREM CINEMETER is exceed-

ingly simple to use. A giance through the

meter, and a simple turning of the outer

tube is all that is necessary to see the lens

diaphragm which must
be used to obtain

correct exposure with

any make of film, with

any cin6 camera.

The CINEMETER
has a special scale for

use with Super-sensi-

tive Kodacolor film.

Supplied complete in

leather case, with in-

structions for use.

Price 30/-

Obtainable from all Cin£ dealers.

DREM PRODUCTS LTD.
37 Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2

INTERIOR
LIGHTING

HOME MOVIE MAKER
This powerful Flood-Light Reflec-
tor is specially made to meet the
needs of the amateur. The curve of
the Reflector is scientifically calcu-
lated to give maximum illimiination.
It functions with a 500-Watt Nitro-
phot lamp. A "key slot" is provided
for hanging the lamp to a wall,
rendering iteasilyadjustable to throw
a floodof light in any desired direction

PRICE 30/-
Fitted zuith switch and 9, feet heavy
flex and plug or lamp-holder fitting

,

Niirophot Lamp, 500 Watts, 23/6
Please state voltage when ordering.
Telescopic Tripod, extending to

70 inches high, 12/6 extra.

SANDS HUNTER & Co., Ltd.,
37, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.I^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 3 s s 4/

1

decessor. Meanwhile, Mr. Raymond
Southey is to produce a short solo effort

entitled "Flights of Fancy." This is not
a film play but an attempt to produce an
amateur film that is something entirely

different. It will run to about 150 feet

of 16-mm. stock and Mr. Southey hojies to

eomi>lcte it bv Christmas.

HAMPSHIRE HOUSE PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCJETY CINE GROUP. Hon. Secretary,

J. Radford, 30, Avonmore Gardens, West
Kensington, W.14. The Hampshire House
P.S. has given a lead to the other " still

"

photographic societies by forming a ein6

group.
Subscription : The annual subscription

to the society is 12s. 6d. with a group sub-

scription of 5s., making a total subscription

of 17s. 6d.

Facilities : The society's club rooms are

at the Hampshire House Club, Hog Lane,
Hammersmith (near the Blue Halls Cinema),
and consist of—Library, comprising some
200 books on photography as well as the
current numbers of all magazines dealing

with cinematography and photography

;

portrait studio, fitted with 1/1 plate studio

camera (adaptors to 1/4 plate), Barkay
lamp, spotlight, floodlight, and suitable for

cine work on super panchromatic film ;

dark rooms, of which there are three, all

fitted with enlargers, dishes 1/4 plate to

20 by 16, bench heaters, safelights (gas-

light to panchromatic) ; developing frames
and drying drums are being constructed

for those members who wish to process their

own films. As well as these facilities,

arrangements are being made for a title

service and a sound service, whereby
members can bring their films up to the club

and make a sound record on the club
recording apparatus. A free class in photo-
graphy is run during the winter months
(September to February) for the benefit of

beginners ; other short specialised classes

are run by experts on various photographic

processes. Other activities include monthly
competitions, photographic outings, colour,

portrait and bromoil groups.

Meetings : The society meets every
Thursday for set lectures and in the winter
on alternate Saturday evenings for prac-

tical demonstrations. The cine group
meets alternate Fridays.

Cost of films is not included in the sub-

scription, production expenses being shared
amongstthemembersparticipatinginthefilm.
Membership : The group has vacancies

for 24 new members only, and particularly

invites amateur cameramen with pictorial

ambitions to join. Any inquiries received

will definitely be replied to b)' return of post

if at all possible.

Ace Movies :

Scene from
" Resthaven

Cottage." The

artists are

Channon Wood
and Freda Hale ;

H. R. Hughes at the

camera.
Ben Carleton, director.

HEADINGLEY AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
President, G. Cramer ; Hon. Treasurer,
R. Harrop ; Hon. Secretary, R. S. Neill,

Parade Chambers, North Lane, Headingley,
Leeds.

Early last month the first interior shoot-
ing in Leeds took place at the club studio.

The film was a drama entitled " The Way
of Things," \\Titten and directed by Mr.
G. Aiken, the founder of the late Leeds
Screen Art Club, and now a member of our
club. Weeks of work have been put into

making the set and also wiring the electrical

apparatus, over 3,000 watts of electric light

being used for the filming. Under this

enormous flood of light the actors' and
actresses' faces undergo a very searching
scrutiny, and to cope with this the make-
up expert had to study the light and shade
very carefully for each individual's face.

The set, which consisted of two walls and
the ec{uivalent floor space, was furnished to

represent a fisherman's cottage. Each
scene was rehearsed two or three times
before it was shot, Pathe suj^er-sensitive

panchromatic film being used. A dance
was also held early in the month, which
proved very popular, and another will be
held on 7th October. The comedy is nearly
completed and it is hoped that it will be
ready for the next show on 4th October.

When Mr. Laurel and Mr. Hardy visited

Leeds, the president, secretary and trea-

surer •*«% very fortunate in being intro-

duced iff them and having a long friendly

chat about amateur cinematography- Both
the comedians are the owners of 16-mm.
cameras, which they proudly handed to our
colleagues for inspection. The secretary

obtained some shots of them in their

humorous positions, for which they specially

posed, and he also obtained shots of them
leaving the station by train. Unfortunately,
owing to bad light, the films turned out
rather unsatisfactorily.

Various prominent people in Leeds have
taken an interest in the club and at the
moment membership is practically full.

Anybody wishing to join the club would
do us a great favour in applying as soon as

possible to the secretary or to Mr. J. C.

Thackeray, the Literary Manager, at the
above address.

KILBUR^ AND BRONDESBURY
AMATEUR MOVIE SOCIETY. Head-
cjuarters, St. Anne's Hall, Salusbury Road,
Brondesbury Park, N.W.6 ; Hon. Secretary,

C. F. W. Dickins, 1, Harvist Road, lulburn,

N.W.6. We now have over 30 members,
and our first general meeting, held at the
beginning of September, was a complete
success. The secretary spoke on the aims
and activities of the societv ; a committee

The studio is equipped

with the latest type of

incandescent lighting
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was elected and fortnightly meetings
proposed.

After the business, some films were shown
on a 9i-mm. Pathe Luxe projector. The
iii'st film shown was one taken by the
active members with artificial light, but as

most of it was under-exposed we shall tr}'

again in the near future with double light-

ing. A very good 300-feet holiday travel

film was lent by Jlr. A. D. Frischmann, who
took it this year; a cruise in the Slediter-

ranean was also shown with several other
small shots.

The society is still open to active and
associate members.
KINGSTON-ON-THAMES. Readers of

Home Movies who are desirous of forming
or joining a cine society in the Kingston-on-
Thames district should communicate with
Mr. B. B. Hill, of Messrs. Durbins, 24, Market
Place, Kingston, who will be able to help
them.
LEICESTER AMATEUR CINE CLUB.

President, F. J. Smith ; Hon. Secretary,

E. T. Trasler, 85, Skipworth Street, Leicester.

The club is having a very hectic time at
the moment on its current production,
'" The Doubtful (Quality." It was necessary
to have a large set for some scenes of a select

London club, for which purpose we ap-
proached the management of the Leicester
Palais de Danse, who kindly gave us the use
of the Palais for two nights. We had
twenty people on the set, mostly our
members, as well as a technical staff of

six ; and by the use of our lighting equip-
ment the set was 50 feet by 20 feet. At
present we are working at the film almost
every night of the week, as we are behind
schedule owing to the holidays.

As well as our production activities, a
good programme of other clubs" films and
lectures has been arranged for the winter.
Our meetings are held at " The Studio,"
Knighton Lodge, Elms Road, on alternate
Fridays at 8 o'clock.

NEWCASTLE AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION. Hon. Secre-
tary, H. Wood, Bolbec Hall, Westgate
Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne.
At a recent meeting of the association

arrangements were made for the forthcoming
session, opening on 6th October. A most
comprehensive syllabus has been drawn up,
and during the session films will be shown
from other amateur societies, including
Manchester. Hull, Bolton, Sheffield, Finchley
and other London and provincial clubs. In
addition two club films, on which the
members are at present bus3', will be shown.
Provision has also been made for social
functions to be held during the year; and
altogether a most successful session is

looked forward to. A private showing of
the club's current productions was held,
and members can anticipate viewing these
early in the new season.
Members continue to roll up but there is

still room for more. Anyone interested is

invited to get into commimication with the
secretarjr at the above address.

PREMIER AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPH ASSOCIATION. Hon. Secretary,
Herbert H. Dowsett, 37, Barrington Road,
Brixton, S.W.9. Production of "Dis-
honour Among Thieves," a crook drama, is

progressing satisfactorily and it is hoped
that the picture will be completed by the
end of November ; it will run to about
1,200 feet of 16-mm. stock.
An experimental sound-on-disc apparatus

is under construction by the members and
tests will be made in this direction on the
completion of the present production.

Full particulars of the association can be
had on application to the secretary.

PRESTON FILM SOCIETY. Hon. Secre-
tary, Miss Judith Todd, Farington Lodge,
Preston. This society came into being late

in 1031, the nucleus of the society being a

band of enthusiasts who had worked indi-

\'idually before. Despite the lateness of the

season it was decided to go into production
of a short film in order to get some idea of

the society's potentialities.

We therefore produced a 400 foot, 16-ram.
film entitled "03," endeavouring cinematic-
ally to depict the freedom of the ojien air

as a contrast to the mechanised life of the
city during the working week. The treat-

ment in the hands of Mr. S. Sharpies was a
departure from the usual run of films, as

there was e.xploitation only of natural

media and no particular caste was featured.

By rapid acceleration and accurate timing
of sequences the effect of stimulation and
movement was produced. This fijm was
submitted to Mr. J. Grierson, of " Drifters "

fame, and in a very candid criticism of it

he wrote, "... one of the most intelligent

amateur films I have seen."

Stimulated by the generous reception of

our initial effort we have this season put
into production two efforts. Still keeping
to our main idea of exploiting materials to

our hands, we have almost completed a
400 foot 16-mm. film entitled " Pylons,"
which shows largely the distribution and
power of electricity as now in use under the
grid system. We have had the invaluable

assistance of the Corporation Electricity

Department and were able to obtain with
their assistance at the Royal Lancashire
Show the entire material as used in modern
electrified agriculture. Such an opportunity
of having these things in use at one time
does not occur often and we are grateful

for their support. The finished film should
reveal the contrast between rural life in the
oil-lamp state and as under the grid system.
It is intended to supplement this film with
other reels connected with electricity, so

that we may show it in all its modern forms
and uses, at the same time developing a
technique of cinema somewhat different

from play-filming.
Not that we are neglecting that side of

our pleasure, our other production being a
mystery story with an unusual ending
written by one of our members round the
activities of an amateur film society. This
is under the direction of our secretary, and
we hopis to use cinematic technique to tell

the story rather than have too many " close-

ups " registering fear, etc. The society's

activities also include showing other socie-

ties' films, both 16-mm. and 9J-mm., also

constraotional criticism of professional films

and the work of well-known producers.
The society's subscription is only 10s. 6d.

per year, but there is a levy of 6d. per head
at meetings to cover hire charge of rooms.
Members will be welcome and people in-

terested should commuru'cate with the
secretary at the above address.

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA AMATEUR FILM
SOCIETY. President, Alexander Field;
Hon. Secretary, W. L. Gadsdon, 64, Genesta
Road, Westcliff-on-Sea, Essex. This society,

which has just recently been formed, has
started on its first film, a talking film, on
9J-mm., entitled " All Boloney," a farce
written by Mr. Glyn-Barnett. A very able
sound technical staff, headed by Mr. K. L.
Giles, the inventor of the apparatus, adds
greatly to our prominence.
Membership numbers 50, and meetings

are held once a fortnight. The annual
general meeting will take place in October
of each year. All communications should
be addressed to the secretary at the above
address.

SUB-STANDARD FILM SOCIETY.
President, S. Moir ; Manager and Secretar3',

B. Braun, 27, The Ridg^vay, S.W.19. This
society (so named because it is being run
on the lines of the Film Society, films

made on sub-standard size being shown in

place of those made professionally on
35-ram. film) will, by the time this is

published, probably have held its second

(official) performance. Among the sirecial

films shown were " Afterwards," by Terence
and Mrs. Grcenidgc ; a finely photographed
travel film by Rudoljih Jlcssels, made on
the lines of Walter Ruttmann's " World
Melody," and a short film by B. Braun.
The S.S.F.S. does not exist for the pro-

duction of films : but members' private (and
sometimes joint) productions are always
encouraged. E. V. Read, who made two

(Continued on page 185)

D. P. FILMS, Ltd.
Have Established Laboratories

AT

40 42 OSNABURGH ST., N.W.I
SPECIALISrNQ IN

FILM DEVELOPMENT & PRINTING

As experts in all branches of cinematography,

our aim is to help the Cine-Amateur.

Our Service includes Developmg, Reversal,

Prmting, Toning, Cuttmg-room for joining

and editing your films in continuity.

Projection-room for viewmg. Duplicating and
Reducing Standard and sub-standard films.

AMATEURS can obtain splendid results in

winter by using super-speed film stock, if the

films are processed by experts skilled in the art.

CINE SOCIETIES can have their negatives

developed and first print shown on screen

within two hours, by arrangement.

YouT individual requirements will receive

special attention. Particulars on application.

(Two minutes from \
Gt. Portland Street Stalioru )

Telephone :—
Museum 1171,

16 m/m CAMERAS
Ben & Howell " Filmo " 75, Cooke FS.o leas,
list price £30, shop-soiled only £22 : 10 :

Bolex Auto-Cine, Hermagis F/3.5 Anastigmat
lens, shop-soiled only, list price £14 : 14 :

for £8 : 17 : 6
Victor, Dallmeyer F/3.5 lens, shop-soiled only,
list price £40 .. .. for £32 : 10 :

Cine Kodak SB, Kodak F/3.5 Anastigmat
lens, shop-soiled only, list price £15:15:0

for £12 : 12 : e
Second-hand Cine Kodak B, Kodak F/6.5
Anastigmat lens, list price £18 : 18 :

for £5:5:0
Second-hand Ensign Autokinecam, f'inar
F/2. 6 Anastigmat lens, list price £18 : 18 :

for £13 : 10 :

Zeiss Ikon Kinamo SIC, Zeiss F/2. 7 Tessar
lens, the smallest 16 m/m camera on the
market, present list price £24, shop-soiled
only tor £12 : :

Agfa Movex, Agfa F/3.5 Anastigmat lens, list

price £18 : 18 : 0, shop-soiled only
for £12 : 12 :

Second-hand Ensign Super Kinecam, turret
head model, Cinar F/2.6 Anastigmat lens,
list price £45 .. .. for £27 : 10 :0
Second-hand Cine Kodak B, Kodak F/3.5
Anastigmat lens, list price £25

for £10 : 10 :

16 m/m PROJECTORS.
Second-hand Model A Kodascope, 2C0-watt
lamp, list price £55.. .. for £35 : :

Lome and sec Iha WTtlc foT details

SANDS HUNTER & ICO., LTD,
37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2.

^^|^|^^^^_^^^_^^^^ 3551/2
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THE INSTITUTE OF AMATEUR
CINEMATOGRAPHERS

COES AHEAD
THE Council of the Institute of

Amateur Cinematogra pliers have
been much gratified by the splendid
response to their announcement in

the September issue of Home Movies.
Not only have they received innumer-
able applications for membership from
people of all grades of achievement,
from the expert down to the user who
has only just bought his first camera,
but they have also had the pleasure
of receiving commendations and con-
gratulations from many important
persons and organisations connected
with or interested in amateur cine-

matography. The I.A.C. have re-

ceived overwhelming proof of the need
for their existence and also to the
effect that what they are doing is on
the right lines.

Duke of Sutherland, President

The Council have pleasure in an-
nouncing that his Grace the Duke of

Sutherland, P.C, has honoured the
Institute by consenting to become its

President. It is fitting that a national
body for the benefit of amateur cine-

matographers should have as its

President so keen a cin6 worker as
the Duke of Sutherland. Among the
patrons are Viscount Combermere.
Sir Frank H. Newnes, Bart., Sir

Malcolm Campbell, Sir Neville Pearson.
Bart., Lady Neville Pearson (Miss
Gladys Cooper), who are all earnest
amateur cinematographers. The In-
stitute is also fortunate in its Vice-
Presidents. Mr. Adrian Brunei, a
professional with the truly amateur
spirit, and a keen appreciation of the
work that amateurs are doing and
with an equally keen desire to assist

them. Mr. Percy W. Harris, who is

known to you all as the Editor of
Home Movies, is one of the pioneer
workers of the a:nateur cine move-
ment. He purchased his first instru-
ment as long ago as 1924, and has
been an indefatigable follower of the
hobby ever since. Mr. Paul Rotha
has an international reputation as a
writer on cine matters and is an
accomplished producer of films. The
Council of the Institute includes
members of a wide range of knowledge
who between them can not only
cover the whole field of amateur
cinematography, but who have access
to leading authorities on all the various
.subjects.

" Home Movies "

Challenge Trophy
One of the happiest and most

encouraging features of the develop-
ment of amateur cinematographers is

the presentation of magnificent chal-
lenge trophies and cups for competi-
tion amongst its members. The

projirietors of Home IMovies have
kindly presented to the Institute a
solid silver challenge trophy, the
'Amateur Screen" for Scenarios, a
solid silver challenge cuj^, '" Snap-
shots Magazine," a solid silver chal-

lenge cup for beginners, and the
Institute itself is presenting a solid

silver challenge trophy for interna-

tional competition. Other awards
will be added fronr time to time.

Another important addition is the
presentation to every member on
joining of an animated film leader free

of all cost. These leaders retail

His Grace the Duke of Sutherland
President of the Institute of Amateur

Cinematographers

during the year at 5s. 6d. each and are
double exposed film certificates of

membership, just the thing to splice

in at the beginning or end (or both)
of your best films.

Real Service

The outstanding feature of the policy

of the Institute of Amateur Cinemato-

.

graphers is sen-ice to the indiridnal.

Those who are responsible for the
control of the Institute realise that
the hobby, to the vast majority of

people, is an entirely new thing and
that even its elementary principles

are a mystery to many. The Council
of the I.A.C. have no pre-occvipation
with the maker of film plaj'S or with
the expert amateiu- film maker,
although they are- competent to serve
these people and to solve their more

difficult problems. They are ecjually
prepaiefl and happy to answer the
simplest <(uestions of the tyro and to ^
give the utmost care in framing such
answers. There are very many users ™
of cine apparatiis who are being denied
knowledge which will enable them to
make pictines because, although they
are in contact with other amateur
cine workers, they are "ashamed to
ask .silly ((uestions." No Cjuestion is a
silly one if the answering of it in-

creases the knowledge of the ques-
tioner, and the man who is afraid of
putting such questions to his fellow
workers in person can have his queries
answeretl promptly and accurately by
writing to the Honorary General
Secretary of the I.A.C, provided, of
course, that he is a member of that
body.

How to Start

There are probably a number of
people who are trembling on the
verge of this new hobby who wish to
take it up but who do not know just
where to start. Without being pos-
sessed of first-hand information they
are imdecided as to whether they
.should adopt 9.5-mm., 16-rmn., or
some other size for their efforts.

Each of these have their advantages
and the friends whom they approach
offer contratlictory advice because
they are enthusiasts for one or other
of these sizes. Or perhaps the in-

tending cine worker has decided what
size of film he will use, but out of a
multiplicity of apparatus wliich is

on the market he does not know
which of it will fulfil the conditions of
giving him satisfactory results while
suiting the <lepth of his own pocket.
Or perhaps the man with a problem
is an established cine worker who
wishes to change or add to his equip-
ment, but is undecided as to the
advisability of taking such a step.

Up-to-the-Minute Information

No member of the I.A.C. need be
in a quandary under such conditions
as these. Not only will he be supplied
by the Institute with up-to-the-minute
information as to new developments
of technique and apparatus, but he
will also be given perfectly unbiased
opinions of such developments of new
materials or apparatus. If he is in

doubt with a purchasing problem it

will only be necessary for him to
apply to the Honorary General Secre-

tary, and his position will be con-
sidered by exjaerts who not only
have a wide knowledge of all apparatus
and material on the market, but who
will also be in touch with the market-
ing conditions of the moment.

In these and other ways the
member of the I.A.C. will benefit. If

you feel that you would like to enjoy
the advantages of being linked up
with this outstantling organisation

you can obtain full particulars by
writing to the Honorary General
Secretary, The Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, 7, Red Lion Square,

W.C.I.
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(Continued from page 183)

notable films, " Brighton " and " Conway
Falls "—both impressionistic reels—is now
lusy on another, the title of which is at

{resent unknown ; S. Moir is still working
on " The Pool," a docnmentarv essay on
that part of the Thames ;

'• t)iie Person
Slakes a Party," an unusual psychological

study by E. Ashcroft. is to be tilmed jointly

hy S. Ashcroft and B. Braun. By numerous
Jinusual angle shots, slow tempo, many
full-face close-ups and symbolic repre-

sentation it is hoped to give this film an
atmosphere of fantasy resembling the
writings of Poe.

The''S.S.F.S. wish to get in touch with
anj-one who has made documentary, abstract

or experimental films of an artistic nature,

with a view to including such films in

future programmes. They can be on either

9J-mm. or 16-mm., especially the latter size.

If necessary a fee will be paid for the loan
of such films and every precaution is taken
to see that they are treated perfectly. Will

anyone who has made, or is making, such
films kindly write to the secretary at the
above address, stating length, size, subject,

TEDDINGTON AMATEUR FILM PRO-
DUCTIONS. Hon. Secretary. V. Insani,

79, Teddington Park Road. Teddington.
Things have been very quiet for the last

month owing to the holidays. Everyone
is not away, however, there being more
solo workers than ever before. Our vice-

president and secretary have both returned
from their holidays with some really beauti-

ful work, the latter proudly displaying a
30-foot shot of the interior of a Pathe lens

cap.
Mr. Sydney Aland is rebuilding his

recording apparatus so that it now tracks

from the centre of the disc instead of the
outside as before. This contact method of

synchronisation has proved very successful.

At every revolution of the turntable a
slight click is produced with an electric

contact, which is heard by the cameraman,
wearing earphones, who cranlcs in unison.

A 60-foot talkie of our president has already

been produced. Another member, however,
favours the sound on film system and
intends experimenting with 3.)-mm. sound
on film.

TEE-SIDE CINE CLUB. Chairman, H.
Linton ; Treasurer, W. Maxwell : Hon.
Secretarv, W. Shaw, 9. C'axton Street,

Middlesbrough. This club was formed in

June this year by Mr. W. Maxwell, and is

making steady progress. Its aims arc :

—

(1) Jfutual help to all amateur cinemato-
gra pliers.

(2) Production of film plays.

(3) Projection of films produced by the
members and sub-standard versions of out-
.standing professional films. Several of

these shows have already been given.

There is a newly-formed committee of

seven, who will arrange a jirogramnic for

the winter. Meetings are held every Thurs-
day at 7.30 p.m.

Production of the first film, a drama
entitled " Every Bullet," written and pro-

duced by Mr. W. Baker, is well in hand,
and it is hoped to complete the shooting
in a few weeks. The camera work is in the
hands of Messrs. T. Brown and W. Maxwell.
The film has only one short indoor scene,

which we hope to secure by the use of super-

sensitive pan. film. The rest of the scenes

Do not hesitate to write to
our advertisers for further
particulars of their pro-
ducts or service ; they will

gladly give you whatever
information you mayrequire

include a tennis party, for which we have
the use of two lawns ; and a scene in a

gorge, which has been shot locally near
Great Ayton. These first shots have
proved very successful. "Every Bullet"
is a " silent " film on 9i-mm. stock, but it

is intended to try " sound on disc " talkies

later.

Subscription is 25s. per annum, payable
weekly, with entrance fee 2s. 6d. Will any-
one interested in the club kindly com-
municate with the secretary at the above
address.

WAKEFIELD CINE CLUB. Hon. Secre-

tary, Mrs. R. Turner, 7, St. Clair Street,

Wakefield ; Hon. Treasurer, Claude C.

Coats, 42, Kirkgate, Wakefield ; head-
quarters. The Dramatic Rooms, Southgate.

This club has just been formed and we
already have twentj--three members. We
have taken 100 feet 16-mm. film as a trial

and entitled it " One Demoralising Night," a
short comedy written by Claude C. Coats.

It was taken on the stage of our local

theatre a few months ago and the result

is splendid, super-pan. film being used. We
are now taking a 2-reel (800 feet) comedy,
" Ladders, Green and Friday," written bv
A. N. Read.

Club nights, when other society films are

shown, etc., are held fortnightly on Mondays.
Subscription is lOs. Gd.. payable on entrance.

We are now on the lookout for a suitable

studio where wc intend to carry on with
production throughout the winter.

WIMBLEDON AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
Headquarters, 18, The Ridgway, Wimbledon;
Hon. Secretary (to whom all enquiries should

be addressed)", H. C. Bealby. 34, Murray
Road, Wimbledon.

Syllabus fop. 1032-33

1932
Oct. 14. A review of the films taken by

the club.

,, 28. " Selo 16-mm. panchromatic film.

The advantages of the negative-

positive process." George H.
Sewell, Esq., F.I.A.C.

Nov. II. "Titling, Editing and Cutting."

Percy W. Harris, Esq.
28. Members' evening.

Dec. I. A visit will be paid to the

Wimbledon Camera Club.

,, 9. A personal visit of Basil Emmott.
Esq., Chief Cameraman to

Warner Bros. First National
Productions, Ltd.

,, 23. Members' evening.

19.33

Jan. 13. A visit from the Beckenham Cine

Society. J. W. Mantle, Esq.

,, 27. Members' evening.

Feb. 10. " Obtaining Glossy Black and
White Pictures suitable for

Cine Stills." H. YoUand-
Moyse, Esq.

,, 24. Programme of films from the

A.C.A.. Newcastle. " Prefer-

ence " and '" Bonaventure."

Mar. 10. " Reminiscences of Movie Makng
in India." Bernard B. Hill.

Esq.

24. Members' evening.

Apr. 14. Members' evening.

,, 28. " Planning an Amateur Produc-

tion." Sigurd Moir, Esq.

All meetings commence at 8.0 sharp.

rr

THE KING OF ALL CINE SCREENS

The CelFix is the last word in cine screen construction. It is a

masterpiece of portability—opening and closing itself by a single

oressure on a button. But brilliant as is the construction, the

decisive feature of the CelFix is the super-fine surfaces that are fitted

to it. Clear and outstanding pictures can only be obtained with a

surface that is made under scientific formulae, pigments to bring out

the maximum coloiu: values, and great reflection strength to give an

outstanding picture that w-ill in no way ca\ise strain to the eyes of the

spectators. Write to-day for samples of our silver and crystal glass

beaded surfaces, that is the best way of convincing yourself of their

super-brilliance.

REMEMBER IT'S THE SCREEN THAT MAKES THE PICTURE

A new De Luxe Brochure describing all our Screens in detail has just been
issued and will be sent post free on request. Write to-day to Dept. MM.4

to the sole manufacturers of the " CelFix."

Raised in S seconds. Ready
to show.

R. F. HUNTER LTD., CelFix House, 51, Gray's Inn Road,

London, W.C.1. Telephone: Holborn 7311-2 (2 lines).
Lowered in 3 seconds.
Ready to carry away.
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EDUCATION BY
CINEMATOGRAPH

How- the Amateur Movie^Maker Could Help

By RUFUS H. MALLINSON
TT may be said with a good deal of
•^ truth that there is no subject on
which more rubbish has been written
by " lajTnen " than the impoi-tant
subject called Education, by which
we mean the promoting of intelligence,

generally in the yovuig. The writer
of this article has had about thirty
years' experience as a teacher of young
children, and knows exactly how to
value the criticisms, constructive and
destructive, made on educational work,
bj- army officers, parsons, joiunalists
and captains of industrj-. The teacher
is, after all, the final court of appeal in

matters educational, and he is also the
onlj- really indispensable apparatus
necessary for his work.

A Wealth of Opinions
During the last twenty years there

has been a wealth of opinion and sug-
gestion from laj-men as to the value of
the Cinema in schools. Well, the
possibilities of the Cinema are enor-
mous, stupendous, revolutionising

;

but it is a lamentable fact that the
valuable influence of the Cinema is not
connected at present with our deli-

berate sj'stem of educating the young
at school, and, to put the matter
shorth- and bluntly, I foresee the day
when the Cinema will take the place
of the school; when, in short, Mahomet
will be compelled to go to the
mountain.

I write bitterly. Teachers who
think about their work become bitter
as the years pass and the fads of educa-
tionists come and go. For twenty
years the greatest influence on the
child-muid has been awaiting exploi-

tation by schools, and the schools still

know of this influence only as an out-
side affair. I have myself attended
comic conferences called by edxica-

tionists to combat " the evil mfluenoes
of the Cinema." Such a conference is

an acknowledgment of the power of
the Cinema, and a confession of the
failure to turn this power into the
right channels bj- adopting it in school
work.

Interest Essential
Notliing can be taught unless the

pupils are completely interested. No-
thing can take the place of this thing
called interest in the pupil. He mvist
have 100 per cent, of interest in the
subject being taught. Now. teachers
know that this 100 per cent, of interest
is scarcely ever maintained for more
than a minute or two, even with the
most brilliant and vivid teaching. So
long as it is maintained the work is

being successfully taught, and is also
being successfully learnt by the pup.
But children have small powers of
concentration, and are easily dis-

tracted by things around them ; even
the "magic lantern" is incapable of

maintaining throughout its session

the whole attention of a class, chiefly

because of the intervals between the
slides and the speaker's "explana-
tions."

But the Cinema allows of no flag-

ging, no dropping of interest or con-
centration ; to glance away is to miss
something.

The value of the Cinema is un-
doubted, but it is potential as yet.
All teachers agree that the Cinema's
influence is very marked indeed, but
that it is chiefly an luidesirable in-

fluence at present, though tending
slightly towards improvement. The
point is that children will go to the
films ; they are even content to sit

through ninety minutes of incompre-
hensible sex-play in order to see half-

an-hour's knockabout. Poor httle

beggars ! I have often questioned
children as to what they saw on the
films " last Saturday," to be given the
whole programme iir detail, from start

to finish. But the same children have
had only a hazy idea of the work
covered in school on the previous
Friday.
The day of the Cinema has arrived.

There is no school subject that could
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PORTABLE TALKIES AT SEA-Sctioolchildre
on a cruise to the Mediterranean, interested

film equipment installed a

To watch children at the Cinema is

a jo}'. How one envies the proprietor
his enormous advantage in apparatus !

Who ever heard of a child averting a
glance from the screen during a show ?

I have seen Cinemas crowded to the
doors on Saturday afternoons, to see

films of life under the sea and German
nature stories. What sort of a crowd
would there be at school on Saturday
afternoons if the teacher offered to

give an hour's extra lesson on geo-

graphy ? Two or three little greasers

might turn up—once ! All the school-

lessons ever given on the subject of

life in Central Africa, by teachers who
have never been further south than
Brighton, or by those who have
actually been to Kenya Colony, could
not compete with "Trader Horn " or
" Africa Speaks," either in the atten-

tion given by the pupils or the sum
total of knowledge assimilated by
them.

[Photo Hutchinson

n who left Liverpool recently in the "Adriatic"

in the RCA Photophone 16-mm. Sound-on-
board the White Star liner

not be taught more successfully if the
Cinema were available on the school
premises. There can be no doubt
that the actual results of teacliing by
the Cinema would surprise even the
teachers themselves, and mcrease the
intelligence of the coming generation
in a very marked degree, especially in

country districts.

I cannot see that the cost, which is

the first and last consideration these

days, would be very hea\-y. Vast
sums have been spent by schools on
fads and fancies in the past, and on
apparatus presently to be scrapped in

favour of that for later fads. Every
Headmaster will confess that he has
seen hundreds of poimds spent on
apparatus which is of very doubtful

use in teaching the young. But the

money was there to be spent, so the

microscope or the umbrella -globe was
bought. The cost of mstalUng a small

(Continued on page 177)
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CIHE QUERIE/
AN/WERED
Free Service for Readers

Is there a cini problem bothering you ? Have you some difficulty in which
you would like expert help ? Do you want to know where to obtain
certain apparatus and what it will cost ? HOME MOVIES is at vour
service in this and many other ways.

Address your query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES Messrs.
George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C. 2,

'enclosing
the free Query Coupon printed in this issue. A selection from queries
and answers of general interest will be printed each month on this page.
All others will be replied to by post.

Special Note.—Criticisms of amateur films, opinions of amateur scenarios
and test of apparatus can be undertaken by special arrangement. In
such cases a preliminary letter to the Editor is essential.

A. F. G., Kensington, writes : "I have
not yet tried my hand at artificial light

cinematography, but as 1 have a camera
with f'1.9 lens I am told that I should
attempt it. Can you tell me what addi-

tional equipment is required ? "

Answer.—With an f/1.9 lens and super-

sensitive film, such as the Agia Novopan or

Kodak Super-Sensitive, you can take a
number of very effective indoor shots with
very little more light than is normally used
in a living room. Much depends on the
surroundings as well as the light, and if the
walls are of light paper or pale distemper
the v will act as reflectors and help to diffuse

the'light.

The subject is too big to be dealt with
in the answer to a query and we shall be
publishing articles on the subject in an
early issue. Meanwhile, however, we can
say that a 100 watt light in a standard
lamp placed close to the subject and so

shaded that the direct rays do not reach
the camera, together with a couple of 60
watt lamp.s nearby on the other side of the
subject (again taking care that tlie direct

light does not enter the lens), will enable
you to take a weO exposed cine portrait,

using your lens at full aperture. Be careful,

however, to focus for the lens at this
aperture, as f/1.9 has little depth of focus,

and after the camera has been set up on
the stand j'ou should measure the distance
from the lens to the subject with a tape
measure. Best of all, buy one, or preferably
two, of the 500 watt lamps and reflectors

sold for home cine work. A suitable type
will be found reviewed in the current issue.

With a pair of lamps like this in reflectors

you can get lighting effects, comparable
with those obtainable in a professional
studio, over a much bigger area

.

W. W., ffighgate, asks : " What filters

should I use on my ' Filmo ' camera with
super-sensitive panchromatic film in arti-

ficial light ? "

Answer.—There is no need to use any
filters with artificial light, as the normal

use of a filter (to repress the e.xtra sensi-
tii-ity to blue) is rendered unnecessary by
the fact that artificial light is deficient
in blue rays, the results with artificial light
being much the same as those obtainable
with daylight using a medium filter.

A. K., Norwich, asks : " I have a Cine
Kodak Titler in which the title card is sup-
ported less than a foot away from the lens.
I propose domg a good deal o£ titling this
winter, and I should be glad if you would
tell me what lamps to use and what stops."

Answer.—The simplest way is to hold an
electric light bulb directly over the Titler
lens, touching the lens standard, but in such
a position that the direct light does not
enter the lens. With a single 100 watt lamp
the stop should be f/5.6 for the ordinary
panchromatic and f/8 for the super-sensitive.
A more uniform light will be obtained by
using two 60 watt lamps, one on each side
in similar positions. The same stops as
before should be used.

J. L., Manchester, writes : "I have two
500 watt Nitrophot lamps in reflectors and
the largest lens aperture on my camera is

f/3.5. How far away from the subject can
I get and still obtain a fuUy exposed fihn,
the lamps being placed as close as possible
to the subject without entering the field of
view ? I am using Agfa Novopan film."

Answer.—About 8 feet, assuming that
you have a white ceiling and medium tone
walls and that the subjects photographed
are clothed in medium colours.

O. F., Chiswick, asks : " Why do some
amateurs use positive film for making
titles, and what are the advantages ?

"

Answer.—If the titles are set up in black
letters on a white background and photo-
graphed on positive film which is then
developed as a negative, the resultant
negative can be used for positive projection,

as it will now give white letters on a black
backgroimd, which is the effect usually
desired. Positive film is generally con-
sidered to give a cleaner black and white
effect when used for titles, although in our
experience a good modern negative film is

just as effective. The advantage of the
positive stock in this case, however, is that
it is cheaper and, being slower, can be
developed in a bright dark-room light. It

should not be forgotten that as it is so much
slower positive stock requires a proportion-
ately longer exposure—about four times as
long as the negative film.

F. K., Honiton, proposes to give a number
of lectures with his 16-mm. films, and asks
what power of lamp we recommend in the
projector.

Answer.—A 200 or 2.50 watt lamp or

even higher power is needed for satisfac-

tory lecture work, unless the audience is

very small, and the growing use of 16-mm.
projectors for educational work has led

manufacturers to increase the power to as
high as 400 watts ; 250 watts, however,
will usually be found quite sufficient for

audiences of 100 or so, and good clear

pictures are then obtainable.
When arranging for the lecture you

should obtain from the authorities con-
cerned the exact distance from the table

where the projector will be stood to the
screen, as chis will determine the size of

the picture which can be projected

with a given lens. From a given stand-
point, the shorter the focus lens the
larger the picture shown on the screen, and
lecturers who have to adapt themselves to

varying conditions usually carry two or three

different focus lenses. The standard lens has
2-inch focus and will give a picture about
7 feet by 5 feet at 36 feet and about 3f feet

by 2J feet at 20 feet. A 1-inch lens at 20
feet will give a picture 7J feet by 5J feet,

whereas a 2-inch lens would require twice

that throw to give a picture the \ same
size.

F. P., Dubhn, asks :
" Where can I

obtain panchromatic 91-nim. film for my
Pathe camera ?

"

Answer.—Pathescope, Ltd., supply the

9J-mm. panchromatic film loaded in charger,

and including free development, for 63.

You can obtain this from your dealer.

Panchromatic 9-i-mm. film is also obtain-

able from Atldnson, 21b, Albert Bridge

Road, London, S.W.I 1, the price being 2s.

for 30 feet and 2s. for processing. This

film is not supplied in a charger unless an
empty charger is sent mth the order, but
must be so loaded by the purchaser or his

dealer.
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THE

CINE PRACTOS
A new model for all

Cine Cameras. The
Practos is the latest

and most reliable

OPTICAL EXPOSURE
METER.

It is scientifically de-
signed and the results

are infallible.

Film speeds up to 5500
are marked in both
H. & D. and Scheiner

Values.

Price, complete in

leather pouch - - 21/.

Aspecial model alsomade for Still Cameras

Distributors for Great Britain :

GARNER & JONES LTD.
Polebrook House, Golden Square, W.I

'Phoite, Gerrard 2500

Permanent Records ofyour
Work :

THE HOME CINEMA
FILM LIBRARY, LTD.
Specialists in Sub Standard Films.

Can make you copies of

your 35 mm. originals to

16 mm. and 9J mm. size

Film.

Also copies of your 16 mm.
original to 9| mm. size.

Developing, Printing, etc.,

of 16 mm. and 9^ mm.
Films.

Developing Pan. Film a

Speciality.

Hocin Negative Film for

9i m.m. Cameras.

Prices on Application. All Film Guaranteed
Non-Burnable.

49, GREEK ST., SOHO, W.I
Tel. Gerrard 6616. Established 10 years.

BE SURE TO READ

FILM-PLAY
PRODUCTION
FOR AMATEURS

By G. H. SEWELL,
Chairman and Fellow of the Institute

of Amateur Cinematographers.

This book will actively help every
owner of a cine-camera. It makes
even the most technical film questions

easy to understand, and pro\'ides

expert guidance that amateur pro-

ducers, camera-men, and actors will

find both interesting and helpful.

Crown 8vo. 5/- net 176 pp.

Order from a bookseller, or

Sir ISAAC PITMAN & SONS, Ltd.

Parker Street, Kingsway, W.C.2

J. McF., Glasgow, is feeling rather puzzled

about the relative merits of certain cameras,
and finds difSculty in making a choice

between two makes mentioned, one of

which has an t, 1.9 focussing lens and the

other an f,'2.5 fixed focus lens. He asks

certain questions about the relative merits

of the lenses.

Answer.—The f/1.9 is twice as fast as

the f/2.5, which means that at full aper-

ture the first will admit twice as much
Light as the second. When hoth are stopped
do^v^l to the same aperture, however, there

will be no difference between them (assum-

ing both lenses to be equally good optically,

which for all intents and purposes is the

case). It should be noticed, however, that

the f/1.9 in the focussing mount is a much
more adaptable lens, for with it perfectly

sharp " close-ups " can be obtained as near

as 2 feet at full aperture. The f,'2..5 has

only a fixed focus mount, and at its full

aperture there will be a noticeable loss of

definition on subjects closer than about

12 feet. How close you can come to the

subject with a fi.xed focus lens and stiU get

a sharp image is dependent upon the lens

opening : the smaller the stop the closer

you can come to the subject and still get a

pleasantly sharp definition.

It is possible, however, to obtain supple-

mentarjf lenses for about 7s. 6d. each,

which when attached to the front of a fixed

focus lens enable sharp " close-ups " to be

taken even at full aperture. A focussing

motmt is a little more trouble to use than a

fixed focus, and if you forget to set the

scale at the correct distance you may get

an out-of-focus result, but the improved

results obtainable with such a lens are well

worth the little trouble involved.

BARGAINS
THE AMATEUR CINE PATHESCOPE FILM

LIBRARY. Largest and cheapest. l^ewest
Films. Hire : Supers, 2s. ; 60 ft., 6d. ; 30 ft.,

3cl. Exchanges ; Supers, 3s. ; 60 ft., 6d. ; 30 ft.,

3d. Below :

—

Compare these Bargains. Ever>'thiDg new con-
dition. 9-nim. P.athescope " Lux," with case,

£16 ;
" Kid," with Resistance, 38s. 6d. ; Home

Mo\ne Projector, 85s. ; Super Attaclmient, 32s.

;

T\T)e C. Motor, 42s.; Dual Resistance, 17s. 6d.;

Super Films, 17s. 6d. ; 60 ft., 4s. ; 30 ft .,2s.;

16 mm. Ensign F2.6 Three - Speed Autokine-
cam, with Case, £10 10s. Below :

—

All New Pathescope, Kodak, Ensign, Bolex-
Paillard and Talkatome apparatus supplied. Really
good offers for part exchanges. A straightfor-

ward deal a.ssured from the business built up by
recommendations. Stamp for special offer and
literature.—The Amatetu- Cine Service, 50. Wid-
more Road, Bromley, Kent. Telephone : Ravens-
bourne 1926.

PANCHROMATIC 9.5-nim. SAFETY FILM. Re-
versal or Negative-positive. 30 ft., 2s. ; Pro-
cessing, 2s. ; readv projection. Failures not
charged. List Featurette films stamp.—Atkinson,
24b, Albert Bridge Road, S.W.ll.

FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE 9.5- and 16-mm
PROJECTORS. Any make. Good price for

up-to-date apparatus.—City, Sale & Exchange
(1929), Ltd., 59, Cheapside, E.C.2.

GOING STRONG ! 9.5-mm. Titles, 3d. ; Con-
timious, 5d " FINIS " Stamp.—Evans, Dereham,
Norfolk.

-CINE HOUSE" FILM LIBRARY, HIRE
SUPERS, 2s. We have a large quantity of 60's

for sale, 2s. ; 30's, Is. Projectors and Cameras
from £3 lOs. List free.—2, Anlaby Road, Tedding-
ton.

EXCLUSIVE 16-mni. AMERICAN AND BRITISH
PRODUCTIONS. Complete 16-mm. Films with
titles from 5s. each. Stamp for lists.—Cosmo
Films, 3, Haigh Street, Brighouse, Yorks.

FILMO 57 GH PROJECTOR, fitted 400 watt
lamp, extra powered motor for sound effects,

£115 for £75.

FILMO DA CAMERA, £95 for £63. 7X5 bead
screen, £5 5s. ; other accessories cheap.—Box 321,
HojiE Movies.

YOUR OWN PATHE LENS converted to a Long
Focus Lens for your " Home Movie " at a cost
of 15s. Enabling you to project a 3-ft. picture
at 18 ft. and get your machine behind your
audience (other foci, to order, 2s. 6d. extra).

Send complete projector head to J. Clifford Todd,
87, Commercial Street, Dundee. Cash with
order. Delivery in 7 to 10 days.

HI

Coronet
SILVER
SCREEN

*fe»9

INCREASED REFLECTIVE POWER
Even distribution of light.

Makes your pictures beautiful and real.

Practically uncreasable

7/6
The very screen for the millions
of newcomers to Amateur Cine
Photography, So simple—so
handy—rolled or unrolled in a .

jiffy. The silver coating is • BRITISH
similar to that adopted by cine- • MADE
mas. Size of Picture 2' 6"x i' 8". *

CORONET CAMERA CO.
310 Summer Row, BIRMINGHAM,

THE FINEST

BRITISH -MADE
SCALE MODELS

IN THE WORLD
Just the Models for your Film

-

"^W
" -J.^ j^ » 1

1

999 i

^M^SS^i^

When in London or Manchester call at

EASSETT-LOW.KE, LTD.. and see the
wonderful display of Models of every
description. If you are passing through
Northampton call and see them being
made— in any case send for our New
Model Railway Catalogue. Over 100
pages fully illustrated. Ask for Catalogue

No. A/10 and send 6d.

Booklet :
" Run your own train service,"

post free on receipt of card.

For Sailing Yachts, Power Boats,

Ships' Fittings,

and everything forthe model shipbuilder,

send for Section S/10, post free 6d.

BASSETT-LOWKE, LTD.
NORTHAMPTON

London Branch : 112 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I

Manchester Branch : 28 CORPORATION ST.

HOME MOVIES
OCT. 1932

QUERY COUPON
This Coupon, available through-
out the month of OCT. 1932,

should accompany your question.
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:^
^ EDITOR'/
NEW/

*' / go to visit the

Movie Man, for lohom

I've writ a play.''

Ben Jonson

A.D. 1640.

THIS is the sixth number of Home
Movies, and the appreciations

which are being so kindly sent us from
every part of the world stimulate us

to still further endeavour. When, in

June last, the first ntunber appeared,

the warmth of congratulations was
tempered to some extent by the sug-

gestion that we could not " keep it

up," but we think that the ntunbers

which have since appeared have dis-

sipated any misgivings in that direc-

tion !

Our Aims
As so many new readers are now

taking our magazine, we would like to

repeat that we aim to give British

readers a magazine which is stimulat-

ing and helpful as well as interesting.

Realisiag as we do that the great
majority of amateur cinematogi-aphers
are working alone in producing family
films, records of their holidays, travel,

and what may best be termed " cine-

matographic diaries," the major por-

tion of the magazine is devoted to

their interests, but, at the same time,

we are not overlooking the small
bands of enthusiastic workers who are

endeavouring to raise the standard of

comedy and drama films, and for whom
the admirable articles which Mi'.

Adrian Bmnel, the famous producer,
is now contributing are mainly written.

The New Reader
We would particularly commend

these articles to the new reader, even
though his interests may be, in the
main, connected with diary or travel
type of film. It is impossible to study
the methods of the professional without
gaining many hints for the production
of heme films. Particularly is this the
case when we come to the study of
continuity.

At the present time Home TaUdes
are in the main confined to the home
projection of professionally made films,

but developments of wliich we are well

aware wiU shortly make available

apparatus for the home taking of

such pictiu'es. Even now elementary
apparatus is available and some of

our readers are reporting considerable

progress. In order that all may be
fully able to appreciate these develop--

ments as they come along, we are

beginning in this number a new series

of articles ("The A.B.C. of Home
Talkies ") from the pen of Mr. Bernard
Brown, B.Sc, who has already
achieved a considerable reputation

with his book, " Talking Pictures."

From time to time, too, we shaU be

OUR SPECIAL

CHRISTMAS NUMBER!
The December issue of " Home
Movies " will be a Special

Christmas Number, full of

seasonable and helpful articles.

Gift suggestions, Christmas

titlingandYuletide Programmes
are but three of the attractive

contents.

ORDER NOW AND TELL
YOUR FRIENDS !

publishing the results of readers'

experiments.
One of the most pleasing aspects of

our hobby is the simultaneous improve-
ment of the results obtained and the

lowering of cost of fijst-class apparatus,
while, in the field of more expensive
instrimients, technical progress has
been just as rapid. All new apparatus
is carefully studied by our technical

staff and, as our regular readers know,
independent test reports appear from
time to tune. In one direction, too,

we are glad to ha^'e been already of

service to our readers in obtaining

results in our agitation for more light

for 9i-mm. users. Already we have
been able to test and approve a lamp-
house for attachment to standard pro-

jectors, which increases the Ught from
six to eight times, and other similar

developments are coming along. The
results now obtainable on 9i-mm.
stock are so good that it should not
be long before higher power lamps are

standard.

A Bumper Number
Next month we shall publish our

first Christmas munber, containing
many special articles suitable for the
season. It will contain among other
articles a description of how first-class

cine pictiues can be taken indoors

without elaborate equipment, how
Christmas programmes can be chosei?

from the many Film Libraries, and
how to put on a Christmas film

entertainment in the best possible

fashion. Our regular features will also

appear in addition to these, and not
the least attractive feature will be the
specially prepared Christmas titles,

which you can photograph into, or
splice on to, your own films which
you i^ropose to show.

Will You Help Us ?

There are many ways in which we
are trying to help you, so will you
help us ? We feel sure that you have
many friends both at home and abroad
who would like to know of HoirE
Movies and who may not come across

it in the ordinary course of events.

May we ask you kindly to send us a
postcard with the names and addresses

of those you think would be interested,

so that we may send them free speci-

men copies ? If you like, we shaU. be
pleased to notify them in a covering

letter that the copy is sent at your
own request. Already "we have built

up a large circulation overseas purely
by personal recommendation of this

kind.
The Editor.
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A Hope Fulfilled

The advent of Home Movies
gives the ardent amateur a paper
he has hoped to see for somo
time.

—

Yours faithfully,

{Signed) Ronald W. North.
Wimbledon Amateur C'ino Club,

20 Poplar Road.
Merton Park, S.W.19.

LEADERS AND
TRAILERS
OUT OF OUR
LETTER BAG

Africa Speaks

The Editor, Home Movies

Deab Sir,—I was fortunate in get-

ting a loan of your paper for Jiuie,

and was much impressed by its

contents.

I am enclosing a postal order for

7s. 6d. in payment of my subscrip-
tion for one year commencing with
your first number. Mill you please
post to the address given below ?

Yours, .tc.

D. G. Blackbe.\bd.
Buluwayo, S. Rhodesia,

South Africa.

Advance, Australia

!

The Editor, Home Movies

De.\r Sib,—The second edition of

Home Movies just to hand in

Melbourne, and I would like to add
my appreciation of your great maga-
zine to the others which I read j'ou

have received. It is very welcome
because up to recently only one like

publication has been obtainable here.

This is American and, in mj"^ opinion,

does not nearly come up to your
standard for descriptive and educa-
tional articles.

Perhaps you will have room in

some future edition to explaui how to

produce one fixed title over a few feet

of moving picture film, say, to begin
an evening's entertainment. I feel

sure such an article would be of good
general interest.

Many thanks and every good wish
for success.

Yours, etc.,

Laurie B.-ites.

27 Park Street, St. Kilda, S.2,

Victoria, Australia.

Thank You, Mr. Morrison

!

Editor, Home Movies.

De.4r Sir,—I discovered Hoime
Movies quite by accident in a Kodak
shop here recently and hasten to

congratulate you on the fine get-up of

this little paper.
Early next month I am sending you

my yearly subscription, for I consider
thLs to be the best paper on the
subject that I have seen, which deals
with all sizes of film \ised by the
amateur.

I think that the article by Mr. Ern
Shaw is the most helpful in this issue,

and I hope to see it continued in

future niunbers.
Your idea of including definite sizes

to suit the various tj^es of title

holders on pages 5C -57 is splendid and

will be greatly appreciated by all who
do their own title work. Personally I

have both the large size and the Pathe
size to cope with, and it is fine ha^^ng
these title pictures to suit both. Keep
it ^ip, please.

The review of new equipment on
page 76 is also a good idea for the
prospective buyer, and I would like to

suggest that the price'' of new equip-
ment be always included to assist

overseas readers (like myself) who
have, otherwise, to waste weeks in

others going in for the new8-mm.
This size at S2.50 for 100 feet is

going to be mighty cheap movie
work for us and a 25in. by 30in.

screen is all I amlikely to requiie.

With my very best wishes for

thefuture success of this splendid

publication and hoping to hear
from some of your readers

some day, Yours, etc.,

(Signed) T. Morrison.

P.S.—I am a New Zealander and
have been in Canada about three years,

ha\'ing been in most parts of the
world, including the Far East,where I

spent 18 years.

1246 Lansdowne Avenue,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

"PATHKIN" REPLIES
The Editor, Home Movies.
Dear Sir,—Your correspondent

"Crystal, Bournemouth," in his

ratfiev hiunorous tirade against publi-

NO CLOSE TIME NOW FOR CAMERAS!

With super-sensitive pan film in 9i and 16-nim. sizes, indoor photography by artificial

light is both possible and easy. Using a pair of Kodalites to film the children at play

finding out. whether prices are pro-

hibitive or not. . , .

When one considers the wonderful
opportunities in Canada for motion
picture work, including the beautiful

Winter effects so easilj' obtained, it is

an extraordinary thing that there is

so little amateur work done here and
so little interest taken in the hobby,
A movie amateur here is forced to

work entirely on his own and has no
clubs to join, or others to discuss his

work with. The average Canadian
takes no real interest in photography
or motion picture work, and is usually

quit« ignorant of even a smattering of

the subjects.

There is, of course, no publication on
photography or motion picture work
in Canada, and, so far, we ha\e had
to rely on the U.S.A. for the.se.

I woulil be pleased at any time to

hear from your readers on these

subjects and to exchange films with

city and criticism has almost forgotten

the substance of my original letter.

I do not deny that some societies

have produced and are producing

films worthy of the technical experience

expended on them ; neither was my
argument solely destructive—I even
suggested the type of film on which it

woidd be best to concentrate ; and as

a national organisation has little or no
connection with the subject matter of

either indiWdual or co-operative pro-

duction, I fail to see any reason for

introducing this at all.

It is in his first paragraph that
" Crystal " reveals his complete agree-

ment \vith the validity of my reason-

ing. I went so far as to advance the

box office as a justification for a large

niunber of current productions ;

"Crystal" justifies the box office

receipts by the production. A.ssuming

the correctness of the production

{Continued on page 2081.
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Retain England's

Folk Lore/
Some interesting old-world
customs and rites on which
to train the cine camera

W^ritten and illustrated

by

ERNEST OAKLEY

THE folk-lore traditionally associated with this

coimtry of ours is slowly but surely vanishing

into the past ; only a few weeks ago it was publically

annoiinced that tlie famous Golden Dawn ceremony, prac-

tised every mid-summer's day at Stonehenge circle,

would cease to function after this year within those

Frank Wheeler superintending the distribution of the " Wayfarers' Dole " of bread and
beer which is given daily at the Hospice of St. Cross

ancient stones . Siu'ely such an ob v-ious

sign as this should awaken in the
amateur cinematographer the desire
to captiu-e at least a few of these
ancient and perhaps queer c\istoms
that have survived the ravages of
time.
These rituals are to be fotmd in

practically every part of the coiuitry,

and the most interesting are usually
the least heard of. However, a dis-

covery of only one of these quaint
survivals and its subsequent recording
well repays the cinematographer for
any little trouble he may have gone
to, for in time—a shorter time than

you would imagtne, too—those shots
will be almost invaluable.

If at any time you are in Southern
Hampshire or in the vicinity of the

county and feel inclined to pictui-e

mediaeval England, go to St. Cross, a
little village just outside the magnifi-

cent cathedral city of Winchester.
There, at the Hospice of St. Cross, no
matter at what time of the day, or

at what period of the year you make
your call, you will witness, and photo-
graph, I am sure, scenes which would
seem only possible, to-day, in an old

master's painting of bygone England.
Such pretty pictures as I have

One of the Brethren strolling in the
picturesque quadrangle at St. Cross, near

Winchester

described are presented by the
Brethren of the Hospice in their

quaint red and black gowns and queer
caps as they walk, or stand and chat,

in the age-old cloisters. Or again
you may photograph them disbursing
the famous Wayfarers' Dole of a
silver horn of beer and a piece of

bread. It is said that this " dole
"

has been given without any question
being asked to any wanderer who
cared to ask for it since the twelfth

century.

Free Bread and Beer

There are two gallons of ale and
two loaves of bread to be administered
each day—and woe betide the thii-sty

one who comes late ! So, should you
decide to pictui'e the distribution of

the dole of beer and possibly taste

the good-old English ale for yourself,

be sure to make your visit before earlj''

afternoon, for it is seldom that all this

substantial charity has not been given
away before four o'clock.

Fifty years ago almost every town
in England had its annual fair. Many
of them have disappeared now, but
there are still a number well worth a
visit, although they sound none too

enticing. At most of the important
fairs to-day the old town crier in his

gaily coloured uniform and bell still

opens the proceedings. This is stUl the

ease at the oldest fair in the country,

at Weyhill in Hampshire, also, which
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has been continued with only one
break for seven hundred years.

Easter Monday is a date on which
numerous old customs are still con-
tinued. There is the distribution of

loaves, roUs, and cheese at Biddenden,
Kent, with which is associated an
interesting legend, rather too long to

relate here.

Kicking the Bottle!

Then there is the annual ceremony
of " Hallaton bottle-kicking," which is

celebrated at Hallaton, Leicestershire.

Under the will of a former rector, the
Eeotor of Hallaton has to provide a
hare pie weighing more than twenty
pounds, which is distributed to the
villagers. He also supplies three
small wooden casks or large bottles

filled with ale, and the inhabitants of

the adjoining parishes of Hallaton and
Medbourne endeavour to carry them
to fixed points on each side of the
\-illage. The village which succeeds
claims the ale as the prize. The
ceremonj has taken place for more
than a himdred yeai's.

Going back hundreds of years is the
Dance of the Deer Men, which takes
place this year on September 5th at
Abbots Bromley and other parts of

Staffordshire. Tliis party from Abbots
Bromley claim to be the only real Deer
Men in the coimtry, and one or two of
them claim to be able to trace their

ancestors back to Saxon days. They
w^ear gigantic antlers for their queer
dances, which are performed in the
highways.

Believed to be a survival of the
Roman festival of Fontinalia, when
flowers were cast into streams as a
propitiatory offering to the deity
who was believed to preside over
the life-gi\'ing waters, the old-

world custom of " dressing

"

the wells is still carried out in

May at Tissington in Derby-

shire. Reminiscent of the good old
days of Merrie England presents a
pretty sight on Ascension Day when
the five wells are decorated with
beautiful flowers. Just before noon a
procession is formed and each of the
wells is visited in tiun, and a short

religious sei'vice is held.

The revival of the custom is said to

have taken place after the visitation

of the Black Death in the 14th century,
when the village of Tissington escaped
the pestilence, its immiuiity being
ascribed to the pimty of the water
supply.

In Cornwall diuing May the
" FuiTy " or Floral Dances are lield at

Helston, and are highly amusing. The
men, in frock coats and top hats and
their maidens dance up and down the
main streets of the town and in and
out of the houses all day, much to the

innocent visitor's astonishment. This,

too, is supposed to date back to Pagan
times.

Jime 15th, of com-se, marks the
signing of the Magna Carta, and the
celebrations at Runn\Tnede. not far

from London, should on no account be
missed. Those readers who reside in

or aroimd London should endeavoiu'
to film the procession of the ^^'orshipfuI

Companj- of Vinters. who walk along
LTpper Thames Street dressed in a
peculiar garb. The wine porters, in
accordance with an order laid down by
the Vinters" Company Court in the
13th century, precede the Masters and
Wardens of the Company, sweeping
the road as they go. This took place
only recently, and will in all proba-
bility be re-enacted on July 16th of

next year.

Stonehenge

Although the ancient Golden Dawn
ceremony practised each mid-summer"s
day by the Druids has ceased to be
continued in the ancient stone circle

at Stonehenge, as stated earlier in this
article, it has not, fortunatelj-, ceased
to fimction altogether, I undertand.
The Chief Druid, Dr. ;MacGregor-

Reid, told me that a double circle, half
a mile from Stonehenge, the use of

which was granted to the Order by the
late Lord and Lady Glenconner, \^ill

probably be used for the annual
services in the future. There it is

proposed to erect an exact model of
Stonehenge in stone.

A subject which may be photo-
graphed within the next few weeks or
so in Oxfordshire. Warwickshire,
Gloucestershire and Hampshire are the
ancient " mummers " who make their

appearance regularly at Yuletide to
perform their plays. Very picturesque

The "Mumming" plays, a reminder of long ago, are still continued at Yuletide

A cinematographer choosing a good
viewpoint at the dawn service held by

the Druids for the last time within

Stonehenge circle on Midsummer Day
this year

figures thej- make, attired in long

coloured paper streamers, which en-

tirely cover their garments, and paper
crowns or hats, equipped Vvith wooden
swords and look for all the world like

the medi,T\al knights, whom they are

supposed to represent.

There is plenty of action about the

plays, which have been handed dowTl

from generation to generation, and
during the episodes, the dragon who is

featured with St. George, usually gets

the worst of the battle.

Mention of the Tichborne Dole,

another Hampshire charity, brings to

mind the famous Tichborne Claimant
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trial, wliich stirred tlie whole coiuitry
many years ago. The considerable
and beneficent charity is still dis-

tributed in Ticliborne Park, the county
resiflence of Sir Anthony Tichborne.
each Lady Day, and accordinu to local

tradition the 40 gallons of flour is given
to the poor of the neighboiuhood "" to
stave off a curse on the inheritance."
Each villager leceives a substantial
portion of the flour made from grain
growTi on land round whicli an invalid
woman crawled long ago to gain this

gift for the people.

An Ancient Calling

The ^^erilerers follow one of the most
ancient callings in the kingdont. It

goes back to remote times, when
Britain had greater areas of forests
than there are now, so that the
mmiber of Yerderers has declined.

There are two liistoric gro-aps wliich
guard the old customs and costumes,
and preserve their pictm-esque rites.

These are the New Forest Verderers
and those of Sherwood Forest. The
Verderers of the New Forest still

perform all the old duties as officials

administering forest law. They liold

the Court of the Yerderers—a most
ancient tribunal, which is known to be
the oldest court, in existence. The
most picturesque piece of pageantry
which sur\-ives is the Feast of the
Yerderers, and this is held by the
woodmen and Yerderers of Sherwood
Forest as it has been for centuries.
Everj-one has to attend in costimies of
the past, and the sight is most im-
pressive, especially when held in the
open.

I have only attempted briefly to
outline some of the best known
customs still existing in the country in

this short article, and should you
decide on folk-lore filming yourself,
you will find '

' Home Movie Oppor-

Sir Anthony Doughty-Tichborne and his mother. Lady Doughty-Tichborne, watching
the annual distribution of the " Tichborne Dole " on their estate in Hampshire on Lady

Day. It is a centuries-old custom.

timities "—a diary of events worth
filming on another page and published
monthly—of valuable assistance in

discovering the time and place of the
most interesting of those queer rites

still remaining.

THAT AWFUL WORD
" TECHNIQUE "

T^O the average man or woman the '"™
"/.^

every-uay

1 word technique has a somewhat ^°'^'^ ^^^ *° '^^"^^'^

forbidding, even sinister, sound ; yet
such is the strangeness of human
nature that those who have a Kttle

knowledge on a certain subject would
attempt to discourage those who know
less by the ixse of that much over-rated
word.

Each resident of Tichborne receives flour made from grain grown on land round which
an invalid woman crawled long ago to gain the gift for the people.

The biggest bugbear in amateur
productions at the present time is the
vague, rather stumbling, endeavour to

reach something that does not exist.

A mj'thioal standard of techrucality,

or art, the striving for which defeats

its own object.

Ask any average man, who would
be glad to take up a useful and
pleasant occupation as a sideline from
the humdrum course of events that
form his every-day life, whether he

a cine camera !

AYhether he would care to write or
produce some film titles ! AYhether
he would care to assist in the editing

of a short film. In nine cases out of

ten the answer to any of these ques-

tions would be :
" Oh, I could never

do that, it is too technical for me."
Thus another potential world-famous
film producer is lost to the
amateurs.

Techniciue as the dictionary ex-

presses it—not in the exaggerated
sense that it is so widely used, en-

shrouded, as it were, by a veil of

mystery—is simply " method of mani-
pulation," and the fundamental basis

of that is common sense. Studying
Rene Clair's productions, which are

considered outstanding in cinematic

artistry, one finds that the most
pleasing points are based on very
simple incidents portrayed with a
sense of nicety in camera mani-
pulation.

Let any inteUigent man or woman,
interested, apply sound common sense,

together with a sense of correctness,

or balance in judgment, and there is

nothing in the whole field of cine-

matography at which they may not
become adept. Then, having become
adept, the amateur should be in a
position to express freely and con-

fidently his own individuality in his

work—but let him at all costs remain
simple.

Less "technique," please! Sim-
plicity is the soul of art. E. S.
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jVyiAI^y good films have been spoilt
^"•^ by featiiring too many titles,

and many of them containing too
' many words. The greater fault,

> however, seems to be that the producer
iakes for granted that the audience
knows as much about the scenario as
lie does. On the completion of the
shots, a committee should see the film

through several times and make notes.

-•Vfter careful discussion, the right

points for inserting sub-titles should
be decided upon, and the wording
arranged.
The ideal title writer must have the

journalistic instinct. He should be
able to supplement the action of the
story in a few well-chosen words and
make his meaning perfectly clear. So
much for the matter contained in the
titles.

Now as to their presentation. For-
tunate is the society that numbers
among its members one or moie
artists with a Knowledge of display-

ing type. Nicely arranged drawn
lettering has quite a piofessional look,

liut if ordinary type is employed this

should be of a bold legible character.

(See Fig. 1.)

My readers will have noticed that
on professional film titles the letters

are shown white on a black back-
ground (see Fig. 2a), and this seems
to be the most satisfactory arrange-
ment. There are several methods to
achieve this. If the title is drawn by
an aitist, he should use ''Process
White " thinned dowii ; after having
lightly drawn in the lettering on a
card (size 8 inches deep by 10 inches
wide) with a pointed red crayon,
f^ead pencil should not be used as the
shine of the lead is apt to show white
if not entirely covered by the process
white, and photographs black.

The President of the Society of
which the writer is a member, possesses
a ticket embossing machine. This
prints embossed letters, wliite on

Jne Line doQiely

GUPBOATID

L>OVE "

cA. JJomes'lie (somedomeay

Fig. 2a

black, which reprodvice splendidly.

(See Fiff. 3.) This is a very costly

machine, and possibly- too expensive
for the average society to purchase,

but if your membership includes a
draper who possesses one !

Another method is to have your
titles printed with black type on white.

There are two ways of reproducing
these on to your film. The production
of the actual title is, however, a point
that can be left to the artistry of the
producer. The fact that is of more
importance is putting this title into film

form for presentation on the screen.

The technical part of tithng (i.e.,

the camera work) is equally as im-

jfie Cine Sociefy

y^
PresenirS'

Cupboard
Love "

cA 2)dme9iieG:>medy

Fig. 2b

portant as the camera work of the
photoplay, and it is essential that all

amateur camera men should take
steps to become fully proficient in

this part of film making.
We have only too often seen quite

artistic titles completely spoilt by
the poor photography of them, and a
few words on this side of the titling

question might be helpful.

The question of correct apparatus
is a most important factor and so

large that it could only be dealt with
satisfactorily in a separate article.

Sufficient for the time being is the
warning that makeshift apparatus
only proves quite inadequate for the
job and it is well worth the trouble
to construct the necessary equipment
on correct lines.

Keeping in mind the fact that the
metliod of photographing titles most
to be desired is one in which the
amateurs can take into account the
following items :

1. Minimum cost.

2. The photography of any length
from one title upwards.

3. Simplicity in processing.

Let us look for a moment or two
at the production of a white on black
fitle from a blajk on white original.

(See Figs. 2a and 2b.) Is it possible to

have a white on black block made from
this original '!

The cost is not a matter of conse-

quence on 9.5 mm. stock in the
event of the amateur doing his own
processing, but on 16 mm. the saving
is anything from 13s. 6d. to 20s. per
100 feet. The use of direct reversal

stock is not necessary for this method;
m fact, it is not satisfactory, and the
photography can be done quite well

on positive stock at a cost of about
12s. 6d. per 100 feet.

This film can be handled with
absolute safety in an ordinary dark-

N
^

ORWEGIAN
\ EXPERT HUNTER

Original Memoirs

of Famous Authors

Fig. 1. If a type-set title is used the cha-

racter should be bold and legible. A drawn
initial adds to the artistic effect.

room " safelight " (red), and if only
one title is required, the necessary
lengtli may be cut, loaded into the

camera, and run off on the title.

The only remaining thing now is

the simple developing and fixing of

the film as the image required is a

negative one.

Tlie developer should be a reUable

non-staining solution, capable of giving

great contrast. The most suitable is a
hydroquinone and the following is a

rehable maximum contrast developer :

-4 Sohition.

Sod. bisulphate . . 25 grammes.
Hydroquinone . . 25 „
Pot. bromide . . 25 „
Water to make .. 1,000 c.c.s.

B Solution.

Caustic soda . . 45 grammes.
Water to make . . 1,000 c.c.s.

For use, take equal parts A and B.

^Vlien development is complete,

fix a plain hj^po solution 20 per cent..

Mrs Courtledge confides

in her best friend

Fig. 3

shoiUd further treatment be necessary-

An acid hypo bath may cause stains

which are difficult or impossible to

remove.
If on complete fixation the titling

is not perfectly transparent, immersion
in a bath of Farmer's Reducer will

improve matters. Tliis is made by
adding a few drops of a 10 per cent,

solution of pot. ferricyanide to the

plain hypo bath, the quantity added
{Coiiliiiued on page 210)
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HOMEMADE
SCREENS

The Editob, " Homk Moviks."
Dear 8rB,—I tim the possessor of a

Pathe cine outfit and I have just pur-
chased a copy of your monthly paper
"Home Movies," and I am so de-
lighted with the contents that I have
already ordered the three back
numbers that I missed, and if they are
up to the stanflard of No. 4 T con-
gratulate you upon your achievement.
As I have a " I-ux " projector and

1 Vmve cut a hole through a -nail so
that I can have a separate projection
room, the picture I get is naturally
very large (about 6 feet by 4i feet),

and aft'Cr spending cjuite sufficient

upon the camera, projector and extras
the cost of a large screen .ippalled me.
However, I made a very satisfactory

screen in the following manner which I

submit to you in the hope that you see

fit to publish it.

Materials.-—2 yards of pure white
American cloth .54 inches wide, at

2/11 per yard ; 21 feet of vrood planed
2 inches by 1 inch, at l|d. per foot.

Total, 8/-.

J first of all tacked the selvedge edge
of the material to two strips of wood
cut to the size and then forced these

apart bj' the si(!e pieces which stretched
the screen perfectly taut. I purchased
four penny coiner brackets and
screwed these into the corners and
painted the frsme dead black. This
makes a perfect screen of a large size

for 8/6 and the surface is perfect, but
should the pei.sonal taste be for a less

shiny surface the alaze can be i educed
as required with Vim or other scourer.

Once again wishing success to your
magazine.

Yours sinceiely,

(Signed) Oliver V. Htlson.
Brighton.

This will fit

the Kodak Title

frame and can be
used for Pathe

and Victor

IMPROVED SOUND-ON-FriM
HOME MOVIES i\as recently in-

vited to witness a demonstration
of the new R.C.A. Photophone high
fidelity recording which, although not
yet available for 16-mm., will un-
doubtedly influence development in

this direction. The demonstration was
given in a darkened projection theatre
with no pictuie on the screen so that
the attention of the audience could be
concentrated upon the sound re|3ro-

duction itself. At the present time it

is rare to find frequencies much above
5,000 or below 100 in talkie picture
presentation, and in our experience
reproduction is far from uniform o\ er

this band of frequencies. In the new
sy.^tem it was sho^vn that very much
higher frequencies could be repro-
duced. The demonstration began
with the reproduciion of steady musical
notes, the first being (iO and the last

10,000, reproductions up to 9,000

being clearly audible, while those
whose ears were sufficiently sensitive

could detect the 10,000 note distinclly.

Cut this out and slip it in the Bell-Howell or Ensign Title Writer frame.

The importance of making audible
the higher frequencies is well under-
stood by sound engineers, as this

enables the vital hainionics which
give character to speech and music to

be reproduced more faithfully. The
non-technical man will appreciate
how far the new .system has pro-

gressed wlien we say that the ordinary
gramophone record has nothing what-
ever on it above 5,500 and very little

above 5,000.

Follo'n-ing the steadj- tone demon-
strations a number of renderings were
given of various musical instalments,

in particular the violin and 'cello. The
piano, too, which is by no means an
easy instrument to reproduce faith-

fully, came out very well indeed.
Awkward studio noises, such as the
rattling of keys, footsteps, crashes,

whispers, shrieks and so forth wliich

give much worrj- and anxiet;^' to the
recording engineer, were then repro-

duced in a very satisfying manner.
It would be absurd to sugge.st that
the new system represents finality

as there is still a lack of unifoi-mity

which prevents the complete
illusion of reality, but the advance
in reproduction is so marked as
to awake the critical faculties

which the normal talkie repro-

duction has rendered dormant.
It must not be forgotten, too,

the conditions under which the
demonstration was gi\-en tended
to make the audience abnormally-
critical. When the eye aids the
ear slight defects audible in

a darkened projection theatre

pass unnoticed. \\'hen you
know a crash is coming or
when you see the violin being
played, you anticipate the
correct sound and may persuade
yourself it is correct even if

it differs radically from the correct

reproduction. One can therefore

anticipate that the results in

a normal picture theatre will

sound, or appear to be, even
more natural than they 's\'eie

during the demonstration.
Congratulations to the R.C.A.

Pliotophone on this forward step !
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PRODUCING A FILM
THERE is a theory

amongst lazy scribblers

that they can only write
when they '

' have the in -

spiration"—when they feel

a sudden, compelling "urge
to create." This is sheer

indolence masquerading as

genius and trying to excuse
itself. Nearly all the really

great writers of fiction have
been great workers. They
sat down at regular hours
and wrote. Sometimes
such writers were inspired

and sometimes they only
achieved just good work,
but usually this strange
quality we call inspiration

came to them easily enough
through schooling them-
selves to the labour of

creation.

By this constant appli-

cation, the effort to produce
becomes increasingly easy.

Form and style are evolved ^

formulas and tricks of the
trade are learned, and pit-

falls are avoided as if by
instinct.

Experience and criti-

cisms have played their

part, but without the con-
stant application nothing
can be achieved.

Most of us learn this in

the bitter struggle to earn
a living, but the amateur
fllm-craftsman has not this incentive,

so that the effort to create may be
more difficult to sustain, which is

one of the reasons I am overwhelmed
at the enthusiasm and ability of

amateurs.
It is my task to try and provide a

short cut for those of you who cannot
travel along the main and more diffi-

cult road, and it is in order to lighten

your task that I adopt the policy of

alternating technical instructions with
general advice. Before I continue
with another sample sequence, there-

fore, I want you to consider the follow-

ing dramatic axioms. I don't ask you
necessarily to accept my axioms, but
rather to consider them. If you dis-

agree and definitely fix in your minds
a different principle, well and good.

That is an example of the individuaUty
I wish to encourage. You should have
principles as a basis and as a back-
ground to your work, and it is better

that they should be your own—though
I think there is something to be said

for my own and I won't quarrel if you
agree with me !

Paint A Picture

The cinema world is for ever

screaming for good stories. Well, a
good story is very acceptable, but it's

not the only thing films are made of.

I honestly think that it is easier to

tell a story than to paint a picture.

IV. INTERIORS & EXTERIORS

A delightful example of back-lighting in an interior

THE FOURTH ARTICLE
OF AN IMPORTANT NEW
SERIES WRITTEN EX-
CLUSIVELY FOR "HOME

MOVIES "

By

ADRIAN
BRUN£L

When you are developing your treat-

ment and writing your script, there-

fore, don't let the telling of the story
absorb you to the exclusion of paint-
ing a picture.

Often a promising picture has been
marred by the "action specialists"

foisting a mechanical story on to an
interesting and lifelike picture, with
the result that we got an unsatisfying

melodrama of the worst type. (I am
not scoffing at melodrama, but at a
type of melodrama.)

If you ask me how you are to paint
a picture^ I will confess that you have
put me a difficult question, but I will

venture the answer that it depends on
two things—atmosphere and char-

acterisation. If your atmosphere is

genuine, convincing and interesting it

may carry j'ou to success by itself.

If your characterisation is

founded on life and original

observation, your characters
will carry you to success

—always providing your
artists grasp what you are
driving at !

Characterisation

AMiether you are " paint-

ing a jiicture " or telling a
stoi'y, you should try to

establish characterisation

early in the film, so that
the actions of your charac-

ters have credibiUty.

Characterisation is one of

the most important quali-

ties of interesting and en-

tertaining films. Often the
artist supplies this, either by
being a fine artist or himself

an interesting character and
personality—that is some-
thing I will deal with in

its proper place—but apart
from this, the characterisa-

tion should be contained in

the script.

If you establish your
characterisation early on in

your script, you will find

your characters affecting

your story. " No, he
wouldn't do that—or any-
how, he would do it this

way," you will discover

yourself saying, and so

alter your original treatment,

Your characters will, up to a point, be
controlling your plot, and it is well

that they should.

Another Sample Sequence

My previous sample sequence was
an exterior. This next will contain

as many interiors as exteriors so that

we may refer back to it when I deal

with shooting problems in interiors as

distinct from those on exteriors. Let

us continue with our sad, bucohc

story of Alan, Jill and Jellaoott.

Page Five.

THE JELLACOTT'S LIVING-
ROOM (INTERIOR) DAY

Scene 22.

Fade in on a Close Up of a large

framed enlargement of a photograph

of Jellacott, taken some year ago but

even then looking dour and forbid-

ding. The camera Tracks along the

wall to another framed enlargement.

This is the late Mrs. Jellacott, a sweet

and meek looking young woman who
bears a strong resemblance to JUl.

The camera continues Tkacking, past

a framed text to a ledge on which are

seen about half a dozen books—evi-

dently Jellacott' s constantly consulted

books, for they consist of a Ledger, a

Cash Book, a Bible, Cooke on " Crops "

and a Veterinary Handbook. The
camera moves up close enough to

you
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enable us to read the clearly-

marked lettering.

The camera Tbacks on to-

wards the door, moving back
to a M.S. The door opens and
Jill enters, returned from her

shopping expedition. The
camera continues Tkacking
back to a M.L.S., as Jill comes
forward and deposits her

basket on the table.

Page Six.

THE COTTAGE ON THE
HILL (EXTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 23.

M.S. of Jellacott outside the

front door. By his manner,
he has evidently seen Jill go
in, The camera Pans with him
as he goes to open the door

—

then he stops and listens.

Page Seven.
THE JELLACOTTS'

LIVING-ROOM (INTERIOR)
DAY.

Scene 24.

M.S. of Jill impacking
basket on to the table. The
eamera Pans with her as she
picks up Alan's tobacco and
slip of paper and goes to the
door. She stops with her hand
on the handle, smiling, and
then decides to tidy herself up
first. She goes back to the table,

puts the tobacco and slip of paper
down, and then proceeds to the stairs

^the camera Panning with her. She
begins to mount.

Page Eight.
THE COTTAGE ON THE HILL

(EXTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 25.

M.S. of Jellacott, listening. He
looks round to see if Alan sees him and
then opens the door quietly, going
inside.

Page Nine.
THE JELLACOTTS' LIVING-ROOM

(INTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 26.

M.L.S. of the door, with the table
in the foreground. Jellacott comes in.

He looks towards the stairs and then
quietly approaches the table. He
looks at Jill's purchases and frowns
jealously as he picks up Alan's tobacco
and cigarettes. He puts them down

Clive Brook and a study in shadows

and walks away out of the picture, past

the camera towards the window.

Page Ten.
JILL'S BEDROOM (INTERIOR)

DAY
Scene 27.

M.S. by the window. Jill is slipping

a frock over her head and looking

out of the open window by which are
flowers in pots. Suddenly she sees

Alan. She leans out of the window.

Page Eleven.
THE JELLACOTTS" LIVING-ROOM

(INTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 28.

M.S. of Jellacott by the window

—

side-angle shot. He is looking out of

the window, thinking.

Page Twelve.
JILL'S BEDROOM WINDOW

(EXTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 29.

M.S., shooting up, of Jill. She looks

to see if her father is about, then tries

Going off to location

in the Sierra Nevada

—the advance guard,

led by the continuity

girl. (" A Light Wo-
man," directed for

Gainsborough by

Adrian Brunei.)

to attract Alan's attention

without making a noise.

Page Thirteen.

FIELD (EXTERIOR) DAY.
Sce7ie 30.

Distance Shot of Alan at

work. He pauses. Shot should

be taken from a height.

Page Fourteen.
JILL'S BEDROOM WIN-
DOW (EXTERIOR) DAY.

Scene 31.

M.S. shooting up, of Jill,

trying to attract Alan's atten-

tion.

Page Fifteen.

FIELD (EXTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 32.

M.L.S. of Alan, shooting
from a height (with camera on
a rostriun). Alan pauses in his

work and in so doing notices

.Till. He waves back to her.

Page Sixteen.

THE JELLACOTT'S
LIVING-ROOM(EXTERIOR)

DAY.
Scene 33.

C.M.S. of Jellacott, shoot-

ing from a level position out-

side. He notices Alan and
realises that he is waving to

Jill.

Page Seventeen.
JILL'S BEDROOM WINDOW

(EXTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 34.

M.S. shooting up, of Jill. She is

beaming and signalling to Alan to

come along and collect his tobacco,

downstairs.
Page Eighteen.

FIELD (EXTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 35.

M.S. of Alan, shooting down on him.
He gesticulates back at her question-

inglj-. He doesn't get her meaning.

Page Nineteen.
JILL'S BEDROOM WINDOW

(EXTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 36.

M.S. of Jill, shooting up. She tries

to make him understand by gesture

that if he will come round to the

front, she will go downstairs to meet
him.

Page Twenty.
FIELD (EXTERIOR) DAY.

Scene 37.

M.S. of Alan, shooting down on him.
He now vuiderstands and indicates

that lie is coming right away. He
moves out of the picture.

Page Twenty -one.

THE JELLACOTTS' LIVING-ROOM
(INTERIOR) DAY.

Scene 38.

M.S. of Jellacott by the window

—

side angle shot. He follows Alan with
a slight movement of his head and
then turns slowly round, thinking.

He goes towards the bookshelf, the

camera Tracking with him. He takes

his ledger and bringing it to tlie table,

sits down and opens it.

As the camera Tracks up to him,
he poses himself as if he were natur-
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ally at work. The camera stops at

about a C.M.S. He looks up towards
the staircase.

Scene 39.

M.L.S. of Jill coming happily down
the stairs, shooting from Jellacott's

viewpoint, with his back in the fore-

groiuid. Suddenly she stops on seeing

him, then smiles faintly as she comes
up to the table and, picking up Alan's
tobacco, makes to go out.

Jellacott leans back and calls her

with a gesture. She stops. He beckons
again. She comes up to him, all

innocence.

Scene 40.

M.S. of Jellacott and Jill, reverse

angle from pre^aous shot. We see

both their faces. He tells her to sit

down. As she reluctantly obeys, he
takes an invoice form from inside the

ledger and proceeds to write. She
prepares to ask her father what he
wants. As she is framing a suitable

sentence, she looks up suddenly to the

door, while Jellacott continues writing.

Scene 41.

M.S. of the door opening. Alan
comes in and stops dead.

Scene 42.

C.M.S. of Jellacott. He is blotting

what he has written as he looks up.

He then holds out the paper to Alan.

Scene 43.

M.L.S. of Alan by the door, and
Jill and Jellacott at the table. As
Alan comes forward to take the paper,

Jellacott pushes a pen his way and
takes some money from his pocket.

Scene 44.

C.M.S. of Alan reading the paper.

Scene 45.

C.IT. Insert of the invoice form,

headed STEPHEN JELLACOTT, held

in Alan's hand. In
Jellacott's handwriting
we read :

—

" Received from the above
the sum of £4 10s. in

lien of two weeks'

notice."

Alan's other hand
comes into the picture

and he tears the paper
across.

And here we can stop
—-anything can happen
after this. We have led

up to what actors and
critics delight in describ-

ing "a scene." So far

as I am concerned, we
have gone far enough to

estabhsh the points of

technique I wish to

illustrate and analyse.

The only technical ex-

pressions I have not
been able to introduce

in the two sample se-

quences are the inask

and the double-exposure.

The mask is not impor-

tant and is seldom used,

but supposing Jill had
looked for her lover

through a pair of field

This 'desert scene" was actually shot on the seashore, and could easily be produced
with only amateur facilities

glasses, we could have used a binocular

mask ; the scene therefore would be
written as follows :—

•

FIELD (EXTERIOR) DAY.
Scene 30.

DISTAJ^JCE Shot of Alan at work,
through BiNOCUXAB Mask. He pauses.

Shot to be taken from a height.

Simple. But the employment of

double-exposures is not so simple.

Much depends on careful paragraph-
ing, so that all can understand what
the writer visuahses. Let us take the
good old example of someone having a
vision.

GARRET (INTERIOR) AND
SALOON BAR (INTERIOR) NIGHT.
Scene 1001.

(a) GARRET.
C.U. of George. He looks at his

mug of water and thinks of the
happy davs gone by.

(6) SALOON BAR.
SuPEKiMPOSE a M.S. of George

in his affluent days, drinking
Scotch with Ted. Hold C.LT. of
George through scene, but sub-
dued. Dissolve back to

(c) GARRET.
C.U. of George. He sighs,

drinks the water, makes a wry
face, and puts the mug dovin.

You may want to superimpose (or

double-expose) this middle scene in the
corner of the picture—in which case
you must say so, though it will not
be necessary in this case to subdue
George's close-up. This has one scene
number because it is still one separate
section of film.

Double-exposures are
tricky and the above ex-
ample is comparatively
simple, but ambitious
technicians are too often
tempted to embark on
more complicated forma
of double-exposure. Am-
brose Bierce, the Ameri-
can short-story writer,
has a warning in regard
to ambitious matrimo-
nial experiments which
applies to our case, for
in writing of bigamy he
says, " This is a mistake
in taste for which the
wisdom of the future will
devise an appropriate
punisliment—Trigamy. '

'

Analysis of Scenes

In Scene 21 we left

Jill going ofi to the
village on her shopping
expedition. To come
straight back to her at
the beginning of the next
scene would be rather
a jump in continuity.

It can be done, but at

A series of small sets used In the production of " Forgotten

Commandments." {Paramount)

this stage in our story

{Continued on page 219)
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IS 8mm. wanted ?

PROS AND CONS
OF THE NEW SIZE

By the Editor

NOTE : The two pictures of film shown are actual enlargements

from a piece of the new Kodak 8mm. film obtained by " Home
Movies " from the Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.

WIDESPREAD interest has been
aroused by the announcement

made in our September issue of the

new Cine-Kodak Eight—an ingenious

new attempt to popularise home cine-

matography. The basis of the new
.system is a film 16-mm. in width
which is exposed in two halves. First

of all a series of pictures, half the

normal width and half the normal
height, is made down one half of the

film, after which the reel is reversed in

the camera and a second strip of

pictures taken down the other side.

At the processing station the film is

developed and reversed in the usual

way, and then split down the middle,

the two ends being spliced together to

make a continuous film.

Single Side Perforation

Tlie film when ready for the projector

thus has half the normal 16-mm. width
and perforations on one side only. A
25-foot reel of film for exj50sure

becomes a 50-foot reel for projection,

and, having twice the number of

pictures to the foot, is equivalent to

100-feet so far as screen time is

concerned. There is obvious economy
in the use of the film, and both cameras
and projectors using this system are

now on the markets of the United
States and Canada.

For England ?

As exclusively announced in the
September is.sue of Home Movie.s, the
Kodak Company contemplate placing

this apparatus on the British market
next year, when both cameras and
projectors will be British made, and
if the prices in England are comparable
(allowing for the difference in exchange)
with those charged in the United
States we can assume that the cameras
will be sokl at about £10 and the pro-

jectors either £10 or £30, depending
upon whether they are " popular "or
" de luxe " models respectively. At
the present time 100 feet of ordinary
panchromatic film costs 26/-, and if

the new fihn is priced in England on
the American basis the 25-foot reel

(ecjuivalent to 100 feet of standard so
far as time is concerned) will be sold

at about 10/-. Owing to the fact that
they take 25-foot reels instead of 100-

foot, the cameras are very neat and
compact, and in order to allow for the
much greater magnification necessary
a special fine grain emulsion is used.

This, then, is one side of the picture.

We see the advantages of compactness

of apparatus and low cost of apparatus
and film. What are the disadvan-
tages ? First of all there is the serious

disadvantage of introducing a new
substandard size. The special film for

the Cino-Kodak Eight is not, as one
might be led to expect on first con-
sidering the idea, merely the normal
.size of 16-mm. film with a finer grain
emulsion. In point of fact its only
resemblance to the ordinary 16-mm.
film is that it has the same width, for

it has been found necessary, or
desirable, to use double the number of

perforation holes so as to retain one
perforation per frame. Thus, unlike

A Royal Anachronism !

Queen Elizabeth taking a 9]mm. film at the
Barnes Charter celebration

those amateurs who use either the
9^- or 16-mni. standard films, the
8-mm. user is confined to one make of

film of the rever.sal type, and the
positive and negative method (avail-

able in the present sizes) is denied to
him. Any departure from existing

standards brings about distribution

problems, and it must not be forgotten
that it has taken some years for the
present substandard sizes of film to

become generally available.

Secondly—and probably this is the
greatest disadvantage of all—the
8-mm. user must buy a complete new
outfit, both camera and projector.

Having puichased the projector he
will be strictly confined to his own
films, films taken by fiiends on the

same size apparatus, or library films
specially made on the new size. The
splendid 9J- and 16-mm. libraries

will be barred to him unless he goes
to the expense of buying other pro-
jectors, and, further, he will be confined
to a relatively small size of projected
picture owing to the fact that the
picture area on the film is a quarter of
the size of the present 16-mm. picture
area and appreciably less than half
the size of the Oi-mm. picture area.
The price of the film, too, is not, as
might be expected, a cjuarter of the
present 16-mm. price, but only a little

less than half.

What Is New?
The idea of taking four pictures in

the same area as one picture on
16-nim. fihn is not new and was
adopted by the Kemco Company
some time ago. A description of
apparatus submitted to us and our
test report was published in our
August issue. The method of taking
down one side and up the other and
then slitting the film is, however,
quite new. Kemco incidentally uses
standard film, and the projector can
be used at will for either normal
16-mm. or the special size.

Trade Protests

We have dealt with this matter at
some length owing to the number of

letters we have received from readers

and the trade protesting against the
introduction of a new size, thus
further complicating the hobby. " If

the Kodak Company really want to

add to the popularity of home cine-

matography," writes a prominent
amateur, '

" may I suggest as pioneers

in the 16-mm. film market they give a
a lead by reducing their prices ?

There is obviously something wrong
when by using the positive-riegative

method I can obtain 200 feet of

processed fihn (one positive and one
negative) for the same price as 100

feet of reversal film. Either the
positive-negative film is too cheap or

the reversal film is too dear, and I

have no doubt in my own mind as to

which is the case."

A Dealer's Views
" As a photographic dealer with a

steadily growing clientele of amateur
einematographers in this neighbour-
hood," writes a dealer in the Midlands,
" I feel I am not alone in protesting

(Continued on page 213)
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THE ingenuity possessed by Home
Movies readers is again exem-

plified in the man,\- ingenious hints

and de^'ices submitted in our October
eompetition. The three prizes tliis

month go, fiist, to Mr. F. T. May. of

24, Bussell Road. London. JSr.\V.9,

who puts forward a very simple scheme
by which even those who have no
skill whatever in drawing or painting

can produce an interesting form of

animated cartoon. The idea itself is

not only good but will doubtless

suggest many modifications to readers
who like to get awaj- from the ordinary
in their cine work.

Simple Enlargements

A second prize (and here it should
be said that our monthly prizes are all

equal and the order in which they are

printed is not intended to be an indi-

cation of their relative merit) goes to

Mr. A. R. Morris, of 190, Wolver-
hampton Street, Dudley, AVorcester-

shire, for his interesting description

of how he makes photographic enlarge-

ments on paper from his Pathe films.

How well the scheme works out in

practice is shown by the two enlarge-

ments accompanj'ing Mr. Morris's

entry. Not the least virtue of his

scheme is its cheapness.

A third prize is awarded to Mr.
K. B. M. Aldowie, of 42, Lansdown
Crescent, Cheltenham, for his descrip-

tion of how he uses his camera as a
printer for making positives from
negative stock. This scheme will

particularly appeal to the relatively

small but undoubtedly keen section

of our readers who like to do their own
processing. Here we have a scheme
by which as many positives as are
desired can be printed from one
negative with no more apparatus than
the camera used for taking the original

film.

Offer Repeated

Winning competitors 'wUl receive

their awards within a fortnight of

publication of this issue. Meanwhile,
we are repeating our offer to readers,

and next month tlu-ee half-guineas

will again be awarded for the best

hints and tips (preferably of a con-

structional nature) sent in. The
descriptions need only be brief, pro-

^dded they are clear, and the practical

usefulness of the hints and tips will

largely influence our decision. If

there is sometlung you wish to illus-

trate with a diagram, a simple pencil

drawing will do, as oui own artists

will prepare the necessary finished

drawing for reproduction. Remember,
a brief description, even without illus-

trations, of a really useful gadget,
trick or method, is more likely to win
a prize than a long-drawn-out descrip-

tion of something wliioh is difficult to
make.

Don't be Late!

Entries for Competition No. 4
should reach our office before the
15th of November. The Editor's

decision will be final.

OUR PRIZE
COMPETITION
THIS MONTH'S WINNERS

A Cartoon Tip
By F. T. MAY

SOME years ago there was a vogue
for screen cartoons in which a

drawing (usually humorous) appeared
line by line. This type of film can
be produced by any amateur having
artistic ability bj^ the process of

photographing the drawing as each
smaU portion is added to it. But

Excellent enlargements are obtained by
Mr. Morris's method

what of the amateur who, like myself,

is vmskiUed with the pencil ?

An easy method is for him to take
a black and white drawing from a
magazine, place it upside down on a
titling board, expose a frame or two,
stick a piece of white paper over a
small part of the sketch, and expose
again. Tliis process is continued
until the whole drawing is covered by
the white paper.
As the film when processed wiU be

" upside down," it will be necessary

Another of Mr. Morris's enlargements
from Pathe film

to invert it so that the last exposiue
is the first to enter the projector.

This reversal method can be used
for Plastic Sculpture by making a
statue in plasticine and removing
pieces of it between the exposures.

—

E. T. May, 24, RusseU Road, London,
N.W.9.

Pathescope
Enlargements
By A. R. MORRIS

I HAVE no doubt that many Pathe-
•• scope owners, who take their own
films would like to make some enlarge-

ments from them, but do not wish to
spend two guineas on the Pathescope
apparatus for making 'them.

All that is needed is a darkroom
(as used for photography) and some
fihn.

Then construct on the base, which
should be about 1.5 inches long a
framework at one end. In this make
slots so that a 2i by 'ii plate can slip

in. Then arrange the projector so
that it gives a picture just filling the
plate. When this is done, connect the
leads going to the projector in series

with an ordinary bellpush.
Now, when the room is dark, slip

a white card in place of the plate and
nm the film (positive) through to the
desired frame. Next focus it critically

on the cardboard. Insert, instead of
the cardboard, the plate—emulsion
side nearest to the lens—and give it

an exposure of about 4 seconds. The
plate can be developed in the usual
way. After printing oat from the
negative just formed, the print should
be cut down to avoid the corners.

—

A. R. Morris, 19f), Wolverhampton
Street, Dudley, Woros.

Printing in the Camera
By K. B. M. ALDOWIE

AS one's lead and end titles are verj'

often the same and as it is

rather a tedious business setting up
the same set time after time, particu-

larly if complicated, I think a method
of duplication might be of interest to

readers of Home Movies.
A negative is made of the title re-

quired, and is then, the end, inserted

in the slot of a camera spool in the
darkroom, emulsion side inwards. At
the same time, emulsion side outwards,
the end of a reel of positive unexposed
film is also inserted, the two emulsion
sides together. Wind up both films

together until the beginning of the
negative is reached. Cut the positive

here and add a standard 4 foot leader

strip on positive and negative. When
these are woiuid the spool can be
loaded into the camera in the light.

Pull out enough of both leader strips

and load the camera in the ordinary
way with double film. My camera is

a FUmo and I have experienced no
difficulty in this, and I expect other
cameras are just as easy. Shut the
camera and place on tripod or other
device to hold it steady. Unscrew
the lens and place a frosted electric

bulb in front of film. If the starting

button is pressed the two films will

run forward and a print is made,
which is developed in the ordinary

way.
This arrangement is also a quick

way of making extra copies from pos.

neg. film, any length up to 50 feet

being possible if the camera is re-

wound.
I find with Selo positive film, a

40 watt bulb of 5 inches from film

and the camera at half-speed is about
the right exposure for an average

negative. — K. B. M. Aldowie,
42, Lansdown Crescent, Cheltenham.
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THE A«B.C OF
HOME TALKIES

By BERNARD BROU^N (B.Sc, Eng.)
Author of " Talking Pictures," etc.

AXYOXE can work a home talkie

set after twenty minutes or so

manipulation, and in a few weeks
can become an expert operator.

But for real enjoj-ment of any hobby,
especially those of the scientific or

technical variety, a knowledge of the

iinderlying prmciples is very desir-

able. More than tliis. best results

can be obtained only when we
thoroughly imderstand the apparatus
we are handling and it is for tliis

reason that the present series of

articles was written.

First of all we can discard from our
minds the idea that the principles of

talkies are either complicated or
" dry." If we take a casual glance at

a full-size cinema projector such as

the Western Electric Universal base,

shown in Fig. 1, we may experience a

decided shock. An examination of a

simple home talkie attacliment such
as the " Reylik," shown in Fig. 2,

maj' put us to rights by its extreme
simplicity.

Professional Apparatus

Tlie professional talking picture
apparatus, either for projecting or
recording, is of necessity complicated
owing to the fact that the resultant

sound may have to fill an auditorivun
accommodating five thousand people.

This is no light undertaking when one
remembers that every seat must
possess equally good soimd. But for

home piu'poses the question is entirely

different. We want quaHty, certainly,

but that is not difficult to attain
providing volume is kept down. Xo
one can complain about the quahty
of modern gramophone records even
when played on a cheap portable.

Home talkie sets of the
disc or record variety are
little more in principle

than a gramophone con-

nected to a projector.

We are li\'ing in a very
wonderful age and are apt
to believe that great
inventions are modern. As
a matter of fact the taUdng
picture was introduce<l

some forty years ago and
the principles and much
of the apparatus we use
to-day was in use at the
earlier part of the present
century. From the point
of -^aew of the home talkie

this is particularly inter-

esting simph- because the
earher inventors' models
were quite domestic. The
valve amplifier was un-
known and naturally
the phonograph and gramophone were
pressed into ser^dce—not with an
electric pick-up, it must be remem-
bered, but with the straightforward
type of horn. In fact one very in-

genious contraption known as the
' Photophone " had the picture pro-
jected through the throat of the horn,
which was of somewhat unwieldy
dimensions.

Methods of Recording

!Much the best way of tackling the
principle of talking pictures is to deal
first with methods of recording. These
have been written up many times
before and so the following will be
only a brief recapitulation.

Sound can be considered for our
purpose to possess two essential factors

Fig. 2. A simple h^rne talkie outfit using a synchronised turntable driven from
a 1&.-<nm, projector (Courtesy A. W. Green)

Fig. 1. Contrast this standard Western"
Electric Talkie projector (sound-on-disc and

sound-on-fllm) with the simple outfit below

—both of wliieh have to be recorded
by some means. These are intensity

or loudness and pitch, both of wliich

are too well understood to need
further explanation.
Now the grooves of a gramophone

record after the style shown in Fig. 3

supply both these factors in a very
simple manner. If you examine a
record through a magnifying glass

under a goo<l light you will find that

all the grooves are "wobbly." Con-
sider that each of these little peaks
strikes the needle of the gramophone
soimd-box and thus sets up a particular

pitched note according to the spacing.

The loudness of the sound produced
will ob\'iously depend upon the height

or depth of these same curves. This

completes our requirement* and we
have a means of recording both loud-

ness and pitch—in other words, sound.

Pre -Amplifier Days
In the early days sound recording

was carried out by the artists exercis-

ing their lungs before a glorified

version of a gramophone horn, which

caused the diaphragm in the sound-

box to \-ibrate while the sapphire-

pointed needle or stylus cut out the

path in a rotating slab of wax. After-

wards a facsimile of the wax was
produced in metal and passed through

a number of processes until the well-

known records were pressed out in an

earthy mixture moulded together with

shellac.

Nowadays the process ernployed is

very similar except that we have
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substituted electrical recording for the

old time " acoustic " as it was called,

somewhat mislead ingly.

We can now see that the only addi-

tional problem involved in producing a

tallcing picture was to link up the

\-isual recording of the camera with the

sound recording on the disc or record.

In other words, some method of

ensiu-ing strict synclrronism was
necessary.

This means that the turntable of

our recording machine had to be
linked up in some manner with the

dri\'ing mechanism of the camera.
Now broadly speaking, there are two
methods of attaining synchronism

—

miechanical and electrical. The mech-
anical one is the more simple since all

we do is to connect our two mechan-
isms by means of a suitable flexible

shaft and gearing. This is the method

which the magnified speech currents

as they are called pass to the recorder

which is held over the slab of wax on
the turntable. Every time a sound is

breathed into the microphone elec-

trical impulses are generated and
passed to the amplifier which, magnify-
ing them, and sends them out to the

recorder. This recorder is essentially

the same as an ordinary pick-up and
causes the sapphire cutter to wobble
backwards and forwards thus making
the familiar wavj' grooves. At the

same time the camera is taking photo-

graphs in the ordinary manner.

Recorder

SuBJecr

CONTROLLED MaINS

Fig. U. A schematic diagram of a recording plant for making sound on disc

generally adopted for projection ap-

paratus but rarely for recording except
for some of the home talkie recording
apparatus of which we shall deal later.

The other method connects two
electric motors in a very special

maimer so that they are " inter-

locked " as it is known. If you turn
one the other moves, and if one speeds
ap so does the other. There is no
flexible shaft between them but the
electrical connections are equally
effective.

We can now lay out the scheme
for recording our talking picture as
shown in Fig. 4, which is practically

seK explanatory. There are two
systems which we have to consider.

First of all there is that of syn-
chronism just mentioned where we
find that the camera motor and turn-
table motor are electrically inter-

locked. Next there is the sound
system. Hanging conveniently near
our subject we have a microphone
which feeds the electrical impulses
produced into a valve amplifier from

All we have to do when the job is

done is to start our record and film

together. The usual method of locat-

ing the " start mark " is for some one
to come forward at the beginning of

the shot and smack together two pieces

of wood. The camera shows one par-

ticular frame exactly when the wood
touches and the sound is recorded on
the wax disc. These two particular

points of picture recording and sound
recording give us the start for syn-

chronism which can be maintained.

Sound on film recording is a little

more difficult to appreciate, although

essentially it is the sarne as sound on
disc since we have the two factors to

reproduce, namely, loudness and pitch.

These have to be reproduced on one

side of the fUm. How are we going to

do it since our only tools are light and
shade ? The first thing we think of

is OUT wobbly line of the gramophone
record which will give us pitch. Sup-

pose we made a film as in Fig. 5,

where the soimd track is just a dark

line rimning down the edge of the film.

Fig. 3.

Illustrating pitch and
loudness in a gramo-
phone record groove

We will assume for the time being that
we have some means of reconverting
tliis into sound since we shall be going
into the matter in more detail later.

Unfortunately we cannot use a type
of " light needle '" for going round this

curve but instead have to cover the
whole of the sound track with a pencil
of light. To cut a long story short,

if we fill in one side of the wa\'y line

as shown in Fig. 6, we shall get what
we want. Pitch is given by the
periodicity of the peaks and vokune
by the depth of the shaded or light

portion, whichever you care to consider.

How We Record
The next point is how are we going

to record it. Since the process is of

necessity a photographic one we must
use light and the arrangement in Fig.7

is quite evident. All we have is an
electric bulb which, by means of a
condenser, throws a beam on a small
mirror which is pivoted by wires

between the poles of a magnet. Most
of us are familiar with the reflecting

galvanometer of our school daj's,

and this is much the same thing except
a little more sensitive and refined for

the particular purpose. From the
mirror the light is reflected through
another set of lenses on to the edge of

fikn.

The wires which carry the mirror are
connected to our microphone ^da the
usual amplifier. Thus when we get

sound spoken into the microphone we
get electrical impulses given out from
the amplifier and passed tlirough the

wires carrying the mirror. Since these

wires pass through the magnetic field

of the magnet we shall get angular
movement of the mirror which moves
the beam of light falling on the edge

of the film, which latter is also moving.
Thus we trace out the t;^'pe of sound
track shown in Fig. 6.

As a matter of fact the action of the

mirror recording device is very similar

to that in the ordinary mo\'ing coil

loud speaker if you consider the mirror

and the cone alone. In a moving coil

loud speaker we have a coil of wire

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

Sound on film explained
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vibrating in the field of a powerful

magnet. In this casej^the wire does

not vibrate backwards and forwards,

but twists.

Simple Synchronism

The question of synchronism does

not really appear here for the simple

reason that we are getting both our

sound and picture on the same
medium. There is, however, one prac-

tical difficulty which has to be over-

come. It is not convenient to put the

sound corresponding to a given picture

side by side with it on the film as

shown at A in Fig. 8. A little con-

sideration will show the reason for

this. We could not very well stick

our lenses for photographing the

picture and for manipulating the light

beam from the recorder side by side.

This difficulty would be even worse

when we come to projectmg. where

apparatus is more robust. So instead

of domg this we print the sovmd

ahead of the picture as shown in B in

Fig. 8 to a distance equivalent usually

to nineteen and a-third frames.

There is no real reason why this par-

ticular figure should be adopted ex-

cept that it was found convenient for

professional stuff. There is an idea

still current that the sound is put

ahead of the picture because sound

travels more slowly than light. This

is true but the difference is not per-

ceptible except in some of the very big

halls and is certainly non-existent

from the point of view of the home
talkie. No, the soimd is put ahead

of the picture merely for sake of con-

venience in the construction of the

apparatus.

Several Methods

It must be mentioned that tliere are

at least three distinct tj^pes of record-

ing sound on film, and these will be

discussed later, but for the time being

the present one will serve to give us a

ground work on which to base further

ideas.

In our next article we shall treat

of the sound on disc home talkie in

some detail, going over the various

methods adopted and discussing the

functions of the different pieces of

apparatus.

(To be continued)

"PATHKIN" REPLIES
{Continued from page 194)

executives' estimate of the average

cinema goers' mentahty, both views

are correct, thereby providing the

basic evidence for my claim which is,

that there is a minority, scattered I

will admit, which does appreciate

something cultural, and for which the

film companies and cinemas do not

and cannot cater. The cine societies,

with their comparatively small

overheads, their ability to exhibit

profitably to a small audience, com-
bined with low production costs,

and technical rosomces calculated

to give almost professional Ijrilliance,

are in a singularly fortiuiate position.

Let the amateur film movement

Pivot
Wires

CONDENSEK -A

Lamp

Fig. 7. Schematic diagram of a

sound-on-fllm recording plant

-^..^i

Sound

Picture

— X

VC«L\/£ Amplifier.

Microphone

Film

Sound
Track

/9I^
Fpames

Sound

Pictuhe

A. B.
Fig. 8. How the sound is recorded in

advance of the picture on the film

concentrate on producing for this

public, and its future is assured.

Yours faithfully,
" Pathkin."

MR. ADRIAN BRUNEL'S
NEW APPOINTMENT
Adrian Brunei has been appointed

British Tecluiical Adviser to the
C!IDALC, together with Fritz Lang
(Giermany) and Marcel L'Herbier
(France), the two other Technical
Ad\'isers on the International Juij'.

The CIDALC is an international

committee with representatives of

fifty-one nations, including such dis-

tinguished figures as Edouard Herriot,

Marcel Prevost, Paul Morand, Thomas
Mann, Lord Tyrrell, Erich Pommer,
Julius Curtius, Count Manzoni, Sir

Gilbert Murray, M. Benes, Count
Mensdorff-Pouilly and Signor Marin

-

etti.

Each year the CTDAI.C offers a
prize of I'.'iCOOO francs (£1,700) for the

best film story calculated to bring
about a better understanding between
the peoples of the world. The closing

date for the Grand Prix of 1933 will

be in the early part of next month
(December).

HOME MOVIE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
NOVEMBER, 1932

!N'o\'ember

1

1-2

2-3

5
7-12

Commencement of

Fox Hunting
season.

National Chry-
s a n t h e m u m
Show .

.

Flower Show
Guy Fawkes Day
Interna tional

Motor Show
(motor - cycles

and bicycles) .

.

Duke of York
opens Civic

Centre . .

Lord Mayor's
Show (pictur-

esque p r o c e s-

sion)

Mayor-making in

Brighton
Bath

London

S'ampton.

London

all parts of the i

coimtrv. \

1 1 Ai-mistice Day.
*

12 British Musical 1

Society's Festival Plymouth
14-21 Hiring Fair (an-

cient custom) . . Ab'yst'j-th
15-17 I n t e rn a t i onal

Poultry Show . . London
16-17 Steeplechase race Sandown

meeting. . Park
16-17 Steeplechase meet

-

mg Cheltenliam
17-19 Cattle and Horse

Fair Norwich
24 Thanksgiving Day

Celebrations Lontlon
26 November race

handicap M'chester
30 St. Andrew's Day.

Celebrations Scotland

Thkoughout the month (dates nob
yet fixed).

Tennis tourna-
ments (hard
courts) .

.

Flat and steeple-
1

chase race meet-
mgs
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AXD what." aske.1 Mrs. llother-

spoon-Waterbiffle (do not. I

beg you, forget to pronounce it Moon-
Wiffle), "'is our next film to be ?

Can't we do something of an educa-
tional but yet not boring type ?

Something, I mean, that will provide
thrills as well as uplift."

''As the monkey said when he sat

on the jumping cracker," I murmured.
Ill's. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle. giving

me such a look, proceeded with her

theme.
'"What," she inquired, "about a

series of instructional sporting films ?

AMio can suggest a good subject ?
"

""\^liy not Yo-yo ? " bleated the

Rev. Septimus Poffle, our curate. " I

am shaw '

'

He got no further, for everyone
gathered round the fire in the Vicar's

room began to talk at once. Amidst
the resulting welter of sound General
Gore-Battleby won through by sheer

voice power.
"None of your indoor games," ho

bellowed. " '\^^lat we want is a rattlin'

And the next moment the pair had
disappeared

good sportin' film of huntin' or
shootin' or fishin'."

Having reduced everyone else to
silence by the strength of his lungs,
the General proceeded to elaborate
his theme. Huntin', he explained,
might be a little difficult except
perhaps from an aeroplane. Shootin'
had possibilities, but it seemed to him
that fishin, and salmon fishin' at that,
was the ideal subject. Further, only
that very afternoon he had seen a
salmon jump in the Splosh, and he was
perfectly prepared on the follo-mbig
morning to let the lens and celluloid
record exactly how salmon fishin'

was done in the best circles. He would
ply the rod whilst Granfer Moggs,
who, despite his seventy odd years,
has a knack of using the gaff that has
led to numerous appearances on
poaching charges before the Splosh-
bury magistrates, would demonstrate
just how the king of fishes should be
landed.
The meeting accepted the General's

proposal with enthusiasm. Kveryone
promised to turn up at the Bridge
Pool on the following morning with
his cine camera, and much to my
astonishment it was decided unani-
mously that I should direct the filming

of the feats of the General and Granfer
Moggs.
Next morning all of us assembled

•' Give him line !
" bleated Granfer

Moggs

upon the bridge. Hardly had the last

man turned up when a silver gleam in

the air and a loud splash from the
water proclaimed that the third
artiste was present and ready to do
his bit.

"We will go first of all to the
stretch above the bridge," said the
General. There we shan't disturb the
fish and I will demonstrate exactly
how a salmon fly is cast."

I told off Mrs. Motherspoon-Water-
biffle as camera operator for this part
of the film and off we went.
"I am now going to show you,"

said General Gore-Battleby, " the
simple cast with a salmon fly rod."
Here I directed close-ups to be

taken of the General, his rod and the

%•
The General then tore off line from

Swish went the rod and " Ow " went
the Rev. Septimus

his reel and proceeded to swish his

rod about.
" Don't start vet," he said, " I'm

just getting my line out. I will count
ten and then you can begin. One,
two, three, four, five, six TEN.
Now we are oS. You w^ill observe
that L let the line straighten beliind

me before bringing it forward.

Swish went the rod and "Ow"!"'
howled the Rev. Septimus PofHe,
who was standing just behind the
operator.

Curates, of course, are somewhat
handicapped m expressing their feel-

ings when hooked through the fleshy
part of the ear, but all things con-
sidered the Rev. Septimus did himself
fairly well. Wishing to get on with the
film, and since the hook could not be
extracted by ordinary means, I was
all for detaching the ear from its

owner and using it as bait. However,
my aunt. Miss Lavinia Winklesworth,
and Mrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle in-

sisted that Dr. Sawcutt should be
sent for at once and Joe Gumbleby
departed in search of him upon his

motor bike.

Meantime I obtained some excel-

lent close-ups of the Rev. Septimus,
who was registering all kinds of
emotions.
Eventi ally the doctor arrived, and

having rejected Mrs. Motherspoon-

Bore it triumphantly ashore

WaterbifHe's suggestion of a tour-
niciuet applied tightly round the neck
to stop the bleeding, proceeded to
extract the hook in a masterly manner.
The General then got busy once more
with his demonstration.

It was lucky that Dr. Sawcutt
remained to watch the proceedings
for he was able once again to render
first-aid by removing the fly from the
calf of the General's left leg, whither
it had been conveyed by a most un-
toward gust of wind during the
warrior's demonstration of a very
special type of cast.

It now appeared to be time to end
mere pretence and to tackle the
salmon itself. That obhging beast was
still wallowing on the surface about
once everj' five minutes—just asking
for it as Joe Gumbleby, the Sploshbury
electrical expert, put it. With his
telephoto lens the Rev. Percival
Slopleigh secured some magnificent
close-ups of the General's quarry.

(Continued on page 210)
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TITLING
{Continued from page 198)

being determined bj' the colour,

which should be a pale yellow. Careful

examination is necessary during reduc-

tion to avoid overdoing it.

By this means, it is not beyond the

capacities of any amateur with merelj'

a rudimentary knowledge of plioto-

graphy to produce quite satisfactory

tithng at the lowest po.ssible cost and
with a minimvun expenditure of time.

It is also easy by this method to acquire

proficiency in the techniqxie of titling

with very inexpensive experiments as

only a frame or two need be used until

the worker is sure of his process.

DADDY COMES HOME
[Continued from page 212)

front door showing father's hand
putting ui and tinning the key. Then
we shall have father arriving at the

teal table, kissing mother and Joan,

and the fihn wOl end as he sits down
to tea. The treatment will neces-

sarily vary according to the individual

circumstances and customs of the

household

.

If you have a very good memory
and can recollect the details and time

required for each shot you can dis-

pense with a scenario altogether.

Most people will, however, find it

more satisfactory to draw up a small

statement showing the shots required.

Each shot will be numbered conse-

cutively and as each is taken the

number can be crossed out with blue

pencil. There is thus no chance of

any individual picture being forgotten.

The first shot will read something like

this :

—

•
Esti-

Shot mated
No. Action time

1 Long shot from 6
station footbridge, sees.

Run three seconds
before train appears
tOl train is at rest.

When you have finished taking your
pictures and have spliced the bits

into their proper order you will have
a short film interesting to watch,

which will be of value to you and your
friends, and wOl tell truthfully

and in a straightforward manner the

little daily incident of father's home-
coming.

Perhaps you think that the method
may savour too much of a fake ; but
remember that it is the truthfulness

of the result that matters and not the

way the artist mixes his colours.

On the other hand, if you shovdd

think that there is too much trouble

involved for so small a result, then
remember that genius is the infinite

capacity for taking pains.

THREE
KINDS OF FILM

THERE seems to be some confusion
in the minds of some cine users

as to the meaning of the three terms
rever.sal, negative, and positive. The
other day we heard one man talking

about " Panchromatic positive."

There is no such thing.

Reversal film, which is generally

Panchromatic, is a self contained
material which after exposure in the
camera is turned into a positive

picture ready for projection.

Negative film, which is either

Orthochromatic or Panclrromatic, is

intended for use in the camera and,
as its name implies, is develojied to

make a negative.

Positive film is intended for use in

conjunction with the negative. The
developed negative and the un-ex]50sed

positive fikn are run through a printer

face to face anrl the positive is then
developed to give a series of pictures

ready for projection. The process is

similar to the making of prints from
snapshot negatives except of course

that in this ease the prints are on a
transparent base instead of on paper
and are joined in a long band so that

they can be run through the projector.

Positive film can also be used in the

camera for such purposes as the taking

of titles, where very high contrast with
clean high lights and rich blacks is

required. But when used in this way
the positive is treated as a negative by
being developed in the ordinary way
and a print can then be prepared
from it.

Whatever you want you can

get it fronfi one or other of

the firms advertising in this

number of HOME MOVIES.

THE MERRY REEL.
{Continued from page 209)

Bidding us, all, save the operator,

stand well back, the General got down
to real business. His first cast landed
the fly into the clinging embrace of an
alder on the opposite bank. The fly

remained in the alder and the General
thoughtfully tied on another.

General Gore-Battleby seemed to

me to have extraordinary difficulty in

putting his new offering over the fish.

He explained at intervals that this

was due partly to the fish-tail hurricane

Ir you cannot make your own

aeriarv youi»

1'ILMT1TLI5' i

;; Lei me knov your requiremenly
and 1 vill quote you my terms.

~52N SIhaw QfVieLopiaAve.HULL.

that was raging (though to the imin-
itiated the surface of the water appeared
to be imruffled by any wind), partly
to the fact that he was suffering from
an attack of lumbago and partly again
to the sheer cussedness of his rod.

Eventually, more by good luck than
good judgment, as it seemed to me,
the fly landed in the right place and
more than one camera was whirring
madly as the lordly salmon rose and
ensulfed it.

There was now no lack of action,
my only difficulty as director was to
keep the various cameras pointing
upon the many and varied objects
that awaited them. Out in the river
the fish ran and leapt and leapt again ;

the General's rod was bending like an
Einsteined ray of light ; Granfer
Moggs and Joe Giunbleby were offer-

ing contradictory advice ; the General
was dividing his attention between
playing the fish, ordering the pair to
shut up, and bellowing to the crowd to
stand back. ]\Irs. Motherspoon-Water-
biffle and my aunt were so carried
away by excitement that they indulged
in simultaneous hysterics and then fell

weeping upon one another's shoulder ;

the whole population of Sploshbury
appeared to have congregated in a
cheery gestulating mass upon the
bridge.

"Give him line," bleated Granfer
^loggs.

"Hold liim hard," pleaded Joe
Giunblebv.

"***!!" SS??fif!£" roared the
General, who was now engaged in a
kind of five-furlong marathon along
the bank after the fish.

After an epic struggle, diu-Lng which
hundreds of feet of film were used by
our enthusiastic cinematographers, the
salmon at last showed signs of becom-
ing tired. Granfer Moggs crouched
upon the bank with extended gaff.

He and the General bellowed orders,

instructions and pleas to one another
of which neither took the faintest

notice.

The critical moment arrived. The
played-out fish was being manoeuvred
by the General nearer and nearer to
Granfer Moggs' waiting gaff hook.
None of us dared even to breathe.
None, that is to say, save Mrs.
Mother.spoon - Waterbifile, who, re-

covering from her tears, rushed for-

ward and flung her arms around the
warrior.

" You hero," she cried, and next
moment the pair had disappeared
with a mighty splash into the river

beneath. Thinking that liis quarry
was at his mercy Granfer Moggs's gafi

drove well and truly into the seat of

the General's pkis-foiu-s. Mrs.
Mother.spoon-Waterbiffle was heroic-,

ally rescued by the Rev. Septimus
Poffle. But Joe Gumbleby was really

the hero of the hour. Flinging him-
self into the water he seized the

salmon by the gills and bore it trium-
phantly ashore.

The film, as finally edited, was
magnificent, but somehow we do not
feel that it represents salmon fishing

as it should be.
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Famous
French Producer
Congratulates

" Home Movies "

Monsieui- le R6dacteiu' en chef de

Home Movtes & Home Talkies,

Londres.

Monsieur,—Avec un vif interet
j'ai lu Fexcellent niimero de votie
magazine que mon ami Adi'ian Brunei
a bien voulu me remettre de votre
part.

Laissez-moi vous felieiter chaleu-
reusement de reffort que vous faites

poui acclimater le goiit et la pratique
du cinematographe dans le grand
public.

Le cinematogi-aphie est an art col-

lectif. Personne ne pent pretendre a
s'y elever seul.

Que des milliers de cinegiaphistes
anonymes ajoutent leiu- apport et la

variete de leurs dons personnels a
Tart des images si peniblement edifie

. . . tous les professionnels doivent s'en
rejouir.

Avec mes vceux chaleureux pour la

reussite de votre magazine, je vous
prie d'agi-eer, monsieur, mes senti-

ments confraternellenient devoues.

(Signed) Makcel L'Heebier.

14, Rue de Marignan
Paris.

An Appreciation
I first met ibuvel L Herliici' when

the Film Society presented his films
" L'lnhumaine " and "Feu Mathias
Pascal," and was inunodiatelv struck

Marcel L'Herbier

by his charm of mannei and his

cultiu'e, to say nothing of his remark-
ably good Enghsh. This last-named
film by Pirandello, was put out in
Fjigland Tinder the title "The Late
Matthew Pascal," and was a pioneer
efi'ort in the intelligent school of film-

craft. (The Intelligent School consists

of those who do not believe the public
consists exclusively of Nit-Wits or
Highbrows.)
Gaumont released hero three other

of his pictures under the titles " The
Judgment of the Deep, "Eldorado,"
and " Don Juan and Faust." Another
film, " Xuits (le Princes," was also

exploited in England—I don't know
what we called it, but I can inriagine

we found sufficient inspiration from
the French for a real " Viox-office

title."

His famous film " L'Argent " \\as

never shown here because it appeared
during the difficult days of the early
talkies ; but ^vith Brigitte Helm,
Alfred Abel and Yvette Guilbert, it

sounds interesting. Since then he has
made a series of popular French
talkies from works b\' Gaston Leroux,
such as " Le Mystere de la Chambre
Jaune " and " Lc Parfum de la

Dame en Noii'."

L'Herbier is an accomplished
lecturer, having addressed audiences
all over Europe ; he is a distinguished

journalist, a successful plaj^wright and
the author of a voliune of essays. In
fact, a versatile and brilliant person
•—and in consequence very interested

in Home Movtes. I should not be at
all surprised if w'e got him over to

London one of these days to address
a big conference of amateur film

craftsmen. I will see what I can do
about it !

Adrian Brukel.

.

1

TWO PROJECTORS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE
The PAILLARD-Bolex model " D " will project either Pathe
9.5 mm. or any 16 mm. films with equal efficiency, thus giving

you the choice of both 16 mm. and 9.5 mm. libraries. The change

over from one size of film to another is done in a few seconds and

does not require any tools.

POWERFUL ILLUMINATION by means of a 250

watt air cooled high efiRciency lamp, capable of

showing an 8 to 10 ft. wide picture with either

size.

SPECrFICATION:
EASY THREADING. PERFECTLY SILENT. UGHT&
VERY COMPACT. ROCK-STEADY & FUCKERLESS.
AIR COOLED FOR " STILLS." WONDERFUL ILLU-
MINATION (250.watt air cooled lamp). PERFECT
DEFINITION. AUTOMATIC REVERSE. CHROMIUM
PLATED.

PROJECTING TWO SIZES OF FILMS with

equal efficiency; PATHE 9.5-miii. and KODAK
or OTHER 16-inin. FILMS.

PRICE: Wired for 100/110 volts ^^ c
including all accessories 133
Rheostat for voltages 3^ /^
200,250 . . •> / /

O

CINEX LIMITED
70 High Holborn, London, W.C.I

Booklets free.

Your dealer can demonstrate, but if you ex-

perience the slightest difficulty write us and we
will gladly make the necessary arrangements.
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CINE photography, like charity,

begins at home. Baby on the

lawn, the cat and the kittens and the

children at play all come in turn
before the winking eye of the movie
camera and, later, will flicker dis-

connectedly across the domestic screen.

One day you will return from the

cinema or from a showing of a friend's

films and realise that those first efforts

of yours which had afforded so much
pleasure were really capable of con-
siderable improvement. Indeed, the

fact that you are now reading Home
Movies is itself testimony of a desire

M improve your work.

A Story Essential

You may have asked yourself

whether it is possible to make serious

cinematograph pictures of such sub-

jects as "Baby on the Lawn." In
reply I will say that it certainly is.

The results of your efforts will reacli

beyond the four walls of your own
home. To every one who sees your
films you are telling something about
yourseff ; to your friends, or possibly

strangers, who visit you ; to those to

whom you lend films or to those others
across the seas to whom a copy of

your own personal moving pictures

means so much more than the written
word or a lifeless "snap." See that
when you put this message on to

celluloid you write it plainly.

Which Aspect?

Before you take a single shot, or
even plan it, you must have some
idea of that particular facet of your
homo life which you wish to portray.
This should, preferably, lend itself to
narrative treatment and it must
contain movement. I have chosen
for the purpose of illustration the
simple theme of father coming home
from work. It is so simple that some
may think there is nothing in it

worth filming ; but it is movement
from the time the train enters the
station imtil dad sits down to tea.

Characteristic movement is nearly
always worth looking at and con-
stitutes the best kind of movie por-
traiture.

Continuity

The next step is to plan the film
ovit into a number of short moving
pictures, each following naturally from
the one which went before it and lead-
ing to the next. To adapt a phrase of
Mr. G. A. Atkinson's, a movie maker
will be known by the continuity he
keeps. But before we put the arrange-
ment of the film into set form let us
go through the various moving pic-

tures wliioh will be required and
consider each one individually.

First we may have a shot of the
train pulling into the station. This
is merely to give location and should
not be too long or it will become tire-

some. It is necessary, however, that
the train should be seen to stop and a
good plan is to set up the camera not
very far from where the front coach is

to stop, pointing in the direction the
train will travel. The platform and

DADDY
COMES HOME!
(Being a simple introduction to the

gentle art of scenario writing)

By HARRY WALDEN
signals will give all the location le-

quired, and if the picture can be taken
from an overhead footbridge so much
the better. The camera is started
abovit three seconds before the train
will rush into tlie range of view and is

left running until the train stops, and
the doors are flung open as passengers
alight. The next picture is to be of

father himseff getting out of the
compartment. This will require a
little pre-arrangement if a moderately
clo.se-up picture is to be obtained. It

could, of course, be planned that on
the given day father should occupy,
say, the fourth compartment. The
camera is got in readiness as the train

Here's Daddy !

approaches and as soon as it is at rest

the camera is started up on the

compartment door. Father will thus
be seen to open the door, alight and
walk off. It would perhaps be simpler
to fake this shot and have father on
the platform while the train comes in.

Immediately it stops he gets into the
compartment and closes the door
behind liim. The camera is then
started up to take father as he gets out
again. If a stationary train is avail-

able on a terminus platform there

will not even be the need to hurry over
the job. Care should be taken, how-
ever, that nothing but the railway

carriage will appear on the scieen, as

the background may give the game
away. Next there is the crowd pass-

ing the barrier and father passing with
the crowd. There must be no doubt,
however, that it is father. If he is

miusually tall or wears an unusual sort

of hat he will, of course, stand out in

the crowd. Otherwise it will be

necessary to add a close-up of the ticket

collector with father beside him

showing his "season" and then passing
out of the picture. There may be
difficulties in getting this shot, par-
ticularly if the ceremony of showing
"seasons" is conducted under cover.

Special Shots
The next jiicture will show father
leaving the station and walking up
the station ajoproach. This will pro-
vide an opportimity for a swinging
shot, in which the camera is "panned "

to follow him, or for a "tracking"
shot taken from a moving motor car.
The latter involves problems which
cannot, however, be dealt with in this
article. Tliis shot should not exceed
five seconds or it may become tame.
Then father waves. We now take a
picture of mother and Joan waiting
for father. Joan waves in response to
father's wave and runs off towards
liim. As she runs follow her with the
camera till she meets father, who kisses
her or picks her up according to
custom. We now again take mother
waiting as father and Joan enter and
greet her. These last shots require a
little timing. Father must be placed
standing some distance from mother
and Joan, and he is instructed to start
walking as soon as the child runs.

Good Timing 'Wanted

His position before the camera is

started up is therefore such that
the picture of the child running to
meet him sliall not last more than
about three seconds. A short picture
can then be taken of the three of them
walking along together, preferably in

some known and picturesque part of

the route. Finally they will arrive

home. Joan will run in front to open
the gate and the camera can be
" panned" to follow the three of them
as they walk up to the door. A last

shot may be added of the door as the
last of them passes in and the film

may suitably close as the door is shut
in the face of the camera.

Boarding the Bus
But perhaps mother and Joan do

not go to meet father. He may have
a short 'bus journey from the station.

As the 'bus stops get the camera in

position towards the front of the 'bus

and let father remain at a point about
two yards beliind the 'bus. As it

starts set the camera going while

father runs after and boards the
moving 'bus. The vehicle will not
have gained sufficient speed in so short

a time to cause any risk to life or

limb for father is, after all, a fibn actor

who is worth preserving. While
father is understood to be travelling

on the 'bus let us take a picture of

mother setting tea in the garden.
Then one of the front window in which
Joan appears and stands watching.

Follow this with father crossing the

road behintl the 'bus. Then Joan at

the wiitdow, wlio waves. Mother is

at the tea table when Joan rims in

with the news of arrival, and mother
starts to pour out tea. Next will come
a very close-up shot of the latch of the

(Continued on page 210)
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The Fascination of

Home Movies
BY AN AMATEUR

THE man without a liohby is a

misanthiope. A man may make
his business his god, but it can never
be liis liobby—the thing ajiart from
the daily avocation and loutine tliat

gives tlie spice to life and makes it

enjoyable. He is like a man tramping
along a country road, seeing nothing
but the mileposts, counting them with
regular monotony. The fragrance of

flowers, the song of the birds, the
lowing of cattle, the early foliage and
the autumn tints of the trees mean
nothing to him.
The man with a hobby—no matter

what it may be—who has home
interest to which he can turn and in

which he can take pleasure when
ordinary routine palls, has learnt one
of the secrets of happiness. It may be
educational and sometimes profitable

as in the collection of foreign stamps,
or butterflies. It may be in tlie garden
or the allotment, and if one is rich

enough it may take the form of

collecting wild animals and keeping a
private " Zoo."
But to most of us the choice of a

hobby must be governed by certain
conditions. It must not be too
expensive, it must come within the
compass of those of very moderate
means. It must not take up too much
time, must not interfere with our work
or busines.s. It should, if possible,

be a family affair, one in which all can
participate—there are such things as
selfish hobbies. It should not be too
strenuous, nor, on the other hand, too
sedentary. It should be a hobby that
will give pleasure to others as well
as to ourselves—and yet one that
gives permanent results—something
that will remain when '

' hobby '

' days
are over, that will bring back treasured
memories of those we loved and of

places that we have visited with
pleasure.

But is there a hobby that combines
all these desirable features '! I have
found it in my home movie camera ;

the old photo albiun and the photo
scrap book were charming, but cannot
compare with the delight of these
living pictures of baby's first toddling
walk, of the croquet game on the
lawri, the donkey ride on the beach.
How different, how much more
natural than the posed picture with
the photographer's stern injunctions
"not to move " and to "look pleas-

ant!"

The cares and worries of business
are banishe<l as I pursue my new
hobbj', ni\' family take as keen
interest in it as myself, and I find

healthy and not too arduous exercise

as I ramble in search of new objects.

I can entertain my friends without
recourse to the "wireless" or the
"gramophone," and there are many
other hobbies and things that are not
hobbies but are more expensive.

We have the very best seats in our
cinema at home and we can choose
our own subjects—and it's all so

simple, so easy—one doesn't have to

serve an apprenticeship or buy an
encyclopedia to learn and to operate

it, and Home Movies has given me
many helpful hints. I should be
vuagrateful, too, if I did not record my
appreciation of the Institute of

Amateur Cinematographers, of 7, Red
Lion Square, W.C.I, who, when
recently I wanted to attempt some-
tliing more ambitious, provided me as

a member with many useful sugges-

tions for a home scenario. Through
them, too, I have met other enthusiasts
with similar tastes.

Now that whiter evenings are
approaching I am tackling indoor work
with artificial light. There is no close

time for me !

A Gesture of
Friendship

THERE is a film that is being shov^m

far and wide. It was not made
in the arc-lighted studios of Holly-

wood or Elstree, it tells no tale of love

among the gangsters. And yet it is

circulated in two Continents, in

England, America and Canada, and
on Atlantic liners. It is a film of the

ancient port of Bristol, called " Bristol

—the Birthplace of America," made by
a Bristolian, Mr. E. G. Warne, and
the property of the Bristol Develop-
ment Board.
The film tells in pictures the tale of

the old city of merchant adventurers
and pu-ates, the place whence Jolm
Cabot sailed to the discovery of

America two years before Columbus
reached the northern mainland. There
are architectural glimpses of buildings

that show the scars and glories of the

ages, gargoyles agape on old churches,

timbered houses and quaint streets.

The second part shows the splendid

docks, bonded warehouses, foursquare

and staunch, and great arterial roads.

This film is engaged on a mission
of friendship to all the eighteen

Bristols in America, carrying with it

the greetings of the English city to her

namesakes in the new world. The
Americans aro very keen about it,

and are interested mainly in the
historical aspects. The reactions of

Continental folk a.re quite different.

They ha\'o their own Moccas of
romance and tradition, and their eyes
are chiefly for niorlern dcvclo))ments.

It is the last part of this film that

appeals to them.
So " Bristol—the Birthplace of

America " is shown in schools and
libraries and clubs in America and
Canada, and is very warmly received,

a modem way of sending a message ,of

greeting, and an exposition of the
mutual history of an ancient English
port and the great New ^Vorld which
it helped to bring into being.

IS 8-MM. WANTED?
{Continued from page 204)

again.st the proposal to introduce a
new" substandard size on the British

market. I have found no call whatever
for a new size of film, as either the
9i-mm. or the 16-mm. size seems to

suit my customers. If the Kodak
Company want to bring out smaller
and more compact cameras which are

less expensive to run, why do they not
enter the 9J-mm. field ? We should
all benefit if they did, as the 9|-mm.
user woifld then have the benefit of

the admirable equalities of the Cine-

Kodak pan and super-pan film, and
the munerous advantages of inter-

changeability of film and apparatus
need no explaining."

'

' After reading your article, ' The
Cine-Kodak Eight,' in the September
issue of Home Movies," \vrites a
reader from South London, " I am
amazed to find that the Kodak
Company, instead of taking this

opportimity of reducing the pi'ice of

film is actually increasing it. At the
present time a 100-foot leel of 16-mm.
film costs six dollars in the States, and
one would assume that a 2.5-foot reel

of film for the new camera would cost

."§1.50, instead of which I see from your
article the price is actually .*$2.25.

No doubt the argument will be that
splitting the film and splicing the two
ends together adds to the cost of

processing, but it certainly doesn't add
75 cents to the cost."

Our readers are now in a position to

see both sides of the case and to draw
their own conclusions.

When replying to our advertisers

please mention tiiis paper — they like

to know where you saw their adver-

tisement—and we want them to know !

Bargain and Latest Lists [lost f:ee
anywhere. Please stale rrijuirements.

iCIITCHIS^IN
EST. 1750. '-"'°

WANTED
CINE

APPARATUS
BOUGHT FOR

CASH

LONDON: 28 Old Bond St., W.l.
281 Oxford St., W.l.

Stock Exchange Branch :

2 Angel Court, Throgmorton St., E.C.2.
CROYDON : 12 George St.

LIVERPOOL: 73 Lord St.
LEEDS : 37 Bond St.
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This
subn

NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

section is devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and fil

jitted to " Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purcha
of equipment.

rchase

Siemens & Halske Camera Now
Tested

IN our September issue we described

a new Siemens & Halske 16-rmn.

camera and projector, pointing out at

the time that we had not then had the

opportunity of testing the camera.

We have now done so, the results of

our tests fully confirming the high

expectations aroused by the examina-
tion of this beautifully made instru-

ment. In the Siemens & Halske
camera home cinematography has
been reduced to its very simplest

terms, while the results obtained on
the finished film have not been
excelled on any other camera we have
tested. The camera, as will be seen

from the accompanying illustration,

resembles in shape that usually

adopted for the Oi-rtmi. size. It is

neat and compact, by no means hea\'j-.

and is delightfully simple to operate.

Its nnerits \^'ill best be understood bj-

considering in their logical order the

various operations required to take a

picture.

SnuPLE Loading

First of all as to loading. The film

is supplied in small metal boxes known
as '"casettesj" one of which is illus-

trated. ThLs contains .50 feet of either

Agfa Novopan or Kodak Super-

sensitive film, arrangements ha^^ng
been made ^\-ith both of these com-
panies to supply charged casettes at

the normal 5U-foot price including

processing. On the side of the casette

is a small metal slide wliich when
pushed down with the finger and
thiunb reveals a rectangular notch
about an inch wide across the front of

which the film lies. Tlio camera is

opened by sliding a button, whereupon
a hinged door folds back revealing an
interior bare of everything save an
already open film gate and a j>rojecting

boss. The casette is now dropped into

the camera, the boss fitting into a
depression in the casette and the fihn

across the notch dropping into the
gate. It is impossible to go wrong in

this ojjeration as the casette just fits

and can only go in the right way round.
There are no visible sprockets or film

guides, no loops to form, no threading
and no gat«s to open or clo.se. Shding
back the catch which seeui'es tlie door
automatically opens the gate whOe
the act of shvitting the camera and
retiuning the catch closes the gate at

the same time. The camera can be
opened, loaded and shut again ready
for projection in five seconds or less

so that the small disadvantage of

taking only 50 feet of film at a time is

moie than compensated by the fact

that the loading and unloading is so

extremely simple and rapid.

The footaee indicator is of the
conventional disc type and is obviously
set at zero after loading. A special

advantage of the casette is that if, for

example, you like to keep shots of the

same kinil on the same reel you can

The Siemens-Halske Camera for 16-mm.
film

always open the camera, remove the
particular casette you have been
using and replace it by another with
the loss of only three or four frames
at the most,—just those wiiich happen
to be in the gate at the moment. The
more experienced worker will find this

of great assistance. ^Mien taking out

Loading the new camera is simplicity

itself—no threading is required

one charger and replacing it by
another it is only necessary to note
the reading on the footage scale so

that when the first charge is replaced
one can re -set the footage dial so as to
carry on as before.

A gooii sound clockwork motor is

fitted capable of running some twenty
feet or so at winding and the shutter
is released by drawing back a small
button with tlie finger. If after
drawing tliis back it is pressed down
slightly the camera will be locked in a
"going'" position, enabling the
operator to include himself in the
picture. If instearl of pulling the
button back we jiush it forward, just

one frame at a time will be taken, an
invaluable fitting not only for trick

work such as animated cartoons and
the hke, but also for taking single
snapshots which are subsequently
capable of enlargement from the film.

In testing the camera we took four
elifferent snap.shots tlxis "n'ay, everj"

one of whicli came out perfectly. An
enlargement from one accompanies
this report.

Thbee Speeds

Not content with providing such an
ingeniotis exposure arrangement the
makers give us three speeds, 8, 1 6, and
61, the first being used when the light

is poor and when we want to get
double the exposure, and the last for
slow motion. Normally of course one
runs such a camera at sixteen frames
per second but to change over from
sixteen to sixty-four we have only to
push a sliding button.

It is sometimes forgotten that very
much more light is required for slow-

motion than for the normal speed of
pictures owing to the fact that the
camera is operating at four times the
speed. This means to say that if the
correct stop for a particular light at
sixteen pictures per second is f/S, for
sixty-four pictures the stop should be
i/i.o. Witli an ordinary cine camera
fitted with slow motion we ma\- forget
the change the stop, the result in slow
motion pictures being considerable
imderexposure. Not so with the
Siemens & Halsl<e camera, for the
makers have thoughtfully provider I an
automatic arrangement wliich changes
over to the correct stop when you
change from IG t"-" fil ! Similarly,

when changing from sixteen to eight
the lens should be closed down one
stop. This is also automatically
performed.
The lens which is a very high grade

anastigmat giWng superb definition

operates at a maximiun aperture of
f/2.8. Against each stop marking is

indicated the kind of hght conditions
in which such a stop should be used
tlius providing a kind of exposiu-e
table, while we were pleased to see
that the lens is very well hooded so as
to enable excellent pictures to be

{Continued on page 216)
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RECTATONE
L.F. TRANSFORMER

100 N?I60 FREQUENCY- CTCLES PER SECOND. LOGO 2JD00 4000 6.000

The above curve shows the increased amplification of high notes which
can be obtained. The Rectatone can, of course, be used after any
detector valve, suitable adjustment of the compensating resistance

producing the above characteristics.

RECTATONE
1. Has a rising response curve

from 1 ,000 to 4,500 cycles.

2. Balances any form of sound
reproduction.

3. Restores a weakened treble to

its correct value.

4. Gives a variable compensation

and therefore complete control

of tone-correction.

5. Gives the required tone-

correction vkfithout an extra

L.F. stage.

6. Becomes at will and instantly

a normal straight-line trans-

former.

The ideal L.F. coupling

for selective sets. Par-

ticularly useful where

the same L.F. amplifier

is used for radio and

gramophone reproduc-

tion.

15/-
Ratio 7-1

The degree of compensa-

tion is variable and may

be suited to the particu-

lar tuned circuits in use

or employed to correct

deficiencies due to the

loudspeaker or to the

acoustics of the room.

Write for the "BOOK OF THERECTATONE

'

Free and Post Free.

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
TO INSTALL A STANDARD
PROJECTOR IN THE CLUBROOM

AT A BIG SAVING!

3
"EMPIRE" MODELS OFFERED
AT MAKER'S ACTUAL
PRODUCTION COSTS.

Think of the benefits to be secured from ownership of a Standard size
Projector and remember this chance to save pounds can never occur again.

So Order now. Extended payment terms easily arranged.

MODEL A. 35 mm
EMPIRE CINEMATOGRAPH
PROJECTOR FOE HOME. INSTITUTE

OB CLASS-ROOU.
Specification.

bpooly carry 3,000 feet of Theatre-si/e standard
film, Maltese Croes movement, gU-ing a minimum
ot flicker, Gearleea mechanism, ensuring silence
and easy working. Low voltage lamp, with
special optical system, maximmn licht without
rtre risk. Pictures up to n ft. are brilliantly pro-
jected at 2U ft. Adaptable to any electric house
supply by universal resistance. Detachable lU-in.
film spools. Outfit contained in metal doatproof
carrytni;-case with handle. Complete with
instruction book.

IO / deposit, and 9 monthly
I V7/ " payments of 10 -.

MODEL 3.
A well built uutht adaptable
for the home, education and

commercial purposes, from the domestic electric supply.
\Vill project a steady and bright ft-ft picture at 20 ft.
JIECHAJS'ISM: Accurately cut aud meshed. Maltese
movement running in grease bov. SPOOL AB3IS :

Rewind is fitted to top spool arm. SP00L3 ; Two 12-in.
diameter (holding 1,200 it.). CINE LENS: Standard
si/e l/Atiliii in. diameter, interchangeable tube form in
rack and pinion focussing jacket. ILLr.'MJNA_N"T : 1*2-

volt half-watt lamp in a lamp house which moves with the
film gate and lens for masking purposes. RESISTANCE :

for all voltages, metal safety
covering and asbestos base.
CASE ; Strong metal with handle. £7 10 i

or 17/9
down, and 9 monthly
payments of 17/9.

EMPIRE
UNIVERSAL
PROJECTOR

(Type 9)

to carry 1,000 ft. Well ventilated lamphouse,
lamp. Universal resistance for use on electric supplies from 100 to 2-

projection lens, in a helicoidal focussing mount. I'Jsth H.P. miniature
with speed regulator. All internal wiring is in the base and all switches are fitted

By switching ofE the motor, stationary pictures can be
projected one by one. The complete projector is enclosed in

a tireprooi iron body with handles. With wood transport case.

For standard size

35 mm cine film.

A Safety Model of
special light construc-
tion, usable from any
electricity supply,
either in the home
or schoolrooms, where
licences or the Cine-
matograph Act are not
operative. Projects a
bright >s-ft. picture at
a distance of 20 ft.

SPECIFICATION :

Maltese Cross move*
ment in oil bath.
gearless drive, with
masking movement,
giving constant central
position of light. Iron
rim pattern spool
boxes, 10 in. square,
w'th safety Are trap
tunnels. Holds a spool

Projection type :-!0-volt, 2-amp. gas-Hlled
volts, Aldis-Butcher

type motor,
temally.

£18:18:0
or £2 dowH; and 9 monthly payments of £2.

Telephone

:

HOLBORN
0664

(3 lines)

Est.

1889

Advertisement of Oliver Pell Control, Ltd., Kingsway House, 103 Kingsway,
London, W.C.z. 'Phone : Holborii 5303.

289 HIGH HOLBORN. LONDON, W.G.I
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APPARATUS TESTED
{Continued from page 214)

taken against thfi light. Two view-
finders are provided, a direct vision

type -which is hetter than most views
as it magnifies sUghtly and a waist
level finder of the Idnd we never nse
ourselves but which apparently some
jjcople like !

AxJXiLiABY Lens Available
The only disadvantages we can see

in this camera are (1) the lenses are
not interchangeable, although we
understand an auxiliary lens attach-
ment is to be provided giving a senii-

telephoto effect, and (2) the camera
does not take standard 50-foot reels

but only the special casettes. I-or the
time being and until the casettes
become widely distribvited the user
may find difficulty in getting the film

and, furthermore, at present only the
reversal type of stock is available.

The positive-negative film is growing
in popularity and we suggest to the
manufacturers of this camera that
they make arrangements for casettes
with negative stock to be made
ax'ailable in addition to the two makes
of reversal film.

A Good Point
Our test film taken with this

camera was excellent from beginning
to end and we particularly noticed
that the shutter " gets off the mark "

instantaneously, there being no blank
or faded frames between shots. One
would expect this when going from 16
to 64 but even here the same perfection
of shutter action is noticed, only the
first frame being very slightly under-
exposed when the film is examined
under a magnifying glass, although the
effect is not noticeable on the screen.
As mentioned above the single frame
action works perfectly and the defini-

tion of the lens was distinctly above
the ordinary. Altogerher an excellent
instrument, the price, thirty pounds,
repi'esenting outstanding value.

A New Colour System
Hitherto Kodaeolor has been the

only truly natural colour cinemato-
graphy available to the amateur,
although in the United States Lady
William's Morgana system of two-
colour cinematography has been intj'o-

duced by Bell (S: Howell. Now the
Agfa Company, whose super-sensitive
panchromatic l(J-nun. film " Novo-
]ian " has earned such a high reputa-
tion both here and abroad, have intro-
duced a sj'stem whi<;h closely resembles
both in its method of production and
in the results given, the Kodaeolor
pi-ocess. As in Kodaeolor, the picture
is taken, through a three-colovir filter

fixed to the front of the lens, iipon a
special film the emulsion of which is

at the brick and not the front of the
celluloid. 'Ihe front surface through
which the picture image has to pass
before reaching the emulsion is divided
into a multitude of vertical lines
wliich on examination under the
microscope resolve themselves into
semi -cylindrical lenses. The front of

ihe film is thus an essential part of the
optical system which has for its

piu-pose the production of a black and
white image on the emulsion of the
film similar to that obtained in
ordinary cinematogi-aphy.

If, now, the developed and reversed
image is projected through a standard
projector wo see on the scjeen an
ordinary black and white pict'ue
which, liowevor, on clo.se examination
is seen to be ruled with fine vertical
lines. - By placing on the front of oiu-

projector a three-colour filter consist-
ing of vertical strips of red, gieen and
blue, the image strangely enough
immediately appears in its natural
colours. Again, it we closely examine
the screen, we shall find that what has
seemed at a short distance to be white
is "eally made up of equal strips of

far superior to the professional colour
systems which we see at professional
theatres. An obvious question in the
circumstances is "" Why, then, Ls not
Kodaeolor or Asfacolor used in pi-o-

fessional cinema theatres ?
'" The

answer is <juile simple. Neither
system can yield duplicate prints and
the manufactiu-e of dujiHcates is

ohiviously essential in commercial
pictures.

We hope shoitly to have an oppor-
tunity of taking our own films in
Agfacolonr and will then report our
findings iu full.

The Varley Rectatone
A large number of wireless enthu-

siasts are now tuining their attentioni

to amateur cinematography, not only
because of the interest of the hobby

An unretouched enlargement from a single frame taken on the Siemens-Halske Came
using Agfa Novopan film and the " single-picture " adjustment.

ra,

red, green and blue, while Ihose

portions of the image which are of

other colours will contain different

proportions of these three coloiu-s.

How all this comes about woidd
take a long article to explain, but it

is partly due to the fact that in the
camera the cylindrical lenses in the
film itself make a multitude of images
of the tri-colour filter on the emulsion
and when projecting the same lenses

direct of the image through the
correct colour filters so as to give on
the screen a faithful reproduction.

So far the system we have describetl

applies equally to Kodaeolor and
Agfacolor. In the new Agfacolor,

which we have examined bat which
we have not yet had the opportunity
of testing fully, the difference a])j!ears

to be in the balance of colour in the
filter and in the number of lenses to
tlie inch on the film, the Aafa system
apparently having a finer grain. To
those readers who have not yet had
the opi^ortunity of seeing either Koda-
eolor or Agfacolor we would point out
that the natui'alness of reproduction is

most striking in botli systems ami is

itself, but because the subject of sound
reproduction plaj-s an important part
in home talkies and the musical
accompaniment of silent films is

closely allied to the wireless art.

Among the interesting components
which have been submitted to us for
test and wliich has an application in

this work is tlie Varley Rectatone.
This is a special transformer for us©
in amplifiers, so designed that it has
a rising response curve which serves
to balance anrl correct deficiencies in

gramophone records (particularly the
weakened treble which is often foimd
in the 3.'J^ rev. 16 in. record).

This tone correction, being variable

and completely lurder the control of
the operator, is most useful in all

soinid reproduction apparatus, enab-
ling the user to " set " the amplifier

not only to suit the characteristics

of the jjarticular loud speaker used,

but also to suit the acoustics of the
I'oom. At the same time, whenever
desired, the correction can be adjusted
so as to give a normal and high-grade
'" straight line " transformer.

{Continued on page 218)
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For use in all Cine Canneras

GEVAERT
CINE FILMS
9*5 m.m.

HIGH SPE ED
REVERSAL

400 H & D (17 Sch)

For

Brilliant Results.

Very Fine Grain.

Great Latitude.

Fine Colour.

Price - - 2/10 per spool
Per carton of 3 - - 8/6

Also in separate Negative
and Positive at same prices.

Usual processing charges.

16 m.m.
Supplied only in separate

Negative (500 H & D) and
Positive, at prices not inclu-

sive of processing.

Fine grain Negative.

Per 100 ft. spool (Ortho) 13/6

„ 50 ft 7/6

„ 100 ft. „ (Pan) 17/0

„ 50 ft 9/6

Developing Negative.

100 ft. (Ortho) 3/0
(Pan) 4/6

{Developing %Q fl. spools pro rata)

Positive prints, on B & W or
Amber tinted film at l!d

per ft., minimum - - 3/6

For Roll Films, Film Packs, and Plates and Papers
in all varieties, please virrite for detailed list.

GEVAERT LTD.
WALMER ROAD, LONDON, W.IO

DUAL
PURPOSE
SCREEN

FOR SILENT OR TALKIE FILMS
NEW

• Super Brilliant

• Fine Texture

• Inexpensive

« Rigid

9 Spring Tension

• British Made

Its SUPER-BRILLIANT SURFACE
GIVES YOU BRIGHTER PICTURES

PIE KEYSTONE KINOSCREEN (Trade Mark) is

something absolutely new in fabric Cine Screens,
for quality and SUPER BRILUANCE. Gives
brighter, shadowless illumination and increased definition

because of the specially prepared silver surface. Fitted

with strong spring roller device that maintains the Screen
drum tight in addition to permitting the Screen to be closed

when not in use as a protection against dust and accidental

damage. Provided with wooden Baffle as illustrated, ready

<lrilled for Speaker so that incidental music can be played
through the Screen.

32" X 24"

Cash or C.O.D.

50'.
carriage Paid.

24" X 18" 45/-

40" x30" 60/.

Any type of Speaker
Fitted for cost of
Speaker only. Speaker

ruAOEMAPK lists on request.

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD. 77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I
^^^^^^^^^^ammmm^^^^^^^^^mm^^m^mm Est.

" THE CINE DEALERS OF THE NORTH"

If you wish to see the latest

AMATEUR CINE APPARATUS
It is always on view at

CHAPMAN'S, ALBERT SQUARE.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
DEALERS
SINCE

1874

FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF OUR CUSTOMERS
WE HAVE A

LIBRARY OF CINE FILMS
16 mm.

"KODAK" and "ENSIGN"
New List of Subjects Each Month

Send for this month's copy. This will automatically

place your name on our mailing list.

J. T. CHAPMAN, LTD,
ALBERT SQUARE,

MANCHESTER

WHY SILENT PICTURES?

SeKil for

full

details.

The record playing unit

illustrated here wi

conjunction with your

radio set, provide the

musical and effects accom-

paniment to your pictures,

thus increasing the in-

terest. Electrically driven,

the unit may be used close

to the radio set, or, with

a special transformer, at

any distance.

£6-19-6
We are specialists in record reproduction, and

our other products include :

—

PICKUPS, VOLUME CONTROLS,
DOUBLE FADERS, TRANSFORMERS, ETC.

i Catalogue will be gladly sent on request.
\

BOWYER-LOWE & A. E. D., LTD.
DIAMOND WORKS, BRIGHTON.
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THE FINEST

BRITISH - MADE
SCALE MODELS

IN THE WORLD
Just the Models for your Film

When in London or Manchester call at

EASSETT-LOWKE, LTD., and see the
wonderful display of Models of every
description. If you are passing through
Northampton call and see them being
made—in any case send for our New
Model Railway Catalogue. Over 100
pages fully illustrated. Ask for Catalogue

No. A/10 and send 6d.

Booklet :
" Run your own train service,"

post free on receipt of card.

For Sailing Yachts, Power Boats,

Ships' Fittings,

and everything for the mode! shipbuilder,
send for Section S/10, post free 6d.

BASSETT-LOWKE, LTD.
NORTHAMPTON

London Branch : 112 HIGH HOLBORN, W.C.I

Manchester Branch : 28;iCORPORATION ST.

Now is the time tojget your

PROJECTOR
for the winter evenings, or to

EXCHANGE
your present model for one with

IMPROVED LIGHTING.
In either case, the

CINEMATIC
SUPPLIES CO.
wish to remind you that as they
specialise solely in sub-standard
apparatus and have the largest

selection of new and second-hand
cameras and projectors outside

London, they are in an unrivalled

position to make you that de-

finitely HIGHER OFFER for which
you always hope, but seldom
achieve, for your used equipment.

WRITE FOR BARGAIN LIST.

ANY GOODS ON APPROVAL.

PROJECTORS
from 50/- to £100 in stock

Cinematic Supplies Co.
PERRANPORTH

APPARATUS TESTED
(Continued from, page 216)

Having tested and used this device
in home talkie amplifiers and in con-

j miction with twin turntables which
are used to pro\'ide a musical accom-
paniment for silent films, we can un-
hesitatingly recoiTunend it to all

sound enthusiasts. The price of this

device is 15s., and it can be obtained
from any wireless dealer.

The Sonachorde Loud Speaker

Loud speakers have undergone many
changes since the first crude devices
which were nothing more than tele-

plione ear-pieces fixed to the bottom
of crude metal horns. For good quality
reproduction the moving coU tj^e of

loud speaker has now virtually a
monopoly, and an early disadvantage
of these instruments, i.e., that they
required an additional source of power
to supply the exciting current for the
field, has now been removed by tlie

provision of permanent magnet tj^pes

of high cjuality and sensitivity.

The Sonachorde lovid speaker (per-

manent magnet tj-pe) recentlj^ sub-
mitted to us by the Rothermel Cor-

poration, Ltd., is in the front rank of

such .speakers, giving first-class quality

over the desired range of frequencies

and being of particularly robust con-

struction. A feature of this speaker
is its special form of support for the
speecli coil, which, instead of being
movinted on a relatively fragile
" spider," as happens in so many
speakers, is fitted to a form of corru-

gated disc wliich has the double
advantage of giving good flexibility

to the cone with its attached speech
coil, as well as a, permanent and
robust centering.

The 7i-inch cone model, which we
have foiuid excellent for home talkie

work, sells for 32s., while a 5-inch

cone model, which lias not quite the
same frequency range (it is slightly

inferior in the base), sells for 27s. (id.

In addition to the abo\'e model,
which after test we liave ni.< hesitation

in recommending to our readers, the
makers can also supply excited field

models when required.

Good News for 9|-mtn. Users

As we are going to press we have
just received for test and report the
new Lodex ,'50 -watt lamphouse for

attacliment to standard Pathescope
projectors in place of existing 7-watt

lamphouses, which so many of our
readers have found give insufficient

light for tlieir needs. It is a particu-

larly ingenious device and is fitted by
the simple process of removing two
screws which fix the {present lamphouse
to the hinged bar, lifting off the
housing and I'cplacing it by the new
lanijihouse, using the same screws.

in the case of motor-driven macliines

the present pulley, whicli has a single

groove, is removed by imdoing the

single locking screw, in its place

attaching a similar pulley but having
two srooves instead of one. One of

A 30"x20" Silver Screen for 2/-.'

KONDUCTITE
Metallic Paper for Home
Made Movie Screen'

'

'Konductite
'

' Metallic paper consists

of specially prepared thin Aluminium
Foil with a backing of stout paper.
It can be readily applied to any flat

surfac/;, such as plywood, with any
ordinary adhesive and forms a brilli-

ant silver screen for Home Projection

Price per sheet (3o"X2o') 2/-

Postage and packing 6d. extra

Any length 20" wide, supplied at 2/6 per yd.

The City Accumulator Coy.

7 Angel Court, Strand, W.C.2
•Phone - - - TEMPLE BAR 8520

ELECTRADIX
AMPLIFIERS.—W.E. 2-stage
with valves £2, 3 stage portable
type Mill £3. MICROPHONES
for Home Talkies of maximum
efficiency and minimum price. No.
1 1 Sensitive pendant, solid brass
case 6/6 ; Marconi Hand Mike
15/-. No. 13 Ring Pedestal 18'6.
Announcers' Mikes as used by
Scotland Yard 65/-; Deaf Aid
Sets 18/6. FULTOGRAPH PIC-
TURE RECORDS — Brand new

^--jf £22 Kits for 32/6. RESISTANCES
/^g^t~^ and RHEOSTATS for Projectors
C ^^fe=:^ for 200 to 250 volt mains.
Chargers for A. C. & D. C. Field Regulators
and Switchboards.

SOUND ON FILM PHOTO CELLS
UX867, R.C.A. Talkie as illus. Sensitive light-

to sound 25/-. Condenser Lens 5/-; Beck
prisms 5/-; I.amps
10 v. 5a focus
Mazda6/6. Trans-
lormers for
projectors on 200
to 250 volt A.C.
mains, output
HO volts 6 amps.
£4 15s. no V. I

amp. 35/-. Pro-
jector and Gramo. Motors with regulator for

any voltage 30/-. 12" Electric Turntables Uni-
versal A.C. or D.C. £3 10s. Regulating Resist-

ances for any Projector from 12/6. .^

LAMPS — Focus Projector Lamps from 50
watts 6/6. 100 amps. 26/-.

METERS—Voltmeters, Ammeters, Galvos.Test
Sets and Insulation Meters at rockbottomprices.

Ask for our new Electrical Sale List.

218 Upper Thames
Street. E.C.LESLIE DIXON & CO.
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these grooves is used, as before, to

drive the projector and an additional
pulley nuvning in the second groove
drives the fan. For hand-driven
models the makers supply a large

pulley, this being fitted to the pro-
jector spindle for driving back on to
the fan.

The lamp itself is a standard 10 -volt
5-ampere lamp identical with those
used as exciter lamps in professional
talkie outfits. It has a concentrated
filament, gives a pure white light, and
is so arranged in the new lamphouse
that the filament can very easily be
centred. Behind the lamp a parabolic
reflector is fitted, similar to that used
in the existing lamphouse.
The resistance in the machine, as

well as the external resistance, is

naturally unsuitable for the new lamp,
and so the makers of the Lodex provide
with it a transformer for use w^ith

alternating current mains (tappings
being pro\'ided not only for the lamp
but also for the motor, thus dis-
pensing with the present internal
resistance), wliile for D.C. mains a
special double resistance with an
ammeter is suppUed.
There has not been time to prepare

photographs of the new lamphouse for
this issue and the illustrations will be
published next month. Meanwhile,
however, we can say that the lamp-
house certainly fills a definite want,
performs very satisfactorily, and at the
price of four guineas complete, in-

cluding transformer or resistance,
represents very good value.

PRODUCING A FILM
(Continued from page 203)

it would be a noticeable jump ;

later on, when your story has begun
to gather momentum, it would be
permissible. Further, we naturallj-
want to avoid a continuity title.

Therefore, I begin with this tracking
shot, which in a few feet gives a
further insight into Jellacott's char-
acter and Jill's home life—-and then I
bring her in at the end of the scene
(Scene 22).

In the next scenes you will notice
that I cross-cut between exteriors and
interiors. This has the eSeet of
making your interiors look more
genuine. I remember once having to
edit a film in which we had a long
sequence, over one reel in length,
where the whole of the action took
place in one room of a country cottage.
Before we had got far into the sequeiace
I found my attention wandering. I
began to find the room unreal and
soon I noticed that the trees and
scenery seen through the window were
artificial. I therefore took some extra
shots of exits and entrances of various
characters outside a cottage in the
eoimtry, making them as interestmg
and picturesque as possible. The
result was astonishing ; I was actually
able to speed up the action (by this
cross-cutting to exteriors) and I made
that room real—even the artificial

trees and painted scenery through the
m-indow came to life.

Scene 30 is a distance shot of Alan
to mark that he is a long way off ; in

Scene 32 we, the audience, get a step

nearer to him in a M.L.S., and in

Scenes 35 and 37 we come closer still,

in a M.S., in order to get his expression
and action.

In Scene 38 we have come to the
end of our cross-cutting of back-
grounds. A lot of pages have been
used, but what a convenience to all

concerned on the production you will

find this when the assistant director

splits up one copv of the script into

little groups labelled A FIELD, JILL'S
BEDROOM (INTERIOR), JILL'S
BEDROOM (EXTERIOR), and so on.

There is nothing further I need
point out to the careful student—it

should by now be seK-explanatory.
In the meantime, let us be thankful
we have got so far without sub-
titles.

We are getting near production !

(To be contimied)

Exhibition of
Cinematography

AN Exhibition of Cinematography,
which should be of great interest

to all Home Movies readers, will be
held during November and December
at the Headc(uarters of the Royal
Photographic Society of Great Britain,

35, Russell Square, London, W.C.I.
It is believed that this is the first

occasion that a serious attempt has
been made to place before the public a
comprehensive set of exhibits demon-
strating the history of cinematography
and its present-day applications.

The Exhibition, which will open on
Monday, November 14, with a lecture

by Mr. ^^'ill Day, the famous pioneer,

entitled " Twenty-five Thousand Years
to Trap a Shadow," will remain open
until December 10. There will be
two sections, one historical and the
other modern. In the former will be
included many exhibits of great fas-

cination and interest, including not
orJy early apparatus but the first

black and white and colour fUms to
be taken. In the modem section well-

known manufacturers will show by
means of illustrations and the ap-
paratus itself all the latest in cameras
and projectors for both sound and
sUent pictures.

A series of meetings will be held
during the Exhibition at which ap-
paratus will be demonstrated and iUms
projected. Such subjects as " Sales-

manship by Cinematography," " Snap-
shotting with the Cine Camera,"
Science, Medicine, Natural History,
Home Entertainment, Colour Cinema-
tography, the Cinema in the School
and in Industry, wiU all be dealt
with in a series of talks and demon-
strations.

In \-iew of the fact that many who
are most keenly interested in the
hobby cannot find time to attend week-
day meetings, it has been arranged to

hold two afternoon demonstrations of

films made by amateurs and amateur
societies on Saturday afternoon,
December 3, and Saturday afternoon,
December 10. I'he Exhibition will be
open every day except Sunday during
the period mentioned, and admission
will be free.

A Course in
Cinematography

READERS of Hoin: Monies will

be interested to hear that the
Governors of the London Polj-technic
have started a Course in Cinemato-
graphy. This Course will take two
years, during the first of which the
student deals with all aspects of
photography, including electricity,

physics, etc., while in the second more
advanced instruction in photography
and the problems arising from sound is

given ; visits will be paid to the
studios and laboratories and oppor-
timities given for work there. For
the time being, men only are accepted
as students and they must be over
16 years of age ; but later it is hoped to
create special opportunities for women.
To those who are interested in

cinematography and wish to take it

up seriously, especially young men who
have just left school, we recommend
this course as an excellent opportunity
for learning the subject thoroughly
from fully qualified teachers.

Q
VwtuUiC€

Here is a floodlight

specially designed for

the home cinemato-
grapher. It plugs
straight into an elec-

tric lamp-socket, and
its 500-watt Nitraphot
lamp, helped by a

special curved reflec-

tor, gives extra-ordi-

nary brilliance, ensur-

ing your results every

bit as crisp and vigor-

ous as professional

films.

The trjpod, which has

a nickel - plated and
black finish, is easily adjustable and
raises the floodlight as high as sis feet

if required.

Price, without tripod - - 30/-
Price, complete with tripod- 42/6
500-watt Nitraphot Lamps - 23/6

Please state loha^e zvhen ordering.

TER
t- CO. UTO.

m;:W.C.2
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" will be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future
plans. We must apologise to a number of societies for the omission of their
reports, which arrived too late for publication. For inclusion in our next
Issue reports should reach the Service Manager not later than 15th Nov.

"Stills" suitable for publication are welcomed

BARTON-GORE STUDIOS AMATEUR
SOCIETY. Hon. Secretary, Colin 15. Gower,
32, Ohuich Hill, Walthamstow, E.17. This
society would like to announce its birth
into the cinesphere at 32, Church Hill.

Though not a yery weighty infant, haying
only a few pounds to its credit, it neverthe-
less appears very keen to liye.

Nursed on a light diet of hired films, it

is now teething on a 9i-mm. production to

be called " Pearls and Swine." The cameras
used are an F/2.5 Pathe Motocamera and an
old hand-turned F/3.5 converted into a
four-speed model with the aid of an electric

motor and a 6-volt accumulator. Interior

lighting to the tune of 4,450 watts is

obtained from 10 floods. 2 banks and 2
spots, ranging from 200 to 2,000 candle-
power.
The secretary would like to get into touch

with other London societies for the purpose
of comparing notes and methods.

BECKENHAM CINE SOCIETY. Hon.
Secretary, J. W. Mantle, .'iG, Croydon Road,
Beckenham, Kent. We have completed all

our production work for this year and are
now busy making arrangements for our
public show at the end of November.
We have recently conducted some very

interesting experiments, by courtesy of our
local cinema. These consisted in removing
the lamphouse from an old Ruby projector
and placing one of their arcs behind it in an
endeavour to stretch 16-mm. to a 24-foot
screen using both our own and some pro-

fessionally taken and reduced stock. The
results of our experiments are as follows :

—

1. Practically all 16-mm. film is processed
unnecessarilj' dark compared with So-mm.
(This includes negative-positive as well as
reversal.)

2. It is impossible to stretch 16-mm. to

24 feet without ruining the quality of the
picture, so for our show we shall stick to a
modest 6 or 8 feet picture.

AH correspondence should be addressed to

the secretary at the above address.

BRADFORD AMATEim CINEMATO-
GRAPH SOCIETY. Hon. Secretar\-, H. B.
Popplestone, 2, Lynton Drive, Bradford.
The production of our 9.5-mm. film " Rosa-
lita " is now in the editing and cutting
stage ; its length has been reduced to one
super reel and the title changed to " Until
To-morrow." It will be synchronised, two
of our members having written and com-
posed a theme song entitled " Until To-
morrow." The direction is by John Speck,
photography by Edward Dean. It will be
shown to memiiers only on November 4 and
publicly for four nights, Sunday to Wednes-
day, November 20 to 23, at" our studio,
which has been entirely re-decorated and
its lighting effects altered for the coming
winter.

Our next production will be a thriller taken
on 9..5-mm. stock, "shots" for which will

all be taken in our studio. The actual

scenario has not yet been decided upon,
several members having written us a
" thriller " from which we have to choose.

The following is the first half of our
winter syllabus :

—

Friday, November 4, al 7.30.

Private show for members only of " Until
To-morrow," the B.A.C.S. 1932 pro-

duction. Supper. Dancing.
Sunday, November 0, at 7.45.
" Luck of the Navy," featuring Evelyn

Laye. " Law of the Far West," featur-

ing Otis Harlan and John Boles.
" Doing. Doing, Done," featuring

Harold Lloyd and Snub Pollard.

Sunday, November 20, to Wednesday,
November 23, al 1A5.

The B.A.C.S. presents " Until To-morrow,"
their 1932 production. Admission by
ticket only.

Friday, November 25, at 7.30.

An " Informal Party " for members and
friends. Refreshments. Novelties.

Games.
Sunday, November 27, al lAo.
By courtesy of Mr. Dawson, one reel " Koda-

color " drama. " Flying Cadets."
Comedy film on 16-mm. stock.

Sunday, December 4, at 7.45.
" Bonaventure," by permission of New-

castle Society.

Friday, December 9, at 7.30.

Informal party for members and friends.

Sund:iy, December 1\, at 7.45.
" White Cargo," featuring Leslie Faber.

" The New Word," featuring Charlie

Chaplin. " London " travel film.

Friday, December 23.

Our own Christmas party, complete with

ghost.

FOOTLIGHT MOTION PICTURES.
Headquarters, Highgate. Hon. Secretary,

Raymond Souti ,>y, 9, Beer Lane, Great
Tower Street, E.C.3. " Nemesis " is com-
pleted and arrangements are in hand for

its first showing. As soon as a suitable

date can be arranged a film evening will be
hekl at which all members and their friends

will be present. A report of this will appear
next month.
The new production of " Madam Fan-

tasky " seems to be dogged by that shadow
of bad luck which held "Nemesis" up so

long. One complete morning's work was
thrown away owing to the breaking of the
film in the camera ; it was very disappoint-
ing to discover after shooting all the morn-
ing that the film had not been running
through the camera. By the time this

appears in print we hope to have all the
outdoor scenes completed. Some excellent

night scenes have been taken in Oxford
Street for inclusion in the film.

Plenty of acting experience should come
the way of a concert turn, the " Irrepres-

sibles," who in ever5'day life are Miss
Hermione Wade and Mr. Raymond Southey.
This turn, together irith their appearances
in the club's films, will tend to improve their
standard of acting.

The club hope in the near future to have
musical accompaniment to all their films.

GLASGOWAMATEUR CINE CLUB. Hon.
Secretary, Wm. I. Young, 51, \\. Regent
Street, Glasgow, C.2. This Club held the
first meeting of the winter season at the
beginning of October, at which the turnout
of members and prospective members was
very encouraging for its future. Various
9.5-mm. and 16-mm. films taken by the
members were shown and revealed a high
standard of cinematography in the Club.

We were fortunate from the shooting point

of view in securing help from Scottish Film
Productions, Ltd., in the taking of a short

indoor Scenario with Pathe super pan-
chromatic film, and the members were given
an insight into how these shots should be

done. An interesting sj'Uabus has been
drawn up for the winter months and includes

various technical talks and discussions,

while certain nights have been set aside for

production meetings.

The Club is sanguine that with so many
prospective members coming forward this

season will be very successful, and anyone
interested is asked to communicate with the

Hon. Secretary at the above address.

HOLLOWAY, N.7. ilr. Frank F. Fordom,
of 20, Tollington Road, Holloway, N.7, is

The Beckenham Cine Scciety send us the above excellent still taken during ^

recent production
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anxious to form a cini§ club in this district,

and would like to hear from anyone in-

terested.

HORNBY-BRITISH AMATEUR FILMS.
Patron, Gordon Harker ; President, Henry
Caine ; Vice-President, The Baroness de
Serclaes ; Chairman, R. Hornby ; Manager,
K. Hornby, Jnr. ; Secretary, John Jlont-

gomery. Timber Lodge, Ashstead, Surrey.

This unit is still at work on their tirst

trade "short," which was formerly named
" The Daimlerway," and is now entitled
" Daimler Parade."

It is supposed that this unit constitutes

the smallest amateur producing body in the
country, since there is no membership list ;

hence productions are not very frequent and
the Secretary will be glad to hear from
Secretaries of similar Clubs who desire an
occasional exchange-loan of films. The
Manager announces the possibility of being

able to loan the short 16-mm. film " Con\ict
17 " to Cine Clubs in the near future. The
Secretaries of such organisations are invited

to ask for particulars, dates, etc.

The unit undertakes the production of

short films only and the .Secretary will be
pleased to answer enquiries from commercial
sources in relation to the making of such
productions.

A local Gymkhana was recently filmed to

order, Bolex super-orthochromatic film being
used as an e.xperiment. The finished result,

despite the fact that it had rained heavily
on the day, was exceedingly gratifying.

Proposals for the production of a short

burlesque on the subject of jungle pictures

are being considered. Although the unit

does not possess a studio, ample subjects

are to be found in the surrounding districts,

which constitute some of the iinest rural

scenery in England, while London, Epsom,
Wimbledon, Leatherhead and Sutton are all

within half-an-hour's journey from the
offices of the unit at Ashstead.

KILBURN AND BRONDESBURY
AMATEITR MOVIE SOCIETY. Hon.
Secretary, C. F. W. Dickins, 1, Harvist
Road, Kilburn, N.W.6. All our recent

meetings have been a great success and the
results in interior lighting and photography
have turned out well. Sound effects are now
being made for the film which was mentioned
last month.

MAYROSS MOTION PICTURE PRODUC-
TIONS, HAMMERSMITH. President, S. G.
Finch ; Hon. Secretary, W. Wright, 44,

Burr Road, Southfields, S.W. A club film

presentation was the feature of one of

recent meetings, when our first production
" Country Calm," was shown. After being

delayed by difficult weather conditions, we
have just completed " A Thief in the Light,"

which concerns the nefarious activities of a
tramp. Experiments are in progress as to

the correct lighting for indoor productions.

We shall commence our first studio-made
film during the present month ; this has
been written by Jlr. Cross and is entitled
" Party."
An innovation in the Club is that we have

grouped into two fUm producing units,

which we hope will enable us to double our
output.

A visitor's evening with a "Mayross"
film projection will be held this month and
anyone interested should apply to the
Secretary. The subscription is 6s. per

annum.

NELSON AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary, John Sunderland, " Nether-

wood," Reedyford, Nelson. This Society

holds Meetings every Thursday at 8 p.m.,

and anyone genuinely interested in Cine-

matography is invited to attend. Further
particulars will be found in the windows of

Messrs. Mathers, Opticians, Messrs. Pod-
mores, Photographers, Nelson, or the
Secretary will be pleased to answer any
enquiries. He would also like to hear from
anyone who is in a position to give the
Society a lecture or demonstration.

NEWCASTLE AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION. Winter Sylla-

bus :

—

Nov.
3 FiLiis.

" Suspects."
"Folkestone—Gem of the Kent

Coast."

Mr. B. R. Billings, Folkestone.

10 Intekchakge of Ideas ajjd Ex-
perlenoes.

Film.
Stockport Amateur Cine Players'

Club.

Film.
" What a Dog's Life."

Mrs. R. MacGregor.

17 Film.
" Sporting Times."

Bolton Amatein: Cine Association.

24

Dec.
1

15

Jan.
5

19

Feb.
2

16

Interchange of Ideas and Ex-
perience.

Film.
" The Eaton Affair."

Dundee Cine Society.

Judging of Entries in 9J-mji. and
16-MM. Fn.M Classes of
Competition.

Films.
" Stiffey's Sweepstakes."
" The Sentimental Tragedy."
" Murder."

Wimbledon Amateur Cine Club.

Films.
" The Budgerigar."
" North by Car."

Mr. James Cameron.

Films.
" Edinburgh Zoo."
" Here and There."

Mr. Allan Hogg.

Films.
" Tit for Tat."
" My Face is My Fortune."

Finchley Amateur Cine Society.

Annual General Meeting.
Clue Films.

" Doubles or Quits."
" Revenge is Sweet."

Films.
" On Tyneside."
" The Hub of the Empire."

Mr. V. E. A. Magnus.
Films.

" Heat Wave."
" Strangeways Mary-."
" Amateur Ace."

The Manchester Film Society.

Film.
" Getting the Bird."

Pinnacle Productions, Edinburgh.

Films.
" Just Water."
" Friar's Crag, Derwentwater."
" Would You Believe It ?

"

Mr. A. Logan.
Mar.

2 Films.
Mr. A. G. Greaves.

16 Film.
" City Slights."

Sheffield Amateur Film Club.

THE DIFFERENCE

White Crystal-Glass

Beaded
Silver

The difference in the Screen surface is the difference between
good and bad projection. Modern Cine Cameras and Films
are made to produce first-class pictures, but the ultimate

success or failure of the Film depends entirely on the Pro-
jection Screen—for the eyes of the spectators are centred the

whole time on its surface. Flat, dull or lifeless pictures, are

caused not by the Projector as is generally imagined,
but by their being shown on a poor Projection Screen. A
glance at the illustration will show how great a difference

there is. The Crystal Glass Beaded surface is magnificently

brilliant, whilst our Silver surface is only a degree or two less

brilliant, both being manufactured under scientific formula.
Ask your dealer for a test on any one of our Screens you
care to mention, compare it to a Screen of any other

manufacture, and satisfy yourself as to the amazing
difference in reflection strength.

—IS IN THE SCREEN

Remember . . . it's the screen that makes the picture
A new De-luxe brochure has just been issued, describing F
all our screens in detail and will be sent post free on request. R
Write to-day to Dept. MM. 5. Also ask for free samples of O
Silver and Crystal Glass-Beaded materials. IVI

THE MANUFACTURERS:
R. F. HUNTER, LIMITED, Cemx House, si Grays Inn Road,

LONDON, W.C.I. Telephmt.-Bolborimn-Zaiinesi.
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EHOS AMATEUR FILM PRODUC-
TIONS. Hon. .Secretary, George £. ilellor,

Bradda. Allanson Road. Rhos-on-Sea. " The
White Slaver,"' the two-reel thriller on
9J-mm. stock, is now complete and booking
will be accepted from December 15, when
the film will be released. Two sliillings per

reel is charged, but if an exchange can be
effected the film may be liired free of charge.

The story deals with the activities of a
notorious blackmailer, who gets a financier

and his sister into his clutches. Direction

is by George E. JleLlor, photography by
James Malam and Don Johnson.
The new production now on the floor is

" Nightmare " and is a dramatic e.Kperiment

which endeavours to portray, in pictures, a

nightmare. Not a single sub-title or insert

is used throughout. The story is by George

E. Jlellor. who is also directing ; .Tames

Malam is chief cameraman. If completed in

time the film will be entered for " The Era "

contest.
" The Camera Angle," the monthly

magazine jjublished by the club, is obtained

3d. post free from the secretary at the above
address, and should be of interest to all

oinematographers.

RUGBY AMATEUR FILM SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary. D. Powell, 146, MurrayRoad,
Rugby. This .Society was formed in ilarch.

1932, and already has a membership of over

30. Owing to its being run in conjtmction
with one of the further educational establish

ments of Rugby, namely the Percival

Guildhouse. the subscription has been kept

as low as Is. per term plus the 2s. termal

subscription to the Guildhouse.

The summer term was occupied with
experimental filming and an occasional

projection meeting. The winter's pro-

gramme has now started, the first meeting
including a projection of " Metropolis

"

with sjnchronised sound. An enthusiastic

audience of sixty saw a really brilliant 5 feet

6 inches pictm'e, obtained with twin Lux
projectors fitted with 1(10 watt lamps and
matched large aperture lenses. In future,

good cultural films will be shown once a

month.
The society is to study the " Film Re-

port " this winter, and it is hoped to apply
the recommendations therein with regard

to the cinema and education by producing
one or two educational films in co-operation

•with several of the school teachers of

Rugby. Two schoolmasters who attended
the first projection meeting were so im-
pressed with the sub-standard film as an
educational force that they requested the
society to exhibit its nest film, " Napoleon."
to their schools. Arrangements have also

been made for showing it to one of the
adult schools in a nearby town.

Thursday, November 10, has been set

aside for a projection meeting at which
other societies' films will be shown ; the
secretary wishes to get into touch vrith any
society willing to lend either a 35-mm.,
16-mm. or 9i-mm. production. The greatest

tare would be taken of such films and any
incidental expenses or hire fees would be
paid by the Rugby Amateur Film .Society.

RUSHDEN, NORTHANTS. Jlr. H. N.
Gates, 97. High .Street, Ru-shden, is anxious
to form a cine society in this district and
would like anyone interested in cinemato-
(.'raphy to get in touch with liim at the
above address.

HOME MOVIES & HOME TALKIEŜ -

SHEFFIELD AMATEUR FILM CLUB.
Hon. .Secretary, A. D. Hobson, 11.3, Pingle
Road, Millhouses, .Sheffield. On November
10, 11 and 12 we are giving our first public
show (which has been christened " Film
Fare") at the Fulwood Guild Hall. The
programme for " Film Fare " will consist of
" Meet the Boys." as an introduction

;

' Cloudland Frolics," a reel taken by our
Hon. Treasurer, Mr. Toothill. of a local air

pageant organised by Sir Alan Cobhim
;

*' Resurrection," our three-reel drama :

" Next to Nature," a film recently pro-

duced by our secretary, which deals with
Nature in all her aspects— birds, animal
life, waterfalls, etc. :

'' Bound South," a

two-reeler of a White .Star cruise in the

Mediterranean ; and finally, " City Slights,"

a two-reel old-fashioned comedy, where
custard pies and similar missiles play quite

an important part.

At present we are busy on the short

film, " Meet the Boys," for our show. This
is intended to introduce to the public the
members of the club, jjarticularly the

technicians, and will also attempt to show
a little of what goes on behind the scenes.

On November 23 there wiU be a projec-

tion meeting when '' Fugitive," from the

Hull Society, and " .Sky Raiders " will be

shown ; while the following meeting, on
December 7, will include three films from
the Manchester Film Society, " Strange-
w-ays Mary," " Heat Wave " and " An
Amateur Ace."

SOUTHEND AMATEUR FILM SOCIETY.
This Society is now actively engaged on its

first film, written and produced by Mr.
Hanson-Lowe. Several scenes have already

been shot, including one taken at the head-

quarters of the Westcliff Motor Services,

Ltd., by kind permission of the manage-
ment. A second film is being rehearsed,

entitled " All Boloney," written by Jlr.

Glyn-Barnett mth the co-operation of Mr.
Hanson-Lowe. The society ha.s now a

spacious club room at Nos. 1 and la.

Western Esplanade, Westcliff, where in-

terior filming will shortly be commenced.

TRENT CINE CLUB. Studio, 35, Derby
Road, Nottingham ; Hon. .Secretary,

Norman F. Dakin, 74, Bobbers Mill Road,
Nottingham. This club is a comparatively
new organisation in Nottingham, although
much interesting work in connection with
cinematography has been done bj- the

club since its inauguration. .Several piiblic

meetings have been held in the city : and
we are now actively engaged in the produc-

tion of a film on 9i-mm. stock. This is

provisionally entitled " Easy Time '" and
is due for its "premiere" shortly before

Christmas.

The club has been fortunate in securing

the services of a very useful studio, kindly
loaned by Mr. J. Short, which has proved a

great asset to the club. All the interior
" shots " for the current production have
been taken there ; and we have also to

thank numerous people in the city for their

kindness in the u.se of premises on the work
of outside location.

During the winter we are endeavouring
at our fortnightly meetings, held on Monday
nights, to give short talks on various sub-

jects connected with cinematography, the
first of these being on the subject of
'" Titling." They will all be given by
members or such people as can be per-

suaded to assist us in any way from out-

side the club ; but we prefer to know of

members' own particular and varied methods
in their work.
The secretary will be pleased to welcome

any new members who care to join the

club from Nottingham or district. All

communications should be addressed to him
at the above address.

WHITEHALL PHOTO-CINE GROUP.
Chairman, Mr. J. F. Marshall, A.R.P.8.
Secretary, Mr. Harry Walden, Heatherbell,

Copse Avenue, West Wickham. Kent. The
object of the group is to afford the oppor-

tunity for civil ser\-ants who are interested

in cinematography to meet with a view to

mutual assistance in improving their work
on lines familiar to members of photo-
graphic societies and on the basis suggested
in an article in the first number of Home

Movies. The slogan is " Make Better
Films."

Jleetings are held fortnightly in West-
minster. At alternate meetings addresses
are given or discussions opened by experi-
enced workers. Other meetings are devoted
to showing members' films or to the prac-
tical requirements of members. Both
16-mm. and 9-mm. are in use. Film play
production is not contemplated at present.

The annual subscription is five shillings.

The secretaiy will be glad to hear from those
interested notwithstanding that the ap-
paratus possessed may be of the simplest.

Id'tnin. Standards
for Sound'On'Filtn

FOR the purpose of clarifying the
16-min. soiind-on-film situation,

the RCA Victor Company, Bell &
Howell, and the International Pro-
jector Company, leading manufacturers
of sound-reproducing equipment and
Eastman Kodak Company, the largest

producer of 16 mm. film, have indi-

\idually decided to maintain the
present standard size 16-nma. film in

the production of soundon-film pic-

tures by eliminating one of the two
rows of sprocket holes and by utilizing

the space thus acquired for the sound
track.

In maintaining this standard and
by the elimination of one row of

spiocket perforations, the dimensions
of the picture on the film remain the
same as on the present 16-mm. silent

film. Present stocks of silent film can
be run on soimd projectors for the
new film. The centre line of the soiuid

track is locateci centrally in the space
between the picture and the edge of

the film, t)ie space thus available

permits a soiuid track .065 inches in

%\idth and suitable margins on each
side of the sound track.

The standard speed of 16-mm.
sound film is 24 frames per second and
the lead of the sound svith respect to

the picture Ls 2.5 frames in advance.
B_\' maintaining tlie same size and

position of picture on the film it

becomes unnecessaiy to change the
projector lens, to shift the projector,

or to increase the candle-power of the

projector lamp in order to get the
screen picture of the same size,

brilUancy and definition.

Tliis agreement upon uniform prac-

tice will make for economy and for a
wider use of 1 6-mm. sound on film in

various fields.

[Reproduced from " Projection

Engineering,'' Sept. 1932]

Do not hesitate to write to

our advertisers for further

particulars of their pro-

ducts or service ; they will

gladly give you whatever

information you may
require
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youR
CINE QUERIE/
AH/WERED
Free Service for Readers

Is there a cini problem bothering you ? Have you some difficuUy in which

yon would like expert help P Do you want to know where to obtain

certain apparatus and what it will cost ? HOME MOVIES is at your
service in this and many other ways.

Address your query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES, Messrs.

George Newnes, Ltd., S-ii, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2, enclosing

the free Query Coupon printed in this issue. A selection from queries

and answers of general interest will be printed each month on this page.

All others will be replied to by post.

Special Note.-—Criticisms of amateur films, opinions of amateur scenarios

and test of apparatus can he undertaken by special arrangement. hi
such cases a preliminary letter to the Editor is essential.

W. H. E., Merton, wiites : " Can I take

cine films through the windscreen o£ my
car or will the glass cause distortion ?

"

Answer.—It is perfectly practicaVJe to

take films through a ^\indsc^een and we
have done so many times \\ithout any
noticeable loss of definition. This is due to

tile fact that mndscreens are made of high-

grade plate-glass. Exposure will be slightly

more than when taken direct, owing to

absorption of light bj- the windscreen. As
many cars are now fitted with safety glass

wintlscreens, which consist of two sheets of

plate-glass between which is sandmched a
sheet of celluloid, and as this celluloid in

many cases acquires a yellowish tinge with
age, it is preferable to take such shots on
panchromatic film.

The car must be very well sprung and
driven over a smooth road in order to take
satisfactory jjiciures in motion, and con-

siderable practice is necessary in holding
the camera to obtain reasonable steadiness

on the screen. A slight unsteadiness, how-
ever, is 'by no means objectionable, and
iidds to the natural effect, particularly if a
portion of the bonnet is also showing, so

as to make it perfectly clear that the picture
is taken from a moving car. ,^1

F. G., Wokin?, asks : " WiU I get as
good a result on orthochromatic film with
a heavy filter as on panchromatic film with
a light filter ? I know the exposure would
be longer, hut provided the exposure he
correct, would similar results be obtained in

the two cases ? "

Answer.—The results would not be the
same, although to what extent the differ-

ence would be noticeable depends upon the
subject. If obtaining cloud effects were the
main object, the results might be very
similar, as the filter would repress the exces-
sive sensitivity to blue, but.no filter can add
sensitivity which is not there, and ortho-
chromatic stock is completely insensitive to
red and many shades of yellow and green.
On some subjects panchromatic film with
a filter will give far better results than the

orthochromatic witli the lieaviest of filters,

particularly \rith the dark greens, yellows
and bromis found in many autumn scenes.

We always recommend the use of panchro-
matic stock for all subjects in preference to
orthochromatic, which has onljr one thing
in its favour these days—it is slightly

cheaper.

G. A. L. (Nottingham) vprites :
" I have

been using a 16-mm. cine camera for the

last two or three years and am faced with a
diflBculty vpith regard to the storing of finished
film. I first stored my films in a tin con-
tainer holding ten reels, and after a few
months found a large amount of my films
were spoilt by mould and had to be destroyed.
I then obtained separate cans tor each reel,

moistening the blotting paper pads regu-
larly, but found h'ouble still occiured. I
should be glad of your advice as to the best
way of storing film vsithout having this

trouble."

Ansiver.—The trouble witli ail forms of

mould and mildew is that it spreads rapidly,
and imless it is completely eradicated will

affect anything which comes near it.

As your question is of general interest to
our readers, we have referred it to an
authority on moulds and mildews, who in-

forms us that in yoiu case the trouble has
come through over-moistening. It so

happens that he himself has used a good
deal of film and finds that in this climate
there is sufficient humidity to keep the
film in good condition "\iithout frecjuent

moistening. His advice is that you should
immediately wash out your cans with a
solution of Lysol, which will remove all

existing mould, after which the pads should
only very occasionally be moistened so as
to avoid the excess of moisture \i'hich has
given you your trouble in the past.

In most of our film technique we have
copied the United States, where atmospheric
conditions are entirely different and where
film becomes brittle very rapidly, due partly
to the climate and partlj- to the luiiversal

use of central heating.

We do not think you will have any
farther trouble if you follow this advice and
\\'ash out your cans with Lysol, as unless

you get rid of this mould it will taint everj'-

thing that comes near. After this it will be
sufficient if 3'ou moisten your pads about
once every two or three months, blotting

off the excess of moisture.

G. C. H., Ipswich, and many others.—See
our notes regarding the illumination given

by 9}-mm. projectors in the '" Editor's

News Reel " for September. The Bolex
Model D projector gives a brilliant picture

with 9i-mm. film on quite a big screen, as

it has a '2o0 watt lamp. This machine is

uniciue in that it projects both 91 -mm. and
16-mm. film equally well, but owing to the

high intensity of light focused on the film

it cannot be used with the notched title

scheme, which, incidentally, is the subject

of Pathe patents.

J. H., Sutton.—It is not i^ossible to fit a
super attachment to the Pathescope Kid
projector, as these attachments are designed

to fit only to the standard Pathescope

instrument.

F. L. K., Gloucester, wants particulars of

how to process his own 16-mm. film.

An.sjoer.— It is not always realisetl that in

the case of most of the l(j-nim. film on the

market the price of the new film includes

senicing and the provision of a positive

ready for projection, and therefore the home
processing of the film can effect no saving.

Unless the film is cut up into short lengths,

bulky frames and large tanks of developer

and fixer are necessary, while both washing
and drying are processes requiring greater

facilities and more space than the average

amateur has at his disposal.

Certain 16mm. negative film, such as the

Gevaert, can he purchased \vithout right to

free processing and the film is itself developed

in a similar fashion and with similar solu-

tions to those used for ' stiU " films. Once,

the negative film has been fixed and washed,

the amateur is faced with the problem of

printing, which for its part requires a special

machine which is quite expensive.

If you intend seriously to rmdertake home
processing, we suggest you obtain par-

ticulars of the Stineman system, which is

probably the most practical apparatus

available for home processing. This con-

sists of three nesting tanks and two 100 feet

developing reels, a collapsible drying rack

with a capacity of 200 feet and a portable

printer. As tliis apparatus is of American
manufacture, with the import duties and
differences of exchange, no definite price

can be given at the moment, but the cost of

the whole outfit will be approximately £80,

of which about half represents the cost of

the printer. The Westminster Photographic

Exchange, Ltd., or Messrs. Wallace Heaton,
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Interesting BOOKS on

CINEMATOGRAPHY
CINEMAnC DESIGN. Hy LFOyARD HACKER. A
hook 0!i Modernistic Movie ilaking (or the amateur ciDfini>

artiat. l,"./- : pdstacp, 6'.1.

MOTION PICTURES WITH THT^ BABY CINE. Ev
HAROLD B. ABBOTT. New Edition. 'i/G ; posture, t>d.

THE AMATEUR CINEHATOGRAFFER'S HANDBOOK
ON MOVIE MAKING. By ROBERT DYKES, F.R.r.J?.
110 p:iL..?. iliusi'nitfd. written iii iiou-ti'i.lmii:al language.
Clutli, 3/(.i

;
poat.ise, 3cl. Paper 2/- ; postage, Sd.

TALKING PICTURES. By TjeRNARD BROWN. B.Sc.
Deals in a. oompeteut niaiiner witb the Iiistory of soucd
fllrae. l'2;t!

; postape, O-l.

AMATEUR MOVIE MAKING. By HERBERT C.

McKAY, F.R.P.S. Titliiii:. editing, making of travel,
scientific and educational tilms. 17/ti : postage, 1/-.

THE CINE CAMERA. By HERBFRT C. McKAY,
F.R.P.S. Ttie latest book on cine cameras. C/-

;

postage, -Id.

CINE TITLING AND EDITING. By HERBERT C.

McKAY, F.K.F.S. Describes various titliag apparatus
and its use. b/- ; pos'.agc, 4d.

CINE PHOTOGRAPHY FOR AMATEURS. By J. H.
IlEYNER. l^S paces. 7(j illustrations. A complete
treatise, 10 li : postage, 9d.

FULL CATALOGUE, ALSO BOOKS
ON PHOTOGRAPHY, FREE.

SANDS HUNTER
t- CO- LTD.

37, BEDFORD ST. STRAND, W.C.2

^bb»l2

BE SURE TO READ

FILM-PLAY
PRODUCTION
FOR AMATEURS

By G. H. SEWELL,
Chairman and Fellow of the Institute

of Amateur Cinematographers.

This book will actively help every
owner of a cine-camera. It makes
even the most technical film questions
easy to understand, and provides
expert guidance that amateur pro-
ducers, camera-men, and actors will

find both interesting and helpful.

Crown 8vo. 5/- net 175 pp.

Order from a hooksdh-r, nr

Sir ISAAC PITMAN& SONS, Ltd.

Parker Street, Kingsway, W.C.2

D. P.
SERVICE FOR
AMATEUR

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
DEVELOPING PRINTING
REVERSAL REDUCING
DUPUCATING TONING

TINTING

PROJECTION ROOM

Individual requirements receive special

attention. Particulars on application.

Professional and Trade Service

DP. FILMS, LIMITED
40/42 Osnaburgh Street, N.W.I
Telephone:— / Two minutes from \
Museum 1171. \ Cl. Portland Street Station. )

Jjtd., will send you furtlier particular.s and
the latest prices it you mention this

magazine.

R. G. D., Worcester, is anxious to make
Ills films in such a way that the scenes fade
into one another after the style of the pro-
fessional pictures. He asks what apparatus
is necessary and what steps to take.

Answer.—In the professional cameras tiic

end of each scene is gradually faded out by
progressive under-exposure, and then the
film is wound back to tlic point where the
fade began and the ne.xt scene exposed on
the same film in such a way that the aper-

ture of the lens is gradually opened so as to

blend the two images into one. With
amateur .apparatus one can either take the
camera into the dark-room and carefully

re-wind the film for the exact distance, or.

in one or two cameras, such as the Knsign.

it is possible to crank back by hand for a

few frames without the necessity of taking

the instrument into the dark-room.
The simplest way. however, is to use

positive-negative stock, exposing the scenes

in the usual way without " trailing ofE " in

exposure.

The processing house will always arrange
for the blending of the shots to give pre-

cisely the eft'ect you require, if you say
exactly what you want when sending the
film for processing. We understand from
Messrs. Selo, Ltd., that they charge Os. for

chemically fading out the ends of the two
shots and subsequently over-printing them
in the way you desire. If, however, you
fade out your shots yourself in the camera
by progressively reducing the aperture.

Messrs. Selo will over-print the two scenes

at an additional charge of Is. only.

You want the best goods-

cur advertisers have them.

BARGAINS
THE AMATEUR CINE SERVICE PATHESCOPE,
9.S mm. FILM LIBRARY. Lai'iiest and cheapest.
Best lilms. Hire ; Supers, 2s. ; 60-fts., 6(1. ; 30-fts.,

3(1. l!el(j\v.

COMPARE THESE BARGAINS. Everything' new
condition. 0. J mm. Tathescope " Lux," with
case, £16 lOs. ;

" Kid," with resistance, 38s. 6d.

;

Home Movie Projectors, 75s. and 85s. ; Super-
attachments, 32s. : Type B Motor, 30s. ; TM)e C
Motor. 42s. ; Double Resistance, 17s. 6d. ; Coronet
Projector, 2Ss. 6d. ; Super Films, 17s. 6d. ; 60-fts.,

4s. ; 30-ffs., 2s. ; K. 30 fts.. Is. 6d. Siiecial

—

16 mm. Ensicn, F2.6 3-spee(l Autokinecam. ^vith

rase, i;HI Ills. Below.

ALL NEW PATHESCOPE, KODAK, ENSIGN,
BOLEX-PAILLARD, MEYER AND TALKATOME
APPARATUS. Compare our oilers lor Part
ICxiliaucres. (ievaert Hish-s]ie(cl, '.i..') mm. Film
Processing Station. Quickest Service. Satrsfae-

tion su.aranteed.—The Amateur Cine Service,
.'lO, Widmore Road, Bromley, Kent. Tel.:
Ravenshourue 1 926.

FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE, 9.5 and 16 mm.
PROJECTORS. Any make, tiood price for

up-to-date apparatus.—Citv, Sale it Exchange
(1929), Ltd., 59, Cheapside, B.C. 2.

EXCLUSIVE 16 mm. AMERICAN AND BRITISH
PRODUCTIONS. Complete 16 umi. Films, with
titles from .'>s. each. Stamji lor lists.—Cosmo
Films, 3, Haigh Street, Brighouse, Yoiks.

BABY PATHE AND KID LENSES coavcrted to
long focus.—Particulars : J. Clittord Todd, 87
Commercial Street, Dundee.

9.5 mm. TITLES, 3d. ; Continuous (1 foot), 5d.
" Finis " stamp.—l-Ivans' Service, Dereham,
Korfolk.

EXCLUSIVE 9.5 mm., 16 mm. FILMS. Sample,
3s. List stamp. 9.5 mm. Camera Film, 2s.

;

Processing. 2s. Xo rnllers.—Atkinson, 24b, Albert
Bridge Road, S.W.ll.

FOR SALE.—One Model C, Ifi mm. Kodascope.
(omplete with resistance, in good condition.
Price ':5 cash.—\V. H. Rowe. .".6. The Vale, North-
ampton.

"CINE HOUSE" PATHESCOPE FILM LIBRARY,
Supers, 2s., 3 days, 9 mm. Films also sold and
exchanged. Home Movie Projector, super attach-
ment, C. Motor, Resistance with Ampmeter,
Rewind, Krauss Lens, as new, £7 15s. Processing,
Is. Ort. Titling a speciality.—S.A.E. for particu-
lars. 2, Anlaby Ro,ad, Tcddington. Tel.

:

-Molesev 1064.

The DREM

Cinetneter
AN EXPOSURE METER FOR

"KODACOLOR"
{Reprinted from the CiiicKodak Nei^s)

"The Drem Cinemeter
works on the * extinc-

tion ' principle ; you
merely turn a milled
collar until a number
on a translucent back-
ground is just extin-

guished. Adjustment
can be made for speed
of shutter and the use
of Neutral Density
Filters. There is a
special scale for ' Koda-
color.' A most useful
companion for all cine

workers. At 30/- the
Drem Cinemeter
should prove a popular
accessory."

Obtainable from all Cin^-Kodak dealers.

DREM PRODUCTS LTD.
37 Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2

Permanent Records ofyour
Work :

THE HOME CINEMA
FILM LIBRARY, LTD.
Specialists in Sub Standard Films.

Can make you copies of

your 35 mm. originals to

16 mm. and 9h mm. size

Film.

Also copies of your 16 mm.
original to 9| mm. size.

Developing, Printing, etc.,

of 16 mm. and 9^ mm.
Films.

Developing Pan. Film a

Speciality.

Hocin Negative Film for

94 mm. Cameras.

Prices on Application. All film Guaranteed
Non-Burnable.

49, GREEK ST., SOHO, W.I
Tel. Gerrard 6616. Established 10 years.

FOR BETTER PROJECTION
YOU REQUIRE A

DUAL- DIRECTIONAL
SCREEN

Being a rigid screen with two surfaces,

one directional,the other non-directional

_

The directional surface is 30% more
brilliant than the standard silver surface

;

it is excellent for colour fUms and for

use with long focus lenses.

The other surface is as brilliant as the

standard silver surface, but is non-

directional and gives a wonderful

rendering of detail and tone values.

Size 24" X 18" (actual surface) 21 /-

Sent on approval against full deposit.

Other sizes in course of preparation.

J. DENTON, LTD.
ENGINE LANE
LOW FELL

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.
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EDITORS
NEWX REEL

WITH tlus nvunber we set out on
the second half-year of our

career in the pleasant company of an
ever-growing host of friends, to each
and all of whom we send our heart-
felt -wish that a very happy Christmas
may be followed by a really pro-
sperous JSTew Year.
We look forward with pleasure and

confidence to making many new
friends in 1933 ; but at tliis season it

is natural to look back and to allow
one's thoughts to dwell on those who
from the first have walked with us.

Just Six Months !

Oui' past is not a long one as time
is counted—just six short months.
Those six months, however, have been
eventful in many ways and not with-
out then- exciting moments. Starting
a new paper is always exciting ; it is

an undertaking packed with uncer-
tainty and thrills.

Aaiateur movie - making is stiU

young and, though a lusty youth and
growing rapidly, possessed no fully-

Ulustrated magazine of its o-wn untO,
thanks to the enterprise of the famous
House of Newnes, Home Mo^tes
made its bow to the pubhc.

Our Letter Bag
At the very first appearance of the

first number it was made abundantly
clear that our paper was definitely
wanted. Letters of congratulation
poured in from every part of Great
Britain from every kind of amatei.u-

movie-maker—" lone " hands, club
secretaries, beginners, advanced
workers, boys and girls.

Query Coupons, accompanied by
questions on every conceivable branch
of the hobby, descended upon us like

clouds of overgrown confetti. Contri-
butions from writers who, themselves
amateiu's, appreciated the amateur's
point of view—and liis difficulties

—

arrived by every post,

It was a thrilling time ! For, after
all, however confident one may be of

the need for a paper, it is impossible
to prevent doubts creeping in, now
and then, as the first publishing date
approaches and we, too, had been
through oiu" moments of uncertainty.
Looking back, then, over the past

six happy months the first thought
that occurs to us is to thank these
thousands of new friends of ours for

?ff?ff ?ft ?ff ?ff?ff ?ff ?tt ?ff ?ff ?£?ff Iff ?ff Jff ?ff ?ff?ff15^ U" 2?" IJ'* I** Ij^ 7?^ 1^ Ij^ IJ^ i^ 7*^ 7j^ ij^ v^ l*^ 2*^ 2>"
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TO ALL OUR FRIENDS 1
1

1
1

H
^
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HERE'S WISHING YOU A
I

1
VERY HAPPY CHRISTMAS ?E

RICH IN GOOD TIMES i
SPENT IN THE COMPANY ^
OF GOOD FRIENDS-AND ^
LAST BUT NOT LEAST- ^
GOOD PICTURES ! ^

I
•£> -a- o

their support, encouragement and
appreciation and to assure them
that our only regret is the impossi-

bility of doing so individually. There
•will always be a warm corner for them
in the Editorial heart and we shall

always be glad to hear from them.
After our readers, our thoughts

naturally turn to those firms who
have demonstrated their faith in our
paper, in the keenness of our readers,

and in amateur cinematography.
Everybody knows that a paper can-

not live to-day without the revenue
obtained from advevtisemeuts ; just

Photv : MoftdUtlc

as no paper can succeed without
giving the reader the service he or she
requires. It is equally obvious that,

in a paper devoted exclusively to a
definite hobby, the advertisements
are of very real value to those in-

terested in that hobby.

A Few Surprises !

When, therefore, the publication of

Home Movies was decided iipon all

the firms engaged in manufacturing
and marketing apparatus of interest

to cine enthusiasts were, of course,

given the opportunity of advertising.

Oiu- campaign was not without
surprises.

One big firm, which once had a
reputation for enterprise in fostering

all branches of photography, showed a
timid reluctance to support a magazine
devoted exclusively to cinematography
untU its success was fully assiu'ed, and
at another photographic house

—

equally well known—^we were told

that they would not consider taking
space in our pages because we were
ahead of the times.

Splendid Support
Fortunately these two points of

view were by no means representa-

tive of the business houses as a whole ;

on the contrary, they are plainly

exceptional, for we have been favoured
by the support of the most progressive

houses doing business in this country.

These firms have shown in a prac-

tical manner that their faith in amateur
cinematography is no affair of mere
words. We thank them for giving

their support to our paper and we feel

sure that our readers wiU not only
join with us in wishing them the

Prosperity they so well deserve but,

so far as it lies in their power to do
so, will see that they get it !

And so, once more, to all our friends

—A Happy Christmas and a Pro-

sperous Ne^v Year, The EpiTOH,
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OUT OF THE LETTER-BAC
SOME READERS' VIE^VS

Criticism and a Reply
The Editor, Home Movies.
Dear Sir,—Your contributor. Kin

Shaw, seems to liave most cux'ious ideas

on the subject of Titling, when he
suggests that a committee should
examine tlie film and decide the posi-

tion and wording of titles after shoot-

ing is finished. Has he never lieard

of a shooting script ?

In my own experience it is essential

tliat the script should be absohitely

complete, including the wording and
position of the titles before ever the

camera is touehed, and that this should
be done by the director himself and
by no one else.

I would also like to challenge liis

statement that acid liypo causes stains

while plain hj'po does not. In ten
years of " still " work I have never
heard of such a thing. The exact
opjjosite is the case.—Yours faithfully,

S. I. East (Maida Vale).'

Mr. Ern Sha'Hr Ans'wers
Vi'e ha\-c communicated with Mr.

Ern Shaw, who replies as follows :

—

" 1 appreciate S. I. E.'s criticism.

I am not miacquainted with the
character and purpose of the shooting
script, and agree with the view
expressed in my critic's second para-
graph, provided the amateur society

is fortunate enough to possess a
member fully qualified to perform this

highly s'jecialised work in the auto-

cratic manner suggested.

I have studied a great nmnber of

films produced by various ainateui'

Ladies and

Gentlemen,

we present

ourselves

before you

to-day as

Ideal Film

Subjects.

We ... .

maintain that it is a good plan for a

small committee to view the film, ani_l,

after discussion, to decide upon their

final composition and disposition.

In this matter, amateurs will agree,

I think, that two, and sometimes
three, heads are better than one.

Yolu- correspondent's second point

is justified, but, luifortunately, the

cause is a regrettable error in punc-
tuation, which alters tlie meaning.
The paragrapli should read :

—

' When development is complete,

fix in a plain hyjio bath, 20 per cent.
' Should further treatment be

necessary, an acid hypo bath may

Hi!

What

about

societies, and, whilst .=ome were excel-

lent, the great majority led one to
feel that the producers assumed that
the audience knew as much about the
plot and characters as they did
themselves, and that titles were un-
necessary.

Whilst it is certainly advisable to
insert titles in th(^ sliooting .script, I

Pholo : A. n\ Kerr

cause stains which are difficult or
impossible to remove.'
In other words : It may be neces-

sary to apply further treatment to the
film, such as intensification or reduc-
tion. In such a case, if an acid hj'po
bath is used, stains may be produced,
which will be difficult or impossible to

renio\T."'

The Right Atmosphere
The Editor.
Dear Sir,—Perhaps the following

may prove of interest to enthusiastic

amateiu- cinematographeis like myself.

I claim to have, in a purely amateur
way, the real atmosphere of the
picture house produced in a long
attic room in my house.

It consists, first of all, of an oper-

ating box made of three-ply wood and
suitably painted. A stage is also

produced in the same way, with
different coloured footlights which are

concealed from view of spectators.

The screen and folding back curtain

are both controlled from the operating

box.

As it is not a complete talkie outfit,

the music is provided from two
moving coil loud-speakers on 3 feet

square battle boards behind the stage

and screen and taken from an old

portable gramojjhone. This is put
through on all mains wii-eless set, and
in conjunction with gramophone re-

cords, the wireless jirogramme can
be used, also a microphone is quite

amusing and realistic.

The entire controls are worked
from the box and can be switched on
ready for a show to any friends at a
moment's notice. I also find making
my own gramophone records an item
of great interest and amusement.

I do a great deal of shooting in

ordinary daylight, artificial liglit and
Kodaeolor, also all my own titling and
editing and find it most interesting

and a first class occupation for such
winter nights as we have in this part

of the coimtry.—Yours, etc..

A. R.'j. {Hawick, Scotland).

Somebody is Wondering what to

Give You at Christmas. Draw
" Somebody's " Attention to this

Number of HOME MOVIES !
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44 THE FUN OF MOVIE-MAKING
By FORD JENKINS

Do you wonder what to film ?

Read what this reader has done
and realise what you have

missed !

1MET a fellow who was persuaded
some months ago into buying a

cine camera and projector and who
has now almost all the accessories one
could wish for, from simple portrait

attacliments to elaborate editing and
titling devices, to say nothing of the
several kinds of exposure meters. An
enthusiast, I thought, which prompted
me ashing " What have you in the
way of films you've taken ? " He
replied that he had 100 feet of a local

firework display, a couple of hundred
feet of family interest, and a few feet

of some sailing. His titling had not
been a success and he was inclined to

leave the matter at that, saying

:

" There is not a great deal to take, is

there ?

"

Eighteen months ago I took a holi-

day with a friend in a Hull trawler

which was bound for Bear Island and
the fishing gi'ounds. It was my
9.5-mm. cine camera which decided
me in taking such a holiday, and I

planned to get a film story of trawling.

After a glorious sea voyage along
the Noi-wegian coast line to the
Arctic regions and back, I returned
with a reaUy quite good film of the

adventure. I made illustrated titles,

and when completed I was asked to

show it at a banquet to " The Inter-

national Council for the Exploration of

the Sea." It was a distinguished

gathering, ten nations were repre-

Scene from " A Trawling Voyage to Bear Island, Spitzbergen " (9J-mm.).
of fish just released from the trawl net

A large haul

sented, of which the Earl De La Warr
was chairman. It was splendid fim,

and it thrilled me to be able to interest

such an audience with a film which I

had taken.
This led to Press reports in the local

papers as well as the Fishing News,
Fish Trades Gazette, etc. The Pathe-
scope people wrote for stills and par-

ticulars and devoted a full page in

their monthly to the film. This
brought enquiries from all over the
country, asking if the film might be
borrowed.

This film was my first attempt, and
I began to think that filming was a
wonderful hobby.
The publicity brought me in touch

with a lady who is a chronic invalid
and quit© unable to leave her bed ;

in fact, she has been there for 25
years.

It was arranged that I .should fix

my screen and projector in her bed-
room for a show. Imagine the thrill I
received when this lady told me that
this was the first moving picture she
had ever seen and that the birds and

Returning to Lowestoft Harbour after several nights on the herring grounds. A scene from a herring industry film
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tuinljling sea.s were "' lovely." It was
only then, wlien I looked from her
window ajirt to the ceiling abo^•e her
bed, did I realise her meaning. This
bedside cinema has now become a
regular thing, and although this ladj'

has heard so much of her sporting

nephews and nieces at their tennis and
swimming, she has not yet seen them. I

look forward to ournext little show and
the surprise I have in store for this

charming in\-alid; indeed, the film

is already on the etliting bench.
Recently when Cajjtain Bainard"s Aii'

Circus visited oiu'

neighbourhood
and offerefl flights

for \'arying fees, I

succumbed to his

ciy and paid the
fee for a flight

over our town.
Tlie machine T

chose was a
' Spartan " 3-

seater with open
cockpits, the
pilot's seat at the
rear of the three.

With my 16-mni.
camera and IfiO

feet of panelno-
ma t i c film, J

climbed into the
machine, bent on
securing a won-
derful bini's-eje

view of my home
tomi. We were
soon dangerously
high. I sighted
the camera over
the side and commenced .shooting.

Tlie noise and vibration fiom
the engine was terrible. As a rule

I can feel my camera running,
but tliis time I just pressed the
release and hoped. Soon I looked at
the footage indicator and found it was
20 feet. More pressing antl hoping and
a fiuther look at the indicator. It

Still read 20 feet. I pre.sumed the
motor had run riown and tried to

wind. It would not luidge. By this
time I was panicky. This flight was
costing shillings per minute and time
was fl\-ing faster than it had e\-er done
before. I opened the camera and, tf)

my disETUst, yards of tho film hail

liecomo jammed in the lower ehambei

.

It seemed that I hail failed to fix the
end of the film securely to the take-U])
spool when loading the camera. Thi-
only thing to bo done was to break the
film and remove it and reload the
remainder correctly. Forgetting for a
moment I was in the air, I threw the
yai-ds of crumpled film over the side.

The terrific wind sent it aft and, to
my horror, ai-ound the pilot's neck.
Luckily the end had caught on to a
strut and I managed to reach out and
pull it back without sinking the ship.

By tliis time we were over green
fields again and in a few moments
we were rushing down towards the
landing groimd. What the pilot said

to the groiuid engineer as they
watched me slink off the field with my
camera over my shoulder I don't know.

From A Gli

H
mpse of the Great East Coast Herring Industry

'

erring drifters steaming to the herring grounds

Recently I .spent several dajs and
nights in the North Sea with the East
Coast herring fleet. I took several

himdred feet of 16-nim. stock with
nie. Csually the herring drifters go
out and fish one day and return the
next morning. If the catch is poor
they will stay on another night or

even three nights, which is imusual.

My object was to get a complete story

of the gi'eat herring industry, and I

thought I could do all the scenes at
sea by spending one day and one
night at sea. I was mistaken. I spent
three days and nights on the first

trip and then did not secure what J

wanted. Tlie first da,y the nets were
not shot imtil after dark. The next
morning hauling commenced at 7 a.m.,

and it was lo^'ely weather, but there

was not a single herring in the whole
two miles of net. The following day
I got some good pictures of the
shooting process, and although we
caught a good quantitj' of herrings

that night, all thi> nets were hauled
long before tiawii. I was now getting
a bit sick of the sea, herrings, and
cine film, but I had to stick it out and
spend another wretched night on
board in half a gale.

The following morning at 6 a.m.
hauling conunenced, and the first

nets held a wonderful show of fish. It
was still dark and C(uite impos.sible to
film. At S a.m. the light was good,
but as luck would liave it, the last

nets contained only a few herrings
liere and there.

That morning wo raced to market
with our catch.

I obtained .some
pleasing rough
seas, but was
bitterly disap-

pointed with not
getting the
pictui'es I was
wanting.
The film I liad

exposed proved
sufficiently inter-

esting to keep me
keen, so I carried

on with the shore
scenes, such as
landing, Scotch
lassies at work,
l)acking and ex-

porting. Event-
ually I went to

sea again and
secured the re-

maining links in

the story.

A .short while
ago I took tho
finished produc-

and called on the
It pleased them

(16-mm.).

tion to London
Kodak people,

immensely, and they have now added
my film to the Kodascope Library.
In the August issue of the Cine-
Kodak and Library News a whole
page of " stills " were delightfully

displaye<l on a page devoted entirely

to my film, together with a not
altogether unpieasing portrait of

{Continued on page 255)
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SNOW PICTURES
AND

HOW TO FILM THEM
By Practicam

SOME of the most beautiful cinema films are

those taken of snow scenes, as many of our
readers who were fortunate enough to see "" The
White Hell of Pitz Palu " will agree. The wealtli

of light available for such scenes too often leads

the amateur cinematographer to imagine that

there are no real exposui'e difficulties anil that all

that it is necessary to do is to stop well down.
Actually, however, such work requires just as

much care as any other kind of picture.

To take good snow scenes—comparable at least

vrith those reproduced in the accompanying
pictures—panchromatic film rrnist be used, pre-

ferably with filters. If the latest super pan films

are utilised, it is possible to dispense with the
filter, as the excessive sensitivity to blue and
ultra-violet, which is characteristic of the older

tj-pes of pan and ortho film, has been repressed.

With ordinary pan film a two or four times filter

is very helpful.

Snow reflects the ultra-violet and blue light

very powerfully and as the photographic film is

relatively more sensitive to these colours than the
human eye, it is easy to understand why many
snow scenes in the past
have been so disap-
pointing.

Use pan film, then,
with a filter or super-
pan with or without a
filter and use an ex-
posure meter wherever
possible. If your film
is under-exposed the ser-

\-icing station will be
bound to " force " the
development in order
to get out an image,
and in so doing will

give you that soot and
whitewash effect wliich

g

Above : Over- or
under-exposure would
have ruined this pic-

ture

Left : The tracery of

shadows gives detail in

a snow subject

Photo : Mondiale
Against-the-light snow pictures give

a beautiful illusion of relief

Photo: J. E. Archibald

looks even worse in snow pictures than
in ordinary landscapes.
Watch your lighting angles, and in

particular avoid " flat " lighting and
you should get results which will

always be a pleasure to show.

Another tip is to see that your lens

has a good deep hood, otherwise you
will be lUTable to take those pleasing
" against-the-light " pictures of which
that at the head of this page is

typical. Exposure in such pictures

should be on the full side, so as to

I'ender faithfully those delightful lumi-

nous shadows.
The use of too heavy a filter will

result in "inky" skies and "hard"
clouds. Too small a stop will loose

the beauty of the highlights.

Photo : Mondiale

A filter to repress the excess of blue

in the sky is useful
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YOUR CHRISTMAS
ON THE SCREEN

By MARSHALL READE

A Yuletide Scenario Suggestion in

the Right Spirit

ALTHOUGH I enjoy almost every

moment of life, I must confess

tliat I find it ev-en more amusing in

retrospect. To look back on past

experiences, even troublous adven-

tures, iisually brings a smile -whicli

develops into laughter when I com-
pare notes with my old companions in

flistress. Apply this theory to Christ-

mas festivities and you will realise

what your movie camera can do for

you. The mere business of making a

film record is amusing in itself, but

the completed film should be the

greatest possible joy for years to come
and, like good port, will even improve

with age.

With the cheaji and effective lam]>s

Super-pan [ film

will enable you

to film a scene

like this by

artificial light.

L.E.A.

Bringing home the spoils !

Let me iUustrate with suggestions
as to the form your film might eventu-
ally assume. First of all, it could be
in the manner of a special Christmas
Ntunber of a family topical gazette,

^ere are a few items which you could
include, together with the suggested
titles for each section :—

•

Os^waldtwistle

- AT CHATEAU ROBINSON
Distin^iiished members of the

famous Swiss family prepare for
Xmas, 1932, in their eleg:ant Lancas-
trian home.

1. A long shot of the drawing-room
being decorated. Father is seated in

an armchair, giving directions to the

family.

2. Medium shot of father lookiiiir

now available for home cinemato-
graphy, to say notliing of the im-
proved negative now on the market,
you can record abnost anything at

any time during your brief and festive

holiday ; but to make sometliing

more than a mere family albiun of

casual snajishots, you .should have
some sort of plan in your mind before

you start exposing film stock.

Although a film of this type is more
or less mafle in the process of editing,

and althougli your final decision as to

its ultimate form may be postponed
until then, it Ls obviously valuable
to have some sort of scheme at t)ie

back of your mint!. If you do, you
will find direct inspiration as to what
to photograpli and liow to take it

while you are actually at work on the

shooting.
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at Iiis watch and indicating that tliey

must liuiry.

3. The family rushing romid at

express spoeil ( whicli you sliould effect

by slow turning of the camera or
taking "one turn, one picture "

).

the table. This scene features all the
other members of the family.
And so on, in that vein. Or jou

could serve up the same sort of
material as a pseudo-educational sub-
ject. For instance

—

At Midnight, the Big Chief assumes
a quaint ceremonial garb—an old
Clarksonian costume.

i'liis introduces a scene of Kobinson,
senior, dressing up as Father Christroas.

Bedroom
Miss Betty Robinson, heiress to the

Robinson estates, unveils her stocking.

CHRISTMAS CUSTOMS AMONGST
THE WILD ROBINSONS OF NOVA

OSWALDTWISTLIA.

The Robinson Tribe (H >ino Robiii:>oni-

cnsi^} is no^ed for its digestion.

For this you can take shots at
various angles and distances of Betty
sitting up in ted and extracting
presents from her stocking.

The ceremony of Receiving and
Sending Presents—an old Oswald-
tivistlian Custom.

Dining Room
According to tradition, the Robinson

Family is feasted in the Old Refectory.

Some shots of the family at Christ-

mas dinner, along the lines previously
suggested

.

Wild with food, the Tribe indulges
in a corroboree.

1. Long shot of the family at dinner.
2. Close-ups of certain members,

eating ravenously. DISSOLVE TO

—

3. Close-ups of the same, tilled to

repletion, wearing paper caps, hilarious

or sleepy.

DraTving Room
After dinner the Head of the Family

attends to some business-

Two excellent

action subjects

which you can

get on any cine

camera !

A inedium shot of father asleep in

an armchair, his face covered with a

handkerchief, whicli lie blows o& with
his snoring.

Drawing Room
The Chatelaine of Chateau Robinson

attends to Christmas correspondence.

A medium shot of mother, lying on
a settee and reading her favourite
authoress.

Dining Room
While the children rest-

Various shots of revelry, trumpet
blowing, piilKng crackers, pelting each
other, and helping themselves from

Photo : Arcliilmid

1. Robinson, senior, is seated at his

writing table, when Bettj' brings in

the latest post. He opens a packet
containing a terrible necktie, which
he obviously dislikes intensely. He
looks at a card enclosed and reads—

2. Close-up of the card, on which is

written
'

' From your affectionate

Aunt."
3. Mr. Robinson tears up the card,

takes another and writes on it

—

4. Close-up of second card, on which
is written : "'To my dear LTncIe, from
his affectionate nefjliew."

5. Mr. Robinson places the new
card with the tie, and proceeds to deal
with his next present.

Fhom : Archibald

Follow this title with scenes of the

family playing " Blind Man's Buff " or

some such game. And so on.

And finally, a more serious effort—
a picture of Christmas time in your
home town. This can include shots

of others than members of your
family, such as scenes of the streets

thronged with shoppers, shop dis-

plays, laden postmen, night shots of

carols, and of course—if there is snow
—scenes of snow-balling and tobogan-

ning, plus some nice pictorial shots

featuring the snow. Then mix in with

all these geneial shots, scenes taken
in your own home. Try ' to create

the spirit of Christmas, interweaving
the scenes of personal interest. Such
a film will have an enduring interest.

The views of your home town—which
is growing and changing each year ;

the scenes of the shops, and the shots

of women in their present-day fashions
—^wliich become C[uaint and amusing
when we look back on tJiem ; all

these factors will add interest to a

serious httle picture.

If you will start thinking of your

picture now and get to work in good

time, you will achieve something that

will provide infinite pleasure and
amusement, not only at the time but

for vears to come.
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PRODUCING A FILM
V. CASTING

HAA'ING chosen your
story, worked out your

treatment, and finished your
scenario, you will have al-

ready begun to think vaguel.\'

of your cast. You can now
heave a sigh of relief and get

down to the job of selecting

your artists in earnest.

If 1,-ou can afford it I would
strongly recommend you to

take tests of all those artists

>"Ou have imiler consideiation.

A\'hileyou will naturally con-

sider the acting ability and
the photogeniijiie ijualities of

your candidates, there are

other cfualities to be borne
in mind. If you want yoiu'

film to be interesting, try and
get interesting faces in your
picture ; I don't mean inter-

esting in the sense of "' intel-

lectual,"' but rather faces with
character. As for beauty,
you can afford to disregarfl

the conventional standards,
but if you do, mind you let

us have something as good.
The field of choice for ama-
teurs is limited, but so is the
averagei^rofessionaldirectoi'".-?,
though perhaps for different

leasons, which I need not go
into here.

A test should be primarily
a photographic or pictorial

test—a M.L.S. first of all, to

see how the artist walks and moves,
then a vaiiety of close-ups. For
these C'.U.s you can experiment
with changed lightina and make-up, if

you want, and you can get your artist

to assimie any niunber of moods and
expressions. I do not think that what
is usually called an "acting test " is

worth while, for in order to give an
artist anything like a chance to show
what he or she can do, you need to
shoot several scenes—a small sequence,
say—and this costs a lot in film stock.

I therefore recommend not to shoot the
acting test, but just to rehearse your
artist in a series of scenes and then
judge for yourself as to the arti.=t's

acting.

There is such a thing as casting too
well. That is to say, your characters
are so stylised as to be recognisably the
Villain, the Vamp, the Heroine, and
the Friend, that we know your story
as soon as we have been introduced to
all the characters. There is no need
for your villain to look so villainous or
for your hero to look like an advertise-
ment for So-and-so's Collars (that is,

unless you have a perverse plan for
inverting the chracterisations of your
hero and villain—which might be
amusing—once).

Kemember also not to have any two
of your characters looking too alike.

Two tall dark men with moustaches

A realistic street scene from " Tne Man 1 Killed." {Paramount)

THE FIFTH ARTICLE
OF AN IMPORTANT NEW
SERIES WRITTEN EX-

CLUSIVELY FOR " HOME
MOVIES"

By

ADRIAN
BRUNEL

are very apt to look alike, especially

if they're wearing the same kind of

clothes. In your ordinary long shot
(M.L.S.) you will find your audience
asking Who's Which if you're not
careful—so if the worst comes to the
worst and you find yourself saddled
with two artists who look aUke, see

that they dress differently and that
something is done about their "face
fungus," if any.
There is an inclination amongst

tired directors (and 90 per cent, of

them are permanently tired as well as

tiring) not to bother about their small
parts. They will often pass on these

little parts to the more clamorous
of the disappointed candidates for

the bigger parts, irrespec-

tive of their suitability.

You will realise the import-
ance of these really sni-ill

]i;uts if you remember the
/innnhifi scenes in "The
I'oin' Horsemen of the
Apocaly]5se " of the villager.s

:djout to be shot, and the
iKinninf) shot of the pirates

in "Ambrose Applejohn's
Adventure." These charac-
ters were little more than
'

' extras,
'

' but they were
1 liosen with such care that
I hey were more than worth
the footage taken as we
passed from one face to
another.

Organising the Produc-
tion Unit

'

' Jack of all trades, master
of none," is a proverb that
has always infuriated me. Tt

is so untrue. Look at

Bernard Shaw : art-critic,

music -critic, dramatic-critic,

plaj'wright, politician and
much besides. Noel Coward,
Ivor Novello, Edgar Wallace
—there are as many of them
in this century as there were
in the days of Benvenuto
Cellini and Michael Angelo.
And if ever there was a
trade that recjuired its

master to be Jack of manj',
it is that of the film director. The
more he has been in fihns and out of

films, the better director he will be.

But, to organise a successful unit

you need a staff of experts, how-
ever versatile thej' may be in their

spare tinre.

Your Cameraman may be an excel-

lent Art-Director ; your Art-Director

may have a flair for electricity : but if

you can avoid duplicating jobs, the

smoother your production unit will run.

You may argue that circumstances
and budding genius can upset this plan,

and I will take refuge in the convenient
tag, " Exceptions only prove the riile."

If you have a sufficiently large

membership or circle of what the

French amusingly term cineastes, you
will be able to delegate tasks to quit«

a number of them. First of all there

should be three persons in control of a
production :—

•

(1) The Director.

(2) The Production Manager.

(3) The Assistant Director.

These three should have conferences

before the production is begun on the

floor of the studio or on location.

The Production Manager will be in

charge of the purse, if any ; he
should go through the script and
work out how much can be spent on
sets, on negative and so on, for which
he will need to consult with others
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-— such as the Cameraman
and Art-Director. The Pro-
duction Manager should be
personally responsible, oi'

equally responsible with the
Director, to those for whom
the picture is made — that
is, to the Committee, the
Company or the Financiers.

The Assistant Diiector's

job—one of tlie most arduous
of all—is to see to all the
immediate needs of all con-
cerned while the production
is in progress. All that, and
no less. He must see that

all artists are warned to be
reaxly made up at such and
such a time, in such an<l

such costume, and at such
and such a place. He must
also keep others warned well

beforehand of the require-

ments from their respecti\f-

ilepartments — such as the
( 'ameraman, the Property
Master and the Art Director.
Of course it is just possible

that he may have to be some
of these things himself, but
« really clever organiser

—

whether he is an Assistant
Director, a Production Mana-
ger, or a Director—will delegate
as much as he can. He should ro]3e

in as many people as possible, giving
them definite jobs and definite titles.

The Director and Production
Manager having between them settled
all matters of cost, policy and organi-
.sation, the poor Assistant Director
then becomes the slave of these two
tyrants. Of course, in a fraternal
organisation the Assistant Director's
jjosition is more of a co-operating
equal, though his task will be as
onerous as if he were the paid minion
of the.se two gentlemen in charge.
As the Assistant Director is such an

important factor in the smooth run-
ning of the unit, it is u]i to everyone
to give him service as well as to the
Director. There is something akin to

the best Army tradition amongst the
leally good Assistant Directors ; they
try to keep up the spirit of loyalty
to the Director, acting the Sergeant-
Major to the Officer. 1 remember once
flinging myself down on to a seat in

the projection room—commonly known
as the Dejection Room—to see m.\-

latest "rushes," i.e., rushed prints of
the previous day's work. I was long-
ing for a smoke, but unfortunately I

had no cigarettes. I t\uned to m;,

Assistant and begged a cigarette,

forgetting that he only smoked a

Iiipe. He cursed himself for having
none. " And I call myself an Assistant
Director !

" he .said in ili.sgust. Natui -

ally I graciously overlooked the omis-
sion, but I appreciated the spirit of
service !

To siun up the duties of the tViree

leaders of a film imit ;--

(a) The Director. At the time
the production actually' commences
he has already passed several stages

—

lie has worked with his script-writer
on the scenario ; he has di.scussed

Marshalling the crowd for " The Man I Killed." Notice how
the buildings are only completed to the height of the camera

range (Pfinmionnt)

costs with the Production Manager ;

and he has selected his cast. All he
should be left to do is to direct the
film in as much peace as he can get.

It is his duty to see that during the

production all he has to do is to direct

and to concentrate all his attention

on direction.

(ft) The Production Man-^cjeb.

After the preliminary conferences, he
has to keep an eye on the expenses
and on the smooth running of the
organisation of which he is the Head
Man ; it is his responsibility to see

that everything functions according to

plan—as much as weather, tempera-

ment, illness and other cir-

cumstances will permit.
(c) The Assist.\kt Direi-

TOR. From the word "Go"
he must be ever^Tvhere at

once and principally at the
scenes of action. It ma\-
help him if he appoints a

willing and active young
person as his assistant. This
gentleman is the Secon<l

.Assistant.

Other important function-

aries on a prodxiction miit

are ;

—

Art Director,

Property jMaster.

Set Dresser,

Dress Designer or Costu-
mier,

Wardrobe Mistress,

Continuity Girl,

Chief Electrician,

Fihn Editor,

Make-up Man,
Head Carpenter,
The Cameraman.
The Art Director designs

the scenes ; he must be some-
thing of an architect, certainh
an artist, a bit of a mathema-
tician and of course a house
decorator. In his spare time

he should study the camera and appl^-

his mathematics to the relation of lens

angles to his set construction, to the
relative value in perspective of part-

model and part-normal set construc-
tion, and to similar problems which
are bejond me.
The Property Master should read

the script, but he is .seldom given one.
I suppose it is assumed that he cannot
read ! Instead he is given a ILst of

tile " properties "' required in each set

or location, which the Assistant Direc-

tor has prepared. It is his job to see

that everything required is in place

on time, whether it is a weighing

ifi^

The assistant director arranges the players in their positions
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machine, a gas meter, a hand -loom, a

flag pole, or a mongoose.
He usually dresses the set with the

Art Director, but some units have
created the special job of Set Dresser
—a task for wluch women are i>articu-

larly siuted. Set-dressing includes the
arrangement of the furniture, the
flowers, the pictures, the dinner table

and even the folds of the ouitain*.

The Dress Designer

The Dress Designer's job is ob\'iously

another one for which women aie

particularly suited. Even on a pro-

duction where little or nothing is

being spent, someone with a keen eye
and taste can acliieve a lot. On a

"period" production, or one where
foreign costumes are required, one
naturally selects as Costumier one who
has specialised knowledge, or who will

acquire that specialised knowledge.
The Wardrobe Mistress is a sort of

Female Property Master—she must
be a cross between a conjurer and an
ex-sailor. She has her stock of

costumes, left over from previous
productions, stored away in cup-
boards or costrune-baskets ; she
' issues " the old costumes when
reciuired, she keeps them clean, she
chivvies off the moth.s, she mends
and patches ; she irons and presses,

she stores the current costumes, she
counts them and checks, she knows
what she's got in stock or where you
can get it, and she's handy with her
needle.

In a h)ig studio the Wardrobe
Mistress has a big job. She can even
afford to keep a husband, and I have
seen a Wardrobe Mistress assisted in

her work by her husband. In a small
unit her job is not so big—but it's

worth detailing someone to do the job.

The Continuity Girl's job entails

long hours of close application on the
set or on location, but the work is

interesting—and she can sit down

T^,^ W^
\

^n^pv^^^^^^k^C^^BHkA l""^^::;;^^
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jtaf mn'fr.
All ready to shoot a trench scene in the B.I. P. picture "Josser Joins the Army.'

Norman Lee directing Ernie Lotinga

most of the tin^e. As each scene is

shot she has to record in detail what
occurred and what was said, which
she can do m her copy of the script

on the opposite side to that which
has the typescript of the scene.

As she will have to write very
quickly at times, it is advisable that
she should type her notes out after-

wards. Most Continuity Girls have a
portable typewriter on the set and type
out their notes between shots—that
is, while the next scene is being lined

up, ht and rehearsed.

The Continuity Girl
The Continuity Girl must keep her

eyes wide open all the time. She has
to note such details—

•

Harold Lloyd keeping an eye on things during preparations fcr " Movie Crazy
"

(a) Wliioh hand Tom used to open
the door.

(6) The pace at which Jane strode
from the room, what was her mood,
her expression, and what she was
wearing.

(c) All and exact details of cloth-

ing, whether Harry had on his

spotted tie, whether his handkerchief
was well in or well out of his pocket,
w hether he had his hat on and at what
angle.

All these notes are referred to con-
stantly throughout the production—
you can't trust to memorj', as we used
to see in the old films when the hero
dashed through the door in dark
trousers and came out the other side

in light trousers. These continuitj'

notes are also of great value to the
Editor when he comes to assemble the
fihn.

The Chief Electrician's task is a
big and important one, whether he is

in a laree studio or workingwith a small
makeshift outfit. Above all, he must
be a resourceful person and must work
hand in glove with the Cameraman.
The Film Editor is one of the three

creators of the film. He must have
vision, ingenuity, skill and infinite

patience. During the production he
will view the " rushes " with the
Director as they come in from the
laboratory, and together they will

choose which is the best take of each
scene. He will also be roughly
assembling the film in continuity, and
in his spare time he may watch the
actual shooting with advantage—^just

to see what is happening and that
the Director is giving liim what he
requires. It is not luitil all the shoot-
ing is over that his real work begins,
and as his task is such a vitally

inxportant one I will deal with it in
detail later.

( Continued on page 264)
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CHOOSING PARTY PROGRAMMES
A GUIDE FOR PROJECTOR USERS

By HARRY P. WOOTTON
EVERY projector viser at some

time or another wants to arrange
a jjrogiamme of films for an evening's

entertainment, and many readers of

Home Movies are in dovibt as to

how tliey shoulil set about it. ^^'hat

are the best lines on which to proceed ?

First of all. plan everything before-

hand ! I am serious about this.

Lack of plaiming has too often spoiled

what would otherwise have been a
perfect evening. The pleasure of an
entertainment of this kind is almost
as much dependent upon the absence
of small irritations as \ipon the
presence of the right material.

Let's Have Some Films

!

Don't, for heaven's sake, start as so

many people do, at some odd time in

the evening, by saying " Let's have
some films !

" A discussion inevit-

ably begins as to whether they shall

be shown in the dining room or the
drawing room, and once a decision on
this point has been reached, an even
more violent argument occurs as to

where who shall sit. As soon as the
seating is settled father discovers that
half of the audience are in the way of

the projector, and when the screen is

in position a new rearrangement has
to be made so as to get the pictiu-e

large enough. After about half an
hoiu' of preliminaries of this kind the
person who has been deputed to switch
out the lightcatches his foot inthewires
when endeavouring to find his seat.

Start Right
However good your films may be

and however excellently you have
chosen the programme the show will

thus start in the %\Tone atmosphere
and will probably continue in it.

It is quite a simple matter to work
out beforehand how many there will

be in yoiu- audience, just where in the
room the projector can stand, where
the screen shall be put and how a

clear gangway can be left to the
lighting switch.

If you can arrange to control both
room and projector lights from the
operator's position, so much the
better. It should not be difficult, as

you can buy a two-way adaptor which
will enable you to place a small shaded
table lamp nearby and switch it on
just prior to the showing or when you
wish tfl change reels. Incidentally, it

is much better for the audience that
a small, dim, and shaded light be
.sho\vn between reels rather than a
sudden switching on of the full glare

of the average living room illumination.

The next tiling to consider is the
duration of your programme, for

upon this will depend the number of

reels you can show. Two hours is

about the maximum length for a

home entertainment of this kind,
although you will find the time
passes quickly if the films are good
and the arrangements well made. To
calculate how many reels you can
show in this time remember that witli

either 9i- or Ki-mm. films 100 feet

takes abovit four minutes to show
and you should allow at least a
minute for changing reels. I am
assuming, of course, that as far as
j-our own films are concerned you
will have edited and titled them
before showing and that you will

have joined them up into big reel

lengths so as to avoid the irritation

of constant stopping and changing.
Remember, too, that varietv is the

these caitofin pictures are
single reelers, and followinff

such a film you can put on a
400 -footer or a super reel of
one of the best of your own
productions. It is a good plan
to follow this second picture-

by a two-reel comedyof which
you have a very large choic?

in the libraries, followed by a seconfl
reel of your own pictures and conclufl-
ing with a second cartoon. This will

give you six reels in all, of which you
will have had to hire four. The time
taken by the whole programme,
allowing for changes and a break in
the middle for refreshments, will be
about the two hours desired.

It is useless to reconimend par-
ticular films in a magazine .vith such
a large circulation as Home Movies.
as while the libraries have large
catalogues of excellent pictures the\-
only have a few copies of each and it

is necessary to choo.se alternatives
when sending in your list.*

If you have none of your own filin.-i

SOUTHPORT AMATEURS BUSY!

Cameramen of the Southport Amateur Cinematograph Society filming the " Merseyside
Express " near Appley Bridge on the Southport-Wigan line. This was a special train
placed at the disposal of the Society by the London, Midland and Scottish Railway

Company Pholn : R. F. Ridtntj

essence of real entertainment in this

connection. Cliildren usually form a
good proportion of such audiences,

and it is a safe bet that they will

always appreciate one or two ani-

mated cartoons. Such a cartoon in

any case makes a pleasant start even
to an adult programme and any pro-

fessional theatre owner will tell you
that animated cartoons are some of

the most popular features in his

programmes. Felix the cat, Oswald
the Rabbit, Out of the Inkwell, and
other cartoon features are obtainable

both in 9J- and 16-mm. sizes, as you
will find by obtaining the librarj'

catalogue from Pathescope, Wallace
Heaton. Kodak. Ensign, etc. Most of

to show or wish to confine your
entertainment to library films, may I

suggest that you substitute for the
two reels of your own pictures men-
tioned above two "' General Interest

"

reels. I have felt for some time that
the excellent pictures of this kind now
available in the libraries are not given
the attention they deserve. They are
as interesting as instructive and
take the place in the home pro-
gramme of the news reels and travel
pictures which the more intelligent

audiences always like to see.

"Southern Film Exchange," however, have a
" guaranteed service " for 9J-mm. library films.

They will guarantee to send the film chosen, thus
making .in alternative choice unnecessarj'. (Ed.)
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USE YOUR CAMERA INDOORS!
HOW TO USE ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

By Percy W. Harris, F.A.C.I.

IF you fail to use your cine camera
• indoors this winter you will be
missing some of the finest oppor-
tunities of liome cinematography.
Do not imagine such work is either

expensive or difficult. Naturally, if

you wish to emulate the feats of

Elstree and Holh-\vood your lighting

efiuipment will need to be elaborate,
but if, as I suspect is the case, yoiu'

main interest is in simple and intimate
scenes in the home, there is no reason
why you should not start right away.

A Wrong Impression
I have found in going through a

very large mmiber of letters from
readers of Home Movies, that many
of them think that good pictures in

artificial light can only be taken with
the most exj^ensive cameras, lenses,

and lighting equipment. ' The im-
pression is rmderstandable seeing that
Tip to a year or two ago we were
dependent on a film which relied for

its sensitiveness almost entu-ely on the
blue rays in which ordinary daylight
is rich and artificial light deficient.

Such film is entirely insensitive to the
red rays (as witness the fact that we
can develop it safely in a red light)

while its sensitivity to yellow is so
low as to be practically useless for

anything but very long exposures of

intense lighting. As the electric light

given by the ordinary bulb, while
being rich in both yellow and red
rays is markedly deficient in blue, a
light which seemed very brilliant to
the luunan eye was dim and dark to
the camera, with the result that
unless we used powerful arc lamps
which are rich in the blue rays, home
cinematography was almost impossible.

Where " Pan " Scores

All this was changed with the
introduction of panchromatic fibn or
film which is sensitive not only to the
blue but also to yellow and to red.

Two films, one orthochromatic (the

older style) and one panchromatic
(sensitive to all colours) of equal speed
in dayhght are by no means of equal
speed in artificial light. The pan-
chromatic will be many times as
sensitive to artificial light as it will

respond to those rays in which the
artificial light is rich and which have
no eiiect on the ordinary ortho-
chromatic film.

With the advent of panchromatic
film, then, home cinematography by
artificial light became practicable, for

light which was not sufficiently intense
to give a good exposure on the ortho-
chromatic film was sufficiently bright
for the " pan."
The next step forward came with

the introduction of what is generally
termed " super-sensitive " fiJm. This
was also panchromatic but had a still

better response to all colours as well
as being faster. In ordinary daylight
it was twice as fast as the pievious
panchromatic fibn bvit owing to its

very much better response at the
red end of the spectrum it showed
itself to be almost four times as
fast in artificial light. Good portraits

and close-ups were now obtainable
with no more light than a couple of
lOU-watt bulbs provided the subjects
wore Ught clothing and a large aperture
lens was used. Such super-sensitive

film is now made by the Agfa Company
and is known as Novopan, the Kodak
Company and is known as Super-
Sensitive, and the Pathe Company as

subject and the lighter the subject the
more will be reflected from it.

Fiuthermore, the light falling upon
the subject comes not only directly-

fiom the lamp or lamps but also by
reflection from the walls, ceiling, fioor

and general .surroundings. You want,
too, to utilise every bit of light

available and for this reason you
should use reflectors.

Distance Counts
The second thing we have to take

into account is the distance of the
subject from the light. Other things
being equal, if you are getting goo I

exposure with the lamp three feet

from the subject, removing the lamj)

to six feet awaj- will not double but
quadruple the necessary exposure.
You must remember, too, that the
camera has no imagination and the
film has certain limitations in reirder-

ing. If, for example, you place your
light well to one side of the subject,

Filming a Card Party with a Kodalite

the P.F.P. The speed to artificial

light of the first two can be considered

the same while the Pathe film is

somewhat slower.

What Aperture ?

Now just what apertures must we
use and what fight to get what results ?

So far as cameras and lenses are

concerned we can say right away that

if you have either 9-J--mm. or a 16-mni.

camera with a lens having a maximum
apeitiiu'e of not smaller than f/3.5 you
can take splendid films at home with
artificial hght. The amount of light

you will require will depend on the

subject, the surroundings and how
much is included in the field of view.

Remember that the film is affected

only by the Ught coming from the

giving a bright illumination on one
side of the face, the other being in

the shadow, your eye will perceive

detail in the shadow although the

light reflected from it is many hundreds
of times less than from the bright side

of the face. The film on the other

hand can only render a certam
hmited range of tone and such a
picture will appear unduly harsh, the
shadow side of the face being devoid
of any detail. It is indeed a safe rule

to consider that the film will always
appear more contrasting than does

the subject to the eye and if you have
the opportunity of observing the

light in a professional film studio you
will at first gather the impression

that it is very flat or even aU over,

although when you see the film
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projected on the screen you will

observe there is very beautiful

modelling.
The third matter we must take into

account is the amount of light

available, still remembering it is light

which reaches the film which is our
only concern. Thus if we have an
f/1.8 or f/1.9 lens used at full aperture
we can get a fully exposed effect with
considerably less light than if we are
limited to an f/3.5 maximum aperture.

Here is a very interesting and useful

table issvied by the Kodak Company
for their Super-Sensitive film :

—

Distance from Lamps
to Subject.

Diaphragm
Opening.

Total Wattrige
of LampB.

2 feet

2 feet

2 feet

f/1.9

f/2.S

f/3..5

200
300
400

3 feet

3 feet

3 feet

f/1.9

f/2.8

f/3..5

300
450
600

5 feet

7 feet

9 feet

f/1.9

f/1.9

f/1.9

600
800

1.200

Notice that in this table it refers to

the distance of the subject from the
lamps and not from the camera.
When arranging your light you must
always see that no direct light from
the lamp shines into the camera lens.

Don't forget images of lights in

mirrors ! Notice also that the table

refers to the total watta/;e of the lamps,
so that where 400 watts is given you
can of course use one 400-watt lamp
or two 200-watt lamps. You can also

be sure that if the talDle says 400-watts
you will not get over-exposure if you
considerably increase this amount for

the figures given are really the satis-

factory minima. The film will stand
at least three times the amount of light

given in this table without showing
signs of over-exposure.

Efficient use of ligfit

We must next consider the most
efficient use of the light. For example,
if we have an electric lamp standard
\Fith the shade taken oft and we place
in the socket a 100-watt lamp without
anj reflector or shade the light will be
unifoimly distributed round the room
and a lot of it will go into parts where
it is not needed for our purpose. If,

on the other hand, we place our lamp
in a specially designed curved reflector

so as to project a beam we may get a
great concentration of light in one
place and not enough anywhere else.

These are two extremes we mvist
avoid. The best way is to ai range the
light inside some foim of reflector

which will spread the light unifoimly
over the area wewant without directing
much of it elsewhere. If we have only
one licht it is, in most cases, best to
plf ce it 8t one side of the subject and
between the cfmeia and the subject
so thst the light falls upon it at an
angle of el out 45 degrees fiom slightly

above. This gives, in most cases, a

pleasant modelling in portraiture, but
one cannot lay down any hanl and
fast rules.

Using one lamp
If we only have one lamp it is best

to place it above and to one side of

the subject and to arrange I'eflectors

to lighten the shadows. It is a good
plan to lay a white sheet or white
paper on the floor (provided the floor

is outside of the field of view) and to
use white or silvered reflectors on the
opposite side to the lamp in such a
way as to throw light into the
shadows. Do not attempt to use an
ordinary mirror as this will give too
harsh and concentrated a light. A
large sheet of plywood or wall-board
painted with aluminium paint is as
effective as anything and is very
cheap to prepare. Sheets of aluminium-
coated paper such as " Konductite "

make admirable reflectors for such
work.

A shot from " City Slights
"

Taken with iOOO watts incandescent lighting

[Sheffield Aniatfiir Film Club)

When we can afford two lamps
then we can get better results and
softer lighting. If we were to arrange
the two lamps at equal distances, one
on each side, the lighting would
certainly be flat and without modelling,
so to avoid this we place the second
light half as far again from the subject

as the first. Thus if one is two feet

to one side, the other should be about
three feet away on the other, and no
part of the subject should be in

shadow. The lighting may appear
flat to your eye, but when the film is

returned from the processing station

it will have just about the right

amount of modelling.
When you are taking these ex-

You will find in the Advertise-
ments in this number of HOME
MOVIES delightful presents (at

all prices) to give to friends
interested in Picture-making

posures leave the ordinary rooni light

on, as any light additional to that of

your special lamps will be of assistance

in softening the effect. If you can,
replace the ordinary room light by
bulbs of higher candle power, and if

you have an electric standard lamp
with a shade, place it behind the sub-
ject, so long as the shade is such that
the lamp does not shine too brilliantly

through it.

With a third lamp and reflector

specially for this work, try the effect

of placing it behind the subject so as
to give what is called in the profession
"back-lighting." Very beautiful

effects are obtained with such lighting,

particularly when the sxibject has
fair hair. Next time you go to a
professional picture thea.tre look for

back-lighting and you will see what
T mean.
Even when you have two or more

lamps and can distribute them around,
do not forget to use reflectors, and try
to become accustomed to judging
the lighting as it will appear on the
film. You will be helped a great deal
in this by viewing the subject through
a piece of blue glass, as the contrasts
seen will more closely resemble the
result in monochrome on the finished

film.

A good investment
If you are likely to do much arti-

ficial light work at home I would
.strongly ad\dse you to invest in a
pair of 500-watt lamps in reflectors

specially designed for the purpose.
The Nitrophot lamp is one of the most
popular of this kind, and I have used
a pair of these lamps myself .success-

fully in all kinds of interior work.
These lamps are frosted internally and
are fitted in specially designed reflec-

tors of high efficiency. Together with
suitable stands they have already
been reviewed in these pages and are
obtainable from all the leading dealers
such as Sands Hunter, Ltd., Wallace
Heaton, Ltd., Westminster Photo-
graphic Exchange, City Sale and
Exchange, and so on. The Kandem
Company, too, who are speciahsts in

lighting equipment and have equipped
most of the big British studios, are
able to provide very reaonably-priced
lighting equipment of this kind for

the amateur.

Home-made devices

If you do not feel inclined to go to

the expense of special lamps, then
there is no reason why you shoidd not
rig tip a lighting unit by screwing
several batten lamp-holders to a strip

of wood and wiring them up so that
you can use several 60 or 100-watt
lamps in a row. This bank of lamps
can then be backed up with a curved
reflector lined with tinfoil to form the
lighting unit on one side of the subject,

while on the other you can use an
ordinary floor lamp or even a table

lamp with simple tinfoil-lined reflectors

substituted for the usual shade. Pro-
vided you so arrange your light that
no direct rays reach the camera you
should get very good results indeed.
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ONCE again the task of judging the

entries for our Monthly Prize

Competition has presented the utmost
difficulty and we would like to say at

once that the standard of entries is

becoming increasingly high.

From the many excellent suggestions

we have picked three distinguished by
their ingenuity, simphcity, and wide
appeal. The first (and as the prizes

are equal we are not placing them in

order of merit) is ]\ir. M. Griffiths'

cheap floodlight, designed to facilitate

the taking of amateur cin6 pictures in

artificial light. Now that super-

sensitive cine film is available in both
Oj-mm. and 16-mm. sizes, we can look

for a rapid increase in the popularity

of indoor filmiag. Mr. Griffiths'

device will appeal both to the lone

worker and the amateur cine societies.

The second device we have chosen
is that submitted by Mr. Albert S.

Wilson and designed for use with the

Pathe Motocamera. Here we have
not only a rigid and steady titling

outfit but, in addition, a means of

centering and adjusting the title by
viewing the image itself on the film.

The third half-guinea is awarded to

Mr. C. W. Cramp for a simple little

device made entirely from parts

obtainable at Woolworth's, for con-

trolling both projector and room
lights from the operating table. As
the whole device costs less than
half-a-crown it is sure to have a wide
appeal.

Winning competitors will receive

their awards within a fortnight of

pubUoation of this issue. Meanwhile,
we are repeating our ofier to readers,

and next month three half-guineas

will again be awarded for the best

hints and tips (preferably of a con-
structional nature) sent in. The
descriptions need only be brief, pro-
vided they are clear, and the practical

usefulness of the hints and tips will

largely influence our decision. If

there is something you wish to

illustrate with a diagram, a simple
pencil drawing will do, as our own

OUR PRIZE
COMPETITION
THIS MONTH'S WINNERS

artists will prepare the nccessar\-

finished drawing for reproduction.
Remember, a brief description, even
without illustrations, of a really useful

Diagram 1. Piuich holes with a
Ijradawl at the points indicated and
fasten the sections to each other by
IHishing copper wire through the

corresponding holes of each adjoining

section and twisting the ends together.

When all are fixed, place the reflector,

.small end downwards, on a piece of

half-inch board. Saw out this shape,
bevelling the edges from the pencil

marks outwards. Bore a hole, a tight

fit for your 500 -watt holder, in the

Wire
F/:iST£NING3

HOi-£3

U-S'-J

St/^hd With
'^^Stirrup top

Constructional Details of Mr. Griffith's floodlight

gadget, trick or method, is more
likely to win a prize than a long
drawn-out description of something
which is difficult to make.

New Closing Date

OWING to the increasing number of

entries for this Competition and
the intervention of Christmas holidays,

may we ask readers to submit their

entries for the next Competition not
later than December 12th ? The
Editor's decision will be final.

A Cheap Floodlight

REFLECTOR.—This is made from
five pieces of 3-ply (an old tea

chest will supply ample) cut out as in

Show/NO Block Mounted
Beti^e£n f'gX^Q Wooden

Mr. Albert S. Wilson's Title outfit in use

centre of this backboard, and then
push the reflector firmly down to the
small end inside the shade, and nail

it securely into position. The bulb-
holder shotild push through from the
back and come flush with the inside

of the reflector ; fix it firmly with two
small chocks. This completes the
reflector with the exception of two
blocks of wood screwed to the back,
each side of the bulb holder, on which
to screw the stirrup (for tilting).

The reflecting surfaces are covered
with tin foil (either from the tea chest
or from cigarette packets) glued on so
as to give a wavy " bubble " surface.

An old electric or oil floor lamp
stand makes the best mounting for the
lamp, as they are not orfly cheaply
picked up, but have adjustment for

height.—M. Gkiffiths, Park Gate,
Newmarket, Suffolk.

Title Centring with a Pathe
Motocamera

THE exact positioning of the title or
object appears to be the chief

difficulty in filming at close range.
The following method of viewing the
image on the film itself may be of
interest.

Allow the motor to run right clown
and draw back the film gate as far as
possible. T\am the milled starting
Itnob until the shutter is fully open.
Then take a short piece of matt film

leader, or better still, a piece c-f scrap,
very much over-exposed and almost
clear, film. Place it in the film guide
and the natural spring of the film
itself will hold it iip to the fixed gate,
and the exact field of the lens can be
clearly seen. The camera or titleboard
can then be suitably positioned.
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A convenient niovint for this work
can be a block of wood 4 inches square
and about (i inches or more long.

.Some hardwood f inch square will also

be needed.
Nail a piece G inches by f inch

square along one edge of tlie block and
across the end a piece 1 ^ inches long
as shown. Place tlie camera right up
to these and nail ilown to tit as closely

as possible a front cross piece 2| inches

long. Complete by the piece 1 } inches
shown in sketch.

The camera now stands firmly on
block, yet the spring can be wound,
the starter worked and the door
swung wide.

It is an advantage when using this

if two long iiinners, 4 inches apart

(also I inch by f inch) are nailed along

a board or table and the title board
set up at the end, on feet if desired.

By sliding the camera and movmting
block up and down and the inspection

of the film, titles of any size or shape
can be exactly and qmckly positioned.

This method could be of course

adapted to other cameras quite

readily.

—

Albert S. Wilson, " Holme-
wood," Fatfield, Washington, Co.

Durham.

A Two-Way Switch

WHEN I first bought my cinema I

was struck by the incon-
venience of having to switch first the
room light off and then the pro-
jector light on, when, very often, the
two switches would be far apart.

This home-made switch controls the
room light and the projector light in

one operation ; it turns the room light

off. at the same time switching on the
piojector light or rice versa. All the
fit tings can be obtained at Woolworth's.
The switch used is one of Wool-

worth's Is. pear switches (6d. each
part). The middle terminal of this

switch is connected, as shown, to an
electric light adaptor. The other two
terminals of the switch are connected
one to the projector and the other to

an electric light holder. The rest of

the wiring can be seen from the
diagram. The three wires leading
down from the electric adaptor can
be twisted rormd to form a sort of

rope (the wires of course must be
insulated). C. W. Cii.\mp, 17, Bedford
Road, Horsham, Sussex.

A Movie That DJdn*t
" /''^INE shots of animals are very

^-^ nice," writes a reader from
Lewisham, " but I don"t suggest that
filming a cat asleep in a pram is much
good. The photograph on page 159
(October) 'Don't Wake Me— I'm
Dreaming,' is one of my stills. When
I tried a cine camera the cat re-

mained motionless, and even when
called refused even to open its eyes.
Result—2

-J feet of very nice stills !

"

Details of

base

construction

in

Mr. Wilson's

device

A Propaganda Film
of Northampton

THE New Industries Committee of

Northampton Town Council have
just had a film prepared of Northamp-
ton covering its history, its amenities

anti industries. The film has been
produced by Coimcillor W. J. Bassett-

Lowke (of Bassett-Lowke, Ltd.) on
16-inm. stock and consists of foiu'

reels of about 400 feet each.

The first reel gives glimpses of

Northampton from the air and then
deals with the interesting historic

buildings which are well described by
sub -titles and include the Town Hall,

St. John's Hospital, Doddridge Chapel,

Queen Eleanor's Cross, etc.

Tlie second reel deals mostly with
Northampton's link with America and
jjlaces in the county like Brington
and Sulgrave with their different

connections with the Washington
family.

The third reel portrays the ameni-
ties of the town, its open-air spaces,

its education facilities, parks and open-
air bathing place.

The last reel deals with the Indus-

trial side and shows how Northampton
workmen gain their livelihood. It

commences with the old cobbler shoe

making as in the olden days and then

H/tRDWOOD

I

shows the way footwear is produced
in the up-to-date factory. Other
prominent industries of the town
include grate making, model making,
motor car accessories, electric Lifts,

printing, etc.

The film is available free of charge
to any societies or organisations on
application to the Town Clerk, and
is of sufficient interest to be of educa-
tional value.

AlD<f1PT£K
.4— SuPPi-y

A Clever Film
WHAT can be done by amateius

banded together to produce a
good cine film is well shown in the
" Safety First " picture recently pro-

duced by the Hull Amateur Cine
Society and being shown this month
at the Exhibition of Kinematography
held at the Royal Photographic
Society.

Produced in conjimction with the

Local Safety First Committee and
with the willing assistance of the

City Authorities, this film tells in

vivid and well -acted pictures and
rhymed titles the story of Safety
First from many angles. The perils

of the banana skin, the need for care

in crossing the road, the danger of

leaving the kettle within reach of

the baby—these and many similar

incidents are vividly depicted. Tlie

film gains much from the artistic

titling of our contributor.

Mr. Ern Shaw, and all

ff^f^-f-
who took part in this

picture are to be highly
commended.

Hoi-OEPl

Support the Advertisers who
Support " Your Paper "

c
I POOM
/.ICHT

^..Switch

Mr. C. W. Cramp's attachment in use
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This completes our sound-oii-clisc

talkie system. Could anything be
more simple '!

The 16-inch Record
Why aie IG-inch diameter records

rumiing at 33 1/3 r.p.m. usually em-
jiloyed for talking pictures '! The

THE A*B.C OF
HOME TALKIES

By BERNARD BRO^VN (B.Sc, Eng.)
Author of " Talkhig Pictures." etc.

EDITOR'S NOTE : This is the second of a new series of articles of great
value to all amateurs experimenting with home talkie apparatus

LAST month we considered the talk-

ing picture generally, but with
particular reference to recording prin-

ciples. We shall now deal in greater
detail with sound-on-disc reproducing
equipment.
The outfit required for somid-on-

disc picture production is simple, and
consists of a projector, electrically or
mechanically interlocked with a turn-

table. The arrangement is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 9. Taking
the mechanical system first, we have
a turntable usually of a diameter
large enough to take 16 -inch records.

Sometimes this turntable is driven by
its own electric motor, but more
usually the projector motor is the sole

source of power of the arrangement.
In any case, the turntable is supplied
with a gear box and usually a governor.

The Flexible Shaft

From the gear box rims a flexible

shaft sometimes known as the " syn-
chroniser." This is connected to a
convenient gear w^heel of the ijrojector

mechanism. Usually some sort of

a,daptor is made which fits on to one
of the sprocket spindles. The gear
box is so designed thai correct speeds
of turntable and intermittent mechan-
ism of the projector are maintained.
Thus, during a single rotation of the
tmntable wliich takes place in 1 .8

seconds, approximately 9 inches of

film runs through the projector

—

assruning we are using 16 mm. fikn.

But this condition alone fulfilled

will not of necessity produce perfect
synchronism and quality. Not only
must picture and sound keep abso-
lutely in step with one another, but
the rotation of the turntable must be
absolutely uniform. If this be not the
case we shall get what our American
cousins call " wows." To maintain
the turntable running at a uniform
speed a governor is fitted. In type
this is similar to those usually em-
ployed for ordinary gramophones, but
naturally of more robust construction
since it has to deal also with the
projector.

Now, turning to the electrical system
we find that the wavy grooves on the
records cause the needle of the pick-up
to vibrate, thus setting up electrical

impulses which are transferred to a
valve amplifier via a volume control.
From the amplifier the magnified
speech currents are passed to a loud
speaker, usually situated behind or
close to the screen.

surface of the records is something
over two tons per square inch ! Ne\-er
consider a gramophone noodle as a
typo of glorified pin—actually it is

manufactured from special steels which,
by long research, have boon found to
resist thi.s high pressure combined
with the ahiasioir caused by the rotat-
ing roconl.

But how. you ask, can the needle
point affect record size ? As men-
tioned in the fir.3t article of this
series, the frequency of a sound is

recorded by the periodicity of the
waves in a record. Obviously a needle
cannot follow curves in the grooves
having a radius loss than its own.
Thus we find that the highest note
obtainable from a record is dependent
upon the radius of the needle point.
At B in Fig. 10 we see a diagram

showing a cross section of a gramo-
phone record gioove, and a little con-

MoToR DmvEN Projector

Fig 9. Schemitic sound-on-disc kit

obvious answer to this question is

that they last longer than ordinary
gramophone records. This is correct

but it may be instructive to examine
the Ciuestion a little more closely.

It will come as a surprise to many
that the size, which means the length
of playing time, of all records is

dependent upon the needle point.
Most records are manufactured from
earthy materials bonded together with
shellac. The selection, grading and
mixing of record stock has been
developed over a period of years,
and now can be stated to be almost
as perfect as it is possible to make it.

It has been found, however, that this

material can withstand the usual
pressure applied by the weight of the
pick-up or sound box only if the point
of the needle has a radius of li
thousandths of an inch. The exact
nature of this statement will be
gathered by an examination of Fig. 30,

where at A we show the extreme tip

of a gramophone needle. With this

particular radius the pressure on the

sideration shows that with the dimen-
sions given we get a hiuidred grooves
per inch of record surface. Anyone
who cares to work out the little

problem of a record rumiing at 78
r.p.m. with grooves according to the
diagram and allowing a 4 inch mini-
mum circle will find that a 10 -inch re-

cord runs for approximately 3 minutes
and a 12 -inch for 4 minutes.. Inci-

dentlj^ the actual speed of rotation,

namely, 78 per minute, is based upon
the fact that a top frequency of about
5,000 cycles per second must be
reproduced.
Now the same principles hold true

for the 16 -inch record. The chief

practical differences eneovmtered are

that this record starts from the inside

and works outwards, i.e., opposite

way to the ordinary domestic gramo-
phone records. Why is this ? The
real truth of the matter is that the
ordinary gramophone record is a
mistake and it should play outwards,
the same as the talkie record. The
inner part of a record is turning at a
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slower linear speed than the outer,
which means to say that the reproduc-
tion is likely to be lacking in top
notes since the waves in the grooves
are, as it were, packed more closely
together. For this reason the inner

Fig. 10A
The extreme tip

of a gramophone
needle
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Fig. 10B. A cross-section of a gramophone
record groove

Fig. IOC.
The
start

mark

ST/lf^T

part of a record should have the
benefit of a new needle point. Some
people use a gramophone needle for

several records, but if they cared to
use a microscope they would quickly
abandon the habit, for a needle point
wears surprisingly rapidly.

The second reason why an outward
movement was selected for talking-

picture work was that it simplified

the placement of a suitable start

mark as shown in C, Fig. 10. Anyone
who has carried out experiments in

synchionising ordinary gramophone
records from the outer to the inner
diameter will well appreciate the
difficulty of starting of? clear without
damaging the record.

Jiost one point before we conclude
these remarks on the 16 -inch disc.

Fundamentally the quality of repro-
duction from a disc numing at 331/3
r.p.m. is likely to be not so good as a
record nmning at 78 r.p.m. Not so
very many years ago it was impossible
to obtain really good reproduction
from such slow-turning records of

reasonable diameter. The difficulty

has been overcome tlirough the im-
provement of the methods of record-
ing and in reproducing apparatus.
Remember always, however, that the

talkie disc is working far more critic-

ally than the ordinary gramophone
record and treat it with greater
respect

.

The Pick-up or Reproducer

In sound-on-disc rejiroduction, the
impulses which ultimately emerge
from the siieaker as sound start with
the electrical pick-up or reproducer.
This is a simple device, although it has
taken a niunber of years to reduce it

to present-day efficiency.

There are many scores of types of
pick-ups on the market, but practic-
ally all follow the principle illustrated

in Fig. 11, which shows more or less

what we should find were we to take
the cover off most of the popular
models. First of all we have a cobalt
steel magnet which gives us greatest
possible magnetism per imit of weight.
Next are the pole pieces, and between
these pivots an armature which ex-
tends downwards to take the needle
and upwards to become cushioned
between two pieces of rubber damp-
ing. Incidently the lower bearing of
the armature is also of rubber. The
upper limb of the armature passes
through the centre of the speech coU.
The coil itself is fixed to the pole
pieces, but the armature can "waggle "

within it. From the coil go the leads
to the amplifier.

It win be appreciated that with the
pole pieces close together there is a
very strong magnetic field across the
armature and the speech coil. Now
as the record moves past the needle
point the armature is caused to mo\'e
sideways in the direction of the two
small arrows in the diagram and thus
moves backwards and forwards within
the speech coil. Now it is a law of
electricity that when the magnetic
flux varies across a coil an electric

current is set up. As the armature
moves so does the magnetic flux,

causing an electric current or rather
voltage to be set up across the speech
coil, whence it is transmitted to the
amplifier.

All bodies have a natural period of
vibration and the armature tends to
vibrate at a particular note. To pre-
vent this becoming objec\,ionable the
rubber damping pieces and rubber
bearings are fitted. Much of the
excellence of a good pick-up depends
upon the method of applying damping.

fiRMflTURE

Fig. 11. The
principle

of the
electric

pick-up

and usually when pick-ups give trouble
it is due to the damping arrangements
becoming out of adjustment. Quito
clearly the upper part of the armature
should be placed centrally with respect
to the upper arms of the magnet pole.
Rubber, however, is not a very stable
material and in cotirse of time is likely

to perish. Thus it happens that the
armature comes closer to one poli-

than to another and this causes lo.ss

in quality and volmne. The usual
method of testing a pick-up for
" tune " is to tap the needle first

from one side and then from the other
with the amplifier full on. The
" plops " from both sides should be
equal both in volume and pitch.
Another and perhaps more dangerous
method of testing is to gently press
the pick-up first towards the centre
of the record and then outwards during
playing. If an increase in volume
takes place at either of these move-
ments then almost certainly the
pick-up is out of tune and should be
corrected. Considerable care should
be taken when making tliis test, as it

too great pressure be apphed obviously
the needle will jiunp from one groove
to another and damage the record.

Do not therefore make this test with
talkie discs on loan !

The modem electric pick-up rarely
gives trouble, providing it is properly
fitted. Of course, when you are
buying sets complete, tho manufac-
turers can be relied upon to mount
the pick-up arm in its correct position.

Fig. 12A shows the tracking error

which can take place with an impro-
perly mounted pick-up arm. The arm
itself is pivoted at IL, the needle at the
outer circle will be tangential to the
groove, but at the inner circle at S
at an angle and therefore will tend to

scrape the sides of the groove, causing
damage to tho record and imperfect
reproduction. Of course, in the diagram
the errors, etc., have been exaggerated.
In moimting a pick-up the error should
be split between the outer and inner

circles of the record and the most
practical method of doing this is to
set the pick-up arm so that the needle
point passes over the centre of the
turntable. Some suppliers of pick-up.i

issue templates for fitting—these

should be used, but otherwise the
centre test will be found effective.

(Continued on page 255)
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

This section is devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and film
submitted to *' Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purchase

of equipment

Home Development

AN increasing niunber of 9i-nim.
enthusiasts are taking to the

home development of their films,

using for this purpose reversible

stock which, of course, needs no print-

ing machine. One of the cleverest

aids to tliis work we have seen is the
new Henderson "Tripoflo," which
we illustrate below. It consists of a
skeleton metal drum on which the
dry film is wound in the dark-room
and a container in which the drum
can be rotated by means of the
handle provided. An ingeniously
arranged perforated tube is so placed
that a spray of water serves to keep
the frame moving during the washing
process.

The method of operation is very
simple ; the beginning of the film is

placed in a spring clip and the film

wound on by rotating the handle. To
the end of the flhn another spring
clip is attached, the spring main-
taining the tension and thus prevent-
ing slackening.

One of the many advantages of this

device is that only small quantities of

solution are needed—6 ozs. being
sufficient. Once the dry film has been
wound on, it is not touched by the
fingers again vmtil completion of the
processing, while a small piece of

film held by a spring clip can be
inspected both back and front during
development without disturbing the
rest.

Made throughout of stainless steel,

on which the chemicals have no
action and which, of course, will not
rust, the "Tripoflo" sells for
£3 17s. 6d. complete and will, we are
sure, make a strong appeal to the

the Craig Jiuiior Splicer (submitted to
us by Messrs. J. D. Dallmsyer, of
London). Made by the same firm, it

sells for a much lower price, although
it has most of the advantages of the
" Senior " instrument.

The Craig Jnr.

Splicer, a useful

device in con-

venient fornn

man who hkes to process his own
pictures. We understand that a
special 16-mm. model can be supplied
to order at a somewhat higher price.

The apparatus is made by Mr. A. S.

Henderson, of Aberdeen.

Splicing Made Easy
The Craig Splicer, which is well

known to advanced workers both in

The Tripoflo

developing and

v/ashing tank for

9i-nnnn. film

To wash the film it is only necessary
to remove the rubber plug, connect
the hose to the nearest tap and turn
on the washing water, when the
spray above referred to both washes
the film and rotates the frame simul-

taneovisly.

the United States and this country,
is deservedly popular owing to the
simplification it introduces into the
splicing process. Unfortunately, with
the adverse rate of exchange and
duties, the price has now become
rather high and therefore we welcome

The illustration on this page shows
two ends of film being joined in the

splicer. The operation of the device

is very simple, the two ends being
placed on guide pins, one on each
side of the centre gap, two small

sUding pieces being brought forward
to hold the film in place. The cut-

ting blade, which is seen vertically in

the picture, is then brought down and
sheers the two ends neatly in exactly

the correct position. This blade is

then lifted and a second hinged bar
(seen down ua our picture) is brought
across the film in such a way that it

leaves a small portion exposed for

scraping. The small scraper supplied

with the instrument is then used to

remove the emulsion and the right-

hand piece of film brought forward so

as to overlap. Both pieces of film are

held securely and it is now only
necessary to lift the hinged bar, paint
a little cement along the bared surface

and again lower the hinged bar, this

time in an overlapping position. The
bar is provided with a chp on the
front so as to hold it firmly in place
while the cement dries.

Actually the film can be cut,

scraped, cemented and joined much
quicker than it takes to describe the
process, and after having spliced a
number of films with it we can un-
hesitatingly recommend it. At 30s.

it represents not only a good invest-

ment but also a most welcome Christ-

mas present. For those who wish to
obtain the original Craig Splicer,
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The R. F. Hunter Film Magnifier

this is available from Messrs. J. H.
Dallmeyer, Ltd.. on a strong wooden
plinth at £4 13s. 4il. This 'company
is also marketing the Craig Re-Wind
and Splicer at eight guineas.

A Film Magnifier

There are many occasions on which
it is convenient and useful to examine
a series of frames on one"s films imder
a magnifying glass without the neces-

sity of projecting them. This is

particularly the case during editing

and when it is desired to find at just

which frame the film should be cut.

We have tried several film magnifiers

but none so good as the little device

illustrated on this page and sub-

mitted to \is by Messrs. R. F. Hmiter,
Ltd. It is known as the Hunter Cine

Film Magnifier, and while the speci-

men we have tested is designed for

16-mm. film, a 9J--mm. model is also

available.

The magnif,\iiig lens is fitted into

an eye cup which in turn is screwed

to a focussing tube, while the film

itself slips into a slot between the

metal casing and a piece of finel\'

gromid glass which acts as a d iffuser

for the light. The slot is so made
that the film passes .smoothly through-
out without any lateral play, and
when looking through the eyepiece

one sees only one frame at a time, the

.sides of the film beitig masked.
Examination of film in this magnifier

is simplicity itself, for it is only
necessary to sit before a window or

electric lamp and pull the film through
frame by frame to see the picture just

as clearly as if it were thrown on a

small screen. It is a beautifully made
little de\'ice and is well worth the

12s. 6d. charged.

An Accurate Focussing Device

A great deal of precision work is

now done on Oj-mm. film, particu-

larly as high-grade cameras andlenses
are available in this size. When
niaking titles or taking pictures whicli

involve close-ups, the viewfinder

generally- provided is not a sufficiently

accurate guide and man>- liave thought
what an advantage it would be if

only we could focus directly in the
gate.

Fortunately this can now be done
\\ith the Prism Periscope Focussing
^Magnifier submitted to us for test by
Mr. A. O. Roth and illustrated on
this page. It consists, as will be seen,

of an achromatic eyepiece in a focus-

sing tube and a small prism of such a

size that it will just fit into the place

normally occupied by the film in the

Pathe Motocamera. The ground glass

surface of the jirism rests aaain-st the

gate and on this the image is focussed.

The slightest falling off in focus is

noticed at once. There are three

The new Thalhammer Junior tripod

small feet on the base of the magnifier

so that it stands squarely in the gate

and only in extreme cases wheie the

camera is of an old type will it be

necessaiy to make any alteration to

this setting.

The Roth focussing device for Pathe
cameras

The finish of the instriunent is of
the high-grade we always associate
with Mr. Roth's products, and at the
price of £2 l.">s. will be the means of
saving much film in accurate close-up
work.

A New TJialhaminer Tripod
The Thalhammer Triporls have been

nrarketed on both sides of the Atlantic
foi' several years and aie known to l>e

in the front rank, combining complete
.steadiness with refinement in finish

and a multiplicity of movements
suitable for every kind of cine work.
The new Thalhammer Junior Tripod,
which is illustrated on this page, is

very similar to the standard model
and is fitted with an " instant -on

'"

top of a slightly different design
from the standard, but ec|ually effec-

tive in operation. Both follo\%ang and
panoraming movements are included
in the very solid chromium-jilated
head and the long guiding handle
remains in place even when the tripotl

is folded for carrying. The legs differ

from the standard sizetl model and
are wooden throughout, but still retain

the very valuable advantage of being

reversible, with rubber feet on one
end and pointed metal feet on the

other so as to make the stand suit-

able for both indoor anil out looi'

work.
A\'e have long experience of the

' Senior " model of this stand and
are pleased to find that the " Junior

"

'

{ContiDiieil on page 266)

Above.—A rear view of the meter, showing the two photo-

electric cells and the angle-correcting shades

• • •
On thej left. The Weston Exposure meter with case
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Special Christmas Supplement

COME SHOPPING WITH U$!
Useful Suggestions For ^Those Who
Have To Give Presents—And Those

Who Hope To Receive Them

r^HOOSING the Christmas presents is

generally one of the biggest problems
of the year. Far too often if the gift is right

the price is wrong, and vice versa : but if

yon are choosing a present for a devotee of

this wonderful new hobby of Home Movies
you should have very little worry. Come
shopping with us !

We have a long list and (we whisper thi^

confidentially) a maiden aunt of ours has
expressed a wish, through a third party, tn

find out just what we ourselves want

!

We won't worry about names, becausi-

that is of purely family interest, but it is

just as well to record that we have to buy
presents for:

—

1. A young nephew, who has been
reading Home Movies and is just

itching to begin movie-making.
2. His elder brother (very superior)

who already owns a 91-mm.
camera and projector as well as a

screen.

3. A very close friend whose 16-mm.
pictures are the envy of all of us
and who seems pretty well

equipped with apparatus of all

kinds.

4. Several young relatives who have
only projectors and devote their

activities to showing library films.

5. An aunt who is well known to all the
tourist agencies owing to her
passion for travelling and whom we
know has recently invested in a
high-gr£ide IG-mm. camera : and,

6. Well, we may as well confess it right

away, we have decided to buy
something good for ourselves this

Christmas. After all, cinemato-
graphy as well as charity begins at
home and a little charity to our-
selves won't do any harm.

The First Job

!

Let's take the beginners first. Here is a
nice little 9J-mm. outfit, consisting of a
Pathe Motocamera at £6 6s., and a " Kid

"

Projector, £2 15s. ; this makes £9 Is. in all.

By S. U. Lloysl

This will do for .Jack, my favourite nephew,
and I will give him half-a-dozen 50 foot

reels to start him off ; this will bring it up
to about £10. My wife says I am spoiling

the boy, but after all it is really a gift for

the whole family. If it goes the same way
as the steam engine I gave him last Christmas
the poor boy won't get a chance to handle it

For those families

v/here both 91- and
16-mm. films are used,

what is a better
" family " present than
the Bolex model D,

which projects both
sizes with equal per-

fection ? A brilliant

250 watt lamp is used,

making it the most
powerful 9J-mm. pro-

jector obtainable

Above—The six guinea
Pathe camera. C3n left

— The Pathe "Kid"
projector at 55/-

anyWay. Hisfatherwill
be using it all the time !

Where shall we get
it ? If we get out of

the Tube at Dover
Street, we can call in at

the Westminster Pho-
tographic Exchange in

Piccadilly or at Wallace
Heaton's on the way up
Bond Street. Or We can
leave it till later and
drop in at the Service

f'o. in( Holborn on the
way to Gamages. The

Westminster, by the way, have a very fine

stock of cine stuff and their cine catalogue

is one of the most useful reference books I

know. I have one, but there is no reason

why you should not send at once for your
copy.

For the Enthusiast
Now who is next on the list ? We have

Jack's elder brother, Walter, the cine

enthusiast of the family. He has a Pathe
camera and projector as well as a good
screen, but I know he would like to have
more light. We will have a look at the Lodex
lamphouse while we are in Wallace Heaton's,

as they can show it to us working. I know
it is good because the Vicar showed me his

the other night and he is one of their regular

customers. Walter can fix the lamphouse
himself in two or three minutes, as it is only

necessary to undo a couple of screws and
replace the present lampholder by the new
one. The transformer which goes with it is

designed to run from alternating current

mains which I Icnow he has in the house.

You can get a direct current model, too, and
in this a resistance takes the place of the

transformer. The lamphouse sells for four

guineas complete and is well worth the price.

While we are there, we will have a look
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The "Disc" distance meter.—A welcome
gift to the user of large aperture lenses

at the exposure meters, ranging from the
cheapest cinemeter, the Zodel, which is a
simple yet efiicient little pocket-book
calculator selling for Is. I shall buy half a
dozen of these and send them round instead
of Christmas cards to my cine friends, as

they are very useful indeed even if one has
the more elaborate meters. I am going to
look also at the world's most expensive
exposure meter, the Weston, which sells for

£20. If you want to know any more about
it, the Editor tells me it is reviewed in this

issue. I cannot possibly atford it, but I do
not see any havm in giving Wallace Heaton's
my aunt's address so that they can send her
a circular. You never know !

Another Problem Solved

Now what about my friend who is

disgustingly well off and seems to have
almost everything for his cine use ? He
helped me do a very good business deal and
I want to do something in return. He is a
bit of a problem. I think it would be a good
plan to drop in at Dallmeyer's in Mortimer
Street. I want to look at their Titling
Outfit which uses the white felt letters on a
black felt covered board. It seems to me
one of the steeidiest kinds of Titler one can
get and has the great advantage of being
adjustable to suit any size of picture. I

rather think I will buy my friend a Craig

Splicci-. .funior Model, which sells for .'SOs.

It is only just out, so he is not likely to have
bought it yet, and I do happen to know
that he is rather unhappy about the simple
splicing device he now uses.

So much for him, and now for this list of

young relatives who use projectors. One of

them lives in South East London, and so I

am giving him an order on the Amateur
('ine Service, of oOa, Widmore Road,
Bromley, which will enable him to hire a
dozen or two films from this Company
during his holidays. It is worth mentioning
that the Amateur Cine Service has a remark-
ably good 91-mm. Library. They have a
guaranteed service which gives you a free

choice from the complete Patheseope
catalogue, including latest releases, without
mibslitdtioH : new copies are u.sually supplied.

They also have a standard service which
gives you a free choice but substituting
when the films chosen are not immediately
available. On super films the charge is 4s.

l)er reel for six days for the guaranteed
service ; and 2s. 6d. per reel for six days for
the standard service. 60-foot films are Is.

and 6d. resjjectively for the two services and
:iO-foot films are 9d. and 3d. respectively. I

shall send my nephew a catalogue and tell

him to choose what he wants and I know he
will be well looked after. As this Company
carries full stocks of all cine apparatus,
including the latest lines, he may be able to

I)ersuade his father to buy him a camera
there.

The 16-mm. Man
To ICi-ram. projector users we can make a

l)resent of a subscription to the Wallace
Heaton film library or the Service Co.'s

10-mm. library.

In one case at least I am going to give a
new screen. After all. it is the final result

we are after and unless our screen is of good
reflective power we cannot get a brilliant

picture. I am going to Messrs. R. F.

Hunter, of Celfix House, 51, Gray's Inn
Road, to choose one of their latest Celfix

screens with a crystal glass beaded surface.

Celfix is the ultra-modern cine screen and is

the last word in construction, raising and
lowering itself by the mere pressure of a
button. It is as portable as an ordinary

attache case and the whole screen is folded

in a compact box covered with art leather

and taking up the absolute minimum of

room. No. 1 screen, measuring 40 inches by
30 inches, costs £4 12s. 6d. with a silver

surface or £6 10s. with a crystal glass

beaded surface. If you want to know just

what kind of surface is obtainable, Messrs.

R. F. Hunter will send you a sample of

silver and crystal glass beaded surface

post free on request.

The Practos ex-

posure meter is

marked for use

with either still

or cine cameras

Another very valuable little device which
makes a splendid present for beginner and
expert alike is the film magnifier, also
reviewed in this issue. There are many
occasions when it is not convenient to put
the film in the projector during editing
where it is desired to cut at a particular
frame.

Presents " De Luxe "

If you feel generously inclined towards a
relative or friend (sometimes they are both)
who owns a Pathe Lux Motocamera, you
certainly should write to Mr. A. O. Roth, of

85, Ringstead Road, Catford, S.E.6, who has
a wonderful array of high-grade apparatus
for these popular cameras. There is, for
example, the Prism Periscope Focussing
Magnifier (this, too, you will see reviewed on
another page), which sells for £2 15s. and
slips into the opened gate of the Pathe
Motocamera and enables one to get a clear

and distinct image of just what will appear
on the film ; in this way one can focus
accurately for close-ups, titles, etc. Then, of

course, there is Mr. Roth's iamous series of

Meyer lenses for the Pathe Motocamera.
For example, Mr. Roth sells a complete
Pathe Motocamera, Model B, with Meyer
f/2.8 anastigmat at £10 10s., while clients'

own Pathe Motocameras Model B can be
fitted with these lenses for £4 5s. Now that
Pathe are supplying super-sensitive pan-
chromatic film which gives excellent results

in artificial light, many people will prefer to

buy their Pathe camera fitted with the

Your friend can film indoors with this
Nitrophot lamp from Sands Hunter

special Meyer lens with the remarkably large
aperture of f/1.5. Think of it! F/1.5 is

more than five times as fast as f/3.5 which
we used to think was a very large aperture.
As a friend of mine enthusiastically remarked
recently after buying one of these lenses, it

is almost fast enough to film a black cat in
the coal cellar after dark.

Another of Mr. Roth's specialities is the
wide-angle 1.5 anastigmat for the Pathe Lux
projector. This is a special lens which not
only gives more light than the normal lens
but enables a bigger picture to be obtained
at closer range.

I am nearly broke already, but we have
still to solve the problem of what to give
to our voyaging aunt. She has one of the
new Siemens cameras and is more than
satisfied «-ith the results. As she says :

" I
do not have any fiddly threading," and as
she does not have to alter anything other
than one button to take slow-motion, she
has already got some splendid shots of
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The

The

PAILLARD
HOME TALKIE
The Aristocrat of Home Projectors.

Capable of giving a show equal in perform-

ance to that seen at any Cinema Theatre

the PAILLARD is a marvel of present-day

ingenuity. There is something about its

quiet, balanced beauty, that arouses the

natural instinct of the enthusiast. The
infinite precision of its mechanism, skilful

design and ingenious simplification have

placed the PAILLARD beyond competition.

PRICE : Complete, including PAILLARD ampli-
fier, moving coil loud speaker, transformer to

work the machine on any voltage from 100 to 250
(alternating current only) and all

accessories to project both Pathe ^ I ^^^^
!).$ mm. and any i6 mm. films Imn^J^J

PAILLARD-Bolex
Model "D" Projector

for both Pathe 9.5 f»ff/. and any id mm. films.

A present to crave for.

A gift to present with
utmost confidence.

Tji'O lihraries—9.5 mm. and 16 mm.

NOTHING can equal the performance of

the PAILLARD-Bolex projector. 250 watt
illumination ensuring a brilliant picture up
to 10 ft. wide with either Pathe 9.5 mm.
and Kodak or other 16 mm. films. Forward
and reverse mechanism. Chromium plated

throughout. Fitted with the world renown
HUGO MEYER " Kinon " superior f/1.6

\y' projection lens.

All the refinenteiifs to be found on machines sellino^ at

twice the price.

PRICE: Including ail accessories to ^^JC
project both sizes of films lb33

Extra resistance for voltages 200 to 250 - - 37/6

.i

A TALKIE LIBRARY IS NOW AVAILABLE

Booklets and other particulars free from Sole Distributors :

CINEX LIMITED
70 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
TELEPHONE.•--.---- HOLBORN 4482
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The " Coronet " cine camera at 55/- has

started many on a pleasant pictorial path

native boys diving off the boat iu the

Canary Islands.

I think I will give her a good tripod ; she

will find it very useful on many of her trips.

Sands Hunter & Co., Ltd.. make a very
good one which sells at £6 6s. It is rock
steady and folds u]) into a reasonable size

of case. Sands Hunter's shop is in Bedford
Street, just off the Strand, so we can get

there quite conveniently. While we are

there, too, I want to show you the latest

Nitrophot lamjjs with which you can film

the Christmas Party. The Nitrophot lamp.
which is a nominal .500 watt, is fitted with a
special bright light reflector. The reflector

costs 30s. and a metal telescopic stand,

which lifts the lamp well above your head,
sells for lis. fid. The lamp is extra : and a

pair of reflectors and stands complete with a

portable (arrjing case and two 500 watt
Nitrophot lamps cost £9 12s. Here is your
opportunity to make yourself jx)pular for

ever with the local Cine Society. Give them
a pair of these lamps and start a local

Hollywood !

A Good Meter
While we are in Sands Hunters we will

also look at the Cinemeter. an exposure
meter which sells for 30s. and has many
special points of merit. To judge an exposure
you merely apply to your eye (it is fitted

with a convenient eye cup) and then rotate

the end until a green di.sc, which you will

see when you first look through the device,

just disapjwars. If you then withdraw the

meter from your eye and look at a scale on
the meter you will find the correct exposure
for the subject.

That finishes my shopping list except for

the present I want to buy for myself and I

have decided to get a new IB-mm.projector.
There is a lot to be said for all of the makes
and I probably shall not decide this week
but we might as well take the opjwrtunity
of going round and examining them all and
noting their good points.

The Bolex Model J) is one of the most
interesting machines I know. We can see

it at any of the big dealers, such as West-
minster Photographic Exchange, Wallace
Heaton's. Service Co.. orDollond & Aitchison.

AVe might as well go into Dollond & Aitchison
while we are out : they have several branches
in London: 28, Old Bond Street, 281,
Oxford Street, and 2, Angel Court, Throg-
morton Street, E.C.2. They have some
very good second-hand apparatus and they
can demonstrate any of their models at any
time. The Bolex Model D jirojector is

unique iri that it will show either 9i-mm. or
10-mm. film with a 2.50 watt lamp. By the
way, if you have never seen a 9J-mm. film

])rojected with a 250 watt lamp you have no
idea how good it can be. particularly if it

has been taken with one of the very high-
grade lenses which are mentioned previously.

The Model D is the ideal instrument for the

home where both sizes of camera are used
and for the cine society where the members
are divided between the two sizes. It is a

The Bolex represents splendid value for

money at £14

beautifully made job and will project still

pictures from single frames just as well as

continuously nmning film. The change-over
from one size to the other can be effected in

a few moments without using any tools and
the results arc equally satisfactory on both
sizes.

Home Talkies
The Bolex jjeople, too, have an excellent

Home Talkie outfit made up as a complete
unit, with projector, synchronised turntable

and amplifier. The loud sjieakcr is stood
behind the screen, and the operation of the

<levice requires no more skill than handling
the ordinary projector. You cannot make
your own pictures on it, but you can show
any of the standard lli-mm. sound-on-disi-

The 9i-mm. user would
welcome one of the

many excellent tele-

photo lenses supplied

by the firm of A. O.

Roth for Pathe Moto-
cameras

On the right, the

Agfa Movex, one of the

simplest high - grade

16-mm. cameras to use.

The lenses are rapidly

interchangeable

•

The Siemens-Halske 16-mm. camera appeals
to beginner and expert alike

films. \\'e will have a look at it while we
are in town.

An interesting Set
And sjjeaking of Home Talkies, we must

by all means go round to British Talkatome,
Ltd., of Wells Street. .Jermyn Street, W.l,
and hear their equipment. This is not a
lomplete outfit in itself, but a special addi-
tional outfit designed to attach to existing
l)rojcctors. thereby converting them into
Home Talkie equipment. All that is needed
is their synchronised turntable, which, with
an adajrtor for your own machine, sells for
£25 (with a small additional charge for
adaptors for one or two special machines),
and,after this has been attached quite simply
to your own projector, you take the leads
from the turntable to the pick-up terminals
of your wireless set, using the loud si)eaker
of tliis last to S])read the sound from near
the screen. British Talkatome. Ltd.. also
sell sjjecial amplifiers and combined speaker
screens for those who have not a wireless set
or wish to have the sound equipment separ-
ately. A very useful present is a home
constructor's outfit, listed at £9 1 7s. Gd.

British Talkatome. Ltd.. by the way. have
the largest sound librarv for amateurs in
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the kingdom, and tlu'ir Kims and discs can
I)e used on the Biilc\ apparatus as well as

on their own.
If you have any friends wlio are exj)ori-

menting with sound reproduction or sounfl

accompaniment to their silent films, y<"i

will be interested, I am sure, in the rccord-

])layini: unit sold by Bowyer-Lowc and
A.E.D., Ltd., at Diamond Works, Brighton.
This, with a good loud speaker, will enable
anyone to give a splendicl sound accompani-
ment to their silent films, particularly if they
purchase some of the special " effects

"

records now sold by the leading gramophone
companies. This Company also makes a
particularly good pick-up known as the
Mark 3. In designing this the response has
been worked out to suit that of the average
loud si>eakcr, so that the sound is particularly

natural.

A Screen of Merit

A very interesting and useful present
which should not be omitted from our
consideration is the screen with "non-
directional " surface marketed by J, Denton,
Ltd, These screens are made to have a very
brilliant surface and yet to avoid that

irritating defect in so many silver screens of

throwing very little light to the side of the

centre line. Perhaps you have noticed when
you have been watching a picture in a silver

screen in a wide room that unless you are

close to the line joining the projector and
the screen you will not get full luminosity.

The Denton screen is designed to avoid
this defect and has the tone rendering of

white card. I'here are several types avail-

able, including the important roller type
with stretchers that have a special screw
device giving a perfectly flat picture.

A friend of mine is now deriving a great
deal of pleasure from '"faking" films with
the aid of models. He has made some

wonderful ])i<'turcs by combining shots of

real railway trains with shots of n\odcls

sujiplied by Bassett-Lowke, Ltd., of North-
ampton.

In this connection it is well to go to the
firm of Bassctt-Lowke, Ltd., who are famous
for models that arc to scale and are really

miniature reproductions of their ])rototypes.

as far as external appearance and detail

are concerned. Their showrooms and retail

branch are at 112, High Holborn, W.C.

Loud Speakers

Loud speakers merit a special word and
are always popular presents for the sound
enthusiast. The Sonochorde loud speaker
I have found excellent in home talkie work.
It is made in two kinds, the excited field

type, which a wireless expert will tell you
requires current supplied to the field magnet,
and the permanent magnet type, which
requires no special current other than that
accumulated from the loud speaker terminals,

which means it can be substituted for the

present loud speaker without any change.

If you have not used a moving coil speaker

and have relied on the old cone type, you
have no idea what an improvement such a
speaker can effect. These speakers are of

various sizes and prices and naturally the

more you pay the better results you get,

although the cheapest gives excellent quality

reproduction. The particular model Sono-
chorde of which I am very fond is the one of

the 11-inch cone which sells for 42s. 6d. in

the field excited model and 62s. 6d. in the

permanent magnet model.
Another splendid line of speakers is the

Rola, also made in both field-excited and
permanent magnet types. The British Rola
Co., Ltd., has done much to popularise the

use of dual loud speakers so aiTanged that

the deficiency in response to low notes which
characterises the small cone is balanced out

A 30"x20" Silver Screen for 2/-/

KONDUGTITE
Metallic Paper for Home
Made Movie Screen

"Konductite" Metallic paper consists

of specially prepared thin Aluminium
Foil with a backing of stout paper.
It can be readily applied to any flat

surfacfi, such as plywood, with any
ordinary adhesive and forms a brilli-

ant silver screen for Home Projection

Price per sheet (^o'y.io") 2/-

Postage and packing 6d. extra

Anj' length 20" wide, supplied at 2/6 per yd.

The City Accumulator Coy.

7 Angel Court, Strand, W.C.2
Phone - - - TEMPLE BAR 8520

GREAT
CHANGE
STANDARD SIZE 35mm. EMPIRE
CINEMATOGRAPH PROJECTORS
Offered at MAKERS' ACTUAL COST of PRODUCTION <

IDEAL for HOME, INSTITUTE or CLASSROOM. Spools
carry ijODO feet of Theatre-sizs standard film. Maltese Cross
movement, giving a minimum of flicker. Gearless meciianism,
ensuring silence and easy working. Low voltage lamp, with special
optical system, maximum light without fire risk. Pictures up to 8 ft.

are brilliantly projected at 20 ft. Adaptable to any electric house
supply by universal resistance. Detachable lO-in. film
spools. Outfit contained in metal dust-proof carrying-case
withhandle. Complete with instruction book. Model '*A

"

or 10/- deposit and 9 monthly payments of 10'-.

A FEW ONLY
35 mm. Empire No. 3 Pro-
jectors. List price £12.
Reduced price, £7 10
3Smm. No. 9 Empire
Universal Model, all self-
contained. List price ;C25.
Reduced price £18 18
7 days* Free Approval.
Terms against Cash
to Value. Exchanges
entertained. Extended
payments over 6, 9 or

12 months

95/-
HOME CINE.

Popular PROJECTORS of all

sizes in stock and available for
^ FREE demonstrations. Ex-
^tended Payments. Exchanges.
Lists & terms gladly furnished.

FILM LIBRARY
for Pathescope 9.5 Films.
60ft. and Super Reels.
Details on application.

DEALERS
SINCE 1889

Telephone •'

Holborn 0664
(3 lines)

289 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.CI.

CORONET
THE WORLD'S

WONDER

CINE

/-
'V£0R0NET" CINE CAMERA
Anastiemat 3.9 lens. Iris dia-
phragm. Clock-work motor.
Brilliant view finder, film indi-
cator. Metal case. Leather
carrying handle. Daylight
Loading. Will take standard
9.5 container. 55/-
Real Cowhide carrying case
with three compartments
beautifully lined, 10/6.

"CORONET" PROJECTOR
A wonderfully sturdy machine.
All metal construction. Made
to suit all voltages up to 250.
EiScient Condenser. Projector
Lamp. Specially powerful pro-
jector lens, geared crank action.
Just clip the film into position,
plug into ordinary lamp holder,
switch on current, turn handle,
and you begin the most thrilling
show in vour own home.

Price 39/-.

CORONET CAMERA CO.

310, Summer Lane,

BIRMINGHAM,19
Telephone : Aston Cross 5804/5
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by the particular eificienuy of the lower part

of the scale which can be obtained from the

big cone. Big cones, on the other hand, are

rather weak on the top notes of the scale,

in which the small cones excel, so that the

use of the two in conjunction gives a remark-
ably uniform response through the whole
musical range. You can get full particulars

of all the Rola speakers from your local

wireless dealer.

How about a Varley gramophone pick-up
and tone arm ? Varley make a very fine

model indeed for 42s. A Varley Power
Potentiometer is another gift that will never
come amiss, since it has such a wide variety

of uses. It is made in values of from 10 to

50,000 ohms and costs only 7s., complete
with interchangeable resistance bobbin.

Volume controls form another useful and
inexpensive gift, and Varley supply them in

two types, wire-wound at 5s. 6d. to 6s., and
non-wire-wound at 4s. 6d. to 5s. 6d.

A very welcome present to any cinemato-
grapher is a parcel containing two or three

packets or cartons of his favourite film. .\

present of film is always a safe bet and is

welcomed even by those fortunate people

who seem able to buy all they want in cine

apparatus. Don't forget, too, that the

9i-mm. user may not be aware that an
excellent film in this size, which can be

developed as a negative and positive prints

taken from it, is supplied by Gevaert, Ltd.

Gevaert also make an excellent reversal

stock. Home Movies has tested Gevaert
film on many occasions and can vouch for

its high qualify.

Why not Film ?

If you have any friends who have not yet
tried the 16-mm. super-sensitive films, one
or two packets of Agfa Novopan will make
a very welcome gift. Although this film

costs a little more than the ordinary pan.,

the fact that it is double the speed in daylight

and nearly four times as fast in artificial,

not to mention that it gets a still better

colour rendering, makes it well worth the

difference in price.

Finally, for those of our readers who
appreciate the best and are prepared to pay
for it, we would suggest that they examine
this Christmas-time some of the very latest

cameras and projectors. The beautifully

produced Siemens camera we have already

An inexpensive but very w/elcome little

gift—the Dallmeyer lens-cleaning outfit.

Even the most advanced worker will

welcome this

referred to. It was reviewed recently in

these pages, so we need not go into technical

particulars, but we may say that it represents

the leist word in simplicity of operation.

Loading takes but a few seconds, as it is

only necessary to push a sliding button,

open the lid, drop in a cassette, and shut the

lid again to be ready for filming. The film

is supplied in either Agfa or Kodak super-

sensitive in 50-foot cassettes, which being

loaded and unloaded easily and rapidly

enable almost continuous filming to be done.

A special advantage of this camera is that

one can at any time change from one cassette

to another without loss of more than two or

three frames of film : and another advantage
is that the change from normal to slow-

motion speed can actually be made during a

shot, for while one hand is operating the

release, the forefinger of the other can push
the button which changes from one speed to

another, the requisite increase in the size

of stop being automatically taken care of.

a whole range of low-priced cameras with
which very good work can be done. For
example, for £14 a lli-mm. camera to take
100 feet with an f 3.5 anastigmat lens is

obtainable in the Bolex, which I know from
a personal test to be good ; and a very
inexpensive yet quite satisfactory 9i-mm.
cine camera, the t'oronet, sells for only 55s.
Many people, too, prefer to get the utmost
value for their money by buying a high-grade
camera second-hand from such firms as
City Sale & Exchange, Ltd., Westminster
Photographic Exchange, Ltd., Dollond &
Aitchison, Ltd., Messrs. Sands Hunter &

Screens are useful and

very popular gifts. What

about one of the latest

bead "Celfix" screens from

R. F. Hunter's ?

Xo other camera at any priic jKissesses this

feature.

The Siemens people also make one of the

finest projectors yet marketed, regardless of

price. Not only is the illumination brilliant

and the definition superb, but the projector

incorjTOrates many novel features which
facilitate operation, reduce wear on the film

and make for silence. This projector was
fully reviewed in the September issue of

Home Movies.
A world-famous make of camera and

projector is of course the Bell & Howell
•Filmo." The latest 57 J. L. Bell &
Howell, which you can see in operation any
day you like at Wallace Heaton's. 119, New
Bond Street, or at one of the branches of the

Westminster Photographic Exchange, runs
backwards and forwards, will show still

pictures, has tilting arrangements and is

entirely gear driven throughout with no
belts of any kind. The price is £115 and
the qualities of this instrument are such

that I am not at all surprised to hear that

they have a steady sale even in these times.

In the " Rolls " Class
The '" Filmo " 70 D.A. camera with visual

focussing, seven speeds, a turret head and
numerous other refinements sells for £95
with an f/3.5 Cooke focussing lens. As
desired, further lenses can be bought and
fi.xed to the turret head, so that a rapid

change can be made in a moment from one
focus lens to another. This is as fine a
camera as can be bought and the claim of

the manufacturers that " no Filmo has ever

worn out " is fully justified.

But do not think that all cine cameras
are expensive. We cannot all afford Rolls

Royces and the " Filmo " cameras and
projectors can fairly be called the Rolls

Royces of cine work. Most of us find a lot

of pleasure in getting along in a Morris and
vou will see at anv of the leading dealers

Co., Ltd., Cinematic Supplies Co., I'erran-

porth, and Wallace Heaton, Ltd., and then-
is a lot to be said for this practice.

A si.ster-in-law of mine who lives in

Altrincham tells me I have gol to give her a
tripod "or something," so I have told her
to call on J. T. Chapman, Ltd., 7, Albert

Square, Manchester, where she will find

what is possibly the widest range of photo-
graphic apparatus in the country. This
business has been established since 1874 and
those in it know all there is to be known
about ])hotography and apparatus.

Final Suggestions
I have, in fact, received several letters

from people asking me to suggest presents
for them to give to cine workers—something
'" he's not likely to have already. " Well, what
about one of the very useful and interesting

books published by Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons.

Ltd. ? They can be obtained from or by
any newsagent. An original gift and one
that would most certainly be appreciated
would be an account with the Home Cinema
Film Library (49. Greek Street, W.I) or
D. P. Films,"Ltd. (40/42, Osnaburgh Street

,

N.W.I); with either of these firms you
could arrange for a certain number of films

to be processed or copied with the certainty

that the work would be well done. Or one
could order Sound-on-Film Photo Cells,

.A.mplifiers, Microphones, and so forth from
Leslie Dixon & Co. (218. Upper Thames
Street, E.C.), or any piece of photographic
apparatus from Cinecraft Supplies (Camera
Corner, The Promenade, Palmers Green.
X.13) including their own very excellent

titling outfit.

-\nd now that both of us have nm into an
overdraft, on the principle that Christma.s

comes but once a j'ear, allow me to wish

you the happiest of Christmases and the

best of success with your pictures.
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THE A B C OF HOME TALKIES
{Continued from pwje 246)

Another point in connection witli

the ino\inting of a pick-up is to make
sure that its di'ift, if any, is in the
right direction. By tb-ift we mean
tendency to move either towards the
centre or outwards. In pick-ups of

the type shown at li. Fig. 12, the drift

can be ascertained \-ery oimply by
25lacing a coruiter-balance weight at

tlie rear. Other types of pick-up arm
are more difficult to test but the same
principle applies. This is another way
of stating that the siu'face of the
motor board of the turntable imit
should always bo level. It is true that
discs will work at an angle, but
obviously if they do then considerable
side pressure is placed upon the
grooves of the record with resultant

loss in Ufe and reproduction.

There is one trouble associated with
most modem pick-ups and that is

needle noise. At particular notes a
high-pitched buzz occurs and emanates
from the pick-up itself, and, although
it does not come through the loud-

speaker, it is nevertheless extremely
objectionable. It is more or less

impossible to cure this by adjustment
to the pick-up itself and the only real

method is to fit a felt-lined lid to the
turntable unit. This is not always
convenient, but is the only satisfactorj-

method of eliminating the trouble.

Certain manirfacturers of radiograms
adopt the principle of felt-lined lids

for this particular purpose. This

Outer Record
Groove

Inner /?£coro

Fig. 12A. Pick-upsetting

B/iL^hiCE. l^EiGHT For
testinc Drift

UlL

Fig. 12B. The use of the balance weight

should emphasise the fact that,

generally speaking, it is preferable to

keep the turntable unit as far as

possible from tlie audience even it

this means using a longer throw than
might appear necessary from the
point of view of pictiu-e projection.

The foregoing may seem a great

deal on small items of the home-
talkie kit, but it must be remembered
that the record and pick-up are the
start of sound reproduction and if

they are in error the fault becomes
magnified until it emerges from the

loud-speaker as rank distortion. In
the next article of this series we shall

deal with amplifier connections, loud
speakers and the remainder of the disc-

talkie equipment.
{To he, Continued)

" THE FUN OF
MOVIE-MAKING."
(Continuedfrom page 232)

myself actually filming at soa. The kind
remarks of the editor on the preceding

page almost overwhelmed me.
Undoubtedly amateur cinemato-

graphy is tremendous fun.

I have since exhibited my herring

film to the doctors, nurses and staff

of the Norfolk and Norwich Hospital,

Ipswich Scientific Association, Cam-
bridge University Cruising Club, Great
Yarmouth Naturalist Society, Lowes-
toft Secondary School, and others.

BRILLIANT SCREEN PICTURES WITH SUPERIOR DEFINITION
MEYER KINON SUPERIOR SERIES 1 F/1.8
For 9.5 mm. Pathe De Luxe Projector. In interchangeable
mounts. Foci from 1f"-7".

PRICE £6 10 upwards.

For 16 mm. Projection, Bell Howell, Kodak, Ensign, etc.

In interchangeable mounts. Foci from 1|"-7".

PRICE £6 10 upwards.

MEYER WIDE ANGLE PROJECTION
PLASMAT F/1.5

ONLY in 20 mm. Focus.

In interchangeable mount for Pathe De Luxe projector.

An enormous picture can be shown in a very small room
without the aid of a more powerful illuminant.

PRICE £9 15

DE LUXE MOTOCAMERA MEYER
PLASMAT F/1.5

in focussing mount. £27 10

MEYER TELEPHOTO ANASTIGMAT F/3

In focussing mount and matched finder.

4x Magnincation £16 EXTRA

Your own Camera converted into an Interchangeable
focussing mount model. £4 15

MODEL B MOTOCAMERA fitted MEYER
F/2.8 ANASTIGMAT

£10 10

WRITE FOR
LIST

CABLES
" Mentorflcx

C a igre c n

n 6 on"

Sole British Distributor:

A. O. ROTH
85 Ringstead Road, London, S.E.6

TELEPHONE:
HITHER
GREEN
2 4 2 4

Your own Model B
Camera converted and
fitted with Meyer F/2.S

Anastigmat £4 5
(Time required, three

days.)
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MY friends."' saitl our Vicar, the
Rev. Percival Slopleigh, "' mj^

<lee-ar friends, I fee-ar that I shall

have to reduce the niunbah of the
fikns that I make. Such, in a won!,
are the demands made upon my
pocket by the income tax fellali tliat

a little economising is indicated."

Most of tlie rest of us, having spent
all our available resources and a bit

more upon Chri.stmas boxes. Christinas

presents and wliatnot, were similarly

affected, though unlike the Vicar we
felt that we would rather go about
wearing suits whose shiny elbows and
trouser seats suggested chromium
plating than cut down in any way our
home-cino activities.

It was General Gore -Battleby who
was smitten suddenly' with the big

idea.

"'What is it that keeps runnin'
away with our money ? " he roared.
" Wliy this infernal business of payin'
people for develojiin' our films ?

"

" Use your brains," snapped the

General

" Processin"—that is to say pro-

cessing," I corrected.
' Developin' or processin', it's dooci<l

expensive. Can't think ho%v these

people justify their charges. What do
Ihey do anyhow but put the film into

developer first of all and then iix

it ? Anybody ought to be able to do
that for hiinself."

"A .splendid thought," said Mrs.
Motherspoon-Waterbiffle (whose name
I would remind you must ever be
pronounced Moon-Wiffle). "Can you
tell me. General, why it is that people

don't dev-el—that is to say process,

their own films '?
"

" Too dam—pardon, dear lady—too

jolly lazy, that's all," rephed the

representative of the blood thirsty

and licentious soldiery.
' But look here."' bleated the Rev.

Septimus Poffle, the bright young
oirate of Sloshbury, "most of iis

have probably got an unexposed film

or two and lots of us will be wanting
.something to occupy our time over

the Christmas holidays. Why sliouldn"t

we give a leafl to the work! by com-
binine to process our own proihic-

tions ?
"

The motion appeared to be cariied
iiciti. ron., for everybody began t;ilk-

The walls were of the soft variety

ing at once in support of the proposal.

"Can anybody tell us," I inquired,

"just how they deal with a hundred
feet of film, anil what they do with

if?"
'V.se your brains, my dear chap,"

snapped the General. " All you have
to do is to run it slowly through a

bath of developer. Then you wash it.

Then you put it through a bath of

hypo. Haven't jou ever developed

photographs '!
"

"Yes," 1 saiil. "but not by the

mile, so to speak.
"

It was plain that the others re-

garded me as a pusillanimous idiot

and arrangements quickly went for-

ward for a great communal processing

upon l^oxing Day. Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle expressed herself as onlj-

too willing to lend her bathrooin for

the purpose, if only we would imdor-

take to turn it into a dark room.

After a little urging Mr. Flippersfield

and I vohmteered to carry out the

work.
We got down to it on Christmas

Eve, and cjuite a jjleasant time we
liad. We blocker! up the two large

else they are so soft that if you catch
one a decent whack it sinks out of

sight whilst chunks of plaster fly out.

Mrs. Mothers]ioon-\Vaterbiffle".s walls

were of the soft variety, but we left

her bathroom beautifully tid,\' by re-

moving all the bits and pieces of

plaster in a sack. .Anyhow, when we
had finished no glimmer of light came
through from outside and our work
was comjileted by fitting red bulbs
into the electric -light holders.

At ten o'clock oji Boxing Day the
whole band assembled, everj' one
bearing a reel or two for treatment.
The (Jeneral and the Rev. Septimus
had made a couple of marvellous
skeleton wooden reels, which they
proceetled to clamp one at either end
of the bath. It was decided that the

bath itself should be used for the
d.eveloping .solution, that water for

washing purposes should lie con-

tained m a pig trough borrowed from

•• Stop it, you ass

windows by nailing planks over them.

I must say that I (lon"t at all a)ij)rove

of the ideas that most builders have

about making walls. Either they are

so hard that every nail driven into

them bends into a question mark, or

^

The vicar stumbled over the trough

Granfer Moggs and that the hypo.

solution should find a home in a bia

hip bath kindl,\" proviiled by my aunt.

Miss Lavinia Winklesworth.
The red light was switched on, the

door closed. The Rev. Septimus
ottered one of his films for the first

experiment. It was wound rapidly

on one of the big wooden reels, and
so far everything in the bathroom was
lovely.

•"Take the end, Poffle, and fix it

on to the other reel." coiumanded the

General. " Walk backwards and don't

go too fast or put too great a strain

on the film."

The Rev. Sejitinrus moved slowly

away with the end of the film Iield

gently between his lingers. Tlien to

the accompaniment of exclamations

which had a surprisingly .secular

soimd, his feet shot from beneath

him. For some moments he executed

a kind of crazy dance wh'Ist yards

upon yartis were torn from the reel.

We all saw what was going to happen,

though we were too paral^.sed to

{Continiicfl on page 266)
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" will be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future

plans. We must apologise to a number of societies for the omission of their

reports, v/hlch arrived too late for publication. For inclusion in our next

Issue reports should reach the Service Manager not later than 12th Dec.

"Stills" suitable for publication are welcomed

ACE MOVIES. Hon. Secretary, Mis. B.
Garleton. la, iMadeira Road, Streatham,
S.W.Ui. A new production entitled " Seven
o'clock," the bulk of which will consist of

e-rterior work, is shortly to talce the floor.

"Resthaven Cottage," our super produc-
tion, is at last completed but wih not be
released to other clubs until after its first

pabUe showini^ in the Kew Year.
At our monthly meetings at Brixton, to

which members of other clubs are cordially
invited, we usually obtain the services of a
professional to give a talk. Those desirous
of attending these meetings shoiild set in

touch with the secretary, who wiU be
pleased to supply further particulars. The
meeting held in October was a great success

and the available seating capacitv was
filled. A talk was given by Terreuce
Oreenidge, and " Night Scene," the new
H.R.H. production, was given its premiere.
Several films from other clubs have been
booked for showing at om' weekly Thursday
meetings in the studio at Jlitcham Lane,.
Streatham. Full particulars can be obtained
from the secretary.

An event of importance is that Mr. Z.

Sonin, past-secretary of the Jewish Amateur
Film Society, has now joined Ace Movies.
This will considerably strengthen the club.

Rumour has it that he and Sir. Hughes are
making a privete film of " the unusual
type," but no details can be given yet. .4iCe

Movies wiU probably be staging a big public
show of films before long, for which plans
are being prepared.

BELFAST AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Hon. Treasurer, D. O'Sullivan ; Hon.
Secretary, S. S. Green, 48, Tapper Church

Lane, Belfast. This society, which held
its first meeting on October 4 last, was
formed by a few enthiisiasts for the mutual
benefit of all concerned and is open for a

few more members, whether they own
apparatus or not, as long as they are in-

terested. Our next meeting will be held at

48, Upper Church Lane on December 6,

when we hope to be able to show a record
of the Prince of Wales's visit to Belfast

as well as some of the library films. Any-
body who is interested can obtain full

particulars from the iion. secretarj'.

BECKENHAM CINE SOCIETY. Hon.
Secretary, J. W. Mantle, 50, Croydon Road,
Beckenham, Kent. At a recent meeting
Messrs. British Talkatome, Ltd., very
kindly demonstrated their excellent ap-
paratus to us, when they showed and
played the following films :

—
" My Gal's

Face," sung and danced by Laddie Cliff

;

" Old Sam," recited by Stanley HoUoway

:

"iloxintains of Manhattan," a film by Mr.
Percy Harris ; an advertisement of the
Ultra Radio Works; "My Lady's Eyes,"
by Davy Burnabj'. These are fir.°t-rate

entertainment ; the synchronisation is per-

fect, the tone very good and the words are
delightfuUj' clear. Messrs. Talkatome pro-

duced a Bell & Howell projector with their

outfit, so the pictures were obviously
excellent.

We have had to alter the dates of our
show from November to December I and 2,

and we are running two shows a night.

Production No. 3 has now been named
' Torn Leesome." Next season we intend
to specialise on 1-reel films, as allowing
us more scope.

CRYSTAL PRODUCTIONS. Hon. Secre-

tary, Robert (i. 'roni-iis. 8.'), Wimbomc
Rood, Bournemouth. The exhibition held

in October went oil very well and the films

shown during the wecK- included several by
Cr3-stal Productions as well as those kindly

lent by other societies. .

The evening meetings at the club-room

liave so far been very well attended and much
enjoyed by members and their numerous
friends. There has been a complete change
of programme each e\ening, films being

selected from the following lis.s :

—

"Fugitive," 3 reels, Hull and District

A.C.A. ; "Cargoes," 2 reels, Hull and
District A.C.A."; " Exchange," Hull and
District A.C.A. Dope Smuggling and
Russia ;

" Resurrection," 3-reel drama.
Sheffield A.C.A. ;

" Sporting Times," 4-reel

slapstick comedy, Bolton A.C.A.; "The
Kriss," from Malaya to Maida 'i'ale, won
Era Cup 1931, Ace Movies; "The Fall,"

music in pictures, suggested by Cherainade's

D'Automne, Ace Movies ;
" Delirium," the

stor3' of a dream, won Bronze Medal in

Brussels in 1931, Ace Movies ;
" So You

Say," Ace Movies; "Close Ups," Ace
Movies, intimate moving portraits ;

" Night

Song," Ace Movies, a film of London night

life ;
" My Face is My Fortune," Finchley

A.C.A.; "Hell's BeUes," 1-reel burlesques

Ace Movies.

Mr. Sinclair Hill has kindly consented to

honour the club bj' becoming its first vice-

president.

KILBURN AND BRONDESBURY
AMATEUR MOVIE SOCIETY. Hon. Secre-

tary, 1, Harvist Road, Kilburn, N.W.6.
A cinematograph demonstration and concert

organised by the secretary took place at

St. Anne's Hall at the end of Occober and
was a tremendous success. Ihe demonstra-
tion was arranged with two objects—firstly

to show a film taken by Mr. Dicldns of the

life at Hemsby Holiday Camp, Norfollc

;

and secondly, to make a big opening night

of the new society. The camping film,

" shot " during the summer months, was
the great attraction and 200 people were

present, including Hemsby campers, society

members and local friends.

The films shown included " Ovaltine

:

A Day at BournviUe," and the " Camp "

film, wnich was received with much interest

and applause. During the evening the
" Bachelors' " Concert Party gave two
entertainments, which were also verj' well

received. Two " shots " from the society's

first production, " The Mistake," were

THE IDEAL
CHRISTMAS GIFT

PORTABLE HOME CINE SCREEN
WRITE TO-DAY FOR
DE-LUXE BROCHURE

"What's in

a screen?"
and SCREEN MATERIAL
Samples to Dept. MM.

6

POST FREE FROM THE
SOLE MANUFACTURERS :

A CelFix screen is the gift that cannot fail to please all movie
makers, for the projection screen is the most important part of

the whole cine outfit and the CelFix is the finest of all screens.

Raised and lowered in 3 seconds, the CelFix is the last word in

portability and the super surfaces fitted to it give the picture a

brilliance that astonishes its many users. And what could be more
appropriate for the Christmas season than something that can be

used immediately ? Go to your cine dealer for a demonstration of

the CelFix (see the name on the screen). Prices range from
£3 lOs. upwards, according to size. You will be delighted at

such a welcome solution to your Christmas shopping, as will the

lucky person who will eventually possess such a screen as the CelFix.

MADE IN FIVE SIZES, FROM 27x20 in. to 80x60 in.

R.F. HUNTER, LTD, ., rRAv'.?.SSROAO LONDOH.W.C.I
51 CsKAT 3 l!>*N K\Jf\U, .pnones: Holborn 7311-2 (2 lines)

CELFIX SIMPLICITY
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shown to give an idea of how the society

is progressing, several new members being
obtained thereby.

LEICESIER AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
Hon. Secretary, R. T. Trasler, So, Skip-

worth Street, Leicester. Our film, " The
Doubtful Quantity," has been finished in

record time for us—ten weelcs, to be e.^cact

—

and is 890 feet in lenjth. The final dose of

production lasted twelve hours, without even
a stop for the dinner hour ! This is, of

coursie, an extremely long day for nur club

and was only done so that the film could

be finished in time for the competition.

We are holding the first of our winter
club dances on December .5 at the Oriental

Hall, Leicester. Tickets for this event

—

which sounds, by the way our Dance Com-
mittee are working, as though it will be a

big success—may be obtained from the
secretary or from any of the principal

phitographie dealers in the city.

MANCHESIER FILM SOCIEtY. Hon.
Secretary, Peter A. Ls Neve Foster, I, Rayn-
ham Avenue, Didsbury, Manchester. The
following are the fixtures for the Winter
season :

—

Wednesday, December 7 : Christmas Party.

(Details announced later.)

Wednesday. January 4 : Films from the
Newcastle Amateur Cinematographers'
Association.

Wednesday, January 18 : ]6-mm. Members'
Night, organised by H. L. Oilier.

Wednesday, February I : 9 mm. films from
the Rhos-on-Sea Amateur Film Produc-
tions.

Wednesday, February 15: Personal Films,

by Alderman West.
Wednesday, March 1 : 9-mm. Members'

Night, organised by .J. K. Clayton.
Wednesday, March 15 : Films from the

Sheffield Amateur Film Club. Arrange-
ments have been made to show films

from the Empire Marketing Board at

these meetings.

Wednesday, April .5 : Annual general meet-
ing. (Members only.)

All meetings will start promptlj' at

7.30 p.m. and, e-xcept where otherwise
stated, will be held at Thompson & Capper's
Library, 51, Piccadilly, Manchester.

Members may introduce friends to meet-
ings (except where otherwise stated) pro\"ided

that the same guests are not introduced to

more than two meetings per season. The
committee, however, reserves the right to

invite non-members to attend any meeting
as guests of the society.

Members are asked to bring their own
personal films for projection and criticism

at any ordinary meeting, 16-mm. p'ojectors

are available at every meeting and arrange-
ments can be made for projecting 9-mm.
or 35-mm. films if 2i hours' notice is given
to the secretary. 9-mm. films should be

mounted on " super reels." and it is advised
that "stop titles" should not be inserted;

35-mm. films should be printed on non-fl<(m.

stock.

The society's show held on October 21

was the first public presentation of amateur
films ever staged in Manchester and went
over extremely well. Kodascope A. and
Bilex D. projectors were used and music
was provided by the usual electric gramo-
phone and moving coil speaker. H.M.V.

effects records were used in cuujunetion
with the motor-racing scenes in one film.

The following is the programme :—

•

" Hopping in Kent " and other films,

collected and edited by J. K. Clayton from
films by J. K. Clayton, A. L. Roussin and
J. P. Ha3-nes.

" The Manufacture of Cirbolie Soap,"
]>roduced by Peter L? Neve Foster and
shown by courtesy of F. C. Calvert & Co..

Ltd.
"' Fast and Furious," directed by Peter

I<e Neve Foster from an American scenario.

Photographed by A. L. Roussin.
' Leaves from a Film Notebook." by

E. Watson Smyth.
" Heat Wave," directed by A. L. Roussin.

Photographed by Ruth Le Neve Foster.
" The Prestwich Carnival " and other

jottings, by H. L. Oilier.

"Three Studies" (a) Two Kinds of Cat :

(b) A Study in Steel ; (c) Two Days at

VVhipsnade ; by Peter and Ruth I^e Neve
Foster.

" Stranaeways Mary," written and
directed by Peter Le Neve Foster and J. P.

Haynes. Photographed by H. L. Oilier.

"Scenes from a Steelworks," produced
by E. Watson Smyth and showTi bv courtesy
of Taylor Bros." & Co., Ltd.,' Trafford

Park.
"Amateur Ace," directed by A. L.

Roussin ; scenario by Peter Le Neve
Foster. Photographed by Ruth Le Neve
Foster and H. L. Oilier.

NELSON AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary, John Sunderland, " Nether-
wood," Reedyford, Nelson. At the end of

October Mr. H. G. F. Higginson (of Bolton)

gave us a very instructive talk and pro-

jected some of his own films, including " An
Experimental Film on Rain," " Cloud
Studies," " Innsbruck and the Dolomites,''
" A Visit to an Art School," and a " Film
on Wales," all of which were of an extra-

ordinarily high standard.
At our first general meeting, also held at

the end of October, the following appoint-

ments were made :—Chairman, Mr. J. H.
Thornton ; Vice-Chairman, Mr. P. B.
Mather; Treasurer. Mr. J. Caflry; and a

working committee headed by Mr. W. L.

Holgate as chief cameraman, was also

formed.

As we are desirous of seeing the work
of other societies, we should be pleased to

hear from any who have films to lend,

together with particulars of charges and
length of hire. All communications should

be addressed to the secretary at the above
address.

NEWCASTLE AMATEUR CINEMATC-
GRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION. Hon. Secre-

tary, H. Wood, Bjlbec Hall. Wcstgate
Road, Newcastle-on-Tync. .Since the open-

ing of the winter season on October 6. the
projection programmes have included films

produced by Hull and District Amateur
Cine Society, West Middlesex Amateur
Cine Club, Mr. B. Richardson Billings, of

Folkestone, and Stockport Amateur Cine

Players' Club. Members' private films have
also been shown ; these included " A Trip
to Scotland," " A Tour Around New-
castle," and " Events of 1932," all

9-mm. films produced by Mr. George

G. Cranston ; and " What r Dog's Life."

a 16-mm. film produced by Mrs. ] R-
MacGregor.
The association has lately set on foot

special efforts to raise funds for the purchase

of apparatus for club use. The lady members
are giving a series of bridge drives and a

number of dances are being held. A Bolex
projector has already been obtained and
their object is to make themselve-s abso-

lutely independent not only as regards pro-

jection apparatus but also sound accompani-
ment units.

Entries in the competitions for members'
IG-mm. and 9-mm. films will be judged on

December 1, and a competition for the best

design or idea for a design for a club trailer

is to take place.

.\t the meeting on November 10 an
interesting interchange of ideas and experi-

ences took place in regard to film stocks,

exposures, and exposure meters, etc.

NEWM.ARKET AMATEUR GINE
SOCIETY. Hop. Secretary, Miss Dorothy
M. Cooper, Stamford House, High Street,

Newmarket

.

This club was formed at the end of August
and three of its members set about the task

of finding a suitable studio and projection

room. They acquired the use of the old

boiler - house at the Newmarket Electric

Light Works and spent every evening of

Septemljer and Octoljer in putting the place

in shipshape order as a studio. A stage has

been laid owins to the uneven nature of the

floor, and a very fine set consisting of

six flats, one door, one window, each lU

feet by 4 feet. The lighting will consist

of one baton over centre of the stage,

containing I.IW watts, two stand lamps of

500 watts each ; and the society's electrician

(incidentally the manager of the Electric

Light Works) has lent two 1.000 watt focus-

sing spotlights.

The society is very fortunate in having a

professional cameraman and electrician, and

is still more fortunate in having the advice

and assistance of Mr. Peter Collin, who is

Publicity Manager and Still Cameraman for

Messrs. Argyle Talking Piotmes, Ltd.

Mention should also be made of Mr. M.
Grifliths, the original founder of the society,

and Mr. Iggleden. the props man. Tlie

first film, work on whicn commenced on

November 13, is on 9J-mm. stock and will

run to 600 feet. It is entitled " Suspicion."

and is written and produced by Mr. Peter

Collin.

The society is anxious to loan or hire the

work of other film societies, either 9J-mm. or

16-mm.. for shows. Will clubs with films to

loan please get in touch with the hon.

secretary at the above address ?

PRENTON INFORMAL CINE SOCIETY.
President, J. F. \\ ood ; Hon. Treasurer.

J. F. Stoppard ; Hon. Secretary, N. M. H.

Brown, "Sherwood," Prenton Hill, Birken-

head. This society was formed last March

with the object of' promoting and encourag-

ing amateurs in connection with movie

films (9.5-mm.), film acting, scenario v.'riting

and picture producing and exhibiting. We
opened our season with a dance, at whicli

we took some shots of the dancers. Durintt

the summer months we have been engaged

on a super production entitled "The Stan-

hope Millions," a drama written and pro-

{Contlniied on page 262)

Bmtgain and Latest Lisls post free

angtohere. Please slate ratimremails.

iQITCHIS^n
EST. 1750.

LTD.

WANTED
CINE

APPARATUS
BOUGHT FOR

CASH

LONDON: 28 Old Bond St., W.l.
281 Oxford St., W.l.
35 Ludgate HUl, E.G.4.

Stock Exchange Branch :

2 Angel Court, Throgtnorton St., E.C.2.

CROYDON : 12 George St.

LIVERPOOL: 73 Lord St.

LEEDS : 37 Bond St.
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DALLMEYER
LENSES

AND APPARATUS
FOR

AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHY
J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., have closely followed Amateur Cine-

matography since its commercial inception some 10 years

ago, and to-day OFFER the FINEST LENSES available for all

makes of Cameras and Projectors.

Dallmeyer

Cine

Telephoto

Lens

Dallmeyer Cine-Telephoto Lenses enable films of far-off

subjects to be taken, showing intimate detail which would
be lost in a mass of foreground and surround if taken with a

normal focus lens. They can be supplied for all makes of

cine cameras, including the Filmo, Victor, Ensign, Cine-
Kodak, Agfa, Cine-Nizo, etc., etc. Focal lengths from 3 to

12 inches, with apertures from f/3.5

Prices from £5 5

Dallmeyer

^^SllpeT'Life^

ProjectioTi

Lens

Dallmeyer " Super-Lite " Projection Lenses ensure the finest
projected picture, brilliant in the extreme. Approximately
25 per cent, increase in illumination over normal lenses.
Possess great covering power, critical definition and excep-
tional contrast. Made in focal lengths from 2in. to 4in. for
all makes of projectors—Filmo, Victor, Agfa. Bolex, Cine-
Kodak, etc. Price £5 5

Dallmeyer

Optical Bench
Tilling Oxitfil

The Dallmeyer Titling Outfit is novel, new in design, embody-
ing the principle of the triangular optical-bench as the base
for aligning and retaining a degree of accuracy relative to
camera and title. The illuminant consists of a trough
accommodating eight 60-watt household pearl lamps. A
fount of over 400 specially prepared white-felt letters and
figures are supplied with black-felt board. Enables an
endless variety of titles to be made.

Price £8 8
* -jr..

J. H. DALLMEYER, LTD.
31 MORTIMER STREET, W.I.

Works : Church End Works, Dallmeyer Road, N.W.10.

Telephones : Museum 6022-3.

MAKING TITLES AS
GOOD AS THIS ^ • '

IS SO EASY WITH A

CINECRAFT
TRADE MARK

TITLE MAKER
A HOBBY IN ITSELF

The CINECRAFT Title Maker (only 21/-), intro-

duces a new and simplified method of producing

bright, happy titles, lettered and decorated up to

trained artists' standards. Everything difficult,

tedious and time-wasting is eliminated in advance.

You have no sketching to do, no ruling, measuring
or arranging. The whole outfit is synchronised and
ready for immediate use by day or artificial light.

All you have to do is to TRACE your titles

(simpUcity itself with CINECRAFT accessories),

set them up and start your camera. Such deUghtfiil

results, so easily and quickly obtained, cannot fail to

add considerably to the general appeal of your films.

THIS CHRISTMAS GIVE HIM A 'CINECRAFT' OUTFIT

21
COMPLETE

Alark I for use with 9. 5 Motocamera B.

I,
BRITISH
MADE

A5K YOUR CINE DEALER
—to show you the CINECRAFT outfit, only 21/- complete
with all accessories : Titling Sheets for tracing, ready-ruled
with non-reproducing guide lines, Titling Card of letters

and illustrations. Title Mask and special titling ink and pen

.

In case of difficulty, write for address of your nearest

CINECRAFT stockist to CINECRAFT SUPPLIES,
Camera Corner, Palmers Green, N.13.
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DO YOU KNOW HOW GOOD
YOU ARE?

THE I.A.C COMPETITION EXPLAINED

HAVE you ever wondered, when
you looked at your own films on

the screen, how they compared with
the other fellow's work ? Perhaps
you think your work is really rather

good. If so. it is very long odds that
there are other amateur cinemato-
graphers who could show you a thing
or two. You will be able to see some
of the best of their work at the two
Saturday afternoon shows at the
Royal Photographic Society's Exhibi-
tion of Knematography. These two
shows, which take place at 3 p.m. on
Satui'day the 3rd and 10th of December
respectively, have been arranged by
the Chaii-man of the Institute of

Amateur Cinematographers, who will

take the chair at the two meetings. It

will be necessarj- for you to obtain
tickets from the R.P.S., in order to

reserve a place at these two meetings,
but it %vill be well worth while going
along to see what tlie amateur can do.

The Right Spirit

But perhaps you are modest and
far from imagining yourself among the
first-flighters, and look upon your own
work with some disfavo\ir and hope
that one day you may be able to do
something worth while. If you art

that kind of person the one thing
that is likely is that you are on the
right way to making good pictures,

and may even now be on the right

lines without giving yourself due
credit for it.

Whatever yoiu' attitude to your own
work the one way to test your theories

is to try it against other people's

efforts, and the best way to do that

is to enter the competitions—by which
is meant the series of competitions
organised by the Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers for the benefit of

all amateiu- cine workers. Xo mattei'

how short or how long the time during
which you have been doing cine work,
no matter how mucli of a tyro or an
expert you may be, you can find a
class in which to enter your filmic

efforts.

Ten Classes

There are t«n classes, and in each
substantial prizes or challenge trophies
are offered. Class A is for a silent

film of a holiday, trip or cruise.

Class B is for a silent film play.

Class C is for best silent general

-

interest film not coming under either

of the above classifications. Class D
is for abstract pictures. Class E for

family pictures, while Class F is

designed to occxipy the scenario

writers. Class G calls for the work of

the colour-film operator, and Class H
for the activitv of the sound technician.

Class I is of special importance. Under
this heading the prize-winning films

in the other classes will be carefully

jutlged against one another, and that
picture which exliibits the greatest

mimber of meritorious features will

secure the I.A.C. Challenge Trophy.

A Special Competition

Class J is a special competition
unique in character, and designed for

the man who is trembling on the
verge of amateur cinematography but
who has not vet obtained the neces-

sary apparatus. It will provide a
means by which he can judge his ow^l
ability at film play-making without
the use of cine apparatus.
The contest, which opened on

November 1, 1932, closes at midnight
on September 30, 1933, and the entries
will be judged by prominent experts
in all branches of amateur cinemato-
graphy and a group of leading film
critics. It is hoped that the prizes
may be presented to the wnners at
the I.A.C. Banquet by the President
of the Institute. His Grace the Duke
of Sutherland, K.T.

Where to Write

Furt>her details will be supplied upon
receipt of a postcard by U'illiam E.
Chadwick, Hon. General Secretary,
Institute of Amateur Cinemato-
graphers, Ltd., 7. Red Lion Square,
London, W.C.2.

4

Ph:,lo : Widt WorM
Sir Nevill and Lady Pearson (Miss Gladys Cooper) busy with the cine cameras. Both
are Patrons of the Institution of Amateur Cinematographers which also numbers the

New Lord Mayor, Sir Percy Greenaway, among its supporters

The Polytechnic Classes
The Editor, Home JIovies.

10th November. 1932.

I)E.-i.R Sir,

With reference to your article in

the current issue of Home JIovies. I

tliink your readers would be grateful

to know that the classes at the London
Polytechnic are full for the present
session and that there is an extensive
waiting list.

The earliest date for entry is next
September.
For your readers' information I

would ciuote the following in m_\'

letter from the Director of Education :

" I would point out that a good general

knowledge of elementary electricity

and magnetism, sound and light, and
chemistrj' is essential before com-
mencing the course, and if you are not
well up in these subjects it would be
advisable for vou to take some classes

in them between now and next

September."
I trust this information will ensure

your readers taking the necessary
measures.—Yours faithfully,

Stuabt K. Bakilw.
Palmers Green, N.13.

A MUSICAL HINT
If you wish to put your audience

in a good humour try playing the

famous Laurel and Hardy theme
tune ""Cuckoos" as they enter the

room. An excellent record of this

time can be obtained in Regal Record
]M.R. 660, as well as in the other

catalocrues.

Support the Advertisers who
Support " Your Paper "
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"THE CINE DEALERS OF THE NORTH"

If you wish to see the latest

AMATEUR CINE APPARATUS
it is always on view at

CHAPMAN'S, ALBERT SQUARE.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
DEALERS
SINCE

1874

FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF OUR CUSTOMERS
WE HAVE A

LIBRARY OF CINE FILMS
16 mm.

"KODAK" and "ENSIGN"
New List of Subjects Each Month

Send for this month's copy. This will automatically

place your name on our mailing list.

J. T. CHAPMAN, LTD.
ALBERT SQUARE.

MANCHESTER

SONochordE
Unparalleled Success
Theunparalleled success
of Sonochorde is evi-

denced by the fact that

these supreme repro-
ducers are now being
used as standard
equipment by many
well-known set manu-
facturers. Because there
is no spider to warp and
throw the speech coil

out of alignment Sono-
chorde gives you a far

superior overall fre-

qency reponse. This can
be improved still fur-

ther by using a Dual
Matched pair of Sono-
chorde speakers which,
because of special con-
structional features, can
be more efficiently

matched than any other
type. Ask your dealer
to-day or write for full

particulars.

Dual Matched P.M. Units—
7 in. Cones - - pair 65/-

Dual Matched Junior P.M.
Units—5 in. Cones, pair 53/-

Dual Matched Mains Energised
Models—7in. Cones, pair 50/-

All prices complete with uni-

versal input transformers.

BflSSETT-LVWKE
Suggestions tor XMAS GIFTS

SCALE MODEL TRAINS

Scale Model L.H.S
• lockwur

Steam, electric anj clock-
work LocoinotiveB from
7/- to £13 138. and up-
wariifl. (_'u;ii'lie8 from 6/-

to £5 6<. iiiid upwiirds.
ViiiiH and Wagons from
l/-to 45/-. Fully illua.

tr;ited caUtloguc 6d.,post(

(rt-e. (See lielow.)

SCALE MODEL ENGINES
Vertii:;il Steam Engines (rom 12/8 to £4
15s. Hori/outal Steam Enijines from 25;-

to £9 17s. Boilers from 20/- upwards. All

described and illmtraied in catidugue,

6d. post free. (See lielow.)

Scale Model " Tangye " Type Horizontal

Engine, and Babcock Water-Tube Boil.-r,

£5 8s. ed.

SCALE MO DEL SHIPS

Super Motor Boat '

Prices ." Clockwork,

' lolanthe." Very fast.

32'-
: Electric, 35/6.

t 'lockwork. electric,

steam and sailing

Yachts from 16/6to
£18 18s. and Motor
Boats from 1(1 6
to 356. Mercantile
Murine models from
7/- to £12 12s.

Warships from 6/-

to £10 lOs. Veryin-
teresting rat.alogue

6d. post free. (See belo'

3 INTERESTING BOOKS
ON MODEL ENGINEERING6 As

EACH
POST

above. F R C E
All packed with inform-ation, Fully illustrated.

Written by engineers. Book "A lU " is all about
Model Railways. Full list and description.1 of stock
and accessories. Book " B 10 " is all about Model Engines and Acnessories.' Gives complete
details and list. Book 'S 10" tells you everything about Model Yachts. Motor'Boats, etc.

Also describes and lists tittin^s and parts. Send for the book yojf want, but rtmtmber they
are all worth gettinc.

BASSETT-LOWKE, LTD., NORTHAMPTON
LONDON: ll'>, His)! Holljorn. W.C.I. M.^NOHESTF.E : ''S, Corporation Street.

EDINP.LTRCH : At -\n<ier«on's. The Ar.ade, IIJ.I, Prjnieg Street.

SONOCHORDE REPRODUCERS LTD.
1 Willesden Lane, London, N.W.6

'Phone : Maida Vale 6066 (5 lines)

Have a Merry Xmas!
Give yourself or your friends a

Talkatome Home Talkie Outfit

SYNCHRONISED TURNTABLE

25 Guineas

CONSTRUCTOR'S MODEL

£9 17 6

Largest 16mm. Talkie Library in

England. Silent films converted to

Sound films. Titling Service.

COUPON
Please send me full particulars of TALKATOME

Equipment, Library and Service.

M..

BRITISH

LIMITED

89/91 Wardour Street, London, W.I
(H.M 12/32)
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FOR EVERYTHING
IN HOME MOVIES

!

THE AMATEUR
CINE SERVICE
50a Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent

Telephone: Kavetisbourne 1926.

ASpecialOfferwithyourFirst Order

Biggest and Best 9.5 mm. Film Library.

Our Guaranteed Service ensures your
First Choice Programme without Sub-
stitution.

Why not part-exchange for a better

g.jram. or i6mm. outfit for Christmas?
Our offers defy comparison. Postal Ser-

vice a Speciality. See Bargain Column and
send for Library Rates and Bargain List.

GEVAERTg.jmm. Processing Station

A CHRISTMAS GIFT that
fills an urgent need, a

CINEMETER
This is the gift that will
make the owner of a cine
camera remember you with
gratitude—making correct ex-
posures an automatic certainty,
and flat thin pictures a thing
of the past.

The scales show at a glance
the lens diaphragm which
must be used to obtain correct
exposure, with or without light
filter. There is a special scale
for Kodacolor.

Complete, with simple instruc-
tions, in a handsome, hand
sewn, stiff leather case for

It is a splendid Xmas
Gift.30/-

Obtainable from all Cine -Kodak dealers, or

DREM PRODUCTS LTD.
37 Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2

3931

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT

THE

11
"CAIRMOR"

:
Electrical

Recording

T^v Attachment

Give a present that will
last: a present capable of
providing many happy hours of
interest and entertainment
to the lucky recipient—and
indeed to the whole family.
The " Cairmor " will enable you to make
real gramophone records—instantaneously—scientifically— electrically. Records full
of the personal charm that onlyyour friends'
recording can give.

Write lor lull details ol the wondertui

£5 outfit to :

—

CAIRNS & MORRISON, LTD.
M PERCY STREET, LONDON, W.l

(Continued from page 258)
duced by one of our members. The produc-
tion when finished will be approximately
2,000 feet of 9..'!-mm. film. We have
taken most of our outdoor shots and are
now coneentr.iting on the indoor work in

connection with the production.
The entrance fee is 5s. ; annual subscrip-

tion, 7s. 6d. Members will have opportuni-
ties of submitting original scenarios and in

other ways taking active parts in the
productions. Honorary members are also

admitted and enjoy such privileges as may
be offered from time to time. Meetings are
held in Birkenhead, and the secretary will

be pleased to forward further particulars to

anvone interested.

PREMIER AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPH ASSOCIATION. Hon. Secretary,

37, Harrington Read, Bri.xton, S.W.9. Pro-

duction of "Dishonour Among Thieves"
progresses satisfactorily and there is every
prospect that it will be completed liy the
end of January. On November 12 the
association successfully vmdcrtook the pro-

jection of five films at. a private party in

the West End, and this opportunity was
taken to run through a trailer of our present
production. The sub-titles for this trailer

were only photographed 24 hours lx;foro

projection commenced, processing being suc-

cessfully tmdertaken by the members
themselves.

A committee has been set up to investi-

gate the possibilities of soimd-on-film
relative to 16-mm. stock, and if their report

is satisfactory, installation of the necessary
apparattis for experimental purposes will

commence immediately.
Members are still needed, and full par-

ticulars will be gladly sent on application

to the secretary.

RHOS AMATEUR FILM PRODUCTIONS.
Hon. iSecretary. George E. Mellor, " Bradda,"
Allanson Road, Rhos-on-Sea, N. Wales.
" Nightmare," after only six weeks on the
floor, is practically completed and only the
editing remains. .Tudging by the rushes

which have been viewed, the film will be far

in advance of anything yet turned out by
the society. The film will receive its premifere

at the club's annual presentation of amateur
films, which is to be given on December 7

at the Playhouse, Rhos-on-,Sea. Other
films to be screened at this performance are
"The Slaver" (drama), "The Naturalists"
(comedy), " The Tourist Trophy " (interest),

and a local bulletin of ev^ents of the year.

Rhos -Amateur Film Productions, in con-

jimction with the Playhouse, make a regular
feature of local topicals which are projected
on the full-sized talkie screen with the aid

of a Lu.\ projector and a mirror arc. They
are proving a great success, and although
taken on 9.5-mm. stock and projected in

conjunction with 35-mm. talkies, they do
not suffer unduly from the comparison.
Great interest has I'een aroused locally, and
it is a valuable means of publicity for

amateur cinematography.
At present two productions are scheduled

for nc.\t year, one being a railway drama
and the second a golfing comedy. Other
films will be announced early in the New
Year. In the first three months of the New
Year the society is concentrating on projec-

tion evenings, when amateur films from
otiier societies will be shown. The secretary
would welcome offers of films to be presented
at the.se meetings.
From December 15 all the society's

films are available for hire to other socie-

ties or individuals. Where an e.xchange
can be arranged no charge is made, but
otherwise a f.at rate of Is. 6d. per reel is

charged to cover wear and tear and post-

age. The full list is given below :

—

"The Slaver," 2 reels, 9.5-mm. Drama.
" The Tourist Trophy," 1 reel, 9.5-mm.

Motor cycle racing interest.

There is no reason why you

should give any of our Adver- |

tisers Christmas Boxes ; but

the/ are our Advertisers, and

that is a Jolly good reason why

you should give them

Christmas Orders !

your

Permanent Records ofyour
Work :

THE HOME CINEMA
FILM LIBRARY, LTD.
Specialists In Sub Standard Films.

Can make you copies of

your 35 mm. originals to

16 mm. and 9J mm. size

Film.

Also copies of your 16 mm.
original to 9J mm. size.

Developing, Printing, etc.,

of 16 mm. and 9J mm.
Films.

Developing Pan. Film a

Speciality.

Hocin Negative Film for

9J mm. Cameras.

Prices on Application. All Film Guaranteed
Non-Burnable.

49, GREEK ST., SOHO. W.l
T(l. Gerrard 6616. EitaMlihid 10 yttn.

THE PROJECTOR WITH
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE

AT AMATEUR COST

THE
it 1/ «>

K" KODASCOPE

If you have not yet bad the opportunity of

seeing and handling this wizard machine, write—

THE

CINEMATIC SUPPLIES G<

PERRANPORTH
WE CAN ARRANGE A DEMONSTRATION

IN ANY PART OF THE COUNTRY

Projectors and Cameras from 301' to £120

in stock. Write for Bargain List.

We can give a definitely higher allowance

for your used apparatus.
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" TIn' Naturalists,'" 1 reel, ll.ri.iiitn.

Comedy.
" Ni;^htmarc," 1 ice! 9.o-mm. l>ramatiu

experiment in cinematic te?hnic]iie.
' ('onwav,"' 100 feet 9.5-mm. Useful

Hllup iiucrest film. Sent free with any two
other Hlnis.

Application.s for hire or interchange of

these films should be addressed to the hon.

secretary at the above address.

SOUTHPORT AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPH SOCIETY. Patron, Basil Dean :

Chairman, Richard Broo.ks : Hon. Trea-

surer, W. Earle Starkev : Hon. .Secretarv,

J. B. Brook, (). St. Peter's Road, Wrkdale,

Southport ; Hon. Assistant Secretary, Miss
Doris Berry.

The autumn sea.son of prirate film exhibi-

tions, which is taking place in the society's

own Bijou Picture Theatre at their head-

nuarters in the Palace Hotel, Birkdale, is a

great attraction, and the attendances are

increasing at each successive show. The
season opened with " Jane " from Leicester,

followed by " Sporting Times " and "Trio-
murder" from Bolton and "'Retribution"
from Bournemouth. Future attractions

include "'Resurrection" from the Sheffield

studio and " Ftigitivc " from Hull. In
addition to these British pictures, special

arrangements have been made to show a
series of films from American amateur
studios. The private picture shows are held
cTery fortnight on Tuesday evenings, the

music being under the direction of ]\Ir.

Don Bowden, of the Palace Players, wh'le

the theatre cafe is managed by the Palace
Hotel.

"' Coimter Attraction '' is the society's

second eft'oi't and is inspired bj* the success

of their first venture, " Intrigue," which
was shown to crowded hoases at the South-
port Picturedrome early this year. The
film is being directed by ill'. W. Earle
Starkey, assisted by Jlr. F. A. Haycraft,
who were responsible for " Intrigue," with
Mr. Herbert Jones as chief cameraman

:

and the cast includes 5Iiss Edna Berry and
Mr. Eric Berry. The scenario is by Mr.
Fred Russell, a member of the society, who
is now on the stage.

Recently " shots " ^^•ere taken on a special

train, placed at the disi^osal of the society

by the L.M.S. Railway Company, repre-

senting the ' Merseyside Express," on which
the hero and hfiroine are supposed to meet.
Scenes were taken in a first-class dining
saloon, while the train was travelling

between Southport and Wigan ; and ex-

terior "shots" -neic made when the train

stopped near Appley Bridge, brilliant sun-

shine providing perfect illumination for both
the interior and exterior scenes. Further
locations include scenes in a liner, incidents
in a ballroom and restaiurant, a mannequin
parade and a film beauty contest.

STOCKPORTAMATEUR CDfE PLAYERS'
CLUB. Hon. Secretary', H. V,'. Greenwood,
" Penrhos," Bsaafort Road, Ashton-under-
Lyne.
Throughout the summer work has been

proceeding on the production of " The Nine
Ladies of Stanton Ifoor." This film, which
is a legendary one, has been in course of

production from Mav' to the end of Sep-
tember. The editing, which has been
carried out by ilr. J. Hidderley, is now
completed and the film, which runs to ap-
proximately 1,100 feet, 16-mm., is ready
tor the annual public show.
The winter syllabus has been got out

and projection meetings are arranged for

each month onwards to the end of April.

The assistance of other clubs and societies

has been of very great help to the hon.
secretary in the compiling of this syllabus.

At each of these meetings arrangements
have been made to project one film supplied

by H.il, Empire ^Lnrkcting Board.

TRENT CINE CLUB. Hon. Secretary,

\orman !•'. Dakiii. ~i. T'obbers Mill Road,
Nottingham. Studio: :]'>, Derby Road,
Nottingham. This club is still hard at

work on tlio current production of '" Easy
Time," but owing to a technical (lilllculty

it is doubtful whether it will be possible to

complete early in December.
In order to make the general niceiings

more interesting, it has been decided, apart
from busine.'^s and technical talks, to intro-

duce a number of amateur and professional

films, and the secretary will be pleased +0

hear from an}' club or individual willing to

loan films. All expenses, of course, will be

paid by the association.

There are still vacancies for local and
active members, and the secretary would
like to remind those interested that a new
year with the club will shortly be com-
mencing, and he ad\'ises them—whether
they own apparatus or not, provided they
are really interested in any branch cf work
which the club is doing—to join as soon .is

possible in order to obtain the full j'car's

benefit from the subscription. This is re-

markably low for a club still very much in

its infancy, being 10s. 6d. per annum with

an entrance fee of 5s.

•WALTHAMSTOW AND DISTRICT
AMATEUR FILM SOCIETY. Hon. Secre-

tary, W. C. Rej-nolds, 12, Rensburgh Road,
Walthamstow, E.17. This society is nm-
ning a film dance at the Co-operative Hall,

Lea Bridge Road, Leyton, E.IO, on Satur-

day, December .3, at 7.30 p.m. Tickets,

price 2s. 6d., including refreshments, are

obtainable from the hon. secretary.

New members are still wanted in every
branch of the society, and the hon. secretary

will be iileased to give full particulars to

anyone interested.

WIMBLEDON AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
Hon. Secretary, H. C. Bealby, 34, Murray-
Road, Wimbledon. The winter season of

the club is now in full STidiig, many in-

teresting lectures having taken place,

including " The Advantages of the Negative
Positive Process." by Mr. G. Sewell, F.A.C'.I..

and "Titling, Editing and Cutting," by Mr.
Percy Harris, F.A.C'.I.

Not much m the way of production has
been done lately, as the club hopes to boast

of a well-equipped studio in the near futuje,

when no time will be lost in making use of

the many scenarios submitted by members.
The first issue of the club's magazine,

"The Grosvenor Quarterly," made its

appearance at a recent meeting, and con-

tains many articles of interest to members
and amateur movie makers in general.

^Vake up, Norw^ich!
SOMETHrNTG seems to be v^-rong

here. Norwich has a population

of over 120,000, and there are, we
know, many cine enthusiasts in the

city—but there is no Cine Society !

"VMiy is it ? Probably because it

has not until now occurred to anyone
to take the lead in the formation of

such a society. Fortunately this is

no longer the case—in fact, Mr. H.
Dun, of 291, Sprowston Road,
Xorwich, will be very glad to hear
from all who are keen on movie-
making.
Anyone U\dng in or near Norwich

owning a cine camera, or who would
like to own one, anyone who can do
anj-thing in the way of organisation,

of scenario writing, acting or produc-

ing, should at once get into touch with
INIr. Dun and join with him in form-
ing the Noi'wich .^Tiatcur Film Society.

Take
INDOOR
MOVIES

of your

Christmas
Party

After the

revels are

over —
when the

children are

back at school,
and there's no
more fun and
frolic in the
house — you'll

welcome something
that will recall their

youthful high spirits.

Have them with you
in the tedious winter
evenings — give your-
self the pleasure once
more of watching their

laughable antics — on
the family screen.

A PORTABLE
FLOODLIGHT will

enable you to take

perfect indoor movies— complete records of
everybody's doings—

a

real hohday history.

'FLOODLIGHT'
REFLECTOR

The floodlight illustrated

i s of exceptional quality

.

The reflector is scientific

cally designed to extract
the utmost illumination
from a 500-Watt Nitraphot
lamp. Mounted on a stand
.for table use, with an
attachment for tripod, and
key-slots for hanging from
the wall.

Nitraphot Lamp, 500-Watts, for aU stand-

ard voltages. (Please state vol-

tages when ordering). 23, b

Telescopic Tripod,
extending to 70
inches high

12/6

FLOODLIGHT
REFLECTOR
fitted with lamp-
holder, switch
and 8 feet of heavy
flex . . . . 30, -

The complete
set, in a suong

carrying case,

comprises two flood-

light reflectors, two tele-

scopic tripods, and two.

500-Watt Nitraphot lamps

£9 12

SANDS HUNTER & CO., LTD.

37 Bedford St., STBAND, W.C.2.
3863
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HOW TO PRODUCE A FILM
{Conlimied from page 239)

TJie Make-Up Man—or Woman—is

responsible to tlie Cameraman, who
must pass every artist's malve-ujj.

Sometimes the Make-Up Man will

make up an artist himself, but he obvi-

ously cannot attend to everyone. On
the set he stands by with powder
and i^uft', a towel, a mirror and his

box of paints. lie will also have a

supply of clean blotting paper to absorb

the perspiration from those faces in-

clined to sweat under the combined
eil'ect of lamps and face-paint. Before
every shot he must see that every
artist's make-up is as it should be.

The Head Carpenter, like so many
others working on a production, must
be a skilful and resourceful person.

His work is mostly in co-operations

with the Art Director, to whom he is

responsible for erecting the sets.

When the .sets are actually being put
up, he will have to consider the Chief

Electrician's requirements for the posi-

tion of lamps.
And, finally, the Cameraman. A

superman's job. Aitist, technician, a
bit of a chemist, a quick worker, and
—if he is working with standartl

apparatus—a pack-mule and a strong

man. Most Cameramen are excellent

at some of these things, but few at all.

A seventy-five per cent, all-round man
is a treasure.

Apart from the actual shooting, the
Cameraman must see at the beginning
of each day that he has loaded his

magazines up with sufficient negative

for the daj''s work. He must keep a
record of the footage of each shot,

together with any important notes for

the developer, and at the end of the

day he must pack up all the shot

negative for dispatch to the labora-

tories. The record of footage exposed
he gives the Continuity Girl, who
includes it in her daily rejjort of work
done.

The Camera Conference

In the film business we are great
theorists. We criticise our produc-
tion methods and deplore such things
as going on to the floor without
sufficient preparation. That is a

sound criticism, everj'one agrees with
it, and yet we still hear the frantic

tones of the producer as lie flings a
story at his director, saying, " Here !

Get on with it, quick ! Start shooting
Friday the thirteenth." I feel bound
to make this confession when I give

you my comisel of perfection.

This is a pielude to a fresh piece of

atlvice involving the Cameraman, Art
Director, Chief Electrician, Scenarist,

and Director. All these gentlemen are
not essential to the proposed confei-

ence—we can get along with the
Cameraman, Art Director, and Direc-
tor—and since all conferences, from
Lausanne to Ottawa, must have
names, we can call this the Camera
Conference.

The Cameraman and Art Director
should work in harmony with the
Director, who may visualise bright

sets well lit for comedy sequences
and dark sets with effects lighting for

the murder sequence. They should
go through every sequence carefully

anfl plan their sets, lighting, and photo-
graphy in keeping with the general

interpietation of the script. Many a

film has owed most of its success tc

the mood and atmosphere created

jointly by the Cameraman and the
Art Director.

{To be continued.)

The R.P.S. Exhibition
of Kinetnatography
THIS excellent Exhibition, of which

a notice was given in our
Xovember issue, was duly opened on
Monday, November 14th, by His
Grace The Duke of Sutherland,
President of the Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, and is well worth
a visit by every reader of Home
Movies, if only on account of the
wonderful exliibition of " stills " from
every part of the world. There are

some hundreds of these and all of them
are little masterpieces of photography.
There is still time to see some of the

very interesting films which will be
shown, accompanied by lectures by
experts on various subjects. For
instance, on Satuiday afternoon,

December 3rd, at 3 o'clock, will be
shown four films made by amateurs.
Two of these, "Extinction" and
" Gaiety of Nations," by Jolin H.
Ahern, A.R.P.S., should be seen by
every amateur movie-maker.
On Monday, December .otli, at 7 p.m.,

the subject is " The Kinema iu the

School," at which four extremely
interesting fihns will be shown. Every-
one interested m the educational side

of cinematography should attend this

lecture.

On Thursday, December 8th, at

7 p.m., there is a lecture on "The
Kinema in Industry," and one of the

films to be shown is of particular

interest to amateurs as it is on the

subject of the manufacture of lenses

and is made by Messrs. J.H.Dalhneyer,
Ltd.
The Exhibition closes on December

lOth, and at 3 o'clock on that dav will

be shown four more films made by
amateurs. These are "Behind the
Scenes," by J. Ridley, a film dealing
with bii'ds nesting and stop action
photography of seeds and flowers ;

' Safety First," by the Hull Cinemato-
graph Society, in which our contribu-
tor, Jlr. Ern Shaw, has taken a leading
part; " Close-Ups " and "Night
Scenes," by Horace Hughes.
In addition to the "stills," there is

a very interesting exhibition of early

optical mstruments and forerunners
of the moving picture, including the
photocraph of cave-drawing of a
trotting bear. The period of this

drawing is said to be about 2.5,000 B.C.,

and is said to be the work of Magdalan-
ian Artists of the Cro-Magnon race.

L^pper Palseolithio Age. In this draw-
ing you will see a definite attempt
made to portray movement.

A " Model *' Film

MR. JOHN G. B1LLIN(.;, a lone
worker iii \\'irral, is shortly

commencing work on an luiusual, if

not entirely original, type of film.

All the sets used in this production
will be scale models, with, of course,

all the characters, furnitvu'e, etc.,

exactly proportioned. The hall, at
present under construction and very
modernistic in style, will be the
largest set, measiu-ing about (i feet

long, 5 feet wide and a little over
4 feet liigh.

The sides of all the sets will be
detachable, so as to give easy access

for camera and lights.

Although Mr. Billing will enileavour

to carry out as much of the work as

possible with these models, he realises

that limnan material and normal
objects will have to be used occa-

sionally. The difference iu scale will

natm'ally not be noticeable.

A striking and original scenario has
been written, but the title has not yet
been finally decided upon. At present
the film will be known as " Carda,"
but this may be changed before the
production is complete.

It will be shot entirely on 9.5-imu.

pan. stock, and it is expected that it

will be several months before complete.

The complete " Lodex
"

50 watt lamphouse and

equipment for A.C. mains,

as reviewed in our last

issue. The transformer has

tappings for both lamp
and motor, while the

lamphouse can be attached

in a few minutes by two
screws. For D.C. mains a

resistance is supplied in

place of the transformer.
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Professional Cinema-
tographers use

KANDEM LIGHTS

For your indoor shots we
offer a range of small lamps

unequalled for efficiency.

Obtain Professional quality

with

KANDEM LIGHTS

500-walt Effect Spot

KANDEM
(British
IVIade)

FILM LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

Incandescents from
200-10,000 watts.

Arcs from
5-300 amperes

FILM LIGHTING
SPECIALISTS FOR
MANY YEARS

Write for lists: 500-watt F'ood

KANDEM ELECTRICAL LTD.
(Late KOETTNG & MATHIESEN ELECTRICAL LTD.)

Sfiad Office :

711 & 715 Kulham Road, LONDON, S.W.6
Korl-s : Kandem Works. Parsons Green, S.W.6

•Phone : FI'I.HAM 2rt8T-23SS

OUR XMAS GREETINGS
, to all

CINE AMATEURS
Let us duplicate \our best results

before they are worn out—You will

then have a permanent record.

Send us your over-dense films for

reduction to normal density—we wll
return them clear and brilliant pictures.

We reduce from Standard 35 mm. to

Sub-standard 16 mm. and 9.5 mm.
Our special treatment can often improve upon
the original, and all our charges are reasonable.

Special pictorial " Xmas Greetings

"

films : 30 ft. 9.5 mm. 5/- ; 50 ft. 16 mm.
10,.. Write for List.

DP. ,FILMS, UMITED
fCINE FIUVI LABORATORIES)

4042, Osnaburgh Street, London, N.W.I

.

Telephone;—Museum 1171
Nearest Slaiions. Gt. Port. St. (Metro.), Regent's

Park (Bakerloo). Warren St. (Hamp. Ry.)

HOME MOVIES
DEC. 1932

QUERY COUPON
This Coupon, available through-
out the month of DEC. 1932,

should accompany your question.

HOME MOVIE
OPPORTUNITIES

FOR

DECEMBER, 1932

December
1-3 Welsh Badmin-

ton Champion-
ships . . . . Wales.

2 Welsh Springer
Spaniel Club
Field Trials Margam Park.

5-9 S m i t h f i e 1 d Royal Agri-
Cattle Show . . cultural

Hall.
6—7 English Spi-inger

Spaniel Club
Trials. . . . Scotland.

6 Oxford r. Cam-
bridge (Rugby) Twickenham.

7 England r. S t a m f o r d
Austria (foot- Bridge.

ball)

7-8 Birmingham Dog Birmingham.
Show.

9-10 Eastern Counties
Spaniel Society
Trials . . . . Hillborough.

1:^14 Springer vSpaniel

Club's Field

Trials. . . . Mundford.
14 Dulve of York's

BLrthday.
17 McCorkindale v.

Stribling (box-

ing) . . . . Cape Town.
25 Christmas Day.
26 Boxing Day,

Bank Holiday.
26 Steeplechase

meetings
throughout the
countrj-.

26 Tideway and
Richmond
Charity Regattas Thames.

28-29 S t e e p i e c base
meeting . . Cheltenham.

Dec. 30-
Jan. 5 Second AustraHan

Test Match . . Melbourne.
Theoughoxjt the Month (dates net

yet fixed.)

Retriever Champion-
ships . . . . Littlecote.

Chess Congress . . Hastings.
Ancient plays by the

' Mummers " in
Hampshire, Warwick-
shire, Gloucestershire
and Oxfordshire.

Famous " Guise "dances St. Ives.

Nativity plays . . Glastonbury.
Coursing trials in cer-

tain centres.

A Christmas Present Suggestion :

Why not order HOME MOVIES
to be posted to him, or her,

throughout 1933 ?

SANDS
HUNTER'S
GREAT XMAS
SHOW OF

BRITISH MADE

ENSIGNS
Keep Christmas with an Ensign ^
" Silent Sixteen " Projector . . . . ^
and it will indeed be a memorable ^
Christmas .... when with your |
superb Ensign your Christmas party ^
will enjoy the brightest, clearest ^
movie show known in home cinema- H
tography.

Sands Hunter & Co.—the projector H
specialists — recommend Ensigns |
Come and see a demonstration. |
The

ENSIGN "50"
Silent Sixteen

A real preci-

sion 16mm.
Projecto r

for any vol-

tage. Sim-

ple to use.

Gives per-

fect projec-

tion.

£6 15 0. With Motor Drive £11 12 6

The ENSIGN "IOO"j
Silent Sixteen ,

An admirable piece of mechanism,
throv^ing a 5ft. picture at 20 feet from I

the screen with brilliant illumination
|

and flickerless operation by silent
|

electric motor. i

£15 15

The ENSIGN " 180
"

Silent

Sixteen

darkened room. 400 ft.

This is the i

super-pro- .

jector and I

gives a
I

steadyflick-
|

eriess, bril- i

liant p i c-

ture up to I

30 ft. from
|

the screen.

|

Very sim- i

pie to op-
erate and 1

reload in a
|

spools.
I

£27 10 O
^uper Sixteen, 250 Watt Lamp, £50
If you cannot call and see them at work

write lor full catalogues.

SANDS HUNTER trt
37 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2

38iO
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MERRY REEL
(Continued from page 256)

prevent it. With a splash he landetl

in the hypo, batli whilst the film

coiled itself in wild tangles round the
per.son of General C4ore-Battleby.

The slack part meantime had fallen

into the developer and it was clear
that unless instant action was taken
the whole thing would be ruined. The
(ieneial obviously couldn't disentangle
himself from the snaky coils. 1

pleaded with him, in the .sacred name
of amateur cine-photograjjhy, to jump
in and act as a human reel, but he
remained deaf to my entreaties.

Owing to this somewhat selfish

exhibition on the part of our war
lord, the Rev. SejDtimus's film was
irretrievably damaged, for tliose parts
which had adhered to him were fixed

before the\' were developed, the part
in the bath was hopelessly overdone
and the length which encircled the
General was completely fogged by the
ultra violet exclainations to which
he was giving tongue.
We exchanged the red light tem-

porarily for a white one and found
that the Rev. Septimus's mishap had
resultefl from his treafling upon a

cake of soaii, carelessly dropped o\ev-
board by Mrs. Motherspoon-^A'atei

-

bifHe duiing her morning ablutions.

The stumbling block having been
removed, the rest of us got to work
once more whilst the Rev. Septimus
retired to exchange his wet garments
for a bathing suit which he declared
to be the only possible garb for

amateur processers.

The next film behaved perfectly. Tt

was drawn slowly tlirough the bath of

developer and wound on to the reel

at the far end without mishap. All
would, I think, have gone well had
not the Vicar, pressing forward eagerly
to see what was going on, stiunbled
over antl upset the trough of water,
whose contents gushed like a tidal

wave against the bathroom door anrl

then rapidly disappeared through the
space between its bottom and the
floor.

AA'ith a .scream Mrs. Mothersjioon-
Waterbiffle tore open the door, thus
adiTiitting light from without.
The removal of the somewhat

moistened stair carpets and the mop-
ping u]) of the inundations upon the
ground floor below took a little tiine.

but eventually we were ready to

start upon our third film. In the light

of previous experience we tackled
this with real hopes of success.

It passed well and truly through
the develo])ing liath ; it was dul,\-

washed «nd purified. The reels were
transferred to the fixing tank. Antl
then things began to happen. In the
dim lighl we failed to see that the far
end hail not been properly connected
to the intake I'eel. Before we knew
where we were a hrmdred feet of film

lay loose in the hypo. And then
came the business of getting it out.

Leaning forward in the dim light

my fingers encountered something
that felt like the entl an<l I began to
pull.

'"Stopit.youass !"roared the General.
"That'smy necktie you've got hold of."

Everyone was making futile dabs
at the bath, trying to find the end.
\A'henever you got hold of something
there was sure to be somebody else

pulling in the opposite direction

and in a matter of moments there
nuist have been a dozen ends. It is

astonishing how easily a wet film

breaks. Before we had done witli it

oui' third film bore close resemblance
to a vermicelli pudding.

" I wonder." I said to the General
on the following day, " whether pro-

cessing by the film people is really as

expensive as it seems ?
"

" If you ask me," snapped the
General, "the process fellers are
grossly underpaid !

"

WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE !

A strip of R.C.A. 16 mm. talkie film

Note the sound track on the right

NEW CINE APPARATUS
{Coiitiuiii'd frvtn page 248)

model contains all the leading advant-
ages of the older instrument. The
" Junior " model sells for eight guineas
and is good value. It has been sub-

mitted to us by ^Messrs. J. H. Dal!-

meyer, L'd., who, of course, still sell

the standard model which retails at

£10 ISs. U\.

An Exposure Meter de Luxe
It seems a long cry from the tirst

exposure meters, consisting of a watch-

like container (in an aperture of which
a piece of paper darkened on exposure
to light) to the modern photo-electric
exposure meters from which the
human element in judginent has been
completely removed and which are as
near automatic in their action as can
be desired. The Weston Exposure
Meter, illustrated herewith, is at
present the world's most expensive
meter and the price of £20 may tem-
]5orarily take one's bieath away. Its

merits, however, are such that we are
not surprised to hear that, although
it has only recently arrived in this

country, a considerable number have
been sold.

Its operation depends on the peculiar
properties of certain cells which actu-
ally generate a small electric current
when light falls upon them, the
strength of the current varying with
the intensity of the light. In the
Weston instrument two of these cells

are placed one at each end of a casing
(in the circular aperture shown) and
on the front is situated a meter cali-

Ijrated in licht values. Upon facing
the instrument towards the subject to
be photographed, the light from this

subject actuates the cells and a read-
ing is obtained on the dial. It is but
the work of a moment to ])l ice an
arrow on the sliding scale adjacent to

the meter at a figure corresponding
to the reading, whereupon imme-
diately below an arrow on a second
scale the correct stop can be read off.

Not only is it possible immediately
to find the coriect stoji to use for

one's cine camera, but also the ex-

posure for any given stop of a still

^•amera. There are also adjustnrpnts
for the different speeds of film ami
plate now available.

We have very thoroughly tested out
this exposure meter in practical con-
ditions, not only in various intensi-

ties of light but in scenes wheie
even the most experienced man has
difficulty in judging exposure, and
lind it most reliable. Tests conducted
in artificial light (after making the
uecessarA' correction to the film speed
us indicated in the instructions) proved
just as accurate. VCe consider the
instrimient thoroughlj* satisfactory for

the purpose for which it is designed.
Obviously it is a luxury instru-

ment and as such rather high-priced,

but it should be remembered that

one is getting an instnnnent of

laboratory piecision and uncanny
perfection of operation. In spite of

its relatively high price we are sure
that it will be welcomed by a large

number of more advanced cinemato-
graphers, particularly those, such as

explorers, who take large quantities

of film and cannot afford to waste an
.aeh.

" Keep It In The Fannily !
"

That is to say, give your
Christmas Business to the Busi-

ness members of the HOME
MOVIES Family -the Adver-

tisers.

I
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youR ^ f

CIHE QUERIEDANSWERED

Is there a cinS problem bothering you ? Have you some difficulty in which

yon would like expert help ? Do you want to know where to obtain

certain apparatus and what it will cost ? HOME MOVIES is at your

service in this and many other ways.

Address your query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES, Messrs.

George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2, enclosing

the free Query Coupon printed in this issue. A selection from queries

and answers of general interest will be printed each month on this page.

All others will be replied to by post. Replies cannot be sent by return of

post however.

Special Note.—Criticisms of amateur films, opinions of amateur scenarios

and test of apparatus can be undertaken by special arrangement. In
such cases a preliminary letter to the Editor is essential.

W. R. F., London, S.E.17.—You should
have no difficulty in using your Cinemeter
%vith your Pathe Lux Motoeamera. Treat
the Pathescope ortho film as 17 Scheiner
and you should get satisfactory results. If

you are using other film and the H. & D.
or Scheiner speeds come in between the
figures given on the figure indicator, use
the nearest indicator figure, or if the mark
comes exactly between two, use the lower.

In practice it will be found that the latitude

of the film mil take care of intermediate
positions between markings.
We consider the meter you mention one

of the best and can thoroughly recommend
it. The correct thing to do is to become
thoroughly accustomed to one meter, and
in the extinction type, such as this, always
to hold it to the eye a definite time before
taking a reading. If you attempt to judge
the extinction point too quickly your eye
will not have become accustomed to the
darkened chamber ; and on the other hand,
if you hold it to the eye too long your eye
will become so accustomed to the darkened
chamber as to acquire an abnormal sensi-

tivity.

G. C. H., Ipswich, and others.—Our reply
in the November number regarding the
Bolex Model D Projector pointed out that
owing to the high intensity of the light from
the 250 watt lamp and the fact that the
apparatus is not designed to stop automatic-
ally at the notches it cannot be used for the
still projection of notched titles. This does
not mean, however, that this projector
cannot be used to project still pictures from
single frames, as a well-designed heat
absorbing shutter has been incorporated so

as to enable a single frame to be projected
for any length of time without danger of

blistering, and with very little reduction of

light. In the Pathescope Projectors the film

aiitomaticaUy stops when a notch arrives

and the full light of the lamp is thrown
without any heat absorbing shutter on to the
title. For this reason the notched system is

only used with the lower powered lamps in
the Path6 apparatus.

J. H. L. Ashton-under-Lyne—After we had
gone to press with the November issue of

Home Movies, Messrs. Pathescope, Ltd.,

announced a super-attachment for the
" Kid " Projector. By the time this appears
in print it should be available, price 17s. 6d.

The new super-attachment consists of upper
and lower extension arms, the necessary

attachment, screws and bolts, a driving

belt, re-wind handle and one super-reel.

Other makers will also be marketing such
attachments shortly.

N. W. E., Walton-on-Thames, is anxious

to use electrical reproduction o£ effects

records in conjunction with his wireless

set, which is fitted with terminals for a
gramophone pick-up, and asks what
auxiliary apparatus is required.

Answer.—As your wireless set is equipped
with terminals you ha^ e only to buy any of

the well-known makes of pick-up and
tone-arm (the Varley and the Bowyer-Lowe
are both excellent for the purpose) and
mount it so that the pick-up comes in the
correct position upon the record. There is

no need to buy an electric gramophone as

any ordinary gramophone with a clockwork
drive is perfectly suitable. All that is

necessary is that the turntable should be
able to turn the record steadily at the
regulation speed of 78 revolutions per minute,
and obviously it does not matter whether
this is done by clockwork or by an electric

motor. Of course an electrically driven
gramoph one has the advantage that you have
not to wind the spring, but apart from this

there will be no difference in the results

obtained.
Two leads are connected from the pick-up

to the terminals of the wireless set marked
for pick-up, and these leads should be kept
as short as possible, otherwise in a house
fitted with alternating current mains you
may pick up a certain amount of hum. If

the volume control of your wireless set does
not control the volume from your electric

gramophone, you can fit an additional

volume control for a few shillings. The

volume control, which can be purchased
from either of the firms mentioned as well

:is from The Rothermcl f 'orporation, Ltd..

1, Willesden Lane, N.W.O, and Pei,o-8cott

Co., Ltd., 77, City Road, E.C.I, has three

{Continued on page 268)

BARGAINS
SYNCHRONISED TURNTABLE IN CASE (33D,
used for Bolex JModel D. adaptable other 16-mm.
projectors; also, 100-t"t. iilm and dis<'. £r>.

—

Box 147.

HOLLYWOOD CINE-ART, 16 mm. and 9.5 mm.
FEATURETTES.—BM/P.\5IP, W.C.I.

9i mm. TITLES, 3d. ; Continuous (1 foot), 5d.

;

" Finis " stamp,—Evans' Service, Dereham,
Norfolk.

LATEST EXCLUSIVE 16 mm. COMEDY, TRAVEL
AND INTEREST FILMS. Also Hollywood
* Featurettes." Quantity of 9t mm. films

from 1/- each. Stamp for lists,—^Cosmo Films,
3, Haigh Street, Brighouse, Yorks.

TITLE SERVICE, 9^ mm. or 16 mm. List and
samples, stamp.—.tackson, Walton Road, Stock-
tonheath, Warrington.

PATHESCOPE SUPER REEL HIRE SERVICE.
Particulars post free.—H. L, Bundy, 143, Frimley
Road, Camberley, Surrey,

16 mm. FILMS AND ACCESSORIES FOR SALE.
Reduced prices.-—Roy Malcolmson, " Elstreo,"
York Road, Aldershot.

PATHE TITRA TILTING OUTFIT, three sets of
letters, two 100 watt lamps, flex, plug, complete ;

perfect ; cost £5 10s. ; take £2 10s.—135, King
Street, Aberdeen.

SUPER FILMS (PATHESCOPE) ON HIRE Is. each,
from the long established library of Camera Craft
Ltd., Palmers Green, N.13. Send p.c. forparticulars,

THE AMATEUR CINE SERVICE, 50a, Widmore
Road, Bromley, Kent. 'Phone : Ravensbourne
1926. Selected, nearly new, tempting offers

:

Bolex-Paillard Model Y>, £27 10s. ; Kodascope,
Model C, £8 ; Ensign F/2,6 Autokineram. £12 12s,

;

Ensign 180, for 32-v., mains, £18 18s. Below :

PATHESCOPE BARGAINS: Home Movie Pro-
lectors, 67s. 6d. to 95s, ; Lux, £16 ;

" Kid's,"
30s. ; With Resistance, 38s. 6d. ; Motors, 35s, to
45s. ; Super-attachments, 32s. ; F/2.8 Meyer,
Model B, £8 5s, ; F/2,5 Luxe, with Telephoto,
£14 10s. ; Model B, £4 IDs. ; Coronet F/3.9, £2

;

Hand-turned Baby Cine, 30s. Below ;

WE RE-FIT your Luxe F/3.5 Moto-camera with
F/2.5 and Telephoto for £8 8s., or Model B with
F/2,8 Meyer(or£4 5s. ; Lodex Lamphou.se, £3 10s,,

if unneeded, double resistance returned. " Kid "

Super attachments, 17s. 6d. ; Gevaert 9.5 Film,
4s. 6d. in charger ; Processing, 2s. ; 30-ft. Library
Films, Is. 6d. ; 60-fts,, 4s.; Supers, 17s, (-d.

Above.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS
" CINE HOUSE " PATHESCOPE FILM LIBRARY,
SUPERS, 2s., 3 DAYS. Please order your selected
titles early to avoid disappointment. Below :

Motor Camera, B. List, £6 6s. at £4 15s. ; Pathe
Motrix Camera, 2.7 Zeiss-Tessor, at £4 ; Pro-
jectors, Home Movie C. Motor, S.-attach,. Group
Resistance, with Ampmeter, 2 of £7 15s, ; Hire
a Projector for Christmas, with 60 ft. Films, from
12s. 6d,—2, .inlabv Road, Teddington. 'Phone
1064 Moselev,

WANTED
FOR CASH OR IN EXCHANGE, 9.5 and 16 mm.
PROJECTORS. Any make. Good price for up-
to-date apparatus.—City, Sale &, Exchange
(1929), Ltd., 59, Cheapside, Erc.2.

WANTED ! Bolex Model D ; or Kodascope,
Model ; Pathescope Motoeamera, Super attach-
ment, " C " Motor and Films.—Box iSTo. 105.
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WE'VE GOT IT
400-WATT

VICTOR PROJECTOR
£80 ONLY!!!

HERE AT LAST—AMAZING VALUE
16-mm. New-Victor Super Projector, Super-lite F1.5

Super lens, 400-watt direct super illumination, new
short-focus condtnser. super 8-teethcontact him system,

new spring movement double-claw ; latest rewind.

Reminds on" film whilst projecting another one.

Forward, stills, reverse, rewind devices, swing tilting

head. Takes ni-w film, dry film, shrunken film, all runs
perfectly through this new 8-teeth Victor. Instructions,

2-years' guarantee, carrying case, complete.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
- EXCHANGES -

£80 ONLY!!!
Ge( yours NOW whilst Slock la^ts.

Finest Stock in Lanes. Film Libraries

EDWIN GORSE
86 Accrington Rd., BLACKBURN

ELECTRADIX
AMPLIFIERS.—W.E. 2-4tage
with valves £2, 3-stage portable
type Mill £3. MICROPHONES
for Home Talkies of maximum
efficiency and minimum price. No.
1 1 Sensitive pendant, solid brass
case 6/6 ; Marconi Hand Mike
15/-. No. 12 Ring Pedestal 18'6.

Announcers* Mikes as used bv
Scotland Yard 65/-; Deaf Aid
Sets 18/6. FULTOGRAPH PIC-
TURE RECORDS — Brand new
£22 Kits for 32/6. RESISTANCES
and RHEOSTATS for Projectors
for 200 to 250 volt mains.

Chargers for A. C. & D. C. Field Regulators
and .Switchboards.

SOUND ON FILM PHOTO CELLS
UX867, R.C.A. Talkie as illus. Sensitive light-

to-sound 25/-. Condenser Lens 5/-; Beck
prisms5/-; I^amps
lo V. 5a focus
Mazda6/6. Trant-
formers for
projectors on 200
to 250 volt A.C.
mains, output
III- volts 6 amps.
£4 15s. no V. I

amp. 35/-. Pro-
jector and Gramo. Motors with regulator for

any voltage 30/-. 12" Electric Turntables Uni
versal A.C. orD.C. £3 10s. Regulating Resist-
ances for any Projector from 12/6.

LAMPS — Focus Projector Lamps from 50
watts 6/6. ion amps. 25/-.

METERS—Voltmeters. Ammeters, Galvos.Test
Sets and Insulation Meters at rockbottom prices.

Ask for our new Electrical Sale List.

LESLIE DIXON & CO. ''"s.leTEx.'"""

PATHE F2.5
AND TELEPHOTO
WE WILL FIT TO YOUR

MOTOCAMERA FOR
8 Gns. ONLY ! !!

Despatch your Motocamera well packed in

a box. We will return in 3 days iitted,

tested, and guaranteed.

Don't Delay — Despatch yours now.

EDWIN GORSE
86 Accrington Road, BLACKBURN.

CINE QUERIES ANSWERED
(Continued jrom page. 267)

terminals. Of these the two outer should be
connected to the pick-up, while one outer
and the centre terminal should be joined
to the leads going to the pick-up terminals
of the wireless set. It is wise to try reversing
the.se two connections at the pick-up
terminals to find which of the two connec-
tions is the better. Particulars of how to
join up the.se volume controls are usually
siijiplied with the apparatus.

A. M. H., Notlingliam. If your reversal
film is in good condition (we presume it is,

as you say it was taken recently), it is

fjuite practicable to get duplicates from it.

The best way is to get a duplicate negative
made, and from this duplicate negative as
many positive prints can be taken as you
desire. Selo, Ltd., will make you a duplicate
negative for 16s. per 100 feet, with odd
lengths 2d. per foot over and above the
nearest spooled price ; and positive prints

will cost you 12s. Od. per 100 feet, with odd
lengths l^d. per foot over and above the
nearest spooled price. For example, if

your positive film works out 160 feet long,

the charge would be 12s. 6d. for the first

100 feet, 6s. 6d. for the next 50 feet, and
I Jd. a foot for the remaining 10 feet, making
a total of HI Os. 3d.

R. C, Banbury. " Projection Engineer-
ing " is published by the Bryan Davis
Publishing Co., Inc., 19, East 47th Street,

New York City. A specimen copy will be
sent to j'ou if you write to this address,
mentioning Home Movie.s.

If you contemplate entering the profes-

sion you can learn a great deal by such a
correspondence course as you mention.

J. L., Oxford, asks : "I have a Cine
Kodak with F 1.9 lens. Can I take cine

pictures indoors with artificial light using
this camera. If so. I should very much
like to take some pictures of a Christmas
party. What Ught and what stop should I

use ?
"

Answer.—E.xcellent indoor pictures can
be taken with this camera and any other
cine camera having a lens of f/3.,T maximum
aperture or larger, if the new high speed
films are used. The two at present avail-

able for 16-mm. work are Agfa Novopan
and Kodak Super-sensitive, the speeds of

which are approximately the same. The
stop to be used is dependent upon not only
the light available but the reflective power
of the surroundings and the clothing worn
(see article in the current issue on Artificial

Light Photography, page 241).

pect your films through the

HUNTER
FILM MAGNIFIER

tUagoiflcatioa 7 timesi

Can be locussed lor atiy sight.

Twosizes, 9.5mtn.aDd ICmm-
PRICE 12/6 (either sizel

R. F. HUNTER, LTD.,
51 Grays Inn Road,
LONDON W.C.I.

|r you eannol make your own

aerian. youn

VlLMTlTLEi' \

;: Lei me know your requipemenl:i'

and I vill quote youtny lerms.

T«N SIhaw QfViecoriaAve.HULL.

A NEW INCLUSIVE

EDITING & TITLE= SERVICE=
is now available which will enable you to
present your 9.5 mm. films in professional
form.
All you have to do is to send us ten or
tuelve of your 30 ft. films which you require
making into one continuous tilm. Put a
note on each reel giving particulars of title

or titles required (each title not exceeding
eight words) and the sequence in which
they are to appear. WE DO THE REST.

Charges.
Films cut. edited, titled, joined and
mounted on super reel, including :

I MAIN ART TITI^E
II SUB-TITLES
r MAIN ART TITLE

2Z SUB -TITLES -

All titles are continuous. Film returned post
free. Professional results. Quick Service.

STEDMAN'S fviEADow

CINEMATOGRAPH road.

LABORATORY leeds.

12/6

21/-

PITMAN'S

A GUIDE
TO THEATRICAL

MAKE-UP
By CHARLES S. PARSONS

Author of " Amateur Stage
Management and Production."

The most effective make-up for every con-
ceivable character and part is described by
the author in this book. He gives ex-
perienced and valuable guidance on the
use of colour, the effect of lighting, and
how to create perfect illusion. The book
is full of hints and suggestions which
add polish and finish to the characterisa-
tion. Strongly recommended by Mr.

Cedric Hardwicke.

5/- net

Order from a nooksdlfr

Sir ISAAC PITMAN &SONS, Ltd.

Parker Street, Kingsway, W.C.2.

ARE YOU
THINKING OF

BUYINGASCREEN?
Before deciding, try the following

experiment. Project a picture on
to any screen, then walk side-

ways until you are at an angle of

some 45 degrees (this is where
most of your audience generally

stray), note whether the reflected

light falls off. Then remember
that all our screens have a brilliant

NON-DIRECTIONAL
SURFACE

Sizes, Rigid Type.

24x1821'- 24x32 27/- 30x40 35/-

Also Improved Roller Batten Type

40x30 £3 3

J. DENTON, LTD.
Engine Lane, Low Fell, Co. Durham
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EDITOR'/
/^'REEI>

" / go to visit the

Movie Man, for whom

I've writ a play."

Ben Jonson
A.D. 1640.

WE are glad to find from our letter-

bag that home cinematography
by artificial light is growing rapidly in

popularity. It is not many years ago
-since, in still photography, the owner
of an //4.5 lens could pride himself
on possessmg the last word in photo-
graphic apparatus, most cameras being
fitted with nothing larger than //8.

To-day in cinematography even inex-
pensive film cameras are fitted with an
f/3.5 lens, while sucli remarkably
large apertures as //1. 9 and 1.5 are
in common use in the more expensive
instruments.

Just what such large apertures
mean to the cine amateur is not yet
fully realised. No longer are we
limited to the best weather in taking
our pictures—with such lenses street

scenes in the pouring rain and even
night pictures of illuminated signs in

the theatre districts come within
the amateur's scope. Indoors a few
high power electric bulbs enable us to
take the most intimate family shots,
while the amateur cine society, by the
expenditure of a few pounds, can
convert its meeting place into a
miniature film studio.

The I.A.C.

With this issue Home Movies and
Home Talkies becomes the official

organ of the Institute of Amateur
C'inematographers, to whose activities
frequent reference has been made in
our pages. We welcome the growth
of the Institute, whose aim it is to
stand in the same relationship to the
amateur cinematographer as does such
an organisation as the Automobile
Association to the private motorist.
\Miile not the first attempt in this
direction, the Institute of Amateur
Cinomatographers has from the first

held ideals with which this Journal is

in sympathy, and being a non-profit-
making venture, free from any com-
mercial control, with its fvmds devoted
solely to the furtherance of the

Amateur movement, it is destined to

play a very important part in the
development and future of Amateur
Cinematography. Some indication of

the influential support which the
Institute has received, and the
numerous services it can offer to its

members will be found on another
page.

A Successful Exhibition

The Exhibition of Kinematography
so admirably organised recently by
the Royal Photographic Society at its

premises in Russell Square, closed on

BINDING CASES
FOR

HOME MOVIES '*

In order that readers may
keep their copies of " Home
Movies " in good condition
pending the completion of the
volume, when binding cases
will be issued, the Publishers
can now supply SPRING-BACK

BINDING CASES AT

THREE SHILLINGS EACH
POST FREE.

the 10th December, having been
opened by the Duke of Sutherland,
President of the Institute of Amateur
Cinematpgraphers, a month before.
Not the least interesting of the many
meetings and demonstrations held
were those organised in conjunction
with the Institute of Amateur Cine-
matographers for the display of
amateur films. In each case the
meeting room was packed to the
doors, while the standard of films
shown, both in interest and technique,
was gratifyingly high. Many readers
of Home Movies were glad to see in
the film "Behind the Scenes," by
our contributor, J. H. D. Ridley, the

remarkably beautiful and artistic

effects obtainable with the apparatus
described on page 127 of our Sep-
tember issue, while the " Safety
First" fihn, entitled "The Better
Way," produced by the Hull Cine
Society and reviewed on page 244 of

our December issue, was very favour-
ably commented on. The now famous
Bristol Film, which under the title of
'

' A Gesture of Friendship '

' we
described on page 213 of our November
number, is another splendid example
of what can be done by a lone worker
actuated by keen civic pride, and the
hearty applause with which it was
greeted showed that both its artistic

and photographic merits were fully

appreciated. We understand that this

film has now been shown in all of the
eighteen Bristols in America, and we
hope it will be followed by many
other civic films of a like nature.
All of the other films shown reached
a high standard, and if there were
any among the audience who doubted
the abilities of the cine amateur of

to-day their disillusionment must have
been complete !

Home Processing

At the beginning of these notes we
referred to the fact that our letter-bag

shows growing interest in artificial

light cinematography. Similarly we
find from our correspondence that
home processing of 9-i-mm. film is

providing much interest and instruc-

tion to a considerable section of our
readers. Not only is it possible to

purchase at a reasonable price all the
necessary apparatus and chemicals,

but many readers are displaying
great ingenuity in constructing their

own tanks. A number of entries of

this nature were received in our
current Monthly Competition, and a
prize, as will be seen, has been awarded
for one particiilarlj' neat device sent

in.

The Editor.
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A TALKIE POINT OF
INTEREST

De.vr Sir,

I have read with interest the article

by Bernard Brown entitled " The
a'.B.C. of Home Talkies " in the
November issue of your valuable
paper, and I notice that he goes to
some length to explain why in the
case of sound on fihn recording the
sound record is printed some distance
ahead of the corresponding picture.

The mechanical reasons which he
gives for this practice are all per-
fectly sound, but he has evidently
overlooked the real reason why it is

impractical to either record or repro-
duce the soiuid immediately afljacent

to the picture being shown. It is well
known that the jDassage of the film

through the gate is not continuous
and that at this point the film is

stationary during each period while
it is being exposed. To produce
intelligent sound by means of light

passing through a transparent medium
of varying density on to a photo-
electric or selenium cell it is necessary
for the movement of the transparent
medium to be continuous, otherwise
the soimil would consist of a series

of incoherent noises at the rate of

16 per second.

The sound head, which consists of

an exciter lamp projecting a powerful
ray of light through the sound track
on the film on to a hght sensitive cell,

is therefore placed some distance
away from the projector head, and in

commercial equipment is mounted

FROM HERE
AND THERE

immediatelj' untierneath the projector
mechanism, where the motion of the
film can be continuous without inter-

fering with the interrupted motion in

the gate. I suggest that in the interest

of your readers this should be pointed
out.—Yours faithfullv,

W. S. Pyrah.
Taiuiton, Som.

PATHE FILM IN IRELAND
SiK,—As distributor in the Irish

Free State for Me.ssrs. Pathescope,
Ltd., I would like to draw your atten-
tion to your reply to " F. P.," of
Dublin, in your query section of the
October issue. You quoted 6s. for

30 feet P.S.P. in charger, including
free development. The price in the
Irisli Free State is 7s.. including free

development, the charger always re-

maining om- property, and being loaned
to the purchaser for the use of each
film purchased. All P.S.P. fihns in
the Irish Free State must be retiu-ned

to us for processing.

The prices of other apparatus in

the I.F.S. are the sa:ne as in England,
with the exception of the following :

—

I.F.S. England.
Super Reels . . 30/- instead of 27/6
Charge for process-

ing . . . . 3/- „
Educational films 3/6 ,,

K.l Screen . . 10/-

Yours faithfully,

T. H. M.\soK, Dublin.

2/.

2/-

7/6

A TITLE SUGGESTION
De.\r Sir,

As an interested reader of Home
Movies and Home Talkies, may I
offer the following idea in animated
titles ?

A humorous animated title ma\- be
easily produced by any amateur, even
if he has no artistic talent, in this

manner.
The letters to form the title are cut

out separately in white card, such as
post card, and arranged in their conect
positions on a dark backgroimd,
which, of course, must be horizontal.

Xow start photographing in the usual
way, but hold the camera upside down,
and when sufficient film has been ex-

posed to allow the title to be read, get a
confederate to blow the letters away.
A pair of bellows will be found useful.

When the film has been processed

cut this section out and reverse it,

and on projection the title will ajipear

to gather together on the screen and
the letters will sort themselves out.

Hoping this will be of some use to

other readers. I remain.
Yours faithfully,

Wm. C. Hulse.
24 Ackburv Bead. S.W.6.

A RE'lVIND FOR PATHE REELS
When a thirty-foot spool of film is

returned from processing there are
very few with enough patience to

wait until projection before having a
look at it. Foot by foot the film is

pulled out and a good idea of the
results obtained. The curling mass of

celluloid lies on the table, or, I regret

to say, even on the floor, and must
then be re-wound. Tlio pointed end
of a pencil mserted into the open
centre of the spool is of assistance
but a better way is by means of the
small blade of a penknife placed in

the slot on the reverse side of the
spool. By far the best method, unless
the re-wind of the projector is at hand,
is to make a wire handle. Take an
ordinaiy wire paper clip and with the
fingers bend the outside wire straight

vmtil there is only the inner U left.

Now bend up the shape of a handle
and break off the excess length of

Avire by bending the wire sharply to
and fro a few times. The resulting

handle may be slipped into the centre
core of the reel from either side and
the rewind becomes an easy matter.
The wire paper clii^s are found in

every office and the gadget may be
twisted up in a few seconds when
required or, as it takes up no space,

one may very easily be carried in the
pocket.

H. W,

Re-winding in

this fashion is

child's play !

Take an ordinary

paper fastener,

bend it as shown,
and you have a

handy winder !
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OUR FIRST
PICTURE

The Snags We Struck
and How 'We
Overcame Them

•

I
'Hh: trouble started when a few of

* us clubbed together, bought a

cine camera and decided to produce
a picture to be shown at the firm's

annual dinner. Everyone was enthu-
siastic, and a hastily-thought-out plot
left us with only the cast to be
arranged

.

Come<^ly was to be the kejniote.

After all, our efforts might be mis-
taken if we attempted to be serious,

and if we did happen to be funn3-

—

well, w^e were supijosed to be, weren't
we ? So we chose the hackneyed
theme of the heii-ess who must marry
by a certain hour—introducing the
villain

"

' detei'mined to marry the
girl, by gad !

"—and all that.

A Veritable Adonis
For the hero we chose a veritable

Adonis— black marcelled locks, a
" neat-line " moustache and the most
charming "Colgate" smile. Had he
a girl ? He vaguely naurmured that
he had—rather too vaguely, I thought.

It was fuially decided to have one
big da^- out and get all the outdoor
shots done in the fine . weather and
leave the interior scenes luatil the late

autimin. AVe selected a spot in the
wilds of Hertford.shire (yes, there are
wilds even in Herts), and started off

bright and early one morning with a
lorry fvill of props and three private
cars conveying the cast—on location.

I had been informed that our desti-

The villain makes a vow that the marriage shall not take place
[Fojc jihoto

nation was a most secluded si^ot, but
we had not been there long before a
niunber of motoring picnickers parked
themselves right on our "set," and
ntuTierous small boys started an open
competition as to who should be
nearest the cameras, whilst others
ranged themselves alongside the artists

in the hope, I jDresiune, of being "in
the picture." However, by skilful

directing {sic) and careful handling of

the cameras most of the shots were
obtained without including any of the
unwanteds.

Just the Tiling

Oar opening scene was to show a
house which was to fade out to show
a close-up of the hero leaving with his

bride-to-be. Some bright individual
had sjaotted "just the thing" about
half a mile further on, so off we

The detective's office was certainly a work of art

!

[Fox P/mto

dashed in the cars to find a new house
at present unoccupied. We took pos-
session of the front garden and com-
menced operations, but were at once
interrupted bj^ a breathless personage
hoarsely demanding to know what the
lieck we were doing on her iDrojoerty.

One glance at her was enough to
convince even the most hardened of

us that argument was riseless, so we
crawled out like a lot of naughty
school children.

The rest of the shots were simple
enough. The villain finished up the
dajr with ample evidence of a desperate
struggle—thanks to the enthusiasm, of

the younger element who '

' simply
loved a scrap "

; as a matter of fact,

he carried his scars for a week or more.
One word of ad\'ice. NEVER take

your wife with you when j^ou go on
location (or wherever you go to make
films). One or two of us brought our
families along and all went well until

about 3 p.m., when the weather
suddenly changed. King Sol hid
behind the clouds and at regular
intervals we were reminded of the cold
and asked how much longer we
should be. The ensuing week was
almost unbearable for us. Even a
good joke loses its point with con-
tinual repetition, and within a few days
we married men were c^uite convinced
that we reallj- were the cause of all

the colds.

Came Disaster!

A few months later, with the darker
evenuigs, we made up our minds to
get busy with the interior shots. Then
came disaster ! Our Romeo had shaved
his moustache off ! What was to be
done. Could he grow another ? AVell,

he would trj-, but could guarantee
nothing, for the original moustache
liad been quite exceptional.

Never was a moustache watched
with more tender care as it poked its

way through to matvu-ity. Each

{Continued on page 302)
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THE ART OF
PRESENTATION

By D. CHARLES OTTLEY

Being an account of how the author obtains

the correct professional atmosphere in his

home projection theatre

THE cinematotriapl) of to-day, broadh" to define its

jmrpose, is a piiiely mechanical unit which pro-

viiies the means of lejiroducing on a screen with a

degiee of realism, any set of sequences enacted before

the eye of the camera. Whereas in the past the images
})rojected were silent, it is now possible, within ver^

rigid limitations, to add soiuid to the action. The
fundamental point for the amateur to bear in mind,
however, whethei' he be dealing with silent or sound
fihiis, is that the simi total of all endeavour is to create

and maintain atiiwsphere.

However good a fihii may be, care-

less projection, iii<lifferent surround-
ings, poor music, ill-considered

lighting effects anil ba<i programmes
will ruin it. Tlie great flights of

imagination, the haunting inspiration

that lingers after seeing a beautiful

thing or hearing a lovelj' melody will

never come to his audience luiless he
inasters this great fact—that the
cinematograph can, under proper con-

ditions, produce \iu-ying degrees of

atmospheric conce])tion for and on
belialf of its followers, provided always
that the dehcate laws of progressive

concentration and emotional response
are not transgi-essed.

The dividing line between intense
patlios and raucous burlesque is a
verv fine one.

The Proscenium at the author's " Lyric Theatre," Hoiinslow

The Theme

Every film carries with it a definite

tlieme. With the develojiment of

]3lot, all manner of situations may
come abovit, api^ealing in turn to a
whole niunber of emotions on the part
of the audience. The " atinosphere,"

however, is consistent. It must be
there if the film is to be "felt " as

well as seen (or heard) and it is part
of the amateur's job, when presenting

the film, to see that all matters
relative to atmosjihere are given due
attention. Here is wliere the home
movie enthusiast has a tlecided advan-
tage over the commercial cinema. He
is not compelled to frame his pro-

gramme to last a definite number of

hours, with certain periods for
" lights," stage turns and organ inter-

ludes. He is not compelled to include
a short-length comedj- here or a
special news-reel there. On the con-

trary he can airange every phase of

his programme with the artistic ideal

first an<l foremost in his mind. He
will find there is remarkable .scope for

original ideas—for efi'ects that will

keep his audience enthralled from
start to finish and for a natural subject

sequence which is essential if each item
is to have its correct dramatic per-

spective. Just as, in music, certain

discords offend the eai', so, in a

carelessly formed programme some
items invariably " clash '" with others,

producing atmospheric opposition

which often very nearly ajiproaches

physical pain. It is common enough
in the commercial cinema but under
present conditions it cannot easily be
avoided. The amateur is in the
happy position of being able to

avoid it.

Interior of the

Projection cabi-

net. Notice the

two 95 -mm. pro-

jectors to enable

a continuous

show to be given

An Example
Let us, for a moment consider a

practical example of programme con-
struction. We will assume we intend
featuring the Path? two-reel super,
"Captain Blood." A\'e first become
thoroughly ac(|uainted with the picture
—witli the plot, the period, the main
theme and the dramatic characteris-

tics. We then decide upon the neces-
sary musical accompaniment. So far

we are on obvious ground. The
remainder of the progranune, although
being different in subject-matter and
theme, should not destroy the atmos-
jihere necessar^ for the feature. The
sea—^pirates—adventuie, with the
troublous XVIIth century in the back-
grovintl should all be con\-eyetl, not
merely by the fihn, but by every other
property and effect that our home
cinema can bring to bear ujjon the
matter. If the film is the last item on
the programme the path should have
been carefully prepared by suitable

music, tableaux-vivants.mood lighting,

etc. We want our audience to forget

they are in a room—our aim is to

make them forget even themselves.

The Importance of Design

For some of these effects and in

order to develop atmospheric possi-

bilities to any extent whatever careful

consideration must be given to

prosceniiun design. The illustrations

of the author's theatre give some idea

as to this. Within the prosceniiun
alone there are thirty high voltage

bulbs and fifty low voltage bulbs,

arranged in banks and wired through
dimming resistances. And again,

Ijehind tlie pipe racks on the organ are
another fifty low voltage bulbs so that

the eye can see a colour symphony
even as the harmonies of sound conve%'

one to the ear. Atmosphere and
atmosphere alone demands these

elaborate arrangements—but a per-

formance under such ideal conditions

is not quickly forgotten.

So much for what must be looketl

upon as the psychological aspect of

jirojection. The other side of the

matter is really simplicity itself. I
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A pair of turn-

tables used to

provide the

musical accom-

paniment

I

stronaly advise twin projectors and,
of course, motor driven machines ;

continually- to stop between reels is

very nearly fatal to effect. The same
applies to the accompaniment. Two
units (on the non-synchronous side)

are essentia] and, in many cases four

turn-tables are a decided advantage.
The photograph shows the " lower
deck '

' of the reproducers used by the
author. The same arrangement is

i-lupKcated above, thus two syn-

chronised and two non-synchronised
tables can be brought into operation

at will.

A separate room for the projecting

gear is a very decided advantage. The
projection ports should have windows
of high quality plate glass so that,

ineehanical noise may be reduced to

a minimum. Do not aim at an
excessively large screen. The screen

dimensions should be in proportion to

the size of the room used. Two sets

of tableatr curtains are desirable—the

front set operating immediately behind
the proscenivun opening (known pro-

fessionally as the proscenium " tabs ")

and the other just clearing the screen

(called the screen "tabs"). These
can be either hand or motor driven.

Colour by Flood -lighting

The material used should be of a

light grey, a good quality silk for

preference. All colour is jDrovided by
"flood" lighting and by this means
the curtains can assume any desired

shade at will. Coloured curtains

destroy all lighting effects of this

nature unless they are flooded by their

own respective tint. Although not
often included these clays, a standard
projection lantern is very useful at

times. If one is included a separate

screen will be necessary.

The care of projector mechanism
calls for systematic routine and should
be carried out before every perform-
ance. Avoid the use of too much oil.

Various types "of apparatus call for

various grades of oil and varying
c^uantities. Follow closely the maker's
instructions with regard to tliis matter
and you will not go far wrong. The
optical system demands absolute

cleanliness. In the case of 9.5 mm.
gear this is not an easy matter but it

is essential if a sharp, clear picture is

desired

.

Particular attention should be paid
to the film-gate, and in the case of

Pathe Projectors take care that the
fibre washer on the take-up mechanism
does not stick. For a long time I was
puzzled whj' notched titles on super
reels either showed half frames or
stuck altogether. This was the reason.

Regarding what is known (profes-

sionally) as the " change-over "—there

are various ways of accomplishing this

Lighting controls are all to hand

without your audience bemg aware
that anything has taken place at all.

One quite good method is to mark the

edge of the film with a line of ordinary
Chinese white (water colour) about ten

frames from the end of the reel. When
this is seen leaving the top spool you
know the reel is almost "out."
One serious faihng, and a possibilitj^

at any time, is a film break. If it

happens the only remedy is to "re-

lace," and this takes about thirty

seconds (if you are an expert). Artisti-

cally, the show is a failure if this

happens. Any carefully designed
musical accompaniment is thrown out

and the atmospheric "spell" is

broken . To avoid, any risk of a " let

down " in this respect make a point of

examining all films before projection.

Take careful note of existing joins and
see that they are quite secuj'e. With
Pathe films watch tiie perforations and
the notches and, in any case, with
0.5 mm. stock never attenapt to show
other than a fairly new copy. Avoid
getting oil on the film base ; this is a
source of constant trouble !

As with the optical system, so with
the lamp-house. Perfect cleanliness is

essential, both with regard to the
focus-filament bulb and the reflector.

It is a serious mistake to " over-volt
"

the lamp. Very little increase in light

results, but a considerable increase in

heat— at the cost of the film. If the

amount of light on the screen is not
satisfactory tackle the problem from
the screen point. Be content with a
smaller picture and use a highly

silvered surface, which, in my opinion,

is still the best sru-face available. In
this case, however, take care to design

the proscenium with as great a depth
as possible, coating the whole of the

inside with " flat black " as well as the

screen "mask."

Speaker Position

When using amplifiers the loud-

speaker position needs careful con-

sideration. Space must be found for

at least one speaker in the proscenium,

while, in my case, another is located

behind the organ. This matter is

highly technical and depends largely

iipon the acoustics of the room and
the type of unit used. It will be formd

necessary to have a "pilot" speaker

in the operating room with an output

matched approximately to that of the
" hall " speakers, for although modern
projectors are not excessively noisy,

they are certainly not silent and it is

unportant for the operator to know
exactly how much volrmie ho is

" putting over."

W^en working off the domestic

lightmg it is highly desirable to have

your own fuse-boxes near the projec-

tors. Thus, if a short occurs, it will

normally be confined to the immediate

circuit and the house lights will not be

affected.

The Time Element

The mechanical aspect of perfect

presentation constitutes a smooth-

running performance, a well-balanced

programme of not more than ninety

minutes' duration, musical accompani-

ment correctly fitted to the picture,

interludes correctly timed with suitable

"mood lightmg,
'"' no undue waits

between items, the correct opening and

closing of the tableau curtains at

specified times (the front "tabs"

usually opening on the introductory

musical prelude and the screen

"tabs" as soon as the main title

appears—the latter slowly closing on

the final scene followed by the former

as the house Ughts fade in) and the

playing of " The King " at the close of

the performance followed by the usual

"march out."

On paper the sequence sounds rather

alarming, but it can be done, and

furthermore, by one person.
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ROUND THE
$TUDIO$-l.

BY OUR SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

Editors Xote.—Many good hinli

and tips for amateur work can be

gathered from a study of professional

methods. In order that our readers

may be kept "an courant" we have ap-
pointed- a special studio correspondent
who will give readers the results of his

findings from time to time.

Five in One
Anthony Asquith has a very fine

" tracking " shot in his film, " Five
and Sixjience,"' recently made at
the Gaijisborough Studio. He has
five different sets all built together

—

one leading into another. These are
built in a sort of half circle round the
studio. Tlie first is the hall and
entrance of a big "picture house,"
complete with commissionaire, pay-
box and all the usual fittings : outside
is a "-n-et night."' This is of par-
ticular interest, as the top of the set

is festooned with pipes, all jierforated.

and attached to a hose. On the
word " Go " it really does rain ; not
the lashing tempest we have seen in
so man,\- pictures but a steady down-
P01.U-. It is, in fact, just what we are
used to—a really dirtj- night. How-
ever, this does not deter Clifford

Mollison and Joan . A^'j-ndham ivom
strolling off under an umbrella, sing-

ing. They pass do^^•n the street and
enter a restaurant, walk through to
the kitchen and out into a back^^'ard.

Each of these sets is complete in

itself. Another interesting set in the
same production is " The Fim Fair."
where " Wimiie " (.Toan ^^'vndham)

Finishing touches to the big guns on the ship set used in "The Midshipmaid
"

has her stall. This compares cjuitc

favoiu-ably with the " Fim Fair

"

scene in " A Study in Scarlet," the
famous Sherlock Holmes storj' made
by the A.R.P. Company at Ealing
some time ago. In this jiictme A.R.P.
shot their scenes at the " Fim Fair

"

in Oxford Street near ^Marble Arch ;

but ( Jainsborough have got wonder-
fully perfect detail in their studios.

British Battleship Ashore
M'hile on the subject of big sets, the

British Gaumont Company filmed
" The Mid.shipmaid " at Shepherd's
Bush recentlv.

Another view of the battleship set built in the Shepherd's Bush Studios for
" The Midshipmaid "

In the " ilalta " ship secjuence, the
ship they built was—well—simply
stupendous. When I went up on the

deck I lost all touch with the studio

floor and everything connected with
movies. / was on a ship — just

that—it was so absolutely perfect.

No trivial technical detail has been
overlooked, even to the proper tj-ing

of " Turksheads " on part of the rail.

The rivets on the vast superstiticture,

the small deck ratchets on the winch,
all the pioper parts are there. E\-ery-

thing looks like iron and steel (even if it

isn't !) They have even a specially-

designed machine to tmn out the rivet

heads, which are made of wood.
Twenty-seven thousand of these have
been used.

The superstructure, bridge, etc.,

had to be built on " Tubular " scaffold-

ing instead of the ordinary w^ooden
battens. This is 38 feet from the
deck, and as the deck is built some
7 or 8 feet above the floor, the result

can be imagined. Some idea of the

vastness of the whole can be obtained
from the fact that it is 138 feet long,

and over 20,000 feet of timber was
used in the construction. Thej- told

me they were using more lights than
had ever been used in a British studio.

Close packed on the "rail" which
runs all round the studio were hundreds
of lamps, I forget how many, while sus-

jx^nded from the roofwere himdreds more.
But I saw the thermometer

as I came out. It was 1^7 deg. :

Called t o the Bar
Amongst those entragetl in the

Divorce Court Sefiuence of the Gloria

Swanson Outfit at Ealing were one
i|ualified barrister anfl two men who
had passed their "Final" and were
awaiting their Call. It is said that as

well as the usual call at the end of a

take—Soimd and Camera O.K.—they

added " Legal Procedure."
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The guns were of course hollow mockeries i Here is one being assembled

Realism
Tilings have been lively rlnring " Mr.

Bill the Conqueror " at B.I.P., both at

Elstree and on '"Location." Film
fights are no gentle affairs these days.
Henry Kendall and Sam Livesay are

now nursing injuries received in a
battle that lasted tlu-oughoiit a whole
day and far into the next.

AAlien at last Livesay limped off

with a badly sprained thigh ; when
Kendall grumetl through blood and
grime, then called the ""Prop" man
Avith the iodine ; when the grandfather
clock (a real one) was completely
smashed ; when the best part of a dozen
chairs were hopelessly smashed, and
the Set (a public house bar) completely
\vi-ecked, then—did Norman ^^'alke^

indicate his entire satisfaction.

For "Location" the L'nit went to

Chaileston Manor, near Alfriston, to

represent "Hardacres Farm," and did
their "village" shots in the actual

village.

The Genuine Article

Heather Angel has nerve. They
built a complete farmyard at the

Studio. This was properly fitted with
stables, cowsheds and a big haystack
—then it was stocked with animals.

When all was ready, the whole lot

was set on fire. Heather Angel, whose
job it was to lead the frightened

animals to safety, had a nasty ex-

perience when one of the cows went
"panic" and ran amok, and looked
like doing a lot of people a lot of harm.
Heather Angel actually got hold of

the cow and quietened it, thanks to

her experience in handling animals—as

she lived many years on a farm.

Shooting Himself
Incidentally, Henry Kendall created

a record in "The Flying Fool" by
flying an aeroplane and taking himself

with an automatic camera.

Atmosphere
Some three or four years ago a

war film was made at the B.I.P.
studios at Elstree.

They had some trenches made on
the "lot" at the back of the studio.

These remained derelict till the making
of " Josser Joins the Army." During
their days of inaction, these trenches

[Photo : Ernest OakUy

Mr. Moses B. Cotsworth, founder of Inter-

national Fixed Calendar League, has been
travelling all over the world securing
pictures of ceremonial scenes and of an
astronomical character. This picture was
taken at a Stonehenge ceremony, and shows
Mr. Cotsworth at work

were allowed to'fiU with rain till they
became waterlogged, so when the
" Josser " xmit started work they had
a really wonderfully reahstic section
of trenches to work on.

Definitely atmosphere—the real
tiling, they said. But as soon as the

artists started work and churned up
the three-year-old water thoy got

atmosphere, in two senses.

It was so bad that a man had to be
Icept spraying tlisinfectant every few
minutes.

Seeing Life

For fifty years a lamj)-post stood

in Whitehall and looked on life. New
tyi:)es of lamp-posts were introduced,

and it was removed to the centre of

Piccadilly Circus, where it stood till

the completion of the Underground
Station and " Eros " returned.

It was taken do^^^a ; but not to be
relegated to the scrap heap. The Fox
Company signed it on for " Caval-

cade" (as itwasnoordinarylamp-post).
Although it is 25 feet long and

weighs over a ton, it is now on its way
to Hollywood to be used in the actual

scenes.

Kensington Gardens
But that is nothing to the gigantic

task of reproducing Kensington
Gardens in every tiny detail.

This is one of the biggest under-

takings any fUm company has ever

attempted. The construction artists

are using hundreds of photogi-aphs to

work from. The actual jjark is real,

and perfectly authentic. It is com-
.plete mth growing trees, grass, flowers,

etc., and, of coui-se, gravelled walks.

The foim.tain, the railings, even the

houses visible from the park, are naost

perfectly reproduced outside.

This effort is costing the company
£20,000.

All British

Nearly everytliing connected with
the picture is British. The Director,

Fraiik Lloyd, is a Scotsman ; the

Cameraman and even the Warchobe
Mistress are British ; wliile the

scenario has been written by Captain
Reginald Berkeley.

Overtime
The Ai-t Du-ectors are fairly run off

their feet, and endeavouring to get
twenty-five hotu's' work out of twenty-
four, as when they have finished

Kensington Gardens they have to deal

with "Trafalgar Sc(uare," "Victoria
Station," " Tflbm-y Docks," "The
GaietyTheatre," "The Caledonian Mar-
ket " and " The Beach at Margate."

Coincidence

John HaUiday, who piaj-ed the part
of an Arctic e.xplorer, was to leave

England on a sea trip immediately
after finishing Ms part. In the final

shot of his scene (an emotional one
with Gloria Swanson) his fines were :

"My boat sails to-morrow. ... If

VOL! say the word ... it sails without
me."
AMien the scene was comjjleted he

fluly said good-bye all round, collected

his belongings and departed. His
berth was booked and he was leaving

next day. But it so hapiDened that the

negative was ruined by bubbles in

developing, so it was necessary to recall

Mr. Halliday for a complete retake.

His boat sailed without him—Miss
Swanson had said the word.
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SPLICING YOUR FILM
A SIMPLE PROCESS
By PERCY W. HARRIS

SPLICUCG or joining up a film is a
process requiied in all film editing.

It is, in point of fact, quite easy to do,
aad many de\'ices both simple and
elaborate are sold to facilitate the
t«sk.

There are tluee main requirements
in a good splice. Fir-st of all the join

shoidd be sound and secure and as
strong as the film itself, otherwise
before long it will part during projec-

tion ; secondh- the splice should pass
through the jirojector without the join

even being noticeable on the screen,

and thiidlj- the correct distance be-

tween the adjacent slotted holes on
each side of the join must be acciu'ately

maintained.

Know Your Material

!

To understand how a good sound
splice can be made we must consider
the material with wliich we are
dealing. The film itself consists of a
strip of slow-buming, or so-called

'non-inflammable " celhdoid material
on the top of which is spread a layer of

gelatine impregnated with certain

chemicals. The image is formed and
developed in this gelatine film, the
celluloid acting merely as a convenient
flexible and transparent supporting
base.

In order to join two jiieces of film it

is necessary that one piece should over-

lap the other shghtly. This means
that if we gave no sj^ecial treatment to

the film the plain celluloid siu-face

would be brought into contact with
the gelatine covered siu-face, and, if it

were possible to fix the celluloid firmly

on to the gelatine a satisfactory join

could be made without further treat-

ment. In practice tliis is not the case.

Flexible Joints
The material used for attaching one

'

film to another must be as flexible as
the base itself, othernTse we should
have trouble with the film passmg
through the projector, and it has been
found that the most satisfactory

method of joining two films Ls to use a

substance which in spite of its name is

not really a cetnent but a solvent of

the celluloid base itself. This substance
does not affect the gelatine and there-

fore it cannot be used to bring about
adhesion between the celluloid and the
gelatine surface, so we must remove
the gelatine surface bj' scraping and in

this way expose the plain film l>eneath.

^^Tlen this is done the solvent is

applied to the two faces of the film

which have to be brought into contact
and pressure exerted. Immediately
the solvent softens and renders stickj-

the two sm-faces in contact with one
another and the pressure causes the
two to be brought into perfect contact
a genuine weld or homogeneous joint

thus being made. A proi>erly formed

splice thus becomes even .stronger than
the original film and it is im.possible to
break it awa\- without fracturing the
film surface itself.

So niuch, then, for the principle of

splicing. Let us see how it is carried
out meehanicallj-. For the purpose
of our explanation we must assiune
the film has broken in a jagged fashion
and we desire to join the two broken
ends. The fii\st thing to do then is to

trim them straight, which can be done
with a pair of scissors if desired. We
must next so arrange the two ends that

scrape off the gelatine siu-face to the
extent of the overlap. The simplest
v.ay to do this is to moisten it, when it

will be found that the gelatine will

scrape off very easily, leaving the bare
film. Havnng made siu-o that the film

is quit* dry we then quickly dip a

brush into the solvent and wipe it

along the bared portion, immediateh'
brintring the other end of the film over
the scraped end and pressing the two
into firm contact with the fingers. In
order that the correct distance shall be
maintained the two last sprocket holes

on one side and the two first on the
other should be placed o\er the piece

of the gauffe when the joint is made
and in this way the correct distance

will be preserved.
The joint takes but twenty to thirty

seconds to set firmly anil in about
another half-minute can be passed

[Photo: Central Press

Three Royal Film Makers. The Prince of Wales, the Duke of York and the Duke of
Gloucester are all keen cinephotographers

there is only just sufficient overlap to

make a satisfactorj" joint and we must
also see that the correct distance is

maintained between adjacent perforat-

ed holes, otherwise the film will not
pass over the feed and take-up
sprockets of the projector. In order
to maintain this difference we need
some kind of gauge, the simplest form
of which consists of a piece of metal
with projecting pins corresponding in

position \vith the exact difference

between the adjacent sprocket holes.

Guide Pins

If then the end of one side of the film

is placed over one pair of pins and the
other end over the second pair, we can
judge how much to cut the film so as
to n^ake the correct overlay.

Having done this and marked the
amount of overlap we must next

through the projector with safety.

All this soimds tedious and difficult

but the work is made extremely easy
with the simple gauges and guides pro-
\'ided by all of the camera and pro-
jector manufacturers. Such outfits as
the Kodak and the Ensign cost but a
few shilh'ags and consist of a bottle of

cement or solvent, pieces of metal
with projecting pins to maintain the
correct distance, gauges to show just

where to cut the film and allowing just

the correct amount to project so that
the scraped surface will correspond
with the overlap of the other film, and
full instructions. Some of the more
expensive splicers such as the Craig
and the Griswold as well as the Kodak
Automatic Splicer, cost two or three
pounds, but are so cleverly made that
spUcing is niade child's play, and as

time-savers thej' are a good
investment.

II
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OUR PRIZE
COMPETITION

THIS MONTH*S WHINNERS:
AN ADJUSTABLE SCREEN
A LENS FOR THREEPENCE
DEVELOPING 91-mm. FILMS

On the right : Details of the ingenious screen idea

submitted by Mr. L. G. Boomer

-STRING^

^ ^^^^m\^m^\^^[ii^^\iMUi\AAmiii^ ^^

:[^ PULLEY

r\ ^ QTO/h/n-

TTrimmfFTi

HOLEir>
F/iAM£

ELASTIC
iN HEM

PLEATED
MATERIAL

jyOOOEN
FRAME

STRING

-

-CURTAIN RING

AN adjustable screen, a supple-

mentary lens for Pathe titling at

the cost of 3d., and a home-made
developing drum for 9i-mm. film—
here are three more examples of the

ingenuity of Home Movies readers !

No wonder the task of judging the

B 'A

SHADED PORTION OFSUPPLEMENTAPr LENS A
"

SLIPS OVER FIANCE OFLENSMOUNT ON CAMERA "B".

DmcRAM SHowiNO FixingorSupplementaryLens.

How to fit the supplementary lens

entries for our Monthly Prize Com-
petition is becoming increasingly

difficult.

By a coincidence the ingenious
spectacle-lens idea was sent in by two
readers, one, Mr. Kenneth Fairfoull,

of Walthamstow, who sent the finished

article for our inspection, and the
other, Mr. L. H. McLaggan, of Kirk-
caldy, Fifeshire, who sent in an excel-

lently photographed title "Pet Sub-
jects," taken from page 199 of our
November issue. As this idea has
been given a prize, it would be unfair
to differentiate between these two
entries and therefore we are awarding
haH-a-guinea to each of them.

Mr. Archie G. Cocks' highly in-

genious developing drum for Qi-mm.
films is not only worked out in very
considerable detail but the various
parts are standard, very easily obtain-
able and call for a very small amount
of metal work on the part of the
builder. Those readers who do not
care to undertake the soldering work
can very easUy get it done by the
local tinsmith. The total cost of Mr.
Cocks' device as made by him was
under os. 6d., and as he tells us that
it has been in use for not less than
three years it is apparently sufficiently

robust for all practical purposes.
Mr. L. G. Boomer, of Beddington,

Croydon, is to be congratulated upon
his adjustable screen which will com-

mend itself to clubs and lone workers
alike. The benefits of a black border
to a screen are not yet sufficiently

realised by cine users and the facili-

ties provided in Mr. Boomer's screen
for adjusting the border should be
widel}' welcomed.
Winning competitors will receive

their awards within a fortnight of

publication of this issue. Meanwhile,
we are repeating our offer to readers,

and next month three half-guineas

will again be awarded for the best

hints and tips (preferably of a con-

structional nature) sent in. The
descriptions need only be brief, pro-

vided they are clear, and the practical

usefulness of the hints and tips will

largely influence cm- decision. If

there is something you wish to illus-

trate with a diagram, a simple pencil

drawing will do, as our own artists

will prepare the necessary finished

drawing for reproduction. Re-
member, a brief description, even
without illustrations, of a really useful

gadget, trick or method, is more

likelj- to win a prize than a long drawn-
out description of something which is

difficult to make.
Entries for the February competi-

tion should reach us not later than
1.5th January. The Editor's decision

will be final.

An Adjustable Screen

It often happens that clubs or
individuals use both 9.o-mm. and
16-mm. projectors. Unless, however,
the two lenses are perfectly matched
the sizes of the two pictures are bound
to differ. This means either a white
edge to the picture or an overlap on
to the black edge, unless either the
screen or projection table are moved,
when changing from one machine to

the other.

The following idea enables the size

of the screen " opening " to be
changed in a matter of seconds without
disturbing the audience. It is assumed
that the difference in size of the two
pictures is not very great.

BRASS OP TINSVPPOKTS SOLDERCD
ON TO HALF TOFFEE TIN

BASE BOARD

DeVELOPINC DpUMFO/i 3-5MM F/LM

Details of Mr. A. G. Cocks' developing drum
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The screen is preferably of plywood
(painted white or silver) in a wooden
frame, and larger than the largest

picture required. Also make sure the
proportions of the sides are correct.

A reference to .lie sketch shows the
screen in its frame with a " mask " of

pleat«fl black material secured all

round the frame and having a hem
containing stout elastic at the inside

edge. Strings aie attached to the
corners of the mask and pass through
holes in the corners of the frame. The
opening represents the size of the
smaller picture. When the change-
over is made the strings are pulled
through the requisite distance and
secured, thus enlarging the opening.
Once tlie requisite size is known it is

simple to join the strings together and
]iass one end over a small pulley in

the centre of the back of the screen
—if a curtain ring be attached to this

it may be hooked over a conveniently-

placed nail.

In this waA' the change-over may be
effected in a moment without any
"scene-shifting" or interference with
the audience. A pelmet and draw-
curtains are a pleasing refinement.
—L. G. Boomer, 11, Tritton Avenue,
Beddmgton, Croydon.

A Pathe Supplementary Lens for
Threepence

!

I have found that lenses from
VVoolworth's spectacles (Is. per pair)

make very good supplementary lenses

for titling.

A title board 5 inches by 65 inches
and 17^ inches from the camera
(Pathe Lux) and 24 inch focus lens

was used. Any size title can be usetl

as different focus lenses can be
obtained and the focussing and center-

ing done in the manner described by
Mr. Wilson in the December issue of
Home Movies.—L. H. McLaogan,
20, David Street, Kirkcakly, Fifeshu-e.

I give below details of construc-
tion of a supplementary lens, suitable

for Pathe cin^ cameras, and also

enclose sample which need not be
returned.
Amateurs who wish to do their own

titling are faced with the necessity of

oVjtainmg a supplementary lens, often
costing several shillings. I have con-
structed for my Pathe Hand-Turned
Camera a lens at a total cost of 3d.

which has given excellent results.

This sui)plementary lens is also suitable

for any of the Motocameras.
A shallow cylmder f inch diaineter

by y inch deep is made by smearing a
strip of drawing paper, about oiie foot

long by ^ inch wide with seccotine, and
rollmg it round a rod -g inch thick. It

is then painted black ^vith Indian ink.

The cylmder is then glued with
seccotine exactly «i. the eentrc of the
convex side of a spectacle lens. In
my own ease I chose three at random
from a number on sale at ^Voolworth's
at iid. each, and they all gave eciually

good results.

In use, the cylinder holding the lens

is slipped over the flange of the mount

containing the camera lens, as sketch.
1 1 seems to be effective at a distance
of from about nine inches to fifteen

inches from the titling board, but
ti'ial exposures can easilj' be inade,
with the camera at varying distances.—Kenneth FAmFOULL, 1(5, Church
Hill, Walthamstow, E.17.

A Developing Drum for 9.5-mm.
Film

Having tried various methods of

developing the Pathe films, I have
at last found by fai- the easiest

and cheapest method and this is by
using a developing driuu. This driun
is very cheap and easy to make by
any amateur who can use a few simple
tools.

I obtained from Messrs. Filmeries.

Lancaster Road, Leytonstone, one of

their 10 inch .standard film spools.

The two side plates on this were un-
screwed and round the outside edge
of them I drilled eight J-inch holes.

I then obtained from Woolworth's
eight of their 6-inch wireless lead-in

insulators. These were taken to

pieces, and the ebonite tubes used as
spacing pieces between the two spool

plates, and the brass bolts were put
through and the nuts all tightened up.

The centre spindle is made from a
Meccano axle rod No. 13— ll-^- inches
long—and two Meccano collars with
set screws No. 59. These were all

soldered up as shown in sketch. The
handle is made from a Meccano crank
No. 62 with a small bolt at the opposite

end to the collar. This completes the
drum. Now for the developing trough.

This was made from an 11 -inch

round toffee tin. This had the lid

soldered on and was then cut in two
with a fine tooth hack saw, the cut

edge was then turned down all round
and soldered to make it meet and
prevent any chance of it damaging the

film or operator's finger. Two brass

plates were then shaped and soldered

to the centre of each side as shown in

sketch, these are to act as bearings for

the drum spindle. This sketch also

shows the brass supports which are

soldered on to the ends of the tank to

enable it to stand level or be, as in my
case, screwed down to a base-board.

There only remains one other thing to

do and that is paint both driun and
tank with a gootl coat of black cellu-

lose enamel, as this will resist the

action of the chemicals used for ]jro-

cessing. I find that 6 ounces of

developer or other solutions is suffi-

cient, which shows how economical it

is to use.

The film is attached to the end of

one of the ebonite tubes either with a

rubber band or metal clii:) and the

drum revolved slowly. The film

shoiild be guided on to the ebonite

tubes so that each turn is only about
one-thirty-second of an inch from the

]3receding turn. The finishing end of

the film is fastened in the same mmner
as the start. The developer is then

poured into the tank and the drvun

slowly revolved ; as soon as .levelop-

raent is completed the drum is lifted

out of its bearings and plunged into
an enamelled bowl of water and the
tank swilled out and the next solution
put in, and so on mitil the whole
process is completed. The total cost
of this device was under Os. 6d. and is

well worth making and mine has been
in n.se three years.

—

Aechie G. Cock.s,
' Dunraven," Marine Road, Prestatyn.

A Useful Tip from
a Canadian Reaner

November 11, 1932.
The Editor, Home Movies.
Dear Sm,—As an interested sub-

scriber to Home BIovies, it has occur-
red to me that the untlermentioned
"tip " might be useful to your Cine-
Kodak readers if not worthy of in-

clusion in your monthly competition.
Some time ago I thought out a

means of focussing direct on the film
of a Cine-Kodak Model B camera
which is to cut a rectangle the exact
size of the 16-mm. film frame in the
exact position which it occupies (when
the picture is being taken) in the rear
plate of the gate.

I put this idea up to the Kodak
factory at Rochester asking whether
it would be satisfactory or in any way
harmful,and they very kindly took the
trouble to cut the back plate for me
(in a plate of their own) and mail this

to me free of any charge.
Their work was, of course, perfect

and the results fine, and the action was
tyi^ical of the waA- the Kodak people
do business out here.

The result being that all I have to
do now is to move the camera action
to the open lens position when I can
focus direct on a piece of film used for

this purpose which is slipped into the
gate before the actual picture is taken

;

this is great for title work, as it enables
one to not only carefully square the
picture but also get perfect focus.

The fact that the gate plate is

curved makes it impossible to use a
glass focussing glass for this purpose
but a piece of film is O.K.

Yours very truly,

T. JMORKISON.
31, Fermanagh Avenue,

Toronto, Ontario, Canada.

The January I.A.C.
** Bulletin.'

The January "Bulletin," which
should reach members at about the
same time that Home Movies is

published, contains a number of in-

formative and interesting articles on a

variety of subjects such as Lighting,
Sound, etc. : munerous hints of value
to the exjiert and the beginner ; and
particulars of the Insurance scheme
announced on this page. Members
are asked to remember that the
" Bulletin " is a confidential document
which from time to time contains
information not available to the
ordmary public.

I
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THE CRITIC AND THE CINEMA
An^flnteresting Ne^v Book]

IT is dangerously easy when criticis-

ing tlie cinenii to fall into the
error of assuming tlic jiublic is alwa^^s

wrong;. It is equally easy to over-

look the fact that much of the criticism

.so directed could be a]i]5lied equally
well (although its absiu'dity would be
much more naanifest) to the publica-

tion of newspapers, periodicals and
books.

'Why, for example, should the
cinema in so many books of criticism

be treated solely as an '" art form " as

if it were compelled to measure up to

certain standards set for it by these

critics ? Not that any of the critics

agree on the standards—indeed, the
criticism of the critics by the critics

themselves seems even more violent

than their joint criticism of that sec-

tion of the amusement industry which
deals with the motion picture. Not
many masterpieces have yet been
produced in the cinema, but the few
that have emerged have almost in-

^ariably brought about a change in

vie^vpoint on the part of those who
pre^"iousl3- deplored their absence. It

is doubtful whether e^'en these would
have appeared but for the vast organ-
isations—technical, artistic and com-
mercial—built up out of the bread-
and-butter business of supjjh'ing those
pictures (and only those pictures)

which the public is willing to pay
monej' to see. Each picture acclaimed
as a masterpiece bj- the critics has
been followed by munerous imita-

tions, while often, as has been the case

Avith some of the better European
nork, the new ideas have permeated
the whole mass of cinematography,
raising the general le^'el thereby.

Thoughts of this kind occur to us
in reading " Scrutiny of Cinema,"*
wherein the author attempts to size

up the cinema's present achievement
and possible future. 'Wliile there is

much in IMr. Hunter's book showing
clear thought and soiuid judgment
there is still much with which we
caniiot agree. His views have un-
doubtedly been largely influenced by
the Russian school, and there are at

least some of us who do not see eye
to eye with him when he says that
the absolute teclmical freedom which
the Russian director is allowed to

have '

' has resulted in films which in

method are luiapproachable by those
of anj' other coiintrj'," and still more
will disagree with the statement on
page 18 that " hardly a single American
director displays a style or indivi-

duahty of his own."
The major portion of the book is

given up to
'

" The Achievement of the
Cinema," wherein the author gives his

Aaews on the work of such Directors
as Eisensteui, Rene Clair, Fritz Lang
and other Russian and Continental

Directors. With the exception of

Chaplin, to whom three pages are
given, no American is allotted a place.

The work of D. W. Griffiths, for

example, is not even mentioned,
although Putlovkin, to whom the
modern Russian film owes so much
in his book on Fihn Technique,
devotes many pages to an apprecia-
tion of this pioneer. Omissions of this

kind do not strengthen the book as a

critical essay.

In a postscript on the sound cinema
some interesting, if controversial
points are made on the application

of sound to the motion picture, and a
nmnber of well reproduced '"stills"

complete the vokune.
As this book is intended to be a

serious contribution to the discussion

of the cinema and its relation to

other art forms, the absence of an
index is to be regretted.

P. W. H.

TRAVEL FILMS FREE
A GOOD travel fihn is always
•** interesting and adds just that

touch of variety that lifts the ordinarj^

programme out of the rut. Many
societies wliioh wiU be giving movie

shows to their friends during the

coming season may be glad to know
that the Scottish Travel Bureau, 37,

George Strest. Elinburgh,has a library

of Scottish Travel Pictures (16-mm.)

from which they are prepared to lend,

to bona fide clubs and so on, 400-feet

films, No charge is made for the loan

of these films for any period up to

one week, but 6i. should be sent to

cover the. cost of postage.

HAVE YOU PLAYED
CHUCK CHARGER?

No '! Then this is how you do it.

Take a film charger for a Pathf5

camera, remove the lid and the pick-

up bobbin. Remove the spring from
the bobbin and then replace the
bobbin upside down, i.e., with the
hollow part upwards, in the lower
part of the charger. Hold the charger
in the hand and with a smart jerk
throw the bobbin and try to turn it

over into its place on the flange. The
illustration will give you the idea. It

will be a little difficult at first but will

come with practice. Introduce the

game to a friend or, when you are

down at the club on one of those

evenings when the leading lady fails

to put in an appearance, get the other

members on the game. The club

treasurer might even make it a source

of revenue, each player putting a
penny down and the player getting

the bob on in the least number of

goes taking the kitty : less a per-

centage which goes to the club funds.

Gambhng ! Possibly, but aren't nine
cine photographers out of every ten

gamblers ? At least I think they are,

judging by the glad way they will

shoot film without even a thought of

the exposiu'e meter.
H. W.

* " Scnitlny o£ Cinema " by William Hunter.
London—Wishart & Co., 10 John Street, W.C.
(5/- net). Members of the Newmarket Cine Society on a "set'
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IT frequently happens tliat tlie

owner of a miniature cinema out-

fit is asked to give a public perform-
ance-—possibly in connection with the
local church or school, or for some
other charitable object—at which he
is expected to give his owni services

and the use of his apparatus without
charge. There is also the case in

which a show may be given in public,

from time to time, as a business
proposition, i.e., where the exliibitor

expects either a definite fee, or else

takes the whole or part of the admis-
sion charges. In both cases there are
certain legal formalities to be observed,
though their incidence will naturally
vary with particular circiunstances.

It may, at once, be said that the
legal status of the miniature film is

still ambiguous. At the time when
the Cinema Acts were passed the
home-movie was either not in exist-

ence at all, or certainly had not
achieved its present popularity, so

that no special provision was made
for it. Nor have the official regula-

tions since issued helped to throw any
clear light on the position.

Licences

Speaking generally, the Cinema
Act of 1909 is chiefly concerned with
means for ensuring the safety of the
audience, a point which natm-ally
arises wherever a public performance
is given, and one wliich has un-
doubtedly been emphasised by certain

unfortunate occiu-rences which readily

come to mind.
The official regulations made by

the Board of Trade under this Act
deal both with the suitability of the
building for holding a cinema per-

formance, and also with the safe-

guards to be taken against fire. As
regards the first point, this is naturally
a matter for the occupier or owner
of the premises used, though the
operator is also concerned with the
second, particularly as regards the
precautions to be taken with the
projector.

The Act

The Act states that no cinema
exhibition shall be given in any
premises not expressly licensed for

the purpose. A special provision

excepts premises which are used
" occasionally and exceptionally only,

and not more than six days in any
one year for such an exliibition."

But even under this pro\Tso the
occupier—or owner-—of such premises
must give notice in writing and not
less than seven days before the date
of the performance, to the Licensing
authority (wliich maj' be the Council
of the County or County Borough, or
the local Justices) and also to the
Chief Officer of Police of the area,

and must comply with any Regula-
tions imposed in writing by the
Licensing Authority.

This portion of the Act is obviously
directed to "casual" exhibitions of

full-sized films, but since there is no
definite authority for exempting the
public exhibition of miniature or

HOME-MOVIES
IN PUBLIC

The Legal Position

By a BARRISTER-AT-LAW

home-movie films from the provisions
of the Act, the letter of these regula-
tions must be presumed to hold good,
though the spirit in which they are
applied is in practice left to the discre-
tion of the local authorities.

Section 4 of the same Act authorises
any police constable—or any other
officer appointeil for the purpose—to

A famous amateur cinematographer at

work. Lord Baden-Powell has long
been devoted to 16-mm.

enter any premises, whether" licensed

or not, in which a cinema show is

being given in order to see that
the Regulations are being properly
observed. Any person who prevents
or obstructs an officer in carrying out
this duty is Uable to a penalty not
exceeding £20.

Although the onus of securing a
hcence rests primarily with the owner
or occupier of the building, the owner
of cinema apparatus who uses or

allows it to be used in contravention
of the Act, or of the conditions
attached to the licence, is equally
liable to a fine of £20.

Non-inflammable Films

It has been held that a licence is

not necessary when non-inflammable
films are used, but since the Act
gives no definition of what is and
what is not an inflammable film, this
is a point which, strictly speaking, can
only be determined by the Licensing
Authorities. They should accordingly
be consulted in any case of doubt.
Accidents will happen—even with
non-inflammable films—and then the
existence of even a technical illegaHty

may bring serious con.sequences in its

train.

In this connection it may be men-
tioned that a conviction by the
Folkestone Justices in 1912 was taken
by the defendants on appeal to the
High Court on the ground that it was
proved by experiment that the films
concerned would not burst into flame
even when subjected to the concen-
traterl rays from the arc-lamp of the
projector—though a hole was burnt
through at the point where the flame
made contact, and smoke was given
off.

The Lord Chief Justice upheld the
conviction on the ground that the
safety of the public was the main
purpose of the Act, and that since

there was no definition of inflamma-
bility in the Act, the results of the
test applied to the films was sufficient

in fact to support the view taken by
the local Justices.

Precautions against Fire

The Official Order (No. 983 of
1923) sets out certain regulations to

be observed in connection with the
position of the projecting apparatus
and the precautions to be taken against

the risk of fire, though since these

lequirements were framed to meet
the case of standard full-sized equip-
ment they can hardly be held to have
much practical bearing on the use of

iipparatus of the home-movie t^pe.

But in the case of " a portable self-

contained projector," which is the
nearest approach made to the kind of

apparatus now in mind, the Regula-
tions insist that a clear space of at
least tliree feet must be maintained
around the projector, either by the
erection of a suitable barrier or

otherwise, inside which no unauthor-
ised visitor must enter. Smoking is

also forbidden inside this space.

Tliis regulation is merely quoted to

give some indication of what might
possibly be expected even in the case

of a home-movie performance—on the
geneial ground that it is directed to

ensure the safetv of the audience.

Another Official Order (No. 361 of

1930) states that some responsible

person must be left m charge during
the whole time of cinema exhibition.

In cases where the majority of the

audience consists of children under
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14 years of age, the munber of atteiKlaiits in cliarge

must be sufficient to ensure the orderly and safe

clearance of the hall in case of emergency. The
attendants must he on duty so long as the premises
are open to the public.

The Cinenaatographic Films Act, 1927

This Act is mainly conceined with questions of

renting and registration of films in order to ensure the
use of a definite quota of British films, and does not in

general apply to the home-movie class of film, even
when used in public. Anyone who is making a regular
business of showing miniature films for profit, and is in

doubt as to whether he ought to hold an Exhibitor's

licence under the Act should inquire in writing

to the Secretary of the Industries and Manufac-
tures Department of the Board of Trade, London,
S.W.I.

The 1927 Act Cfuite definitely does not apply to films

which merely depict news or current events, or natural
scenery, or industrial or mannfacturing processes, or
scientific or natural history films. Nor does it apply in

general to fihns which are used for purely educational
purposes, nor to films which were originallj^ exhibited
in Great Britain before January 1, 1928.

Entertainment Tax

It may perhaps be useful to mention that entertain-
ment tax is not payable when the whole of the
proceeds are devoted to pliilanthropic or charitable
purposes, ^^^lere the whole of the expenses do not
exceed 20 per cent, of the receipts the tax is re-

funded. Nor does it applj- where the entertainment is

wholly educational (and on this point the Board of
Education is the authority) ; nor where it is partly
educational or partly scientific, and is isrovided by a
recognised society, and not for profit.

Here we see how a shadow pattern thrown by the sun behind
the camera can help out a picture composition

Two Interesting camera angles for snow pictures. Above, a

beautiful example of " against the light " work, using the tree

trunk to keep the sun out of the lens

Tax is also not payable if the entertaiimient is for

children only and the admission charge is not more
than one penny per child.

Otherwise the following rates applj' :—
Charge Tax

2d. or 2-kl id.
Over 2 id. and not exceeding 6d. .. Id.

„ 6d. „ „ 7id. .. lid.

„ 7M. „ „ lOd. .. 2d.

„ lOd'. „ „ 1/Oi ,.

.

2id.

And for higher prices on a graduated scale.

Copyright

In some cases the c{uestion of copyright may arise,

particularly where a hired film is shown in pubUc.
In general the public exhibition of such films is not
permissible, unless admission is either entirely free

or else 75 per cent, of the proceeds are given to charity.

Accordingly, unless special permission has been
obtained from the owner, the showing of hired (as

distinct from home-made) films for personal profit

would constitute an infringement of the owner's
copyright and may render the exhibitor liable to an
action for damages.

Cine Visitors to England
Dominion and foreign visitors who are visiting

this country for the first time are invited to consult

Home Movies on any cin6 problems arising during
their visit. Assistance and advice will be willingly

given on all exposure and purchasing problems.
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PRODUCING A FILM
VI. THE CAMERA CONFERENCE

ANOTHER \iseful thing
which can be done

in this Camera Conference

is to draw gi'ound plans

of all sets and mark out

the camera positions for

every scene. This saves

time on the floor and forces

one to visualise before

shooting what one is to

do. Here is a simple* illus

tration of the method.
(Fig. J.)

The angles represent the

sviggested camera positions

and the numbers represent

the serial numbers of the

scenes. Scene I is of some-
one coming into the room
from the door ; Scene 4 is

from the same position.

Scenes 3, 5 and 7 are shoot-

ing at characters over the

table : Scenes 2 and 6 are

of someone by the ^vindow;

Scene 8 is a medium long

shot of all the characters

together.

This method of marking
j-our camera angles enables

yon to see at a glance how
many camera positions you
will require. If you .shoot

the scenes in strict numeri-
cal orderyou will be moving
your camera eight times ;

if you study this chart you will see at a
glance that you need only take up four
positions, lor instance, you line up
your Scene 1 , shoot it, and then carry

on with Scene 4 from the same position.

You may need to vary it slightly and
you may have a brain-wave on the set

and decide to do Scene 4 from an
entirelj'- different angle, but for the
most part you wiU find yourself much
helped by this chart.

This question of marlting set-charts

should be decided at a Camera Confer-

ence, but it is not necessary to do the
actual marking until ttie set is erected

and dressed. Personally, I prefer to

do this at the end of a day's shooting,

in preparation for the next day's

work.

Rehearsals

The iisual procedure, both in
" silents " and " talkies," is to go
straight on the floor of the studio
when all is set and rehearse each
scene there for the fir'st time. With
talking films all artists are expected
to be familiar with their words, and
with silent films most of the prm-
cipals have had a script to study, but
to rehearse beforehand is the excep-
tion rather than the rule. In the early

days of talkies there was a definite

move towards establishing pre-shooting

rehearsals as a rule, but gradually

tliis is being given up.

^^^ly this should bo, I fail to see.

The cameraman and the director confer on a make-up problem

THE SIXTH ARTICLE
OF THE IMPORTANT
SERIES WRITTEN EX-
CLUSIVELY FOR "HOME

MOVIES"

By

ADRIAN
BRUNEL

Even in the comparatively early days
of silent films I advocated rehearsals,
but the idea was usually considered
fantastic or, at the best, interesting
academically. So far as I know
hardly any directors adopted it, and
yet the one time I did it myself I got
better and quicker results, but I
never had the chance again until
talkies came in.

The thing to do is to hire or borrow
a large room, preferably an artist's
studio, and mark off with chalk or
tape the approximate dimensions of
your proposed sets. Then arrange
what furniture you have available in
the positions you visualise it occupy-
ing on your actual set.

After you have had a general read-
ing of your script, you can get to work

on your rehearsals, and I

think you will find that the
results a'-e well worth the
trouble. In the case of
i-.'hearsing for talkies, it is

advisable to have two or
three readings of the script

so that you can familiarise

your artists with the words
they have to say and at the
same time advise on and
correct intonations. After-
wards, when j-oti rehearse
in your improvised sets,

>-ou can devote your time
to working out the mech-
anics of the movements of
\our artists in your pi'o-

jjosed camera set-ups.

Production Problems
The problerhs tiiat con-

front the director in shoot-
ing a film and in directing
his artists are amazingly
similar in silent and talking
fihns. The differences in the
technique, however rev-
olutionary tiie change in
tiie mediiun may be, are
obvious and few. In a silent

film the director should
first and foremost strive to
keep his artists silent. He
must not let them talk—it

is just so much jabber and
chin-wagging when seen on the screen.
He should endeavour to force his
artists to think any words they would
utter.

In a talking fihn, whether your
preference is for a little dialogue or a
lot, the director's task is to get the
words spoken naturally and clearly.

This is not so easy as it looks, for

naturalism and clearness are ajst to
cancel each other out ; and there is

one thing in particular that militates

against both—the unresponsiveness of

the microphone. For instance, an
artist turns his head away from the
microphone in a movement that seems
the only way to speak the words
naturally, when the recordist tells

you he can't hear the words. The only
solution seems to be to set up a
second microphone, but this will

entail half a dozen " mikes " before

you've finished doing your scene
'' naturally." So you have somehow
to contrive to seem natural, while

being clear and audible.

Another problem in shooting dia-

logue pictures is in hiding the micro-

phone or, if it is moim.ted on a
' boom," in eliminating its shadow
as the man working the boom moves
it about while foUowiiig the artists.

Apart from difficulties of this nature

j'Otu^ problems in shooting sound
pictures are primarily the same as

those arising in the shooting of silent

films. I propose, therefore, to continue
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my sugKestions from the point

of view of the silent film director, and
will only deal with talkie teclinique

parenthetically whenever occasion

arises.

The simplest plan will be to take
the sample secjuence I have pre-

viously outlined (see October and
November issues of Home Mo^^Es),
and tackle them scene by scene. 1

would recommend you to refer to

my notes in analysis of these scenes,

as there is much that I give in ex-

planation to the scenario -writer which
the director could study.

Scene 1 is a distant shot of a cottage

on a liill. The thing is to get an
effective picture. Composition is the

keynote. In order to emphasise the

distance or the isolation of the cot-

tage, you will need to include a great

ileal of sky. If you are using pan-
cliromatic negative and have a nice

pattern of clouds in tlie sky. they will

make a picture for you : but if you are

not u-tsing panchromatic stock or the

sky is cloudless, you may find that ex-

panse of skyline likely to spoil your
picture. To remedy tliis you can resort

to tlie old dodge of breakingup your skj-

with a foreground piece such as the

bough of a tree. If there is no tree

handy with a convenient bough at

the angle you want to shoot, then you
can chop down a small bough and
erect it in front of yoiu- camera,
fixing it at a natural angle along the

top of yoiu' picture.

Scene 2 is a closer shot of the cot-

tage—an ordinary long shot. The
cottage by itself may form quite an
interesting pictiu"e, but unless I wanted
to stress the complete loneliness of

the place, I would try to induce some
well-beha\ed cat or dog to lie down
by the door or to walk nonchalantly'

about, while my assistant drove some
geese or chickens into tlie scene, keep-

ing carefully out of the picture himself.

(I am conscious that I may be accused
of pandering to the low-brow tastes

of animal lovers Let me confess

here and now that I like to see animals
on the screen, though I hate having
to " direct " them. They have a
nasty habit of destroying your con-

tinuity in matching— that is, in the
jimetion of two consecuti\'e scenes.

And while I am about it, I may as

well confess that 1 am not a high-

brow. )

Scene 3 shows Mr. .Jellacott coming
out of the front door. You should
contrive this shot so that we do not
see too much of the actual interior,

or your art director may ciu-.se you,
for he will have his own idea as to

what the living room inside looks

like. It will be advisable to remove
any very recognisable piece of furni-

ture or decoration that is visible and
wliich cannot easily be duplicated.

Scene 4 is a C.M.S. of Jellacott,

looking around as if lie were seeking

someone with his eyes. Be careful of

the level at which his eyes are directed ;

the tendency in close shots of this

kind is to look too low.

Most cameramen make a habit of

fixing their camera at a height that

represents tlie eye }evel of the person
being photographed, or. in the case

of groups at an average eye level

heiffht. As a rule this is sound
enougli, but there are many reasons
for breaking away from it. In close

shots it may be advisable to have
^ our camera higher or lower than the
artist's face in order to get a more
becoming pictiu-e - so many artists

are out of drawing, you will find.

Possibly you don't mind this, or j'ou

may even desire it, in which case I

will remind you that the camera is

inclined to exaggerate in close shots.

It is obvious that when you have
two cross-cutting close ups of a tall

pei'son and a short per.son looking at

each other, you may need to shoot
slightly up or slightly down, but you
can sometimes exaggerate this in

order to emphasise a character's

greatness or smallness.

In " Storm Over Asia " Pudovkin

So long as the position of tVieir

bodies and lijnbs is the same, any
slight adjustment of their relative

positions will not be noticed. This
bvisiness of " cheating." if carefully

managed, is one of the greatest assets

to the expert director and camera-
man. Go slowly with it, but persist.

AA'lien you have mastered the art of
" cheating " and are sure of yourself,

you will have acquired one of the most
valuable " tricks " of cinematography.
And remember, " cheating " does not
only apply to the position of char-

acters, but to the position of the

furniture and other ol^jects in your
sets. In a long shot. you may have a
settee in the centre foregroimd ;

your
next shot may pick up two characters

from a different angle walking from
the settee to a door. For the second
shot you can " cheat " the settee

nearer the door in order to facilitate

or expedite your characters.

Figs. 1 and 2.—This angle is the conventional sign for indicating a camera angle, the
points A, B, and C representing the approximate position of the camera, and the

angle representing the direction of shooting

did this with the same artist, shooting
down on his central character in the
early part of the film and, later,

shooting up at him when this character
was assiuning an ascendancy in the
drama.

Scene 5 should be a sufficiently

long shot to convey the sense of

distance from Jellacott, but not so

far as to prevent our getting a fairly

recognisable impression of the two
characters shown, of what they are

doing and of the basket on the ground.
For Scene 6 you should get as clo.se

as you can in order to reveal your
characters and what they are doing in

detail. You may flnii that if you were
to photograph them in this scene in

exactly the same positions as they were
in the long shot, they might be too
far apart to compose well in a
sufficiently close shot. You can then
" cheat " them nearer—that is, bring
them closer together and pliotograph
them at a slightly different angle

from the previous scene.

In Scene S— a M.C'.U. of Alan and
Jill— you may "cheat" them even a
little closer than they were in Scene 6.

Be careful of the direction of their

eyes. They look down, so see that the
slance downwards is marked and
deliberate.

Scene 9 is obviously shooting down.
In Scene 10, see that the characters
do definitely look up from the ground
to the light—that is, to the right of
the camera or screen. This is a job
for the Continuity Girl to watch
carefully.

Scene 11, like Scene 3, is a M.L.S.
of Jellacott at the door of his cottage.

If you are in a hurry you will natur-
ally take Scene 11 immediately after

doing Scene 3 and without changing
the position of your camera, but if

you have the time it is alwaj-s advis-

able to change the angle slightly.

The more you vary ^•our background
the better, particulaily for a scene in

which the action is not in itself

interesting.

I
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Scene 12 should bo at a different

angle from the previous full long shot
of Alan and Jill (Scene 5). Scene I'.i

must exclude Alan and Scene li
must exclude Jill—so tliat you may-
cross eut these two scenes easily

with the maximum speed and effect.

Always keep in mind tlie fact that you
have to edit your film one of tliese

days !

Scene lr>, which is an insert, need
not necessarily be done on location.

Inserts are generally shot at the end
of the picture and often it is the
Editor who supervises the shooting
and not the Director. Sometimes it is

impossible to shoot your insert with-

out the actual background, in whicli

case the Assistant Dii-ector must have
everyt.hing ready for shooting it on
location or on the set. In the case of

this scene, he would have to be pre-

pared with special black pencil and
possibly paper that is slightly tinted,

so that the wi'iting stands out clearly

and is not obliterated by an halation

from dead white paper. He will also

need to preserve the piece of paper
used for a later scene.

In Scenes 10 and 17 watch carefully

the direction of the characters glances ;

and in Scene 17 it would be as well to

have Jellacott approaching the cemera
for a few feet and then stopping in his

C.M.S. position. It is not always
easy for artists to gauge exactly where
their ultimate camera position should

be ; it is advisable, therefore, to mark
the place on the ground and have the

artist rehearse his approach, measur-
ing out the three or four jjaces so that

he may get the mechanics of this

action naturally without having to

look down at his stopping place mark.
Scene IS is one of those simple

scenes that are a test of a director.

Here are three characters in M.L.S.

—a fair distance from the camera,
that is—and yet the expressions,

Victor Saville discussing a shot with
" The Good

attitudes and actions of all must be
clear put, natural and effective. It

must run smoothly and quickly, but
yet not hastily.

While Scene 18 depends primarily

on the Director controlling and watch-
ing the concerted actions of his

artists, so does Scene 19 depend
primarily on the artist. The Director
may still control and suggest in such
close-shots of an individual artist, but
if the artist and the Director know their

jobs, the Director's position is more
that of a mirror for the performer.

Scene 20, on the other hand, is an
example of where the Cameraman
becomes the piincipal contributor

—

Richard Beville, co-director of B.I.P.'s " Radio Revue," sees that Florence Desmond
gets " that final touch." Notice the identification board

his continuity girl during the filming of

Companions "

as in Scenes 1 and 2. The director
says what he wants, but it is pri-

marily the Cameraman who "makes
the picture " of such a shot.

Scene 21 has Jellacott in the fore-

ground, with Alan in the background.
You should be carefrd to arrange the
composition of this shot so that the
two figures balance and so that Jella-

cott does not at any time obscure
Alan. Since Jellacott is in the fore-

groimd, he will be " acting with his

mind," for although it is not a close

shot we see sufficient of his face to
read his thoughts, particularly as we
know, from what he reacts to, what
his thoughts are likely to be. As for

Alan, he is in the background—a more
distant figure—and vidll therefore be
acting with his limbs. His actions will

give us the clue to what is passing in
his mind.

This brings us to the end of the first

sequence, which is wholly exterior. I

suppose exteriors are on the whole
easier to shoot than interiors, or would
be if the weather were more rehable.

They are certainly pleasanter from
most points of view, and providing
one gets a break with the weather,
they are decidedly cheaper.
There is a theory in the film studios

that it is impossible to play dramatic
scenes in exterior. I disagree. I admit
that to play dramatic scenes against
an expensive background—one that
may reasonably provide an unexpected
distraction—may be a dangerous
policy. If there is anything in this

theory, you should endeavour to
play dramatic scenes fairly close to a
backgroimd that excludes the possi-

bility of interruption—against a wall,

a house, a clump of shrubs, a tent, a
sand bank or any object that confines

the characters and excludes the
horizon.

{To le continued)
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THE AMX. OF
HOME TALKIES

By BERNARD BROWN (B.Sc, Eng.)

Author of '• Tnlkhig Pictures," etc.

EDITOR'S NOTE : This is the third of a new series of

articles of great value to all amateurs experimenting with
home talkie apparatus. The first article appeared in our

November issue.

IN the last article we described the
principles of the mechanicaj side

of sound-on-disc reproduction and
dealt in some detail with the con-
struction of the disc itself and with
electric piek-n)3s or reproducers. From
the pick-up the electrical impulses
generated l)y the record grooves pass
to the amplifier usually via a volume
control. We need say very little on
volume controls since there are many
exce lent examples on the market.
It is not wise, however, if one is buy-
ing separately to economise unduly.
A poor or inefificient volume control
may cause a lot of trouble through
crackle, uneven working and .some-

times a type of fading similar to that
experienced in ratlio work. A minor
impro\'ement to most voliune controls
may be effected simply by the fitment
of a larger knob or handle than is

usually supplied. If the illusion i.s

to be good a caieful control of volume
is necessary and this has to be made in

the dark. In professional equipment
a large handle several inches in

diameter is fitted to the volume
control or " faders," as they are
calle<l. It is not too easy to mani-
pulate a thumb knob to a nicety when
one is otherwise fullj- occupied with
the running of the projector and
afilicteil with a certain trepidation at
the beginning of each disc.

The Amplifier
Much could be written on the sub-

ject of amplifiers and their applica-

tion to the home talkie. It is not,
however, the pui-pose of the present
article to deal with the methods of
amplifier construction, but instead to

discuss a few points on thoir selection

and adaption for our particular pur-
pose. Perhaps the first question likely

^/^/^Z. Y/NG Gfi?/0 S/iQS TO

to be asked is
'

' What
.sort of amplifier
is necessary for
domestic sound-on-
disc picture projec-
tion ? " The answer
to this is that almost
any good ampli-
fier will do providing its response
curve is reasonably linear and its

output sufficiently great to produce
sound of a volume adequate to cause
the correct illusion in relationship to
picture size. You may forget all ideas
of multi-valve amplifiers for two
modern valves are sufficient for all

home talking jiicture requirements
especially when the amplifier is driven
direct from the mains. If \\e have
perforce to work from batteries then
jjossibly a third valve may be em-
ployed with advantage, but since this
would be placed in jiarallel or jnish-

l^ull it does not. count fron the point
of view of stages.

There are many first grade amplifiers
on the market at reasonable ])rices, for
in the past few years development in
this direction has been very rapid due
chiefl\' to the increase in popularity
of the ladiogram. It must be em-
phasised, however, that for talking
picture work a better quality repro-
duction is required than for the simple
electric rejiroduction from records
without picture—this at all events is

the experience and opinion of the
writer. The dual illusion of both
sound and scene appears curiously
enough to excite criticism of the
sound. Probably readers will in this
respect remember the hostility so
many people displayed towards the
early talking pictures.

The second point deals with the
size of the amplifier or, in other words.

(a)

Grid

Cb)

F/G/3.

its output, wliich depends ujjon the
characteristics of the .second valve.

For really serious home talkie work
an amplifier should have an output
of at least two watts. For comjiarison
purposes we may say that the smaller
two valve mains radio sets ha\'e an
output of about Y ^^atts while the
modern indirectly- heated pentode
valves approach 'X watts and are if

employed in a suitable circuit adequate
for talking picture amplifiers. Of
course, if one already possesses a
radiogram or electric gramophone the
<|uestion of an amplifier does not
arise since generally speaking one
needs merely to plug in the 16 inch
pickup and if necessary u.se a .separate

loud speaker.
For those interested the following

formula may be used for estimating
the output of amplifiers :

—

Triode Valves.—-Output in watts=
anode current in milliamps X anode volts

50U0

Pentode Valves.—Output in watts=

anode current in milliamps X anode volts

3000

It must not be thought that the

2 watts mentioned in the preceding
paragraph constitutes a definite law.

For very small rooms—which probably
means a small size picture—something
less might serve, while for larger rooms

SCHEM/JTIC 0//)C/fflM Of 0/?/0 B'/^S

P/CK-C//'

17"

F/G/'f

Moy/NsCo/C ZOOO Sfi£/!^£/^-

/?MPl/F/EK

P/cx-ap

Use of Output T^Fifvsfo^MER

Output

F/G./S

The diagrams illustrating this article are drawn according to

the currentj_.conventions in audio-frequency work
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The

Tne

PAILLARD
HOME TALKIE
The Aristocrat of Home Projectors.
Capable of giving a show equal in perform-
ance to that seen at any Cinema Theatre
the PAILLARD is a marvel of present-day
ingenuity. There is something about its

quiet, balanced beauty, that arouses the
natural instinct of the enthusiast. The
infinite precision of its mechanism, skilful

design and ingenious simplification have
placed the PAILLARD beyond competition.

PRICE : Complete, including PAILLARD ampli-
fier, moving coil loud speaker, transformer to
work the machine on any voltage from 100 to 250
(alternating current only) and all

accessories to project both Pathe ^ I I C
9.5 mm. and any 16 mm. films jL 113
(Can also be used on direct current, particulars

on request.)

PAILLARD-Bolex
Model "D" Projector

for both Pathe 9.5 ww. and any 16 ww.fil/Hs.

SILENCE-
is but one feature of the PAILLARD-Bolex
Projector

PORTABILITY-
is but another.

ILLUMINATION
is all that can possibly be desired and ample
to fill a screen 8-ft. to IC-ft. wide with either

size of film.

Fitted with all the refinements found on

machines selling at more than twice the price.

The PAILLARD-Bolex model "D" unques-

tionably represents the finest value on the

market at present.

See it for yourself at your dealers'

!

PRICE : Wired for 100 110 volts A.C. or D.C.,

including all accessories to ^ 3 JC
project either size - - Tm^^

Additional resistances for voltages 200 to 250 37/6

Made by the House of

PAILLARD
whose Reputation is your Guarantee

A TALKIE LIBRARY IS NOW AVAILABLE

Booklets and other partiadars free from

CINEX LIMITED
70 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
TELEPHONE.-....-- HOLBORN 4482
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Units Combined

Pkoxecto^

5ci?E£N

ffMfLIF/£IZ 'Aouo 5P£i^KaR
fiG /6(a)

Sep^rrte OAi/rs

P/?0SECTOR

Screen

7o/?Nrf^BI-

Louo
Speaker

/7a^/='i/e/er'

F/G/6(6).

a more powerful amplifier would be
necessary. It is interesting to note
that in commercial home talking
picture sets the minimum wattage
output is usually 4 and the maximum
12.

Radio Connections

Manufacturers of sound-on-disc
equipment have arranged matters so
that the apparatus may be purchased
in the unit form. Bj' this we mean
that we can obtain a complete syn-
chronised turntable and pick-up with-

out having to take also an amplifier.

If one already possesses a. first-class

radio set then obviously it is waste to
buy another amplifier. Of course in

matters of this kind so much depends
on the amateur. Although personally
we prefer to keep home talking picture
kit apart from a radio set, there are
many who prefer the compactness and
economy achieved by adapting one's
radio.

Most modern radio sets possess

pick-up terminals and if this be the
case connection is very simple—indeed
precisely the same as one follows when
using the radio set as an amplifier for

ordinary electric reproduction. If

however, your set does not possess
these termmals some care must be
taken, the reason being that a change
in grid bias is necessary before a

detector valve can be used as the fiist

stage valve in a LF amplifier. At A in

Fig. 13 is shown an indirectly heated
mains valve in the position of detector

where it will be seen that the cathode
runs directly to earth. For converting
the valve for amplification purposes

the method shown at JS in Fig. i;rcan

be used where it will be seen that the

cathode is broken and a grid bias battery

inserted with the positive to earth.

The amount of bias of course depends
uuon the tjrpe of valve and can be

obtained from the manufacturers'
pamphlets supplied with or marked on
the valve carton. It is usually of the

order of 1 or 2 volts. .Adequate bias

can be appUed by inserting a resistance

in the place of the grid bias battery, but
this involves loss of anode volts and
under certain circumstances is likely to

disturb the rest of the set. It should

not, therefore, be practised by those

not fully acqviainted with amplification

principles.

The easiest way of changing a

detector valve is to use an adaptor
which is supphed by several of the

advertisers in these pages. An adaptor

is nothing more or less than a plug
with a blank position for the grid of

the detector valve. Thus simply by
pressing an adaptor to the detector

valve-holder one isolates the aerial

connections and produces the results

shown schematically in Fig. 14.

Nothing further need be said on the

subject except that in the case of a
superheterodyne radio using two
detector valves, it is the second

detector which should be adapted.

As a matter of fact this class of set is

somewhat complicated and imless the

amateur is sure of his ground it is well

to obtain manufacturers' advice.

Actually, of course, superheterodynes

are fairly expensive and nearly

always equipped with pick-up input

terminals.

The Loud Speaker

Much more has been written on the-

subject of loud speakers than on home
talkies and we do not propose greatly
expanding the field. Roughly speakings
there are throe t>-pes of loud speaker
on the market to-day which we might
classify as moving iron, inductor, and
moving coil. For radio purposes each
have their respective merits, but in
our opinion for home talking picture
work the moving coil loud speaker is

the only one capable of giving reall.y

first rate results. If you are contem-
plating fitting up a sound-on-disc set
and do not possess a moving coil loud
speaker then we would earnestly
advise you to make the purchase.
There are many good ones available
though we would suggest that in
general those with the largest diameter
diaphragm are likely to produce tlie

best results. There is no difference in

performance between the separately
excited and the permanent magnet
type, but the latter, although usually
somewhat higlier in purchase price, is

more convenient since only one pair
of leads is necessary from the ampUfier.
Further if one is compelled to use a
battery amphfier separate field excita-

tion is practically out of the question
and a pei'manent magnet then comes
in very handy.

If your existing amplifier or radio set

already works a loud speaker it is an
easy matter to arrange a throw-over
switch from the output transformer.
Alternatively it may be mentionefl
that nearly all moving coil IoulI

speakers can be obtained complete
with attached output transformer and

^OUoSPE^KEfS- /}Ma.lF/£R COMBINED

Protector ^ "^

Screen

TuRnraei-E

Fig /6(c)

Aouo
Spemker

/7mpli.

Alternative methods of using the amplifier with disc appara-

tus. Both are used in 16-mm. apparatus now on the market

/.QUO Speaker oi^i.ySEP^RffTE

Projector ^

Tanf/r/iBiE

F/G./ecc/).
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A very early experimental set-up

this is natiu-all3^ the best arrangement.
Fig. 1.'^ shows diagrammatically the

electrical arrangement of pick-iip

amplifier, output transfomier and
moving coil speaker. The function of

the output transformer is to reduce

the high voltage of the output valve

and make it suitable for the low resis-

tance speech coil of the mo^'ing coil

speaker. Do not make the mistake of

trjTDg to attach the moving coil

speaker direct to the output of an
amplifier-—the results are usuallj^ sad

for the loud speaker ! Not every

output transformer is suitable and the

design actually depends on the charac-

teristics of the output valve and the

impedance of the loud speaker speech

coil. For practical purposes it is

sufficient to obtain a transformer

suitably wound and of a ratio that

gives us pleasing reproduction. If one
is at all doubtful on the matter a
multi-ratio transformer is ad\TSed.

By the way it may be mentioned that

transformer ratios usually employed
varj' between 20 to 1 and 60 to 1 and
thus are quite difterent from intervalve

transformer which commonly range
from 3 to 1 to 8 to 1.

Unit Arrangement

There are several ways of arranging
sound-on-disc units. For compactness
we might lump them altogether as

shown at A in Fig. 16 where we have
projector, turntable, amplifier and loud

speaker mutually adjacent. This,

however, is definitely bad, for the loud

speaker is at one end of the projection

beam and the screen the other, hence
all illusion is lost. At B in the same
figure we have the projector flexibly

coupled to the turntable unit and the

amplifier lying between the tiirntable

unit and the loud speaker. One would
usually get this arrangement when
making up one's own equipment. A
particular case of B is shown at C

where the amplifier is brought close to
the loud speaker. Incidently this

method finds particular application in

portable sets since projector and
turntable unit go into one suitcase and
amplifier and loud speaker into the
other. It possesses the disadvantage
of long pick-up leads wliich may
possibly pick up interfering noises.

This can, however, usually be over-

come if the leads are encased in flexible

wire, metalHc braided, or alternatively

in lead covered wire if the installation

is of a more permanent character. The
majority of the sets on the market
to-day fall within B and C although at

least one, the Bolex-PaUlard, follows

the scheme of D in which projector,

tittntable unit and amplifier are com-
bined and the loud speaker alone is

separate. At E we have another
possible arrangement in which the
turntable luiit is separated comiDletely

from the projector. So far as the
wi'iter is aware this method is not yet
employed in any home talkie set on
the market since it of necessity involves

electrical synchronising because a
fiexible shaft can be usetl only for a
short distance. The method has,

however, been used successfully on
experimental models. The last

arrangement shown at I' illustrates

the use of an acoustic or horn tj^e
tj'pe gramophone where the latter is

of necessity at the screen end and the
projector at the other end, there being
no loud speaker or amplifier in the
ordinary sense of the word. This
again involves electrical synchronisa-
tion not yet popular but, in the
opinion of the writer likely to be heard
of in connection with home talkies in
the not too distant future. In this

particular case an arrangement would
have to be made for controlling the
starting of the projector from the
gramophone.

In our next article we shall deal in

some detail with the operation of

sound-on-disc equipment and with the
usual methods emplo3'ed for keeping
it in good running order.

{To he. continued)

THE CINE AND THE
SCHOOL

AN interesting application of the
cinema in the life of a latere

school was seen at Lowestoft Secondary
School recently, when a company
which included the Mayor and
Mayoress, members and officials of
the Joint Higher Education Com-
mittee, His Majesty's Inspectors and
others interested in local education
were the guests of the headmaster
and staff. The important film of the
evening depicted the recent cruise of
the s.s. Neuralia to the northern
capitals in which a school party parti-
cipated. An excellent idea was gained
of the activities of the ports visited
and of the geographical settings of the
Scandinavian towns. Scenes were
included of the palaces and principal
buildings, traffic and other features
of interest such as the TivoU Gardens,
Copenhagen, where the recent British
Exhibition was held. The film por-
traj's in a manner which no amount
of reading can convey the amazing
area of waterways around Oslo and
Stockholm. Many of the islands along
the 50 miles of channel to the latter

city showed very well and the photo-
graphy was sufficiently good to show
the nature of the coast in detail.

Films of a more personal nature in-

cluded Speech Day, 1932, the Athletic
Sports and the Swimming Sports.
Excellent "close up" shots of the
late Sir Donald Maclean and Miss
Councillor Doughty on one of these
occasions added to the historical value
of the films and were received with
sad but keen interest.

Bargain and Latest Lists post free

aniflvhere. Please state TeqmTOnents.

^ITCHISOn
EST. 1750.

'-'^°

WANTED
CINE

APPARATUS
BOUGHT FOR

CASH

LONDON: 28 Old Bond St., W.l.
281 Oxford St., W.l.
35 Ludgate HiU, E.C.4.

Stock Exchange Branch :

2 Angel Court, Thrognwrton St., E.C.2.
CROYDON : 12 George St.
LIVERPOOL: 73 Lord St,
LEEDS : 37 Bond St.
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

This section is devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and film

submitted to " Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purchase
of equipment

A Good 9j-mm. Tiller

JUDGING by tlie luimerous requests
foi- information received bj- our

Service Department, there is a big

demand for a simple titling apparatus
for use with the Pathe B Jlotocameia
using artificial light. The Cinecraft

Title Maker, which we have received
for test from Cinecraft Supplies,

Camera Corner, Palmers Green, X.13,
would appear admirably to fill the bill.

It consists of a stout wooden base-
board, arranged to hold the camera at
one end in exactly the correct posi-

tion and at the other a title mask
holder accurately centred. A lighting

bar complete with sockets, flex, plug
and reflector shades is arranged imme-
diately in front of the mask holdei-,

and, using two 1(10 watt pearl bulbs
with an aperture of iiu.o with ordinary
orthochromatie Jilm, an excellently-

exposed title can be obtained. The
half-metre portrait attachment is usefl

in this case.

This apparatus alone would make a

wide appeal, but the niakeis have also

provided a title mask, title card, title

sheets, sjiecial black ink and a suit-

able lettering jjen. The title sheets
are ruled with fine blue lines and being
of a translucent nature can be placed
over the titling card and the various
letters and designs traced through.
Thus no skill in lettering is needed in

order to turn out first-class titles in a
short space of time, and the blue
guide lines do not show in the finished

titles. The whole apparatus (ex-

cluding the two 100 watt lamps) sells

for one guinea, and can be fully

recommended as a good job at a very
reasonable price.

A Camera for " Stills
"

Manj- cuiematoeraphers are also
" still " photographers, and every cine
society needs to take '"stills " in the
course of its film productions. The
Rolleiflex camera, the British asents

for which are Messrs. R. F. Hiuiter,

Ltd., makers of the well-known
'"Celfix" screen, is admirably suited

for this work, as we know from per-

sonal experience of this camera over a
long period.

Several models are made in two
flifl'erent sizes, one taking pictures

2j inches square and the^ other If

The Photoflood Lamp

Some time ago a luuntjer of American
amateurs discovereil that by taking
a standard 64-volt electric light bulb
and running it on 110 volt lights
tremendous actinic power was obtaineil

with a relatively small current con-
simiption so long as tlie lamp lasted.

The Cinecraft

Title Outfit with

a Pathe B Camera

in position

inches square, it being possible in

each case to take twelve pictures
on a standard film, the film itself

being automatically moved forward
from pictiue to picture. As the
camera i.s fittetl with the finest Tessar
lenses, perfect enlaigements are obtain-
able, and thus one obtains the advant-
age of high-grade jiictiues with great

The British Talkatome

Home - Constructor's

Outfit

economy in'material. The prices vary
with the lens fitted, a tj^jical case
being the 24: inch model with a Tessar
4..) lens which sells for £20. This may
seem a lot of money for a small
camera, but actually- the qualitj' antl

workmanship is such, and the results

obtained so good, that it is not by any
means dear at the price.

in a phrase : a short life ami a gay
one ! The life of the lamp, as a
matter of fact, proved to Ise suffi-

ciently long to enable a good deal of
useful work to be done, and the very-

low loss of replacement led to con-
siderable popularitj for this method
of illumination.

Messrs. Kodak, Ltd., in conjunc-

tion with a well-known firm of lamp
manufacturejs, lia\-e tle^-eloj^ed this

idea and are now- marketing a special

lamp known as the '" Photollood,"'

designed to run on any normal house
voltage. Actually the lamp has a
normal wattage of l.'iO, but being
o\ei-run by about 60 pei- cent, its

constunption is somewhat higher. Due
to the filament being heavily over-

loaded, it gives about tlu-ee and a-lialf

limes the lisht of an ordinary 150 watt
lamp, while the actinic power from the
over-run filament is even higher than
would appear to the eye. As the

ciu-rent consumption is well within

that allowed by the ordinary house
wiring and as, luoreover. a safety

fuse is incorporated in tlie cap of the

lamp, it can be used in an>- oniinary

house without the slishtest risk.

The normal life of this lamp is

approximately two hours, wliich is

more than sufficient to allow for the

exposure of tw-enty 100-foot reels. Xew
l)ulbs cost 7s. 6d. for any voltage

from 100 to 250, so the cost of replace-
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meut is by no means higli. Losing one
Photortooil lamp and a reflector with
II 1.9 lens, portraits oan be taken about
4 to l> feet from the subject, wliile

with two Ismps suitably arranged a

group of tour peojjle seated at a small
table comes well within the capabili-

ties of normal apparatus. Diagrams
showingsuggesteil positions of lampand
subject are included with each lamp.

In our test, an excellently exposed
portrait of a child was taken, using
one lamp in an ordinai-y sha le fitted

aljove a table covered with a white
cloth, using a Siemens camera ai\d an
f,'2.8 lens, the white tablecloth serving
as an admiralile reflector to lighten

the otherwise hea\-^- shadows on the
under side of the face. "We foresee

a big lutme for these lamps, which
will do much to popularise indoor cine-

niatograpln- by artificial light, and
they can be fidly recommended. As
mentioned above, the price of the
lamp for any voltage is 7s. lid.

A " Super " Lens for the Pathe
Lux Projector

From Mr. A. O. Roth we have
Teceived for test and report a Meyer
Kino-Plasmat f/1.5 aperture lens with
•a 22-mm. focus designed to fit into

the Pathe Lux projector mount. Tliis,

in common with all Meyer products,
is beautifully" made, gi\-ing a perfectly

defined miiform image over the whole
pictm-e M'ith markedly increased illu-

mination over that of the lens usualh-
fitted. The relativeh- short focus of

22-mm. enables a ver\- large picture

to be obtained at a much shorter

distance than that required for tlio

normal lens—a facility wliich will be
appieciated by those who have to use
their apparatus in a confined space.

For those who flesire to get the very
best from the Lux projector, this lens

can be recommended. The price is

£9 15s.

AVe have also had an opportunity- of

testing the Meyer Kinon III of

To American Readers

"Home Movies" is now obtainable
from

WILLOUGHBY'S
110 W. 32nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

and

THE BASS CAMERA CO.
179 W. MADISON STREET

CHICAGO

l§-inch focus, designed for use with
Bell & Howell projectors, the lenses

provided ivith which normally have a
focus of 2 inches. Here again we
remark the excellent definition of

this objective, which enables—as in
the previous case—a large picture to

be obtained at a short distance from
the projector. The price of this lens

is £6 10s. and is also obtainable
from Mr. A. O. Roth. Both lenses

can be fully recommended for the
purpose for which they are designed.

Home Talkie Unit

From British Talkatome, Ltd..

whose acldress. Ijy the way, is now
89-91, Wardour Street, W.l, we have
received for test their new Home
Constructor's L'nit for Home Talkie
apparatus, consisting of the turntable,

flexible drive and tlie necessary in-

ternal gearing for operation. It is a
comjjarativply sim]ile matter to fix

this in a suitable cabinet on which the
constructor can fix his own tone-arm,
electrical pick-u]i, volume control,

etc., and, as adaptors are available
for any of the standard projectors,

the construction of complete disc

repioduction apparatus for plugging
into one's own wireless set (so as to
use the wireless sjieaker and amplifier)

is quite practical. The ])riee of the
apparatus described is £9 I7s. 6<1.

Offer of Films
Mr. C. D. Dixon, of 36, Cotton

Street, Denby Dale Road, Wakefield,
is willing to loan free to readers 300-

foot 9-i-mni. films, taken by him while
cruising on the Norfolk Broads.
These are: No. 1, ""Cruising on the
Broads," and No. 3, " Broadland," a
continuance of No. 1, and they may
be loaned singlj- on receipt of 6d. to

cover postage. Each applicant mav
retain the film for seven days, and dis-

tribution will be in the order of receiv-

ing apjjlication. Cine Clubs may book
these films for any particular date.

BRILLIANT SCREEN PICTURES WITH SUPERIOR DEFINITION
MEYER KINON SUPERIOR SERIES 1 F/1.8
For 9.5 mm. Pathe De Luxe Projector. In interchangeable
mounts. Foci from 1|-"-7".

PRICE £6 10 upwards.

For 16 mm. Projection, Bell Howell, Kodak, Ensign, etc.

In interchangeable mounts. Foci from IJ"-?".

PRICE £6 10 upwards.

MEYER WIDE ANGLE PROJECTION
PLASMAT F/1.5

ONLY in 20 mm. Focus.

In interchangeable mount for Pathe De Luxe Projector.

An enormous picture can be shown in a very small room
without the aid of a more powerful illuminant.

PRICE £9 15

DE LUXE MOTOCAMERA MEYER
PLASMAT F1.5

in focussing mount. £27 10

MEYER TELEPHOTO ANASTIGMAT F 3

In focussing mount and matched finder.

4x Magnification £16 EXTRA

Your own Camera converted into an interchangeable
focussing mount model. £4 15

MODEL B MOTOCAMERA fitted MEYER
F/2.8 ANASTIGMAT

£10 10

WRITE FOR
LIST

CABLES
" Mcntorflex

C a isrcc R

Sole British Distributor:

A. O. ROTH
85 Ringstead Road, London, S.E.6

TELEPHONE:
HITHER
GREEN
2 4 2 4

Your own Model B
Camera converted and
fitted with Meyer F/2.8

Anastigmat £4 5
(Time required, three

days.)
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BERRRR," shuddered .Mr.?.

Mothtn spoon-Waterbiffle (pro-

noiuiced. you will remember. 5Ioon-
WifHe), " I do wish that I could get
warm. And to think that the coldest
and wettest months are still in front
of us !

"

We all shuddered in sjinpatln- and
mopped oiu' afflicted noses.

" Tell you what," snorted General
Gore-Battleby, " let's all—atishoo !

"

We did, but when I was recovering
after about the nineteenth sneeze I

told liim tliat I didn't think much of
that as an idea.

" Confoimd you," bellowed the war-
rior, " I didn't mean let's all sneeze ;

wliat I meant was let's all ATISHOO !

"

" Seems very much the same thing,"
I murmured.

After a break of fourteen non-stop
the General told us that what he
really meant was it would be a great
idea if we all went on one of those
jolly cruises in search of the sim.

—what I mean is, let us all

ATISHOO ! !

" Listen to this," he cried, pulling
a pamphlet from his pocket :

' Have
you ever watclied the moon rise
behind the Doge's palace at ^"enice
wliilst listening to the age-old songs
of tlie gondoliers ? '

"

" Hi !
" called the \'icar, " it's

Sim wo want, not moonlight."
The General flicked over two or

three pages.
Have you ever seen the sun

rise '
"

" No," I cried, " and don't want to,
not at this time of year, at any rate."
The rest of the meeting supported

me heartily.

More pages were flicked over.
Have you ever sipped your

bock on the glorious Cannebiere at
Marseilles ? '

"

" Go on," 1 cried, " j-ou"re getting
warmer. A few more pages and
you'll give us something really good."

Have you ever basked in the
early spring sun at Naples or Tri-
poli ?

"

Kvery one made appreciative noises

or gestures.
' Anyhow," said the General, " I

think it would be a jolly good idea if

we went on the perfectly wonderful
cruise for which the Pompostic is sail-

Our dear Vicar has worked himself

to the bone

ing to-morrow week. We will have a
marvellous time if we all atishoo !

"

" We can do that at home," we
groaned in chorus.

' I mean, if we all take our cine-

cameras with us. Now let's see whicli of

us can join in this topping— atishoo I

"

We were imanimous about joining
in.

" I mean," continued the General,
which of us can come on this mar-

vellous crui.se '!

''

!Most of us declared that we would
manage it somehow. The only little

difficulty that presented itself was
that which concerned what the poet
Tennyson terms om* ghostly men.

" I am shaw," sighed the Vicar.
" that our deear curate has well earned
a little holiday. Both of us, of course,
cannot absent ourselves simultan-
eously from oiu- duties. Poffle shall

be with you to revel in siuishine,

whilst 1 will stay behaind in body but
be with you in spirit."

Though these were noble words, he
managed to get in during their
delivery one look at the Rev. Sep-

—the General's private film

timus Poflle which clearly meant
" accept that offer, my lad, and you're
sacked." Ihe Rev. Septimus saw
the look and took his cue like a man.

" Ah, no," he bleated. " Oiu" deear
Vicar has worked himself to the

bone " (sixteen stone six in his soeks).
' He, of cawes, must have this well-

merited respite from his labahs. I

will stay to hold the fawt. His deear
parishioners will be delighted to see

him go—that is to say—er—er." He
relapsed into blushing confusion.

The participation of the Vicar
being, for all this polite talk, a fore-

gone conclusion, the party was soon
made up, and to my astonishment I

foiuid that 1 had been unanimously
elected secretary of the expedition.

Realising at once that this meant
imdertaking all the du'ty work and
that the expecUtion was sure to

aboimd in crossroads, my resignation

was a bare fifth of a second behind
my election. The General was eventu-
ally chosen for the jiost, and I con-

sented to accept the job of editor of

the combined film that we proposed *^o

make of our travels into siuiny

climes.

—telling the head porter where he got off

I will spare you a detailed descrip-

tion of our glorious trip. Let me just

say that Miss Lavinia Winkleswortli,
my aimt, was happily able to replace

at Lisbon the dentm-e which went
overboard in the Bay of Biscay.

The bay was not in a kurdly mood as

we crossed it. I am a good sailor

myself, but I found that the rest of

the party were inclined to be as rude
as their condition would jx-rmit whilst

1 was engaged in taking my section

of the film, whose title I had conceived
somewhat on the following; lines :

" In search oi Old Sol's health-

giving rays the elite of Sploshbury
fare forth like tlie sea-dogs of old

upon the trackless ocean. There was
no crossing of the Line to enable
Father Xeptune to exact tribute, but
lie did his best in the Bay of Biscay."

Though I explained to everybody
that then- natural coloiu'ing was almost
exactly that of the finest professional

film studio makeup. I have never
seen a crowd so averse from being

the subjects of either movies or stills.

{Continued on page 302)
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" will be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future plans.

For inclusion in our next issue reports should reach the Service Manager

not later than 15th Jan. "Stills" suitable for publication are welcomed.

APEX MOTION PICTURES. Hon. Secre-

tary. Miss Louise Johnston. 50. Harrington
Street, N.W.I. Worlc on re-takes has been
demanding the attention of this unit during
the past few weeks. Lanes at Winclimore
Hill have been " matched un " with shots

made during the unit's record location trip

to Devon early in September. Work is now
proceeding on assembling the three hundred
takes which comprise " Poor Jenny is

A-Weeping."
" Poor Jenny " irill be noteworthy for

having introduced yet another novel tech-

nical advance invented by Ajjex cameramen—"the dolly twist," as it has been
christened. The camera is turned over and
over, gradually slowing down and remain-
ing stationary, at the same time the dolly

goes towards or away from the subject

being photographed. Like all worth-while
imiovations, however, the shot was created
to fit the peculiar demands of certain

sequences of the film ; it has not been
dragged willy-nilly into the film simply for

the novelty of the stunt. It is particu-

larly valuable in films of the macabre genre.
" Poor Jenny is A-Weeping " is to have

its first public presentation on Thursday,
January 19, at St. Alphege's Hall, Black-
friars, S.E. Tickets, price Is. 6d., may be
obtained from the secretary at the above
address. The supporting programme is to

include " Shadows of Limehouse," by
special request, and several notable film

stars have expressed their intention of being
present. A novel feature will be the musical
accompaniment, which is being specially

scored to fit the pictm'e, a well-known
orchestra having consented to co-operate in

the experiment.
Apex, the oldest amateur film society in

London, is to be disbanded owing to the
depression shortly after the public presenta-
tion mentioned above. Other societies

having business with the unit are requested
to communicate as soon as possible. Film
loan facilities have been mthdrawn.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF AMATEUR
CDJEMATOGRAPHERS. The B.A.A.C. is

developing and consolidating its activities,

considerable experience having been acquired
since the beginning of the autumn season.
Apart from its normal work, the B.A.A.C.
assisted societies in giving public exhibi-
tions of cine work, to further local interest

and obtain members for such societies. On
October 15 the B.A.A.C. assisted Crystal
Productions (Bournemouth Film Club) at a
public meeting to mark the opening of

a Cine Exhibition at Messrs. Brights',

of Bournemouth. On October 31 and
November 1 a special cine exhibition was
arranged in Bolton by the Bolton A.C.A.
On November 9 an inaugural meeting of

the Cine Section of the Ben Uri Art and
Literary Society was held at its head-
quarters. In these instances, films and
speakers were provided by the B.A.A.C.
The stability of the B.A.A.C. is reflected

in its undertaking the organisation of the
popular Cine Contest inaugurated in 1931

by "The Era." This year, from the closing

date, November lo, until the public pre-

sentation of awards on November 30, the
judges had a strenuous time in examining
the vast number of entries and determining
their merits.

The awards were as follows :—Challenge

Cup :
" Resthaven " (Ace Movies), and

Gold Sledal :
" Archie's Innings " (River-

side) in the Story Class. "Night Scene"
(H. R. Hughes) in the Interest Class.
" Behind the Scenes " (J. and D. Ridley) in

the extra Nature Class. " 03 " (Preston) in

the Holiday Class. "Wind"'(H. Ross-

mann) in the Foreign Class. " Valse
Triste " (Riverside) in the Synchronised
Sound Class. " Spring Holiday " (L. Drake)
in the 9.5-ram. class. The awards were
presented at a B.A.A.C. meeting in the
Gaumont-British private theatre by Miss
Gina Malo. The packed meeting, conducted
by Mr. H. H. Head, went off without a
hitch, H. R. Hughes being responsible for

the projection and Riverside for the music,
with, the able assistance of Mr. .J. S. Abbott,
projection engineer of Film House. Mi'.

Sinclair Hill, O.B.E., and Mr. J. E. Arnold
explained the nature of the judge's work
and the way in which they arrived at the
awards.

Ne.xt year, the B.A.A.C. will be entirely

responsible for the contest, maldng such
modifications as may be required from a
close study of the contest, both this and
last year.

As a National representative of the
cine-film movement in this country, the
B.A.A.C. was invited to send four entries

for the International Contest, operated at

this moment by the Nederlandsche Smal-
filmliga in HoUand. The following films

were sent :
—" Archie's Innings " and

" Night Scene," 16-mm. story and interest

;

arid " Spring Holiday." 9.5-mm. interest,

there being no suitable 9.5-mm. story film

available of adequate merit. The B.A.A.C.
trust that this omission will not occur in

future years.

The B.A.A.C. announce the organising of

a Film Story Contest terminating next
Easter, with the aim of finding a suitable

film to be made on standard stock by the
best amateur talent available.

The B.A.A.C. announce a Cine Festival

Dance to be held in a West-End restaurant

in the middle of January. This is intended
to be a first-class show, with cabaret and
film stars. All interested in films are

invited.

The B.A.A.C. invites inquiries regarding

its activities, and also for its Quarterly

Review, from the Hon. Secretary, B.A.A.C,
11, Soho Square, London, W.l.

BURNLEY CINE SOCIETY. Hon, Secre-

tary, F. G. Shoesmith, M.P.S., 68 and 70,

Coal Clough Lane, Burnley. This society

first came into being in July, 1931, chieflj'

as the results of the efforts of Mr. F. G.
Shoesmith. It was some time before the
society was functioning properly, owing to

lack of funds and members, but at the

Announcing the new

"B. &T."
CINE PROJECTOR
TRANSFORMER

Do away with w.-»ateful Eesistanccs.

Silent, smootli Power without heat or
Current waste.
For A.C. Mains 200-250 volts.

Type No. 1. For PatlvSscope Home
Movie," 25/-
Tvpe No. 2. For Lodex Lamphouse, 30/-

Other Types to Spei-ial Order.

THE AMATEUR

CINE SERVICE
50a Widmore Road

Bromley, Kent
Telephone & Telegrams: Ravensbourne 1926

Everjihing for Home Movies.
Mail Orders a Speciality. Three days'
approval.

See Bargain Column.

A Special Offer with your First Order.

Largest and Cheapest 9.5mm.
Film Library.

Every film in Path^scope Catalogue
available.

Try our Guaranteed Service and
book exact programme required
without substitution.

Our Part-Exch.anges defy comparison.
Why not send for quotation for new or
slightly used apparatus ? We stock all

leading O.Smm. and 16mm. Outfits.

Library Rates and 9.5mm. Bargain List,
Post Free.

GEVAERT & PATHESCOPE
Processing Station

A 30"x20" Silver Screen for 2/-/

KONDUCTITE
Metallic Paper for Home
Made Movie Screen

"Konductite" Metallic paper consists

of specially prepared thin Aluminium
Foil viith a backing of stout paper.

It can be readily applied to any flat

surface, such as plywood, with any
ordinary adhesive and forms a brilli-

ant silver screen for Home Projection

Price per sheet (3o"X2o') 2/-

Postage and packing 6d. extra

Any length 20' wide, supplied at 2/6 per yd.

The City Accumulator Coy.

4 Surrey Street, Strand, W.C.2
•Phon ; - - - TEMPLE BAR 8620
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10 YEARS
is not a very long lime . . . But
ten years specialising solely in

sub - standard cinematography
means experience and advice

well worth having.

IT IS YOURS FOR THE ASKING !

We are here to help you with
any possible problem or difficulty

that may arise concerning your
hobby . . . advice is willingly

given on any subject—free of
charge. Write us to-day—you
will have an expert opinion by
return of post.

CINEMATIC SUPPLIES Co.
PERRANPORTH Phone 3

Complete outfits in stock from £5 to
£250. Our exchange allowances are
higher than most . . . always based on
a square deal. Let us have particulars
of your present apparatus—we will
quote you by return.

l^ist of Sicond-hami apparatus on reqnt'St

Our February announcement will be
worth watching—some-
thing NEW !

GENEROMETER
BATTERY SUPERSEDER. No H.T. Batteries

needed for your set even if you are not on
the mains. An H.T. battery run down to

30 volts is useless and has to be thrown
away. Yet you pay for the wasted volts.

The GENEROMETER makes H.T. from
your L.T. 2-volt battery, rectified and
smoothed. Gives 3 tappings and lasts in-

definitely. A boon and blessing to all

using H.T.

Reduced from £3 15s.

New and Guaranteed.
376

from us only.

PHOTO CELLS are the latest wonder.
Music, Sound, Signals and Controls from Light.

R.C.A. £7 tvpc. No. UX867. for 25/-. Brit.

Talking Pics.. 15/. only. 120 Mazda 50-watt
Focus Lamps and Lenses. 7 - pair. 200 Photo
Ceils for sound on Film, Television and Ray
worit, is;, and 25/-. 120 Beck Angle Prisms
mounted in carrier. 5 '6, 1 10 Micrometer ad-
justers for lens. 1/.. 20 Eye-pieces with prism
and lenses for photo-cell inspection. 12/6.

18 Iron Cinema baffles, 12in.. 2/6. 20 Cinema Grilles,

2/6* 32 folding ball bearing tables for portables, 2/. each.

3D.C. Utah Moving Coil Speakers. 22,-.

We have only advertised a few
samples from our huge stock.
Send 4d. stamp for Illustrated Cata-
logue, Green Sale List, post free.

AU goods supplied prompilv.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218 Upper Thames Street, E.C.4

beginning of 1932 the society was really on
its feet.

In the spring it was decided to venture
on a production, and " The Second Stain,"
a Sherlock Holmes story, was chosen. One
of the chief difficulties of this story was that

a great deal of the action takes place in-

door.s but this was overcome most credit-

ably by our technical staff. One member
of the society gave us the run of his house
and grounds and other sliots were taken in

a side street. Alter much work and worry
the film was finished and edited and .1 small
theatre was hired for four nights. We had
in all about 700 people to see our first film,

and judging from the audience and the
press, it was very satisfactory. It is on
Ui-mm. film and runs to about three reels.

We had a unique method of showing our
film wliich might interest other societies.

The film was projected on to a ground-glass
"screen" from the back which resulted in

the audience getting direct rays through
the screen. Only Model G Kodascopes were
used and the picture was quite bright,

although it fell away somewhat to people
sitting very much to one side of the screen.

FINCHLEY AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Studios. DoUis Mews. Dollis Park, Church
End, Finchley, N.3. Hon. Secretary, Miss
Pat Anstey, 2, Tregaron Avenue, Crouch
End. N.8. Unfortunately, owing to press

of business. Mr. Leslie Marsh, who has been
chairman of the society since its inception

in Utyo, has found it necessary to resign.

His successor is Jlr. J. C. Lowe, one of the
society's foremost technicians.

The F.A.C.S. now have one of the best

equipped amateur studios in London and
arrangements are being made for the com-
mencement of two new productions. The
winter programme includes film shows,
technical lectures, demonstrations ami
debates.

The society caters for both IG-mm. and
P.5-mm. enthusiasts and still has some
vacancies for new members. Full par-

ticulars can be obtained from the hon.
secretary at tlie above address.

GLASGOW AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
Hon. Secretary, Wm. 1. Yoimg, 51, W.
Regent Street, CJlasgow, C.2. This club

has had several more successful meetings,

and it is gratifying to see that the attend-

ance of members remains fairly constant,

which is proof of their keenness for, and
interest in, the club. At a meeting in

November, hy kind courtesy of Messrs.

Scottish Film' Productions (1928). Ltd.. we
were given tlie use of their studio for the
evening. A short scenario called " Smoke "

was shot : in this scenario we were trying

to convey every happening more by sug-

gestion than by actual action. The film is

now in the editing stage and we ai-e waiting

to see the result of our experiment, especially

those people who acted as effects and nearly

made themselves ill by producing large

clouds of cigarette smoke when required.

At another meeting we had an interesting

talk on Film Art by Mr. Erik Chisholm,

three films lent by Scottish Travel Associa-

tion being shown at the same time. These
were Highland Home Industries, Grantown-
on-Spey, and a trip from the Clyde to

Inverness, via Oban and the Caledonian
Canal, which were all w"ell worth seeing.

The club hopes to start production on a
small but complete scenario in the near
future but our chief difficulty is to find a

suitable place for taking indoor scenes. We
have also been approaclied by a local car

club to' film one of their trials for show at

their annual gathering.

KILBURN AND BRONDESBURY
AMATEUR MOVIE SOCIETY. Hon. Sccic-

tary, V-. V. \\ . Uickins, 1, Har\-ist Road,
Kilburn, N.W.6. Due to the growth and
work of tli societ}-, it has been practically

reorganised. A new committee has bceB
formed and the following officers have been
elected :—Hon. Secretary, C, Dickins ; Hon.
Treasurer, C. C. Lucy ; Auditors, A. B.
Denman and I), jtahoney ; Directors,

C. ('. Lucy and C. Dickins : Studio Manager,
G. Eves; Deputy Manager. F. Dickins;
I'^lectrician. W. Ingram ; Deputy Elec-

trician, C, ('. Lucy ; Cameraman. A. Frisch-

mann ; Deputy Cameraman, A. B. Den-
man : Sound Manager. H. Cape; Deputy
Sound Manager. H. Noakcs ; Make-up Man,
J. Young.
We should like to get into touch with any

London clubs that have films which they
could loan to \is. At ]ircsent we have not

much stock of fuir own.

LEICESTER AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
Hon. Secretary. V. T. Trasler. 85, Skip-

worth Street, Leicester. The social side ol

the club is forgin'j ahead very rapidly.

The third annual dance was held on
December 5 and was a great success, about
140 guests being present, while another
enjoyable evening was sjiend on December 1&
wlien tlie club's Christmas party was held

in the studio.

The propaganda film is proceeding apace
and details are in hand for our public show
to be held early in the new year, full par-

ticulars of which will be announced later.

Stories are now being considered for our

next club production, and the committee
are willing to rc.id stories by any amateur.

LONDON AMATEUR FILM CLUB. Hon.
Secretary. Mi.ss Jlay .Jasper, 42, Fentiman
Road. S.W.S. The club is at present

actively engaged on the production of
' Pansiiine Pansy." a burlesque of the

Gainsborough picture. '" Simshine Susie."

This is being shot on Ifi-mm. stock, and it

is hoped that the pi-oduction will be com-
pleted some time in Januarj'. S. Ellip

Powell, whose film " The Spirit of Spring "

won the silver vase in " The Camera

"

Spring (1930) Competition, is directing.

MAYROSS MOTION PICTURE PRO-
DUCTIONS, HAMMERSMITH. Pre.sident

S. C;. Finch ; Hon. Secrctarv, W. G. Wriglit

44, Burr Road, .Southfiel'ds, S.W. The
club wish to announce important altera-

tions in their annual subscription, which id

future will be 17s. per annum, payable by
instalments. An increased subscription is

essential if we are to produce first-clasB

films. Meetings are held on the second and
fourth Thursdays of each month.
On December 8 we Iield an " informal

party." Many relatives and friends of

members were present and we had a
thoroughly enjoyable evening. Credit must
be given to our lady members wlvo made all

the arrangements.
Careful consideration i.s being given to

designs submitted for a " Mayro,ss '' leader,

and we hope to incorporate the adopted

design in our next and future films. Any-
one interested in our club is invited to

apply to the secretary at the above address.

MINEHEAD AMATEUR CINE PLAYERS.
Hun. Secretary, J. H. JIartin Cross, Hazel-

dene Photographic Studios, JMinehead. " The
Trail of 'louth " is nearly completed, and
we are now busy making the titles. The
production is cau.sing great local interest

as we have several hundred people apjjear-

ing in dift'erent scenes, and everyone is

eager for the first presentation, which will

be at a local hall, using a Kodak Model A
jirojector and synchronised music from a

loud-speaker and special effects from a
microphone situated in another room.

Mr. L. G. Stanley, Group Scoutmaster

of 1st W'alsall Sea Scouts, has drawn us

some excellent art titles, and Messrs. P.

& A. Campbell'.s A\'hite Fiumel Steamers

(which we were very kindly given per.

mission to film on IxiarJ) figure in the latter

part of the production.
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NEWMARKET AMATEUR CINE
SOCIETY. Treasuier. ilv. W. A. Tindall.

Hon. Secretary, JUss I). JI. Cooper, Stam-
ford House, Newmarket.
The club has now two productions well

advanced in the making. They are "Sus-
picion." a murder mystery iilm with a

cast of at least 14 players, 800 feet of Ki-mm.
film, directed by Jlr. JI. Griffiths and photo-

graphed by Mr. Weston McGlone ; and
"The Train," a documentary Jilm showing
the arrival of a train at a small coimtry
station and the activities it arouses : this

is -too feet of Ifi-mm. iilm. All filming is

now being done on 1 G-mm. as this has been

decided to be the most satisfactory gauge

for the club's purposes.

By kind permission of the manager of the

White Hart Hotel, the club is now using

the ballroom as a studio. The club pos-

sesses lighting equipment, which is mostly

home-constructed, giving 4,000 watts of

light : and in conjunction %vith a Kodak
Model BB cineKodak Avith a f '1 .9 lens results

of a very Iiigh photographic qualitj' are

being obtained.

The club is anxious to get in touch witli

other societies in order to loan or hire their

productions. All communications should be

addressed to the secretary.

RHOS AMATEUR FILM PRODUCTIONS.
Hon. Secretary. Jliss Laura Hughes. Albert

ViUa, Golwyn Crescent, Ehos-on-Sea. The
presentation of amateur films given at

The Playhouse, Rhos-on-Sea, on December 7

caused much interest in the district, and
was a great success. The show was run
throughout on 9..5-mm. stock using a
Pathe " Luxe " projector modified for use

^^ith a mirror-arc. The musical side of the
show was in the hands of Jlessrs. Henry
Mellor and David G. Roberts, while Messrs.

George E. MeUor and Harry Frere were in

charge of projection. To enable " effects
"

to be " mixed " into the musical score tmn
electrically operated records supplied by
the members were edited to suit the films.

A short interest film, " The Ancient Borough
of Conway," produced by Mr. James
JIalam. created the greatest impression.

Mr. Malam also provided a commentary
wliich was read via " Mike " while the film

ran through. Mr. George E. Mellor's

dramatic experiment, "Nightmare," was
verj' little behind in popular appeal and its

musical accompaniment, selected by Mr.
Henry Mellor, undoubtedly helped con-

siderably in "putting it over." "The
Slaver," the recently completed melodrama
which has taken ten months to finish, was
also appreciated, and so great was the
success of the show that it was necessary
to run another the following week to deal
with the overflow.

The society is now at work on the com-
pilation of their 19.S3 programme, which
will include at least five films, among them
being the second in Mr. George E. Mellor's

series of dramatic experiments. Others
already selected include a golfing comedy
and a further interest film from the camera
of Jlr. James Malam.
Owing to business reasons, Mr. George E.

Mellor has been obliged to give up the
secretaryship and has been succeeded by
Jliss Laura Hughes.

Bookings for the club's films can still be
accepted at Is. 6d. per reel to cover wear
and tear ; and the fuU list of films avail-

able was published in last month's HoiiE
Movies, or wiU gladly be forwarded by the
secretary on request. If an exchange of

films can be arranged, of course, no charge
is made.

" The Camera Angle," the club's official

magazine, which is published monthly,
becomes more popular with each succeed-
ing issue and can be obtained from the
secretary, price 3d. post free.

RIVERSIDE FILM FANS. Hon. Secre-

tary. Mrs. ]!. iJussmaM, 7. Norland Sijuare,

W.ll. Studio. "The Corner House,"
&2, .\ddison liardens, W.14. Tel. : Shep-

herd's Bush ilS4. The society's produc-

tions include "The Breath of Death."
"The Infratel." '"Wires of Destiny."

"Archie's Innings," "Pickles" (just com-
pleted), all of which are two-reel story

films ; and " May Day," " Eel Pie," '' Derby
Day," " Valse Triste," all of which arc

single-reel interest films. As a diversion,

odd bits of value arc edited into a miscellany

entitled " Scrap Bin."
Riverside provided musical accompani-

ment with portable apparatus for '' Archie's

Innings," "Derby Day" and "Valse
Triste," and other films shown at the

presentation of awards terminating "The
Era " Film Contest on November 30. The
above films, with additions, will be pre-

sented at the studio during a series of four

shows on each Wednesday in .January at

8.30 p.m. Anyone interested in amateur
cine work is cordially invited to obtain

further particulars of these shows from the

hon. secretary. " Ai'chie's Innings" may
not be available, as it has been selected as

the most suita ble film for the British entry

in the 16-mm. story class in the International

Competition now being held in Holland.

The plant of the society includes syn-

chronous drive of the camera, obtained from
synchronous motors connected to A.C.

mains ; two synchronous turn-tables for

records, two synchronous projectors in

silence boxes, adec^uate incandescent light-

ing and arcs, printing and developing ec{uip-

ment for 16-mm. stock, valve amplifiers

and workshop facilities. The synchronising

equipment was constructed with the view
to making proper sound films, but has
already proved its value in the accuracy
with which the musical accompaniment to
silent film is cued. Tests with sound-
recording have demonstrated the value of

soft aluminium discs for short, . straight

recordings. The difficulties of duhbing a

large number of discs into one release disc

has led to the abandonment of such discs

as a general system. The engineering
section of the society are engaged on the
development of a new sound-on-film system.
using a separate high-speed film for the
sound-track, to meet the requirements.
For the last year, and commencing with

" Valse Triste," all the Riverside work has
been, and will be, home processed, thus en-
suringcomplete control at every point in film

.

SEEALL FILM SOCIETY. Hon. Secre-
tary, John CJordon, " Bordersmead,"
Loughton, Essex. ' We commenced filming

last April on a short abstract film called
" Coma." This was fairly satisfactory but
it was not until September, when we
obtained the lighting equipment for our
interior sets, that shooting began more
seriously on " The Last Chance." This is

not yet completed, but we hope to get the
film back from our editing benches before
the end of January. In the film an opera-
tion scene was necessary, and we believe

that our setting was in most ways very like

the real thing.

We use entirely 9..5-mm. stock, both
super-sensitive and orthochromatic, and our
projector is equipped with a Lodex lamp-
house and a long focus lens. For several
months we have been experimenting with a
"Cairmor" recorder for talkies, and
although work has been progressing slowly

the results have been very satisfactory.

At the present time the society does not
need any new members.
SHEFFIELD AMATEUR FILM CLUB.

Hon. Secretary, A. D. Hobson, 23. Wirlow-
dale Road, MiUhouses, Shefiield. Our public

show was held on November 10, 11 and 12,

and was a great success, the hall being filled

{Continued cm page 301)
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Here is a '^ Floodlight " reflector specially
designed for home cinematography. It plugs
straight into an electric lamp-socket or wall
plug. The 500-watt Nitraphot lamp, helped by
the " Floodlight " reflector, gives extraordinary
brilliance, ensuring results every bit as crisp and
vigorous as professional "shots."

Price, including 8 ft. flex - - 30/-

Tripod, extending to 70" high - |2/6

500-watt Nitraphot Lamp - 23/6
Nitraphot Exposure Meter - | /^

Plc'ise state voltage luhcn ordering.

400 WATT
VICTOR PROJECTOR
Here at Last—Amazing Value

16mm. New-VictorHI-POWF.R SuperDe Luxe
Projector, Superlite Fl .5 lens, 400 watt Coiled-

coil Biplane 100 volt, great illumination ; new
patent short-focus 2" diameter condensers

;

passingtremendous light; dual boosting reflect-

ors; DIRECT-DRIVE Motor—no gears, belts

or chains ; super 8-teeth film contact ; 4-point

film suspension; patent spring movement dual

claws; Automatic Film Trap—cuts off light and

motor if film not running correctly ; Self-re-

placing instant erecting spool arms ; built-in

4-way rewind—rewind by hand, rewind by

motor, rewind one film whilst projecting

another one; rewind 4 films at once. Dread-

nought wide-angle gear movement swlngtilting

head ; Fan cooled lamp and motor ; Car gear

clutch starting device, giving forward, stills and

reverse. Electrical speed control variable from

4 to 24 pictures per sec; Long and Ultra short

focus lenses quickly interchanged. All Gold

flecked Bronze De Luxe, Chromium fittings.

Takes New Film. Dry Film, Shrunken Film, all

run perfectly well. All complete in Latest Side-

opening Automatic " Ready-for-action Case
"

of Brown Russet Leather De Luxe.

GREATEST ILLUMINATION OBTAINABLE,

£80 Only
med: ate delivery, write now. exch/hges.

All Cine Supplies ; Film LibTaries.

Immediate Deliveries; Pari Exchanges.

EDWIN GORSE
86 Accrington Road, BLACKBURN.
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Company Limileti by Guarantee and not having Capital Divided into Shares.

INSTITUTE OF AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHERS, LTD.
.4)! International Organisation.

7 Red Lion Square, W.C.I

PRESIDENT:
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND, K.T.

HER GRACE THE DUCHESS OF
SUTHERLAND.

The Rt. Hon. THE EARL OF DUDLEY,
M.C.. J.P.. D.L.

The Rt. Hon. ^^SCOUNT COMBERMERE.
The Rt Hon. ^^SCOUNT DUNEDTN,

G.C.V.O.

PATRONS:
The Rt. Hon. THE LORD MAYOR OF

LONDOX: SIR PERCY' GREEN.iAVAY".
Tlie Rt. Hon. LORD SCONE, M.P.
SIR ROBERT BIRD, Bart., M.P.
SIR HAROLD BOWDEN, Bart.
SIR HARRY' BRITTAIN, K.B.E., C.M.G.
SIR MALCOLM CAMPBELL.
SIR BENJAMIN GOTT, M..\.

SIR HUGO HIRST, Bart.
SIR FRANK H. NEWNES, Bart.
SIR NEVILLE PEARSON, Bart.
LADY' NE^^LLE PEARSON.
Lt.-Com. GEOFFREY RODD (Rtd.).
SIR .TOSIAH STAMP, G.B.E.
LADY .JULIET WILLIAMS.

VICE-PRESIDENTS :

PERCY W. H.A.RRIS, F.A.C.I.
ADRIAN BRUNEL. PAUL ROTHA.

CHAIRMAN

:

GEORGE H. SEWELL, F.A.C.I.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS:
ILFORD LIMITED. AGFA LIMITED.

PATHESCOPE, LIMITED.

HON. GEN. SECRETARY :

WILLI.AlM E. CHADWICK, F.A.C.I.

The Institute of Amateur Cinemato-
graphers, which is governed by no outside
influence whatever, is designed to provide
an organisation which shall weld together
the whole body of bona fide amateur cine
workers. Although it has been in existence
less than a year it has already received
enthusiastic support from hundreds of
individual cine workers many of whom have
only recently taken to the hobby. In no
sense competing with the local cine societies,
and aiming first of all at helping the lone
worker, it is able to give great assistance in
bringing together those who are working
along specialised lines, and a few of the many
advantages immediately available to
members are indicated in our notes this
month. Every member on joining receives
a solid silver lAC badge, suitable for the
buttonhole for men and as a brooch for
ladies, and a certificate of membership.
An animated film leader is also supplied
free to every member, either in nine and a
half or si.xteen millimetre guage as desired,
this forming an excellent means of indicating
to your friends that you also belong to this
already famous Institute.

The annual subscription, which includes
all benefits, is but half a guinea. The
financial year commences November 1st.

COUNCIL MEETING.
The monthly meeting of the Council was

held at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street,
E.C.4, on Tuesday, December 13th. The
following members were present :

—

Mr. G. H. Sewei.l, Chairman.
Mr. Adrian Brunel, Vice-President
Mr. Percy W. H.irris. Vice-President.
Mr.W. E. ChadWICK, Hon. Gen. Secretary.
Members of Council

:

Mr. S. W. Bowler.
Mr. Leon Isa.4Cs.

Mr. Norman Jenkins.
Mr. H. S. Newcombe.
Mr. Val Randall.
Mr. H.\RRy Walden.
Mr. Frank Witty.

INFORMAL MEETING OF INSTITUTE
MEMBERS :

FULLER'S 0.\lv ROOM,
206, Regent Street, W.

JAN. 28th, 3 o'clock to 7 p.m.
Inclusive of Tea, Is.

Many members have expressed the desire
to meet one another and Council have
therefore arranged the above meeting.

Application for reservations are coming
in from all quarters. Are you coming ? If

you have not made application please do so
at once. January 0th is the latest date they
can be received.

BOOKLET NUMBER ONE NOW AVAIL-
ABLE.

The Institute's Booklet Number One

—

the fir.st of a number now printing—is now
available to members on application,

enclosing a twopenny stamp for postage.

Entitled "The iScope of Amateur Cinemato-
graphy," it indicates the whole field

available, and gives numerous indications

of interesting lines of work. It should ])rove

a source of inspiration to every cine camera
user. Two other booklets, now in the press,

will be announced in the ne.xt official notes,

while others are in active preparation.

A GREAT SERVICE !

INSURANCE OF MEMBERS'
APPARATUS.

The Institute of Amateur Cinema-
tographers has made arrange-
ments which, from now on, will

enable Members to Insure their
Cine Cameras and Projectors,
Still Cameras, Binoculars and
Telescopes against all ordinary
risks anywhere in the United
Kingdom, the Continent of Europe
and on board British Ships on
pleasure cruises. The premium
is only 10/- per cent, (minimum
5-). For full particulars write to
the Hon. Gen. Secretary, enclosing

a l^d. stamp.

This importartt service is available
to I.A.C. Members only.

FROM THE INSTITUTE'S MAILBAG.
Re Film Exchange.

" I think this is a very excellent idea, and
I hope you will be able to solve the many
problems in connection with an E.xchange of

Films.
" I am quite willing to lend films on satis-

factory conditions being arranged."
Rt. Hon. Viscount Combermere.

Our Bulletin.
' Really the I.A.C. ' Bulletin ' is a

wonderful little production and I do most
sincerely congratulate you on it—and all

the other good work you are doing."
Adrian Brunei,.

" I think this month's ' Bulletin ' is the
best yet. It is full of the most useful
information and written in such a simple
yet interesting way that it is a pleasure to

read."

N. A. E. W'yatt.

The Institute and the Anglo-AustriaB
Football Match.

An interesting example of the Institute's

international activities aro.se recently when,
as the leading amateur organisation of cine-

matographers in this country it received a
request from the cine amateurs of Austria
asking if some British amateur could manage
to take a 9J-mm. of the England versus
Austria football match on their behalf.

The request was received rather late in the
day, and none of our members was able to
help, but the Council of the Institute is

pleased to be able to record that thanks to

the kindness of the Gaumont British

Picture Corporation, a special 9^-mm. print

from their newsreel film has been prepared
for the Institute and despatched to our
Austrian friends with compliments and good
wishes from British amateurs. The Council

wish to take this opportunity of thanking
Home Movies for their kindness in

bearing the whole cost of the five hundred
foot picture.

Library Discounts and Free Overhauls.
Members will be glad to hear that certain

of the 9J- and 16-mm. iilm libraries now
give a ten per cent, discount on their hire

fees to Members on production of their

membership cards. This valuable concession

is given only to Members of the Institute of

Amateur Cinematographers. Another
valuable advantage of membership is that a
free camera and projector overhaul service

is now available.

The I.A.C. 1933 Competition.
Will all members who intend entering for

this competition notify the secretary as

early as possible ? Full particulars and
entry forms are now available on application.

GIRL MEMBER'S STRIKING FILM.
How the Institute Helped.

Readers of the "Daily Mail" will have
seen a reference, in a recent article, to an
amateur cine film taken by a schoolgirl

during a flying visit to Egypt. Miss Roger,

the young lady in question, is a member of

our Institute and on publication of the

article wrote to the ' Daily Mail ' as

follows :

—

" I was very interested in your article

which appeared in the ' Daily Mail ' this

week, and got (juite a shock when I saw the

reference to my trip to Cairo.
" I think it is only fair for me to say that

I was given splendid help from the Institute

of Amateur Cinematographers when I wrote

to ask their adWce about the lighting condi-

tions in Egypt. I had Ijeen so afraid that I

(Continved on page 302)
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to capacity each nifiht. We intend to make
a show an annual affair and are now racking
our brains for another story.

Wo used two Kodak Model A projectors,

fitted with 4-incli lenses ; the length of

throw was approximately 70 feet, giving a
7-foot picture. The screen was an inven-

tion of one of our members, Mr. W. Crookes,

and is the one wliich he uses for t he numerous
charity performances he gives. There are

four sets of coloured lights, each controlled

by a resistance, so that practically any
combination of colours can be formed.

Electric draw curtains are fitted and the
entire outfit is controlled by an elaborate

switch box near the projector.

On December 14 we gave a " birthday

party" to celebrate the fifth anniversary

of the S.A.F.C. Our studio was specially

decorated for the occasion and the lady

members provided a repast. A surprise

programme of films from other clubs was
arranged by Mr. Hobson, and altogether it

was a great success.

ST. PAUL'S SCHOOL PHOTOGRAPHIC
AND CINE SOCIETY. Hon. Secretary,

Robert W. Newby. The society held its

fifth annual exhibition at the end of

November, followed by an extremely in-

teresting demonstration of 16-mm. sound-
on-film portable talkie apparatus kindly

given by the R.C.A. Photophone, Ltd. This

is memorable as the first time that talking

films have been shown in the school building.

The programme included sound films of

the 1932 Olympic Games at Los Angeles,

the History of the American Red Cross,

and an amusing sound cartoon entitled
" The Haunted Ship." The synchronisation

was perfect throughout and the volume of

undistorted sound was amply sufficient to

fill the school lecture theatre, which is

quite a large hall. As a contrast, the talkies

were followed by some excellent amateur
silent films of winter sports in Switzerland.

This term members have shown films

taken by themselves during the summer
holidays at the Scout and O.T.C. camps,
and also films taken at the school sports.

The last meeting of the term was held on
December 16 when some very fine films

made by amateurs were shown.
Some weeks ago a \asit was paid by

members of the society to the Royal Photo-
graphic Society's " E.xhibition of Kinemato-
graphy," and a. meeting of the society at

which several amateur films were projected

was also attended.
So far no films have been made by

The

Felixstowe

Society

on the

warpath !

Jl\
members of the society collectively, but it

is hoped to extend our activities in this
direction in the near future.

STOCKPORT AMATEUR CINE
PLAYERS' CLUB. Hon. Secretary, H. ^Y.
Greenwood, " Penrhos," Beaufort Road,
Ashton-uuder-Lyne. This club held the
first of their monthly meetings on
November 24. There was a good attend-
ance and films from the Newcastle and
Middlesex Societies were shown to an
appreciative audience, who were also in-

terested in " Wheat Growing in Aus-
tralia " from the Empire Marketing Board.

It was decided to hold the annual public
exhibition of films during the second week
in January, the profits from which will be
devoted to Stockport Lads' Club Summer
Camp Fund.
TEDDINGTON AMATEUR FILM PRO-

DUCTIONS. Hon. Secretary, V. Insani,

79, Teddington Park Road, Teddington,
Middlesex. As with many other societies,

the weather has rather checked progress on
our productions. " Calling His Bluff " is

now completed except for the final bathing
sequence, which is being left until the spring.
For the two remaining interiors on " The
Lost Scarab " we are moving indoors,
using Pathe p.s.p. stock and plenty of

watts. The one or two exteriors left to be
shot will have to be snatched when there
is a fine week-end.
TRENT CINE CLUB. Hon. Secretary,

Norman F. Dakin, 74, Bobbers Mill Road,
Nottingham. We are now starting on the
first full year of the club, as it was not
started until last May, since when it has at
least doubled its membership. Our first

meeting will be un January 2 at 8 o'clock

in our studio at 35, Derby Road, Notting-
ham, when we shall be glad to see both new
and old members. We are inviting scenario

writers to submit their efforts in search for

a story for our next production, which will

be commenced directly our current work is

completed.
The secretary will be pleased to answer

any inquiries as to membership, etc.

WIMBLEDON AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
Hon. Secretary, H. C. Bealby, 34, Murray
Road, Wimbledon. A very successful

dance was held at the Wimbledon Town
Hall in November, over five hundred being

present. Miss Mabel Poulton kindly pre-

sented the prizes and a film was taken
during the evening and recently shown at a
local hall, a large audience being present.

A demonstration of the British Talkatome
was also given on this evening. Many fine

shots -were obtained at the dance, using a
camera with an f/1.9 lens and fast panchro-
matic film with ordinary stage lighting

(half speed being used).

The production side of the club has not
been verj' busy lately, as suitable accom-
modation for interior work is being fixed

up, but the usual meetings are held on the
second and fourth Friday in each month
at the Grosvenor Studio, 18, Ridgway,
S.W.19. A private member's film, entitled
" The Sentimental Tragedy," by Mr. J.

Nunn, has recently been finished, and
although quite short gives a very good idea of

the possibilities of the amateur movie maker.
All members of the W imbledon Amateur

Cine Club wish to take this opportunity of

wishing Home Movies every success in 1933.

THE SCREEN THAT MAKES THE PICTURE
In modern Cinematography, the Cine Screen is the most important part of the
outfit, for the eyes of the spectators are centred on the Screen during the whole
time, and not on the Projector. The strain on the eyes in watching motion
pictures projected on an inferior Screen cannot be over estimated. It can easily
mar the whole pleasure or instruction of the sho^'.

This vital point has always been foremost in the minds of the Manufacturers
of the " CEIvFIX " CINE SCREEN, the very latest, and most improved Cine
Screen vet produced, for it supersedes all others bv its clever construction, in
addition to the quality and brilliance of the SII.VER and CRYSTAI^ GLASS
BEADED Surfaces fitted to it.

The "'CEIfFIX" Screen is portable, and self-erecting, opening and closing
by a single pressure on a button. Built in a beautifully finished art-leather
covered Box, it takes up practically no room, and can be transfeired from place
to place at a moment's notice.

The Surfaces fitted are of super brilliance, made on scientific formulae to
bring out the maximum colour values in the Film, and at the same time to give
bright, soft pictures, which cause no strain to the eyes. REMEMBER, it*s the
SCREEN that makes the PICTURE. Write for Free Sample Screen
Surfaces and fully descriptive brochure entitled ' WHAT'S IN A SCREEN ?

'

THE " CELFIX" IS MADE IN 5 SIZES—27x20 in. to 80x60 in.

R. F. HUNTER, Ltd., Celfix House, 51 Gray's Inn Rd., London, W.C.I
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OUR FIRST PICTURE
(Continued from j^ag'e 275)

morning we inspected it ! First three

hairs on one side and four on the other

until it at last assumed proportions

worthj" of the silver screen.

Then came the most bitter blow of

all—and I understood the hero's

vagueness when he had said he "had
a girl." He should have explained
that she was a casual acquaintance

—

so casual, in fact, that lie hail not
seen her from that day's filming to

this ! So here we weie landed with a
partially completed film and the pro-

spect of rearranging the cast. Natiu--

ally there was a lot of hau'-tearing and
a lot more gloom.
What could be done '! We could

not scrap the film owing to the
expense already incurred, and it was
impossible to alter the story. The only
thing to do was find a new heroine,

which was easier said than done. She
hafl to be of the same build and, more
or less, of the same appearance as to

our first love—but after much search-

ing we found her ! Never did a stai'

receive a greater welcome in a fihn

studio. We simply fell over each
other ostensibly to help her with her
script, but in reaUty see that she ilid

not escape.

Much of the film had. of course, to

be scrapped. Each little portion in

which our first lach" had appeared was
cut out and one or two new close-ups

fitted in to make it look authentic,

and, believe it or not, in spite of the
fact that the film has been sho\vn to
some hiuidreds of people not one
person lias spotted the deception ; in
fact, it is generally regarded as a
"box oflice success." So cheer up,
fellow producers, every strip of cel-

luloid has its bright side, and when
you have your difficulties and set-

backs don't get despondent. Judicious
cutting and a few clever titles will

help you out and you'll he able to sit

back and laugh at your adventures
when it's all over.

The I. A. C.
(Continued from page 300)

might give a wrong exposure a.s I had never
been to the East before ; but tliey sent me
such precise details, and good adwce. that I

was able to bring home ten iXTfectlv exi>oscd
reels.

I felt that you might like to laiow this,

as you are interested in the amateur
societies." Ruth S. Rodger.

Prior to this, liliss Rodger had written to
our Hon. Seoretarj- :

—

I have just returned from mj- Cairo
trip ... I shall never be able to thank you
sufficiently for your very sound advice
regarding exposure in Egypt, etc. I have
seen 300 feet out of my thousand
projected, and the result i.s startlingly
' correct ' !

"

PLEASE NOTE.
All letters upon Institute matters or in

reference to any note or article appearing
in this Section should be sent to the Hon.
General Secretary, Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, Ltd.. 7. Red Lion Simare,
London, W.C.I.

A Handy Stop
Indicator

By LEON ISAACS

This little gadget,although extremely
simple, is a great film sa\-er and j^ro-

motes greater accuracy in shooting.
For example, we ha\-e all at times

shot a scene in a great hurry and then
looked at the lens and fovmd too late
that the stop was too small and the
film was useless owing to luider-

exposiu-e. We do not always remember
to change the stop after shooting a
scene, and this gadget sho\\"s plainly in
the view-finder without interfering
with the scene.

It is quite easy to make, being sinrply
a strii> of metal bent round the lens

The stop indicator in use

mount and held securel\- thereto by
the screw or nut and bolt if you have
no screwing tackle. The figiu-es are
painted on to the view-finder lens in
white paint. You will notice they are
re\ersed when viewcl from the front.

Calibration is easy, as the pointer
moves roimd with the lens mciunt,
which is clearly' marked.

If you wish to make sure of the
markings remaining on the glass, j'ou

can cement a small sheet of celluloid

over them which makes them rain
and rub jjroof.

When replying to our advertisers

please mention this paper — they liie

to know where you saw their adver-

tisement—and we want them to know •

THE MERRY REEL
{Continued from page 296)

A\'e drank port in Lisbon, and rather
wished we hadn't ; not a few of us
patronised the chappie who boards
steamers at Marseilles with the world's
finest field-slasses at the world's
lowest prices, and again had had the
same kind of wishes subsecjuentls-.

We saw Naples and didn't die. We
visited Pompeii. We beheld the
spectacle of Etna (or it may have
been Stromboli—it was more than
rough at the time, and even good
sailors have an off day now and then).
We bought the most marvellous
bargains in anticjues in North African
ports and were later somewhat puzzled
that people living two thousand or
more years ago should not only have
had their household requisites made in
Brummagem, but should also have
recorded the fact upon them in tiny
letters.

It was a great cruise, and if we
didn't see much sun whilst it lasted
we found plenty of it awaiting us
when we set foot once more in our own
country.

The job of echting the various reels

into one monster film was by no
means an easy one, but I thorouchlj'
enjoyed doing it, for I love cutting,
splicing, and titling.

It was shown a fortnight after otu-

return in the village hall, and not only
members of the party but the whole
community turned out (or rather
turned in) to .see it.

I don't think really that it wag my
fault, for I chd my very best in sorting

out the different reels sent in. As \'ou

will see, it was a somewhat confusing
business, especially as none of them
were titled. I think, too, that it is

(|uite possible that General Gore-
Battleby sent me the wrong reel, the
one submitted being really that which
he intended to keep for private exhibi-

tion. Perhaps I was not as careful as

I might have been when I cut the
various reels up and tried to weld
them into one artistic whole. Perhaps,
too, I shoulil not have jumped to the
conclusion that the first dancing shots

I came across must necessarily be
those referred to in his note by the
Rev. Percival Slopleigh.

I must sa^'. though, that the Vicar's

section, as edited by me, went with a
bang. It was titled " Nims of Seville

Perform Religious Exercises," and I

ana still wondering how it was that tlie

bit which followed showed the
General's private film of " Ladies of

^Marseilles Dancing the Can-Can.'^

And then somehow my reels of the
Bay of Biscay appeared to have got
mi.xed up in some extraordinary waj'

with Mrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle's

delightful shots of " Revelling in the
Mediterranean."

Flippersfield was more than annoyed
that his section " Indoor (James in

Siumy Italy " consisted mainly of

some delightful shots (really, I believe,

now I come to think of it, taken by me)
of two monkeys helping each other to

get rid of tickles.

And I cannot make out how it was
that the title '" Volcano in Eruption

''

was followed by about fifty excellent

feet showing Mrs. Motherspoon-Water-
biffle telling tlie head porter of our
hotel in Algiers exactly where lie got

off.

Never be an amateur film editor.

Its a hard life.
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rouR
CINE QUERIE/
AN/WERED
Free Service for Readers

Is there a cine problem bothering you ? Have you some difficulty in which

von would like expert help ? Do you want to know xahere to obtain

certain apparatus and what it -will cost ? HOME MOVIES is at your

service in this and many other ways.

Address your query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES, Messrs.

George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2, enclosing

the free Query Coupon printed in this issue. A selection from queries

and answers of general interest will be printed each month on this page.

All others leill be replied to by post.

Special Note.—Criticisms of amateur films, opinions of amateur scenarios

and test of apparatus can be undertaken bv special arrangement. In
such cases a preliminary letter to the Editor is essential.

F. P., Penge, wants to know what ap-

paratus is necessary for experimental work
in recording sound on film.

Answer.—The whole subject is being

dealt with by Mr. Bernard Brown, B.fec.,

in his series of articles, the third of which
appears in the current number. The infor-

mation you require is rather longer than can

be given in the brief space of a replj' to a

query, but can be summarised as follows :

—

1. Blicrophone and amplifier.

2. Means of rarying the light according

to the variation of soimd at the micro-

phone.
3. Optical system to concentrate light on

a narrow slit immediately in front of the

iilm.

-1. Means of maidng the film travel steadily

past the slit.

If you wish to record on the same film as

that on which the picture is taken, you wiU
need a special camera in which the film,

after passing through the intermittent

mechanism and over the take-up sprocket,

is made to pass steadily past the slit and
thtis to the take-up reel. This method is

very rarely used in commercial work, as it

is found much easier and more practical to

record on separate film and to print both the

picture negative and the sound negative on
to the final positive print. If you use this

latter method in your experimental work
your present camera can be used, provided

it is synchronised Mith the sound camera.
One method is to use the same clockwork
drive for both cameras.

W. H. McN., Wirral, writes : " I should

be glad if you would kindly let me know
where I can get a short length (say 50 feet)

of fll"i with sound on film for experimental
projection purposes (16-mm.).

Answer.—There are very few films of

this kind yet available in this country and
as the few copies existing are in the form of

complete reels, it is unlikely the owners
would cut. Possibly, however, either the

British-Thomson-Houston Co., Ltd., CronTi

House, Aldwych, W.C.2, or the R.G.A.
Photophone Ltd., Film House, Wardour
Street, W.l. might be able to sell you a short

length. These two firms are making appara-
tiis using 16-mm. sound-on-film.

H. N. D., Rugby, asks us to recommend
a reliable but cheap exposure meter for use

with Pathe camera fitted with f '3.5 lens.

He has been using one of the " table " type

and is not satisfied with it and enquires

whether one of the kind using sensitive paper

which darkens would be an improvement.
He also asks whether the Coronet Camera is

suitable for the new Pathe super pan. film

and whether a portrait attachment is avail-

able for these cameras, as he wishes to make
his own titles.

Answers.—Many experienced cinemato-

graphers use the Watkins Bee type of cine-

meter and it is certainly an improvement on
the kind where the cinematographer is

entirely dependent upon tables. Much
greater popularity, however, has been
achieved by the "extinction" type of

which several have been reviewed favourably

in our pages. The extinction type has the

advantage of being quite rapid in use and
any of those reviewed in our pages recently

will be found thoroughly reliable, as we have
given all of them a practical test.

The Coronet Camera is made to take the

standard Pathe chargers and is therefore

perfectly satisfactory for the p.s.p. film.

For title purposes our correspondent will

find it very convenient to use the spectacle

lens idea, which is awarded a prize in the

urrent Competition, see page 281. This

scheme is just as adaptable to the Coronet

as to the Pathe camera.

W. W., Newcastle-on-Tyne, enquires how
the 9J-mm. film is attached to the empty
reels supphed by the Pathe film.

Answer.—If you examine the reel you will

find on one side a sit and on the other a

circular opening, the slot being arranged to

take the tooth of the re-wind spindle. If

you look in the circular opening you will find

a cylindrical piece of springy metal which
can be pulled out with a pair of pliers.

This springy metal covers a slot which can
be seen by looking inside the empty reel.

Hold the spool in the left hand with the
opening in the side of the reel facing you,
tuck the end of the film into the slot and
then replace the cylindrical piece of metal
which will now spring out and firmly grip

the small piece of film which is threaded
inside the spindle hole. The film can now
be rapidly wound on by using the paper
fastener idea on page 274 of this issue,

turning in an anti-clockwise direction on the
slot side.

H. D., Walton Village. Liverpool.—Write
to Lodex Service, 2, Kidacre Street, Leeds,
and tell them of your problem. They can
supply you with their standard Lodex
lamphouse, with either resistance or trans-

former, so that you can run the 50 watt
lamp from a 10 volt accumulator. Your
local garage can probably arrange to supply
you with a 12 volt accumulator with one
with the two volt cells removed so as to

give you the necessary 10 volts, and you
mil then have a fine and bright image,
much superior to that obtainable by any
other modification of this model projector.

The Krauss lens will give you about 50
per cent, more light with the ordinary lamp
with a slight improvement in definition over
that of the ordinary lens.

CERRARD 6616!
THE HOME CINEMA
FILM LIBRARY, LTD.
49, GREEK ST., SOHO, W.l

WHEN—
You want 16 mm. originals copied

on 9.5 mm. film ;

WHEN—
You want 35 mm. originals copied

on 16 mm. or 9.5 mm. film ;

WHEN—
You want any Developing and

Printing done as well as it can be

done (16 mm. or 9.5 mm.) ;

WHEN—
You want Hocin (9.5 mm.) Negative

Film ;

WHEN—
You want work done by

specialists in Panchromatic Film :

Write To Us—Or Telephone
Prices on Application.
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STEDMAN'S
CINEMATOGRAPH LABORATORY

Fully equipped for dealing with all branches of

9.5-mm. Laboratory work. Modern Plant.
Experienced operators.

SPECIAUSTS IN REVERSAL AND
NEGATIVE-POSmVE PROCESSES
PRINTING-COPYING—REDUCING

We have our own machine for reducing from
35-mm. standard him to 9.5-mm. in single or
multiple copies. Any length.

TITLES
We specialise in this work, and our Title-making
Machine is designed to produce all Professional
results. We can make titles dissolve, revolve, creep,
slide, increase in size slowly or rapidly, appear and
disappear in the middle of the frame, double or
multiple exposure. We can suoer-impose on copies
made from your own films. Designs are prepared
for Main Titles and artistically lettered. Sub-
titles are set out in attractive plain lettering.

CHARGES: Sub-titles 6d. per foot. run.
Main Titles From 1/- each.

Estimates for any type of special title sent free on
request. Send I W. stamp for samples.

A NEW YEAR'S NOVELTY
Splendid Q.5-mm. continuous animated Trailer of
H.M. THE KING. Attach this to end of your last

reel and finish off your programme in the
approved manner.

PRICE 1 3 EACH POST FREE
MEADOW RD. "Phone Leeds 25250 LEEDS, U

MAKE SURE of BETTER
RESULTS THIS SEASON
FILM DEVELOPING, ETC.

35 mm., 16 mm., 9'5 mm. taken by any
camera. We process your films individually,

paying special attention to instructional

remarks.

Don t spoil your valuable prints. Let us

make a permanent negative record—prints

can then be made as required.

Our treatment of overdense or pale and thin

prints will improve your pictures.

REDUCTION.
We can reduce Standard 35 mm. films to sub-

standard 16 mm. or 9'5mm.

Our Erperls will help you with

any trouble you may have.

Write for copy of our SERVICE, and list

of Library films. Reasonable charges.

D.P. ,FILMS, LIMITED
fCINE FILM LABORATORIES)

40 24 Osnaburgh Street, London, N.W.I

.

Telephone :~Museum 1171

ARE YOU
THINKING OF

BUYING ASCREEN?
Before deciding, try the following
experiment. Project a picture on
to any screen, then v^alk side-

ways until you are at an angle of

some -45 degrees (this is where
most of your audience generally
stray), note whether the reflected

light falls off. Then remember
that all ourscreens have a brilliant

NON-DIRECTIONAL
SURFACE

Sizes, Rigid Type.

24x1821/- 24x32 27/- 30x40 35/-

Also Improved Roller Batten Type

40x30 £3 3

J. DENTON, LTD.
Engine Lane, Low Fell, Co. Durham

F.D., Leeds.—Your 9J-mm. film submitted
to us is fogged throughout and wc can only
suggest that either white light is leaking
into your dark room or else your red light

is not " safe." If you follow the standard
instructions you should not get any trouble
from chemical fog, so we suggest that vou
make sure that your film is not getting
fogged in the way mentioned above.

Do not hesitate to write to

our advertisers for further

particulars of their pro-

ducts or service ; the/ will

gladly give you whatever

information you may
require

BARGAINS
THE AMATEUR CINE SERVICE, M\, Wiilinore
Koad, Bromley, Kent. Largest and Cheapest
Pathescope Film Library. 16 mm. bargains

;

Paillanl-Bolex Model D, £29 ; Ensign 100-B, £15 :

Kodascope Model C, £8 : Ensign 180 for 32v.
Mains, £17 10s. ; Kodatov wil^h Super-attach-
ment. £2 10s. ; Ensign F/2.6 Autokinccani,
£12 iOs. Above.

TEMPTING OFFERS IN 9.5 mm. Home Movie
Projectors, 655., 75s., SOs., 85s. and 903.; Lux,
£16 ; Kid with Super-attachment, 47s. 6d. :

Resistance, 8s. 6d. extra. Super-attachments,
32s. ; Coronet, 28s. 6d. ; r,'2.5 Luxe with Tek-
photo, £14 10s. : F;2.S Mever Model B, £S 5s.

;

F;3.5 Lirxe, £7 ; 'F,3.5 Model B, £4 10s. : Coronet
F/3.9, 38s. 6d. ; Baby Cine, SOs. ; Motor-attach-
ment, SOs. Above.

REFITTING LUXE MOTOCAMERA with F'2,5
and Telephoto,£SSs. : Mo.h-1 B with F;2.8 Me.ver,
£4 OS. : Cinecraft Xitler, £1 Is, ; Lodex Lamp-
house, with special condenser £2 10s. ; or £4 4s.

with Transformer; "Kid" Super-attachment,
17s. 6d. ; Gevaert 9.5 mm. High-Speed film,
-is. Od. in charger; Processing 2s.—Above.

SPECIAL PURCHASE.—Pathescope SO fts., Is. 4d-
each; 60 fts., 3s. 6d. ; Supers, 15s. No lists.

Orders over 10s., post free.—Above.

BRUCE'S FILM HIRE SERVICE. Pathescope
30-ft., 60-ft. and 300-ft reels available for hire
at extremely low rates. Conipletc film catalogue,
8d., post free. Full particulars by return of post.—Bruce's, Ltd., Home >Iovie Fixperts, 28a,
Broadway, Ealing, London, »V,5.

IHOTOR RE-V/INO FITTED TO BOLEX PRO-
JECTOR. Ke-winds in 20 seconds. Send both
Icittum spindles and Ids.—Particulars, stamp,
.lackson, Walton Koad, Stocktonheath, War-
rington.

DEVELOP YOUR OWN 9 mm. FILMS ! Easy
and cheap. Complete apparatus, with instructions,
12s. 6d., post free.—Peri Amateur Cint^ Supplies.
106, Deansgate, Bolton.

PATHESCOPE SUPER FILMS, privately owned,
for hire, cheap. Condition guaranteed, also no-ft.

i-eels. List free.—JTorris, 11, Bargate, Lincoln.

FOR SALE. Kodascope Model " A," lately over-
hauled by Kodak, Ltd. Requires 50 volts.

Complete with extra resistance for higher voltages,
and large screen.—Swithinbank, Maybanks,
Kudgwick, Horsham.
PATHESCOPE, Super reels hired, low rates,
liest films.—Particulars, H. L. Bundy, 143, Friniley
Koad, Camberley, SiuTcy.

"CINE HOUSE." Pathescope Film Librar.v,

supers, 2s., 3 clear davs. We have all Pathescope
Super Films in our Library. " There is no b^tlej-

film service." We stock all leading cine apparatus,
9 mm. and 16 mm. Hire, exchange, deferred
tcrnis. Business hours, weekdays, including
Saturdav, 8-9 ; Sundav, 10 to 1.—2 Anlaby
Road, Teddington, Molcsey 1064.

EXCLUSIVE 9.5 mm., 16 mm. FILMS. New
List, stamp. Kew sample trailer. 30-ft., 3s. 6d.
9.5 mm. Camera film, 30-ft., 2s.; processing, 2s.

Xo callers.—A. Atkinson, 24b, Albert Bridge
Road, S.W.ll.

BELL AND HOWELL CAMERA. Taylor and
Cooke 3.5 fixed focus lens, two speeds, 16 and ;i2

frames per second with Cinophot and case. Price
£15 (Fifteen Pounds), or nearest offer. Cost
£59 10s.—K. Brigham, c/o Brigham & Cowaii,
Ltd., South Shields.

PATHESCOPE SUPER REELS for Eire and
Exchange.—Heathcote, 302, Radford Road,
Nottiiiiiham.

AMERICAN, FRENCH AND BRITISH 16 mm, and
9.5 mm. EXCLUSIVE FILMS FOR SALE. Produced
by "Empire," " Ccamo Films" and "Cine .Art

Featiuettes," etc. Good selection. Lists, stamp
please. " Cosmo Films," 3 Haigli Street, Brig-

house, Torks.

TALKIES TALKIES
Fit any Projeclor, 9-imii. or l6-mm., direct
flexible drive, perfect reproduction, exact
synchronisation.

^^^^^^^^£12/12/0
ENSIGN AUTOMATIC PROJECTOR
Superlite Fi.6 Lens, new large short focus
condenser, lOO-watt direa illumination, enureiy
automatic, self-erecting spool arms, air-cooled, aU
enclosed motor fittings, extra - . ^ /^ a '**
resistance, carrying case. %\ 7/1 0/
Super outfit. ' '

16-mm. NEW VICTOR CAMERA
Latest F2.9, visual focussing, turret head,
audible footage, multi-speeds, title crank, visual
footage, latest tele-finder, ''Velvet" motor,
perfectly silent. All bronze body, chromium
fittings throughout. 2 vears' guarantee. htif\

ONLY a'Ov

ENSIGN LATEST TRIPOD
Thalhammer type, revolving, swing, tilting
head, rock-steady, locking device, locking legs,
rubber and point dual legs, finest JJ'T lA A //\
obtainable. Approval willingly. S't/IUyU

WANTED - - - APPARATUS
In exchange for Latest New Models. All
makes supplied immediately. Write now.

Finest Stock in Lanes. Film Libraries.

EDWIN GORSE
86 ACCRINGTON ROAD - BLACKBURN.

Something New !

BUILD YOUR OWN

TALKIE
OUTFIT

Convert your 16mm. silent projector

to Talkies with the new TALKATOME
Synchronised Turntable (Constructor's

Model) for

£9 17 6
You can also convert your own silent films

into sound films at the TALKATOME
Recording Studios. We are open to

include suitable films In our Library.

COUPON
Please send me full particulars of

TALKATOME Equipment and Studio
facilities.

M

TALKATOME
HOME

TALKING
FILM

EQUIPMENT
LIMITED

89 91 Wardour Street, London,

(H,M. 1/3.0W.I

HOME MOVIES
JAN. 1933

QUERY COUPON
This Coupon, available through-

out the month of JAN, 1933,

should accompany your question.
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ttlE EDITOR'/
EW/ RE

" / go to visit the

Movie Man, for whom

I've writ a play."

Ben Jonson
A.D. 1614.

Promising Prospects

WITH the New Year well under
way there is every indication

that 1933 will see more advancement
in Amateur Cinematography than any
previous year. This advancement will

come not only from the marketing of

better apparatvis than has heretofore

been available, but from the fuller

realisation of the enormous poten-
tialities of what has been called—for

^vant of a better name—"sub-
standard " film. It cannot be too
often emphasised that with modern
amateur apparatus and with modern
panchromatic film stock the result.s

obtainable on the screen can be made
"fully equal in quality to those pro-
jected in the professional theatres.

Recently in the United States, when
a nimiber of professional cinemato-
graphers and cameramen were viewing
the jDrize-winning films in an amateur
competition, most of them expressed
the opinion that photographicalh-
these films would be a credit to any
-studio.

A British Advantage
Here in England we have all the

technical advantages possessed by the
American amateur cinematographer,
the same cameras and film stock
being available on both sides of the
Atlantic. So far as lenses are con-
•cerned we have, even, an advantage,
for the high standard of British cine
lenses is universally recognised. The
most expensive American amateur
•cine cameras are fitted with Briti.sh

lenses, as indeed are a large number
of American professional cameras,
and while they are available on both
sides of the Atlantic the American
enthusiast must pay a heavj- import
duty before he can use them.

" Sixteen " Forges Ahead
Quite apart from its many other

advantages, sub-standard film scores
heavily in the field of portability and
low cost ; and it is interesting to

learn that for the first time this year
the British Mount Everest Expedi-
tion will rely on the 16-mm. size to

make their ciiiematographic record.

^Miile, of coin-se. this means that the
film ]3roduced cannot be shown in

professional cinemas, this does not
mean that it will not be possible to

display it to very large audiences, for

apparatus is now available by means
of which screen ])ictures from 16-mm.
film can be shown in large size and
with the brilliance and clarity usually
associated with the professional screen.

BINDING
FOR

CASES

tiHOME MOVIES
In order that readers may
keep their copies of " Home
Movies " in good condition
pending the completion of the
volume, when binding cases
will be issued, the Publishers
can now supply SPRING-BACK

BINDING CASES AT

THREE SHILLINGS EACH
POST FREE.

Such is the importance attained by
the 16-mm. size in exploration work
that the Royal Geographical Society

recently had built a special 16-mm.
projector fitted with a mirror arc

lamphouse, which was exhibited at the
Physical and Optical Society's Exhibi-

tion held last month at the Royal
College of Science, South Kensington.

A Big Advantage
With this apparatus the Society are

able to screen the sub-standard size

just as successfully as they had
pre\'iously done the cumbrous 35-mm.
fibn, while, of course, the non-
inflammabiUty of the sub-standard
stock removes the necessity for the

elaborate fire prevention fittings which
are r|uite rightly compulsory when the
larger film is shown.

Country Films

jMany of our readers will liave seen
the hiteresting letter from the Rev.
J. O. Walker, of Beccles, which
appeared on the leader page of The
Times on January 11 last. This
letter, which is reproduced elsewhere
in the current issue, should be the
means of stimulating many to record
those aspects of country life which are
ignored by the professional producer.
For all we know, there may even now
be some modern Gilbert White com-
piling a cinematographic '

' Selborne
'

' ;

and oui- readers have already heard of.

and many will have seen, the admir-
able film. " Bristol—Birthplace of

America," made by Mr. F. G. Warne,
and Mr. Bassett-Lowke's film of

Northampton. In connection with the
former we are interested to learn

that the Lord Mayor of BrLstol has
received a letter from one of the
mayors of the twin city of Bristol,

Virginia, Teiuiessee, exjaressing his

delight in the filna which was recently
shown there. He says :

—

'

' I am glad to inform you that
it was shovni in all the schools of

our city for both white and coloured
children. In addition it was shown
in our Y.M.C.A. for white adults,

and it was viewed by several

thousand citizens during the
different showings."

Propaganda Effects

We understand also that one of the
results of showing this film in America
is to bring a large number of inquiries

to the Bristol Publicity Bureau from
prospective American visitors and
from Tourist Services in New York
who are proposing to add Bristol to
the recommended centres for visiting.

The Editor.
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A Club for Sydney
The Editor, Home Movies

Dear Sir,-—No doubt you will be
pleased to hear that a club has been
formed in Sydney for the purpose of

bringing together all aniat«ur cinema-
tographers, both 9.5- and 16-niin.

We will be glad if you could put us
in touch with some of the leading

(•in6 societies in Great Britain, with a
view to exchanging both films and
literary matter, dealing with all phases
of cin6 work.

Should any of the Englisli clubs

desire it, we woidd be only too pleased

to post copies of our " Movie News."

We also wish to congratu-

late you on your excellent

publication. Home Movies
AND Home Talkies, which
we feel will be of great

service to amateur cine

users.

Wishing you every success

with your new publication,

—

Yours faithfully,

(Signed) R. AV. Arthur,
Hon. Sec. and Treas.

The Sydney Movie Makers'
Club,

484 Gteorge Street,

Sydney, Australia.

FROM HERE
AND THERE
of dancing before Her Majesty the
Queen in 1926.

Any inquiries re the hiring of the
fihn should be made to Miss G. A.
Hall, Cliff Mount, Scarborough.

Films of Country Life
The following letter appeared

recently in " The Times " :

—

Sib,—For the encouragement of

one may have to wait months for
another opportunity. But gradually
the picture is being pieced together,
and it is a source of immense interest

to the villagers who figure in it, and,
I believe, to a wider circle of all who-
love our coimtryside.

Youis faithfully,

J. G. Walker.
Beccles.

Neil

Folklore Film
for Hire

READERS of Home
Movies who are inter-

ested in the old customs and
traditions of England -will

like to know that, as there is

no cine club in the Scar-

borough d'strict, the local

branch of the English Folk
Dance Society have had a
16-mm. 350 feet film taken
of the N o ! t h Skelton
traditional Sword Dance,
which they are willing

to hire out to anyone
interested at the rate of 5s. for one
night and 2s. 6d. for each subsequent
night, and postage both ways.
The Long Sword Dance, which is

peculiar to Yorkshire, was originally

part of a mid-winter ritual which
was dramatically presented, but the
<lance has in most cases parted
company from the drama which
survives as the Christmas Mummers
Play. There are several traditional

sword teams in Yorkshire, each with
their own particular dance, which
has been handed down to tliem

through countless generations and
each bearing the name of the village

to which i belongs. The dance which
has been filmed is the finest example
of the Yorkshire Long Sword Dance,
and the team—who are all ironstone
miners from the little village of North
Skelton-in-Cleveland-—had the honour

[ir»/i- World

Hamilton, the weil-known screen actor, filming

his wife on board the " Aquitania
"

others who may liave read your
recent article, may I say that I liave

fouiul much interest in making a
""country life" film during the past

three years ?

Besides a regular round of agricul-

tural operations, I film village events,

sucli as the flower show. Armistice Day
ceremonial, scenes at the scliool, or a

ploughing match. When occasion

offers less fret|uent scenes are recorded,

such as tliatchers at work on a roof

or well-sinkers. Lambing operations

have given me some particularly

charming incidents. When on holiday

in otlier parts of the country 1 film

the corresponding events, as these

often show interesting regional

ilifferences.

A good deal of patience is needed,

as our climate often obscures the light

demanded for a good photograph, and

Prize Photography
CHAN(iHAr EXPRESS," which
»J has now been generally released

and has no doubt been seen by our
readers in all ])arts of the country,.
has been awarded the aiuiual prize

for the best cinematography
by the American Academy
of Motion Picture Art ami
Sciences. Whatever one may
think of the story, this

pictuie is well worthy of
study by every amateur
cinematographer, as it con-
tains some of the finest ex-

amples of cin6-camera work
that have yet appeared on
the screen.

Another film which has
not been generally relea.sed

and is only shown at special

theatres is the German ])ic-

ture, "The Blue Light," a
legend of the Dolomites.
This picture is a veritable

masterpiece of cinemato-
graphy, practically all of

the shots being outdoors.

AVe would recommend
every reader of Home
Movies, who is able to do
so, to study this picture.

Although ]jassing as a
" talkie," it is really a silent

[) i c t u r e with synchron-
i.sed accompaniment, and
the little talking which
occurs (in German or
Italian) has obviously been
post-synchronised. Whenever
any explanatory sjieech

occurs, corresponding words
are printed on the lower
portion of the picture
in English, so that there

is not the slightest difficulty in follow-

ing the story. Many skilled amateur
cinematographers have been humbled
on seeing this jiicture, for it is beyond
question that piactically all of the
breath-taking shots are well within
the abilities of the amateur with <(uite

simple apjiaratus. The skill of artistry

comes fiom the choice of viewpoint
and lighting. Probably because the
intelligence of the average picture-

goer is rated too low, this film has
not been widely booked, although we
believe that it would prove extremely
jjopular with all intelligent audiences.

We sincerely hope means will be found
of jjuttmg a copy of this film into the

amateur libraries.

Support the Advertisers who
Support " Your Paper "
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THE CINE AND THE CAT
By S. U. LLOYD

ANYONE \viio has chased a cat
loiuxil tlie saiden iti the vain

endeavour to get it to pose for a
still photograpli will realise that
ovoii with the modern facilities of a
cine camera the difticvilties of such
outdoor work are by no means small !

Hut imloors it is a different story.

Here the area of

operation is not
only much moi'e

restricted, but if

the room is at ail

comfortable the

cat or kitten

will be mucli

more amendable
to discipline.

The cine film

is the medium
par excellence for

recording t h e

activities of

home jiets. With
modern super-

sensitive fihn we
are no longer

impeded by the

absence of ade-

(|uate daylight,

for with a single
" Photofiood " or
" Neron " lamp,
such as have
been described

in these pages,

any of the three

photographs on
this page could
have been taken
with a cine
camera fitted

with an f/1.8 or

1.9 lens, using a sheet of wtiite paper
as a reflector to soften the shadows.
The candle flame, as will be observed,
photographs quite well, but naturally
the light it gives is insufficient

to provide ajiy additional photo-
graphic illmnination.

With two such lamps well exposed,
pictures of this "close-up" variety
come well within the scope of the cine
camera fitted with an f/2.8 or 3.5

lens, provided the lamps are used in

suitable reflectors. The light should
not be placed too near the subject,

otherwise the kitten will become
restive. If you are fortunate enough
to get your model to attack some
object, such as the bottle shown,
there will be no difficulty in keeping
it well within the field of view and.
as with large apertures, the depth of
focus is small, any great variation
from the pre-determined position will

tend to throw the subject out of
focus. Pictures of the type shown in
the upi^er illustration are best taken
by attracting the kitten's attention
with a moving object.

A good subject which always makes
an appeal in a cin6 fikn is the mother

carrying her kittens in her mouth,

you are fortunate enough to have

camera handy just when the mother is about

to transfer her litter from one place U
another yon will be able to get a

very interesting series, but here,

of course, you will ahnost

always require to have

daylight, unless
yon are particu-

larly lavish with
your lamps, for

naturally it is not
possible to follow
the cat in her
excursions with a
battery of bulbs !

A very inter-

esting little
series can be
made showing a
favourite kitten
from its youngest
days up to
mature " cat-

hood " — maybe
followed by a
series showing
her own kittens.

It is indeed far

easier to take cine

films of young
animals than still

pictures, as with a
still camera the
shutter is rarely

pressed at the
right time'.
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HOW TO TAKE
FILMS OF
BIRD LIFE

By John Clegg,!F.R.M.S.

With illustrations by the Author

Above : Filming the nest shown on the next page

On the left : A " hide " ready for occupation

PliOBABLY the most ]jopular of

tlie short interest fihiis show^l in

picture houses are the fihiis of bird

life taken in natiual surroundings.

Pictures of birds feeding their young
at the nest never fail to evoke admira-
tion, and perhaps to the uninitiated,

wonder that such records of the inti-

inate <lomestic life of wild birds can
be obtained by tlie cinematograph
camera.
Although it cannot bo said that it

is an easj- branch of cinematograph
work, it is nevertheless ijuite possible

for ' amateurs who are willing to

devote some time to it and who
jireferably have some knowledge of

the creatures they intend to photo-

graph, to obtain interesting films of

bird life. In fact

the majoritj- of the
natural history
films actually seen

in the picture houses are taken by
naturalists who make a hobby of
cinematography. It is not a branch
that appeals or in fact is suitable to

the professional cinematograjiher on
account of the large amoimt of time
required to complete even quite a
short film of series of incidents in the
life of a particular bird.

Assuming that one is considering
taking up bird-cinematography the
((uestion of apjjaratus comes first for

consifleration. If you already jjos-sess

a cine-camera, this part of your
equipment will be settled as you will

naturally wish to use the one you
have. For those who are contem-
plating buying one the following
poinis will be useful

What Kind of Camera ?

Fiist of all the gauge will have to
be considered—3.5-mm.. 16-inm., or
9.5-mm. If you are liojsing to sell

some of jour work to the big dis-

tributors (and there is a good demantl
for original nature films for " shorts "),

35-mm. standard films is the only one
to consider. Although the sub-
standard libraries contain natural
history films, these are practically all

reducetl from standard stock.

Another advantage of standartl

stock is that from youv negatives good
enlargements uji to h ]ilate or even
larger can be made, and as there is a
ready sale for natinal history photo-
graphs, one may thus help to make
ones hobby a paying proposition.

The disaflvantages of 3o-mm. work
are firstly, the heavier cameras ; and
secondly, the difficulties or expense of

A charming study of a bird alighting on its nest
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processing. As regards the first, it

can be said that there are on the
market (ami on the secondliand market
too) standard 35-nim. cameras wliich

a:e Httle, if any, bigger than 16-min.
cameras. Witli regax-d to processing
the expense need not deter anyone
from trying it. The writer both
develops and prints liis films on home-
made apparatus. The developing
"plant" cost imder 40s., while the
printer is adapted from an old pro-
jector mechanism.

If, however, the films are only for

your own amusement, the sub-standard
outfits are cjuite satisfactorj'. Ques-
tions of economj- or convenience will

very powerful '"tolephoto" lens for
sub-standard cameras.

Making the Hide
Tlie only other essential is a means

of keeping the photographer out of
sight whilst taking the shots. In
practice a structure called a "hide"
is used. This takes many forms, but
usually a light portable tent forms the
basic structure. One can make a
suitable tent like that shown in the
illustration for mider 10s. Balloon
cloth is used for the covering and
stout canes for the poles. A strip of
hooks and eyes placed over a long
slit at the front will enable the lens

of the camera
to project at any
desired height
and yet keep the
photographer out
of sight. If tapes
are sewn all over
the sides, camou-
flaging matter
such as twigs,
bunches of grass,

etc., can be tied

on and the
" hide" made to

resemble closely

I

nest each day until it is about 10 feet-
away by the day it is intended to
'"shoot." Due regard must be had
to the position of the liglit, etc., when
setting the hide up in its final posi-
tion, anil the distance from the
camera to the nest carefully measured
to obtain the setting of the focussing
scale of the lens. Many birds will

become accustomed to a hide if it is

only set up the previous night or even
an hour or two before photography is

attempted, and in these cases it is

not necessary to set it up several days
in advance.

When going to photograph the
nest, it is as well if possible to take a
friend with you who wiU .see you
settled in the hide and then waUc
away. Birds are believed to be bad
compters, and if they see your friend
walking away they will in all proba-
bility think that there are no human
beings in the \'icinity and return
almost immediately to their nest.
This little ruse is by no means essen-
tial but it often obviates a long wait
in the hide.

You will now be settled in the hide
as comfortably as possible (a small
folding stool is a useful thing to
include in your kit) with the camera

Above : Arctic Tern alighting at nest
On right : Young blacl<-headed gulls in

nest

flecide whether you use 9.5-mm. or
16-mm.

If possible a camera should be
obtained which will permit focussing
on a piece of matt fihn (made by
rubbing a piece of film with emery
paper) placed in the gate. It is

always useful to know how much can
be included on the picture at a
certain distance especially at short
ranges. A^Tiilst most cameras now are
motor-driven, a hand-cranked machine
is not to be despised, and in fact has
advantages for this class of work.
The writer has used one of the original
Baby Pathe hand-cranked models and
obtained good films of bird life.

A good strong tripod is essential for
bird cinematography and one, more-
over, that can be used at a height of
about 3 feet. If it has a tilting top
so much the better. Although the
lenses supplied with the cameras
will do to start, once one has passed
out of the novice stage, one feels the
need of a longer focus lens or tele-

photo lens. With these a good -sized

image of the birds can be obtained
from further away and many other-
wdse unobtainable shots can be secured
by their aid. A 4-ineh lens acts as a

its siu-roundings. The material, if of a
hght colour, should be dyed to a
darker shade of brown or green.

And now we can consider the
actual photography. Quite the easiest

method of securing the photographs is

to take them of the bird at the nest
when it is incubating its eggs. A
nest is found, the eggs of which are
known by previous experience or

observation to be nearly ready for

hatching. The bird is much more
likely to return Ciuickly to such a
nest. The hide is set up and camou-
flaged, if possible some few days
before photography is to be attempted,
at a distance of some .50 feet from the
nest. It is then moved nearer the

trained on to the nest, and you will

have seen that there are no flopping

pieces of tent to scare the birds away.
All you have to do now is to wait

for the return of the bird, which
should not be very long if you have
made your preparations carefully and
have kept absolutely still in the tent.

If, however, there is no sign of the

bird after an hour or an hour and a

half it is as well to give up the attempt,

to prevent the bird from forsaking the

nest. \Mien the bu-d returns it will

probably aUght some distance from
the nest and gradually make its way
to it. After a few seconds start the

mechanism of the camera (without

threading the film) and accustom the
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fiiiematograph.\- is imiiiovecl if a definite prearranged plan
is decided on. The chance shots of different birds are
lather disappointing wlien projected, and it is as well to
take one particular bird and work out bj- the camera its

life hi.story. If a rough scenario is tlrawn up at the
l)eginning of the season, it will be useful. Suppose, for
instance, tlie bird chosen is the tern or sea swalljw. For
a complete film we .should rei|uire a shot of the birJs
flying overhead showing their graceful flight and tlien iu
contra.st one of the birils walking in its ungainly fashion
on the sand (near the ne.-t). A closeup of the nest scrape
iind eggs would follow anrl the birds alighting at the
nest and sittina on the eggs. Then one of the eggs

bii'd to the i:oise. In mo.st eases
the birti will not be very .startled

by the noise for it is a surprisini;
fact that the continuous whirr
of a cine camera is not so
frightening to a bird as the

click of the shutter of n still

camera. If the birfl then does
not seem to be ^eiy scaied
thread the film uj) and, whei
the bird is where you want it.

start to "shoot." After you
have finished leave the nest and
its surroundings as little ilis-

turbed as po.ssible so as not to call the attention of small
boys and other vandals to the .spot.

Only the broad outlines of the subject have been given
above, but the.\- will be sufficient to enable anyone to
make a start at this fascinating hobby. After thisi experi-
ence will teach the ))eginner more rapidlj- than any written
descriptions.

Like all branches of cinematography, natiual history

chipping and possibly of the chicks emerging, the parent
feeding the j'oung with fish, and so on. concluding with
another shot of the birds flying overhead anfl out of
the picture. Such a film (most of which has been done bj-

the writer recently) would lie a constant source of
jjleasure to the worker him.self and, in addition, might be
accepted for profe.ssional exhibition and doubly repay for

all the trouble it had taken.

««THE AMERICAN ANNUAL
PHOTOGRAPHY, 1933**

OF

I
'HIS well-known ])ublicatiou. wliich

* hails from Boston, is of more
than ordinary interest to the cinema-
tographer, for although more than
100 pages are given u]) to rejiroduc-
tions of Exhibition pictures—the
study of which, by the way, will be
most hel)iful to ail cinematographers
interested in comjjosition—more than
twice this space is given ujj to illus-

trated articles b\- experts. Among
those of direct interest to the cine
amateur are "Light and Its Applica-
tion to the Cine Art," "Some New
Developments in the Amatem- Cine
Field," "Character Make-Up for the
Amateur," "Cine Titles," "Help
With Your Cini'- Films." and "' Making
Cave Movies."
The author of the last article,

incidentally, does not ajjpear to us to
be a model of what a cineniatographer
should be in the wav of showing con-

sideration for others, for he does not
seem to have the slightest compunc-
tion in filling a confined space in a

cave full of delicate stalagmites and
stalactites with chemical fumes and
smoke from his torches so long as he
obtains the )>hotographic effect he
requires. Listen, for example, to this :

"We have had some very disagree-

able experiences with the smoke antl

gas given off by flares. You must
watch this part of the work very
closely or disaster may overtake you.
Most caves have some air circulation,

and the smoke will not be dangerous ;

but we have been caught in situa-

tions where no trouble had been anti-

cipated." Again, speaking of some
experiments in lighting, he says :

" Profiting by this practice. I now tr\'

to get shifting billowing clouds of

smoke into my pictures where the air

cm-rents jjermit." We sincerely hope

that English cinematographers will

not commit acts of vandalism of this

nature !

Many of the articles dealing with
still photogra})hy are extremely in-

teresting and valuable, even if they
have no direct application to cinemato-
graphj-. Many, however, do overlaj)

this field, such as that entitletl " Com-
])osition in Photography," which is

illustrated by no less than 37 diagrams
to einjihasise the author's points.

These diagrams are nearly all analyses
of composition in actual photographs
and are not mere theorising.

"The American Annual of Photo-
graphy "

is obtainable in this country
from IVIessrs. Sands, Hunter & Co.,

Ltd., price IDs. in paper and 1.5s. in

cloth cover.

Keep your eye on the

advertisements in HOME
MOVIES -they're news!
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MOVIE THRILLS
and

How to Fake Them
By NORMAN HUNTER

THE introduction of a well produced
"thrill" into an amateur film

will often make all the difference

between partial failure and complete
success from the point of view of your
audience. And it is not only plays

that can be improved by jjutting in

some thrills. A travel picture or a

film of family life can be given just

that much needed punch with the

addition of a thrill scene at some
suitable ]ioint.

Most of the .sensational effects pro-

duced in cinematography are made
possible by the fact that two scenes

may be shot at totally diffeient

times and in different places j'et can
be made to follow each other on the

screen as if no inte^^•al at all had
occurred between.
Here are some brief synopses of

"thrills" that call for nothing in the

way of elaborate or expensive appli-

ances or conditions impossible for the

amateur to create.

Car Crashing into Obstacle.—Com-
mence with a medium shot of the car

travelling along the road. Then take a

shot from the car showing the scenery

going past. Another shot showing the

car coming towarrls the camera. Now,
keeping the car out of the picture,

take a short shot of the obstacle. A
tree fallen across the road would be

excellent, but you are unlikely to find

one so you will have to use either

level crossing gates or a lorry drawn
across the roarl. You will be able to

This will fit the

Kodak title

frame and can

be used for

Pathe and
Victor

get a shot of a lorry or van driving

out or tiu-ning in a fairly quiet road.
Next take a close up of the driver of

the car showing sudden realisation of

the object and fear. A cpiick shot of

the obstacle taken from the driving

seat of the car or rather taken by
standing up behind the diiver to get

as near as possible to his viewpoixit

while he drives towards the obstacle,

stopjjing. of course, a safe distance

awa^•. Then a brief close up of the
driver's hand as he clutches at the
hand brake then a shot of the oljstacle

light close up. As you take this last

shot swing your camera towards the

obstacle then suddenly check it anfl

give it a twist sideways and swing it

roiuid to the right or left. Finish
with a shot of either a wrecked car
obtained at an old car dump or, if

that is not convenient, you can inake
a realistic crash tlummy with the

Cut this out and slip it in the Bell-Howell, Ensign or Cinecraft title frame

spare wheel, a lamp, some bent and
twisted scrap iron, one of the car seat
cushions and hidden away among
them a tin containing some rag soaked
in paraffin and ignited to .show smoke
coming from the wreck. A further
gruesome detail would be a foot or
hand sticking out of the wreckage,
easily managed b^- someone, the rest
of whose person is kept out of sight.

Fire Scenes. — A foiest fire is

easily simulated hy lighting a i^iece of
dry twig and holding it below and a
few inches in front of the lens while
shooting the scene. The effect of the
flames and smoke will be exactly as if

the whole of the wood that is being
taken were on fire.

For a house on fire effect have
several tins containing paraffin-soaked
rag and place one just inside each
window of the house that will be
taken in by the shot you are going to
make. Have the smoke tins lit, and
u.se either electric fans or sheets of
cardboard operated by ]iersons hidden
in the room to blow the smoke out
of the wmdows. Take a good long
shot of this and when you edit later
on, intersper.se a few short shots
here and there of fire engines dashing
through the streets—^scenes which
you can take when opportunity occurs.
Interiors showing people trajjped in
the burning house can include one of
someone wrenching a door ojaen but
slamming it to again as smoke ]iours
tluough—faimed tlu-ough from a
smoke tin placed outside ; while a
si lot taken on the stairs with a piece
of burning twig in front of the lens,
as already- described, will give a most
thrilling effect, jiarticularly if some of
the characters are seen attempting
to ilescend the stairs and being
apjiarentlj' beaten back bj' the flames.
The final shot of the rescue via the

window will have to be done with
one of the characters in costiune as
a fireman, xising a ladder as an escape
and filming only the upper part. But
if this presents difficulties the rescue
coukl be effected by one of the charac-
ters soaking a cloth with water and
(torUimted on page 338 foot oj first col.)
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Fig. 1. The Author's device for scraping

WORKERS on 16-inm. film have
available a number of spliciiig

machines which efficiently perform all

tlie requisite operations ; from trim-

ming to the final step of keeping
the two lapped ends rmder pressure

while the cement sets. The 9-mm.
user has, however, only one such piece

of apparatus, that sold by the Patho
Coinpany, which )irovides for keeping
the splice imder rjressure and in

alignment wliile drying. It is, how-
ever, an excellent little instrument and
costs but a few shillings.

.

The rec^uirements of a good splice

on 9-mm. flhn are, of course, the same
as on the larger size film. It must be
strong, must pass through the machine
without "judder " and should not be
apparent on the screen.

Special Considerations

In joining 9-mm. film some other
considerations arise in achieving the
desired end and I propose to deal with
the points as they arise during the
course of an imaginary demonstration
of making a splice.

For reasons which will be apparent
later I always make a splice in a given
order, rimning the fibn from left to

right before me from the top spool of

the projector on the left into a clean
waste-paper basket on the right. The
two ends to be joined are fii'st trimmed
with a pah- of scissors just beyond a
perforation and as close to the perfora-

tion as is practicable. The reason for

the close trim becomes clear when it

is remeinbered that there is part of

the picture on the fihn beyond the
perforation. If, then, any considerable

j3art of the picture is included in the
join there wUl appear on projection a
'

' flash
'

' reveaUng a second picture ex-

tending but half-way down the screen.

Scraping
Of the two overlapping ends which

constitute the splice one will have a
coating of gelatme which holds the
picture. As the cement will only join

celluloid surfaces the gelatine surface
must first be scraped off in order to
bare the celluloid. Here again the
removal of the gelatine much beyond
the inner side of the perforation may
cause a "flash" on the screen, this

time a white one. It is clear, therefore,

that the film must be scraped only asfar
as the other piece of fihn will overlap.

Professional film jomers have for

many years ensured a clean edge in
removing tlie gelatme by placing a
piece of straight-edged metal over the
part of the film to be protected

;

revealing only the end from which the
gelatine is to be removed. I have

SPLICING

9mm. film
By HARRY WALDEN

made myself a very simple and con-
venient edge for this purpose out of a
]3iece of thin sheet zinc as shown in

Fig. 1. This is just small enough to

go into the bottom of the box holding
the mender. It will be seen that in

order followed it is the left-hand piece

of film from which the gelatine is

1 FILM

fQ£SSU9B

r^OTCH BOLT
aacESs

Fig. 3. The wrong way

removed. The broken edge of a
hack-saw blade is often recommended
as a scraper but I have foimd this
and other heavy instrimaents a little

rough and if not used carefully,
inclined to tear away the tiiin .strip of
celluloid between the perforation and
the end of the film (A). I use an
Ensign Print Trimmer for the purjjose

1
FILM

Fig. U. Spliced this way the film must pass

the gate sweetly

as it very satisfactorily and quickly
takes the gelatine off without undue
pressure. The pens are, moreover,
very cheap and may be thrown away
when they become blunt.
The two ends are now ready for

joining and the right-hand piece is

put on the mender first, face dovm-
wards. Then the left hand piece is

X3ut on, also face doivnwards. In this

position the left-hand piece may be
easily lifted with the fingers of the
left hand leaving the right hand free

to apply the cement : an important
point for a right-handed person. The

Fig. 2. The film face should be downwards

cement should be applied sparingly
only to those two siufaces which are
to be joined. If too much is used
dissolved celluloid may ooze out round
the edges of the perforation and the
edges of the fihn while under the
pressure clamp. I prefer to use a
small camel-hair brush for the pur|50.se

rather than the glass rod provided
with the cement.

Removing the Film
The join will be sufficiently set after

ten or fifteen seconds and may be
removed from the mender after opening
all three clamps by giving it a slight

twist. Care should be exercised in

opening the pressure lids, as, if they
are forced back and strained it may
be found that, in making subsequent
joins, the pressure has become uneven.
If this happens one side of the film in

the mender takes most of the pre.ssure

with the result that the other side

receives too little and the join that

side will be imperfect. If such an
accident occurs the pressure pad may
be adjusted so that it sets flat on the

film but, in gauging the adjustment,
two pieces of film should be put into

the clamp before it is clipped down.

Avoiding " Judder "

Some readers raaj^ have been sur-

prised at the practice described above
of placmg the fihl^s to be joined face

down in the mender. This course is,

however, followed in the following

circumstances. 'WHien the joined film

passes through the projector it re-

cjuires to pass over the recess for the

notch-bolt. If film is joined in the

order showir m Fig. 3 and the splice

is not too well made it will " judder "

as it ijasses through the projector.

In order to avoid any chance of tliis

defect I alwaj's join my films as shown
in Fig. 4 in order that they are certain

to pass through the machine smoothly,

Neiv Colour Films
For a long time the Kodacolor pro-

cess was the only natural colour

photography available to the amateur
cinematographer, but recently the

Agfa process which operates on similar

principles was introduced on the

British market, and now the two-
colour process invented by Lady
WiUiams and marketed by the Bell &
Howell Company under the name of

•'Morgana" is available in America.

We know of two other colour processes

on the way, one of which at least

will require very little more light for

projection.' than the ordinary black

and white film.
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Thejclaws will fit the average mantelpiece,

a window-wedge making up any variation

A LUMINIUM is nowadays quite
•** cheap, even in large sheets. In
tlie big cities, at any rate, there are

plenty of metal merchants where yon

can go and take yonr pick of size and
tliickness

The surface of the new sheet is too

shiny for use as a cine screen, but

there is veiy little trouble in giving

it a good smooth matt texture. LaA-

the sheet on a flat table and rub it all

over with a jjiece of emery cloth ot

the grade FF (very fine). Don't rub
too hard, and in any case the result

will be streaky in appearance, tliough

] irobably quite satisfactory in use. As
you may as well make a nice finish

while you are about it, and as it will take

but very little longer, it is well to re-

move the streaks and substitute a fine

grain by rubbing all over the surface

with an abrasive powder. (See Fig. 1.)

Using Knife Polish

You can use knife polish, which is

very fine emery powder, but a ciiiicker

result is got by the use of the car-

bortmdimi powder used for grinding

motor-car valves. The finest grade.

WHY NOT A SOLID

ALUMINIUM SCREEN?
BRILLIANT PICTURES AT A LO^ COST

By DAVID CHARLES

No. 100, is right for the job, and by
far the best tool for applying the
grinding powder is the human hand !

It will wash off fairly easily, but if

.vou have an old glove, or a cork pad.
or something of that sort, all risk to

self-respect will be avoided.
Having obtained a good surface,

you can try it with the projector and
satisfy yourself by drilling a hole in

tlie middle of one edge, by which to

hang the screen upon a nail in the

wall, or you can proceed further to

make the not very pretty but decidedly

u.seful pair of claws seen in Fig. 2.

These can be cut out of any oddments
of wood, thick or thin, that you may
have by you. The only essential is

to get somewhere approaching the

measurements indicated on the two
places where they are shown. Nothing
else matters ! In the centres of the

solid portions bore a hole to take the

screws illustrated, which are a quarter-
inch thick by two inches long.

Building the Frame
Wliatever size ,>'ou have made jour

screen, you will need a strip of batten
for one of the long sides, and one of
the two big screws is driven in to
eacli end of the batten. You will

perhaps have noticed that the fly-nut

on each of these screws has been put
on the opposite way to the conven-
tional one. This is not a mistake, as
you will soon see if you have the
patience to follow me a little furthei-.

Before fixing tlie screen to the batten
(Fig. 3) it is well to drill a row of

^ ^'i^
\

^^> ^^ *-:t

L,^^

Fig. 2. Cut these pieces of any odd wood.
The open slot should be about 2 inches
wide, and the shorter arm 3! inches long

Other measurements do not matter.
The screws shown are 2 inches long

Above, Fig. 3. Screw one edge of the
screen to a length of wood batten. In the

ends of the batten fix the two long screws

On left, Fig. 1. A beautiful surface is

quickly produced on plain aluminium sheet

by rubbing it with valve-grinding powder
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small holes near to one edge for the
screws to go through, and also to bend
the other three edges of the sheet
(unless you have bought a really stout
one) over the etlge of a table as shown
in the photograph, No. 4. This has
the effect of considerably stiffening

the sheet. When you have done this,

and have screwed it to the batten,
"withdraw the big end screws, and
drive them in again with a washer

Fig. 5. This shows how the claw fittings

clip on to a table, showing the finished

side either over, or away from, the table,

as may be desired

and one of the funny wooden shapes
on each. You will find that without
driving the screws more than comfort-
ably tightly, you can clamp the end
pieces in several positions by using
the fiyiiuts. I will waste no more
w^ords in describing these or their

purpose, which you can see for your-
self (as well as very likely finding
other useful ones) by examining the
remaining illustrations, Nos. 5 and 6,

and the heading.

Fig. 4. Bending the edges of the aluminium sheet over the edge of a table like this will

make it much stiffer

Fig. 6. The device will also fit easily

over the end of a bed

MOVIE CURIOSITY
Ho'w the Wheels go Wrong

By **DON"
HAVE you ever noticed when you

have been to the pictures, or at

your cine-show at home, how the
wheels of moving motor-cars appear to

be turning backwards or even seem to

be stationaiy ?

It is one of the curiosities of the film

and is in reality a very good example
of what is known as an optical illu-

sion, but nevertheless it still puzzles

a good many people.

Three positions of a

wheel, to illustrate

our contributor's

point

" What is the cause of this

curiosity ? " is a question that is

asked again and again, but the correct

answer is not always given. First of

all it depends upon the rate at which
the wheels are revolving, and what
happens is described below.

Suppose a motor-car is being photo-
graphed and that one exposure made
by the cine-camera is by chance made
at the exact moment at which one
of the spokes is pointing downwards
vertically. When the next exposure
is made, one-sixteenth of a second
later, the oar, as a whole, will natur-
ally have advanced a certain distance.

It commonly happens, however, that

another spoke will now be pointing
vertioallv downward. This will occur

at all the later exposui-es if the speed
of the car does not change. So that
to the observer the wheels do not
seem to be moving at all, and the
appearance is that of a motor-car
gliding along with fixed wheels. Such
will be the case, no matter how
rapidly the fibn is jirojected on to the
screen.

Should the speed of the car become
slower, three successive photographs
of the wheel under observation would
appear as in the illustrations. (From
left to right.) By noticing the posi-

tion occupied by the tyre valve it is

obvious that the wheel had turned
backwards very slightly. Thus in

the picture on the left, the spoke X

is pointing vertically downwards ; in

the second picture, spoke Y has
almost, but not quite reached the
vertical position ; while in the third
picture on the right, spoke Z is not
quite as far along as Y was in the
picture before it. If the speed of the
car is increased, the wheels would
look as if they were moving slowly
forward. Of course in most of these

cases the valve is only rarely seen
with sufficient plainness to indicate

the real movement of the wheel.

When replying to our advertisers

please mention this piper — they like

to know n'here you saw their adver-

tisement—and we want them to know I
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NOVEL IDEAS
CONTEST

Competition Winners forJanuary

THIS month the entries from 9J-mm. users have
been in the majority, large numbers of entries

liaving for their subject-matter designs for
rleveloping drums very much on the hues of that
for which a prize was awarded last month. As we
obviously cannot repeat awards for similar designs.
we are afraid such entrants will be disappointed.
but so cle^•er have been many of the entries that
we are sure the unsuccessful competitors will find

other ways of overcoming amateurs' tlifficulties and
send further schemes.
One of the simplest and yet most ingenious entries

we have J'et received is that sent in by
Mr. Frederick R. Edwards, of Hanwell,
by which with the very simplest of

apparatus short lengths of 9i-mm. film

can be reduced or intensified. In
awarding a prize to Mr. Edwards
we are bearing in mind the ver^- wide
application of his suggestion and the
demand which exists for just such an
apparatus.
The importance of accurate speed

adjustment of projectors has led Dr.
R. H. Reece, of London, W.14, to
send us a stroboscopic speed indicator,

together with practical information on
how to use it. This has also been
awarded a prize ; while a very in-

genious gadget for the exact cvitting

and depth of scraping in splicing

9^-mm. film has won a prize for Mr.
Arthur Bilton, of North Shields. All

of these entries are just the ty])e our
readers appreciate.

Winning competitors will receive

their awards within a fortnight of

publication of this issue. Meanwhile
we are repeating our offer to readers,
and next month three half-guineas
will again be awardetl for the best
hints and tips (preferably of a con-
structional nature) sent in. The
descriptions need only be brief, pro-
vided they are clear, and the practical
usefulness of the hints and tips will

largely influence our decision. If

there is something you wish to illus-

trate with a diagram, a simple pencil
drawing will do, as our own artists

will prepare the necessary finished
drawing for reproduction. Remember,
a brief description, even without illus-

trations, of a really useful gadget,
trick or method, is more likely to
win a prize than a long drawn-out
description of somethmg which is

difficult to make.
Entries for the February competi-

tion should reach us not later than
Februaiy 1.5. The Editor's decision
will be final.

Mr. Arthur Bilton's useful splicing gauge

Obtain a jaiece of -} inch diameter
glass tubing (length according to the

maximum length of film desired to be
processed), plug one end with a clean

cork, fill the tube with solution to

within an inch of the' top, slip in the

length of film and cork the other end.

Reverse the tube occasionally to

ensure even action of the chemicals.

The whole length of film is under
constant observation, and as soon as

a satisfactory density is obtained

Dr. Reece's Stroboscopic disc. This can

either be cut out or traced over

remove one cork and pour the sohi-

tion into a dish. This action generally

carries the strip of film with it.

Should the film remain in the tube,

however, remove the other cork and
gently push it out with a glass rod,

then fini.sh the processing in the
ordinarj' way.— Frederick R.
Edwaeds, 18, Clitheroe Avenue, Han-
well, W.7.

Modifying 9J-mm. Film
One freijuently finds it desirable to

modify short lengths of 9i-mm. film
either by reduction or intensification

by toning. Aji ordinary dish is not
ideal for several obvious reasons. I

have found the following method very
convenient and economical.

A Useful Splicing Gauge
Gauging the exact cutting and

flepth of scrajiing for splicing a
9i-mm. film re<(uires some care, so
the little jig I have made has two
uses—it performs the above functions
and nrakes use of old razor blades of

the ' Valet " type.
For easy reference I am tencling

one of my jigs (a photograph is shown
herewith-

—

Ed.). It is easil;>- con-
structed from a piece of old wood :

tin cr.n be used where I have used

copper. The two pegs are nails filed

to shape. I kept the wood long for

easy handling, and the saw cut is for

sliding the razor blade down during-

cutting. It is better to cut across the
fihn, not through it. One end of the
copper acts as gauge for cutting, and
this is kept straight. The other end
is the gauge for tiepth of scraping,

and for easy recognition I leave this,

end lecessed. If the gauge needs
adjusting at any time, a little more
can be filed off the copper.

The whole tlevice can be made with
the file and drill of a fretwork set at-

the cost of a penny or two.—ARTHiit.
Bilton, .5, • Grosvenor Place, North
Shiekis.

A Stroboscopic Speed Indicator
for Projectors

All projectors tend to increase their

speed as they warm up, and most
amateurs run their films too fast.

This results in jerky and unnatural
movements on the screen.

The stroboscope herewith has 50
black lines equally spaced and
is intended for attachment to the
sprocket shaft (8-tooth sprocket) of a
10-nun. projector. If illuminated by
a lamp fed from 50 cycle alternating

current it will appear stationary when
the projector is showing exactly 1(>

frames per second. A neon lamp,
.such as the "Osglim " or one of the
small neon indicator lamps used on
switchboards, is pz-eferable to incan-
tleseent lamps. 110 volt neon lamps
can be obtained from Messrs. Philips

Lamps, Ltd.
For other speeds and supply fre-

(juencies the formula is :

—

Number of black lines =
120 X frequency of supply mains

Revs, per minute of shaft.

Stroboscopes for use with a gramo-
jDhone indicating 78 and 80 r.p.m.

are obtainable commerciallv from
"The Gramophone." "The Wireless
World," etc. If the speeds of both
gramophone and jJi'ojector are con-

trolled by this means, the task of

fitting mussic to films is greatly

simplified. It is even possible, with
care, to" 'show talkies.—Dr.' R. " H.
Reece. 62. Addison Gardens, ^\'. l-t.
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PRODUCING A FILM
VII. TRACKING SHOTS

ONE of the most diffi-

cult thinps to do
successfully in filming is

a trackuttj shot, and yet
there are occasions when
it is so many times more
effective than the succes-

sion of sliots which would
be otherwise necessary,

that it is more than worth
the laboiu', pain and ditTi-

oultj- involvefl in makiiiEr

this complicated type of

-shot. Let me remind you
of what 30U have to bear
in mintl wlien making a
iracking shot, particularly

in an interior.

First of all, you must
be rehearsetl up to the
last degree. If your scene

is afterwards found to

drag, there is little chance
of the Editor being able

to remedj- it. \Miat you
have done is there, for

good or for bad. So, not
only must your artists be
well rehearsed, but so also

must your Cameraman
and his assistants. In
order to avoid gaps, drag-
ging and dull patches, you
will need to put in extra
'business," to "cheat"
and, most of all, to time
your action.

It is always a good
plan to time your rehear-
.sals with a stop-watch.
Your first rehearsal of
an ordinary scene may
possibly be as long as
60 seconds. See what you can cut
out that is unessential and uninterest-
ing, then time it again and you ma>-
find you have got it down to 45
seconds. After two or three re-

hearsals, what with the Director
cutting out unnecessary action, speed-
ing up other business and your artist.'i

being surer of themselves, you will

possiblj- find your scene eventualh'
taking only 30 seconds. Even then,
after it has been shot, the Editor
maj- do strange things to improve the
scene with liis scissors—but if it is a
tracking shot, which can easily be a
100 or a 1,50 second scene, there are
going to be long, long patches of
boredom if you haven't rehearsed it

well.

For a tracking shot the Cameraman
will need special rehearsals for himself.
He may have to change focus several
times ; his Ughting will have to be
adjusted to suit each camera position ;

he will have to pa?i and to tilt and to
see that at no time does he get off his

hmits or shoot outside the set. He
will have to watch his shadows

—

including his own shadow and that of
the camera, and if it is a sound

A circular

cate table

shot to li

" pan " for which the table has been " cheated

with the centre cut out has been substituted,

ght, since it consists of a series of " close-u

Cameraman is the famous James Wong Howe

THE SEVENTH ARTICLE
OF THE IMPORTANT
SERIES WRITTEN EX-

CLUSIVELY FOR " HOME
MOVIES"

By

ADRIAN
BRUNEL

picture he will have to watch the
microphone and its shadow.
And yet, I say, it is woith all this

care and trouble to get a good and
effective tracking shot "in the box."
There is first the technical satisfaction

and, finally, your picture will be the
better for it if a tracking shot really is

the best method of treating your
action.

In an exterior your difliculties of

fighting a tracking shot are not so

great, thougli the position of the sun
and of vour reflectors will need

watcliing. In an interior

you usually have a smooth
floor to track on and two
or three st^ps are easilj-

negotiated if you place
boards over these stairs

for your troUej' wheels to
pass over. In an exterior

you will encounter bumpy
ground which you will

have to level and smooth
out as much as possible ;

planks also will help you
over some difficulties.

Again, I say it is usually
worth all the trouble in-

volved ; an interesting

tracking shot on an ex-

terior can be one of the
most effective devices in

cinematic entertainment.
The first scene in our

Second Sequence is a track-

ing shot. (See last Novem-
ber's issue of Home
Mo^TJES.) In Scene 22 we
fade in on a close-up of

an enlarged photograph of

JeUacott and then track

along the wall to an en-
largement of Mrs. JeUa-
cott. Assuming that these

two pictures are the same
size and that you track

from one to the other, this

will not involve any
change of focus, but

" A dupli- should you pan from one

A difficult
*° *^'' other, you would

,, _. then have to change
" focus—unless, of course,

,

you placed your camera
in a central position

between the two, or the two pictures

were on different walls of the room
at right angles. Such contingencies

will depend partly on your Art Direc-

tor's arrangement of the room and
how you work out the remainder of

your tracking shot.

The camera then tracks or pans on
past a framed text to a ledge con-
taining books ; the camera tracks up
to the books, so that we get their

titles. Obviously this will involve
changing focus.

The camera next tracks away from
the books and round to the door, till

it is in more or less of a M.S. Change
focus again. The door opens and
Jill enters ; the camera tracks back,
as Jill advances.

It all looks so easy. I remember a
similar easy tracking shot that took us
five hours' hard work to do ! But
although this one needs some skfifiil

camera work, it is not complicated
with involved movements of char-

acters and is a comparatively simple
example of the tracking shot.

Scene 23 is a good specimen of one
of those ridiculously simple scenes
that direction and acting can make
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something of. To ([uote the script :

—

"M.S. of Jellacott outside the

front door. By his manner he has
evidently .seen Jill go in. The
camera pans with him as he goes to

open the door. He then stops and
listens."

The plain description of the action

without psychological verbiage and
other embellishment suggests crude,

melodrBmatic peiformance, and should

be a challenge to you not to let it be.

So, first of all, the Director and actor

.should between them be on their

mettle to play it as natuiallj' as

possible, at the same time not letting

it be so " natural " that it is purpose-

less. The next endeavour of the

Director should be to elaborate the

action interestingly—so long as he
doesn't embark on unnecessary foot-

age. Think of Jellacott's character,

as you conceive it, and that will help

is the caution of the man of action or

the sly cunning of an entirely different

type.

The next scene is an interior M.L.S.
of the door, with the table in the
foreground. Jellacott will be in a
M.L.S. as he enters the door, but will

be faiily close to the cameia as he
comes uji to the table. Since he has
the table to "anchor "on to and the
parcels on the table as his objective,

this is an easy scene for the artist to

remember his camera positions. It is

often necessary, with a difficult scene
or a forgetful artist, to "cheat" the
furniture slightly so as to provide
"anchorage" as objectives for your
artist.

Scene 27 is an interior of Jill's bed-

loom—just a fraction of it by the
window. As there are no long or

complicated scenes in the bedroom,
it is not nece.ssarv to build a set. This

An example of how the Cameramin has to waicn trie microphone boom. The two micro-

phones shown must be placed as near the artists as possible, but must be kept clear of the
camera's line of vision. (From the Paramount film, "The Night of June 13.")

you. Is he hot-tenrpered ? Is he
domineering ? Is he sullen ? Is he
cunning ? Your decision will help

you to evolve the manner of his

movement and fiom this will come
your inspiration for " bu-siness."

Scene 24 shows Jill unconcernedly
unpacking her shopping basket on the

table in the living room. Here is

another opporturity for good direc-

tion. A confiiient fcti€.ss, but one
who is not a real aitist, will Kct un-
concern for all she's woith and give

you a slice of celluloid that can let

your audience's inteiest and belief in

her reelity light t own. So wi tch her.

Scei^e 25 is of Jillfcott agrin. He
looks round to see if Alt.n hf s observer!

him and then goes inc oois. Accord-
ing to j-our decision as to his character
will depenri your artist's inteipieta-

tion of this looking round—whether it

can easily be done in a real interior,

when the sun is coming in at the
window and when you are on location,

Then when you come to the exteiior

of this winc'ow (Scenes 29, 31, 34
and 36) you will have had a perfect
mstch so far as the Art Direction is

concerned. But, in any ca.se, I have
puiposely arranged the sciipt so that
you don't get two consecutive shots
of the inteiior and the exteiior of the
winc'ow.

Scene 28 shows Jellacott looking
out of his wint ow. That is what the
.script .si'ys—it places him already
theie. However, a wise Director will

go further than the sciipt, if he knows
anythirg about e< iting ; he will shoot
a Lit of extra footage of Jellacott

coming into the scene, as from
Scene 26. This will enable the Editor
to join up the enu of Scene 26 with the

beginning of Scene 28 if he wants ; he-

may even decide to keep the whole-

of Scene 28 here and then follow it

with Scene 27.

Be careful, in shooting Jellacott's

entrance into Scene 28, to see that he
comes into the picture the opposite

side of the screen or camera to that

which he went out of Scene 26. If in

Scene 26 he passed out on the left of

the pictuie, tlien in Scene 28 he must
come in on the right. Sometimes on
the set you will argue about this,

until you come to despise each other's

stupidity ; some will say that since

such and such is the geography of the

set, the characters must be photo-

graphed continuing their walk in the

direction they would actually go—

-

West to East, say but, however
right they may be geographically,

cinematically you must proceed in

consecutive shots by going out left

and entering the next shot from the

right, or vice ver.sa.

Scene 29 is an exterior of Jill's

window. You want a reliable tripod

for shooting up at such an angle, and
in ort'er to get close enough, you may
need to use a longer focus lens than
usual. If this presents difficulties, you
can often get round it by " cheating."

Should any of the groimd floor

windows be more or less the same as
the first floor windows, then bring Jill

downstaiis and shoot up at her from
a camera position close to the floor.

Your Cameraman will like lying on
the ground—it looks so wholehearted

and exjiert. You may have noticed

that in nearly all publicity photo-

graphs of a production in progress, the

technical people love to be photo-

graphed crouching at tlieir work.

Scene 30 is a distance shot—from
Jill's viewpoint. Shoot a little more
than you think you'll want, because

you may want it after all. As I have
said, a wise Director will always be
bearing the Eiiitor in mind. That
extra footage rniy enable the Editor
to cross cut cjuickly two or three times
with effect. The same remark applies

to all the scenes from No. 31 to

No. 37.

Scene 38 is another tracking shot, in

which the camera has to follow an
artist as he walks from the window
to the bookshelf and from there to the

table. One says " the camera follows "

as if it were tlie whole responsibility

of the Cgmeraman, but the aitist has
a responsibility to the Cameraman ;

he must adjust and moderate liis

walking so that the Cameraman can
follow him and, having worked out
the mechanics of his movement with
the Cf.meraman, the artist should not
vary it.

AVhat a joy to the Cameraman is an
artist who acquires the knack of keep-
ing in his limits, and what a joy to

the Continuity Girl and the Editor is

the artist who alwa3's remembers in

every detfil how he was dressed and
how he finished a certain scene. It

seems so simple and yet some of the

most intelligent artists are incredibly

slow to acquire this camera-sense and
this grasjj of continuity.
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It is the Director's task to keep the crowd " unstatic." They must be kept animated or
moving as naturally as possible, so as to avoid all possible resemblance to a stage perform-

ance. (From the Fox film " Cavalcade.")

.Scene 39 shows Jill coining down-
stairs and Jellacott seated in the fore-

ijround with his back to the camera.
Apart from the gesture he makes to

call his daughter to him, he must
i-emain as still as possible ; since the
camera is focussed on Jill, Jellacott

will not be dead in focus, so that too
much moving from him would accen-
tuate this or draw attention to it.

Also, if he moved too much, he might
obscure Jill, and it is Jill's reaction

to her father's presence that we wish
to see.

At the end of this scene, Jill comes
up to her father ; we then cut to a
I'everse angle—Scene 40. Remember
to overlap the action and to have Jill

approaching her father at the begin-
ning of Scene 40, so that your Editor
can cut on the movement forward or
after Jill has stopped—whichever he
decides is better for reasons of match-
ing or smoothness.

Scene 41 should be shot from Jill's

viewpoint and Scene 42 from Alan's.
For Scene 43 it is advisable to get as
complete a change in angle as possible
—and don't forget to repeat the
action of Jellacott holding out the
piece of paper.

Scene 44 is described as C.M.S. so
that j'ou can easily get Alan's hand
in the picture as he holds the paper
to read, but you can get a little nearer
by "cheating" his hand a little

higher than is absolutely natural.
Alwaj-s bring your camera as near

as possible—that is a safe axiom in
making good pictures. Don't let the
Cameraman fool you over this, for he
is often inclined to move his camera
a httle back in order to make easier
his task of getting the artists in and
in order not to cut them inelegantly
with the frf me of his picture. I have
known Cameramen to let the Director

view the scene through the camera
with a 3-inch lens and. directly his

back was turned, to switch over the
lens-turret to a 2-inch lens. The sad
part about this is that the Director
seldom realises he has been fooled

even when he sees his I'ushes on the
screen. So always see that you really

get as near as you can. Lcmg shots are
too easy and uninteresting when
intimate action is taking place.

There are some Directors and Scen-
arists who, while agreeing in principle,

plead for what they call an "estab-
lishing shot "—that is to say, a long

shot at the beginning of a sequence in

order to let us all know exactly
where we are or are going to be. My
answer to this is tliat the chances are
you cannot always at'forcl to keeji a
purely "establishing" shot on the
screen long enougli for us to grasp the
geography of the set thoroughly, that
if you can do so we are not necessarily

interested and we shall probably
forget all about it later on. Further,
I fancy it is rather more intriguing to
gather gradually and unconsciously the
composition of the set—if it mitters
at ail. If, however, you are a believer

in the policy of having an " establish-

ing " Imig shot at the first showing of
a set, you can compromise and make
the shot more interesting by tracking

forward

.

And finally. Scene 4.5 is an insert

of the piece of paper, held in Alan's
hand. All I have to say about this
is that Alan's hand must be properly
made up—both hands, in fact, as the
other hand comes into the picture at
the end of the scene.

This close-up is not as easy to
shoot as it looks, for the paper must
be held exactly in position so that it

is always in focus and can be read ;

and there is movement at the end
when Alan's two hands tear up the
piece of paper, which must both be
kept within the frame of the picture.

All this must be done with the camera
shooting over Alan's shoulder or with
Alan " cheating " by holding it under
the camera as it shoots down.
But this is not the greatest difficulty

you will have in shooting close-ups.

The principal trouble is, as our artful
Cameraman knows to his cost, that
the artist will not keep his position
in a close-up. I exclude from this

charge the really experienced film
artist ; actors like Ivor Novello and
Carlyle Blackwell know within a
fraction of an inch how much they can

(Continued on page 337)

J

How overhead tracking shots are done on
apparatus is no object—namely, Hollywood

exteriors where the expensiveness of the
! (From Paramount's "Thunder Below.")
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GOOD NEWS FOR
NINE" USERS<(

XOO-'watt Projector for ^IS
X long time the 9.5-mni. user luis been
a disadvantage compared witli the

16mm. devotee in the matter of projection

True, Messrs. Pathe have had their Lux
projector, which has sold in large numtjers,

but this lias cost over £20 and the admir-
able Bolex Model D, whicli. as our readers
know, shows both 9.5-mm. and 16-mm. film

equally well, costs £35, has also been available,

but both of these have been too expensive for

the majority of users.

The position, fortunately, is now changed
and we are happy to announce the new
Pathescope "'200-6" projector, an admir-
ably designed and handsome instrument
with 200 watt lamji, sprocket feed, fan cooling

and many other refinements, at the re-

markably low price of £15 or £17 coinplete

with the resistances for higher \'oltages

than 110.

As will be seen from our illustrations, the
design is entirely new and is not meielj" a

modification of the existing Lux
projector. In the main it follows

the general lines of the
standard 16-mm. projectors, lia\'ing

upper and lower spool arms which
fold back for convenience in carrying
feed and take-up sprockets with
guards, and a sjiring loading gate
which is very easil\- released for load-

ing. The design of the whole apparatus
is both workmanlike and artistic, a
conveniently adjustable tilting base
which can be rapidly set and locked
in position being not the least of its

many attractive features. The feed

spool when fitted to the upjier arm
is so arranged that the film winds off

from above and not below, anfl the
lower spool takes up the film from the
under side. The gate is fitted with a

double claw and the precision of the
apparatus is such that no framing
adjustment is necessary.

Threading the film is very simpl\-

effected and users of the earlier

<.4i

Another view, showing the speed control
lever above the motor

Here is the complete outfit with pilot light and resistance for 200-250 volts

amateur films, manj- of whicli were
too dense to giv^e any results with the
ordinary low power projectors, demon-
.strated that not only is the machine
remarkably easy to handle and adjust
but also tliat the illuminating system
is extremely efficient. It must be
remembered that as the picture area
of the 9.5-mm. film is approximately'
two-thirds of that of the picture

area of the 16-inm. size, a side-by-side

comparison with a 16-mm. projector
to be fair should show the smaller

size only two-thiids as big on the
screen. When we made such com-
parison with one of the most efficient

16-mm. projectors on the market,
making the pictures from both instru-

ments of the same sne 07i the screen.

there was, to oiu' surprise, little to

choose in illumination between the
two. This is a remarkable tribute to

the efficiency of the system, particu-

larly as the 16-mni. projector with
which it was comjiared is known for

its efficiency and is more than four

times the price of the Pathe instru-

ment. In such matters as silence of

operation, steadiness, ease of focus-

sing and sharp definition,the " 200B."
is undoubtedly in the front rank and
is a very valuable addition to the
Pathe line. The 200 watt lamp fitted

has 110 volt filament, while the
motor is supplied either for 200-250
volts or 105-130 volts, as required,

so that the exterior resistance which
is used for the higher voltages need
only control the lamp.

Owing to the intense illumination,

notched titles cannot, of course, be

used (this applies to all high power
9.5-mm. projectors of whatever make,
and no provision is made for project-

ing single frames, as is the case with
most 16-mni. projectors. Altogether

it is a remarkably fine instrument

—

British made, by the way—which we
can thoroughly recommend and which
should do much to popularise still

further this already popular size.

The gate is opened by a touch of the finger

(on the left). On the right the take-up
sprocket guard is being lifted

apjiaratus will appreciate the fact

that the film can be removed from the
gate and re-wound at any time during
projection. This re-wind, by the way,
is very easily made by a change in

position of two belts, the operation
taking but a minute. The film then
re-winds rapidly and automatically
by means of the motor drive.

The general appearance of the
apparatus can be gathered from our
photographs ; in the bottom photo-
graph the lever for speed regulation
is easily perceptible. At this jimcture
we miglit ]5oint out that the book of

instructions accompanying the
machine is particularly well compiled,
the explanations being simple and the
numerous photographic illustrations

most helpful.

Our tests of the apparatus, whicli

were made not only with Library films

(in which a high standard of photo-
graphic excellence is naturally as-

sumed) but also with a number of
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THE A*B*C OF HOME TALKIE$-IY.
By BERNARD BROVN (B.Sc, Eng.)

Aiilliar iif " TalkiiKi l^icliircs,'' rtr.

EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the fourth of the series of articles written specially for " HOME MOVIES" by
Mr. Brown. New readers can obtain the three previous issues on application to the publishers

IX our previous articles we have
discussed briefly the principles of

soiind-on-disc projection, and now
come to the more practical and
perhaps more interesting subject of

operating. There is, of course, nothing
very technical in running a disc home
talkie eciuipment—anyone can do it as

likewise can they liandle the steering

wheel of a motor car. But to present

a first clar-s home entertainment which
starts smoothly, proceeds without
hitch and finishes at just the right

moment is a little different matter
and demands practice and dexterity.

To project a casual reel and disc one
may certainly merely uncover the

apparatus and start right away. But
this sort of thing cannot go on for

ever and it pays to follow a strict

.starting routine as enforced in public

cinemas.

A Cold Weather Hint

The first thing to do when the
apparatus has been placed in position

is to start the driving motor or motors
if both turntable and projector possess

individual power imits. Particularly

in cold weather electric motors require

a certain aniotmt of time to warm up
before thej' can rotate at normal
speeds. Xothing is worse than a

record riuming too slowly unless it be

another record accompanied by film.

From five to ten minutes will visually

be found sufficient and this can be
cut down if desired by touching up
the main bearings with hot oil. This

is an old operator's trick to save a few
minutes at the beginning of the pro-

gramme.

Speed Adjustment

When one gets accustomed to the
hum of the mechanism one can tell

whether the turntable is revolving at

approximately 33^ r.p.m. A more
exact test can, of covirse, be carried

out by means of a stroboscope such
as is shown in Fig. 17. This is merely
slipped over the centre pin of the
turntable and viewed. Providing the
disc is suitable for the sujajjly fre-

quency of the room lighting and the
turntable is rotating at exactly 33^
r.p.m. the radial lines appear
stationary. Unfortmiately the strobo-

scope cannot be used where the mains
current is direct, but a test practically

as good can be applied by timing the
number of revolutions of the turn-

table with a watch. It is usually

found convenient to count the nimiber
of turns in three minutes which
should, of com-se, be one hundred.
Reverting to the case of the strobo-

scope disc, if the lines occupy a mean

position but vibrate slowly back- tlie turntable is driver] from the pro-
warils and forwards, then suspect the jector motor via a flexible shaft the

„j. „_ motor resistance should be set so(lamping arrangement or governor,
which is causing what is known as
" flutter " and may produce an annoy-
ing effect in reproduction. Some-

Fig. 17. A Stroboscopic disc for use witli

records running at 33-!- r.p.m.

times a flexible shaft bent too sharply
will also cause this trouble.

Incidentally some care should be
taken when setting the turntable

Mow/NG Coil
SPE/^KER

Side ViEi^f

TOP V/EW

A moving coil speal<er fitted to a

directional baffle

speed. Most home talkie apparatus
is fitted with a powerful governor, but
this has its limitations and should not
be compelled to cater for excess speed
simply dti to the use of too high a
voltage. "When, as in many cases,

that the speed of running with the
governor slackened right off is just
over 33J r.p.m. of the turntable.
For the sake of argument we might
set the speed at 3.5 r.p.m. without
the governor and then, bringing the-
latter into action, cut the speed down
to normal. This will provide ade-
quate speed regulation without exces-
sive strain on the mechanism and
wear on the go\'ernors.

Warming the Amplifier !

AMren the motor has been running-
for a few minutes the amplifier can be
switched on and with it the field of
the loud speaker if this is from a
separate source. Most amplifieis^
especially those using indirectly heated
valves, take a minute or two to warm
up, and as a matter of fact certain
designs of amplifiers do not give of
their best until they are warm right
through. This is probably risky
design but tuifortmiately is a fact.

It is usual to test that the amplifier
system is in working condition by
rubbing the pick-up needle holder
%vith the finger when a harsh soimd
should be emitted from the loud
speaker.

In loading the projector the film

should be set to start mark before the
record is touched. If the reverse
procedure is followed and the needle is

set to the radial start mark, then it

will have to be reset afterwards since

of necessity one pulls round the pro-
jector in order to get the start frame
in the gate.

Needles

This brings us to the subject of

needles. They are such small things
that there is tendency to disregard
them but it must always be appro-,

ciated that the needle is as much the
start of the sound in the disc system
as the photo-electric cell is with
so\md-on-fiLm. There are several good
brands of needles on the market and
a host of inferior ones. Make sure

that you do not make your purchases
in the latter category. Several brands
of so-called '" permanent " needles are
available. For ordinary gramophone
use where one does not worry over
much about record wear they may
serve their purpose, but for the home
talkie they should be shunned. "When
the needle does not wear something
else does and that invariably is the
record.
What grade of needle should be

used ? Most talkie apparatus manu-
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facturers sulvise the use of the loud

tone grade of needle. Soft tones and
other intermediate grades are simply
thinner than loud tones, and thus
permit some of the mechanical vibra-

tions imparted by the disc to be as

it were dissipated along the length of

the needle itself. This is undesirable

since a certain amoiuit of distortion is

likely to be introduced. So employ a
low tone needle and adjust the
volume electrically by means of the

usual control. Never use a needle for

more than one side of a record. This
oft-repeated statement is not culletl

from advertisements. A 16-inch record

tries even the best needle very sorely

and by the time it is reaching the
outsiile diameter there is very little

point left. Anyone not believing this

statement need only examine a
worn needle with a magnifying
glass !

Control of Volume
Some people like to turn their

radio sets on full in a most unneigh-
bourly spirit. The home talkie, how-
ever, must be carefully regulated in

volume if best results are to be obtained
since there are few things more absurd
than a three-foot talking picture with
a stentorian voice. Always make
sure that the volimie emitted by the
loud speaker roughly matches the
size of the shadow actors.

a LOUD SPEAKERS

FLMT BAFFLE

/7
Acoustics of Room

In^large cinemas the subject of
acoustics is an important one and, as
most people are aware, some audi-
toriimis sound better than others. In
the drawing room we are not likely to
encounter troubles, but it is well to
a[)preciate one or two points. Firsth'.
thin and resonant articles are likel\'

to set up resonance or singing. Glass
ware on wooden tables or mantelpiece
ornaments maj- spoil reproduction.
Again, a piano in the same room as a

/

7
(Tf

2 LOUD SPEAKERSH

Fig. 20 B
Most of us will have noticeil that

there are sometimes considerable differ-

ences in sound level throughout a
single talkie disc. By "sound level

"

we mean the average loudness of
voices and other sounds. This is due
to different scenes having been taken
at different times and possibly in
different studios, and is in reality a
limitation of recording. More modern
somid recordings do not suffer from
this fault to the extant of the early
efforts but absolute uniformity of
level cannot be guaranteed. An
alert ear and quick hand on the
vohune control can correct differences,

but better results can be obtained by
running through the picture before-
hand and making out what is known
as a "cue sheet." Thus we mxy find

"'Daughter throws open door—reduce
volume," and so on throughout the
reel.

loud speaker sometimss causes a dis-

turbance by setting up sympathetic
string vibration. The more bare a
room is the brighter and more rever-

DiRECTioNAL Baffle
Fig. 19 Q

berant will be reproduction, but it

will not be so sharp and clear as if

heavy drapery were present. In a
like manner, the bigger the audience
the better the reproduction though
the greater the amplification required
to give the same volmne. People
absorb sound just as much as drapings,
etc., of a room. Another curious
feature is that warm and moist rooms
always seem to give the best reproduc-
tion. All this may sound something
in the nature of hair splittmg, but you
must remember that there is really

no very great difference as regards
sound between a fairly appalling
noise and good reproduction.

If you happen to be working your
set in a \-ery large room or small hall

a directional baffle fitted to the loud
speaker may be an advantage. This
is quite a simple affair as shown in
Fig. 18, where the top and side views
are shown. The baffle may be con-
structed from plywood about ^g
of an inch thick, but all joints should
be made securely, preferably with glue,
as a resonant baffle is far worse than
uneven sound distribution.

Fig. 19 shows diagrammatically the
approxuuate dift'erence in sound dis-

tribution of a moving coil loud speaker
used by itself and when fitted with a
directional baffle. At A we find

that the intensity of sound at X
immediately before the mouth of
the speaker is very high when com-
pared with that at Y some distance

PiCIC-UP /IRM

Fig. 21

A calibrated arm
attached to the pick-up.

from which selections

can be picked by
numbers

See also Fi^s. 22a"and
22b

SC»LE
ATTfiCHED TO
PiCIC-UPARM

F/XED Pointer

RECORO 1
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Mod.D YOU CAN PAY MORE
but you will not get anything better than

The

PAILLARD-Bolex
Model "D" Projector

fo>- both Vatbe 9.5 tnm. and any 16 mr?!. films.

TWO Projectors for the price of ONE

Made by the House of PAILLARD,
whose reputation is your guarantee.

Irrespective of the tremendous advantage offered

by the availability of libraries in both sizes,

this machine simply bristles v/ith refinements

only found on projectors selling at more than twice

its price.

If the best and the best only Is good enough, then

you should INSIST upon seeing the PAILLARD-
Bolex. Its performance will amaze you. Your

usual dealer can demonstrate, but if you experience

the slightest difficulty, write us, and we will gladly

make the necessary arrangements.

POINTS TO REMEMBER
Remember, when buying a projector, that you

may, some day, wish to convert your apparatus

into a Home Talkie, and not all projectors—few
of them, in fact—will stand the wear of being worked

at 24 pictures per second (Talkie speed).

Remember also that a really up-to-date projector

should have an automatic reverse, which is so

useful to review parts of films that have already

passed through the projector.

Remember, too, that your machine should be

fitted with a really powerful illuminant, but that

there should be LIGHT WITHOUT HEAT.
Some projectors are air cooled, but the cooling

system is such that it cools all but the correct

parts. Why burn your films ? One really good

"frame" may be blistered and it is usually on the

best " shot " that this happens. With the

PAILLARD there is no danger, you can admire

your films as "stills" without fear and for as

long as you like.

The PAILLARD-Bolex will do all these things and much more

PRICE: Wiredfor100/110voltsA.C. or D.C., including ^JC
all accessories to project either size *«•'•'

Additional resistance for voltages 200 to 250 37/6

Booklets and other particulars free from Sole Distributors :

CINEX LIMITED
70 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
TELEPHONE: ...---- HOLBORN 44S2
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lurther on. At B, using the direc-

tional baffle, there is verj^ little

difference between sound intensities at

X and Y. This fact will be appre-
ciated when it is stated that all cinemas
use directional baffles or horns which
enable the soinid intensity to be set

approximately the same at two points
perhaps differing in their ilistance horn
the screen by over a hundred feet.

It will probably be rare that the size

of room or hall is such that one loud
.speaker is insufficient. In case, how-
ever, that anyone comes across this

situation, Fig. 20 shows two methods
of setting two loud speakers. At A
we have the loud speakers placed
towards the outside of the screen.

when it will be seen that the sound
beams cross and thus all seats within
the shaded area will have a higher
level of sound (or alternatively prac-
tically no sound) than those in the
rest of the room. At B is shown the
correct arrangement with both loud
speakers brought towards the middle
of the screen and pointing outwards
so that there is little or no overlap of

sound beam. Always bear in mind
the fact that for practical jjurpo-ses

control turned to zero unl il the
approximate place in the lihn is

reached where the trouble previously
occurred

.

A needle iloes not, however, jiunp
of its o\\^l accord unless there is

something seriously wrong with the
record. Warped records should never
be used for they can be flattened quite
easily by stoiing between flat sar-

faces in a warm room. Over recorded
passages may cause a badly balanced
pick-up to jmiip. If this occurs once
and no <lamage is wrought it can be
prevented from recurring by placing
a light weight on the arm or alter-

natively increasing the pressure by
the finger during just that passage.
Oil on records will sometimes cause
loss of sj'nchronism and nearly always
detract from quality.

Non-
Synchronous Accompaniment
Quite a lot has been written on the

subject of sound-on-di.sc accompani-
ment of silent films and naturally
when one possesses a hoine talkie set

one wishes to liven the silents. We
believe that suitable 33 j r.p.m. records

More Home Talkies
New American and Continental

Development

YV/E learn that tlie Bell A- HowellW (-'om])an\' have now acquired a
licence from R.C'.A. Photophone and
will be marketing before long a 10-mm.
souiul-on-film apparatus. A large
sound-on-film library in the 16-ram.
size is now being built uji in America,
bvit so far little has been <lone in this
country. The library problem is

always a big one, particularly with
home talkie apparatus, with which it

is not yet practicable for the amateur
to make his own home talkies of as
good a quality as those which can
be supplied from libraries. In this
country we already have both the
R.C.A. and the B.T.H. apparatus
capable of reproducing 16-mm. somd-
on-film, but there are very few films
available to show. In Germany the
Klangfilm Company is developing
16-mm. sound-on-films, and one or
two other companies are also workings
on it. Kodak in America are busy
developing their new 16-nmi. souiui-

LlFTING

PickUpArm

WlRCfiRM

Scf^LE Omitted
For Clarity

P/^RTOF
Hinge

Fig. 22b

Bracket

Motor BoaRO

Fig. 22a

Figs. 22a and 22b. A plan and perspective
view of the device which enables the user
to select a particular point on a record

one can regard a loud speaker with

suitable baffle as emitting sound in

beams somethmg after the style that

a flashlight throws forth light.

Loss of Synchronism
'' Nothing is more disturbing tlurijig

a performance than for the picture to

run ahead of the sound or vice versa.

With proper care this state of affairs

should never exist, but it is well to

know what is to be done. If the film

breaks below the intermittent sprocket

or claw then after running through

a few feet and secviring to the take-up

reel the show can go on as before. If,

however, the break is above the claw

there is only one thing to do and
that is, stop splice the film, remem-
bering not to cut out any frames,

and start all over again. If the

needle merely jmiips a groove do not
think that STOchronism can easily be

regained. Even if the apparatus is

fitted with a differential movement for

re-synchronising it is usually better

to stop and start all over again. In
this case it is not necessary actually to

show the pictm-e for the jirojector

lamp may be cut out and the volume

can be obtained and there are excellent

effects records in both 33J r.p.m. and
78 r.p.m. Some home talkie sets

provide turntable speeds for both
variety of record, which is a great

convenience. It is, however, neces-

sary to pick the exact part of the

record required. Do not think that

merely by playing half a dozen
records duriiag the showing of a silent

picture that you are accompanying it.

A wi-ong accompaniment is far worse
than no accompaniment at all. A
very convenient method of selecting

portions of records is illustrated in

Fig. 21, where it will be seen that a
calibrated arm is attached to the pick-

up from which selections can be picked

by niunbers. Associated with this

de%ace is an arrangement shown in

Figs. 22a and 22b which enables the

pick-up to be lowered or raised from
the record at any particular point

without the danger of damage or

unnecessary noise.

In our next article we shall deal

with maintenance and trouble remedy-
ing in sound-on-disc sets.

(To 6e continued)

on-film camera which is licenseil

under the R.C.A. patents, so that
within the next twelve months home
produced sound-on-film pictures should
be well on the "siav.

Mount Everest
Expedition

ON account of their extreme light-

ness and portability. Patent
Etui cameras have been selected by
several members of the Mt. Everest
party for use on the Expedition, which
left England in January to attempt
the ascent of the highest mountain
in the world.

It has been found possible to produce
a Patent Etui camera with a fixed

filmpack-holder. taking 3J by 21 inch
filmpaeks, which weighs, includiim
lens and shutter, under 15 oimces.

The wonderful photograjjhs of the
Himalayas, including those of Kang-
chengjunga and Mt. Kamet, which
were exhibited last year at the Koyal
Photographic Society, also those pub-
lished in 1 he Times and other illus-

trated journals, were all taken with

Patent Etui cameras.
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIE^VED

This section is devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine

apparatus and film submitted to " Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and
should prove a valuable guide in the purchase of equipment.

Useful Spotlight

Now that such excellent indoor
movies ave obtainable with

artificial lighting, many amateui's are

emulating—f|uite successfully, too

—

tlie artistic lighting schemes obtain-

able in the professional studios. From
our correspondence we gather that

many cinematograjiliers are anxious
to obtain the beautiful "back-
lighting " effects which so often appeal-

on the professional screen and tliere-

fore we welcome the Kandem Spot-

light, illustrated on page 330, which
we have recently had an opportunity
of testing.

The Spotlight consists, as will be
seen, of a rigid telescoi:)ic support
with a hinged top carrying a lamp-
house, at one end of which is fixed a

large lens. Behind the lens is arranged
a special 500 watt lamji with silvered

back, and by means of a sliding

adjustment this lamp can be moved
backwards and forwards within the
housing, so as to give anything from
a narrow cylindrical beam of light to
a large circular illuminated area. If.

for example, we desire to obtain a

baek-hghting effect, the lamp can be

])Uu-ed behind the subject so as to

concentrate the light on the back of

the head without any of the direct

rajs reaching the camera lens.

Another of its many uses is to give

modelling after a uniform general

ilhunination has been used, while

nxunerous other applications will sug-

gest themselves to all who have done
work with artificial lighting.

The lamp, which is supplied by
Kandem Electrical, Ltd., costs £6 2s.

plus 28s. 6d. for the special silv-ered

lamp. It is a well-made and practical

instrument, as . would be expected
from a firm which has a great deal of

experience in professional studio

lighting. It can be recommended to

both societies and individual workers
as an excellent addition to their general

equipment.

Splicing Made Easy

Have you ever -wished, while editing

a film, to see it as it appears on the
screen, immediately before and after

a splice, without the trouble of re-

moving both reels from the spHcing
apparatus and threading the film

into the projector V This is just what

NORTH LONDON
9.5 USERS ....

SEE THE NEW
" 200-B " SUPER REEL PROTECTOR

demonstrated in our Theatre at

CAMERA CORNER
PALMERS GREEN

for Library Service—over 1,000

Films
Patbescope, Kodak, Zeiss and

Ensign Products
Field and Theatre Glasses

Cine and " Still " Accessories

Advice on all Cine Questions

&i\eraLCr< ICamera
^^^-^T Corner

The Promenade, PALMERS GREEN, N.13

NORTH LONDON'S HOME OF
AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHY

FOUR FINE HANDBOOKS
f T E S T

1/- EACH. By Post 1/2

EACH CONTAINS 96 PAGES OF INFORMATIVE
MATTER OF INTEREST TO EVERY HANDYMAN

Model Aeroplanes and Airships
By F. J. CAMM

Contexts.—Materials for Model Aeroplanes ; How an Aeroplane
Flies ; Methods of Construetion and Design ; Construction of Model
Airscrews ; A Simple Tractor Monoplane ; A Lona-Distance Tractor
Biplane ; A Fuselage Jlonoplane : A Tailless Monoplane ; Mode!
Helicopters ; A Model Aeroplane which Flaps its Wings ; Winders
for Model Aeroplanes, etc.

The Handyman's Enquire Within
Hundreds of practical hint?, tips, wrinkles and recipes for the handy
man. The book deals with workshop tools and devices, methods of
sharpening tools, nuts, screws, bolts and nails, drilling, cutting keys,
repairing locks, fretsaw hints, making various tools, woodworking
hints, gluing, renewing sashcords. furniture repairing, wireless and
electrical hints and tips, photofirraphy, soldering, castinsr lead toys,
cycling, etc., etc.

The Home Woodworker
Contents.—.Shelves and .Shelving : Crodceri.' I)rainers and Racks

:

A Cabinet and Bookcase ; Picture Framing ; A Modern Overmantel

:

A Gramophone or Wireless Table ; A Folding Cupboard and Cabinet
;

A Plant Stool : A Pedestal Writing Desk : A Small Billiard Table :

A Pair of .Steps : A Sectional Workshop : Boot Back and Trouser
Press ; A Kitchen Table : A Knife Box : Plastic Wood and its Uses ;

Making Hand Mirrors ; flaking Backs and Holders, etc.

25 Simple Working Models
Contents.—A Simple Electric 5Iotor : A Steam Engine and Boiler

:

A Steam Turbine ; A Mode! Steam Hammer : A Pendulum Har-
monograph • An Automatic Pile Driver : A Submarine ; A Panta-
graph for Copying Drawings: Aix Anti-Aircraft Gun; Windmill
Worked by Sand : A Miniature Eoad Crane : An Electric Beam
Engine ; A Model Sailing Boat ; A Rubber-Driven Boat Motor •

A Home Cinema Projector, etc.

Published by Geo. Nezcnes, Ltd., 8-ll, Southampton St., London, W.C.2

THE LATEST 9.5mm.

PATH ESCOPE
PROJECTOR

(British made)

at The Service Company's Showrooms.
200-watt lamp, direct ijchtinc (projects an 8-ft.

picture), air-cooled motor drive, silcot runniiitr.

Simple and quick loading method. New rewind
device. Large aperature. Beat qualitj' projection
lens. Improved condenser and mirror. Instant
tilting control. Variable resistance—100 to 2

Price £17
volts- Encl.'.-ed in ^vel! protected case.

or a deposit of £1-1-9 secures. Balance by
11 equal p^^ments of £1-9-9 per month.

HIGHEST EXCHANGE PRICES
NEW 35mm. PROJECTORS

AT REDUCED PRICES
STANDARD EMPIRE PROJECTOR Model 3.
Adaptable for home, education and commercial purposes,
from electric supply. 8' picture at 20 feet. Mecbanlsm.—
Maltese movement running in grease bos. Spools.—Two 12'

dia. (holding 1,200 feet). Cine Lens.—Standard size inter-
changeable tube in focussing jacket. _^7 | /\ /\
niuminant.—12-volt half-watt lamp, t / IU U
lamp bouse moves with the Mm gate
and lens for masking purposes. or 17/9 down and 8
Ecsistance. — For all voltages. monthly pSTments of 17'9

EMPIRE UNIVERSALPROJECTOR
(TYPE 9) For Standard Size 35mm. Cine- Film.
Offered at the reduced price of ^ I Q I Q
or £2 down and 9 monthly pay- ^'O lO u
ments of £2.

FILM LIBRARY SERVICE
9.5 mm. 60-ft. PATHESCOPE BAB? FILMS
FOR HIRE. The charge per programme is 3/6
for a period of 6 days. 1/- per day extra is

charged for all programmes retained over this

period. If you have not an account with us a
deposit of 20/- is required, Jfew programmes
are added monthly. WRITE FOE LISTS.

CLEARANCE ! ! !

CINE TRIPODS 46" High
Solid triangle top, 2-foId adjustab'a
asti legs ^viih i-tout thumb screws,
A rigid stand for 12 6 ea. (Post 1/3)
PANORAM AND TILTING HEAD tor same.

All metal - 15,'- extra

THE SERVICE COMPANY (London) Ltd.
ESTABLISHED 1889. Holbom 0564-5-6.

289 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.I
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can be done with the Hhanistiiie Film
Editor, wliich has been submitted to
lis for test and report. While, as may
be judged from the iUustration, the
apparatus looks rather elaborate, in

actual use it is extraordinarily
convenient. It consists of a heavy
base ; a sloping polished metal editing
table complete with splicer ; arm
extensions to carry a jjair of spools :

a projecting rack with water and
cement bottles ; a special film in-

verting magnifier (which gives the
image the right way up) and an in-

teresting feeil mechanism, together
with a frosted lamp in the base for

illuminating the film being viewed.
To operate the mechanism it is only

necessary to place the film to be
edited upon the top spool, bring it

over a smooth runwaj', so that it

engages with the feed sprocket, and
connect its end to the lower or take-uj>

spool. Wlien this is done the hinged
magnifier frsme is brought down over
the film, clamping it in place. As
soon as the lamp is switched on the
film can be viewed the right way up
through the magnifier and on turning
the handle on the right not only is

it fed continuously through the
apparatus but also the intermittent
light shutter will enable the actual
image to be seen just as it appears on
the screen. Whenever a point is

reached where frames have to be
deleted or inserted, it is but the work
of a minute to hinge back the mag-
nifier and lift over the film so as to
bring it on to the splicer which forms
an integral part of the editing table.

Immediately the splice has been made,
the film can be leturned to the viewing

The Kandem 500-watt spotlight for

amateurs

The inexpensive Neron reflector with
lamp in place

portion and the actual effect imme-
diately clieeked visually. Either for-

ward or reverse action is obtained
acx^ording to the direction in which
the handle is turned.
The whole apparatus is very well

matle, the heavy metal base being
rubber cushioned, so as to avoid
injury to a polished table ; and as
there are neither loops nor claw action
(the film running continuously) the
operation of the whole apparatus is

simplicity itself.

In testing the apparatus we were
very favourably imjiressed with the
simplicity of operation, not only of
the viewing mechanism but also of
the excellent splicer. Indeed, the
temptation with an apparatus such as
this is to continue editing anil splicing

longer than is necessary for the sheer
pleasme of doing it !

The apparatus is submitted to us
for test by Mr. Edwin C.orse, of

Blackburn. The price is 18 guineas
complete with either 120 or 240 volt
lamp according to user's mains. To
the amateur who has much editing
to do this apj)aratus is really a boon.

Low Price Lighting

The 500 watt Nitraphot lamp has
already been reviewed in these pages
and is well known to amateur cine-

matographers. We have now re-

ceived for reV'iew a new lamjj known
as the Neron -Nitraphot Type K,
which, it is claimed, is designed on
the same principles as the oOO watt
type but has a consumption of only
200 watts. In spite of the lower eon-
svunption the light given is practically

the same as that given by the 500 watt
raoilel, its added efficiency being
attained by a reduction in the life of
the lamp, which in the new type is

from 8-10 hours. As such lamps are,

however, rarely burnt continuously
and only lit while actual photo-
giaphing is taking place, its

short continuous life is not a great
disadvantage, particularly when it is

considered that the cost of the bulb is

only 7s. 6d. For convenient use in
cinematograph^' it is a great advant-
age to fix such lamps in a properly
designed reflector, that illustrated in
our photograph being specially pro-
vitled to take these bulbs. As will be
seen, the reflector is mounted on a
convenient base which can be used
on a stand and which incorporates a
tumbler switch and a flexible lead for
attaclunent to any lamp socket.
On test both- lamp and reflector

proved to be very efficient, and as the
leflector costs but 12s. 6d. and the
bulb, as previously mentioned, but
7s. (id., the whole outfit at £1 makes
an attractive purchase. The lamp and
reflector are supplied hv Messrs. Sands,
Himter & Co., Ltd.. of Bedford Street,
Strand.

A Patriotic Trailer
Messrs. Stedman's, of Leeds, who

have, as our readers know, for some
time specialised in processing and
titling !).5-mm. films, have sent us an
example of their trailer designed to
give a patriotic finish to 9.5-ram.
films. It is an excellently photo-
graphed piece of work, fading in with
the Union Jack waving on a cloudy
background, from which a fade is

made to a jjortrait of His Majesty the
King with the words " God Save the
King " fading in.

A trailer of this kind makes a very
pleasing finish to an evening's enter-
tainment and should jirove very
popular among our readers. A number
of other trailers are available, and
reatlers' own titles can be prepared.
The price of the patriotic trailer

referred to above is Is. 3d.

The ingenious and useful Rhamstine
" Editor"

Bargain anil Latest Lists fjost free

anywhere. Please state Tectmremints.

A n o

/IITCHISOri
EST. 1750.

'-^°

WANTED
CINE

APPARATUS
BOUGHT FOR

CASH

LONDON: 28 Old Bond St., W.l.
281 Oxford St., W.l.
35Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.

Stock Exchange Branch :
-

2 Angel Court, Throgmorton St., E.C.z.
CROYDON : 12 George St.
LIVERPOOL: 73 Lord St.
LEEDS : 37 Bond St.
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HOME MOVIE
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
FEBRUARY, 1933

f

^'fhruaky
1 Partridgo ami

pheasant sliool -

inR ends.
i>-4 Cage - birds Ex- ('rystal p..

hibition London
•> Puriiicatiou o f

B.V.M.—Candle-
mas General

•> Ancient custom

—

St. Ethel -

Blessing the dred's.
Throats London

4 Wales t\ Scotland

( Rugby )
Swansea

4-5 European Cham-
pionship in Speed
Skating . . ViBORc;

S Police Boxing Albert
Championships Hall, L'dn.

8-9 Cruft's Dog Show KOYAL Agrl.
Hall, L'dn.

8 Mr. J. A. Mollison
starts on South South
Atlantic Fhght. Coast.

S-10 Waterloo Cours- Altcar,1 nr.

ing Cup .

.

L'POOL.
9-10 Irish Badminton

Championships. . Dublin
a-25 "Brighter

Homes" Exhi-
bition B'aUNGHAM

10-15 S i r M a I i- u I ni

Campheirs .speetl l)A^^•oN.v

idtcuipt . . Beacfi
Kl-U; K(iurthTestMfiti-h J^kiskank

1 1 England v. Iioland

(Kugbv) . . Twickenham
14 St.Valentino'sDay.

1.")-I8J. ont Races
(Rowing) . . CA.MBKiixa:

18 Oxford !•. Cam-
bridge (Hockey) Beikknhaai

1

5

Royal Na\'y i\

Royal Air Force
(Rugbv) . . TwtCKKNHAiM

18 Fifth Round F.A.
Cup Competition

20 to

Mai. 3 British Industries London &
Fair . . . . B'mlngham

Feb.
21-23 Shire Horse Show Roy. Agrl.

Hall, L'dn.
25 Ireland v. Scotland

(Rugby) . . Dublin
25 ' Kate Kennedy

Day." Historical

Pageant . . . . St. Andrews
25 Scotland v. Wales

(Hockey) . . St. Andrews
27-28 Steeplechase

Meeting. . . . B'mingh.^m
28 Shrove Tuesday

(" Pancake Day") W'minster
Tossing the School,
pancake .

.

London
28to Hunters and

Mar. 2 T h o roughbreds Roy. Agrl.
Show. . . Hall, L'dn.

An Interesting Point
The El)in "It,

Dear Sir,- -In your January issue

Mr. \V. S. Pyrali, in a letter, called

attention to a ])oint in connection
with my last article on "The A.B.(;.

of Home Talkies." Certainly it would
liave been better had I strosstirl that
the intermittent motion of the film

through the picture gate wouhl in-

lerfere with sound track pick-up.

However, I would like to nrjsntion that
intermittent motion of the film is in

MO wise imperative for picture pro-

jection although admittedly it is

practically the oidy system in use at

the present moment. As a matter of

fact, probably the very l^est projec-

tion—I am speaking now only of the
silent days—was attained with con-
tinuous running film operating on the
mirror principle. The projectors were,

of course, different in construction to

the usual type, but had considerable

vogue, especially on the Continent.
Yours faithfully,

(Signed) Bernard Brown.
S.W.18.

Study the advertisers'

announcements in HOME
MOVIES—they are full of

useful information and
interest.

BRILLIANT SCREEN PICTURES WITH SUPERIOR DEFINITION

Ensign,

Foci from 1J"-7".

MEYER KINON SUPERIOR SERIES 1 F/1.8
For 9.5 mm. Pathe De Luxe Projector. In interchangeable
mounts. Foci from 1J"-7".

PRICE £6 10 upwards.

For 16 mm. Projection. Bell Howell, Kodak,
In interchangeable mounts.

PRICE £6 10 upwards.

MEYER WIDE ANGLE PROJECTION
PLASIVIAT F/1.5

ONLY in 20 mm. Focus.
In interchangeable mount for Pathe De Luxe Projector.

An enormous picture can be shown in a very small room
without the aid of a more powerful illuminant.

PRICE £9 IS

WRITE FOR
LIST

CABLES
" McnlorHcx

London"

Sole British Distributor:

A. O. ROTH
85 Ringstead Road, London, S.E.6

DE LUXE MOTOCAMERA MEYER
PLASMAT F/1.5

in focussing mount. £27 10

MEYER ITELEPHOTO ANASTIGMAT F/3

In focussing mount and matched finder.

4;c Magnification £16 EXTRA

Your own Camera converted into an interchangeable

focussing mount model. £4 15

MODEL B MOTOCAMERA fitted MEYER
F/2.8 ANASTIGMAT

£10 10

Your ov/n Model B
Camera converted and
fitted with Meyer F/2.8

Anastigmat £4 5
(Time required, three

days.)

TELEPHONE:
HITHER
GR E E ^24 24
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NATURE in theRAIV
ONE tliiiie; we've never done,"

said General Gore-Battlebj',
'"

is a really good natiue film."
" Nature in the raw is rather wild."

I murmured , as I beat the Vicar by
a short hand to the last of Mrs.
^lotherspoon-Waterbiffles muffins.

May I remind you that the dear
lady will be very offended if you
pronounce her name in any other
way but ^loon-Wiffle '?

" A\Tiat exactly had you in maind,
deear (ieneral ? " cooed the Rev.
Septimus Poffle, our earnest curate.

"Well," .said the General, "I was
thinkin' that as the weather's very
open for the time of year we might
go ramblin" over the coimtryside with
our cines, makin' shots of birds and

—

er—er—birds and things."
"How delightful!" neighed Mrs.

Motherspoon - Waterbiffle. "Then
think of the flowers : primroses."

There were little screams from m>-

aunt and INIrs. Motherspoon

-

Waterbiflfle. The General blushed,

and explained that he was referring to

mere males onlv.

A sudden attack of film-splicer's twitch

'"Violets," added Flippersfield.
' Daffodils," from the Vicar.

"Anemones," from my aunt. Miss
Lavinia Winklesworth.
They all looked at me as if I ought

to add something to the list. I

cudgelled my brains, but they seemed
to have mentionetl every blessed
spring flower. At last. Inspiration !

" Stinkwort !
" I shouted.

The General gave me one of those
looks that in his soldiering days had
made whole brigades pray nightly for

his retirement. Amongst the wild
hill tribes it helped to earn him the
nickname of Flan-ul-BeUey, or " Old-
Man-From-Whom-Nothing- iS|-Hidden-
Except-His-Own-Boots."

"Is everybody in favour of my
plan ? " he inquired. '" Good ! Then
let's start right away. Why shouldn't
we go cine-ramblin' to-morrow morn-
in' ? There's a 'bus to Puddleton
Common at ten o'clock. Everybody
must be at the town-hall at that
time with his cine-camera and a
packet of sandmches. And, by the
way, we will all wear shorts."

The General proved to be the worst
fumbler

At five to ten on the following

morning every single one of us was
there, except my aunt, who sent a

note regretting that she was pro-

strated by cine-turner's sore thumb.
I always consider that I look my best

in shorts, but I can't say that the.se

garments were very flattering to the

rest of them. I am, of cour.se. except-

ing Mrs' Motlierspoori-Waterbiffle. who
turned up in a kind of kilt and a pair

of gum boots.

With eerie screams from its brakes,

the 'bus drew up and the distinguished

party trooped in.

"The fares are mine, please," said

the General, beginning to fumble
fir.st in one pocket of his shorts and
then in the other.

"No, do let me," cried our Vicar,

the Rev. Percival Slopleigh, who
appeared to have yet more difficulty

in finfling his pocket.
"No, please," from the curate.

"Let me," from Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle, whose bag positively re-

fused to open.
The General proved at length to

be the worst fimibler and paitl, amidst

IDolite protests fi'om the whole party.

A surprise attack upon his rear defences

Arrived at Puddleton (_'onunon, we
disenibarked antl plunged straightway

into the noble woods at its north-east

corner. As we met an irate keeper

just inside the gate we phinged out

rather more nuickly than we jjlunged

in.

Always rjuick oft' tlie mark, though,
Mrs. Motherspofin - Waterbiffle was
enabled to secure several feet (of film,

of course) of a little brown bird which
she was fpiite unable to name.
"J am sure,' she gurgled, "Mr.

Reeler can tell us what it is ; he is so

clever at nature study."
"

" The brown - throated willow
hurbler,"' T replied instantly.

"But why brown-throated"? It's

all brown."
' And isn't its throat brown "? Very

well, then. One of our Scandinavian
visitors. Nests in tramps' di.scarded

footwear and feeds entirely u;)on

laspberries."
"' But there aren't any raspberries

at this time of the year."
"' Exactly. That is why it looks so

depressed."
The General was shortly after able

to "shoot" a large beetle, which I

She was unable to see the horse-pond

behind her

was able to identify l^ositivel^• as thej

purple-spotted bumbledore. A parn

ticularly interesting specimen I told

my gaping audience, since the purple-

spots were in this case completeh-

in visible.

Unfortunately, Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle was so impressed by myi
wide knowledge of the birds and
beasts of the countryside that she

insisted upon attaching herself to me
for the rest of the ramble. This

meant that she was sure I would not

mind carr^'ing her teeny mackintosh,

her wee (my hat !) packet of hmcli.

her ickle vanity bag, her cine-camera

and a sort of potich thing containing

spare reels. Curiously enough a

sudden attack of film-splicer's twitcli

caused me to drop these one by one

in the muddiest spots. They were

rescued by \-arious members of the

chib and so dejilorable, obviously, wa.s

my condition that willing hands were

soon carrying my own bits and pieces

for me as well.

{Contiyiued on page 338)
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Specimm CINECRAFT Title

SPARKLE UP
YOUR FILMS

WITH A

CINECRAFT
TRADE MARK

You can double the entertainment value oi your Alms if

you title them up with a CINECRAFr Title Maker. And
nothing could be easier. All you have to do is to place

the Titling Sheets (with ^their non-photographing guide

squares) on to the Titling Card, trace through the lettering

and pictures required, place them in the Title Mask and

start your camera. No ruling to do, no sketching,

msasuring or arrangmg—yet perfect results are definitely

assured. The whole outfit—synchronised and ready for

immediate use by day or AKTIFICIAL LIGHT^costs
only 21,-. To-day—mvest in a CINECBAFT Title

Maker and get twice as much iun out of your hobby.

21/. COMPLETE
In two models, for 9.5 Moto-

camera B and " Luxe.

With all accessories, Titling

Sheets, Alphabet and picture

card. Title Mask, special ink,

pen and full instructions.

BRITISH
MADE

ASK YOUR CINE DEALER
to show you the CINECRAFT Title Maker, or in the

case of difficulty, write for the address of your nearest

CINECRAFT stockist to CINECRAFT SUPPLIES, Camera

Comer, Palmers Green, London, N.13

use m Cine Cameras

GEVAERT
CINE FILMS
9*5 m.m.

HIGH SPE ED
REVERSAL

400 H& D (17 Sch)

For

Brilliant Results.

Very Fine Grain.

Great Latitude.

Fine Colour.

Price - - 2/10 per spool
Per carton of 3 - - 8/6

Also in separate Negative
and Positive at same prices.

Usual processing charges.

16 m.m.
Supplied only in separate
Negative (500 H & D) and
Positive, at prices not inclu-

sive of processing.

Fine grain Negative.

Per 100 ft. spool (Ortho) 13/6

„ 50 ft 7/6

„ 100 ft. „ (Pan) 17/0

„ 50 ft 9/6

Developing Negative.

100 ft. (Ortho) 3/0
(Pan) 4/6

(Developing 50//. spools pro Tata)

Positive prints, on B & W or
Amber tinted film at lid

per ft., minimum - - 3/6

For Roll Films, Film Packs, and Plates and Papers
in all varieties, please write for detailed list.

GEVAERT LTD.
WALMER ROAD, LONDON, W.iO

BflSSETT-LVWKE
Just the models for your film

SCALE MODEL TRAINS

Scale Model L.M.S. Locomotive "Royal Scot."
Clockwork or Electric. Price 75 -.

Steam, electric ami clock-

work Locomotivee from
7/- to £13 13s. and up-
wards. Coaches from 5/-

to £5 5s. and upwards.
\'ans and Wagons from
l/-to 45,-. FulljriUus-

tratetl catalocme 6d.,post

(S. bL-lO

SCALE MODEL ENGINES
Vertical Steam Encines from 12/6 to £4
15s, Horizontal Steam Entiiues from 25,-

lo £9 17s. Boilers from 20/- upwards. All

described and illustrated in catalogue.

6d. post free. (See below.)

Scale Hodel "TanEye" Type Horizontal

Engine, and Eabcock "Water-Tube BoUer,

£5 8s. 6d.

SCALE MODEL SHIPS

Super Motor Boat " lolanihe." Very fast.

Prices : Clockwork, 32/- : Electric, 35/8.

I 'lockwork, electric,

steam and sailing

Yachts from 16/6to
£18 18s. and Motor
Boats from 10'6

to 35'6. Mercantile
M.irine models from
7;- to £12 12s.
Warships from 6.'-

to £10 10s. Very in- '

terestinc catalogue
6d. post free. (See bel

3 INTERESTING BOOKS
ON MODEL ENGINEERING6 EACH

POST
llustrated rm ^ ^
above, h R C C

All packed with information. Fully illustrated.

Written by engineers. Book "A 10" is all about
Model Railways. Full list and descriptiou-i ot stock
and accessories. Book "E 10" is all about Model Engines and Acreesories. Gives complel';

details and list. Book "S 10" tells you everything about Model Yachts. Motor Boats, etc.

Also describes and lists fittings and parts. Send for the book yov want, but remtmber they

are all worth getting.

BASSETT-LOWKE, LTD., NORTHAMPTON
LONDON : 112, Hiph Holbom. W.C.I. MAKCHF.STER : 2S, Corporation Street.

EDINBURGH ; At Anderson's. The Arc.'ide, 100. Princes Street.
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REALARTTITLES
THAT ARE DIFFERENT
Designed and HAND.DRAWN by

ERN SHAW of " Home Movies "

I Main and 4 Sub-titles | p /on 16-mm. FILM (aver- I ^ / '
age 8 words) •^ /

Same on 9-mm. rev.
film 12/6

(Title cards only 50'^;,j less)

% Send 2/0 P.O. and word-
ing for sample title card

Charlie Higgitu, the famous comedian,
writes :

—" Titles excellent— improved
my film I00°t|."

ERN SHAW
27 VICTORIA AVENUE.HULL

Fit the New
" B. & T." Cine

Projector Transformer
Change your current wasting, heat
producing Resistance and obtain
economical power without heat.

Type No. I. For Pathescope Home
Movie, A.C. Mains 200,250 volts,
Price 25/-. Lamp Switch 2/6 extra

if required.

We con supply a Model for every
Projector. Quotation on request.

The Amateur Gine Service
50a Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent

Telephone : Kavenshourne 1926.

Let lis demonstrate the new Pathescope
"200-B " Projeetor, the rew Ensisii " ICO-B,"
and the Paillard-Iiolex and British Talkatome
Home Talkies. If yon want a fair part-
exchange consult us.

Use our Guaranteed Service 9.5 mm. Film
Library ami see all (he latest releases without
substitui ion,

GEVAERT and Pathescope Processing Station.

BETTER
RESULTS
Developing, Pr nting ^
Titling ^Copying ^^T

Reducing.
A^

All Processes AW WRITE
on ^dw FOR_^r COMPLETE

SERVICE
FOLDER

D*P« FILMS
(Cine Film Laboratories) LTD.

40/42 Osnaburgh Street, London, N.W.I
Telephone : Museum 1171

EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" v/ill be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future plans.

For inclusion in our next issue reports should reach the Service Manager
not later than 13th Feb. "Stills" suitable for publication are welcomed.

BARTON-GORE STUDIOS. Hon. 8etre-

tiiiv, Colin B. tiowcr, 32, Church Hill, E.17.

The production of oin- first dramatic effort—" Pearls and Swine," a dramatic comedy
—was somewhat delayed by the Christmas
holidays, but we hope to recommence the
club's actiCTties shortly with an exhibition

of various interest and news reels at present

being edited. A selection of library films

will lend the requisite variety to the enter-

tainment.
Most of the outdoor shots of " Pearls and

Swine " were taken during last summer,
and we are now concentrating on indoor
shots. The final scenes were all shot in one
i;rand '" day-out " on location at Abridge,
which was voted a great success by all

members. Apart from some experimental
half-s]ieed shots which were unsuccessful,

the day's "takes" were very satisfactory,

and this standard has been maintained in

later sections. It now remains to make the
final adjustments to our " breakfast-room "

set, arrange our lighting, and carry on with
the good work under cover.

BELFAST AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Hon. Treasurer, J). O'Sullivan; Hon.
Secretary, S. S. Orecn, 48, Upper Church
Lane, Belfast. It was decided at our last

meeting to hold fortnightly meetings at the
above premises on the first Tuesday and
third Thursday in each month. At this

meeting two IBnim. and two y.5-mm.
films were shown, including " Lords of the
Back Fence" and "Shop." The Secretary

also presented " Summer Holidays," two
9.0-mm. reels. It was decided to run a

competition amongst the members for a

scenario for our first jiroduction. Further
particulars of this will be given later.

The interest in amateur movies still con-

tinues and our membership is growing,
several new members having been enrolled.

BECKENHAM CINE SOCIETY. Hon.
Secretarj", J. W. Mantle, 06, Croydon Road,
Beckenham, Kent. We have now just

about recovered from the after effects of

our public show, which we are glad to say
was very successful, leaving us with a

small balance on hand which is very satis-

factory for our first efforts.

The films shown were :
" Know Your

Kent," by J. VV. Mantle; "On the Set,"

by Messrs. Mantle and Miller ;
" Tom

Leesome," Society Production ; a news
film taken by the Society of Prince CJeorge

opening our new Town Hall ; followed by
"Water," by K. F. Miller, all on 16-mm.;
and finally, " Uj) the Garden," Society
Production, <m 9i-mm. stock.

We have naturally learnt several things

from this show, such as that our screen was
too large for a brilliant ])icture, using the
lamps we had in the projectors, and other
similar details.

At our last meeting we projected the film
" The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," which is

really remarkably up to date considering it

was made about 1918-19, but the photo-
graphy compares rather badly with modern
films.

CAMBRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB--
CINE WORKERS. H.ui. Secretary, Eric F.
Watsun, i, Holland Street, Cambridge. A
cine section of the fCambridge Photographic
Club has been formed recently to foster

the art of movie-making among members.
.\lthoiigh the section is still small, the
members are very keen and, judging by the
quality of the films turned out, far from
inexperienced.

The section devotes itself entirely to the
jiroduction of films of a pictorial, general

interest and abstract nature, the workers
believing that photoplays can only be
efficiently produced in the professional

studios of Elstree and Hollywood. Mr.
Herbert Bush, of Ely, has produced two
splendid travel films on Iti-mm. stock,

while Mr. Watson has recorded the beauties

of the Isle of Wight im 9..5 film. Mr. Arnold
Darlington, another 9.5 enthusiast, has jtist

completed a nature film which has taken
nearly ten months to prepare ; and Mr.
Erie Twinn is believed to have something
unusual up his sleeve— metaphorically

s))eaking, of course—in the nature of an
abstract film.

Meetings are held on alternate Fridays at

the club house, Kam Yard, at 8 p.m.
Anyone who is interested in cinematography
is welcome and should either put in an
appearance at one of the gatherings or com-
municate with the hon. secretary at the

above address.

CROYDON AMATEUR FILM CLUB.
Resident and Founder, James L. Bacon

;

Hon. Secretary, John E. Reinhold, 1, South
Parkliill Road, South Croydon. This club

has just been formed and has already 20
members and excellent premises at 1, South
Parkhill Road. The subscription is 15s.

per aimum or £1 paid in quarterly instal-

ments of 5s. The secretary will be pleased

to answer any enquiries.

MR. GLYN JONES, «f 8, Tanswell

Street, S.E.I, is anxious to promote a cine

club in his district and will be glad to

hear from anyone interested, ])referably by
letter. The club will be known as the

Fanfold Amateur Cine Club, and the sub-

scription will be quite a small weekly one,

according to membership. Mr. Jones has

on hand two scenarios and is now writing

a third.

HORNBY-BRITISH AMATEUR FILMS.
Patrons, Jack Hulbert, Gordon Harker;
President, Henry Caine ; Secretary, John
Montgomery, Timber Lodge, Ashtead,

Surrey.

The new film, " Heirloom," was screened

for the first time at a private entertainment

held following recent location work accom-

plished at Tintagel, Cornwall. Using the

King Arthur's Castle Hotel as a base for

the story and the magnificent cliffs and
castle ruins as a background, the producers

of " Heirloom " fountl themselves extremely

lucky with the sunshine and the film was
completed within a week. Interiors were

taken in the hotel, and the film was drama-
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tie-ally finishetl 200 ft'it abovL- thi- sea, where
iin exciting tight took place on a cliff edge.

KILEUEN AND BRONDESBTJRY
AMATECR MOVIE SOCIETY. .Secretary,

C. ¥. \V. i:)ickins, 1, Harvist Road, Ivilburn,

N.W.t). Our new production, '" All Is INot

Odd," has been delayed by the illness of

our principal and first cameraman. We are

now well under way with it in new sur-

roundings.
All previous interior shots have been

taken in a room over a factory kindly lent

to us by our electrician, Mr. Ingram. In
our new premises we are able to build four

or more sets at a time if reqtiired, and in

the new production we have a kitchen

scene and a public-house bar scene up at

the same time. This saves a lot of time,

as wo are only able to shoot once a week.

On February 25 the society is holding a

dance, cabaret and film presentation. Miss

.MoUy Lamont (B.I.P.) and Mr. Walter
Patch ((raumont) have kindly promised to

attend.

We are still badly in need of members for

the acting section, and the secretary will be

l>Ieased to give any particulars.

METEOR FILM-PRODUCING SOCIETY.
Secretary, Stanley L. Russell, 14, Kelvin
Drive, Glasgow, N.W. This society was
recently formed in Glasgow by a few
16-mm. enthusiasts and suitable studio

premises have been acquired at 234, Sauchie-

hall Street, Glasgow. These have been
equipped for lighting on a generous scale

and are gradually being furnished so that
all the operations of film-making may be
carried out there. Sets for the first produc-
tion, " Intrusion," are now completed, after

much enjoyable work by the members, and
shooting is in progress. Screen tests were
carried out some time ago and the society

is indebt-ed to the Prompt Players, that
body of well-known amateurs, for the excel-

lent cast they have provided for " Intru-

sion." It is hoped to have this film com-
pleted by the end of February.
The society has already issued No. 1 of a

local news-reel, called the " Meteor Movie
.Alagazine." It is 400 feet in length and
comprises various events of 1932, including
shots of the speedboat. Miss England III.

on Loch Lomond, and a very complete
record of the Ulster T.T. Motor Race. This
reel has been very much in demand and
can be hired by anyone, the charge being
4s. per night. The society proposes to
produce a number of Scottish scenics during
the com'ng summer.
Owners of apparatus and any others

interested are invited to get in touch with
the society. Membership, £1 Is. ; entrance
fee, £2 2s. ; associated membership, con-
ferring limited privileges, 10s. 6d.

THE NEWMARKET AMATEUR CINE
SOCIETY. Treasurer, W. Tindall; Hon.
Secretary, Miss G. C. Emery, 8, Exeter
Road, Newmarket. Considerable progress

has been made during the last month on
this club's first production entitled " Sus-
picion," directed by Mr. M. Griffiths. The
club's other ijroduction, entitled " The
Train," a documentary film produced by
Mr. P. Collin, is also in an advanced stage.

The first general meeting was held on
January 5 when the following committee
was appointed : Sir. M. Griffiths, Mr. W. T.
McGlcne, Miss P. Waugh, Miss F. Collin,

Dr. M. Bird, Mr. F. C. Fields, Mr. R.
Iggulden, jVIr. P. Collin. Owing to the fact

that the society's original secretary is

leaving the town. Miss G. C. Emery has
now been given that position.

On January 8 the club was honoured by
a visit from Mr. G. H. Sewell (Chairman of

the Institute of Amateur Cinematographers,
and author of " Film-Play Production for

Amateurs "), who watched the " shooting "

of several scenes and gave members a

number of very helpful hints.

A dance will be held at the Wliito Hart
Hotel, Newmarket, on February )7, in order

to raise fluids.

SALFORD OR DISTRICT. Will any
readers living in Salfurd or district, in-

terested in the formation of an amateur film

society, comniiniicatc with K. W. Kenyon,
10. Scedley Terrace. Pendleton, Salford (i.

Telephone," PENdlcton IISS. The sug-

gested aims of the society arc the discussion

and exhibition of personal films, experi-

mental work, the production of film plays,

etc., consequently members with or with-

out apparatus and/or experience will Iji'

welcome.

SHEFFIEID AMATEUR FILM CLUB-
The Hon. Secretary wishes us to state that

his address is Ij5, Pingle Road. jMiUhouscs,

Sheffield ; not 23, Wirlowdalc Road, as

was stated in the last report of this societj^

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA AMATEUR FILM
SOCIETY. President, Alexander Field ;

Hon. Production Secretary and Treasurer,

W. L. Gadsdon ; Hon. General Secretary.

H. E. Packham, 20. Sydney Road, Leish-

on-Sea ; studio, 1 and la. Western
Esplanade. Westcliff. The above society,

which has only been in existence four

months, has already two films, taken
entirely in the studio, to their credit

—

"Congo Nights," on 9.o-mm. stock; and
" Fags," on 16-mm. The studio was
opened on October 8 by Mr. G. H. Sewell,

Chairman of the Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers, who stated during the
course of his speech that the results he had
just seen of the society's efforts were of a
very high standard, the photograph}' being

specially notable.

The entire lighting unit has been supplied

by The Strand Electric and Engineering Co.,

of London, and consists of 2 by 1,000 watt
top floods, 2 by 1,.500 watt side floods,

2 by oOO watt nitrophot lamps, and 1 by 50O
watt spot. The installation was carried out

by Mr. W. L. Gadsdon and Mr. G. Hem-
mings. Using panchromatic film and 5
lens, excellent results have been obtained
on an area of 20 square feet.

On .lanuary 14 we had a visit from Mr.
May, of Gutheridge Hall, Weeley, who gave
us a very interesting show of films (16-mm.)
taken by himself while in India, including

one of the "Insi.de of Tibet," the only one
of its kind in existence.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY—KINEMATOGRAPH GROUP.
Hon. Secretary, P. J. Smith. 29, Talfourd
Place, S.E.1.5. The society, hearing of the
need for a kinematograph society in the
district, have formed a kinematograph
Group. The first meeting was on January 18,

and was devoted entirely to business

arrangements. Fortnightly meetings on
Wednesday will be held at 8 p.m. at the
Central Library, Peckham Road, S.E.15, at

which all interested are welcome. Full

details will gladly be given to those who
apply to the secretary at the above address.

STOCKPORTAMATEUR CINEPLAYERS'
CLUB. Hon. Secretary, H. W. Greenwood,
" Penrhos," Beaufort Road, Ashton-under-
Lyne. This club held its fourth annual show
of films on January 10, 11 and 12. The
programme consisted of tie club's main
production of the year, " The Nine Ladies
of Stanton Moor," a legend of the origin of

a Druid's flircle near Matlock which goes
by that name ; several travel films by
members of the club; and "An Amateur
Ace," the latter being lent by the Man-
chester Film Society. The show was held
in the Lads' Club, which it is expected will

benefit materially from the proceeds, good
audiences being experienced each night.

A wonderful new
PROJECTOR
Ideal for showing 9.5-mm. films at homo
or at public entertaininents. The Pathe-
sccpe " 200-B " throws a flickcrless ]0-ft.

picture and is fitted ^ith a highly-LfiScionT.

lighting system cf 2C0 watts for direct
illumination. Unusually accessible gate,
threading on one side of projector only.
Fiims can be removed and re-wound at
will.

^^ PATHESCOPE
" 200.B " PROJECTOR

PRICE £15.

FULL PARTICULARS FROM

SANDSHUNTER
i, CC LTD.

37, BEDFORD ST. STRANG. W.C.2

Professional Cinema-
tographers ase

KANDEM LIGHTS

For your indoor shots we
offer a range of small lamps
unequalled for efficiency.

Obtain Professional quality

with

KANDEM LIGHTS

500-wsKEBectSpot

KANDEM rJir
FILM LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

Incandescents from
200-10,000 watts.

Arcs from
5-300 amperes

FILM LIGHTING
SPECIALISTS FOR
MANY YEARS

Write for lists 500-Katt Flood

KANDEM ELECTRICAL LTD.
(Lale KOEIIHQ fi MATHIESEN ELECTBICAL LTD.)
Bead 0£ia! :

711 & 715 Fulbam Road, LONDON, S.W.6
Works : Kandem Works, Parsons Green, S.W.6

Plone; FIJLHAM 2387-'2388
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Compnnii IJrnitt'^ 6y Guarantee, and not knving Capital Divided into Shares.

INSTITUTE OF AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHERS, LTD.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION 10 6

An International Organisation.

7 Red Lion Square, W.C.I

PRESIDENT:
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND, K.T.

HON. GEN. SECRETARY:
WILLIAJE K. CHADWICK, F.A.C.l.

COUNCIL MEETING
A Meeting of tlie Cciuncil was held at

Anderton's Hotel. Fleet Street, E.C.4, on
Tuesday, January Itl, when the following

were ])resent :

—

Mr. George H. Sewell, Chairman : 5Ir.

Perey W. Harris. A'ice-President ; Jlr.

W. E. Chadwick. Hon. General .Secretary

and Treasurer ; Messrs. H. \A'alden, \.

Randall, S. W. Bowler, H. S. Newcombe,
L. Isaacs.

Co-opted members on Council : \\ . J.

Bassett-Lowke and F. G. A\arne.

NEW MEMBERS
The following 4" candidates wei-e nomi-

nated for membership :

—

Andrew C. .Shankland. C. Marshall.

Harold Street, M. J. Murray, Albert W.
Dowell, Arthur A. Budd. Ci. P. Kendall.

Arthur Goodchild, William Hough, William

F, Strang, John Sunderland, J, Higgen-

bottom Grive, Charles W. Argent, JLss M.
Tenot, S. C. Steele, P. K. Bowles (Ph.D..

F.T.C.), L. H. Kenwrick, J. H. Douglas.

J. Robertson, A. C. Kermode. ('. B. Winter-

Lotimer, Basil Steele (Dr.), M. J. Heddie.

N. M. Richardson, R. W. Xorman. H.
Raymond S. King, George Hare, D. J.

Aland. J. Dickens. Ian J. Loi,gate, F, P.

Barnitt, F. H. E. Shipton, K. F. Craggs,

A. A\>ntworth (JIajor), E. G. Granger
(Dr.), C. H. Buck-ton, F. J. Frampton.
Bernard B. Hill, Robert Warden, William
S'cott, Stewart K. Barclay, A. Hill, Richard
Lyndsay Rogers.

The candidates who were nominated at

the meeting of the Council held on
December 1.3 were elected to membership.

ADMISSIONS TO ASSOC, MEMBERSHIP
The foIlowiiiL' lomjianies were admitted

to Associateship through the Institute :

—

Messrs. Wallace Heaton. Ltd., London.
Jlessrs. Cinepro. Ltd.. London.
Messrs. The White Star Line, London.
Messrs. H. Salanson & Co.. Ltd.. Bristol.

ADMISSIONS TO HON. MEMBERSHIP
The following were elected Honorary

Members of the Institute :

—

Michael Orme, Ewart Hodgson, Esq..

C'ampbell Dixon. Esc|., Maud G. Hughes
(Miss).

ADMISSIONS TO AFFILIATION
The Klub Der Kino Amateure Oester-

reichs of Vienna was admitted to affiliation

through the Institute.

Booklet No. 2 Now Issued

Booklet Xo. '2 is now available, and Hill

be sent to all members who write to the

Secretary requesting it and including a

2d. stamp for postage. Entitled " Surrey
of Apparatus and Material," it covers such
important matters as the differences

between, and advantages and disadvantages
of, the various .*ilm sizes ; the advantages
and disadvantages of non-reversal ; clioice

of camera lenses ; whether or not it is

worth your while to pay more money for

large aperture lenses and other such matters.

A simey of this kind is extremely useful

to those members who are just starting

the hobby and who want to spend their

money to the best advantage. It has been
issued in response to a widespread demand
-for just such "data.

TWELVE YEARLY SERVICES

AT LESS THAN I - EACH

Here are the imique ser\ices of the

I.A.C. to its members :

—

1. The LA.C. Monthly Bulletin

This contains practical information and
is supplied to members free. It covers

elementary and general subjects, hints and
tijis, and activities of the Institute.

2. Technical Advisory Service
Oealing with all phases of motion pictures,

sound, etc. A thoroughly individual

service, direct, immediate and jjersonal

between the Institute and member.

3. Continuity Service
If you wish to make personal pictures,

scenic films or film plays, the Institute

advises you in planning specific films In-

making suggestions for treatment.

4. Review of Films
The Institute reviews memljers' films and

makes suggestions for future work.

5. I,A,C. Technical Booklets
These are supplied to Institute members

only and are not available elsewhere. They
are issued every two months. (Two already

i.ssued.)

6. LA.C. Blue Book Permit
Permits have been obtained for Institute

members only lo use cine cameras in

certain places of interest.

~. Club Service
The combined experience of the Institute

is available to amateur cine organisations

affiliated to the Institute. A Club Liaison

Officer has been appointed to look after the

interests of societies.

8. I.A.C. AU-Cover Insurance
This iniique Insurance scheme, available

to Institute Members only, enables all cine

apparatus (accessories as well as cameras
and projectors) and all members' still ])hoto-

graphie apparatus, to be insured at the

lemarkably low rate of 10s. per cent. Think
what this means ! For example, a hundred
])ounds' worth of cine cameras, lenses.

tripod, exposure meters, etc., etc., insured

anywhere in the United Kingdom, the

Continent of Europe and on board British

ships on pleasure cruises for 10s. a year I

The policy issued insures the specified items

against .4LL AXD EVERY RISK OF
WHATSOEVER NATURE (excepting, of

course, loss arising from wear and tear,

depreciation, mechanical defects or break-

down, etc.).

9. The Members" International Itinerary and
Amateur Cinematographers' Guide

This contains places of interest in this

and European countries, beauty spots,

celebrations, fetes, etc. A veritable gold

mine to the amateur. This is supplied free

to all members.
10. Equipment Service
The Institute is fully acquainted with

all sources of supply as no other organisa-

tion can be. It is in the hub of amateur
cine industry and is at your service.

11. Associates' Service
111 per cent, reduction on library films on

))roduction of membership card, and free

overhauling and oiling service.

12. Membership Film Exchange
The Institute has an interchange system

by which members exchange films easily

and rapidly with absolute safety.

I.A,C. COMPETITIONS
Six valuable silver trophies are offered

in the I.A.C. ('omi)etitions. In addition to

this we have pleasure in announcing an
adciitional prize of a Mediterranean Cruise

b\ the kindness of Messrs. The White Star
Line for the best cruising ])icture made
whilst on a cruise on a White ."^tar liner.

NOTES FROM THE POST BAG.
" Insurance of cine apparatus. May I

congratulate your Institute for bringing

such a thing about ? I am sure that it will

prove an enormous boon to cine enthusiasts

all over the country."
W. L. (iADSDON.

" Congratulati< ns on
interesting bulletins."

P.

the inereasingly

H. E. Laidee.

""Before closing, may I congratulate the

Institute on that little inspiration.' the
• Bulletin '

?
" W. HoroH.

May I take this opportunity of thank-

ing you for the copy of the Bulletin ': I

found it very interesting indeed ; as a cine

worker it is a very great help."

L. H. Kenweick.

"Many thanks for the Bulletin, which is

])acked with useful information. I am
indeed glad I joined you. You are doing

t great service to the amateur cinemato-

grapber by circulating items of tests, etc.,

with utmost impartiality."

J. H. Maetix Cross, A.R.P.S.

I must thank you for the wonderful

little book. " The Scope of Amateur Cinema-

tography." It is written in just the right

way. concise, giving what one wants with-

out ha\ing to read through a lot of un-

wanted descriptions."'

NOEMAK A. E. WVATT.

"Many thanks for the Bulletin, which I

greatly enjoyed reading. Again a definite

improvement.
" Thanks very much for tlie " individual

touch ' which has occurred in all my deal-

ings with the Institute."

B. B. .'<l'MMERS.

The February issue o£ the LA.C. Monthly

Bulletin contains a galaxy of valuable

information to the amateur cinemato-

grapher imder such headings as " Indoor

Lighting," "Educational Films,"" ""Import-

ance of Correct Exposure."" " Making

Interesting Films,"' " Why a Continuity ?
""

Work for the Month." '" Filters and Their

Use," " Hints and Tips," etc., etc.

PLEASE WRITE '.

Several ])eopIe who have callwl at Red
Lion Square have been disapjiointed that

they found no officer of the Institute there

to receive them. Prospective members,

however, are asked to remember that those

who are working to put the I.A.C. on its

feet are doing so in what spare time they

possess, after having attended to the

pressing business of earning their own
living. In the meantime, please write.
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(Coiitinucil Jrom p'lgc 323)

move in any <lirec-tion. not only from
the point ot" view of keepinj; within
their camera limits but also from that

of kee)5ins within their light and
shadow limits—tliey seem to feel it if

the tip of their nose or the edge of

their ears i*: losing the light or getting

it too niiioh.

I would stiongly recommend all

artists to practise how to stand and
how to move for a elose-np by facing
their images in a small square mirror.

Let tliem stand in front of the glass,

turn their heads from side to side,

then turn their bodies as they look

from side to side. Then turn right

roiuid in a complete circle and try and
come back to exactly the position of

the start. They'll .soon learn that

they've even got to. control their fei^t

to get a good close-up of their faces.

Management of Crowds

Handling crowds is not really diffi-

cult. Wlien you begin to tackle a
big crowd you may possibly think
them such a dumb collection of half-

wits that you will too soon despair.

Tact and patience are obviously
needed—and good humour ; sarcasm
will get you nowhere. You must
know what you want and you must
let them see you know what you want.

Rehearsals for big crowd move-
ments are certainly essential at the
time of shooting, but even more
essential is that you should have
rehearsed these movements in your
mind many times before attempting
to direct the crowd. You may even
find it advisable to work out the
movements on paper the day before
you shoot.

^Vhen you wish to give the impres-
sion of unlimited numbers, you must
be careful never to include the edge
of your crowd in a long-shot. If you
are fortunate in having a really vast

crowd that will not be difficult, but
the chances are you will not have a

vast crowd. The problem then arises

as to how to create the impression of

vast numbers with only a limited

number.
Some years ago I made a little

film entitled "Blighty," in which 1

tried to convey an impression of

Armistice Night (1918) in London
with 11(1 ciowd aitists ! ^^^lat success

I may have achieved was entirely' due
to working it all out beforehand.

First of all I had three or four little

sets and crowded my artists in them.
I kept them moving as much as

possible and, like the old-fashioned
stage-aimies, had them running lound
behind the sets after they had gone
off and coming in again—even chang-
ing their hats or coats where they
were likely to be recognised ! Natur-
ally I did not have them all moving
the same way and running round in

circles ; three would go oR behind a

wall, count ten and re-enter the scene,

making across it diagonally ; six

others would disappear at another
point and then re-enter from behinrl

the camera ; and so on. There were
numberless methods of playing the
same trick.

^'\'hen the tliree or four little sets

were cross-cut rapidly and inter-

j3olated with closer shots hardly re-

vealing the background, we had the
impression of certainly a vast crowd
—^my enthusiastic assistant said he
counted 8,000,000 people on the
screen !

Another important thing to re-

member in deahng with crowds is

that you must appoint spokesmen.
Let these spokesmen or leaders realise

how much depends on them and
you'll soon find the crowd behaving
according to plan.

As for making a little go a long way,
you can achieve quite a considerable

effect with only twenty or thirty

people, and if you have a real crowd
to cross-cut with, you can achieve
marvels. A few topical shots of a
football crowd or the audience at a
Tattoo, cross-cut with yoiu- own
twenty or thirty astists, and you can

jjroduce the effect of anything from a
stampede to the atmo.sphero of a
revivalist meeting.

Accomjjlishing effects of this kind is

one of the most .satisfying tasks in the
art of film-making. According to the
skill and ingenuity of your Director,

Cameraman, Scenarist and Editor, so
will be your results. Success is the
leward of these (jualities plus good
staff work.

{To be continued.)

NOTES AND NE^VS
9JL -MM. .seenas to be practically dead

2 in theUnited States judging by the
entries in a competition recently held
by "The American C'inematographer;"
only one L'nited States entrant useil

this size. The recently introduced
8-mm. seems to be doing very well,

however, and much of its success is

imdoubtedly due to the excellent dis-

tribution of both film and apparatus.
In Europe, where the 9i-mm. size

has a very firm hold and is far better

established than has ever been the
case in the United States, the new size

will have a much bigger fight. So
far as entries from other parts of the
world were concerned, the OJ-mm.
size proved very popular, more than
half of the entrants from Japan being
made with this equipment.

To American Readers

"Home Movies" is now obtainable
from

WILLOUGHBY'S
no W. 32nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

and

THE BASS CAMERA CO.
179 W. MADISON STREET

CHICAGO

PORTABLE

CINE

SCREENS

ENORMOUS REFLECTION STRENGTH
WITHOUT HURTING THE EYES

The successful production of amateur movies depends very largely on the

screen used. !t is not sufficient for a screen to be brilliant—to be ideal, it

should be brilliant and yet soft, so that the pleasure of seeing your picture*,

is not marred by any harmful effects on the eyes.

This vital point v/as of primary consideration in the manufacture of both the

Silver and Crystal Glass Beaded surfaces used for Celflx Screens. The screen

is portable and self erecting, opening and closing by a single pressure on a

button. Built in a beautifully finished art leather covered box, it takes up
practically no room, and can be transferred from place to place at a moment's
notice. Write for fully illustrated De Luxe Brochure and sample screen

surfaces, both free and post free, from the manufacturers, Dept. MM.

R. F. HUNTER LTD., CELFIX HOUSE
51 GRAY'S INN ROAD, LONDON, W.d

Phone: Bolbori) 7.311/2

IT'S THE
SCREEN THAT
MAKES THE PICTURE

MADE IN 5 SIZES : 27" X 20"

to 80" X 60"—FROM £3 10s.
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THE MERRY REEL
(Continued from page 332)

Making our way across the fielfls.

we came to one of those deHghtful
old-worlil faims which nestle in spots

unspoilt by the madding rush of to-

day- Pigs and piglets, sheep an<l

sheeplets, goats and goatlets provide<l

our members with magnificent camera

-

fodder.
Mrs. Motherspoon -Wat.erbiffle was

positively entranced by a gigantic

turkey-cock which advaneefl towards
her with tail fanned out and making
those queer gobbling noises by which
the bird demonstrates that he doesn't
care if it snows ink so long as Christmas
is past. Mrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle
cranked valiantly. The bird con-
tinued to advance. Suddenly, with a

super gobble, it flung itself upon her.

Realising the danger, the dear lady
must have broken all records for the
fifty-yards backwards rini, and it was,
of course, a thousand pities that,

having no eyes at the back of hei'

head, she was unable to see the horse-

pond behind her. Flipjjersfield and T

pulled her out, but such was the
clinging nature of the mud beneatli

the surface that both of her giuu
boots were left behind.
Meantime the General was frantic-

ally filming the friskings of the
lambkins which sported before him.
He also is unprovided with eye* in

the occiput, and it was perhaps a

pity that he was wearing the scarlet

blazer of his old football club.

He could not therefore observe the
rapid approach of another fine piece

of nature, a Shorthorn bull.

It was the snorts of this animal
that finally awakened the General to

the fact that a surprise attack upon
his rear defences was imder way.
Glancing round, he perceived his

adversary. He then developed a

completely unexpected turn of speed.

After the first time round the field

the bull was wearing the General's
felt hat as a kind of cuff round its

near fore leg. He finished the second
round in the ponri and I think that

he might still be there but for the
intervention of the farmer's daughter,
age<l about ten, who shooed the bull

away.
I got some fine shots of volunteers

carrying the bootless, but by no
means weightless, Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle to the nearest 'bus stop.

but I am afraiil that these cannot
really be included in a nature film.

MOVIE THRILLS AND HOW
TO FAKE THEM

[Continued from page 316)

binding it round his face. A scene
showing him dashing through a door-
way with smoke pouring out—garden
shed door suitably dolled up or smoke
tins liidden behind shrubs outside the
front door of the house. Scene on
stairs again with burning stick below
lens. Character with towel over face
dashes up stairs, is beaten back but

finally wins through. Then inter-

sper.se a shot of some pieces of wood
buining, held fairly near the lens,

letting some of them fall to give a

suggestion of the binning house be-

ginning to break up. Then the charac-

ter with the towel over his face coming
into a room and rescuing the per.sou

)>re\ iouslA- shown attempting to

escape.

A thrilling jump from a high burning
window would be accomplished as

follows. Long .shot from ground of

window two stories up. smoke belching
out from smoke tins as described.

Close up of ground floor window,
choosing one that looks similar to thf

^- -c'?^- -J-

'

I'hnUi : Central Press

Mrs. Anthony de Rothschild with her cine

camera at the meet of theWhaddon Chase

high window, .sliowins; characters ap-

pearing at window anfl beginning to

climb out. Another long shot from
the ground of the higli window with
characters leaning out. Shot of

gi-ound floor window close u]3 with

characters climbing on to sill and
jumpiug.
The final thiiUing scene would

show the ground riuuiing \\\) as pre-

sumably seen by the falling jjeojile.

To accomplish this, tie one end of a

long string to the camera, then go

up to the third story window already

photographed. Wind uji tlie camera
and make sure there is plenty- of film

left in it. The string should be

attached so that when the camera is

suspendetl by it, the lens poiiits

directly downwards. Hold the camera
at arms' length out of the window,
]jush the starting button over, and
then let the camera go rushing down
towaids the ground, the string slipping

through your hands as it goe-s. If it

tiuiis and twists in the air .so much
the better. As the camera nears the
ground, check it by the string and
have someone hidden below ready to

run out and stop the motor.
This scene, with the last few inches

cut out where the hidden person ran
out to stop it, spliced into your fire

rescue film and followed by a shot
of the two people seen previously at

the window, huddled on the groimd
with everyone else available crowding
roimd, will give you a thrill that even
the professional movies can hardly
excel.

Kniie Thrown at Character : Misses
Narrowly and Sticks into the Wall.-
Unless you have an expert knife

thrower in your party this thrill

must be faked. Let the wall be
fairly dark and with a patterned
surface. To the handle of the knife

attach a black thread. Imbed the

knife well but not too firmly in the
wall at the point required. Stand
the victim in the required position

with his head about an inch away
from the knife. Have the free end
of the thread held by someone out
of sight and above the le%'el of the

victim's head. Hold the camera up-
side down and instruct him to register

startled fear, looking at the same time
towards the hidden person who holds

the thread. Tell the victim to flinch

and then have the hidden p>erson jerk

the thread to ]5ull the knife clear out
of the wall, across the line of visi»n

and out of sight.

\Alien this shot is spliced into your
film right way up your will get the

effect of the knife skimming into the

picture and landing plonk into the

wall within an inch of the \'ictim's

head.

Car Beating Train to Level Cros-

sing.— This ]>erennial favourite is

<iuite easy. Take shots of the car

anil the train independently, choosing

a stretch of road that runs parallel

with the railway. Take a shot of the

train from tlie car and of the car from
tlie train. A shot of the level crossing

with car and train approacliing. A
shot from the car as it approaches the

level crossing. A shot of the train,

taken from the safe side of the crossing

gates, showing the train almost at

the crossing. Now let the train go b\-

and set your camera up on a tripod

while you film the car driving across

the cro.ssmg. Wait patientlj- for the

next train in the same direction as

the one you have been filming, and
film it as it thunders over the crossing.

When your film is joined up you will

get the effect of a thrilling race between
car and train, at the end of which the

car dashes across the lines and the

next second, though actually it may
be half an hour lat-er, the train

thunders past.
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CIHE QUERIE/
AH/WERED
Free Service for Readers

Is there a cine problem bothering you ? Have you some difficulty in which
you would like expert help ? Do you w.int to know where to obtain

certain apparatus and what it will cost ? HOME MOVIES is at your
service in this and many other ways.

Address vour query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES, Messrs.

George Newnes, Ltd., S-ii, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2, enclosing

the free Query Coupon printed in this issue. A selection from queries

and answers of general interest will be printed each month on this page.

All others will be replied to by post.

Special Note.—Criticisms of amateur films, opinions of amateur scenarios

atid test of apparatus can be undertaken by special arrangement. In
such cases a preliminary letter to the Editor is essential.

S. S. W., Chigwell, writes :

'• C^an you
please inform me of any maker of 16-mm.
direct reversal film which one can process

at home, and please state the chemicals to

be used and the method of using them."

Ansicer.—The only makes of direct

reversal 16-mm. film on the British market
are Agfa, Kodak and Bolex, all three being

sold at a price which includes processing.

While these films can be processed at home
in a similar fashion to the 9i-mm., there is

obvioush- no saving of money in so doing,

and the process cannot be explained in an
answer to a query. It should be pointed

out, however, that all Kodak and some
Agfa 16-mm. stock is now panchromatic,
which makes home processing extremely
difficult, but orthochromatic stock can he

obtained from Agfa and Bolex. Articles

on the subject of home processing will

appear in later issues.

I. M. N., Rugby, asks questions about the
shooting of outdoor scenes wliich are sup-

posed to take place by night.

Answer.—Good approximations of night

scenes can often be achieved by imder-
exposure of daylight scenes and moonlight
effects can be easily obtained in daylight on
panchromatic stock using a red filter ; by
placing a piece of green or bhie celluloid

or gelatine in front of the projection lens,

the night effect is enhanced. Perhaps the
best method of all is to choose your time of

day so that there is still enough light to

give some, but not much, exposure of the
.scene with a large aperture lens, bringing

in motor car headlights, which usually add
considerably to the effectiveness of the
scene. .Special magnesium flares for filming

at night can also be obtained, and these

burn ivith very high actinic power for two
or three minutes. We have filmed very
successfully with these flares. They can
be obtained in this country from Messrs.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd., or the Westminster
Photosraphic Exchange, and are known as
" Newmanlite " Flares.

C. F., Hamilton, writes :
" Could you

please tell me where I could get 9i-mm.
film of Kenya Colony, South Africa, or
travel films of Africa ? I have already seen
those given in the Pathescope Catalogue,
but they are no use for my purpose."

Answer.—Can any readers help in this

matter 'i Letters addressed c/o Editor,

Home Movies, will be forwarded.

N. R. T., Loughborough. Many thanks
for 3'our kind congratulations. While the
titler in question is designed at the moment
for the ' B " type of camera, it is a fairly

simple matter to alter it to suit the Luxe,
or perhaps the makers will make this

change for you at a small charge if you
write to them.

A. H. G., Stoke Newington, is anxious to
buy or hire a property safe for use in a
film he is producing, and mshes to know
whether one is available. He also asks a

cjuestion about Photoflood bulbs.

Answer.—Properties of this kind are
rarely stocked but are made up specially

for the particular film or play as required.

We would suggest that you get the local

carpenter to knock you up a plywood box
of the shape of a safe, and if a wooden
door-knob and what carpenters know as
"furniture" is fitted to it, the painting
operation to make it look real should net
be beyond the ability of some members of

your society or, failing this, the local sign-

painter should be able to do the job for

you inexpensively. One of the safe-makers'
catalogues should give you all the guide you
need.

WTiile the "Mazda" Photoflood bulbs
advertised in American magazines are not
sold in England, identical Photoflood bulbs
made by the British General Electric Co.
for Kodak, Ltd., can be obtained from any
cine dealers. The price is 7s. 6d. Another
particularly good lamp of this kind is the
Ivitraphot Neron reviewed in this issue.

W. J. A., Sutton Coldfield. To do satis-
factory artificial light work with 0.!-mra.
film it is essential to use panchromatic film
stock. Vour batten scheme is good, and
while the actual amount of light required
will depend on the distance of the lights
from the subject, the reflecting power of the
surrounding walls and the clothes of the
subject, you will probably find that a
minimum of 1,000 watts will be required
if the arrangement is according to your
sketch. It will be very much better if" you
can use more light than this and you will
have to use your lens all the time at the full

aperture of f/3.5.

The new Photoflood bulbs, which have a
very high efficiency for indoor cinema-
tography, should help you ; they cost only
7s. 6d. each.

C. B. A. P., Middlesex, writes : "lam
very interested in the art of recording and
reproducing sound on film, and I should
like to do some experimenting in that
sphere, but as I do not know a great deal
about the apparatus I should like to know of
any books dealing with it."

Answer.—"Talking Pictures," by Mr.
Bernard Brown, B.Sc. (published by Sir
Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd., Parker Street,
Kingsway, W.C.2, 12s. 6d.), will be of
great help to you, and you should also study-
Mr. Brown's series of articles now running
in this journal. Back numbers can be
obtained on application to our publishers.

{Continued on next page)

CERRARD 6616!
THE HOME CINEMA
FILM LIBRARY, LTD.
49 GREEK ST., SOHO, W.I
WHEN—

You want 16 mm. originals copied
on 9.5 mm. film ;

WHEN—
You want 35 mm. originals copied
on 16 mm. or 9.5 mm. film

;

WHEN—
You want any Developing and
Printing done as well as it can be
done (16 mm. or 9.5 mm.)

;

WHEN-
You want Hocin (9.5 mm.) Negative
Film ;

WHEN—
You want work done by
specialists In Panchromatic Film :

Write To Us—Or Telephone
Prices on Application.
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The World's Bpst Apparatus

NEW-ELECTROPHOT Exposure Meter. Flioto-
ejectric, Stills or Movies, self-Kenerating.
No batteries. Verv latest. £15 15s. Od.

ENSIGN NEW-KINECAM CAMERA. Speed
F/2.8, new normal, half-speed, SLOW-
motion, title crank, 50-ft. or l(JO-ft. Leather
case £18 18s. Od.

NEW RHAMSTINE EDITOR DE LUXE.
Professional Projector Motion, distance
prism viewer; rotary shutter, mitre splicer

£18 18s. Od.
ENSIGN AUTOMATIC PROJECTOR. Snper-

lite F/1.5, lOCI-watt, direct lighting; motor
resistance, case (lens listed £5 5s. Od.)

£17 10s. Od.
NEW-VICTOR VISUAL 16 mm. CAMERA.

F;2.9, visual focus, turret, multi-speeds,
AUDIBLE footage, tele finder, title crank ;

visual footage finder level, gold flecked
bronze. Onlv £60 Os. Od.

CINE TRIPOD, ENSIGN LATEST. Thai-
hammer type, panning, swing, tilt, locking
legs rock steady, all fittings. World's Finest

£7 10s. Od.
PATHE POWER PROJECTOR, Super 9 mm.
Model ; tremendous illumination ; 200-
watt. Verv Latest New Model. Ail fittings.

VICTOR HI-POWER, 16 mm. PROJECTOR.
Superlite F/1.5, 400-watt ; 2 in. diameter
condensers {passing tremendous light)

;

dual reflectors ; DIRECT DKIVE motor-
no belts, gear.s, or chains ; 8 teeth film super
contact ; Automatic Film Trap—shuts
otf light if incorrectly running; 4-way re-
wind—rewind by hand, rewind by motor,
rewind one film whilst projecting another
film ; fan cooled ; car-gear clutch starting,
giving forward, stills, reverse ; electric
speed control ; Dreadnought gear tilt bead ;

self-replacing spool arms ; all gold flecked
bronze ; chromium fittings ; complete
in " Keadv-for action " brown leather
ca,se.—VrobLD'S FINEST PROJECTOR

£80 OS. Od

WANTED—APPARATUS
In exchange for Latest New Models.

All Cine Supplies. Libraries. Exchanges.

EDWIN GORSE
86 Accrington Road, BLACKBURN.

IN STOCK

THE LATEST

PATHESCOPE
200 B PROJECTOR

£15

With 200 watt lamp. Super optical
system. Gives a brilliant flickerless

10 ft. wide picture.

BEST SELECTION OF
CINE APPARATUS IN

NORTH EAST DISTRICT.

BRADY& MARTIN Ltd.

29 MOSLEY STREET
N EWCASTLE-ON-TYN E

W. H. H., KiD?swear, Ctvcn, writes :

" Looking back at an early number of Home
Movies, I see an inquiry concerning eound-
jjroof boxes for projectors. In your answer
to the above you mention that it is necessary
to take steps to remove the heat. Would
this be necessary with a Patb&cope Home
Movie projector with motor, etc. ? Frcm
the base resistance very little heat is given
off, the motor being fan-cooled is negligible,

and it is only the lamphcuse that gives cff

a certain amount of heat. Would it be
necessary to remove this heat by holes in

the side, etc. ?
"

Answer.—Even in this case holes should
be provided both for the bottom and top
of the box to allow for the distributicn

of heat. With high-powered lamphcuses
the heat given off is very considerable
and special cooling arrangements will be
necessary.

BARGAINS
THE AMATEUR CINE SERVICE, 50a, Widmore
Road, Bromley, Kent. Special Unrepeatable
Sale Bargains : Kodascope Model C, £7 ; Kodatoy
with extension arms, 40a. ; Ensign 50, £3 10s.

;

Paillard-Bolex Model D, £2.^ ; Pathescope " Borne
Movie," £3 ; Coronet Projector, 25s. ; Coronet
F/3.9 Movie-Camera. 37s. 6d. ; Baby Cini5 Camera,
25s.; Motor attachment, 25p. Satisfact on guar-
anteed. Three days' approval against defcsit.

SPECIAL 9.5 mm. FILM SALE. Supers, 14s. Cd.

;

60-fts., 3s.; 80-fts., Is. 3d. All fine condition.
Orders over 10s., post free. .4bove.

GEVAERT S.5 mm. HIGH-SPEED FILM,
4s. Cd., in charger; Processing, 2s.; Cin^craft
Titler, 21s. ;

" Kid " Super attachment, 17a. Cd.
.\11 latest 9.5 mm. and 16 mm. lines stocked.
Above.

PATHESCOPE 9.5 mm. FILM LIBRARY. Every
film stocked. Supers, 2s., two days; 60-fts., Cd.,

six days; 30-fts., 3d., six days. Literature
Post Free. Above.
IMPROVED—NOT COPIED, non grainy, 9 mm.
ninvins: tniili r of THE KIXG. Is. 3d. Below.
OTHER HIGH-CLASS TITLES. 9 or 16 mm.,
made to order frrm 4d. Samples and , testi-

monials, stamp. Below.

BOLEX MOTOR REWIND. Attached to projector
in 15 seconds, 10s.—Jackson, Walton Road,
Stocktonheath, Warrington.

PATHESCOPE SUPER REELS for hire and ex-
change. All Cine Supplies. We have bargains
in 16 and 9.5 mm. apparatus.— Heathcote, 302,
Radford Ro.id, Nottingham.

PATHESCOPE SUPER FILMS for hire. Is. 6d.

:

4 clear days. Condition guaranteed. Latest
releases. List free.—Norris, 11, Bargate, Lincoln.

EXCLUSIVE AMERICAN AND BRITISH 16 mm.—
9 mm. FILMS FOR SALE. Also several second-
hand. Nice selection. Lists stamp.—Cosmo
Films, 3, Haigh Street, Brighouse, Yorks.

4-H. by 3-». SILVER SCREENS, 25s. Complete
with roller etc. Exceptionally brilliant surface.

Lists for stamp. Below.

9 mm. TITLES. Frcm 3d. each. Return service.
Lists and samples free from Webb & Goward, Ltd.,
Market Harborough.

"CINE HOUSE" PATHESCOPE LIBRARYi
supers, 2s., 3 da\-s. A Revolution in Projectors^

The New Pathescope 200 B, 200 watt, direct
illumination, sprocket fed, at the low price of £15.
Order new. 2, Anlaby Read, Teddington.
Molesey 1064.

PATHESCOPE " LUX " PROJECTOR, complete
with resistance, case (brand n-^w, not used),
£15 15; Agfa Novex 16 mm. Camera, f/3.5 lens
(brand new), £10 10s.; De Vry Q. R. S. 16 mm.
Projector, complete with resistance, case (new
price, £21 fts.), £7 7s. ; Model B Cmi " Kodak,"
f/6.3 ana,stipmat lens (new), £4 17s. ed. ; Pathi5

9.5 mm. hand crank Camera, f/3.5 lens (new),
£1 17s. 6d. ; Cini Nizo fl.5 mm. Camera, Meyer
f/2.9 lens, leather case, etc. (as new) (new price
£21), £13.—Sheffield Photo Company, Ltd., 6,
Norfolk Row, Shettield 1.

STECMAN'S CINEMATOGRAPH LABORATORY,
Meadow Road, Leeds, 11.—Pathe and Gevaert
processing station. Direct reversal or negative-
positive. Standard charges.
"THE KING" TRAILER.—9.5mm. End your
programme in the approved manner. 1/3, post
free.—Above.

9.5 mm. SPECIALITY FILMS.—Reduced from
standard. "Gliders" and "A Two-Wheeler
Novelty." Each 60 ft., running titles. 5/- each.
.Several others readv this month.—.Above.
STECMAN'S TITLE SERVICE.—Send for new
price list of many novel effects and samples, IJd.
Filni cement. 1/- per bottle.—Above.

EXCLUSIVE 9.5 n-iP., 16 n-m. FILMS. NEW 9 mm.
30(1. SAW PLE FIIWS 3/6 each. List stamp. No
callers. Atkinson, 2'lh Albert Bridge Rd., S.W.ll.

Don't Buy—
A Cine Outfit !

!

The first consideration in entering the fascinating

hobby of Cine Photography is that of " SERVICE."

We claim lo be the foremost Cine Dealers in the
Country, and not without qualification. Before
America produced Cine pictures we exported our
first productions there and to all parts of the world
on a big scale.

Our \ery considerable Cine business dates back to
these pioneer days, and is now devoted exclusively

to the catering for Amateur Cine requirements.

Let us tell you all about the new ' 200-B

"

Pathescope Projector, also Bell & Howell, Koda-
scope and other good apparatus.

Send a postcard now for details.

Get Cine Service from us

Free—Then Buy.

SHEFFIELD PHOTO C9t?
NORFOLK ROW.IFARGATE)
5HEFFIELD- Onemlnuh walkfnm Town Hil^

Something New !

BUILD YOUR OWN

TALKIE
OUTFIT

Convert your 16mm. silent projector

to Talkies with the new TALKATOME
Synchronised Turntable (Constructor's

Model) for

£9 17 6
You can also convertyour own silent films

into sound films at the TALKATOME
Recording Studios. We are open to

include suitable films in our Library.

COUPOIM
Please send me full particulars of

TALKATOME Equipment and Studio

facilities.

M

BRITISH
HOME

TALKING
FILM

EQUIPMENTTALKATOME
LIIVIITED

89 91 Wardour Street, London,

W.I (H,M. 2/33)

HOME MOVIES
FEB. 1933

QUERY COUPON
This Coupon, available through-
out the month of FEB. 1933,

should accompany your question.
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" / go to visit the

Motion Man, for whom

I've writ a play."

Ben Jonson
A.D. 1640

Record Films

NOW that we have arrived at the
season when outdoor cineraato-

graphy again becomes popiilar, may
we suggest that an excellent oppor-
tunity exists for the preparation of a
niunber of "county " films either by
individual workers or by groups and
clubs, particularly those which happen
to be connected with the many
nature study and archeeological socie-

ties.

At the present time beautj- spots

are gradually vanishing, famous and
picturescj[ue buildings giving way to

more utilitarian structures, wide con-
crete highways levelling out the old

tracks with their beautiful old bridges
—yet little, if anything, is being done
to preserve a record on a film. By
a little organised effort in conjunction
with the various couiity societies

such a collection of films could be
jjrepared as would excite the envy of

the whole world. The films so made
could vary from the simple record
type, such as can be made by the
solitary worker with cj:uite modest
ec[uipment, up to more ambitious
projects calling for the reconstruction
of historic episodes, while every town
and city of importance should have
its own special fihn. 'V^Tiat do our
readers think about it ?

A Dangerous Practice

One of the great advantages of the

9J- and 16-mm. cameras and projec-
tors is that they use a safety or so-

called "non-inflammable "film. \ATiile

the word "non-inflammable" is not
strictly accurate in this connection—
for the film will burn if placed on a
fire—^the material of which it is pre-
pared is such that if a flame is appUed
the film will not go on burning of its

own accord, and therefore if through
some defect in the apparatus it is

subjected to great heat from the
lamp nothing more than a cockling, or
at the worst severe blistering, occurs.

In the case of the 35-rQm. standard
film as used in the picture theatres,

however, the position is quite different.

This standard film is highly inflam-

mable—almost explosively, in fact

—

and the authorities rightly insist upon
the most thorough precautions being
taken against fire. The projection box
has to be fireproof, only a certain

amount of film is allowed to be in the
projection booths at a time, no
smoking or naked lights are allowed,
and special precautions have to be
taken in the re-winding rooms. Why,
then, do the authorities allow the toy
departments of certain shops and

"HOME MOVIES"
AT OLYMPIA !

Do not miss our Cine Exhibition

conducted jointly with "The Daily

Mail" at the forthcoming

IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION

See page 350

stores to sell home cinematograph
projectors using, not safety fikn, but
lengths cut off from the highly infiam-

mable standard professional film ?

True, there is little risk of the film

igniting from the lamp used, as this

is merely of the flash-lamp bulb
variety, but few of the piirchasers are

likely to know that hot cigarette ash
or a spark from the fire is capable of

producing a burst of flame so fierce

that it cannot be extinguished by
ordinary means. Must we wait for a
coroner's verdict before anything is

done ? We suggest that the authori-

ties mider powers they undoubtedly
possess take immediate steps to have
such apparatus and films withdrawn.

A Successful Meeting

Arising out of a desire expressed by
a number of members of the recently

formed but rapidly growing and very
active Institute of Amateur Cinemato

-

graphers, an informal meeting was
held at the end of January in Regent
Street so that those members who
found it convenient to be in London
at the time could meet one another.
During the meeting, which was a big

success, a nrunber of films made by
members were shown, and the follow-

ing extract from the report in the
Sunday Times is representative of the
views expressed by those who at-

tended :

—

" Films made by eight members of

the Institute of Amatetir Cinemato-
graphers were shown yesterday at an
informal meeting held at 20G, Regent
Street, W., and formed not only a
programme of unvisual balance, but
one in which every item deserved
applaiise.

The Cairo Film
" Shots of unusual interest were a

feature of ' Cairo,' a film which Miss
Ruth Rodger took on her fhght over
Egypt ; while ' Impressions,' a cruis-

ing film made by Mr. R. Hiscox, was
far and away better than the hotch-
potch which many similar records have

"

been when shown on the professional

screen

.

'

' Viscount Combermere, who is a
patron of the Institute, was prevented
by influenza from witnessing the
enthusiasm created by his film ' Animal
and Bird Life—Naturalist with Cine
Camera,' in which his infinite patience
was rewarded by a series of incidents

full of interesting revelation."

All readers of Home Movies wiU
find it advantageous to join tlus

Institute, not only because the move-
ment requires such a body to repre-

sent it and to obtain for it those

facilities which are only obtainable by
a representative society, but because
of the numerous privileges attaching

to membership. The Editob.
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Large Scale Projection
The Editor, Home Movies

Dear Sib.—With reference to joiir

article concerning the use of snh-

standard films for recor«ling explora-

tion work, yon will lie interested to

leam that, through the courtesy of

the Royal (ieoeraphical Society, I was
able to assist at a lectiu-e during

which a recoril on 9.5-nim. film was
projecte<l. The projection, however,

was not given on a projector fitted

with the arc lighting equipment of a

standard size machine, but with a

stock model Pathescope 200-B, fitted

with a 200-watt lamp and a 70-mm.
focus lens.

M'hen it is considered that the

machine was installed in the projec-

tion box and the throw was moie
than 70 feet, you will understand the

great satisfaction of the audience,

lecturer, aiul. of course, myself, with
the Vjrilliant twelve-foot jncture that

was obtained.

Incidentally, the films sho\\ii were
those that were not atteinpted b^ the

standaril size apparatus that was
cariied on this expedition by motm-
caravan from Algiers across the Sahai ^i

to Danane, on the French Ivory Coast

.

—^Yours faithfuUv,

p.p. PATHESCOPE, LTD.
(Signed) C. Bowers, Secretarij.

Pathescope, Limited,
.5 LLsle Street, Leicester Square,

London, W.C. 2..

February 2, 1933.

Literature on
Cinematography

READERS will be glad to hear that

at the heatlquarters of the
Central Information Bureau for

Educational Films, Kingsway House,
103 Kingsway, W.C. 2, a library of

English, American, French, German
and Dutch books dealing with cine-

matography in all its branches may
be seen. It is kept up to date by the
addition of newly published books,
while any book specially leciuired can
be immediately obtained.

FROM HERE
AND JHERE

A Splicing Hint
WHEN joining a negative-positi\'e

])rint to a. reversal film, re-

member that while the emulsion of

the latter faces the screen when
going through the ]irojector, the
former is threaded the other way
round. This means that, after cut-

ting, you can la.y tlie left-hand fihn

shin^- side vp on the splicer and the
right-hand film shiny side (Jowii, thus

Cine Films in
Tropics

the

1_IA\'ING received a large mimber
1 ^ of queries from readers in India,
the Malay States and other parts,

where high temperatures and high
hrmiidity prevail, asking what special

])recautions must be taken with
16-miTi. film, we have made inf|uiries

into the matter and we are indebted to

Messrs. Agfa, Ltd., for the following
useful information supplied by their

works in Gerinany at our request :

—

"The que.stion as to how long a
partly used film spool of cassette in

a camera can be exposed to the Indian

Rhos Amateur Film Production Unit at work during the filming of " Nightmare

'

making the joint with the two cel-

luloid surfaces in contact, without
the need of scrajiing.

If you are doing a great deal of

splicing use one of the semi-automatic
splicers. You will appreciate the time
they save.

Keep your eye on the

advertisements in HOME
MOVIES—they're news !

W^ugPT^
!Bl^^^^^^^^^^^pML wOm-h ' '^

^^^^^^i^ft^^^^^^^^HJ jMPyn^-^wlk-wt^^HH^HK^pISLf ^H^H
Hl^^9

li ^ ^E.Mr'^^^^^^^m

^^^^*>' ^^^^^H

F^l
^^^K^ ^^^^_~?"^mJ^B^5JJl

^t"^* •*

f^mIhhl.....:f^%%^HH^Hl^^MM
First Aid in a scene from " Congo Nights

"

Amateur
the 9i-mm. production of the Southend-on-Sea
Film Society

cliiTiate can hardly be replietl to in a

general manner.
"In a hot and dry climate merely

the clarity of the film and the speed

will be affected. The fihn, therefore,

will, even after long storage in a
camera, give jiictures, but one must
be prepareil to have a sliglit reduction

in speed and a small amount of fog.

" In addition, the exposed picture

will be considerably reduced if,

between the exposure and the develop-

ment, it is exposed to great heat for

any length of time, so that it woukl
be advisable to expose more fully

than usual.

"More dangerous is the simultan-

eous effect of heat and the high

hiunitlity on the film, ^^'ith an air

hiunidity of 90 per cent, and over,

] iliotographic materials have the tend-

ency to stick. One, therefore, will

have considerable difficulties in the

smooth rmming of the camera if one
does not take every precaution to

avoid himiid air entering the camera.
" Generally speaking, a 16-mm.

camera closes fairly well. By keeping
it in a leather case or wrapping it up
in dry cloths one can, therefore,

eliminate the influx of hmnid air.

~ " How long, vmder these circum-

stances, the film can be kept in the

camera without having difficulties in

the exposure, depends entirely on the

temperature and the humidity and
can only be definitely cleared vip by
local experiments."
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'X'HE correct phrasing of a title is,

' without doubt, one of the most
difficult and important jobs which the
home movie-maker has to tackle.
Many people, who have onlj- read

them on the screen, imagine the
writing of titles to be the easiest thing
in the world ; only the harassed
wretch who has spent hours trying
unsuccessfully to evolve them knows
what an exasperating problem they
can be. So' much has to be said in
five or six words that the right word is

absolutely essential and none other
will do ; the trouble is that this
particular word has a perfect genius for
hiding itself and refusing to be found.

A Miniature Reference Library
The best advice I can give to anyone

who has suffered in this way—and
who has not ?—is to tell him to start
at once collecting a little reference
library that will do much to lessen
the risk of brain fever in the future.
The books are not expensive and, on
occasions, will be foimd to be worth
their weight in gold.
A good "Dictionarjf of SiTionj-ms,"

for example, is included in Routledge's
jNIiniature Library and costs only a
shilling ; another, at half-a-crown, is

published by Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons.
It is worth while to get both of these
as there is not a single book that
contains all the alternatives. As you
probably know, a "Dictionary of
Synonyms " is a book that gives,
instead of the usual uninspiring mean-
ing of a word, a short hst of other
words that have a somewhat similar
meaning. Suppose you want a
sjTionjTn for "bright" you will find
"Clear, Limpid, Lucid, BriUiant,
Glittering, Luminous, Lustrous,
Radiant, Resplendent, Shining, Spark-
ling, Splendid, Vivid, Happy, Joyful,
and Clever "

; that is, you at once

HOW TO PHRASE
THAT TITLE

By HAROLD WOOD

A silent film can be made or marred by its titles. This article

gives valuable tips on the choice of the right words and short

cuts on how to find them.

have sixteen words from which to

choose. Even if none of these quite
'

' fills the bill
'

' you will often find that

the mere reading of them gives you
just the idea you need.

A Good Investment

A "Thesaurus" is another in-

valuable book of reference which,

properly used, will prove a true friend

in time of trouble and not infrequently

a so\u:ce of inspii-ation as well. A very
good one is included in the " Everyman
Library" (munters 630 and 631) ; it

IS In two volmnes, price half-a-crown

each, or can be obtained in one volume.
All you have to do is to look up a word
expressing, however faintly, the feeling

you wish to convey—or even a word
conveying the opposite feeUng;

against this you will find

a number, which is the
number of a paragraph in

the body of the book. Turn-
ing to this paragraph you
find a profusion of words, as
well as reference numbers to

other groups of words, all

having some relation to the
same idea.

Ouotation Books
Another great help towards

finding that elusive thing the
right title is to compress into
one word the feehng you
wish to express—" Solitude"
or " Wanderlust," or " Fear,"
or whatever it may be —
and to turn it up in a
good Quotation Book ; here
you wiU find thoughts on
almost every conceivable
subject taken from the
works of the greatest writers
of all ages in all countries.
A Quotation Book is a

veritable gold mine of ideas when used
by anyone with imagination. Those
who may not wish to purchase one, at
the moment, need only stroll round to
the Public Reference Library.
You may also care to know of a

useful little book—another of Rout-
ledge's Miniature Library Series,

price one shilling—entitled "Five
Thousand Words Commonly Mis-
spelt." After all, there is nothing
like being on the safe side !

Finally, be wary of intentionally

"funny " titles. Remember your films

will be run through many times, and
a joke constantly repeated tends to

become very wearisome. By all means
keep them bright and cheery, but
guard against witticisms that easilj''

become stale.

A little trouble Is worth while
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THE TRAIL OF YOUTH
How a Remarkable Scout Film

^vas Produced
Double printing, model shots, and many other tricks were

used in producing this film. The finished result is an

outstanding picture among amateur productions (Ed.) J

MANY of our reatlers will have seen by now the
remarkable Scout film, "The Trail of Youth,"
produced in tlie Minehead district by the Minehead

Amateur Cine Placers under the direction of Mr. J. H.
Martin Cross, A.R.P.S. For the benefit of those who
have not yet had that pleasure, we may say that it has
earned the In'ghest praise in the press, not only for excel-

lent photography and skilled direction, but also for the

masterly manner in which a number of "trick" effects

have been introduced. Indeed, so much ingenuity has
been displayed in the production tliat we have asked
Mr. Martin Cross for some details, and the following notes

are compiled from information which he has kindly
supplied.

The scenery, whenever it became necessary to use other
than natural backgi-oimds, was constructed of three-ply

wood and battens by the Alcombe Scouts under Mr.
•Cross's guidance. One scene which evoked particularly

A tense moment ! GoodJ[acting by George Hewett, Ronnie Winter and John Snell.

(Above) The background is a

photograph and the rocks are
" Plasticine " ; Eno's Fruit

Salts make the surf and a

curtain ring the lifebelt !

(On left) Wolf Cub Charlie

Craddock in difficulties.

favourable comment
showed the bridge of a
steamer in a rolling sea,

the waves splashing on the
side of the boat. This
was made as follows. First

of all, a " set " to re-

semble the bridge of a
steamer was built up on
the roof of Mr. Cross's

garage, and the side of the
steamer was constructed
of three-ply wood and
ma<le to extend up the
side of the garage so that
tlie actors could walk
about the garage roof and
look over just as if tliey

were on deck looking over
the rail. The necessary
]iortholes were cut out of

the three-ply and sheets
I if celluloid used for gla.ss.

Plates and ^i^•ets were
painted on.

A hose was used to

throw up "waves"
against the steamer's side

and the camera, which
was on ground level, was
rocked in a cradle to give

the neces.sary " roll." The
steamer funnel was con-
structed from two Agfa
Hypo barrels standing one
on the top of the other, a
coat of paint outside, antl

wet straw burning inside

i
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Miniature shots were frequently

used, and a typical one is illustrated,

in this article with an explanatory
note on how it was done. In another
case a Wolf Cub has a dream and in it

does all kinds of impossible things.

One is jumping from an aeroplane
over Africa with only a terribly

battered umbrella as a parachute. A
still photograph was first taken of the
boy holding the umbrella over hi.s

head, the picture being posed against

a dead white background. The fisjure

with the umbrella was then carefully

cut out and a weight attached to its

back. The cut-out figure was now
made to glide gently down a long
stretch of white paper, the camera
being held over it. The result is a
realistic effect of a boy descending
through space, for as the camera is

panned down as the figiu-e moves this

effect of vast space is easily secured.

Wolf Cub Ronnie Winter as Chris Brent

so as to produce smoke, completing
the illusion !

The wreck scenes were made the
more reahstic by !Mr. Cross finding a
real wreck on the Cornish coast and
being able to take a number of excel-

lent shots just before it broke up.
Tliese shots were spliced into the rest

of the film at the correct points so as
to add still fiu"ther to the illusion of

reality. A number of qiu'ok flashes

of the wreck are given, interposed
with close-up shots of a boy supposed
to be swimming out with a lifeline.

As the shots were taken in a calm sea
in August, two other Scouts had to be
employed in throwing buckets of
water over him so as to make the
appearance of a rough sea !

John Cann in the " cook-house " of the Cannibals—The Akombe (Minehead) Rovers

and the grain of the paper does not

show owing to the movement.
In the film the aeroplane crashes.

This effect was secured by first taking

a shot of the river where it crashes,

without the 'plane. Then, keeping

the camera in the exact position, the

"crashed" 'plane—previously pre-

pared with wood and cardboard—^was

assembled in the river and the boy
arranged inside. The camera was
now restarted. Wlien the film was
developed Mr. Cross carefully painted

in indian ink on three frames the

outline of the 'plane coming down.

The result startled even him, as the

impression on the screen is exactly

that of a plane crashing.

As to the general interest of the

fihn, the accompanying stills tell

their own story, and we hope this

account will stimulate the production

of many other such worthy efforts.
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HOME MOVIES" AND THE IDEAL HOME
— EXHIBITION AT OLYMPIA —

MARCH 29 to APRIL 29

Cine Section in conjunction with *'The Daily Mail''

SPECIAL PRIZE COMPETITIONS /

Whether you are already a movie-maker, are thinking of becoming one

or are just interested in this branch of photography, you are cordially

invited to visit the " HOME MOVIES" Stand in the Cine Section of the

"Daily Mail" Ideal Home Exhibition. All day and every day there

will be somebody at our Stand able and willing to answer your questions

and to tell you anything you may want to know about the various makes

of apparatus and material. The latest thing in cameras and projectors

will be shown and explained to anyone who asks for a demonstration.

And, remember, there will be

MANY NOVEL TRADE EXHIBITS
in this section—some of which will be seen for the first time—and that both Sound

on Film and Sound on Disc will be demonstrated.

HOME TALKIE EXHIBITS ALL DAY.'
The Home Tailzie has, in fact, arrived and a visit to the Cine Section will quicl<ly

convince you that a new and fascinating field has been opened to the amateur

movie-mal<er.

PAY US A VISIT ! WE SHALL BE GLAD TO SEE ALL OUR FRIENDS
AT OLYMPIA

FOUR IMPORTANT COMPETITIONS!

Cash Prizes and Medals for THE BEST :

Amateur News Film
Child Picture
Animal Picture
Cine Film Taken in Ol/mpia

OBTAIN YOUR ENTRANCE FORM AND PARTICULARS AT THE
"HOME MOVIES" STAND AT OLYMPIA
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ROUND THE STUDIOSII
HO'^ THE PROFESSIONALS DO IT

BY OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT

Showing one of the specially constructed

light, in addition to daylight, in order

Sound City

SOUND CITY sounds very " Holly

-

woocl "
; but it is not, in fact

quite the reverse. It is a
country mansion, situated between
Shepperton and Chertsey, which has
been turned into a studio.

Any of the rooms can be
used as a set when furnished
to suit the situation in the
"Script." The ball-room
makes quite an efficient big

studio where sets can be
built in the ordinary way.
An interesting point is—that
the ceilings can be used,
thus obtaining an excellent
effect of solidity.

Of course they have a
power house for lighting.

This will be required still

more when they have finished

building the proper studio in

the grounds, which is being
built in a new method—that
of the Lonflon Undergroim< I

Railway for reducing noise
in the tunnels, with excellent

results. The ordinary roof
and walls are lined with
highly compressed straw,
compressed into boards two
inches thick, then covered
with two layers of asphalt
Over this is hung festoons of
Eel grass in four different

thicknesses and then covered
with wire netting. But before
any of this was commenced

sets for " Cavalcade." Notice the use of

to lighten the shadows where necessary

the roughened walls were .sprayed with
a mixture of flocculent a.sbestos and
gum, also to a thickness of 2 inches.

It is important in this type of

treatment not to obtain a studio
that is absolutely " dead " but one
that will record sound with a good

deal of "life" in it and
particularly to obtain a
curve of sound absorption
in which the low notes will

be absorbed equally with the
high notes.

Paraffin Ice

A Warner Bros, unit went
hinidreds of miles into the
.Sierras to get some snow
scenes and returned to Holly-
wood to find that more
were required, so—they built
a tree-covered countryside in
the studio, which was then
''Snowbound." But the big
trouble was the creek. How-
ever—they used frozen
parafifln. This was hardened
on the top of the water by
heating the water to boiling
jioint, then letting the water
and paraffin cool together,
which left a beautiful glazed
surface of ice, an inch thick,

on top.

Filming at Sea

Sea-going cameras are the
latest Hollywood innovation.

A novel photqgraphic and recording
system was used by M.G.M. during the
shooting of "Downstairs." Specially
buoyant floats were made to carry the
weight of a sound camera with the
cables stretched behind it to the
shore ;

'

' mikes
'

' were concealed along

The
I/'w Fibus

same set viewed from a different angle. It is difficult to realise that this is not actually

London. Another " Cavalcade " still was published in our last issue (p. 323) 4
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the rail of the yacht on which the action took place

and cables run ashore to the sound van. This was
all as mobile as shooting from a boat and at least

100 per cent. stea<lier.

Strange Evidence

The London Film Compan>- lia\e a novel gadget.

It is a large mobile turntable on which is built a

lift. With this, the camera can turn in any direc-

tion, so the artists can be followed across the hall

(in this film) and on arriving at the stairs the lift

comes into operation and shoots the character

ascending, while the camera moves upwards and
forwards at the same time.

QUEER BUT TRUE
(Scene—^Warner Bros, notice-board)

"Warner Bros. Studio,
" Hollywood, Cahf.

" If the day is bright we will film the rain

sequence. If rainy, this sef(uence will be
postponed and the companj- will go to stage

nine for 'Bungalow Interiors' . . . ."

The reason is obvious.
Studio rain is control-

lable ; shooting a rain

sequence requires rain,

both on the artists and
scenery within the
camera's angle. But it

does not require that
cameras, lights, mikes
or crews work in a
downpour. In the studio

the director acts as

witch doctor—so it rains

or does not—on his

word. No rainstorm
has yet been found that
will do this—even for a

Hollj-wood movie
director.

Five or six iron pipes
are fixed transversely
across the top of the
set ; these are perfor-

ated with tiny holes. A
hosepipe is then con-

nected to a main pipe
Filming an auto chase in the Tom Mix film, " Hidden Gold

Unlversal's huge camera crane at work on the outdoor scenes of " All America "

An ingenious garden scene

staged in a British studio

running along one side

of the set from which
the transverse^pipes are
branched.- - WTien the

water is tiu'ned on gently

a really convincing rain

commences.

Street Sets

In the old days a
piece of canvas with
white lines pamted to
represent bricks didduty
for street scenes ; but
now every studio has
its permanent street.

This street is always
growing and expanding
as the recjuirements of
new^ productions are
met. So we have bricks
without clay, paving
and cobbles without
stone.

House and restaurant fronts, garage
and theatre fronts, tenements and
cottages—all these rearing up into the
sky from what looks like real paving.
Marble columns flank the entrances of
a fashionable restaurant. Pit doors,
gallery doors, stall and stage doors of
a theatre are also provided.

These reahstic larioks are made of
plaster adhering to a canvas back-
grotmd. When the plaster is dry it

is painted the required colour and the
canvas hung on the wooden front of
the house. Canvas and plaster is

wonderfully durable and needs no
attention. This process is extremely
realistic even under close scrutiny, as
plaster bricks bulge and appear abso-
lutely solid ; cobbles and paving
stone are also firm and secure under
foot. These, too, are made of plaster
turned out from clay casts quite easily
and quickly in enormous quantities

;

street posts are of wood painted to
represent grey stone.

Usually the windows of houses are
real windows with proper sashes The
canopies extending over the entrances
of theatres and restaurants, as well
as railings, are made of wood.
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Fig. 1

W HI Lie making no claims that

my formute are original, I

do claim that my method
produces excellent resvilts, with ease

of manipulation, at a very low cost.

This, I iTiaintain, is an unusual
combination, inasmuch as by using

commercial outfits which claim to

require a minimuni of solution, one
has to pay some pounds for apparatus.

Conversely, by buj-ing cheaper ap-

paratus, one usually has to provide

some 35 ozs. of solution for pro-

cessing.

Apparatus Required

Drum. As sketch. Diameter, 12

inches ; width, 5 inches. This is

made of wood at the cost of a few
pence. Crosspieces are inserted

every 2 inches about J inch from
outside edge of dnun, and fastened

with brass pins. Centre of drum is

svipported by block of wood.

Processing Di.shes. Four enamelled
pie dishes at Is. each ; inside

measurements, 10 inches by 6 inches.

Method of Usino. The drum is

supported on two .simple supports

by means of .spindle. (See Fig. 2.)

It is then rotated by hand, the

bottom edge of drum just being
immersed in solution. 12 ozs. of

solution are ample to ensure that

fibn, when tightly wound on drum,
is well immersed in solution. For
washing, film on drum is plunged
bodily into bathtub of water and
agitated.

Prep.\ring Fii.m in Dark Room.
Film is tightly wound on drum
with emulsion side outward, and
ends are secured by two drawing
pins. Drum is then plunged into

bath of water for two or three

minutes.

Devei^OFMENT. After much expeii-

ment the WTiter has come to the

conclusion that for good all-round

results combined with economy the
best developer is 20th Century
Metol Quinol, sujiphed by Boots at

MY METHOD
OF PROCESSING
9i-MM. FILM

By E. J. M. Fenton,

By using the method described our
contributor processes his films for 7d.

a reel, with apparatus costing only
six shillings !

2.1(1. ]3er packet, sufficient to malve

12 ozs. of rapid solution. The film

should be developed until it is

almost opaque. If there is any
doubt it is usually best to Over-
develop. Film should then be

thoroughly washed for at least

.5 minutes. Use Distilled Water
roR ALL Solutions. It Well
Repays its Trifling Cost.

Reversing. Formula : Potassium
permanganate, enough to cover a

sixpence (heaped) ; sulphuric acid,

cone. 50 drops, added to water

(dist.), 12 fluid ozs. Dissolve the

permanganate in the water and
add the acid in a, slow stream. Mix
thoroughly. Remove film when
every trace of black has disappeared.

Do not hurry this. Wash for 5

minutes.

Bleaching. Formula : Sodium sul-

phite, a teas])Oonful ; sulphuric

acid, 10 drops ; water, 12 ozs.

Bleacli until film i.s quite yellow,

and positive image is clearly seen

of a creamy shade, and whites are

quite transparent. Wash for 5

minutes. Expose to High Power
Light (200 Watts, tor example)
roR 5 Minutes. C.\aRY out Re-
maining Processing in Subdued
Light (about 20 \\'atts).

Re-development. Re-develop in

original developing solution until

image becomes of a good black

shade. Wash for 5 minutes.

Final Clearing Bath. Formula :

Hypo., 2 ozs. ; water, 12 ozs.

Immerse for 5 minutes, then wash
for 15 minutes.

Reducing Bath {if iieeessar;i). A
Quick Dip in the reversing bath is

all that is necessary, but this is not

recommended

.

Hardening. Formula : Formalin,

1 teaspoonful ; water, 12 ozs.

Immerse for 5 minutes.

Drying. Wind loosely on clothes

horse or drape across room from

picture rail to picture rail. Beware
of du.st.

D/SH CONTA /N/A/G Sol ution.

Fig. 2

Total Cost

Apparatus.
s. d.

Drum 2

Dishes 4

Total 6

Processimg.
Per
30ft.

reel

d.

Develo]5er . . - \

Pot. perm., 1/6 lb. \

Sul. acid., Od. \ lb. \
"8" sav Ttl.

Sod. sul., 9d. lb. . . i - per
Hypo., 4d. lb. I leel

Formalin, lOd. pt. \
Water dist. lid. aal . :?

Total 6J

Ne-w London Cine
Centre

DURING this month a new b-anch
will be opened by the West-

minster Photographic Exchange at
Camera House, 24, Charing Cross
Road, W.C.2. At this branch will be
found every type of amateur cine

apparatus obtainable from 8-mm. to
35-mni. and one of the best Projec-

tion Rooms in Lontlon. Everj-one
interested in movie-making should
make a point of visiting this branch
of the Westminster Photographic Ex-
change as soon as it is opened. The
manager and his assistants, who are
jjroud of it and of their wide range
of apparatus, will be delighted to

welcome all callers. Tell thom j'ou

saw this in Home Movies and Home
Talkies.

When replying to our advertisers

please mention this paper—they like

to know where you saw their adver-
tisement—and we want them to know 1
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PRODUCINC A FILM
VIII. EDITING AND CUTTING

The

Manoeuvring Artists

UNLESS a Director can
giiitle tlie artists from one
position to another, he is

liardly counted a Diiector.

Some may be more gifted in

quickly inaprovising tliese

moves than others, but if a

Director has really worked at

his script so that it is all clear

in his mind before he comes on
to the floor, there is no reason

why lie should flounder or let

hisartists flounder. Admittedly
it is often more ditficult when
the set is uji and finishetl, when
the camera is in position and
the lights are surrounding
everything and eveiybod^-.

Things may not then he exactly

as you imagined, but if it does

.seem a bit of a problem, ilon't

take panic ; face it as calml.\-

as you can and contrive that

you begin and end each scene

as near your script directions

as ]30ssible. The great danger
is, in your panic, for ^-ou to

disi-egard your script and in-

vent some new action or busi-

ness. Unless you are really

ex2oerienced, unless you are the

soundest technician as regards

scripts, continuity and editing,

you will find yourself in further

trouble if you attenrpt last-minute

•changes.

A Director should know exactlj'

what is to happen in every scene.

<Don't let this word "exactly"
frighten you : but if it does, T can
amend it to "almost exactly.") But
that does not necessarily mean that
iie should never rely on his artists

•contributing anything, or on their

helping him in some way.
The best plan is for the Director,

when his camera is roughly in posi-

tion, to address his artists in this

manner: "Jill, Alan and Jellacott

are in this scene. Your limits are
here on the right—by the table—and
•on the left, here—by the harmonium.
Don't advance further forward than
the footstool. At the opening of the
shot j'ou, Jellacott, will repeat j-our

rising from the harmonium—turning
to the right—as you did in the medium
shot we did yesterdaj-. At the same
time, Jill, walk in from tlie window
up to the footstool. You, .-^lan, are
standing with your back to the
window ; after a short pause, turn
round in the direction Jill has gone.
Jellacott advances slowly to Jill and
stops about 18 inches from her—you
should both be in profile. .Jellacott

catches hold of her shouklers and
begins to shake her. Then, Alan, you
dash forward and come between

[Photo : George Smith Productions

Author examining a strip of negative during editing

THE EIGHTH ARTICLE
OF THE IMPORTANT
SERIES WRITTEN EX-
CLUSIVELY FOR " HOME

MOVIES"

By

ADRIAN
BRUNEL

them, facing the camera. We cut here
for the closer shot. These are the
rough mechanics—without any psycho-
logical embellisliments. Let's get the
movements clear first. Will you please
all walk through it ?

"

A short scene and an easy scene, if

you tackle it that way. It's easy,
because it's clear in the Director's
mind, but if it weren't clear lie might
bump up against all sorts of little

tlifificiilties.

Three characters in such a M.L.S.
are not likely to give rise to serious
difficulties, but if you have five or
six characters to shift around, picking
them up from their various closer-shot
positions and reshuffling them, you
are going to have ?jusiness that must

Ije carefully considered before,

dining and after sliooting.

I recently hit upon quite a
lielpful plan for working out
such inovements. I bought for

lifl.—-you can jirobably guess
where—a game called "Word
:\raking and A\ord Taking."
This is a box of cardboard discs

about three-quarters ofan inch
s(|uare, on one side of which
are printetl the letters of the
alphabet. I took from these

those discs marked with the
initial letters of each of my
characters' names, and placed
them on a sheet of paper upon
wliich I had roughly" drawn a

])lan of one of my sets. I put
(i (George)bythe door.TlTom)
and J (Joan I on the settee,

D (Dunning) by the telephone,

and C (Claire) behind the.settee.

Then, placing a specially cut
disc to represent the camera—

•

a suggestion of your Editor

—

r moved the lettered discs about
within camei'a range until I

had successfully worked out
the best positions throughout
the scene. If you will study
the drawing (Fia-. l)you will

see how this can be tlone ; you
can mo"\"e the characters and
the camera about initilyou are

.satisfied. Also, this is particularly

useful if you want to demon.strate to
the Camera-man simply, clearly and
quickly "what he has to shoot.

Editing, Cutting, Assembling
or Montage

When you ha^e finished shooting
your pictiu'e, you are ready to do the
Editing—a ])rocess that is also known
as Cutting, Assembling or Montage.
Let me begin by sweeping awaj' some
of these words and exjjiaining why I
prefer the expression Editing for the
process I have in mind. Moiilage has
become almost an international word,
with a new significance in England,
where it is associated with what is

loosely termed "Russian cutting."

It is used considerably by j'oung

enthusiasts, who are accused of a
highbrow affectation in adoiDting the
expression. Personally, I see no
harm in anj^one using the word and
it has the advantage of being under-
stood in many countries (the Italians

call it montaggio), though I think I

would prefer to let the woid have a
special significance ; I M-ould like the
word to be reser\'ed for the art of jig-

sawing sections of celluloid with a
dramatic pattern, as distinct from
ordinary ".straight etliting." Let it

be kept for describing the Editor's

work where he has created a little
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sequence out of nothing—^nothino: but
odd shots arranged in rhytluiiic and
dramatic cross-cutting.

As for the word Assembling, I

^ :^^ !t-,./J^lV^^^l^^lJt^^-^--.J-^^:^.^..'.;73EJl^..^^vBl.^^^v^auJ^

E Q

m E

Fig. 1. A helpful device for working out
movements

tliink this should be reserved for the
first stage in Editing—that is, the
rough assembling together of the shot
scenes in their continuity.

We are now left with
the two words Cutting
and Editing. Use which-
ever you feel like. If you
feel that this is the job of

work of a technician who
knows and is proud of his

ci-aft, then Cutting is a

good workmanlike word.
But if you feel that it is

something more than just

this, if you consider that
it is a creative taskrequir-

ing a more dignified wortl

than Cutting, then you
can adopt Editing.

Method in Editing

Howamateur films ever
get edited sometimes
baffles me. I have myself
edited numberless 35-mm

.

films with just a bench,
scissors, a ramshackle
winder, film cement, a
brush to put it on with,
and a bin to unroll my
film into (and not always
that). What I have missed
in equipment I havemade
up in tidiness and some
attempt at orderliness.

For instance, when I have been
choosing my takes, I have noted, in

an ordinary stenograjiher's book, the
number of the take I have chosen

—

marking out the book before going
into the projection room. All the

scenes and every take of each scene
I have assembled in numerical order
and then noted in my book, one
scene to the page, thus : Scene 1 (at

the top of mv page) and Take 1,

Take 2, Take 3, etc. (down the left-

hand side of my sheet). In this way it

is easy to make your notes as the film

is being projected. (Fig. 2.)

Then, when this is done, I unwind
the film on the cutting bench—-with

my notebook at my side—join all the
chosen takes in numerical order on
one reel and roll up each unused
scene, label and number it, put a
rubber band around it and then put
it in a tin. When this tin is full I

put a label on the cover of the tin,

J=-ILM STICK THIN NAILS.

Fig. 2. The Notebook

An artist's impression of the film editor's room in a British studio

Copyright '^Illustrated London Nexvs "

carefully marking it with the name of

the film, the numbers of the scene
contained and in large letters mark it

" REJECTED TAKES." This method
saves hours of labour looking for

sections of film, for though they may
be rejected you will surely find your-
self needing some of them after all

—

perhaps because a chosen take doesn't
match ; or you may need part of a
take because you are cross-cutting

that scene and the first part of your
rejected take is better than that of

the chosen take, though the eml of

the rejected take or takes are hope-
less. Or again, you may want to

lengthen and draw out the action by
repeating a close-up. So, in short,

study your rejected takes and label

them carefully—and if you have time
when choosing takes, mark in your
little book why and where one take

Fig. 3. The Film Bin

was bad and another
was better. (See Fig. 2.)

If you have the space
aiad the money j'ou can
fit up a glorious cutting
room. Shelves, pigeon
holes, a real sufficiency of

bins, moviolas or such
" projection " machines
for viewing and hearing
short sections of film on
your cutting bench, bin

clips, patent scrapers^

joining macliines and
numberless otheramusing
and useful gadgets. A.

modern cutting room,well
fitted up, is a joy to an
Editor. In such perfect

surroundings he can ba-

the happiest and most
satisfied person on a
production unit.

When you have joined

up your chosen takes in

numerical order, you will

see them once more on
tlie screen in order tO'

study the action a little

closer and to look out for

the approximate places-

Fig, i. The '• Film Horse'
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where you will aret the best
'

' matching '

'

in the junction of sections.

The next step is to go through
j-our reel or reels of chosen takes,

cutting off the number board at the

beginning of each scene. So long as

yom- matching of shots is near enough,
it is not advisat)le at this stage to

indulge in any fine cutting.

I am convinced that one of the

great secrets of cutting is to cut a
lot—but always a little at a time.

There is a tendencj^ to be drastic

when you find a sequence drags or

your footage is not coming down
«nough. In desperation one is in-

clined to say, hastily, "This is a dull

sequence—it'll never be noticed if we
take it all out and the story will flow

smootlily enough without it." May be
it will ; may be you are perfectly

right ; but always remember that
the script writer may have put it

there for a purpose—even though
the Director may have rather missed
its intent. It may be one of those

sequences that contain certain facts

or action which are essential to the

plausibility of your story or wliich

later on have a greater significance

than may appear to you at the time.

Therefore I strongly urge you to

analyse the sequence and try to

find out if the script-writer ivas

trying to convey something and if so,

whether it is essential. If, on closer

study, you find it is more important
than you thought, then try to edit

your sequence so that a mini-
mum of non-essentials appear
and a maxinnmi of what is

needed is left in ; but if, after

doing your best with a dull

sequence, it is still dull and
the information contained is

not worth the footage, then
you can discard it—but never
till then.
As you eliminate the scene

numbers and effect a passable

matching of yoiu- shots, you
can begin to make the simpler

crosscuts—that is to say, your
oiiTi additional crosscutswhich
are not indicated in the script.

^Some Editors do not care to

work this way ; they prefer to

A-iew the picture once more
without its scene numbers and
^et a more or less uninter-

rupted impression of the rough
outline of their film. After this

they will get to work, taking
the film sequence by sequence.
Many Editors work out their

editing of each sequence on
paper. They write down each
section of film as they have
seen it ui the rough assembling
and make a measurement of

the footage. With tliis record
in their hands and the pictures
in theirminds, they willwrestle
"with their problem, pacing the
room, swearing at the Director,
cursing the Cameraman,
making notes and jugghng
with the pictures that make
up the sequence. Such Editors
like to get it all clear in

Using the •' Moviola," an indispensable device for both viewing and hearing a sound film

their minds first, if not actually
on paper—then they attack the cel-

luloid like famished things. I think
it is as good a method as any, so
long as the Editor isn't too ravenous ;

he should be a caviare man and hold
the steak-and-kidney pudding appetite
in check.

The clap

synch ron
stick and board used for the double purpose of

ising sound and picture films, and identifying

the takes

Once the Editor has made up his
mind what he intends to do with a
sequence, he will find himself with so
many sections of film temporarily cut
out and ready to be re-inserted in a
different order that he will need to
invent some method whereby he can
pick on any little piece of film the

moment he needs it as he re-

assembles "the sequence. The
chances are, if he has no
method, that he will be ages
looking for one bit, which he
will eventually find hanging
round hisneck, and for another
scene, which will be Ijang
cunningly concealed at the
bottom of the bin.

The easiest thing, as you lay

each recjuired section of film

over the edge of the bin, is to

write the scene number on a.

piece of paper and clip it on
with a paper-clip, taking care
to see that the httle piece of
paper covers both sides of the
film and protects it from being
scratched by the paper-clip.

In any case, iise smooth paper-
clips and not that artful

corrugated variety which is

apparently not only designed
to prevent clipped papers from
slipping apart but also to lure

unsuspecting film editors to
scratch their films.

This is a simple and easy
method of identifyuig sections

of film, but it doesn't prevent
them slipping into the bin. To
protect yourself against this,

take a flat piece of wood a few
in ches longer thanthediameter
of the filni bin, about half an
inch thick and about an inch
and a half wide. Along one
side at distances wider than
the width of your film, drive in

a niunber of thin nails with
[Continued on page 374)
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OUR PRIZE
COMPETITION

THIS MONTH'S WHINNERS:

HOME MOVIES & HOME TALKIES

SUPER-REEL RE-WINDS.
JOINING 9i.mm. FILMS.
MARKING RECORDS FOR
FILM ACCOMPANIMENT.

ENTRIES for the latest competi-
tion are not only well up to

standard but generally of a
still liigher level than previously-.

While an extremely high standard of

ingenuity is maintained, we would
like again to repeat tliat the main
object in this competition is to

encourage the production of simple
and inexpensive devices of general
utility to the cine user. Many entries

this month, tliough very clever and
economical so far as the cost of

materials is concerned, call for more
skill in the use of tools than we
imagine is generally possessed.

Re-winds
Probably the renewed interest in

the 9J-mm. size brought about bj'

the introduction of the excellent
200-B Pathe projector, which uses

only the super-reels, has prompted
many entrants to send in suggestions
for super-reel re-winds. From these
entries we have selected one sent in

by Mr. R. C Read, of Bovendean,
utilising as the gearing the geared
grinding wheel stands obtainable from
the ever-poj3ular 3d. and 6d. Store !

Indeed, so many cin6 enthusiasts are
finding useful accessories in these
shops that we should not be surprised
to see a cine department soon !

The growing use of gramophone
records lor synchronising music with
films has prompted Mr. J. W. Gillott,

of Sheflield, to send us particulars of

an ingenious scheme which has been
used very successfully for some time
by the Sheffield Amateur Film Club.

Finallj', a prize has also been awarded
to ]SIr. John H. Young, of Hampstead,
for what is so far the most ingenious
method we have seen for making
temporary joins in 9j-mm. films

while at the same time avoiding
scratching and loss of alignment. We
have carefully examined the specimen
film sent by Mr. Young, and can
confirm the claims he makes foi the
method

.

Conditions
Winning competitors will receive

their awaids within a fortnight of
publication of this issue. Meanwhile
we are repeating our offer to readers,

and next month three half-guineas will

again be awarded for the best hints
and tips (preferably of a construc-
tional nature) sent in. The desciip-

tions need only be brief, provided
they are clear, and the practical

usefulness of the hints and tips will

largely influence our decision. If

there is something you wish to illus-

trate with a diagram, a simple pencil
drawing will do, as our own artists

will prepare the necessary fimshed
drawing for reproduction. Remember,

a brief tlesciiption. even without illus-

trations, of a really useful gadget.

trick oi- method, is more likely to

win a prize than a long diawn-out
description of something which is

difficult to make.
Entries for the next competition

should reach us not later than
March 1.5. The Editor's decision will

be final.

A Cheap Re-wind and Titling
Bench for Pathe Super Reels

A high-speed efficient re-wind for

Pathe Super Reels can easily be
made from a clieap geared grinding
wheel. This can be obtained for 6(1.

from a well-known store. A flanee is

screwed to the spindle in place of the

Mr. Gillott's Record Marking Scheme

usual emery wheel. This flange can
be obtained from any dealer in

Meccano parts. The centre hole is

tapped out three-sixteenth of an inch
and a peg is fitted near the centre to

jirovide a drive for the reel. The
design of this flange is similar to the
one fitted to the take-up spindle of

the super -reel attachment.
The geared wheel with flange is

mounted at one end of a piece of wood
20 inches by 4 inches. At the other
end of the wood is mountei-1 a bracket
with a spindle to carry the full reel.

In each case the height of the spindle

is such that the reels can revolve

easily without touching the wood.
The film notcher and splicer are

mounted in the cenrre, together with
a sniall lamp to illuminate the film.

This lamp Ls mounted in a box with
a glass top, wliich is masked except
for an opening | inch square, i.e.,

approximately the size of a Pathe
frame. In this mannei' single frames can
easily be examined, antl the titling and
editing of films is simplified, whilst

super-reels can be removed in a few
seconds.—R. C. Read, 12, Bevendean
Crescent, Bevendean, Brighton.

A Hint for Synchronising Music
to Your Films

AVhen fitting music to ;s-our films it

is often foinid that the pasisage in the
music most likely to fit in with the
mood or rhythm of a particular part
of the film is in the centre of the
record. In some cases, especially

when using records of dance music,
an unwanted vocal refrain mars the
suitability of the music for your films.

To be able to use the particular
portion of the record you recjuire, or
to be able to cut out the j^ortion you
do not require, some means of mark-
ing these portions will have to be
used. "For some years I have been
re.S2:)onsible for fitting music to films

produced by the Sheffield Amateur
Film Club, and I have always found
the following a simple and effective

way of marking the record :

Suppose you wish to use a record
of dance music anrl you wish to delete

the vocal chorus. The needle is

pushed into the first groove and the
record is allowed to run imtil the
vocal chorus is reached. In the mean-
time a fine camel hair brush has been
dipped into white ink and this is held
at the point where the needle reaches
the vocal chorus, resulting in a thin
white ring ajjpearing on the record. A
similar ling is maile when the needle
reaches the enil of the vocal chorus.

This is a much easier and more
satisfactory method of marking than
by painting on a stationary record,
and it is veri,' easily picked out in
semi-darkness. The effect is some-
thing hke the accompanying illustra-

tion.—J. W. Gillott, 72, Chelsea
Road, Sheffield.

Mending " Nine "

With all (hie tleference to those
Pathe projectionists who jiatch up
their film breaks temporarily with a
small pajjer fastener, I must confess

that, in the first case, a paper fastener

is not always available, and, in the
second, I am not at all sure that it

does not scratch the film.

My own fastener consists of a strip

of old film, slightlj' less in width
than the Pathe sprocket hole and
1 inch in length. The broken ends of

the film are lapped three sprocket
holes and the strip of film is laced in

and out. For quickness in lacing, it

is helpful to cut the strips 2 inches

long and then to snip off the un-
wanted ends when in position.

The resulting join is absolutely

firm, there is no rough metal to

cause scratches, and, furthermore, the
two portions of the film are held in

perfect alignment.

—

John H. Young,
26, Solent Road, Hampstead, N.W.6.
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THE A.BX. OF
HOME TALKIES

By BERNARD BRO^VN (B.Sc, Eng.)
Aiii/n,r of "Talking Pictures" etc.

EDITOR'S NOTE
great value to all

: This is the FIFTH of the series of articles of

amateurs experimenting with home talkie

apparatus. The first article appeared in our November issue

LAST month we tliscussed briefly

sound - on - disc equijiment
from the point of view of

opei'ating. We now come to a more
interesting, though perliaps somewhat
irritating subject, namely, " trouble

shooting
'

' as it is known over the

water. It is a lamentable but veracious

fact that tilings electrical as well as

mechanical have a habit of going
wrong sometime or another and
usually at the most awkward moment.
By this you need not assume that a

home talkie equipnaent is for ever

giving trouble. The writer has had a
heavj' amplifier in use for two and
a half years and nothing —touch
wood !—has gone amiss, not even the

valves have been changed. But one
of these days !

The annoying thuig about elec-

trical faults is that they are so essen-

tially simple. "Why it's only a wire

oif after all," as the theatre nianager

said to the sound engineer who, after

two hours' disembowelment of ampli-

fiers, located the trouble. All electrical

faults are essentially naechanical. This
further truism means that when
something goes wrong with the set a
wire is either broken, pulled off,

burnt out or shorted to its neighbour.

Simple ; but the art of trouble shoot-

ing is to lay one's finger rapidly on
the fault.

Systematic Testing

If on one regrettable evening you
start your projector and switch on the
amplifier and find no souiad coming
from the loud speaker, do not sud-

denly assume that it is the pick-up
and pull the offending gadget to

pieces. Neither should you assume
that it is the input valve because it

happens to be a little loose inside and
rush round to the nearest radio dealer

and perhaps waste your money. The
great thing to remember in the test-

ing of electrical sound systems is to

work systematically. If you do this

it will not be long before you have
localised the fault and determined
whether or no you can correct it

yourself or will have to call in the
assistance of an engineer or alterna-

tively have a part replaced.

Fig. 23 shows schematically the
electrical layout of a sound-on-dise
equipment. The internal connections
of the amplifier are not shown since

caturally they vary according to the
nircuit, and in any case the dissection

of amplifiers is beyond the scope of

the present series of articles.

Suppose that we have completely
switched on the set, dropped the

needle to the disc and find there is no
sound. The best action to take is to

switch off everj'thing again and start

afresh, for it is surprising what extra-

ordinary omissions one can make.
The writer has known service engineers

tearing fiftjr miles over the country
to a cinema which was " Out of

sound," only to find the switch was
in the wrong position ! In the home
talkie set things are not so compli-

cated, but one never knows.
In Fig. 23 we find that we can

divide the set into four rough groujDs.

Pick-up, vohime control, amplifier and
loud speaker.

If no sound whatsoever issues from
the loud speaker when the set is

switched on fully and the needle is

running over a disc, the series of tests

listed below may be carried out with
an ordinary pair of headphones such

o/CK-UP

leads from the pick-up run direct to

the terminals of the vokune control

potentiometer. The two connecting
tags of the headphones should be
pressed against these firmly. If the
pick-up is functioning properly you
will be able to hear the soinid quite

clearly, but if nothing is heard then
obviously the pick-up itself or its

connections are at fault. One point

can be mentioned here and that is,

when you are listening to a pick-up
working, make sure both your ears are
covered, for the reed or armature of

the pick-up makes a noise apart from
the electrical output.

The leads from the pick-up are
clamped and connected to the speech
coil in a variety of ways, and most
likely if no sound comes through
these connections are at fault. The
only thing to do then is to i-eraove the

cover of the pick-up and take a
further test across the terminals. If

no sound comes from these then in

all probability it is the speech coil

which is ofsen -circuited and the pick-

up will have to be returned to the
makers. You may, however, if you
are inclined, carefully imbind the

covering from the coil and examine
the flexible leads which are soldered

to the extremely fine enamelled copper
wire. Sometimes these pull adrift,

and if so you could re-solder them.
This is not a very nice job, and unless

you are something of a wireless

mechanic it is best left alone. If, on
testing the volume control you hear
very low sound, which seems to break
through spasmodically, then it is

possible that the pivoting arrange-
ments of the reed or armature are at

LOUD SPEflKE/Z

as used for radio and telephone work.
The cheapest pair will serve, or even
a single receiver ; in fact, the latter

is perhaps more convenient.

1. Test pick-up.

2. Test voliune control.

3. Test amplifier input.

4. Test amplifier output.

5. Test input of output trans-

former.
6. Test ovitjjut of output trans-

former.
A little consideration will indicate

that these series of tests apply to the

speech current alone, i.e., are quite

apart from the other types of elec-

trical currents used in amplification

and excitation. In many cases the

fault. Pluck the needle firmly "with

the fhigers in both directions and if

a noise results it points to the necessity

for resetting as described in a previous

article.

Generally speaking, modern pick-

ups are extraordinarily good servants,

and so we will pass to the next stage

and test the output terminals of the

volume control potentiometer. This

may be in a somewhat awkward posi-

tion and so some care must be taken
that the same two terminals used in

the previous test are not tested over

again. It is well to move the control

knob into one or two positions when
carrying out this test. Some volume
controls are better than others, and
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one particular t_ype known to the
writer has a }iabit of not working
when thoroughly cold ! If you find

that the volume control is com-
pletely "dud," then you can, if

necessary, carry on with the show by
breaking it out of circuit and for the
time being getting the right volume
by the use of one or two high resist-

ances, preferably of tlie grid leak
type. A voliune control is really a
potentiometer, the use of which is

shown at A in Fig. 24 where, accord-
ing to the position of the wiper, the
volume is raised or lowered. At B in
the same figure is shown how two
grid leaks can be pressed into service.

Although nominal resistance figures

are shown in the diagram, in actual
practice they are bj' no means critical

and little, if any, difference can be
noticed in reproduction, etc., if one
changes say from a volume control of

30,000 ohins to one of 50,000. Of
course you could cut out the
volume control completely and run
direct on to the amplifier, but this

would mean excess sound. We hesi-

tate to recommend the sound reducing
method of the acoustic gramophone,
i.e., stuffing a duster down the horn,
although a soft tone needle might
certainly be employed.

Testing the Input

The input terminals of the amplifier

should next be tested. Be sure that
you know exactly which terminals
do belong to the input for there may
be others about not quite so harm-
less. Next we go to the output
terminals of tlie amplifier and here it

may be mentioned that whereas the
previous tests could be carried out
quite satisfactorily -with the set

switched off, from now on it is impera-
tive that it be working if we are to

learn anything definite. If the input
terminals of the amplifier give no
sound then something is wrong with
the wiring between the volume control

and the amplifier. If you are in a
hurry don't trouble to find a broken
wire, merely replace it with another
piece.

Output Terminals

If the output terminals of the
amplifier give no sound which cer-

tainly was there at the input then
something is amiss with the amphfier
which is a little more complicated.
For the time being, however, we will

assume that the amplifier is all right

and so pass to the input windings
of the output transformer antl then
the output si<le of the same trans-

former. You will see that by working
in this fashion we check step by step

and so can lay our fingers on the
piece of apparatus really causing the
trouble. .Suppose, for instance, the
input terminals of the output trans-

former gave sound and the output
terminals were dead. Which piece of
apparatus is wrong 1 Well it might
be the transformer or the .speech

coil of the loudspeaker. Thus, un-
couple the latter and test again. If

sound comes from the output ter-

minals of the transformer then the
loudspeaker is at fault. Check the
flexible leads to the speech coil ; if

these are satisfactory' it means that
the coil winding has gone wrong.

e£S/STenCE 50,00011

CK'O LEAKS

Fig. 24. Improvised volume control

Tliis probably means a repair job
unless you happen to possess extremely
skilful fingers.

Ha\-ing now cheeked the speech
circuit we can turn to one or two
fm-ther points, '\^'e might have men-
tioned in the first place that mains
plugs, etc., should be examined, but
this is scarcely necessarj* pro\"iding

CLflMPinC KINO

— conz DiapH^acM
SVSPENSIO/l

SPEECH COIL
FORMER

SPEECH COIL

Fig. 25. A.

MQCr-iET

Fig. 25B

[Adjusting moving coil loudspeakers

the whole set is driven from tlie

same source as the electric motor.

^^5 Loudspeaker Faults

Sometimes loudspeakers, of the
moving coil variety at all event, are
excitecl by permanent magnets, some-
times by <lirect current through a
field coil or "pot," as it is called. If

you happen to be using a separate

loudspeaker make sure that the
"pot" is energised, as without it

there will be very little sound, some-
times so httle that one thinks the
amplifier is not working. If low
voliune, reedhke sound comes from
the loudspeaker, then probably the
magnet is not energised, which means
that either a connection has gone or
if you are using a separate rectifier,

something is wrong with the latter.

When " M.-C.s " go wrong

Moving coil speakers are efficient

servants, but when they go wrong are
something more than a nuisance. To
understand their detailed construction
a little more fully examine Fig. 25,
which shows two varieties at A and
B, both of the energised field type.
The names of the various parts are
shown and can easily be recognised in
connection with the article itself.

The only real difference in the design
between A and B is that at A the
suspension of the cone diaphragm is

between the usual leather rmg and
an internal spider, while at B the
spider is external. Many modern
loudsi^eakers completely omit the
leather su.spension ring, instead having
the cone diaphragm continued out-
wards and usually corrugated to
assist ease of deflection. This, how-
ever, is a minor point. Where
leather is employed sometimes after

a period of time it becomes taut and
causes loss of volume. It can be
remedied by rubbing round the leather
with the blunt end of, say, a propelling
pencil. Rattle of the loudspeaker
may be caused by overloading, i.e.,

too great volmne from the amplifier
but more likely by the speech coil

rubbing between the core and the
magnet frame. The gap, or rather
the clearance between speech coil

and the poles, is extremely fine and
usually in the order of seven or eight-

thousandths of an inch. The cone
diapliragms can be recentred by
slackening off the spider screws and
pushing two strips of paper between
the core and the speech coil former.
Properly centretl cone diaphragms
give a famt drumming sound when
tapped with the fingers. This is a
very useful test.

Flap Trouble

Sometimes, again, the looseness of

a single part attached to the cone
diaphragm may cause complete ruin-

ation of quality and considerable loss

of volume. In the earlier cone built

up from paper sheet, flaps sometimes
came loose and gave this trouble. It

is rarely worth while trying to look

for the actual piece which is loose

for it may be so minute as to be
in\dsible. The best thing is to remove
the cone diaphragm from its basket
and carefully go over all the joints

with a good gum or cement. Those
of the celluloid type will be found
very suitable. Do not forget, how-
ever, to "apply thinly," as it says on
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the container, or you m!i\- make
troubles worse.

Valve Troubles

Most of US are familiar with the

thermionic valve of radio use and its

troubles. All valves are more or less

microphonic but are not likely to be

so bad as to cause trouble in sound-

on-disc talkie sets. The sjTuptoins of

an over microphonic input valve are

bell-like ringing when the amplifier is

ups giving hum trouble when touched

or sometimes even when approachetl

by the hand. This can usually be
cured by earthing the pick-up arm in

the manner previously described . Curi-

ously enough, hum is on occasions

eliminated by the removal of earths.

In obtaining metal braided wires for

this purpose, it is well to choose

those on which the covering is plaited

and not merely twisted, for the

latter is likely to kink under service.

P/SOJECTOIZ
COnNECTIO/i OrMETiQL BH^IDINOi
TO PnOJECTOR. CetSTIMC OR FHf^ME

CONtiECTION OF MEJflL B/SRtDina
TO PICK-UP aiSM

LOUD spe^keh

aMPLIFIEH

'rURNTf^BLB

'FLEX METRL BBfitDBO
CFHSKYINC PICK-UP IMPULSES

COHnECTIOM OP METRL
BRRIDIHO TO ERRTH

flMPLIFIER.
ERIZTH
TEKMINRl.

£fi)ISTH

Fig. 26. Preventing Hum

touched and a sort of echo effect from
the loudspeaker. If a valve does not
light up then it should be replaced,

but make sure that the filament or

heater is not really alight, for some
of the modern valves are so complex
inside that it is somewhat difficult to

tell whether they are glowing or not.

If yoiu- amplifier has a push-pull
output stage, then the failure of one
of these valves is heralded by loss of

volume and by a rise in pitch of the
reproduction. This latter is explain-

able by considerations of impedance
matching. One becomes so used to

handling valves that one forgets that

besides being expensive they are

delicate in construction. Do not
replace valves with the amplifier

switched on.

Hum
Sound-on-disc sets do not give

much trouble through hiunming pro-
viding the lead from the pick-up to
the amplifier is short. If the arrange-
ment of your set is such that the
tiirntable and pick-up are at one end
of the room and loudspeaker and
amplifier at the other, then it is

usually preferable for the leads be-

tween the two to be metal braided.
Fig. 26 shows diagramatically a com-
plete system of earthing. It will be
noted that not only are the leads

covered in metal braiding, but this is

connected to the metal arm of the
pick-up and to the casting of the
projector and finally linked up with
the earthing terminal of the amplifier

which passes to ground m the usual
manner of a radio set. Low-frequency
amplifiers do not need so much earth-
ing as radio sets, but apart from
the question of hmn, earthing is a
safety device. Incidentally one fre-

C|uently comes across cases of pick-

In our next article we shall deal in

some detail with sound-on-fikn talkies.

Double Exposure
SIMPLE double exposure work for

titles, etc., is much easier than
many amateurs imagine. If, for

example, you wish to super-impose a

title on a moving background the

following procedure can be adopted.
Obtain two take-up spools with a

sc£uare hole on each side, (Kodak
spools have a round hole on one side

and square on the other ; those

supplied by Bell & Howell have a

square hole on each side and the
Selo triangular hole can be filed). Use
one as a take-up spool in the ordinary
way and film \'our moving back-
ground (it should not have any light

sky in it and shoidd be preferably
of dark tone all over) for a sufficient

time to allow of yoiu- title being
read conveniently on the screen.

Note on your footage inrlicator the
point at which your scene finished

and then, icith the lens covered, run
the film right through to the end with-
out further exposure. Open the
camera, remove the full reel from the
take-up spindle, remove the now
empty reel from the feed spindle,

and put it aside. Now turn the full

spool over and place it on the feed
spindle with its previous topside
downwards. Take the second spool,

fitted with a square hole on each side,

and place on the take-up spindle,

thread the film as usual, close the
camera, and with the lens carefully

covered run the whole film through
again on to the new take-up spool.

When you are sure that the last foot

has been run off, open the camera
again, take out the full spool and the
empty reel, turn the full spool over
once again and thread the camera as

before, using the discarded reel for

take-up and keeping your "double-
square" for future use. Re-set the
footage indicator at zero and you are
readjr for filming the lettering.

The lettering must be pure white on
a jet black background and it is best

to use one of the titling devices for

the purpose. The lettering should be

fully and uniformly ilhmiinated and
should be filmed in the usual way,
ha\'ing regard, of course, to the read-

ings of the footage indicator. When the

film is processed it will be returned to

you showing pure white letters on your
moving background. P. W. H.

How snow scenes are made! Salt spread over the scene and an aeroplane propelle

provide the blizzard !
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" I'VE a bit of a job on the next
I few (lavs," I said to Flijipers-

iield.

"Oh, what's that ?
"

"My sister is down witli 'flu and
W'e've her four kiddies staying with
us. Jolly things, kids and all that,

but they take a bit of keeping quiet."
"That," smiled Flippeisfielti, "is

where a cine camera comes in. Funny
thing, but I've the same kind of situa-

tion to tackle. J 'in just off to spend
a couple of days with tlie Blunderby-
Bro\vns over at Pottleton, and they
specially asked me to brins my pro-
jector and some films because they've
heaven knows how many infants
staying with them. I'm not quite as
well provided with films as I should

. like to be, but I manaeed to borrow
three brand new professionals from
Mrs. Motherspoon-M'aterbifHe (he was
careful to pronounce it in the correct
manner, Moon-Wiffle) just before she
went awaj- to the South of France."
"I'm a bit short, too, but funnily

enough I secured . three, also not
home-made, from (leneral (!ore-

Have you ever tried to crank a 12-cylinder

Super-Bombshell ?

Battleby on the eve of his departure
for his fishing trip in Scotland. Of
course he made me swear to be most
careful with them and not to lend
them to anybody else."

" Mrs. Motherspoon - Waterbiffle
made the same conditions," said
Flippersfield thoughtfully, "but look
Iiere."

"-W'ell ?
"

" Of cour.se, we are jolly careful
peojile—aren't we '!—and when she
said to me ' Don't lend them to any-
body,' and he took the same line

-with you Well, I mean to say
vou and I aren't just (my''odii, are
we? "

.

" Noooo, or perhaps I should say
yeees. What exactly is the big i<lea ?

In other words, spill the beans."
" Look here," chortled Flippers-

field, taking the plunge, " Pottleton's
only twenty-five miles from Splosh-
burj' and Little Pigsley-in-the-Pound

is just a))out lialf way. Xow suppose
you hop into your bus at eleven ack
emma the (lay after to-morrow, I'll

do the same and we'll meet at Little

Pigsley and exchange films and then
we will be able to give the kiddies

The watersplash at Wough

two good shows instead of one.
A\Tiat about it ?

"

"It's certainly an idea," I mur-
mured, "and of course Mrs. Mother-
spoon-WaterbifHe and the General
both love kiddies, don't they 'I And
we wouldn't really want their films

imless it was a wet day. So let's

leave it to Providence and decide. If

it's a wet da^' it will mean that the
high gods approve of our action, and
we'll set out to meet as you suggest."

* * * *

If you leave tilings to Providence
and wait for signs and omens and
things, as often as not these, if they
occur at all, are of a sketchy and
doubtful character. It might, I

mean, have been one of those ilays

which was neither really wet nor
leally fine. A sprinkling of rain and
then bright sunshine and then another
few drops and so on.

But upon this occasion it was quite

clear that Providence gave the

heartiest approval to our scheme.
When I awoke in tlie morning it was
not raining cats and dogs : there is

a wonderful opportunity for one of

The same splendid three

those film-drawing fellers to show a
rain of cats and dogs, isn't there ?

The raii\ was coming down in what I

can only describe as solid chunks and
a full gale of wind was blowing.

I felt sure that that dear kindly

soul, Mrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle,

would liardl>- like me to make the
journey on such a <lay in my own open
two-seater. By a great piece of luck
I happened to have the key of her
gaiage, for she had asked me to see

that her sixty-hor.se twelve-cylinder
Super-Bombshell saloon should be
looked to occasionally to see that it

did not sjirout moths in the cusliions

or hats in the carburetter or any-
thing of that kind. A little gentle
exercise would do it good. She would,
I felt sure, be delighted.

Thanks to an umbrella, a sou'-

wester, an oilskin coat and a pair of

thigh waders, I managed to arrive

fairly dry after covering the hundred
yards between my house and her
garage. Stepping lightly into the
super-bus, I switched on and trod
gently upon the starter. It whirre<l

gailjr, but there Mas no I'esponse from
the monster's engine. ^V'hen this had
gone on for some little time the
battery showefl signs of going on
strike and—well, liave >ou ever tried

to crank a sixty-horse, twelve -cylinder
Super-Bombshell ?

His tourer limped to the rendezvous

With the lielji of Joe Gumbleby
who happened most fortunately to

pass the door, I eventually- got her
going, though I admit that I was
feeUng rather like a piece of chewed
string that has subsequently been
rim over b\- a steam roller. However,
onh- twelve miles to go and still

eight^-en minutes left to do it in.

Easy for a Super-Bombshell.
I whizzed down the High Street,

whirled on to the Little Pigsley-in-the

Pound road. AMiat a glorious thing,

I thought, to be driving this

great trouble-free smooth-gliding bus.

Finger-light steering, brakes that make
it fold up almost like a concertina if

necessary, a clutch requiring but the

lightest pressure, gears that almost
change themselves
BANG ! !

Unfortunately Super - Bombshells
have not^self-chaiiging wheels. IMore

{CorUinued on page 373)
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The PAILLARD-Bolex
SUPER SOUND SYSTEM

Load the

machine.

Switch on.

Go and sit

down and

enjoy a

show the

like of

which you

have never

seen!

Made by the House of Paillard, whose reputation is your guarantee

Such is the performance of the PAILLARD-Bolex Talkie. No fiddling, no trouble, none of those

exasperating preparations and delays which usually mar the performance of a show.

Four machines in one, all built on a 19 inch square board, including Projector, Gramophone,
and Powerful Amplifier, the only separate item being the loud speaker, which is placed behind the

screen. So simple to work that a child can do it, the machine is loaded in a moment. Synchronisation
is absolutely perfect, first class reproduction, beautiful illumination. Absolutely foolproof and

trouble-proof.

SPECIFICATION
Projector (250 watt illuminant) for either Pathe The projection of Talkie films, whether 9.5 mm.

9.5 mm. and Kodak or any other 16 mm. films, or 16 mm.
, ... r ,

The use of the gramophone section alone, capable
thus permittmg the projection of either size at

^^ working ordinary gramophone records at their
their proper speeds, with or without musical correct speed or cinema records at 33 1/3 turns

accompaniment. per minute.

A TALKIE LIBRARY IS NOW AVAILABLE
it is exclusively reserved to owners of PAILLAIRD-Bolex machines. Wide variety of subjects, including

animated cartoons, comedies, dramas, sportlights, etc.

A demonstration will convince you. Write for name and address of nearest stockist.

Price complete with Paillard Amplifier, Loud Speaker and Transformer, £li

5

BOOKLETS FREE FROM :

CINEX LIMITED, 70 High Holborn, London, W.C.I
Telephone : HOLBORN 4482
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HOME MOVIE OPPORTUNITIES for MARCH, 1933.
March

1

1

1

1-H
2-3
3-4

St. David's Day (patron Saint of

Wales).
Ash Wednesday.
Fifth Test Match ends .

.

Scottish Building Exhibition
Scottish Horse Show-
National Pony Sliow

Sydney.
Edinbukgh.
Glasgow.
Royal Agbicul-
TUKAL Hall,
London.

London.
Twickenham.

3 Ladies' Foil Championships end
4 Royal Navy v. Army (Rugby) . ,

4 6th Round R.A. Competition,
4 British Industries Fair (last day) London.
4 International Hockey Trial

Match . . .

.

.

.

. . Southend.
4 Wales v. Irelantl (hockey) . . Abergavenny.

6-1 1 All-England Championships (bad-

minton). .

6 Amateur Rackets Championship
London.
Queen's Club,
London.

7-9 National Hunt Steeplechase
Meeting. .

8 Point-to-point Race Meeting

8 Northern Society's Agricultui-al

Show
8-10 Army Boxing Championships . .

11 Ireland «. Wales (Rugby)
11 National Cross Country Cham-

pionships
13—18 Amateur Rackets Championships
14-16 Master Bakers' Exliibition
14—15 Flower Show
14-18 Royal Automobile Club's Inter-

national Rally . .

Cheltenham.
Stevenstone,

nr. Torrington.

Aberdeen.
Horticultural
Hall, London.

Belfast.
Alderley Park,
Cheshire.

Hastings.
London.
Bournemouth,

Hastings.

March
16 North Northumberland Point-to-

point Race Meeting . .

17 St. Patrick's Day, Irish Festival.

17 Grand Military 'Chase Meeting .

18 Oxford V. Cambridge (Athletics)

18 Scotland v. England (Rugby) . .

18 F.A. Cup Semi-Final.
18 Hockey (England v. Wales)
18 Llangibby Point-to-point Race

Meeting. .

18 Cleveland Point-to-point

21-22 M.C.C. V. New Zealand . .

21 Point-to-point
22 Opening Flat Racing Season.
22 Lincolnshire Handicap Race

Meeting . .

24 Grand National Steeplechase
Meeting.

.

24 Oxford v. Cambridge (golf)

24 First Test (New Zealand)
25 International Cross Country

Race
25 Scotland v. England (hockey) . .

25 Army v. R.A.F.
25 England v. Scotland (Amateurs,

Soccer) . .

25 Harkway Club Point-to-point . .

27 Point-to-point
28-29 Garth Races
30 Point -to -i^oint Meetings. .

East
Learmouth.

Sandown Park.
White City,

London,
Edinburgh.

Bieminghajii.

Llanbadobe.
Easby, near

Great Ayton.
Wellington.
Grafton.

LiNOOLN.

AiNTRBE,
near Liverpool.

Sandwich.
Christchubch.

Newport, Mon.
Peebles.
Twickenham.

DULWICH.
CORBETH.
Catterick.
Garth.
Raglan, Fabinq-
don.Whaddon
Chase and
Middleton.

DO YOU WANT
250 WATTS

FOR YOUR

PATHE LUX
OR

KODASCOPE C"?

WRITE TO LODEXABOUT IT!

LODEX
2 KIDACRE STREET, LEEDS, 10

OMNIBUS BOOKS

THE OUTLINE OF
NATURAL HISTORY

By Professor Sir J. Arthur Thomson, M.A., LL.D.

To everyone interested in the study of Living Creatures
tlu^ ably written and comprehensive work will prove a
mine of information and a thoroughly reliable Work of

reference. The Work is fully illustrated throughout.

THE OUTLINE
OF LITERATURE

By John Drinkwaler.

This history of literature is covered from the period of

the earliest books to the work of the twentieth century
Writers. Illustrated With 80 pages of admirable repro-

ductions.

THE OUTLINE of ART
Edited by Sir William Orpen, K.B.E., R.A., B.I.

A complete survey of painting from the Florentine

Masters right up to the present day. Three hundred
reproductious from the Works of the great masters.

8(6 each
Obtainable at all Booksellers or by post

913 each from

George Newnes, Ltd,

8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

Geo. Newnes, Ltd.
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

This section is devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and film

submitted to " Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purchase
of equipment

A Direct Focussing Device

WHILE the depth of focus of a

cine lens of, say, f/3.5

aperture is svifficiently large

to make focussing a relatively easy
matter, with the new large apertiu'e

lenses of f/1.5 to 2.S accurate focus-

sing on close-ups becomes an im-
portant matter. Sometimes in scien-

tific and in studio work extreme
precision in focussing is of paramount
importance ; and for such work the
device illustrated in the middle of

this page has been designed. It

consists, as will be seen from the
photograph, of a prism, one surface of

which is ground to form a focussing

screen and the other silvered for

reflection, moiuited in a suitable

metal frame together with a magnify-
ing eye-piece which can be adjusted
to suit the individual eye.

AVe have alreadj' reviewed in these

pages a similar device for 9^-mm.
cameras, and the present apparatus is

designed for use with the Bell &

The Correctoscope

Another accurate focussing device,

this time with the advantage that it

can be used at any time whether the

camera is loaded or not, is the Cor-

rectoscope, a photograph of which

Above : The Meyer
focussing prism

On left : The new
Rhamstine Electrophot

(Batteryless model)

Howell, Victor, Ensign, and one or

"two other 16-mm. cameras, but 7iot

-with Kodaks. MTien the gate is

opened the prism can be so inserted

that its ground surface comes in the
focal plane and direct focussing in

the gate can then be obtained. Of
course this focussing must be carried

out before the film is inserted, so

that the device does not lend itself

to rapid use " in the field."

iff With six-times magnification the

<3ost of the device is £4 15s., and with
ten -times £7 6s. 6d. It is submitted
to us by Mr. A. O. Roth, of 85, Ring-
stead Road, Catford, and can be
recommended to all those who require

such precise focussing in the con-
ditions named.

appears on page 366. Although it is

made to suit almost any make of cine
camera with or without turret heads,
special models are made for different

cameras, and the one illustrated is

designed for use with a Cine Kodak.
It consists primarily of a high quality
lens fitted with the usual iris dia-

phragm and an accurately graded
focussing moimt ; a reflecting mirror
and a focussing screen, together with
an eye -piece for observing the image
so formed. The Correctoscope at-

taches to a plate on the side of the
camera and its operation is simplicity

itself, for all that has to be done is to

observe the image on the ground
glass screen through the eye -piece
and adjust the lens up*"'! it is accur-

ately in focus. When this point is

reached a glance at the calibrated

ring shows the exact distance, and
the focussing scale on the taking
lens can then be set to the same
adjustment and dead accurate focus

obtained.
Not only is the device valuable in

this way as a distance meter but by
pushing a small slide a special blue
glass light filter is inserted between
the eye-piece and the focussing screen
and on turning the aperture ring

down until the details in the darkest
part of the picture are eliminated, the
scale shows the lens stop reqviired.

There is no question that a device
of this kind is of great assistance in

accurate and particularly in close-up

work. So far as its use as an exposure
meter is concerned the method adopted
is not one which in our experience
gives any great accuracy, as it is

rather too much dependent upon the
hviman element, but it certainly .serves

as a general guide. So far as the
distance measuring focussing part is

concerned, however, this has a degree
of accuracy which cannot be beaten,
and it is for such a purpose that the

A 30"x20" Silver Screen for 2/-/

KONDUGTITE
Metallic Paper for Home
Made Movie Screen

"Konductite" Metallic paper consists

of specially prepared thin Aluminium
Foil with a backing of stout paper.
It can be readily applied to any flat

surface, such as plywood, with any
ordinary adhesive and forms a brilli-

ant silver screen for Home Projection

Price per sheet (3o"X2o'J 2/-

Postage and packing 6d. extra

Any length 20* wide, supplied at 2/6 per yd.

The City Accumulator Coy.

4 Surrey Street, Strand, W.C.2
'Phone TEMPLE BAR 8620
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The Meyer Correctoscope

device carries our fullest recommenda-
tion. The price witli 1 inch lens and
a maximum aperture of 1.9 to suit

the Kodak is £13 10s. It is also

possible to obtain a model in which
a set of gears are fitted, so that the
variation of focus of the Correctoscope
lens brincTs about an identical varia-

tion of the taking lens. The Cor-

rectoscope has also been submitted to

us by Mr. A. O. Roth.

The New Electrophot Exposure

Meter
In the July issue of HosrE MovrES

we reviewed an earlier inodel of the
Rhamstine Electrophot Exposure
Meter, the first of the truly automatic
exposure meters from which the
himian element in adjustment of

exposure has been completely eli-

minated. We now have before us the
latest inodel which is known as the
Model M/S, emi5lo_\'inp the new
Rhamstine battery-less photo-cell (the

earlier models having, as our readers
will remember, their battery inside).

In general appearance and size the
new model re-sembles the old, being
about the same ."ize as a 100 ft.

carton of 16-mm. film, thus fitting

very convenienth" into the pocket in

many 16-mm. camera cases. The
operation of the device is very simple,
and it is only necessary to move the
cap from the photo-cell, face the
front edge of the meter towards the
subject and "frame" it in the small
view-finder such as is found on the
top of the ordinary still camera. As
soon as this is done the needle on the
meter moves over and at once shows
the particular stop necessary.
There are two scales, No. 1 showing

the correct stop to use with ordinary
panchromatic film taldng the standard
16 pictures per second and the lower
scale showing what stop to use at
l/25th second on the modern fast

still camera film such as Selochrome,
Verichrome or Plenachrome.
The model previously reviewed had,

as mentionecl above, a battery in-

cluded and as this is hable to run
down from time to time requiring

replacement, we can understand the
makers" desire to bring out a batterj--

less model so as to dispense with the
need for battery renewal. We notice,

however, that the scale on the new
model is somewhat different from the
old. being very crowded on that part
of the scale where greatest accuracy
is needed. This makes the reading
rather difficult, particularly as the
figures are ^•ery small. In the batterj-

model the scale was well spread out,

and we are sorry to see that this

clarity of scale which distinguished
the earlier model has had to be
sacrificed in order to adapt it to
battery-less operation.
The price of the new model is 15

guineas, and it is submitted to us by
Mr. Edwin Gorse, of Blackburn.

New Selo Film
Users of 16-mm. negative-positive

film will be very interested to hear

The B. & T. transformer for the new Pathe-

scope 200 B projector

that Messrs. Ilford, Ltd., are now
marketing a new 16-mm. cine film

which takes the place of that which
they have been marketing up to the
present. The new film, wliich of

course is of the " neg.-pos." variety,

has been improved in speed, tone
rendering and grain, and the makers
now claim that it is as fast as an,\'

16-mm. film sold. Our own test film

and a nvunber of films taken by their

people certainlj- confirm that there is a

big improvement in all these three

qualities, the speed being considerable-

above that previously obtained. Next
month we shall be publishing some
more about this film, together with
some enlargements, to show what
admirable quality is now obtainable

both in daylight and in artificial

liglit with this stock. A very definite

step forward, upon which we con-
gratulate Messrs. Ilford, Ltd.

Lender the new marketing system
this film is sold without processing
rights at 12s. 6d. per 100 feet or

6s. 6d. per 50 feet ; developing a

negative and supplying a positive

print costs 13s. 6d. and Vs. 6d. respec-
tively, so that the over-all cost is

26s. per 100 feet as before. The
advantage of this method of selling

is, however, that one need not pay for

a positive film from parts of the nega-
tive which it is decided not to use,

and the positive can be printed after

the negative has been edited.

Transformers for Pathe

Projectors

From Ajuateur Cine Service, of
Bromley, Kent, we have received two
excellent transformers designed for use
with Pathe projectors. Model No. 1

is for u.se with the Pathescope Home
Movie projector and costs 2.5s., with
a light switch at 2s. 6d. extra. An
allowance for one's ovm <lual resist-

ance if returned in good condition is

12s. 6d. This transformer, as can be
seen from the illustration, is a par-
ticularly neat piece of work and has
a number of advantages. The use of
a transformer, as previously- indicated
in this journal, saves approximately
half current and gets away wastage
in heat which may cause actual
physical inconvenience.

This transformer also cuts out
the resistance in the base of the
projector, which is a distinct advant-
age, as the projector is then cool all

the time, while for an additional
2s. 6d. a light switch can be provided
for the lamp, leaving the motor avail-

able for re-winding films.

The other model, which is a later

production, is known as the B. & T.
Type 3, being specially designed for

the new Pathe 200-B projector, and
sells for 35s.

As the transformer is designed to-

give the correct rating at each voltage
tapping, no ammeter is necessary.
Both of these devices can be fully

recornmended . The Amateur Cine
Service can also supply transformers
for anv other outfit.

1

II

The B. & T. transformer for the standard

Pathe Home Movie projector

Bargain and Latest Lists post jree

anywhere. Please state requtrements.

/3ITCHISC7n
EST. 1750.

'-"'°

WANTED
CINE

APPARATUS
BOUGHT FOR

CASH

Parlictilars of latest

stocks on request,

LONDON: 28 Old Bond St., W.l.
281 Oxford St., W.l.
35 Ludgate Hill, E.C.4.

Stock Exchange Branch :

2 Angel Court, Throgmorton St., E.d..
CROYDON : 12 George St.

LIVERPOOL: 73 Lord St.

LEEDS : 37 Bond St.
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" will be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future plans.

For inclusion in our next issue reports should reach the Service Manager
not later than 13th March. " Stills " suitable for publication are welcomed.

BELFAST AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary, (S. 8. Green. 4!S, Upper
Church Lane, Belfast. Since our last

report we have had two very successful

meetings, particularly tliat on February- 7,

when "Adventures," a 16-mm. film bj'

the Sheffield Amateur Film Club ;
" Camp-

ing Days," a 9..5-mm. film by the Wimbledon
Amateur Cine Club ; and " Cruising on the
Broads," kindly lent by Mr. C. D. Dixon,
were shown, all of them being greatl3-

enjoyed. Each film was accompanied by
music from an amplifier under the super-

vision of Mr. James ilackenzie, who has
taken over this side of the society's activi-

ties and who is rumoured to be engaged
on a system of synchronised sound for

talkies.

At this meeting there were five interested

friends present, two of whom joined the
society, and it looks as if we shall soon
have our full complement of members,
showing that the Amateur Cine movement is

undoubtedly growing in Belfast. The
secretary read over to members several

stories which had been submitted for the
society's first production and asked them

to vote, the story chosen being " The
Thirteenth," a comedy, which we hope to
start filming as soon as possible.

At our meeting on February 23 " Broad-
lands," by C. D. Dixon, and " Resiurrec-

tion," a Sheffield Amateur Film Clubs'

production, were shown, and ways and
means of filming " The Thirteenth," choos-
ing characters, etc., were discussed.

Our next meeting will be on March 7.

This is an invitation meeting, when all

members will be asked to bring their friends

for a J0II3' evening. Films will be shown,
the aims and ideals of the society Tv-ill be
explained by the secretary, and, if the
members desire it, an informal dance will

then be held at the above address.

BRITISH ASSOCIATION OF AMATEUR
CINEMATOGRAPHERS. Hon. Secretary',

Geoffrey CoUyer, II, Soho Square, W.l.
The results of the International Film
Contest in Holland are now to hand and
those particularly interested have already

been informed. The films mentioned in the
January number of this journal and entered

on behalf of Great Britain by the B..A..A.C.

were altered at the last moment bv the

withdrawal of " Archie's Innings." " Xight
Scene " (G. Collycr and R. H. Hughes)
was accordingly entered in the l(i-mm.
Story Class and seciucd third place in this

class. The winner was the French film,
' Week End." " Behind the Scenes

"

(J. and D. Ridley) was entered in the
lU-mm. Interest Class and was awarded
.second place in its class. '"Nightmare"
(Rhos-on-Seal, entered in the O.o-mm.
iStory Class, also received a second. " Spring
Holiday," entered as !)."> Interest, was un-
placed. As this is the first time entries

have been received from this country,
the above result must be considered very
satisfactory. The pair occupying second
places ha%'e already received large broijze

medals and diplomas.
On March 7 an exhibition of amateur

films will be presented bj' the B.A.A.C. at
the Bee Literary Institute, Beecheroft
Road (near Trinity Road Tube Station],

as the third lecture of a course on " Art
of the Film." Previous lectures were given
by Mr. Sinclair Hill, " Making a Talking
Picture," and Dr. L. E. C. Hughes, " Film
Technique."

Dr. Hughes visited the Bradford Cine
Society on .January o and elicited the fact

that cine societies in that district seem to

be unco-operative, invitations sent out by
Bradford to four other societies for joint

meetings being disregarded.

CAMBRIDGE PHOTOGRAPmC CLUB:
CINE WORKERS. Hon. Secretary, Arnold
Darlington, 55, rilontague Road. Cambridge.
The last few meetings of the Cambridge
Cine Workers have been occupied by the
projection of films, both amateur and pro-

fessional, of outstanding merit, among them
being Fritz Lang's beautiful '" Nibelungen
Saga " and Albert Dieudonnes " Napoleon."
No productions are actually being " shot "

at the moment, but members are busy

Meyer Kinon Superior Series 1. F/16 PROJECTION ANASTIGMAT
NOW READY lFOR YOUR iVOTV READY

NEW PATHESCOPE 200B PROJECTOR
IN

MICRO'

FOCUSSING

MOUNT

Foci

1.1"
's

IS"
' 8

2"

3"

£6 10
each

In Interchangeable
Mount for

PATHE
"LUX"

PROJECTOR
Foci If" — 3"

£6 10
each

Brilliant Screen Pictures With Superior Definition
MEYER WIDE ANGLE PROJECTION PLASMAT F/I.S.

ONLY in 20 mm. FOCUS.
In Interchangeable Mount for Pathe de Luxe Projector.

Gives a 40 per cent, larger picture at the same screen distance. An enormous
picture can be shown in a very small room without the aid of a more powerful

illuminant.
LARGE SCREEN SHOWS FOR CINE SOCIETIES, SCHOOLS, ETC.

PRICE

CABLES
" MentorHcx

j£9 15s. Od.
Sole British Distributor:

A. O. ROTH
85 Ringstead Road, London. S.E.6

In Interchangeable

Mounts for

BELL
HOWELL,

VICTOR, etc.
Foci 3"

TELEPHONE

:

HITHER
GREEN

£6 10
each
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trimming last season's "takes," while Mr.
Twinn is paving the way for his abstract

aim.
This last promises to be unusually in-

teresting. As far as can be judged at

present the film will be a representation of

Cambridge as seen through the eyes of a
resident, a visitor and an undergraduate.
It will include several novel scenes and will

probably be recorded on Pathc 9J-mm.
panchromatic stock.

Although membership has increased con-

siderably during the past month, any local

enthusiast who wishes to swell the ranks
of the section will be welcomed. The
secretary is prepared to give full particulars

at any time.

CURTAIN CLUB FILM SECTION.
Hon. Secretary, A. C. Simpson, 110 Great
Russell Street, W.0.1 . This club was formed
last July when we produced our first effort, a
musical fantasy based on selections from the
gramophone records of " Peter Pan," the
method being to time each scene to the e.xact

second by means of a stop watch on both the
record and the camera. The result was very
much better than we had dared to expect
and has encouraged us to repeat the pro-

cedure in our next film. We wonder if our
performance of completing a whole film

story production in one day is anything
like a record, using 400 feet of 9..T-mm.

film ? All rehearsals were carried out
during the previous week at our studios in

Piccadilly. We have found that our
members show a tremendously keen spirit

through aiming to get a story finished in

the shortest space of time ; it also facilitates

the speeding up of the next film.

We commenced the first film of our
series of three productions in February.
This is an abstract film of London called
" Temptation," while the second, which
will start when the evenings are lighter, is

to be a comedy to miLsic.

GLASGOW AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
Hon. Secretary, Wm. I. Younir, 16, Beech
Avenue, Glasgow, S.l. The club is now
engaged in the production of the scenario,
" Exam Fever," and considerable headway
has been made. Pathc P.S.P. is being
used in conjunction with a Cine-Nizo
camera with 1.5 lens using only 500 watts
light with quite satisfactory results ; but
better could be done with a minimum of

1,000 watts. We have, however, gained
some experience now in indoor shooting.
and we hope that this will show itself in

better work.
At our meeting on February 9 we had the

pleasure of a demonstration by our Presi-

dent, Mr. Ian S. Ross, of his home movie
and talkie outfit, which was fully described
in the August issue of Home Movies. A
local firm of photographic dealers also gave
us a demonstration of the new Pathescopc
200-B Projector, the excellence of which
was much appreciated, and three films

made by Pinnacle Productions, of Edin-
burgh, were projected and enjoved bv all.

the photography being first class.

GOLDERS GREEN AND HENDON
RADIO SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY. President,

Lieut. -Colonel H. Ashley-Scarlett, D.S.O..

00, Pattison Road, N.W.2. At a meetinir

of this society held at the Hampstead Art
Gallery, an interesting lecture and demon-
stration of Iti-mm. Home Talkies was
given by Mr. Humfrey Andrewes, B.Sc,
A.C.G.I., A.M.I. E.E., "Managing Director
of British Talkatome, Ltd.
Three films which were taken by Mr-

Percy W. Harris, the well-known author
and editor, while on a trip to America,
were shown. These films had afterwards
been turned into talking pictures by the
addition of a suitable running commentary
with effects. This aspect opens up many

possibilities to amateur-made movies already
taken.
The home talkie apparatus on which

these films were shown was described in

detail by the lecturer, who showed how
easy it was for the owner of a silent 16-mm.
projector to convert it to talkies.

The three pictures .shown included " A
Trip to New York." " The Jtountains of

Manhattan "—a study of New York's
skyscrapers—and "' Niacara," in which the
audience was taken for an extensive tour

Cabaret in " Wives of Destiny." Riverside

Film Fans

round the famous Falls. The lecturer also

gave a brief description of his experiences

while with Mr. Harris in America, and com-
pared the broadcasting conditions in that
country with our own in England.
The size and clearness of the pictures

and the excellent reproduction of the talkie

apparatus was fully adequate to the needs
of the amateur talkie fan.

Reels taken by members of the societj'

dealing with recent topical and local events
were also shown and were followed with
great interest.

The success of the demonstration raay be
judged by the fact that the lecturer was
cordially invited by the President to return

later in the season and give a further demon-
stration of films from the British Talkatome
library, which includes all varieties of home
entertainment.

LEICESTER AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
Hon. Secretary. K. T. Traslcr. 85, Skip-

Frances Almond as Paula in " Valse Triste,"

Riverside Film Fans' first synchronised film

worth Street, Leicester. Our absence

from the Club News last month was due to

strenuous work on the part of the Publicitj'

Manager to produce a Publicitj' Film, which
has now been completed.

A number of stories have been submitted
for our next production, but none has been
decided upon yet. Casting will take place
as soon as the story is settled, and the
secretary will be pleased to give full par-
ticulars to anvone who would care for a
test.

LONDON AMATEUR FILM CLUB. Hon.
Secretary, Miss M. Jasper, 42, Fentiman
Road, S.W.8. " Panshine Pansy " is pro-

gressing slowl}', owing to the absence of

A. A. Pollard, one of the caste, who has
been holiday-making in S\vitzerland. We
are expecting a good Winter Sports film as

a result. Meanwhile we have finished the
" Banquet " sequence and are at present

working on " The Baron's Study."
At the end of January we had the pleasure

of a visit from Cyril W. Hyde with his

South African films. These consisted of

over 2,000 feet 16-mm. taken during a
holiday there of six months. The subject

matter was most interesting and the tech-

nical quality extremely good, one reel in

particiUar, entitled " Victoria Falls," having
some very beautiful photography. We
enjoyed the evening so much that we have
asked Mr. Hyde to come and show these
films again.

The club still has a few vacancies for real

enthusiasts, especially those who want to

ti'y a little acting. The owning of apparatus
is not a necessity and the lack of it should
not deter any prospective members, who are

invited to write to the secretarj' for par-

ticulars.

METEOR FILM PRODUCING SOCIETY.
Hon. vSecrctary, Stanley L. Russell, 14,

Kelvin Drive, Glasgow, N.W. Studio,

234, Sauehiehall Street. Glasgow (top floor).

The official opening of the new studio took
place at the end of January and proved to

be a most enjoyable affair. The ceremony
was carried out by Lieut .-Colonel A. D.
Mclnnes Shaw, who, after a short address,

signalised the entry of the society into the
world of amateur film-makers by switching

on a model K. Kodak projector which had
No. 1 of the Meteor Movie Magazine, the

society's news reel, threaded up and ready
for screening. This reel aroused favourable

comment from the many critics present.

The audience were given a demonstration
of the shooting of a few scenes from the
society's first studio picture, '' Intrusion."

and later in the evening the same scenes

were screened (having been previously shot,

of course) as rushes.

Part of the opening ceremony was shot

in sound with the society's sound-on-disc

apparatus. The Chairman of the society,

Clifford J. Strain, was prevented by illness

from being present, but he addressed the

meeting through the medium of the talking

screen. Tliis talkie short was made specially

for the occasion and the successful results

obtained have decided the society to include

the production of a few similar talkie shorts

in its future activities. ' These will be shot

on 16-mra. film, sound-on-disc, in the studio.

The news reel mentioned above is

available for hire at 4s. per night. No. 2

is now in preparation.

Membership, £1 Is. ; entrance fee, £2 2s.

Associated membership, conferring limited

privileges, 10s. 6d.

NEWCASTLE AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION. Hon. Secre-

tary, H. Wood, Bolbec Hall. Westgate
Road, Newcastle-on-Tyne. The entries in

this se.ssion's competitions for members'
films showed an increase on previous

occasions, a very interesting evening being

provided by the projection and judging of

these. The judge's decisions were :—

•

16-MM. Cl.\ss

1st . .
" Down South," by James Cameron.

{Continued on page 370)

I
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BflSSETT-LVWKE
Just the models for your film

SCALE MODEL TRAINS

Scale Model L.M.S. Locomotive "Royal Scot."
Clockwork or Electric. Price 75 -.

SteaiQ.t-k-irlrio .iii.i olcck-
«ork lA)comolives from
7'- to £13 13s. and up-
wards. Coaches from 5/-

to £5 5a. and upwards.
Vans and Wacons from
1/- to 45'-. Fully illus-

Intcd catalocue 6d..post
free. (See below.)

SCALE MODEL ENGINES
Vertical Steam Engines from 12,6 to £4
15s. Horizontal titeam Encines from 25/-
1o £9 17s. Boilers from 20/- upwards. All
described and illustrated In catalogue,
6d. post free- (See below.)

Scale Model "Tangje" Type Horizontal
Engine, and Babcock Water-Tube Boiler,

£5 Ss. 6d.

SCALE MODEL SHIPS

Sapec Motor Boat " lolanthe." Very fast.

Prices : Clockwork, 32/- ; Electric, 35/6.

'-'lockwork, electric,

steam and sailing
Yachts from 16/6 to
£18 18s. and Motor
Boats from 10'6
to 35/6. Mercantile
Marine models from
•71- to £12 12s.
Warships from 6/-

to £10 10s. Very in-

teresting catalogue
6d. post free. (See below.)

EACH
POST

S INTERESTING BOOKS
ON MODEL ENGINEERING _._

,All packed with inlormation. Fully illustnited. ^H ^B\u„^f^^i^A
Written by cnsineeps. Book "A 10" is all about ^^^^ ,,,™. C D E E
Model Railways, p'ull lipt and description.^ of stock ^^^^ aoove. r" r% C C
and accesjories. Book B 10 " is all about Model Engines and Accessories. Giyes complete
detaUs and list. Book S 10 teUs you everything about Model Yachts, Motor Boats, etc.Also describes and lists fittings and parts. Send lor the book you want, but remember thevare all worth gettine.

BASSETT-LOWKE, LTD., NORTHAMPTON
ONDON: m,Hi(;hHolborn W.Cl. MASCHKSTEE : 2S. Corporation Street.EDINBLRGH: At Anderson's, The Arcade, 105, Princes Street.
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CINE
"CORONET" CINE CAMERA
Anasticrniat 3.9 kns, Iris dia-
phragm. Clock -work motor.
Brilliant view finder, film indi-

cator. Metal case. Leather
carryi np handle. Day lifibt

I.oading. Will take standard
9.5 container.

Real Cowhide
^m I carryinti: case

1^ 1^ / with three com-
^0 ^0 j ^ partracnts

/ beautifullvlined
10/6

^OVIES!!

"CORONET" PROJECTOR

A wonderfully sturdy machine. All metal
construction. Made to suit all voltages
up to 250. Efl5cient Condenser. Projector
Lamp. Specially powerful projector lens,

geared crank action.

Just clip the film into position, pluE; into
ordinary lamp holder, switch on current,

turn handle, and you begin the most
thrilling show in your own home.

Price 45/-.

Of all leading photographic dealers or direct

CORONET CAMERA CO.
310 Summer Lane, BIRMINGHAM, 13

' HAS STARTED MANY ON A PLEASANT PICTORIAL PATH '
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THAT STANDS FOR

Super
QUALITY

mostCameras, Projectors and Films to satisfy the
. . . exacting of Amateur Cinematographers . . .

16mm. REVERSIBLE FILMS to fit all cameras
ORTHOCHROMATIC AND PANCHROMATIC FILMS

- ALSO

NOVOPAN—the Super-Panchromatic Film for work
UNDER ARTIFICIAL LIGHT AND IN DULL WEATHER
AGFA LTD., 1-4 Lawrence Street, High Street, W.C.2
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500 WATT /

VICTOR MIGHTY-POWER
IC-mm. very latest; new 5U0-watt triplane
coiled-coil direct tremendous illumination;
super large 2-in. diameter condensers (passing
every iota of light) ; dual booster reflectors;
large F/1.5 lens {givinc critical and tremendous
brilliancy) ; Direct-Drive super motor

—

no belts, gears, or chains ; 24-teeth large iilm

contact (takes dry, torn or bad film without
trouble); automatic tiim trap—shuts off

projection automatically if incorrectly run-
ning ; 4-way rewind—rewind by hand, rewind
by motor, rewind one film whilst projectmg
another film ; rewind 4 films at once ;

quick
lightning threading device ; car gear clutch
start—giving forward, stills, reverse ; automa-
tic spring claws—engages film automatically
in gate ; electric speed control ; self-replacing
instant-erecting spool arms ; dual fan cooled
throughout ;

*' Dreadnought '* gear tilting
head ; All Gold-Bronze De Luxe ; chromium
fittings throughout ; complete in " Ready-for-
Action " brown russet leather carrying case

;

lever locks. Theatre brilliancy—amazing light.

X only £80 only x
APPROVAL, IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

WRITE NOW

WANTED — APPARATUS
in Exchange for Latest New Models.

1/- 400 ft. Hire.

ENSIGN NEW AUTOMATIC PROJEC-
TOR, Superlite i'/l.S lens ; 100-watt super
dirt- ct illumination ; entirely automatic, 2-in.
diameter large condensers (passing tremendous
light) : all enclosed fittings

; precision dead-
accurate mechanism ; forward, stills, rewind;
fan-cooled throughout ; motor, extra resis-
tance ; in

*' Ready-for-Action " carrying case.
Only {'17 10s. Od.

FILM 6/6 50-K. Pane.
ENSIGN NEW KINECAM CAMERA;

speed F/2.8, focussing mount 1 ft. to inf.,

3 speeds ; title crank ; actual visual footage
;

50 ft. or 100 ft. capacity ; real hide velvet-lined
carrying case. World's finest value. £18 18s. Od.

16 mm. RHAMSTINE SUPER EDITOR,
De Luxe ; professional projector motion

;

distance prism magnified viewer ; illuminated
shutter ; forward or reverse ; dual chain
switch ; built-in mitre cutter, scraper, splicer

;

three-tone silver, Cushion base. World's finest.
£18 18s. Od.

ENSIGN EMERALD PROJECTOR, 50-watt
direct illumination, large condensers; super
attachment, silent gearing, extra resistance.
Film Hire I/- 400 ft. Only £6 15s. Od.
RHAMSTINE ELECTROPHOT EXPOSURE

METER ; photo-electric, stills or movies
;

self-generating—no batteries, dead accurate.
No Failures. Saves its cost in perfect pictures.
Very latest. Only £15 15s. Od.

16 mm. NEW-VICTOR VISUAL CAMERA.
Very latest FJ2.9 : visual focussing, with
eye-piece adjusting ; turret head, with lock
device

; nmlti-speeds ; Al'DiEi.E footage
;

title crank ; new visual footage ; super tele-
finder ; plumb-level. All gold-bronze;
chromium fittings. Wonderful Camera.

Only £60 OS. Od.
CINE TRIPOD, Very Latest; Tlialhammer

type, revolving, panning, swing, tilting,
vertical .movements ; rock-steady ; rubber
and point legs, with lock. FinestObtainable

Only £7 10s. Od.

Finest Cine Stock - Approval - Exchanges

EDWIN GORSE
86 ACCRINGTON ROAD, BLACKBURN

CINE SOCIETIES
(Continued from page 368)

2ik1 . .
" The Woodcutters' Children," by

Mr.s. Ruby Longhurst.
9-MM. Cl.4SS

1st . .
" A Tidy Business," by A. S.

Wilson

.

The winner of the competition for the
best design for an Association Film Strip

was A. S. Wilson, with J. Walton second.

A well-kno«ii local backsiround will be used
in the production of the film stri]), whidi
will be available to members and is to be
taken ill hand at an early date.

A series of social functions are being run
in aid of a special fund for the purchase of

apjjaratus, a Bolex prej'ector having already
been obtained, and musical and sound
accompaniment units will shortly be set up.
A three nights' public show, opened by

Major-C4eneral ,Siv R. A. Kerr Montgomery,
K.O.M.O., O.B., D.S.O., r>.L., was given tin

February S, 9 and 10 and attended by
large and enthusiastic audiences. The
programme included members' scenic and
interest films, the association's production,
" Double or Quits," and a general and
topical interest film, being a joint effort of

a number of the association's cameramen.
Technical arrangements for the show were
given verj' careful planning and thorough
dress rehearsals were held, great credit

being earned by all those responsible for

the most efficient manner in which the
programme was put over. Sharp and
brilliantly lit 7 foot by 6 foot pictures were
obtained with a battery of two Bell &
Howell projectors with 2-inch len.ses and
400 watt lamps, sound and music effects

being supplied by means of amplified records

operated from outside the auditorium.
Preliminary arrangements for film pro-

duction during the coming months are

being made, and an invitation to take up
membership is extended to anyone in-

terested.

NORTH LONDON CINE GROUP. Hon.
Secretary, M. Williams, 7, Woodberry
Down, Finsbury Park. N.4. Hon. Trea-

surer, Mr. Allison. We have arranged to

hold an inaugural meeting on Tuesday,
March 14, at The Institute at the rear of the
Methodist Church, Elwood Street, Blaek-

stoek Road, Highbury. Everybody in the
district who is interested in amateur cine

work is cordially invited to attend, and a
S])ecial invitation is extended to ladies.

The arrangements include the showing of

members' and other films, and the meeting
is timed to commence at 8 p.m.

NORWICH AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary, H. P. Dun, 291, Sprowston
Road, Norwich. Hon. Treasurer, H. J.

Marriott. This society was inaugurated on
February 7 at the Railwnymen's Social Club.

Through the medium of the recent announce-
ments in Home Movies and elsewhere,

twelve members turned up at the first

meeting, and it was decided to hold fort-

nightly meetings at the club room at

7.45 p.m. The annual subscription is

7s. 6d. and for juniors up to 18, 2s. Od.

Members are urgently required. The
secretary will be pleased to hear from any-
one living in Norwich or district owning cine

apparatus or anyone interested in any
branch of the society's activities. Will any
societies ha\ang films of their own produc-
tion for loan kindly get in touch with the
secretary at the above address 'l

SHEFFIELD AMATEUR FILM CLUB.
Hon. Secretary, A. D. Hobson, 65, Pingle

Road, Millhouses, Sheffield. The annual
general meeting of the club took place on
January 18, when the following officers were
elected :

—

President .

.

. . Dr. J. Pringle.

Chairman
Hon. Secretary

Assistant Secretary and
Property Master

Hon. Treasurer
Librarian and Musical

Director

Publicity Manager and
Sound Engineer

Electrician

Dramaiic Section

Entertainment a n d
Public Piesentations

Alan G. Steward.
Arthur D. Hobson.

N. Ellis.

H. G. Toothill.

J. W. Gillott.

P. Parramore.
A. Mottershaw.
R. E. MarshaU.

W. Crookes.

It was found necessary to restrict the
membership of the club as from the present,
and a waiting list has been prepared.
The presentation of the '" Steward Cup "

took place on February 1. This cup, which
was given to the club tiy the Chairman, Mr.
Steward, is awarded annually to the member
who has prodiiced the best film shown
during our winter meetings. The winner
this year was Mr. R. F. Unwin, with his
film of a tour round Holland and Belgium.
Mr. Unwin will retain the cup until next
year, when it again becomes open for
competition. Mr." Gillott, the runner-up,
was awarded a gold medal for his film,
" Finding England "—two travelogues of

Devon and Cornwall and the Isle of Wight.
Mr. Crookes was awarded a silver medal
for his 9J-mm. reel, " Happy Days "—

a

travel film taken throughout the length and
breadth of England. The titles in this film
were particularly effective, being made by
double and in some cases triple exposure.
The winning films were put through the

projector together with two productions
from the Riverside Film Fans :

" Archie's
Innings" and "Breath of Death," a very
ambitious thriller. Both these films were
synchronised with music by the strobo-
scopic method described by Dr. Reece in
the February issue of Home Movies.
The club is just beginning a new produc-

tion. This is taken from an authentic
legend of the Derbyshire Moors and will be
produced on 16-mm. film. Mr. Hobson has
been selected as cameraman and Mr. Gillott

will direct. The story has been adapted
and scenariscd by Mr. Parramore.

SHREWSBURY AMATEUR CINE
ASSOCIATION. Secretary, C. W. Clews,

27, Wyle t'op, Shrewsbury. The aims of

this association, which has just been formed,
are the discussion and exhibition of per-

sonal films, experimental work, the produc-
tion of film plays, etc., the pooling of ideas,

and expenditure in connection with the
formation of its own film library. Monthly
projection meetings of good cultural films

will be held. Membership fee, 10s. (id. per
annum ; special concessions and services

to all members. The opening meeting will

be held in March ; date, time and place will

be made known to members by letter.

Members witli or without apparatus and'or
exiierience will be welcome.

SOUTHBOURNE SEASIDE SCENARIOS.
Hon. Secretary, Mrs. Jamieson, 7, St.

Catherine's Road, Southhourne-on-Sea,
Hants. This society was formed in May,
1932, by Miss Frances Bell and ilr. G. W. 0.
Saul, and there arc now about 20 active

members who meet at 7, St. Catherine's

Road on the second and fourth Wednesdays
in the month. Subscription is £1 Is. a year
and members contribute 5s. towards the
expenses of each film made in which thej'

take part.

To try out the ability of the various
members Miss Bell wrote and produced
" Returned Empty." The theme, a slight

and amusing one, concerned itself with the
difficulties of a non-teetotal couple on a
visit to their aunt, an elderly and confirmed

total abstainer. The photography, especially

(Continued on page 374)
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HIGHEST EFFICIENCY
/

30feetof PathescopeOrtho 9 5 mm.
film costs but 2/7, development 2/-,

in other words, 60 feet of film

Including development for 9/2d.

/
Pathescope Motocamera "B" with

a high grade anastigmat f3"5 lens.

Exposes 30 feet of film at one
winding—£6 6

PATHE 9-5^ SCOPE
THE SMALLEST FILI^ WITH THE LARGEST PICTURE AREA GIVING BRIGHT,
STEADY PICTURES. PICTURES FROM 2ft. TO 10ft. WIDE CAN BE EASILY

OBTAINED.

/
Parhescope " Home Movie " Projector

giving performances with LARGE pictures

—£6 15 0. Resistance for voltages between

110 and 250—£ I 4 0. Other Projectors

from 55,- to £15.

/
Pathescope printed films in 30 feet, 60 feet

and 300 feet lengths, providing entertain-

ment for all, no matter what requirements
may be, at 3,6, 6 - and 27 6 respectively.

ABSOLUTELY LOWEST
RUNNING COSTS

PATHESCOPE, LIMITED, 5 LISLE STREET, LONDON, W.C.2
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Company Limited by Quarantee and not having Capital Divided into Shares.

INSTITUTE OF AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPH
An International Organisation.

^ m m-\ ^ ^^^ ^'°" Square, W.C.I

^ ei 1^ PRESIDENT:
HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND, K.T.

OFHER GRACE THE DUCHESS
SUTHERLAND.

The Rt. Hon. THE EARL OF DUDLEY
M.C., .T.P., D.L.

The Rt. Hon. VISCOUNT COMBERMERE.
The Rt. Hon. VISCOUNT DUNEDIN, G.C.V.O.

PATRONS

:

The Rt. Hon. THE LORD MAYOR OF LONDON :

SIR PERCY (JREENAWAY.
The Rt. Hon. LORD SCONE, M.P.
SIR ROBERT BIRD, Bart., M.P.
SIR HAROLD BOWDEN, B.-»rt.

SIR HARRY BRITTAIN, K.B.E., C.M.G.
SIR MALCOLM CAMPBELL.
SIR BENJAMIN GOTT, M.A.

SIR HUGO HIRST, Bart.
SIR FRANK H. NEWNES, Bart.
SIR NEVILLE PEARSON. Bart.
LADY' NEVILLE PEARSON.
Lt.-Com. GEOFIJIEV RODD (Rtd.)
SIR JOSL\H STAMP, G.B.E.
LADY JULIET WILLIAMS.

Annual
Subscription

10 6

VICE-PRESIDENTS :

PERCY W. HARRIS. F A.C.I.

ADRIAN BRUNEL. PAUL ROTHA.

CHAIRAfAN:
GEORGE H. SEWELL, F.A.C.I.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS :

ILFORD LIMITED. AGFA LIMITED.
PATHESCOPE LIMITED.

HON. CEN. SECRETARY:
WILLIAM E. CHADWICK, F.A.C.I.

Annual
Subscription

10 6

COUNCIL MEETING.
The Monthly Meet ins of the Council

was held at Anderton's Hotel, Fleet Street,

E.C.I, on Tuesday, February 21, when the
following were pre,5ent :

—

Mr. George H. Sewell, Chairman ; Mr.
Percy W. Harris, Vice-President ; Mr.
Adrian Brunei, Vice-President ; Mr. W. E.

Chadwick, Hon. General Secretary and
Treasurer ; Messrs. H. Walden, S. W. Bowler,

H. S. Newcombe, L. Isaacs, W. .T. Bassett-

LoWke, and Norman Jenkins.

NEW MEMBERS
The following 87 candidates were nomi-

nated for membership :

—

A. G. Hunt, Charles Dickens, Alfred J.

Males, C. M. Harmsworth, Thomas A.
Savage, Robert 0. Smith, the Hon. Mrs.

Inskip, Charles R. Moreton, Mrs. M. H.
Jackson, Raymond H. K. Hill, J. W.
Harris, H. Douglas, Kenneth H. Baker,

P. Donald Corv, W. Gordon Hanson,
A. J. Hall, A. T. Parker, F. Stephenson,

David Henry, S. L. Ireland, Charles J.

Miller, H. Crook, N. B. Purnell, Henry
Berry, J. D. Sheasby, Mrs. M. Davidson,
Percy Wakeham, Frederick EUam, Major
P. F. Anderson, B. S. Owen, G. Warburton,
Arthur Mansbridge, A. Bannister, E. W.
Mitchell, M. Binstead, .lohn Hidderley,

J. P. J. Chapman, Frank W. Hitchcock,

A. G. Hunt, R. Gordon Evcritt, L. R. A.
Harvey, F. J. Anderson, E. Duncan Doping,

Bernard J. Broadbent, L. C. Heath. George
I. Herbert, William C. Allison, Leslie H.
Goddard, Dr. Norman C. Gellatlev, G. A.
White, J. Kydd, Harold Rodcers, F. R. G.
Hedges, 0.

"
G. Englefield-Bishop, Arthur

Elsbury, J. E. Da\as. H. J. Smith, W. J. M.
Hawkly, Gilbert J. Jones, W. A. C. Hender-
son, Cadet J. B. R. Home, R.N., Flying

Officer G. E. Sampson, R.A.F., H. C.

Simpson, J. L. Milverton, S. Ian Shoot,

H. N. Mapley, Theodore Davidson, William
Stewart. W.' H. Drury Yule, W. H. A.
Fincham, Capt. W. A. Wor,sley, Bernard
Pagson, W. J. McGaw, Major H. D. Scow-
croft, A. H. Rainbird, C. Walter Southam,
Willi ain Lees, A. S. Dolbear, Maurice
Praga, Sidney Riches, Robert E. Hadfield,

G. F. Houfton, Ernest H. Burris, Wm. H.
Crawford, F. W. Onslow, J. G. Todd, G. W.
Weston, M.I.E.E., A.M.I.M.E., F.R.P.S.,

Miss G. Openshaw, F.Z.S.

The 47 candidates who were nominated
at the meeting of the Council held on
January 10 were elected to membership.

TECHNICAL BOOKLETS ALREADY
ISSUED.

No. 1. " The Scope of Amateur Cinema-
tography."

No. 2. " Survey of Apparatus and
Material."

ADMISSIONS TO ASSOC. MEMBERSHIP.
Messrs. Gevaert. Ltd., were admitted to

Associateship through the Institute.

ADMISSIONS TO HON. IVIEMBERSHIF.
Miss A. Mary Field was elected an

Honorary Member of the Institute.

ADMISSIONS TO AFFILIATION.
The South London Photographic Society

was admitted to afliliation through the
Institute.

Trent Cine Club, Nottingham.

WHY
you should become
a Member of the
Institute of Amateur
Cinematographers

The Institute represents the bonafide
Amateur Cinematographers, inter-

nationally. Its chief aim is to

increase by means of an interchange

of ideas and issue of Monthly
Bulletins, Technical Booklets, etc.,

the individual efficiency of its

members—and through them to

bring about a general improvement
of amateur cinematography.

For parlictilan of membership
write fo Hon. General Secretary

1. A.C.. 7. Red Lion Square,
London, W.C.I

The " Daily Mail "

IDEAL HOME
EXHIBITION
OLYMPIA

29th March to 29th April

The I.A.C. will be there and
deUghted to welcome all old and

new friends. Call at the I.A.C.

Stand in the

AMATEUR CINE SECTION

APPOINTED

ASSOCIATES
OF THE

FREE
CINE SERVICE
TO MEMBERS

ASSOCIATES
This arresting enamel sign displayed out-

side the premises of a dealer indicates to

I.A.C. members
that they are
officially ap-
})ointed by the
Institute t o

represent the
I.A.C.

In order to

ensure efficient

w o r k i n s
throughout the
coimtry of our
cine service,

appointments of

Associate Mem-
bers are sup-
plemented by
the apjjointment

f numerous ' '

representatives
who are able and willing to render efficient

assistance and service to I.A.C. members.
Members will find it to their own interest

to deal with the officially appointed Associates

and representatives wherever possible, and
mention that they did so because of the

appointment.

NOTES FROM THE POST BAG.
" If the promptness and thoroughness in

which you deal with my conimdrums are

indicative of the general policy of the
Institute, then very great success is assured

to the future of English Amateur Cinema-
tography." C.ii'T. F. R. G. Hedges.

" Your Bulletins are looked forward to

more and more every month. As an old

'still' photographer of 40 years' standing,

1 must say your ad-iaee is priceless."

Sam Illingworth.
" I must congratulate you on the Monthly

Bulletin. It is a most useful publication."

F. I). Webb.
" The issue of your Monthly Bulletins is

of great practical use, and their receipt

is much looked forward to. ... I con-

gratidate you and the others who are

doing the spade work, on the manner in

which the Institute is being conducted."

])n. E. H. Grasiiek.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
We have to announce that His Grace the

Duke of Sutherland, K.T., has been graci-

ously pleased to fix November 10, 1933,

for the Annual General Meeting.
This will be held at the May Fair Hotel,

Berkeley Street, London, W.l.
Full particulars later.

Support the Advertisers who
Support " Your Paper

"
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NOW A

"B.&T." TRANSFORMER
Fertile Pathescope 200-B Projector, Type

No. 3. Price 35;-.

Fur ei'ononiinU power without lieur.

Type No. 1. For Rathe Home Movie, 25 -.

Type No. 2. For Lodex Lamphouse, 30 -.

Type No. 4. For Paillard-Borex D, 35,-.

Separate Lamp Switches, 2/6 extra.

For A.C. Mains, 200/250 only.

Quotations for other models on request.

THE

AMATEUR CINE SERVICE
50a Widmore Rd., Bromley,

Kent.
Telephone No. : RavcTisbourne 1926.

THE HOME MOVIE SPECIALISTS

See the new 200-B Projector, -with

Meyer Super Projection Lens, the
Ensign 100-B, the Paillard - Bolex
Model D, and Home Talkie, British

Talkatome Tallde, and the new
Kodascope and Cine-Kodak Eights.

SPECIAL MEYER LENS DISPLAY.

Why not part exchange for one of

these outfits ? We offer you a square
deal and after service facilities. Postal

Service a speciality.

THE ORIGINAL GUARANTEED SERVICE
9.5nim. FILM LIBRARY.

See the latest releases without substitution.

GEVAERT AND PATHESCOPE
PROCESSING STATION

Lightning Service. Individual Attention,
Standard Charges.

Q[cue (jouk indodt

Sere is a " Floodlight " reflector specially de-

gigBed for home cineniatography. It plugs
atraight into
an electric

lamp-socket or
wall plug. A
500 -watt
Ni trapbot
lamp, if used
in a " Plood-
light " reflect-

or, gives extra-
ordinary
brilliance, en-

suring results every
bit as crisp and Tigor-
ons as professional
" shots."

Reflector, incladingOU /
8n.fies - - - -OU/-
SOO-watt Nitraphot*'*"
Lamp ----- 23/6

Please state voUage^when
orderina.

SANDS HUNTER & CO. LTD.
37 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2

t< HOME MOVIES"
MARCH 1933

QUERY COUPON
This Coupon, available through-
out the month of MARCH, 1933,

should accompany your question.

THE MERRY REEL
{Continued from page 362)

unfortunately, I had left my oilskin

and things behind. Still more un-
fortunately, I ooidd not find the key
of the tool-box an^'where.

However, I reflected, help would
soon be coming, for this road carried

a good deal of traffic. I had quite

forgotten the motor bandit scare.

The first fellow that I tried to stop
heaved a spanner at me ; the second
treated me to a volley of bad language,

and the third drove straight at me.
I saved my skin by a remarkably

neat jump into the ditch, and it was
sheer bad luck that it was about five

feet deep and full of water. At long
last an A.A. man came along and
with his help I changed the wheel.

Off we wliizzed again, but within a
mile the screen-wiper went out of

action, which rather cramped my
style. Such was the violence of the

rain that there was nothing for it but
to open the windscreen if one was to

see anything at all. The water splash

at the hamlet of Wough (pronounced
'

' wough " ) is usually about three

inches deep, and I tackled it in all

good faith. For inches read feet and
then some, and you VfiW find how it

was that I was further delayed by
water in the carburetter. It was then
a quarter to two when I crawled,

missing on about eleven out of the
twelve cylinders, into Little Pigsley,

but there wasn't a sign of Flippers-

field. Just as I was giving up in

despair his tourer limped to the
rendezvous with its hood blown off,

its side-screens blown out, and its

driver looking even more like a
drowned rat than I did.

" Sorry to be late," he cried feebly.
" I've had an aivfiil time."

Quite beyond speech, I merely
waved expressive hands and led the

way into the " Lamb and Mint
Sauce," whose landlord ministered
suitably to two drowned rats.

Somewhat revived, we exchanged
parcels, gripped hands like the strong
men that we are, and set forth once
more to face the perils of the road.

It was then that the wind dropped
and the fog came down. Driving in

ordinary fog I do not really mind.
But this was not an ordinary fog. I

found myself at various times in

villages north, south, east and west of

Sploshbury. At one horrible moment
I found the bonnet of the Super-
Bombshell in a haystack. It was
late in the evening when I got home,
but after a bath and a change I

found that I was just in time to give

the kiddies their show.
" I've got a real treat for you to-

night," I said, producing my precious

parcel. Here are some splendid new
films. Eager hands helped me to un-
pack it. Eager little voices read the

titles on the reels. The little voices

became suddenly less eager. I had
handed three splendid films to

Flippersfield and he had handed me
the same splendid three.

Someone has written of moments
as big as years. This was one of them !

Still Photography!

EVERY OBSTflCLE
SURmOUnTED

stop and
shutter speed control, combined

with the economical use of roll

film make it ideal for expert or

novice. The Rolleiflex will also

take plates.

With F/4.5 ZEISS TESSAR £20

With F/3.8 ZEISS TESSAR £22 10

^^HE NEW AUTOMATIC

(RoUeifU

THE BEST CAMERA FOR

STILL PHOTOGRAPHS

See it at any high-class dealers' or write

for 32 page de luxe Brochure and name

of nearest dealer to :
—

Dept. M.M.

R. F. HUNTER, LTD.
Sole Rolleiflex Importers

Celfix House

51 G RAY'S I NN ROAD,
LONDON - - - W.C.I
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CERRARD 6616!
THE HOME CINEMA
FILM LIBRARY, LTD.
49 GREEK ST., SOHO, W.I
WHEN—

You want 16 mm. originals copied
on 9.5 mm. film ;

WHEN—
You want 35 mm. originals copied
on 16 mm. or 9.5 mm. film ;

WHEN—
You want any Developing and
Printing done as well as it can be
done (16 mm. or 9.5 mm.)

;

WHEN-
You want Hocin (9.5 mm.) Negative
Film ;

WHEN—
You want work done by
specialists In Panchromatic Film :

Write To Us—Or Telephone
Friers on Applicaiion.

Already a Chorus of Praise

FOR THE NEW

DENTON
PORTABLE SCREEN
With the brilliant non-directional

surface.

Write »ow for sample of surface and brochure
^'AU about Screens," sent free and post free from

JnifUTnU I Tn screen Manufacturers,
. UCniUn LIU. Engine Lane, low Fen,

Co. Durham.

// your dealer cannot supply tcrite direct.

THE ANSWER IS IN THE

NEGATIVE
Developing, Printing

Reducing overdense films

Titling

Copying

Reducing stan

dard to sub-
standard

WRITE FOR
PARTICULARS

OF OUR SERVICE

THE .PROOF IS IN THE

POSITIVE

D.P* FILMS
(Ct««' Film LnhoraioTies) LTD.

46/42 Osnakurgh SUMt, Undon, N.W.I
Tei&pkone : Museum 1171

PRODUCING A FILM
{Continued from page 357)

heads .<aBal] enough to allow you
to slijj the sprocket hole.s of your
film over them. Wlien you have made
t liis simple "bin stick,

'

' you place it over
the top of your film bin and hang- the
sections of >-our film which you have
to assemble oil to the nails. If you
cannot easily obtain nails that are
thin enough to fit into the sprocket
holes of your films, you can hang
your sections of film on to the nails
by means of the paper clips. (Fig. 3.)

Don't forget to see that the width of
your bin stick is at least an inch and
a half, or else the weight of the film
when hung on to the nails will pull
the stick so that it rolls over and all

your film will fall into the bin.

Another apphoation of the same
idea is a "film horse." This is very
like a towel-horse, only much taller,

and the nails are driven into the
cross-bars. (Fig. 4.) For this >'ou

can use two or more film bins, or you
can construct a special bin to fit

imderneath it. But whatever shape
of bin vow have, you should see that
it is made of a m^iterial that will not
.scratch the film. Pohshed fibre is

the most popular, but even this is

usually covered over the edges and
inside with a sort of pillow-case. For
this white flannelette is as good as
anything : it is cheap and odd
]iieces can always come in useful for

cleaning film.

Special Spacing

While you are editing your film yovj

will constantly be coming to places

wliere you will need a chemical fade,

a printer's mix or dissolve, and a
scene or a title may be missing. Most
Editors ha\-e evolved a series of signs
which they scratch on to the emulsion
of one photogram—such as a cross for

a fade, two crosses for a dissolre, a
large "T " for a Missing Title, and a
large " S " to signify that there is a
scene missing.

Such a system is the method
usually ado)3ted by Editors and it

serves its purpose up to a point ; but
it is untidy and the scratched signs

on one photogram are likely to be
overlooked. I have even seen these
marks, transferred by the negative
cutter as instructions to the labora-

tory, printed from the negative on to

release prints of a film. Only a

month ago I saw such a mark—and
not in a British film !

Some time ago I instituted in the
eutting-roonxs of Brunei & Montagu,
Ltd., a system that our associates

have carried into several of the
cutting-rooms of British studios. All

you need do is to have five titles

made :

—

1.—TITLE MISSING
-'.—SCENE MISSING
3.—DISSOL\\E
4.—FADE IN
5.—FADE OUT

Print off enough of these to last

you through several films and have
the separate rolls of title near you as

yow edit your jjicture. As the words
are familiar to you, about a dozen
photograms of any you may need is

cjuite sufficient to take the place of

signs scratched on your film.

CINE SOCIETIES
{Continued from page 370)

the daylight interiors, is particularly good.

Two further and rather more enterprising

films are near completion and the society

is making arrangements for a public show-

early in the year. Showings have already

been made of "' Returned Empty " and
other films loaned by amateur companies in

various parts of the country.

Full particulars can be obtained from the
Hon. Secretary at the above address.

SOUTH LONDON PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY : CINEMATOGRAPH GROUP.
Chairman. Jlajor P. F. .Anderson ; Hon.
Secretary, L. A. Warburton, 38, Chadwick
Road, S.E.lo. At the first meeting of the
Cinematograph Group of the South London
Photographic Society, JIajor P. F. Ander-
son was elected Chairman and Mr. I,. A.
Warburton. Hon. Secretary. Fortniglitly

meetings have been arranged, the first of

which took place on February 1, when a

film demoiLstration was arranged by Mr.

Sewell.

It is intended to put the society on a

production basis in quite a short time, and
the secretary will be pleased to receive

communications from anyone interested,

whether in camera work, technical details,

acting or any other branch of cinemato-

graphy, as metre members are needed,

WIMBLEDON AMATEUR CINE CLUB.
Hon. Secretary, A. R. Vize, 6, Stonecot

Parade, Epsom Road. Sutton, Surrey

;

Publicity 5Ianager, H. C. Bealby, 34, Murray
Road. Wimbledon. One of 'the greatest

ambitions of this club has at last been

realised, as production is now taking place

in their newly acquired studio at 79, Worple
Road, Wimbledon. A special electric main
has been put in and all types of lamps,

which total nearly 10,0(Kt w"atts, are avail-

able. This equipment has been rather costly,

but it has gone a long way to make the

club more popular, especially with the lady

members, and there is no increase in the

subscription, which remains at 12s. 6d. for

one year.

Two productions are already well in

hand. The first, "Back From Beyond," a

drama directed by Mr. R. Harrington-

Moore, is to run to about 300 feet of 9.5-mm.

stock, and the cast includes Mrs. Vize,

Miss M. Nurse and Mr. R. Harrington-

Moore. The second film is a comedy,
scenario and direction by Mr. J. Nunn,
and will be about 200 feet' of 10-mm. stock.

The cast includes Mrs. Burnett, the Misses

D. Burnett, J. Vize, C. Dwyer. N. and B.

Bealby, and Messrs. J. Trotman and R.

Palmer. In addition to the above there is

a full studio staff and several cameramen.

The settings are being supervised by Miss

J. Xunn.
There are a few vacancies for members,

especially ladies, and full particulars can

be obtained with the Hon. .Secretary or

Publicity Manager.

WALTHAMSTOW AND DISTRICT
AMATEUR FILM SOCIETY. Hon. Secre-

tary, F. \\ . C'rowter, 11, Crawley Road.

Leyton, E.IO. We are holding a dance at

Church Hall, Orford Road, Walthamstow,
on Thursday. March 16. at 7.30 p.m.,

when we shall also show a film of our recent

dance, taken on 16-mm. stock. Jock

Hymon's Band will be in attendance. At

the beginning of February we shot our

first 60-foot film, advertisins the society,

entitled " Blind Man's BufE.''
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rouR
CINE QUERIE/
AN/WERED
Free Service for Readers

Is there a cine problem bothering you ? Have you some difficulty in which

you would like expert help ? Do you want to know where to obtain

certain apparatus and what it will cost ? HOME MOVIES is at your

service in this and many other ways.

Address yoiir query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES, Messrs.

George Newnes, Ltd., S-ii, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2, enclosing

the free Query Coupon printed in this issue. A selection from queries

and anstvers of general interest will be printed each month on this page.

All others will be replied to by post.

SPECIAL NOTE .—Owing to the rapid growth of the circulation of " HOME
MOVIES " and the large number of queries now sent in, readers are asl<ed

to limit the number of questions in one letter, so as to enable an early

reply to be sent.

L. K. F., Kettering, aslcs :
" I have been

told that the sjDeed of 16-mm. cine film is

about the same as that of the modern
extra-fast roll film used in stiU cameras.

If this is so, why is it that some of my
snapshots seem better exposed than my
cine films in the same light conditions with
the same lens aperture and the same actual

shutter speed ?
"

Answer.—A true comparison between a
cine film projected on the screen and a

print from a still negative is very difficult

to make. When the print is a small one
blank areas in the shadow are not particu-

larly noticeable as such, but on the screen,

when a cine film is projected greatly magni-
fied as a transparency, vmder-exposure is

much more noticeable. If you were to

make enlargements of your still prints

before comparing them with your projected

film, you would appreciate the point at

once.

R. T., Wokingham, asks :
" Why are

my panned ' films jerky and blurred when
projected ?

"

Answer.—Probabty because you have
moved your camera too rapidly. Re-
member that there is a sixteenth of a
second interval between the successive

frames and therefore if you move your
camera sideways at such a speed as to

include an entirely new scene every six-

teenth of a second, your picture when
projected on the screen will be a hopeless

blur. The onh' way to " pan " success-

fully is to move your camera very slowly.

A. C. L., Highbury, asks :
" Why do my

own artificial light pictures appear so

harsh when compared with professional cine

films ? I enclose a still print to show what
I mean."

Answer.—WTien arranging the light in a
professional picture the cameraman for this

aims first of all at obtaining a good uniform
lighting over the whole subject with no
unlit shadows. If photographed at this

stage of the proceedings the picture would

show detail everywhere, but the efEect

would be completely " flat." Further
lights are then introduced so as to give the
necessary modelling or accentuation of

lighting on one side and frequently, in the
case of figures, additional back-lighting is

added so that the back of the head is illu-

minated from a concealed light, giving a
rim lighting or "halo " effect which maker
the figure stand out as if in relief. Your
own picture suffers from heavy unlit

shadows and too harsh lighting. Try sheets
of thin muslin as diffusers in front of your
lamps and use reflectors on the shadow
side. Preferably light both sides of the
subject getting a modelling by a third

light or else by placing one light closer to

the subject than the other. Remember,
too, that lighting rarely appears as con-
trasty to the eye as it does in the finished

picture. Try looking at the scene through
a piece of blue glass which will give you a
truer idea of what the finished result will

look like.

N. Gr. F., Seaton, writes :
" My film when

returned from the processing station shows
wavy white marks at regular intervals for

the first five or six feet along the edge of

the film. The effect on the screen is of a
regular fading in and out for the first

minute or two. The efEect is most irritating

and quite spoils the beginning of the
picture. What is the cause ?

"

Answer.—Your film is obviously "light-
struck" at the beginning, due to insufficient

care in loading the camera. If, when you
remove the reel from its packing, the end
is allowed to spring loose this effect will

nearly always occur, particularly if the
camera is loaded in a bright light. As you
rmpack yom' film and take it out of the
container, place your finger on the edge of

the spool immediately so as to prevent
any needless unmnding, and foDow the
instructions carefully by not tmwinding
more than is necessary to spread the instru-

ment. With anything like reasonable care
this trouble should not occur.

Y. L., Clapham Park.—There is no reason
whatever why you should have any trouble

in taking j'our cruise films if j-ou use one
of the excellent exposure meters which
have been reviewed in Home Mo\^ES. As
the speed of a cine shutter is alwa3's the
same (assuming, of course, that you run it

at the normal sixteen pictures a second) the
only way of controlling the exposure is by
varying the stop or lens aperture. The
Weston exposure meter to which you refer

is fuUy recommended by this journal after

a thorough test in all conditions. It is

completely automatic and thus removes all

exposure difficulties. If you do not care to

spend as much as this the Cinemeter and
the Practos are both very satisfactory if

used according to the instructions given.

By all means use the super-sensitive film

even in the bright light of the tropics, as
the colour correction is superior to that of

the ordinary panchromatic film and the
correct exposure can always be obtained by
stopping the lens down, or—in extreme
cases—by using a "neutral density" filter.

J. R. C. H., Berkshire, asks (a) " Is any-
one entitled to form an amateur cine club

or society and to call it by any name he
pleases Avithout any form of registration or

legal acknowledgment ? " and (6)
" A

person, having bought a standard or

16-mm. film, is he entitled legally to reduce
the film to 9J-mm. and sell it or hire it

out ?
"

Answer.—To neither of these queries can
a simple " Yes " or '" No " answer be
given. In answer to (a), everything depends
upon the name chosen and the purpose
for which the club is formed. It is easy
to think of many names which, if chosen
by a new society, might be definitely mis-
leading. If you like to make your ques-
tion specific and not general, we will

endeavour to give you a direct answer.

In reply to (b), normally the purchase of

a copy of a film of any size does not give

[Contimied ore next page)

The DREM ^
Cinemeter
^L You can make perfect

^T ''movies'* ifyouusea
^Cinemeter. Inthreeseconds
you can determine the exact
lens aperture to use in order
to obtain perfectly exposed
cine film. No calculating,

no sensitive paper to be used,

no possibility oferror. Auto-
matic " stop " when correct
lens diaphragm is indicated.

PRICE 30 -

Including leather case.

DREM PRODUCTS Ltd.
37, Bedford St.,Stran(), W.C.2
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POWER !

S-min. Pathe Power Super Projector,

200-watt iilumination, super optical

system, new flickerless device, sprocket
fed, fan cooled, motor rewind. Great
pictures for Home, Clubs or Schools

only £15 only.

Wanted—Apparatus in Exchange. Write Now,

9-mni. Pathe Camera, F/3.5, Camo Motor. 45
9-mni. Pathe Kid Prjtr., resist, as new, 39 6
9-niin. Pathe Motocamera, F/3.S, as new, £4 4
9-fnm. Pathe Prjtr., st.indard model, £3 15
9-nini. Coronet Motocamera, F/3.9, as new £2 5
Pathe Prjtr., motor, super, resist,, £7 15
Pathe Lux Motocamera, F/3.5, as new, £6 19 6
Pathe Lux Prjtr., motor, resist., case, £12 12
Pathe Case, for Camera and Chargers, 12 11
Pathe Dynamo,12/6 ; Posometer Exp.. 12 6
16-mm. Kodak BB Camera, Latest F/3..5, £817 6
16-mm. Zeiss Camera, Tessar F/2.7, £12 12
16-mm. Kodascope Prjtr., resistance, £7 10
16-mm. Bell-Howell Filmo, F/3.5, case, £15 15
16-mm. Ensign Prjtr., lOOw.mtr., case, £9 17 6
16-mm. Kodak Camera, F/1.9, latest, £12 12
16-mm. Zeiss Prjtr., lOOw., motor, case, £11 11
16-mm. Ensign Camera, F/2.6,liide case, £13 13
16-mm. Ensign Prjtr., lSOw.mtr.,case, £18 18
16-mm. Victor Turret, Visual, F/3.5, case, £45
16-mm. Ensign Prjtr., 2j0w. mtr., case, £29 10
16-mm. Kodak B Camera, F/3.5, 100 ft, £9 17 6
16-mm. Ensign Turret Cam., F/1.5, case, £29 10
Bolex 9, 16-mm., Latest D, resist., snip, £29 10
Editor B-H, Splicer, viewer, as new, £8 17 6
400 ft. Reels, snundliand, as new. Each 2 6
400 ft. Humicans, new, unused. Each 2 6
B-H Photometer, Electric Exp. meter. 65
Ensign Super Titler, complete .. £3 17 6
Prjtr. Table Stands, quick tilt, swing, 37 6
Mayfair Cine Camera Case, unused 19 6
Felix Films, 100 ft., lirand new. Eacti
Tripod Tops, tilting, panning, new
Super Humicans, take 5 400ft, reels ..

500-watt Reflectors, on stand .

.

1-in. Dallmeyer, F/l..T,suitB-H, Ensien £6 17 6

Write Now ; 5 days' Approval. Exchanges.

17 6
12 6
27 6
24

EDWIN GORSE
86 Accrington Road, BLACKBURN.

Professional Cinema-
tographers use

KANDEM LIGHTS

For your indoor shots we
offer a range of small lamps
unequalled for efficiency.

Obtain Professional quality

KANDEM LIGHTS

600-WattEHeclSpol

KANDEM '"-l^der

FILM LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

IrKandescents from
200-10,000 watts.

Arcs from
5-300 amperes

FILM LIGHTING
SPECIALISTS FOR
MANY YEARS

Write for lists
SOO-watt Flood

KANDEM ELECTRICAL LTD.
( Late KOETING & HATHIESEN ELECTRICAL LTD.)

Head Office :

711 & 715 Fulham Road, LONDON, $.W.6
Works; Kaodem Works. Parsons Green. S.W.6

•Fho„e FULHAM '2;i87-2:iSy

(Contimied from page 375j
the purchaser any copyright in the picture.
If, for example, you buy a 10-mm. 100-ft.
Kodagraph of Charlie Chaplain (which you
can do for 27s. (id.) this does not sive you
the right to make copies of the film in
lU-mm., 9i-mm., 8-mm. or any other size
and sell them. If it did, the whole film
business would have gone up in smoke long
ago !

B. C. S., Leeds. Thank you for your
appreciations of our paper. In answer to
your questions :

(1) So far, there is no natural colour
9J-mm. process, although there liave been
rumours of several, and some experimental
work on the matter done in France. We
do not anticipate that anything will be
available on the British market this year.

(2) The focal length of the lens to" which
vou refer is 20 mm.

BARGAINS
THE AMATEUR CINE SERVICE, 50A, Widraore
Boad, Bromley. Kent,—Gevaert 9.5 mm. High-
speed Beversal Film, 4s. 6d

.
, in charger; Processing,

2s. ; Reloading, 2s. lOd. ; Pathescope process-
ing, 2s. Quick service, expert attention. Below.
NON-STOP VARIETY OF BARGAINS in giuaran-
teed condition, secondhand. Send tor lists, or
call. Three days" approval against deposit to
value. Selected Snips : 16 mm. Ensign 50, hand-
turned, £.3 7s. Cd. ; Kodascope C with resistance,
£6 17s. 6d. ; Kodatoy with extension arms,
39s. 6d. ; Pathescope Lux, complete, £13 ;

" Home
Movies," £3 and £4 : Baby Cine cameras, 25s.

:

with motor attaclmients, 4:is. ; also m.any
accessories, .\bove.
THE ORIGINAL GUARANTEED SERVICE
PATHESCOPE FILM LIBRARY.—Latest releases
without substitution. Exchange or hire. Lowest
rates and best service. Full range ol Supers,
fiO-fts. and 30-tts. Above.
SPECIAL SALE OF PATHESCOPE FILMS.—
All fine condition. Supers, 12s. 6d. and 17s. (id. ;

(iO-fts., 3s. and 4s.; 30-fts., Is. 3d. .and Is. 6d.
Super lists only available. Orders for small films
with alternatives will .avoid substitution. Above.
9 mm. TITLES from 3d. Return post service.
Tinting, reducing, editing, etc. Below.
FILMS " DRY CLEANED " on our new electric
cleaner are given a new^ lease of life. Below.
TRANSFORMERS.—Greater efficiency with less
current consumption. Prices from l(5s. Electri-
cal sundries stocked. Below.
FILMS for sale (or hire). Repairs by skilled
electricians and mechanics. Accuracy guaranteed.
Descriptive leaflets above services free with special
offer from Webb & Goward, Ltd., Market Har-
borough.
"CINE HOUSE": PATHESCOPE LIBRARY.
Supers 2s., 3 clear days, Complete Library. " There
is no better film service," Below.
PATHESCOPE 200 B PROJECTOR, " a revolution
in projectors," £1."). Demonstration every even-
ing. .\lso the new Model D Bolex, projects both
9mni. and 16 mm. films. £35. Hire. Exchanges.
Dcferreil terms to suit all.—2, Aniaby Road
Teildington. Molesev 1064.
HEATHCOTE for all your Cine wants and Bar-
gains. Library. Exchanges. Below.
PATHESCOPE LIBRARY. Super films. Super
condition. Send for list and terms. Below.
16 mm. CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS.—Shop
soiled. Half price. Particulars free. Below.
NOTTINGHAM.—The Cine Eans' Mecca.—
Stockist for all popular Cine apparatus.—302,
Radford Road, Noftingliam.
SOUNO-ON-FILM.—We make and fit photo-
electric Reproducers (Sound Heads) to .any 35 or
16 mm. Film Projector. Let us convert your
silent projector into talkie through any wireless
set or valve .amplifier .and enjoy the excellent
sound films now available. For estimate of cost,
send particulars and make of projector.—B.
Harding. 28, Percy Street, Tottenham Court
Road, W.l.
MAKE YOUR OWN CINE SCREENS from my
Brilliant Aluminium Sprayed Paper. Tliis'paper
is of double weiglit and has a matt surface equal
to screens costing thirty times my price ; it can
either be stuck on 3-ply or used on rollers. 22 ins.
wide, Is. 3d. per yard ; 22 ins. by 30 ins., Is.

;

17 ins. by 22 ins., 8d. Postage 4d. extra.

—

Clifford Worley, 9, Arundel Street, Portsmouth.
PATHESCOPE SUPER FILMS.—For hire, Is. 6d. ;

4 clear days. Condition guaranteed. Latest
releases, list free.—Norris, 11, Bargate, Lincoln.
EXCEPTIONAL VALUE.—Little used Paths
" Luxe " Motocamera

; perfect condition. Listed
£10 10s., offered .at £5.—Write Box No. I,
** Home Movies," Geo. Newnes, Ltd., Southampton
Street. London, W.C.2.
TALKIE FILMS, le.mm. Sound-on-Disc. Over 20
Subjects imported from U.S.A. for Sale or Ex-
change. Also number of exclusive Silent American
films. List from: Viscount Loftus, Ely Lodge,
Enniskillen, >'. Ireland.

read this for

Cine Bargains
Bell & Howell 67-G.G. Projector. 375 watt lamp,
supplementary reeistancc, cairyjng case. As
new . . £70 o

De Vry Q.R.S. 16 mm. Proiector, complt-te with
resistance and case. (New price £21 'Js.) £7 7

Movex 16 mm. Camera, with //3.5 lens. Brand
new. (New price £15 15s.) .. .. £10 10

Model B Cine-" Kodak " Camera, witb f/G.3
Anastigmat lens. N'ew .

.

.

.

. . £4 17 6

Ensign Anto-Kinecam Camera, with //'j.6 lens, case.
Just as new .. .. ,. £13 13

Pathescope Loi Projector, complete . . £13 13

Pathe De Lose Camera, //3.5 lens, complete with
case. Ah new. (New price £11 1b. 6d.) £7 10

Ensign " Snper
Complete in cas

' Projector. 200 watt, brand new.
. (New price £46.) .. £33 15

Pathe Home Movie Projector, complete with super-
attachment, motor and double resistance, carrvin?
case (unscratched).

.

,

.

..£880
Dnograph Projector, complete with carrying case
and resistance, hand crank. As new ..£400

WE STOCK PRACTICALLY
EVERY GOOD CINt APPARATUS
BELL & HOWELL
VICTOR. BOLEX.

SIEMENS HALSKE.

SiNc KODAK. PATHE
Etc.

Send for Lists free.

SHEFFIELD PHOTO C9L^?

NORFOLK ROW. (FARCATE)
5HEFPtELD- Ontminuh walkfnm Town Hah

THE OLDEST AND BEST CINE
DEALERS IN GREAT BRITAIN.

Something New !

BUILD YOUR OWN

TALKIE
OUTFIT

Convert your 16mm. silent projector
to Talkies with the new TALKATOME
Synchronised Turntable (Constructor's

Model) for

£9 17 6
You can also convertyour own silent films

into sound films at the TALKATOME
Recording Studios. We are open to

include suitable films In our Library.

COUPON
Please send me full particulars of

TALKATOME Equipment and Studio
facilities.

M

TALKATOME
LIMITED

TALKING

EQUIPMENT

89/91 Wardour Street, London,
W.l (H.M. 3/3.1)
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EDITOR/
EW/ RE

*'
/ go to visit the

Motion Man, for whom

I've writ a play."

Ben Jonson
A.D. 1640.

UXLIKE many hobbies, home
cinematography has an all-the-

year-roimd appeal. Wintei-
time enables us to edit and enjoy on
the screen those films we have taken
<luring the brighter and holiday
months, althougli our cameras are
not idle in the winter for, as we fore-

shadowed would be the case, artificial

light movie-making in the home has
gro\ra immensely in popularity. There
is a double reason for this : on the
one hand there is available for amateui'
use film stock of a sensitiveness and
quality unknown a ^'ear or two ago,
anil on the other hand the lamp manu-
facturers have produced at reasonable
])rices remarkable illuminating outfits

~\\^ith which, cinematographically
speaking, night is turned into day.

An Amateur Idea

In this connection it is verj' in-

teresting to note that the idea first

thought of by American amateurs of

'"over-running" low voltage metal
filament lamps, thereby enormotisly
increasing the actinic power at the
•expense of the life of the lamp, has
now been adopted with sundry im-
provements by the lamp manufac-
turers, so that for a few shillings a
light equivalent to that given by a

much more ex]1ensi^e 500 watt lam]j
can be obtained . True, the life of the
lamp is short and many people
may prefer to purchase the older type
witli its very much greater life, but it

must be remembered that the actual
time of filming is not great and a
large niuiiber of reels can be shot
during the life of one of these lamps.
For this reason we are not surprised to
find the Photofiood and lamps of this

tyi'f increasing rapidly in populariti, .

The " Season "!

So far as daylight movie-making is

concerned, it is probable that Easter
marks the beginning of the real
".season." This year the range of
cine camera available to the home

movie-maker is more attractive than
ever before, several new and remark-
ably ingenious outfits having appeared
since last spring. One particularly

interesting newcomer, the Cine Kodak
Eight, is announced and illustrated in

this issue of Home Movies, together
with our own test report. There are,

of course, argiunents for and against

the new size, but it must be particu-

larly noticed that the price of the new
film makes it the cheapest of all the
gatiges when the comparison is made
on the true basis of screen time. Thus
the cost of a processed film occupying
4 minutes on the screen is 10s. in the

case of the Eight, as against 26s. for

a similar "pan" film in the 16-mra.

HOME MOVIES

AT OLYMPIA!
VISIT OUR STAND IN

THE CINE SECTION

"IDEAL HOME"
EXHIBITION

size and approximately 20s. for 4

minutes of " pan " film in 9'5-mm.
Ajiother newcomer this yeai-

—

already reviewed in Home Movies
and now available—is the 16-mm.
super-sensitive negative-positive film

made by Selo, Ltd. Last year the
16-mm. enthusiast who desired to use
super -sensitive panchromatic film had
to confine his shots to the reversal

type, whereas now equally fast filnr

is obtainable in both reversal and
" neg.-pos."
In the jjopitlar 9"5-mm. size new

cameras and new film are in the
offing and readers of Home Movies
who visit the Home INIovies Section of

the Ideal Home Exhibition at Olympia
will have an opportunity of seeing one
of these new cameras in action. Full

particulars of this interesting cine

exhibition will be found on another
page. We take this opportunitj^ of

welcoming to our stand all who can
find time to come.

A Neglected Aspect
In the course of our examination of

a large nmnber of amateur films we
have been struck bj' the very poor
standard of splicing which seems to

exist at the present time. A good
sound splice in which the join is at

least as strong as the imbroken film

is by no means difficult to make,
particularly now that such excellent

S]5licing outfits are available. Articles

on splicing have already api^eared in

this journal but it is evident that the

correct method of splicing is only too

rarely followed. Some cine users seem
to think that the film cement is

merely a kind of gum and that it is

only necessary to paint on the cement
and press the two edges together o\'er

the registering pins to make a satis-

factory join. Actually, the cement is

a solvent, dissolving the two bare filni

surfaces at the point of contact and
forming in the process a perfect weld.

In order that this may occur the

gelatine covering of the celluloid base
must be entirely removed by scraping

before the cement is applied, while the

cement itself must be fresli aiirl in

good condition.

Splicing Not Good
At a recent infoi-mal meeting of the

Institute of Amatevu- Cinemato-
graphers the high standard of photo-
graph.y displayed in the ]-iictures shown
was widely commented upon ; but
it is worth pointing out here that the
officials of the Instittite had to spend
many hours in repairing and re-

making bad splices before some of the
reels could be projected.

The Editor.
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AN APPEAL TO THE
LIBRARIES

The Editor, Hoire Movies.

Deak Ser,—May I make two appeals
to the sub-standard film libraries ?

1. Please give us more films with
an international flavour-—including
examples from the Swedish and
Russian Schools.

2. When reducing an intelligent film

please refrain from re-editing it. The
Director usually knows best !

Yours faithfully,

D. Powell,
Secretary.

Rugby Amateur Film Society.

AN INGENIOUS HOME
CINEMA

The Editor, Home Movies.

Deab Sir,-—I thought you might
like some details of my home cinema.
The whole structure is mounted on a
substantial wooden base and stands
about 5 feet high and is 6 feet wide.
Tlie screen is painted flat white, the
surface which I have found most
satisfactory for my requirements. The
proscenimn {originally the frame of
an antique overmantel mirror) is of

old gold and conceals the curtain
mechanLsm. The curtains themselves
are of blue satin and are actuated by
a strong picture cord running back
along the wall to the projector table.

They are so weighted that although
the cord has to be pulled to uncover
the screen the curtains run smoothly
together with their own momentum
when the cord is released.

I have three different lighting units,
totalling twenty-four twelve-volt
lamps wired in series of eight. Eight
green lamps are concealed above the
screen behind the prosceniimi and
two groups comprLsing eight each of

red and white fimction as foothghts.
The.se are controlled by a resistance
and will dim out and dissolve into one
another at will. The green top-lights

are worked as an alternative to tlie

red footlights by plugging in and some
interesting combinations of lighting
may be arranged. I enclose photo-
graph showing general views of the
model, and beg to remain.

Yours truly,

N. BarWICK.
Parkfield, Woodville Road,

Bowdon, Clieshire.

THE LIVERPOOL AMATEUR
FILM SOCIETY

The Editor, Home Movies.
Deab Sir,—I wonder if the lethargy-

to co-operat© is peculiar to Liverpool
cine enthusiasts. We, the above
Society, ha^'ing investigated the
matter, have definitely come to the
conclusion that, at least in this
district, the cine enthusiast is

apathetic and also a dabbler.
Apathetic in the sense that he will not
co-operate to make good pictures.
We all know it cannot be done with-
out co-operation—unless he be of
unusual means-—and a dabbler in the

FROM OUR
iVIOVIE MAIL-BAG

sense that he is quite content to make
little 30 or 60 foot pictures of his dog,
his baby, etc.

The Countess of Minto filming her
children at a hunt meet

He being a dabbler—and like all

dabblers—is conceited about these
" Super Productions " he makes, and
would not dream of joining a film

society-—^where he would not attract
the attention and petty glamour which
he does by " doing it all himself."

However, the dabbling stage soon
wears of?, and here we beg to cry
" Please, Mr. Dabbler, don't forget

there is a film societj- in Liverpool
aslving foryour co-operation." It is up
to you to put Liverpool on the " cine
map." Shall Liverpool lag behind ?

Join us and we will be able to show
what we—^and you-—can really do !

—

Yours faithfully,

G. E. Fisher,
Hon. Secretary.

132, Bold Street, Liverpool.

RUMOURS AND SUCH
The Editor, Homs Movies.

Dear Ser,^—It has come to the
notice of the Council of this Associa-
tion that malicious and lying rimiours
are being spread round tlie photo-
graijhic trade, and news journals,

with a view to discrediting the
B.A.A.C. in the eyes of persons in-

terested, directly or indirectly, in the
amateur cine movement.

It is evident that some jierson, or

persons, with a real or fancied grudge
against the B.A.A.C, are endeavour-
ing to damage its reputation to the
best of their ability, but with what
object must be left to conjecture.

The B.A.A.C. exists to assist amateur
i-inematogiaphers, and to further the
amateur movement in this country.
It has no trade interests, and its

affairs are managed by amateur cine
enthusiasts acting in entirely honorary
capacities.

The credentials of the members of

the Council of this Association are

open to, and will bear, the fullest

investigation.

Any way in which you can assist in

destroying these fictitious and damag-
ing rumours, or in ascertaining the
source of sucli rumovu-s, will be greatly

appreciated by the Council and all

our members.—Yours faithfully,

Geoffrey Collyer.
Hon. Secretary,

The British Association of

Amateur Cinematographers.

The clever home cinema

proscenium described

by Mr. N. Barwick in

the accompanying let-

ter. Notice how an

antique overmantel

mirror frame has been

utilised
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MY MOST THRILLINC FILM
By B. K. COOPER

Here is the story of an unique opportunity
and how the difficulties were overcome

EATERY amateiu" movie maker
must have a few films in his

private library that are of

more than a personal interest.

Perhaps they are pictures of public
events, distinguished personages,

scenes that are bound to acquire an
liistorieal importance as time passes,

and so on. And once or twice in the
pursuit of his hobby he may have the
luck to pick up a real scoop, something
that was the outcome of combined
good fortune and perseverance, a
film that may be imique among
amateur photographers or only paral-

leled in a few cases.

A Chance of a Lifetime

Such a chance has already come to

me once. It arose out of the accident
to the Royal Scot express at Leighton
Buzzard early in 193 1 . I had been out
a 11 day on the Simday when the mishap
occurred and only heard the news by
wireless in the evening when it was
too late to do any fUming. At half-

past eight on the Monday morning,
however, I jimiped into my car and
made a lightning dash over the thirty
odd miles between my home and the
scene of the disaster.

First Difficulties

On arrival at Leighton Buzzard I

had no difficulty in finding the station,

but to get within shooting distance of

the wreck was a different matter. The
ob\-ious method seemed to be to walk
through the fields which bordered the
railway cutting. Unfortunately these
were already occupied by policemen,
press photographers and the recording
vans and apparatus of the news reel

companies. The sudden appearance
of an amateur with a camera on the

fringe of the field was the signal for

a general movement in my direction

of a crowd of officials that showed me
it was safer to retreat.

and tapped me on the shoulder with
a gruff " Keep moving, please."

A Happy Accident

I was just going to give the whole
business up when I met a man with
a still camera who was on the same
errand as myself and had suffered

the same nrisfortune. He was in-

terested in cinematography, and the
short demonstration I gave him of the
points of my apparatus proved a good
investment. For my acquaintance
knew some decorators who were at

AN ACTION SUBJECT AND

[Fox Photos

Lonaon boys at play would make an interesting film to exchange with cine societies in

foreign countries

The only other vantage point was
the station footbridge. This was a

long way from the wreckage, but I

was determined to take something at
any cost, so I climbed the steps to the
footway and took my Motocamera
from its case. But the next moment
the ubiquitous policeman appeared

A LOT OF ACTION !

\Fox Photos

There are many opportunities in every great city for the enthusiast who likes " human
interest " pictures

work in an empty house whose garden
overlooked the line.

This new point of vantage turnedout
to be better than I had dared to hope,

for the garden was directly opposit«

the great cranes that were engaged in

clearing away the wrecked shell of

the train's kitchen car. In the back-

ground was the body of a coach, one
side completely ripped away, from
which salvage workers were still

engaged in removing luggage, etc.

Shortly after I arrived a sudden
gathering of men round the kitchen

car indicated an important discovery.

There was a cry of
'

' Hurrj' up with
that stretcher," and two stretcher

bearers came up at the double and
made their way to the middle of the

wreckage. The rescuers had, in fact,

just succeeded in releasing the body
of another victim that had until

then been buried under the debris.

With the short length of film that

remained I took a panoramic shot of

an express steaming slowly past the

wreck, swinging the camera to follow

the locomotive and so take in the

whole scene of the rescue operations,

and then hurried my film away to be
developed.

Three days later it was returned

with the laboratory comment " Good
exposure," and constitutes what must
be one of comparatively few similar

amateur records of this disaster.
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MOVIES FROM MOVING
VEHICLES

t
;

I

By
ED^VARD
JAMES

SOME HELPFUL HINTS
^ TO CINE TRAVELLERS

On the Rhine. Taken from an express Rhine steamer at about
18 knots

In the Thames Estuary, from a Batavian steamer travelling

at 20 knots

it ilistracts from the main pictiiie. The eye
le\el position of the camera in simjjlest and
tlie extra 2 feet of height cuts down the fast

moving foreground to the minimum.
But tlie difficult problem of train winilow

movies is that of holding the camera steady.

'Hiis can he accomplished by placing the

feet well astride and steadying the lijiees

against the compartment seats. It is well

known that the human body is a good shock
absorber, antl by bending the knees all but
the most severe jolts will be absorbed. Do not
lean against any part of the carriage, but

l)reserve your own balance and hold the

The Furka Pass, Switzerland, from a moving car

VV/HY is it that we always pass through the
»» finest scenery we have ever seen when we

are sitting in a train with the cine camera put
away sinigly behind a suit case on the rack /

^^'e shrug our shoulders anrl say, " Well, cine
)>hotography is impossible anyway, so wh,\-

liother about it ?
"

But is it impossible ? Some of my most.
successf\il scenic films have been taken from
trains travelhng at all speeds, sonae as fast as
(>0 to 70 miles per hour.

It is best to "shoot " cither forward in the
direction the train is going, or backwards. In
this way the apparent movement of the subject
is minimised. The " broad.side on " subject is

more difficult. Do not attemjjt it if there is

much prominent foreground as this causes
unpleasant bliu-ring when seen on the screen, and

Sigmaringen Castle, in Bavaria, seen from a train window
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ciimera liniily, wiili tlie tOliows |)|-oss(m1 well

into tlie chest.

\\"h(-n the film is first shown at'tc r imoccss-

iiijr, yoii will find that here and there are

jerks which have not been avoided. These

can be removed by careful oditini;. and a

smoothly rnnnint; film can be produced.

Similarly, .satisfactory shots can be m-ide

while tiavellina by steamer or car. Cine

|ihotojiritph\- from a moving; steamer is

simple unless the water is very roush, and
then the movement adds realism if the

really bad jerks are cut out.
"• Shooting " from a moving car is

certaiidy the most difficult kind of cine-

photography from moving vehicles, as the

jerks are more sudden and cannot be so

easily anticipatetl. But many good shots

which will be vital in maintaining the

From the Centoralli Railway, North Italy,

at 25 m.p.h.

taken in one of these ways forms part of

your holiday record, the audience can be
prepaied for what is to follow b^' an
explanatory title, such as the one reproduced
on this page.

It is not pretended that photography fron:t

ti'ain window's or moving cars is as simple or
as easy as when you have a firm stance on
the groimd, but you ai-e at least enabled to
obtain successful recorfls of some of the most

Bavarian haymakers on the banks of the
Danube, from a train window at 40 m.p.h.

contimuty of j'our records can be made if

the same precautions are taken—feet astride,

bent knees, and a willingness to take a few
bumps by holding the camera steady until
the last moment when balance is lost.

Suj3]50sing that a section of the film

Stubai Alps, Austrian Tyrol, in dull weather,
from the Mittenwald - Innsbruck railway at

30 m.p.h.

interesting parts of your hohday, which are

iij' i|nite p7-esen table on the screen to your friends.

Above Glenginnan, Scotland, from L.N.E.R. train at 30 to 40
m.p.h.

On the right : an explanatory title of this kind will help occasionally!

^H^HHIH^^H
5P££0 WOfiBLE
DID NOT HELP US- TO HOLD THE

CAMERA STEADY AS WE WENT

THROUGH THE ST GOTTHARD PASS
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THE IDEAL HOME ENTERTAINMENT
The Home Movies Cine Section at the DAILY MAIL Ideal

Home Exhibition, Olympia, March 29 to April 29

As announced in our March issue.

Home Movies, in conjunction

with the Daily Mail, has or-

ganised a unique cine exhibit in this

year's Ideal Home Exhibition at

Olyinpia, and a cordial invitation is

issued to all Home Movies readers

who can manage to visit this great

amiual display to come to our stand.

Here our readers will be able to examine

many of the latest products, both in

silent and in talkie apparatus, while

experts at every Stand will be in

attendance to answer all inquiries.

The Home Movies special exhibit

will, we are sure, attract large crowds,

forming, as it will, a meeting place

for enthusiasts from all parts of the

coimtry. Daily demonstrations will

be given of how to use all kinds of

cinei cameras, how photographs can

be taken in artificial light with simple

apparatus, how titles and special

effects can be added to your own

films, and other matters of general
interest.

Tliroughout the Exhibition demon-
strations in special projection theatres
of both silent and home-talkie films

will be given by the various firms

concerned and many new tjqjes of

apparatus will l)e seen for the first

time.
An important feature of the Cine

Section will be the Stand of the Insti-

tute of Amateiu' Cinematographers,
where full information about this

rapidly growmg organisation can be
obtained. Officials of the Institute

will be in daily attendance, not only
to give information on the Institute

and its activities, but on all matters
relating to amateur cinematography.
It will also be a focus ix)uit for the
numerous members of the Institute

who will be visiting the Show. From
time to time, too, films taken by
members of the Institute ^vill be
exhibited in the Home Movies \->to-

jection theatre which has been lent

for the purpose.
The Cine Section will therefore be a

popular meeting place, not only for

all amateur cinematographers, but
for all who contemplate taking up this

fascinating hobby.
To celebrate the introduction of the

Cine Section into the Ideal Home
Exhibition, Home Movies has organ-
ised a series of competitions with
valuable prizes, full particulars of

which are given below. Entrance
forms will be obtainable on the
Home Movies Stand at OljTnpia,

and the closing date of the competi-
tions will be August 31, 1933. so that
all who take up the new hobby as a
result of visiting the Exliibition will

be able to participate. Announce-
ments of the winning fihns will be
made both in the Daily Mail and in

Ho-ME Movies, and arrangements will

be made for the display of the winning
films in variousjpartsof the countrj-.

it

HOME MOVIES OLYMPIA COMPETITIONS
FOUR SUBJECTS FOUR CASH PRIZES FOUR GOLD MEDALS

ENTRY FORMS.are obtainable at the " HOME MOVIES" Stand in the Cine

Section at Olympia, where all questions will be gladly answered—whether they

relate to the competition or to apparatus or to any branch of movie-making

Subject No. I

£10 and a GOLD MEDAL for the

BEST AMATEUR NEWS FILM

A great chance for amatem- camera-

men, because the winning film will be

shown by " The British Movietone

News " and suitably acknowledged.

Subject No. 2

£5 and a GOLD MEDAL for the

BEST CHILD FILM

Your youngster may be a ' star
""

—

here, at any rate, is an opportunity

to show what you can do in this

fascinating branch of picture-making.

Look for the l.A.C. boy at Olympia. He
will give full particulars of the Institute's

activities

Subject No. 3

£5 and a GOLD MEDAL for the

BEST ANIMAL PICTURE
Some first-class films have, we loiow,

been made of animals by amateurs, and
we are anxious to see them. If you
specialise in this popular and interest-

ing tj-pe of picture, here is your chance
to compare your work with that of

others.

Subject No. 4

£10 and a GOLD MEDAL for the

BEST FILM TAKEN INOLYMPIA
during the Ideal Home Exhibition

We know that this is a difficult

subject—we also know that there are

])lenty of amateurs capable of turning

out a first-class 'picture under these

conditions ! We_await the result with
great interest.
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INTERIOR SETS IN THE
GARDEN

By ORLTON WEST
A Helpful Article Sho'wing Ho^v Expense ^

in Amateur Films can be Kept to a

Minimum

CENE apparatus has cheapened, but
Lnterioi' settings still remain an

expensive item on amateur production
bills. Hiaih-powered electric lights and
a room full of properties are the two
most costly obstacles to indoor shoot-

ing.

With a little ingenuity they may be
overcome.

Since summer light, especially on
quite cloudy or qmte clear days, is

more lujiform than the best artificial

light, and quite free, the best place to

shoot "interiors" is in yotu? back
garden.

NaturaUstic or detailed settings are
as expensive as they are unnecessary.

Much money may be saved by con-
centrating upon scenes in wliich the
camera is close, or moderately close to

the object. Such Close and >Iid shots
look best on small screens which do
not reveal detail to advantage. They
also have a dramatic value which
commercial film producers have never
missed.

Only a few standardised "flats"
are required for such settings which
are built without a ceiUng. A window
and door may be obtained ready made
from a wood yard, or second-hand
from a housebreaker's. Wire netting
makes an effective, but not necessary
substitute for glass. A few flats to

This will fit the

Kodak title

frame and can

be used for

Pathe and
Victor

represent sections of wall may he
oasOy made.

Wallpaper, with a contrasty pattern
which will photograph well, is pasted
over sheet.s of millboard secured to a
wooden frame. That is supported by
hinged struts. Additional wire or rope
struts may be necessary on windy
days, but it is better to stand the flats

against a fence if possible.
By combining these standard com-

ponents with a few others, many parts
of a house may be represented without
difficulty.

The essential of a bedroom set, for

example, is a bed. It may be an
actual light one borrowed from the
house, or, if only part of it is to be
shown, a faked one made with the up-
right head of a bed and pfllow and
.sheets arranged upon a board across a
chair will do. Door, window, chair, or
small table may be arranged as desired.

f:^ V^ r*\

Cut this out and slip it in the Bell-Howell, Ensign or Cinecraft title frame

A dressing gown hung from a hook
behind the door would be effective.

A section of a bookcase and a
calendar and pipe rack on the wall

are sufficient to indicate a study or

sitting room. Addition of an easy

chair and a few wall pictures would
improve the latter.

An attic may be represented with
two or three flats. Our old friend

window will be present, of course,

partly concealed to make it appear
smaller, and with the addition of a
(brown paper) crack. Furniture

—

from the loft. The older the better.

A rickety table and a broken chair and
bedstead will provide first-class atmo-
sphere.

The structure of a set will often be
determined by the action which is to

take place upon it. If, for example,
that concerns a quarrel between a
husband and wife in a bedroom, close-

ups will be suitable, and only the

simplest backgroimd, including a flash

of the bed, need be shown.
But if it concsrns a burglary, a

window will have to be shown, and the

thief will need something more solid

than a flat to climb through.
That brings us to the next possibility

—the use of simple interior settings as

they stand. With the f/3.5 or wider
aperture lenses now fitted to cameras,

interiors may be successfully shot

near windows. The above scene thus

presents no difSculties.

Friends of mine have secured, well-

lighted scenes in a bedroom with a
large window. Long shot interiors by
daylight are not usually brilliant

enough.
Retiuning to our garden

'

' interiors.
'

'

Their appearance may be varied

without moving a single property. By
changing the position of the camera
for example. A room seen from near

the ceiling looks entirely different

from the same room seen from the

floor. Wide variations of angle are

possible even with close-ups. Shots

may be taken through a door or

window ; looking either into or out

of the room.

{Continued on page 414)
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MORE HOW
THE GENTLE ART
OF CINE FAKING

Some remarkable " Behind-the-Scenes "

shots of the popular film " Cavalcade

"

and interesting pictures from a British

production

A studio set showing a greenhouse and garden, illuminated
to give a night or moonlight effect. Notice the placing of

the lights. Compare this with the picture at the bottom
right, which shows the same scene illuminated for day effects.

Above : Building Nelson's Column at Hollywood for the

famous Fox film " Cavalcade." The column was taken up a

considerable height—well out of the picture if taken at this

angle. Compare this with the photograph on the next page.

Above : Another " Cavalcade " shot, purporting
to show a wayside station in France. In order
that the lighting might be kept soft and natural,
as compared with the hard brilliant Californian
lighting, shades were erected as shown.

On right : A picture to be compared with the
first on this page. Gene Gerrard and Olive Bordon
in the B. & D. film " Leave it to PSMITH."
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ir$ DONE/
FURTHER ADDITIONS TO
THE ''HOME MOVIES''

SERIES
Previous issues of " Home Movies

"

have concained a number of explanatory
pictures of this type. These further

examples are published in response to

a widespread demand

Victoria Station from " Cavalcade " reproduced in Hollywood.
The further end of the studio had to be taken out to allow these

dummy trains to be rolled in

Fog scenes are made by filling the air with a spray of atomised oil

which hangs about long enough for the pictures to be taken

Above: A further "Cavalcade" scene showing
how the powerful artificial lights are arrayed
above the set out of sight of the cameras so
as to produce the right effect of a night scene

On the left : The completed Nelson's Column
was a masterpiece at cine faking. Notice how
the surface of the plaster has been sprayed to

give an exact photographic representation of

bronze
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OUR MONTHLY
PRIZE COMPETITION

THIS MONTH'S WINNERS

READERS of HojiE Movies are a

particularly ingenious collec-

tion of people to judge by the
large number of excellent entries re-

ceived for this month's competition.
The judging lias again }xen a har<l

task, and again a higher level than
ever before has been reached in in-

genuity.

Mr. Alan D. Foster's exceedingly
clever idea for a tripod substitute will,

we think, prove one of the most
popular hints yet pviblished and will

be foiuid immediately applicable to

all sizes and makes of camera . 9.5-mm.
"users who make their own titles—and
the numljer is increasing—will

welcome Mr. Henshaw's suggestion

lor simplifyrng both the taking and
the processing ; while Mr. Stejihen

Walde gives some very practical infor-

mation on the manufacture of 400 feet

storage reels from 50 and 100 foot

reels on which the film is returned
from the processing stations.

Winning competitors will receive

their awards within a fortnight of

publication of this issue. Meanwhile
we are repeatmg our offer to readers,

and next month three half-g-iiineas

will again be awarded for the best

hints and tips (preferably of a con-
structional nature) sent in. The
descriptions need only be brief, pro-

videfl they are clear, and the prac-

tical usefulness of the hints and tips

will largely influence our decision.

If there is something you wish to

illustrate with a diagram, a simple

pencil drawing will do, as our own
artists will prepare the necessary
finished drawing for reproduction.
Remember, a brief description, even
withoxit illustrations, of a really useful

gadget, trick or method, is more
likely to win a prize than a long-

drawn-out description of something
which is difficult to make.

Entries for the IMay competition
should reach us not later than
April 10. The Editor's decision will be
final.

A Substitute for a Tripod

Every good " cinemonger " knows
that a tiipod is absolutely necessary
for rock steady pictures, but at times
the most portable of tripods can be
cmnbersome.

Quite by accident I discovered the

sound principles of this very simple

substitute. The material required is

an 8 or 9 foot length of strong whip-
cord and a small piece of wood. On
one end of the coril make a loop about
18 inches in circiunference and tie

tight.

Now cut the i^iece of wood to the
dimensions 1 inch by 2i inches by

J inch thick and drill two holes

sufTioient to permit the cord to pass

through comfortably (see sketch).
Now pa.ss the free end of the cord
through both of these holes and tie a
knot to prevent it running out.

If you now pull the cord further out
of the piece of wood, the familiar
tent guy -rope principle of tightening
a rope is formed.

Pass the first loop you made over
your foot and rest under your instep,

and the adjustable loop pass over the
top of the camera and slide the piece
of wood up or flown until the view-

LflMERft \

Loop

A Substitute for a Tripod

finder is level with yoiir eye, when the
cord is taut between your foot and the
camera

.

If this cord is kept fairly tight by
uplift of the camera, a remarkable
<legree of steadiness can be main-
tained, and such shots as "pans"
and "tilts" can be executed in a
IjeautifuUy smooth manner. I have
used tliis simple contrivance on a
Pathe hand-turned camera with very
gratifv-ing results.-

—

At.AN D. Foster,
48, Rosebery Avenue, Waterloo,
Liverpool.

Simpler Titling

I have fovmd the following

method most useful in taking and
processing my ovm titles (9.5-mm.).

Make ready the apparatus for
filming the title, also for processing,
in the darkroom. Take the loaded
charger and caniera into the dark-
room and disconnect the end of the
film from the take-up of the charger,
close same, lea\'ing the end of fihn
loose. Now cut oft a sufficient length
of film according to the length of your
title, have the gate of the camera
ready opened before you and insert
the film with, say, two frames having
passed the feed claws ; close the gate
and camera and you are now ready to
" shoot " the title. It will be noticed
that the length of fihn is loose above
the gate and after taking the title your
film has passed through the gate and
is in the lower portion of the camera.
Your film is now ready for processing
and in these small lengths not difficult

to handle. I u.se the ordinary porce-
lain postcard size dishes and to
facilitate handling (although this is

hardly necessary until you are getting
towards the end of yoiir film) I fast-en

both ends together with a midget
paper fastener through the last

sprocket hole. This prevents the
film from curling.—J. W. Renshaw,
34, Totland Grove, Newton Park,
Chester.

Home-Made Storage Reels

I have often noticed, when looking
through my film collection

(16-mm.), the pointless waste of

expensive shop-made reels used simply
for storage purposes. I also have
large quantities of enipty camera
50 feet spools, so I decided to try and
convert them into 400 feet reels by
fixing on larger sides.

Bolex camera spools are made on
wooden cores which can easily be
fitted with larger discs, cut from suit-

able cardboard, by small screws or
brads. But other cores, such as those
from Kodak spools, are fixed to the
outside flange by metal lugs, which
can be carefully bent back allowing
the core to drop away easily from the
flange.

To these metal cores either card-
board or medium gauge zinc (tin

should be avoided as it rusts) sides

can be fitted, the lugs being once
again bent dow^l to secure them.
The Ensign pattern of reel is the

best for this purpose as it is very
simple to cut, while in place of the
maker's name holes should be cut to

allow moisture to the film.

Care must be taken when cutting

slits for the lugs to see that the sht

in the core coincides with an opening
in the side of tho reel, in order to

simplify threading.
All rouglmess on the cardboard

should be smoothed by fine glass-

paper while those on the zinc should
be filed.

These simple reels can be used for

film storage, the film being wound
on to an ordinary reel for projection ;

but in actual fact they are quite satis

-

factorj' for projection or editing.

—

Stephen S. Wai.de, The School

House, Chigwell, Essex.
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PRODUCINC A FILM
IX. DOES TECHNIQUE MATTER?

No N-T E C H N I f A L
critics have some-
times accused me of

t«king too much account
of Tedmiciue and too little

account of Inspiration. I

will admit that occasionally

one sees a picture where the

inspiration of perhaps the

author or the director, to-

gether with the obvious

sinceritj- of their inter-

preters, are such dominant
quahties of a production
that they transcend its

t-eclmieal deficiencies
(though sincerity should
not be too obvious, else it

becomes an affectation).

But in all such cases

technical efficiency" would
have enlianced those trans-

cending qualities. Techni-
que has been evolved from
audience reaction ; it has
arisen from a desire to

make a scene clearer or

more dramatic ; from an
ambition to make a char-

acter more beautiful, more
sinister or more interesting;

from an effort to make a
secjuence reveal just what it

should and flow smoothly
;

in short, from an endea-
voiu- to make a whole film more
effective.

" Matching "

To have two or three bad matches
in a film of six reels maj- not be
desirable, but it is not likely to be
noticed bj- the majority of an audience.

It should be too interested in the fihn

to notice such defects. But multiply

these cases of bad matching and the
defects become an irritation ; as each
one appears its effect is cumulative.

MTien one speaks of
'

' matching '

'

one usually refers to the position of

the artists at the jimction of two
sections of fihn which should coincide

or match, but there are other types of

matching. Continuity of mood and
continuity of pace should be watched
carefully. In a certain scene you may
have a character giving a violent dis-

play of tenaper ; in the next scene you
may have three or four takes to choose
from m which the violence of his

temper varies ; so you will have to

bear in mind the degree of violence in

selecting your best take. In another

scene you may have a character hurry-
ing from a room, followed by scenes of

his crossing a hall, coming out of a

front door and going down some steps

in an exterior. You must watch the
continuity of pace in all these scenes—particularly at the junction of the

shots.

There is another type of "match-

Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette Macdonald in " One Hour witji

You " (Paramount)

THE FINAL ARTICLE
OF THE IMPORTANT
SERIES WRITTEN EX-
CLUSIVELY FOR "HOME

MOVIES"
By

ADRIAN
BRUNEL

ing
'

' that must be studied and that
is in the lighting of your scenes.
Obviously you should not have a
close-shot of a character in a half-

light with a darkened background if

the previous long shot showed him
well lit with a bright background. Such
technical errors as this are less notice-
able than other forms of bad match-
ing and can be remedied in the
printing. When the negative of a
film is matched up with the cutting
copy, the laboratory always passes on
the negative to an expert who
"grades" the film for the printer,
so thai the position of the fight in the
printing machine is automatically
adjusted to equalise the density of the
sections of fikn in a sequence.

" Editor's Continuity "

Many directors—principally those

who have not served an
apprenticeship in the out-

ting room—are careless over
their continuity ; such little

iletails as matching seem to

be beneath their notice ; or
if diificulties confront them
oi' mistakes are pointed out,

they will airily dismiss them
with "We'll smooth that

out in the cutting room."
In such cases the Editor is

sometimes presented with
problems that will tax his

skill and ingenuity to the
full. But an experienced
Editor can overcome most
difficulties and can, by
means of tricks in cutting,

force a smoothness and
continuity into a sequence
that is shot in a series of

jumpy bad matched shots.

For instance, he has a

close-up of a girl looking in

the wrong direction. The
director may have shot

it
'

' geographically '

' and it

seemed all right at the

time, but when joined into

the film in continuity it

looks as if the girl had
suddenly turned round, in-

stead of the camera—which
was the real culprit. This

is generally easy to remedy, pro-

viding the background is not

going to trip you up. All you
need do is to insert the close-up the
" wrong " way rovuid—^but be careful

your join sticks ! This seems so

obvious that I would have hesitated

to suggest it were it not for a recent

experience I had with a skilful Editor

who has worked on a dozen big

pictures. He was showing
,
me a

picture that had been taken by a
director who had been imported from
the stage and complaining bitterly of

this man's shocking technique. '

' Look
at those close-ups—all looking the

wrong way !
" he exclaimed in disgust.

"Why can't you insert them the

other way round ? " I asked inno-

cently, believing he must have some
reason for not doing so.

The Editor looked at me in amaze-

ment. "My word! \^'hat a brilliant

idea ! I never thought of it."

So perhaps some of you may not
have thought of this also.

This reversing of a scene may some-

times be used to avoid the impression

of too constant repetition of a shot.

Directors and Editors are often in-

clined to indulge in little flights of

impressionistic montage with such
thmgs as revolving wheels, pistons,

puffing funnels and whizzing scenerj'.

If you must do this sort of thing,

try not to repeat the same scene

—

or rather, the same thing at the same
angle. If you have got nearly enough
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material to make a little sequence of this kiiiil. Imt

not quite enough, try reversing some of the shots and
see if you can flotlge visual monotone' this way.
Alternatively, it may be possible to shoot a few-

extra scenes which will match sufficiently in c|uick

cross-cutting. (I admit that an Editor may sometimes
have to commit this sin of repetition in order pui--

posely to slow down a sequence, but he must be the
jiidge as to wliether the lepeateil scene is interesting

and as to whether it avoids the impression of repeti-

tion. It is usually in close-ups of ])eople and not
pistons that this is possible.)

Another editorial trick for avoiding repetition and
sometimes enhancing an effect, is to siipir-impose one
shot or more over anotlier. Accurately speaking.
stiper-imposhu/ is done in the camera and on the
negative, so that when the Editor has to resort to this

effect after shooting, it should be called '"over-
])rinting."" I need not go into technical details as to
how this is done in the printing machine : it is obvious
that in each case the printer must print two or three
strips of negative on to one strip of positive, but
the Editor should mark the negative clearly and give
precise instnictions as to which shot he wants dominating
(if any) and just where he wants one or more of the
over-printed scenes to appear. Usually these instructions
are simple enough, though they may involve much com-
plicated working out. However, when once the Editor
has got a jiruit to his

satisfaction, I would ad-

vise him to have a dupe
negative made of it before

the section of film becomes
too scratched for (hiping.

The Use of " Stock
shots "

A point to remember is

that this over-])rinting

neefl not necessarily be of

material which has been
.s]>eeially shot for the

picture being edited.
"" Stock shots " scenes

borrowed from y o u r

library or from the libra-

ries of other cutting-rooms
can often be introduced
with effect. To give a few
coinmon examples, think of

the number of occasions

you have seen war scenes,

ball-room scenes and sea

scenes in films, scenes

which were, you'will discover on scrutiny, never actually

pirtoftho.se films—they were just "atmosphere"' shots,

grafted on to the film by means of dissolves or over-printing.

The three specimen titles on this

of Studio Film Laboratories

rn^fy EXPEDITIONS

TnERE

^, B/ICK
U Uisd io ^^,,^

\.GYi»TanA ^
Titc Holy L/iivo.

An Editor should endeavour to V)uild up a library

of useful shots—cut-outs from past productions which
he or his predecessor has worked on or dupes froiu

other libraries. Shots from travel films are invaluable—

t

once made practically the whole of one little film with
cut-outsfromtravelpictures ("'Crossing the (ireat Sagrada"')

and ha\e many a time
produce! I most convincing
effects by' cross-cutting

my origiual material with
travel scenes. To give a

recent example, a shoit
time ago I photogra])hed
a pseu<lo-Oriental scene of

a woman dancing in an
exterior somewhere near
Aldershot : I had not the
time or the mone\' to

Iniild any a])pro])riate

sets or to introduce a

crowd suitably dressed.

so that when I came to

assemlile my film 1 natur-
ally did not find the scene
too convincing. I therefore

picked out from my little

library some old shots I

hail taken in Morocco and
.Algeria of Arab musicians
and then, with some close

lips of Oriental instru-

ments which I then took
various sections taken in

and ^Morocco anil had a

"^^ARNER BROS^ICTURES LTD.

fLORENCE Desmond

DODO WATTS^filCMAfiD BIfiD

WAIWER. BROS vg^IRST NATIONAL
f ROD u c r r o N s l to.

page are reproduced by permission
and the owners of the films

Lontlon. I cross-cut the
Aldershot, Algeria, London
most realistic Oriental sequence I

Post-Production Close-Ups
Xot only can an Editor improve the reality of a

scene with extra shots which he has himself taken,
but he can often improve the continuity and the
matching in a sequence by inserting specially taken
close-ups. One of the earliest editorial tricks was to
take close-ups of cats or dogs or any other animal
which may have l^een in the scene and insert them
at any awkward points ! Strangely enough this crude
and obvious device was often (juite effecti\e—possibh'

because the cats and the ilogs were more amusing
than the artists. While I do not advocate this as

a serious contribution to the art of the cinema. 1 believe

that there are occasions when it can still usefidly and
inoffensively be employed. 1 remember in one of Rex
Ingrams productions the Editor had in.serted clo.se-ups

of a parrot and a bowl of gold-fish with such effect

that the ""symbolism "" was etdogiseil by .several

critics !

Another example of post-proiluction close-up which
an Editor can take and make good use of is that
of hands or feet or inanimate objects. There are
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Some arrived

by air

—

by sea

A simple example of the effectiveness of

careful type-setting

(Irainvitic [lossibilities in a close-up

of a hauil poised over a telegrapli-

inscliiiie waiting to tap out a message,
or in a close-up of a hand fingering

the trigger of a revolvei' : antl con-
stantly the smoothness of continuity
can be helped by the inseition of a

close-up of a clock—another very old
trick, admittedly, but one which can
be made amusing as well as useful

(c.f. the clocks in Lubitsch's film
' Monte Carlo ").

Saving a Film
Sometimes it is possible for the

Editor to get hold of an artist and
pull a sequence together by taking a

few extra close-ups against indefinite

backgrounds. I was once able to save
a fibn in this way. In the picture
there was an actor who was so hope-
less as an artist that he ruined the big
dramatic scene of the film. I tried to
get hold of two or three of the other
artists in order to take some extra
clo.se-ups of them so that I might
retluce the amount of material with
this heartbreaking man, but unfor-
tunately only he was available. I
realised that he could never be worse
tlian he was. in the picture and I

hoped that I might get him, in close-

ups, to be a little better, for he was
good looking and had what is called an
expressive face—^^vhich in his case
meant that he looked as if he were
expressing something, though it was
difficult to guess what. However, it

was such an indefinite emotion that
when presented at various angles and
in varying degrees of closeness it

cro.ss-cut with the existing close-ups
of the other artists so splendidh-
that the man appeared as if he were
giving a very fine and restrained per-
formance. I was often \ isibly moved
Tvhen viewing the scene, and, as a
matter of fact, he stole most of the

A very free Soul.

And here-.

a Great Face.

An example of type-setting and use of

italics

Press notice.s for his "dignified j)or-

formance "
! As a result be was in

more or less constant employment
for three years after, until he was
giadually found out by everyone.

1 lemember the fury of a certain
well-known actor who once visited
me «hile 1 was cutting a film. I was
liu.sy '"doctoring" the rather un-
convincing performance of another
actor who played in the same jiictiue

with my visitor and showetl him how
we wcie getting on. At the end of

tlie first reel the lights went up and
my friend burst forth into a violent
tirade against fihns as an art. "" It"s

positively dishonest the way you
juggle with your bits of celluloid and
make this fellow appear to act ! And
you call all this messing about, all

these tricks and subterfuges, an art !

"

T do. Editing is a very large part
of the art of making pictures. Infinite

skill is necessary, an amount of
ingenuity and a very considerable
degree of creative ability. Putting in
close-ups of dogs and cats, reversing
shots, overpi'inting scenes—all these
tricks of editing tlo not make it an
art, but the manner in which thev

A special hand-inscribed main-title, the card

for which being photographed and stuck

on to a bottle like a label, and then
photographed on the cine-neg, showing a

portion of the bottle

are appUed can do so. If anyone
doubts the creative possibihties of

film editing, 1 would urge him to read
and re-read 'Pudovkin On Film
Technique." This is probably the
greatest technical book on the subject,

and Pudovkin owes much to Ivor
Montagu for his brilliant and lucid

translation — adaptation, I would
rather call it. (" Ivor Montagu," says

Percy Harris, "has here played Fitz-

Gerald to Pudovkin's Omar.")

Patience the Keynote of Editing

I have stressed the importance of

working patiently and carefully. An
exjjerienced Editor may be very sure
of himself, but he should not be too
sure of hinxself. A safe, quick Editor
is an asset to commercial companies
who have to maintain a steady outpvit

of product, but given two editors of

ecjual competence, experience and in-

genuity, I would always back the
man who is allowed more than what
is usualljr considered enough time to

do his job.

Many times have I argued in the
cutting room over two opposing
methods of cutting a seqvience. "We
have massed our theories and our

Progress was

made towards

PEACE

A mixed type title : the emphasised word
PEACE is hand-inscribed, the rest being

printed

argiunents on each side, but the iinid

conclusion as to which was the better
method was not decideil by theori.sing

anri argument but by seeing the two
methods on the screen. Editing,
therefore, is very much a mattei of

"trial and error"; you should ever
be testing and experimenting. Never
be in a hurry, never be hasty, proceed
patiently and circumspectly ; think
back, think forward, and then decide,

Sound Cutting

It is fashionable to assume that
with the coming of sound the art of

editing has dLsappeared. There is

more and more a tendency to refer to
' cutting " instead of " editing." But
this is wrong. For years many of us
have preached that the basis of film-

craft was Editing ; we may have had
to exaggerate, but eventually we won
—or at least, we were winning at the
time that talkies were introduced.

Then, as if it were a game of party
politics, the old school got on top
again and declared, "Yes, editing was
the supreme art in silent days, but
now there is no longer that elasticity ;

editing has become relegated to the
mere hack technician's province."

I will admit that in sound pictures

we have not yet reached that mani-
pulative skill we knew in the days of

silent pictures. Not yet. But these

are early days and already' the skill of

the Sound Editor has improved almost
out of recognition. Fresh tricks and
devices are continually bemg evolved,

and already I see signs of tlie Editor
once more regaining his position of

ascendency in films.

I fail to see any difference in sound
and silent editing, so far as the basi-s

of its techncpue and the qualities

Esta bien. cinco mil ahora y el resto

cuando se case.

Arrangement of type so that the title may
be superimposed at the bottom of a picture

{Continued on page 406)
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HEWANTEDTO$EEIT!
By *< COMMERCIAL*'

1WAS trying to sell him a tractor

for some experimental farm work.
It was a large affair, weighing several

tons, but most efficient. And here we
were in an office at the top of one of

those great buildings in London and
he wanted to see the thing.

So I showed it to him. I took him
round the machine, pointing out the
various parts of it, the powerful motor,
the sn gle hole oiling system, the
patent slung seat for the driver and
the easy control. Then I showed him
the machine at work on hea\'y land,

and how it pulled the multiple plough
and did the work of several horses, and
all the other jobs that tractor could

perform.

" A Grand Machine "

Then when I turned the light up he
said :

" I say, that's a grand machine."
He meant the little portable 16-mm.
projector on which I had shown liim

the picture of the tractor. For several

moments he enthused about it, then
himself returned to the subject of the
tractor—and I came out of that office

^vith the order in my pocket.

And the beauty of it was that I had
taken those moving pictiu-es myself.

You see, it was like this. For quite a
long while I had been going around on
this job of selling tractors, and with a
fair degree of success, but the thing

seemed flat to me and at times I lost

orders which I felt should not have
been missed. Of course I produced
the usual set of statistics regarding the
performances of the machine, and the

copies of letters which we had received

from other users, and the excellent

catalogue produced by my firm and
full of excellent photographs. But
still something seemed missing.

The Value of Demonstration

Then one day I noticed how much
higher a percentage of sales had
resulted after actual demonstrations,
after the machine had spoken for

itself, in fact. So I said to myself :

"Here's the secret. And if I cannot
bring the buyer into the fields to see

these demonstrations, then I must
take the fields and the demonstrations
to him."

So I persuaded my firm to obtain a
16-nim. camera and I went out and
took my own pictures. It was easy.

And better than all I found that,

being a salesman, I knew the nice

juicy selling points to pick out of that

machine and to put on to celluloid,

and in doing so I found also the great

secret of the salesman's film—close-ups.

That film has been so successful we
are going to film everything we
produce.

Of course some jieople wiU say that
that is all very well with heavy stuff

like ours, but I can see that this

system has equal advantages with
smaller things. Imagine a man trying

to sell, for instance, fancy goods or

glass bottles to a prospect. He takes

them out, one by one, from his sample
case—if he is allowed to—and spreads

them round the desk or bench, often

with the addition of an ever-growing

pile of wrapping paper, and there,

perhaps in the mundane surroundings

of a stock room, the prospective buyer
has to judge them. How much better

to present them to him on a small

screen, showing the articles carefully

lit and photographed with suitable

backgrounds which will bring out al 1

their beauty and selling possibilities,

perhaps, in the case of the bottles,

also showing examples with various

kinds of labels on them and rapidly

work faster, better, and with apparent-
ly less fatigue than the others. So
we are turning old man camera on to
finding out the reason why. At first

there was a httle difficulty with lights,

but we found that with four of the
500-watt incandescent lamps designed
for the amateur and panchromatic film

we were even able to take high-speed
pictures which give a semi-slow-
motion effect on the screen. And we
are finding things out. The men used
to chaff a bit, but now they have
discovered that we can teach them a
thing or two by showing them their

mistakes in movement, and that as a
result they are earning more on piece

work, we get all sorts of requests to

try the camera on different operations.

At any rate, our outjiut has already
gone up a few per cent.

It seems to me that this small-sized

film has opened up the cinema world
to us business people and given us a

new and powerful aid. It is not so
much the fact that it is so much
cheaper than the big sized stuff

The Kodak Portable and self-contained projector for commercial use. It shows clear

pictures In broad daylight on the end of the case, which forms a translucent screen

changing from picture to pictiue.

Little details as to price can be put
in in title form, or by rheans of

appropriate tickets in the photographs
themselves, while a carefully thought

out sales talk can run through the film

in title form. Is not an attractive

form of presentation of this kind more
likely to create that buying feeling ?

A Compact Outfit

And the modern 16-mm. projector

designed for industrial purposes, com-
plete with its tiny screen, resistance

and the whole outfit, and with a film

sufficient to last for 15 minutes, will

not weigh much more than ten pounds.

That compares favourably with some
sample cases. And even if you carry

the samples as well, the extra trouble

is worth it if you are going to make
the sales.

We are also trying another way of

using our cine camera. In a factory

job there are always a number of

pieces of repetition work, and so there

is in our job. We have noticed that

some of the men on a particular task

although that is a great advantage.
But the whole of the apparatus
connected with it has been designed

for the amateur and, bar one or two
small points that one has to get hold

of, it seems almost easier to work one
of these little motor-driven cameras
than it does to take a snapshot. It

isn't even necessary to focus on some
of them.
And the stuff is safe. So you can

still give the client a smoke while you
show him the "goods."

AMATEUR FILMS FOR
LOAN

J

Mr. Sawrey-Cookson, of High Croft,

Winchester, is making a series of

films of old villages, etc. He intends

to take one a month and has already-

one of a little village near Winchester
which he will be pleased to lend or

exchange. Each film will be about
100 feet of 9.5-mm. stock, and Mr.
Sawrey-Cookson will be pleased to-

hear from anv interested readers.
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THE A.B«€« OF
HOME TALKIES

By BERNARD BRO^VN (B.Sc, Eng.)
Author of " 'Talking Pictures," etc.

EDITOR'S NOTE : This is the SIXTH of the series of articles of

great value to all amateurs experimenting with home talkie

apparatus. The first article appeared in our November issue

HAVING now dealt with the
general outline of sound -on

-

disc projection, we must turn
to tlie more modern method of

soimd-on-film. In the first article of

this series we gave a few notes on the
subject which must now be amplified
in more ways than one. Sound-on-
film as a method of recording and
reproduction is so new that for the
sake of clearness we must deal in some
detail first with the systems of record-
ing, even though unfortunately at the
present moment this affords little

scope for the amateur.
Straight away we may make the

statement that in the future almost
certainly all talking pictures for the
home will adopt the method of sound-
on-film. Just at present the apparatus
for projection is more expensive than
that for sound-on-disc, and recording
apparatus is only just reaching the
market stage. Nevertheless, the
method itself possesses inherent
advantages over the older gramophone
system.
In professional talking picture work

.sound-on-film has almost completely
ousted sound-on-disc. It is easier to
record, the apparatus is more portable,
editing and general studio clipping
becomes far easier, and finally the
projection apparatus is easier to
operate, there being no possibility of

loss of synchronism. After all we
have said about sound-on-disc the
preceding sentence may appear some-
what devastating, but it must be
remembered we are speaking of the
desirable, whicli in the future always
becomes established even though in
the present it may not be economically
possible.

Two Types of Sound Track
There are, roughly spealdng, two

types of sound-track at present in
use, both of which are shown in Fig. 27.

Incidentally it may be remarked that
those in the figure are taken from full-

sized films for the purpose of clear-

ness, but this makes no difference

whatsoever to their general pro-
•portions.

At A we have the variable width
system and at B the variable density.
Now while both types of sound-track
will usually reproduce from the same
projector, they are recorded by
entirely different apparatus. We
believe that most of the sub-standard
sound film prodviced up to the present

has been of the variable width type,
although the variable density would
serve equally well.

\Miile it is fairly easy to vmderstand
the recording of sound by the variable
width system, it is not immediately
apparent how this is possible by the
other and variable density method.
As we pointed out previously, the

i
r-- -

-
—

e
A B

Variable widtli Variable density

Fig, 27. Types of sound track

pitch of the soiuid is given by the
number of peaks on the sound-track
per second's run of film. It is pos-

sible, therefore, to determine the

pitch or frequency of any note by a
microscopic measurement on the film

itself.

The loudness of the sound at any
particular part i^ given by the ratio

of dark to light.

With the variable density system
differences in loudness are recorded by
differences in density of the sound-
track, while pitch or frequency appeai-s

as the number of dark to light varia-
tions per second's run of film. To
imderstand this proper emphasis
must be placed upon the words
"difference." Sometimes, especially
in the earlj^ days, one came across
sound-traclcs by this method which
were scarcely visible to the naked
eye when held before a lamp. One
felt that very little sound would come
from production of this type, but fre-

quently the reverse was true. Again,
sometimes a sound-track appearing
heavj' was almost devoid of sound :

it is the differences which count. In
the other system the actual degree of

blackness, as we might call it, of the
sound-track is of no importance what-
soever.

It may well be asked. "What are
the respective merits of the two
systems ? " This is rather a difficult

c|uestion to answer without making
reference to company names and the
patent situation. It may, however, be
stated that both systems, when pro-

perly applied, give perfectly satisfac-

tory results, as one can hear any day
in cinemas where they are shown on
the same projection apparatus. The
variable width system is perhaps
easier to handle during the processing
of the flbn, while the variable density
system lends itself to recording by
more portable apparatus.

Recording Methods
It will help us in getting a fixed

idea of sound-on-fUm recording to
examine pictorial layouts of the
apparatus. As we mentioned before.

iM/C/?OPHONE

CofJOEA/sa/?

Fig. 28. Diagram of a sound-on-fiim recording lay-out
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\ariable width lefOMliiig nearly
always takes place by what is known
as the oscillograph, an outline of

which was shown in Fig. 7 of the
November issue of Home Movies.
Expressed perha]5s in a more easily

understandable form it is shown in

Fig. 28. To the right of the diagram
we see the unexpose<l film running past
a slit. It must be appreciated that
this slit, although naturally exag-
gerated in the figure, exposes only a
small jjart of the width of the film.

i.e., that corresponding with tlie

soimd track itself.

Looking now to the left side of the
figure we have an electric lamp which
by means of a condenser throws a
fine beam of light on a mirror sus-

pended in the oscillograph proper.

This minor is actually suspended on
two thin wiles after the style of the
mirror galvanometer of our school

days. The mirror reflects the light

through a lens (or rather a .series of

lenses) which concentrate it upon the
slit previously mentioned. The wires
from the oscillograph are coupletl up
to the microphone via the usual
amplifier. The action which takes
])lace is now easy to understand.
Speech pronounced before the micro-
phone is converted into a varying
;>Iectrieal pressure which impresses
itself upon the griil of the first valve

The Oscillograph

From the output of the amplifier the
magnified speech current pass through
the suspension wires of the oscillo-

graph, thus causing the mirror to

vibrate. The vibration of the latter

causes the thin beam of light thrown
upon tlie slit to move backwards and
forwards, thus causing the well known
form of variable width sound-track to

be produced. It looks very simple,

does it not '! And it is, in its essen-

tials, although the bald description
above by no means does justice to

the exr|uisite refinement of the
ajjparatus. So thit we do not entirely

lose perspective it must be stated that
the ividlh of the slit usually employed
is three thousandths of an inch, and
the thin light pencil emerging from
thLs is still further reduced before it

reaches the unexposed sound-track by
an objective lens to a ratio of one to
four. Thus the tip of the light pencil,

as we might call it, is round about
0.00075 inclies wide. If you recall

what we said about the point of the
trramophone needle being the limiting

factor of upper frec(uency rejiioduc-
tion you will now appreciate that the
scope of sounil-on-film is much
greater.

The illustrations shown in Fig. 29
are examples of the type of somid-track
produced by the apparatus just

described. One of them is "the
track " of a bicycle bell and the other
of a full orchestra. The inherent
differences between them will be
appreciated. Incidentally it is a curious
fact that the hmnan whistle is an
extraordinaiily piue note, especially

when viewed as a sovmd track
leproduction.

Glowlamp Recording

There are two principal methods of

i-ecording variable (lensity sound-
track, known respectively as the glow-
lamp method and the light valve
method. Both of these are used
extensively in professional work, and
the former will forever be associaterl

with the word " Movietone."
tf you look again at 15, Fig. 27,

yovi will see that the soimd -track can
be considered as a whole series of
bars. Fig. 30 shows jjictorially the
glowlamp as a means of recording
sound-on-film. Again we have the
negative fihn passing in front of a
slit, but in this case instead of throw-

f?/NGiNGBell 0/?cmestrr
Fig. 29. Variable width recording

ing the light on the slit via a inirror,

it pioceeds direct from a special type
of glowlamp which is placed relatively
close to the slit itself. The glowlamp
is connected to the outj^ut of an ampli-
fier through an output transformer and
energising high tension battery and
can thus be traced back to the
microphone.
Now let us consider what happens

to this particular apparatus when
sounds are pronounced before the
diaphragm of a microphone. As usual
we go through the amplifier and
emerge as mignified electrical varia-
tions in pressure. These impress
themselves on the very special element
of the glowlamp causing it to brighten
or become more dull. Now as the film
is running behind the slit tlie light
from the glowlamp tends to jiroduce
an image of that slit on the side of
the film. If the glowlamp wore
always burning at one intensity we
should get a plain white space which
we actually do when the microphone

" M/CROPHOf^a:

/ImPI. /r/EK

is idle. But .since the glowlamp i.'>

constantly varying and that at a
colossal nvimber of periods per .second
we get the effect of overlapping slit

images which are obviously a record
of the sound. If the loudness of a note
suddenly changes one can imagine a
glowlamp suddenly burning more
brightly, and thus tliere will be a great
difference in the densities of the bars,
or slit images. Then again if the note
is high, i.e., frequency is great, the
glowlamp is pulsing rapidly and more
slit images will be proiluced. This
description is perhaps a little crude,
but it is hoped it will give one the
grasp of glowlamj) recoriling which is

not always easy to appreciate at first.

The Aeo Lamp
When one examines this method one

feels that it is delightfully simple
and to a certain extent this is true
except for the lamp. These, often
known as "Aeo tubes," are the hieh-
water mark of lamp manufacture. It

is not within the scope of the present
series to go into details, but it ma,\- l)e

jjointed out that the lamp must be
capable of fluctuating in intensity at
a rate up to, say, eight thousand
cycles per second and must possess
no appreciable time lag. When you
.switch oft an ordinary incandescent
lamp its brilliance ilies away slowly .

From the point of view of lighting
this matters not at all. but it woid<l
be useless for sound lecording.
One of the great advantages of

glowlamp recording is that the sovind
recorder can be incorjjorated in the
camera itself. In fact, in the earlj-

days of talking pictures cameras were
converted fairly easily for talking
picture use. Now, of course, they
have been completely redesigned.

Light-Valve Recording
There is another method of record-

ing which produces a sin\ilar type of
sound-track to that disoissed in the
preceding section. Fig. 31 shows in

pictorial form the operation of the
light valve. It will be seen that the
sj'stem is in some ways similar to that
of the glowlamp, but here the varia-
tion in width, i.e., in pitch, is caused
by a light valve or shutter which
descends or ascends over the slit. It
may be a little difficult to appreciate
the similarity between the two
methods, but a little thought on tlie

(yfJ£XPOS£0 F/LM

Glowlmmp/
D-
Sur

Fig. 30
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action comtiineil vit!i the rumiing lilm

lieViiiiil the slit, will show this is true.

The lisiht valve is a very delicate little

]jiece of apparatus and not the chopiier-

like attair as our sketch mifrht indicate.

It Ls, of course, operateil through
amplifiers and microphone in the usual

manner.

Wires but no Mirror
Von will reniemhei- that in the case

of the oscil'oKrajih a mirror was sup-

ported on two wires which, duo to the

passage of the varying electiical cur-

rents, twisted it backwards and for-

wards after the stvle of the miiror

of electi'icitv will appreciate that if a

current passes through the loop the
two sides will tend to move. This
action would be extremely slight

without the addition of a magnet. It

is not easy to show this diagraTnatic-

ally and so must be taken as a fact

that the hair\)in wire loop operates in

a stionuf magnetic field. As the vary-
ing speech curicnts ]5ass through it, this

loop vilirates sideways as shown by the
small arrows, and thus our li2l;t valve
works. A little thought will show the
similarity of the real action shown in

the small illustration as compared witli

the moie pictorial view.

Fig. 31. Recording variable density by light-valve. On the left details of the
light-valve are given

galvanometer cavismg the light beam.
to vibrate in sympathy. 2S!ow m the
case of the light valve we again have
two wires, but no mirror. The smallei'

figure of Fig. 32 shows that we have
a sort of dmximy sht, the top and
bottom edge of which are formed by
a loop of wire. This latter is coiipled

up to the output of the amplifier.

Those acquainted with the principles

In ovir next article we shall con-
tinue om- discussion of sound-on-film
recording and start to deal with
projection apparatus.

PERMANENT BINDING CASES
FOR " HOME MOVIES"

Permanent binding cases are now being

prepared, and full particulars will be
announced in due course

A stroboscopic

disc for 33i

r.p.m. to replace

that given in our

February issue,

which unfor-

t u n a t e I y was

transposed with

another similar

disc

THE MERRY REEL
{Continuedfrom pnr/c 398)

It wasn't at all a bad film, thougli

it was clearly not nuite (irst-rate.

Rather ditlicidt, most of ns thoiigVit,

to put a finger on just what was
wrong.

" I am rathfjr inclined to think that
it is just a triflo under-exposed,'"
suggested Pottleson.

The warrior turned on him with a
siumy smile. " Over-exposed, you
mean, if anything," he said.

"No, no, under-exposed, sur'.^ly."

The General's smile showed signs of

fadinff out.
" But look at the lights and sharles."
" That's just what T ant looking at."

'Well, then, it's obviously over-
exposed !

" bellowed the Oeneral.

"Under-exposed !
" shouted Pottle-

son, retreating before his irate

op])onent.

'"Any fool could see that it was
over-exposed."

.A.t this moment Pottleson caught
his heel in the flex of a standard lamp.
Staggering backwarrls, he cannoned
off the Ciu-ate straight into the china
cabinet. Thrown off his balance, the
Curate trod lieavily on the Vicar's
pet corn, whilst the standard lamp,
after rocking wildly for a second,
crashefl on to the General's head.
He promptly seized it and flung it

throueh the window.
The Vicar hurled liimself upon the

General. The Curate seized the
Vicar's coat-tails in an endeavour to
sepai-ate them, but, liaving received
a sock on the jaw for his pains, joined
heartily m the fray. Somehow Pottle-
son was drawn into the human whirl-

pool. I made a hasty exit and
watched the subsef|uent proceedings
fromi outside through the window.
Luckily I had my cine-oamora with
me, and as the hght was good I was
able to secure some excellent rough-
house shots. The last part was
particularly good, for having upset
and smashed pretty w^eil everj'thing

else in the room, the struggling
quartet ended up on the chesterfield,

which subsided with a gorgeous crash
beneath them.

If anybody ever suggests another
sjjot of mutual self-help my film is

ready for the show !

A Useful Book
FROM the Institute of Amateiu-

Cinematographers, Ltd., we have
received the "" International Itin-

erary and Amateur Cinematographers'
Guide," which has just been issued by
the Institute to its Members. This
is a 36-page book packed with informa-
tion relating to those places where
cine films can and cannot be taken :

permits required and fees, if any :

particulars of the Customs regulations

at home and abroad, and a wealth of
information regarding places .suitable

for cinematograjDhy on the Continent
and in Egj'pt. No keen cinemato-
grapher can afJord to be without this

booklet, which is supplied to Members
only.
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IT
has long seemed to me, my
deah ^Iis. Motlierspoon-
Waterbiffle," said the Rev.

Percival Slopleigh (he pronounced it,

of course, in tlie correct fashion

Moon-Wiffle), "that a great deal of

mutua} help could be furnished by us
one to anothah were «e to hold from
taime to taime little informal meetings
at which each of us offahed a film for

critieisin by his fellow enthusiahsts."
"A perfectly glorions idea. Vicar,"

cooed Mrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle.
" I have often felt that one's own
.sweese were apt to become goons

—

that's to say, that one was only too

inclined to tui'n one's
"

" Swoons," prompted Pottleson,

trying to be helpful.

"Here, what are you all getting

tied up about," snapped Creneral Gore-
Battleby. "Dammit, what you are
trying to say is gahs into sweens."

"Permit me," bleated our Curate,

the Rev. Septimus Poffle, " Ci«ens

The Curate trod on the Vicar's pet corn

into swahs is, if I mistake not, what
you are endeavouring to say." He
flushed a tomato red and took no
further ]jart in the conversation.

"Geese !" bellowed the General after

some monaents of careful thought.
" Swans," cried Fiipper-sfield .

'

' Now
let's start again. I endor.se heartily

all that Mrs. Motherspoon-Waterbiffle
has said. Let us abandon, however,
these tongue-twisting natural history

metaphors and admit that we all

find it more than difficult to criticise

our own film efforts properly. Person-
ally, I rely to a great extent upon
the opinions of the younger members
of my family. As Shakespeare said

—er—er—er.
'

'

" I know the line you're after," I

cried. " ' 'Tis sharper than a serpent's

thanks to have a toothless child,' or

is it ' 'Tis serper than a childish thank
to have a sharpless tooth ' ?

"

The Rev. Percival Slopleigh waved
expressive hands. " liCt us," he said,

"lay aside metaphah and quotation
and come down to what are, I believe,

known as brass tacks. Our imanimous
feeling is that mutual criticism of our
work, whilst prompting a still friendliah

feeling amongst us, would be of the
greatest benefit to all. Let us meet at

the Vicarage next ^\'ednesday aftah-

noon. Each will bring with him or

with her one recently made reel and
we will unite in helpful brothahly and
sistahly conunent."

It was evident that we were in for

a thoroughly matey time. Everybody-

"That was me," she said majestically

positively oozed brotherly love and
helpfulness and goodwill.

In little groups or one by one we
mafle our way to the Vicarage on the
Wednesday. Everyone was carrying
his latest production and all, I know.
felt the secret assurance that however
much other people's reels mielit be
scarified by the critics his would
jirovoke nothing but pa-ans of delight

and praise.

We drew lots for the order of show-
ing, and Flippei-sfield came first. "A
little nature film," he announced, " of

the life of the flea."

"Must hav^e been a ticklish job
making it," I remarked, and was
promptly devastated by one of Mrs.
Motherspoon - ^^'aterbiffle's looks,

thoiigh [ couldn't help adding that I

hoped that it would come up to

scratch

.

" The life of a flea
"

It didn't seem to be mucli of a film

and unfavourable comments were soon

flying about.
" Backgromid's all wrong," snorted

the General.
"Production's rather poor," I

hazarded.
Some didn't hlce the subject, some

thought the titling was defective,

others criticised tlie light and shade

effects.

' It isn't the film," cried the
liarassed Flippersfield, " it's this rotten
])rojector."

The projector happened to be the
apple of the Vicar's eye and he did
not take this at all well.

"What, my beautiful Hell-Bowel,"
he roared, " I would have you
know

—

— "

What he would have had Flippers-

field know must ever remain a secret,

*'or the Vicar was bj- this time inco-

lierent with wrath and Flipjjersfield

tied from the room before the storm.
It was my turn next. I would show,

I explained, a simple little open air

fihn called "The Wind in the Trees."
The first bit went rather well. It

consisted of shots taken in the spring-

time woods on a windy day. You
could almost hear the wind swishing
through the bending trees. And
then after a title "My Lady Goes To
Gather Bluebells." the back view of a

feminine figure was seen walking

My lady goes to gather bluebells
"

away from the camera up a green ride.
" \^^^y mtroduce the fat lady from

the fair," queried the General.
"Waddles like a duck," laughed

Pottleson.
" Splay-footed,'" bleated the Giu-ate,

and if I may say so, you can—er—
ahnost hear her luiees knocking
together."

Pvu-ple in the face, Mrs. Mother-
spoon-Waterbiffle rose from her chair.

In dead silence she made a stately

progi'ess towards the door.

"That was me," she .said maje.stic-

ally, and the door closed behind her
with a slam.

"Tut, tut," said the Vicar. "I
feear that we are somehow not pre-

serving that frientlliest o£ friendly

atmospheres which is so essential to

success. Two most regrettable little

contretemps. Let us be moderate of

our criticism of othahs and good
tenipahed when such criticism falls

uijon ourselves. Remembah that we
are all trying to be helpful. Now,
deah General, we will have jour film .

I am shah that we have a hundred
tlelightful feet before us."

(Continued cm page 397)
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cially opened
closes at mid-

1933.

SPONSORED

INSTITUTE OF AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHERSK^
AN rNTERNATIONAL, NON-PROFIT MAKING- tNSTmjTION - - - FREE FROM ANT COMMERCIAL CONTROL WHATSOEVER

7, RED LION SQUARE, W.C.I
President :

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND, K.T.

(
rCLC SCLID SILVER
CHALLENGE TCCPMES
VALUED CVEK ICC GUINEAS

"Home Movies'

Challenge Trophy.

I.A.C. Scenario

Challenge Trophy.

British Photographic Manufacturers'

Association Challenge Trophy.

I.A.C. International

Challenge Trophy.

Equipment Prizes of over £200
KINDLY PRESENTED BY THE FOLLOWING

VICTOR 16 mm. Cine Camera, Model 3.

Complete through the kindness of Victor Animato-

graph Corp., U.S.A. Value 40 guineas.

J. H. DALLMEYER, LTD., London.
1 " f 1 '5 Dallmeyer Speed Lense. Value 10 guineas.

BRITISH TALKATOME, LTD.

Constructors Model Turntable. Value 10 guineas.

AMATEUR CINE SERVICE, Bromley.

Choice of cine goods. Value 10 guineas.

A. L. BAWTREE, Sutton.

Choice of cine goods. Value 5 guineas.

WHITE STAR LINE.

Free Holiday for the best cruising picture taken

on one of their Cruises. Value 25 guineas.

WALLACE HEATON, LTD. Book of 16 mm.
Cine Library. Coupons. Value £10

A. O. ROTH, Catford.

Choice of Camera. Value 1 guineas.

STEDMANS CINE LABORATORY, Leeds.

Free reversal processing for six months.

JOHN HIDDERLEY, Stockport.

Choice of cine goods. Value 5 guineas.

J. D. BROWN, Dundee. Choice of Cine Equipment. Value £10

Messrs. Lodex Service, Leeds. Messrs. J. T. Chapman, Ltd., Manchester. Messrs. Reynolds & Branson, Ltd., Leeds.

Messrs. Jonathan Fallowfield, Ltd., London. Messrs. Photographia, Golders Green. Etc., etc.

Details of these and many others to be announced later. Come and see the Prizes at our Stand at the

"DAILY MAIL" EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA, MARCH 29th -APRIL 29th.

TEN CLASSES

B.

C.

D.

E.

Best Silent Film of Holiday, Trip, Cruise or

Areoplane Flight.

Silent Film Play.

Silent Film best general interest.

The best abstract film.

The best family interest film.

F. The best scenario (any subject).

G. The colour film.

H The best automatically synchronised sound film.

I. For the best of the prize-winning entries open to

any member or affiliated society in the world.

J. Snapshotter Competition for the best set of still

photographs not exceeding twelve in number.

Officials, members of council and executive officers of the Institute are not eligible to compete.

m IF YOU WISH TO ENTER THIS CONTEST AND ARE NOT A MEMBER, MAIL COUPON TO DAY.

To the Hon. Get^eraI Secretary, INSTITUTE OF AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHERS, LTD., 7, Red Lion Square, London, W.C.I

"I herebv applv for Membership of "IttT-T-i •. t
^ *10 6

"I am instructed to apply for Affiliation to I

*^ ^'^"^'^ Institute, I enclose remittance value

being first jear's subscription. Send me the free badge /''buttonhole/*brooch/**stereo.

I. **Two Guineas

Name

.

Address -

* Strike out items not applicable.

It IS understood that this subscription makes me el gible to enter your National Movie-Making Contest.

JOIN THE l-A-C-MAKE THE PICTURE TELL THE STORY
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CINE-KODAK * 8'* ARRIVES
INCENIOUS NEW SYSTEM TESTED

ARE we to lia\e a battle of tlie

Standan's ? Will 8-mm. oust

9.5-mni. or vice versa '! A\'hicli-

ever happens we are sure that it will

be all to the good of the

inovenient for cheapening home
moviemaking !

In September last we pub-
lished the first jiarticulars of

the Cine-Kodak 8-mni. s.vsteni.

and in oin- article on jiage 2(14

of the November issue, un<ler

the title of "Is 8-nim.

Wanted ? " we discussed tlie

pros and cons of the new size.

Now Messrs. Kodak, Ltd..

have placed the new' .size

on the British market, both
cameras and projectors, as well

as film, being inatle entirely

in this country, and w-e are .sure

readers of Home Movies will be
interested to heai' the results we
have obtained in our tests.

First of all, for tlie benefit of ne"
readers, let us explain just what the
8-mm. system is. The methotl of

taking is to load

a special and
very compact
camera with a
25-foot length of

special 16-min.

film, which is

TRIALS OF CAMERA
AND PROJECTOR

processing as usual. At the processing
station, after the film has been
developed in the usual manner, it is

sjilit down the middle and joined end
to end, so that we now have
.'iO feet of 8-mm. film as against
2o feet of 16-mm. Moreover,
as the ])ictures are only half
the usual height, 50 feet of
"Eight" occupies the same
screen time as 100 feet of
" Sixteen."
An intere.sting point about

the new system is that the film,

when reaily for projection, has
iiidy one set of sprocket holes,
tliese incidentally being twice
as close together as usual.

Before writing this article

we took out one of the new
cameras and a roll of film for
trial, and found it exceedingly
compact, well finished and easy
to handle. As will be seen from
(lur photographs, the camera
is nuich thinner than usual a

and having rounded cornei-s

Above : The Camera in use. Below : The interior of the Cine-

Kodak "8." On left: The projector ready for action

then exposetl in an entirely new man-
ner. Instead ofthe filnr moving forw'aril

after each exposure for the full

distance of a Ifi-mm. frame, it moves
only half this distance, and the picture

is taken only Iialf the normal height

and half the normal width. This
meahs, of cour.se, that the new picture

is a quarter of the size of that obtained

in an ordinary 16-nmi. camera.

This first series of

pictures is. therefore,

taken down one half

of the film only. As
soon as the 25 feet

have run througli both full and empty
spools are removed from the cameia.

The full spool is now turned over anil

made to take the place of the spool

which has just been emptied, the

empty spool being used for the new
" take up." The camera is closed.

re-wound and another 25 feet of

pictures taken down the remaining

half, after which the film is sent for

slips easily into an overcoat pocket.

The fact that only 25-foot spools

are used is. of course, one of

the reasons wli>- the whole apparatus

can be made so small. An excellent

direct view-finder is provided, actually-

in the liandle, which folds down neatly-

when not in use. A particularly good
lens of a maximum aperture of //S.5

is fitted, w^ith the Kodak feature

of a simple exposure scale.

The projector, which is also illus-

trated, is much smaller than might

be suggested from our ]5ieture, as

(Contiiiiied on vage 405)
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The PAILLARD-Bolex
super sound system

Load the

machine.

Switch on.

Go and sit

down and

enjoy a

show the

like of

which you

have never

seen!

Made by the House of Pailiard, whose reputation is your guarantee

Such is the performance of the PAILLARD-Bolex Talkie. No fiddling, no trouble, rione of those

exasperating preparations and delays which usually mar the performance of a show.

Four machines in one, all built on a 19 inch square board, including Projector, Gramophone,
and Powerful Amplifier, the only separate item being the loud speaker, which is placed behind the

screen. So simple to work that a child can do it, the machine is loaded in a moment. Synchronisation
is absolutely perfect, first class reproduction, beautiful illumination. Absolutely foolproof and

trouble-proof.

SPECIFICATION
Projector (250 watt illuminant) for either Rathe The projection of Talkie films, whether 9.5 mm.
9.5 mm. and Kodak or any other 16 mm. films, or 16 mm.

, ... . . r . 1
The use of the gramophone section alone, capable

thus permittmg the projection of either size at
^f ^^^^^^g ^J^^^^ gramophone records at their

their proper speeds, with or without musical correct speed or cinema records at 33 1/3 turns

accompaniment. per minute.

vrsiT OUR stand-No. 536
IN THE CINE SECTION, IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION, OLYMPIA.

A demonstration will convince you. Write for name and address of nearest stockist.

Price complete with Pailiard Amplifier, Loud Speaker and Transformer, £i 15

BOOKLETS FREE FROM :

CINEX LIMITED, 70 High Holborn, London, W.C.i
Telephone : HOLBORN 4482
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IT STANDS TO REASON

16 mm. 9.5 mr 8 mm.

The above diagrams show 16 mm. and 8 mm. films, actual size, with sprocket holes partially cut

away and 9.5 mm. film as it actually is, proving that in proportion to total film area 9.5 mm. has

the largest possible area of any film used for Home Movies.

PATHESCOPE 9-5 M
M

THE SMALLEST FILM WITH THE LARGEST PICTURE AREA
ENABLING PICTURES TO BE PROJECTED UP TO 10 FT. WIDE

FILM 30 ft. for 2/7 - DEVELOPMENT 2/-

MOTOCAMERAS from - - - - £6:6:0
PROJECTORS from ------ 5S/-

Comedies, Farce, Dramas, General Interest,

Educational Films from 2/6 per 30 ft.

PATHESCOPE 9-51:

FOR BIGGER 4ND BETTER HOME MOVIES
PATHESCOPE, LIMITED, 5 LISLE STREET, W.C.2.
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

This section is devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and film
submftted to " Home Movies" by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purchase

of equipment

The New Selo Film

IN our Marcli issue we reviewed the
new Selo " neg.-pos." film, and re-

marked upon the admirable quality
obtained in our tests. This month
we are reproducmg two untouched
enlargements made from the negative
of our test film, from which readers
will see that the claims for quality

are well upheld. Technical data re-

garding these pictures is given beneath
each of these reproductions.

Unfortunately, in our last month's
notes, we made an error with regard
to the price ; our figures being for

the ordinary pan, and not the new
super-pan. The prices should have
been those given in Messrs. Selo's

advertisement, namely : 19s. for 100
feet, or lOe. for 50 feet without pro-
cessing, with 13s. 6d. and 7s. 6d. for

the 100 feet and 50 feet respectively
as the charge for developing the nega-
tive and supplying a positive print
on 100-feet spools. This price, it

will be seen, is in accordance with the
ruling prices for super-sensitive pan.
film.

The makers ask us to point out that
they are still supplying, when required,

the orthochromatic stock at the usual

prices.

Excellent Tripod Head
Good tripod heads for cine cameras

are rare. Although there are a few
notable exceptions designers do not

seem to have taken sufficiently into
account the requirements of a good
head, which call for the highest degree
of smooth action, steadiness and
accuracy of control. It must never be
forgotten that the tremendous magni-
fication to which a cinematograph film

Unretouched en-

largement from
" Home Movies

"

test film of new
Selo Super Pan.

Film

Light: One
Kodak Photo-
flood in ordinary
pendant above
table plus the
normal 100-watt
lamp in the next
socket. No re-

fl e c t o r s, f/1 . 8

aperture

is subjected will imerringly show up the

sUghtest vibration of either tripod or

head.
K.P. Instruments have now pro-

duced a professional type of tripod

head for amateur use, including several

features for which we have previously

looked in vain. While it can be
attached to any tripod by means of

the ordinary fixing screw, it is shown
in our illustration on a specially

designed and ultra rigid tripod which
the same company is also marketing
for amateur use. The head itself is

A further unretouched enlargement from the nev^ Selo film. In this case the stop was
f/3.5, and the light two nitrophots (500-watts each) placed at four and seven feet

respectively from the subject. Notice the ample lighting of the background

made of a high grade non-corrosive
aluminium alloy, and is more than
strong enough to support firmly and
rigidly the heaviest 16-mm. camera
with a whole battery of lenses. The
usual movements for tilting and
panning are provided together with
the necessary locking levers, but the
special advantage of this particular

head and one which will make a very
wide appeal is the worm-driven pan-
ning device which removes every
vestige of jerkiness from this move-
ment.

Being British made throughout and
with a particularly high level of work-
manship, this tripod head will, we are

sure, find a wide welcome particxilarly

among cine societies. The price of

the head is three guineas and the

stand four guineas. It can be fuUy
recommended and is obtainable from
K.P. Instruments, Aerial Works,
Blacklieath, London, S.E., or through
your cine dealer.

A New Splicer

r As the cutting and editing of

amateur films is one of the most
fascinating branches of the art, a good
splicer is an essential part of the
amateur's equipment. The Cinea
16-mm. spUcer illustrated herewith is

a fitting companion for the admirable
Siemens camera and Siemens pro-
jector which have already been re-

viewed in these pages. Somewhat
unusual in shape, it is partioiilarly
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The Cine-Pilite Pilot lamp outfit

simple ill use, tlie two broken ends of

the film beinsi laid face upwards in

the guides, elainpefl. and ]]laceil under
the cutter which, when brouglit down.
cuts botli ends at tlie same time. It

might first be thought that tliis

.splicer gives a diagonal join, but

actually a straiglit splice is formed.

After the cutting has been done the left -

hand film guide is swung to the front.

a scraper frame brought down ami
the film scraped for the necessary

fraction of an inch to allow for projjer

adhesion. After dry scraping the

cement is applied and the riglit-hand

film gui<le now slitl to the front on its

pivot, whereu]5on the pi-essure plate

is pu.shed over and the join securely

clamped. We have made a number of

splices with tliis ajiparatus on different

makes of fihii ami in all cases a strong,

neat splice has been made in a mini-

mum of time. It is marketed by
Cinepro, Ltd., ami the price—£2 10s.

—is tjuite rea.sonable in view of the

high grade of in.strument and the

results obtained.

The Magnum Cine Pilite

The amateur jirojeotionist does not

operate his machine veiy long before

realising the inconvenience of switch-

ing the room light on and oft during
reel changing. In almost all cases the

loom switch is the greatest possible

tlistance from the projector and the

tontinnitv of the entertaimnent is

broken in a very irritating way if

after every reel .someone has to go
across the room to switch on the lis;ht

an<l then when all is ready .switch it

off again.

The Cine Pilite is designeil to

obviate troubles of this kind and
consists, as will be seen from our
)ihotograj)hs, of a small but sub-
stantial base carrying a small frosted

bulb which gives i|uite sufHcient light

by the projector to change reels and
re-thread. It is connected in the
ordinary supply line through the pro-

jector and has two controls. One
switch—that most used—is so ar-

ranged that on one side of its throw
the projector is on and the pilot light

The new K.P. tripod head with worm-
driven pan movement. The stand can

be extended to nearly twice the height

shown

Cutting the film in the Cinea splicer

Colour Effects for 9.5 -mm.
When projecting films very pleasant

effects are obtainable by interpo.sing.

between the lirojection lens and the
screen, coloured discs so as to give a

tinted |iicture. Thus. a bluedi.sc will give
moonlight effects, green makes .some
seascapes ])leasing, while yellow accen-
tuates the sunlit effect of many scenes.

Messrs. Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd., of
29(5, Borough High Street, S.E.I,

have submitted to us the simple device,
illustrated on this ])age. by means of

which such colour effects are sim] h-

and (|uickly obtained on the standard
Pathe Home Movie projector.

The device consists of a collar which
is attached to the rim of the lens

hood ami an arm carrying the disc

shown. There are five apertures in

this disc, four carrying colour screens

and the fifth being open. If the open
aperture is in front of the lens hood
then the projector acts in the normal
manner, but a toxich with the finger

will bring into jjosition any one of the
four colours as tlesired. The device,

which sells at 7s. Hd.. is very well

made, and although it is primarily

de.signeil for the Pathe projectoi.<,

the makers, we umleistand, supply
a fitting for any other makes as
desired. Our tests .sliow that it works
very well in practice and nee<l not
be detached from the machine once it

is fitted.

The cementeo tilm clamped
Cinea splicer

in the

oft, ami on the other the jiilot light

is on when the projector is off. While
other pilot light devices have been
j)roiluced before, the one under review
has the additional advantage that

by means of a .separate switch tlie

pilot lamjj can also be put on wliile

the ])rojector is running. While it is

not often desired that this should be
done, there are times when it is par-

ticularly handy to be able to switch

this light on and we think this adtli-

tional feature is to be commemled.
As a useful aid in preserving con-

tinuity of the home cine entertain-

ment, this device is to be particu-

larly' recommenfled. The price is

17s. 6d. and the makers are Messrs.

Burne-Jones & Co., Ltd., Magnun
House, 296, Borough High Street,

London, S.E.I.

The Burne-Jones colour disc for 95 mm.
projectors
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MR. BRUNEL'S
^VORK

WHERE TO SEE HIS FILMS

THE iiiterestiiii; ami iiist luotiw
series of articles wliieli Mr.
AHriiin Urimel has written for

HoMK Movies has led a minilxr of

readers to in(|uirc where examples of

!^^r. Uriiners own produc-tioiis can be

seen.

Mr. JMnncTs next release is '" A Ta\i
to Paradise," which was recently

shown with great success at the
Enijjire, the bi.c Metro-CJoldwyn
Theatre, in Leicester Sqii-:ire. The
cast includes Binnie Barnes and
Garry Mar.sh. This amusing farce is a

tine example of workmanlike film-

making, jNIr. Brunei shooting the
-whole picture in eight days. The
April bookings include :

—

Hippodrome Pa lace . . Lo-i\estoft.

Regal Chorlton.

Royalty Richmond.

Playhouse Hitcliin.

Empire/Empress . . . \\'ellington.

Arcade Darlington.

Trocadero Liverpool.

Regent Hanley.

Grand Llandudno.

Mr. Brunei has scored another
success with "I'm An Explosive,"
Avhich has just beeii trafle shown. The

cast Ini'ludi'S Klii)l

t'lnrke-Sniith, (!lad,\

discoveiy of Mr. Brunei's
Hartnell, who is destined to

W'c \\ill advise readers of tin

ciiiti' and bookings later.

.Makeham, 1). A.
< .leiuiings, and a

—Bett\-

go fai-.

release

THEY ALSO SERVE

The Nawab of Pataudi—unable to play-
films the Test Match with his cine camera

Study the a dvertlsers'
announcements in HOME
MOVIES-they are full of useful

imformation and interest

CINE KODAK " 8 " ARRIVES
{('out iiiiierl from put/c 400)

the reels shown are not the usual
4()0-foot l()-nim. reels, but .special

fine I'^ight
"'

reels of much smaller
size. The projector itself is very
(|uiet ruruiing, easily' threaded and of
excellent illumination. Xo floor resis-

tance is re(|uired, as the machines are
made to rim <lirect on any voltage
from 100 to 2.^0, the a<ljustment to
the particular voltage being made by
I lie dealer at the time of .selling.

Oui- test film when projected to a
size of 30 inches by 22 inclies. showe<l
that the film stock itself is of remark-
ably good i[uality. having a particu-
larly fine grain and admirable tone
j'endering. indeed, the pictures taken
on this film are .strictly comparable
in quality with those obtained on the
best l()-mm. .stock in the ](5-mm. size,

and the illumination of the picture
at the size given above is fidly adequate
for all purposes. The sijeed of the
film is about that of the ordinary
(not sujjer) ])an stock.

The prices of the apparatus are
particularly attractive to the beginner
in home mo \-ie -making, the camera
being £9 17s. fid. and the projector
£9 9s. Od. Film costs 10s. for 25 feet,

and thus, on the basis of screen time,

is the cheapest of all the systems.
In the rivalry which is bound to occur
in the coming months, we think the
admirable quality of the film provideil
with the Cine Kodak "Eight" will

stanfl out very j^rominently.

BRILLIANT SCREEN PICTURES WITH SUPERIOR DEFINITION
MEYER KINON SUPERIOR SERIES 1 F1.8
For 9.5-mm. Pathe De Luxe Projector. In interchangeable

mounts. Foci from 1 J"-7".

PRICE £6 10 upwards.

For 16-mm. Projection, Bell Howell, Kodak, Ensign, etc-

In interchangeable mounts. Foci from 1J"-7".

PRICE £6 10 upwards.

MEYER WIDE ANGLE PROJECTION

PLASMAT F/1.5
ONLY in 20-mm. Focus.

in interchangeable mount for Pathe De Luxe Projector.

An enormous picture can be shown in a very small room
without the aid of a more powerful illuminant.

PRICE £9 15

DE LUXE MOTOCAMERA MEYER
PLASMAT Ft.

5

In focussing mount. £27 10

MEYER TELEPHOTO ANASTIGMAT F3
; In focussing mount and matched finder.

4x Magnification £|6 EXTRA

Your own Camera converted into an interchangeable

focussing mount model. £4 15

MODEL B MOTOCAMERA fitted MEYER
F/2.8 ANASTIGMAT

£10 10

WRITE FOR]
LIST

CABLES
' McnlorFlc

Sole British Distributor :

A. O. ROTH
85 Rinqstead Road. London, $.E.6

TELEPHONE:
HITHER
GREEN

Your own Model B
Camera converted and
fitted with Meyer F 2.8

Anastigmat £4 5
(Time required, three

days.)
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PRODUCING A FILM
(Contimied from page 393)

which go to make a good Editor are

concerned. He is still an artist in

strips of celluloid.

Titling

Of all the jobs I've ever had that
of titling recalls the happiest memories.
Perhaps Ijeeause it is the last task of

all in preparing a silent film for

exhibition. Part of the attraction is

that you can do it anj'-«here—in bed,

on a bus, in the bath, in a cafe, in

your study or even in the cutting

room. With three others I have
worked for five hours on one title,

but the finished article was a con-
tinual pride and joy to us, even if no
one else noticed it—and that is to be
desired in titles. I remember that

title—it was a continuity or bridging

title between two sequences and began
by being n8 words long ! Since 40 words
is about the maximtun one can read
comfortably on a large screen, you
can imagine we had a considerable

task before us, particularlj' as we
were aiming at a maximum of 20
words. We had so much to convey
and to consider ; we had to make
points clear, we had to recall what
had passed, we had to hint at the

future without forestalling our plot,

we had to suggest a lapse of time, we
had to clear up an unplausible point

in the story—and above all, we had
to do this in simple, flowing, easily

read and easily imderstood words. At
last, by putting the title into two
short paragraphs and by having some
of the words in capital letters, we
achieved a masterly title of 19 words.

Be Brief!

In this story of tliat experience

you have almost tlie whole of the art

of Titling. You must be brief—in my
view even 19 words is on the long
side even for a continuity title and it

is certainly so for a spoken title. (I

have often been guilty of exceeding
this ration, but unfortunately I was
also rationed for time in my work.)
You m\ist be clear—you must be
clear ; no long words, no obscure
words, no words that are difficult or
confusing visually. Your titles must
carry your story on, they must help
your pictures, they must link your
sequences, they must make plain or

they must deceive and they must
never be redundant statements which
you illustrate in pictures immediately
after.

'

' Jolui decides to go to
Africa " is ob\'iously hopeless as a
title, imless perhaps there is a surprise

or a contradiction in the scene that
follows.

Your scenarist will, of course, have
titles in the script and most of these

you can insert with a few improve-

ments before you have finislied with

your editing. Such titles, which are

called "scratch titles," can be rough
and ready affairs, typed on sheets of

paper. They are enormously helpful

while editing, but the chances are you
will be able to improve 7.5 per cent,

of them at least when you are free to

concentrate on the TitUng.

The requirements I have outlined

refer primarily to continuity titles ;

spoken titles may involve most of the

considerations I have suggested, but
first and foremost must they be brief

and few. If your Director has care-

fully watched the artists and pre-

vented unnecessary dialogue, the

niunber of your spoken titles will not
present much difficulty, but reducing

the niunber of words to half a dozen
or a maximmn of, say, a dozen is

going to give you a lot of hard but

very pleasant puzzling. If you will

remember to write dialogue instead

of literary sentences, you will almost

automatically find the length of your
titles reduced in some respects. For
instance, '" I will—I will not—I would
—I would not " can often be abbre-

viated to " I'll — I won't — I'd— I

wouldn't."

Spoken Titles

Wlien inserting spoken titles into

the print of your film, you should

cut out all the speaking shown in the

picture, with the exception of a frac-

tion at the beginning and at the end
of each speech, but when cutting your
negative I would advise you to pre-

serve all your cut-outs in case you
decide to post -synchronise recorfled

dialogue in another edition of jour
film. If you already ha\'e a mind to

post-synchronise or dub tlialogue on
to your picture I would recommend
your doing without separate inserted

titles altogether, and instead super-

impo-se titles at the bottom of the

screen, as is done with foreign talkies.

As a matter of fact, I am not certain

that this may not become the eventual
technique of silent pictures so far as

spoken titles are concerned. The
principal objections to silent films

used to te the interruption of the

pictm-es in the middle of a scene in

order to insert a spoken title. I

would strongly recommend the very

serious consideration of the super-

imposed spoken title }iy all makers of

silent films.

Importance of Type and Setting

Personally I rather like old German
tj'pe, but not to read and certainly

not on the screen : Elizabethan hand-
writing can be pleasant to look at,

but it is not particularly legible. In
choosing the type for your titles,

therefore, you should aim at some-
tliing that is, first of all, clear and
then, as your second consideration, a
type that is pleasing to the eye.

If your title cards are hand-
inscribed, I would advise you to

avoid all flourishes and banish all

ornamental borders.

A double-sized initial capital letter

at the beginning of a continuity title

can be effective,, so long as it ia plain,

but; you should certainly not use any-
thing of the sort in a spoken title.

Stick to one tyi>e throughout join'

titling, except where for emphasis an<l

for a foreign word you may decitle

to use italics. Perhaps it is a safer

rule to reserve your italics for foreign

words and use capital letters to em-
pliasise a word—or underline it. On
the whole I have found the use of

capital letters the best way to make
a word stand out on a title.

Title Cards

I think I cannot do better than
illustrate the possibilities and varie-

ties in typesetting by giving reproduc-
tions of various title-cards, which I

am able to do through the courtesy
of Studio Fibn Laboratories, Ltd.,

the firm of title experts. Study these

title-cards, and when you give your
title-lists to the printer or inscriber,

set out on quarter sheets of quarto
jjaper how you want your tjl^e

arranged.
We have now come to the end of

this brief survey of the technique of

film production. I have left several

technicians to look after themselves :

the Cameraman and the Recordist

have any amount of literature deal-

ing with their work. I apologise to

the Art Director, the Make-Up Man
and the Costumier for paying so little

attention to them—1 am sorry, but I

don't know a thing about their work,
though I have often been ignorant ly
critical. As for what I have de^lt

with, I have tried to set down wliat

I lia\e picked up from experience.

There is no School of Cinematography,
so that there is no particular plan or

method for me to follow. I have ju.st

taken you through the principal

processes of production chronologic-

ally. I hope you will enjoy the work.
' Good shooting !

"

Bargain and Latest Lists post free

anywhere. Please stale Teauirements.

H^ITCHISOn
EST. 1750.

'-"'''

WANTED

NEXT MONTH :

" HOW TO TAKE
YOUR CRUISE FILM"
By Adrian Brunei

A FEATURE NO ONE SHOULD MISS

CINE
APPARATUS
BOUGHT FOR

CASH

Partiadars of latest

stocks on Tt^tiest

LONDON: 28 Old Bond St., W.l.
281 Oxford St., W.l.
35 Ludgate HiU, E.C.4.

Stock Exchange Branch :

2 Angel Court, Throgmorton St., E.C.2,

CROYDON : 12 George St.

LIVERPOOL : 73 Lord St.

LEEDS : 37 Bond St.
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HOME MOVIE OPPORTUNITIES for APRIL, 1933.
April April

1 University Boat Race . . Putney to U dood Friday.
MORTLAKE. 14-17 Esperanto Congress Oxford.

1 Point-to-point meetings.. Far KINGTON, M-18 Open Lawn Tennis Champion-
near Alton : ships SCABBOROUGH.
Morpeth, 14-18 International Hockey Festi\'al .

.

Folkestone.
PendleForest. 1.5 Royal Navy v. Royal Air Force
Avon Vale, (Soccer). . London.
Mid-Kent. 15-17 Racing Kempton P.\rk.

1 Scotland i\ England (Soccer) . . 0L.ASGOW. 15-16 Bov Scout Conference . . Edinburgh.
1 Motor-race meeting Southport. 16 Easter Sunday.

i-:f Soottish Sporting Car Club's
Highland Trial.

17 Racing at . . Ke.mpton P.ark.

Torquay-, and
1 England v. Ireland (hockey) London. Birmingham.
o Passion Sunday. 17 Point-to-points . . General.
> University- A.C. Car Trial Cajibridge. 17 Probable opening of session of M E M O R I .\ L
3 Hunter Trials Melton

Mowbray .

Shakespeare's plays . . Stratford - on
Avon.

4-C Race meeting Newmarket. 17 London Van - Horse Pa rade Regent'.s P.ark.
4 Point-to-point race meeting Berkeley. 17 ' Pace-egging " .. North of
5 A.B.A. Championships (boxing) Albert Hall. England.
5 Point-to-point meetings. . HuRSLEY a n d 17 ''' Hare-pie scramble." Aiul other

SONNING. ancient cxistoms Hat.laton.
5-6 Steeplechase race meeting Chki.tenhaji. 17 Open race meeting for cars Brookl.ands.
6-8 Professional In\-itation Golf 18-20 Spring race meeting Epsom.

Tournament ROEHAMPTON. 19-22 Spring Lawn Tennis Tournament Felixstowe.
1 Point-to-point race meeting Hey^thokp. 20-22 Oj^en Golf meeting Sandown, Isle
8 Royal Navy I'.The Army (Soccerl HlCJHBTJRY". of Wight.
8 Point -to-points in several centres. 21 Second Spring race meeting S.4HD0WN Park.
9 StnvMEK Time Begins. 23 St. George's Dav.

.

Genebai..
10-13 Public Schools Rackets Cham- 25-26 National H\mt Steeplechase

pionship Queen's Club. meeting. . Punchestown.
11-12 British Carnation Society's Show Horticultural 26 Two Thousand Guineas Event . . Newmarket.

Haix. 29 Cup Final (Soccer) Wembley.
13 "Maundy Money" distribution Westjunster 29 Motor-cycle racing Londonderry.

—old custom . . Abbey. During the Month :

13-17 -Ancient custom of Tombland Fair Norwich. Niunerous point-to-point meetings.

For Prize-Winning Standards

Film on

l6-mm. Reversible NOVOPAN Film

This highly panchromatic and non-halation film is unequalled for cine-

matography under artificial lighting of every description and in dull weather.

FITS ANY CAMERA.
40 ft 50 ft. 100 ft.

15 /8d. 17 6d. 32/6d.

Prices include expert 24-hour processing service.

VISIT OUR STAND AND PROJECTION STUDIO AT THE IDEAL HOME EXHIBITION (Home Movie Section)
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" will be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future plans.

For inclusion in our next issue reports should reach the Service Manager
not later than 13th April. " Stills " suitable for publication are welcomed

BEC CINE CLUB. Hon. Secretary,

.1. N'ewliv. Bti Literary Institute, Bee
School, Btcchcroft Road'. S.W 17. As a

result of a cine show and two lectures, one
on " Film Technique " by Dr. L. E. C.

Hujrhes. and one on " Film Production "

by Jlr. Baxter, Assi.stant Director. Gaumont-
Britisli, a cino club has just been formed. It

will be conducted under the joint direction

of Marion Lord, L.R.A.M. (Eloc.) and C. L.

Diplock, L.R..\.JI. (Eloc). Weekly meet-
ings, commencing in the middle of April,

will be held at the Institute. The club has
the advantage of starting its work with a

good organisation, good ex]ierience of stage-

craft, together with lighting and other gear.

In the Hrst instance film experience will be
gaine<l with !)..5-mm. stock. The secretary

would be glad to hear of a local cameraman
to assist with jjroductinns.

BIRMINGHAM CINE ARTS CLUB.
Manaircr. K. A. liishaw ; Hon. Treasurer.

Miss E. Hart ; Hon. .Secretary, S. W.
Inshaw, Railway Tavern, Kenwicks Lane,
Sparkbrook, Birmingham. This society

has just been formed, the first meeting
being held on February 24 at St. Chris-

toi)her's Hall. Springfield Road, Mosley.
We intend to use lt..">-mm. stock and shall

be pleased to hear from any young people

(up to the age of 21) who are interested.

We are holdin" a dance on Monday.
April 10, tickets for which, price Is. 3tl.,

may be obtained from D. Pettitt.

44 Brandon Road, Hall Green, Birmingham.
The secretary will be please<l to hear

from other clubs with reference to hiring

their films.

CROYDON AMATEUR FILM CLUB.
Hon. Secrctaj'y, .l<>hn E. Reinhold.
3t> Morlanfl Roa<l. Croydon. We are

pleased to report that work is proceeding
apace on the conversion of our studio, -i

few details about which may Ix* of interest.

When finished, we shall have " shooting
''

space 33 feet by 19 feet available, as well

as dressing rooms anfl an indejK'ndent pro-

jector and cutting-room, U'e shall have
alxuit Id kilowattsi of light available on the
set and should wc desire to do aaiy " exterioi-

interior" set-s, we have a large piece of

land adjoinins; the studio upon which, if

neccssarv, a '" j^enmaax-ut street " could lie

built.

Our lilnis will }>e known as " Parkhill
rrodnctions," and h;\ tlie time this appears
ill print we shall haA'e eouiuieneed the first

of these iindt-r the uauje of "The First

< *ffenc«.'''

Our object is the general furtherance of

the amateur cine moveuient in this district.

ami we wish to ejicouragc the individual
worker, <juite apart troiu our organised acti-

vities as a club.

We should be glad to. hear from any clubs
willing to loaji films (,<l-iimi. or IG-miu.)
for e.xhibitiou at our club meetings, which
take i>]ace every Thursday. Anyone in-

terested in joijiijig the club, either on the
acting or txichnicaJ side, shoculd communicate
with ti« hoji. secretary at the above
address.

EASTERN AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary. ('. Packman, l.s .Margery

Park Road, Forest tJate. E.7. The above
society has existed for two years. Last
month, owing to a special request from
certain members, it was found necessary to

reorganise ; this has no« been done and
vacancies exist for new members, ladies

especially. Still photography has been in-

cluded and monthly competitions will be

run in connection with this particular

branch. Membership fees are now 5s. (id.

]ier quarter and a levy of (id. per member
when a film is being made.
We have just acce])ted an offer to make

a film for the Betlinal Green and East
London Housing Association, while the

society's film, entitled '" Alias tientleman

.lim," directed by f. Packman and photo-

graphed by Tom Firmin and (Jilbeit White
on 9.5-mm. stock, is now in the rehearsal

stage.

HAMPSHIRE HOUSE PHOTOGRAPHIC
SOCIETY CINE GROUP. Hon. Secretary,

.1. Radford. :!(• .Avoiimorc Gardens. W.li.
i'his tiroup has now completed an ambitious
programme of technical lectures, including

a demonstration of Processing by Cine-

camera of the Film Weekly lectures on
• Scenario Writing." "' Titles," and " Uses
of Colour Filters," bv Leslie Wood. .J. Rad-
ford and .1. A. Hail, A.R.C.S.. B.Sc, re-

spectively.

The Group is at present arranging its

first film, which will be a documentary
film dealinsi with the actirities of the

House Photographic Society, and the

making of this will jiinbably occupy most
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of the simimcr. Another ]iinihic tion. at
present only in the scenario stage, will deal
with the emotions of a man buried alive,

being based on the famous ]ireliide in

C sharp majoi'.

We .should like to take this oiiportunity to

inform readers that we do not require any
actors or actresses. This grouj) is more
concerned with the technical side of movies
and invites a])plication for membership
from those whfi are interested in directing,

filming, make-ui) and scenario writing.

A big public showing of amateur films

will be held early in May. during tlie

society's annual exhibition of Pictorinl

Photographs. Admission to this .show will

will be free, as is admission to the society's

exhibition (April 2s to May 7).

INDEPENDENT MOTION PICTURES
(AMATEUR). Heailquarters, 79 Teddin--
ton Park l-toad, Teddington, Middlesex.

This unit has just been formed and we claim

to be the first amateur group in the world
successfully to record sound and dialogue

on 9..>-mm. film. This s\-stem of recording

has been evolved in our workshoji.-. The
sound is recorded on separate film from the
picture and carries tiO feet of sound to every
30 feet of picture, as the sound track is

carried up one side of the perforations on
!)..">-mm. stock and down the other. Syn-
chronising is carried out by means of a

special electrical eouplins; between pro-

jector and sound reproducer. Other tech-

nical equipment includes an electric camera
in sound-proof blimp taking l.'JO foot spools,

and a tracking dolly having every movement
of the professional type is imder construc-

tion. Our first talkie, " W€>ek- End Film
Stars," is now in production.

One short film, which forms the nucleus

of a local new.sreel. has been completed and
"stars" Jliss Dorothy Bartlam. who is

seen presenting jirizes at a local talent

contest recently held at the local cinema.
Although the stage lighting was very xioor,

excellent results were obtained, using

Gevaert 9..5-mm. stock in a Cine Nizo
camera with 1.5 lens.

Two films are in production :
" Week-

End Film Stars." already mentioned, is an
attempt to film every side of the amateur
movement in this district : details of the

second film, " Hustle.'' were given in the

August number of Home Movies. Edward
(Continued on page 411J

I

Members of the Norwich Amareur Cine Society pose for a " still
'
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CINE SOCIETIES
{Continved from patje 408)

M. Hvmter is directing, F. W. Prime is in
charge of the camera work, and the leading
part is beins! taken by Miss Mabel Hamer.
We would like it to be fully understood

that this new unit has iwt been started in
opposition to the already existing Tedding-
ton Society. The object of the group is to
produee pictures of the experimental and
"highbrow" character which the ordinary
society, owing to its large membership,
cannot produce. I.M.P. has its own per-
minent staff of technicians, but artistes
will be chosen from the local film and
dramatic clubs. Marcus C. Hunter, who
directed "The Lost Scarab" for T.A.F.P.,
has been "signed up" to direct one picture
for I.M.P.

AU communications should be addressed
to the Production Manager at the above
address.

ISLE OF THANET. The formation of
a cin6 society working chiefly ^\'ith 9.5-mm.
film has been suggested for this area, with
the objeots of shomng and producing
amateur films with mutual help. Will all

interested, with or without apparatus, com-
municate with J. Edwards, 30, Harbour
Street, Ramsgate, Kent.

KILBUEN AND BRONDESBURY
AMATEUR MOVIE SOCIETY. Studio and
headquarters, St. Anne's Hall, Salusbury
Road, Brondesbury, N.W.6 ; Treasurer,
C. G. Lucy ; Assistant Secretary, Miss M.
St. George ; Hon. Secretary, "C. F. W.
Dickins, 1, Harvist Road, Kilbum, N.W.6.

Although the society did not send in a
report last month, we have by no means
been slack. Our second production, entitled
"All is not tk)ld," is now finished, and
has been a success. It was written and
directed by A. B. C. Denman, assisted by

C. F. W. Dickins, the photography being by
A. D. Frischmann.
On February 25 the society held their first

dance for members and friends, and during
the evening our first two productions were
presented. The first, "The Mistake," had
no titles but a running commentary was
given over the microphone, while "All Is

Not Gold " was accompanied by special

music and sound effects produced on
apparatus kindly loaned by Mr, H. Cape.
The cameraman took some excellent " shots"
of the band, cabaret and dancing, which
came out remarkably well and are very
interesting.

The society has now at its disposal the
scenery and property of the late " Ape.x
Motion Pictures." It may interest readers

to note that our studio accommodation is

very large, the space for sets being over
50 by 20 feet, and the flooring is excellent

for tracking "shots." With the new light-

ing it will be possible to undertake big

things.

We are now waiting to start on another
large picture, but in the meantime we shall

take a few small reelers of comedy and
action. The society is urgently in need of a

good scenario to work on.

Our meetings take place on alternate

Tuesday and Wednesday evenings at St.

Anne's Hall. On projection nights we are

able to show the latest releases through
Mr. H. Baker, who lets us have the use

of his library at special rates. The sub-

scriptions are now £1 Is. and 10s. 6d. per

year, payable half-yearly or as desired.

LION AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPH
SOCIETY. Hon. Secretary, John L. Rogers,

Briarwood, Tilehurst Road, Reading. The
aims of this society are to produce short

films on 16-mm. stock. We have our own
theatre, which holds about 18 people and
is fitted up on the lines of a modern picture

theatre. Unfortunatelj- we have only one
cin6 camera at the moment and are rather
handicapped by not ha^nng enough actors.

We are at present producing " The Man
in the Road"—a short drama-comedy

—

and have one or two small parts vacant.
The secretary will be pleased to hear from
anyone who is interested.

LONDON AMATEUR FILM CLUB. Hon.
Secretary. Miss ,M. .Jasper, 42, Fentiroan
Road, S.W.8. The whole of the interiors of
" Penshine Pansy" are now complete, the
principal sets consisting of a bedroom, a
servants' hall and a baron's study. We
have been working on the production all

the winter and are now awaiting some fine

weather to take the exteriors. Meanwhile
an " outing " is to be arranged for the
benefit of 9.5-mm. workers, which is expected
to result in a film of some part of London.
Mr. Wright has kindly offered prizes for the
best 9.5 and 16-mm. films taken during the
year. The conditions are not j-et fixed, but
the prizes ^vill probably be suitably designed
plaques.
A 16-mm. projection night was arranged

last month, when by kind permission of

Messrs. Crookes Laboratories we were able
to see two scientific films made for them by
Messrs. Kodak. One of them was in colour
and both were very interesting. Com-
paring a film made by one of our members
from purely a colour photographic point of

view, the amateur film was voted
the best ; but we all agreed that colour
cinematography has a long way to go to
attain perfection.

METEOR FILM PRODUCING SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary, Stanley L. RiisEell,

14, Kelvin Drive, Glasgow, N.W. Studio,
234, Sauchiehall Street, Glasgow. A series
of social evenings is being held in the studio
on the irrst and third Tuesday of each

A Great Success
THE NEW MAGAZINE FOR EVERY
AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHER

Principal Contents for Aoril

SECRETS OF
EXPOSURE

Ton will get much more amusement and
intereat from your hobby if you under-
stand and appreciate the qualities and
iimitationa of the " tools" of photo-
graphy. An article on " Film Sneeds

—

What They are Worth and What
They Mean " appears in this issue.

HOW TO MAKE A
GASLIGHT PRINT
A simple Ie.=son in home photography,
explained by means of photograph.-- !

By making your pnnts at home you
will get more satiafaction out. of your
hobby -ind have more money to spend
on film.

YOUNG PHOTOGRAPHER'S SECTION
In addition to valuable tips of all fcmds there is a smiple competition for junior
readers ; two cameras are oflered as prizes.

PHOTOGR.AVURE
SUPPLEMENT

Contains beautiful photograph=i, re-
produced in tones actually obtainable
on gashght or bromide papers by any
amateur using one or other oi the
simple toners now available.

OPEN
COMPETITIONS

A competition .Tppears every month
open to all readers—cash prizes for
pictures illustrating a set subject are
given.

7A& HOME
PHOTOGRAPHER

cuidSHAPS»OTS
Obtainable at all Newsagents, Bookstalls and Dealers, or post
free 7}d, (Subscription rates : Inland and Abroad, 7s. 6d. per
annam ; Canada, 7s. per annam) from George Newnes, Ltd.,
8-11, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2

"THE CINE DEALERS OF THE NORTH"

If you wish to see the latest

AMATEUR CINE APPARATUS
it is always on view at

CHAPMAN'S, ALBERT SQUARE.

FOR THE CONVENIENCE OF OUR CUSTOMERS
WE HAVE A

LIBRARY OF CINE FILMS
16 mm.

"KODAK" and "ENSIGN"
New List of Subjects Each Month

Send for this month's copy. This will automatically
place your name on our mailing list.

Geo. Newnes, LtJ.

YOUR PRESENT APPARATUS WILL BE TAKEN
IN PART EXCHANGE FOR SOMETHING BETTER

Call and see the new CINE KODAK EIGHT."

J. T. CHAPMAN, LTD.
ALBERT SQUARE,

MANCHESTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALERS SINCE 1874
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month : these take the form of either

lectures or displays of films. Visitors are

Welcomed at these meetings and local cine

enthusiasts arc invited to attend. At the
first meeting; a number of films were shown,
sponsored hy the Scottish Travel Associa-

tion. English readers of Homk JIovies
may be interested to know that these films

have been taken with a view to stimu-
lating interest in Scotti.sh holiday centres

and are available on loan free. Applica-
tion should be made to the Scottish Travel
Association, Edinburgh.
Sunday shooting has been talcing place

regularly and " Intrusion '"
is now in the

editing and cutting stages, except for one
or two additional shots deemed advisable
after assembling the film as originally taken.

The society contemplates making a film

of Gla.sgow and another of the Burns
country, both on 3.5-mm. ; and one or two
Scottish scenics on l(5-mm.
On March 5 the society's chairman. C. J.

Strain, gave a most enjoyable lecture on
' Cinematography as a Hobby " to the
members of the Glasgow Film Society.

Other recent activities include a visit to

the Theatre Royal, Glasgow, to film a

speciality dance by a troupe of the Tiller

girls; this is to be included in the Meteor
Movie ilagazinc No. 2, which will Ije ready
-sliortly. Members who have any contri-

butions to offer for this newsreel should
send them in now.

MR. PAUL BURNFORD, ' Rosemarv, '

West Heath Road, Hampstead, N.W.3, is

an.xious to form a society for the revival of

silent films and for the making of amateur
films on lt)-mm. stock, cbiefiy of a technical
nature. He will be glad to liear from any-
one interested.

NEWCASTLE AMATEUR CINEMATO-
GRAPHERS' ASSOCIATION. Hon. Secre-

tary and Treasurer. H. Wood, Bolbec Hall,
Westgate Road, Newca.stle-on-Tyne. Pro-
jection programmes of recent fortnightlv
meetings have included films produced by
Pinnacle Productions. Edinburgh, A. G.
Greaves (Kodacolor), and ,1. Denton, also
films loaned by the Amateur C'inema League
of America.
Arrangements for photo play prodtiction

during the coming months are going ahead,
and in addition a special feature is being
made of one of the association's activities,

which is the production of a film record of
events of special interest or importance
occurring in the district during the year.
Members are going to spend the Easter

week together on a filming outina to
Keswick.

NEWMARKET AMATEUR CINE
SOCIETY. Hon. Secretary. Miss (;. C.

Emery. S, E.xeter Road, Newmarket. We
are glad to be able to report that the above
society has made consideralile progress
during the past month : membership and
enthusiasm are still definitely increasing.

Thanks to the able work of Mr. M.
Griffiths, our Director, and Mr. W. T.
McGlone, our f'.ameraman, and to the co-
operation of all the members, the societv's
first film " Sus])icion '" is now completed
and was shown in Newmarket and neighbour-
ing towns during March.
A comedy written by Mr. M. Griffiths is

now being made, the principal characters
in this being as far as possible members
who played a less active part in tlie last
production.

The society hopes to have three 16-mm.
films ready for hire by May 1 and will be
interested to hear from other societies
willing to exchange films.

NORTH LONDON CINE SOCIETY. H(.ii.

Secretary, .M. Williams. 7. Wuodberry
Down, N.4. The inaugural public meeting
of this society was lield on .March U. and
was attended by over 3ii people. The

films shown included one of a camp near
Felixstowe and another of a holiday in

France, both taken by Messrs. C. and R.
Allison, while Jlr. S. B. Bateley kindly lent

the society a film of a tour in Switzerland
which he took in 1928.

We hope that our membershij) will

increase considerably as a result of this

meeting, but we are eager to get still more
members of the enthusiastic tvpe. The
secretary will be pleased to give full par-

ticulars to anyone interested.

NORWICH AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
dull room. II. Thorpe Ripad. Norwich:
Hon. Secretary, H. P. Dun, 2!ll. Sprowston
Road, Norwich. A working committee has
been formed of four members and as so

far our meetings have only been attended
by 12 or 1-t members, the committee are
meeting to discuss plans for some sort of

production in order that we may feel we
are actually doing something. A scenario
will then be prepared and "shooting"
commenced. Arrangements are being made
for the loan of other societies" ])roductions

—

some having already been booked for future
meetings.

Finishing the Group's cine screen—

a

wooden one with a flat white surface.

(The Hampshire House Photographic
Society Cine Group)

Lady members are badly needed, the
entrance fee being 2s. and the yearly sub-
scription 5s. An entrance fee of 2s. 6d.

for members is payable in addition to the
annual subscription of 7s. 6d.

Demonstrations of members' and Librarv
films have been given with the Home ilovie

model and the New Pathc 2(l(P-B. projector.

Interesting comparisons were made bv pro-

jecting the 200-B. machine on a silver

screen and a standard 3.5-mm. projector.

These were then reversed and a linen screen

u.sed—the results being interesting and
noted by members.
A demonstration of lli-mm. ajjparatus has

been arranged for early in JIay.

SEEALL FILM SOCIETY. Hon. Seen-
tary. J. Gordon. " Bordersmead," Loughton.
J^sse.v. We have been hard at work for

the last month on the adaption of the story
"The Girl From Nowhere," specially
wiitteii for the society by N. F. Rowlandson.
whu will probably undertake the task of

cameraman during the production. It is to
be produced on 9..'>-mm. stock, the feminine
lead will be taken bv Elizabeth (Jordon. and

it is to be directed by John Ctordon. It will

go into production on April 1 and we hope
to finish it by the end of the month.
We have just added two 2,000 c.]). arc

lights to our collection of "inkies" and we
hope that this will enable us to produce
fairly ambitious sets with P.S.P. stock.

Our projection room and theatre has also

been reljuilt imder the guidance of Mr.
Norman C'arr and now bears rather a
futiu'istic design.

SHREWSBURY AMATEUR CINE
ASSOCIATION. Hon. Secretary. C. W.
Clews. 27. Wyle Cop. Shrewsbury. Con-
siderable progress can be reportecl by this

newly formed association, and among the
members enrolled the association has been
most fortunate in securing a technical

adviser and director of productions. Per-

parations are in hand for the production of

the association's first film which will be
based on " Shrewsbury."
A very successful projection meeting was

held at the beginning of March at which
there was a large attendance, the films shown
Ijeing "The Cabinet of Dr. CaUgari" and
" Captain Blood," kindly lent by Mr.
B. G. D. Salt. Studios and projection room,
etc., have been secured for the association
and will be open to members and others
interested on Thursdav, April 13, from
7 till 10.

The association still requires members,
and everyone in the district who is in-

terested in amateur cine work is cordially

invited, a special invitation being extended
to ladies. The owning of apparatus is not a

necessity and the lack of it should not deter
any prospective members ; the member-
ship fee is 10s. 6d. per annum ; associated

membership, conferring limited privileges,

.'is. tid.

Will any societies having films of their
own production for loan kindh' get in touch
with the secretary at the above address ?

TRENT CINE CLUB. Hon. Secretary,

Norman F. Dakin, 74. Bobbers Mill Road,
Nottingham. This club is now a well-

organised and flourishing concern. On
February 27 we held an exceedingly enjoy-
able meeting, at which two of our members,
Mr. Sichfield and Mr. Smedley. showed
excellent holiday films: the former showed
a l(i-mm. production of a Mediterranean
cruise on the " Orford " and the latter a

!)..5-mm. of a cruise on a rather smaller
boat on the Broads.
On March 13 we held an equally enjoy-

able and instructive meeting, at which Jlr.

Newton Smith, of Kodak, Ltd., gave a

lecture and demonstration of Kodak films,

etc.

We are still increasing our numbers, but
there are always vacancies for members.
Will anyone interested please communicate
with the secretary at the above address ?

CAMBRIDGE PHOTOGRAPHIC CLUB
—CINE WORKERS. Hon. Secretary,

Arnold Darlington, iio, Montague Road,
Cambridge. Preparations are now in

progress for the forthcoming Film Night to

be held on April 18, when the members of

the Cine Section are to give a display of

their work to the rest of the Cambridge
Photographic Club. The films, whose
standard is tmusualh- high, are to be scored

with a musical accom]ianiment of works by
Wagner, Grieg, Mendelssohn and Dvorak.

{Continued un jx'ge 413)
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500 WATT /
VICTOR MIGHTY-POWER

IG-mm. very latest ; new oUO-watt triplanc
coiled-coil direct tfemendous illumination

;

super large 2-in. diameter uoudcusers (passing
every iota of lisht) ; dual booster rettectors :

large f/1.5 lens (giving critical and tremeuduus
brilliancy) ; DlRECr-DRlVE super motor

—

no belts, gears, or chains ; 24-teeth tarije film

cont-act (takes dry, torn, or bad film without
trouble); automatic film trap — shuts olf

projection automatically if incorrectly run-
ning ; 4-way rewind—rewind by hand, rewind
by motor, rewind one tllra whilst projecting
another ftim ; rewind 4 Alms at once ; quick
lightning threading device ; car gear clutch
start—giving forward, stills, reverse ; auto-
matic spring claws—engages lilm automatically
in gate ; electric speed control ; self-replacing
instant-erecting spool arms ; dual fan cooled
throughout ;

"' Dreadnought " gear tilting

head ; All Gold-Bronze De Luxe ; chromium
fittings throughout ; complete in "Ready-for-
Action " brown russet leather carr>ing case ;

lever locks. Theatre brilliancy—amazing light.

X only £80 only X
APPROVAL, IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

WANTED —APPARATUS
in Exchange for Latest New Models.

16-mm. NEW-VICTOR TURRET CAMERA ;

speed f/2.9 anast., visual focussing, with large
eye-piece, indi\idual eyesight iuljustment;
three lens turret head, dead stop locking latest
buttons; 8, 12, IG, 24, 32, and slow-motion
speeds, locking device on speeds for self-

inclusion ; audible footage—gives a double
click for every foot exposed (a tine feature);
titling crank ; latest visual footage (shows
actual amount of lilm left unexposed) ; direct
tele-flnder (adjustable for all distances and
lenses, professional pattern); plumb level
(giving exact uprights, no side tilting) ; latest
smng wind handle ; graphite packed silent
latest motor (absolutely noiseless) ; three-
point quick threading ; lens focussing to 1 ft.

;

All Gold-Bronze De Luxe ; chromium fittings

throughout. World's Finest. Only £60
Approval. Immediate delivery. Exchanges.

1/- 400 ft. Hire.
ENSIGN AUTOMATIC PROJECTOR ;

superlite f/1.5 lens, 100-watt super direct
illumination ; entirely automatic; 2-in. dia-
meter large condensers (passing tremendous
light) ; all enclosed fittings ; latest silent
precision mechanism ; forward, stills, or
reverse ; tan cooled tliroughout ; motor
rewind ; liand rewind ; complete with resist-

ance in " Eeady-for-Action " carrying case.
Write now. >:xchanges. Only £17 10

FILM 6/6 50-ft. Pane.
ENSIGN 16-mm. KINECAM CAMERA ;

speed f/2.8 nnast., focussing mount to 1 ft.,

3 speeds (half speed, normal, slow-motion) ;

title cranli ; lenses quickly interchanged,
telephotos. etc. ; 50-ft. or 100-ft. capacity ;

actual footage indicator ; complete in real
hide velvet-lined carrying case. Very latest.
Write now. £18 18 o

RHAMSTINE ELECTROPHOT
PHOTO-ELECTRIC EXPOSURE METER ;

stills or movies, self-generating ; no batteries,
last a lifetime and give perfect dead accurate
exposed pictures of quality ; very latest
compact model ; no larger than 100-ft. film.
" Point at the subject—that's all." Approval.
Complete. £15 15

CINE TRIPOD ; very latest ; ThaUiammcr
type ; revolving, panning, swing, tilting,

vertical movements ; rubber and point dual
legs. Finest obtainable. Only £7 10

16-mm. RHAMSTINE SUPER EDITOR ;

professional projection motion ; prism viewer
;

illuminated shutter; forward reverse, built-in
mitre splicer 3-tone silver, cushion base.
World's Finest. £18 18

Finest Cine Stock - Approval - Exchanges-

EDWIN GORSE
86 ACCRINGTON ROAD, BLACKBURN

By moans of this exhibition it is hoped to

reveal the beauties of cinematographic art

lo the more sceptical "still" photographers.
The secretary wishes to take this oppor-

tunity of reminding cincmatographers that

particulars of entries f(»r the annual com-
petition next month should be handed in as

soon as possible. The successful films will

be shown at the Guildhall during the club's

exhibition carlv in May.

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY CINEMA.
SOCIETY. Hcad<iuarters, 13b, Ram Yard
(Jambridge ; Hon. Secretary, R. N. Waring-
tou Smyth, 27, Trinity Street, Cambridge.
The society has had a most successful

term. The following lectures were delivered

before the society and drew the large

audiences which their qualitj' and interest

justified :

—

V. C. Buckley . .
" A Visit to Holly-

wood."
Ian Dalrymple .. " The Cutting Room."
Rudolph Messell "The Way of the

Soviet Cinema."
Anthony .AsQUiTH "Cinema."
Leontine Sagan . .

'

' German Theatre and
Film."

H. J. R. Lane, M.A. " Slow Motion in Time
and Its Implica-
tions."

The policy of allowing non-members to

attend single lectures on Is. 6d. tickets

has been amply justified by the results ; and
it is clear that a growing number of people

in Cambridge are seriously interested in the

cinema.
Production has continued up to schedule

on the documentary film record of the

building of the new University Library,

which the Rockefeller Trust have endowed.
No lectures mil be arranged for the Easter

term, and full advantage is to be taken of

the summer days for production. Produc-

tion will continue on the Library film pre-
viously mentioned : while a new fantastic
Him, the story of Pygmalion, is to go into
l)roduetion at the beginning of the term.
Expert services have been engaged in
Maurice Harvey as Director, Gerald Pringle
playing Pygmalion, Geoffrey 'Wright and
Humphrey Bourne as Art Directors, and,
we hope, Whitney Straight as Cameraman.
This film, which has only two characters,
is to be entirely without dialogue and a
specially written piece of music will be post-
synchronised. Besides these two films a
9..5-mra. production of a less serious nature
is to be undertaken. This will give members
some valuable e.xperience without much
expense to the Society's funds. It will be
made on a suitable piece of ground kindly
lent by Mr. Rottenburg.

It should also be mentioned that there is

an opening in Mr. Openshaw Higgine' unit
for members to get experience in news reel
work.

SALFORD CINE SOCrETY. Hon. Secrcr
tary, K. W. Kenyon, 10, Seedley Terrace,
Pendleton, Salford, ti. At an enthusiastic
meeting held in February this society came
into being ; and with an assured member-
ship of eleven and numerous prospective
members we feel ready to start upon an
ambitious programme.
Meetings will be held on alternate Mon-

days at the above address, commencing at
7.30 p.m. All interested in any branch of

cine work (teclinical, production or acting)
should write to the secretary at once, as it

is hoped to start producing in the near
future.

The annua! subscription is £1 Is., or 2s.

per month ; and for lady members, 15s., or
Is. 6d. per month.
The secretary will be glad to hear from

any amateur society prepared to loan films.

PORTABLE CINE SCREEN
Unrivalled

brilliance produced

by scientific formulae

The scientific process"! by "wliich

Celfix cine screens are produced
brings out the maximum colour

values of the film—giving brightj

soft pictures without the slightest

strain on the eyes. Its wonderful
CRYSTAL GLASS BEADED or

Silver Surfaces bring sparkle to the

dullest film. Besides being the most
brilliant screen ever produced, the

Celfix has a clever self-opening

device which enables you to open
or close it by slight

pressure onalever.Leam
how Celfix can give you
cine entertainmentnever
before possible with
ordinary dne screens.

Write for descriptive

brochure " WHAT'S
IN A SCREEN" together with
sample surfaces free and post free

from the manufacturers, Dept. MM.

R.F. HUNTER, Ltd.

Celfix House

51 Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.I

'Phone: Holbom 731 1/2.

IT'S THE SCREEN THAT
MAKES THE PICTURE
The Celfix is made in 5 sizes :

27" X 20" to 80" X 60". From

£3 : 10 :
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Watch MAGNUM
For NEW CINE
REFINEMENTS !

^^.

Size 4° X 3' X 5" ^high,
including lamp.

_0

MAGNUM CINE PILITE
This device solves the problem of providing
illumination of the room and control of the
projector light and motor from one source.
A Two-way Switch controls the pilot lamp
and projector whilst a second switch provides
illumination for the room and projector
control which is essential when rewindini;.
Tue lamp supplied is suitable for all mains
voltages of 200 to 250 volts and consumes
15 watts.

PRICE, in Walnut Bakelite, complete with
Pilot lamp, Cord with Combined '

—

Adapter and a two-pin plug,t \1I6
Dia. of colour disc 3^"'

Dia. of lens clip i^",
and other sizes
according to the
make of projector.

MAGNUM CINE TINTER
Attached to the lens hood in a few seconds,
this ingenious unit is provided with four

colour discs and an open aperture. A touch
of the finger brings the desired colour into

position, where it is held by a spring trigger

device. The open aperture provides the ord-
inary black and Vt/hite picture, four different

colours being available for beautiful colour
effects on the screen. This component may
be left permanently on the projector and it

enhances its appearance.
The model illustrated i= suitable for the Baby
Pathescope ; other models are available for

all types of projectors having the necessary
space for the colour disc.

PRICE, Instrument black finish,

complete and ready for use 7/6
Obtainable from all kigh class Cine dealers and
stores, or direct. Write for lists of these and

other Magnum products.

BURNE-JOXES & Co.,Ltd.

MAGNUM HOUSE
296 Borough High Street

London, S.E.I

Telephone: Hop 625? and 6258.

4GNUM means
Better Movies!'

INTERIOR SETS IN THE
GARDEN

{Continued from page 387)

Then there are hghting possibihties.

If you allow a sunbeam to stream
through the window keep an eye on
the time, or it may shift before the

.scene is completed.
Dusk and moonhKlit effects are

possible in broad daylight by simply
stopping down the lens aperture, and
so underexposing. A couple af stops
will be about sufficient.

A little thought will reveal wide
possibilities with the simplest proper-
ties. An effect of a fully furnished
room is attained by placing chair

backs or corners of other pieces of

furniture just in front of the camera.
They will fill the scene more effectively

than many background pieces.

Again, psychology is often conveyed
in a setting. Since an untidy person
would occupy an untidy room, clothes

carelessly thrown across her bed or
chair would tell the audience much.
Some art directors seek to reflect

the mind states of a character in his

or her surroundings. That can be
done as effectively with simple as
with elaborate furniture.

Flashes or actual scenes will in all

cases add conviction to these garden
"interiors." In "Ten Modern Com

-

manflments," there was the situation

of a min locked in his bathroom—^set,

of course, in a studio. When he
rushed to the window to look out,

there was cut in a flash of the street

full of traffic far below. It quite

created an illusion that the bathroom
was on the top floor of the building.

It may be necessary only to ask an
artist friend to design a simple drop
background to be seen through a
window, but it would be better to

insert an incident such as a character
going to open a window, and peeping
out—-to see the street.

Such exterior sets as I have described
look scrappy to the human eye, but
the camera's eye has a narrower field

of vision. Like a horse wearing
blinkers, it covers only a rectangle,

exact and clearly defined.

Be careful, therefore, to frame the

picture correctly. Make sure your
\'iew in the finder does not overstep
your set to include trees of struts.

But a slight slip of the camsra tripod

may bring into view an unwanted
corner.

To American Readers

"Home Movies" is now obtainable
from

WILLOUGHBY'S
110 W. 32nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

and

THE BASS CAMERA CO.
179 W. MADISON STREET

CHICAGO

The K.P. 'Panoram'

Head and Tripod
The first professional-type tripod for

amateur use here for the first time.

A tripod equipment which enables

you to rival the smoothness of

professional " Panoram " effects.

Perfectly even movement assured by

worm drive. Hand controlled tilt

movement with special locking device.

Perfect Instrument—makers finish in

Alpax metal and chromium plate.

Head to fit your own tripod - 3 gns.

Special K.P. tripod to suit.of immense
strength and rigidity - - 4 gns.

Write for full particulars to the makers

K.P. INSTRUMENTS
Aerial Works, BLACKHEATH, S.E.3

Phone : Lee Green 5680.

"CINE HOUSE"
6 PARK ROAD, TEODINGTON, Middx.

Opposite the Clarence Hotel

NOTICE
Expansion of business has compelled us to

transfer to larger premises at the above
address, where the sale of both Cine and
ordinary Photographic Apparatus will be

carried on.

We stock all the leading makes (Cine and
Roll Films), Projectors and Photographic
sundries.

HUGE SALE OF PATHESCOPE
S.H. SUPER FILMS

These Films are in good condition and are

from 10/- per reel. T.ike the opportunity
while they last. '

A number of S.H: PATHESCOPE CINE
CAMISP1.AS and PROJECTORS at give-away
prices. Some of the Projci-tors have had very

little use, having been used for Hire purposes
onlv. Single Claw Model from £1 IS 0,

Iiouble Claws from £3 10 0.

H.T. CAMURA.Sfrom£l 10 0, S.H.CAMEEA
B'sl'rom £4 10 0.

GENUINE BARGAINS
Note new addres s

6 PARK ROAD, TEDDINGTON, Middx.
Molesey - - 1064

SERVICE
9.5-mm. to 16-mrn. Stock sup-

plied and processed to Negative and
Positive or Direct Reversal.

3S-mm. Stock supplied. Negative
developed and Positive Prints made.

35-mm. Negative or Positive

reduced to I6-mm. or 9.5-mm.

Over-dense prints reduced to normal

density. Titling, still and animated ;

Cartoon Drawing; Tinting and Toning.

We specialise in Cine Clubs' produc-

tion w^ork and develop short " tests "

of lighting and stage effects.

D.P* FILMS
{Citu' Film Laboratories) LTD.

40;42 Osnaburg^i Street, London, N.W.I

Phone: Museum II71
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rouR
CINE QUERIE/
AN/WERED
Free Service for Readers

Is there a cine problem bothering you ? Have you some difficulty in which

you would like expert help ? Do you want to know where to obtain

certain apparatus and what it will cost ? HOME MOVIES is at your

service in this and many other ways.

Address your query to : The Service Department, HOME MOVIES, Messrs.

George Newnes, Ltd., 8-ii, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2, enclosing

the free Query Coupon printed in this issue. A selection from queries

and answers of general interest will he printed each month on this page.

All others will be replied to by post.

SPECIAL NOTE .—Owing to the rapid growth of the circulation of " HOME
MOVIES " and the large number of queries now sent in, readers are asked

to limit the number of questions in one letter, so as to enable an early

reply to be sent.

F. W. P., Loughborough, writes : " As an
amateur photographer oJ long standing, I

invariably tad that I get much better results

by processing and printing my own " still
"

films. I have recently taken up cine photo-
graphy with 16-inm. film, and I am wondering
whether I should get better results and
incidentally save money iJ I processed my
own film.

Answer.—There are two separate and
distinct questions here. Taking first of all

the question of saving monej', this depends
on the kind of iilm you use. Agfa, Kodak,
and Boles films are sold at a price which
includes free processing, a film ready for

projection being delivered to the customer
a few days after the exposed negative is sent

to the processing station. Messrs. Selo, Ltd.,

can now supply their negative film on
spools without right to development and
printing service for 12/C for ICO feet, or 6/6

for 50 feet and the super-speed at a slightly

higher rate. Gevaert 16-mm. film is also sold

on the same basis at 13/6 for 100 feet ortho,

or 17/6 panchromatic, with 7/6 and 9/6

respectively for the 50 feet reels.

The cost of development of pan. film is

about 3/- per 100 feet, so that the saving,

if any, of developing alone is small, particu-

larly as large quantities of solution must
be used which is only economical when a
large number of reels are being developed.

Processing, as carried out by the big

firms, is now of a very high standard and so

far as the 16-mm. reversal film is concerned

we would have no hesitation in saying that

it is impossible for the amateTir to obtain

results comparable with those given by
Agfa and Kodak. Wliat you are overlooking,

however, is that although it is practicable,

if tedious, for the amateur to develop 50
feet and 100 feet lengtlis of 16-mm. negative

film, the actual printing requires a special

machine and there is again the question of

purchasing the right positive film and
developing it.

Processing short lengtl-s of positive film

which have been used for the taking of

titles is quite practical at home and very

many experienced amateurs do this them-
selves, but as tar as the ordinary rim of film

is concerned, we would strongly recommend
you to get it done professionally.

It is rather a different matter, however,
with 9J-mm. orthochromatic film. The
30-foot lengths are not too long to handle
on home apparatus and home processing by
the reversal system is by no means diificiilt

for one, such as yourself, who has had
experience in still photography development
work.

H. V. H., Famborongh, asks: (1) What
is the minimum number of watts for in-

terior work ? (2) What is needed, as to

lighting, for exterior work ? (3) What
make-up is needed for film acting !

"

Answer.—(1) This is a very broad ques-

tion and the answer depends on many
factors. The light requii'ed depends upon
(a) the area to be illuminated

; (b) the
kind of illumination (for example, in some
dramatic work a few high lights and much
deep shadow is most effective, while in

comedy work it is usual to give full illumina-

tion to the whole scene) ; (c) the speed of

the film ; (d) the lens aperture used

;

(e) the colour of set and costumes and
reflecting power of the walls. To give you a
very rough guide, if you use an //1 .8 or

//1 .9 lens and super-sensitive film, such as

Kodak Super-sensitive, Asfa Novopan or

the new Super-speed Selo, then two ,500 watt
lamps of the Nitrophot type in reflectors

should enable you to get good illumination

of a medium shot including three or four

people.

(2) It is impossible to answer this in a
few words. Everything depends upon the
area to be illuminated and the kind of

lighting. As you have no benefit of the
reflecting power of walls and ceilings in

external shots and as such shots usually

embrace a fairly large area, several thousand
watts would be the minimiun for even simple
work.

(3) Special make-up has been prepared
for oin6 work ; it can be obtained from Max
Factor, 10, D'arblay Street, W.l, or from

Messrs. L. Leichner, Ltd., 32, Acre Lane,
Brixton, S.W.9.

J. W. H. Cambridge. Inexpensive cut-out
paper letters for making cine titles can be
obtained from Messrs. Ensign, Ltd., through
your local dealer.

J. B., Rugby, wishes to know whether any
firms are producing talkies for 9.5-mm.
users ; also where he can obtain a good
motor for driving a turntable for talkie
discs.

Answer.—Several firms are at present
experimenting with 9'5-mm. eound-on-disc
talkies, but we have not yet heard any-
thing comparable with 16-mm. sound-on-
diso equipment. Some interesting and
important amateur work with 9"5-mm.
sound-on-film has recently been done, and
we hope to describe it shortly in our pages.
In this case two films are used, one for the
picture and the other for the sound track.
You can obtain a suitable motor for your
experiments from Messrs. Leslie Dixon
& Co., 218, Upper Thames Street, E.G.

P. D., Eastbourne, is anxious to produce
a film of an explosion, in which a large box
is supposed to blow up, producing a cloud of
black smoke and other effects. He also
desires to super-impose a title on the black
smoke cloud.

Answer.—Shots of this kind are best
"faked"—in fact, a faked shot of this
kind is usually much more effective than
would be a film of the real thing. We suggest
you adopt the following procedure : First
of all take a piece of thick string and soak
it thoroughly in a strong saltpetre solution
and let it dry. Join this to your box as if
it were a fuse and light it. It will now
smoulder and bum like a fuse, and if you
take a few feet of film periodically as it
burns (close-up shots, of course) you can cut
these in with other shots giving the passage
of time, as the fuse gradually gets towards
the box. As soon as the fuse has burnt
down close to the box, cut in a shot taken of
some flash powder igniting (only two or three
frames), then a further shot of a cloud of
smoke, followed immediately by a shot of
the box smashed to pieces. The cloud of
smoke need not be big, as you can photo-
graph it close up—probably a thoroughly
satisfactory shot can be obtained of the
smoke produced by burning rags which
have been soaked in paraffin. Do not on
any account act, as you yourself suggest,
by using explosives, otherwise we are likely
to lose a reader !

The super-imposed title can be made by
double exposure, using the method described
on page 301 of the March issue.

A. H., Croydon, writes: "I am up
against a ' hold-up ' scene and want some
cartridges that will make smoke and not
too much noise. Can you tell me whether
such a thing is made for this purpose and
where they may be obtained ?

"
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ANEW PROJECTOR YOU""^~ MUST see!
The NEW PATHESCOPE " 20jB " PROJECTOR
for 9,5 film, throws an exceptionally brilliant flicker-

less 10 ft. picture. It is equally suitable for ordinary
home projection or for public entertainment and is

fitted with a powerful 200-watt lamo (fan cooled) for

DIRECT ILLUMINATION.

THE PATHESCOPE
*'200B." PRICE: £15

For picture making
use the

. Pathescope
*- " Motocamera "

Uses standard 9.5 mm.
film. F/3.5 anastigmat
lens. Is remarkably effi-

cient though simple to
use. Its compactness and

htness make it the ideal

movie camera.

Model B. £6 : 6 :

De Luxe Model

£10 : 10 :

Send for further parficu-

lars, or see them at—
SANDS HUNTER & CO., Ltd.
37 BEDFORD STREET, STRAND, W.C.2.

A 30"x20" Silver Screen fop 2/-.'

KONDUCTITE
Metallic Paper for Home
Made Movie Screen

"Konductite" Metallic paper consists
of specially prepared thin Aluminium
Foil with a bacUng of stout paper.
It can be readily applied to any flat

surfac, such as plywood, with any
ordinary adhesive and forms a brilli-

ant silver screen for Home Projection

Price per sheet (3o'X2o') 2/-

Postage and packing 6d. extra
Any length 20' wide, supplied at 2/6 per yd.

The City Accumulator Coy.

4 Surrey Street, Strand, W.C.2
'Phone - - TEMPLE BAR 8620

Answer.—We suggest that you com-
municate with the fireworks firms of C. T.

Brock & Co., 109, Gheapside, E.C.2, or

James Pain & Sons, Ltd., 9, St. Mary Axe,
E.G. 3, as these firms can probably provide
you from stock with just what you require.

BARGAINS
THE AMATEUR CINE SERVICE, uOA, Widiuoie
Koad, Bromley, Kent.—Gevaeit 9.5 uuu. Reversal
Film, 4s. 6d. in charger ; Reload, 2s. lOd. ; P.athe-
seope or Gevaert processing, 2s. ; lightning service
and expert attention. Below.
EASTER BARGAINS.—Used, but guaranteed
condition. Send or call for list. Approval
against deposit to value. Selection : 16-mm.
Knsign 180 for 32 volt Mains, £15 ; Kodascope
-Model C, witfi resist.tnce, £6 15s. Od. ; Kodatoys
I'rora 35s. ; Paillard-Bole.N talkie, £95 ; Pathescope
Lux, £12 ; Home Movie Projectors from £2 10s. Od.

;

Coronet Projectors, 25s. ; Baby Cine-cameras,
25s. ; witli motor attachments, 45s. ; Dynamos,
i:i ; Motors from 32s. 6d. Above.

PATHESCOPE FILM SALE.—Supers, 10s. and
1.3s. Stamp for title lists. 60-fts., 2s. 6d. ; 30-£ts.,

Is. .\bove.
THE ORIGINAL GUARANTEED SERVICE
9.5-niin, FILM LIBRARY.—Sew releases without
suhstitution, exchani^e or hire. Standard summer
rate now Is. 6d. per super for three days, .\bove.

STEDMAN'S PROCESSING SERVICE.—We aro

J'uthescope and Gevaert Specialists. Reversal.

2s. : Developing as negative and supplying one
positive print, 4s. Your dealer will send your
films to us. Below.
STEDMAN'S TITLE SERVICE.—Continuous titles

in plain style or with any professional effects.

List and length of samples you cau project, lid.
Helow.
STEDMAN'S "KING" TRAILER.—Splendid
9.5-mm. inint with professional effects. Is. 3d.,

post free, or from your dealer. Below.

STEDMAN'S SPECIALITY FILMS.—9.5-mm.
Prints, all continuous titles. " Parachute Jump-
ing," 30-ft., 2s. 6d. ;

'• Gliders," 60-ft., 5s. ; "Two-
wheeler Novelty," 60-ft., 5s.; Special Fihi]

Cement, Is. per bottle. All post tree. Below.

STEDMAN'S CINEMATOGRAPH LABORATORY'
-Meadow Road, Leeds, 11.—Remember, we are

re-titling supers tor use with the new 200B Pro-
jector at special rates.

HEATHCOTE Super Films, hire or exchange.
Liberal allowance on apparatus exchanges. Below.

£25 AGFA MOVECTOR C, £12 10s. Od. ; Ensign
Silent 10, £7 15s. Od. ; Kodatoy. £3 3s. Od.

;

Agfa 16-ram. Camera, £9 9s. Od. Below.

MIDLANDS CINE DEPOT.—Send us your want,
we can supply you.—302, Radford Road, Kot-
tingliam.
16-min. FILMS.—All subjects and Talkies wanted.
—Particulars, please. Advertiser, Redlands.
Kenton, Newcastle -on-Tyne.

WE ARE DIRECT IMPORTERS of exclusive

alms, 9-mm. anil Iti-mm.—Stamp for lists.

—

J. Patcrsou, T, Cable Street. Liverpool.

PATHESCOPE SUPER FILMS.—For hire. Is. 6d-

4 clear days ; contlitinn guaranteed ; latest

releases; lists free. Patlie's 200 B Projectors in

stock, £13.—Xorris, 11, Bar-Gate, Liiieuln.

BRUCE OF EALING FILM HIRE SERVICE.—
.ill Patliescope films available at low rates. .411

the latest 9.5-uim., 8 and 16-mm. Cameras, Pro-
jectors, Accessories. We supply apparatus on
our own Hire Purchase System. Sell or Exchange
all modern equipment. Jiruce of Ealing for
" Still " Cameras and supplies.—Write, 'phone, or
call—all your retiuirements : Bruce's, Ltd., 28A,
Broadway, Ealing, London, W.3. 'Phone : Ealing
1033.

SANDS HUNTER & CO. LTD., 37 Bedford Street,

Strand, London

16-mni. BELL & HOWELL FILMO 75>

f in. Cooke f'3.5 anastigmat lens, fiir 50-ft. or
mo-ft film. In new condition. £22 10
16-nini. VICTOR, Dallmeyer f/3.5 .anastigmat lens,
normal, half, or ultra speeds, tor 50-ft. or 100-ft.
lilm. In lirand new condition. List price

tl'J 10s. Od. £32 10
16-inni. BOLEX, Hermagis f/2.5 anastigmat lens,

takes 50-ft. of film. In brand new condition.
List price £14 14s. Od. £8 17 6
16-miii. ENSIGN AUTO KINECAM, Cinar f;2.ii

anastigmat lens, leathi'r ease. List priei- £1S ISs.
£12 12

16-min. BELL & HOWELL FILMO 70, 1 in

Cooke f;3.5 anastignuit lens, leather ease.
£27 10

U-mm. ENSIGN SUPER KINECAM, 1 in. ( iii.ir

f/2.1i anastigmat lens, revolving turret front,
leather case, first class condition. List price
£45 Os. Od. £27 10
16-inm. MODEL BB CINE KODAK, takes 50-ft.

daylight loading film, Kotlak f,3.5 anastigmat
lens, stock-soiled only. £12 12
9-nim. PATHE CINE CAMERA, Camo Motor
attachment, leather case, in good condition.

£3 18 6

The NEW 8-mm.
HOME MOVIES

Wiih the lowest running costs.

Cine-Kodak Eight-20 - - £9 17 6
Kodascope Eight-30 - - £9 9
25 ft. 8-mm. Pan. Film - - 10
30; 20 Folding Silver Screen 7 6

POSTAL SERVICE AND PART
EXCHANGES A SPECIALITY.

Paillard-Bolex and Talkatome Talkies.
Kodak, Ensign, Meyer, Pathescope and

Coronet Stockists.

Send for Easter Bargain List of Used
apparatus and accessories.

B. & T. Transformers for Pathescope
and 16-mm. Projectors, 9'S-mm.
Film Library. New Low Summer

Rates.

Gevaert and Pathescope
Processing Station.

Quick Service, individual attention,

usual charges.

50a Widmore Rd., Bromley, Kent
Tele. No. : Rarerjsbourne 1926.

Professional Cinema-
tographers use

KANDEM LIGHTS

For your indoor shots we
offer a range of small lamps
unequalled for efficiency.

Obtain Professional quality

with

KANDEM LIGHTS

SOO-WattEfiectSpot

KANDEM ^!^
FILM LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

Incandescents from
200-10,000 watts.

Arcs from
5-300 amperes

FILM LIGHTING
SPECIALISTS FOR
MANY YEARS

Write for lists 500-watt Flood

KANDEM ELECTRICAL LTD-
( Late KOETING & MATHIESEN ELECTRICAL LTD.)

Bead Offi t :

711 & 71s Fulham Road, LONDON, S.W.6.
Worki: Kandem Works. Parsons Green. S W.6

Phone: FULUA.M 2.187.2:,S8
'
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" / go to visit the

Motion Man, for whom

Fve writ a play."

Ben Jonson
A.D. 1640.

WITH tliis issue Home Movies
completes its first year of

life—twelve months of the

most interesting work it has ever been
our duty to perform. Duiing this

year we have built up a world-wide
friendship with our readers, have
helped thousands out of their difficul-

ties, brought thousands more into

this great hobby, and, we trust, have
done a httle to foster British trade.

A Bold Venture

A year ago Hojle Movies was looked
upon by some as a bold, and by
others as a foolish, venture, these

latter often stating that a magazine
dealing with such a hobby as home
cinematography could only flourish in

times of prosperity. " There won't be
any second number !

" we heard in

some quarters; "they can't keep it

up !
" was another parrot-cry. But

the second number did appear and
the third and the fourth, ^^^lether or

not we have '

' kept it up '

' we must
leave our readers to judge.
From the first nvimber the circula-

tion has steadily increased, and we are
proud to know that our magazine is

read not only throughout the United
Kingdom but in every part of the
world

.

Human Appeal

Perhaps the main reason for the
success of Home Movies is that the
hobby of movie-making is one of the
strongest in human appeal. No
longer need we rely on an ever-fading

memory to recall the days of child-

hood and happy events in the past—
even the cheapest movie camera can
make a priceless record of such things
and a record that will live every time
we so desire. The most laboriously
compiled and most meticulously accur-

ate diary cannot ajiproach the effect

of even a few feet of film projected
on the home cine screen, nor can an
album^ifull of "still" pictures record

those little ways and mannerisms
which truly depict character. Those
of us who have been long engaged in

the hobby of movie-making are never
tired of looking through our "older
shots '

' and living over again those

happy moments when the pictures

were taken.

Unselfish

Unlike so many hobbies home
movie-making is pre-eminently un-
selfish. Every member of the family

can share in it. Holidays at home and
abroad, sporting events, days in the

country on foot or by oar, can all be
repeated and reproduced on the silver

screen at home for the benefit of

those less fortunate ones who have to

stav at home.

SEE OUR PRIZE

COMPETITION

ANNOUNCEMENT
ON PAGE 443

It was once the privilege of the Editor

of this journal to film a little bo}- of

three playing with his favourite dog,

and as both were having a jolly time an
excellent picture resulted. The father,

who was seriously ill in hospital, and
who had not seen his boy for many
months, could scarcely believe his

eyes when one evening we stood a

small home projector on his bedside
table, and the living scene appeared
on the smooth distempered wall at

the end of the room. And when
Bobbie ran towards the camera,
tumbled down, picked himself up and
ruefulljr rubbed his knee without cry-

ing. Father no longer attempted to

conceal his pi'ide !

Is it surprising that the nurses
reported a big improvement in the
patient's health immediately after-

wards ?

Lower Costs

There still persists in many quarters
the idea that home movie-making

—

delightful as it is—can only be
indulged in by those well blessed with
this world's goods. While this was
true a few years ago the argument no
longer applies, for excellent cine

cameras can now be obtained for as
low as 55s. : a five-pound note will

cover the cost of both camera and
projector, while a processed film ready
to show on the screen and long
enough to show several little episodes
can be had for under five shillings.

There are, in fact, outfits for every
]Docket (and some are really pocket
outfits !), while the enthusiast who
likes to spend more on his hobby
can obtain almost every accessory
available for the professional. Now,
indeed, with relatively inexj^ensive

lighting equipment he can produce
films at home of the same technical

quality as those produced in pro-
fessional studios.

Do It Now!
There is thus no reason why you,

if you have not yet taken to this

great hobby, should not do so imme-
diately. Look back and recall to
your mind incidents and events in

which you have participated, unique
occasions never to be repeated, which
you would like to show on a screen
at home. If you ai'e a parent, what
would you give to be able to show a
living diary of your cliildren growing
up ? And don't forget you have large

libraries of professional films to draw
upon when you do not wish to show
your own.

ilake this your first cine year !

The Editor.
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C.I.D.A.L.C.

COMITE InTERNATION.VL POUR LA DIF-
FUSION Artistique et Litter-
albe par le cinematographe

The Editor, Home Movies

Dear Sir,—I am writing on behalf
of the C.I.D.A.L.C. in the behef that
you are in a better position to judge
the extent and soojie of the amateur
fihii moven"ient than anyone else in

the country.
The C.I.D.A.L.C. is an international

bod^' which desires to reach as man>'
people as it can in all countries with
films which would hel]5 to replace the
mutual jealousies and suspicions of

nations with the .spirit of international
co-operation. That does not mean
the production of films characterised
by conventional sentimentality-. On
the contrary.

County Films
If you will allow me to refer to your

leader in the March number of Home
Movies, you atlvocate therein the
taking by amateurs of "county"
films. Such films are of the tvpe
wanted by the C.I.D..A.L.C.

" In
genei-al they ma^' he fiescribed as films

illustrating the surroundings in which
people move ; the reactions of people
to their environment anil how they
overcome the problems of existence,
their folklore, and .so on.
These films are wanted in great

numbers. From the point of view of
the C.I.D.A.L.C. it is essential that
there should be enough of them to
allow for continuous distribution,

without which they remain mere units
of entertainment. AA'e have here the
problem of sufficient production, which
is the reason for this letter.

Now it is quite certain that this

problem cannot ))e solved through the
ordinary channels of film ])roduction

;

the film production industry cannot
l3e expected to devote its energies to
the steady making of films which,
viewed in the light of box-office attrac-
tions, are a negligible quantity. On
the other hand, and for the same
leasons, it is hishly impracticable for
an international body like the
C.I.D.A.L.C. to attempt to form a

production unit of its own, and to
make its films with its own capital
and its own technicians.

The Amateur
There remains tVie amateur. He is

derhaps better f(ualified to make the
scenic, the flocumentarj', the popular
educational film than anyone else.

He is interested. He has local know-
ledge. He has time. The one thing
that is in doubt is whether he would
be willing to exercise his hobby on
liehalf of such a bodv as the
C.I.D.A.L.C.

I do not pretend at the moment to
offer any definite suggestion as to liow
he could do so. He might, for instance,
form a national society- which would
operate in collaboration with the
C.I.D.A.L.C. by drawing up a list of
the films recjuired, and then, by some
method of voting, decide among its

FROM OUR
MOVIE MAIL-BAC

members which were the most suited

to make the films, the selectefl

members subsequently to make the
films and deliv'er them to the societ,^'

for distribution at home and abroa<l.

It must be made clear here that as it

is intended that the.se films have the
greatest distribution possible (which
means that thej" must be shown in

cominercial film houses) the society
would liave to occupy itself i^riinarily

with films of standard size. Another
function of the society would be to

arrange for the distribution in Great
Britain of foreign films received from
the C.I.D.A.L.C.

I do not know whether there is

anj-thing in this country which might
be said to act as a definite inspiration

of production to the amateur along
these lines. If there is, there may be
no need for a new society. If there
already exist .societies having for their

aim the organisation of amateur pro-

duction along given paths, then it is

the desire of the C.I.D.A.L.C, to co-

operate with those societies as much as
possible, and not to trespass on
domains alreaih' staked out by others.

Not a " Crank " Society

I might add that the C.I.D.A.L.C.
is not a society run by peace cranks,
but numbers responsible people among
those who represent their country on
its committees. Among them is Mr.
Brunei, who will be known to you
througli the articles he has been con-
tributing to your paper.

There onh- remains for me to say
that I bo]3e \'ou mai,' be interested in

this matter. I would be very grateful

for any assistance or information you
could give me, particulaily in con-
nection with the standing of amateur
cinematography- in standard film,

viewed in the light of this letter.

—

Yours truly,

R. E. E. Beck,
C.I.D.A.L.C,

Hon. Sec. British Jur\-,

21 Fitzgeorge Avenue, London, N.14.

General Secretariat :

7, Avenue de Slessine.

Paris, France.
April 6, 1933.

THE LIVERPOOL
AMATELTR FILM SOCIETY

The Editor, Home Movies

Dear Sir,—Following my letter

which you so kindly published last

month, certain correspondence which
I have received shows a lack of under-
standing of what a cine societv stands
for.

I should like to point out that this

society is only too eager to work on
the lines of a photographic society and
members are invited to ii.se the studio
when they wish to project their own
films and j~>rofessional productions ;

they are invited to bring their friends

ancl to entertain the other members
of the society. We are eager for them
to pool their films, to form a lil:)rary

and to share in the cost of the hire

of professional films, to discuss their

aims and objects, to exchange their

ideas and suggestions.

All this is outside tlie general pro-
gramme of the society- in producing
films by the co-operation of the
members, which is the usual fimction
of societies .such as this.

Nor do we stojo at this ; if any of

the unaffiliated eine enthusiasts lia\e

not joined uj) with a society because
they do not do something they want,
or think they .should do, let us know,
or better stil! write to Home Movies,
and let us all know. Suggestions are
always invited.

The society is still in need of

actresses and actors of all tyjies and
ages.—Yours faithfulh',

G. E. Fisher,
Hon. Secretarv.

132, Bold Street, Liverpool.

THE FILM AND THE MOTOR INDUSTRY

Sir William
Morris

examining
a film

taken in the
Morris Car
works by his

own staff
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FILMING HORSES
USEFUL HINTS
By S. U. LLOYD

HORSES beiiiET uaturally graceful are s])leiiili<l sub-

jects for the cine camera and, when sliown on
the screen, make a very strong appeal to

aiuiiences composed of British people in whom there

exists a deep-seated affection for any and e\ery kind of

horse.

One still occasionally sees a team pulling a load—to

Covent Gartlen or elsewhere—through the streets of

London anil there aie very few people to whom such a

sight does not bring something of a thrill, though anyone
who really understands horses cannot fail to be glad

when he sees that the horse is being replaced by mach-
inery for this puT'pose, especially in towns.
The streets of London and other cities, with their

smooth, greasy surfaces, are no longer suitable for horse
trafitic, and the amateur cameraman, who is also an
animal-lover, could do some good and useful work by
recording and showing whenever possible, the suffering of

horses trying to pull heavy loads under these conditions.

Children love horses, and will help your
pictures in many ways

horses—and what hor.ses they are !

—

to a smelly machine that roars and
rattles at the silent woods and hedge-

rows.
A " Picture of the Plough " should,

of course, show every phase and t'ype

of plougliing, but above all the wonder-

ful understanding that exists between

the ploughman and his horses.

•• Animal Friends of the Family" makes a

good subject

Such a film might also be of interest

to manufacturers of tractors, vans,
and so forth. Another feature of such
a picture might well be the complete
ignorance of the management of horses
shown by many of the men and boys
sent out as drivers. The suffering
caused by such people is very great
and quite inexcusable, for after all

there are still plenty of men left who
are horsemen and who would be glad
of a job.

Nobodj^ as yet appears to ha^-e

made a really good film of ploughing.
and it is to be hoped that amateur
movie-makers will seize their oppor-
tvuiity before it is too late. Already
the ploughman is giving place to an
oily gentleman in a boiler suit, and his If you can enlist the aid of the owner, so much the better
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MOVIES AT
THE ZOO

Unrivalled

Opportunities

for the Amateur

By NORMAN HUNTER

I

A Polar bear snapped at the Manchester Zoo
(Fux Photos)

THERE is probably no place in or near London
that offers such opportunities and possi-
bihties to tlie home movie maker as tlie Zoo.

Anil these possibiUties are not confined to the
making of intercstmg fikns of animals in captivity.
It is possible, with the exercise of a little thought

,

to secure some very fine and effective shots of
animals which can be spliced into other films,

such as plays, travel pictures and so forth :

to the ' Zoological Society of

London, Regent's Park, N.W.8 ;

and the permit applies only to the
use of cameras using sub-standard
film, being operated for personal
use.

Having obtained your permit,
plan your day's filming before ^•ou

set out. To go with no definite

idea of what you intend to film or
how you intend to film it will be
to waste a considerable amount of

film and spend a very tiring day.
There will, of course, occur various
opportunities for taking good shots
more or less on the spur of the
moment, and these opportunities

luld he ma<le the most of; but
o not rely upon

them entirel.y.

To begin with,
a mere tour of

the gardens witli

shots of the diffe-

I'ent animals will

not be particu-
larly interesting.

Plan your Zoo
movie to include

The London Zoo " chimps " are great
favourites with movie enthusiasts

(G.P.A.)

proviiling a much desired thrill
that in other circumstances could
not have been secured.
But first of all let tis consider

what may be done with a movie
camera in the way of making a!i

interesting Zoo fihn. Contrary to
a .statement that has appeared in
a film pubUcation, it is necessary-
to obtain a permit before taldnV
a cinematograph camera into
the Zoological Gardens. The
charge is 2s. 6d. in addition to the
entrance fee for each visit. Appli-
cation maist be made beforeliand Don't forget to include plenty of human interest in your shots (L.X.A.)
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little humorous incitlents, silent comments on the
animals and siJectators, whimsical comparisons.
For example, you might take a shot of the

bears on the Mappin Terraces, showing one oj

the bears sitting up to beg for b'ins. If you
follow that witli a shot showing a dog among the
spectators also sitting up tliat will make an effec-

tive run on. Again, when yon. film the monkeys,
after taking one or two shots of them, turn \ our
camera on the spectators and take a sliort shot
of the eager faces craning forward. The com-
parison will not be lost upon your audience,
particularly if you put in a sub-title such as "A
lot depends on the point of view."
Meal time is always full of interest at the

.Zoo and it will be well worth waiting to get a

I

i"'fr

Slot machines now provide fish at the right

moment for the sea lions {G.P.A.}

good position for filming the lions when
they are fed. Make friends with one of the
keepers beforehand. You will find him very
helpful. The keepers are keenly interested

in their charges and they will do a great
deal to assist you m getting effective films.

For instance,, you will probably find when
you film a lion that His Majesty will be
either pacing restlessly up and down, in
which case you will get nothing but a fleet-

ing glimpse beliind the bars, or else reclining

almost motionless, a position that is ideal

for the snap shotter but not for the movie
maker. The keeper will call him by name
for you, make him look round or come to

the edge of the cage. But do not ask the
keeper to let you go inside the barrier or
attempt to filrn the lions by putting your
camera between the bars with the idea of

getting a better picture. Visitors are strictly

(Continued on page 452)

Washing day at Regent's Park. (G. P. A.)

Penguins always raise a laugh when shown on the screen {I'huto, Kerr)
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OUR MONTHLY
PRIZE COMPETITION
APRIL IVINNERS

MAIvY of the entries for this

month's competition are par-
ticularly interesting, and we

notice an increasing tendency to give
ingenious "effects." From among
the hints sent in we have chosen ^Ii'.

E. M. Ayston's novel titling scheme :

a simple device for preventing Library
films from sticking in the projector,
submitted b>- Jlr. H. A^". Bow;s-er ;

and Mr. H. Robbins' ingenious method
of converting his hand-driven Pathe-
scope "Home Movie'" into a motor-
driven projector at tlie cost of roughh-
as. 6d.

'\^'inning competitors will receive
their awards within a fortnisrht of
publication of this issue. Meanwhile
we are repeating our ofTer to readers,
and next month three half-guineas
will again be awarded for the best
hints and tips (preferably of a con-
strvictional nature) sent in. The
descriptions need only be brief, pro-
vided they are clear, and the prac-
tical usefulness of the hints and tips
will largely influence our decision. If
there is something you wish to illus-

trate with a diagram, a simple pencil
drawing will do, as our own artists

will prepare the necessary finished
drawing for reproduction. Re-
member, a brief description, even
without illustrations, of a really useful
gadget, trick or method, is more likely

to will a prize than a Iong-dra«ni-out
description of something which is

difficult to make.
Entries for the June competition

should reach us not later than May I-.

The Editor's flecision will be final.

Effective Titles

I have discovered the following
novel method of titling. Suppose the
title wanted is

' Fear." This is drawn
on a rectangle of black or brown paper,
using yellow tinted Chinese white,
wliich is pinned on to a simple wooden
frame. The camera is held vpside
down, sighted on the title, and a few
feet are taken. Now. a little turpentine
is poured on to the title (turpentine
burning with a .smoky flame) and,
having been lighted at one corner, it

is i5|liotographeil while the title burns
away,
A clear view is now obtained through

the wooden frame, any suitable scene
having been arranged in view ; with
the title "Fear," say, an agonised
face. This is also photograplied

.

When the film has been jirocessed
it will be founil that all the action has
been reversed, as the fihn was taken
with the camera upside dowti. The
face is shown, then a billowing flame
flares across the screen, showing the
title behind it. I can assure you that
tlie result is well worth the little

trouble taken, and it is especially

effective in ilramatic films.—E. M.
AvsTO.y, Thornville, Ashley Road,
Hale, Cheshire.

A Useful Gadget

Having at various times encoun-
tered trouble with 9.5-mm. Library
films, particularly Super Reels, which
have in places become buckled and
bulged with heat from the lamp,
I make no excu.se for sending the
simple little device I have found
useful in counteracting tlie difficulty,

which is really a very disconcerting
one when .showing an interesting film.

These films have a nasty habit of

fouling the catch—when badly buckled
they cause the catch to act as a stop

with a light which gives a brilliant

4 feet picture on an ordinary white
.screen and a motor drive which starts

up immediately the switch is pressed
over.

I first obtained a 6-volt Gwatt car
lamp and holder ; this slips in the
Patlie lamphoii.se but may require a
little filing down. The lamp is then
overrun to 10 volts which gives a

brilliant picture of 4 feet wide. I

myself show it through two rooms
and have not had any blistering what-
ever. The reflector holder will, of

course, want cutting to fit round the
lampholfler at the top, but this is

quite simjile with a pair of snips.

The motor is a 12-volt and is taken
from an old car horn. This cost me
3s. 6d. and fits to back of projector

beautifully without any adaption
whatever, a bolt being provided on
the side which slips through a slot in

the base of projector and is held firm

by a nut and washer. A 2-inch Mec-
cano wheel, grooved type, fitted to
driving spindle of projector (this

requires drilling to suit), then a band
made of (Dunlop Red) valve rubber

NEVER USE FORCE

If your camera
will not open, or
when anything
goeswrong, never
use force ! Find

the reason

—the picture stops and no amount of

coaxing will force it over the damaged
place.

By tying a strong thread or a fine

piece of fuse wire on to the catch, a
gentle pull can be made on the catch
as soon as the film shows sians of

sticking. Alternatively I have used
a fine button hook but this does not
give the same sense of touch to enable
you to feel the spring working—a piece

of thin strong steel wire with a slightly

hooked end is perhaps a better gadget
to have handv beside the projector.

—

H. W. BoA\VER, 330, C'horley Old
Road, Bolton.

A Home-Made Motor Drive

In these days of projectors with
anything up to .500-watt lamps and
motor drive, the man without the
electric mains is forgotten. I am one
of these and was very disappointed
when I only obtained a picture of
about 2 feet wide anything like

brilliant from my Pathescope "Home
Movie," so I have rigged myself up

makes the diive complete. I should

say the wheel on the drive of motor
(if any) should be removed and a nut
substituted. The complete outfit is

mounted on a piece of board with
tilting device and two switches, one
for light and the other for the motor.

I give the lamp 10 volts and also the

motor for correct speed.—H. Robbins,

1, Quinta Villa, Gravelye Lane, Lind-

field, Sus.sex.

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
Order the June

SPECIAL BIRTHDAY
ISSUE OF "HOME
MOVIES" NOW
The demand will be

greater than ever !
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REVERSED AflOTION
TRICKS

Adding Interest to Your Films

By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

I
FIND that the majority of my
more liighbiow friends are prone
to deprecate the use of '' trick

stuff " in otherwise seiious fihiis, but
I think there is one ]ioint they over-

look. It is t}iis : there is a rather
personal type of fihn, the holiday
lecord, for example, which is of

absorbing interest to ourselves but
tends towards dullness for our friends.

So far as they are concerned it

<iefinitely wants soniething to liven it

up and add that element of surprise

and amusement which will hold their

attention upon the scieen without
conscious effort. Here, I submit, is

where '"stunts" may legitimately be
employed. At anj- rate, T use them
myself in such eases and my friends

seem to enjoj' them, so it has occurred
to me that fellow readers of Home
MovrE.s might be interested in some
details with a view to trymg otit the
notion themselves.

Great Possibilities

One of the sim]ilest and yet most
effective schemes T have yet tried is

the old trick of "reversed motion,"
and that is the one I want to talk

about in this article. Those who have
never troubled to think out the possi-

bilities of this elementary device will,

I guarantee, be vastly surprised bj^

the muiiber of amusing and often quite

This will fit the

Kodak title
frame and can

be used for

Pathe and
Victor

start ling
stunts it

enables >'ou

to perform
with the
greatest of

ease and without any kind of special

apparatus.
For example, there Ls the time-

honoured but still effective one of the
magic title. A simple form of this

appears as follows on the screen : a
blackboard mounted on an easel or
other support is seen with a suitable
background {e.g., your garden) and
someone standing beside it with a
duster in his hand. He examines the
board with apparent interest for a
moment or two, and rubs it here and
there with the duster. Nothing
happens. Then he suddenlj' sweeps
the duster right across the board and,
behold !—there is the title written in

chalk !

How It Is Done
If I explain how thLs apparent

mu'acle was wrought the reader will

Cut this out and slip it in the Bell-Howell, Ensign or Cinecraft title frame

be able to gra.sp the essential principle
of reversed motion tricks and to
understand the modus operandi of the
other examples I am going to describe.

"Well, all that really happened was
that the events actuallj- took place
and were filmed in the reverse order
to that which I have recounted. Then
the piece of film was cut out, turned
ends about and cemented in place
among its context so that it went
through the projector hackioards !

Rubbing It On

!

This is how the aft'air really took
place : the title was written on the
board, the accomplice took up his

position beside it with the duster
ready and then the camera was
started. For a few moments (i.e.,

time for the title to be read easily)

the accompUce stood there with a
" "N^liat do you know about that ?

"

air, then he wijied away the title and
did his bvisiness of rubbing the board
here and there and examining it

with an interested look.

That is all that had to be done,
except for one most important point :

the camera was held upside down, to

allow for the inversion of the image
when the piece of film is tiu-ned end
for end and riui backwards through
the projector. Never forget this when
you are doing reversed motion st\jff,

or the scene will appear upside down
on the screen.

Holiday Tricks

Now for some examples of stunts

which can be used to add a little

amusement to a holiday fihn, more
particularly those bathing scenes which
we all love to take but which our

friends must secretly hate !

"We will first suppose that j-our

party includes a good diver, or that

you can borrow the services of such

an individual. Get him to walk
backwards out to the end of the spring-

board or to whatever diving point is

available (it doesn't matter if he looks

over his shoulder to see where he is

(Continued on page 438)
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BEHIND THE
CINE SCENES
FURTHER ADDITIONS TO
THE '' HOME MOVIES '*

SERIES
Previous issues of " Home Movies " have

contained a number of explanatory pictures

of this type. These further examples are

published in response to a widespread

demand

•Madame Butterfly" with Sylvia Sydney
(Paramount)

THE question of camera angles is not
only an artistic problem for the
director but also a mechanical one

for the cameraman as will be seen from
the picture above which shows how one
at least of such problems was successfully
overcome in the Paramount Studio.
Here the camera was actually sunk in
the floor—an expedient adopted with
increasing frequency in the search for
new effects.

Spotlights as a means of accentuating
highlights are in general use in all

studios, large numbers being ranged
round the sets and operated from a

A " Spot-rail " impression in the B. & D Studios during

;
production

eallery. So great is the heat thrown off by these and
other high-power lights that the temperature is almost
unbearable even in winter. Fortimately, within the last

year or two the sensitivity of the film used has been
increasefl. thus reducing the amount of light needed.

An elaborate studio set used in "This is the Night"
(Paramount)

A setting in perspective of St. Mary-at-Hill from " Britannia

of Billingsgate " (Gaumont-British)
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Tlie two lower jjictures on page 428 show how
elaborate l^modern stiuiio sets have become and
how shots wliich appear to be taken out of doors
are frequently produced completely under cover.
Even water scenes—-notably the Venetian gondola
.scene in the left-hand picture—can be so photo-
graphed. The set showng St. Mary-at-Hill, and
taken from the Gaimiont -British film "Britannia of

Billingsgate," is a mnsterpiece of reahsm, and if the
uppar portion of the jncture, sliowing the studio roof,

A model set being prepared in a British studio

Ijackground of a model set, thiis saving the
heavy expense entailed in constructing
reproductions of mediseval castles and the
like.

While seemingly outdoor scenes in day-
light are, as explained above, often produced
l>y artificial light in the studio, daylight
scenes are also not free from "faking." In
many cases the angle of the natural light

is by no means the best for the particular

background, so banks of artificial lights are

From '" Private Jones," showing camera "dolly"
and use of artificial light to aid daylight (Universal)

is covered with a piece of paper it is difficult

to realise that it is not a " straight " photo-
graph of the actual London scene.

Models, too, are made in a manner which
deceives all but the most practised eye.
Readers who have seen "Rome Express"
may, or may not, have noticed the use of

models to show the passage of the train

through France. Sometimes, by the aid of

double printing or one of the special pro-
cesses, such as the "Dunning," full-sized

action in the studio is superimposed on a

An artificially created forest fire with ''oil lines bringing fuel

From " Clancy of the Mounted " (Universal)

From "A Farewell to Arms." Pouring rain in

the studio ! (Paramount)

brought into action to give additional high-
lights, modelHng, shadows or other effects

as needed. This is well shown in the
"Private Jones" picture.

" Farewell to Arms."
This picture shows the use of dramatic

lighting against a dark background
in an artificially created rainstorm.

The camera, it will be noticed, is mounted
I in a special travelling support which can be
raised or lowered as recj[uired so as to give

the director the greatest possible choice of

\iewpoints. The last picture needs little

explanation other than that given in the

title, although it is interesting to notice

that here, too, artificial lights are used to

add to the daylight efiect.
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MOVIES IN THE IDEAL HOME
GREAT SUCCESS OF FIRST HOME CINE SECTION

ff

THE Home -Movie Section of the
Idea! Home Exhibition at

Olympia, this year — the first

that has been inckided in this great
unniial event—proved a great success

from the opening day. Organised by
the DaUy Mail in conjunction with
Home Movies, the Section served to
flemonstrate to the pubhe at large the
simplicity and fascination of this great
liobby, to show the latest and most
novel apparatus in action, and to
]5rovide an information service where
all questions on the subject of Home
Cinematography could be answered at

once by experts.

In the Empire Hall

To this end a sjiecial Home Cine
Section was arranged on the second
floor of the Empire Hall—the most
modern addition to the OljTnpia series

of buildings—and here a number of
attractive exhibits were displayed
with several separate projection
theatres in the immediate vicinity.

Being a new section there was a certain
timidity on the part of some of the
firms in the industry who this year, at
any rate, decided to withhold their

exhibit, but the enterprise of those
who realisefl the importance of this

section and were wise enough to take
space was amply rewarded.

The Agfa Stand
Dealing with the exhibits in alpha-

betical order, we first came to the
attractive stand of Messrs. Agfa, Ltd.,
where the well-known Movex cameras
and projectors attracted much atten-
tion. Immediately behind this stand
was situated the jirojection theatre,
although actually the artistic furnish-

ing and decoration of the room, which
could be darkened at will, suggested a
home rather than a theatre. From
time to time the excellent performance
and workmanship of the -Agfa pro-
jectors was demonstrated to interested
visitors in this theatre, which also

served to show the high speed and
admirable tonal qualities of the Agfa
Novopan film.

Sound-on-Film Talkies
The exliibit of British Acoustic

Films, I,td., made a big appeal to the
general piiblic and the expert alike,

for by means of the British Acoustic
apparatus the former were able to
witness the "Teddy Tail Talkies " in
the commodious projection theatre
operatetl by this company, where most
interesting and varied j)rogranimes
were given at intervals throughout
the day for the whole duration of the
Exhibition. So far as the latter or
more experienced cinematographers
were concerned, their interest lay as
much in the actual apparatus, which

was conveniently exhibited on a stand,

as in the programmes. As this appara-
tus is described and illustrated in detail

in another part of this issue it is un-
necessary to give a further description

here, but it is interesting to note that
by the time the Exhibition closed

over 20,000 people hatl attende^l the
flenionstrations in the British Acoustic
theatre.

The Bolex Display

Cinex, Ltd., English agents for the
Bolex apparatus, whicli is very well-

known to most of our readers, had an
exhibit which served the double pur-

pose of allowing the public to examine
their cameras, projectors, and home
talkie apparatus, and also to witness
demonstrations of the Bolex sound-on-
disc home talkie outfit on a screen at

the rear of the stand. On this screen

at intervals throughout the day a
series of highly ingenious talkie

animated cartoons kept visitors in a
happy mood and demonstrated more
effectively than the most luxuiious
booklet how efficient and simple to
operate is the apparatus concerned.
Mention must also be made of the new
"Commercial Projector" which can
only be carried about by commercial
travellers and others who wish to

demonstrate particular processes.

When opened on a table and plugged
into the nearest electric light socket

the apparatus projects a brilliant

picture from the rear on a ground
glass screen in such a way that the
picture can be enjoj'ed in full daylight.

Nine and Sixteen

In addition to the exhibit mentioned
Messrs. Cinex, Ltd., in coinmon with
other exhibitors had their own private

]3rojection theatre, where their appara-
tus could be shown in home conditions
and in a fully-darkened room. As our
readers will be aware, the Bolex
Model D projector is unique in that it

will show either Oi.mih. or 16-mm.
pictures at will, the 2o0-watt lamp
provided giving an extremely brilliant

screen image. In spite of the high
power of the lamp, the projector can
be stopped on single frames for

indefinite jieriods without the slightest

injury to the film.

The " Home Movies " Exhibit

The Home Movies stand, actually

the largest of all, was divided into

three sections ; one, very attractively

decorated being devoted to the sale of

Home Movies & Home Talkies
and our companion magazine The
Home Photographer and Snapshots.
which deals witli " still " photograpliy
and has the largest sale of any inde-

pendent photographic journal in this

country. A second large section of the

stand was furnished as a lounge with

officials in constant attendance to
answer all C(ueries on matters cine-

matographic and to act as guide to all

the other exhibits if required. All

kinds of artificial light devices, pro-
vided by Kandem Electrical, Ltd.,
Soho, Ltd., and Sanils Hunter & Co.,

Ltd., showing how moving pictures
can be taken actually in the home with
the same ease as out-of-doors, were
ilemonstrated and members of the
public who brought their cine cameras
to Olympia, as well as other exhibitors,

were given fiee use of the stand to
take their pictures. Among famous
jjeople filmeil on the Home Movies
stand during the Exhibition were
Mrs. Stanley Baldwin (on the opening
day). Lady Birkenhead, Lady Newnes,
Lady Smith, Lady Walker (whose pet
monkey displayeci great interest in the
lights themselves !) and Sir Neville
Pearson

.

Welcome to Readers
From time to time the stand lights

were extinguished and by means of a
Siemen's Home Cine projector a series

of animated cartoon films, including
"Felix the Cat," were shown on a

"Celfix" screen at the back of the
stand and attracted large audiences.
The films in question were provided
by the Wallace Heaton Libra jy.
On this stand, too, we were delighted

to welcome readers from all parts of
the country as well as mmierous
members of the various cine societies.

In the large Hoi\iE Movies projection
theatre film demonstrations were also
legularly given and great interest was
aroused by a very remarkable film

produced by Mr. Adrian Brunei,
showing the life of his son, John
Christopher Brunei (whose photo-
graph appeared on page 137 of the
September issue of Home Movies >,

from a baby in arms uj) to his present
ase of 12J years. On Wednesflay,
April 12, a special showing was given
in the Home Movies theatre of an
extremely interesting 9|-mm. film

produced by ^Ir. Ludin, showing tlie

jireparation of furs, starting with
pictures of the live animals and ending
with a finished fm- coat being dis-

played by the wearer. Mr. Ludin,
who is a well-knowni exjiert in the fur

trade, is also a keen amateur cine-

matographer and reader of Home
Movies and is to be heartily con-
gratulated on producing such a re-

markable film in such particularly'

difficult conditions. Most of the
shots were taken b\' artificial light in

workshops where the conditions foi-

])hotography were severely limited.

The appreciation of tlie audience,
which numbered some 60 people
connected with the fur trade must
certainly have repaid Mr. Ludin for

his labours !

[Continued on page 434)
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NEW BRITISH SOUND-ON-FILM
TALKIES

An Interesting Substandard Projector for the

Home

OXE of tlie most interesting of all

the exhibits in the Cine Section

of the Ideal Home Exhibition

at Olympia last month was the Britisli

Acoustic 16-mm. sound -on -filn^ home
talkie outfit, shown for the first time

at this Exhibition. In aildition to a

Stand on which the apparatus could

be examined, a large projection theatre

was available in which regular per-

formances were given throughout the

day to crowded audiences. The
apparatus itself is remarkable for its

handiness. simplicity' and compactness,
and as we we have had an opportunity

of examining it thoroughly a descrip-

tion will doubtless 2iro\-e of interest

to our readers.

Briefly, the apparatus consists of

two units, which can easily be carried,

as will be seen from our central illus-

tration. The smaller of the two cases

contains the complete projector, to-

gether with sound-head, the necessary
controls for speed and vohmie of

sound, and a single-stage valve ampli-

fier, connected to the output of the

sound-head. From this case a multiple

cable, which plugs into a special socket,

goes to the second or larger case

containing a power amplifier and a
high-grade moving coil loud-speaker,

which is placed in some convenient
position near the screen. In our
lower illustration one side of the pro-

jector case has been opened (it is

closed during projection) and the

casing of the lamp-house has been
removed. The feed and take-up spools

for the 16-min. film stand side bj' side

in the lower part of the case, the film

first passing from the rear reel to foim
a loop and then proceeding through
the projection gate, the intermittent

movement of which is provided as in

the professional size projectors by a

Maltese cross arrangement. After
forming a small .second loop the film

passes round, and in contact with, the
lower portion of a hollow cylinder in

the centre of which is placed the photo-
electric cell. In the lower left-hand
corner is situated a scjuare box (easily

seen in our illustration) containing the
projection lamp for the sound-head,
and the beam of light from thisiscon-

The whole outfit is readily portable

The projection and sound-head unit with lamphouse opened to show the

100-watt lamp

The speaker-annplifier unit

centrated by a lens system upon the slit

immediately adjacent to the photo-cell.

As Mr. Bernard Brown, in his excel-

lent series of articles running in Hoiee
JNIoviKS has fully exjjlained tlie appara-
tus used for sound-on-fikn reproduc-
tion, it is only necessary to say here
that the method adopted is the
"variable area" system, the sound
track taking the place, on one side

of the film, of the usual set of perfora-
tions, the other side of the film being
perforated in the normal manner.
Incidentally, this method of using one
row of perforations only, the sound
track taking the space normally
occupied by the second row, has been
standardised in practically all 16-mm.
sound-on -film apparatus.

"\'ariations in the width of the sound
track as it passes the slit bring about
variations in the light falling on the
photo-electric cell from the lamp ;

these variations of light becoming
variations in strength of electric cur-

rent corresponding to those produced
by a recording microphone. After
the variations have been magnified
by the first valve, giving a sound out-

put which can be heard in a telephone
headpiece but obviously unsuitable
for loud-speaker ojDeration, they are
passed to the mains-operated power-
amplifier where they are stepped up in

strength to such a degree that when
turned

"

" full on '

' the volunae of sound
is fullj' sufficient to entertain large

audiences such as one 's^-ould get in a

school or lecture theatre. For home
use and smaller audiences the volume
of sound can be controlled to a nicety
by means of a knob on top of the pro-

jector.

The apparatus operates either on
D.C. or A.C., is just as easily threaded
as a silent projector and needs only to

be plugged into the mains to be set

in ojjeration. A powerful motor
assures a steady drive and the output
of the ampUfler is approximately
3 watts.

Not the least attractive feature of

this new apparatus is its price, which
is £125 for the complete equipment,
ready for operation. While on the

face of it this m5,y somid a lot of

money, it must be remembered that

one gets not only a 16-mm. projector

which can be used for showing ordin-

(Continued on jMge 452)
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HOW TO MAKE YOUR CRUISE FILM
A GUIDE FOR THE HOLIDAY MAKER

By ADRIAN BRUNEL

A CRUISE in an ooean liner !

This surely is the cam^raIn^n's
paradise. To do justice to the

thrill the mere thought of it gives me
would tax the combined lyrical skill

of Slielley, Browning, Masefield, Byron
and all the other poet-travellers put
together. Think of the daily changes
as one morning you put into port
on the coast of Andalucia and then
next day you are at a town on the old

Barbary Coast ; to go on from there

past Majorca to Monte Carlo, Genoa,
Naples and Sicily ; past Crete
up to Athens, through the
Sea of Marmora to Istanbul ;

back along the coast of

Smyrna, roiuid Cj^orus, down
Syria and Palestine and along
to Egypt on the way home.
Why, the mere catalogue is a
poem ! I can't bear to think
of it—^unless I, too, can go.

I have been to most of

these places but in few of

them have I had a movie
camera with me, and if I

have, it has been with the
cumbersome, hand-turned
35 mm. outfit. Often my fun
has been spoiled by not being
able to get a permit to photo-
graph in the towns them-
selves ; I say my fun has
been spoiled, though actually

it has quite as often as not
been considerably increased
by having to dodge and outwit
the authorities.

The first essential for illicit

snooping of pictures is to be
independent of a tripod, which
means that you should have
an automatic camera.
Directly you start fixing up a
tripod somewhere in a town
you attract a crowd and,
consequentlj', the police. The
vast majority of sub-standard
cameras are automatic, but
there are still some that are
hand-turned, to say nothing
of the niunber of 35-mm.
cameras owned by amateurs, few of
which are automatically driven.
Hand-turned cameras are obviously

difficult to operate without a tripod,
but it can be done. I have developed
quite a technique with this handicap,
which I find I can cope with if I place
the camera on a balustrai'e, a steady
table or even the ground, first slipping
under it a munber of wedges of hard
rubber to make the apparatus level
and prevent it from slipping. By the
use of these wedges, by pressing down
on the Ci mera with my left h ind and
by turning with my right hand, I

have taken pictures that have been
wonderfully steady.

However, even if you can, with the
additional help of a strong friend,

manage to hoM your camera down
steadily, directly you start turning
the populace comes to life and exclaims
excitedly, " Ah ! Cinema !

" and the
police are not long in spotting you

—

though by this means you can often
pinch a scene before you are yourself

pinched.
If you have an automatic camera

and are working without a tripod,

you are more or less safe from inter-

Douglas Fairbanks always takes his cine camera with

him. Here he has lent it to a friend

ruption. To give an illustration—on
the Riviera a short time ago, my boy
anit I were trying to take a scene in a

pulilic square with our hand-turned
Debrie, when the police saw us turn-

ing, came up and j^romptly stopped
us. I pointefl out that half an hour
before I had myself noticed a man
taking scenes in the square with an
automatic camera and in full view of

the police. The eldei' policeman (for

two had been considered necessary to

tackle us) brushed aside mv argument
as if it were a child's excuse. " Ah
qa. ! miis oui !

" he exclaims !,
" c'est

permis de snap-shotter !

"

There are occasions when your

tripod, even with an automatic
camera, is an enormous asset, but
amongst crowds it is a handicap for
leasons other than those I have already
mentioned. P'irst of all, your tripod
attracts onlookers, who are a pest,,

and, .secondly, tliey and your tripod
attract the attention of the casual
passers-by, who immediately become
self-conscious performers instead of
the real natural thing you are aiming
at getting.

In some countries they are fairly
tolerant of passengers from
a liner landing for the day,
particularly if they aie using
sub-stantlard apparatus and
stock, but it is advisable to
discover beforehand what are
the Customs regulations. As
for permits to photograjih,
while it may give one a
pleasant feeling of security
and importance to pcssess
official documents of this

kind, you can ignore these
if you have automatic sub-
standard apparatus—except,
of course, when yovi want to
photograph in museiuns,
parks or s]5ecially reserved
municipal grounds.
Another thing you .should

arrange before leaving on a
cruise is for your apparatus
to be passed by our own
Customs on your retiu'n. This
is simple enough—all you have
to do is to declare your
apparatus to the Customs
officials at the port of em-
barkation and submit it for

examination. You will be
given a paper for presentation
on youi' return ; this paper
has the description, name and
numbers of your apparatus
and lenses, anil is signed by
one of the Customs officers.

It is advisable to have this

statement already prepa red
in detail and in duplicate ;

just give your name and
address, the date of your leaving

England, the route you propose taking,

the approximate date of your pro-
posed return, and all particulars of

the apparatus.
While our Customs officials have

never made anj' difficulties for me
whenever I have followed the above
plan, you can—if you want to make
iloubly sure—write to the Customs
House and obtain the special forms
they have prepared for this purpose.
But whichever policy you adopt, I

would strongly atlvise you to have all

this preparetl anil in <luplicate before
embarking. It is not alw.iys easy to
discover the Customs officer who
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deals with these matters—ami it

would be too bad to miss the boat.
In case you should lose your dupli-

cate document sicned by the Customs
officer at the port of embarkation, it is

an excellent precaution to insure >our
apparatus. The T.A.C. has made
arraneements for an excellent insurance
policy costing only a few sb.ilHncrs and
which no cinematogrnpher should
neglect to take out. This policy is a
corroboration of \our claim to have
possessed the apparatus in England
before leaving the country.

Customs Troubles

Finally, so far as preparation for

dealing with Customs diflHculties is

concerned, do not forget that in most
countries there is a tax on cinemato-
graph film—even when you bring
back exposed negative. There are
concessions in some countries for

users of sub-standard film, but as a
great deal depends upon how much
film you are taking and where you
are going, the best thing is to get the
I.A.C. Itmerary and Guide, which is

free to all members of the I.A.C, and
which gi\'es intending travellers all

the information available about most
com I tries you are likely to \'isit.

So much for dealing v."ith official

restrictions which narrow-minded
nationalist governments place on the
better international understanding
which our craft can do so much to
foster.

I need not dwell upon the import-
ance of your being prepared for all

accidents to your apparatus and
similar eventualities. I always travel

with a specially fitted-up " gadget-
box." This is a half-crown fibre

despatch-case, which I have festooned
with clips and divided into partitions.

My advice is to cram' everything vou

Here is

a cruise

title

for

your

Kodak

or

Pathe

titler

i^H^n^^^^Ss^s^..^.

can think of into your gadget box.
jSTaturally you will think of such things
as screw-drivers and oil cans, but you
would not probably think of taking
matches and string—and yet I have
been temporarily stranded for want
of these, which j'ou would imagine
that you would always have handy
and not recjuire. (A piece of string

once enabled me to make a lightning

repair and so get a valuable topical

scene.)

The third form of preparation is a
serious coiitemplation of what you
hope to shoot ! Maps and guide
books can be very profitably studied
before you start on the great adven-
tm"e, and they may give you an idea
as to what line of attack you are to
adopt. Indiscriramate shooting of
" whatcver's interesting" may result

in something of a personal and

"Eftf SUaw

—Or perhaps this one will suit your titler better

T«« SiUM

vicarious interest, but a film of more
permanent and general interest is

usually the result of a cinematographer
working to a plan.

The Holiday Spirit

The obvious theme is the holiday
spirit and the obvious way to treat

this is to take a succession of hearty
and hysterical holiday-makers attitu-

dinismg facetiously in front of the
camera as they indulge in their gre-

garious pastimes, and then for you to
intersperse all these boat scenes with
shots taken on land of statues,

foiuitains, local policemen, soldiers,

costumed natives and other obvious
objects ! But if you must do the
hohday spirit, there is no reason why
you should adopt the comtnon and
obvious course. There is no reason
why you shouldn't do this interest-

ingly, and after all you will find some
difficulty in avoiding the hohday
spirit entirely without becoming the
most unpopular person on board. So
follow a plan, have a speciah'sed angle
on the trip, develop a particular

aspect of it, and, in short, take aim
before you shoot.

The New Angle

Let us assume that you are setting
yourself the rather difficult task of
discovering or inventing a new angle
that will relieve the monotony of the
ordinary, banal treatment of the
holiday spirit. 'What is the first thing
to do in order to make your filrn

different from the usual snapshot
routine '' "Undoubtedly one of the
first things is to remember that the
undirected camera lens is unselective,
that j'our long shot focusing on a
scene (except when purposeh' aiming
at mass effects or a w^ide sweep) is

achie\'ing nothing because it is not
particularising. "VMien I speak of
the "undirected" camera lens, I do
not mean that the photographer has
no idea as to what he is shooting—

I

mean that he has a mistaken idea.
Because of the noise of a party play-
ing deck cjuoits, his long shot scene
appears bigger and more "dram.atic "
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to hini than it actually is pictorially ;

because that wisecracking little fellow

with the blue jersey is so darn amus-
ing, tlie lomr-shot cameraman
imagines that this fifth !Marx brother
is registering on his negative as
vitally as the comedian is impressing
the eyes and ears of all aroimri him ;

and because that outstanding lilonde

in the brilliant red is so compeIlingl\-
attractive to the eye. he forgets that,

unless he is using colour film, we shall

hardly notice her.

Camera Concentration
Don't forget that your two eyes,

although they are lenses, are being
tlirected, as tliej' roam, in such a way
that your camera lens is .so handi-
capped in comparison that it is almost
half-blind ; therefore your camera
lens must be similarly led—in the same
way as the human eye. 80 mj- advice
is to stalk yoTir prej" warily, to get
close and to take good aim before you
shoot. I believe much the same rule
applies in shooting wild animals with
a gun—a thing I have never been
able to bring myself to do -.-A couldn't
even shoot my fellow men ttjtji a gim.

It is an extraordinary tlung, but I
have noticed that whenever camera-
men are let loose with a camera in the
open air, they try to get as far away
from what they are shooting as the^•

possibly can. This is sometimes
accounted for by the fact that a
cameraman too often views the moving
picture before him as if it were a sub-
ject for a still picture—that is, his
first consideration is the composition
of a picture rather than the movement
in it.

If you wish to si)ecialise. there are
a score or more aspects of your cruise
which you can concentrate upon.
For instance—Costume. On board
you will find sufficient examples of
costiune, elegant and inelegant, to
make an interesting and amusing
record which should increase in in-
terest as fashions change ; and on
land you should find costumes of
infinite variety.

Architecture
Another illustration of .specialising,

which has little to do with your life

on board or the hohday spirit, is

—

Architectiu-e. A cruise should gi^^e

\'OU sufficient opportunities to compile
a most interesting siuvey of t.vjies of
arcliitecture—an adm.irable basis for a
lecture film.

An interesting treatment of your
cruising experiences woukl be—^Con-
trasts. I am suggesting contrasts of
every kind—gloomy j)eople and bois-
terous people ; rich and poor ; retiiing
and as.sertive ; clean and dirty ; old
and yoimg ; ingenuous and cj-nical

;

greedy and ascetic ; weak and strong ;

invalid and healthy : fat and thin ;

conventional and bohemian ; and
possibly a hundred others. It is a
prolific field.

There is one tj^pe of contrast which
T have not mentionefl and from
which you might make a whole film

—

namely. Light and Shade. This is

definitely a subject for the more
advanced cameraman, and is full of

fascinating possibilities.

Finally, while I have only sub-

mitted very few suggestions for treat-

ment, together with some rather

A NASTY MOMENT!

' mt^ [

c^%^
When the cement won't stick!

embittered Don'ts, let me assure you
that tile iileas will come fast and
furious. The first stimulant will be
the study of your itinerary, and the
second constant inspiration will be
the fresh air, sunshine and ever-

changing sights on your cruise. 1

envv vou all.

MOVIES IN THE
HOME "

IDEAL

[Continued from page 430)

The remaining section of the Home
Movies" stand was handed over by tlie

proprietors of this Journal to the
In.stitute of Amateur Cinemato-
graphers, Ltd., and liere in a very
attractively-decorated loimge. the key-
note of wliich was the blue and silver

colours of the Institute, all information
as to its activities could be obtained.
Officials and members of the Institute

were in constant attendance at the
stand throughout the Exhibition and
numerous enrolments of new members
were made.

Next in alphabetical order we came
to the Midas camera and projector
combined—the most novel of all the
exhibits. This little jjiece of apparatus,
shown for the first time at Olympia,
not only takes excellent cine pictures

on 9i-mm. film but also projects

them by means of the same apparatus
with which they are taken, being at

the same time indepenilent of any
exterior somce of electricity for pro-
\-idiiig the light. Although the whole
outfit, which can easily be carried in

the pocket, sells for onh' seven guineas,

it must not be imagined that it comes
into the " toy "' class, for the extreme
ingenuity displayed in the design and
manufacture has so reduced cost of

construction that it has been possible

to pro\'ide excellent mechanism and
optical e^iuipment ; the lens, for

example, is a Ta_\lor Taylor & Hobson
//2.5 anastigmat. The user is even
relieved of the bother of winding
clockwork, for the motive pov.er
when taking is provided by a small
electric motor driven from a couple

of torch-battery cells. The film is

placed in the camera in daylight
loading chargers, and when leceivetl

back from the processing station it is

replaced in the machine, which is now
hand-cranked, the Iseforementioned

torch cells providing the current for

the projecting lamp filament. In a

dark room this projector will give

brilliant little pictures of about 12

inches b^- 10 inches size, or even larger,

and if one cares to content oneself

with a postcard-size picture this can
be shown on a little hooded screen in

daylight. This camera will be re-

viewed and illustrated in tletail in our
.June birthday' number, after we lia\'e

ourselves tested the production inoilels

in working conditions, but meanwhile
we may say that the Midas has every
evidence of being a very ]iopular and
successful little iiistriunent.

The Siemens Exhibit

Last but not least we came to the

Siemens & Halske exhibit on the
stand of Cinepro. Lt<l.. English agents.

Here were msny exhibits of special

interest, including, of couise. the well

kno%vn Model B Siemens camera and
200-watt projector, which were fully

reviewed in our issues of Sej^tember

and November on pages IM and 214.

Shown at 01>Tnpia for the first time

was the new multiple lens Siemens
camera (Model C). which contains all

of the well-known features of the

Model B just referred to ]j1us a special

sliding panel carrying three lenses,

an^- one of which can be substituted

for any other in a moment by pressing

a slide. In tliis waj- the advantages
of the turret head camera are added
to the interesting advantages of the

Model B. A feature of the new
camera is that when the lens slide is

moved special view finder lenses are

also changed so that the correct field

of view is automatically given for the

particular lens focus used. The pro-

vision of three different lenses has,

however, made it necessary to dis-

card the ingenious automatic device

already described in our leview for

changing the lens aperture when the

speed of taking is changed from
normal to slow motion or vice versa.

The model shown at the Exhibition

was slightly different from that which
will be marketed, however, and as

certain further improvements are now
being introduced we are deferring

our test report on this camera until

next month.

Two New Projectors

Two new Siemens projectors were
also shown at Olympia for the first

time. One, a cheaper model than the
standard already referred to in this

journal, and fitted with the conven-
tional claw action in place of the
ingenious clawless mechanism of the
first model, is priced at £35. and is

excellent value. The picture pro-
jected was rock steady and very
little lower in illimiination than the
standard model. The other new

{Continued on page 454)
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CINE-SPORTS
HOW TO GET RESULTS

By ERNEST OAKLEY

A SOURCE of trouble to some people is how to improve
their tennis, tlieir goh", or whatever sport they happen

to patronise. Thej' practise and practise to no avail,

but their real fault is that they cannot see their own errors

for themselves. Any amateur cinematographer can improve
liis or her game tremendously by fihning himself in action.

A friend of mine has greatly improved his golf by simply
getting a friend to film him in action. The camera never
lies.*

Seeing Stars

Xatiu'ally, amateur cinematographers who are lovers of

outdoor sports often get the chance of seeing their favourite

star locally, an opportimity which they may, perhaps,
take but once. If they are keen enough, why not get a
film record of the event—it will naturally live for ever.

Take tennis, for instance. One should get a seat as near
the front as possible, to avoid heads bobbing in front of

the lens, half-facing the player, with the svui either on one
side or the other. Therefore, when securing a seat from
which to operate the camera, one reqtiires to know the
direction in which the court is laid out and the time of

the day the match is to be played. From these particulars

it is easy to calculate wliich position around the court
would be best for the purpose of filming. Ineidentalty, the
umpire's perch is a good guide to follow.

What to Take
One should direct the camera so that a portion of the

net is shown in the resulting pictures, and do not attempt
to follow the player's every movement. Keep your eye to
the finder and wait until the champion appears in the field

of vision, then is the time to press the button. No one
plaj-s his or her best form all the time, but the expert is so
consistent that when he or she is on the top of form he or
she will play a series of wonderful strokes, without a single
bad one amongst them. That, naturally, is the time to

* Well, hardly ever !

—

Ed.

[Photo : Sport and General

Oldfield is a keen Cine user,

use your film. If one scrutinises the flhn, when finished,

very carefully one can in time greatly improve one's

game.
If your ambitions, in the way of cinematography, venture

to the tennis mecca, Wimbledon, it is worth while mention-

ing that you are not allowed to film unless you are in

possession of a special permit, which is obtainable from
the secretary.

Permissions

Obviously one receives more consideration at small local

tournaments if one asks permission to

record the event with the movie camera.
Often secretaries will go to considerable

trouble to ensure yotir securing a good
film.

Other games, such as cricket—which,
by the way, requires a long focus lens

to really study the form—golf, polo,

football, races, etc., all have their parti-

cular way of being photographed with
the film camera. But if thought is used
in choosing view-points, etc., there is no
reason at all, provided one is able to

use the camera properly, why your first

film of sport should not be a great

success.

Miss Orcutc (left), one of tlie American challengers in the " Ladies' Open " last

year, being filmed by a fellow competitor at Saunton. [Photo: Central Press.

" THE DEATH PACK." Readers of

HOME MOVIES who are also detective

story enthusiasts will take a double
interest in " The Death Pack " by Ray
Sonin (The Eenland Press, 7s. 6d.). The
author of this exciting tale is the Director

of the film on which Ace Movies are at

present engaged, " The Second Crime,"
and is one of the pioneer London Club
Ciaematographers, haviug been a former
Chairman af the .Jewish Amateur Film
Society and of the Xorth London Cin6

Club.
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THE A«B*C OF
HOME TALKIES

By BERNARD BROIVN (B.Sc, Eng.)
Author of " Tallcing Pictures," etc.

EDITOR'S NOTE : This is the SEVENTH of the series of articles

of great value to all amateurs experimenting with home talkie

apparatus. The first article appeared in our November issue

IN
several instances \ve have encoun-
tered people who from reading
and from general experience in

radio amplification have a satisfactory

grasp of the principles of sound-on
film recording and _\-et are comi^letely

at sea with regard to the disposition

of the various pieces of apparatus.

We must be excused therefore if we
jjroceed to stress something which
may appear obvious to most.
In sound - on - film recording the

camera may be and probably is a
considerable distance from the record-

ing machine. In fact, while cameras
will be foimd dispersed, as it were,

throughout the studios, there is usually

one special department reserved for

lecording machines. Tlie aiiange-
ment may be luiderstood better by
reference to Fig. 32 which, however,
is suggestive only, in treatment.

First of all we note that there are

.several well defined "departments"
concerned with the direct recording
of souiid-on-film. There is, of course,

the studio where one finds the micro-

phone and camera, both sometimes in

the plural. Besides these there is

the monitor room, usiiallv nowadavs

N
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^\\\\\\\\\\\

/Recording
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a separate soundproof compartment
where the jiick-uj) from different

microphones is mixed and raised or
lowered in level. In the monitor
room is a loudspeaker which repro-

duces sound while it is being made out
in the studio. Besides these we have
the amplifier room, the recorder room
and the power house. These divisions

may seem obvious, but their functions
are somewhat more closely defined
than one would suppose.

Distant Recording Machine
In the studio sound is made before

the microphone antl passes through
the first or boosting amplifier to the
main amplifier, and then to the
recording machine. The latter is

usually, as we mentioned above, a
considerable distance from the studio

since freedom from vibration is essen-

tial, and besides, the ru.sh and tear

of the modern film studio is not con-
ducive to the handling ©f highly
sensitive electrical apparatus. The
flow of electrical impulses generated or
modulated by the microphone is con-

trolled from the monitor room accord-

ing to the reading of instruments and

BOOSTEfi AMPUFf£/SW
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the sountl from the loudspeaker. The
latter is fed from the main amplifier

and is usually given an additional
" boost " by another monitor amplifier

not .shown in the figure. So far, we
have not mentioned the camera.
Actually this iloes not come into the
sound (juestion at all, except that it is

suitably- encasetl in a sovmtlproof box
or blimp to prevent the clicking of its

mechanism being picked up by the
microphone. In the early days large

soundproof cabinets and a whole
host of ilevices were trie<l, but the
blimp is about the only one to with-
.stantl the passage of progress.

I

Interlocking

You will appreciate that the only
desired connection between the camera
and the recording machine is that they
shall operate in definite relationship to

one another with regard to passage
of film. In the making of a sounil
film the photographic image of the
scene is taken on one negative and the
sound on another (although in the
case of the latter "positive " stock is

frequently employed). Thus it is

that camera and recording machine
are driven from a common but special

power supply which maintains them
nmning at identical speeds and per-

fectl}' in step just as though they
were both connected with a long
flexible shaft. There are several

methods of accomplishing tins. In
one of them s>^lchronous motors are
employed, whilst in another a type of

balancing generator is placed in circuit

constituting the well known electrical

"interlock." Be that as it may the
great point to appreciate is that in
most sound-on-filra recording the
camera scarcely enters the c^uestion at
all except as regards its synchronism

p-,^ A/llCROPHONE

I
M/CI?OPf^ON£

8OOM
^ y

Set

5 t\ud/o
MoNiroR
Loudspeaker.

Power.
Supply

M/X/NG &
CONT/SOl. P/HNEl.

^Monitor.
ROOM

Dotte:d Ljnes /a^d/cate Motor Power CbfVA/Ecnof^s

Fig. 32. Studio schematic for sound-on-film recording
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in speeil witli the recorilintr inacliine.

It has nothing to ilo with aniplification.

The Camera Recorder

In one tj"j5e of recording, i.e., that

of the ' glowlamp." the Sim camera is

also the recording macliine. From
the point of view of the amateur this

is imdoubtedh- tlie most interesting

method since when sub-standard re-

corders become available it is almost
certain that they will follow this

principle.

Fig. 33 shows the common arrange-
ment of the "glowlamp" type of

recording camera. Here we have the
microphone passmg its impulses to

the amplifier from which thej' proceed
to the glowlamp itself as described in

a preceding article. The glowlamp
is inserted in the camera, however,
and not in a special recording machine
placed some distance away. Looking
now at the line diagram of the camera
we find that the film passes from the

feed magazine down one side of a
large continuously ruiming sprocket
wheel, past the lens, intermittent

MKJ!0PH0N£

AMPLIFfEPL

Fig. 33. Recording camera

remarkably constant and not likely to

fluctuate to the extent of mains
supply.
In connection with standard size

films, at all events, it is interesting to

note that although picture and soiuid

are recorded on the same negative.

Lamp

'^ Sf^UTTER

N

SATTEjiy

-iWi^

\5£IEMUM\^

\
\ M/C/?OAMMETER^

Fig. 34. Action of seleniur

mechanism and romid the other side
of the continuous sprocket and thence
to the take-up reel. But while it

passes, on its return journey, the con-
tinuously rimning sprocket, the light
from the glowlamp is directed against
the sound track and impresses upon it

the modulated impulses from the
microphone.
The arrangement is neat and com-

pact and eliminates many of the
elaborations of Fig. 32. For instance,
there is no question of sjTiehronising,
for quite clearly sotnid and picture
will always be perfectly in step smce
they are photographed on the same
film and driven by the same motor.
Incidentally, it may be remarked that
quite commonly recording cameras of
this type are driven by electric motors
operated from storage batteries. Ade-
quate provision is, of coiu-se, made for
ensuring constancy of running speed,
which, however, is simplified hy the
fact that the voltage of the cells is

they are not printed off direct for the
simple reason that the convenient
length of loop between the lens and
the glowlamp slit is too small to
maintain the nineteen and one-third
pictures difference as standardised.

CoNOE/^satz

Thus it is that picture and sound
track are not printed together, but
separately, altliough from the same
negative. There are, of course, other
reasons for this besides that of con-
venience. For instance, the time of

printing exposure needed to give a
perfect picture is not necessarily the
same as required for producing the
best possible sound track.

Projecting Sound-on-Film
So far in dealing witli sound-on-film

we have made ord,\' the liriefest of men-
tion of the method of reconvertiiiir

the sound track into avidible souml.
On first consideration this would
appear to be more difficult even than
that of producing the track, since

quite clearh' as we now vmderstand
it, it is eas>- by vibrating mirror, glow-
lamp or light gate to produce a
photographic track of soimd. The
energy conversion, as we might call

it, is from the mechanical movement
of the microphone diaphraarni into
electrical impulses, into light which
causes the final chemical change in the
sensitive film eniulsion. Even on
basic principles the reverse process is

by no means so easy.

"We have light and shade with which
to work, and by using thenr must
produce a corresijonding electrical

change which we may impress upon
our amplifier and thus to the loud-
speaker. It seems fairly evident that
whatever apparatus we finalh- adopt,
we should take an electric lamp and
focus an intense beam of light on the
sound track, which arrangement con-
stitutes a miniature of the optical

system of an ordinary silent pro-
jector. Since the sound track is

moving we shall get a variation in the
amount of light emerging from the
film side remote from the light source.
This must fall on a piece of apparatus
which will convert light variations into
electrical ones. Such a device is the
photo-electric cell.

The Photo -Electric Cell

We speak nowadays of photo-
electric cells when often we should be
more correct in calling them "fight
sensitive cells." This distinction we
shall not now investigate, but content
ourselves with mentioning that there
are several distinct ways in which a
cell may be sensitive to light. Prob-
ably the earhest known light sensi-

'F/LM

Sound Usack

Fig. 35. Reproducing the sound track
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tive cell was constnicte<l of selenium,

a metal which possesses the somewhat
amazing property of varying its elec-

trical resistance acconling to the

amount of incident light. To put the
matter in another way, we can state

that if we incorporate a piece of

selenium in an electrical circuit through
which a current is flowing the latter

can be caused to vary by simply
exposing the seleniimi to more or less

light. This idea is conveyed somewhat
crudely, perhaps, by the illustration

of Fig. 34, where we have a strip of

selenium in an electrical circuit con-

sisting of a battery and a micro-

ammeter—the current, of course, varies

only a minute degree. Facing the
selenium is an ordinary electric lamp
bulb and between them is a shutter.

If we raise and lower the latter, the

needle of the mieroammeter will

fluctuate owing to the varying resist-

ance of the selenimn.

Up to quite recently seleniiun has
been practically abandonefl, at least

with respect to talking picture work,
it being claimed that it possessed a
large time lag. By this we mean
that it did not respond immediately to

light variation which was, of course,

detrimental. This idea has now been
disproved and there is, in some direc-

tions, a marked tendency to return

to this tj-pe of cell.

The arrangement for reconverting

the sound track into audible sound is

now perfectly clear and appears after

the style shown in Fig. 35, where we
have an exciter lamp (note this term
in connection with recorder lamps)
which, by virtue of a conden.ser,

throws a beam of light towards the

sound track. Between the condenser
and the sound track is our old friend

the slit, which produces the fine

pencil of light necessary to select the
fine peaks or bands of the track
according to the tj-pe of system em-
ployed. Passing through the sound
track the light falls upon a light

sensitive cell which is coupled to an
amplifier and loudspeaker.

It will be of interest to examine a
little more closely a true photo-
electric cell such as the Western
Electric, which is shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 36 and photographic-
ally in Fig. 37. In general design it

somewhat resembles a radio valve, and
consists of a bulb and holder with two
connections to an anode and cathode
as seen in Fig. 36. The former con-

sists simply of a platintun loop, but
the latter is a little more complicated.
The inside of the bulb is silvered

except at the front, which constitutes

a window through which the modu-
lated beam of light passes. This
silver backing is connected to a
flexible lead as shown and is simply a
provision for a conducting surface.

The sensitive material is appUed on
top of the silver and consists in this

case of potassium hydride. AMien
the beam of light strikes the potassium
hydride cathode it causes it to emit
a stream of electrodes which, as it

were, allows passage of electrical

current between cathode and anode

after the style encountere<l in an
ordinary radio valve. It is of course
necessary for the cell to be suitable-

polarised, and in this case approxi-
mately ninety volts is applied to the
anode from high tension batteries

such as used in wireless work.
It will be remembered that in

speaking of the glowlamp lecorder

S/LVEK Lavek Flex

Wwootv

Anode

Potassium
HvOXIDE. Coating

(Cathode)

Fig. 36. Diagram of Western Electric

photo-electric cell

utilising an Aeo light some mention
was made of the refinements necessary
in construction. These apply equally

to the photo-electric cell which must
respond imifoimly to light variation.

By this we mean that flouble the light

must give double the electiical output
from the cell and so on to every ratio.

Then again the cell must respond to a
white light which we adopt in the

exciter lamp. Cells can be made
which have a response according to

the colour of the light thrown upon
them, but they are not in use for

talking pictvue work.

WIND OW

Fig. 37. The cell photographed

Altogether the subject of photo-
electric cells, or light sensitive cells

as we should say, is a very fascinating

one and finds many applications

besides that in talking pictures. We
cannot, however, discuss them further,

but would refer persons interested to

the several excellent published books.

We liave much yet to learn on light

sensitive cells, particularly with regard
to giving them an output as high as

the electrical pick-up, for it must be
borne in mind that greater amplifica-

tion is neces.sarv with sound-on -film

projection than with sound on disc,

the difference being flue to the higher
voltage variation of the pick-up as
compared to the photo-electric cell.

In our next article we shall describe
the construction of sound-on-film pro-
jectors and explain the iimctions
and the construction of the sound
unit.

REVERSED MOTION TRICKS
(Continued from page 427,1

going. Indeed, it will rather improve
the result), then turn round and
immediately dive into the water.

Shoot all this with the camera up-
side down and then when you run
the film through backwards you will

see the diver emerge from the water
feet first, shoot up on to the spring-
board, land on his feet and walk off !

A caption to the effect that "so and
so had a rather eccentric way of
leaving the water after his bathe "

will add point to the lest.

Naturally, circiunstances %vill decide
the details of this particular trick to a
great extent. As I have outlinefl it,

your victim would have to be of the
stuff of which professional stunt men
are made, and you may fintl he will

actually jib at the walking backwards
business. If so, let him walk out as
he likes, and the resulting rever.seil

film will still be good, for he will

then appear to walk backwards to
land after alighting on the board.
By the way, this trick could probably
be improvefl by tising normal spee<l

for the walk along the board and slow
motion for the dive.

Now stippose you feel you really

must shoot a few scenes of the usual
"group of people in water" variety.

Employ the usual devices of getting
them to play up to the camera a bit,

by all means, but I suggest you
also liven things up by including a
reversed motion shot taken on a day
when the sea is just a little rough.
Get your group to stand fairly still

for a little time and film them with
inverted camera while two or three
waves rtm in past them, breaking as
they come.
On reversing that piece of fihn

among the rest you will see, of

coiu'se, the waves " tmbreaking " and
running back out to sea. Again a
sub-title, e.g., "The bathing at So-

and-so was good, but the sea some-
times behaved in a most upsetting
sort of way," may help, especially it

you can get jour group to do just a

little suitable "business," showing
surprise, pointing at the waves when
they break, and so on.

If you stay on a farm for your
holidays you have great scope for

amusing reversed motion tricks. For
example, a hen rtinning backwards
really fast looks himiorous to most
people, while the sight of a reaping
machine proceeding backwards, com-
plete with team, and the hay or corn
rising tip again, havmg apparently
been " uncut," is likely to make
yotir audience think you nuist be a
pretty smart cameraman !
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1HAVE not the slightest objection

to a fellow reading Hojie
Movies in his bath ; in fact, it

seems to me an altogetlier excellent

thing to do : but when a chappie like

Pottleson comes and shares >-our home
for the week-end because his wife and
family are away and his own house is

shut up, and reads Home Movies in

his bath, and comes across something
so thrilling in it that he springs in one
movement from a prone position under
water to an erect one on the floor, and
about three-quarters of the bath
water explodes all o\-er the room, and
makes its way under the door, and
flows down the stairs in a cascade,

then I do think it is time to protest.

Pottleson was apologetic, but ex-

plained that what he had read had
given him such a sudden and magni-
ficent inspiration that his leajj had
been quite involuntary.
"And what," I inquired, "is this

stupendous announcement ':
"

"Why, they're offering a jarize for

"Comes across something so thrilling..."

the best film taken at the Ideal Home
Exhibition at OljTnpia."

"You're sure it's got to be taken
at Oljmapia ?

"

"' Paper says so, but why ?
"

""Oh, nothing. It just crossed nay

mind that a picture of the torrent

down my staircase might have gone
rather well as the ideal home after a
^^sit from you."

' No more fooHng," cried Pottleson,

"let's go out at once and find the

others and tell them all about it."

Before I could stop him he was out

of the front door like a flash and
beating it down the street in his

dressing-gown. P.C. Mugglewiomp
headed him off at the end of two
hundred yards or so and brought him
gently back again. Half an hour
later I was able to conduct Pottleson,

now clothed and more or less in his

right mind, round to Mrs. Motherspoon
"VVaterbiiHe's. May I remind you that

Moon-Wiffle is the correct pronimcia-
tion of the dear lady's name ? I had
pre"viouslj- 'phoned her annoimcing

our advent with a Big Idea so that
all the rest of the gang were assembled
to meet us.

"A perfectly toppin' idea," ex-

claimed the General when Pottleson
had got the news oi^ his chest. '" We
will all go up in a body and spend
the Aay filmiii' and—er—fllmin'—-and

"P.C. Mugglewump headed him off"

—er—er—filmin', if you see what I

mean. Everyone makes liis own film

and we run a sweepstake on it for the

one that takes first prize."

"But supposing," I suggested,
' that none of us gets a prize ?

"

The Vicar, the Curate and others

thought that this was a sQly sugges-

tion ; we should probably scoop the

lot. "But," said the Rev. Percival

Slopleigh. ""we can provaide against

that well-naigh unthinkable contin-

gency. Should none of us be in the

praize list, Mr. Hercy Parris will, I

am shaw, decaide which of us takes

the Sploshbury Pool."
Everyone being now satisfied, it

was agreed that we should charter

Mr. Gufflebotham's famous motor bus.

The Rose of Sploshbury, to convey us
to Olympia on the opening day.*****
The Bose is not one of your modern

drawing-rooms on wheels in which

The General seemed to specialise in shots

of beach pyjamas

decadent travellers wallow in dis-

gusting luxury. It was built for the
hardy souls of yesteryear, for he-men
and she-women such as we breed in

Sploshbury. It is rather high oil the
ground and either the entrance must
have shrunk or Mrs. Jlotherspoon-

Waterbiffle must have expanded some-
what since the Rose made its first

appearance amongst xis. The Greneral

and the Vicar assisted her up the
steps and I got a first-rate hundred
feet of their efforts combined with
those of the Curate, Flippersfield and
the conductor to pass, so to speak, a
full-blown quart through an entrance
built for pint pots.

Though this could not, of course,

be entered for the filnxs taken within
the Exhibition class, I felt that it

might stand a pretty good chance as
an Amateur News Fihn and even the
Animal Picture class did not seem
entirely ruled out. for half the dogs
in the village rolled up to see the fun
and Boo-Boo, Mrs. Motherspoon-
Waterbiffle's Great Dane, was for a
time quite firmly attached to the seat
of the General's pants, in a devoted but
misguided effort to rescue his dear
mistress from those who appeared to
be mobbing her, but were in reality

engaged in helping her througli the

" Being ejected two-fifths of a second
later. .

."

door, for which she was what mechanics
would term a nice push fit.

I will pass over our journey, which
really contained no event of note,
save Mr. Gufflebotham's tuifortunate
mistake in entering the merry-go-round
at Golders Green in the wrong direc-
tion. We made seventeen complete
circuits against the profane tide and
it took what appeared to be the
greater part of the Metropolitan
Police Force to extricate us and speed
us on our waj^.

As leader of the party, the General
was the first to pass through the turn-
stUes at OljTnpia. He probably holds
the record for short \'isits to any
exliibition, being ejected two and two-
fifths seconds later by a scandalised
attendant, who could find no words
but merely pointed to liis southern
aspect. Dear Boo-Boo's teeth had
put in some pretty good work on the
General's nether garments and it

reciuired all the safety pins that the
(Contitiued on page 447)
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HOME MOVIES OLYMPIA COMPETITIONS
ALL READERS CAN NOW ENTER!

FOUR SUBJECTS FOUR CASH PRIZES FOUR GOLD MEDALS

HERE is your fhaiice to achieve
fame in the amateur cine

world together with a Gold
Medal and a substantial oash prize !

To celebrate the introduction of a

Home Cine Section into the Ideal Home
Exhibition at Olymjiia this year.

Home Movies organised a series of

competitions for valuable prizes, open
to all cine enthusiasts visiting the

new section. In spite of a very large

attendance, however, many thousands
of readers of Home Movies were unable
to visit London at the time and in

order that these may have an equal
chance with their more fortunate
brethren and in response to numerous
rec^uests, we have decided to throw
open the competitions to all readers
who write to us and obtain the neces-

sary entry form. The subjects, as

will be seen below, comprise an
Amateur News Film, the Best Child
Film, the Best Animal Film, and the
Best Film taken in Olympia during
the Exhibition. Naturally, so far as

the last is concerned, it can only apply
to those who visited the show, but the
other three subjects should make a
wide appeal throughout the coimtrj',

as they are ones in which the London
reader has no special advantage over

his fclloA\ entliusiast in the country,
or abroad.

So far as the Best Amateur News
Film is concerned, not only does this

offer very great scope for ingenuity
and "news sense" which may be
the means of bringing the lucky
winner into touch with the professional

world, but it should also do a great
deal to demonstrate to the general
public the possibilities of amateur
cine work for general entertainment.
The winning film, in the judging of

which we shall be assisted by British

Movietone News, will be included by
this latter company in its general
distribution as an example of amateur
work, anil in this way will bring still

further fame to its producer.
The best "Child" film is perhaps

the most popular of all cine subjects,

for it has been said with much truth
that four out of five cine cameras
are ptirchased to make a record of

the children. Maybe you have a
series of pictures of your child taken
over a number of years which can be
edited into a most fascinating series.

Perhaps you have thought of a picture

showing ' Baby's Day " from the
first ray of sunshine fallincc on the cot

in the morning up to the final shot of a

tired but contented little head resting
on the pillow at night. ^laybe a
"Child Adventure" picture appeals
to ^-ou—theie is unlimited scope and
v.e anticipate many novel entries.

The best "Animal " picture should
prove a very popular subject. Your
favourite dog or cat, that puppy
whose little tricks are so fascinating,
the local Rin-Tin-Tin, animals on the
farm, a day in the life of a race horse,
animals of London-—there is almost
imlimited choice. If you are a specialist

here is your chance !

As for the Best Film taken at
Olympia during the Ideal Home
Exhibition, little more can be said
at the moment, except to point out
that much can be done at leisure in

the next month or two in cutting,
arranging and editing such a picture.
A film is made or marred by its cutting
and in this connection we would
recommend all entrants to study
carefully the series of articles contri-

buted by Mr. Adrian Brunei in his

excellent series "Producing a Film."
Read the conditions of entry care-

fully, and write at once to the Editor,
enclosing a stamped addressed enve-
]ope, for the free Competitor's Entry
Form !

CONDITIONS OF ENTRY.
I.—These competitions are open to all bona fide amateurs and amateur clubs. The contest is open from March 29.

1933, and closes at midnight on August 31, 1933. All pictures must be received by that date, in none of which
must professional aid, other than processing, have been given.

2.—Each entry must be accompanied by an addressed label and a remittance sufficient to cover the cost of return

to the owner. Every care will be taken by Home JIovie.s while the entries are in its charge, but no responsibility

can be entertamed. Proof of posting will not be taken as proof of deliver^-.

The decision of the judges will be final, and no correspondence can be entered into upon this point. Corre-

spondence shoidd NOT be enclosed with entries.

Home Movies reserves the right to make duplicates for propaganda purposes, and to publish illustrations

from any entry.

Prize winning awards will be published in the Baih/ Mail and Home Movies as scon as possible after the closing date.

Subject No. I

£10 and a GOLD MEDAL for the

BEST AMATEUR NEWS FILM

A great chance for amateur camera-
men, because the winning film will be

shown by " Tlie British Movietone
News " and suitably acknowledged.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

Subject No. 2

£5 and a GOLD MEDAL for

BEST CHILD FILM

the

"Vour youngster may be a "star'
—here, at any rate, is an opportunity
to sho^^ what .'/»" can do in this fascina-

ting branch of picture-making.

As many readers were unable to

visit the Ideal Home Exhibition at

OljTnpia, and in response to a number
of requests, we are now opening the
" Olympia " Competitions to all

readers, so long as entries are received

bv the closing date, i.e., August 31,

1933.

All entries must be accompanied

by an entry form to be obtained free

on application to the Editor, Home
Movies, 8-10, Southampton Street,

Strand, \V.C.2.

Subject No. 3

£5 and a GOLD MEDAL for the
BEST ANIMAL PICTURE

Some first-class films have, we know,
been made of animals by amateurs,
and we are anxious to see them. If
j'ou specialise in this popular and
interesting tj-fie of picture, here is

your chance to compare your work
with that of others.

• • •
Subject No. 4
£10 and a GOLD MEDAL for the

BEST FILM TAKEN INOLYMPIA
^\'e know that this is a difiicult

siibject—we also know that there are
ple!ity of amateurs capable of turning
out a first-class picture under these
conditions ! Vie await the result witli.

Cleat interest.
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HOME MOVIE OPPORTUNITIES for MAY, 1933.
May

1 May Day. Old custom of crown-
ing the May Queen

May Day Sunrise se^^'ice

1 Polo season opens
1 United Hunts' Steeplechase

^Meeting. .

Championship Tennis Finals

Hard Court Lawn Tennis Cham-
pionships

1-13 Beaufort Club Spring Polo Meet-

1

1-6

2-4 Race meeting
2 Ancient St. George's Fair

3-4 Steeplechase race meeting
3-6 Royal Dublin Agricultural Show
4 Ancient Fair

4 Easton Harriers Point-to-point.

.

5—6 Jubilee race meeting
6 Steeplechase meeting

6 International Motor Cj'cle

6 Jiuiior Car Club meeting
6 Rugby Final

Race

7 Ancient CoUoden Wishing Well
Pilgrimage

8 Old-world ''Furry Dances"
8—12 Professional Golf Tournament
9-11 Second Spring Race Meeting
10—11 Irish races..

13 Agricultural Show

H U K S L E Y
(H.-UCTS), .\ND

.AiL P.iETS OF
THE COUNTRY.

M.-VGD.-ULEN Col-
lege, Oxford.

LlNGFIELD PaEK.
Queen's Coubt.

Bournemouth.

Norton.
Chester.
MODBUBY.
Gloucester.
Dublin.
NOBTHAjrPTON

.

Badinghjui.
kjempton p.4bk.

Stratford - on-
AVON.

Dublin.
Brookxands.
Wejibley

Stadium.

Inverness.
Helston.
South3>oet.
ne^^'mabket.
Cueeagh.
Glasgow.

15-19 Ladies' Open Golf Tournament
16-18 Race meetings
18-24 " Summer Eights " (Rowing) .

20 Steeplechase race meeting

20 A^Tiitney Cup Final (Polo)

22-23 Southern Command Horse Show
22-27 British Dance Festival . .

23-24 Ladies' Open Golf Tournament

24 Empire Day Celebrations
24-25 Agricultural Show
24—25 Spring race meetings

1 Royal NsLvy, Military and .A^ir

Force Tournament

25 Ascension Day. "Beating
Bounds " custom

25-27 Welsh League of

Eisteddfod

25 to

June
10 J

May
26 The Queen's Birthday

27 Golf Tournament
29 Polo Cup Final . .

J 1 One Thousand
„

I

Tournament

May
31 The Derby
31 Union Day

31 tol
June rRoyal Agricultural Show

3 J

the

Youth

Gleneagles.
Bath and Yobk.
Oxford.
Str.\tford - ON-
AVON.

Roehampton.
TiDWOETH.
Blackpool.
S-4-ND0WN, Isle
of Wight.

General.
Shrewsbury.
Brighton and
CUEEAGH.

CtENEBAL.

C'aebphilly.

Olyjipia.

Gleneagles.
Roehampton.

Guineas Golf

Leeds.

Epsom.
South Afeica.

Bouenemouth.

The

PAILLARD-Bolex
Model "D" Projector
for both Pathe 9.5 mm. and any 16 /;////. films.

A MACHINE OF OUTSTANDING MERIT

Not merely a projector which will show either size

of films but a real gem of precision workmanship.

NOTHING can equal the performance of the PAILLARD-
Bolex projector. 250 watt illumination ensuring a brilliant

picture up to 10 ft. wide with either Pathe 9.5 mm. and Kodak
or other 16 mm. films. Forward and reverse mechanism.

Chromium plated throughout. Fitted with the world
renown HUGO MEYER •• Kinon " superior f/1.6 IS"

projection lens.

All the refinements to he found on machines selling at

twice the price.

PRICE: Including all accessories to project J^OC
both sizes of films - - - - - 1 3 3

Extra resistance for voltages 200 to 250 - - - 37 6

Your dealer can demonstrate but if you experience any difficulties v:rite to

the Sole Distributors who will immediately make the necessary arrangements :

Booklets free from :

CINEX LIMITED
70 High Holborn, London, W.C.I
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NOW
English

voices for

English
homes

with

TALKIES in your own home . . .in any room . . . merely plug

in to the nearest lighting socket ... a child can operate it. . . .

This is what is meant by the introduction of the new British

Acoustic Home Talkie Projector.

This BRITISH Acoustic Equipment is no heavier than a

portable gramophone and can be operated from either A.C. or

D.C. according to your current, if you are not one of the

20,coo who heard this All-British Equipment at The Ideal

Home Exhibition post the coupon NOW for full particulars.

British Aeoustie

I 6 mm. Sound-on-Film

HomeTalli^ie Projectors

A complete

cinema in

two cases I

To : 'British Acoustic Films, Ltd.,

(Dept. 16 mm.). Film House, Wardour Street, W.l

1 am interested in your i6 mm. Talkie Projector in

its application to

Home Entertainment—Classroom Use

—

Commercial Demonstrations
(.Cross out thost- ivhich do not apph'i

Please send me full details.

Name
Address

HEAR IT!
Call for a demonstration of this new British

apparatus at

BRITISH ACOUSTIC FILMS. LTD.

Film House, W^arJour Street, London, W^.l
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INSTITUTE OF AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHERS
AN rNTEKNATIONAL NON-PROFIT MAKING INSTITUTION - - - FREE FROM ANY COMMERCIAL CONTROL WHATSOEVER

7, RED LION SQUARE, W.C.I
President

:

HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF SUTHERLAND. K.T.
Hon. Secretary: Wm. E. CHADWICK, F.A.C.I.

NEW MEMBERS.
At the last Couniil Mo^tinc of the Institute

i)f Amateur Cinematosjrajihers, Ltd., the

following 104 canrlidates were nominated
for membership :

—

Miss D. Penfold ; M. H. G. Jlawson ;

T. D. Bruce ; Samuel Mayoh ; Walter
Oilling ; Mrs. Emma Hawkey; P. Chaud-
huri ; \V. Cornish ; .John Graham ; Major
A. E. Ray ; Rev. L. G. Brewster, JI.A.

;

G. C. Powers ; F. Horton ; Michael Lore-
day ; G. J. Lake ; W. L. Turner ; JL M.
Deane ; Charles C. Rogers Edwards,
D.S.C., B.Sc., A.M.T.C.E. ; T. A. Savage ;

A. Gilbert ; Edward R. Tyler ; Edward R.
Flewitt ; J. S. R. Serle ; X". F. Rowlandson ;

Edgar H. Cottrell : .J.E.Mason; G. W. O.
SanI : W. J>. Cooke : Harold Bryan Rourke ;

Albert E. Dalrymple : Lieiit.-Com. L. B.
Bishop: James H. Falconer; F. A. Scot-

land : Hugh F. Andrews ; William Hill

;

Dr. G. M. Gray, M.D., F.R.C.S. : A. C.

Jameson ; Joseph Forster : John L. Rogers ;

Mrs. E. Anderson ; Wilfred Mather ; Ronald
G. Finch : Kenneth D. Smith ; John Short ;

Roy Malcolmson : Mrs. W. A. C. Henderson ;

Norman F. Dakin ; C. E. Smedley ; Denis
Fletcher ; W. D. Taylor ; John Robertson ;

J. A. Miles; A. Wilson, F.Z.S. ; J. T.
Barker : F. \A'. Carter ; Dr. C. H. Bulcoek ;

Xoel H. Isaacs ; William F. K. Thomlinson ;

R. P. Denman ; Thomas C. Cox : E. B.
Culverwell : A. 0. M. Cooper ; J. Master-

ton : R. Harrington-Moore ; S. S. Bird

;

J. E. Glordon-Powell ; Howard L. Jacob ;

Claude R. Endicott ; F. I. Phillips ; Dr. M.
Mvers ; H. A. Rowe ; E. G. X. lunch ;

C." J. P. Thompson ; C. L. Johnson ; C. R.
Higginson ; W. C4. Richter ; David Ken-
nedy, M.I.A.E. : Xorman Ward ; Lt.-Com.
R.L. Tuffnell; W. M. Valon ; T. Xorman J.

Bell ; Dr. A. Himter Forman ; A. H.
Bowden: W. G. Bassett : Miss Margery A.
Fletcher ; Thomas Huggan Gaunt ; V.
Insani ; Thomas Gorton ; C. L. Bennett :

M. L. Xathan ; H. G. Eastcott ; Wm. John
Dear; 0. C. Gulliver: Chas. W. Watldns ;

G. Burnett; H. T. McFarlane ; J. W. West;
E. K. Durston ; Howard Bayliss ; Fernando
Canete (Spain) ; Kenneth D. Chown ; J. X.
Bullivant; R. S. Ashby; W.Turner.
The candidates who were nominated at

the previous Council meeting were elected

to membership.

PATRON.
AVe have pleasure in announcing that the

Rt. Hon. Viscount Weymouth, M.P., has
been graciously pleased to become a Patron
of the Institute.

ASSOCIATE MEMBERSHIP.
The following Companies were admitted

to Associateship of the Institute :

—

Amateur Cine Service, Bromley ; West-
minster Photographic Exchange, Ltd., Pic-

cadilly (and branches) ; City Sale &
Exchange (1929), Ltd., Cheapside (and
branches) : Butcher, Curnow & Co., I^td.,

Blaclcheath.

HONORARY MEMBERSHIP.
The following was elected Honorary

^leraber of the Institute :—
Pat Mannock.

[SUBSCRIPTION - -

HONORARY SOLICITORS.
Messrs. Goodway & Parker, Birmingham.

AFFILIATED SOCIETIES.
The following linc societies were granted

artiliation to the Institute :

—

Trent Cine Club, Xottingham : Stockport

Amateur Cine Players' Club, Ashton-under-
Lyne : Amator J^Iozgofenykepezok Egyesu-
lete, Budapest.

LA.C. NATIONAL MOVTE-MAKING CON-
TEST.

Since our announcement in last month's
issue of Home Movies, Messrs. Pathescojie,

Ltd.. have been pleased to offer prizes to

the value of .50 guineas, and, in addition,

medals for various classes.

Also

—

Jlessrs. Drem Products, Ltd.-

—

Drem Cinephot complete in case.

Messrs. Young's Chemist, Ltd., Leicester

—

Free supply of film to size of winning
award.

Messrs. Butcher, Curnow & Co., Ltd.,

Blackheath—
Equipment prizes to the value of 5

guineas.

I.A.C. MEMBERS' CAR BADGE.
One of the privileges of membership is

the right to display a distinctive and specially

designed badge for use on the front of the

I.A.C. member's ear. This beautiful design

is supplied enamelled in rich blue and
chromium-plated with radiator or hav

fitting.

Conditions.

The I.A.C. car badge is issued on the

following conditions, with which it is neces-

sary for the holder to signify his agree-

ment :

1. The I.A.C. car badge is issued on loan

and remains the property of the I.A.C,

This arresting enamel sign displayed out-

side the premises of a dealer indicates to

I.A.C. members
that they are

officially ap-
pointed by the
Institute to

represent
the'l.A.C.

In order to

ensure efHcient

working
throughout the
country of our
cine service,
appointments of

Associate Mem-
bers are sup-

plemented by
theappointment
of numerous ' '-

r e presentatives

who are able and willing to render efficient

assistance and sei\'ice to I.A.C. members.
Members will find it to their own interest

to deal with the officially appointed Associates

and representatives wherever possible, and
mention that they did so because of the

appointment.

I Os, 6d. PER ANNUM

APPOINTED

ASSOCIATES
OF THE

FREE
CINE SERVICE
TO MEMBERS

and must Ix- returned without refund,
immediately the holder ceases to be a
member of the Institute.

2. The I.A.C. reserves the riirht to require

the return of the I.A.C. car badge at any
time.

3. The member to whom the I.A.C. car
badge is issued undertakes not to
pan with it to any other person.

Subject to the a bove mentioned conditions,

the charge for the use of the badge during
membership is as follows :

Richly enamelled blue and chrcmium-
plated badge

—

With radiator fitting 6s. 6d., post free.

With modelled bar
fitting .

.

. . 7s. 6d. ,,

It is important that applications for the
J.A.C car badge .should be made upon the
proper form, a copy of which will be sent on
request. All applications are treated in

strict rotation.

FROM THE POSTBAG.
" I have found the information contained

in the I.A.C. booklets most useful."

Flying Officer G. E. Samfson.
" I have read with real pleasure and veiy

considerable profit the Monthly Bulletins

which you sent. With renewed thanks for

what the Institute has already done for

me." Signed, L. G. Brewster.
" Many thanks for the I.A.C. booklets

—

obtaining permission to use Cine Camera
in your guide is a great step forward."

G. W. 0. Saol.
" Please allow me to congratulate you on

the excellence of the pamphlets and the March
Bulletin." C. G. Englefield-Bishop.

" Maj' I take the opportunity of saying
how much I already realise what a necessity

the I.A.C. is to the amateur cinemato-
grapher." Kenneth D. Smith.

" Maj' I take the opportunity of express-

ing my appreciation of your bulletins."

X. F. ROWXANDSON.
" Many thanks for my first copy of the

I.A.C. Bulletin. I was very surprised to
receive such an elaborate booklet with
concise and clear articles."

Edcak H. Cottrell.
" I wish to thank you for all the trouble

entailed . I am very pleased that I have been
elected a member of the Institute, as I feel

that with such an organisation to assist

me I shall have no difficulty -nnth the pro-

duction of any films which I may contem-
plate. The whole motive of the Institute

is bound to progress as the people behind it

are so enterprising." M. Lovedav.

PLEASE WRITE !

Several people who have caDed at Red"

Lion Square have been disappointed that
they found no officer of the Institute there-

to receive them. Prospective members,
however, are asked to remember that those
who are working to put the I.A.C. on its

feet are doing so in what spare time they
po.ssess, after having attended to the
pressing business of earning their own
living. In the meantime, please write.

JOIN THE l-A-C-MAKE THE PICTURE TELL THE STORY
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NEW CINE APPARATUS
TESTED AND REVIEWED

This section is devoted each month to impartial tests and reports on cine apparatus and film submitted to

" Home Movies " by the manufacturers, and should prove a valuable guide in the purchase of equipment

Two Useful Lighting Devices

THE illustrations on this page show
two ingenious and most useful arti-

ficial light units forcinematography
either in the home or in an amateur
studio. Most of the 500-watt lighting

units nowadays are fitted to rather
small reflectors which in many cases

do not give a sufficient spread of light

for soft illumination. The Boardman
lighting unit (on the right of our
illustration) consists of a support
carrying a kind of white-lined "luii-

brella," in the centre of which the
500-watt lamp is placed. The effect

is brightly to illuminate the
whole interior surface of the
" umbrella," thus presenting a

large ilkuninated area which
gives particularlj- soft lighting

and excellent modelling to the

subject. The stand is adjust-

able over a wide range of

heights and the "umbrella"
folds into a very small space
when it is tlesired to 2:)ut the
apparatus out of action. Tile

price of this apparatus com-
plete with 500-watt bulb is

£5 OS. Od.

On the left of our illustra-

tion will be seen a neat and
easily handled spotlight fitted

with Neron lamp and a power-
ful lens, the whole being
supported on a U-shaped
piece of metal, so that the

angle can be adjusted to a

nicety. Such a spotlight as

this can be placed beliind the

subject, so as to give that

back-lighting efiect which is a

feature of nearly all jirofes-

sional productions antl which
gives such admirable relief

effects, while amateurs who
are accustomed to artificial

light work will think of many
other uses. This sells for

£3 12s. 6d. and is also fitted

to a strong, light and easilj-

adjusted stand, wliich packs
up into a very small space
for transport.

Both of these devices have been
submitteil to us by Messrs. Soho, Ltd.,

of Soho Square, W.l, and form a very
valuable addition to the artificial

light facilities of the modern home
movie-maker.

A Vest-Pocket " Tripod "

In the April issue of Home ^Movies
a prize was given for a simple
device which could be used as a
substitute for a tripod. A similar

device to this is now marketed by
Messrs. Edwin Gorse, Ltd., and known

as the "Vest-Pocket Trijiod." It

consists of a chain to which is attached
a small block of metal with a screw
on each side. One of these is a British
and the other a Continental screw,
and either can be used at will to suit

the particular camera. The device
is simplicity itself to use as it is only
necessary to screw in the particular
fitting, stand on the chain and pull

upwards, the tension thus given steady-
ing the camera remarkably well. The
device, complete in a small pocket
purse, sells for half -a -crown, and
will be found a verv valuable aid to

On
On the left : The Soho Spotlight

the right : The Boardman 500 light with reflector

necessity of flooding the room with
light or moving away from the pro-
jector to reach another light switch.
AA'e have now received the A. C. Model
Pilite (an illustration will be imblished
next month as it ariived too late for
us to include a picture in this number)
which combines all the advantages of
the device already described plus a
step-down transformer especially de-
signed for the new Pathe 200-B
projector.

As many of our readers know, the
200-B projector is designed to run with
either an external resistance for reduc-

ing the mains voltage to that
of the lamp or a transformer
for the same purpose, no volt-

age drop being required for the
motor, as this can be suppUed
to suit the require'! niains
voltage.

•^Connection with the mains
is made through a long lead
fitted with a plug which fits

either the ordinary bayonet
socket or the wall socket
taking two pins, as desired.

Two outlets with plugs are
provided, one for the lamp
and the other for the motor ;

and the same two switch con-
trols are provided on the A.C.
model as on the version
described last month, one being
arranged so that when the
switch is down the projector
is "on" and the pilot lamp
"off," and when it is up tlie

projector is " ofi " and the
pilot lamp " on," while the
second switch enables the
pilot lamp to be switched on
while the projector is rumiing.

B_\' combining the pilot lamj)

idea with the transformer,
Messrs. Bui'ne-Jones & Co..

Ltd., of Magnum House,
Borough High Street, S.E.I,

who submitted the device,

have provided a most inter-

esting and useful instrument,
the price of which complete
is £4: 10s.

all amateur cinematographers and,
indeed, to still-camera users. The
"Vest-Pocket Tripod" is submitted
to us bj' Edwm C4orse, Ltd., of 86,

Accrington Road, Blackburn.

The A. C. Cine Pilite

In the April issue we reviewed the

cine pilot lamp outfit which our
readers will remember is designed to

enable the operator of a cine projector

to illuminate the immediate neigh-

bourhood of his machine for threading
purposes between reels without the

New Gevaert 9.5 -mm. Film

Prices

The Grevaert 9.5-mm. and 16-mm.
cine film was reviewed and favourably
commented upon in Home Movies
last August. Hitherto, however, the

price of this fikn has been above that

of competing makes : i.e., 2s. lOd.

per spool, or 8s. 6d. per carton of three,

in spite of which its good quaUties have
assured it a steadily increasing sale.

We are very glad to find, as doubtless

many of our readers will be, that the
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price has now been re<liice<l to 2s. 7cl.

per spool, this applying eiiually to the
three varieties, namely, reversal, nega-
tive and positive.

16-mm. Film Price Reduction

Gevaert, Ltd., not only make 9.5-

nim. film, but also 16-mm. negative-
positive stock of excellent quality in
both orthochromatic and panchromatic
varieties. For some time this com-
pany has been selling both films at a

price which does not include develop-
ment or provision of a positive print,

so that the user can make whatever
arrangement lie likes abovit develop-
ment and need only make positive

prints of the portions of the film he
considers good, thus often effecting

an appreciable saving. Hitherto, the
price of the ortho negati%-e has been
13s. 6d. and the pan negative 17s. for

100 feet, and we are interested to
see that these prices have now been
reduced to 12s. 6d. and 13s. 6d.

respectively. For the 50-foot spools,
the respective prices of 7s. 6d. for

ortho and 9s. 6d. for pan have been
reduced to 6s. 6d. and 7s. 6d.

Developing prices if a print is

ordered at the same time have also

been reduced considerably^-, a nominal
charge of Is. per spool (either film or
either length) being now the rule ;

if the pan negative is developed
separately without the provision of a
print a charge of 3s. is made for the
100-foot spool or Is. 6d. for the 50-

foot. The cost of a positive print

«v.

The
Westminster
Dimmer

for

room
lights

from either kind of stock is 12s. 6d.

and 6s. 6d. for 100 feet and 50 feet

respectivelj', so that the ovei'all cost

of the film, development and positive,

using ortho stock is now 26s. for the
100 feet, with only Is. more if the pan
negative is used. 50-foot prices are
14s. and 1.5s. respectively.

Many workers who like ordinary
pan stock will appreciate the ability

of obtaining a separate negative with-
out having to pay the higher cost of

the super-pan film.

The Westminster Dimmer
A device which will supply a long-

felt want in home projection is the
Westminster Dimmer illustrated here-

with and designed to be connected
in series with the room lights so that

the>" can be progressi\'elj' dinuned in

the professional manner, instead of

being switched on and off with a jerk.

The dimmer, which is a businesslike-
looking arrangement as will be seen
from the accompanying photograph,
carries on one end a tumbler-switch,
and on the top, a knob which slides

backwards and forwards to vary the
strength of the light from full brilliance

down to invisibility.

There are several applications of

this useful piece of apparatus, for it

can be connected with, say, a standard
lainp of sufficient power to illuminate
the room or in series with two or three
lamps (coloured or plain) which can
be stood in reflectors in front of the
screen so that it can bo gradually
lit up and thus illuminate the room.

MEYER PLASMAT RI.5
9.5mm. MOTOCAMERA DE LUXE

fitted

Interchangeable lens fitting. Focussing mount model
COMPLETE with MEYER PLASMAT F/1.5

MEYER TELEPHOTO ANASTIGMAT F,3, 4 x Magnifica-

tion, with matched Optical finder ...

Optical Worked Filter for Plasmat

Optical Worked Filter for Telephoto ...

Clients who already possess a Pathe Motocamera De
Luxe can have same converted into an interchange-

able model, including remounting of own lens in

focussing mount

Supply Meyer Plasmat F'1.5 in interchangeable focuss-

ing mount

MEYER MAKRO-PLASMAT F 2.7 in interchangeable

£27 10

£16

18 6

£1 2

MOTOCAMERA DE LUXE
focussing mount

Meyer Telephoto Anastigmat FS, 4 x as above

MODEL B. Motocamera complete with Meyer Trioplan Anastigmat F 2.8.

Supply and Fit MEYER TRIOPLAN F;2.8 to Clients OWN MODEL B. MOTOCAMERA
Optical worked Filter

£4 15

£16 10

£24 10

£16

£10 10

£4 5

10 6

CABLES
" McniorflcM

C a t srec n

Sole British Distributor:

A. O. ROTH
85 Ringstead Road, London. S.E.6

TELEPHONE =

HITHER
GB E E N
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The wire used in the resistance is

wound in a groove cut in slate and is

suitably graded to conform to the
proper dimming curve of modern
lamps. There is a steady decrease
of light from full load to complete
'"black-out," the circuit being auto-
matically broken at the end of the
stroke. The dimmers which are con-
servatively rated throughout and can
be safelj- left for any length of time
in any desired position of flimmine,
are made in several sizes according to
the power it is required to control.

Thus, for a maximum load of 200
watts (say, three 60-watt lamps), the
price is 32s. 6d., for .'iOO-watts, 4.5s..

intermediate sizes being provided at
reasonable prices. All units are com-
pletely .self-contained, and protected
with stove-enamelled and perforated
steel cover with enclosed terminals.
The specimen illustrated was submitted
by The Westminster Photographic
Exchange, Ltd., of 24, Charing Cross
Road, VV.C.l, and when ordering both
wattage and voltage required should
be stated. We can recommend this

device as being well designed, highly
efficient and of ver_\' reasonable price.

Quick Service for 9.5-niin.

We learn that the Camera & Gramo-
phone Co., of 320, Vauxhall Bridge
Road, Victoria, S.W.I, are processing
Pathescope 9.5-mm. cine films in 24
hours. This express developing ser-

vice was commence<l last season,
and has met with great success. All
films (other than P.S.P.) left before
four o'clock are read^- the following
day at 5.30 p.m. Usual prices are
charged for processing, namely, 2s.

per 30-foot filrns, and are sent post free.

NEWS OF CINE SOCIETIES
{Continued from page 451)

"Nightmare." One reel. 9..!'>mm.

Dramatic experiment.
Charges are Is. Gd. per reel per week to

cover postage and wear and tear ; where
reciprocation can be arranged no charge is

made. " Conway " included free with any
two other reels.

SEEALL FILM SOCIETY. Hon. .Secre-

tary, J. (Jordon, " Bordei'smcad.'' Loughton,
Essex. The production of the film. "" The
Girl From Kowherc." liegan ."t the end of

Apiil. Norman F. Rowlandson, who wrote
the story, is the camerh-man, and we expect
something new in camera angles from him,
as his experience is enough to luake the film
a success ; direction is in the hands of the
secretary, who has great ideas for the future
of the .society as regards sound on film.

Although we are using 6,000 c/p lights for
our interiors, this is not really sufficient,

and work is being rather held np until more

light is available. Results of recording
on a " Cairmor " recorder are so satisfactory

that we have decided to make the last scenes

of the film a talkie.

If any non-members are interested, will

they please communicate with the secretary,

as there ma^- be soTP_e vacancies towards the
end of the year.

STOCKPORT CINE PLAYERS' CLUB.
Hon. .Secretary, H. M'. Greenwood.
" Penrhos," Beaufort Road, Ashton-under-
Lyne. The above club has already started

making plans for this summer's work, and
a scenario is almost completed for a semi-
historical film. The period is that of the
Cavaliers and Roundheads, and members
are hard at work preparing costumes and
properties before the actual shooting of the
scenes commences.
The monthly meetings continue to be

well attended, and at a recent one some
interesting American films were shown,
including " The Black Door," which stimu-

lated discussion amongst the audience at the

end of the evening. ,»

IN THE HALL

Don't forget the hall as a camera
location ! Many excellent shots

are obtainable in this way

SUDBURY AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Hon. Sceretaiy. 1". Midglcy, 1 udor House.

Priory Hill As enue, Wembley. A meeting

of this newly-formed society was held at

.Sudbury Priory, the society's headquarters,

at the beginning of April. « hen the following

officers were elected : Hon. Secretary, F.

Midgley ; Hon. Treasurer, K. Harmer

;

Lighting Exj)ert. A. Midgley ; Director,

T. Thomas : Publicity Jtanager, Mr. Speed :

K.xecutive Committee, F. and A. Midgley,

K. and D. R. Harmer, T. Speed, T. Thomas
and Miss B. Boardman.
We ha.-e decided at present to use fi..5-

mm. stock in preference to lO-mra.. and have
already st;irted work on a scenario. We
are holding a members' projection night to

discover cameramen, and professional films
will also be projected for purposes of com-
parison. It is hoped to hold a projection
night every fortnight : a fee of 6d. per
member is charged for entrance to the
projection room on these nights, ami
members are invited to bring their friends.

The annual subscription is lOs. 6d. with an
entrance fee of lOs. Od. Full particulars
can be obtained from the Hr>n. Secretary at
the above address.

TEESIDE CINE CLUB. John R. Wild.
3 Acton .Street, iliddlesbrough. We are
just entering our second season of produc-
tion after a satisfactory first year. The
first film to be attempted during this

summer is a burlesque on ".Sherlock
Holmes "—short work with a temporary
title, "The Adventure of the Kiltown
Cup," the story and scenario being by one
of our members.
During the latter part of last summer

we were engaged on our first attempt at

film production, entitled '" Every Bullet "

—

a 400 foot, 9..5-mm. drama. .Shots were
taken in gardens in the Linthorpe district

of Middlesbrough, and for the rougher
and wider scenery excursions were made
to the Cleveland Hills. Although far from
perfect, our first film is a ver\' creditable

effort, and through the experience gained
we feel capable of tackling something far

more ambitious.
One of the most outstanding pieces of

work accomplished by any one member of

the club is a synchronised sound film.
" Svniphony of Trees"—a fine piece of

film produced by Mr. W. Ma.xwell.

Applications for membership to this

flourishing club should be addressed to the
hon. secretary at the above address.

YORK AMATEUR FILM SOCIETY. Hon.
Secretary. Wm. Holden. 3 .\comb Road.
York. The society gave a film entertain-

ment in the ballroom of St. George's Cinema,
York, at the beginning of JIarch. when
"The Saltley Treasure," which has just

been completed, was given its first public

screening. Four other films were shown (the

work of the society in 1932-33) :
" Topicali-

ties,'' "A Holiday in Y'ork and District,"
" The York and District Animals Hospital."

and " Welfare Work "
: and an audience of

.300 signified their approval in no half-

hearted measure. The hon. secretary was
resjjonsible for the scenario of " The Saltley

Treasure," and the society's president and
cameraman was responsible for the photo-

graphy of all the films, which reached a

high level of merit. The entertainment

was for the purpose of providing funds and
propaganda for the York and District

Animals Hospital, and was very successful.

The hon. secretary would like to hear

from anyone who desires to become a

member of the society.

WHATEVER YOU WANT
you can get it from one or

other of the firms advertising

in this number of HOME
MOVIES

Bargain and Latest Lists post frei

antflirheTe. Please state TeQuiremenls.

lQITCHISC7r>l

WANTED
EST. 1750.

LTD

CINE
APPARATUS
BOUGHT FOR

CASH

Particulars of latest

stocks on request

LONDON : 28 Old Bond St., W.l.
281 Oxford St., W.l.
iS Ludgate Hill, E.C 4.

Stock Exchange Branch :

2 Angel Court, Throgmorton St., E.C.2.

CROYDON : 12 George St.

LIVERPOOL : 73 Lord St.

LEEDS : 37 Bond St.
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THE MERRY REEL
{Continued from piiye 439.)

party could muster to ensure his re-
admission. I got twenty-five splendid
feet of this episode. I was rather
pleased, too, with my shot of the
entry of Mrs. ^lotherspoon-Waterbiffle
antl tlie Vicar into tlie great hall.

She skitlded somehow at the top of the
steps with the result that her feet got
all tangled up. To save herself she
flung an arm round the Vicar's neck
whilst he, seeing lier predicament,
encircled her alleged waist with one
of his. In the shock of their encounter
his shovel hat flew from liis head,
hovered for an instant above hers,

and finding no opposition from her
jaunty beret, came to rest on her
collar bones after the manner of a
candle extinguisher.

Xaturallj- we all made straight for

the Home Movies stand. The Rev.
Percival Slopleigh having pointed
out someone who, he was sure, was
Mr. Herey Parris, the rest of them
made a ring roimd this personage,
whilst the real ^Ir. Parris and I

(after another twenty-five feet) decided
that there was nothing to prevent us
from having a quiet cup of cocoa or
something of the kind at the place
labelled Refreshments.

"Here's how," I said. " my
hat, just look at that."
"That" was the Rev. Septimus

Poflfle in the act of firing a magnesium
flare to assist the Vicar, whose cine-

camera ideas do not go beyond about

//ll. I was able to secure a first-

rate shot of the enthusiastic ejection
of Sploslibury's broad -brimmed hawker
of holy things, as the poet Tennyson
somewhat harshly refers to tlie

Cloth.

Meantime. Mrs. Motherspoon-
^^'aterbiffle could be seen causing
confusion and dismay by plying a
tank-like backwards way from the
Tiny Tots' stand, what time she
filmed vigorously. Her idea was to
obtain one of those receding shots.

A jolly good notion in a way, but her
path was positively strewn with the
mangled remains on those whose
corns and bunions she had trodden
with eighteen-stone emphasis.

The Vicar would probably have
had a wonderful reel of Indoor Sports
but for the fact that he had forgotten
to charge his camera and had omitted
to bring any spare reels with him. The
General appeared to be specialising in

shots of beach pyjamas, except when
Mrs. General managed to make her
way towards him, when he imme-
diately directed his lens (though I

observed that he did not operate the
shutter) to architectural features and
the like.

Everyone appeared to be happy and
busy and to C{uote the words of our
local paper, "a good time was had
by all."

On the return journey in the Rose
most of them did not seem to be vei'y

sanguine with regard to their chances
of the prize. Filmin', as the General

remarked, is rather like fishin' in a
way. Somethin' always prevents
you from landing the real big things.

Still, there were one or two who
thought tliat they stood a chance for

the Home Movies prize. At least they
did until the General ob-served :

" Mr.
Reeler hasn't said anything so far.

Now, I wonder what he has been
doing."

" Oh, I've won the sweep all right,"

I smiled, "and probably the first

prize as well."

"Why, what shots have you
made ?

"

"Oh, I have just been filmin' you
people filmin'."

Without a word they handed over

their half-crowns.

To
American Readers

" Home Movies " is now avail-

able from

WILLOUGHBY'S
110 W. 32nd STREET
NEW YORK CITY

and

THE BASS CAMERA CO.
179 W. MADISON STREET

CHICAGO

9.5 IMPORTANT
PRICE REDUCTIONS 16

Gevaert Amateur Cine Film
HIGH SPEED REVERSAL

I 8 Sch : 400 H & D

9.5 mm. Film
Price now reduced to 2/7 per spool

(per carton of 3, 7/9)

Coated with emulsion liaving wonderful

latitude and exceptionally Fine Grain

Also in separate Negative and Positive.

Usual pi-ocessing charges.

Hand exposed Films to your Dealer with instructions for

Processing by Gevaerts or any approved Gevaert Processing

Station ; and for reloading the charger with Gevaert Film.

GEVAERT LTD.
WALMER ROAD, LONDON, W.IO

NEGATIVE & POSITIVE
Ortho. 500 H & D : Pan. 400 H & D

16 mm. Film
Fine Grain Ortho. Neg

,, Panchromatic

Inclusive price for developing neg.

and supplying Positive (ordered

at same time) ...

Separate development, and return

of Neg. (Ortho. or Pan.)

Positives ordered separately

100ft. 50ft.

Now 12/6 6/6

„ 13/6 7/6

13/6 7/6

3/-

12 6

16

66

With all the advantages of the Neg./Pos. process. The
original negative for editing and cutting, and always

available, undamaged, for further copies.

GEVAERT LTD.
WALMER ROAD, LONDON, W.IO
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EDITOR'S NOTE.—" Home Movies" will be glad to publish each month
particulars of the activities of the British Cine Societies and their future plans.

For inclusion in our next issue reports should reach the Service Manager
not later than 12th May. "Stills" suitable for publication are v^elcomed

ACE MOVIES. President. Sinelair Hill,

O.B.E. ; Hon. Secretary. Mrs. Ben Oarleton,

la Madeira Road. Streatham, .S.W. 1(5;

Studio, 119 Jlitcham l-ane. Streatham.
S.W.16. Living up to their motto of "Films
of Distinction," Ace Mories have completed
the Eric G. Notley production. "The
Second Crime." written and directed by Ray
Sonin : this is not just another murder
mystery, but a drama of a battle of «its

between two men. Eric G. Notley, the
producer, turned the camera with such
excellent results that Horace Hughe.s, our
" ace " cameraman, will have to look to his

laurels. The sets, which included a drawing-
room, a kitchen, a lawyer's office and book-
maker's office, were designed by Ray Sonin
and executed by the society's technicians.

An interesting ])oin* to note is the fact that

the male members of the cast wore no make-
up whatsoever. 'The Second Crime"
will not be a>'ailable for loan to other clubs

for at least six months.
Work is soon to commence on Ace Movies'

next production, which is a type of film

never before attempted bj- any amateur
cine society, and is destined to set new
.standard in amateur cinematography.

ALPHA FILM SOCIETY. WOOLWICH.
Hon. Secretary, iliss 1. Booth, ti. Leyland
Road, Lee. S.E.12. This new society has
been formed for the benefit of those in South

-

East London interested in the hobby of

cinematography in any form. There is no
restriction as to membership : the subscri]>-

tion is moderate and is payable weekly or

annually.
Preparations are now in hand for our

first production, and it is hoped to start

filming shortly. Most of the shooting will

necessarily be done out of doors, as we have
not yet any facilities for indoor filming,

though we hope to remedy this as soon as
funds and other circumstjinces permit.
The first film is a melodrama written bv
Mr. E. Rainbow, and the cast will include
a number of amateur actors well known in

the district, who we hope will be a success
in the new medium. We are using 9.5-mm.
film at first, but may change to 16-mm.,
particularly as we hope to make sound films.

Anyone interested in this new venture
should communicate as soon as possible uith
the Secretary ; no previous experience in

any branch of the subject is necessary, and,
as mentioned before, the subscription is very
low.

BAYSWATER AMATEUR MOTION
PICTURES. Mr. J). S. Alton, of Iu4
Talbot Road, Bayswater, W.ll, is anxious
to promote a Cine club of this name in his
di.strict, and will be glad to hear from anyone
interested. Subscriptions, of course, would
be as small as possible, and arranged accord-
ing to membership. Please write for
particulars to above address.

BECKENHAM CINE SOCIETY. Hon.
Secretary, J. W. Mantle, 50 Croydon Road.
Beckenham. Although this society has not
offijially made any films during the winter
session, some of the members are privately

making a thriller, under the experienced

direction of Mr. Mantle, entitled '" Imagina-
tion." Judging from the rushes of this film

the pnotography is delightful, but it is

difficult at this stage to judge of the rest

of the film.

Members of the society have been giring

shows to deaf and dumb clubs, orphans'
home, charities, and dramatic and debating
•societies ; and after some of the receptions

we have met with we strongly recommend
other amateurs to do likewise.

BELFAST AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary, S. S. Green, 4s I'pjjer

Church Lane, Belfast ; Hon. Treasurer,

J). O'Sullivan. This society continues to

forge ahead, and we have been very busy
since our last notice, having had several

successful meetings and a few new members
being enrolled. Our first production, en-

titled " The Thirteenth," is now well on
the way ; most of the exterior shots have
been taken, and we hope to finish this month
the interior shots, for which we have the use

of the Grand Central Hotel, Belfast, by kind
permission of the management. This film

is being eo-directed by S. S. CJreen and
Dr. J. Ryan; D. F. O'Sullivan acting as

camera-man.
As an inducement to members to try their

hands as cameramen, directors, etc.. we have
instituted a prize competition amongst the

members for the best individual film taken
during the year, the closing date for entries

being^December 31, 19S.'!.

Mr. R. A. ^Mackintosh has been appointed
Librarian, and Mr. T. .S. Clarke assistant

for sound and musical accompaniments.
We are on the look out for more suitable

premises which can be turned into a studio,

and hope to have this in the near future,

when a grand opening-night will be arranged.
The secretary will be glad to hear from

other clubs with films to loan.

CROYDON AMATEUR FILM CLUB,
Studio. 1. South Park Hill Road, South
Croydon. Hon. Secretary, .J. L. Bacon.
36 Morland Road, Croydon. This club
is now firmly established on a sound financial

basis and is in a position to start production
on a serious film. This is taking the form
of a biographical outline of the history of

Croydon—ancient and modern—and is at

the moment in the discussion and casting

stage. It is hoped that when completed this

work will be of definite commercial and
publicity value to the club. Although all

efforts are being concentrated on this film,

work will continue on " The First Offence "

as time permits, hut the latter is being

treated rather as a secondary spare-time
occupation and may never reach the cutting
stage.

The club is honourcil to be now under the
patronage of Mr. Victor Peers, of the Gau-
mont-British Picture Corporation, and Mr.
Stviart Davis, of the Davis Theatre. Croydon,
both of whom are most enthusiastic about
the movement.

It has been found advisable to divide up
the club into separate sections, each section

having its own particular function and those

FINEST CINE STOCK

IN THE NORTH
LATEST NEW ENSIGN £10 10s. Od

CAMERA, f 3..> anast.. dual speeds

—

normal and half-speed—locldng release,

direct threading from one spool to

another, latest lightning threading, very
small and compact. Amazing value.

Film Os. fid.,'iO-ft. now. Only £1010$. Od.

Approval. Exchanj^es.

CINE TRIPOD CHAIN VEST POCKET
STAND, screw into the camera per-

manently, stand on the chain, tlie tension

gives professional movies. In purse.

Free trial. Write now. Only 2s. 6d.

RHAMSTINE PROFESSIONAL SUPER
EDITOR, professional projector motion,

prism viewer, illuminated shutter, for-

ward, rever.se, bivilt in mitre splicer

cutter scraper, 16-mm. model.
Approval. Exchanges. £18 18s. Od.

ELECTROPHOT PHOTO-ELECTRIC
EXPOSURE METER, stills or movies,

self-generating, no batteries, no calcu-

lating discs
—" Point at the .Subject

and given instantly" dead accurate

exposed picttires of nuality. very com-
pact—no larger than 10(l-ft. film

—"The
Original Photo-electric iMeter." new
large dial £14 14s. Od.

Free Trial. Write Now.

SECOND-HAND APPARATUS
Approval. Post Paid.

9-nini. PATHE CAMERA, f 3..^ anast..

Camo motor. Bargain £2 5s. Od.

9-nini. PATHE PROJECTOR, standard

model. Cost *(i l.is. Od. £2 17s. 6d.

PATHE LUX CAMERA, 13..-.. latest lock.

As new £7 10s. Od.

PATHE PROJECTOR, supemttachment.
motor, resistance . . £6 17s. Gd.

PATHE LUX PROJECTOR, motor, resis-

tance, case. Bargain .. £12 12s. Od.

16-nini. KODAK BE CAMERA, f 3..->.

.|(i-ft. model. As new . . fS 17s. Sd.

16-inm. ZEISS PROJECTOR, mot-u.

resistance, case. C'ost ii'24 Os. (id.

£11 lis. Ort.

16-nim. BELL-HOWELL FILMO
CAMERA, f 3.5. Cost £4(i Os. Od.

£15 15s. Od.

16-mm. ENSIGN PROJECTOR, loo watt.

motor, case. As nc« . . £9 17s. 6d.

16-mm. KODAK CAMERA, f 3.5. loo-lt.

model. As new £9 17$. 6d.

16-mm. ENSIGN PROJECTOR, f l.S.

] SO-watt. resistance, case £18 18s. Od.

16-mm. ZEISS CAMERA, Tessar f,;2.7.

cost £20 Os. (Id. As new . . £11 11$. Od.

16-mm. ENSIGN PROJECTOR, f/l.s.

2.50-watt, resistance, case. Snip.

£29 10s. Od.

16-mm. KODASCOPE, automatic thread-

ing. Like new . . £65 0$. Od.

16-mm. ENSIGN TURRET CAMERA,
f I..', Tsjiecds. As new £29 lOs. Od.

16-mm. KODASCOPE A, f l.s. L'oo-watt.

resistance, case .. .. £22 10s.0d.

EDITOR BELL-HOWELL, splict^r. re

wind, viewer . . £8 17s. 6d.

16-mm. ENSIGN PROJECTOR, .W watt.

super arms, resistance .. £3 19s. 6d.

B-H EXPOSURE CINE METER. Cost

£.5 OS. Od. As new . . £3 5S. Od.

FELIX FILMS, lOO-ft., 16 mm. Brand
new 17s. 6d.

EDWIN GORSE
86 ACCRINGTON ROAD, BLACKBURN

5 days' Approral; Exchanges. Finest Cine Stock
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in eacli section liaving their own work.
There is still room for a few more male
members, either technical or not, and
althouah there are no vacancies for lailies,

there is a waiting list. The secretary will

be pleased to hear from anyone interested—
it is not necessary to own apjiaratiis.

FINCHLEY AMATEUR CINE SOCIETY.
•Studio, UoUis Jlews. Dollis I'arlc. Finchlcy,

N.3. Owing to the unfortunate illness of

our hon. secretary, Miss Anstey, all com-
munications relating to the society are being
handled by Mr. J. C. Lowe, " Elmleigh,"
Tenterden Grove, Hendon, N.W.4. and it is

requested that all letters be addressed to

bim until further notice.

The production side of the society's

activities is again in full swing, there being

three units at work at the moment ; while

the committee hare under consideration a

special story for a long film which will

probably occupy' everyone for some months.
The [i.o-mm. unit has provided members
with two interesting eveninas during the
past month. Arthur H. Green gave a well-

chosen programme of fdms, including his

prize-winning holiday film in the F.A.C.S.
competition ; while Mr. H. A. V. Bulleid,

a keen 9..5-mra. enthusiast, who plays a
lone hand, provided an amusing evening
with some comedy films produced by him at

Cambridge University.

A P..")-mm. unit under the direction of

j\Ir. A. H. Green is at present engaged in

shooting a scenario entitled "Two's Com-
pany "' on P.S.P. film, Violet Joy and Tom
Oulzow playing the leads; and a 16-mm.
unit under the direction of Tom Gulzow is

completing a short thriller entitled " Set a

Thief ," George W. Randall and Frederick
<3. >S. Wise plaj-ing the leads. " Monty's
Misfortune," the F.A.C.S. super production,
under the direction of J. C. Lowe, which,
owing to imforeseen circumstances, has been
held up for over six months, had its

final sequence shot during Easter.

On the social side, the last dance of the
season was held on April 8, when a film was
made to be shown in the current edition of

the F.A.C.S. Magazine.
All interested in the society's activities

are invited to write to the acting hon.
secretary (Mr. J. C. Lowe) at the above
address.

FOOTLIGHT MOTION PICTURES. Hon.
Secretary, Raj-mond Southey, 'J Beer Lane,
Great Tower Street, E.C.3 ; Headcjuarters,
Highgate. With the return of finer weather
the work of tiiis club is again to be resumed,
having been suspended during the winter
months owing to the impossibility of running
a, nroperly equipped studio. We hope to

publish in the near future full details of our
new production, which will be far more
ambitious than anything previously
attempted.

GRIMSBY RADIO AND CINEMATO-
GRAPH SOCIETY. President, Dr. E. Hall
Feltou. Chairman, Will F. Davis. Hon.
Treasurer, K.. Kitching. Clubroom and
Studio, Wellowgate, Grimsby. Hon. Sec-

retary (pro tern.), .1. Browne, 7 Somersby
Street, Grimsby. This society lias recently

been re-organised and is nov/ running
smoothly. Productions are being made on
16 and 9..5-mra.

Films are shown frequently in the society's

studio, and visitors are welcome at ,iny time.
Diu'ing March we had two very interesting

lectures by Mr. A. Newton-Smith on " Ama-
teur Cinematography," and Mr. H. A.
Chivers on " Moving Titles."

We still have room for a few more inter-

ested members and inquiries should be
addressed to the secretary at the above
address.

KINGSTON AND DISTRICT MOTION
PICTURE CLUB. Hon. Secretarv and

Treasurer, F. C. Hnynes, 7 Woodbines
Avenue, Kingston. This club came into

being on March 7 and the first committee
meeting was held on March 16, when the

annual subscription was fixed at Ids. 6d. ;

junior members, under IS, 2s. Od. Applica-

tions for momborship arc invited from all

interested in motion pictures, and election

is by the ballot of the committee.
Ciub rules will shortly be decided—they

are alreadj' drafted—and meetings will be

held at Durbins Studios for the time being.

An active programme of interest to all

amateur movie makers in the district is

under consideration, and it is hoped to

affiliate to the I.A.C. very shortly.

LINCOLN AND DISTRICT AMATEUR
FILM SOCIETY. Hon. Secretary. F. Carhill,

Si Ruskin Avenue, Lincoln. This society,

M'liich was formed in November, 1932, is

now forging ahead rapidly and has a
membership of 2.5. New members are,

however, still required, and anyone living

in the Lincoln district who may be interestecl

is invited to communicate %vith the secre-

tarj' at the above address. It is not
necessary to be an owner of apparatus.

TJp to the moment the society's activities

have been confined to projection of amateur
films at their fortnightlj' meetings, but it

is hoped to commence serious production of

their own films in a short space of time.

We are extremely sorry to lose Mr. A. K.
Harbottle, our founder and late hon.
secretary, who is leaving the city. Un-
doubtedly, but for his untiring work and
enthusiasm, Lincoln would not be repre-

sented among the cine societies to-day ;

and we all wish him every happiness and
success for the future.

LION AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPH
SOCIETY.—Hon. Secretary, .John L. Rogers,
Briarwood, Tilehurst Road, Reading.
During the past month we have taken
.advantage of the fine weather to finish the
exterior shots of "The Man in the Road,"
which is now nearins completion. The
leading parts are being taken by jNIiss

H. M. Rogers and Mr. R. Hill.

We are working hard on our new flood-

light stand, which will carry ten swivel

floods of 100 watts each. It will also be
fitted with an adjustable camera table and
an electric signal-bell.

Our membership has slightly increased,

but we always have room for more enthu-
siasts whether actors or cine owners.

LONDON AMATEUR FILM CLUB. Hon.
Secretary. Miss. M. Jasper. 42 Fentiman
Road. S.W.8. Since our last account we
have had a 9.5-mm. projection night, when
the most interesting film shown was "The
Culture of Carnations." by Mr. G. Pollard ;

this had been taken on ortho. stock at f/3.5

of subjects entirely in a glasshouse, and was
extraordinarily good. At the next meeting
we took some shots of the hon. secretary
" at work " for a film of the club's members.
This was taken with only two 100-watt
lamps and one loO-watt at f/1.9 on 16-mm.
panchromatic film. At the end of March
we bad a 16-mm. projection evening W'ith

some experiments by Mr. Powell of a

musical accompaniment. The films shown
were Riverside Film Fans' "Derby Day,"
silent version ; four of Mr. Cyril Hyde's
South African films : and two travel films

by ]VIr. A. A. Pollard, " Swiss Holiday, 1933,"
chiefly of ski-ing and skating, and " S. S.

Heron," a trip on a coasting steamer. For
the benefit of new members we projected
what is done of " Panshine Pansy," and in

doing so discovered one or two continuity
errors which will hare to be put right.

On April 6 we paid a visit to Olympia.
and spent the whole evening there. We had
decided to meet at Home Movies Stand,
but soon found that we were not the only

LIGHT!
FOR

HOME MOVIES
THE

Soho Boardman
portable Home Cine &

Portrait Lamp.

Brilliant
E f f i ci en t

Portab le

Practical
Easy to Use

Ordinary home lighting supply is all that

is required.

A brilliant flood of light, producing good
soft modelling, no hard black shadows, a

full exposure, using a F 3.5 Lens at 4 feet,

with a Cine Camera.
The whole apparatus folding into a sptce

no larger than a golf bag, its measurements
being 46" X 4" X 4". The Outfit comprises :

I 2 ft. X 6 in. Collapsible Umbrella
Reflector—Grey outside. White inside.

I Matt Plated Folding Metal Stand.

I Holder with 6 yards Twin Flex, and
Plug adapted for use on ordinary lamp
holder, or a 5 Ampere Socket.

I 500-watt High Efficiency Lamp, safe to

use on any lamp point, in any house.

The consumption of current is 2! Amperes
on a 200-Volt Supply, or 2 Amperes on a

250-Volt Supply. If you want Stunt
Lighting, Back Lighting, etc., use in

conjunction with the above.

THE HOME CINE SPOT LIGHT
PRICE £3 : 12 : 6

You may test
this light
in youi own home for an initial payment
of £1 down, balance at 10/- per month.
Write to-day for full details.

SOHO LTD., SOHO SQUARE, LONDON, W.1.
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HOLD
THE TOP

RELEASE
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SPRING

A GENTLE
PULL

AND IT'S

ERECTED

CELFIX
THE SCREEN
THAT MAKES THE
PICTIJDF ^"<^ '^'^ ^^^ surfacerl^» *#%». that makes the screen.
The Celflx is made in two surfaces, Silver

and Crystal Glass Beaded. The scientific

manufacture of these gives a brilliance of

reflecting power absolutely 'unrivalled—yet
there is no risk of damage to the eyes.
The Celfix is portable, self-erecting and
built in a beautifully finished art-leather
covered box.

From £3 10
5 Sizes: 27 X 20 in. to 80 X 60 in.

Write for the brochure" What's in a screen?"
and sample screen surfaces to Dept.MM.

R. F. HUNTER, LTD.
Celfix House, 51 Gray's Inn Rd.

London, W. C. 1

Phone : Holborn 7311-2.

5

6

HOLD
THE
TOP

TOUCH
THE

BUTTON

7
THE

LIGHTEST
of PUSHES

8
AND THE
SCREEN

IS CLOSED

people there ! What "xvc saw was irootl, and
they are to be congratulated on fostering

the Amateur Film ilovement bv hav-ing a
Stand. A number of Home .Movies com-
petition entry forms were taken away, and
we hope som.ething will be forthcoming

—

already nian_v idt^a? are being hatched.

LOWESTOFT SECONDARY SCHOOL
CINE SOCIETY. This newly formed society

had its first meeting at the end of March,
when over 200 members were present. A
number of interesting films were .shown,

including recent school events, and plans
were laid for a film to be taken of "' A Day
in Our School," a camera trolley and light-

ing arrangements being already well in

hand. Members were asked to send in

written suggestions of suitable incidents to

be incorporated in the new production,
while extracts from " A Midsummer Night's
Dream," which was stai'ed on the School
Speech Day, have been filmed. The society
has two secretaries, one for the Girls"

Section and one for the Boys' : and news
from other schools of their cine activities

will be welcomed by Marjorie Page and
J. Mummery. The .society is able to

project both 9.o and 16-mra. films.

MAYROSS MOTION PICTURE PRODUC-
TIONS, HAMMERSMITH. President,

S. G. Finch ; Hon. Sccretarv, W. G. Wright.
a Burr Road. South fieULs, S.W. Credit

is due to our social committee for a very
successful winter season : our informal
evenings were enjoyed by all.

With the warmer weather, outdoor filming

is again in favour, and we shall commence
with '" The Fool Trap." a story v/ith a
moral : this will be a short filin taken almost
entirely on Wimbledon Common. Our
biggest drawback at the moment is a lack
of interior settings, and we need a larger

studio. These we hope to have before long.

METEOR FILM PRODUCING SOCIETY.
Hon. Secretary, Stanley L. Russell, 14

Kelvin Drive, Glasgow. N.W. ; Studio.

234 Sauchiehall Street, Ciiasgow. O'tting

to the recent increase in membership, this

society has decided to divide up into three
separate producing units, so that all members
maj' be assu.ed of taking an active part in

one or other of the three films that are thus
to be made during the summer months. As
the scenarios are still under discussion, it

is not possible to give details yet, but it is

expected that the competition engendered
by friendly rivalry between units will result

in something outstanding in the way of

pictures.

On March 21 members were entertained
bj' a display of films by the secretary, who
has a full-sized sound-on-film twin installa-

tion fitted up in his house : the programme
included amateur and professional films,

all on 35mm. A most interesting evening
was spent in the studio on April 4, when
R. Muir Glen screened his film, " The Masked
Rider," a thriller on four reels. IC-mm. :

and also '" iSyncopated Love." which must
be one of the few amateur movies employing
" sets " on the Atlantic, as well as on both
sides of it.

These notes would not be complete without
mention of the excellent work done in the
commissariat department. This is in the
hands of Miss Louise Robertson—who was
our first lady member—anda timely supply
of refreshments has always been available

at all meetings and on .social evenings. As
a result, the catering department is the first

branch of the society to find it.self on a firm
fin.incial basis.

Other cine organisations in the city may
be interested to know that the studio is

available for hire, by arrangement, at

mcKlerate rates.

MANCHESTER FILM SOCIETY. H.m.
Secretary, P. Le Xeve Foster. 1 Raynham
-ivenue, Didsbury. This summer the

Manchester Film Society is embarkin.' upon
the production of four films of widely
different types :

"' The Five Pound Night,"
ilirectcd by R. G. W. Ollerenshaw and
produced in a garage at Prestwich. is the
story of a man who spends the niaht in a
waxwork show for a bet, but does not live

to tell the tale; "She was only a
Smuggler's Daughter," a comedy about a
gang of dope smugglers on a canal, is

directed by P. Le jVeve Foster, and the
members of the Society are going to spend
a week-end camping trip on a barge in

order to get the projier settings for some of
the scenes ;

" The Adventures of a Peony "

is a highbrow psychological film produced
by A. L. Roussin ; while "Manchester"
is a film of the city which will be made
by P. Le Neve Foster and .J. F. Moseley.
W.hen it is comjileted the negative will be
sent to New York so that prints can be
made and distributed to the twelve Jlan-

chcsters in the United States.

In August a party of members is making
a visit to Moscow to study film production
in a Russian talkie studio.

NEWMARKET AMATEUR CINE
SOCIETY. Hon. Secretary. Miss Gabrielle
('. Emery, 8 E.xeter Road, Newmarket.
This club is glad to be able to report that
considerable progress has been made
during the past month. Tt was finally

decided not to have a public show until the
autumn, as members agreed that it would be
a better plan to wait and include some out-

door scenes that coidd ea.sily be obtained
during the summer months.
The club is now busy on a series of

" shorts " in which it is endeavouring to

discover new talent among members who
have hitherto not taken an acting part in

other films.

NORTH LONDON CINE SOCIETY. Hon.
Secretary. M. Williams, 7 Woodberry Down,
X.4. At a recent meeting of this society,

it was decided to produce " The Romance of

THE NEW
CINE- KODAK

8• • • • • *--*•

Make one foot of

film do the work of

four, get 4,000 pic-

tures to a reel

instead of i.ioo !

Reduce all operat-

ing costs to a

quarter 1

PRICES ;

CINE - " KODAK "

EIGHT, MODEL 20

£9 17 6

" KODASCOPE •

EIGHT, MODEL 30.

Takes 200 ft. 8 mm.
film (i.e., Dearly

20 mins. projection

time).

£9 9

• BUY IT FROM LONDON'S
OLDEST & MOST RELIABLE DEALERS

SANDS, HUNTER & CO. LTD.
37 BEDFORD ST., STRAND, W.C.2
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Watch MAGNUM
For NEW CINE
REFINEMENTS !

MAGNUM CINE PILITE
This device solves the problem of providing
illumination of the room and control of the
projector light and motor from one source.
A Two-way Switch controls the pilot lamp
and projector whilst a second switch provides
illumination for the room and projector
control which is essential when rewinding.
The lamp supplied is suitable for all mains
voltages 01 200 to 250 volts and consumes
15 watts.

PRICE, in Walnut Bakelite, complete with
Pilot lamp, Cord with Combined ' "

Adapter and a two-pin plug, 17/6
Dia. of colour disc 3i".
Dia. of lens clip i\",

'_ and other sizes
according to the
make of projector.

MAGNUM CINE TINTER
Attached to the lens hood in a few seconds,
this ingenious unit is provided with four
colour discs and an open aperture. A touch
of the finger brinos the desired colour into
position, where it is held by a spring trigger
device. The open aperture provides the ord-
inary black and white picture, four different
colours being available for beautiful colour
effects on the screen. This component may
be left permanently on the projector and it

enhances its appearance.
The model illustrated is suitable for the Baby
Pathescope ; other models are available for
all t3'pes of projectors having the necessary
space for the colour disc.

PRICE, Instrument black finish,

complete and ready for use 7/6
Obtainablefrom all high class Cine dealers and
stores, or direct. Write for lists of these and

other Magnum products.

BURNE-JONES & Co.,Ltd.

MAGNUM HOUSE
296 Borough High Street

London, S.E.I

Telephone : Hop 6257 and 625S.

AGNUM means
Better Movies!'

tile I'lisc," the soenario for wliicli was
specially written for us bv Mr. K. Beer.

A i)rcliminary rclieai'sal has already been
hokl. and it is hojwd to start serious work
witli as little delay as possible. \\'e are
very fortunate to have amonu' our ranks
Mr. L. Friedman, of GainsborouL'h Films,
who will be head camera-man for this pro-

duction. All the scenes in the film take place

in the open air, and it is expected that the
actual shootina will be done at Cuckfield.

Sussex, where we have nejjotiated for the
use t>f an old countr\- house which A\'ill be
very suitable for the ])urpose.

\Ve still have vacancies for new members
and the .Secretary will be pleased to hcar-

frora anyone who is interested. The sub-
scription is 10s. per annum, payable half

yearly, with an entrance fee of Is.

NOTTINGHAM. On the evening of

March 14 an interesting gathering of

amateur cinematographers took place in the
studio of Mr. E. P. Short, Derby Road,
Xottingham. Among those present were
the Ma\-or of Nottingham and Mr. J. C.

Allen, a prominent leader of the local

Scout Movement.
A talk was given bj- Mr. G. H. Sewell.

F.A.C.I., the Chairman of the Institute of

Amateur Cinematographers, who dealt at

some length with the fascination of the
showing and making of amateur films,

^^hether they be personal pictures of the
family, holiday records or film pla3'S. My
Lord JIavor then gave a very witty speech,

recapitulating many of the points raised by
the speaker, and referred to the value of

the moving picture in obtaining records of

our loved ones.

The second half of the meeting consisted

of the showing of some interesting pictures

on super-speed film taken both indoors and
out of doors, and the shooting of some eini'

records of members of the audience.

RHOS AMATEUR FILM PRODUC-
TIONS. President, Gordon Harker ; Hon.
Secretarv, Jliss Laura Hughes, Albert
^ ilia, Cohvyn Crescent, Rhos-on-Sea, North
Wales. Following their success in the 1932
International Amateur Cine Contest recentlj'

held in Amsterdam, when they took second
prize witl) ''Nightmare," R.A.F.P. are now
actively engaged on a second dramatic
experiment, " Contact." A new method of

presenting the written sub-title is being
tried out and the release of the completed
film will be awaited mth interest. George
E. Mellor, of '"Nightmare" fame, is in

charge of direction and is also responsible

for the script and the editing of the film ;

James Jlalani is the cameraman, and the
story is by Eric Bennett. On completion
the film will be entered in the 1933 Cine
Contests, organised by the National Organi-
sations, and the^ociety hope to have the
opportunity of bringing another award to

Great Britain in the International Com-
petition.

The society's 1933 production is an
extensive one, and two other story films

have already reached the scenario stage ;

the first of these, " Earth. Has No Sorrow,"
will go into production as soon as " Contact "

is completed.
James Malam, chief cameraman to the

society, is hard at work on a "scenic"
which should prove a worthy successor to

his 1932 film "The Ancient Borough of

Conway."
In response to numerous requests we

repeat below a list of the society's produc-
tions which are available for hire :

—

"The Slaver." Drama. Two reels;

9.5-mm.
' The Touri-st Trophy, 1932." One reel.

9.5-mm. Motor cycle racing.
" The Ancient Borough of Conway."

Half reel. 9.o-mm. Interest.

(Continued on page 446)

JUST A FEW LINES
FROM

LODEX
NEW ONES OF COURSE!

THE LAST WORD IN

FILM EDITORS

NEW SPLICING
OUTFIT

A Revolving Lens Turret

FOR YOUR CINECAMERA

A FULL RANGE OF

PROJECTOR
TRANSFORMERS

Colour Projection Unit

THE LATEST THING IN

PILOT LIGHTS

The LODEX PAN-TILT

TRIPOD HEAD
WITH REMOTE CONTROL

FOR CAMERA

BUT THERE!

Write for the Lodex List

MANUFACTURERS*
STOCK

of 35 mm. Sound Heads
offered at

£3 10 each

MARVELLOUS VALUE

LODEX
2 KIDACRE STREET

LEEDS 10
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^
THE HOME CINE

SPECIALISTS RECOMMEND

THE WESTON
EXPOSURE METER

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

i^s^

NOW REDUCED TO

£15 lOs.
(In leather case.)

IMPOSSIBLE TO GET WRONG
EXPOSURES; ABSOLUTELY FOOL

PROOF ; NO BATTERIES ; NO
REPLACEMENTS.

YOU CAN'T AFFORD
TO BE WITHOUT ONE

Write to us for illustrated leaflet

giving full particulars.

GUARANTEED BARGAINS
BELL & HOWELL FILMO 70A, F 3.5
COOKE, leather (Mse. Ajuew. CostE.'iT Ills.

£16 17s. 6(1.

CINE KODAK MODEL B B, f 3.5 ANAST.,
jiortrait attaclinient, >*— 1(> pictures \h-v

second. As new. £7 10

PATHESCOPE MOTOCAMERA " B,"
f 3.5 ANAST. As new. £4 12 6

MOTOCAMERA DE LUXE, f 3.5 ANAST.,
latest inculcl. As new. £6 15

MODEL "A" KODASCOPE, 25n.watt
lamp, comnlete in case, latest motlel. As
new. Cost. .*;55. £19 17 6

KODASCOPE, el.ctii.
spare 4IIII tt. reels. As

new. r.ist ills l.ss. £6 19 6

PATHESCOPE HAND-DRIVE CINE
CAMERA, 13.5 ANAST. As new. Cost
>::.. 35/-

iMOtur (lri\e.

ARE YOU TAKING
ADVANTAGE OF OUR

Express Developing Service?

All Pathe-scojie 9. .5 mm. Cine films

(other than P.S.P.) received be-
fore 4 p.m.. ready .5.30 p.m.
folloWintf day (Saturdays excep-
ted). Processing 2/-. Reloads
2/7 post free.

THE CAMERA AND
GRAMOPHONE CO..

320 Vauxhall Bridge Rd.. Victoria, S.W.I
(Jppo.-.it'- .\'e-i VHori-i rineiiiuf 'Phone: V;cloria2'M7

Hoars of Business: 9 a.m- to T p m. (Mon. to Sat.)

MAKING MOVIES AT THE ZOO
(Continued from page 425)

foibklden to go beyontl the barriers,
and with good cause, for a Hon can
reach a good way through the bars,
and it needs only a split second for

him to do it. I know one venture-
some snapshotter wlio tried to secure
a picture in this way. He failefl to
notice the lioness at the si<le of the
cage. She ajjparently objected to her
husband bein.g jihotographed, and the
result was a badl.^' damaged camera
ami a ver\- scared operator who
escaped a maiding b\' inches. Obey
the rules antl there is no danger.

Following a shot of the lions being
feel j-ou might have one of the sea

lions being fed, then one of the chim-
panzees^ tea party, iLsually a regular
daily feature in the summer. From
that a shot of the crowd at the tables

of one of the caf^s would be an
obvious step, and such close-ups as a

kiddie eating an enormous cake or
another kiddie offering a bun to an
elephant ^\ould add variety and
humour.

The Parrots
Ajiother idea for linking up the

different shots is to take a number of

short films of one of the big parrots to
be found in the grormds near the
main cafe. Take him fro:n various
angles, some close-ups of just his

head, some mid shots showing all his

gay plumage. Then use him as your
announcer, splicing a shot of the
parrot into the film just before each
title and wording the title in a way to

suggest that the parrot is saying it.

Again, a shot of the vAld cats will

make a gooel lead v.\i to your films of

the lions and tigers, while the contrasts
in wild life can bo indicated by
including pictures of the fastest in-

mates of the gardens, say the ostriches

or the kangaroos, if you can get them
in motion, followed by glimpses of

the slenoest animals, the elephants and
one particvlar beauty whose name
escapes me and who looks like an
enormous vegetable marrow, has no
face worth mentioning and appar-
ently never moves at all.

A Lucky Shot
If you are lucky enough to get a

picture of the rhino on the mora you
will have an interesting film, for this

.gentleman, contrary to the suggestion
implied b\' his bulk, moves with great
rapiditj- once he gets started. The
hippo submerging would make a

perfect finishing shot, but failing that
>-ou inight do worse than fade out on
your friend the joarrot annormcer, or

one or two short films of some of the

animals asleep ; easy to get because
some of them seem to sleep all the time.

When estimating exposures do not
forget that, although you may be
standing in bright simlight, the cage
where yotir subject resides niay be in

deep shadow. An exposure meter,
always a useful accessory, is invalu-

able here and may save making a
second journey. The re]itile house is

beyond the scope of the average home

cine camera owing to the ^•ery dim
illumination, but most of the other
houses are sufficiently light to perinit
clear pictures being taken if the new
ultra rapid panchromatic stock is

used. Ordinary orthocliromatic stock
will .serve very well for a great many
of the out-of-door shots, but for filming
parrots and other birds with hand-
somely coloured phmaage it is well
worth while to use panchromatic
stock, which renders the colour values
with infinitely greater accuracy.

Not Saturday
For the sake of your o\^^l personal

comfort and convenience avoid going
to the Zoo for filming purposes on a
Saturday. Choose an afternoon in
the week when it will not be so
crowded, if you can. Better still, for
some purposes, if you know a Fellow
of the Zoological Society, get him to
give you a pass for a Sunday. Bu.t

then, of course, you will not be able
to get your crowd .shots. An enthu-
siastic movie maker miajht well secure
a Svmday pass for his more imjiortant
animal shots and go again on a busy
weekday to get the crowd sequences.

Special Shots

I mentioned earlier the opportuni-
ties that exist at the Zoo for taking
shots which can be spliced into other
films and used as thrills or liigh

spots. For this purpose it is, of
course, essential to keep out any
recognisable Zoo backgroimd. Yoti
can get some good semi-close ups on
the Polar bears which, as long as you
rlo not ial-e them begging, will pass
for genuine Arctic episodes. The
penguins, too, if you get the keeper
to let you go in among them and
film them from a " lookinc do\^^l

"

viewpoint to exclude the background
of spectators, will make another
useful shot. The lions, of course, are
out of the question, but jou might
get a good shot of the lion cubs in

their open air enclosure ; ^\•hile soncio

of the buffalo can be filmed without
including anything incongruous.
Close-ups of the elephants might
also come in handy.

Plan your day's filming in advance
and go prepared to take advantage of

whatever fortune may offer.

NEW BRITISH SOUND-ON-
FILM TALKIES

(Continued from page 431)

ary silent films, but the soiuid-head

with its ainplifier, a 3-watt mains
elriven jiower amplifier, and a mo\in.g-

coil loud-speaker. The amplifier and
sjjeaker, b\- the way, can be useil for

reproduction of gramophone records

by means of an electrical piek-uj) and
turn-table, enabling musical accom-
paniments to be given to any silent

films owned or hire<i by the user.

British Acoustic Fihns, Ltd.. who
are selling this apparatus, are linked

with the fanaous Gaumont -Bi'itish

Corporation and thus have excellent

facilities for obtaining 16-mm. versions

of -British films.
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A Noil-Reversal
is best because

Film

1 You are not limited to one copy
only of your film, and there-

fore you need not worry unduly about
projection wear and tear.

-^ You retain the negative and can
obtain a fresh positive printed

whenever you want it.

3 You can always have an extra
copy printed for a

friend or a relative overseas.

A Contact printing gives you
*• cleaner, crisper, more vigorous
pictures than reversal.

PRICES :

Negative Film on Spools

—

100 feet - - - - 12/6

50 feet - - - - 6/6
not including processing.

.

Developing negative and supplying

positive print

—

100 feet ... 13/6

50 feet ... 7/6
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Jne /oeStS&UHce
THE WESTMINSTER CINE SERVICE

Everything for Motion Pictures All the New Introductions Guaranteed
Second-hand Outfits

THE
WESTMINSTER CINE LIST
A fully detailed and illustrated
list of Cine Apparatus Post
Free upon request. Depth of
focus and screen picture tables
are included and give useful
reference data. State size in
which you are interested, and
leaflets giving particulars of
latest i ntroductions will also— be included. —

THE PATHESCOPE KID
PROJECTOR

Thoroughly efficient

and stui'dy machine.
Jlaa.'l tU'ive. Com-
plete with resistance

_ lor 25U volts.

55/

Viment(extra)17 6

70 D.A. BELL'HOWELL
FILMO

For 16 mm. Daylight Loading
Films. The most advanced amateur
instrument. Seven speeds, three
lens turret, variable view finder, vis-

ual tocussing device. A de luxe out-
fit. Pitted F/3.5 Cooke Anas- XOA
tigmat. Special MayfairOitie ^'*'
Full range of laree aperture
and telephoto lenses available.

FILMO J.L.

PROJECTOR
The Supreme 16
mm. Projector.
400 - Watt lamp,
electric motor
drive,forward and
reverse, extra
large aperture
projection lens,
volt meter con-
trol. Pilot light,

all gear drive, no
belts. Complete

in case for 100- ^ I I C
115 volt supply. fc I I 3

Resistanceforvoltagesupto 250 £4

All

GUARANTEE
second-hand apparatus

The Latest Accessories
and Projectors

Hire Service for Cameras

THE LUXE
MOTOCAMERA
A wonderful advance.
Complete F/2.5 Anas-
tigmat and X 4 Tele-
photo lens. ^ I fi

I
fi

DALLMEYER OPTICAL BENCH
The Dallmeyer Titling Outfit is novel, new

APPROVAL
Any Second-
hand outfit sent

on 7 days' ap-

proval to post

customers
against full de-

posit to value.

Remittance
refunded in full

per return, if

apparatus un-
suitable.

MODEL B
MOTOCAMERA

All-metal Body
F 3.5 Anastigmat.

£6 6

TITLING OUTFIT
Q design, embodying the

principle of the triangular
njiticaj bench as the base for
alJtiTiing and retaining a degree
ill itccuracy. relative to camera
and title. 400 specially prepared
white-felt letters and £Q g
tif/ures. Lamps extra.

THE
WESTON EXPOSURE METER
No Batteries required, very simple
to use. Correct exposureacertainty.
Complete in leather case with Jf^Q
sling, and instruction book.*'**'

SECOND-HAND OUTFITS
B. & H. Filmo, No. 70 D.A., 16 mm.
Turret head, critical focusser, 7

speeds. Complete with 1-inch F/3.5
Cooke ' Anastigmat, and case.

List £!); £68 OS. Dd.

B.& H.FIImo, No.70, 16 mm., F'3.5
Cooke Anastigmat. (Focussing ) 2
speeds. Complete in c.ise. List £55.

£16 17s. 6d.

B.& H.FIImo, No.70, 16mm., F 3.5

Cooke Anastigmat. (Fixed focus.) 2
speeds. Complete in case. List £55.

£16 17s. 6d.

B. & H. Filmo, No. 75, 16 mm., F/3.5
Cooke Anastigmat. Complete in

lase. List £30. £14 15s. Od.

Victor Cine Camera, 16 mm., F/3.5
Dalmac Anastigmat. Spring ami
hand drive. 3 spee<ls. List £35.

£15 OS. Od.

Victor Cine Camera, 16 mm., F/3.5

Dalmac Anastigmat. Turret head,
spring and hand drive, 3 speeds.
Complete in case. Cost £47 It's.

£25 OS. Od.
Kinamo, $.10, 16 mm., F 27, Zeiss
Tessar Anastigmat. spring drive,

talii's 30 ft. clmrgers. Cost £24.
£11 12s. 6d.

Ensign Kinecam, 16 mm., F'2.6
Cinar Anastigmat. .Spring and hand
drive. 3 speeds. Complete in case.

Cost £18 18s. £10 17s. 6d.

Bolex Cine Camera, 16 mm., F'3.5
Hermagis Anastigmat. OOit. model,
spring drive, complete in case.

£4 15s. Od.
Model B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F 1.9

Kodak Anastigmat. (Focussing
mount.) Complete witli 3^in., F .3

Wollensak Telephoto and case.

Cost £43 7s. Od. £17 10s. Od.

Model B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F/1.9
Kodak Anastigmat. (Focussing
mount.) Complete in case. Cost
£33 7s. ti.l. £15 10s. Od.
Model B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F;6.S

Kodak Anastigmat. i Fixed locus.)
Cost £l.s 18s. £6 Os. Od.

Model B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F/3.S
Kodak Anastigmat. ( Fixed focus.)
Complete in case, tOst £20 17s. 6d.

£7 13s. 9d.

Model B B Cine Kodak, 16 mm.,
F;1.9 Kodak Anastigmat. (Focus-
sing mount.) 2 speeds. Complete in

case. Cost £27 lOs. £15 10s. Od.

Model B B Cine Kodak, 16 mm.,
F,3.5 Kodak Anastigmat. (Fixed
focus.) 2 speeds, (.'omplete in case.

Cost £17 7s. (id. £8 17s. 6d.
Model B Kodascope Projector,

16 mm.. Bronze. 2-inch projection
lens, forward and reverse. 250 watt
lamp. Complete in case. £100.

£57 10s. Od.

EXCHANGES
Liberal allowances quoted in part ex-
change upon your present apparatus,
still or Cine. Outfits forwarded for
valuation wilt be returned immedi-
ately upon request, post free, if a
transaction cannot be arranged.
Bulky apparatus should not be for-
warded without previously ascertain-
ing approx. value ky correspondence.

THE
PATHESCOPE
"HOME MOVIE"
PROJECTOR

Xeat and compact,
liandsome in ap-
pearance, hand
drive, for 100-110

£6 15
volts.

Eesistance for volt-

ages up to 25(1

volts 10s.

THE
Si EM ENS &
HALSKE
CINE

CAMERA
forie-mm.
FILMS.

MODELS.
Outstanding features : Daylight
loading in live seconds. No waste of

unexposed tilin. Camera holds 50ft.

film. Free-wheel motor release.

Single exposures and lens automat-
ically controllel with speed used.

With Busch-CJlauk.ir F/2.8 anas-

tigmat lens, direct-vision
and reflecting view-iinder

£30

is overhauled before sale,

correctly described, and in

good working condition.
Any second-hand apparatirs
purchased from us with
which a customer is dissatis-
fied will be exchanged with-
out loss within one month

from date of purchase.

FULLY EQUIPPED PROJECTION ROOMS AND EXPERIENCED
DEMONSTRATORS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES

THE WESTMINSTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE LIMITED- LONDONI
62. Piccadilly. W.I. — 119. Victoria St,. S.WI

III, Oxford St..WI,

BOLEX MODEL D
PROJECTOR

A machine with outstanding
advantages.

Takes itV ami 16 mm. films, 250-

Watt Special Projection Lamp.
Electric Motor Drive and Rewind.
Still picture movement. Fan cool-

ing device. F/1.6 Pro- £35
jection Lens.

"^

Kesistance for voltages over 12.5

£1 17 6 Carrying case £2

HIRE PURCHASE
Nine Equal Montllly

Payments.
THE WESTMINSTER
finance their own transac-

tions and do not pass them
on to a finance house for

collection. Add 1/- in every

20 - to cash price and divide

into nine equaJ monthly
payments. Proposal form

upon request.
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A Non-Reversal
is best because

Film

1 Vou are not limited to one copy
only of your film, and there-

fore you need not worry unduly about

projection wear and tear.

^ You retain the negative and can
obtain a fresh positive printed

whenever you want it.

2 You can always have an extra
copy printed for a

friend or a relative overseas.

A Contact printing gives you
'*• cleaner, crisper, more vigorous
pictures than reversal.

PRICES :

Negative Film on Spools

—

100 feet - - - - 12/6

50 feet - - - - 6/6
not including processing.

Developing negative and supplying

positive print

—

100 feet . - - 13/6

50 feet - . - 7/6
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COOD NEWS
FOR 9.5 mm. CINE USERS

A 200-WATT PATHESCOPE PROJECTOR

ONLY £1J:€:C
CAN BE SEEN at all BRANCHES of the WESTMINSTER
THE LATEST FILMO

PROJECTOR
MODEL M WITH 300- OR 400-
WATT-LAMPiFOR SINGLE OR

DOUBLE CLAW
Elertrii- motor drive. loin.ud anil re\eisf.
(iieatlite Projection Lens. -\utoi)iatic safetv
shutter. Geared rewind arm. Oval base,
with platform. Complete in neat oarrvins ca^e.
lor use on 100-volt circuit.

PRICES.

S7M. Filfflo Projec-
tor, :!lllF-\vatt l.imp.
no ri-^istance. but
with clutch and re-
verse. £64 Os. Od.

THE PATHESCOPE
" 200-B "

PROJECTOR

SPECIAL OFFER
KODASCOPE MODEL B

PROJECTOR
(Bronze Finish)

Electric Motor Dri»e. Inrward and reverse.

2-incli projection lens, pilot li^ht att;iched.

iOO-watt lamp, t'om-
plete with 4Cii-ft. reel,

Hex and carrying case.

£45 IDs. Od.

with 2."iO-watt,

£S3 10s. Od.

Resistance
for 200 to
250 volts £4

SECOND-HAND
OUTFITS

B. & H. Filmo, No. 70, 16 mm. F'3.5 Cooke Anas-
tigmat. (Focussinn.) 2 speeds. C'omplctc in case,
list «;.'..,. £16 17s. 6d.
B. &H. Filmo. No. 70, 16 mm., F3.£ Cooke Anas-
tigmat. (Fixc.l focus.) 2 speeds. romi)lcte incase.
I-ist cj;.. £16 17s. 6d.
Victor Cine Camera, 16 mm., F 3.5 Dalmac Ana-
stigmat. Spring i'ud hand drive. :i speeds.
List iij. £15 Os. Od.
Victor Cine Camera, 16 mm., F,3.5 Dalmac Ana-
stigmat. Turret bead, spring and li.iiid drive, 3
speeds. Complete in case. Cost t47 ins

£25 Os. Od
Kinamo, S.10, 16mm., F 2.7 Zeiss Tessar Ana-
stigmat. Sprint' drive, takes 30ft. chargers.
Cost £24. £11 12s. 6d.
Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector, 16 mm. Motor
drive, 180-watt lamp. Complete in case, with
resistance. List £27 10s. Od. £18 17s. 6d.
Model B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F 6.5 Kodak
Anastigmat. <Fi.\ed focus.) Cost £is i,<s. Od.

£6 Os. Od.

IDEAL FOR MOVIES AT HOME,
PUBLIC ENTERTAINMENTS, FOR
USE BY CINE CLUBS, INSTI-

TUTES AND IN THE CLASSROOM

OUTSTANDING FEATURES
Fitted with a scientifically desiinied and highly
ertieient 200-watt direct lighting system of ini-

proved optical design, givina a brilliant screen pic-
ture, 10ft. wide. Flickerless projection. Sprocket
feed. Accessible " gate." Very compact. Fan-
cooled and asbestos-lined lamphouse. Very
simple threading. Pivoted imiversal tilting
movement with simple clajnp adjustment.
Motor Rewind.

PRICES.
The Pathescope "200-B" Projector for 100
volts D.C. or A.C. supply, complete with 200 watts
lamp, plug and tlcx with special switch, two-
way adaptor, one empty :iOO-ft. Super Eeel,
cleaning brush and book of instructions.

£15 Os. Od.

Resistance for voltages from 200 to 250 either
-Alternating or Direct current, Type B with
.\mmeter, " £2 Os. Od.

Spare 200-w-att lamp £1 Is. Od.

XOTE.—The Pathescope " 200-B " Projector
is supplied with either of two motors.

(n) Motor for voltages between 100 and 130.
{b) Motor for voltages between 200 and 250.

Order your outfit according to requirements,
otherwise the Projector with 200 to 250 volts

;notorwill be supplied.

SECOND-HAND
OUTFITS

Model B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F 3.5 Kodak Anas-
tigmat. (Fixed locus.) Complete in case. Cost
£2ti ITs. lid. £7 13s. 9d.

Bolei Cine Camera, 16 mm., F 3.5 Hermagis Ana-
stigmat. JO ft. model spring drive. Complete in
lasd. £4 15s. Od.

Model K Cine Kodak 16 mm., F 1.9 Kodak Ana-
stigmat. Spring drive, 2 speeds, (slightly soiled).

List £40 Os. Od. £33 Os. Od.

3-in. F,4.5 Kodak Telephoto. For above. (Sliglitlv

soiled.) List £12 12.s. od. £8 17s 6d.

Model B B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F;1.9 Kodak
Anastigmat. (Focussing mount.) 2speeiis. Cou)-
plete in case. Cost £27 10s. £15 10s. Od.

Model B B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F 3.5 Kodak Ana-
stigmat. (Fixed focus. > 2 .si)eeds. Complete in case.

Cost £17 7s. (id. £8 17s. Gd.

B. & H. Filmo Projector 16 mm. 2-in. Project-
ion lens, motor drive, forward and reverse, 400-
watt lamp,roundlia>e.Cnmplcteincase £55 Os. Od.
Kodacolor Assembly, to lit F,1.8 Cooke special for

K..da.ol.ii-. List £ti 10s. (Id. £2 19s. 6d'

FULLY EQUIPPED PROJECTION ROOMS AND EXPERIENCED DEMONSTRATORS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES

Second-hand Apparatus sent on 7 days* approval to post customers against full deposit to value

LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES HIRE-PURCHASE TERMS

The IVESTMINSTER
119, VICTORIA STREET, S.W.I

VICTORIA 0669
62, PICCADILLY, W.I

REGent 1360

PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXCHANGE, LTD.
Ill, OXFORD STREET, W.I

GERRARD U32
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roR CINE users/
The speeding up of the Selo i6 mm. Panchromatic Cine Film has actually been

accompanied by a marked reduction in grain size and a consequent increase m
fineness of image and at the same time an increased sensitivity to gresns and yellows.

Further, the Selo Cine Film will, from now on, be sold exclusive of the charge

for processing. This innovation will leave the purchaser free to weigh up the

possibilities of a fihn before deciding to pay for complete processing.

THE NEW BUFF CARTON
distinguishes the improved Selo 1 6 mm. Panchromatic

Cine Film from its predecessor. Here are the

revised prices .

Developing Negaiive & supplying

Panchromatic Negative Film Positive print on too ft. spool

lou ft 19/- 100 ft 13/6

50 ft 10/- 50 ft 7/6

Please return your negative spools to your photo-

graphic dealer for processing.

16MM. Safety FILM
For further particulars of the

Selo Cine Service write to :

—

ILFORD,
ILFORD,

LIMITED,
LONDON

MADE IN EXGL.AND

4306,4
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FOUR
WESTMINSTER

BRANCHES
All fully Stocked with the Latest Apparatus

OUR NEW BRANCH AT 24 CHARING CROSS ROAD
WILL BE OPEN EARLY IN MARCH

The
CINE
Service

THE FILMO PROJECTOR
MODEL M. 16miii.

SINGLE OR DOUBLE CLAW

THE PATHESCOPE
200 B PROJECTOR

9.5 mm. British Made.

MODEL 57 M. FILMO PROJECTOR.—
Kleotric motor drive ; forwjini and reverse
2-incli Greatlite projection lens ; 300-watt
lamp, automatic safety shutter; geared
rewind arm ; oval base witli platform. Com
plete in neat carrying case for use on 100-voIt
circuit £64 Os. Od

MODEL 57, M. 7.—As above, but with 400
watt lamp, fixed resistance, with clutch and
reverse £70 Os. Od.

Resistance for 200 to 250 volts £4 Os. Od,

Prices of other outfits on request.

DALLM EVER.—OPTICAL BENCH TITLING
OUTFIT.—The ])allmeyer titling outfit is
novel, new in design, embodying the principle
of the triangular optical bench .as the base for
aligning and retaining a degree of accuracy,
relative to camera and title. 400 specially
prepared white-felt letters and figures.
Lamps extra £8 8s. Od.

SPECIAL WESTMINSTER
PROJECTOR OFFERS
ENSIGN SILENT SIXTEEN

180 WATTS.

£18 17 6
List Price,

£27 10
S P E I FICA-
TION.—Special
180-\vatt gas
filled projection
lamp provided
with centreing
movement.Iarse
aperture f/1.8
projection lens
witli fine focus-
sing ad i ns t-

ment, straight
through system
gives particu-
larly brilliant

picture, electric motor drive with forward,
reverse and rewind movements, resistance,
speed control, operates on either A.C. or D.C.
supply, simple masking movement, centreing
adjustment by elevating screws, still picture
device, adjustable resistance for all volt^iges
from 100 to 250 volts. Finished crystalline
black enamel, jacketed body for cool running.
Complete in case.

THE AGFA MOVECTOR
£25 16A
List Price
£45

S P E C I PICA-
TION. — Elec-
tric motor drive
with resistance
s])eed control,
improved con-
denser system
with reflector
unit for maxi-
m u m light
value, 100-watt
high efficiency
gas filled pro-
jection lamp
with centreing
movement,
ammeter control to lamp current supply, air cooling by fan. easily operated masking and focus-

sing movements, adjustable resistance incorporated in machine for all voltages from 100 to 220
A.C. or D.C. •• One Shot " Lubrication, a single lubricator leads to all internal mech.anism. li
inches large aperture projection lens giving brilliant screen pictures of large size at short
distances, takes standard 400ft. Ifi mm. reels. Complete with rewind, oil can, brush for

cleaning gate, 400 ft. nil in metal case, all contained in stout wooden case with carrying handle.

THE PATHESCOPE 200 B PROJECTOR
for 100 volts D.C. or A.C. Complete with
200-watt lamp, plug anil flex, with special
switch, two-way adaptor, 300-ft super reel,
cleaning brush and instruction book

£15 Os. Od.
RESISTANCE FOR VOLTAGES from 200 to
250 volt^ A.C. or D.C. Type B, with .ammeter

£2 OS. Od.
Spare 100-watt lamp £1 Is. Od.

(Please state voltage when ordering.)

THE WESTON EXPOSURE METER.—No
batteries required, very siniple to use. Correct
expostire a certainty. Complete in leather
case with sling, and instruction bonk

£15 10s. Od.

jj
NOW AVAILABLE. !

8 THE NEW SUPER SPEED SELO PAN-
|

I CHROMATIC, 16mm.. negative film. 19/-
g

I per 100-ft.: 10;- per 50-ft. Processing,!
I 13/8 and 7(6 respectively.

LARGE SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND APPARATUS—FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST

LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES
HIRE PURCHASE TERMS (9 EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS)

Any Second-hand Outfit on 7 Days' Approval against Cash Deposit to Value

The IVESTMINSTER
119 VICTORIA STREET, S.W.I

VICTORIA 0669
62 PICCADILLY, W.I

REGENT 1360

PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXCHANGE, LTD.
Ill OXFORD STREET, W.I

GERRARD U32
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FOR CINE users/
The speeding up of the Selo i6 mm. Panchromatic Cine Film has actually been
accoiripanied by a marked reduction in grain size and a consequent increase in

fineaKs of image and at the same time an increased sensitivity to greens and yellows.

Further, the Selo Cine Film will, from now on, be sold exclusive of the charge

for processing. This innovation will leave the purchaser free to weigh up the

possibilities of a film before deciding to pay for complete processing.

THE NEW BUFF CARTON
distinguishes the improved Selo i6mm. Panchromatic

Cine Film from its predecessor.

Developing'Negative & supplying

Panchromatic Negative'Film Positive print on too ft. spocl

100 ft 19/- 100 ft 13/°

50 ft 10/- 50 ft 7/6
Orthochromatic Negative Film

lOOft 12/6 50 ft 6/6

Please return your negative spools to^your photographic

dealer for processing.

v\m\v. TIC

IGMM^'^fety FILM
For further particulars of the
Selo Cine Service write to :

—

ILFORD, LIMITED,
ILFORD, LONDON

MADE IN ENGLAWn

4506/4
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FOUR BRANCHES
ONE AIM—YOUR SATISFACTION
EVERYTHING FOR MOTION PICTURES. ALL THE LATEST INTRODUCTIONS
FULLY EQUIPPED PROJECTION ROOMS AND EXPERIENCED DEMONSTRATORS AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES

THE PATHESCOPE
200B

PROaECTOR

70 D.A. BELL HOWELL FILMO
For li5-miu. Daylight. Loading Films. The
most advanced amateur instrument. Seven
speeds, three lens turret, variable view finder,
visual focussing device. A de luxe outfit.
Fitted F/3. 5 Cooke Auiistigmat. Com- fOL
plete m Special ilaj'fair Case. ••/w

CINE KODAK
Model B.B.
JUNIOR

(For 00 ft. of Film)

F 3.5 Kodak Anas-
tgmat £13 13

r/1.9 Kodak Anas-
tigmat £18 18

THE
SIEMENS &
HALSKE

CINE CAMERA
for 16-mm. FILMS

MODEL B.

Outstanding features : Daylight loading in five
seconds. Xo waste of unexposed film. Camera
holds oO-ft. film. Free-wheel mo.or release.
Single exposures and lens aiUomatically con-
trolled with speed used. With Busch-Glaukar
F/2.8 anastigmat lens, direct-vision £30

THE PATHESCOPE 200 B PROJECTOR
for ion volts D.C. or A.C. Complete with
200-watt lamp, plug and flex, with special
switc^h, two-way adaptor, 300-ft. super iTIC
reel, cleaning brush and instruction book *»'3
Resistance for voltages 100 to 250 £1 12s. 6d.

{Please state rultage tehen ordering)

and reflecting view-finder.

CINE KODAK
Model K.

(For 60 or 100 ft.

of Film)

F/3..'3 Kodak Anas-
tigmat £31 10
F/1.9 Kodak Anas-
tigmat £40

CINE-"KODAK"-EIGHT
HOME MOVIES AT LOWEST COST

COMPLETE
OUTFIT
£19 ^ 6 - 6

THE LUXE
MOTOCAMERA
F/2.5 Anastitrmat and
X 4 Tele- /lO lO
photo lens *'** • **

•
• •

THE CINE ' KODAK " EIGHT is the liglitest and smallest movie
Camera using a film that provides 4 minutes' projection in One Reel.
Fitted f;3.5 Kodak anastigmat fixed focus, spring drive, eye-level
ilnder, exposure guide attached to camera, takes 25 feet of special
16-mm. film, but it exposes only half the width of the film at a time.
The completely-exposed film gives you 50 feet of 8-mm., £0 17 A

MODEL B
MOTOCAMERA
All-metal Body
F,3.5 Anastigmat

£6 6

which is equal to shooting 100 feet of 16-mm. Price
25 feet Kodak Panchromatic Film (including processing) 10

THE KODASCOPE EIGHT MODEL 30, for use on A.C. and D.C.,
100 watt lamp, takes 200 feet of 8-mm film, which is equal to 400 feet
16-mm. film, fitted with adjustable resistance for any voltage, from
100 to 250. Still pictures may be sMfcwn with safety, gives a brilliant
picture 30 by 22 inches at a throw of 15 feet. -_
Price, including splicer and oiler .. t" z

FULL PARTICULARS ON REQUEST

LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES HIRE PURCHASE TERMS (9 EQUAL MONTHLY PAYMENTS)
LARGE STOCKS of Guaranteed Second Hand OUTFITS. Let us know your requirements

(LOWEST PRICE PER RETURN)
^

Second Hand Outfits sent on 7 Days' Approval against full deposit TO VALUE

WESTMINSTER CAMERA HOUSES
(THE WESTMINSTER PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE LTD.)

62 PICCADILLY. W.l
REGENT 1360

119 VICTORIA ST., S,W.l
VICTORIA 0669

111 OXFORD STREET, WJ
GERRARD U32

24 CHARINC CROSS ROAD
TEMPLE BAR 7165
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C\*»^
• -with, jfiner qrainl

Selo i6 mm. Panchromatic Cine

Film is now being made faster than

ever, yet with a marked reduction

in grain-size and consequent

increase in fineness of image.

In addition, the emulsion has

been given an increased sensitivity

to yellows and greens — the

predominating outdoor colours.

Selo Cine Film is now sold

exclusive of the charge for pro-

cessing, and customers may, if

they so desire, have their films

developed only—thus having the

opportunity of eliminating un-

wanted portions before printing.

REVISED PRICES

:

Selo Panchromatic Negative Film

100 ft ig/.
50 ft 10/-

Developing Negative and supplying Positive
Print on 100 ft. Spool

100 ft 13/6

ORTHOCHROMATIC EMULSION Iti W^\ Vw\

50 ft '.6/6

For further particulars of the Selo Cine Service write to :

ILFORD LIMITED - ILFORD - LONDON

yiTIC

safety

riLM
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YOUR SERVICE!
THE WESTMrNSTER CINE SERVICE
EVERYTHING FOR MOTION PICTURES. ALL THE LATEST INTRODUCTIONS

FULLY EQUIPPED PROJECTION ROOMS AND EXPERIENCED DEMONSTRATORS AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES

THE CINE" KODAK "

EIGHT is tlie lightest

au.l smallest movie
faiiu-ra usina a film that
provides 4 minutes'pro-
jection in One Reel.

Fitted t'.'3.5 Kodak
anastigmat fixed focus,

spring drive, eye-level

tinder, exposure guide
attached to camera,
takes 25 feet of special

IS-mm. film, but it

exposes only half the
width of the film at a
time. The completely
exposed film gives you
50 feet of 8-mm., which
is equal to shooting 100
feet of 16-miu.

£9 17 6
25 feet Kodak Panchro-
matic Film (including

processing) 10s.

CINE-"KODAK"-EIGHT
HOME MOVIES AT LOWEST COST

COMPLETE
OUTFIT
£19 = 6 - 6

FULL
PARTICULARS
ON REQUEST

SECOND-HAND OUTFITS

THE
KODASCOPE

EIGHT
MODEL 30

for use on A.C. and
D.C., 100-«att lamp,
takes 200 feet of S-mm.
film, which is equal to
400 feet 18-mm. film,
fitted with adjustable
resistance for any
voltage, from 100 to
250. Still pictures
may be shown with
safety, gives a brilliant
picture 30 x 22 inches
at a throw of 15 feet.
Price, including splicer

and oiler

£9 9

THE

ENSIGN

KINECAM 4

16-mm. (British made). Fitted with 20-mni.

F/3.5 Taylor Hobson, Cinar anastigmat,

fixed focus", 2 speeds 8 and 16, straight-through

telescope type finder, motor drive, exposure
indicator, film footage meter, interchangeable

lens, featm'e permitting long focus and tele-

photo lenses to be used. Perfect mechanical
construction. Takes 50-ft. daylight loading

films. Exceptional value. £|0 10

THE

DE LUXE

MOTO-

CAMERA

Fitted f/2.j anastigmat and x4 teleplmto lens,
spring drive, taking 30-ft. £|8 18

MODEL B MOTOCAMERA. Fitted f;3.5
anastigmat, all-metal body, Tt. L A
spring drive taking 30-ft, film ^" O U

(FULLY GU
B. & H. Filmo No. 70,
16-nini., f 3.5 Cooke
Anastigmat (fixed focus),
2 speeds. Complete in
leather case. List
£57 Ids. (Id. £16 17s. 6d.
n. & s. Cine Camera,
35-mm. 2-in. f 3.5 Ross
Xpress Anastigmat, Com-
plete with 4 400-ft.
spool boxes. 2 leather
cases and tripod. Cost
approx. £120 (Is. Od.

£49 105. Od.
Ensign Super Kinecam,
16-mm. 1-in. f 1.5 Cinar
Anastigmat, 2-in. f 1.9
Dallmeyer Lens, 4-in.
f 4.5 DallmeyerTelephoto.
Turret head, 5 speeds,
hand and spring drive.
Complete in case. List

£66 13s. Od. £47 10s. Od.
Model B Cine Kodak,
16-mm., f 3.5 Kodak
Anastigmat. Springdrive.
(.'omplete in case, ('ost

£2(1 I2s. 6.1. £9 9s. Od.

Model B B Cine Kodak,
16-mm., f 3.5 Kodak
Anastigmat. 2 speeds,
spring drhe. Complete
inca.se. I'l.st £17 2s. fid.

£8 17s. 6d.

ARANTEED)
Pathescope Lux Projector
9.5-mm. Complete with
resistance for use on
voltages from 100 to
250 volts. S t>T>e lamp.
Complete in case. List
£21 10s. (Id. £12 17s. 6d.

Model B Cine Kodak,
16-mm., f/6.5 Kodak
Anastigmat. Springdrive.
Cost £18 ISs. Od.

£5 7s. 6d.

Pathescope Motocamera,
9.5, f 3.5 Anastigmat
spring tlrivr. LUt
£111 Ills. (III. £7 17s. 6d.

Paihe Cine Camera,
9.5-mm., f/3.5 Anastig-
mat. Complete with
motrix drive. Cost
£7 2s. lid. £2 18s. 6d.
Pathescope Motocamera,
9.5-mm.. f 2.7 Zeiss
TessarAnastigmat. spriic.:

ihive. List £21 (Is. lid.

£12 12s. Od.
3-in.f;4.5 Kodak Anastig-
mat. Long-focus lens to
fit Model K.Cinci Kodak.
List £12 12s. £7 7s. Od.
4-in. f/4 Dallmeyer Tele-

photo, to lit 701) I'ilnio.

List £S 3s. I5d.

£5 12s. 6d.

HOME TALKIE OFFER
TALKATONE. A FEW ONLY.

TALKATONE SYNCHRONISED TURN-
TABLES. Cost £26 5s. Now £13 !0s.

Ready for use with most stauUard Projectors. Extra
gear box is letiuired lor Model B, Kodascope and
Filmo Projectors. Complete with flexible drive,

gramophouc i)ick-up and eouuectioiis.

70 D.A. BELL HOWELL FILMO
For U"t-]iim. Dayliylit Luadin:_: Films. The
most advanced amateur iustnuueut. tieveii

speeds, three lens turret, variable view finder,

visual focussing device. A de luxe outfit.

Fitted F, 3.5 Cooke Anastigmat. Com- /OA
jilete in, Special Mayfair Case. *«#«

THE
SIEMENS &
HALSKE

CINE CAMERA
for 16-mm. FILMS

MODEL B.

I Uitstaiidiiiy features : Bayliizht loading in five
seconds. No waste of unexposed film. Camera
holds 5n-ft. film. Free-wheel motor release.
>ing]e exposures. 3 Speeds, 8, 16 and 04
Itictures i»er second, and lens automatically con-
trolled with speed used, r/2.8 BuscIi-tJlaukar
anastigmat lens, direct vision and £30
reflecting view-finder.

Fitted F,3.5 Anastigmat,
only

one speed £7.0

LIBERAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES. HIRE PURCHASE TERMS (9 EQUAL MONTHLY
PAYMENTS)

THE WESTMINSTER --o»»s'»p|;{c^-—««

APPOINTED AN ASSOCIATE OF THE

CAMERA HOUSE -

INSTITUTE OF AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHERS

- 62 PICCADILLY. W.tREGent 1360 •

AND AT
119 Victoria St., S.^V.l 111 Oxford St.,^W.l 24 Charing Cross Rd.

Victoria 0669 Gerrard U32 TEMple Bar 7165
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YoU can alivays
i^'^piSS;.-4-*:.-' ^-cv..-'?*^^ ^K'
#f

,...-'^W

get fresh positives 11

from your favourite cine negatives if you use SELO Panchromatic
Safety Film. This film is NON-REVERSAL, so that your negative
is always kept intact, and deterioration through projection need

therefore never worry you.

«^ And with this supremely colour -sensitive film you
*^ ^6t every natural colour rendered in monochrome

at its correct value. A wonderfully life-like effect.

Purchase price in-
cludes developing,
supplying one posi-
tive copy and the
return of the

negative.
leMMl^'^fety FILM
Manufactured by ILFORD LTD., ILFORD, LONDON
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EVERYTHING for the MOTION PICTURE MAKER

BELL & HOWELL FILMO
NO. 70 DA. 16-MM.

Seven speeds, 3 lens turret,

variable view finder, exposure

indicator, complete with F/3.5

Cooke lens and case £96

THE BOLEX-PAILLARD i;

MODEL D '

Cine Auto Projector for both Pathe
9.5-MM and Kodak 16-MM Film.

Fitted F/1.6 Meyer Projector lens

250 Watt Lamp 100/125 volt £35
Resistance 150/250 £1 15

CINE "KODAKS" 16-MM.

Cine Kodaks are made in 2 models. The

BB holds 50 feet and the Model K either

50 or 100 feet of film.

Cine Kodak BB Junior F/3.5 lens, fixed

focus £13 13

F '1.9 focussing lens £18 18

Model K F 3.5 focussing lens ... £31 10

F 1.9 focussing lens £40

MOTOCAMERA
PATHESCOPE
de Luxe 9.5-MM

F/3.5 Anastigmat lens £10 10

F/2.7 Zeiss Tessar lens £21

MODEL B PATHESCOPE
MOTOCAMERA

F/3.5 Anastigmat lens £6 6

HIRE PURCHASE
Apparatus supplied

on the Hire Purchase
System in 9 equal

Monthly Payments.

Older Form on request.

The Leading House
for

New and Second-hand

CINE APPARATUS
PATHESCOPE

LUX PROJECTOR 9.5-MM.

The Lux Projector v^ill take 30,60
and 300 feet reels of 9.5-MM film.

Complete with resistance for all

voltages, in case £21

ENSIGN
AUTO KINECAM

16-MM.

Fitted v\rith F/2.6 Cinar anastigmat
lens £18 18

With F/1.5 lens £25

Complete in leather case.

Fully equipped Pro-

jection Rooms and

Experienced Demon-
strators are available

at all Branches.

LIST OF CINE APPARATUS POST FREE ANYWHERE

THE WESTMINSTER PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE LTD.
62 PICCADILLY, W.1

REGENT 1360

111 OXFORD ST., W.1
GERRARD U32

LONDON
119 VICTORIA ST., S.W.I

VICTORIA 0669
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_se this non-reversar|ilin
I

..M

I You project from a positive print which is provided
when your negative is developed.

2, Your negative remains intact, always safe from
damage and ready for further positive prints to

be made when you want them.

*> Remarkably colour-correct results are obtained,
^* revealing in monochrome the true beauty of

< nature's tints.

Purchase price in-
cludes developing,
supplying one posi-
tive copy and the
return of the

negative. 16 MM.
Write for Booklet, which
will be sent post free.

safety FILM
Manufactured in Ensland by ILFORD LIMITED, ILFORD, LONDON
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EVERYTHING for

MOTION PICTURES
VISIT ANY
WESTMINSTER

SHOP
The Westminster have consistently

offered the finest amateur service in New
and Second-hand outfits :nd materials.

Cine Apparatus has been stocked since

the first amateur machines were available.

Our Wide Experience is freely offered to
all interested in this fascinating branch of
— — — — photography. — — — —

62 Piccadilly, W.I
REQENT 1360

119 Victoria St., S.W.I
VICTORIA 0669

111 Oxford St., W.I

FROM

QERRARD 1432

THE
WESTMINSTER

CINE LIST
A fully detailed and illustrated list of Cine
Apparatus, Post Free upon request. State
size in which you are interested,
and leaflets giving particulars of latest
— introductions will also be included. —

HIRE PURCHASE
The Westminster finance their own
transactions, and do not pass them on to a
finance house for collection. Add I/- in every
20/- to cash price and divide into nine equal
monthly payments. Proposal form upon— — — — request. _ _ _ —

THE WILLO CINEMETER

Remarkably simple and easy to use.
Sight at the subject you are going to
"shoot." Pull out the sliding tube and
focus upon the figures which surround
the finder picture.

The dimmest figure visible indicates the
correct aperture for any subject, in any
light, at any time. All this takes but a
matter of seconds. Complete in leather
case — — _ _ _ 32/6

TO

CORONET CINE CAMERA 70 D.A. BELL HOWELL FILMO
A Soundly Constructed, Daylight Loading,

British-made Cine Camera, fitted with
motor drive, F/3.9 Anastigmat, film footage

indicator, direct brilliant finder, daylight

loading. Excellent finish and appearance,

thoroughly reliable. Made to take the

standard 9.5 mm. films. S5/-

For 16 mm. Daylight Loading Films. The
most advanced amateur instrument. Seven
speeds, three lens turret, variable view
finder, visual focussing device. A de luxe

outfit. Fitted F/3.5 Cooke Anastigmat.

Special Mayfair Case. Full range of large

aperture and telephoto lenses available. £96

SECOND HAND OUTFITS
ALL FULLY GUARANTEED

B. & H. Filmo No. TO, 16 mm.,
F/3 5 Cooke Anastigmat (tixid

focus), speeds 8 and 10. (.'omplete

in leather case. Li.it £58 10s.
£30

B. & H. Filmo No. 70, 16 mm.,
F/3.5 Cooke Anastigmat (tniiis-

sing), speeds S and 16. Cnni-
plete in leather case. List

£60 IDs £27 10s.

B. & H. Eyemo 35 mm., F 2.5

Ceoice Anastigmat (focussing),
speeds 8 and Iti. Complete in
case. List £88 .

.

. . £45

Ensign Auto Kinecam, 16 mm.,
F'2.6 Cinar Anastigmat, 3 speeds.
Complete in leatlier rase. I As
new.) List £18 18s. £1217s. 6d.

Ensign Super Kinecam, 16 mm.,
F/2.6 Cinar Anastigmat, 3 speeds,
turrethead. Complete inleather
case. (As new.) List£45.. £35

Cine Kodak Mod. B, 16 mm.,
F G.5 Kodak Anastigmat. Cost
£18 ISs £7 15s.

Cine Kodak Mod. B, 16 mm.,
F,3.5 Kodak Anastigmat. tinii-

plete in leather rase. Cost
£26 12s. 6d. .. £11 17s. 6d.

Cine Kodak Mod. B, 16 mm, F,1.9

Kodak Anastigmat. Complete in

leather ease. Cost £33 7s. fid.

£19 10s.

Cine Kodak Mod. B.B., 16 mm.,
F;3.5 Kodak Anastigmat, 2

speeds. Complete in leather case.

Cost £1" 10s £12

Cine Kodak Mod. A, 16 mm,
F/1.9 Kodak Anastigmat, hand
drive. Cost t.'iu . . £12 IDs.

Pathescope Motocamera De Luxe,
9.5 mm., F 3.5 Anastigmat.
List £10 IDs £7 15s.

Pathescope Motocamera De Luxe,
9.5 mm., F 2.9 Zeiss Triotar
Anastigmat. List £16 16s.

£12 10s.

APPROVAL TERMS
Any second-hand outfit sent
on 7 days' approval to
country customers against
tull deposit to value. Re-
mittance refunded in full,

per return, if apparatus
unsuitable. Any second-
hand set purchased may be
exchanged without loss

within one month from
delivery.

Baby Cine, 9.5 mm., F;3.5
Anastigmat. Complete with
Motrix attachment. Cost £7 2s.

£2 18s. 6d.

Baby Cine, 9.5 mm., F 3.5

Anastigmat. Complete with
Camo attachment. Cost £9 5s.

£2 18s. 6d.

B. & H. Filmo Projector No. 57,

16 mm., 2" projection lens,

motor drive , forward and reverse

.

250 Watt lamp. Complete in

case. (As new.) Cost £60 £45

Kodascope Mod. B, 16 mm.,
bronze, 2' projection lens, motor
drive, forward and reverse, self-

threading, 200 Watt lamp.
Complete in case. (As new.)
List £100 .

.

.
- £54 10«.

B. & H. Filmo Projector, 16 mm..
No. 57G, 2" projection lens, motor
drive, forward and reverse, 250
Watt lamp, complete in case.

List £75 £45

Ensign Silent Sixteen 60, 16 mm.,
hand drive, 50 Watt lamp, for
anv voltaee, from 100 to 250.
List £6 15s £5 5s.

Q.R.S. Oe Vry, 16 mm., 2" pro-
jection lens, motor drive. Com-
plete with resistance for use on
anv voltage. 100 to 250, and
case. List£219s. .. f1317s. 6d.

Pathescope Projector, 9.5 mm.,
hand drive, double claw model.
List £6 15s £417s. 6d.

Pathescope Projector, 9.5 mm.,
hand drive, single claw model.
Cost £6 .. £3 17s. 6d

1g" F/1.5 Meyer Kino Peasmat,
fitted for Filmo 70. Complete
with matched tinders . £5 17s. 6d.

1-inch F 1.5 Cooke Anastigmat,
fitted for Filmo 70. List £9 9s.

£6 15s.

6-inch F/4.5 Dallmeyer Tele-

photo, fitted for Filmo 70. (No
finders.) .. .. £4 15s.

6-inch Fj3.5 Dallmeyer Tele-

photo, fitted for Filmo 70. (No
finders.). List £17 .. £13i10s.

FULLY EQUiPPED PROJECTION ROOMS AND EXPERIENCED
DEMONSTRATORS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES.

THE WESTMINSTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE LIMITED- LONDON
62, Piccadilly, W.I. — 119, Victoria St.. S.WI

'^ III, Oxford St..W.I.
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/^f^ /?S^

y can alivays

I /f^^^

get fresh positives
si!sss^;s!!siss;:;;;is

from your favourite cine negatives if you use SELO Panchromatic
Safety Film. This film is NON-REVERSAL, so that your negative
is always kept intact, and deterioration through projection need

therefore never worry you.

v'S^ And with this supremely colour-sensitive film you
get every natural colour rendered in monochrome
at its correct value. A wonderfully life-like effect.

...,.W

Purchase price in'

eludes developing,
supplying one posi-
tive copy and the
return of the

negative.
l6MM.^^^afety
Made in England by ILFORD LTD., ILFORD, LONDON

FILM
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SECOND HAND

OUTFITS
ALL

FULLY GUARANTEED
B. & H. Filmo No. 70. 16 mm. F,3.S.

Cooke anastigmat (t!x»-<l locus), speeds
ami Iti. louiiil'-tf in leather eiist

£27 10s.

16 mm. F 3.5.

<llssin<:t, speeiK
in leattier c-A,r.

£27 10s.

70 D-16

List »::>,•< ics
B. & H. Filmo No. 70.

Cooke anastigmat (i

8 and 16, (-oniplete

List £lUI His. . .

B. & H. Filmo No.
F 3.5. Cooke anastigmat. (Fi^:ed

I'dcus.) 7 speed-. 'LiiiTet Head,
fonu'lete in Mavfait B . a>e. List isK.

£59 10s.

3; inch F 3.3. Cooke Telekine Lens.

Li.-t £1(1 l.'is £8 7s. 6(1.

1 inch F 1.S Cooke anastigmat for

Kodacolor. I.i-t ts -. £6 10s.

Kodacolor Assembly tui a), ve. Li-t

ii; Ills £3 15s.

Mod. B. Cine Kodak. 16 mm. F 6.5

Kodak anastigmat. r. st *:1S 18s

Mod. B Cine Kodak.
Kodak anastigmat.
leatlu r ease.

£7 15s.

16 mm. F 3.5

Cuniplete in

l"ost Vlit 12s. 6d.
£11 17s. 6d.

Mod. B.B. Cine Kodak, 16 mm. F 3.5

Kodak anastigmat. Cumplete in

l.atlier ease. Ci -t il7 10s. £12
Mod. A Cine Kodak, 16 mm. F 1.9

Kodak anastigmat. H.cnd drive. ( e-t

v-,ll £12 10s.

Victor Cine Camera, 16 mm. F 3.5

Dalmac anastigmat. " speeds, spring
and hand drive. ('.;st £4(1 .. £25

THE
WESTMINSTER

CINE LIST
A fully detaileid and illustrated list

of Cine Apparatus, Post Free upon
request. State size In which you

are interested, and leaflets giving

particulars of latest introductions

— — will also be included. — —

Victor Cine Camera, 16 mm., F 3.5

Oalmac anastigmat. .'> speeds, visual

loeussiny. turret head, sprin'j: and Iiantl

tlrive. .shop-soiled emlv. List £72.
£52 10s.

B. & H. Eyemo, 35 mm., F,2.5 Cooke
anastigmat (focussing mount), speerls

8 and Hi. Complete in eJise. List £SS.
£45

Motocamera De Luxe, 9.5 mm., F/3.5,

anastigmat. foniplete in leather case.

L'st £11 .->s £8 5s.

Motocamera De Luxe, 9.5 mm., F 2.9

Zeiss Triotar anastigmat. complete in

leather. a^e. List£17Hs. .. £12 lOs.

Baby Cine, 9.5 mm., F,3.5 anastigmat.
Complete with Camo attachment.
Cost £9 Js £2 18f. 6d.

Baby Cine, 9.5 mm., F 3.5 anastigmat.
Complete with .Motrix attaeluii'iit.

C..st £7 -is £2 18s. 6d.

B. & H. Filmo Projector No. 57, 16 mm.
2 inch projection lens motor drive, lor-

\\arl anil reverse. 2.'>o Watt lamp.
( nmplete in case (as new'J. Cost £(i().

£45
Q.R.S. De Vry, 16 mm., 2 inch piojec

-

tiiui lens, motor drive, t'omplete with
resist an<e for use on anv voltage.
I( (( to 27)0 volts and case. List £21 9s.

£13 17s. 6d.
Kodaloy, 16 mm. Motor drive. 60-
Watt lamp (a^ new). List £5 17s. 6d.

£4 17s. 6d.
Kinex Projector, 35 mm. T T.H. pro-
jection lens, complete with resist-

ance UiT vidtaizes ui* to 2.'»0 volts.

£5 17s. 6d.
Kodascope Mod. B, 16 mm., in bronze.
2-inch projection lens, motor drive
forward and reverse, self-threading,
20(l-Watt Lamp. Complete in case.
Cost £1(10 £54 10s.

WRITE giving details of the size

in which you are interested and
particulars of second hand outfits

will be forwarded per return.

SEE IT AT A
WESTMINSTER SHOP
1 1 9 Victoria St. : 62 Piccadilly : 1 11 Oxford St.

VICTORIA 0669 REGENT 1360 GERRARD 1432

EVERYTHING FOR MOTION PICTURES
The Westminster have consistently offered the finest amateur service in New and Second-hand
outfits end materials. Cine Apparatus has been stocked since the first amateur machines were
available. Our Wide Experience is freely offered to all interested in this fascinating branch of
— — — — — — — — — photography. — ___ — ___ —

BOLEX MODEL D
PROJECTOR

A machine with outstanding
advantages.

Takes 9,\ and 16 mm. films.

2.'i(i-\Vart Special Projection Lamp.
Electric Motor Drive and Kewind.
still picture movement. Fan cooling
device. F;1.6 Projection Lens

£35
Resistanre for voltages over 125

an<l case extra.

THE NEW ENSIGN
CINE-PAN TRIPOD

Exceptionally strong and rigid.

Adjustable for height. The lower
portion oi leg is metal tubing and
rever.-ibie. one end liting pcinted
and the other fitted with rubber
cushion for use on polished
surfaces. Panoram head oi very
robust design, givirgwide range of
movement, and also fitted tilting
adjustment permitting camera to
be set aluiost parallel to the ground.
Clamping handle is jointed for ease
in carrying. A stout wire brace is

concealed in one of the tubular legs
and can be brought into operation
to securely lock the "spread"

when required.

THE NEW AGFA
MOVEX CAMERA

for 16 mm.
A new light and portable ICmni.
Camera of the highest quality with
interchangeable lens adjustment
and otlier refinements only pre-

viously available with much heavier
andlndkiertypes. Sspeeds, 8-12-lK.

.Automatic tilm footage indicator,

straight tlirongh tinder with mask-
ing acljustment for 2, 5 and 8 cm.
lenses. Takes oO or 100 ft. spools.

Complete F,3.5 ADastigmat-2 (m.
focus and leather case.

£33 15

£7 10

" Have you tried the ntw Palhe-
scope Super Speed Panchrcmatic
1 i!m •? " It is

]U Times faster in ariilicial light

4 Times faster in daylight
than the ordinary Pathescope Fi m
Prit e 6;- each including development

THE " ENSIGN KINECAM

HIRE PURCHASE
THE WESTMINSTER finance their

own transactions and do not pass

them on to a finance house for

collection. Add 1 - in every 20 -

to cash price and divide into nine
eqUbl monthly payments. Proposal

form upon request, j

ADVANCE ANNOUNCEMENT-Ready Shortly.

THE "ENSIGN KINECAM 4"
A Britisli Made 16 mm. Camera at a competitive price. Perfect mechanical
construction. Two speeds. 8 and 10. Taylor Hobson F 3.5 fixed focus 1.0 riim.

.\nastigmat. Straight-throngli telescope-type finder. Spring motor drive.

Exposiire indicator attached to side plate, film footage meter. Interchangeable
lens feature iwrmitting long focus and telephoto lenses to be f 1 Q 10
used. Takes ,'iU ft. daylight loading spools. E.\ceptional value <«•'»' »'

APPROVAL
Any second-hand outfit sent on 7

days' approval to post customers
against full deposit to value. Re-
mittance refunded in full, per return,
if apparatus unsuitable. Any second-
hand set purchased may be ex-
changed without loss within one

month from delivery.

EXCHANGES
Liberal allowances quoted in part

exchange upon your present appar-

atus. Still or t ine. Outfits forwarded
for valuation will b: returned im-
mediately upon request, post tree, if

a transaction cannot be arranged.

Bulky apparatus should not be for-

warded without priviouEly ascertain-

ing approx. value by correspcndence

FULLY EQUiPPED PROJECTION ROOMS AND EXPERIENCED
DEMONSTRATORS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES.

THE WESTMINSTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE LIMITED- LONDON
62, Piccadilly, W.I. — 119. Victoria St.. S.WI

II I, Oxford St..W.I.
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HOME MOVIE/
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THE EDITOR'S NEWS REEL

WHAT DO YOU THINK ?

DOGS AND CHILDREN

JUDGING EXPOSURE

MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT FOR SILENT

FILMS

STOP ACTION PHOTOGRAPHY MADE
EASY

THE MERRY REEL

"HOME MOVIES" ANIMATED TITLE

MAKE YOUR OWN ANIMATED TITLE

OUR PRIZE COMPETITION

CONTENTS
121 HOW TO START A CINE CLUB ... ... 133

122 HOW TO PRODUCE A FILM-

123 ll.-THE SHOOTING SCRIPT ... 134

124 FADING WITHOUT A FADER ... 138

HOME MOVIE OPPORTUNITIES FOR

126
SEPTEMBER ... 139

WHERE ARE WE GOING ? ... 140

THE CINE-KODAK EIGHT ... 141
127 YOUR CINE LENS-II ... 142
129 NEWS OF THE CINE SOCIETIES ... ... 144

130 EFFECTS INSERTED AFTER RLMING ... 147

131 NEW CINE APPARATUS ... 148

132 YOUR CINE QUERIES ANSWERED ... 151
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Editorial and Advertisement Offices

—" Home Movies," George Newnes, Ltd., Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Registered at the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Magazine Post.

yOU can alivays
get fresh positives .

.

from your favourite cine negatives if you use SELO Panchromatic
Safety Film. This film is NON-REVERSAL, so that your negative
is always kept intact, and, therefore, wear and tear through
projection need never worry you.

And with this supremely colour -sensitive film you get every
natural colour rendered in monochrome at its correct value.
A wonderfully life-like effect.

Sold in 100 ft.

and

50 ft. spools.

Write for Booklet, which
will be sent} \post free.

leMM^i^fety FILM
Made in

England by ILFORD LIMITED, ILFORD, LONDON
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UNBEATABLE

Westminster Shops :

119 VICTORIAS!., S.W.I
Victoria 0669

1t1 OXFORD ST., W.I
Gerrard U32

62 PICCADILLY, W.I
Regent 1360

LONDON
Every Cine requirement is

available at all branches.

THE WESTMINSTER CINE SERVICE
Everything for Motion Pictures All the New Introductions Guaranteed

Second-hand Outfits

THE
WESTMINSTER CINE LIST

A fully detailed and illustrated

list of Cine Apparatus, Post

Free upon request. Depth of

focus and screen picture tables

are included and give useful

reference data. State size in

which you are interested, and
leaflets giving particulars of

latest introductions will also be
— included. — — —
HIRE PURCHASE

Nine Equal Monthly Payments.

THE WESTMINSTER finance their

own transactions and do not pass
them on to a finance house for

collection. Add 1 - in every 20 -

to cash price and divide into nine
equal monthly payments. Proposal

form upon request.

EXCHANGES
Liberal allowances quoted in part

exchange upon your present appar-
atus. Still or Cine. Outfits forwarded
for valuation will be returned im-
mediately upon request, post free, if

a transaction cannot be arranged.
Bulky apparatus should not be for-

warded without previously ascertain-

ing approx. value by correspondence

APPROVAL
Any second-hand outfit sent on 7
days' approval to post customers
against full deposit to value. Re-
mittance refunded in full, per return,

if apparatus unsuitable.

GUARANTEE
All second-hand apparatus is over-
hauled before sale, is correctly
described, and in good working
condition.
Any second-hand apparatus pur-

chased from us with which a
customer is dissatisfied will be
exchanged without loss within
one month from date of purchase.

The Latest Accessories
and Projectors

Hire Service for Cameras

70 D.A. BELL
HOV/ELL
FILMO

^O ': f

THE NEW
MOTOCAMERA

A wonderful advance. Com-
plete F;'2.5 Aniistigmat and X-4

Telephoto lens.

£18 18
PATHE LUX PROJECTOR
Enormous improvement on Standard
Pathe Projector. Very powerful lamp.
Complete for Super reels or oO and

60 ft. sizes. Any voltage.

£21 10

BOLEX MODEL D
PROJECTOR

A machine with outstanding
advantages.

Takes 9J and 16 mm. films

For 16mm, Day-
light Loading
Films. The most
advancedamateur
instrument. Seyen

speeds, three lens turrets, variable
view finder,visualfocussingdevice.
.\ de luxe outfit. Fitted F/3.5
Cooke Anastigmat. Special May-
fair Case. £96
Full range lof large aperture and
telephoto lenses available.

THE ENSIGN
SUPER-
SIXTEEN

PROJECTOR
A Super 16 mm.
.Machine at a
moderate price.
:;.'iii.\Vf. .Special

projectionlamp,
electric motor
drive, forward

and reverse, large lamp house, ex-
ceptionally sturdy base with full

THE "ENSIGN KINECAM 4

The " ENSIGN

KINECAM 4
"

-^British-made
16mm. Camera
at a competi-
tive price, Per-
fectmechanifal
construction.
Two speeds, K
and 16. Tavior
Hobson F 3.5
fixed focus 20
mm, .Anastig-
mat. Straight-
through tele-
scope-type finder. Motor drive.
Exposure indicator, film footage
meter. Interchangeable lens fea-
ture permitting long focus and
telephoto lenses to be used.
Takes 50 ft. daylight loading
spools. Exceptional value.

£10 10

250-\VattSpecialProjection range of movement. Com
Lamp. Electric -Motor Drive plete in box, for all voltaae:
and Rewind. Still picture
movement, Fancoolingde- pil Mfl
vice, F/1,6 Projection Lens, "•"«

£35 JL. PRO'

Resistance for voltages over J ECTO R
125 and case extra.

THE NEW AGFA
MOVEX CAMERA

for 16 nun.

A iu-\v portable 16 nini.

CamtTJi Hi thi' liisjlu'st

quitlity. IntiT'Iiani-'i'-

ni'It-lt'nsad,] list inent and
otluT retinements. 3
speeds, S-12-16. Auto-
matic footage indicat^^n-,

straiirht tlirouirli tinder
lia^ksfor •' '> and E^'eptionally strong and rigid.

^ ,,,
.'„ 'i~ii-' •.-Adjustable for heigbt. Fitted

^ I m. Icnsf^. laKfs OU ^.^^^^ rubber cushion for use on
tir 100 It. spools, (-'um- polished guriaccs. Panoram hd..

pletf Fil.O Dallmeyer wid* range of movement, tiltint;

^peed AnastiglUat and ?^djustraent. clamping hand)*-

leather case jointed for ease in carrying. A
«tout wire brace is concealed in

one of the legs and can be
brought into operation to se-

secureiy lock the "spread."

£7 10

£50

THE. NEW ENSIGN
CINE-PAN TRIPOD

£39 10

The Supreme 16 mm. Pr.-jfC-

tor. 400-Watt lajnp, electric

motor drive, forward and re-

verst, extra large aperture pro-

iectiOQ lens. volt metercontroi.
Pilot light, all gear drive, no
belts. Complete in case for

100-1X5 Toltsupiily. £115
Kesistance for higher vol tage*,

extra.

FULLY EQUIPPED PROJECTION ROOMS AND EXPERIENC
DEMONSTRATORS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCH

THE WESTMINSTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE LIMITED- LONDOK
62, Piccadilly, W.I. — 119. Victoria St.. S.W

III. Oxford Sb..W.I.
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EVERY TIME YOU USE SELO
you make a permanentpictute

Projection wear and tear do not
worry the SELO user—he knows
that with SELO he can get fresh
copies as and when he wants them
because SELO is a non- reversal
film. When your SELO FILM is

developed as a negative, a positive
copy is made for you to use in your

camera, and the negative remains
intact—a permanent picture for
further positive prints when
required. SELO is a PANCHRO-
MATIC FILM—its colour- sensitive
emulsion faithfully records in
monochrome all the beauties of
nature's tones.

mc
l6MM."^^afety

FILM
Sold in 100 ft.

and 50 ft. spools

Made in England by

ILFORD LIMITED, ILFORD, LONDON
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Jhe /jpStSenJHc^e
THE WESTMINSTER CINE SERVICE

Everything for Motion Pictures All the New Introductions Guaranteed
Second-hand Outfits The Latest Accessories Hire Service for Cameras

and Projectors

p. s. p.
" Have you tried the new Pathescope Super Speed Panchromatic
(P.S.P.) Film ?

"

10 times faster in artificial light. 4 times faster in daylight than
the ordinary Pathescope Film. Lcallet giving details of suitable
"stops" for indoor Cinf shots iniluded in each film carton.

Price 6/ encli Inrhiiiiiiff Development

.

70 D.A. BELL HOWELL
FILMO

For 16 mm. Daylight Loading
Films, The most advanced amateur
instrument. Seven speeds, three
lens turret, variable view finder, vis-

ual focussing device. X de luxe out-
fit. Fitted F/S.S (nuke .\nas- XOA
tigmat. Special MaviiiirCa-c ^'^
Full range of lar'jc- aperture and
telephoto lenses availa))'.e.

THE
WESTMINSTER CINE LIST

A fully detailed and illustrated

list of Cine Apparatus, Post

Free upon request. Depth of

focus and screen picture tables

are included and give useful

reference data. State size in

which you are interested, and
leaflets giving particulars of

latest introductions will also

be included.

HIRE PURCHASE
Nine Equal Monthly Payments.

THE WESTMINSTER finance their

own transactions and do not pass
them on to a finance house for

collection. Add 1 - in every 20 •

to cash price and divide into nine
equal monthly payments. Proposal

form upon request.

EXCHANGES
Liberal allowances quoted in part
exchange upon your present appar*
atus, Still or Cine. Outfits forwarded
for valuation will be returned im-
mediately upon request, post free, if

a transaction cannot be arrange:!.

Bulky apparatus should not be for-

warded without previously ascer-
taining approx. value by corre-

spondence.

APPROVAL
Any second-hand outfit sent on 7
days' approval to post customers
against full deposit to value. Re-
mittance refunded in full, per return,
if apparatus unsuitable.

GUARANTEE
All second-hand apparatus is over-
hauled before sale, is correctly
described, and in good
working condition.
Any second-hand appara-

tus purchased from us with
which a customer is dis-

satisfied will be exchanged
without loss within one
month from date of pur-
chase.

THE NEW
MOTOCAMERA

Complete

£18 18

A" wonderful advance
F/2.5 Anastig:niat and
X Telephoto lens.

THE, NEW ENSIGN
CINE-PAN TRIPOD

Exreptionally strong and rigid.
Adjustable for height. Fitted with
riil'lu-r cushion for-use on polished
snrlacfs. Panoram head, wide
range of movement, tilting adjust-
ment. Clamping handle jointed for
ease in carrying. A stout wire
brace is concealed in one of the
legs and can be brought into opera-
tion to seciirely lock X^ I

A

the " spread." ' ^

FILMO J.L.

PROJECTOR
The Supreme 16
mm. Projector.
Wi) - Watt lamp,
i-lectric motor
drive. forward and
rtverse, extra
large aperture
projection lens,
volt meter con-
trol. Pilot light,

:iii gear drive, no
belts. Complete

in case for 100- ^11^
115 volt supply. fci I-*

Resistance for higher voltages extra

THE NEW AGFA
MOVEX
CAMERA
for 16 mm.

A m-w iKirtubic 16
iJiiu. CanifTa of the
lii','li.'r iiuality. In-
terchangeable lens
adj astment and
other rertnements.
3 speeds, 8-12-16.

Automatic footage
indicator, straight

through finder with masks for 2. 5.

and 8 cm. lenses. Takes 50 or 100
ft. spcols. Complete F 1.5 Dall-

raeyer Speed Anastig- ^^O I flc
mat and leatlier case. *•'' V3«

THE ENSIGN
SUPER-
SIXTEEN

PROJECTOR
''*.*^*-A -A. ^nper 16 mm.
5:V7 M;''">iine at a
*=•''' model ate price.

250-V;t. Special
projection lamp.
electric motor
drive, forward

ami reverse, large lamp house, ex-
ceptionally sturdy base with full
range of movement. I'oni- ^CA
plete in box, for a!! voltages. ^^^

BOLEX MODEL D
PROJECTOR

A machine with outstanding
advantages.

Takes 9i and 16 nmi. films 250-
Watt Special Projection Lamp.
Klectric Motor Drive and Rewind,
still picture movement. Fan lonl-
ing device. F;i.6 Pro- ^^C
jection Lens. fcJJ
Resistance for voltages over 125
and case extra.

FULLY EQUIPPED PROJECTION ROOMS AND EXPERIENCED
DEMONSTRATORS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES-

THE WESTMINSTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE LIMITED- LONDON
62. Piccadilly. W.I. — 119, Victoria St.. S.W.I
__ _ Ill.Oxford St..W.!.

PATHE LUX PROJECTOR
ICnurmous improvement on .Stan-

dard Pathe Projector. Very power-
ful lamp. Complete for Super reels

or 30 and 6(1 It. sizes. {fiX ift
Any voltage. ^^ "

SECOND-HAND OUTFITS
B. & H. Filmo Projector, 16 mm,
2-in, Projection Lens, ilotor drive,
forward and reverse. Coniplete in
carrying ta-e. £45.
B. & H. Filmo No. 70, 16 mm.,
F 3.5 Cooke Anastigmat. Fixed
focus. Speeds 8 and 16. Complete
in leatlier case. Cost £58 10s.

tit 10$.

B. & H. Filmo, No. 70, 16 mm.,
F;3.5 Cooke Anastigmat. (Focus-
sing mount). Speeds, 8 and 16.

Complete in leather case. I'ost

£60 10s. E25
Mod. B.B. Cine Kodak, 16 mm.,
F 3.5 Kodak Anastigmat. Spods.
8 and 16. Complete in leather
case. Cost £17 10s. £10 17s. 6d.

Mod. B. Cine Kodak, 16 mm.,
F 6.5 Kodak Anastigmat. Cost
£18 18s. £7 5s.

Bolex Cine Camera, 16 mm., F 3.5

Hermagis Anastigmat (,'>oft. model).
Complete in leather lase. £6 15s.

Kinamo S.10, 16 mm. F 2.7 Zeiss
Tessar Anastigmat. List £21.

£13 10s.

Ensign Kinecam, 16 mm., F 2.6

Cinar Anastigmat. (Focussing
mount), 3 speeds. Spring and
hand drive. Complete in leather
case. As new. List, £18 18s.

f13 17s. 6d.
Ensign Super Kinecam, 16 mm.,
F 2.6 Cinar Anastigmat (Focus-
sing mount), .'i speeds. Spring
and hand drive. Complete in
leather case. As new. List, £45

£35.
Mod. B. Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F 3.5

Kodak Anastigmat. i ost £2.'i.

£10 10s.

Sept Cine Camera, 35 mm., F.3 5

Huet Anastigmat. .Spring drive.

Complete in leather case. £7 15s
B. & H. Filmo, No. 75, 16 mm.,
20 mm., F 3.5 Cooke Anastigmat.

(Fi.xed focus). Conniletcin
leather case. £18 17s. 6d.

3 in. F,'3.5 Cooke Telephoto,
in focussing ni(.iunt for
above. £5 lOs.

Pathescope De Luie Moto-
camera, 9.5 mm., F 3.5,

Hermagis Anastigmat.
l,i-f £1U 10-. £7 15s.
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EVERY YIME YOU USE SELO
you make a permanentpictute

Projection wear and tear do not
worry the SELO user—he knows
that with SELO he can get fresh
copies as and when he wants them
because SELO is a non-reversal
film. When your SELO FILM is

developed as a negative, a positive
copy is made for you to use in your

camera,'and J
the negative remains

intact—a permanent picture for
further positive prints when
required. SELO is a PANCHRO-
MATIC FILM—its colour-sensitive
emulsion faithfully records in
monochrome all the beauties of
nature's tones.

mc
l6MM."^^afety

FILM
Sold in 100 ft.

and 50 ft. spools

Made in EnglandTby

ILFORD LIMITED, ILFORD, LONDON
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Jne /oeStS&UHc^^
THE WESTMINSTER CINE SERVICE

Everything for Motion Pictures All the New Introductions Guaranteed
Second-hand Outfits The Latest Accessories Hire Serv'ce for Cameras

and ProjectorsTHE
WESTMINSTER CINE LIST

A fully detailed and illustrated

list of Cine Apparatus, Post

Free upon request. Depth of

focus and screen picture tables

are included and give useful

reference data. State size in

which you are interested, and
leaflets giving particulars of

latest introductions will also
— be Included.

THE ENSIGN
SUPER-
SIXTEEN

PROJECTOR
A .Super 16 mm.

' Marhine at a
iiidderate price.
:;jO-Wt. .Special

projection lamp,
electric motor
drive, forward

and reverse, large lamp house, e.\-

oeptionall.v sturdy base with full
range of movement. Com- (VX\
plete in bo.\, for all voltages." ^^"^

70 D.A. BELUHOW ELL
FILMO

For 16 mm. Daylight Loading
Films. The most advanced amateur
instrument. Seven speeds, tliree

lens turret,! variable view Under, vis-

ual focussing device. X de luxe oi]t-

fit. fitted F/3.5 Cooke Anas- £OA
tigmat. Special Mayfair Case *" '*'

Full range of laree aperture
and telephoto lenses available.

in case for 100-
llj volt supply.

Eesistance for voltages up to C

FILMO J.L.

PROJECTOR
The Supreme Ki
mm. Projector.
400 - Watt lamp,
electric motor
drive,forward and
reverse, extra
large aperture
projection lens,
volt meter con-
trol. Pilot light,

all gear drive, no
belts. Complete

£115

GUARANTEE
All second-hand apparatus is over-
hauled before sale, is correctly
described, and in ^ood working
condition.
Any second-hand apparatus pur-

chased from us with which a cus-
tomer is dissatisfied will be exchanged
without loss within one month

from date of purchase.

£4

THE NEW
A wonderful advance,
F;2.5 Anastismiat and
X 4 Telephoto lens.

MOTOCAMERA
Complete

£18 18

p. s. p.
" Have you tried

the new Patha-
scope Super Speed
Panchromatic
(P.S.P.) Film?"
10 times faster In

artificial light,
4 times faster i.i

daylight than the
ordinary Pathe-
scope Film. Leaf-
let giving details nt

suitable "stops" for

indoor Cine shots in-

cluded in each film
carton.

Price 6/- each
Iiichiiliri^ iJefelopufnt

MODEL B

MOTOCAMERA
All-metal Body

Anastigmat.

£6 6

BOLEX MODEL D
PROJECTOR

A machine with outstanding
advantages.

Takes 9! and 16 mm. films. 250-
Watt Special Projection Lamp.
Electric Motor Drive and Rewind.
•Still picture movement. Fan ctiol-

ing device. F/1.6 Pro- {"iC
jection Lens. fcJJ
Resistance for voltages over 12,^

£1 17 6 Carrying c;ise £2

F3..5

SECOND-HAND OUTFITS

PATHE LUX PROJECTOR
Knormoiis improvement on Stan-
dard Patlie Projector. Very power-
ful lamp. Complete for Super reels
or :iO and 60 ft. sizes. X^ I I rt
Any voltage. ^*

' '

"

B. & H. Filmo, No. 70,
16 mm., F 3.S Cooke
Anastigmat. (Focussing
mount.) Speeds, 8 and
16. Complete in leather
case. Cost£6010s. £25

Mod. B. Cine Kodak,
16 mm., F 6.5 Kodak
Anastigmat.
Cost £18 ISs. £7 5s.

SPECIAL OFFER
ENSIGN KINECAM

Mod. B. Cine Kodak F 1.9
Kodak Anastigmat. Cnni-
plcte in (Use. £18 10s.

Mod. B.B. Cine
16 mm., F 3.5
Anastigmat. Speed:
16. Complete

B. & H. Filmo Projector,
^'^^

16 mm. 2-in. Projection
Lens. Motor drive, for-
ward and reverse. Com-
plete in carrying case. £45.

Cost £17 10s
£10 17s.

Kodak,
Kodak

. iS and
leatller

B. & H. Filmo,
No. 75, 16 mm.,
20 mm., F.3 5
Cooke Anastigmat.
(Fixed focus.) Com-
plete in leather
case. £18 17s. 6d.

Cine Nizo, 9.5 mm.,
Meyer Anastigmat.
plete in ca^je.

THE
PATHESCOPE
"HOME MOVIE"
PROJECTOR

Xeat and compact,
Itandsome in ap-
pearance, hand
drive, for 100-110
volts

£^ 15

Resistance for volt-

ages up to 250
volts lOi.

F 1.5
Com-
£15

Thalhammer.
with Pano
List £9 12s.

cine Tripod,
Tilt Head.
£5 17s. 6d.

6d.

Kinamo S.10, 16 mm.,
F 2.7 Zeiss Tessar Anastig-
mat. List £24.

£11 17s. 6d.

EXCHANGES
Liberal allowances quoted in

part exchange upon your
present apparatus. Still or

Cine. Outfits forwarded for

valuation will be returned
immediately upon request,

post free, if a transaction
cannot be arranged. Bulky
apparatus should not be for-

warded without previously
ascertaining approx. value

by correspondence.

Mod.
mm.,
mat.

B. Cine Kodak, 16
F 3.5 Kodak Anastig-
Cost £25. £10 108.

Ensign Kinecam, 16 mm.,
F/2.6 Cinar Anastigmat.
(Focussing mount). .3 speeds
Spring and hand drive.
Complete in leather case.
List £18 18s. £13 17$. 6d.

APPROVAL
Any second-hand outfit sent
on 7 days' approval to post
customers against full de-
posit to value. Remittance
refunded in full, per return,

if apparatus unsuitable.

Kodak Cine Tripod, i um-
plete with heail. List
£6 1.5s. £3 17s. 6d.

Kodak Mod. A., 16 mm.,
F 3.5 Anastigmat. Com-
plete in case. £9 17s. 6d.

30 ft. Pathescope
Various subjects, ;

(seals unbroken).
List 3s. 6d.

Films.
s new

is. 6d.

FULLY EQUIPPED PROJECTION ROOMS AND EXPERIENCED
DEMONSTRATORS ARE AVAILABLE AT ALL BRANCHES

THE WESTMINSTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC EXCHANGE LIMITED- LONDON
62. Piccadilly, W.I. — 119, Victoria St.. S.WI

III, Oxford St..W.I.

Pathescope Motocamera de
Luxe, 9.5 mm., F 2.7

Zeiss Tessar Anastigmat.
List £20 £13 13s.

Victor, 16 mm. (Turret
Head), F 3.5 Datmac Anas-
tigmat. :> speeds, spring
and hand drive. Complete
in case £27 10s.

Mod. B.B. Cine Kodak.
F 1.9 Kodak Anastigmat
in blue. 2 speeds. Com-
jilete in case. £19 15s.

HIRE PURCHASE
Nine Equal Montfily

Payments.
THE WESTMINSTER
finance their own transac-

tions and do not pass them
on to a finance house for

collection. Add 1 - in every

20 • to cash price and divide

into nine equal monthly
payments. Proposal form

upon request.

1
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EVERYHNE YOU USE SELO
you make a permanentpicture

Projection wear and tear do not
worry the SELO user—he knows
that with SELO he can get fresh
copies as and when he wants them
because SELO is a non-reversal
film. When your SELO FILM is

developed as a negative, a positive
copy is made for you to use in your

camera, and the negative remains
intact—a permanent picture for
further positive prints when
required. SELO is a PANCHRO-
MATIC FILM—its colour-sensitive
emulsion faithfully records in
monochrome all the beauties of
nature's tones.

16 MM.
\

NEGATIVE FILM
J

per 100 It. spool
1 per 50 ft. spoul

I - POSITIVE FILM
per 100 ft. spool

I3/t
7,t

f per 50 ft. spool

TIC

safety

riLM
Made in England by

ILFORD LIMITED, ILFORD, LONDON
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HUGE PURCHASE
£2,000 STOCK OFFERED AT

RECORD BREAKING REDUCTIONS
APPROVAL. Any outfit sent on 7 days'
approval to post "customers against full

deposit to value.

BELL & HOWELL FILMO No. 70
D.A. 16 MM.

Turret head, critical focusser, 7 speeds.
Complete with 1-inch F/3.5 Cooke Anastigmat,
1-inch F/1.8 Cooke Special, for Koda- /70
color, and case. List £104 8s.

t.#v

EXCHANGE. We regret that owing to the very low
prices of these outfits we are unable to take goods in
part exchange except in exceptional circumstances.

SPECIALS
BELL & HOWELL FILMO No. 70

D. 16 MM.
Turret head, 7 speeds. Complete with 1-inch
F/1.8 Cooke Special, for Kodacolor, 2-inch
F/3.5 Cooke Anastigmat, 4-inch F/4.5 fi.")
Cooke Telephoto, and case. List£108 6s. fc"*

U A R A X T E E . .\11 apparatus and
accessories carry the full Westminster
Guarantee.

BELL & HOWELL FILMO No. 70
D.A. 16 MM.

Turret head, critical focusser, 7 speeds.
Complete with 1-inch F/3.5 Cooke Anastig-
mat, 3-inch F/2.9 Dallmever, and fH^
rase. List £109. fc».fc

BELL HOWELL NO. 70 A FILMO CAMERAS AT LESS THAN ONE-THIRD LIST PRICE.

CAMERAS LENSES PROJECTORS
B. & H. Filmo, No. 70, 16 mm., F/3.5 Cooke
Anastigmat. (Focussing.) 2 speeds. Complete
in case. List £55. £16 17s. 60.

B. & H. Filmo, No. TO, 16 mm., F,3.5 Cooke
Anastigmat. (Fixed focus.) 2 speeds. Com-
plete in case. List £55. f16 17s. 6d.
B. & H. Filmo, No. 70, 16 mm., F/1.S Cooke
Special lor Kodacolor. 2 speeds. Complete
incase. List £59 8s. £22 178. 6d.
B. & H. Filmo, No. 75, 16 mm., F/3.5 Cooke
Anastigmat. Complete in case. List £30.

£14 15s. Od.
Victor Cine Camera, 16 mm., F/3.5 Dalmac
Anastigmat. Spring and hand drive. 3 speeds.
List £35. £15 OS. Od.
Victor Cine Camera, 16 mm., F/3.5 Dalmac
Anastigmat. Turret head, spring and hand
drive, 3 speeds. Complete in case. Cost
£47 10s. £25 OS. Od.
Kinamo S.10, 16 mm., F/Z.T, Zeiss Tessar
Anastigmat. spring drive, takes 30 ft. chargers.
Cost £24. £11 12s. 6d.
Ensign Kinecam, 16 mm., F/2.6 Cinar
Ana^igmat. spring and hand drive , 3 speeds.
Complete in case. Cost £18 18s. £10 17s. 6d.
Bolex Cine Camera, 16 mm., F 3.5, Hermagis
Anastigmat. 50 ft. model, spring drive.
Complete in case. £4 15s. Od.
Agfa Movex, 16 mm., F 3.5 Agfa Anastigmat.
Spring drive. Takes 40-ft. film in chargers.
List £15 15s. £9 OS. Od.

20 mm. F/3.5 Cooke Anastigmat. Li:.t £4.
£2 15s. Od.

1 Inch F/1.8 Cooke Special for Kodacolor.
(Focussing mount.) List £8 8s. £3 19s. 6d.

1 Inch F/1.9 Dallmeyer Lens. (Focussing
mount.) List £6 12s. £2 15s. Od.

1 5/S Inch F/1.5 Meyer Kino Plasmat. (Focus-
sing mount.) £4 15s. Od.

4 Inch F/4.5 Dallmeyer Telephoto. (Focussing
mount.) Xo finders. List £7 10s. £3 10s. Od.

2 Inch F/3.5 Cooke Anastigmat. (Focussing
mount.) No finders. List £9 9s, £3 19s. 6d.

6 Inch F 4.5 Dallmeyer Telephoto. (Focussing
mount.) No finders. List £11 19s. £5 10s. Od.

3 Inch F/4 Cooke Telephoto. (Focussing mount.)
No finders. List £9 9s. £4 2s. 6d.

3 Inch F/3.5 Dallmeyer Telephoto. (Focussing
mount.) -No finders. List £9 4s. £4 2s. 6d.

4 Inch F 4 Dallmeyer Telephoto. (Focussing
mount.) No finders. List £8 3s. 6d.

£4 19s. 6d.
(All the above Lenses are adapted for Filmo.

Victor or Ensign Kinecam.)
15 mm. F'2.7 Kodak Anastigmat. (Fixed focus.)
To fit Model K Cine Kodak. List £12 12s.

£5 7S. 6d.

3 Inch F 4.5 Kodak Anastigmat. (Focvissing
mount.) To fit Model K Cine Kodak. List
£12 12s. £5 7s. 6d.

Bell & Howell Filmo Projector, No. 57 G,
16 mm. 2-incli projection lens, motor drive,
forward ami reverse, 250 watt lamp. Complete
in case. List £85. £55 OS. Od.
Model B Kodascope Projector, 16 mm. Bronze
2-inch projection lens, self threading motor
drive, forward and reverse, 200 watt lamp.
Complete in ease. ' List £100. £52 10s. Od.

Zeiss Ikon Projector, 16 mm. IJ-inch pro-
jection lens, motor drive, 100 w.att lamp.
Complete in case. List £lii. £11 10s. Od.

Zeiss Ikon Projector, 16 mm. IJ-inch pro-
jection lens, high intensity model, motor
drive, 30 v., 100 watt lamp. Complete in case.

With resistance for voltages up to 250, List

£27 1.5s. £18 10s. Od.

Q. R. S. DeVry, 16 mm. 2-inch projection
lens, motor drive, 100 watt lamp. Complete
with resistance for voltages up to 250. and
case. List £21 10s. £12 7s. 6d.

Q. R. S. DeVry, 16 mm. 2-inrh i)rojection

lens, motor drive, 100 watt lamp. Complete
in case. List £19 Ts. £9 17s. 6d.

Ensign Silent Sixteen Projector, 16 mm.
F/1.8 projection lens, motor drive, 180 watt
lamp. Complete with resistance for 250
volts and case. List £27 10s. £19 10s. Od.
Ensign Alpha Projector, 16 mm. li-ineh pro-
jection lens, motor drive, 100 watt lamp.
Complete with resistance for 250 volts, and
case. List £15 15s. £11 2s, 6d.

THE WESTMINSTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
EXCHANGE LTD.

119, VICTORIA ST., S.W.I
Victoria 0669.

62, PICCADILLY, W.I
Eegent 1360.

Ill, OXFORD ST., W.I
Gerrard 1432

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL BRANCHES
We are unable to list all outfits available. WRITE NOW, stating your requirements, and we will reply PER RETURN.

The pick of the stock will be sold before the next issue of this Journal.

CINE KODAKS.
Model B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F/1.9 Kodak.
Anastigmat. (Focussing niormt.) Complete
witti 3iin., F 3 Wollensak Telephoto and case.
Cost £43 7s. Gd. £17 10s. Od.
Model B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F 1.9 Kodak
Anastigmat. (Focussing mount.) Complete
in case. Cost £33 7s. 6d. £15 10s. Od.
Model B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F/6.5 Kodak
Anastigmat. (Fixed focus.) Cost £18 18s.

£6 OS. Od.
Model B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F;3.6 Kodak
Anastigmat. (Fixed focus.) Complete in case.
Cost £26 17s. (id. £7 13S. 9d.
Model B B Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F;1.9 Kodak
Anastigmat. (Focussing mount.) 2 sjieeds.
Complete in case. Cost £27 10s. £15 10s. Od.
Model B 6 Cine Kodak, 16 mm., F,3.5 Kodak
Anastigmat. (Fixed focus.) '^speeds. Com-
plete in case. Cost £17 7s. 6Ti. £8 17s. 6d.

35 mm. OUTFITS.
Bell & Howell Eyemo, F,2.6 Cooke Focussing
2 speeds. Cost £88. £45 Os. Od.
Sept Cine Camera, F,3.5 Anastigmat. Complete
in case. £5 10s. Od.
Kinex Projector, F/2.8 T.T.H. Projection
Lens. Hand drive, 10-ineh spools, geared re-
wind, mounted on wooden hase. Complete
with resistance for 250 volts and metal cover.

£4 17s. 6d.
DeVry PortaMe Projector, 500 watt lamp,
takes '1,000-ft. spools. Motor drive, com-
pletely enclosed in asbestos lined case. Complete
with resistance for voltages up to 250. Cost
£80. £33 10s Od.

SUNDRIES.
Bell & Howell Kodacolor Assembly, to fit F 1.8

Cooke. List £6 10s. £2 19s. 6d.
Bell & Howell Kodacolor Assembly, to fit

No.57GFiimo projector. List£15. £5 OS. Od.
Bell & Howell Kodacolor Assembly, tn fit

No. 57 Filmo projector. List £12 17s. 6d.
£2 10s. Od.

Kodak Kodacolor Assembly, to fit F/1.9 Kodak
Anastigmat. List £3 10s. £1 10s. Od.
Kodak Kadacolor Assembly, to fit Kodascope
Model li. List £4 lOs. £2 5s. Od.
Bell & Howell Cine Tripod. Complete in case.
List £14. £5 10s. Od.
Thalhammer Cine Tripod Camera, with Pano
tilt head. List £9 12s. £4 19s. 6d.
Craig Splicer. List £4 14s. £2 7s. 6d.
Bell & Howell Convertible Film Splicer.
List £2 .5s. £1 7s. 6d.
Bell & Howell Iris Vignettes for v.uious lenses.
List £4 lOs. £1 10s. Od.
Bell & Howell Remote Control. List £1 6s.

15s. Od.
List £2.
16s. 6d.

List £1 19s.

17s. 6d.
List £1 Is.

IIS. 60.
Bell & Howell Photometer. F.xposure Meters.
List £5 !5s. £2 5s.

2-inch and 3-inch Bell & Howell Extralite
Projection Lenses, for Filmo projector. List

£6 10s. Each £2 10s. Od.

Oxford Projector Stand. Cost £4 4s. £217s.6d.

Bell & Howell Filmo Modifier.

Bell & Howell Filmo Duplicator.

Prismatic Eye.Bell & Howell

PATNESCOPE.
Pathescope Cine Camera, 9.5 mm., F 3.5

Anastigmat. Hand drive. Co.Jt £,'.. £1 18s. 9d.

Pathescope Cine Camera, 9.5 mm., F 3.5

Anastigmat. Complete \\\x\\ Mi^trix attach-
ment. Cost £7 2s. £2 15s. Od.

Pathescope Cine Camera, 9.5 mm., F 3.5

Anastigmat. ('omplete with Caiuo attach-
ment. Cost £9 .')s. £2 19s. 6d.

Pathescope Motocamera, 9.5 mm., F.3.5

Anastigmat. .-spring drive. List £lo Id*.

£7 2s. 6d.

Pathescope Motocamera, 9.5 mm., F 2.9 Zeiss
Triolar Anastigmat. Springilrive. List £16 16s.

£10 5s. Od.

Pathescope Motocamera, 9.5 mm., F 2.7 Zeiss

Tessar Anastigmat. Spring drive. List

£J1. £12 10s. Od.

SUNDRIES—co«(in»pi/.

1-inch, li-inch, 3-inch, 2)-inch, 4-inch Bell

& Howell Projection Lenses, for Filmo pro-
jector. List £3 1.5s. Each £1 10s. Od
Bell & Howell Filmo Ratchet Winding Keys.
List £1. 9s. 6d..

Bell & Howell Magnifier, 3x. Li~t £1 5s.

lis. 6d.

Bell& Howell Magnifier, 15x. List £1 Is. Ss. 6d.

Bell & Howell 45-50 Condensers, for Filmo
projectors. List £2 5s. £1 5s. Od.

Kodak Kodacolor Projection Unit for .Model \
Kodascope projector. List £6 6s. £3 Os. Od.

1-inch Lens for Kodak Model A Kodascope
projector. List £4 15s. £1 19s. 6d.

Bell & Howell Filmo Lamps, 50 v., 250 watts.
List £1 15s. 17s. 6d.
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